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PURPOSE L'OBJETDU BUREAU

The International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation was founded in 1938. Le Bureau Internationalde DocumentationFiscale fut fond en 1938. Pour

For organizational reasons this Bureau is established as a separate founda- des rasons d'organisation, ce Bureau est tabli comme une fondation

tion accordng to Netherlands law. The Bureau is a scientific, independent, spareconformmentau drotcvl nerlandais.Le Bureau est une institu-

non-profitmaking, non-politicalfoundationof which the purpose is defined tion scientifique, indpendante, sans but lucratif et sans objet politique,
in the Articles as follows: dont le but est dfini dans les statuts comme suit:

Art. 2 - Objects Art. 2 Objets-

1. The objects of the foundation shall be to organise and maintain a I. La fondation a aussi bien pour objet d'organiseret de tenir jour un

documentationcentre for the purpose of providing informationabout centre de documentation permettant de fournir des informations et

and explanationsof national and international taxation and the appli- explications sur la fiscalit nationale et internationaleet son applica-
cation thereof, as well as promoting the study of taxation in general. tion, que de promouvoir l'tude de la fisealit en gnral.

2. In the realisationof its objects the foundation shall strive to maintain 2. Pour la ralisation de ces objets, la fondation devra chercher en-

good co-operation with its founder, the International Fiscal Associa- tretenir une bonne coopration avec sa fondatrice, l'Association Fis-

tion, hereinafter referred to as I.F.A., which set up the foundation cale Internationale,ci-aprs intitule I.F.A. (InternationalFiscal As-

as an independent entity sociation), qui a cr la fondation comme entit indpendante.

Art. 3 Art. 3
1. The foundaton shall endeavour to acheve its objects: I. La fondation s'efforcera pour la ralisation de ces objets:

a. by collecting and maintaining information concerning taxation a. de rassembler et tenir jour les informations portant sur la

whether in the form of a library with relevant books, periodicals fiscalitsoit sous la forme d'une bibliothquepossdant les livres

and other publications, a data base or in any other form; publis dans ce domaine, les priodiqueset autres publications,
b. by providing information and explanatory information; soit sous la forme d'une banque de donnes, soit sous une autre

c. by providing the opportunity, with the permission of the Board forme;



of Directorsand subject to the conditionslaid down by the Board b. de fournir des informationset explications;
of Directors, which may also be of a financial nature, of making c. d'offrir la possibilit,avecla permission du Directoire et suivant
use of the information stored and having access to the works ses conditions, celles-ci pouvant galementtre de nature finan-
present in the library; cire, d'utiliser les informationsrassembleset d'avoir accs aux

d. by publishing; ouvrages disponibles dans la bibliothque;
e. by offering co-operation in the publication of third parties; d. de publier;
f. by all other lawful means. e. d'offrir sa coopration dans la publication de tiers;

2. Within the framework of its objects the foundation shall be entitled f. d'utiliser tout autre moyen lgal.
to set up other legal entities and organisationsor participate therein, 2. La fondation est autorise, dans le cadre de ses activits, crer
whether on its own or together with others. d'autres entits lgales et organisations, d'y avoir une participation

que ce soit seule ou en collaborationavec d'autres.

In close cooperationwith the I.F.A., and with the aid of expert correspon- Par une coopration troite avec I'I.F.A. et avec l'aide de correspondants
dents throughout the world, the Bureau acquires as much information as travers le monde, le Bureau rassemble toutes les donnes possibles en

possible in the field of international and comparative tax law. The Bureau matire de droit fiscal internationalet compar. De cette faon, le Bureau
is thus able to supply data (but not advice) on specific tax problems. A fee, est mme de fournir des renseignements, mais non des avis, concernant

necessary for the maintenance and extension of the Bureau, is charged on des problmes fiscaux spciaux. Des honoraires, ncessaires au maintien
a time/cost basis. The Bureau has published several series of monographs et l'expansion du Bureau, sont demandsen fonction du temps ncessaire
including Selected Monographs on Taxation (a joint venture with Har- et du cot. Le Bureau a publi un certain nombre de monographiesdont
vard Law School, International Tax Program). des monographies sur la fiscalit (tudes ralises en association avec

Harvard Law School, International Tax Program).

The Bureau also publishes European Taxation, a monthly journal on the Le Bureau publie aussi European Taxation, revue mensuelle sur les sys-
tax systems of Europe. Tax News Service, published twice per month, tmes fiscaux europens. Tax News Service, publi deux fois par mois,
provides rapid informationon world-widetax development.Supplementary donne une information rapide, l'chelle mondiale, de tout ce qui touche
Service to European Taxation is a loose-leaf reference work. la fiscalit. SupplementaryService to European Taxatim est un ouvrage

de rfrence prsente sous feuilles mobiles.

The loose-leaf series Guides to European Taxation comprises The Taxa- Guides to European Taxation, galement une publication sous feuilles
tion of Patent Royalties, Dividends, Interest, in Europe, The Taxation mobiles, comprendTheTaxationof Patent Royalties, Dividends, Interest,
of Companies in Europe, The Taxation of Private Investment Income, in Europe, The Taxation of Companies in Europe, The Taxation of
Value Added Taxaton in Europe and Taxation in European Socialist Private Investment Income, Value Added Taxation in Europe et Tax-
Countries. ation in European Socialist Countries

The loose-leaf series Tax Treaty Guides comprises Handbook on the Tax Treaty Guides, une autre publication sous feuilles mobiles, comprend
U.S.-German Tax Convention. The Bureau also publishes four other le Handbook on the U.S.-German Tax Convention. Le Bureau publie
reference works, Taxation in Latin America, African Tax Systens, Taxes galement Taxation in Latin America, Systmes Fiscaux Africains, Taxes
and Investment in the Middle East, Taxes and Investment in Asia and the and Investment n the Middle East, Taxes and Investment in Asia and the
Pacific and The Tax TreatmentofTransfer Pricing. Pacific et The Tax Treatmentof Transfer Pricing, ouvrages d'information

sous feuilles mobiles.

I.F.A. - INTERNATIONALFISCALASSOCIATION

General Secretariat: c/o Erasmus University, P.O.Box 1738 (Burg. Oudlaan 50), 3000 DR Rotterdam
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A. Buelinckx (Belgium) tional and comparative fiscal law and the finan-President:

Richard M. Hammer (U.S.A.)
D.F.A. Davidson (United Kingdom) cial and economic aspects of taxation.
Dr. A.R. Lpez (Argentina) Plan of Action Article 3Secretary General: Prof. A. Nooteboom (Netherlands)

-

Prof. Dr. J.H. Christiaanse (Netherlands) F.F. Ordoez (Spain)
The Association shall endeavour by all legal
means to realise this aim: (a) by scientific re-
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Max Laxan (France) Purpose and working-methodare defined as fol-
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Contents
ofthe January1987issue

RichardHammerand WilliamD. Rohrer: G.A. Nezis:

U.S. BRANCHTAXATION:AVENTUREINTO GREECE:AN ANTI-INCENTIVEFOR FOREIGN
THEUNKNOWN ...................................3 INVESTMENTS ...................................35

The authorsprovidea thoroughdiscussionof the new branch level Mr. Nezis has been arguing for review of the treatmentgiven to cur-

tax. Theypresentthe majorareasof uncertaintyconcerningthe new rency value fluctuations by the Greek tax authorities. In this short

laws appficable to dividends and interest as weil as the protection note he setsforththe MinisterialDecisionwhich is causing much of

affordedunderthe variousnon-discriminationclauses. Mr. Hammer the problem and providesan examplewhichclearlyexhibitsthe un-

and Mr. Rohrersuppythe readerwith a reviewof all the tax treaties fairresults.

presentyneffectwiththeU.S.
JamesLeavy:

CONFERENCEDIARY .............................12 COLOMBIA:IMPORTANTTAXREFORMPROPOSED
BYGOVERNMENT 36

A.H. Qureshi:
................................

in the wakeof the recentU.S. tax reform, the new ColombianPresi-

THE FREEDOMOFASTATETO LEGISLATEIN FISCAL dent, Virgilio Barco, has supportedmajortax reform legislation. This

MATTERSUNDERGENERALINTERNATIONALLAW .... 14 new legislation is expected to result in a flat corporate tax rate,
Dr. Qureshipresentsan argumentfor the theorythat a Statefacesno simplificationof the personalncometax with reduction in the rates,
constraintson legislativefiscal jurisdiction.Within this theorywe find and an ncreasen the VAT rate. Provisionseffecting foreignersare

the concept of reasonable connection which forms a minimum also planned. The authorpresentsa summaryof the major changes
standard under InternationalLaw for foreigners. This thought-pro- expected.
vokingarticleprovidesabroadbasisfromwhicha Statemaytax.

CharlesCain:
J.C. Holland: THE ISLE OF MAN:YOURUSER-FRIENDLY
THENATUREOFVAT ..............................23 OFFSHORECENTRE ..............................37

Theauthorhasbeen involvedinthe disseminationofknowledgecon- This article is an overviewofthepossibilitiesand advantagesthe Isle

ceming the effectsof the VAT for some time. In this brief article he ofManoffersasanoffshorefinanciaicentre.

presents the major issueshe feels the VATfails to considerand the

variouswaysinwhichtheVATresultsinwastage.
BIBLIOGRAPHY ..................................41

EstudioMartinez,Bellido,Beminzon& Lavalle: Books 41- ................................

PERU: BRANCHESOF FOREIGNCOMPANIES- - Loose-leafservices ...................... 44

INCOMEANDPATRIMONYTAXREGIMES ............ 29
The authorsprovide a reviewof the two main taxes concerning the

assessmentofncomeofbranchesof foreigncompaniesin Peru, the LISTOFADDRESSES
ncome tax and the patrimonytax. They define the entities affected of the main publishinghouses
andtheincomethatistaxed. appearingin the Bibliography .......................46

INHALTSVERZEICHNIS SOMMAIRE

Richard Hammer und William D. Rohrer Richard Hammeret Willam D. Rohrer:

Die Besteuerungder Zweigniederlassungenin den USA- Etats-Unisd'Amrique: Impositiond'une

UnterfangenmitungewssemAusgang .................... 3 succursale:une aventurevers l'inconnu ....................... 3

Die Verfasser vermitteln eine grndliche Darstellung der neuen Les auteurs prsentent une discussion approfondie sur la nouvelle

Steuer, die auf der Stufe der Zweigniederlassungenerhoben wird. imposition des succursales. lls donnent un aperu des points d'in-

Sie zeiigen diie wiichtigsten,mit UnsicherheitsfaktorenbelastetenGe- certitude les plus importants quant l'applicationdes nouvelles lois

biete auf. Diese Gebiete erstrecken sich sowohl auf die Anwendung aux dividendes et intrts ainsi que la protection garantie par les

der neuen Gesetze bezglich der Behandlung von Dividenden und diffrentes clauses de non-discrimination.M. Hammer et M. Rohrer

Zinsen, als auch auf den Schutz, der sich aus den verschiedenen ont galement recens toutes lles conventionsfiiscalles actuellllement

Nichtdiskriminierungsklauselnergibt. Schliesslich vermitteln Herr en vigueur aux Etats-Unis.
Hammer und Herr Rohrer dem Leser einen Uberblick ber alle zur

Zeit bestehenden Doppelbesteuerungsabkommender USA.

Veranstaltungskalender..... .............................. 12 Carnetdes Congrs ..................................... 12
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A.H. Qureshi: A.H. Qureshi:
Der Spielraumeines Staates, steuerlicheGesetze im La libertd'un Etat Igifreren matire fiscale
Rahmen des internationalenRechts zu schaffen ............... 14 est prvuepar plusieurs Igislationsnternationales ............ 14
Dr. Qureshi fhrt verschiedene Argumente dafr an, dass ein Staat Le Dr. Qureshi est en faveur de la thorie selon aquele un Etat ne
in bezug auf seine Steuergesetzgebungkeinerlei Beschrnkungen doit subir aucune contrainte en matire de lgislation fiscale. Cette
unterliegt. Diese Annahme benhaltetdas Konzeptdervernnftigen thorie retient le concept de reasonable connection qui constitue
Verbindung, welches Mindestanforderungenan das internationale une notion standard minimum en matire de loi internationaleappli-
Recht fur Auslnder beinhaltet. Dieser orovozierende Artke sol cable aux trangers. Cet artice relativementprovoquantfournt une
aufzeigen, wie weit der rechtiche Spie raum fr einen Staat ist, assiette assez large partir de laquele un Etat peut imposer.
Steuern zu erheben.

J.C. Holland: J.C. Holland:
Das Wesen der Mehrwertsteuer ............................ 23 La nature de la TVA ...................................... 23
Der Verfasser hat sich seit geraumerZeit mit der Wissensvermittlung L'auteur a particip un certain temps la diffusion d'informationssur
zu den Auswirkungen der Mehrwertsteuer beschftigt. In diesem les effets de la TVA. Il prsente dans ce court article les points les
kurzen Artikel zeigt er Aspekte auf, die seiner Meinung nach durch plus importants dont la TVA n'a pas tenu compte et les diffrentes
die Mehrwertsteuer nicht in ausreichendem Masse bercksichtigt voies suivies par a TVA et ayant conduit des gaspillages.
werden; ferner nennt er Beispiee, von denen er glaubt, dass die
Mehrwertsteuerzu Verschwendung fhrt.

Estudio Martinez, Bellido, Berninzon& Lavalle Estudio Martinez, Bellido, Berninzonet Lavalle:
Peru: Niederlassungenauslndischer Prou: Succursalesde socits trangres-
Gesellschaften- Die steuerlicheBehandlung Rgimes fiscaux des revenuset du patrimoine 29................

des Einkommensund Vermgens- ......................... 29 Les auteurs tudient les deux impts les plus importantsapplicables
Die Autoren vermitteln einen Uberblick ber die beiden wichtigsten aux revenus raliss au Prou par les succursalesde socits tran-
Steuern, die in Peru auf das Einkommen der Niederlassungen gres: l'impt sur le revenu et l'impt sur le patrimone. lls dfnissent
auslndischer Unternehmen veranlagt werden, dabei handelt es les entits vises ainsi que e revenu qui est impos.
sich um die Einkommen-und die Vermgensteuer.Ferner geben sie
eine Definition der betroffenen Rechtstrger und des zu be-
steuernden Einkommens.

G.A. Nezis: G.A. Nezis:

Griechenland: Hindernissefur auslndische Investitionen ........ 35 Grce: Mesures de dcouragementspour
Herr Nezis setzt sich bei den griechischen Finanzbehrden dafr les investissementstrangers .............................. 35
ein, die steuerliche Behandlung von Whrungsschwankungenzu M. Nezis plaide en faveur d'une rvision du traitement des fluctua-
berprfen. In seinem kurzen Artikel erlutert er die Entscheidung tions des valeurs appliqu par es autorits fiscales grecques. Il
des Ministeriums, durch die die Probleme hauptschlichverursacht expose dans ce court article ladcisionministriellequi est lacause
werden, und zeigt anhand eines Beispiels die ungerechtenResultate de la plupart des problmes et donne un exemple dmontrantpr-
auf. cisment les consquences injustes.

James Leavy: James Leavy:
Kolumbien:Regierungschlgtwichtige Steuerreformvor ........ 36 Colombie: Importanterformefiscale
Im Kielwasserder krzlichen US-Steuerreformhat der Prsidentvon prsentepar le Gouvernement ........

B.a.r.c.o.,.d.a.n.s. e
36

Kolumbien, HerrVirgiio Barco, eine Gesetzesvorlagefreine umfas- Le nouveau prsident coombien, Virgilio sillage de
sende Steuerreform befrwortet. Es st zu erwarten, dass die neue la rcente rformeamricaine,apporte son support une importante
Gesetzgebung einen Einheitssteuersatzfr die Krperschaftsteuer, rforme de la lgislation fiscale. Cette nouvelle lgislation devrait en
eine Vereinfachung der Bestimmungen zur Einkommensteuer mit principe introduire un taux unique d'impt sur les socits, une

gleichzeitiger Senkung der Steuerstze und eine Erhhung des simplificationde l'impt sur le revenu des personnesphysiquesavec

Mehrwertsteuersatzesvorsieht. Fr Auslnder sind ebenfalls neue des rductions de taux et une augmentationdu taux de la TVA. Des
Bestimmungen vorgesehen. Der Verfasser vermittelt eine Zusam- dispositions concernant les trangers sont galement envisages.
menfassungder wichtigstenzu erwartendenGesetzesnderungen. L'auteurdonneun aperudes principalesmodificationsenvisages.

Charles Cain: Charles Cain:
Die Insel Man- Ihr gebraucherfreundliches L'lie de Man: Votre tout-dvoucentre offshore .............. 37
Offshore-Zentrum ...... .. ............................... 37 Cet article rsume les possibilits et avantages offerts par l'lie de
Dieser Artikel stellt einen Uberblick ber die Mglichkeiten und Man, en tant que centre financier offshore.
Vorzge der Insel Man als Offshore-Finanzzentrumdar.

Bibfiographie ...........................................41 Bibliographie ...........................................41
Bcher .....................................41 - Livres 41-

......................................

Loseblattausgaben ...........................44 - Priodiques sur feuilles mobiles 44-

.................
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ISLE OF MAN:YOURUSER-FRIENDLY THE MALTA/LIBYADOUBLETAXATIONCONVENTION-
OFFSHORECENTRE ..............................50 TREATYSHOPPINGIN UNEXPECTEDQUARTERS .... 75
NewprovisionsoftheCompaniesAct1986cameintoforce. Mr. Vella informs the readerof thevarioustaxadvantagesarisingout

oftheonly double taxationconventionpresently in effectwithLibya
Jean-MarcTirard: He explainsthe shipping advantages, the advantagesavailable for
ALGERIA:TAXATIONOF FOREIGNCOMPANIES ....... 51 families of foreign labourers' working in Libya. the credit system
Theauthorprovides insight into theworkingsoftheAlgeriantaxsys- under the treaty; and other advantagesthis unique relationshiphas
tem for foreign companies intendingto invest in Algeria. He discus- to offer.
ses the joint-ventureform, listingtheprosand consof this methodof

entering the market. Mr. Tirard closesby explainingsome of the ad- CONFERENCEDIARY .............................79

vantagesexistingundertheFrench-Ageriantaxtreaty. HarGovind:
IFA News ........................................55 INDIA:TAXAPPROACHESTOENERGYMANAGEMENT . 80

A.H. Qureshi:
The tremendouswasteof energymay bepositivelyeffected through
innovativetax schemes.The U.S. hasalreadyenactedlegislationfor

UNITARYTAXATIONAND GENERALINTERNATIONAL this purpose. Mr. Govindexplainssome ofthe methodsavailableto
LAW ............................................56 Indiatomorecloselyregulateenergyconsumption.
Dr. Qureshiprvidesan argumentconcerningthe legalityof the uni-

tary taxation method as determined in lightof General International EdgarNaranjoL.:

Law. This article builds upon his article of January 1987, published THEANDEANPACT ...............................89
here in the Bulletin, concerningtheextra-territorialpowerscfaState The author explains some of the underpinningsof the Cartagena
to levy taxes. Agreement. He lists the goals and discusses the unique positions

JitendraR. Modi:
held by Ecuador and Bofivia. Mr. Naranjoconcludesby statingthat
the Group is not attaining its goalsand that the Agreementneedsto

MAJORFEATURESOF CORPORATEPROFITTAXES be restructured.
IN SELECTEDDEVELOPINGCOUNTRIES ............. 65
The authorprovidesa surveyofcorporatetaxsystemsin 32 develop- CUMULATIVEINDEX ..............................90

ing countries. He discusses the various rates applied as weil as the AUSTRALIA:BUSINESSTAXREFORM:
depreciationallowances,tax hofidays,and capitalgains treatmentof ENDINGTHEDOUBLETAXONDIVIDENDS 91............

thesecountries. In the latterpartof thearticleMr. Modidiscussesthe Statementof 10 December 1986 by the Treasurer. This statement
issueoftaxationofdividends. mainly explains the imputationsystemwhichwill be introducedon 1

BILATERALAGREEMENTBETWEENDENMARKAND July 1987.

SWEDENSUPPLEMENTINGTHE MULTILATERAL
NORDICINCOMETAXCONVENTION ................ 74
This bilateral agreement concems the taxation of so-cal/ed frontier , BIBLIOGRAPHY ..................................97

workersand replacestheprovisionsof a formertreatythatwereap- - Books ................................ 97

plicableuntilrecenty.
- Loose-leafservices 99......................

INHALTSVERZEICHNIS SOMMAIRE

CharlesCain: Charles Cain:

Die Insel Man: Ihr gebraucherfreundlichesOffshore-Zentrum .... 50 L'lle de Man: Votre tout-dvoucentreoffshore .............. 50

Neue Bestimmungendes CompaniesAct 1986 sind in Kraft getreten. Nouvelles dispositions de la loi sur les socits sont entres en

vigueur.
Jean-MarcTirard:

Jean-MarcTirard:
Agerien: Die BesteuerungauslndischerGesellschaften ......... 51
Der Verfasservermittelt einen Einblick in die Arbeitsweisedes alge- Algrie: Impositiondes socitstrangres ................ 51
rischen Steuersystemsfr auslndischeGesellschaften,die in Alge- L'auteur donne un aperu de l'applicationdu systme fiscal algrien
rien investieren wolen. Er untersuchtdas Konzeptder joint ventures, aux entreprisestrangresdsirant invester en AIgrie. Il analyse la

wobei er die Vor- und Nachteile der Markterschliessungmittels die- forme de socit d'conomie-mixte,en donnant le pour et le contre

ser Form aufzeigt. Herr Tirard beendet seinen Beitrag damit, dass er de cette voie de pntrationdu march. MonsieurTirard termine en

einige der steuerlichen Vorteile unter dem Doppelbesteue- mentionnantquelques-unsdes avantages prvus par la convention

rungsabkommenzwischen Frankreich und Algerien erutert. fiscale franco-algrienne.

lFA Nachrichten
' ' 55 Nouvelles de l'lFA ..,..................................... 55

,
,

A.H. Qureshi: A.H. Qureshi:
Die UnitaryTaxation und dasallgeminenternationaleRcht ..... 56 Impositinunitaireet lgislation internationalegnrale . ........ 56

Dr.'Qureshi stellt seine Auffassung zur Rechtmssigkeitder Unitary Dr. Qu'reshi pose le problmede la lgalit de la mthoded'impos- '

Taxation im Licht des allgemeinen internationalenRechts dar. Dieser tion unitaire telle qu'elle est prvue en application de la lgislation .

,

Artikel baut auf seinem Artikel im Januar-Heftdes Bulletin auf, wo er internationalegnrale.Cet article s'appuiesur celui de janvier 1987

die Grenzen des Besteuerungsrechts im internationalen Rahmen dj publi dans le Bulletin et qui porte sur les pouvoirs extra-territo-
absteckte. riauxd'un Etat quant 'la leve.d'impts.
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Jitendra R. Modi JitendraR. Mod:
Die wichtigstenMerkmaleder Krperschaftsteuern Caractristiquesdes imptssur les bnficesdes socits
in ausgewhltenEntwicklungslndern ....................... 65 dans un certain nombrede paysen voie de dveloppement ...... 65
Der Verfasser vermittelt einen Uberblick ber die Krperschaft L'auteur rsume les systmes fiscaux applicablesaux socitsdans
steuersystemevon 32 Entwicklungslndern.Dabei bespricht er so- 32 pays en voie de dveloppement. Il commente les diffrents taux
wohl die Abschreibungsmethodenals auch die Steuerstze, die applicablesainsi que les amortissements, les suspensionsd'imposi-
Steuerbefreiungenals auch die Behandlung der Verusserungsge- tion et le traitement des plus-values dans ces diffrents pays. Dans
winneindiesenLndern. Im letztenAbschnittseinesArtikelserlutert la seconde partie de son article, M. Modi commente l'imposition des
Herr Modi die Besteuerung der Dividenden. dividendes.

BilateralesAbkommenzwischenDnemarkund Accordbilatralentre le Danemarket
Schwedenzur Ergnzungdes multilateralen la Sudecompltantla convention
Abkommensder nordischenStaatenzur Vermeidung fiscalemultilatralenordiquesur
der Doppelbesteuerungdes Einkommens .................... 74 les imptssur le revenu .................................. 74
Dieses bilaterale Abkommen betrifft die Besteuerungder Grenzgn- Cet accord bilatral porte sur l'imposition des travaileurs frontaliers
ger und ersetzt die Bestimmungeneinesalten Doppelbesteuerungs- et remplace les dispositionsde l'ancien trait qui taient jusqu'alors
abkommens, die bislang anzuwenden waren. applicables.

EdwinA. Vella: Edwin A. Vella:
Das Doppelbesteuerungsabkommenzwischen Malta La conventionfiscale malto-libyenne:
und Lybien- Die Mglichkeitder Inanspruchnahme Utilisationabusive d'une convention
von Vorteilen auf ungewohntenGebieten .................... 75 fiscale dans des domainesinattendus ...................... 75
Herr Vella informiertden LeserberverschiedenesteuerlicheVortei- MonsieurVella mentionne les diffrentsavantagesfiscaux provenant
le nach dem einzigen Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen,bei dem Ly- de l'unique convention actuellement en vigueur avec la Libye. Il
bienderzeitVertragspartnerist.ErerlutertdieVorteile beiderSchiff- indique les avantages maritimes, les avantages offerts aux familles
fahrt, die Vorteile, n deren Genuss die FamiienauslndischerArbei- de travaileurs trangersen Libye, le systmed'imputationprvu par
ter in Lybien kommenknnen, das Anrechnungssystemdes Doppel- la conventionainsi que d'autres avantagesofferts par cette situation
besteuerungsabkommenssowie andere Vorteile, die dieses einma- unique.
lige Vertragsverhltnisanzubieten hat.

Veranstaltungskalender .... 79 Carnetdes Congrs ..................................... 79

Har Govind: Har Govind:
Indien. SteuerlcheAspektebei der Energieeinsparung .......... 80 Inde: Mesures fiscalespour une gestion de l'nergie ............ 80
Die ungeheure Verschwendungvon Energie kann durch steuerliche L'immense gaspillage d'nergie peut tre frein par des mesures
Massnahmen positiv beeinflusst werden. Die USA haben berelts fiscales novatrices. Les Etats-Unisontdj leur lgislation ce sujet.
gesetzliche Bestimmungen zu diesem Gebiet verabschiedet. Herr Monsieur Govind mentionne quelques-unesdes mthodes pouvantGovind erlutert einige der Methoden, die in Indien angewandtwer- tre valables en Inde pour une meilleure rglementation de la
den knnen, um den Energiekonsumzu drosseln, consommationd'nergie.
Edgar Naranjo L.: Edgar Naranjo L.:
Der Andenpakt .........................................89 Le Pacte andin ........................

fo..nd..e.m.e.n.t.s.d.e.
. .

l'.A.c.c.o.r.d.
. .

d.e..
89

Der Verfassererluterteinige der Fundamentedes Abkommensvon L'auteur mentionne quelques-uns des
Cartagena. Er stellt die Zielsetzungen dar und bespricht die abwei- Cartagne. Il nonce les buts poursuiviset les positionsparticulires
chende Haltung von Ecuador und Bolivien. Herr Naranjo kommt zu de l'Equateuret la Bolivi. Monsieur Naranjoconstate en conclusion
dem Schluss, dass die Abkommensstaaten die gesteckten Ziele que le Groupe n'a pas atteint les buts proposs et que l'Accord doit
nicht erreichen und dass das Abkommen revisionsbedrftig ist. tre modifi.

FortgeschriebenesInhaltsverzeichnis ........................ 90 Index cumulatif 90

Australien: Reform der Unternehmensbesteuerung- Australie. Rformede l'impositiondes bnfices
Das Ende der Doppelbelastungvon Dividenden ............... 91 professionnels:fin de la double imposition des dividendes ....... 91
Presseerklrung des Schatzamtes vom 10. Dezember 1986. Diese Rapport du Trsorier du 10 dcembre 1986 expliquant essentiele-
Presseerklrungerutert das Anrechnungssystem,das zum 1. Juli ment le systme d'imputation qui sera introduit partir du 1er juillet
1987 eingefhrt wird. 1987.

Bibliographie ...........................................97 Bibliographie ...........................................97
Bcher . 97 Livres ......................................97-

-

Loseblattausgaben ........................... 99 Priodiques sur feuilles mobiles ................. 99
-

-

Isle of Man: Your User-FriendlyOffshore Centre

By Charles Cain

NEW PROVISIONSENACTED

Many of the provisions of the Companies Act 1986 restrict the transferabilityof its shares and to limit its
came into force on the 1st January 1987, after the members to not above 50, have come into force. As a

above article was written. However, the sections relat- result, private bearer share companies can now be
ing to the abolition of the need for a company to have formed ln the Isle ofMan. Such companieswill provide
any objects in its Memorandum of Association have total anonymity for their beneficial owners, and total
not yet come into force. The sections that relate to the confidentiality in relation to their accounts and ac-
abolition of the requirementfor a private company to tivities.
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Contents
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Lee Fook Hong: companies owning real property in France. Such companieswere

SINGAPORE:TAX INCENTIVESTO BECOME often usedby residentsofFranceas taxsheltersto hold realproperty
whichwas thenplacedat the disposalof their shareholders. In 1977A FINANCIALCENTRE ............................103

specialcorporate incometax introducedat the rateof50%Mr. Lee has distilledthe salient points concerningtax incentives in
a was on

Singaporefrom hisextensiveresearchmanuscriptto providea view
3 times the annual rentalvalue of the property. This measure, how-

of the fiscal methods in use to induce financiaigrowth. This article ever, proved to be ineffectualand in 1983 it was replaced by a 3%
annualwealthtax on the valueof theproperty.Atthe same time tax-discussesthe tax incentivesas well as disincentivesand concludes

with a list of non-tax methodsof spurring Singapore'sgrowth as a payerscouldopt for the paymentcfa 15% exittax if theproperty
financiaicentre.

wastransferredto thedirectowners.

CONFERENCEDIARY ............................136ToraoAoki:

JAPAN:ONGOINGTAX REFORM I .................. 111 D.G. Murphy:
The author describes the work of the Tax Commissionwhich was ZIMBABWE:INVESTMENTBY FOREIGNCOMPANIES . 137createdto draftproposalsforthe modernizationof the now outdated

This article discussesthe effects of the IncomeTax Act, the CapitalJapanesetaxsystem.The Commissionfinisheditstaskin December
1986 and the Government s currently preparing bills for the new

GainsTaxAct, andthe U.K.-ZimbabweDoubleTaxationTreatyupon

legislation.
different investments. Mr. Murphyprovides examplesof the effects
ofthese taxActs and treatyon dividends, nterestand royaltieswhile

SurendraBhargava: indicatingsomeof the favouredsectors in the Zimbabweantax sys-
tem.

INDIA-CANADATREATYFORTHE
AVOIDANCEOFDOUBLETAXATION................ 117 CUMULATIVEINDEX .............................141
The authorprovidesa briefoverviewofthe majorarticles in the India-
Canadatax treaty concludedon 16 September 1986. Working from JamesLeavy:
the U.N. Model for developing countries, these two nations have

COLOMBIA:TAX REFORMADOPTEDBYCONGRESS 142forgedanewtreatydesignedtofairlydefinetaxingjurisdiction. ..

The authorbrieflydescribessome importanttaxamendmentswhich

ChristianLaroche: wererecentlyadoptedby Congress.

TWISTSANDTURNSINTHETAXRULESFOR
FOREIGNCOMPANIESOWNINGREALESTATE BIBLIOGRAPHY .................................144
IN FRANCE .....................................120 -Books 144..........................

In 1977 French tax law started to occupy itself with non-resident - Loose-leafservices 147...........

INHALTSVERZEICHNIS SOMMAIRE

Lee Fook Hong: Lee Fook Hong:
SteuerlicheMassnahmenzur Strkungder Singapour:Avantagesfiscauxpouvantpermettre
Postion Singapursals Finanzzentrum ...................... 103 de devenr un centrefinancier ............................. 103
Herr Lee hat die wichtigsten Punkte bezglich der steuerichen Fr- M. Lee anayse les points les plus importants visant les avantages
derungsmassnahmen.aus seinem umfangreichen Forschungsbe- fiscaux accords Singapour et qu'il a mentionnsdans son tude
richt zusammengefasst,welche de Position Singapurs as Finanz- trs dtaile. M. Lee souhaite donner un aperu des mthodes
zentrum stimuieren solen. Dieser Artikel beleuchtet sowohl die fiscales utilises afin de provoquer une croissance financire. Cet
steuerichen Vortele und Nachteile, um schliesslich eine Liste von article commente les avantages aussi bien que les dsavantages
Massnahmen nicht-steuerlicherArt anzuschliessen,die das Wachs- fiscaux et donne, en terminant, une liste des mthodes non-fscales
tum Singapurs zu einem leistungsstarken Finanzzentrum abrunden destines stimuler la crossance de Singapour en tant que centre
sollen. financier.

Torao Aoki:
Torao Aoki:Japan: Die fortschreitendeSteuerreform I ................... 111

Der Verfasserbeschreibtdie Arbeit der Steuerkommission,die gebi- Japon: Rforme fiscale en cours l 111..........................

det wurde, um einen Vorschag fr die Modernisierung des zwi- L'auteur mentionne le travail effectu par la Commission Fiscale
schenzeitlich altmodischen japanischen Steuersystemszu erarbei- charge de prparer un projet de modernisation du systme fiscal
ten. Die Kommission beendete ihre Arbeit im Dezember 1986, und japonais dsuet. La Commssion a termin son travail en dcembre
jetzt ist die Regierung damit beschftigt, Entwrfe fr die neue Ge- 1986 et le Gouvernementprpare actuellement la nouvelle lgisla-
setzgebung zu erarbeiten. tion.
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SurendraBhargava: SurendraBhargava:

Das Doppelbesteuerungsabkommenzwischen Conventonfscale indo-canadenne ........................ 117

Indien und Kanada ......................................
117 L'auteur analyse brivement les articles les plus importants de la

Der Verfassrvermittelt einen kurzen Uberblickber die wichtigsten convention fiscale ndo-canadiennesigne le 16 septembre 1986.

Bestimmungen des Doppelbesteuerungsabkommenszwischen In- Travaillant partir de la Convention Modle des Nations Unies pour

dien und Kanada, das am 16. September 1986 abgeschlossenwur- les pays en voie de dveloppement, ces deux pays ont tabli une

de. Mit dem UN-Modelvertragfr Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen convention permettantde dfinirqutablementles rpartitions fisca-

zwischen Industrie- und Entwicklungslndern als Ausgangsbasis les.

wurde ein neues Doppelbesteuerungsabkommengeschaffen, das

die Besteuerungsrechteauf eine faire Weise aufteilen soll.

Christian Laroche: Chrstan Laroche:

Das Hin und Her in den Steuerbestimmungenfr Tours et dtoursdes rglementationsfiscales

auslndischeGesellschaftenmt Grundvermgen applicablesauxsocitstrangres
in Frankreich ...............

teuerrecht
120 possdantdes biens immobiliersen France .................. 120

Im Jahre 1977 begann das franzsische damit sich fr En 1977 la lgislation fiscale franaise a commenc se pencher

nichtansssigeGesellschaftenmit Grundvermgenin Frankreichzu sur la situation des socits non-rsidentes possdant des biens

interessieren. Solche Gesellschaften wurden oft von in Frankreich immobiliersen France. Ces socits taienten effet souventutilises

ansssigenPersonenals Mediumdafr benutzt, Grundvermgenzu par des rsidents de France comme es refuges contre 'impt afin

halten, das dann den Anteilseignern zur Benutzung zur Verfgung de dtenir des blens immobiliersmis la dispositionde leurs action-

gestellt wurde. 1977 wurde eine spezielle Krperschaftsteuerenge- . naires. Un impt spcial sur le revenu des socits, au taux de 50%,

fhrt, die zu einem Satz erhoben wurde, der das 3-fache des jhrli- at introduit en 1977 en retenant comme base d'imposition 3 fois

chen Mietwertes des Grundstcks betrug. Diese Methode stellte la valeur locative du bien. Cependant cette mesure s'tant rvle

sich jedoch als unbrauchbarheraus, und 1983 wurde die genannte inefficace, elle at remplace en 1983 par un impt annuel sur la

Bestimmung durch eine neue Vorschrift ersetzt, die eine jhrlich zu fortune de 3%, en retenant pour base d'imposition la valeur du bien.

zahlende Vermgensteuer in Hhe von 3% des Sachwertes des Les contribuables avaent d'aieurs a possibilit d'opter pour le

Grundstcks versieht. Gleichzeitig konnten Steuerpflichtigefr die paiement d'un impt libratoire de 15% lorsque le bien tait trans-

Zahlung einer 15%-igen Ausgangssteueroptieren, wenn sle das fr aux propritaires directs.

Vermgen direkt auf die Eigentmerbertragen liessen.

Veranstaltungskalender ...... 136 Cametdes Congrs .................................... 136

D.G. Murphy: D.G. Murphy:

Simbabwe: Investitionendurchauslndische Zimbabwe: Investissementsralisspar

Gesellschaften .........................................
137 les socitstrangres ............................

137

Dieser Artikel erlutert die Auswirkungendes Einkommensteuerge- Cet article analyse les effets sur diffrents investissementsdes ois

setzes (Income Tax Act), des Gesetzes ber die Besteuerung der sur l'impt sur le revenu, l'impt sur les plus-values et de la conven-

Gewinne aus der Verusserung von Vermgen (Capital Gains Tax tion fiscale signe entre le Royaume-Uniet le Zimbabwe. M. Murphy

Act), sowie des Doppelbesteuerungsabkommenszwischen Gross- donne les examples des effets de ces ois et convention sur es

britannien und Simbabwe bezgch bestmmter Investitionsformen. dividendes, intrts et redevances en indiquant quelques-uns des

Herr Murphyzeigt mittelseiniger Beispieedie Auswirkungenauf, die secteurs prfrs du systme fiscal zimbabwen.

die genannten Gesetze und das Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen
auf Dividenden, Zinsen und Lizenzgebhrenhaben, wobei er auch

auf gnstige Bestimmungendes Steuersystemsvon Simbabwe hin-

weist.

FortgeschriebenesInhaltsverzeichnis .......................
141 Index rcaptulatif ...................................... 141

James Leavy:
James Leavy:

Kolumbien:Steuerreforrnvom Kongressangenommen ..... 142 Colombie:Rformefiscaleadoptepar le Congrs ....... ..... 142

Der Verfasservermittelt einen kurzen Uberbllckber die wichtigsten L'auteur dcrit brivement quelques modifications flscales impor-

der krzlich vom Kongress Kolumbiens verabschiedeten Steuer- tantes qui viennent d'tre adoptes par le Congrs.

rechtsnderungen.

Bibliographie ..........................................
144 Bibliographie ..........................................

144
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MichaelHoward: learned fromtheexperienceofthe Philippinescan be important.The
author reviews the series of ExecutiveOrders granting amnesty to

BARBADOS:INCOMETAXREFORM:AN ANALYSIS tax evaders beginningwith the Marcos regime and concludingwith
OFTWOBUDGETSIN1986 ........................ 151 the first, and supposedlyonly, amnestyto be grantedby the Aquino
Theyear 1986constitutedan importantlandmarkin Barbadianfiscal Government.
history. Therewere two setsof budgetaryproposais in AprilandJuy
of this year. The July Budget proposeda comprehensiveset of tax IFA NEWS 180......................................

cuts unprecedentedin Barbados'post-warfiscalhistory. Thispaper
examinesthesetwo Budgetsidentifyingtheirmacro-economicimpli- MilanBake:
cations for the economy. The paper demonstratesthat, thoughper-
sonal income tax cuts may have a mild stimulative effect on the CZECHOSLOVAKIA:CONVENTIONSON THE

economy,theycannotpromoteproductionforexport. AVOIDANCEOF DOUBLETAXATION ................ 181
Czechoslovakiahas concludedseveral bilateraland two multilateral

Sylvain R.F. Plasschaert: tax agreements. Mr. Bake reviews these various agreementsand
highlights the major differences in the bilateral agreements when

THEWEAKCASE FOR DUALISTIC(COMPOSITE) comparedwiththe OECDModelConvention. He also discussesthe
TYPESOFINCOMETAXATION ..................... 161 taxationofresidentsandnon-residentsin Czechoslovakia.
Theauthordiscussesthe varioustypesofdualistictaxsystemsunder
which taxation throughschedulartaxesofa numberofcategoriesof I.W. Harris:
taxable incomeissupplementedbyanadditionaltaxontotalincome.
In thepastsuch a systemhas been applied in a numberofcountries HONG KONG:BUDGET1987 ....................... 186

(for instance, France) and s still in effect in a number of developing Mr. Harris hasprovideda briefsummarycovering the majorpointsof

countries, however, in these cases it is not based on a thorough the recent Budget Speechof Mr. Piers Jacob, FinanciaiSecretary,
theoreticalanalysis. It is often argued that under a dualistic tax sys- Hong Kong.This reportliststhetaxratechangesforpersonalincome
tem the disadvantagesof both a schedularand a global tax system andcorporateprofits.
are cancelledout. The author is preparedto accepta dualistic sys-
tem, for instance, during a transitionperiod from a schedular to a FapianoStowers:

globaltaxsystem. WESTERNSAMOA:BUDGET1987 187..................

The authorprovidesa brief review ofWestern Samoan tax changes
Li Jinyan: asrevealedinthe1987BudgetSpeech.
PEOPLE'SREPUBLICOFCHINA:THENEW
REGULATORYTAXONINDIVIDUALINCOME......... 167 Erwin Spiro:
Ms. Liprovidesatranslationandcommentsconcerningthe new Chi-

SOUTH AFRICA: THE 1987 MINI-BUDGET
nese regulatory income tax which became effective on 1 January ........... 188
1987. This new tax appliesonly to residentChinesecitizens: aliens Becauseof theelectionstobe heldn thenearfuturetheGovernment

and non-residentcitizensderiving incomefrom Chinaare not cover- only proposed minor changes. More significant changes are ex-

ed. This law implements a progressive rate, schedular tax system pected to be presented later in 1987.

that will continue to exempt the majority of Chinese citizens from

personalincometax. BIBLIOGRAPHY 191.................................

Books ............................. 191-

AngelQ. Yoingco: - Loose-leafservices 194.....................

PHILIPPINES:EXPERIENCEWITHTAX
AMNESTYLEGISLATION ......................... 172 CONFERENCEDIARY ............................ 196
With tax amnesty legislationbeing considered in many nations as a

meansofbringingpastevadersback into the fold, the lessons to be CUMULATIVEINDEX ............................. 196

SOMMAIRE INHALTSVERZEICHNIS

MichaelHoward: Michael Howard:

Barbade: Rformede 'impt sur le revenu: Barbados: Die Einkommensteuerreform- Eine Analyse
analyse des deux budgetsde 1986 . . . . . . . . . . 151 der beiden Haushaltedes Jahres 1986 151
L'anne 1986 doit tre marqued'une croix dans 'histoire fiscale de Das Jahr 1986 stellt einen wichtigen Meilenstein in der fiskien Ge-
la Barbade, il y a eu en effet deux sriesde propositionsbudgtaires, schichte von Barbados dar. In diesem Jahr gab es zwei Haushalts-
en avril et en juillet. Le budget de juillet proposait un ensemble de entwrfe, und zwar im April und Juli. Der Haushalt im Juli sah eine
rductions fiscales, inconnues dans l'histolre fiscale d'aprs-guerre umfangreiche Zahl an Steuersenkungsmassnahmenvor, die in der

de la Barbade. Cette tude analyse ces deux budgets en faisant Nachkriegsgeschichtevon Barbados keine Parallele hat. Dieser Ar-
ressortir les consquences macro-conomiques, si les rductions tikel untersucht die makro-konomischenAuswirkungender beiden

d'impt sur le revenu des personnes physques peuvent stimuler Haushalte. Dabei wird aufgezeigt, dass eine Senkung der persnli-
d'une certaine faon l'conomie, elles ne peuvent certainementpas chen Einkommensteuerzwar einen leicht stimuierenden Effekt auf

promou'oir Ia production pour l'exportatlon, die Wirtschaft haben kann, dass dies aber nicht die Produktion fr
den Export zu frdern vermag.

Sylvain R.F. Plasschaert: Sylvain R.F. Plasschaet:

Les faiblesargumentsen faveurdes types Die Schwchender dualistischen(kombinierten)
dualistes (composs)d'impositionsur le revenu .............. 161 Methodender Einkommensbesteuerung .................... 161
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L'auteur analyse les diffrents types de systmes fiscaux dualistes Der Verfasser erlutert die verschiedenen Formen duaistischer
pour lesquels certainescatgoriesde revenus soumis une imposi- Steuersysteme,wobei die Besteuerungeiniger Einkunftsartendurch
tion cdulaire sont par ailleurs assujettis une imposition addition- zedulre Steuern mittels einer globalen Zusatzsteuer auf das Ge-
nelle sur l'ensemble des revenus. Bien que ce systmeaitt appli- samteinkommenergnzt wird. Obwohl ein derartiges System in der
qu autrefois dans un certain nombre de pays (par exemple en Vergangenheit in einer Reihe von Lndern angewandt wurde (z.B.
France), et continue de l'tre dans certains pays en voie de dve- in Frankreich),und in verschiedenenEntwicklungslndernnoch stets
loppement, iI ne repose pas sur une analyse thoriqueconvaincante. angewandtwird, basiert seinetheoretischeGrundlagenichtaufeiner
On considresouventque dans un systme fiscal dualiste, les avan- fundierten Analyse. Es wurde oft behauptet, dass ein duaistisches
tages que prsente un systme fiscal cdulaire et global s'annulent Steuersystem die Vor- und Nachteile des zedulren und globalen
Iorsqu'ils sont combins. L'auteur est prt accepter un systme Steuersystems ausbalanciert. Der Verfasser ist bereit, die Anwen-
dualiste, par exemple dans une priode transitoire, lors du passage dung eines dualistischen Steuersystems in Ausnahmefllen gutzu-
d'un systme fiscal cdulaire un systme global. heissen, beispielsweisedann, wenn dies in einer bergangsphase

zwischen der Anwendung des zedulren und des globalen Steuer-
systems geschieht.

U Jinyan: Li Jinyan:
RpubliquePopulairede Chine: Le nouvel impt VolksrepublikChina: Die neue
rgulateursur le revenu des personnesphysiques ............. 167 Regulierungs-Enkommensteuer . 167
Mme Li traduit et commente le texte du nouvel impt rgulateur sur Frau Li legt eine Ubersetzung des Gesetzestextesder neuen chne-
le revenu qui vlent d'tre introduit en Chine et est entr en vigueur le sischen Regulierungs-Einkommensteuer,die am 1. Januar 1987 in
1e, janvier 1987. Ce nouvel impt ne s'appliquequ'aux ressortissants Kraft getreten ist, vor und kommentiert die verschiedenen Bestim-
chinois rsidents: les trangers et ressortissants chinois non-rsi- mungen. Diese neue Steuer betrifft lediglich chinesischeStaatsbr-
dents percevantdes revenus en provenancede la Chine ne sont pas ger, diein Chinaansssigsind, Auslnderundnichtansssigechine-viss par la loi. Cette loi prvoit qu'un tarif progressf s'appliquera sische Staatsbrger, de Einknfte n China erzieen, sind hiervon
dans le systme fiscal cdulaire tout en continuant d'exempter la nicht betroffen. Deses Gesetz sieht progressive Steuerstze inner-
majorit des ressortissants chinois de l'impt sur le revenu des halb eines zedulren Systems vor, das aber weiterhin die grosse
personnes physiques. Mehrheit der chinesischenBrger von der Besteuerungausnehmen

wird.

Angel Q. Yoingco: Angel Q. Yoingco:
Philippines:Expriencede lgislationsur l'amnistie fiscale ...... 172 Die philippinischenErfahrungenmit
Les leons tires de l'expriencedes Philippines quant l'amnistie der Steueramnestie-Gesetzgebung ........................ 172
fiscale pourraient tre fructueuses pour beaucoup de pays qui sou- Mit Steueramnestie-Gesetzgebungsplnen beschftigen sich
haiteraient que les fraudeurs rentrent au bercail. L'auteur analyse derzet viee Lnder, um eine Rckfhrung der Gelder anzustreben,
les diffrents rglements qui ont garanti l'amnistie aux fraudeurs die n der Vergangenheit illegal transferiert worden waren; dabei
fiscaux en commenantpar ceux pris au cours du rgimede Marcos knnen die Erfahrungen, die man in den Philippinen gemacht hat,
et en terminant par la premire, et probablement la seule, amnstie sehr wichtig sein. Der Verfasser vermittelt einen Uberblick ber die
qui sera accorde par le gouvernementAquino. Executive Orders zu den Steueramnestien,wie sie frher vom Mar-

cos-Regimegewhrtwurden, und ber die - vermutlich einmalige-
Steueramnestie, wie sie die Aquino-Regierunganbietet.

Nouvellesde l'lFA ...................................... 180 IFA Mitteilungen ....................................... 180

Milan Bake: Milan Bake:

Tchcoslovaquie:Conventionsdestines Die Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen
viter les doubles impositions ........................... 181 der Tschechoslowakei ................................... 181

La Tchcoslovaquiea sgn plusieurs conventons fscales bilatra- Die Tschechoslowakei hat einige bilaterale und zwei multilaterale
les et deux multiatrales. M. Bake passe en revue ces diffrentes Abkommen zur Vermeidung der Doppelbesteuerung abgeschlos-
conventionset fait ressortir les principales diffrencesexistant entre sen. Herr Bake erutert diese Abkommen und zegt die wesenti-
celles-ci et la Convention modle de l'OCDE. Il analyse galement chen Unterschiede der bilateralen Abkommen im Vergleich zum

l'impositionen Tchcoslovaquiedes rsidents et des non-rsiderts. OECD-Musterabkommenauf. Ferner bespricht er die Besteuerung
ansssigerund nichtansssigerPersonenn der Tschechoslowakei.

1.W. Harris: I.W. Harris:

Hong-Kong:Budget 1987 ................................ 186 Hong Kong: Der Haushalt 1987 ........................... 186
M. Harris rsume brivementes points les plus mportantscontenus Herr Harris prsentierteinekurze Zusammenfassungder wichtgsten
dans la prsentationdu budget de M. Piers Jacob, SecrtaireFinan- Punkte der krzlich von Herrn Piers Jacob, Hong Kongs Financial
cier. Ce rapport mentionne les modificationsdes taux d'impt sur le Secretary, gehaltenen Haushaltsrede. Dieser Bericht beinhaltet die
revenu des personnesphysiqueset sur les bnficesdes socits' nderungen in den Steuerstzen sowohl fr das Einkommen der

natrlichen Personen als auch der Krperschaften.

FapianoStowers: Fapiano Stowers:

Samoaoccidental:Budget 1987 . . .

Samo
187 Western Samoa: Der Haushalt 1987 ........................ 187

L'auteur donne un bref aperu des modificationsfiscales de Der Verfasser vermittelt einen Uberblick ber die nderungen des
occidental telles qu'elles onttmentionnesdans la prsentation Steuerrechts, die mit der Veresung der Haushaltsrede mitgeteilt
du budget pour 1987. wurden.

Erwin Spiro: Erwin Spiro:
Le mini-budget1987 de la Rpubliquesud-africaine ........... 188 SdafrikasHaushaltfr 1987 ............................. 188
Le gouvernement n'a prsent que des modifications mineures en Wegen der in Krze abzuhaltenden Wahlen schlgt die Regierung
raison des lections qui vont avoir lieu trs prochainement. Des nur unbedeutendenderungen vor. Es wird damit gerechnet, dass
modifications plus importantes sont attendues au cours de l'anne im spteren Verlauf des Jahres 1987 weitreichende Anderungen
1987. vorgeschlagenwerden.
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ToraoAoki:cularon internationaltransferpricingand otherinternationaltransac-
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INDIA: BUDGET1987-88 ..........................216 MximoBomchil(Jr.):The author states his position concerningthe 1987-88 Budgetpro- ARGENTINA:TAXATIONOF ROYALTIES 236posed by the Prime Minister, Mr. Rajiv Gandh. After reviewing the ............

Th determinationof source and the taxation of services, royalties,growth in the deficit as well as military defence expenditures, Mr.
and other intangibless alway problem. The authorreviewsthe lawKhannadiscussesthe proposalsfor growth. His conclusion reveals a
of Argentinaand attemptsto explain the sourcing rules. Thereafter,lttle support for Mr. Gandhi and indicates that the Budget plans for
he providesa brief overviewofthe royaltiesclause contained in the1987-88willbeineffective.
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assessable income under domestic law. The Treaty for the Avoid- CUMULATIVEINDEX ... .......................... 248
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gislation et son impact comptable en donnant des dfinitions et des samtwirkungender neuen Gesetzgebungund die Auswirkungenauf

exemples, par cette mthode M. White passe de la mthodologie- das Rechnungswesen.Dies wird durch entsprechendeDefinitonen

l'applicationdes rgles. bewerkstelligt,wobei HerrWhite den Leser von der Methodik zu der
Anwendung der Bestimmungenfhrt.

RpubliquePopulairede Chine: Publication VolksrepublikChina: Die Publktionvon

d'un certain nombrede rglementations Richtliniender lokalen Behrden .......................... 215

localesd'investissements ............................... 215 Liste der Richtlinien der Provinze und sonstiger untergeordneter
Compilation rapide de dispositions locales publies rcemment en Gebietskrperschaftender Volksrepublik China, die n etzter Zeit

RpubliquePopulaire de Chine. verffentlichtwurden.

Kailash C. Khanna: Kailash C. Khanna:

Inde: Le budget 1987-88 ................................. 216 Indien. Haushalt1987-88 ................................ 216
L'auteur donne son avis quant au budget 1987-88 propos par le Der Autor nimmt zum Haushalt 1987-88 Stellung, der vom Minister-
Premier Ministre, M. Rajiv Gandhi. Aprs avoirconsidr la croissan- prsidenten, Herrn Rajiv Gandhi, vorgelegt wurde. Nach den Aus-
ce du dficit et les dpenses militaires, Mr. Khanna commente les fhrungen zum Anwachsen des Haushaltsdefizitsund der Verteidi-

propositions de croissance. Il ressort de ses conclusions peu de gungsausgabenuntersuchtHerr Khannadie allgemeinenwirtschaft-

supaort pour M. Gandhi; les plans pour 1987-88 seront, selon lui, lichen Wachstumsaussichten.Seine Schlussfolgerungbestehtdarin,
inefficaces. dass der Haushaltplan 1987-88 kene Effekte haben wird, und sie

Isst auf wenig Untersttzungfr Herrn Gandhi schliessen.

Nandita Sen: NanditaSen:

Inde: Les pertes peuventtre compensespar des Indien. Die Verrechnungvon Verlustenmit
dividendesde source trangreexempts abkommensbefreitenDividenden .......................... 221

enapplicationd'untrait ................................. 221 Frau Sen vermittelt einen Uberblick ber die Entscheidung im Fall
Madame Sen analyse une dcision rcente de la Cour Suprme de CIT gegen Mahalaxmi Sugar Mills Ltd. (1986), 160 ITR 920 (S.C.) des
l'Inde CIT contre Mahalaxmi Sugar Mills Ltd (1986), 160 ITR 920 hchstenGerichtshofsvon Indien. DieserFall ist deshalbbedeutend,
(S.C.). Cet arrt est important dans Ia mesureo iI raffirme l'autorit weil er das Recht eines Landes betont, der Besteuerungunterliegen-
d'une nation dterminer le revenu imposablesuivant sa loi nationa- de Einknfte nach den Regeln des nationalen Rechts zu erfassen.
le. Ce n'est qu'aprs la dtermination de l'imposition suivant la loi Das Doppelbesteuerungsabkommenkommt zur Anwendung, nach-

nationale qu'une convention de double imposition peut tre invo- dem die Bestimmung der Steuerpflicht nach nationalem Recht statt-

que. L'auteurtermineen mentionnantquelquesconclusionsomises gefunden hat. Die Verfasserin schliesst ihren berblick damit ab,
par la Cour. dass Sie einige Problemkreise beleuchtet, die der Gerichtshofaus-

ser Betracht liess.

ToraoAok: ToraoAoki:

Japon: Rformefiscaleencours Il .......................... 224 Japan: Die fortschretendeSteuerreform Il ................... 224

Seconde partie d'une srie d'articles, rdigs par le ProfesseurAoki, Dieses ist derzweiteTeil einer Artikelserie,n der Prof. Aoki die Arbeit

portant sur le travail ralis par la Commission fiscale aux fins de der Steuerkommissionvorstellt, die daraufhin ausgerichtet ist, Vor-

proposer des projets de modernisation du systme fiscal japonais schge fr eine Modernserung des altmodschen japanischen
dsuet. Steuersystemszu machen.

LeeFookHong: Lee Fook Hong:

Singapour:Rsumdesdispositionsfiscalesdubudget1987 .. . . . 232 Singapur: Eine Zusammenfassungder steuerlichen
L'auteur fait un rsum des principalesmodificationsfiscales conte- Anderungsvorschriftenm 1987-Haushalt .................... 232

nues dans la prsentationdu budget du Dr. Richard Hu, Ministredes Der Verfasservermittelt einen kurzen berblickberdie wichtigsten
Finances. Une liste des nouveaux taux applicablesaux tabac, ciga- steuerlichennderungsvorschriften,die der Finanzminister,Herr Dr.

retteset liqueursestannexeau rsum. Richard Hu, in seiner Haushaltsredeangekndigthat. Eine Liste mit
den neuen Steuerstzenfr Tabak, Zigaretten und Getrnke ist an-

geschlossen.

JamesLeavy: James Leavy:

Colombie:Modificationsfiscalesauxrglesexistantes .......... 235 Kolumbien: Die Steuerrechtsnderungenaufgrund der

L'auteur met jour ses informations contenues dans le numro de Steuerreform ..........................................235

janvier 1987 du Bulletin portant sur les exemptions fiscales appli- Der Verfasser bringt die Informationenaufden neuesten Stand, die

cables aux bnfices rapatris des socits ptrolires trangres. er in seinemArtikel in der Januar-Ausgabedes Bulletin gegeben hat

Il commentegalement les autres modificationsaux lois fiscales co- und die eine Steuerbefreiung fr Gewinnberweisungenauslndi-
Iombiennes entres en vigueur depuis l'introduction de la rforme scher lgesellschaftenvorsah. Er bespricht auch die sonstigen An-

fiscale. derungen im kolumbianischenSteuerrecht, die mit dem Inkrafttreten
der Steuerreformwirksam wurden.

MximoBomchilr.). MximoBomchil jun.:

Argentine: Impositiondes redevances ............. :
........ 236 Die Besteuerungder LizenzgebhrennArgentinien ........... 236

La dtermination de la source et l'imposition des services, rede- Die Bestimmung der Quelle und die Einkommensbesteuerungvon

vances et autres lrnents immatrielspose toujoursdes problmes. Dienstleistungen, Lizenzgebhren und anderen mmateragtern
L'auteuranalyse la lgislationsur ce point en Argentineet essai d'en stellt stets ein Problemdar. Der Verfasseruntersuchtdie Bestimmun-

expliquer les rgles. Il donnegalement un bref aperu de la clause gen des argentinischenSteuerrechtsund unternimmt den Versuch,
sur les redevancescontenuedans les conventionsde double impo- die Regel.n der Quellenbestimmungzu erlutern. Danach vermittelt
ston signes par l'Argentine en mentionnant quelques points de er einen Uberblickber den Lizenzgebhren-Artikelin den Doppe-
contestations. M. Bomchilconclut en mentionnantun problmecom- besteuerungsabkommen,die Argentinien abgeschlossen hat. Herr

mun tous les pays; quelle est la position d'un trait par rapport Bomchil schliesst seinen Beitrag mit der Frage ab, die jede Nation

la loi nationale betrifft: die Stellung eines Doppelbesteuerungsabkommensim Ver-
hltnis zum nationalen Recht
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Dr. J.M. Elegido:

I.C.C.SYMPOSIUMON CONSEQUENCES NIGERIA:TAXATIONOFDIVIDENDS ................ 271

FOR INTERNATIONALBUSINESSOF The authorprovidesa reviewof the legislationpresentlyeffective in

Nigeria concerning dividendsandtheir application. The major pointTHEU.S.TAXREFORM ...........................251
is the tax-free dividend period announcedby the Governmentof 3

The U.S. Tax ReformAct of1986has resulted in manychangesin the

handlingofcorporatebusiness. The naturalconsequencesof sucha years for all qualifying companiesand 5years for a specifiedgroup.
The oil industrys included in thisgroupof industriesreceivingextra

majoralterationn the U.S. tax system have been felt throughoutthe
benefits.

world. In responseto thisperceivedimpactthe I.C.C. has organized
a symposium. The Bureau has reprinted three of the papers pre- M.M. Sury:sentedat this symposiumand a conclusionwrittenbythestaffof the

I.C.C. INDIA: DECLINEOFDIRECTTAXES ................. 279
The authordocumentsthe declining role ofdirect taxes in India. His

G.D. Swaine:-

position is that the increasinguse of indirecttaxes results in regres-ImpactontheTaxPoliciesoftheUnitedKingdom ... 251
sivity in the tax burden resulting in unfairallocationof responsibil-an
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ImpactontheGermanTax System ................ 256 lightsimilartendenciesin othercountries.

ShigeruNomura:-
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In each article the authordiscussesthe manner in whichhis country H.K. Sondhi:
ofexpertises beingaffectedandthevariousresponseseicited.

INDIA: INCOMETAXINCENTIVES-HARNESSING
CORPORATESKILLSFOR RURALDEVELOPMENT .... 283
With a high percentageof the population deriving its ncome from
labour in rural areas, India must developa coherentsystem of taxa-

A.D. Ross:
tion with the socialgoal of developingthese regions. The author re-

THE UNITEDKINGDOM:LIVINGWITHANTI-TAXHAVEN views the various plans implementedto date in an effort to support
LEGISLATION:THREEYEARSOFU.K.EXPERIENCE ... 263 andencourageruraldevelopment.

,The author reviews the Controlled Foreign Company (CFC) legisla-
tion of the United Kingdom, discussing its effects 3 years after im- BIBLIOGRAPHY .................................288
plementation.After firstoutfining its common featureswith regard to - Books 288...............................

simiar legislationby other nations, he distinguishesthe U.K. aw and - Loose-leafservces 292.....................

explainsthe variousexemption tests. Mr. Ross closesby indicatinga

few taxplanningpossibilities. CUMULATIVEINDEX .............................295
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La loi de 1986 sur la rforme fiscale amncaine a entran de nom- ..............................

breuses modifications dans les tractations commerciales. Les con- Das amerikanscheSteuerreform-Gesetzvon 1986 hat eine Vielzahl

squences logques d'une modificaton de premire importance du von Anderungenbezglichder Behandlung..vonKrperschaftenzur

systme fiscal amricain ontt ressenties dans e monde entier. Folge. Die sich aus einer solchen wichtigen Anderung im US-Steuer-

L'mpact de cette modificationa conduit l'l.C.C. organiserun sym- system ergebenden Konsequenzen sind weltweit zu verzeichnen.

posium sur ce sujet. Le Bureau publieicitroisdes tudes prsentes Um auf diese Auswirkungen eine Antwort geben zu knnen, organi-
ce symposium ainsi que la concluslon rdige par l'quipe de sierte die InternationaleHandelskammerein Symposium. Das Inter-

natonale Steuerdokumentationsbrodruckt drei Manuskripte von
'1 C,C. Vortrgen ab, die bei diesem Symposium gehalten wurden, ferner

G.D. Swaine: werden die Schlussfolgerungen reproduziert, die von Mitarbeitern-

Impact sur les politiques fiscales du Royaume-Uni .... 251 der Internationaen Handelskammergezogen wurden.
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affect par a rforme et commente les solutions qui en ont dcou- Shigeru Nomura:
auf das japanischeSteuersystem 259Die Auswrkungen .

es. In jedem dieser Artikel wird von den Autoren dargelegt, welche
Auswirkungen die US-Steuerreform im entsprechenden Land hat
und wie die jeweiige Antwort aussieht, die darauf gegeben wird.
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A.D. Ross: A.D. Ross:

Royaume-Uni:Vivre avec la lgislationanti-refuge Grossbrtannen:Leben mt der
fiscal: 3 annes d'expriencebritannque ...... 263 Anti-Steueroasen-Gesetzgebung:DreiJahre
L'auteur analyse la lgislation sur Controlled Foreign Company du Erfahrung in Grossbritannien ............................. 263

Royaume-Uni tout en commentant ses effets 3 ans aprs son intro- Der Verfasser untersucht die Controlled Foreign Company (be-
duction. Aprs avoir indiqu ses points communs avec des Igisla- herrschte Auslandsgesellschaften)-Gesetzgebungn Grossbritan-
tions similaires applicables dans d'autres pays, il fait remarquer les nien vor dem Hintergrund der in den drei Jahren nach deren Ein-

particularitsde la loi britannique et analyse les diffrents critres fhrung gemachten Erfahrungen. Nachdem zuerst gemeinsame
d'exemption. M. Ross termine en indiquantquelquespossibilitsde Merkmale dieser Bestimmungenmit hnlichenVorschriften anderer

gestion fiscale. Lnder verglichen werden, konzentriert sich der Verfasser auf das
britische Recht und erlutert die diversen Ausnahmen. Herr Ross
rundet seinen Beitrag mit dem Aufzeigen einiger Steuerplanungs
mglichkeitenab.

Dr. J.M. Elegido: Dr. J.M. Elegido:
Nigeria: Impositiondes dividendes ......................... 271 Ngeria: Die Besteuerungder Dividenden .................... 271
L'auteur prsente la lgislation sur les dividendes et leurs applica- Der Verfasser vermttet einen Uberbhck ber die derzeit in Ngeria
tions actuellementen vigueur au Nigria. Le point le plus important gltige Gesetzgebung bezglich der Besteuerung der Dividenden.
est la priode de 3 ans d'exemption d'impt sur les dividendes Der wichtigste Punkt betrifft die von der Regierung angekndlgte
annonce par le gouvernement en faveur de toutes les socits Steuerbefreiungfr Dividenden,die von allen entsprechendberech-
qualifies et de 5 ans en faveur d'un groupe spcifi par la loi. tigten Gesellschaften an die Anteilseigner whrend der ersten 3
L'industrieptrolire fait partie de ce groupe d'industriesbnficiant Jahre gezahltwerden, freine bestimmteGruppe betrgtdieSteuer-
d'un rgime plus favoris. befreiungsperiode 5 Jahre. Die industrie ist in die Gruppe der

Industrien einbezogen, die diese speziellen Vortele in Anspruch
nehmen kann.

M.M. Sury: M.M. Sury: !
Inde: Dclin des imptsdirects ............................ 279 Indien: Rckgang der Bedeutung der direkten Steuern 279.........

L'auteur mentionne le dclin du rle jou par les impts directs en Der Verfasser belegt de abnehmende Bedeutung der direkten
Inde. Il considre que le recours croissant aux mpts indirects a Steuern n indien. Sein Standpunkt ist der, dass die zunehmende
pour consquence une diminution de la pression fiscale, faisant Anwendungvon indirekten Steuern eine regressive Wirkung bezg-
ainsi dpendede faon injuste une grande part des recettes fiscales lich der Steuerbelastung hat, was zu einem ungerechtfertigthohen
des contribuables les plus pauvres. La lecture de cet article pourrait Anteil der rmeren Steuerpflichtigen am Steueraufkomlen fhrt.
rvler des tendances similaires existant dans d'autres pays. Das Studium dieses Artikels knnte die Existenz hnlicher Tenden-

zen in anderen Lndern ans Licht bringen.

Carnetdes Congrs .................................... 282 Veranstaltungskalender .. 282

H.K. Sondhi: H.K. Sondhi:

Inde: Avantagesfiscauxsur le revenu- Mise en place Indien: Einkommensteuervergnstigungen-
de socitsen faveur du dveloppementrural ................ 283 Der gezielte Einsatzdes Unternehmenssektors
En raison de l'importance de la population tirant son revenu d'un in die lndliche Entwicklung .............................. 283
travail exerc dans des zones rurales, l'Inde doit dvelopper un En grosset Teil der Bevlkerung Indiens erzielt sein Arbeitseinkom-
systme cohrent d'imposition se donnant pour but social le d- men n lndlichenGebeten. Um diesenGebieteneineangemessene
veloppementde ces rgions. L'auteur mentionne les diffrents pro- Entwicklungzu gewhrleisten, muss Indien ein ogisch aufgebautes
jets mis en oeuvre tendant supporter et encourager le dveloppe- Steuersystemeinfhren. Der Verfasseranalysiertdie verschiedenen
ment rural. Plne, die bis zum heutigen Tag im Bick auf die Frderung der

lndlichen Entwicklung implementiert wurden.
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The FirstEast-WestTax Conference

On 14 and 15 April 1987 the International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation organized its first
East-West Tax Conference in Salzburg (Austria). Tax experts from both Eastern and Western
European countries gave their views on recent and future tax developmentsin Eastern Europe and
the importance thereof for Western companies doing business in those countries. This issue of the
Bulletin publishes the papers submittedby: Prof. Dr. DennisCampbell (joint venturesbetweenEast
and West); Dr. Herwig E. Haase (direct taxes in East and West); Mr. Dick Hund (tax treatmentof
Eastern European source income in the Netherlands); and Dr. W. Albeseder (tax treatment of
Eastern European source income in Austria). In addition, this issue contains articles by Prof. Dr.
Knauthe and Prof. Dr. Hans Spiller on obligatory payments in the German Democratic Republic
and by Dr. Ioan Condor on joint ventures in Romania.

The October issue of the Bulletinwill publish the other papers submittedat the First East-WestTax
Conferenceby local tax expertson tax developmentsin Hungary, Yugoslaviaand the Soviet Union.
Papers by tax experts from the Federal Republic of Germany and Italy discussing the significance
of Eastern European developments for companies in their countries, as well as a paper discussing
specific aspects of East-West tax treaties, will complete this issue.

Contents AUSTRIA:TAXATIONOF EASTERNEUROPEAN

Dr. WernerAlbeseder:

SOURCEINCOME ...............................326
The author reviews the longstanding relationship between Eastern
Europe and Austria and indicates the various advantages under
treaties and domestic law available for the foreign investor. Dr. AI-

oftheJuly 1987 issue besedercomments brieflyon Austrian exchangecontrol regulations
andtheCyprusroute.

Prof. Dr. DennisCampbell: ErhardtKnautheand HansSpiller:
JOINTVENTURESBETWEENEASTANDWEST ....... 299 GERMANDEMOCRATICREPUBLIC:THESTRUCTURE
Prof. Dr. Campbellpoints out the reasonsfor the recentgrowth of OFOBLIGATORYPAYMENTSTO THE NATIONAL
legislated opportunities for joint-venture activity between Eastern BUDGETANDTHEMANAGEMENTOFTHE
Europeancountresand Westem enterprises. He then discusses,the SOCIALISTECONOMY 329............................

general similaritiesbetween the laws of the various States and con- The authors discuss the manner in which obligatorypaymentsare
cludes that we may hope that the business exchangeswill provide being used to pursue specificgoals of the German DemocraticRe-
somepoliticalstabilityincontrasttoourhistoricalexperiences. public's Government in such areas as the consumption of scarce

resources,e.g. labour, landandenerg.Thepaperexhibitshowcom-

Dr. Herwig E. Haase: pulsory transfersof funds to the State are intendedto increasepro-
ductionefficiencyandredistributeincome.

DIRECTTAXESINEASTANDWEST................. 304
Dr. Haase indicateshow the theoryoftax is joinedtoeconomics. He

proceedsto analyze empirically the effects of taxation. The author loan Condor:
concludes by calling for the developmentof an international, com- ROMANIA:TAXATIONOF JOINTVENTURESAND
parativetheoryof public finance wherebytheoretical fundamentals, NON-RESIDENTS ...............................337
conceptsandstatisticalevidencewillbeina standardizedform. This article providesa reviewof the historicaldevelopmentof joint-

venture laws as well as the taxationof various non-residententities
under Romanian fiscal legislation. Thereafter, the author sets forth

D. Hund: themethodforcalculatingthetaxonjointventures.

THE NETHERLANDS:TAXATIONOF EASTERN
EUROPEANSOURCE INCOME ..................... 319 CONFERENCEDIARY ............................342
The author establishes the framework within which income from
Eastern Europeansources is taxed by describingthe Dutchtax sys- BIBLIOGRAPHY .................................343
tem, including some of its peculiarities and unique advantages. - Books 343...............................

Thereafterhediscussesthevarioustreatiesthe Netherlandshascon- - Loose-leafservices 346.....................

cludedn recentyearsandclosesby providingnsightfuldiscussions
ofsomerecentDutchcourtdecisions. CUMULATIVEINDEX ............................. 348
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INHALTSVERZEICHNIS SOMMAIRE

Prof. Dr. Dennis Campbell: ProfesseurDr. Dennis Campbell:
Gemeinschaftsunternehmenzwischen Ost und West .......... 299 SocitsenparticipationEst-Ouest

.ri.s.o.n.s.d.e..l'.a.u.g.m.e.n.t.a.tio..n
... 299

Prof. Campbell zeigt die Grnde auf, die dazu gefhrt haben, dass Le Professeur Campbell souligne les r-
in der jngsten Zeit gesetzliche Grundlagen fr die Aktivitten von cente, en application de la loi, des possibilits d'activits offertes
Gemeinschaftsunternehmen zwischen osteuropischen Lndern sous forme de socits en participation entre les pays de l'Europe
und westlichenUnternehmengeschaffenwurden. Danachvergleicht de l'Est et les entreprisesoccidentales. Il analyse ensuite des points
er die Bestimmungen in den Gesetzen der verschiedenen Lnder, de ressemblances entre les lois des diffrents Etats et espre, en
die sich hnlich sind, um schliesslich seiner Hoffnung Ausdruck zu concluant, que les changescommerciauxentraneront une certai-
verleihen, dass die unternehmerischeZusammenarbeiteine politi- ne stabilit politique, contrairement nos exprienceshistoriques.
sche Stabilitt bewerkstelligenkann, die im Gegensatzzu den histo-
rischen Erfahrungen steht.

Dr. Herwig E. Haase:
Dr. Herwig E. Haase:

Imptsdirects l'Estet l'Ouest .......................... 304
Die direkten Steuern in Ost undWest ....................... 304 Le Dr. Haase indique dans quelle mesure la thorie de l'impt est
Dr. Haase zeigt die Verbindungzwischen der Steuertheorieund der lie l'conomie. Il analyse d'une faon empirique les effets de
Wirtschaft durch eine empirische Analyse der Besteuerungseffekte l'impositionet conclut en se prononanten faveurde la mise au point
auf. Er schliesst seinen Beitrag damit ab, dass er fr die Entwicklung d'une thorie internationaleet comparative des finances publiques
einer international vergleichbaren Theorie der ffentlichen Finanz- o les fondementsthoriques, les concepts et les statistiquesseront
wirtschaft pldiert, wobei diese auf standartisierten theoretischen prsents sous une forme standardise.
Konzepten und statistischen Grundlagen basieren sollte.

D. Hund: D. Hund. j

Niederlande:Die Besteuerungder Einknfte Pays-Bas. Imposition des revenusayant leur source

dans l'Europede l'Est 319
aus osteuropischerQuelle ............................... 319

L'auteur dtermine le cadredanse.q.u.e.l.u.n. ayant s.a..s.o.u.rc.e.
....

Der Verfasserstellt den Rahmen dar, innerhalb dessen die Einknfte revenu

aus osteuropischerQuelle im niederlndischenSteuerrechtzu be- dans l'Europe de l'Est est impos en dcrivant le systme fiscal

handeln sind, wobei er Insbesondereauf einige Besonderheitenund hollandais, y compris quelques-unesde ses particularitsainsi que
Vorteile hinweist. Danach bespricht er die verschiedenen Doppel- ses avantages uniques. Il donne ensuite un commentairedes diff-

besteuerungsabkommen,die die Niederlande in den letzten Jahren rents traits conclus par les Pays-Bas au cours de ces dernires

abgeschlossenhaben. Der Artikel wird durch die Erluterungeiniger annes et termine en mentionnant les discussions perspicaces de

krzlich ergangenerGerichtsentscheidungenabgerundet. quelques arrts hollandais rcents.

Dr. WernerAlbeseder: Dr. WernerAlbeseder:
sterreich:Die Besteuerungder Einknfte Autriche: Impositiondes revenusayant leur source
aus osteuropischerQuelle ................................ 326 dans l'Europe de l'Est 326
Der Verfasser beleuchtet zunchst die historischen Verbindungen

.......

d..j'a.n.c.ie.n.n.e.s.existnt
zwischen Osteuropa und sterreich und zeigt die verschiedenen

L'auteur analyse les relations entre l'Europe
Vorteile auf, die dem in sterreich ttig werdenden auslndischen

de l'Est et l'Autriche et mentionne les diffrentsavantagesoffertsaux

investisseurstrangersen applicationdes traitset de la loi nationa-
Investor sowohl nach den Doppelbesteuerungsabkommenals auch le. Le Dr. Albeseder commente rapidement les rglementationssur
nach dem nationalen Recht offenstehen. Dr. Albeseder geht auch le contrledes changes autrichien ainsi que la route de Chyprekurz auf die sterreichischen Devisenvorschriftenund auf die Zy-
pern-Route ein.

Erhardt Knautheet Hans Spiller:
Erhardt Knautheund Hans Spiller:

RpubliqueDmocratiqueAllemande: La structuredes
Die Pflichtabfhrungenan den Staatshaushaltund paiementsoblgatoiresen faveur du budget nationalet
die Leitung der sozialistischenWirtschaft in la gestion du budget socialiste ............................ 329
der DDR-Die Rolle der Resourcenabgaben- 329 Les auteurs commentent la faon dont les paiements obligatoires................

Die Verfasseruntersuchen die Art und Weise, in der Pflichtabfhrun- sont utiliss pour la poursuite de buts particuliers du gouvernement
gen dazu genutzt werden, die spezifischen Ziele der Regierung der de la RpubliqueDmocratiqueAllemande dans des domainestels
DDR auf dem Gebiet des Konsums knapper Resourcen wie z.B. que celui de la consommationde ressources peu abondantes,com-

Arbeit, Land und Energie zu erreichen. Dieser Artikel stellt dar, wie me la main-d'oeuvre, les terres et l'nergie. L'article dmontre com-
die Pflichtabfhrungenan den Staatshaushaltdafr verwendet wer- ment les transferts de fonds obligatoiresen faveur de l'Etat ont pour
den, die Produktionseffizienzzu erhhenund das Einkommenumzu- but d'augmenter l'efficacit de la production et de redistribuer le
verteilen. revenu.

loan Condor: loan Condor:

Rumnien:Die Besteuerungder Gemeinschaftsunternehmen Roumanie: Impositiondes socitsen participation
undder Nichtansssigen ................................. 337 et des non-rsidents

.d.e. 'i.st.o.r.iq.u.e. .d.e. s.u.r.le.s.
.. 337

DieserArtikel vermittelteinen Uberblickberdie historischeEntwick- Cet article donne un aperu la lgislation
lung der Gesetze zu den Gemeinschaftsunternehmenwie auch zur socits en participation ainsi que de l'imposition de diffrentes
Besteuerung verschiedener nichtansssiger Personen im rumni- entits non-rsidentes selon le droit fiscal roumain. L'auteur men-

schen Steuerrecht. Danach erlutert der Autor die Methode fr die tionne, en terminant, la mthode de calcul de l'impt sur les socits
Berechnung der Steuer der Gemeinschaftsunternehmen. en participation.
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Contents
ofthe August/September1987 issue

Richard M. Hammer: establishmentlocatedabroad. Onegroupofproblemsconcemsthe
determinationof world-wideincomeofthe BelgiancompanysuchasBRUSSELSCONGRESS1987 ...................... 354
the treatmentof foreign-sourcelosses. Asecond ofproblemsgroup
s caused by the quaificationof the permanentestabishmentas aCONFERENCEDIARY ............................355
separate taxpayer. Surprisingly, of these problems have notmany

MarkEyskens,BelgianMinisterof Finance: yet been solved and in some cases the Belgian tax authoritieshave
notexpressedtheiropiniononthisissue.TAXATION IN BELGIUM-RECENTMEASURESAND

FUTUREPROSPECTS ............................356 J. Malherbe:
Sincethe beginningofthe80'sthepolicyofthe BelgianGovernment
hasbeentogettheBelgianeconomyin line withtheeconomiesof its SIMULATION,FRAUSLEGISANDBUSINESS

PURPOSEUNDERBELGIANTAXLAW 396principal trading partners. Within the medium term strategy, fiscal ...............

policy hasa major functionand fiscal distortionshavecausedstruc- The legal conceptof simulationmay be used by the Begian tax
tural rigidities and have threatened Belgian competitiveness. The authoritiesto attack certain transactions in which the primarypur-
Belgian Governmenthas taken action in lowering the rate ofcorpo- pose is to avoid tax. In contrast, the conceptsof fraus legis and
rate incometaxand introducingspecialschemestostimulateinvest- (genuine) businesspurposehave rarely-fever- been appliedby
ment, industrial adjustmentand employment.A Royal Commission the Belgiancourtstostopa taxpayerfrom minimizinghis tax burden.
was formedtogivets recommendationon tax reform. The Commis- t s the author's opinion that introducing such conceptsmay open
sion's report, whichwascompleted in February, will be an important thedoortoerrorsandarbtrarinessandmaythuscreate insecurityfor
toolindraftingtaxreformproposais. taxpayers.

Jean-PierreLagae: Luc Hinnekens:

BELGIUM: INTERNATIONALASPECTSOF TAXATIONBELGIUM:COORDINATIONCENTERS .............. 359
OF EXECUTIVEREMUNERATION 400The authoranalyzesthe legisationunder whichso-calledcoordina- ..................

tioncentersoperate. Themainadvantageofsuchcenters is thatthey Thetax burden in Belgiumhas duringrecentyears increasedtosuch
permit the carrying on of administrativeand other supportservices an extentthat Belgiumcurrently ranksamongthecountrieswiththe
as well as a broad range of financialactivities in an almosttax-free highest taxes in the world. The author shows, however, thatexecu-

tives resident in Belgium may substantialy reduce their incometaxenvironmentandoutsidethe scopeofexchangecontrolregulations.
A list supplementing the article shows that this Iegislation has at- liability under Belgian unilateralmeasuresand tax treatyprovisions.
tracteda largenumberofmajormultinationalcompanies. In certain cases routing of income via Cyprus is a good solution

whereastoBelgianengineersand techniciansstationedinnon-Euro-
CharlesSibilleand MichaelD. Fryt: pean non-tax treaty countriesa special favourabletax treatment is

offered under an administrative circular letter. Foreign executivesBELGIUM:PLANNINGFOR COORDINATIONCENTERS who are temporarily stationed in Belgium may also benefit fromAFTERU.S. TAX REFORM ......................... 371 measuresreducingtheirincometaxliabilityunder rulingswhichhaveTheauthorsidentifyandexplaintheopportunityfor U.S. basedmulti- been issued by the Belgiantax administration.nationalsto use a Begiancoordinationcenterto reducetheir Ameri-
can tax burden. The articleprimarily focuseson the U.S. tax reper- J.Autenne:cussionsof establishingsucha coordinationcenter. A Belgian sub-

BELGIUM: TAX INCENTIVESFOR SCIENTIFICsidiarymay use Belgian coordinationcenterlegislation to reducethe
effective foreigntax rate Dfa multinationalgroup ofcompanies. This RESEARCHACTIVITIES ..........................407
will be a keyconsiderationwhen dealingwiththe new U.S. separate Belgium is well awareof the importanceof researchforthedevelop-
basketlimitationsforforeigntaxcredit. ment of its economyand it has for that reason introduced specific

tax incentives in addition to the aid it already gives through its
L.A. Denys: national and regional agencies. The author describes the most im-

portantof these incentives taking into accountthata taxpayermayTHE PROPOSEDBELGIANTAX REFORM-ASPECTS opt between carrying on research activities in an existing organiza-OFINTERNATIONALTAXATION.................... 383 tion or in a newly createdcompany.The author ommentson the first Reportof the Royal Commission
forthe HarmonizationandSimplificationofTaxation.Sincea number Jacoba Helfrich-Laubrock:of basic policy decisions in the reform have stll to be taken by the

THE INTERNATIONALCHAMBEROF COMMERCE(ICC):Government and Parliament, the author's remarks focus on those
CRITICALREVIEW OF THE OECD/COUNCILOF EUROPEoptions which may affect international taxation. These include the

following ssues concemingpersonal income tax: the structureand MULTILATERAL(DRAFT) CONVENTIONON MUTUAL
the rate; the taxation of certain kinds of earned income; business ADMINISTRATIVEASSISTANCE IN TAX MATTERS .... 410
income;and, incomefromcapital.Withrespectto corporate income The author sets forth the strong criticism of the ICC on the Draft
taxhediscussesthepossibleintroductionofafullimputationsystem, Convention on Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters
the dividendexemption, tax incentives, group consolidations, liqui- whichwas recentyadoptedbytheOECDandthe CouncilofEurope.
dationsandthe treatmentof foreign-sourceincome.Thearticlecon- She concludesthatthere is no need forsuch a far-reachingconven-
cludeswithadiscussionof indirecttaxesandtaxprocedures. tion and she points out that internationaltrade and investmentwill

inevitably suffer from its application.
H. Siebens:

IFA NEWS ......................................413BELGIUM:SOMESPECIALASPECTSOF FOREIGN
SOURCEPROFITSANDLOSSES IN CORPORATE Dr. Norbert Seeger:
INCOMETAXATION ..............................391 TAX REFORM IN LIECHTENSTEIN ................. 414The author discussesa number of mportantproblemsconnected Liechtensteinhas a system of generalcapital tax supplementedbywith the relationshipbetweena Belgian companyand its permanent a small ncome tax. Recently, after a review of the status of the
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population it was decided that income tax should become more Lars-ErikWenehed:
dominant in its effect. The results of this change n attitude are TAXES AND COMPUTERS 426
discussed in this articleby Dr. Seeger.

........................

Mr. Wenehed provides an explanation of the computer system
COMPTAXand, by meansof a hypothetical,exhibits the COMPTAX

Har Govind: programs'tax planning capabilties.
INDIA: TAX TREATMENTOF PAYMENTSUNDER
FOREIGN COLLABORATIONAGREEMENTS ......... 420
Thesteadygrowthofcollaborationagreementshas resulted in many BIBLIOGRAPHY .................................429

disputes betweenthe Indian Income-tax Departmentand the con- -Books ...,............................ 429

tractngparties. The terminologyused in the agreementcan havetax

consequences.The authorreviewstheproblemsand thepositionof
the courts with relation to collaborationagreements. CUMULATIVEINDEX .............................435
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RichardM. Hammer: RichardM. Hammer:

CongrsBruxelles1987 ................................. 354 KongressBrssel 1987 .................................. 354

Carnetdes Congrs .................................... 355 Veranstaltungskalender ... 355

Mark Eyskens, Ministrebelgedes Finances: Mark Eyskens, Finanzministervon Belgien:

Impositionen Begique-Dispositionsrcentes Die Besteuerung in Belgien-

etperspectivesd'avenir ................................. 356 DerzeitigeMassnahmenund Zukunftsaussichten ............. 356

Depuis le dbut des annes 80, la politique du gouvernementbelge Seit Anfang der achtzigerJahre wardiePolitik derbelgischenRegie-
s'est propose d'essayer de placer l'conomie belge au mme ni- rung daraufhin ausgerichtet,die belgischeWirtschaft auf die gleiche
veau que celude l'conomiede ses principauxpartenairescommer- Linie wie die seiner wichtigsten Handelspartnerzu bringen. Inner-

ciaux. La politique fiscale a une fonction essentielledans une strat- halb einermittelfristigenStrategiespielt die Fiskalpolitikeine wichtige

gie moyen terme, des distortions fiscales ont entrandes intransi- Rolle, wobei festzuhalten ist, dass Verzerrungen auf diesem Gebiet

geances structurelles et menac la comptitivitbelge. Le gouver- strukturelle Ungleichgewichteverursachten, die die belgische Kon-

nement belge a dcid de baisser le taux de 'mpt sur le revenu kurrenzfhgket bedrohten. Die belgische Regierung veranlasste

des socits, d'introduire des schmas spciaux pour stimuler les eine Reihe Massnahmen wie z.B. die Senkung des Krperschaft-
investissements, l'adaptation industrielle et l'emploi. Une Commis- steuersatzes und die Einfhrung bestimmterVergnstigungen,wo-

sion Royale at spcialementcrepourdonnerses recommanda- durch die Investitionen, die Anpassung der Industrie und die Be-

tions sur la rforme fiscale. Le rapport de la Commission,achev en schftigungstmuiertwurden. Ene KniglicheKommission,de Vor-

fvrier, sera un outil de travail important pour es projets de proposi- schlge fr eine Steuerreform machte, wurde gebildet. Der Bericht

tions de la rforme fiscale. dieser Kommission,der im Februarvorgelegtwurde, wird eine wich-

tige Grundlage fr die Formulierung der Steuerreformvorschlge
Jean-PierreLagae: sen.

Belgique. Centresde coordination ......................... 359
L'auteuranalyse la lgislationportantsur les centresde coordination. Jean-PierreLagae:
Ces centres sont intressants dans ia mesure o ls assurent les Belgien: Die Koordinierungszentren 359........................

servicesadministratifs,et autres servicesannexes, ainsi qu'un grand Der Verfasser analysiert die Gesetzgebung bezglich der
nombre d'activits financires sans qu'une charge fiscale y soit Funktionsweiseder sog. Koordinierungszentren.Der hauptschliche
vraiment lie et en dehors du domaine des rglementationsde con- Vorteil dieser Zentren besteht darin, dass sie es mglich machen,
trle de change. Cet article est accompagne d'une liste prouvant eine Reihe von Verwaltungsaufgaben und andere untersttzende
que cette lgislation a attirun grand nombred'importantessocits Dienstleistungen wie auch ein weites Feld von Finanzaktivitten in
multinationales. einer fast steuerfreien Umgebung auszuben unde darberhinaus

CharlesSibieet MichaelD. Fryt
kejnen Devjsenvorschriftenzu unteriegen. Eine dem Artikel ange-
schlossene Liste zeigt auf, dass man es verstand, durch diese Ge-

Planning pour les centresde coordinationbelges setzgebung eine beachtliche Zahl wichtiger multinationalerGesell-

aprs la rformefiscale amricaine ........................ 371 schaften anzulocken.
Les auteurs mentionnentet expliquent la possibilitofferte aux mul-
tinationales amricaines d'utiliser un centre de coordination belge Charles Sibille und MichaelD. Fryt:
afin de rduire leur charge fiscale amricaine. L'article insiste parti-
culirementsur les consquencesfiscalesamricaineslors de l'ta- Steuerplanungmittels belgischerKoordinierungszentren
blissement d'un tel centre de coordinaton. Une filiale amricane nach Inkrafttretender U.S.-Steuerreform .................... 371

peut utiliser la lgislation applique au centre de coordination afin Die Verfasser erlutern die Mgichkeiten, die sich in den U.S.A.

de rduire le taux d'impt trangereffectifd'un groupe de multinatio- ansssigen multinationalen Unternehmen bieten, durch die Ein-

nales. C'est un point de considrationqui sera dterminantIorsqu'on schaltung eines belgischesKoordinierungszentrumshre amerikani-

devra tenir compte des nouvellesseparatebasket limitationsam- sche Steuerbelastungzu reduzieren. Diese Mglichkeitwird beson-

ricaines pour le crdit d'impt tranger. ders in den Fllen eine Schsselrolle spielen, n denen es darum

geht, die Fragen mit den speziellen Beschrnkungeninnerhalb der

L.A. Denys: Einkunftsartenbei der AnrechnungauslndischerSteuern nabh den
neuen Vorschriften des U.S.-Steuerrechtszu lsen.

Propositionde rforme fiscalebelge-
Aspectsde fiscalit internationale ................. ........ 383 L.A. Denys:
L'auteur commente le Premier Rapport de la Commission Royale
pour rHarmonisaton et la Smplification de la Fiscalit. Un certain Die geplante Steuerreform in Belgien- Die
nombre de dcisions essentielles dans la rforme devant encore internationalenAspekte .................................. 383

tre prises par le Gouvernement et le Parlement, les remarques Der Verfassernimmt zum ersten Berichtder KniglichenKommssion

faites par l'auteur mettent l'accent sur les ootions pouvant avoir une fr die Harmonisierung und Vereinfachung der Besteuerung Stel-

influence sur la fiscalit internationale. Ce les-ci comprennent des ung. Da noch eine Rehe von potischenEntscheidungenvon grund-
dispositions portant sur l'impt sur le revenu des personnes physi- stzlicher Bedeutung von Regierung und Parlament getroffen wer-

ques: la structure et le taux de l'impt, l'imposition de certaines den mssen, konzentriert der Verfasser seine Bemerkungenauf die

sortes de revenus provenant du travail, de revenus professionnels Gebiete, die die internationale Besteuerung beeinflussen knnten.

et de revenustirs du capital. Il donne son avis quant l'introduction Was die Einkommensteuerder natrlichen Personen betrifft, so er-

possible d'un systmed imputation intgrale en matire d'impt sur strecktensich die Auswirkungenauf die Strukturder Steuerstze,auf

le revenu des socits, l'exemption des dividendes, les avantages die Besteuerung bestimmterArbeitseinknfte,auf gewerbliche Ein-

fiscaux, les bnfices consolids pour les groupes, les ljquidations knfte und auf Kapitaleinknfte. Bezglich der Krperschaftsteuer
et le traitementdes revenusde source trangre. L'articlese termine erlutert er die Mglichkeit der Einfhrung eines Vollanrechnungs-
par une discussion sur les impts indirects et les procdures fisca- systems, die Dividendenfreistellung, steuerliche Frderungsmass-
les. nahmen, die Konsolidierung im Konzernverband, die Liquidationen
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TheFirstEast-WestTax Conference
On 14 and 15 Aprii 1987 the International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation organized its firstEast-West Tax Conference in Salzburg (Austria). Tax experts from both Eastern and Western
European countries gave their views on recent and future tax developmentsin Eastern Europe andthe importance thereof for Western companies doing business in those countries. In the July issueof the Bulletin we published the papers submitted by: Prof. Dr. Dennis Campbell (Joint VenturesBetween East and West); Dr. Herwig E. Haase (Direct Taxes in East and West); Mr. Dick Hund(Tax Treatment of Eastern European Source Income in the Netherlands); and Dr. W. Albeseder(Tax Treatment of Eastern European Source Income in Austria). In addition, that ssue contained
articles by Prof. Dr. Knauthe and Prof. Dr. Hans Spiller on obligatory payments in the GermanDemocratic Republic and by Dr. Ioan Condor on joint ventures in Romania.
This issue of the Bulletinpublishes the otherpapers submittedat the First East-WestTax Conference
by: Mr. Willem Kuiper (East-WestTax Treaties); Prof. Dr. Tibor Nagy (CurrentTrends in Income
Taxation in Eastern Europe); Mrs. L.W. Mamet (Tax Aspects of Joint Ventures in the U.S.S.R.);Prof. Dr. Jan GIuchowski (Tax Aspects of Joint Ventures in Poland); Mr. MiodragArsi (Taxationof Foreign Persons in Yugoslavia); Mr. Howard Liebman (Taxation of Eastern European SourceJoint Venture Income in the U.S.) and Mr. Jzsef Lukcs (VAT in Hungary).
It is with great pleasure that we publish these articles and we hope to be able to host a second
conference in the near future which will provide papers of equal interest and quality.
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The recent developmentssurrounding glasnost have resulted n n- The increasingexchangesbetweenthe East and the West have re-
creasedinterestn businessopportunitiesin the U.S.S.R. Theauthor newednterestn the varioustreatiesconcudedfor the avoidanceof
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applicables actuellementau Maroc aussi bien aux personnes physi- Marokko erhoben werden, nmlich die Krperschaft- und Einkom-
ques qu'aux personnes morales. Une liste des diffrents pays avec mensteuersowie die neue Mehrwertsteuer.Fernervermittelter einen
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ces sont joints cet article. schliesst.
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U.S. BranchTaxation:
A Ventureinto
theUnknown

By Richard M. HammerandWilliam D. Rohrer

The extensionof U.S. taxing jurisdictionover dividends and interestpaid L----
by foreigncorporationsdoingbusiness in the United States has been the

subject of criticism in other countries for many years.t No other country,
to the best of our knowledge, has had such a rule in its tax legislation. In

reality, however, such extraterritorial taxing jurisdiction over a non-resi-
dent payor, which has become known in tax Jargon as secondary with-

holding, is generally more favorable to foreign corporations with U.S.
branches than will be the new branch tax,2 and it provides (or will provide IVIr. Hammer is a partner with Price
in those limited cases where it is retained, at least temporarily) such Waterhouseand is the National Director of

corporations with a competitive advantage vis--vis foreign corporations International Tax Services based in New
with U.S. subsidiaries. York. He is also the Chairman of Price

EndeavoringtO eliminate this competitiveedge (and, perhaps, to respond
Waterhouse World Firm International Tax
ServicesPanel. He is a graduateof Prince-

to those who criticized the extraterrtorial character of the secondary ton University and the Harvard Graduate
withholding tax), the U.S. Congress enacted the new branch level tax.3 School of Business He is a memberof the

Then, in the same Act, Congressextended its extraterritorialtaxing juris- American and New York Institutes of
diction by subjecting to U.S. tax any gains derived from the sale of U.S. CPA's. Currently, he serves as Presidentof

business assets, within ten years after being used in such business, regard- the International Fiscal Association and

less of the fact that those assets may have been removed from U.S. taxing Vice Chairman of the Fiscal Committee of

jurisdiction, and the seller may have entirely ceased doing any kind of the Business and Industry Advisory Com-

business in the U.S., years before the assets were sold.4 mttee to the OECD. Mr. Hammer is a fre-
quent lecturerand has authored many arti-

Both of these provisions may be more bark than bite - at least for the cles on the subjectof nternationaltaxation.

near term - because of treaty provisions which counteract their effect.
Admittedly, their potential, long-range impact is significant;5 but every
U.S. income tax treaty selectively restricts, at least to some degree, their
applicability.

1. See, for example, Report of the OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs, Model Double Taxation
Convention on Income and on Capital (OECD Model Treaty), Article 10(5) Dividends, and
related commentary,p 96, paragraph,, 32 and 33, see also Exhibir A for a lst of tfiose treat,cc whtch

prohibt the U S secondary wtthholdng tax

U S residence lurisdcton - based on place of ncorporaton - Is extremely lmted U S doing
business' jurisdiction ()ver a non-resident payor s really an attempt by the U S to broaden tis .

jurisdction to approximate. of perhaps exceed, traditonal nOtmons of residency m other countries -

based on place of management and control 4

2 Under the secondary withholding rules, no wthholding taxes are assessed untd the foreign '.

corporationactuallydistributesitsproftsTherefore, the U S branch may remit. and its foreign home
office may make use of, the branch's proft wthout beng sublcctcd to the tax Howcvcr. undcr the

branch level tax rules, the branch tax will be assessed when the branch's profits are remitted to the

home office - a real timing difference. In addition, the secondarywithholdingrules only apply when
a majority of the income of the foreign corporation is derived from its U.S. branch. Thus, a foreign
corporation that derves a substantal amount o U S income, but also operates cxtensvelyn other
countries, may not be hable for the secondary withholding tax. The branch level tax, on the other
hand, applies regardless of the amount of income earned by the U.S. branch relative to the total
income of the foreign corporationof which it is a part. Mr. Rohrer is a managerof the International
3. Act Section 1241(a) adding IRC Sec. 884 Branch Profits Tax. Thus, the U.S. joins the small Tax Services Group in the National Office
handful of other countries imposing a branch tax such as Australia, Canada and France. of Price Waterhouse, New York. He is a
4. Act Section 1242, amending IRC Sec. 864(c), treats such gainsas/fthey are effectivelyconnected
with the conductof a U.S. trade or business. This rule is analogous to the 10-year rule for U.S. citizens graduate of the Ohio State University col-

who revoke their citizenship to avoid U.S. taxes (Sec. 877), as well as the 3-year rule for resident leges of business and law, and is a

aliens who temporarilybecome non-residents (Sec. 7701(b)(9)) member of the American Bar Association
5. The combined (U.S. income tax and branch profits tax) effective tax rate could be as high as and Insttute of CPA's. Mr. Rohrer is a fre-
53.8%, once the new corporate tax rates are fully, phased in. These provisions are estimated to quent lecturerand has authored many arti-

generate well over $ 100 million in government revenues for the next five years. cles on international taxation.
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Even though new statutory treaty shopping rules straight-line depreciation. Similarly, decreases are al-

generally limit the availability of a U.S. treaty to lowed for items of economic expense which are not

foreign corporations that reside in the other Contract- otherwise currently deductible for income tax pur-

ing State (as will be discussed below), exceptions to poses (e.g. capital losses in excessof capitalgains); but

the treaty shopping rules, as well as the definition of decreases are not permitted for profit remittances to

treaty shopping itself, provide a considerable degree the home office (or else the whole purpose of the BLT

of flexibility. In any event, the new provisions in the would be defeated). EC/E&P is also reduced by regu-
Act do representptential obstacleswhich the foreign lar U.S. and foreign income taxes attributable to the

investor cannot ignore in planning U.S. business ac- branch'sEC/TI. Il

tivities. U.S. net equity is money and the aggregateadjusted_

Beforediscussingthe effect ofU.S. treatiesupon these bases of property (for purposes of computing E&P),
new provisions (or vice versa), we will provide an less liabilities, that are treated as connected with the

overview of the new rules as well as some of the conduct of the branch's U.S. business. The BLT,
nuances and unanswered questions associated with therefore, is not technically a remittance based tax

their application. since the accumulationof income beyond the branch's
reasonablebusinessneeds in non-businessproperty,
uch as passive investments, will not reduce the divi-

THE NEWBRANCHLEVELTAX (BLT) dend equivalentamount (i.e. will effectivelybe treated

New Section 884, entitled Branch Profits Tax, is in
as remitted).

reality two supplemental taxes - a 30% self-assessed Interestingly, the BLT on profits is exigible whenever

secondary tax on profits6 and a 30% withholding tax a foreign corporation generates profits from a U.S.

on interest payments/deductions.7Both taxes, which trade or business - a very low threshold indeed, par-
are assessed n addition to the regular corporate in- ticularly in view of what traditional notions of the

come tax, effectively treat a foreigncorporation'sU.S. terms branch or establishment contemplate (i.e.
branch, in many respects, like a hypothetical U.S. an unincorporated business unit which amounts to a

corporation owned by its head office. As a general separate profit center, usually with some investment

matter, the BLT on profits is only assessed when pro- in assets). Presumably, any U.S. trade or business,
fits are not retainedfor businessuse within the branch. which has no nexus in the U.S. (e.g. the carrying on

In other words, the BLT is an attempt to tax profit of periodic business actvities in the U.S. from a

remittances to the foreign corporation'shome office, foreign base) will be deemed to have distributed,allof

equating such remittances to dividend payments by a its earnings (i.e. made no reinvestment) and, there-

U.S. subsidiaryto its foreignparentcorporation. Simi- fore, will be subject to the BLT on the entire amount

arly, the BLT on interest is assessed, through with- of its effectively connected E&P. The permanentes-

holding at source, on actual or deemed interest re- tablishment threshold will eliminate such a harsh re-

mittances by the branch. sult for foreign corporationsresident in countrieshav-

ing an income tax treaty with the U.S.

A. Branch tax on profits It should also be noted that the branch level tax will

apparently apply to foreign corporations that are

The BLT on profits, which generally replaces the sec- partners in a partnership (U.S. or foreign) that derives

ondary withholding tax on dividends, is imposed on. incomeeffectivelyconnectedwith a U.S. tradeor busi-

the dividendequivalentamount (DEA)of a foreign ness.12 Since the BLT on profits would apply at the

corporation's U.S. branch. The DEA is equal to the partner level, based on general conduit principles
branch's effectively connected earnings and profits which have the corporate income tax applying at that

(EC/E&P), adjuted to reflect yearly increases or de- level, the determination as to whether a particular
creases in U.S. net equity. In effect, the tax base is
reduced (but not below zero) for reinvestedearnings,
and increased for any disinvestment (but only to the
extent that it was previouslyreducedby prior reinvest-

6. New Sec. 884(a).
7. New Sec. 884(f)

ment). As a result, current earnings that are not rein- 8. This is equivalent to the so-called nimble dividend rule in Sec.
.

vested will be subjectto the tax even though the branch 316(a)(2) which applies to corporate distributions.

may have accumulateddeficits from prior years,8 9. Foreign corporationsmay now have to make three separate tax com-

putatons: (1) effectively connected taxable income for purposes of the

EC/E&P, a defined term in Sec. 884(d), is not U.S. corporate income tax; (2) effectively connected earnings and profits

synonymous with effectively connected taxable in- for purposes of the BLT on profits; and (3) alternative minimum taxable

(EC/TI).9 EC/TI will generally be used, how- income for purposes of the alternative minimum tax.
come 10. See Rev. Proc. 75-17, 1975-1 C.B. 677 wherein the sample computa-
ever, as the starting point for arriving at EC/E&P.lo tion of E&P starts with taxable income.

Under the existingE&P rules, EC/TIwill be increased 11. Even though foreign taxes may not be credited against the BLT, they
for items which represent econornic income, such as may apparentlybe used to reduce the tax base. Act Section 1241(c)amend-

municipalbond interest income which is exempt from ing IRC Sec. 906.

the U.S. corporate income tax, and for those tems
12. The Senate Finance Committee Report on H.R. 3838, General Ex-

planation, specifically addresses this issue. The Conference agreement
which represent tax, but not economic, deductions, provides that it generally follows the Senate bill with respect to the branch

such as the excess of accelerated depreciation over profits tax.
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treaty permits the branch profits tax in any given case least.15 It also seems logical that reference should be
will also be made at the partner level individually by made to the nationality of the ultimate recipients of
each foreign corporate partner (using the relevant interest payments by the home office, since excess

treaty for each such foreign partner). If it is deter- interest deemed paid by the branch, but actually
mined that the branch tax does apply to a particular paid by the home office to a U.S. person, should not

foreign corporate partner, the BLT computation by be subjected to U.S. withholding tax. Neither the
that partner should not be too complex provided that Code nor the background reports address this issue.
the partnership is willing to supply all the necessary Admittedly, this would also be an extremelycomplex
additional information. task.

Whether it is preferable to have larger actual interestB. Branch tax on interest
payments so as to have little or no excess interest

In the post-1986statutoryscheme, the BLT on interest deduction under the Sec. 882 Regulations, or smaller

replaces the secondary withholding tax on interest actual interest payments so as to have a larger excess

which, under pre-1987 rules, was imposed on interest interest deduction figure, will depend, to a great ex-

paid by a foreign corporationover 50% of whose gross tent, on a comparison of the U.S. income tax trea-

income from all sources was effectively connected to ty(ies) with the actual interest recipient's country(ies)
its U.S. trade or business. As will be seen below, the of residence (in the case of actual interestpaymentsby
BLT on interest completely eliminates any such the branch) to the U.S. treaty with the country of

residence of the foreign corporation itself (in the casethreshold.
of an excess interest deduction deemed paid to the

The interest application of the BLT basically looks at home office). Of course, any nterest actually paid by
two factors: the branch to a U.S. resident will be exempt from the

(1) the intdrestactuallypaid by the branch itself,13 and BLT on interest- perhaps the surest way to avoid any

(2) the excess of the deductibleinterest of the branch, BLT on actual interest payments. It should also be

as the result of the applicationof a special interest noted that the branch level tax on interest can techni-

expense allokation rule contained in Reg. Sec. cally apply even though neither the branch nor the

1.882-5 (under which certain interest expense of home office are profitable (which would equate with

the home office will be ascribed, at least n part,
the application of the statutory withhlding tax on

to the U.S. branch), over such interest actually interest paid abroad by an unprofitable U.S. sub-

paid in (1) above. sidiary of a foreign corporation)
The interest actually aid by the branch itself is The statutory language would also appear to require
treated as if it were paid by a domestic corporation that actual branch payments of interest in excess of

to the actual foreign recipient, thus making it U.S.- allowable interest deductions (i.e. the reverse of the

source interest income to the recipient to be subjected situation discussed above) be subjected to the BLT

to a 30% U.S. withholding tax (unless statutorily withholding rules for interest. Such an interpretation
exempt or reduced by a U.S. treaty with the foreign of the new rules, however, would be inequitable and

recipent'scountry). The excess amount (i.e. the total illogical since the non-deductible excess payment of,

Reg. Sec. 1.882-5 interestdeduction less interest actu- interest will reduce the branch's net equity, and

ally paid) is treated as if it were paid to the foreign thereby increase its dividendequivalentamount,caus-

corporation by a wholly-owned domestic subsidiary ing the same amoupt to be taxed again, at the 30%

corporation on the last day of such foreign corpora- rate, under the BLT on profits. This would introduce

tion's taxable year, again making it U.S.-source in- unnecessary (and inequitable) 'double taxation. For

teret income to the hypothetical parent corporation example, assume a U.S. branch has the following bal-

to be subjected to a 30% U.S. withholding tax (unless ance sheet at the beginning of the year:

statutorilyexempt or rduced by a U.S. income treaty Cash $ 20 Debt $ 50
with the country of the foreign corporation's resi- Otherassets 80 Home office account 50
denCe).l4 $1 gl
It is not clear, at this tme, whether, and to what
extent, the exces nterst demed paid by the 13. This is a curious digression from the Treasury regulationswhich have

branch to the home office will qualify for any U.S. always considered interest to be fungible and, therefore, not definitely
related to a particularactivity. See also Rev. Rul. 78-423, 1978-2C.B. 194,

statutory tax exemptions, such as, for example, those in which a U.S. branch of a Japanese bank was not allowed to deduct its

presently attaching underappropriatecircumstances actual interest payments as though it were a separate entity.
to interest on foreign-held portfolio debt issues or 14. The excess interest deduction, in effect, represents a payable from

interest on bank depsits..Th legislation leaves this the branch to the home office. As a result, this liability can be paid (i.e. a

issuefor regulations, but the background reports
remittance can be made) to the home office without triggering any BLT
on profits.

suggest that it be handld by calculating, for each type 15. The Conferees indicate that actual debtor-creditorrelationshipsfor
of external borrowingentered into by the foreign cor- funds between a branch and a home office may be established in certain

poration, the ratio of the principal amount of such circumstances,but, at the same time, the Conferees express concern that

borrowing to the aggregateof all such borrowings,and taxpayers may artificiallystructuresuch loans in a mannerdifferentfrom

apportioning the excess interest in accordancewith
their external liabilities in an attempt to reduce or eliminate the tax on

excess interest. Ultimately, the Conferees leave the matter for regulatory
the resulting ratios - a complex exercise to say the resolution.
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Assume further that, for the year involved, the U.S. In addition, if any assets are sold by a foreign taxpayer
branch has EC/E&P of $100 before any interest de- within 10 years after being used in a U.S. trade or

duction. The allocable interest deduction under Reg. business, the gain will be treated as if it were effectively
1.882-5 is $ 20, but actual interest payments by the connected.17 The Senate Bill would have taxed such
branch are $ 25. Therefore,EC/E&Pafter the interest business assets upon their removal from U.S. jurisdic-
deduction is $ 80; but the increase in U.S. net equity tion (e.g. upon distribution to the home office),18but,
is only $ 75 ($ 100 of income less actual interest pay- as a matter of equity, the bill would also have pro-
ments of $ 25), resulting in the followingbalancesheet vided, reciprocally, a basis step-up for assets brought
at the end of the year: into the U.S. 19 The Conferees, however, were con-

Cash ($ 20 + $ 75) $ 95 Debt $ 50 cerned about potential revenue losses caused by the
Home office account basis step-up feature if it were available for deprecia-

Otherassets 80 ($ 50 + $ 75) $125 tion purposes as well as for gain calculationpurposes,
S73 F75 and they therefore opted for the 10-year rule with no

basis step-up. This carry-over basis rule, however,
The dividend equivalent amount is $ 5 ($ 80 of EC/ may unfairly cause any unrealizedgain, which accrued
E&P, less reinvestmentsof $ 75), which is subject to on an asset while it was held by the foreigncorporation
the BLT on profits. This same $ 5 figure, which also prior to its transfer to the U.S. branch, to be within

represents the excess of actual interest payments the realm of the 10-year provision. Again, perhaps
($ 25) over the allowable interest deduction ($ 20), regulations can mitigate this inequitable result,20
also appears to be subject to the BLT on interest.
Hopefully, regulations will eliminate this double
branch tax anomaly.16 TREATYRESTRICTIONSON APPLICATIONOF

NEWPROVISIONS
Withholding tax on the excess interest may also be
prohibited under many treaties since this excess pay-
ment, arguably, is not borne by (i.e. deductible by) A. Eliminationofbranchprofits tax

the branch. (This issue is discussed in more depth
below.) 1. Permanentestablishment

If an applicableincome tax treatyprecludesthe United

DEFERREDPAYMENTSANDAPPRECIATED States from imposing its regular corporate income tax

BUSINESSASSETS on income effectively connected with a U.S. trade or

business, the BLT will not be imposed either (e.g.
Income that is effectively connected with a foreign when the foreign corporation is engaged in a U.S.

taxpayer's U.S. trade or business is taxed in the U.S. trade or businesswhich does notrise to a level ola U.S.

on a net income basis. However, U.S.-source income permanent establishment).For most business ac-

of a foreign taxpayer that is not effectively connected tivities, the permanent establishment threshold is a

with a U.S. trade or business is generally subject to a higher standard than the U.S. trade or business

30% tax, withheld at source, on the gross income threshold. Thus, a treaty will prevent such lesser ac-

amount (unless reduced or eliminated by a Code pro-
tivities (those which would not create a permanent

vision or treaty). Non-effectivelyconnectedgains, on establishment) from being subjected to immediate

the other hand, are not subject to U.S. tax. Under branch level taxation. Furthermore, the attributable

prior law, foreign persons were able to avoid U.S. tax to language found in most treaties is more generous
on income attributable to a U.S. trade or business in to a foreign taxpayer than the effectivelyconnected

situations in which they received the income in a year principleapplied in the Code since the treaty language
after the close of the year in which trade or business
had ceased to exist and during which year they were 16. A workable result would be to treat the excess of actual interest
not engaged in any other U.S. trade or business (e.g. payments over allocable interest deductions as a constructive dividend to

by selling property and recognizing the gain on the the home office, thereby subjectingsuch amount only to the branch tax on

installmentbasis). profits. Support for this approach can be derived from the title to 884(f)
itself referring to the Treatmentof Interest Allocable to Effectively Con-

Under Section 1242 of the Act, any item of income or nected lncome. Since the excess actual interest payments are not deducti-

gain received by a foreign person which is attributable ble, they certainly are not allocable either. Unfortunately, the text of the
statute itself is not so clear.

to a transaction undertaken in any other taxable year Anotherapproach would be to treat the branch agent (i.e. conduit)as an a

is treated as effectivelyconnected with the conduct of with respect to the excess. The branch would record a receivable (from the
a U.S. trade or business if it wouldhave been so treated home office) for the excess payment, thus increasing its U.S. net equity.
had it been taken into account in suchotheryear. Thus, As a result, only the branch level tax on interest will apply - at least until

accelerating or deferring the recognition of income such a time as the receivable is effectively forgiven by the branch.
17. See note 4, supra.into a year in which the foreign person is not engaged 18. This would have brought branch distributionswithin the realm of the

in a U.S. trade or business will no longer change the Act's repeal of the remaining vestiges of the so-called General Utilities
manner in which the U.S. tax system treats the item of doctrine.

income, i.e. the rules will no longer exempt an item of 19. Conceptuallysimilar to the Canadian landed basis treatmentwhich

income that might otherwise have been fully taxed in provides a basis step-up for all purposes, including depreciation.
20. One approach may be to allow the home office to make an arm's-

a different taxable year. length sale of any appreciated businss property to its U.S. branch.
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does not permit application of the residual force of since the term itself is so infrequentlyused. The United
attraction principle present in Sec. 864(c)(3).21 States asserts its taxing jurisdictionbased on either (1)

incorporation in the U.S. or (2) doing business n

2. Non-discriminationprovision the U.S.; but it is not based on any notion of the U.S.
residency.

Congress did not intend the BLT on profits to apply
in situations where its application would be inconsis- In tracking back through the history of the U.S. tax

tent with (and prohibitedby) any existingU.S. income code, as it impacts upon foreign taxpayersengaging in

tax treaty obligations. Both the Senate Report and the a U.S. trade or business, it is obvious that the 1966
Conference Report refer to the Treasury Depart- Foreign Investors Tax Act (FITA) resulted in some

ment's interpretationof the non-discriminationarticle very fundamental changes. FITA completely reno-

containedin the U.S. 1981 Model IncomeTax Treaty22 vated the U.S. tax regime for foreigners. It structurally
to preclude the imposition of the branch profits tax moved the U.S. away from a force of attraction

even though the income in question is subject to the concept to an effectively connected concept. Prior

regular corporate income tax (as attributable to a per- thereto, foreign corporations engaging in U.S. trade

manentestablishment).The ConferenceReport refers business activities were referred to (in the title to Sec-

specifically to paragraph 3 of the non-discrimination tion 882) as resident foreign corporations. This ter-

article (Article 24) which separately provides that a minology was in the Internal Revenue Code at the

U.S. permanent establishment of a resident of the time our older treaties were negotiated, and it would

other sgnatory nation shall not be treated any less appear to explain the language contained in the non-

favorably than a U.S. corporation. Many of our older discrimination clause of the older treaties. Most im-

treaties do not contain this particularparagraph, and, portantly, it withstands the test of logic. Withoutsuch

accordingly, many commentators have opined that interpretation, foreign corporations, even those

these older treaties may not prevent the applicationof operatingbusinesses in the U.S., would never be able

the BLT. This viewpoint, however, would seem to to avail themselves of a treaty's non-discrimination

render the non-discrimination provisions in these article, leaving the protectionconferredby that article

older treaties virtuallymeaninglessin a businessprofit solely to individuals. This makes no sense, and it is

context- clearly not the treaty negotiators' intent.23 It difficult to conclude that the treaty negotiators, par-
is our view that these older conventions, which re- ticularly those on the non-U.S, side, would have con-

flected the prevailing treaty language and phraseology curred with such an interpretation.27Accordingly, we

at the time they were negotiated and executed, were

intended to encompass (and prevent) all discrimina-
tion, including the application of a BLT, and they 21. Sec. 864(c)(3),and the regulations thereunder,provide thatanyU.S.-

should be interpreted accordingly. source income of a foreign taxpayer that is not fixed and determinable
within the meaning of Sec. 871(a)(1) shall be treated as if it is effectively

The older treatiesbriefly state that 'citizensor subjects connected with the conduct of the taxpayer's U.S. trade or business

of one of the ContractingStates [e.g. foreign corpora- whetahtetrribourtnaoblteit,intfhaectt,aixsp.aSyuecrh'sincomepeisrmanehnotwesetvaebrl,ischomnseindteruenddernot, to

tions] shall not, while residentin the other Contracting
be to U.S.
an applicableincome tax treaty unless an actualconnectionexists. See Rev.

State, be subjected therein to other or more burden- Rul. 81-78, 1981-1 C.B. 604.

some taxes than are the citizens or subjects of such 22. Article 24 of the United States 1981 Model Income Tax Treaty (U.S.
other Contracting State residing in its territory [e.g. Model Treaty).
U.S. corporations]. (Emphasis added.) The issue is

23. See Exhibit A for those U.S. income tax treaties whose non-discrimi-
nation articles do not contain permanentestablishment'terminologybut,

whether a foreign corporationwith a U.S. permanent instead, refer to citizens and subjects.
establishmentis consideredto be a residentof the U.S. 24. See Article4(3), Residence,of the U.S. ModelTreaty. In actuality,
The relevant treaties do not, however, define this many U.S. treaties which do contain a residence article contain two defi-

term. While taxing jurisdiction, from a U.S. perspec-
nitionsof corporate residence: one for the U.S., based on place of incorpo-

tive, is generally defined in the newer treaties as place
ration, and another for the treaty partner, generally based on place of

managementand control. This doubledefinition can (due to an inability
of incorporation,24this definitionappearsonly in those to compromise, or at least develop a tie breaker) frequently cause a

modern treaties which also contain the permanent corporation to be a resident of both countries, i.e. a dual resident

establishment language as a separate paragraph in corporation. See also Article4(3), Resident,of the OECD ModelTreaty

the non-discriminationarticle.
and related commentary,p. 57, paragraph22, which states that [i]t would

not be an adequate solution to attach importance to a purely formal

Most treaties generally provide that any term not criterion like registration.
otherwise defined within the treaty itself shall, unless 25. E.g., see Article 2(2), General definitions, of the U.S.-France

Income Tax Treaty.
the context otherwise requires, have a meaning which 26. Sec. 7701(b) establishes a statutory rule for determiningresidencyof

it has under the laws of that Contracting State whose alien individuals, but not other legal persons (including corporations)

taxes, which are the subject of the Convention, are at While Reg. Sec. 1.861-2(a)(2) defines the term resident- and, interest-

issue.25 In short, this means that, since U.S. tax is ingly, defines it to include ...(iv) a foreign corporation..,engaged in a

trade or business in the United States, -- the Regulations specifically
involved, we must generally refer to U.S. law to deter- provide that the definition applies only for purposes of the interest income

mine the meaning of the term resident. The U.S. sourcing rules. The 1986 Tax Reform Act finally added a statutory defini-

Code does not contain an all purpose definition of tion of the term, again for purposes of the sourcing rules only, which is

the term resident,at least insofar as it applies in the based solely on place of incorporation.
27. It should also be noted that paragraph (i) of Sec. 897 (Dispositionof

corporate environment.26 In fact, in such an environ- investment in United States real property) provides that foreign corpora-
ment there is no need for such a definition in the law tions holding a U.S. real property interest may elect to be treated as a
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believe that all U.S. treatiescontaininga non-discrimi- Receipts by a foreign corporation from a U.S. person
nation clause preclude the BLT on profits (unless of fixed or determinableannual or periodical income,
otherwise provided elsewhere within the treaty). such as dividendsand interest, which are not attributa-

Neither the Act, nor the background legislative re-
ble to the foreigncorporation'sU.S. permanentestab-
lishment (even if the permanent establishment may

ports, address the interaction of the BLT with any physically receive the payment), generally subject
other U.S. treaties which are not income tax treaties,

are

such as treaties of Friendship, Commerceand Naviga-
to a gross basis U.S. tax, to be withheldatsource. Such

tion (FCN treaties).28 Most FCN treaties contain a
income, however, will not be subject to the BLT.

non-discriminationarticle dealingexplicitlywith direct Interest paymentsby a foreign taxpayer'sU.S. perma-
taxes.29 Interestingly,most of these treatiesspecifically nent establishmentwill only be subject to the BLT on

refer to companies[of one Party] engagedin trade... interest if such payments are allocable to effectively
within the territories of the other Party, not to com- connected income34 (i.e. relate to liabilities on the

panies of one Party which are resident within the PE's books that are connected with the PE's U.S.

territories of the other Party. Therefore, a foreign business). Payments on liabilities, if any, which are

corporation with a U.S. PE should also be entitled to not so connectedwill be exempt from the branch level

avail itself of a non-discriminationprovision in an ap- withholding tax on interest.35

plicable FCN treaty.30
2. Non-discriminationprovision

3. Secondarywithholdingprohibition It would appear that the BLT on interest, unlike the

Where a treaty with any country contains a non-dis- BLT on profits, will not be affected by the non-ds-

criminationprovision, effectivelyprohibiting the BLT crimination provision in treaties. When addressing
on profits, but such treaty allows the secondary with- treaty restrictions n the applicability of the BLT,

holding tax, the secondarywithholdingrules will con- Section 884(e) of the Code refers only to the profits
tinue to apply. For the application of this approach, tax (paragraph (a) of Sec. 884), but does not refer to

the foreign cprporation must derive 25% or more of the withholding tax on interest (paragraph (f) of Sec.

its gross income, over the preceding 3 years, from a 884). In fact, the amendment imposed by subsection

U.S. permanent establishment (reduced by the 1986 884(f) is more akin to an amendment to each of Sec-

Act from the 50% or more level extant in pre-1987 tions 871 and 881 which deal with the taxabilty to

rules).31 If less than 25% of a foreign corporation's foreign recipientsof such interest (i.e. interest paid by
gross income is derived from a U.S. permanentestab- the PE). In addtion,unlike the secondarywithholding
lishment, no secondary withholding tax will be im- tax on dividends, which generally continues to apply
posed. whenever a treaty disallows the BLT on profits, the

Some treatiespermita secondarywithholdingOtax,but

specificallycontain the 50% threshold from prior law, domestic corporation if under any treaty obligation of the United States

as opposed to the new 25% standard.32In such a case,
the foreign corporation is entitled to non-discriminatory treatment with

that interest. It has been generallyunderstood that the non-dis-

we believe, the 50% threshold should take precedence
respect to

crimination article in the Netherlands Antilles (N.A.) treaty will entitle a

over the new statutory rules and thus Continue to N.A. corporation with a U.S. real property interest to make such an

apply. election, even though the N.A. treaty contains the older version of the

non-discriminationarticle (i.e. uses the expandeddefinition of citizensor

Should an income tax treaty prohibit both the BLT subjects instead of the separate reference to permanentestablishment

and the secondarywithholding tax, neither tax will be contained in the modern treaties). It would be patently inconsistent, to say

imposed (subject to treaty shoppingqualificationsdis- the least, to permit the older non-discriminationarticle to apply to corpo-

cussed below).33 The Dutch treat is particularly
rations for purposes of Sec. 897(), but not for purposes of the BLT. See

Exhibit A for a complete list of those treaties with each type of non-djs-

noteworthy in this respect, since it has a non-discrimi- crimination provision.
nation article (which, incidentally, refers specifically 28. See note 36, infra.

to permanent establishments) as well as a prohibition 29. See Exhibit A for a list of such treaties. For a detailed discussion of

against the secondarywithholding tax.
the non-discriminationprovisions in FCN treaties, see Kees van Raad, A

survey of the U.S. FCNTreaties, Tax ManagementInternatonalJournal

(April 11, 1986).
30. FCN treaties also afford most favored nation protection to

o
com-

panies of one Party which are not deemed to be engaged in trade within

B. Eliminationofbranchtaxon interest the territories of the other Party. This tends to indicate that the non-dis-

crimination provisions were meant to provide unfettered protection.
1. Permanentestablishment 31. Act Section 1241(b) amending Sec. 861(a)(2).

32. See Exhibit A for a list of such treaties.

As with the applicationof the BLT on branch profits, 33. Ibid.

the BLT withholding tax on interest will not be im- 34. Although the Code provides that any interest paid by such trade or

posed with respect to activitieswhich do not rise to the business shall be treated as if it were paid by a domestic corporation, the

title of the subsection limits its applicability to interest allocable to effec-

level of a permanentestablishmentunder any income tively connected income.

tax treaty. It is here where it becomes crucial that 35. The corollary to this argument is that, under Sec. 265 analogy, pay-

assets and liabilities nt connected with a potential ments of interest on liabilities which are not connected with the PE's U.S.

perrnanent establishrnent be completely separated business will not be deductible by the U.S. PE against its effectively

from those assets and liabilities which are so con-
connected income since the income to which these liabilities relate was not

subject to graduated income tax pursuant to Sec. 882(a). See Sec.

nected. 882(c)(1).
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secondary withholding tax on interest was totally erally. It has been suggested, however, that the treaty
eliminated by the 1986 Act. This would tend to prohibition may not apply since the BLT statutorily
strengthen any argument that the BLT on interest recharacterizes the branch into a hypotheticaldomes-
cannot be negated through the non-discrimination tic subsidiary corporation of the foreign taxpayer for
route. This conclusion also makes sense in that the purposesof the BLTwithholdingtax on interest. If the
BLT on interest is structured, for the most part, asa legislators meant to skirt around this treaty provi-
flat rate tax assessedon foreignerswith respect to their sion by creating a hypothetical domestic corporation,
fixed and determinableinterest income, and such tax, this should have been specificallystated in the legisla-
as the only U.S. income tax on a discrete category of tive history.36 In fact, such a position would seem to

taxpayer,has neverbeen deemed to be discriminatory. conflict with the general intent of the drafters of the

Some commentatorshave indicated their concern that BLT provisions - not to override treaties in the ab-

the U.S. withholding tax on the excess of the allocable sence of a treaty shoppingsituation.37 In our view, the

interest deduction under Reg. 1.882-5 over interest treaties should prevail under these circumstances.

actually paid by the branch is discriminatory,arguing
that this is a tax on the U.S. permanentestablishment 4. Interestborneby a permanentestablishment

of a foreign corporation which a U.S. corporation Most of our modern treaties allow a ContractingState
would not be required to bear. While this argument is to impose a withholding tax on interest paid by a

technically accurate, it must be remembered that the foreign corporation if it isdeemed to arise in that
excess interest deduction allocated to the branch can Contracting State.38 In essence, the tax is the liability
almost be regardedas an additionalbonusdeduction of the recipientof the interest, but the foreigncorpora-
available to a foreign corporation with a U.S. PE tion is responsible for collecting the tax, by withhold-
which is not also available to a U.S. corporation. ing, if it arses in the U.S. Interest is generally consi-
Therefore, the quid pro quo for this additionaldeduc- dered to arise in a Contracting State, in the case of a

tion is an additional withholding tax on a deemed foreign corporation with a permanent establishment
payment of this excess deduction by the branch, as a in that State, if:
hypotheticaldomesticcorporation,to its foreignhome (1) the indebtednesson which the interest was paid is
office. Whether this rationale will be sufficient to sus- incurred in connection with the business ac-

tain the applicability of the BLT on the notional in- tivities of the PE, and
terest deduction remains to be seen. (2) the interest is borne by the PE.

3. Secondarywithholdingprohibition A question exists as to whether the excess portion of
an allowable interest deduction (i.e. the total deduc-

As with the secondary withholding tax on dividends, tion as calculated under Reg. Sec. 1.882-5), over the
a handful of treaties also prohibit a secondary with- actual interest paid by the PE is considered to be
holding tax on interest. Even though the BLT on in- borne by the PE. If not, the BLT on interest cannot
terest is not technicallya secondarywithholdingtax, be imposed on the excess. The Treasury Department
it appears that the treaty prohibitionmay apply to the has interpreted this term, in its TechnicalExplanation
BLT on interest. to several U.S. income tax treaties, as meaning de-

A typical treaty article prohibition against secondary ductible by the U.S. PE.39 We think that this is a

withholding is Article XII of the U.S.-Netherlands justifiable position, balancing the allowabilityof a de-

treaty whichprovides that dividendsand interestpaid duction against the taxability of the income. If, on the

by a Netherlands corporation shall be exempt from other hand, actual interestpaymentsexceed the allow-
able interestdeductionU.S. withholdingon the excessUnited States tax. . . . Since the branch is not a sepa- be prohibitedby since such

rate juridical entity, any interest paid by the branch is, paymentmay treaty excess

in reality, a paymentby the foreign corporation itself. was not borne by (i.e. deductible by) the U.S. PE.

Therefore, this treaty prohibition seemes to apply lit- Similarly, as mentioned earlier, the BLT cannot be
imposed on any interest paid with respect to any
liabilitieswhich are not connectedwith the PE, even

36. The courts do not favor repudiationof an earlier treaty by implica- if such liabilities be the PE's books. Such
tion and require clear indications that Congress, in enacting subsequent may on

inconsistent legislation, meant to supersede the earlier treaty. Rev. Rul. payments not only fail to satisfy a treaty's in connec-

80-201, 1980-2 C.B. 221; Rev. Rul. 80-223, 1980-2 C.B. 217. tion with test, but they will also fail to satisfy the
37. See Senate Finance Committee Report on H.R. 3838, General Ex- borneby test since such paymentsare not deductible
planation, p. 404, Relationshipwith tax treaties. by the PE pursuant to Section 882(c)(1).4o38. E.g., see Article XI(6) of the'U.S.-CanadaIncome Tax Treaty. See
Exhibit A for a list of other such treaties.
39. E.g., seeTech. Expl. to Article XI(6) of the U.S.-Canada Income C. Reduction modificationofbranchtax
Tax Treaty.

or

40. See note 35 and accompanying test supra.
41. E.g., see Article X(6) of the U.S.-Canada Income Tax Treaty which If a U.S. income tax treaty allows a BLT, but requires
not only specifically permits the BLT, and specifies a 10% rate, but also a different method of computation than the statutory
seems to base the tax on businessprofits (i.e. taxable income) instead of provision,which may result in a lower BLT, the treaty
earnings and profits. Note also that the Canadian treaty specifically

Prisitonraatynddstthe Act, should control.41 If
provides that prior years' deficits may offset the current year's profits,

a par-
which overrides the so-called nimble dividend rule contained in the ticular not specify a branch tax rate, the
branch profits tax. (See note 8 and accompanying text, supra.) maximum dividendwithholding rate which that treaty
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EXHIBITA
Treaty restrictionson the application of the branch level tax

Treaty Branch profitstax Secondarywithholdingtax Branch tax and interest
(Non-discriminationprohibition) on dividends

Aruba(1948) C&S Prohiibiited SecondaryW/H Prohibition()
Australia(1953) PermitsBLT(15%) 50% threshold Borne by
Austria (1956) C&S Prohibited SecondaryW/H Prohibition()
Barbados(1984) Permits BLT (5%) Permitted Effectivelyconnected rqmt.
Belgium (1970, 1961) PE, FCN Prohibited Borneby
Canada(1980) PermitsBLT (10%) , Permitted Borneby
Chilna(1984) SpecificallyprohibitsBLT; PE Prohibited Borne by
Costa Rica (1851) FCN () NIA N/A
Cyprus (1984) PE 50%threshold Effectivelyconnectedrqmt.
Denmark (1948; 1951 ) C&S; FCN Permitted No restrictions
Egypt (1980) PE 50% threshold Borneby
Estonia(1925) FCN N/A N/A '

Ethiopia (1951 ) FCN NIA NIA

Finland(1970,1934) PE; FCN 80% threshold 80% threshod
France(1967; 1778) PermitsBLT(15%); FCN 80% threshold Borneby
Germany, F.R. (1954, 1954) C&S; FCN Prohibited SecondaryW/H Prohibition()
Greece (1950; 1951) C&S; FCN Prohibited SecondaryW/H Prohibition()
Honduras(1927) FCN N/A N/A
Hungary (1979) PE 50% threshold Arising (w/o defn)
Iceland (1975) PE Prohibited Borne by
Iran (1955) FCN N/A N/A
Ireland, Rep (1949,1950) C&S; FCN Prohibited SecondaryW/H Prohibition()
Israel (1951) FCN N/A N/A

Itay(1955, 1948) PE; FCN Prohibited Borneby
Jamaica(1980) PE Prohibited Borneby
Japan (1971 ; 1953) PE; FCN Sourcing rule prohibition 'Borneby
Korea, Rep (1976; 1956) PE; FCN Sourcing rule prohibition Borne by
Liberia(1938) FCN N/A N/A
Luxembourg(1962, 1962) C&S, FCN Prohibited SecondaryW/H Prohibition()
Malta (1980) PE 50%thre,shold Borneby
Morocco (1977) PE Prohibition Borneby
Muscat&Oman(1958) FCN NIA NI
Netherlands(1948,1956) PE, FCN Prohibited SecondaryW/H Prohibition()
NetherlandsAntilles(1948) C&S Prohibited SecondaryW/H Prohibition()
NewZealand(1982) PermitsBLT (5%) 50% threshold Borneby
Nicaragua(1956) FCN NIA NIA
Norway(1971;1928) PE; FCN 50% threshold Borne by
Pakistan (1957; 1959) C&S; FCN Prohibited No restrictions
Paraguay(1859) FCN () N/A N/A
Philippines(1976) PE 50% threshold Borneby
Poland (1974) PE 'No restrictions Borneby
Romania(1973) PE No restrictions Borneby
South Africa (1946-7/1/87) C&S (w/o defn) No restrictions No restrictions
Spain (1902) FCN () NIA NIA
Swedn (1939) C&S No restrictions No restrictions
Switzerland(1951) C&S Prohibited (non-residentsonly) SecondaryW/H Prohibition()
Taiwan (1946) FCN N/A N/A
Thailand (1966) FCN NIA N/A
TrinidadandTobago(1970) PE 50% threshold Paid by
U.S.S.R.(1973) Representations(equiv. to PE) No restrictions No restrictions
U.K. (1975) PE Prohibited SecondaryW/H Prohibition()
Vietnam (1961) FCN NIA NIA
Yugoslavia(1881) FCN () NIA NIA

Key:

Non-discriminationprovisions:
PE - permanent establishment language -

Income tax treatiesC&S - citizensor subjects language .

FCN -- treaties of frlendship, commerce and navigation
Dates-- represent the dates upon which the respective conventions (income tax, FCN) were signed.
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specifies as to wholly-ownedcorporationswill be used Votingcontrol Value
as the rate to be applied on branch profits, and the Thirdcountry resident 50% 49%
general interest withholding raie of that treaty will be

U.S. citizenor resident 50% 49%applicable to the BLT on any deemed interest pay- Dutch resident 0% 2%
ments to the home office. The rate relating to actual
interestpaymentsby a branch will dependon the juris- Since the total qualifyingownership (U.S. citizen/res-
diction in which the recipientof the interest is resident; ident + Dutch resident) is over 50% in value (49%
if such jurisdiction is the U.S., no BLT would apply. plus 2%), the BLT will not apply. In addition, snce

the U.S. shareholderdoes not own more than 50% (in
D. Treaty shopping provisions voting control or value), Subpart F will not apply ei-

ther.
Both the full rate BLT and the full statutorywithhold-

It is not entirely clear, in the of non-qualifieding rate on interest apply in treaty shopping situations case

notwithstanding any conflicting treaty provisions. residents, when a treaty permits a secondary with-

Treaty shopping is deemed to exist unless (1) the holding tax on dividends, so as to avoid applicationof
a to meetforeign corporation enjoys the status of a qualified

the BLT despite foreign corporation failure

resident of the other ContractingState or, (2) failing qualified residency. For example, as discussedearlier,
some treaties contain language (similar to prior law)qualified residence status, the income tax treaty n
in which secondarywithholding is triggeredonly when

question permits a secondarywithholding tax on divi-
dends paid by the foreign corporation. U.S. effectively connected gross income of the U.S.

branch, over the requisite period, equals or exceeds
A foreig corporation is deemed to be a qualified 50% of total gross income. This contrasts with the
resident of the other ContractingStat unless, looking 25% thresholdintroduced in the 1986 Act. In addition,
through all intervening entities, more than 50% (in the Swiss treaty permits secondary withholding tax

value) of the stock of the foreign corporation is ulti- with respect to non-Swiss residents only, not with re-

mately owned by individualswho are not residents of spect to Swiss residents, whereas the statute permits
the treaty countryandwho are not citizensor residents the secondary withholdingwith respect to any foreign
of the U.S .42 A corporation whose stock is regularly person. Would such dilutions of the scope of the statu-
traded on an established securities market situated in tory secondarywithholdingtax by a treaty be cause for
the country where it is resident (including any sub- the IRS to conclude that such treaty did not permit
sidiaries of the listed company resident in the same a secondary withholding We believe the proper ans-

country) will be treated as a qualified resident of that wer to this question, which should be addressed in
country.43 Where, however, 50% or more of the regulations, is no.

foreign corporation's income is used (directly or indi-
/

rectly) to meet liabilities to persons who are not resi-
E. Eliminationof tax deferredpaymentsanddents of either the corporation'scountry of residence on

or the U.S., the corporationwill still not be a qualified appreciatedbusinessassets

resident of its home country for purposes of eliminat-
The provision levying tax deferred paymentsing the treaty override of the statutorily imposed

new on

BLT.44 It is also anticipated that Treasury regulations (which are received after termination of, but applica-
will further except from the treaty shopping restric- ble to, U.S. trade or business activities) and gain
tions certain corporations carrying on active business realized on appreciatedbusiness assets (which are sold

after removal from U.S. taxing jurisdiction) wouldoperations in their home countries, even if they run

afoul of the ownership limitations (provided there is also appear to be prohibited by most income tax

no base erosion as discussed above). treaties. Very few treatiesspecificallypermit U.S. tax-
ation of income and gains vhich were attributable to

The objective statutory treaty shopping rules may be a permanent establishment, but received in a year
easy to plan around, in the case of corporate joint after the 13ermanent establishment was terminated.45
ventures, if flexibilityexists with respect to each inves- Article VII of U.S.-Canadian Income Tax Treaty,
tor's ownership percentage. For example, a Dutch however, does provide that business profits may be
corporation, more than 50% of the value of whose
stock is heldby a combination of Dutch and U.S.
residents (or U.S. citizens) will not be subject to the 42. Treasury representativeshave also indcated that, where the foreign

not a corpora-BLT. Since these treaty shoppingprovisionsare based corporation is qualified resident, the shareholdersof such

tion, resident in another country, may not derive any secondary benefit

solely on value, the voting control of a foreign corpo- (i.e. non-discrimination, secondary withholding prohibitions, reduced
ration can be shared equally between the Dutch-U.S. rates, etc.) from the tax treaty that their own country of residence may

interests and the third country interests. In fact, if a have Twhitihs ethxeceUpt.iSo.nU.S. shareholder were to control 50% of the voting
43. for publicly traded companies does not appear to be
available for foreign corporationswhose shares are primarily traded in the

stock and the third country national the other 50%, U.S. or any corporation whose shares are primarily traded on exchanges
such U.S. shareholder would also avoid Subpart F in other foreign countries.

involvement, provided a nominal amount of non-vot- 44. This provision was added by the Conferees to prevent base erosion

ing stock is issued to a Dutch resident. For example, (i.e. erosion6f the foreign country's tax base) in conjunctionwith reduced

ownership of a Dutch corporation with a U.S. PE treaty rates.

45. Only the U.S. treaties with Barbados and Canada specificallypermit
could be structured as follows: such taxation.
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taxed by a Contracting State if a resident of the other under many income tax treaties.) Finally, the branch
Contracting State carries on, or has carriedon, busi- level tax on the branch'sprofits can at leastbe deferred
ness in the first-mentionedState. (Emphasis added.) as long as the branch'sprofitscontinue to be reinvested
Most treaties, however, do not contain such language in business assets and activities.
and, accordingly, they would seem to eliminate this
tax bite.

CONCLUSION 46. Statutory exceptions are: (1) statutorily exempted (as well as treaty
exempted) transportationincome; (2) certain income treated as effectively
connected under the Foreign Sales Corporation rules (new U.S. export

The branch tax concept, as added to the U.S. Code, incentive provisions); (3) gains on the disposition ofsharesor certain other

presents many cornplexities as well as unanswered interests in U.S. real property holding corporations(but gain on the dispo-

questions. In the absence of any statutoryexception,46 sition of a U.S. real property interest, such as the U.S. real estate itself, is
not excepted); (4) Subpart F related person captive insurance income,with

the tax applies unless it is reduced, modified or elimi- respect to which an election may be made to treat such income as effectively
nated by treaty. (The tax on deferred payments and connected income; and (5) income of corporations organized in certain

appreciationon business assets car also be eliminated u.s. possessions.
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THE INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF ,L
FISCAL DOCUMENTATION []

is pleased to announce --

The First East-WestTax Conference mr.
Venue: Schloss Leopoldskron,Salzburg, Austria

Date: 14 and 15 April 1987

The first conference in which tax experts from,bothEast and West give their views on recent

and future tax developments in Eastern Europe and the importance thereof for Western

companies doing business in those countries (trading, representativeoffices and joint ven-

tures). Including the new joint venture regulations in the U.S.S.R., East-West tax treaties,
and Western tax implicationsof doing business in Eastern Europe.

Speakers include:

o Dr. W. Albeseder, partner, Arthur Young Internationl, Vienna, Austria
o Dr. MiodragArsic,tax treaty division, Ministry of Finance, Belgrade, Yugoslavia
o Dr. Herwig E. Haase, Free Universityof Berlin, Federal Republic of Germany
o Dick Hund, senior vice president taxes, Royal Douwe Egberts N.V., Utrecht, the Nether-

lands
o WillemG. Kuiper, senior researchassociate, InternatinalBureauofFiscalDocumentation,

Amsterdam, the Netherlands
o HowardM. Liebman,Oppenheimer,Wolff, Foster, Shepherd& Donnelly,Brussels,Belgium

000o Dr. Jozsef Lukacs, head of department, VIinistry of Finance, Budapest, Hungary
Prof. Dr. Guglielmo Maisto, Universityof Genoa, Italy

o Andrew G. Miles, senior tax partner, Price Waterhouse, Frankfurt, Federal Republic of

Germany
o Prof. Dr. Tibor Nagy, professorof financial law, Universityof Budapest, Hungary
o Speakers from Bulgaria and the U.S.S.R. to be announced.

Chairman: Prof. Dr. Dennis Campbell, McGeorge School of Law, Salzburg, Austria.

Early registration fee: 2,000 Dfl. (after 1 March 1987:2,300Dil.) Fee includes: participation
in all sessions, conference materials, lunches, dinner, beverages and hotel accommodation

(3 nights).

N.B. The conferencecoincides with the Salzburg Easter Festival.
AccommodationinSalzburgis thereforeextremelylimitedat that time, so pleasebookearly.

Furtherinformationfrom:

INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION

Sarphatistraat124 - P.O. Box 20237 -

1000 HE AMSTERDAM- the Netherlands
Tel.: 020-26 7726 Telex: 13217 intax nl
Cables: Forintax Telefax: 020-22 86 58

q .
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The Freedomof a State to Legislate
in Fiscal Mattersunder General

InternationalLaw

ByA.H. Qureshi*

UnEtatne peutvivre librement

ques'ilpeutimposerlibrement!1

INTRODUCTION J
At the frontiers of a State's fiscal doman, the forces of freedom and :

indcpendencc, characteristics of State sovereignty, confront the ethos of
the sovereignequality and the inter-dependenceof States. This conflict of
forces underlies the continuing bugabool on a State's legislative fiscal
jurisdiction.2

There is a dichotomy in perception as to the International I-aw position ,..5

with regard to the content and extent of a State's legislative fiscal jurisdic- ,.
.'

tion - although the existence of fiscal jurisdictionas a function of Interna-
'

-
tional Law is unquestioned.' On the one hand, it is maintained without .x-

reserve that there are no limitations under International Law as to a

State's legislative fiscal jurisdiction,4 other than in the realm of enforce-
ment.5 Thus, A.A. Knechtle states:6

Up to the present there has been no internationally recognized principle in

public international law whch lmlts thc sovereigntyofStates n fiscal matters
. . ln principle there are no externally iposcd legal lmts on the fisca

Jurtsdictton of States Even where external relations are involved, nationa
fiscal law can be shaped by the tax legislator as extensively as appears useful
to him. . . modern tax legislations are not restricted in their national right Dr. Qureshi is a lecturer in Fiscal Law at the
to tax by any rules in the systems of public international law.

University of Manchester. He completed
On the other hand there is the link or reasonable connectionschool LL.B. at the University of London in 1977.

which asserts that the legislative competenceof a State in fiscal matters is Thereafter, Dr. Qureshi completedan M.A.

limited by the requirementof a legally relevant connectionbetween the in Business Law at the City of London

State and the taxpayer. Thus, Akehurst states:7 Polytechnic in 1980, an LL.M. at the Lon-
don School of Economics in 1981 and re-

Customary international law permits a State to levy taxes only if there is a ceived his Ph.D. from the London School
genuine connection between the State and the taxpayer (nationality, of Economics in 1985. He is presently en-

domicile, long residence, etc.) or between the State and the transaction or gaged in preparing a series of articles.
property, in respect of which the tax is levied.

Similarly, Mann in endorsing the 1981 Tentative Draft No. 2 of the
Revised Foreign Relations Law of the United States asserts that a tate
can only exercise its fiscal legislative jurisdictionunder InternationalLaw
provided there s a reasonable relationship between the State and the
taxpayer'sproperty or transaction. The overriding requirementhe asserts
is a sufficiently close legal connection to justify, or make it reasonable
for, a State to exercise legislative jurisdiction.8
Paragraph 411 of the 1981 Tentative Draft No. 2 of the Revised Foreign * I grateful to Dr. A.V. Lowe, Dr. D.amRelations Law of the United States adumbrates the links that are consi- Williams and Professor Gillian M. White of the
dered as reasonable bases of legislative tax jurisdiction. It is stated: University of Manchester for their suggestions.
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(1) A State may tax a person (natural or juridical) on totally foreign, e.g. foreign national outside the terri-
the basis of any of the following links: tory with no connection with the State. On the other
(a) nationality; hand, with respect to the reasonable link perspec-(b) domicile;
(c) residence, in the case of a natural person.

(2) A State may also exercise limited jurisdiction to tax 1. M. Chretien, A la recherche du droit international fiscalpersons (natural or juridical), on the basis of any of commun,
Paris, 1955, at p. 63.

the following links: la. D.R. Tillinghast, Tax Aspects ofhzternationalTransactions, Part V,

/ba) presence of doing business in its territory; 1978, at p. 63.

) ownership of property located in its territory. 2. A State's legislative fiscal jurisdiction relates to that aspect of a State's
(3) A State may exercise jurisdiction to tax: legislative regulatory activity in the fiscal sphere that has in some way a

(a) property located in its territory; foreign character.

(b) transactions that occur, originate or terminate 3 E.g. F. Mann, Studies in International Law, 1973, at p. 4.
4. A. Knechtle, Basic Problems in InternationalFiscal Law, 1979, at ppin its territory or have a substantialconnection 37 and 41. Similar assertions found elsewhere. See (1) League ofto the State. [Italics added.]

are e.g.:
Nations, Taxation of Foreign and National Enterprises, Vol. 11 at p 13. It

Apart from the expressly defined limited jurisdiction is stated: When one peruses the great books on public or private interna-
tional law, one finds little said about the limitations of fiscal sovereignty.to tax above and the overridingrequirementof reason- _ (2) H. Wurzel, Foreign investment and extra territorial taxation.

ableness,9 the Draft Restatement doesn't elucidate ColumbiaLaw Review, 1938, Vol. XXXVIIIat p. 814. It is stated: Is there

fully on the ambit of the jurisdictional net once a anything in the written or unwritten law of nations to indicate a universally
recognized link is established.10This much, however, recognised rule authoritatively assigning among nations, and thereby im-

is asserted in the commentary: pliedly limiting the jurisdiction to tax The answer is very definitely in the
negative. -- (3) Martin Norr, Jurisdiction to tax and international in-

While the issue seldom arises in disputes between
come. T.L.R., 1962, p 431. It is stated: No rules of international law
exist to limit the extent of any country's tax jurisdiction. Similarly, no rulesStates, an unreasonable exercise of jurisdiction to tax, exist to require a country to grant relief from international double taxa-

for instance a tax on a non-residentalien only temporar- tion. - (4) M.L. Muten The delinitation between the country of resi-
ily present within a State, measured by his world-wide dence and other countries of the power to tax corporations and/or their
income, would be a violation of international law, and shareholders.'Cahierde droit fiscal international, Vol. 49 b, 1964, at p.77.
culdbe challengedon that groundboth by the taxpayer It is stated: No rule.of International law, whether in the. form of an

and by the State whose national s adverselyaffected by internationallyrecognisedprincipleor in the form.of internationalcustom,
the tax. [Italics added.] implies that the principle of territoriality should be observed in respect of

all kinds of taxes. - (5) See also, e.g.: (1) M. Chretien, Existe-t-il un

The statement on tax jurisdiction in the Tentative droit fiscal commun Revue Critique de droit internationalpriv, 1953, p.
Draft is based, it is asserted in the Draft, on the prac- 783. -(2) Publicationsof the InternationalBureauofFiscal Documentation,

Conventions Amsterdam, 1965. Vols. 11-14. (3)Hadkworth, Digestoftice of Sttes and bilateral agreements- although it is
- -

InternationalLaw, Vol. 111, 1942, p. 594.conceded that it is not one of international unanimity. 5. S.S Lotus PCJ, Series A, No. 10, 1927, pp. 18-19. It is stated:
Further, paragraph 411 is illustrativeof paragraph 403 ... the first and foremost restriction imposed by International law upon
which ,defines a State's limitation to prescribe, with a state is that ..,it may not exercise ts powers in any form in the territory
reference to the criterion of reasonableness.12 of anotherstate. See also e.g. S. Knechtle, ibid., at p. 40; Mann, op. cit.,

supra, 3.; and J.H. Beal, The Jurisdictionof a SovereignState, 1923, 36
In this article, the issue generatedby these apparently Har. L.R., at p. 241.

diametricallyopposedperspectiveson fiscal legislative 6 A. Knechtle, op. cit., supra, note 4, at p. 37 and 41.

jurisdiction is considered.
7. M. Akehurst, Jurisdiction in InternationalLaw, B. Y.1.L. 1972-73,
p 179.
8. Mann, F. The Doctrine of InternationalJurisdictionRevisited after
Twenty Years. Recueildes Cours, 1984, VOl. 111, at p. 29. Similar asser-

THE ISSUE tions are found elsewhere, e.g.: (1) J.E. Bischel and R. Feinschriber,
Fundamentaisof nternationalTaxation, 1977, at p. 6. It is stated: For a

a or must aAs a preliminarypoint, some clarificationof the issue country to impose tax, the transaction its participants have
significant connection with the country. - (2) Hyde, International law

is required. The issue under consideration is whether chiey as interpretedand applied by the U.S., Vol. 1, Section 205. It must

there are any limits under General InternationalLaw be clear that in so far as international law is concerned the right of a state

(i.e. CustomaryInternationalLaw and GeneralPrinci- to impose a personal tax upon an individual depends upon the intimacy
and closeness of the relationship that has been established between itselfples of Law recognized by civilized nations) on a and him. (3) D.P. O'Connell, Internationallaw, Vol. 11, at p. 717.- (4)-

State's legislative fiscal competence. ImperialTobacco Co of lndia v. Commissioners of Income Tax, 1985,
-

First, the limits to a State's fiscal jurisdiction as-
1LR, Vol. 27, p. 103. (5) Albrecht, A.R. The taxation of aliens under
interntional law. 29 BYlL 1952, atp. 153 it is stated: The power to tax

serted by the reasonable link school purport to de- is also limited by the natur of the jurisdiction.
fine the extent of jurisdiction and not the manner in 9. Para. 403, Tentative Einal Draft (15 July 1985). The American Law

which jurisdictionshould be exercised. It is also these Institute. Restatement of the law. Vol. 2. Part IV.

limits with reference to which a freedom is asserted by
10. As per A.V. Lowe, Universityof Manchester. 13 Jan. 1985.

the opposing school.
11. Contrast Lord Herschell in Colquhoun v. Brookes (1889) H of L 14
APP. Cas 493, at p. 503 where he stated obiter in response to a seriously

onSecond, the assertion12a on the one hand, that a State's contended argument put behalf of the respondent: It-is urged, how-
ever, on behalf of the respondent, that if this constuctin be adopted a

fiscal legislative competence is not regulated by any foreigner residing for a short time only in this country would be subjected
rules of General International Law distinguishes be- to taxation here in respect of the whole of his business earnings in his own

tween fiscal matters which are essentially within the country or elsewhere, that so to tax him would be opposed to international

State's domestic jurisdiction; fiscal matters with a comity . . . but 1 do not feel satisfied that it would involve a yiolation of
internationallaw. (Italics added.)foreign character situated intra-territorially, e.g. 12. Op. cit., supra, note 9.

foreign nationalwithin the territory; and fiscal matters 12a. Knechtle. op. cit., supra, note 4. '
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tive, this distinction between fiscal affairs purely or it is actually enforceable. Thus, in the context of fiscal

essentially within the domesticdomain and fiscal mat- legislative jurisdiction the question of its extra-territo-
ters with a foreign complexion is not always made rial reach is in a sense academic. In fact to the extent

clear. There is a suggestion in some of the asertions that it is academic InternationalLaw does not delib-
that a State may tax only where there is a reaonable erate on it as it does not impinge on another State's
link in the given (e.g. residence, natinality),

r .

sovereignty.12bThe critical question really is howsense may
in all the circumstances,even when the reasons for the a State implement within its territory its fiscal policy.
taxation and the factual elements are all esentially Formulated in this manner the issue of fiscal jurisdic-domestic in character. Thus, income tax based on re- tion is not ppropriately analyzed in the context of
ligious beliefs on income earned within the State may extra-territorial Jurisdictional issues alone. For this
constitute an unreasonable link because theI activity
within the State generating income (i.e. the reasona- reason, the limitations that are assertedwill here be

ble link) is not itself the basis of taxation as such, even distinguished between those limits whch affect a

State's legislative fiscal jurisdictionwithin its territory,
though it is a necessary incident. and those which constrain the extra-territoriality of

The point being asserted is that with respect to factual fiscal legislative assertions.
scenarios that are essentially or primarily within a

State's domestic domain, the assertion of a reasona-
ble link and the listing of connecting factors, even if ANALYSIS
the reasonable link conforms in large measure with
a state of affairs that is primarily within the domestic It is the thesis of this article that the former view, that

jurisdiction, is conceptuallynot sound, and is tenden- there are no constraints on a State's legislative fiscal
tious. It is unsound conceptually as it suggests that jurisdictionunder InternationalLaw, has indeedmuch
InternationalLaw by way of the principleof a reason- force; and in a sense, encompasses the reasonable
able link has made an inroad in the domestic fiscal connectionposition. This is for the followingreasons.

domain of a State; rather than affirming as it should First, in the context of foreign involvementwithin the
that the reasonablelink criterion reflects the domes-
tic sphere because the domestic sphere as a rinciple territory, the constraint imposed by InternationalLaw

of International Law is the pertinent and ominant on a State's fiscal legislative jurisdiction is, it is

force. suggested, only minimal. It is minimal in that the con-

cern of International Law in the fiscal sphere is de-
It is tendentious, because it advances in the domestic signed mainly to ensure the minimumstandard3under

sphere of a State a particular fiscal order (charac- International Law in favour of foreigners. Thus, a

terized by a certain aura of reason, of relevance, and State may be n violation of this standard when it
of objectivity), as encapsulated in the reasonable imposes on an unsuspecting transientvisitor tax based
link idea. In the context of domestic fiscal affairs, it on his world-wide income.
is not merely an exercise in mapping the boundariesof However, to draw from this minimal level of reason
domestic, but rather it tends towards disguised reg- imposed by InternationalLaw a wider theory of legis-ulation of matters that are essentially within the lative fiscal jurisdictionbased on a reasonableconnec-
domesticdomain. By particularizingthe circumstances tion is anothermatter.13The assertion of the reason-
of what constitutes domestic (e.g. residence, transac- able link is not within the ambit of the minimum
tion within a State, etc.) it thereby tends towards an standard nor in satisfactionof the minimum standard.
attempt at the regulation of domestic affairs. In fact, it is more extensive. It is not merely a regula-
In the circumstances, it will be assurned here that the tory force within the territory, it is a regulatory force

assertion of a requirement of a reasonable link is impinging on that domain of a State's important right
intended only in the context of legislative activity to formulate its own foreign and economicpolicy that

where-there is a foreign elernent involved - whether manifests itself intra-territorially vis--vis foreigners
intra-territorialor extra-territorial. within the State.

Third, the limitations under General International Thus, the impact of the reasonable link require-
Law on a State's legislative fiscal jurisdiction relate ment, in spite of adherence to the minimum standard

only to those regulatory forces in the legislationwhich nvtes
.

a State to address itself to the questionwhether

are very likely to be enforcedl2bby the State. a foreigner (or the property of) within the territory, is
a national or not, is domiciled or not, is resident or

Finally, fiscal jurisdiction is a function that is essen-

tially wealth acquisitory rather than conduct regula- 12b. Mann, op. cit., supra, note 3, at p. 7. He states: Moreover, the mere

tory. As such the activity is confined under Interna- exercise of prescriptive jurisdiction, without any attempt at enforcement,
will not normally have to pass the test of internatinal law, for so long as

tional Law to the limits of a State's territory1k Given a state merely introduces a legal rule without taking or threatening steps
this limit and this characterization of the activity the to enforceit,foreignstates and their nationalsare not necessarilyaffected.

distinction between legislative and enforcement juris- 12c.Op. cit., supra, note 5. |

diction traditionallymade in the contextof otherState 13. See e.g (1) Schwarzengerger& Brown,-A Manual oB International

activities is only marginallysignificantin fiscal matters. Law, p. 84.- (2) Brownlie, PrinciplesofInternationalLaw, atpp 524-528.
13a. Thus, Brownlie ibid. states at p. 526: A source of difficultyhas been

This is because a wealth acquisitory function articu- the tendency of writers and tribunals to give the international standard a

lated legislatively alone is of little consequenceunless too ambitiouscontent...
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not, or otherwise has a substantial connection or not, likely to bear, a commensuratebenefit from the taxing
for the purposes of ascertaining whether or not it can State. There is no reasonablelink or commensurate
exercise its fiscal jurisdiction, as well as for the pur- substantial connection here to justify such a level of
poses of exercising that jurisdiction in that prescribed extra-territorial fiscal reach once there is that initial
reasonablemanner. jurisdiction. More appropriately triggered perhaps in

This requirement of a reasonable link presupposes
such a circumstance s the notion of a set fee for such

a world ordergroundedin a particularview. In allocat- connections as nationality or short residence, rather

ing the fiscal burden, however, the bases of distribu- than the application of a full-scale taxing regime.20a

tion are many. Nationality, domicile and residence Thus, the practice of international taxation is not
each may be appropriate links for taxation in appro- characterizedby reason as such, as is asserted. This
priate circumstances - they certainly are relevant lack of territorial principle, in limiting tax to income.

They are not, however, exhaustive and they do ulti- arising within the territory to fiscal subjects within the
mately reflect a value preference. Thus, nationality, jurisdiction, is not confined to where there is a
domicile and residence are connections with a State reasonable link as advocated, but has a wider
that are relevantbecauseby virtueofeach the taxpayer applicability. It applies in all cases where there is ter-
may at least potentiallybenefit14 in some way from the ritorial jurisdictionsubjectonly to where the minimum
State in question. But a State may prefer to tax on standard in favour of foreigners is being violated.
some other basis. Thus, the mother countries of
Ruritanian immigrantsmay well prefer, as an exercise To conclude, there are no limits to a State's fiscal

of their foreign policy, to extract financial compensa- legislative jurisdiction with regard to matters within

tion from Ruritanian citizens in their territory for ra- the territory,howevertenuous the presence-although
cial discrimination suffered in Ruritania by their na- the manner in which that jurisdiction is to be exercised

tionals in the form of taxation. Or, alternatively, is constrained by the minimum standard in favour of

Ruritania may prefer to tax only cigarette smoking foreigners.
foreignerspresent, as a measure of its ideologicalout- Second, in the context of an extra-territorialsituation,
look. the question posed here is whether with regard to the

Further, once the foreign element arises within the extra-territorialelement the State has competence to

territory there are no restrictions as such on the ambit legislate.
or focus''15 of the jurisdiction so that a non-resident Again, it is suggested, the constraintimposedby Inter-
transient visitor may well be subject to taxation on his national Law is minimal. In fact it is limited only by
world-wide income, provided the minimum standard that important norm of International Law that limits
in favour of foreigners was not being violated. Thus, a State's enforcement powers to its territory.21 Save
it is maintained here, somewhat in contrast to the from this limit, assertions of fiscal legislative jurisdic-
stand taken in the U.S. Tentative Draft No. 2,15a that tion imposing extra-territorial tax liability likely and
whilst the presence of an alien perhaps in itself maY intended to be enforced intra-territoriallyare not con-
not justify tax based on his world-wideincome- it may strained by any norm of International Law. A State
be justifiable, other considerationsaside,16 where, for may legislate whatever in fiscal matters, provided al-
example, the entry of the alien is made specifically ways that actual enforcement is intra-territorial, and
conditinaland/or reasonableadvancenoticehas been not violative of the minimum obligations imposed
tendered.17There is nothing unreasonableabout this. under International Law in favour of foreigners.
A foreigner seeks out tax havens - and tax havens
attract foreigners. Inthe same manner a high tax re- There is no doubt about this extra-territorial fiscal

gime for foreigners that is well advertised and not set legislative assertion at least to the extent that there is
as a tax trap is equally fair game, other considerations a reasonable link with the element that is situate
aside.18

In fact, international taxation is not, on the whole,
14. See e.g. Kay and King, The British Tax System, Chapter 5 on the
choices available as tax bases.

characterized by reason. Thus, there is no territorial 15. A.V. Lowe, Extra-territoriality and Economic Sovereignty.
principle in InternationalLaw which limits taxation to 1. C. L. Q., Vol. 34, Oct. 85, at p. 735. The author takes the opposite view

income arising within the territory to fiscal subjects in the article.

within the jurisdiction.8aOnce a nexus such as resi- 15a. Op. cit., supra, note 9.
16. E.g. freedom of movement under International Law.

dence and/or domicile is established, and in the case 17. In a sense the J.K. Immigration Rules under which for a minimum
of some countries like the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R., of £ 150,000 invested in the u.K. a person may become eligible for entry
citizenship, the right to tax extends to all the tax- as a businessman, impose such a tax.

payer'spropertywhereverit may arise and irrespective 18. Op. cit., supra, note 16.

of its receipt within the taxing State.19 There is not
18a. Cahier de droit fiscal international. Vol. 49,1964 at p. 77: The
delimitation between the country of residence and other countries of the

much justitlcationhere as the nexus may not necessar- power to tax corporations and/or their shareholders. Also at p. 97 it is

ily justify the scope of the taxation. For example, a stated: No general rules of international law define the territorial limita-

multibillionairewho on the basis of, e.g., a mere six_ tions of national powers of taxaton with regard to corporationsand share-

month residence2o(whose incomeis situate and earned holders.

abroad, and protectedby the foreign sovereign there)
19. Mann, F., op. cit., supra, note 3 at p. 98.
20. See e.g.S.51of the U.K. Income and CorporationTaxes Act, 1970.

is subject to taxation on his world-wideincome unjus- 20a. DennisJ. Olmstead, InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation.

tifiably, if that level of taxaton does not bear, or is 21. Op. cit., supra, note 5.
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extra-territorially. Indeed, the reasonablelink crite- though the reasonable link suggestion is, it is not
rion comprises of situations when extra-territorial fis- appropriately drafted through the system of general
cal liability may arise. Thus a nationalabroad is subject International Law in the fiscal sphere, which because
to the legislative fiscal jurisdiction of the State..This of its detailed character and importance does not lend
legislative fiscal jurisdiction is for practical purposes itself well to regulation by this means.

very wide in its ambit in so far as it includes most
In addition, as has been stated, fiscal jurisdiction, un-situations that are extra-territorial,but likely to be of
like other spheres of legislative jurisdiction, is by its

concern to the State.
very nature an activity not primarily conduct regula-

There is, however, a category that is excluded by the tory (as are, e.g., anti-trust or criminal spheres), but
reasonable link - namely where there is no reasona- rather essentiallywealth acquisitory. As such different
ble link (hereinafterreferred to as the alien category). considerations apply. The reasonable link is not as
With regard to this alien category the position under much of an imperative. Thus, to the extent that the
International Law in respect to fiscal legislative juris- international order is unorganized,23given the nature
diction is largely academic, as not only is it a limited of the activity, set against a primarily mercantile
category- it is also a category normally unlikely to be background,States are in competitionwith each other
the concern of the State, as fiscal legislation with re- in order to maximize their fiscal revenues - con-

spect to this category is likely to be difficult to enforce strained only by the aforementiond restrictions. The
even when the element becomes subsequently intra- situation is not one of total chaos or the complete
territorial. anti-thesisof reason, but rather a competitiveenviron-

Nevertheless, with respect to this alien category ment where State astuteness is the order.

legislationhas two important functions. First, it serves The second premise on which the reasonable link
as notice to foreigners of the consequences that could theory is founded, is that there is a practice of States
ensue if they were ever to be found to be intra-territo- which anchors fiscal legislative jurisdiction on certain
rial. By this notice a State is able to satisfy in some way common links, grounded in a reasonable connection
its obligation towards maintaining a minimum stan- with the taxing State, which is the basis of a norm of
dard in favour of foreigners. Second, it is a means bY Customary InternationalLaw.
which a State may articulate its foreign policy.

There is indeed discernible a practice of States to base
It is suggested, however tenuous the intra-territorial fiscal jurisdiction on certin common reasonable
connection subsequentlybecomeswith this alien cate- links. However, on analysis the followingpoints may
gory, as long as tnere is an intra-territorial element, be made with regard to these links. First, conceptionsthe enforcernent is valid as much as the legislation, of the connecting factors differ amongst States.24 Sec-
provided always the minimum standard in favour of ond, in some identical factual situations the practice of
foreigners is not violated. using a particular connecting factor is not necessarily
Third, the reasonable link theory on fiscal jurisdic- present.25 Third, some of the connecting factors are

tion with respect to both the above limits is based not necessarily really situations of substantial or

primarily on the following questionablepremises.
First, there is that natural lawyer'sapprehensionof the 22. See e.g (1) Prof. Weil in International Law Limitations on State

ghost of a lacunain InternationalLaw.22This underlies Jurisdiction in Extra-territorialapplication of laws and responses thereto,
the assertion as a matter of law, of some rational basis ed. by Prof. C.J. Olmstead, 1984, at p. 32. It is stated: In effect nearly all

of allocation of jurisdictional competences in fiscal the great scholars reject this philosophy, in which they see a great danger
for the future of international law. (2) Fitzmaurice, G. Rec. des Cours

matters. The assertion is in fact founded on a percep-
-

11,1957, at p. 51: the position that a State may do so as it pleases so
tion of International Law as an autonomous self-per- long as it does not violate any positive rule of international law would

petuating regime evolving constantly in a particular precisely because ofthe comparativelyunsettledor undevelopedcondition

rational direction. of international law in many fields be unsatisfactorybecause it would give
too free a rein to unrestricted State action. Therefore a criterion that

There is, however, no lacuna as such in International made the legality of State action turn on the absence of a positive prohi-
Law in the sphere of fiscal jurisdiction. International bition, would go a very long way to freeing States from all effective control

in regard to a large number of matters.Law has allowed a measure of discretion in the fiscal 22a. I.C.J. Reports (1986) p. 108. Case concerningMilitary and Paramili-
sphere to the State in recognition of the need for tary Activities in and against Nicaragua. It is stated: A prohibited inter-
freedom in this sphere. The need for freedom has not vention must accordingly be one bearing on matters in which each State is

merely been acknowledgedand identified, but stated permitted, by the principle of State sovereignty, to decide freely. One of

by the International Court22a as an imperative. This these is the choice of a political, economic, social and cultural system, and
the formulationf foreign policy. Intervention is wrongful when it usesfreedorn is necessary for an international society that nethods of coercion in regard to such choices, which must remain free

is based on and characterizedby a pluralityof political ones.

colours. 23. Schwarzenberger, op. cit., supra, note 13 atp. 8, particularly para.
(C).

The assertion that there is a lacuna implies a funda- 24. For example the definitionofa residencefor the purposesofcorpora-
mental need for regulatoryforceswithoutwhich chaos tion tax varies amongst different countries. See e.g. International Tax

would ensue. However, this is not born outby practice; Planner's Manual- 1985. Horwarth & Horwarth International CCH.

and where there has been anarchy States have through
25. Thus Knechtle, op. cit., supra, note 4 at p. 66 states: Even where
the numberof connectingfactors is limited, national tax claims may overlapthe system of bilateral treaties resolved conflicting fis- owing to the fact of two different connecting factors (e.g. residence in one

cal jurisdictional claims. In fact, well intentioned country and the source in the other).
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reasonable connectionswith the taxing State as such. necessity thereof is a manifestation of the basic free-
Thus, immigrants long settled abroad and with no dom of a State to legislate in fiscal matters. The im-
present or intended connections with their mother perative of a State's freedom to legislate in fiscal mat-

countr may by reason of their nationality be liable to ters, as an aspect of State sovereignty displaces any
tax by their country of nationality. Similarly, in the doubt31 there may be as to whether the network of
,case of residence which can trigger tax on world-wide double taxation agreements is expressive of, or ex-

income the residence may actually be only for six ception to the rulesofcustomaryinternationallaw.32
months.26

No principle of International Law has as yet evolved
Thus, the practice of States with regard to the use of from the multitude of double taxation agreements -

connecting factors is not uniform in all respects and although the one time virgin soil may well have been
flawed in important ways. Is there then agreement at ploughed and tilled the crop would still seem to be
least in principle that States should only tax on the a decade away.33 Double taxation agreements cannot

presence of a reasonable link. be conceived of merely as the formalization of an

It is suggested that there is no such consensusor opinio existing obligation under Customary International
Law derived from the network of double taxationjuris. States have in fact formulated, as Knechtle

or
suggests,27 either on a unilateral or bilateral basis a agreements practiceof Statesgenerally-since there

criterion for determining for themselves the cir-
is no obligation under InternationalLaw to enter into

cumstances in which they in their infinite wisdom
a double taxation agreement with other States - nor
the obligation to institute a unilateral regime to avoidshould tax when seized of a matter within the territory double taxation.

with a foreign element in the fiscal sphere. The criteri-
on is in fact similar to conlict rules as in Private Inter- Third, there is a tendency to view the issue of fiscal
national Law.28 As such the criterion is part of the legislative jurisdiction as a self-contained, homoge-
MunicipalLaw and must not be confusedwith Interna- neous issue. In fact, as has been indicated, there are

tional Law.28a two aspects to the issue. First, there is the question of
jurisdiction which arises out of the situation that isMore importantly,although the rules serve to identify intra-territorial.Second, there is the situationwhich isthe circumstances in which the State will exercise its extra-territorial.

tax jurisdiction, this function is in fact incidental to
their primary function. The primary reason for the In fact, the considerations that have led to the evolu-
design of the reasonable link is as an instrument for
effective taxation. In formulating the circumstancesin
which a State will tax when confronted with a foreign

26. Op. cit., supra, note 20.
27. Knechtle, op. cit., supra, note 4 at p. 62. See also Schwarzenberger,

element the State is not concerned with the question International Law, 3rd Edition, at p. 392 where he staves: For purposes
whether or not it should exercise fiscal jurisdiction- it of conflict of laws, taxation and trading with the enemy, four connecting
in fact assumes that. Operating from that premise it is links have proved particularly useful: presence, residence, domicile and

concerned with exercising its jurisdiction in an effec- nationality... In order to prove that, in the absence of treaty obligations,
are to any as

tive manner.
subjects of international law bound recognise such allocation

binding, it would be necessary to show that the allocation rests either on a

To be effective, it is axiomatic that legislative fiscal general practice acceptedas law or on a general principle of law recognised

jurisdiction must be based on some link, some nexus
by civilised nations. At p. 411 he concludes: As with the recognition of
the municipal law of one State by another, recognition of the connection

or minimum connection, between the country assert- between a State and a creation of its own law by other States may still be

ing the jurisdiction and the taxpayer .29 This is born more a question of mutual convenienceand comity rather than a matter of

out by State practice; and paragraph 411 of the 1981 strict international duty
Tentative Draft No. 2 of the Revised Foreign Rela- 28. Ibid.

28a. See e.g. (1) Schwarzenberger,op. cit., supra, note 13, at p. 3. - (2)
tions Law of the United States3o reflects in large mea- Dicey & Morris, The Conflict of Laws, at p. 5. It is stated: It was at one

sure the methodologyemployedby States to make tax time supposed that the doctrine of comity was a sufficient basis for the

jurisdiction effective. The links are in fact pressure Conflict of Laws, and even today references to comityare sometimesfound

points for States to exercise their fiscal jurisdiction.3{)a in English judgements. But it is clear that English courts apply e.g French
law.., in order to do justice between the parties and not from any desire

States have merely identified the pressurepoints, they to show courtesy to the French Republic, and in the lOth edition at p. 5:
have not set out to formulate allocative rules of juris- Theoretically it would be possible for English courts, while opening their
diction as such although that incidental function seems doors to foreigners, to apply English domesticlaw in all cases. - (3) Selected

to be served as well. Readings on Conflictof Laws, pp 134-138. Associationof American Law
Schools. - (4) K. Nagy, Problems of the relationship between Interna-

This point is reinforced by the fact that States do not tional and domestic law in Questions of International Law. Edited by G.

normally engage a transientvisitor with the full vigour Harasjti.
of their fiscal regime other than in minor respects (e.g.

29. M. Norr, Jurisdiction to tax and international income. TLR 1962
at p. 432 and Knechtle, op. cit., supra, note 4 at pp. 18-19.

airport tax and specific taxes on goods) because of the 30. See above.

problem of enforcementwere they to do so. 30a. Further, the links commonly adumbrated are not exhaustive - there

may weil exist other pressurepoints that may be invoked, e.g. Tax presence
The practice of States in the use of links is also born Clark (Inspect. of Taxes) v Oceana Contractors Inc. (1983) A.C. 130.

out by bilateral agreements. However, here States are 31. Op. cit., supra, note 3 at p. 95.

involved consciously in coordinating their fiscal legis- 32. Ibid.
33. H. Wurzel, Foreign investment and extra-territorial taxation, Co-

lative and enforcementpowers. Indeed, the very fact lumbia Law Review, 1938, XXXVIII, at p. 815. See also op. cit., supra,
of entering into double taxation agreements and the note 3 at p. 4 and Knechtle, supra, note 4 at p. 147.
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tion of the reasonable link theory in the context of InternationalLaw as the defect in the logic and princi-
other jurisdictional spheres such as anti-trust legisla- ple of the Lotus presumption. It is suggested, this is
tion, which have been considered primarily in the not so much an argument based on logic and principle
extra-territorialcontextbecauseof a tendencyof.those itself, but rather an argument which essentiallyarticu-

spheres towards that direction, are not appropriate lates the inherent constraint in the system of General
vis--vis questions of fiscal jurisdiction, which are InternationalLaw in establishingprohibitory rules.
primarily intra-territorial.Thus, almost always, fiscal

Fourth, and related, opponentsof the Lotus presump-legislation is linked to a State's ability to enforce and tion generally fail to acknowledge that there is in facttherefor there is some substantial connectionwith the
State. a different view and that the point that is being ad-

vanced is in fact a predilectionof theirs. Thus, there is
Finally, the blue-print of the reasonable link is en- no difficulty in resting a claim on the presumption as

trenched in the anti-Lotusstand. This anti-Lotusstand a starting premise. At best, which is not necessarily
is critical of the statement in the Lotus case,34 affirming admitted, the position may be as summarizedby Pro-
the plenary competence of a State subject only to fessor R. Higgins. She states:43
prohibitions under International Law.35 Thus, A.V.
Lowe states:36

. . . the underlyingproblem that it raises [i.e. the Lotus
dictum] is still unresolved - namely is it necessary to

Arguments in favour of a presumptionof a legality for show a specific basis of jurisdiction, or may one assert

extra-territorial legislative jurisdiction have been so jurisdictionwithout reference to a specificbasis, so long
widely and heavily criticised on groundsof legal princi- as one is acting reasonably.
ple and logic that it would be difficult to rest any claim Finally, and sadly there is a certain lack of objectivity
upon the presumption alone. in the reference to the jurists critical of the Lotus case.

Although it is not intendedhere to enter into a detailed Thus no mention is made of the view of jurists from
appraisalof the natureofState sovereignty,the follow- the socialist countries nor indeed from Third World

ing brief comments nevertheless need to be made in countries who are not critical of the Lotus presump-
connection with this anti-Lotus premise. First, and
without prejudice to the point being asserted here, it
must be noted at the outset that the arguments being 34. S.S. Lotus PCIJ, Series A, No. 1927, pp. 18-19.
asserted in this article are not based solely on the 35 PCJ, Series A, No. 10 (1927). The majorityof the court stated at p.

Lotus presumption.37 19: Far from laying down a general prohibition to the effect that states

may not extend the application of their laws and the jurisdiction of their

Second, preoccupation with the Lotus presumption courts to persons, property and acts outside their territory, it leaves them

has the effect of blurring the divide between legislative in this respect a wide measure of discretion which is only limited in certain
cases by prohibitive rules; as regards other cases, every state remains free

jurisdiction concerned with an extra-territorialclaim to adopt the principles which it regards as best and most suitable.
and legislativejurisdictionconcernedwith an intra-ter- 36. GermanYear Bookof InternationalLaw, Vo\. 27, 1984, at p. 56. See

ritorial stituation. The importance of this distinction also (1) A.V. Lowe, A.J.I.L. 1981, Vol. 75 at p. 263 -- (2) Mann, op.-cit.,
has already been pointed out, but in the contextf the supra, note 3 at p. 26, - (3) Prof. Prosper Weil, op. cit., supra, note 22.

37. See above.
Lotus case, with regard to the intra-territorialsituation 38. See e.g. Sir H. Waldock, General course on Public International
the following needs to be noted. First, the Lotus pre- Law, Rec. des Cours, 1962 (11) at p. 168 where he states: The Lotus and

sumption is considered at least by some critics of the the Fisheries cases seem to indicate that the presumption comes into play
case itselfas havingsorne force38with regard to matters only in regard to matters which do not normally have an 'international

which do not normally have an international aspect. aspect'...
39. l. Delupis, InternationalLaw and the IndependentState, atp. 23. See

Second, there is indeed a very significant school of also (1) Schwarzenberger, International Law, 3rd Edition, Vol. 1. At p.
thought which affirms the presumption in respect of 116 he states: So long as international law does not impose any limitations

intra-territorialmatters. Thus, IngridDelupisstates:39 on the exercise of sovereign rights, such matters are within the exclusive
jurisdiction of sovereign States. and at p. 119 he states: The principle of

There is a presumption in favour of the full sovereignty sovereignty is buttressed by strong presumptions in its favour... In the
of a State over its territory unless a title or a rule can be Lotus case (1927), the World court summed up the position in still more

shown under which International law would restrict the categorical language: 'Restrctionsupon the independenceof States cannot

sovereignty. bepresumed., (2) Crawford, The Creationof States in InternationalLaw,-

at p. 32. - (3) Fisheries Case ICJ Pleadings Vol. 11, 1951. See Reply of
This presumptionhas not been effectively rebutted by UK. at p. 461 where it is stated: . it is clear that the presumption
the reasonable link school with regard to intra-territo- against restrictions on independencecan only operate within the areas of

rial matters. State activity left in principle by international law to the discretion of the
State. Thus, if State A has taken action within the sphere of its domestic

Third, the Lotus case is criticized really not because it jurisdiction under general international law either by means of restricting
is legally unsound but rather, underlying the criticism the activities of foreigners in its territory or by means of a judgement

delivered by its courts in proceedings brought against a party (or a ship)and triggering the criticism is concern of the implica- which is present in its territory, and State B complains that the action
tions which are seen to ensue from such a presump- violates a treaty or some exceptional rule of international law regarding
tion.4 Further, entrenched in the view is a philosophi- the exercise of judicial jurisdiction, no doubt the maxim that restrictions

cal stand point as to the nature of International Law on sovereignty are not presumed is applicable
and the State.41 40. Op. cit., supra, note 22.

41. Ibid. See also e.g. Brierly, The Basis of Obligations in International

Thus, couched as legal reasons are often moral con-
Law.
42. A.J.I.L., 1981, Vol. 75 at p. 263.

cerns. For example, A.V. Lowe42 points to the diffi- 43. Olmstead (ed.), Extra-TerritorialApplicationofLawsand Responses
culty in establishing a prohibitory rule under General Thereto, at p. 14.
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tion44 - at least certainly in so far as it relates to intra- The assertion in this article that fiscal legislative juris-
territorial matters. If the Lotus presumption is to be diction is constrained only by the minimum standard
appraised by the views of jurists alone - Article in favour of foreigners (and the rule against extra-ter-

38(1)(d) of the Statute of the I.C.J. calls for the views ritorial enforcement) rather than by the requirement
of the most highly qualified publicists of the various of a reasonablelink may in the end in practical terms
nations to be considered.45 There would seem to be not amount to too diverging a position. It is neverthe-
here an unfortunate tendency to interpret publicists less fundamentallyand conceptuallya distinct and im-
of various nations somewhat too narrowly! portant stand point. This is for the following reasons.

It is suggested that, although arguments based on the First, it does not deny or limit jurisdiction or

anti-presumptionpremise are laudable as an exercise sovereignty, nor does it purport to allocate jurisdic-
in reason, and commendable when additionally with tional competences, but rather it deliberates on the

legal content - the anti-presumptionpremise itself as manner of the exercise of the jurisdiction. Second, it
a sole response to arguments based on the presump- orientates the issue in the intra-territorial context
tion cannot be seriously contended either. The scale therebyplacinga strongpresumptionin favourofState
of views, upon which too undue a premium is being action. Third, given this approach the constraint is in

placed, is not as favourably balanced as it is claimed. fact minimal.

Thus, the entitlement of a State to legislate in fiscal

CONCLUSION matters is wide. The limitationscommonly imputed
are in fact not in the context of allocating spheres of

The assertion maintained here that a State's fiscal fiscal legislative jurisdictionamongst Statesconsonant

legislative jurisdiction is relatively free of limitations with the notion of sovereign equality of States - but

under International Law is the assertion of an impor- rather as standardsof conduct in a State's fiscal legisla-
tant point. First and foremost, it serves to affirm the tive affairs in the guise of jurisdictional allocation. As

freedom of a State to legislate in fiscal matters. Sec- such they offend the notion of State sovereignty.They
ond, it highlights the dangers of a value preference cannot be interpreted otherwise, since th allocation

regime however minimal, encroaching (surreptiti- of fiscal legislative jurisdiction amongst States is al-

ously) upon a State's fiscal legislative jurisdiction. Fi- ready effectively regulated b the limitations under

nally, the contention is conducive to the proper evolu- International Law of a State's enforcement jurisdic-
tion of InternationalLaw. The enforcementlimitation tion.

in International Law is in fact the prime regulator of
the exercise by a State of its freedom in fiscal legisla-
tion. Considered in this light, double taxation agree-
ments do not carry the seeds for future norms of Cus-
tomary International Law inhibiting a State's basic
freedom in fiscal affairs. Rather they are expressiveof 44. See e.g (1) Tunkin, G.I., Theory of InternationalLaw, Chapters 8

it. and 9. - (2) Gazybowski, Soviet Public InternationalLaw, pp 32-51. - (3)
Chakst, Soviet concepts of State, International Law and Sovereignty 43

To conclude, our task as international lawyers is to A.J.1.L. (1949) 31 in particular pp. 30-36. - (4).Cohen & Chiu, People's

interpret International Law so as to elucidate rights, China and International Law at p. 106, - (3) R.St.J. Macdonald/D.M./
Johnston (Editors), The Structure and Process of InternationalLaw, The

entitlements, freedoms- our task as politicians,moral Third World and International Law, by Wang Tieya, 968. See alsoat p.
theorists, visionaries is to interpret it reasonably. By op. cit., supra, note 39.

evoking obligations and duties as a starting pre- 45. Thus, Mann, op. cit., supra, note 3 at p. 26 cites as the majority of

mise in interpreting International Law - the shift and the immensenumberofwriterswho have condemnedthe Lotus presump-

the slip to the moral plane is unfortunate. The basic tion as Bourquin,Brierly, Rousseau,Basdevant, Fitzmaurice,Lauterpact
and Waldock. Similarly, Prof. Prosper Weil, op. cit., supra, note 22 states:

premise is entitlernent because it is less of a moral In effect nearly all the great scholars reject this philosophy... The pre-

premise. Pre-occupationwith duties and obligations is vailing view - from Bourquin and Basdevant to Brierly, from Sir G.

of necessity morally more heavily laden than entitle- Fitzmaurice to Rousseau- is that State jurisdictionis not limited...This

ments and rights because the former involve the inclu- is in fact a short list confined to some French, and English jurists - and
includes amazinglyBasdevantwho in fact representedFrance in the Lotus

sion of a greater variety of considerations and value

preferences.
case. Further the description of the critics is somewhat emotive and does
not do credit to the authors nor to their case.
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The Nature of VAT 6. Such an illustration was contained in the 1971
Green Paper which preceded the introductionofVAT
in the United Kingdom. A similar illustration is repro-
duced as Table 1. The accompanyingexplanation was

By J.C. Holland F.C.A., A.T.l.l. as follows:

To illustrate this let us take the hypotheticalexampleof

PURPOSE
an article, costing £ 18 retail before tax, on which the
rate of VAT is 10% of the tax exclusive price. The
VAT, which the consumerwould pay would be £ 1.80p,

1. The purpose of this article is to demonstrate, giving a total retail price of £ 19.80p. The £ 1.80p tax

beyond reasonable doubt, that, despite its name, the would have been collected in a series of fractional pay-
consumer tax adopted throughout the EEC is not a ments.

value added tax and, because of this mistake, the 7., This explanation was reinforced elsewhere in the
economic resources of the Member States and other Green Paper. In paragraph 2.1, for example, VAT is
countries which have followed the EEC example are compared with purchase tax, the consumer tax which
being wasted on a massive scale. It will show how this it replaced in the U.K.
wastage may be preventedwith relativeease, retaining
the positive benefits of the tax and conforming with VAT is aJ form of turnover or sales tax. Like purchase
the principles of EEC Directives. tax and some other forms of turnover tax, VAT is a tax

on final consumer expenditure in the domestic eco-

2. The illustrations which follow are based upon two nomy. But unlike purchase tax, which is collected at a

rates, 10% and zero. The use of the zero rate for single stage in the production and distribution chain,
certain types of transaction is more widespread in the VAT is collected in instalments: liability arises at each

United Kingdom than elsewhere and referencemay at stage in the chain, whenever taxable transactions are

times be made to the U.K. use of this rate which might carried out by taxable persons.
not apply elsewhere in the EEC. This will not affect 8. The explanation continues in para. 2.2.
the principles on which the argument is based.

The VAT described in this Green Paper is thatsystem
3. In order to avoid confusion the term value added known as the invoice (or tax from tax) system. The
tax will be used throughout to refer to the theoretical reason for the latter term is that tax invoiced to a taxable

concept, VAT being used to distinguish the form of person is deducted from tax invoiced by him to arrive

consumer tax adopted by the EEC. at his net tax liability. This is the system prescribed in
the E.E.C. Directiveson value added tax. All the coun-

tries which have introduced VAT have adopted this
form of the tax.

THE PRINCIPLESOF A VALUEADDEDTAX SET
OUT IN THE FIRSTDIRECTIVE 9. The nature of the tax described above is quite

clear. It is a tax collected at every stage in the importa-
4. The principles under which VAT operates are set tion, production, distribution and retailing of goods
out in Art. 2 of the First Directive. It reads: and services. It also bears a direct relationship to the

value added by each business at each of the stages as
The principles of a common system of value added tax
involves the application to goods and services of a gen-

shown in Table 1. It is not, however, a tax on consume

eral tax on consumption exactly proportional to the expenditurebut a taxpaid by all registeredbusinesses

price of the goods and services, whatever the number measured on the difference between outputs and in-
of transactions which take place in the production and puts. It is not a form of indirect taxation, nor is it the
distribution process before the stage at which the tax is system prescribed in the EEC Directives on value
charged. added tax.

On each transaction,value added tax, calculatedon the
price of the goods or services at the rate applicable to

such goods or services, shall be chargeableafter deduc- THE CREATIONOF A SINGLESTAGESALES
tion of the amount of value added tax borne directly by TAXBY THE SECONDDIRECTIVE
the various cost components.
The common system of value added tax shall be applied 10. VAT came into being in the EEC through the

up to and including the retail stage. provisionsof the SecondDirectivewhichwas intended
to bring the value added tax theory contained in the
First Drective into practical effect.

ILLUSTRATIONSOF THE VALUEADDEDTAX 11. A consumer tax was to be created by charging that
THEORYIN THE FIRSTDIRECTIVE

tax on all transactionsbut allowing registered persons
tax to In this manner the

5. Illustrations of the way VAT works in practice
to reclaim all charged them.

conform with Art. 2. They show the VAT yield being
tax would only effectively be paid by final consumers

who would not be registeredand would, therefore, be
collected in stages and at each stage the tax remitted unable to reclaim.
is arrived at by deducting the tax borne by what are

supposed to be the various cost components (input 12. Article 11 of the Second Directive contained the

tax) from the tax received on the sale (output tax). appropriate provisions, giving all registered persons
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the right to reclaim all tax charged to them, subject to nevertheless, the deduction of tax on expenditure in
restrictions in respect of exempt and non-business any period from the tax charged on sales in that period
transactions. Most importantly the right to reclaim would result in a multi-stagecollectionas illustratedin
was granted under paragraph 3 from the tax on value Table 1. This possibility was destroyed by ensuring
added due for the period in the course of which the that VAT was neutral in its effects upon business costs
deductible tax is invoiced. by granting the purchaser the right to reclaim the tax

13. It is astonishingthat it was not appreciatedthat the charged to him on his purchase of goods and services

form of tax created by the Second Directive was com-
on the same date that the supplier was obliged to

pletely different from that described in the First Direc- account for that tax.

tive.

14. Let us examine closely the requirementsof the tax TABLE 1
specified in the First Directive and in particular the
wording of the second paragraph of Art. 2. It states The theoretical manner in which the VAT yield is collected from

that the tax shall be chargeable in relation to the businesses in accordancewith Article 2 of the First Directive

transactionsof the business. This is a very odd phrase
to use in connection with a tax which that business is Tax
not intended to bear. VAT is a tax on non-business exclusive Tax

expenditure charged on the final consumer. The tax Stage prce Tax remitted Commentary
cannot possibly be charged in relation to both business £ £ £

activity and private consumption. The yield must re- 1. Producer(P)imports 1.00 0.10 0 10 Ppays£ 0.10taxat

late directly to either one or th other. materialshaving a importation.
valueof

15. However, if one assumes that it was intended that 2 Pmakesan inter- 4.00 040 0.30 P is accountablefor

the tax was to be collected from businesses in relation mediateproductand £ 0.40 tax, buttakes

to their transactions,not chargedon them, an interpre- sells it to a Manu- credit for £ 0.10 tax

tation wholly consistent with the Second Directive, facturer(M)for paid at importation. He

invoices£ 0.40 tax to

problems still remain. What the SecondDirectivedoes hiscustomer(M).
not do is to provide for the tax to be charged (or 3. M makesafinal 900 0.90 0.50 M is accountablefor
collected) after deduction of the amount of value article and sells itto £0.90 taxbuttakes
added tax borne directly by the various cost compo- Retaler(R) for credit for £ 0.40 tax

nents. This omission changes the characterof the tax invoiced to him by P.

completely. Heinvoices£ 0.90 tax
to R.

16. The mistake was made of believing that the deduc- 4. R sells article to 18.00 1.80 ' 0.90 R is accountablefor
tion from tax charged on invoiced sales of tax charged consumerfor £1.80taxbuttakes

on invoiced purchases was the same as deducting tax credit for£ 0.90 tax

borne by the various cost components.This phrase, nvoiced to him by M.

as does the illustration in Table 1, assumes an identity Total paid by final 18.00 plus 1.80

between sales and purchases which is rarely, if ever, consumer

present. The Producer in the illustration would not

import raw materials, process them and then, in the
same accounting period, sell them in the same quan- 18. The result of this on the collection process is as

tity. Only in these circumstancescan such illustrations shown in Table 2. The common identity between tax
of the manner in which the tax yield is collected be on sales and tax on purchaseson which the multi-stage
valid. They assume that the Producer and the Manu- collection relies has been replaced by a systern under
facturer never have stocks of raw materials or other whch there is an inevitable common identity between
goods purchased in the course of their business ac- the time when the output tax is remittedby the suppliertivities nor can they ever have stocks of finished goods and when it is reclaimed by the purchaser. If the ac-
or work in progress. Similar assumptionsare made in countingperiod is a monthly one then it is obvious that
respect of the Retailer. In his case the characterof the no matter how many transactions there are between
goods does not change between purchase and sale, but registered persons in the process of rnaking any prod-
the types of goods purchased and sold in any period uct or producing any service none of them can result
will almost certainly be different. Similarly, all in the collection of any part of the yield in advance of
businesses will incur expenditure on overheads, the the sale to th final consumer. Even if the accounting
tax on which will be claimed in one period, but the period is longer than one month there will not be any
benefit from which will be partially received in one or advance receipt of the yield prior to the final sale since
more other periods. As for capital expenditure, this the possibilityof the tax reclaim preceding the submis-
forms a cost component for a number of years, not sion oftheVATwill always be the same as the possibil-
merely the period in which it is incurred. ity of the VAT being collected before it is reclaimed.

17. It might be considered that, even though the direct 19. The tax created by the Second Directive is not a

relationship between output tax and input tax envis- value added tax. The remittancebears no relationship
aged in the First Directive can be seen not to exist, to the value added in the process of producing goods
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stage tax brought into being in the Second Directive it
TABLE 2 rs necessary to clarify a number of popular misconcep-

tions about VAT.The practical manner in which the VAT yield is collected from
businessesin accordancewith Article 11 of the Second Directive 22. The first of these is the function of the remittances

received from registered businesses. It was believed
that the charging of the tax on all transactions wouldTax

exclusve Tax produce collection in stages resulting in the yield ac-

Stage price Tax remitted Commentary cumulating with the progression to the final stage. In
£ £ £ fact, the reverse is true. As will be seen by Table 1 the

1 Producer(P)mports 1.00 0.10 0.10 Ppays£0.10taxat whole of the VAT charged to the final consumer is
materials having a importaton. included in the output tax return of the retailer. If the
valueof retailerhad no expenditureon which he hadpaidVAT

-0.10 P reclaims£ 0.10taxat during any accounting period he would have no inputrfportaton
tax to deduct. The VAT receivedon all his sales would2. P makesan nter- 4.00 0.40 0.40 P s accountablefor be remitted in its entirety. Any inputtaxwhich he doesmediateproductand £ 0.40 taxonsaletoM.

amountsellsittoaManu- - 0,40 Mreclaims£0.40tax deduct, thus determining the he remits, is
facturer (M) for on purchase from P. mirrored bydenticalamounts in the output tax return

of his suppliers. In otherwords the requirementfor tax3 Mmakesafinal 9 00 0 90 0.90 M is accountablefor
artcleand sells it to £ 0.90 taxonsaletoR to be paid on all transactions and reclaimed only by
Retailer(R) for - 0.90 R reclaims£ 0.90 tax registeredpersons is transferringa portion of the VAT

on purchasefromM which could otherwise be collected at the retail stage
4 Rsellsarticleto 18.00 1 80 1 80 R is accountablefor to the output tax returns of the retailers' suppliers for

consumerfor £ 1.80 tax on saie to collection.
consumer. The
consumer is unable to 23. Of course the movement of the tax yield from the
reclaim and the yield is retail stage for re-collectiondoes not stop at this point.collected. The retailers' suppliers also have suppliers, they too

have suppliers, and so on. On each transaction be-
tween registeredpersonsthepaymentofVATchargedor services in an accounting period, it nerely reflects on goods and services purchased is reducing thethe difference between output tax on sales and input amount of the final consumer yield received by thattax on expenditure in that period. There is no multi- business for transmissionto the Governmentand plac-stage collection of the yield. At each stage prior to the ing it in the hands of its suppliers for collection fromfinal one where goods or services are sold to a con- them. If the amount of input tax paid exceeds the

sumer not registeredto reclaim the tax the VAT remit- amount of output tax received then the surplus is re-ted through the output tax of one registered person is paid by the Governmentfrom remittancesof tax whichcancelledout by that claimedin the input tax return of it has received directly or indirectly from the retailhis supplier. The tax created by the Second Directive stage from remittancesfrom other registeredpersons.is a single stage tax, best described, possibly, as a By this means the yield from sales to final consumersSelective Sales Tax since the payment and reclaim of is dispersed by the payment and reclaim system overthe tax between registeredpersonsensure that is borne all registered persons for collection.only on final consumerexpenditureand does not enter
into business costs. 24. The failure to appreciate that the VAT yield is

dispersedfrom the point of final sale rather than accru-20. Before consideringother aspectsof VAT it should ng towards it has led to a misconception concerningbe noted that, contrary to current economic theory, a the amount of the VAT yield at risk in relation tovalue added tax can never be a form of indirect or business transactions. The illustration in Table l givesconsumer taxation. Value added can only be deter- rise to the belief that the tax remitted consists of VATmined by reference to business performance.and the on sales less VAT on the cost components of thosetax can only be paid in relation to that performance sales. Under such circumstances the amount of tax atdirectly by the businessconcerned. Any attempt, such risk frorn the transactions of any business would be
as was made by the Second Directive, to remove the restricted to the value added, any reduction in salesimpact of the tax from the business to the final con- being matched by a corresponding-reduction in their
sumer can only result, as has been illustrated, by the cost components. But this is not what happens in prac-business tax remittance failing to conform to value tice. The cost componentsof sales cannot be identifiedadded tax principles. individually and, therefore, input tax cannot be re-

duced to conform with any reduction in output tax on
sales. It is also contrary to human nature for a dishon-OTHERUNRECOGNIZEDCHARACTERISTICS est trader who wishes to evade tax on part of his salesOF VAT to make any reductionin the inpit tax whichhe claims.

21. Before proceeding to estimate the cost to EEC 25. These points are illustrated in Table 3. In the in-
Member States of the confusion between the multi- terest of simplification it is assumed that the account-
stage tax proposed in the First Directiveand the single ing period shown is of one month.
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once again emphasizing the lack of any relationship
TABLE 3 between the output tax and input tax returns of a

business. It will also be appreciatedthat the additional
£ 500 remitted in these circumstances is of a different

VAT
£ £ Commentary character from the remaining £ 2,000. The tax has

been charged to non-registeredconsumers. There will
A. All of output sold to Retailers under existing VAT system be no correspondingreclaim. The yield can only come

Sales to retailers 50,000 5,000 VAToutputtaxcancelledout from this type of transaction irrespectiveof the nature
by input tax claimsof retailers. of the business making it.

Taxable Expenditure 30,000 3,000 Inputtaxclaimcancellingout
the outputtaxremitted by
suppliers.

VAT remittance 2,000 No contribution to the yield. THE COST OF THE DISCREPANCIESBETWEEN
THE FIRSTAND SECONDDIRECTIVES

B. Part of output sold to final consumer under existing VAT system
Works shop sales 5,000 500 Direct contributionto yield 30. Whether VAT is a multi-stage value added tax

sincepurchasersunableto proposed by the First Directive or a single stage selec-
reclaimVAT.

Sales to retailers 50,000 5,000 As in 3A above. tive sales tax as effected by the Second Directive is of
TaxableExpenditure 30,000 3,000 As in 3A above more than academic importance. The mistake has had
VAT remittance 2,0 Onlycontributiontoyieldis the a profound effect upon the economies of all EEC

--

£ 500 VAT receivedfrom final countries and others which have adopted it as a form
consumers. of consumer tax.

C. As in B above but assuming no payment of tax on transactions
between registered persons 31. The basic reason for this effect is the unnecessary

Worksshop sales 5,000 500 As in 3B above administrative burden placed upon businesses by re-
Salestoretailers 50,000 No VATcharged,nonetobe quiring them to pay VAT on their transactions with

reclaimed.
TaxableExpenditure 30,000 No reclaim since noVAT each other solely for the pleasure of reclaiming it. In

charged. Tables 1 and 2 three businessesare involvedin making
VAT remittance 500 VAT receivedfrom fnal a total ofseven returnswhen only the output tax return
consumers. consumers. of the retailer and a single remittance by him is neces-
-

sary for the whole of the yield to be received. In Table
3C it will be seen that the Manufacturer need only

26. First it should be noted in 3A that the remittance return and remit the £ 500 charged on his final con-

of £ 2,000 for the period makes no contribution to the sumer sales for that part of the yield from VAT pro-
yield. The £ 5,000 VAT charged on sales to retailers duced by his economic activity to be effectively col-

is cancelled out by the input tax claims of those retail- lected.

ers. The £ 3,000 claimedon VAT chargedby suppliers 32. In the United Kingdom during the year to 31
is cancelled out by correspondingentres in their out- March 1984 the yield of £ 14,953.8 million was col-
put tax returns, removing£ 3,000 accounted for by the lected by requiring businesses to make output tax re-
retailers to the Manufacturer'ssuppliersfor collection. turns totalling£ 55,645.0million and input tax returns

27. Secondly, in Table 3A consider what the position totalling£ 40,691.2million.' In monetary terms, there-

would be if the Manufacturer,deliberatelyor acciden_ fore, the work which the business communitywas re-

tally, omitted from his sales records an invoice for quired to do to produce the yield was almost six and a

£ 1,000 bearing VAT of £ 100. Under these cir- half times greater than would have been necessary if

cumstances his output tax return would be reduced to no tax had been paid on transactions between regs-
£ 4,900 but, since all VAT paid on expenditurewould tered businesses.
be inc],udedin the input tax return as before, the remit- 33. The need to-record and return amounts of VAT
tance would be £ 1,900, a reduction of the whole which have no relevance to the collection of the yield
amount of tax on the omitted invoice. is an unnecessaryburden on industry and commerce.

28. Finally, Table 3B illustrates the basic fact that the At least 80% of this burden could be relieved. An

VAT yield is derived not from the totl volume of estimate2 of compliance costs for theyear to 5 April
transactions of a business but only from one type of 1981 in the U.K. put the cost of this work at £ 540

transaction, the sale to a non-registeredconsumerwho million a year. Taking inflation into account, at 31

is unable to reclaim the tax charged. March 1985, the last year for which figures are availa-
ble, an equivalent figure would be in the region of

29. In 3B an additional element to the illustration in £ 650 million of which approximate minimum savings
3A is introduced. It is assumed that the Manufacturer could be made of 80%, i.e. £ 520 million.
has a room in the factory from which sales are made
to the public. For the sake of simplicity it is also as- 34. Of course business VAT records must be checked
sumed that, in this period, the goods sold in this shop
were made from materials in stock at the beginningof

I. 75th Report of the Commissioners of Her Majesty's Customs and
the period so that there is no effect upon the amount Excise for the year to 31 March 1984.
of input tax claimed. It will be notedthat the remit- 2. The costs (and benefits) of collecting VAT by Cedric Sandford,

tance increases by the VAT charged on the shop sales, FinancialTimes, 17 February 1981.
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by the collecting authority. The fewer records which
are required to be kept the fewer there are to check. TABLE 4
It could not be anticipated that the cost of checking
the accuracy of returns would reduce proportionately The estimated cost of the discrepanciesbetween the First and
to the reduction in records, but it would be surprising Second EEC Directives in the United Kingdom
if a revision in VAT did not provide a 50% saving in
administrationfor all EEC countries.The cost ofVAT % age of

A. Governmentcosts £million yieldadministration in the U.K. in the year to 31 March Paragraphs
1985 was £ 191.3 million3 of which half was wasted. 35 & 36 Output tax fraud and evasion 335 1.81

37 False inputtax claims 25 0.13
35. The point has previouslybeen made that the tax at 34 Administration 95 051
risk on every transaction is the whole of the VAT 455 2-45

charged, not part of it. Since the payment of VAT on

transactions between registered persons, in the U.K. B. Business compliance costs
31 to 33 Unnecessaryrecords 520 2.81in 1984, resulted in the necessity to collect a total of Total estirnatedcosttotheU.K. economy 975 5.26

£ 55,465.0 from output tax returns to produce a yield
of £ 14,953.8 million it is reasonable to assume that,
in this manner, the tax at risk in producing that yield Notes
is some 3.7 times more than is necessary. (i) No account has been laken above of the foowing.
36. The difficulty in quantifyingthis in monetary terms

(a) Intal cost of implementation of zero-ratng transactions be-
tween regstered persons (paragraph 46)

is that estimates of tax lost through fraud and evasion (b) Additional scope for fraud and evasion (paragraph 47).
may only be based upon offences which have been (i) The percentage figures above are based on the U.K. yied from VAT

detected. In the U.K. two surveys have been made, in the year to 31 March 1985 of £ 18,535 milion.

one after the first year in which VAT operated when
Customs and Excise informed the Public Accounts that this process is merely complicating the collectionCommittee that, in a year when the yield was £ 1,470 of what is a single stage tax at considerableexpense tomillion, they estimated that they had failed to collect both the public and private sector. The only source of£ 35 to £ 40 million. An estimate made two years later difficulty is in choosing the most efficient means ofwhen the yield was £ 3,769 million put the annual

achieving a change in the manner in which the tax isshortfall at £ 103 million. The two estimates were administered which is both in accordance with, and2.5% and 2.7% respectivelyf the yield. With a total
causes minimum change to, existing legislation.yield in 1985 of £ 18,535 million a comparable figure

of output tax not collected would be in the region of 40. The first of these requirements is catered for by
£ 460 million. Assuming that the proportion of tax lost Art. 27(1) of the Sixth Directive. It states:
on transactionsbetween registered traders is the same The Council, acting unanimously on a proposal from
as that on sales to final consumers then some £ 335 the Commission, may authorize any Member State to
million could have been saved by charging VAT only introducespecial measures for derogation from the pro-
on final consumer transactions. visions of this Directive, in order to simplify the proce-
37. There is, however, another type of fraud, the false dure for charging the tax or to prevent certain types of

input tax claim. This is by far the most spectacular
tax evasion or avoidance. Measures intended to simplify
the procedureforchargingthetax, excepttoa negligibleform of VAT fraud involving, at times, large sums of extent, may not affect the amountof tax due at the final

money. It was reported4 that in the U.K. gold frauds consumption stage.
alone had been detected amounting to £ 54 million.
The elimination of the payment of VAT on transac- 41. It will by now be appreciated that if there were no

tions between registered traders would also eliminate VAT charged on transactions between registered
this type of fraud, saving, it is estimated, a further£ 25 businesses the possibility of evasion or avoidance of
million a year in the U.K. tax on these transactions would be eliminatedand the

administrationof the tax simplified. The requirements
38. The mistake which was made has therefore been of Art. 27 would be met.
an expensive one. Its approximateeffect on the U.K.
economy based upon the best evidence available is 42. The means by which the necessary change in ad-

summarized in Table 4. The effect on all other coun- ministration could be brought about with minimal dif-
tries which have adopted VAT as their consumer tax ficulty already exists and is in use, that is the concept
must be similar. of a positive VAT rate of 0%. This must be distin-

guished from exempt supplies of goods and services
which are also free ofVAT charge. The latter does not
confer the right to deduct input tax charged in theCORRECTINGTHE DISCREPANCIESBETWEEN

THE FIRSTAND SECONDDIRECTIVES process of making such supplies. A zero rate, on the
other hand, permits the business to deduct input tax
in full in the same way as for standard rated supplies.39. VAT is charged on all transactions solely in order

to try to produce a collection of the yield in stages in
3. 76th Report of the Commissioners of Her Majesty's Customs and

accordancewith the First Directive. There is no justifi- Excise for the year to 31 March 1985.
cation for continuing to do so once it is appreciated 4. Ibid.
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43. Previously VAT has been described as a selective the output tax return instead of requiring it, as at

sales tax. This wording was chosen because the charg- present, to be excludedfrom the input tax return.

ing of tax on all transactions and the reclaim by regis- (4) If, as in the United Kingdom, the output tax paya-
tered businesses ensured that the ultimate consumer ble by small retailers is calculated by reference to

was selected as the person who paid the tax. Similarly the proportions of standard-rated and zero-rated
the concept of zero rating ensures that, in turn, certain goods purchased, it would be necessary to use dif-
ultimate consumer transactons may, for economic or ferent descriptions to distinguish purchases zero-

social reasons, be relieved of tax without the seller of rated because of their type as distinct from those
the goods or services involved being restricted in his zero-rated because of their origin.
ability to reclaim input tax. An extension of the ac- 45. A change to the zero-rating of credit transactions
cepted practice of zero rating to transactions between between registered persons could not, of course, be
registered businesses would remove all the unneces- effected without incurring cost, both to governments
sary costs of VAT administration set out in Table 4 and industry and commerce. This expense would,while retaining all the existing virtues of the tax. however, be incurred only once and would be small in
44. A full explanation of the way in which the zero relation to the annual savingwhich wouldbe achieved.

rating of business transactionscould best be achieved
is beyond the scope of this article. The detailed means 46. There are also two othereffectswhich the adoption
for doing this which are suitable for the U.K. would of this measure would produce. Larger businesses

need to be adapted for other countries in relation to would lose the cash flow benefits which they receive

their current administration in order to mnimize the under the present form of VAT administration. Ex-

work involved in and the cost of effecting the transi- perience in the United Kingdom has shown that such

tion. A numberof basicconsiderationsapply however. companies can exert strong pressure against changes
which affect their interests. The fortuitous increase in

(1) Businesses making retail sales cannot be expected their funds which has resulted from the nature ofVAT
to determine whether or not their customers are being mistaken should not be allowed to prevent the
VAT registered. For this reason VAT must con- large majority of registered persons enjoying the ben-
tinue to be charged on all cash sales and the tax efits they would receve if the mistakewere corrected.
reclaimed on them as at present by registered per-
sons. The distinctionbetweencash sales and credit 47. Secondly, the reduction in fraud and evasionwhich
sales would cause little inconvenience in practice would take place would be offset to a minor degree by
since separate accounting records are kept for creating the possibility of a new type of fraud, that of
each. receiving the benefit of tax-free supplies by posing as

(2) The simplest system for businesses would be for a registered person. Since the opportunity for this
them to restrict their credit sales to those made to would be restricted to persons making annual sales of
other registered persons. This is more easily ac- less than the VAT registration level the greatest risk

complished in countries where the registration of this is in countries such as the United Kingdom
threshold is lower than inthe U.K. where it is where this level is relatively high. Even so it would

comparativelyhigh. require over 15,000 successful frauds a year of this

(3) The ability to deduct inputtax is restricted in re- nature to offset the estimatedminimumloss from input
spect of certain transactions. Any necessary ad- tax fraud alone in the United Kingdom. In each case

justment to recoup this tax could quite easily be the person would also have to persuade a supplier to

made, without varying the regulations or method allow him credit on his purchases. In practice little
of computation,by requiringan entry of the tax on revenue would be lost.
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PERU:

BranchesofForeignCompanies-
Incomeand

1

PatrimonyTaxRegimes
By Estudio Martinez, Bellido, Berninzon& Lavalle

TOMAS O. BUCKLEY

INTRODUCTION
Carlos Enrique Llontop Chavarri, 37, studied law at San
Marcos University, Lima, specialized in Tax Law.

Foreign companies may establish branches in Peru.
Both the Constitutionof the State as well as the Gen- Manuel Eduardo Francesqui, 36, studied law at San Martin

eral Law of Companiesprovideforruleswhich guaran-
de Porres University, Lima, specialized in Tax Law.

tee the creation and operation of branches of foreign Tomas O. Buckley, 54, studied law at the Catholic Univer-

companies. sity, Lima, specialized in Corporate and Tax Law.

Fundamental rights such as contractingfor lawful pur-
poses and the right to private property, amongothers, (i) of Article 13 of the SRT) and must pay taxes on all
are expressly recognized by the Political Constitution their Peruvian-sourceincome (second part of Article
of Peru of 1979. 6 of the SRT and point 3 of item (b) of Article 20 of
But the General Law of Societies, whose Single Re- the Regulations).
vised Text was approvedby Supreme Decree No. 003- Peruvian-sourceincome is consideredto be the'follow-
85-JUS dated 14 January 1985 provides the require- ng:ments that the branches of societies domiciled abroad The income producedby establishmentslocatedin-

must satisfy such as: the obligation to register at the the country.Public Register of the place where it operates in the The income produced by capital, goods or rights-

country; the obligation to have a legal representative physically located or placed or economicallyused
duly appointed, indicating his powers in a clear and in the country.
precise manner; and other obligationsof a mercantile The incomeoriginatedfrom personalworkor civil,-

nature. commercial activities or of any nature performed
The two main laws concerning the assessment of in- in the country.
come of branchesof foreigncompaniesare the Income - The income obtained from the disposition of
Tax and PatrimonyTax. shares or participationsrepresentingthe capital of

companies or societies organized in the country.
This income is only subject to tax in the case con-

I. INCOME TAX REGIME templated in point 6 of item (b) of Article 3 of the
SRT, that is, when the goods whih constitute the

1. Legal basis assets of juridical persons or companiesorganized
in the country or of permanent establishments.of

1.1 The Single RevisedText (SRT) of the IncomeTax companies organized abroad engaged in activities
Law approved by Supreme Decree No. 300-805- which generate third-category income are sold
EF dated 12 July 1985. (Art. 9 of the SRT).

1.2 Regulations. Supreme Decree No. 529-85-EF The following are also considered as Peruvian-source
dated 27 December 1985. income:

Interest, commissions, premiums and every-

1.3 Modifications. Legislative Decree No. 362 dated amount in addition to the interestagreed for loans,27 December 1985. credits or in general any capital placed in the coun-

try.
2. Generalprovisions - The intereston obligations,when the issuingentity

has been organized in the country, regardless of
For incometax, the branchesof foreign companiesare the place of issuance or location of the goods af-
considered juridical persons domiciled in Peru like fected by the guaranty.
any Peruvian company (item(e) of Article 7 and item - The salaries and any type of remunerationthat the
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companies domiciled in th country pay to the quence of the amounts added as indicated above (Art.
members of their administrative bodies acting 121 of the Regulations).
abroad. The expenses resulting in taxable income for the
Royalties. The royalties for technical, economic, not part

-

branches do form of the available income,financial and other types of assistance rendered provided the expense, due to its nature, is subject to
abroad by state entities or international organiza- tax control and does not mean an indirect dispositiontions are not subject to tax (Article 10 of the SRT). of said income.

The income obtained by the branches of foreign com- When the available income includes dividends distri-
panies for purposes of the tax are considered as third- buted by juridical persons organized in the country,
category income, that is, those derived from com- the income tax withholdingsmade thereon in accord-
merce, industry, mining; from activities related to ag-
riculture and stock-raising, forestry, fishing and to

ance with item (b) of Art. 85 of the SRT and item (b)
of Article 63 of the SRT, as modified by Legislativeother natural resources; from the rendering of com- Decree No. 362, will be considered as advance pay-mercial, industrial and other types of similar services ment of the tax established.

such as transportation, communications, sanitation,
hotel, warehouses, garages, repairs, constructions,
banks, financial entities, insurance, bonds and

a. Branchessubjecttothegeneral regime

capitalization;and, in general, any otheractivitywhich The income consists of the group of earnings subject
constitutes a customary business of purchase or pro- to tax obtained during a taxable year (a calendar year
duction and sale, exchange or disposition of goods from January to December).
(Art. 28 of the SRT). If the income is generated from the disposition of

assets, the income will be the difference between the
3. Formoftaxation total net proceeds obtained from said operation and

the computable cost of the good sold. If these are

For the branches of foreign companies there are two depreciable goods, the amount of the depreciation
regimes for the payment of income tax. allowed will be deducted from the computable cost.

The first one consists in the application of the tax on The total net proceeds resulting from the disposition
the taxable incomedeterminedlike any Peruviancom- of the goods will be establishedby deducting from the

pany; we will call this GeneralRegime, and the second gross earnings the refunds, bonuses, discounts and
consists in the calculation of the tax on the taxable similar concepts which are customary in said place.
income established by applying the percentages indi- Computablecost of the assets disposedwill be under-
cated in the law according to the activities developed stood to be the cost of acquisition or productionor, if
in the country; we will call this PresumedNet Income applicable, the value of incorporation into the patri-
Regime. mony or the value appearing in the last inventory

determined in conformitywith the law.
In both cases the scale in Art. 62 of the Single Revised
Text of the Income Tax Law, as supersededby Legis- In order to determine the income tax for the income
lative Decree No. 362, is applicable: obtained, the expenses necessary to produce and

maintain its productive source may be deducted in-
Article 62 sofar as the deduction is not expresslyprohibited(Art.
The tax applicable to juridical persons domiciled in the 35 of the SRT).
countrywill be determinedby applicationof the follow-
ing scale on their taxable income: Consequently, the following concepts are deductible

from the third category in accordance with Art. 40 of
Taxable income Rate the SRT:
Up to 75 tax units 20% The inherent in the taxed businessIn excess of 75 tax units 40%

- expenses or

activity.
And, in addition,a 30% rate on the IncomeAvailable
to the TitleholderAbroad; that is, the taxable income

- The interest on loans and the expenses derived

of the branchor agency in the country;plus the amount
from the extension, renewal or payment of same,

of the proceeds for tax-exempted interest and divi- provided these have been contracted to acquire
dends earned during the year; less the amount of the goods or services related to the obtention or pro-
tax paid in fulfilmentof the provisionsset forth in Art. duction of income taxed in the country or to main-

62 mentioned above; and less the amount of the other tain its productivity,subject to the limitationspro-
deductionspermitted by the law. vided by law.

The additions to the income for amounts which may Only the amount of the interest referred to in the

be capitalized and depreciation, amortization and ex- preceding paragraph in excess of the amount of the

cess provisions or provisions not permitted also form proceeds from exempted interest is deductible.

part of the income available to the titleholderabroad, For such purpose, the exempted interest generating
except the provisions which must be used in the next from securities acquired in fulfilmentof a legal dispos-
tax year, without prejudice to the adjustments to the ition or of dispositionsfrom the Central Reserve Bank
taxable profits of the subsequent tax years as a conse- of Peru and the interest generating from securities
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accruing interest in national currency not exceeding the business year to which these correspondwhen
50% of the re-discountrate establishedby the Central these are paid within the term established by the
Reserve Bank for commercial banks will not be com- Regulations for the filing of the tax return corre-

puted. sponding to said year.
In the case of financial banks and companies, the ratio

- The expenses and contributionsdestined to render

existing between the taxed financial proceeds and the health, recreational, cultural and educational ser-

exempted financial proceeds must be established and vices to the personnel as well as the expenses for

only the charges can be deducted as expenses accord- the sickness of any employee.
ing to said proportion for taxed financial proceeds.

- The exploration,preparationand developmentex-

penses incurred by the holders of mining activities
The tributes assessing goods or activities which that will be deductedin the year these are incurred-

produce taxed income. or will be amortized during the periods and under
The insurance premiums covering risks for opera- the conditions provided for in the General Mining-

tions, services and goods which produce taxed in- Law and in the complementaryand regulatorydis-
come, as well as the occupationalaccidentsof their positions tliereof.
personal and business interruption. - Royalties in conformity with the provisions set
The extraordinary losses of the goods which pro- forth in the Regulations.-

duce taxed income due to an act of god or force - Representation expenses inherent in the trade or

majeure or to offences committed to the detriment business, as to the part which in the overall does
of the taxpayer by his dependentsor third parties, not exceed 0.5% of the gross earnings, subject to
as t the portion in which such losses are flot cover- a maximum limit of 80 tax units.
ed by indemnities or insurances and provided the - The travel expenses for trips which are indispensa-
offence has been judicially proven. ble according to the activity which produces the
The expehses for collectionof taxed incomeof this taxed income.-

category. The need to travel will be evidenced by the corres-
The depreciationfo; wear and tear or obsolescence pondence and any other pertinent documents and-

of the fixed assets and the shrinkages and impair- the expenses by the receipt of the tickets and a
ments of the stocks duly verified. viaticum, which may not exceed twice the amount
The organizational expenses, the initial pre- granted for said concept by the Central Govern--

operatingexpenses, the pre-operatingexpensesre- ment to its top career officials, will also be ac-

sulting from the expansion of the company ac- cepted.
tivities and the interest accrued during the pre-op- - In the case of leasing contracts, the periodic instal-
eration period, to the taxpayer's option, may be ments and the repair, maintenance and insurance
deducted during the first tax year or amortized expenses are deductible by the lessee.
proportionally durirTg a maximum term of ten - The expenses for operation and maintenance of
years. motor vehicles which are indispensablefor the de-
The allowances destined to set up reserves and velopmentof the activities inherent in the business-

other deductions ordered by the Superintendency or company, including the insuranceexpenses and
of Banks and Insurance as well as the technical rental of said vehicles.
reserves of the capitalization insurance company. Without prejudice to the deductions mentionedThse corresponding to the previous tax year not

above, the amounts paid during the tax for theused will be considered as a benefit subject to tax year
of the txable year. following concepts may be deducted.

The write-offs for bad debts and the equitablepro-
- The real estate tax and the patrimony taxes created-

visions for the same concept, provided the ac- by Art. 19 of Law 23724 (Tax on AutomotivePat-
counts to which these correspondare determined. rimony, etc.).
The allowances destined to set up provisions for - Donationsmade in favour of the entities indicated-

social benefits established in conformity with the by the Law and the civic allowances destined to

pertinent legal dispositions. charitable establishmentsand institutions, institu-
Retirement pensions and pension funds paid by tions renderingsocial assistance, education,scien--

the companies to their employees or relatives, in tific or cultural research. The deduction will be
accordance with the pertinent legal dispositions, admissibleprovided the total amount thereofdoes
as to the portion not covered by any insurance. In not exceed in each taxable year 10% of the net
the case of banks, insurancecompaniesand public- income of same before deducting the amount of
utility companies, they may set up retirementpro- the donations. The donations in favour of univer-
visions for the paymentof the pensionsestablished sities and related entities declared as such by the
by the law, provided the official entity in charge of Executive will be deductible in their entirety and
supervising them so orders. will also qualifyfor an income tax credit equivalent
The bonuses, gratuities and retributions agreed to 25% of the amount of the donation (Art. 36 of-

for the personnel, including all paymentsmade for the SRT).
any concept in favour of the employees by virtue Just as deductionsare established, in accordancewith
of the existing labour relationship,and to retiring Art. 50 of the SRT, these are not accepted as such to
employees.These retributionsmay be deductedin determine the tax.
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Income tax the portion of the credits which exceed, alterna-

The fines, surcharges and other penalties applied by tively and to the taxpayer'soption, three times the
net worth of the debtor company or four times its

the National Public Sector. corporate capital at the close of the tax year. Net

Donations and any other acts of release of money or worth is understood to be the one defined in the

donations in kind, except those contemplatedabove. preceding point. This disposition will not b ap-

The amounts invested n the acquistion of goods plied to the cases referred to in the precedingpara-
-

or permanent improvements. graph. The maximum rate will be the prime rate

The allowances destined to set up reserves or pro- prevailing in the place where the credit comes
-

visions the deduction of which is not admitted by from; in the cases of credits destined to the con-

this law. struction, acquisition and installationof new fixed

The amortization of goodwill, trademarks, pa-
assets or to working capital, the maximum rate

-

tents, manufacturing processes, gratuties and mentionedabovewill be increasedby threepoints.
other similar intangible assets. However, the price Said three points cover the expenses and fees, pre-

paid for the intangible assets, at the taxpayer's miums and any other amount in addition to the

option, may be consdered as an expense and ap- agreed interest paid to foreign beneficiaries.

plied to the profit and loss of the business in a The mercantile commissions originating abroad

single tax year or amortized proportionallywithin from the purchase or sale of merchandiseor other

a maximum term of ten (10) years. types of goods, as to the portion exceeding the

percentage usually paid for said commissions in
The General Tax Bureau, after obtaining the opinion the country where these originate.
from the pertinent technical entities, will be au- - The loss originating from the sale of securities ac-

thorized to determine the real value of said intangible quired enjoying a tax credit, up to the limit of said
assets for tax purposes,when it considersthat the price benefit.
assigned is not consistent with reality. The foregoing
rule is not applicable to intangibles contributed; their b. Branchessubjectto the presumednet income regime
value may not be considered to determine the profit
and loss.

In order to fall within the scope of application of this

The losses originating from exchange differences regime, the branchesmust carry out the activities indi-
- cated below. Their taxable income subject income

derived from foreign credits, to the extent these
to

exceed, alternativelyand to the taxpayer'soption,
tax will be determined by applying the percentages
also indcated below to their income obtained in the

three times the net worth of the debtor entity in
the country or forr times its corporate capital at country.
the close of the tax year applied to the obtention a. Transport and communications between the Re-

of taxed income. public and overseas:

The net worth is composed of the amount of the (1) 5% ofthe gross earningsfor radiograms,telephone
patrimony actually brought to and established in calls and other similar services rendered from the

the country, in cash or in capital goods, plus the territory of the Republic to overseas;
workers' profit sharing, the revaluation surpluses (2) 1% of the gross earnings for air transportationand

up to the authorized proportion, the patrimony
- 2% of the gross earnings for sea transportation,

reserves, the credit balanceof the accountwitffthe except for the cases in which, due to reciprocal
home office, less the amount of the depreciation treatment given to Peruvian lines operating in

remitted and any other credit balance with entities other countries, the foreign lines established in

economicallyrelated to the companyor to its home such countries are exempted from income taxes.

office. The accumulated results of the credit bal- b. International news agencies: 10% of the gross re-

ance of the account with the home office, as the munerations obtained from the release of news and
case may be, includes the profits of the tax year general information or graphic material to domiciled
before the profit and patrimony participations of
the workers, labour union and board of directors. persons or entities or persons or entities using said

material in the country.
contributions for scientific and technological re-

search and before the tax. c. Distribution of cinematographicfilms and similar
In the cases in which, as a result of the studies, it ones to be used by domiciled natural or juridical per-
is proven that the limits fixed in the preceding sons: 20% of the gross earningsobtained from the use

paragraph do not conform to the requirementsof of cinematographicor television films, videotapes,
certain activities, the Ministry of Economics and radio serials, phonographic records, comic strips and

Finance,with the favourablereportof the General any other similar means for the broadcasting, repro-
Tax Bureau, may modify the lmits mentioned in duction, transmissionor diffusionof imagesor sound.
the precedingparagraph. d. Technical services which require the performance
The amounts paid as interest to entities economi- of part in the country and part abroad, ren-- activities,
cally related to the debtor, as to the portion in dered by non-domiciled juridical persons: 40% of the
which the rate thereof exceeds the limits fixed by
the Regulations, taking into account the type of gross earnings obtained by them.

operation, as weil as the interest correspondingto e. Operationsrelated to the exploration,drilling, de-
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velopmentand transportationin the oil industry: 25% the Regulations), they must also calculate in their tax

of the gross earningsof non-domiciledservice contrac- returns the tax on the income available to the be-
tors and/or subcontractors,performingspecific works neficiary not domiciled in the country (Art. 76 of the
under contracts executed in Peru or abroad. SRT).
In the cases of service contractors and/or subcontrac- II. PATRIMONYTAX
tors domiciled in the country, the minimum taxable
income will be 15% of the gross earnings originating 1. Legalbais

from works related to exploitation, drilling, transport 1.1 Decree-LawNo. 19654 dated 12 December1972.
and developmentoperations of the oil industry under
contracts executed in Peru or abroad. 1.2 Regulations under Supreme Decree No. 096-73

-EF dated 29 May 1973.
f. Demurrage of containers to be transported: 80% 1.3 Amendments:
of the gross earnings obtained by non-domiciled tax- Legislative Decree No. 213 dated 12 June 1981.

payers for excess containers. Decree-LawNo. 23552, Art. 19; SupremeDecree

g. Transfer of television re-broadcastingrights: 20% No. 278-84-EFC dated 22 June 1984, Art. 4.

of the gross earnings obtained by non-domiciled tax- Law No. 24030, Arts. 27, 28, 30, 31, 32.

payers from the transfer of rights for the re-broadcast- Supreme Decree No. 108-85-EF dated 15 March

ing by television in the country of events performed 1985.

abroad. Supreme Decree No. 176-85-EF dated 2 May
1985.

4. Incometaxadvancepayments Supreme Decree No. 169-86-EF dated 16 May
1986.

'

In accordancewith Art. 81 of the IncomeTax SRT, as Legisltive Decree No. 362 dated 27 December
amendedby LegislativeDecreeNo. 362, juridical per- 1985.
sons, n this case branches, must pay as payment on

account f the income tax that they must definitively In general terms, the patrimony tax is a tribute of

pay for the taxable year, monthly instalmentsto be annual -periodicity whose purpose is to tax the net

determined at their option according to any of the worth of companies,among these the branches, at the

following systems:
close of each business year.

For each one of the first 2 months a portion of the-

tax paid in the tax year precedingthe previousyear 2. Subjectsofthetax
and for the remaining months a portion of the tax

paid in the previous tax year, in .accordance with The branches as companies generating third-category
the provisions fixed by the Ministry of Economics income, in accordancewith the ncome tax provisions,
and Finance for each taxable year.

are considered as passive subjects for purposes of the

By fixing the instalmerit based on the taxable in- tax.
-

patrimony
come establishedaccordingto the monthlybalance
sheet in the month it is obtained. 3. Taxbase -.

' ,

In the case of juridical persons starting their ac- Art. 4 ofDecree-LawNo. 19654, as amendedby Legis--

tivities or which have not obtained taxable income lative Decree No. 213, provides that for applicationof
in the immdiately preceding year, by fixing the the tax, the tax base is the net worth of the companies,
instalment at 2% of the gross earningsobtained in also includingthe branches, at the end ofeach tax year.
the same month. For such purpose, gross earnings For such purposes, net worth is considered to be the
will be considered to be the total third-category difference between the value of the goods appearingtaxable income obtained in each month.. under assets and third-party liabilities. Likewise, said,

In the event none of the systems is selected, the Gen' disposition provides that in order to determine the
eral Tax Bureau will assess at its own initiative using value of the fixed assets, the participationsand other
the first or third system, even if the juridical persons rights representing the capital of other companies in-
do not fall under the cases contemplated therein. cluded with the scope of applicationof the patrimony

tax are not cnsidered for purposes of calculating the

5. Tax returns-Calculationandpaymentofthe tax.

tax The deprecitionrecordedon the books in accordance

The branches of foreign compnies are obliged to file with the pertinentdispositionsmust be added to deter-
an income tax return (Art. 148 of the Regulations). mine the value of the fixed ssets.

The tax return corresponding to each taxable year On the other hand, Article 7 of Supreme Decree No.

must be filed using the form to be issued for such 096-73-EF, which regulates the patrimon tax, pro-
purpose by the Tax Bureau and at the fiscal domicile vides thatin order to determine the value of liabilities,
of the taxpayersor, as the case may be, of the persons the third-party liabilities and the provisions will be

responsible for the tax. considered, less the advances made.

The term to file said tax return will expire on 31 March Third--arty liabilities must be understood to be those
of the followingcalendaryear (item (a) of Art. 153 f made ietween persons not economically related. In
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relation to the conceptsof third-partyliabilities indi- neficiaries within the term establishedfor the filing of
cated above, with respect to companies economically the Corresponding tax return.
related, our tax jurisprudencehas established, in prin-
ciple, that the obligations contracted with entities

5. Tax scalesomehow related to the company or to its home office
are not third-party liabilities. The tax will be calculated by applying the following

progressive scale:
The same provision is contained in Supreme Decree RateNo. 108-85-EF, which modifies Art. 5 of Supreme Up to 15 tax units 1%Decree No. 096-73-EF,when it indicates that the obli- For the excess of 15 tax units 2.5%
gations contracted with companies economically re-

lated to the compnyor to its home office, in the event
the creditor is an entity domiciled abroad, not subject 6. Tax return
to patrimony tax, are not considered as third-party The branches must file, on an annual basis, the corre-
liabilities. sponding tax return with the General Tax Bureau,
Consequently,the branches, in rder to determine the using the same form used for income tax.
net taxable patrimony, must neither deduct the debts
contracted with their home office nor with a companY 7. Advancepaymentsrelated to it.

The patrimony tax must be paid in four instalments,
However, our tax legislation has not established the the first three of which will be considered as advance
rulingprinciples to determine the conceptof economic paymentsand will be paid during the tax year. The last
relationshipwith respect to the applicationof the pat- instalment will be considered as a regularizationpay-
rimony tax. ment and must be paid at the moment of filing the tax

For such purposes, the doctrine, which determines return.

that an economic relationship exists when the formal The Ministry of Economics and Finance will establish
juridical independence is neutralized by a financial the pertinentrles in each tax year for the paymentof
and economic or administrativesubordination, is ap- the aforementionedinstalments.
plied.
In this sense, and taking into considerationthe criteria 8. Reductionofthe advancepayments
mentioned above, the Tax Bureau can determine that The branches may modify the amount of the nexttwo juridicallydifferent persons are linked by a group instalments, once they have paid the first instalment,of interests, for which it disregards the juridical forms when their patrimony has been reduced by more than
to appreciate the true economic reality of same. 50% with respect to the previous tax year and will

Finally, the branches or agencies of companies, in modify the amount of the instalmentsaccordingto the
order to determine their net worth, will consider as new value of the patrimony. The modificationsof the

capital the one assigned and actually brought to the respective instalmentsmust be notified to the General

country by tbe home office, the credit balance of the Tax Bureau within 30 days after said modification is
account with said home office apparingin the balance made.
sheet and anothercredit balancewith entitieseconom-

ically related to the company or to its home office, in 9. Excessadvancepayments
conformity with the provisions set forth in Art. 15 of When excess advance paymnts are made, the
Supreme Decree No. 096-73-EF, as modified by Su- branches may apply Said excess to theaymentof the
preme Decree No. 108-85-EF. instalments of the next tax year or request the refund

thereof.
4. Deductionsto determinethe taxbase ..

10. Taxcredit
When the branches have not set up provisions for The branches may apply as credit against the patri-
expenses and taxes, to determine the net worth they mony tax the following amounts:

-.
.can make the following deductions:

'
.

The payment made for the real estate tax.-

(a) The gratuities and other similar retributions to the - Against the regularization payment, the total
personnel when in one case or the other said re- amount of the automotive patrimony tax.
tributionscorrespond to the tax year. Finally, there is one case in which the companies in(b) Withdrawals from profits correspondingto the tax

general are not obliged to make advance paymentsyear.
during their first tax Theseare the companies(c) The income tax calculatedas of the close of the tax
whose first tax is smaller than 12'months. The tax

year.
yearyear. will.b determinedbased on the relation between the

It must be borne in mind that the deductions referred period of said tax year and the annulperiod and must
to in items (a) and (b) depend on whether the respec- -evidence the full paymentt the moment of filing the
tive amounts are paid or made available to their be- tax return. .
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GREECE: The separa_tion - between the fixed asset and the
monetary means - that the above-mentioneddecision

An Anti-Incentive implies, creates an unfair tax against these industrial
companies, as it becomes apparent from the following

for Foreign example, the computationsof which are based on the
assumption that:

Investments (a) the rate of the dollarwas at the end of the first year
30 Drs., second year 60 Drs., third year 90 Drs.,
fourth year 120 Drs. and fifth year 150 Drs.;

(b) the company has imported from abroad: USS
1,000,000 for capital stock and USS 5,000,000 for
debt capital repayable by five annual instalments;

By G.A. Nezis* (c) the capital stock as well as the debt capital were

turned into depreciablefixed assetsduring the year
that the dollar rate was 30 Drs.; and

(d) the annual depreciation rate is 20% of the fixed
The companies that have been under the provisionsof asset's value.
the Legislative Decree (L.D.) 2687/1953 (foreign in-
vestments) are entitled by the relative approval Acts Based on the afore-mentioned,the depreciationof the

to express their capital stock, keep their books and fixed assets at the end of the following years will be:

prepare their balance sheets, using the foreign cur- Value in Value in
rency in which their capital was imported (capitalstock USS Drs.
and debt capital) A'year 1,200,000 times 30equals 36million

Up to the 1974 fiscal year, the tax authorities allowed B' year 1,200,000 times 60equals 72million
these companies, under Art. 9, hD. 2687/53, to state C' yar 1,200,000 times 90equals 108million
the depreciation of the value of fixed assets, as it D'year 1,200,000 times 120 equals 144million

appears in the balance sheets and the books of the E' year 1,200,000 times 150 equals 180million

investing company, in dollars. Total 6,000,000 540 million

The rate, 1 U.S. dollar equals 30 Drs., that was estab- The Ministerial Decision recognizes total deprecia-lished in 1953 and remainedvirtually unchangedfor 22 ton:
years, has started to float since 1975 due to the continu- (USS 6,000,000 x 30 = 180 million Drs., x 20% =

ous devaluation of the drachma. Annual depreciation 36 x 5 years i.e.
As concerns companes under Art. 9, L.D. 2687/53 Total Depreciation) 180 mill. Drs.
with balance sheets expressed in dollars, the Tax Ad- Depreciationloss 360mill. Drs.
ministration issued its E 4727/1977 decision maintain-
ing that: After the MinisterialDecisionhas been made effective

the investor loses two thirds of his depreciation, withThe differences arising from fluctuations of the ex-

change rate of the U.S. dollar - between the fixed the consequenceof having, at the end of the fifth year,
asset's creation year and ts subsequent depreciation no available USS equal to that which was imported
years - should not affect its drachma equivalent value into Greece (6,000,000)but a sum substantiallylower.
based,on the exchange rate in effect during the fixed As a result, the existing industrial companies underasset's creation year. L.D. 2687/53 (foreign investments), with balance

From 1975 to 1976, in a series of articles that appeared sheets in USS, are led to a disaster because they will
in Vima and Ikonomikos Tahidromos, I argued be called to pay huge sums in taxes (main and fines)
that exactly the same amount of depreciation ought to upon non-exstingprofits, that arise fictitiously- inde-
be accumulated against the value of the fixed asset as pendently of their will - by the application of the
is being consumed whether the balance sheet of the Ministerial Decision. And this because total deprecia-
company is expressed in drachmas or in dollars. tion should be 540 mill. drachmas as if the balance

The financial circuit of the depreciable value of the sheet of the investing company was expressed in
drachmas instead of USS.fixed assets and the monetary means that were dis-

posed for their acquisition must be confrontedwith an

overall and cyclical view so as to be given a legitimate,
fair and rightful solution, for - in the end of the asset's
complete write-off year -- the accumulated deprecia-
tion fund expressed in dollars to be equal with the
amount of dollars that the investor mports into * Mr. Nezis has been a correspondentfor the Bulletin for many years
Greece for his investment in fixed assets. and is a recognized expert n the area of Greek taxation.
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COLOMBIA: tax of 14% on amounts paid by the branch to the

foreign company.

NewTaxDevelopments b. Twelve percent of amounts remitted as profit from
an interestheld by the foreign company in a limited

By James Leavy liability company (sociedad de responsabilidad
limitada) or similar entity after payment of a with-
holding tax of 40% on profits distributed or cre-

dited to the foreigncompany. (Note that dividends
Mr. Leavy, of Cavelier, Abogados, Bogota, is a correspon- paid by corporations (sociedades annimas) to
dent for the IBFD, Tax NewsServiceandCorporateTaxation their foreign shareholdersare not subject to remt-
in Latin Americaon Colombian tax matters. tax.)tance

1. Eliminationof incometax returns for

employees 3. New rules on withholdingat source

In Colombia, individual taxpayers were required to Article 1 of Decree 870 of 1986 (14 March) declares
file an income tax return for each fiscal year.if their that for fiscal year 1986 the following amounts consti-

gross income or their gross assets on the last day of the tute neither income nor capital gains subject to with-

fiscal year or period exceeded the amountsdetermined holding at source:

annually by the Government (in 1985, income of Col. a. Forty percent of interest paymentsor amounts for
$ 290,000 or gross assets of Col. $ 770,000). monetary correction received by individualsor es-

Decree 460 of 1986 introduces an important innova- tates on savings accounts held by them in the

tion: the Certificate of Income and Withholdings. UPAC system (essentially a savings scheme incor-

For most taxpayers, the Certificate of Income and porating a correctionmechanism for the decline in

Withholdings is considered a substitute for an income purchasing power of the peso and designed to fi-
tax return and, consequently, eligible taxpayers are nance housing construction).
not obliged to file a tax return. b. Twenty-sevenpercent of the amounts received by
Beginning in fiscal year 1985, the income and com- individualsand estates from the following types of

plementarytax return is elimiatedfor employeeswho investment (excluding savings accounts n the

receive at least 80% of theirgross incomefrom salaried UPAC system)':
employment provided that the following additional 1. accounts or investments with entities subject
requirementsare met: to inspection and supervision by the Banking
a. salaries and other gross income originating from Superintendency,whose corporate purpose is

employmentor from other sourcesmust have been to act as a financial intermediary;
subject to withholdingat source; 2. public debt instruments;

b. the salaried employee'sgross assets on the last day 3. bonds issued by sociedades annimas;
of the fiscal year or period must not exceed Col. 4. corporate securities of sociedades annimas

$ 5 million; authorizedby the NationalSecuritiesCommis-

c. during the pertinent fiscal period, the salaried sion.

employeemust not have been liable as a collection Article 5 of Decree870 modifieswithholdingat source

agent for sales tax (VAT) and on the last day of on indemnitiespaid or credited to employeeswho are
the fiscal period he must not have an interest in a permanently laid off. The decree also establishes, for
limited liability company (sociedad de respon- the first time, an indemnity in the case of voluntary
sabilidad limitada) or similar entity. retirement by workers, and rules governingwithhold-

ing at source for such indemnities.
2. Remittancetaxandpetroleumactivity

Article 29 of Law 7 of 1986 re-establishes the profit 4. Tax control of non-profit entities

remittance tax for foreign petroleum enterprises. Decree 1,990 of 1986 (24 June) modifies the rules on

This repeals Article 46(3) of Law 9 of 1983 which tax information which non-profit entities (which are

exempted such enterprises from payment of remit- not liable for income and complementarytaxes) rfiust
tance tax. present yearly to the National Tax Administration.

The remittance tax reappears for oil companies at a
These rules aim at controlling tax evasion through

time when Colombia is returning to self-sufficiencyin such entities.

oil and will become an exporter of oil and coal. Non-profitentities must provide informationconcern-

The remittance tax is assessed as follows: ing names and Tax Identification Numbers (NIT) of
the persons or entities from whom donationsn excess

a. Twenty percent of amounts remitted as profits of of Col. $ 290,000 were received and the names and
a branch (sucursal)establishedby the foreigncom- NITs of the beneficiariesof payments in excess of Col.

pany in Colombia after payment of a withholding $ 290,000 made by non-profitentities. They must also
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provide a general financial statement as of 31 De- tem for real property and for goods imported to Co-
cember of the corresponding fiscal year and their in- lombia under temporary licence. These could only be
come and expenses statement for the period. depreciatedon a straight-linebasis or by the system of

constant percentage reduction of non-depreciated
value (declining balance depreciation).

5. Flexible depreciationof real property Decree 1,773 of 30 May 1986 (which formall abro-

Decree 1,649 of 1976 provided for a flexible deprecia- gates Decree 3,838) restates the exceptions to the flex-
ible depreciation rule provided for in Decree 3,838,tion system during the useful life of depreciableassets, but substitutes the expression buildings for real

provided annual depreciation of an asset in any one
property and defines buildings to mean construc-

year did not exceed 40% of the cost. tion destined for housingor for analogoususes such as

Decree 3,838 of 1985 eliminated this depreciationsys- factories, offices, churches, theatres or similar.

THE ISLE OF MAN :

Your User-FriendlyOffshore Centre

By Charles Cain

INTRODUCTION The Isle of Man is a totally separate, self-governing
and self-reliant state. In international law, the United

For the last fifteen years the Isle of Man has been Kingdom is responsible for the international relation-
steadilygrowing in significanceas an offshore financial ships of the Isle of Man, and for its ultimate good
centre. And yet evei now, there are many interna- government.But it takes no part, and has no constitu-
tional tax planners who are unaware of the facilities tional authority to take any part, in the internal gov-
that the Isle ofMan has to offer. This article is intended ernment of the Isle of Man.
as an overview. It is not a detailed description. As you Thus, while the Isle of Man is technicallyread on it will be clear that the facilities on offer are

not a

so wide-ranging that even a substantialbook would be sovereignState, it in fact has more of the ingredients
inadequate. ofsovereigntythanmore so-calledsovereignStates.

This is particularly so since every year sees some The Queen of the United Kingdom is Queen of Mann,
change to the legislative infrastructure, improving the or to use the style preferred in the Isle of Man, the
facilities yet further. Lord of Mann. She is represented by a Lieutenant

Governor who receives visiting Heads of State in her
name. The Monarch's role is not derived from feudal

1. POLITICALSTATUS origins, as is the case in the Channel Islands, but from
that ancient Sovereign Kingdom.

1.1 The Constitution The precise modern constitutional relationship be-
tween the Isle of Man and the United Kingdom is

The Isle of Man is not, and never hasbeen, a part of
complex. It is enough to that the Isle of Man is

the United Kingdom. It is not represented in the U.K. jealous of its independence,
say

and that the objective
very

of
Parliament. It receives no money from the United

most Manx politicians is for the Isle of Man to proceedKingdom. It is, as it has always been, a totallyseparate in an orderly manner towards complete sovereign in-and stable jurisdiction. It derives from an ancient
dependence in due course. The author of this article

Norse/Gaelic Kingdom of the ninth century. Until 80 believes that this will happen by the end ofthe century.years ago, Gaelic was the common language. Its polit- (It is worth noting that the United Kingdom has al-ical institutionsare derived from that Norse Kingdom. ready offered sovereign independence and has indi-
Its Parliament, Tynwald, is a Norse-style Parliament, cated officially that it will assist in any way it canwhich celebrated its 1000th anniversary in 1979. Tyn- towards this goal if the people of the Isle ofMan desirewald is a Sovereign Parliament. It does not owe any- it.)thingto the British Parliamentwhich is younger and is
constitutionallyincapableofinterferingwithTynwald. Economically, the Isle of Man is much les tied to the
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United Kingdom than it used to be. The growth of not have the right to work in the EEC (other than
international finance and of a substantialmanufactur- the U.K. or Ireland) and, similarly, non-Manx
ing industry has strengthened its international people need work permits to work in the Isle of
economic interests, while the decline of its tourist in- Man.
dustry has diminishedits dependenceon earningsfrom (e) Does not pay any money to EEC funds and is not
the United Kingdom. eligible to receive any money from EEC funds.

(f) Is not required to harmonize its law or fiscal ar-

There are, however, three areas of substantial ties rangementswith EEC directives.
with the United Kingdom: As a result a trading company in the Isle of Man is
(a) Customs and excise. The Isle of Man is in a Cus- treated as an EEC company for all commercial and

toms Union with the United Kingdom. There are customs purposes. This is of considerablesignificance
thus no barriers to trade between the Isle of Man for the growing Manx manufacturing industries.
and the United Kingdom, and the Isle of Man
levies identical customs and excise duties, and

1.4 The worldvalue added tax.

(b) Common citizenship. There is, of course, no such Since the United Kingdom is responsiblefor the inter-thing as a United Kingdom citizen. There are only national affairs and defence of the Isle of Man (forBritish citizens. Thus people from the United which the Manx Government substantialKingdom carry a U.K. passport which states pays a

Britishcitizen. And similarlyManx people carry
amount each year), the Isle of Man has no overseas

an Isle of Man passport which states British citi- diplomatic representation. However, the Manx Gov-
ernment does have a number of honorary consulszen.

(c) Common travel area. There are no restrictions on
overseas whose job isessentiallysocial.

travel between the Isle of Man and the United Relationshipswith internationalbodies and othergov-
Kingdom. Consequently, the Isle of Man applies ernmentsare conducted through the UnitedKingdom.
identical immigrationand visa requirementsas the At times this produces difficulties; on some matters
United Kingdom. the U.K. Government has found itself presenting a

Manx policy with which it disagrees itself!

1.2 The lawofthe IsleofMan With some governments the Isle of Man Government
maintains unofficial but close links both for practical

Since the Isle of Man s an entirely separate jurisdic- reasons and for social/historic reasons. For example,
tion with its own sovereignParliament (Tynwald), it is relationshipsare maintainedwith the Republic of Ire-
not surprising that it has its own law and its own land, Iceland and with Norway. There is a special
judiciary. parliamentary group in the United Kingdom Parlia-

Manx law is derived from Norse law but today is very
ment. There are links with the Government of the
U.S.A. When the Isle of Man becomessovereign inde-similar to that of England. Acts of the United King-

dom Parliament do not, today, apply to the Isle of pendent, these links will be of inestimable value.

Man unless Tynwald so resolves (this is a rare occur-

rence). Manx law, being derived from common law,
contains the concept of equity and equitable trusts, 2. COMPANIESAND TRUSTS
for example, existed in the Isle of Man over five cen-

turies ago. 2.1 Companylaw

The Manx legal profession is quite distinct and English Modern Manx company law is based on the Com-
solicitors, for example, have no legal standing in the panies ConsolidationAct 1931 which itself is virtuallyIsle of Man. Only Manx advocates are recognized. identical to the United KingdomCompaniesAct 1929.
The Isle of Man has its own courts, its own judges and However, since that time, Manx company law has
its own appeal procedures. seen amendment and change and this has led to a

substantial divergence from modern U.K. company
1.3 The EuropeanCommunity law.

The most recent amendment is the Companies Act
When the United Kingdom joined the EEC, special 1986 which has yet to come into force. When this does
arrangementshad to be made for the Isle of Man. As

come into force, Manx companieswill not require any
a result, a special Prtocolwas signed. By virtue of this objects and the difference between private and publicthe Isle of Man: companieswill become minimal. In essence, a prvate
(a) Is not a Member of the EEC. company may not offer its shares to the public and

(b) Is treated as inside the EEC Customs area. need not file its annual accounts while a public com-

(c) Enjoys the rights to freedom of trade and freedom pany may offer its shares through a prospectus and
of movement of capital. must file its accounts. Private bearer share companies

(d) Does not enjoy freedom of movement of labour. will become available. But the range of types of com-

Manx people without EEC family connections do panies available is striking.
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(a) Companies limited by shares: These are conven- Liechtenstein,Monaco, Panamaetc. In the absenceof
tional companies with limited liability, issuing equity, however, such trusts mustbe viewed and hand-
shares to their members. led with care.

(b) Companies limited by guarantee: These com- No suchproblemexists in the Isle of Man. Thispanies do not issue shares at all. Members are
means

that the full range of trusts are availableand are simplyelected and need subscribe no money at all. How- and easily established. Unless the trust is publicever, if the company does become insolvent, they charity, there is requirement for registration. Unitno
are liable to pay a prescribedsum (e.g. £ 10) each.
Thesecompanieslend themselvesto creativestruc-

trusts and mutual funds are simple to structure and

turing and can be adapted to a wide range of re- operate.
quirements.

(c) Companies limited by guarantee and having
shares: These companies are even more flexible
than pure guarantee companies, having a capabil- 3. BANKING,INSURANCE,
ity of memberswho hold shares and memberswho SHIP-REGISTRATION
do not, with differing rights attached to different
classesofmembers.Such companiesare notwidely 3.1 There are now over 40 banks operating in the Isle
used but they do have a remarkable flexibility for of Man. They are not in the Isle of Man by acci-
creative structuring. dent. Today the banking industry is growing

(d) Unlimited companies having shares: These com- rapidly.
panies are not widely used but have a capacity for Banking (and investment management) is super-
restructuring their own capital which has been of vised by the Government's Financial Supervision
significance in the context of tax planning or asset Commissionwho lay down rigorousrules for bank-

protection planning. ing operations. Only reputable organizations are

(e) Limited partnerships:While not, strictly speaking, allowed to operate banks.

companies, these limitedpartnershipsalso provide Banking enjoys no tax exemptions. However, in-
a vehicle with considerableplanning flexibility. terest is paid withoutdeductionofwithholdingtax.

In addition, in the absenceofexchangeof informa-

In general the following further points about Manx tion treaties, banking information is strictly confi-

companies may be noted: dential.

(a) Manx companies can issue redeemable shares, 3.2 Insuranceis also a fast growing industry. The legis-
which can be redeemed out of profits or share lation controlling insurance was recently codified
premium account. by the Insurance Act 1986 and the industry is

(b) There is no such thing as a nominee director. supervisedby the Insurance Supervision Commis-
Directors of a Manx company are responsible for sion. An insurance company, all of whose under-
the affairs of the company and this responsibility writing risks are situated outside the Isle of Man,
(and the power that goes with it) cannot be taken can obtain complete exemption from Manx tax.

away.
(c) There is a requirement that every Manx company 3.3 In the last two years, after completion of the Is-

has audited accounts prepared annually. land's shipping legislation, the Isle of Man has
(d) A Manx company must hold an annual general begun to attract substantial ship registration busi-

meeting each year. ness, with some major multi-nationalsregistering
(e) A Manx company which is trading in or with the their ships in the Isle of Man.

Isle of Man or U.K. must considerthe implications The Manx legislation provides for the highest
of value added tax. standards of safety, but also provides for the ship-

It is therefore of importance that the managers or managementcompanies to be tax-free.

secretaries of the company in the Isle of Man know
what they are doing. Regrettably, there are some

people who do not.
4. MANUFACTURINGINDUSTRY

2.2 Trusts With the special EEC relationship, the Isle of Man is
an attractive place for manufacturing industry. The

We have already noted that equity is a fundamental Government actively encourages industry with an at-

part of Manx law. Indeed, there are only two Europe- tractive range of grants, loans and tax holidays availa-
an offshore jurisdictionswhich do have equity, namely ble to attract manufacturing industry.
the Isle of Man and Gibraltar. This is in stark contrast
with the Channel Islands. In Guernsey there is neither Being a large, underpopulated island, there is plenty
equity nor even a statutory trust law. In terms of the

of room for factories and there is a tradition of en-

on
European Convention on Trusts, therefore, there is gineeringand electronics the island which surprises
no such thing as a Guernsey trust. many visitors. Manufacturing industry in the Isle of

Man has grown right through the recession and is as

In Jersey there is a statutory trust law, as is the case in significant as finance in the island's economy.
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5. TAXATION Interest on bank deposits is not liable to any withhold-
ing tax.

5.1 Residents Apart from the above, income paid from an Isle of
Man source to a non-resident is liable to withholdingThere are only two forms of taxation in the Isle of
tax at 20%. (It is technically called non-resident in-

Man. These are income tax and customs and excise tax.)duties (including value added tax). In addition,
come

employers and employeespay national insurancecon- There is only one double tax treaty in existence, with
tributions related to earnings. No other forms of taxa- the United Kingdom. It is an old treaty and does not

tion exist. provide for any rates of withholding tax or recoveryof
United Kingdom advance corporation tax.

Income tax applies to individualsand to resident com-

panies. The standard rate is 20%. It is not likely to

change. For individuals there are generous personal 5.3 General
allowances and for companies there are a range of
capital and other allowances. Dividendsare treated as The Isle of Man tax system is simple. As such it gives
a charge against income before tax. a lot of scope for planning so that a non-residentcan

take maximum advantage of the various exemptionsIncome tax is assessed on a previousyear basis, except available.
for personal earned income which, from 1987, will be
assessed on current year basis.

Customs and excise duties, and value added tax are

applied identically as in the United Kingdom, with
which the Isle of Man is in a customs union. 6. CONCLUSION
There are a number of exemptions from tax which are

available to resident companies, where such com- It is not really surprising that the Isle of Man has

panies are owned by non-residents. become such a significantcentre in the offshore world.

(a) Insurancecompanieswhose underwritingrisks are To sum up its attractions:
situated outside the Isle of Man. (a) Strong constitutionalstatus with totally stable gov-

(b) Ship managementcompanieswhose ships ply out- ernment.
side Manx waters. (b) Within the EEC for trading purposes.(c) Investment trust companies which distribute the (c) First class company law, providingunrivalledflex-
whole of their profits each year. ibility.

(d) Investment and commodity holding and dealing (d) First class trust law, with equity as a fundamental
companies. part of the law.

(e) First class banking law, with excellentgovernment
5.2 Non-residents supervision.

(f) First class insurance law, with excellent govern-
A non-resident company is a company which is man- ment supervision.
aged and controlledoutside the Isle of Man. However, (g) First class shipping legislation, providingmodern
its affairs may be administeredin the Isle ofMan. Such ship-registrationfacilities.
a company is not liable to Manx income tax unless t (h) Low and user-friendly income tax, with a range
has income arising within the Isle of Man (other than of exemptionsfor non-residentsusing Isle of Man
bank interest). It is, however, liable to company regis- facilities.
tration tax of £ 250 p.a. This tax is due to be abolished (i) First class manufacturing industry incentives and

shortly and replaced by non-resident company duty facilities.
which will be collected with the annual return filing (j) A considerable body of expertise in professional
fee. It is very probable that this will be increased in firms and organizations in the Isle of Man.

1987, perhaps to £ 500 p.a. What more can anyone want It is true that we have
The fact that such a companyis not resdentfor income no gold mines. But we can offer a defunct lead and
tax purposes does not necessarily mean it is outside silver mine or two!
value added tax. If it is trading with the United King- And when you add to this the outstandingbeauty, the
dom, it may be required to register for VAT. Care fascinating history and old-fashioned courtesy and
needs to be taken in such a case. hospitality of the Isle of Man, it really is unbeatable.
A trust with non-residentbeneficiarieswhose income Even the climate is soft and gentle. It rarely gets cold
arises outside the Isle of Man (other than bank in- and rarely gets hot. (Although the wind does blow
terest) is not liable to any Manx tax. most of the time!)
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Taxationof ForeignCompanies
Doing Business in Algeria
By Jean-MarcTirard

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Basic facts

The specific features of the tax system applicable to foreign companies
operating in Algeria are governed by that country's ideological and
economic choices.

After acquiring political independence in 1962, in a socialist framework,
Algeria strived for developmentwhile gaining economic independence.
Industry, and more specifically, heavy industry has been the key factor in ,development. On the other hand, the determination to build a socialist

4'

environment, while limiting reliance on foreign assistance meant that
industrializationwas entrusted to public natonal enterprises.
However, Algeria had neither the production capacity nor the technical

$
%

know-how to achieve these objectives and therefore had to call upon #

foreign companies, although constraints were imposed on the scope and
duration of foreign intervention.

Direct foreign investment may be made through joint ventures only, in
which the Algerian Governmenthas a majority shareholding. It is impos-
sible to set up a subsidiary or a branch. Offices are allowed an extremely Jean-Marc Tirard s the partner-in-
limited scope for action, as will be seen later. charge of Ernst & Whinney's tax prac-

tice in France. His area of responsibility
These restrictionsdid not discourage foreign companies world-wide from not only covers France but also French-

operating in Algeria, and even implementinglarge-scaleprojects. In prac- speaking Afr ca

tice, however, foreign companies must confine their activities to tempor- Born in Tunisia, Mr. Tirard began his
ary projects,such as the executionof civil engineeringcontractsconcluded professional career with the French tax
with the Algerian Governmentand one of the national companies. authorities and then joined Ernst &

In this context the Algerian tax law has codified the taxation of foreign Whinney n 1974.

companies with no permanent installation in Algeria, in parallel to the He lectures on French taxation and in-
normal tax rules. ternational tax planning atthe University
We wish to stress the importanceof the tax issues raised, because of Art. of Paris and at the Fiscal Research at

151 of the 1984 Finance Law. Indeed, according to this article: Dijon (Centrede RecherchesFiscales).

Any contractual provision having as an effect, within the context of the The author would like to thank his assis-

performance of a public contract, either the exemption of a national or tant, Mr. Alain Renouf, for his assistance

foreign private company from the tax for which such company is liable, or in the preparation of this article.

the shiftingof the burden of such taxes to the State, local collectivities,public
agencies, public establishments and governmental_entitiesof an industrial,
commercial or agricultural nature, is null and void.

ALGERIA
Considering the importance of the public sector, this text covers most
contracts that foreign companies are likely to conclude in Algeria. Area 2,382,000km2

Moreover, it appears that the Algerian authoritiesseem to apply Art. 151 Population 21.2 million(1984)
not only to the entities listed in the text, but also to any Algerianenterprise Populationgrowth
in which the State has a share. In addition, there is some concern that Art. rate 3.3
151 might be applied to contracts concluded prior to 31 December 1983. GNPpercapitain
This article will consider the local tax rules applying to: 1984 dollars 2410

contracts for building, construction and public works (2.1), contracts for GDP in milion
the provision of general services (2.2) 1984 dollars 50690
which constitute the main practical means of doing business in Algeria, Total debt
and the other possible forms of business enterprise: -- long term (in million

(a) joint ventures (4.1), (b) local offices (4.2), (c) magasins centraux 1984 dollars) 12052

d'approvisionnement(warehousesunder customs control) (4.3), Sources: World Bank and
as well as certain international aspects, like the tax treaty betweenFrance French Ministry of
and Algeria (5.1) and the uitilization of the Algerian tax as a foreign tax Foreign Trade.
credit for companies operating in Algeria (5.2).
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2. TAXATIONOFFOREIGNCOMPANIES ing due must be paid immediately to the tax collector
OPERATINGUNDERCONTRACTINALGERIA by the foreign firm.

The method of taxation will depend on the nature of 2.1.2 Turnover tax on production (TUGP)4
the contract. The Algerian direct tax code distin- The of the TUGP applicable to construction
guishes contracts for construction works (Art. 234) scope

work generallycoincideswith that of the IREEC. Thisfrom contracts for provision of services in general tax is non-cumulative. The foreign must in-
(Art. 80.1). In either case, the Arts. 80.1 and 234 only voice the its but

company
under certain

apply to foreign companies not having any permanent
tax to customers may,

conditions, deduct from the amount received the taxinstallation in Algeria. shown on its purchase invoices. The net tax is payable
In the absence of a legal definition, the term perma- monthly.
nent installation seems to describe a branch or an The tax base is the price invoiced, all taxes included,
agency under the authority of a manager who has the

on building activities and services in connection with
power and the means to conclude and execute con- the building works. However,it that taxseems au-
tracts. thorities make a distinction between services directly

related to the building activities and subject to the
2.1 Taxationofa foreigncompanyoperation TUGP and all other services subject to the TUGPS.

undera contractforbuilding,construction, The rate of TUGP on constructionwork is 10%. As a
publicworks etc.

general rule, tax is due on receipt of payments; at

2.1.1 Taxationof profits (IREEC: tax on profitsof foreign delivery, however, TUGP owed for the amount re-

constructionfirms)' maining due must be paid immediately to the tax col-
lector.

According to Art. 234 of the Direct Tax Code, indi-
viduals or corporations operating under this kind of

2.2 Contract for provisionof general services
contract are subject to a flat rate tax instead of the tax
on industrial and commercial profits (BIC)2 and the

2.2.1 Taxation profits5tax on industrial and commercial activity (TAIC).3
on

According to the 1984 Tax Authorities' instruction, According to Art. 80.1 of the Direct Tax Code, sums
a payor are tothis tax covers, among other things: paid by established in Algeria subject

'

site preparation; withholding tax when paid to individuals or corpora--

tions liable for the industrial and commercialtax on
buildingworkas such;-

profits (or non-commercialprofits) for servicesof
installation of equipment forming part of the nor- any

-

kind rendered used in Algeria.mal, essential and permanent equipment of the or

building; Withholding tax is expressly applied to sums paid in
road works as well as pipelines and drilling work, connectionwith rights over industrial property.-

etc. In general withholding tax applies to all contracts for
Contracts involving installationof equipmentnot per- services, whether intellectual (technical assistance,
manently included in the building are seen as contracts professional, training, know-how) or related to tangi-
of sale with services; the price corresponding to the bles such as installation, leasing, etc.
service is subject to the withholding tax provided in As regards contracts of services for installation ofArt. 80.1 (see 2.2.1). material a distinction must be made between the sup-
According to the 1984 instruction, sums paid in con- ply of the service (subject to withholding) and that of
nection with ancillary operations (e.g. sale of used materialnot taxed in Algeria, as for a simplesale FOB.
equipment, leasing of equipment,patents) are subject The withholdingbase is the gross amount of paymentsto the IREEC. due less a 20% deduction. The gross payment com-

The tax authorities appear to consider that all the

ancillary activities involved in the construction con-

tract must be subject to the IREEC even though they 1 Since 1 January 1984, IREEC replaced the 4% tax rate called taxe

should normally be taxed as services. This position is forfaitaire (Finance Law for 1984, Art. 66)
different from that adopted to determine the border- 2. Tax on industrial and commercial profits (BIC):
line between TUGPS and TUGP (see 2.1.2).

Tax base: net profit per tax rules (note exclusion of certain charges)
General rate: 50% reduced to 20% for reinvested profits (Finance Law

The rate which was 4% was raised to 6% for contracts 1986)
3. Tax on industrial and commercial activity (TAIC)

signed after 1 January 1985 (Finance Law for 1985). Tax base: gross turnover

Rate: 2.55% (Finance Law of 1984) - deductible for tax on

The tax base is the gross amount, turnover tax and profits
IREEC itself included. The tax is withheld by the 4. Turnover tax on production (TUGP):

to:

Algerian client, but foreign firms are specificallyheld Applied operation of sale, building, importation and self supply
Tax base: turnover including taxes

jointly and severally liable for withholdings not paid Rate: varous according to the kind of operation
over. At delivery, taxes owed for the amount remain- 5. Finance Law for 1984, Art. 55, Direct Tax Code, Art. 80.1.
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prises the remuneration,costs reimbursedor borne by prises to form jointventureswith foreign firms through
the Algerian customer which would normally be paid a protocol agreement subject to approval by inter-

by the supplier, the turnovertax on services (TUGPS) ministerial decree. The joint venture is subject to the
and the withholding tax itself. The rate of the with- normal taxation rules applicableto entitiesestablished

holding tax is 25% (after a 20% reductionon the base, in Algeria.
the effective rate is 20%). The Direct Tax Code pro- Certain tax exemptions are offered indirectly to the
vides for the payor to operate the withholding at the foreign partner operating through joint ventures.
time of making the payment.

The most important exemption is from tax on profits
2.2.2 Turnover tax on service (TUGPSy during the first three fiscal years, and 50% and 25%

abatement of tax payable for the 4th and 5th fiscal
This tax applies to servicesperformedby foreign firms years.8
in Algeria. In spite of these advantages, this kind of entity has
The tax base is the gross amount paid, including some drawbacks:
TUGPS and the withholding tax itself. - a joint venture is often created to fulfil apredeter-

mined objective within the framework of the gen-The tax is cumulative. It is withheld by the client and eral developmentplan;paid over to the treasury, if the taxpayer has no estab- the Algerian shareholding cannot be less than-

lishment in Algeria. 51%. The foreign partner therefore neither con-

For instance: trols, nor directs the joint venture;
Cost of service 5OO - profits are not controllable since prices cannot be
TUGPS 694.44 x 8% 55.55 fixed in the protocol agreement;
Withheld at source: 694.44 x 20% 138.89 - profitability is not necessarily the prime objective
Gross amount 694.44 of the Algerian partner;

the foreign partner has numerous obligations,-

Note the mechanism is similar for computation of especially in connection with the transfer of
IREEC and TUGP. technology;

administration of the entity is cumbersome and-

3. OTHERMAJORTAXES subject to complex regulations.
Law 86-13 of 19 August 1986 modifies the Law of

In addition, foreign companies active in Algeria have August 1982. It is clear that the new law demonstrates
to take into account the following taxes, mainly: a more liberal approach on behalf of the Algerian

authorities. For example, the law aims at easing the
conditionsthat can be inserted into the protocolagree-3.1 Taxationon salary (ITS) ment in favour of the foreign companies.

An employee is subject to the ITS when he is an At the time of writing we await details of its practical
Algerian resident or when he performs an activity in application...
Algeria, whether the sum is paid in Algeriaor not, and
is withheld monthly by the employer. 4.2 Localoffices
The taxable income is the gross salary plus fringe ben-
fits of any kind, less deductions of 1,200 DA (1986 4.2.1 Definitionand use

Finance Law for 1986). Certain allowances specified If foreign companies cannot establish a branch or a
in the law are exonerated from tax. subsidiary in Algeria (except a joint-venture enter-

The tax is calculated with reference to a rate-table prise), they may open an office under the circular

taking into account the maritalstatus of the taxpayer. 09/CAB of 27 March 1982 of the Trade Ministry. Ac-
cording to this circular, the entity can be:

3.2 Payrolltax(VF)7 - either an office acting within the scope of one or

more contracts concludedwith the State or a State

Foreign companies, the same as every employercarry- entity (supportoffice); normally the office must be

ing on an activity in Algeria and paying salaries, are

subject to payroll tax. 6. Turnover tax on services (TUGPS):
Applied to: leases other than that of unfurnishedbuildings, any oper-

ation not subject to TUGP

4. OTHERPOSSIBLEFORMSOFFOREIGN
Tax base: turnover including taxes

General rate: 8%
BUSINESSENTERPRISEINALGERIA 7. Payroll tax (flat rate payment - versement forfaitaire):

Tax base: fringe benefits and gross salary paid in Algeria or

4.1 The mixedeconomycompany(joint-venture elsewhere (only listed allowances are excluded from the

enterprises) tax base)
Rate: 6%
8. An article on Joint Venture Enterprises by Prof. N. Terki was

Law 82-13 of 1982 permitsAlgerianstate-ownedenter- published in the Bulletin in January 1985 (p. 35)
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closed down, on expiration of the contract; In addition, the foreign company has to assemble a file
or an office permitting a foreign company without and apply for enrolment at the trade register.-

a contract in Algeria to prospect the Algerianmar-

ket (representativeoffice). 4.3 Warehousesundercustomscontrol
Regulations specify that contracts are only concluded (Magasinscentraux
with the foreign company and that the office acts only d'approvisionnement(MCA))
for and under the responsibility of the foreign com-

pany. Consequently, the office cannot be managed by Finally, it is important to note a special form of busi-
a person with the power to bind the company or to ness which consists in supplying the Algerian market
conclude contracts in the company's name. with spare parts through a general warehouse sub-

ject to specific customs regulations (Finance Law for
1985). The warehouse is set up by contract between a

4.2.2 Tax on local offices foreign company and an Algerian state enterprise, an

According to an answer from the tax authoritiesgiven interministerialdecision determines which of the par-
to a foreign company in 1983, representative offices ties will be responsible for running it. In any case, the
are not subject to taxes on profits or turnover as long foreign company is responsible for supplying mate-

as they do not perform a taxable activity. Neverthe- rials, placing qualified personel at the disposal of the

less, the employeesof the office are subject to the ITS, warehouse and transferring its management know-
and the payroll tax is due from the employer. It was how (Decree of 14 August 1985).
specified in the answer that the registrationofan office Given the lack of precision of the legislation, irnpor-has no fiscal consequences. It should be noted that the tant specified organizational details such as paymentestablishment of a representative office involves the to the foreign suppliers must be specified in the con-
payment of registration duty equal ot 10,000 DA tract.
(ComplementaryFinance Law for 1986).

Concerning the taxes applied to the MCA, the com-
Given the lack of precision in the legislation seems plementaryFinance Law 85-06 for 1985 states that the
that support offices are subject to the taxes related to warehouse is exempted from tax on profit, tax on
salaries paid, the foreign company being subject to commercial and industrial activity and payroll tax;
taxes upon realization of the contract.

moreover, salaries paid to the foreign employeeof the
MCA are not subject to the ITS (tax on salary). The

4.2.3 Creation of a local office: conditionsand procedure only tax due seems to be the TUGP on sales.

The creation of an office requires the authorizationof
the Trade Ministry. The question arises as to whether 5. INTERNATIONALTAXASPECTS
all offices require authorization. In practice, it could
be argued that an office established to support a con- 5.1 SituationofFrenchcompaniesoperatingin
tract is not subject to authorization. A foreign com- Algeria
pany having concluded a contract with an Algerian
partner should be considered as authorized to work in Their situation is special as long as the 1982 tax treaty
Algeria and to set up the organization necessary for between Algeria and France applies.9
implementingthe contract. Nevertheless, the wording
of the 1982 circular states that all offices are subject to 5.1.1 Constructionfirms
the authorization and it is therefore advisable to re- French companies with construction sites of whatever
quest it. duration in Algeria are considered to have a perma-
Specific conditions must be met in order to obtain the nent establishment under the terms of the treaty and
authorization: are in principle subject to normal Algerian tax laws.

the managerof the office and the foreign company The treaty expresslyprovides that such companiescan-

must have the same nationality (Algerian au- opt for the IREEC.
thorities do not stipulate a requirement for resi- So far French companieshave taken advantage of thisdence in Algeria); option, the IREEC being perceived as lighter than thethe office must be approved by the Ministry re- normal taxes.

-

sponsible for the Algerian entity which concluded
the contract with the foreign company. In fact, a However, the 1984 Finance Law increased the ac-

foreign companymay apply for authorizationof an counting and reporting requirementsfor foreign com-

office prior to concluding a contract (circular of panies under the IREEC, the rate of which was raised
1982); by the 1985 Finance Law; moreover, the normal tax
the foreign company must be a legal entity (which on profit rate has been reduced by the 1986 Finance-

excludes groups not forming legal entities in their Law. There could be grounds for reviewingthe benefit
own country); of the option in every case.

the foreign company must not have defaulted in-

executing a contract in Algeria. The foreign com- 9. Under the provision of the tax treaty itself, it normally applies to the

pany must not be in bankruptcyor liquidation. Algerian tax such as modified by the 1984 finance law.
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5.1.2 Contract for provision of services provision of a service whose profit is taxed in France
(especially services used in Algeria, but performed in

Concerning the withholing tax applied to a contract France) is deductible from this profit.for services, no option is specified in the treaty. Nor-

mally, the French companyhaving a permanentestab- In the same way, the tax credit method is used in
lishment under the terms of the treaty should be sub- certain cases. For a company established in a country
ject to normal rules on the taxation on profits. without a treaty with Algeria, considering Algerian

tax as a tax credit can cause problems because of the
However, although an activity might constitute a per- special characteristics of the Algerian withholdingmanent establishmentunder the treaty, it might not be taxes. For example, a foreign tax may be considered
seen as a permanent installationwithin the meaning as a tax credit for U.S. tax purposesonly if it is,of Algerian law, and as such be subject to the withhold- other conditions, income in lieu

among
ofan tax or a tax an

lng tax and not BIC and TAIC. income tax under U.S. law. It is by no means certain
In practice, the withholding tax seems to be invariably that the IREEC satisfies these conditions since it is a

applied. tax that replaces a turnover tax (TAIC) as well as the
profit tax (BIC).
The problem is solved when the tax authorities list the

5.2 Algeriantax as taxcredit foreign taxes which may be credited against profit tax.
For example, Germantax authorities have explicitlyThe tax treaty signed between France and Algeria listed the IREEC and the taxes applied to foreigncontains provisions to avoid double taxation. companies without permanent installation in Algeria

For example, the share of IREEC in connection with as creditable foreign tax.

A detailed outline of the tax system in Algeria is availa-
ble in French and English in the Bureau's loose-leaf
services African Tax Systems or Systmes Fiscaux
Africains.

Contact the Bureau for further details.

' -...'...-

Foreigncurrency transactionsandnew subpart F rules,

*
} RobertJ.E. Henrey, CPA Coopersand Lybrand,New

news York, NY.

New Branch Tax rules and repal of general utilities,
Charles I. Kingson, Esq., Wilkie Farr & Gallagher,
New York, NY.

New foreign tax credit'limitationrules andallocationof
expenses, Richard A. Gordon, CPA Arthur Ander-

MID-ATLANTICCOMMITTEE
sen, Washington, D.C.

On 3 February 1987 the International Fiscal Associa- Internal revenue service intercompanypricing project,
tion Mid-Atlantic Committee held a seminar in Speaker: Charles S. Triplett, Esq., Deputy Associate

Philadelphia. The following subjects were on the pro- Chief Counsel (International), Internal Revenue Ser-

gram: vice, Washington,D.C.
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UnitaryTaxationandGeneral
InternationalLaw
By A.H. Qureshi*

INTRODUCTION

Unitary taxation in the international sphere raises guestions of Interna- '

tional Law - yet, interestingly, there is relatively little direct academic
consideration from a General International Law perspective; nor does it
seem to have been invoked seriously in the orchestra of protests by states
against its use in the U.S.A. ' This disservice to International Law may in
part be explained by the fact that tax lawyers are often removed from
International Law and are more concernedwith pragmaticconsiderations.
rather than the finer points of validity under International Law. I r

The internattonal issues generated by the application of unitary taxation Z

'are primarily two-pronged - but essentially jurisdictional. First, the ques-
tion posed ns whether a state can, under International Law when nmposing .,

taxation, disregard the corporate veil of the resident company and treat
its world-wide affiliates as being an integral part of the resident company : . :'',

in the computationof the profits. Second, and related, given the potentnal
$ ' 't:. l,Ll

extra-territorial reach of unitary taxation to profits arising from outside
the state does the unitary method constitute a violation of International
Law. Conjunctively, the issue that arises is whether unitary taxation, as a Dr. Qureshi s a lecturer in Fiscal Law at

method of apportioningcompany profits to a corporate entity within the the University of Manchester. He com-

tax jurisdiction, is a valid processof taxation. This issue will be considered pleted LL.B. atthe Universityof London
n 1977. Thereafter, Dr. Qureshi com-from a General International Law perspective (i.e. Customary Interna- pleted an M.A. in Business Law at the

tional Law and General Principles of Law recognized by civilized na- City of London Polytechnic in 1980, an

tions),la LL.M. at the London School of

In this article it is proposed primarily to highlight some of the issues that Economics in 1981 and received his

may arise from unitary taxation in the context of General International
Ph.D. from the London School of

Law. This is done against the background of the unitary taxation debate
Economics in 1985. He is presently en-

gaged in preparing a series of articles.
vis--vis the U.S.A.

UNITARYTAXATION-THE CONCEPT

Shrouded as it is in a rather esoteric realm - the task of unveiling the
concept is no simple effort. It is not intended here to enter into an

exhaustive description- nor to evaluate the intrinsic merits of the concept
-butmerelyto considerthosefeaturesthatarepertinenttothisanalysis.
First, unitary taxation2 is not a tax as such, but rather a methodof calculat-
ing profits or defining the tax base, for the purposes of computingcorpo-
rate tax liabilityof a residentcompanythat is multi-jurisdictionalin charac-
ter. Such a company is an integral part of a group of companies situated
in different territorial jurisdictions, and is, it is assumed, properly within
the state's tax jurisdiction in the first instance. This tax jurisdiction arises
normally because of the residence of the company within the state as a

result of being incorporated in the state and/or operating within the
state.

Second, the state in the computation of the profits to be taxed unveils the
corporate entity so as to conceive the company as an integral component
of the group of companiesto which it is affiliated. In otherwords the group

':' 1 am grateful to Dr. A.V. Lowe of the Uni-

of affiliated companies situated variously outside the jurisdiction are versity of Manchesterfor his assistance. This ar-

ticle is not intended to be an exhaustive analysistreated as one unit in the processof ascertainingthe profitsof the company of the subject although some conclusions are

within the jurisdiction. nevertheless tendered.
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This is to be contrastedwith the other main method of whole enterprise by the company within the jurisdic-
apportioning the profits of a multi-jurisdictionalcom- tion.
pany, the separate accounting method. This is the There is standard techniqueemployedin measuringmore prevalent internationalpractice. Under the sepa-

no

the contributionmade to the total enterpriseprofits as
rate accounting method the profits of the company
within the jurisdictionare computed in full recognition

a whole by the company within the jurisdiction. In the
U.S.A. the formula generally used by states i basedof its separate and independent legal character. Only

the actual profits of the company in question are of on three factors, i.e. the payroll, property and sales

concern. receipts within the state. The formula is usually ex-

pressed thus:
Third, under the unitary method it must be possible to
conceive of the group of companies as a single unit. (pi- + Rs _ Ss) x It = Is

Rf
There must be a unitary business. However, there is
no universally accepted criterion to determine what where Ps = In-state property
constitutes a unitary business, save that embodied in Pt = Total property
the unitary concept is the relationshipf dependency Rs = In-state payroll
and contribution between the portions of the business Rt = Total payroll
within and without the taxing state.3 The following Ss = In-state sales
considerationsare normally taken into account as indi- St = Total sales
cators of the dependency relationship:4 It = Total corporate income

Is = Income taxable by the state
1. common ownership born out by the percentageof
voting stock owned; Finally, whatever the intrinsic appeal of the unitary
2. centralized performanceof services, e.g. account- concept, a characteristic result of its operation is that
ing, advertising, etc.; and unitary taxation may act to incorporateprofits aris-
3. centralized executive force and general method of ing outside the territorial jurisdiction to corporations
operation. operating extra-territorially.There is no relief availa-

It will be noted that the question whether there is a
ble for the foreign tax paid on this incorporated

unitary business is substantiallyone of fact. profit. In the separate accounting method the profit
arising outside the territory may be incorporated,

Fourth, only a proportionate part of the total profits but only those of the company within the jurisdiction,
of the whole conglomerate is attributed to the com- and allowance is made for double taxation.
pany within the jurisdiction. The profits are appor- The incorporation arises in the followingtioned on the basis of the contribution made to the manner.

First, because the unitarymethod is based on contribu-
tion made to the overall profits of the unit (expressed
as a percentage of the total profits), the profits attri-

1. Although treaty provisions have been invoked e.g. F.C.N. Treaties buted to the company within the jurisdiction are not

have been relied upon in U.S. Courts against U.S. authorities (see e.g. necessarily the profits actually arising within the state

Virginia Journal of International Law Vo\. 26(1), page 102) and some territory. Second, the factors used to measure the con-
reliance is also made of General International Law (see e.g. Alcan tribution may not in fact do so reasonablyand/or accu-
Aluminum Limited v. the Franchise Tax Board of the State of California. rately. Third, the monetary value of the factors (i.e.In the United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois.

Eastern Division. Civil Action No. 84-c-6932. (1) In the Brief Amicus the property, sale receipts and payroll) which are as-

Curiae of the United States it is stated: the Federal Executive bas con- sumed to contribute to the total profits of the unit vary
cluded that the 'arm's length method of allocating income to instrumen- significantly in different jurisdictions. Thus property
talities of foreign commerce is the internationalnorm and custom adopted value and wage rates are generally lower in countries
by all developed foreign nations and that the Secretary of State has taken other than the U.S.A. These countries would there-the position in the conduct of foreign affairs and has agreed with foreign
nations that this is the proper method of taxing such instrumentalities. fore have a lower attribution of profits.
[Italics added.] (2) Brief Amicus Curiae filed on behalf of the European Some of the profits incorporatedarising extra-territo-Economic Community and the Governments of Australia, Japan and
Switzerland where it is stated: Moreover world-wide income is combined rially are not a consequenceof any inherent flaw in the
without regard to whether such income is taxable under the Internal Rev- unitary concept as such, but arise from particular ap-
enue Codeor applicabletreaty,and without regardtothefactthatincome plications of the concept. Thus, appropriateselection
has been attributed to and taxed in foreign jurisdictions in accordance with of factors to reasonably reflect contribution andinternationallaw). [Italics added.] some

la. The role of regional Customary International Law has not been con- form of indexation or similar mechanism to alleviate
sidered here. disparities in monetary values could be apposite.
2. Also described as fractional apportionment, formula apportionment
and the 'indirect' method.
3. Report to the Chairman, House Committee on Ways and Means of the

ANEMPIRICALACCOUNTUnited States -- Key Issues affecting state taxation of multi-jurisdictional
corporate income need resolving G.A.O./GGD-82-38.1July 1982 at Page
29. See also Edison CaliforniaStores Inc. v. Mc Colgan, 30 Cal.2d. 472,183 Unitary taxation is not a modern day phenomenon
P2d.16(1947). peculiar to the U.S.A. In fact, a study by the Fiscal
4. Ibid. Committee of the League of Nations6 in 1933
5. Ibid. Page 3.
6. League of Nations. Taxation of foreign and national enterprises. documented the use of unitary taxation as a primary
Geneva. 1932. Vol. 11. Page 60. method in Spain, Switzerland, Austria, Czechoslova-
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kia, Hungary and of course some states in the U.S.A.7 Governmenton the use of the unitary method by U.S.
In addition other states, e.g. France,8 Germany and states and have called for Federal legislation to be
even the United Kingdom9 resorted to a method or introduced to restrict the practice at the water's
form of fractional apportionment in limited and de- edge, i.e. to taxation confined to income derived
fined circumstances. from the territory of the United States. No Federal

The Fiscal Committeeof the League of Nations, how- legislation has to date been passed by the U.S. legisla-
ever, recommended the use of separate accounting as

ture although in late December 1985 the Reagan Ad-

a primary method in one of the earliest drafts of a
ministrationsent legislation to Congress to restrict the

multilateral tax convention, and this stand was also use of unitary taxation.14a It is believedjs that the Pres-
ident's proposals are not likely to meet smooth suc-reflected in the draft model for bilateral tax conven-

tions in 1935. o The unitary method was to be allowed cess. Indeed, one Senator claims: the proposal is a

only as a secondary measure and only to the extent
that a substantiallysimilar resultwas to ensue as would 7. Ibid. At page 60 it is stated: 182. In short fractional apportionment
if the separate accounting method was used. may be considered a primary or basic method in Spain, in Switzerland (as

regards the practice of the principal Cantons), in Austria, Czechoslovakia

The Leagueof Nations furthercontinuedits work with
and Hungary (under the treaties described) and in various states in the
United States. France uses it in determining the quota of dividends and

the conclusionof the London and Mexico Model Con- interest distributed by a foreign corporation which is subject to the tax on

ventions. These again, whilst advocating the use of income from securities. Otherwisefractional apportionmentis a secondary
separate accounting as a primary method, allowed for method, being employed only when assessment on the basis of separate

to or arethe use of the unitary method as a secondary measure accounting,subject verification, various empirical methods consi-
dered inadequate. Such is the case in France with regard to the commercial

provided the result was not substantially at variance profits tax, and in Germany.
with that arrived at from the separate accounting 8. Ibid. Paragraph 211. It is stated: The system of fractional apportion-
method. ment is also regularly employed by France in the imposition on foreign

companies of its tax on income from securities. The reason for this

Following the League of Nations, the OECD made its imposition is that French companies are required to withhold at source a

mark in this sphere with the OECD Model Double tax on dividend and interest payments, in addition to the tax assessed on

Taxation Convention of 1977. In Article 7, along the its industrial and commercial profits as such. To place a foreign company
exploiting property in a similar situation, and to reach that part of its

lines of the League of Nations, the use of the separate distributed income which is deemed to have been derived from French

accounting method is advocated as the primary sources, the foreign company is required to pay this tax on the same

method, and the use of the unitary rnethodonly insofar proportion of the dividends distributed or interest paid at its seat abroad

as it has been customaryt2in the ContractingState and as its assets in France bear to its total assets.

again only to the extent that the result is not substan-
9. Ibid. At page 71 it is stated: 239. Not infrequently, when the local
accounts of a foreign enterprise are insufficient for the determination of

tially at variancewith the separateaccountingmethod. income, the British India Income-Tax officer has recourse to a method of
fractional apportionment provided in Rule 33 of the Income-Tax Rules.

Recently, the U.N. Group of Experts in their 1980 This Rule provides, inter alia, that in any case in which the income-tax

Model Treaty between developed and developing officer is of the opinion that the actual amount of the income, profits and

countries in Art. 7 endorsed the OECD thinking on
gains, accruing or arising to any person residing out of British India,

the unitary method.
whether directly or indirectly, through or from any business connection in
British India, cannot be ascertained, the amount of such income may be
calculated on an amount which bears the same proportion to the totalInsofar as the actual practice of states is concerned profits of the business of such persons (such profits being computed in

with regard to bilateral agreements, a U.N. report13 accordance with the provisions of the Indian Income-Tax Act) as the
concludes that most of the treaties between indus- receipt so accruing or arising bear to the total receipts of the business.

trialized countries incorporate the provisions of the 240. Similarly in the law of the United Kingdom, there is no provision for
fractional apportionment, but it may be employed as a last resort in someOECD Model Convention or are along its lines - al-
cases when the method of separate accounting or of taxing on a basis of a

lowing for the use of the unitary method only in some percentage of turnover fail to yield satisfactory results. For exanple, tax
cases. Treaties between industrializedand developing collectors have considered assessing the local profits of foreign banks by
countries follow a similar pattern although the practce applying to the total net profits the ratio of assets in the United Kingdom
of allowing for the use of the unitary method is com-

to the total assets. Belgium and Luxembourg also use this method when
others fall.

paratively even less frequent. 10. League of Nations document. C.252.M124.193511 A: annex to Fiscal

As is apparent, because of the extra-territorialeffect Committee report of 1935.
11. League of Nations. Fiscal Committee, London and Mexico Model

of the unitary rnethod, the use of the method has Tax Conventions Commentaryand Text (Geneva, 1946), P.20.-

evoked considerable discussion. Of late, however, it 12. See Sun Life Assurance Co of Canada v. Pearson (Insp. of Taxes)
has been a source of much consternation for multi- 1984 STC Chd Page 481 at Page 514 on meaning of customary. Vinellott,

jurisdictional corporations operating through sub_ J. states that the word customary s used to describe a basis of taxation in
force in a particular jurisdiction at a time when a double taxation treaty insidiaries in the U.S.A. The unitary method as applied the form of the model treaty is entered into.

to corporations operating within the U.S.A. is fairlY 13. Tax Treaties between developed and developing countries. U..N.

prevalent - approximately45 states use it. But more Second Report. E/49 36/ST/ECA/137.

importantly in the international context some states - 14. Tax News Service. Vol. 2(). International Bureau Of Fiscal Documen-

particularly California, Montana, Alaska and North tation. Page 123. As of 5 September 1986, in California new legislationhas
been introduced limitingtheuse of the unitary method tothe Water's edgeDakota - use the unitary method in apportioning the the option of the The legislation becornes effective ofat taxpayer. as

world-wide profits of multi-jurisdictional corpora- January 1988.
tions. 14 14a. Proposed Federal Legislation (S. 1974). See Bulletin InternationalFis-

cal Documentation. Aug./Sept. 1986 at page 375.

Many foreign governments have challenged the U.S. 15. Mertens- Law' of Federal Income Taxation January 86. Page 31.
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direct result of foreign pressure and intimidation.The use of the separate accounting method as such. Thus,
President is sacrificing an important state power to the League of Nations in the end only managed to

quiet a noisy ally.16 draft a model convention rather than a multilateral
treaty. Similarly, the devise of a model convention
rather than a multilateral treaty tenderedby the U.N.

THE LEGALTERRAIN and OECD is arguablysuggestiveof the fact that states
have not agreed to the appropriatenessof the separate

In consideringthe natureof the case against the states17 accounting method. The internationalcommunity (as
in the current debate on unitary taxation as evidenced distinct from groups of tax experts) has not had the
in the diplomatic addresses to the U.S., the argu- opportunity to address in an international forum can-

ments used against the states ought to be viewed didly the question whether the unitary method or the
against the background of the rhetoric and the vested separate accountingmethod is the right method-with
interests that cloud them. With that in mind, the fol- the added knowledge that the offering of an opinion
lowing are some of the major concerns expressed. on the merits may carry legal significance.

In addition,whilst there is apparentlya dominantprac-
Internationalnormmilitatingagainstthe use of tice of states in using the separate accountingmethod
theunitarymethodquamethod that may be indicative of a consensus, the reasons for

this practice are not in fact clear. Some light is shed by
First, there is discernable in the wave of protests ad- the League of Nations. It is stated:
dressed to the U.S.A.19 a veiled suggestion that there

Whatever requirements exist for the most partwere
is in fact an international norm that militates against formulatedfrom the stand point of natonal
the use of the unitary method as such. This suggestion carrying on their business within the country...enterprses
is couched first in the form of a suggestionof an inter-
national agreement in favourof the use of the separate Thus, the practice of states with regard to the separate
accounting method. Thus the U.K. Government2oas- accounting method in relation to foreign subsidiaries

serted in its statement to the U.S. Treasury Working is not necessarily a fully consideredpractice based on

Group on Worldwide Unitary Taxation: the intrinsic merits of the method. State practice does
not therefore necessarily reflect consensus on the use

4. The unitary method of taxation is wholly contrary of the separate accounting method vis--vis foreignto the agreed international method of attributing the

profits of multinational enterprises between the coun- companies.
tres in which they operate. This is the arm's length Second, the assertion that there is in fact an interna-
method... tionally agreed practice23 of apportioning company
5. Unitary taxation is incompatible with this interna- profits is misleading insofar as it contains a nuance of

tionally agreed method.., over the last 40years or Customary International Law. The suggestion is not
more the international community has devisedand re- in fact borne out. There is no CustomaryInternational
fined the arm's length method for international use. It Law norm (nor for that matter any General Principle
is in this context of world-wide agreement about the
method of attributing profits to multinational com- 16. Ibid. Senator. Max Baucus, D. Mont.

panies that the use of a different method by some states 17. The U.S. government itself in addition to enactingFederallegislation
of the United States causes a distortion which makes it has filed an Amicus Curiae in its own courts in the Alcan Aluminum case

internationallynacceptable. (see footnote 1 above) against the application of the unitary method. It
asserts there: It is the clearly expressed policy of the United States that

Although it is accepted that the international agree- the separate accountingor'arm's length' method is the appropriatemethd
ment that is alluded to does not refer to a treaty, it of allocating income among commonly controlled multinational corpora-

needs nevertheless to be stated at the outset, given tions. This view has been adopted in the United States Internal Revenue

that such a suggestion may be construed (and may be Code and is a provision of virtually all bilateral tax treaties that have been
entered into by the United States. The 'arm's length' accounting method

intended to be construed), that there is no nterna- is the systern for computing income anong multinational corporatons
tional agreement as such. There is no multilateraltrea- adopted by the United Nations and by most foreign taxing authoritiesand

ty nor any statement emanating from an authoritative it s specified in the model income tax treaties published by the Organisa-
norm creating organ of an internationalorganization. tion for EconomicCooperationand Development(OECD)and the United

The Model Conventions like the OECD 1977 Double
Nations... State application of the world wide unitary method of taxation
conflicts directly with this federal policy and international standard.

Taxation Conventioncannot be conceived of as being 18. See Footnote 54 at page 101 of VirginiaJournaloflnternationalLaw

prescriptive. The work of the League of Nations, 1985. Vol. 26: 1 for references of Diplomatic Notes of various countries

OECD and the U.N. in this field have all fallen short addressed to the U.S.

of actually prescribingby way of an operativemultilat-
19. As well as in the U.S. Federal view. See footnote 17 above.
20. Statement published in 1984 in International Bureau of Fiscal

eral treaty a particular method of apportioning com- Documentationat Page 157.

pany profits. The works in fact form merely optional 21. See e.g.U.N. Draft Model Taxation Convention I.F.A. 1979.33rd

pointers based on an evaluation of the intrinsic merits Congress at Page 58 where it is stated: Like all model conventions, the

of the unitary and separate accounting methods set United Nations Model Convention is not enforceable. Its provisions are

not bndingand furthermoreshould not be construedas formal recommen-

against state practice. The Model Conventions are dations of the U.N...

only suggested21 solutions. 22. Op. cit. supra note 6 at page 40.

23. Op. cit. supra note 2(1 at page 157 it is stated The world-wideunitary
Further, the evidence is not conclusive as to a consen- method of state taxation is contrary to well established international prin-
sus on the part of states on the appropriatenessof the ciples and practice of taxation...
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of Law recognizedby civilized nations) that proscribes vis foreign subsidiaries derives primarily from inertia.
the use of the unitarymethod and/orprescribesthe use States have almost mechanically extended the
of the separate accounting method. This is for the methodology used in relation to local companies to

following reasons. foreign subsidiaries.

First, the task of defining the tax base, as much as Further, the very fact that thre are provisions in
imposing the rate of tax is an activity prima facie24 model tax conventionsand bilateral treaties deliberat-
essentially within the state's domestic jurisdiction25- ing on the matter is indicative of the absence of a rule
particularly when it focuses on a domestic company. of Customary International Law. Indeed it is

Second, there may well be a substantial international suggested that the view that there is no opinio juris is

practice of using the separate accountingmethod, but shared by the states opposed to unitary taxation them-

there are also states (other than the U.S.A.) which selves. This is evident from the muted manner in which

have used the unitary method as a primary method in General InternationalLaw has been invoked, if at all,
the very recent past.26 The unitary concept is also still in the diplomatic protests addressed to the U.S.A.

used, albeit sometimes in disguised form, in defined27
circumstances- and the option to use it is allowed for Unitarymethodoperatesextra-territoriallyand
in the model tax conventions,28 thereforeis contraryto InternationalLaw

In addition, the practice may not in fact be as substan-
tial as asserted given the fact that the U.S.A., a major It is contended that the unitary method of taxation
economicpowerwhich commandsa comparativelysig- operates in fact extra-territorially. In other words, the
nificant commercial intercourse with other states, is
not a party to this practice.29 24. Brownlie. Principles of Public International Law. Third Edition at

293: .if matter is prima facie within the reserveddomain because
Third, the practice of usirg the unitary method in the

page a

of its natire and the issue presented in the normal case, then certain
U.S.A. has been for some time - and along with it presumptions against any restrictions on that domain may be created.

economic relationswith foreign governments.Yet the 25. See F.A. Mann, Studies in International Law 1975 at page 99. No

U.K. along with European governments and Japan problem of international jurisdictionoccurs, because the domestic legisla-
tion is concerned solely with measuring the domestic taxpayer's tax liabil-

started their diplomatic protests only comparatively ity.
recently - since about 1979.3o This time dimension 26. See footnote 5 above.

would suggest rnore a desire for change in practice and 27. E.g. (1) see provisions of the U.K. Finance Act 1984 Sections 82-91,
law as distinct from the existence of an actual legal and Schedule 16 on Controlled foreign Companies. Similar provisionsexist

position.
in U.S.A. (Internal Revenue Code), Germany (Aussensteuergesetz
AStG), Canada (Sections 90-95 of the Canadian Income Tax Act 1972)

Fourth, the practice of the use of the separateaccount-
and France (Art. 18 of the Finance Act 1973) which attribute income of

based corporations to domestic shareholders). (2) In Germany,ing method does not originate on the whole from state
foreign
until 1972 a foreign subsidiary economically integrated with its Gerrnan

practice as such - but rather from thepracticeofcorpo- parent was deemed to be a resident German corpany for tax purposes
rations in computing their profits by way of the sepa- according to Art. 15(2) of the Law for the Adaptation of Taxes of 1934.

rate accounting method. Thus, there is nothing in See Frommel Taxation of subsidiaries, at page 6(1. (3) In Switzerland,
Taxable income of a branch (as opposed to a subsidiary) is determined byU.K. tax law which specifically prescribes the use of the indirect method. In Spain, where branches are concerned a 15% tax is

the separate accountingmethod or proscribesthe com- charged (unless excluded by treaty) on the dividends distributed by a

putation by the corporationof its profits by way of the non-resident company to the extent that they are deemed to be paid out

unitary method as long as the profits so assessed do of profits derived through the Spanish branch. See Frommel Taxation of
not fall short of the profits by way of the separate

subsidiaries, at Pages 83 and 85.
28. See supra, Empirical account.

accounting method. In fact, if it can be referred to as 29. See North Sea Continental Shelf Cases (ICJ Rep. 1969, P3 at Page
state practice- it is state practice in relation to the use 42) where it was pointed out that the practice of states specially affected
of the separate accountingmethod that is on the whole was of particular relevance.

characterized by omission. The inactivity on the part
30. Op. cit. supra note 20.

of the state is in relation to the computationof profits
3 1. This evaluation is certainly born out by the League of Nations study
(see op. cit supra, note 6) and there is no reason to suppose that this

by corporations using the more favourable separate situation has significantly changed since. It is stated at page 40: 102.

accountingmethod.3 As such, there is no specificstate Although the fiscal or commercial laws of the various countries may pre-

practice with regard to the use of the separateaccount- suppose an accounting which reflects a proper allocation of income for tax

ing method.32 Indeed, national provisions regulating purposes, they have not yet prescribed any definite criteria.

transfer pricing (i.e. the prices used in transactions
106... In no country does the fiscal law prescribe any particular method
of accounting, although some laws specify in detail allowable deductions

between parent and subsidiary) to an arm's length and methods of evaluating assets, or fixing allowances for depreciation.
price may be seen not so much as reinforcing the 32. Brownlie op. cit. supra note 24 at page 6 it is stated: ... it is the

underlying principles of the separate accounting actions of states which build up practice.' See also Fitzmaurice. 30 BYlL

method, but rather as measures which have more of ([953),67-68.
33 Article 38 of ICJ . general practice accepted as law. [Italics

an affinity with the unitary method of taxation. added.] Thus, forexample the U.S. government takes the viewthat it does
(see footnote 1 above) as a matter of its foreign policy and not as a matter

Finally, but significantly, states, in their use of the of legal obligation although it does somewhat confusingly use the expres-
separate accounting method, use it as a convenient son international norm (see footnote 1 above). See also Frommel.
method based on their perceptionof its merits and not Taxationof subsidiariesat Page61, where he mentions the German Scher-

as an accepted legal prescription.33As has been indi- ng case in which it was held that the taxation of the world-wide income of
a company that is both incorporated and managed abroad was not againstcated the use of the separate accountingmethodvis-- the principles of international law.
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unitary method functions as a means of incorporating conglomerate is present within the state. The parent
foreign profits34 of a foreign entity rather than merely company also is present as a shareholder38 and has a

as a method of defining the tax base of the subsidiary. connection by reason of its interest in the company as

As such it is considered to be contrary to International a shareholder.39In addition, there is a reasonablecon-

Law. nection with the taxing state by reason of the very fact
that the profits are attributable (or connecte&) to the

Thus, the Japan Federationof EconomicOrganization subsidiary company resident within the taxing state.
(Keidanren) n their submissions to the U.S. Govern- Second, the charge of invalid exercise of legislativement stated: jurisdiction may only be seriously maintained when

ln practice, the world-wideunitary tax method imposes unitary taxation operates in fact (or is likely to do so

tax on the foreign-source income of entities residing frequently) in an improper extra-territorial fashion.
outside the state and even outside the United States by The nature of the potential extra-territorialcharacter
combining the income of all corporations in the group of the unitary method, since it operates in this manner
to which the resident corporation belongs and appor- only sometimes in the foreign context,39 is not a basis
tioning it to each geographicalarea. This constitutesthe in itself for characterizing the unitary legislationextra-territorialapplication of law...35 as

being an invalid exerciseof state legislative fiscal juris-
The Netherlands State Secretary for Finance is more diction.4(j
explicit. He states:36

Second with regard to the enforcementof tax jurisdic-
Unitary taxation amounts to extra-territorial taxation tion - the general rule under InternationalLaw is that
and legislation and is as such in contraventionof Inter- enforcernentjurisdiction is territorial.41 Thus, the crit-
national Law. ical question posed, in the first instance, by the unitary

In effect, what is being asserted is that the principleof method is whether the foreign parent corporation is
International Law affirming state sovereignty is being within the state's territorial jurisdiction for the pur-
undermined by the use of the unitary method. This Poses of enforcement.
contention may be perceived in a two-tiered manner. It has already been asserted that the parent companyFirst, that the U.S.A. does not have the requisite fiscal is within the territory inter alia by reason of the unitary
legislative jurisdiction to impose what amounts to tax character of the enterprise. However, this assertionin
liability on a foreign entity without any direct or sub- particular invites a considerationof the position under
stantial connectionwith the taxing state. Second, that International Law of the circumstances in which the
the state cannot enforce its tax jurisdiction extra-ter- corporate veil may be lifted.
ritorially by the untary method.

First, in the context of legislative fiscal jurisdiction,
the position under International Law is not clear. On

34. See also reference to Carlson in Canadian Amicus Curiae filed in
Alcan Aluminum case (op. cit. supra footnote 1). He states in State

the one hand it is contended that the international taxation of corporate income from foreign sources, in Essays in Interna-

fiscal regime is characterized at the level of General tional Taxation, 1976 at page 264 combining the parent and its other

International Law with few restraints. In particular, subsidiaries with the California subsidiary can be viewed as taxing enter-

the position under International Law is that a state's prises that have no permanent establishment in the U.S.

legislative fiscal jurisdiction is unfettered.37The inter-
35. International Bureau of Fscal Documentation 1984 at page 255 see

also op. cit. supra note 2(1 at page 157 and Amicus Curiae filed by Canada
national fiscal order is characterizedby the absence of in the Alcan Aluminum case (see footnote 1 above) where it is stated: It

a norm which limit taxation territorially.37a In fact, is taxing the income of entities with which it has no jurisdictional link

extra-territorialityis a characteristicfeatureof interna- whatsoever.

tional taxation.
36. Internatonal Bureau of Fiscal Documentation. 1984 at page 295.
37. See for e.g (1) A. Knechtle, Basic Problems in International Fiscal

Given this view there is no question of improper legis- Lau, 1977 at Page 37. (2) H. Wurzel, Foreign investmentand extra-territo-
rial taxation. Cohnnbia Law Review 1938 Vol. XXXVIII at Page 814. (3)

lative fiscal jurisdiction being exercised even if the Martin Norr, Jurisdiction to tax and International Income T.L.R. 1962

substance of the legislation (as opposed to the form) page 43 I .

was considered.Plainly, the legislativeform is address- 37a. See infra note 511.

ed to a national subsidiary and hence no question of 37b. See e.g (1) M. Akehurst Jurisdiction in International Law BYIL

improper jurisdiction arises in a formal context.
1972-73. Page 179. (2) F. Mann The Doctrine of InternationalJurisdiction
Revisited After Twenty Years. Rec Des Cours, 1984 (111) at Page 29. (3)

In the opposedview,37b it is contended that fiscal legis-
Paragraph 411 of the 1981 Tentative Drajt No. 2 of tle Revised Foreign
Relations Law of the United States. (4) A.R. Albrecht. The taxation of

lative jurisdiction is subject to the requirement of a aliens under International law' BYIL 1952 page 145.

reasonableconnectionbetween the foreign parent and 38. William Park at page 145 n Extra-territorialapplicationof laws and

the taxing state particularly where the legislation is responses thereto. Edited by Professor C.J. Olmstead. He states: when
the parent sets up a foreign subsidiary, it has a presence in the foreign

very likely to be enforced. country as a share holder,.
'

With respect to this opposed view, in so far as the 39. The situs of a share is for tax 15urposes situated in the state of the

residence of the company. ILR OCT 42 at page 4119.

foreign profits earned abroad are reasonably attribut- 39a. See below for circumstances in which it may operate improperly
able to the subsidiary, it is asserted, first (and this will extra-territorially.
be amplified further in the context of enforcement 411. Mann, F St,cies in I,ternatio,al Lavt, 1973 at page 7 it is stated ..

jurisdiction) that there is in fact a reasonable or sub- so long as a State merely introducesa legal rule without taking orthreaten-

stantial connection with the taxing state. The parent
ng steps to enforce it, foreign Statesand their nationals are not necessarily
affected.

company by reason of the unitary character of the 41. S.S. Lotus PCLI Series A No. HI, 1927, 18-19.
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The liftingof the corporateveil is not absolutelyprohi- event the Barcelona Traction case does not assist the
bited under International Law. First, a state as an parent company qua shareholder or director of the
exercise of its sovereignty may disregard its own subsidiary in the unitary state.52

created legal entity where there is no foreign involve- The next critical question in the context of enforce-ment, as and when itpleases.42Second, where there is
ment stateforeig involvement - by way of investment in the is, given the connectionswith the either by

of the lifting of the corporate veil and
country the corporate veil may be pierced first, in the reason or, re-

circumstanceswhere it is pierced in domesticpractice44 lated, by the presence of the affiliates as investors or

shareholders - is there any rule of General Interna-and second in any other circumstances in spite of tional Law regulating the of enforcementforeign involvement, provided that in doing so no ob- measure

ligation towards another state under International Again, the position under International Law is not
Law is being violated. As a corollary to this the corpo- clear. There are two views. On the one hand, in corpo-
rate veil may also be pierced where there are overrid- rate fiscal matters InternationalLaw does not regulate
ing national interests.45 the measure of force when the enforcement is being
These are the principles enunciated in the Barcelona exercised intra-territorially - apart from some very
Traction46 judgement. The case is not, it is suggested, rudimentarymeasures.53 On the other hand, it is main-

authority for the rather wide propositionattributed to
tained that there must be a measure of correlation

it by Mann, that as a matter of International Law between the nature of the connectionand the degree
of enforcement.54

parent and subsidiaryare each subject to the exclusive
jurisdiction of their respective sovereigns.47 Assuming this latter view to have force (insofar as the

foreign profits arising abroad are attributable to the
In the fiscal sphere, although the separate legal per- subsidiary) there is in fact a substantial connection
sonality of corporations is recognized, generally the that the parent company has with the taxing state, as
corporate veil is nevertheless lifted in municipal prac- has been pointedout. To that is to be added the follow-
tice to prevent avoidance/evasion,and in the computa-
tion of company profits.48 Thus, the unitary method
qua method (i.e. as a method of apportioningprofits), 42. See e.g. Greig International Law at page 397 where he states the

involvingthe liftingofthe corporateveil, is acceptable. existence of a corporation and the rights and duties established by its
constitutional documents- are the creation of the legal system of the place

Where the unitary method operates to incorporate
of incorporation.That system alone governs the continuedexistence of the

foreign profits within the jurisdiction (that is profits
corporation and its eventual dissolution.
43. Barcelona Traction case. ICJ Reports 197() in Para. 33 it is stated:

arising outside the territory to the foreign entities but when a state admits into its territoryforeign investmentsorforeign nation-

attributableto the subsidiaryby way of its contribution als, whether natural or juristic persons, it is bound to extend to them the

towards the earning of those profits), it is suggested, protection of the law and assumes obligations concerning the treatment to
be afforded them.

given that in InternationalFiscal Law corporate juris- 44. Ibid. para. 58 it is stated: The wealth ofpracticealreadyaccumulated
dictional boundaries have not properly been de- on the subject in municipal law indicates that the veil is lifted, for nstance,
lineated,49no territorialprinciplesfirmlyestablished,5 to prevent the misuse of the privileges of legal personality, as in certain

and no obligationunder General InternationalLaw to cases of fraud or malfeasance, to protect third persons such as a creditor
or purchases or to prevent the evasion of legal requirementsor of obliga-avoid double taxation51 exists - there is no obligation tions. See also F. Mann Rec. des Cours. 1984 Vol. 111 at 63.

towards another state under InternationalLaw strictly
page

45. Op. cit. supra note 42 at page 398 One situation in which interna-
in the fiscal sphere that would seem to be violated by tional law would appear to recognise this 'liftingof the corporate veil' is in

the lifting of the corporate veil. connection with the customary rule that in time of war a state is entitled to
declare illegal all transactions entered into with an enemy national or

Further, there is neither any question of the violation corporation.
of anotherstate's sovereigntyunder InternationalLaw 46. Op cit. supra, note 43

since the state is laying a claim to the profits that are
47. Mann, F. Rec. Des. Cours. 1984. Vol. 111 at page 56.
48. Op. cit. supra, note 27 and Frommel -- Taxation of branches and

in fact attributable to its subsidiary. In addition, in any subsidiaries at page 60. See a\so OECD commentary on Article 5 for the

event, the principle of state SOVereignty aS a principle circumstancesin which a subsidiary may be treated as a permanent estab-

of InternationalLaw is not a panacea for all inter-state lishment of the parent company

conflicts, and is subject to the limitations imposed by 49. Op. cit. supra, note 37.

the existing rules of General International Law.
50. Cahiers de Droit Fiscal hternational. Vol. 49 1964 at Page 77. The
delimitation between the country of residence and other countries of the

Hence, a jurisdictional claim over territorium nullius power to tax corporations and/or their share holders. Also at page 97 it

by a st'ate before others would not violate other na- is stated 'no general rules of international law define the territorial limita-
tions' sovereignty under International Law although tions of national powers of taxation with regard to corporationsand share

the principle of state sovereignty (and its corollary holders.'

equality otstates) is in fact undermined.
51. E.g. Knechtle, op. cit. supra, note 37, at page 37, he states there is
no prohibition of IDT in internationalcustomary law which would validate

In these circumstances,the liftingof the corporateveil
the principle 'ne bis in idem' in the fiscal sphere also.
52. E.g. see William Park n Extra-territorial application of laws and

in fiscal matters may be a legitimate instrument of responsesthereto. Edited by ProfessorC.J. Omsteadat page 147 he states:

establishing fiscal jurisdiction, although as a general BarcelonaTraction does not of itself protect the parent in its capacity as

instrument of extending jurisdiction per se it may not shareholder, or the directors.'

necessarilybe so. There is no violation of the principle 53. E.g. where foreign property or person are detained illegally by
of state sovereigntyunder -InternationalLaw. Further,

force. See also op. cit. supra, note 37.
54 A.R. Albrecht. The taxation of aliens under Iternational Law.

as an addendum it needs to be stated here that in any BYlL 1952 at Page 156. See also Op. cit. supra, note 37b.
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ing. First, the foreign company shareholders in the trade with it.55 With regard to the latter, it must be

subsidiary are, unlike a transient visitor, financial en- stated that vis--vis the subsidiary company incorpo-
trepreneurs who enter n the unitary state open-eyed, rated in the unitary state no questionof discrimination
deliberately seeking commercial adventure. Second, against it qua foreigner arises as the subsidiary is not

not only is it in the nature of multinationaloperations an alien but a national of the state even though there
that the unitary method is anticipated, but also the is investment by foreign companies in it.56 The object
investment and the entry of the foreign parent com- of discrimination is properly the foreign conglomerate
pany in the unitary state as promoter/shareholder/in- as a foreign entity operating within the state in the
vestor is in fact conditional on its subjugation to the capacity of a shareholder.
unitary method. Finally, the financial nvestment in
the subsidiary is substantial, in fact a majority This allegation is unfounded in the context of U.S.

shareholding. parent companiesn the U.S. wth foreignsubsidiares.
Where there is a unitary relationship in this inverse

In the circumstances the foreign companies have a situation the unitary method still applies. Further, the
sufficient presence, or are involved in a substantial unitary method is applied regardless of the kind of
economicactivity, to justify jurisdictionby way of the national corporate investments in the subsidiary.
unitarymethoddirectlyagainst the foreigncompanies, arguably57insofar as the profits arising outside the territory are However, it has to be stated that there is in

reasonably attributable to the contribution made to
the impact of the application a discriminatory effect

the earning of those profits. operating against foreign-based parent corporations.
This is suggested in the AmicusCuriae58ofthe Europe-

However,where the profits of the foreignparent com- an Economic Community and the Governments of

pany are not properly attributable to the subsidiary, Australia, Japan and Switzerland in the Alcan

according to the reasonable connection school, juris- Aluminum case for the following reasons.

diction would be improper where the taxation of the
profits so attributeddo not bear a reasonable relation- First, it is asserted that the legal incidence falls on the

ship with the connection that the parent company has domestic parent corporation in the case of a U.S.-

with the taxing state. This would occur where the rate
based parent company, where as in the case of a

of tax on the profits attributed to the subsidiary is such foreign parent company with U.S. subsidiaries the

as to result in the substantial taxation of the profits foreign corporation is directly affected. The foreign
that are not attributableto the subsidiary.Thus, if£ 60 corporation is directly affected since it is its income

were attributed to the local subsidiary, out of which already taxed by foreign governmentsunder separate
£ 30 was improperlyattributed, a rate of tax exceeding accountingprinciples that is being taxed. There is little

50% would result in the taxation of the improperly force in ths argument in the context of the application
attributed profits. For the improper taxation of those of the unitary method since the foreign subsidiaryof a

profits a substantial rate in excess of 50% would have U.S. parent company is similarly affected even if the

to be chosen. The taxation would have to be substan- legal incidence falls on the domestic corporation.
tial, for the parent company has arguably some con- Second, it is asserted that there is a discriminatory
nection through the subsidiary with the taxing state, effect in the context of the burden to comply with
and also so as to be reasonably quantifiable as being reporting requirements against foreign parent corpo-
improper. rations as these are not as conversant with U.S.-ac-

As a practical matter however, this kind of situation countng concepts as U.S.-based parent corporations.
would probably be rare and easy to prove only in the Here too the contention does not have force as a

most lagrant of circumstances. foreign subsidiary is in the circumstances likely to be
as conversant as a foreign parent with U.S.-accoun-

tancy concepts. Further, in any event, the parentcom-

Unitarytaxationoperates in a discrirninatoryand pany as shareholder is obliged t see to it that the
confiscatorymanner subsidiary is able to comply with the unitary state's

regulations.59

Finally, there are two more contentions that are im-

plicit in the orchestra of protests by states against the Third, and related to the above, it s contended that a

use of the unitary method. domestic parent has control over its subsidiaries
whereas a domestic subsidiary doesnot have over its

foreign parent. This is a fallacious argument as the
Discrimination condition of ncorporating or investng in a untary

state by a foreign parent companyis the acknowledge-
First, there is that central allegation that unitary taxa- ment with all its implications of the applicationof the
tion discriminatesagainst foreign corporationsoperat- unitary method. In fact put in the contextof the ability
ing through subsidiaries in the taxing state. Here, a of the foreign parent company to function via a sub-
distinction must be made between discrimination in
the sense of inhibiting foreign investmentin the coun-

try and discrimination against already established in_ 55. Schwarzenberger.A manual oj International Law, at page 87.

vestment within the country. With regard to the
56. Op. cit. supra, note 54 at page 158.
57. Alcan Aluminum case op. cit. supra, note 1.

former, General International Law does not prohibit 58. Ibid.
a state from precluding or inhibiting investment and 59. David Gill op. cit. supra, note 52 at page 169.
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sidiary in the unitary state - the compulsion to comply shareholder within the taxing state, in the cir-
on the parent company with the unitary burdens is cumstances described above the unitary method may
fairly apparent.6() have a confiscatory effect - specifically where it is

indifferent to the subsidiary'sability to pay and lodgesFinally, it is asserted that vis--vis domestic parent
corporationswith foreign subsidiaries,U.S. legislation

on that part of the subsidiary's income that is not

(i.e. the Internal Revenue Code provisions, including properly attributable to its contribution towards the

provisions on tax credits and deferrals).isequipped to earning of those profits.
alleviate double taxation. This is because the United On the other hand, it must be emphasized,given that,
States exercises tax jurisdiction on a residence or according to the unitary method, the profits of the
source of income basis. In the case of a foreign parent local entity are calculated without reference to the
corporation with domestic subsidiaries, the foreign local entity itself and without reference to the profits
corporation is neither resident nor has a source of arising within the state but essentially in the contextof
income so as to fall within the U.S. tax jurisdictionand the contributionmade by the subsidiary in the earning
the attendant double taxation relieving provisions. of the total profits of the unit, there is no confiscation
This would appear to constitutediscrimination- but it (provided the unitary formula reasonably refects con-
has to be noted that it arises not so much from the tribution of the local enterprise). There is no confisca-
impact of the application of the unitary method, but tion as the geographical location of the actual profits
rather from the U.S. approach to exercising tax juris- has never been a factor in international fiscal law in-
diction. hibiting state taxation. The subsidiaryearned the pro-
Another possible source of discriminationmay be vs-

fits even if the location of the profit is situated outside
-vis purely domestic corporations operating locally.

the taxing state's territory and in the ownership of a

different personality. The tax must be conceivedof asFirst, in a federal state the level of prices is not likely
to differ substantially as between the respective na-

a proportionof the subsidiary'sproportionof the total
tional units. Therefore,usurpationof profits from low- profits of the unitary business. As such it is not a

priced states by high-priced states generated by the confiscatory tax. If the conglomerateseeks to deprive
the subsidiary of its share of the profits this is aunitary method may not be a significant problem.

-

Hence, a corporate conglomerate operating within a
matter internal to the conglomerate and must not be
allowed to contribute to a characterizationof the tax-state subject to the unitary method is not attributed ation as confiscatoryvis--vis the local enterprise. Thethat measure of profit that is the consequence of the

difference of the values of the components that are
tax may be confiscatory, however, where for instance
100% or more of the profit reasonably attributednormally taken to indicate the measureof contribution under the unitary method s taxed.made by an entity towards the earning of the total

profits. This, however, is a flaw that results from the
imperfectionsof the unitary formula as normally used CONCLUSIONin the U.S.A. If this were correctedthere would be no

difference. Second, in the case of a purely domestic To epitomize the General International Law position
company, not part of a conglomerate, the corporate with regard to unitary taxation the following is as-

personality has to be acknowledged. Only the profits serted:
earned by the company itself are taken into considera- (1) No rule of General InternationalLaw exists which
tion. A companywith a multi-jurisdictionalcharacter, proscribes the use of the unitary method qua
on the other hand, is subjected to the unitary method method.
with the result that additional extra-territorialincome (2) In the event of very excessive broadening of the
of foreign entities may be attributed to it. tax base amounting to the substantial taxation of a

foreign parent companyan issue of excess jurisdic-Thus, unitary taxationmay operate in a discriminatory tcontinuedon p. 881manneragainst foreign entities. However, theposition
under General International Law as it stands6t is that
there is62 no prohibition on discrimination as such of 611. Ibid.

61. See for example (1) A.A. Knechtle, Basic Problems in International
foreign entities in matters of taxation. Fiscal Law Chapter 6. Page 53 where he states: General public interna-

tional law and national law does not a priori exclude fiscal discrimination
against foreign nationals. (2) Proceedings of the American Society ofConfiscation Internatonal Law. 1911-14. Page 213. Mr. Howard Thayer states: ...
very fact that treaties frequently contain clauses specifically providing

Second, it is contended that unitary taxation Inay re- against any such discrimination,seems a sufficient indication, that in itself,
sult in bizarre situations where more than 100% of discriminatory taxation of aliens is not .contrary to international law. (3)

A.R. Albrecht. The taxation of aliens under international law. BYlLlocally earned income may be taxed and local losses 1952 Page 145 at page 17t).
converted into notional taxableprofits. The suggestion 62. See proposal in UN Draft Code of Conduct on TransnationalCorpo-
here is that in these circumstancesthe tax in fact oper- rations ILM 1984 603. Vol. 23 Paragraph48 states: Transnationalcorpo-
ates as a confiscatory tax. rations should receive (fair and) equitable (and non-discriminatory)treat-

ment.

Confiscatory taxation may be illegal under Interna- 63. See e.g. AR. Albrecht. The taxation of aiens under international
aw: BYlL 1952 Page 145 at Page 171 and B.A. Wortly Expropriation intional Law where it affects aliens. Prima facie, par- Public InternationalLaw 1952 106. See also Brownlie cit.at page op. supra,ticularly in the context of the parent company qua 24 at page 533.
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Major Featuresof Corporate
Profits Taxes in Selected

Contents

l. Objectives and scope of the study

DevelopingCountries
II. Corporate profits tax

1. Introduction
2. Nominal tax rate structure
3. Differentiaonn tax rates

By Jitendra R. Modi*
4 Liberal depreciation allowances
5. Tax holidays
6. Tax treatment of capital gains
7. Indexation provisions

I. OBJECTIVESAND SCOPE OF THE STUDY
8. Averagecorporatetax rates in some

countries
Il. Taxationofdividends

This study describes the structureof corporateprofits taxes in 32 develop- 1. Introduction

ing,countriesselected from a diverse sample comprisingcountries in diffe- 2. Taxationof business profitsand
dividends

rent geographical regions and at different income levels. The choice of 3 Capital gains arsing from retained pro-

this particular tax is made not on the basis of how large it is in terms of its fits
4. Combined tax treatment of distributed

share in the total tax revenues or gross domestic product (GDP) (in fact profits and capital gains
usually it is not),' but the strong presumption of supply-side economists IV Concluding observations .

that the taxpayers react strongly to the rates of taxes which fall on savings Tables
and investments. In particular, a major proposition advanced by the 1. Nominal tax rates applicable to corpo-

supply-side economists is that income tax systems result in distortions in rate profits in selected developing coun-

the savings and investment behaviour, thereby adversely affecting the
tries

2. Schedule of incentives available to cor-

attainment of sustainable economic growth.2 porate entities subject to profits tax in
selected developing countries

The objective of the study is to examine for 32 developingcountries the 3 'ercentageof corporate taxes assessed

statutory provisions relating to the taxability of corporate profits and to total corporate income assessed in
some countries

various special deductions and incentives, such as liberal depreciation
allowances,differentiallylower tax rates and tax holidays, that are allowed Apendix I. Signficanceof corporateprofittax

in revenues of developed and de-
in these countries, which reduce the statutory or nominal rates of tax paid veloping countries

on corporate profits. The study computes average corporate tax rates by Appendix Il Sources of information and data

reference to the tax assessmentstatistics for 9 of the 32 countries included
in this study for which the relevant data are available, namely Brazil,
Cyprus, India, Kenya, Korea, Malaysia, Papua New Guinea, Syria and
Thailand. This line of approach may be crude and even simplistic as

compared to the elaborate methods formulated for the calculation of
:: The author gratefully acknowledges theeffective rates by several authors mainly for developed countries which

comments and suggestions made by his

require very substantial amounts of data.3 Nonetheless, it does provide
helpful
colleagues in the Fiscal Affairs Department of

some quantitative indication of the impact of deductions and incentives the International Monetary Fund, in particular,
which is a worthwhile exercise of conduct.

Messrs. Leif Mutn. E.-A. Conrad, Ved P. Gan-
dhi, Peter S. Griffith, Somchai Richupan. Parth-

Although the focus of the argument of the supply-side economists is on
asarathi Shome, Liam P. Ebrill and Fernando
Sanchez-Ugarte.

high and progressive marginal rates of personal income tax, currently Views expressed represent the opinions of the

prevailing in the United States and also in a number of developingcoun- author and, unless otherwise indicated, should
not be interpreted as official Fund views.

tries, their concern is inevitably applicable to the corporate profits tax as

well, for at least two reasons. First, income taxes are applicableat progres-
I. As Appendix I shows, the share is low ex-

in the case of several mineral-producing
sively rising rates to the profits of corporate entities in a large number of

cept
which derivecountries corporate tax revenue

the countries covered in this study. Second, insofar as the corporation is from extractive industries (e g Indonesia,

sometimes seen as an aggregate of shareholders and not an ultimate tax Nigeria, Papua New Guinea, Trinidad and To-

bago. Venezuela and Zaire), and those in which

entity, the corporate profits tax can be considered a tax on shareholders,4 certain activities, such as large scale agriculture,

together with the progressive personal income tax, can become an addi- tourism, and financiai intermediation are under-

tional disincentive.
taken by large corporate entities (e.g. Kenya,
Malaysia and Singapore).
2. For an elaboration of their thesis, see Ved

The scope of the study, which is by no means intended to be a comprehen- P. Gandhi, Tax Structure for Supply-Side
sive survey of all aspects of corporateprofits taxes, is largely governed by Economics in DevelopingCountries,DM/85/1.

the availabilityof relevant information. The basic source of information,
3 See in particular Mervyn A. Ki and Don
Fullerton (eds.), The Taxation of Income from

which is listed in Appendix II of this paper, is the taxation guides and Capital (Chicago: The University of Chicago
summary information prepared on the main features of these taxes by Press, 1984); also, see George Kopits, Factor

variousconsulting firms and researchorganizations.It is supplementedby
Prices in Industrial Countries, DM182/39; and
Thomas 1-[orst, Income Taxation and Conpeti-

the nationalsourcesof data, such as the annual Budgetstatements,annual tiveness in the U.S., Germany, France, U.K. and

reports of the relevant tax-enforcement agencies and related research Japan (Washington, D.C.: PA Committee for

studies prepared elsewhere on this subject. In the event of a conflict Changing
Depending

International
one's

Relations,
assumption

1977).
regarding4. on

between two or more sources of information with respect to a Specific the incidence of corporate profits tax, the as-

provision, personal judgement is applied in deciding which interpretation sumption in this context beingthat it is not shifted
onto other factors of production or two consum-

seems most reasonable. . : ers.
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The organizationof this paper is as follows: Section II corporate income at a uniform proportional rate in
deals with the structure of corporate profits tax; Sec- some countriesand at graduatedrates in others. Furth-
tion III with taxation of dividends; and Section IV ermore, differential rates of tax are applicable to cer-

contains concludingobservations. tain types of corporate profits. Progressive rate
schedules apply in eleven of the countries under re-

view, but only in six of these countries, namely Egypt,
II. CORPORATEPROFITSTAX Indonesia, Korea, Sudan, Syria and Venezuela, are

the income bands and the gradient of the tax rates
1. Introduction sufficientlywide for the rate structure to be analogous

to the personal income tax rate schedules.8
. The impact of the corporateprofits tax depends on the

effective tax rate, that is, nominal tax rate applied to

profits, net of various deductible expenses and special 3. Differentiationin tax rates

incentives and shelters, such as special investment al-
lowances, tax-exempt incomes, reduced rates of tax, For a variety of reasons, the tax laws of the countries
etc.5 under review impose corporate profits tax rates on

certain categories of income or certain groups of cor-
However, on account of the complexity of the statu- porate entities that may be either higher or lower than
tory provisions relating to the corporate profits tax, it the standard ratesof tax prevailingin these countries.
is extremelydifficut,and painstakingto estimateeffec-
tive tax rates.6 This section of the paper, therefore, The higher-than-standard rate applies in certain
focuses on analyzing in qualitative terms the broad specificcircumstances.The first one is that n countries
features of the structure of corporate profits tax, in- where the maximum rate of personal income tax appli-
cluding some of the major tax incentivesand tax provi- cable to non-corporateprofits is higher than the corpo-
sions which reduce effective tax rates for corporate rate tax rate, there is frequently a provision in their tax

profits. However, the concluding part will, as already laws discouraging the formation of closely-held
indicated above, provide some illustrative data relat- companies (shares being owned solely by family mem-

ing to the extent to which various deductions have bers)purely as a device for avoiding the higher rate of
tended to reduce the average tax rate in some of the personal income tax. Second, it is aimed at the taxation
countries covered here. of substantial rates of profits from natural resources,

such as mining, as in Egypt, Indonesia, Nigeria, PapuaThe analysis of corporate profits tax in this section New Guinea, Trinidad and Tobago, Malaysia and
covers the following matters: the definition of the tax Venezuela;or banking in Pakistan. Third, some coun-
base; the nominal rate structure; the coverage of de- tries impose a higher than standard rate of tax on
ductible business expenses; the nature of the extent of branches of foreign corporations (Argentina, Chile,
tax exemptions; the differential tax rates; the carry- India, Kenya, Pakistan and Papua New Guinea). The
forward provisions; the treatmentof capital gains; and imposition of this differential tax often tends to be in
the indexation provisions. lieu of withholding tax on dividends, to charge the

head office on the basis of dividends distributed from
2. Nominaltaxrate structure profits earned by the branch and/orboth. For instance,

n countries such as Argentina, the higher tax rate on

The corporate entities in the developing countries branch profits represents an arrangement in lieu of
under review are, with some minor exceptions,subject withholding tax on dividends, whereas in 'countries
to a single levy usually called a corporate profit or such as India, Pakistan and Papua New Guinea the
income tax. The exceptions include supplementary higher branch profits tax rate reflects the fact that
taxes on corporate profits,7 such as the development
tax in Malaysia and Sudan, excess profit taxes in

Malaysia and Nigeria, defence tax in Korea, the 5. In aa number of the countries under review, some of the 1argest

nationalsolidarity tax in Morocco, warsurtax and corporate entities operating in the modern sector of the economy (e.g.
those exploiting mineral resources) are rarely subject to the normal

municipal tax in Syria, super tax in India, sur- corporate profits tax.

charge in Pakistan, and housing tax in Chile. 6. This difficulty is attenuated by some strides made in recent years by
the establishmentof some econonietrictechniquesof measuringtheimpact

For the purpose of a cross-country comparison, the of some of the most inportant incentives. See, for instance, N.J. Agell,
levels of nominal tax rates shown in Table 1 can be Subsidy to Capital Through Tax Incentives in the ASEAN Countries: An

classified in three categories. First, at one extreme, Application of the Cost of Capital Approach Under Inflationary Situa-

high rates (55% or over) prevail in countries like Syria,
tions, International Monetary Fund, DM/82/73 (1982); and Liam P. Eb-
rill, Taxes and the Cost of Capital: Some Estimates for Developing

Sudan, Israel, Pakistan, India, Ghana, Guyana and Countries, International Moietary Fund, DM/84/16 (1984). In addition,
Peru. effective tax rates may vary from industry to industry, from one form of

investment to another. See King and Fullerton, op. cit., for estimates of

Second, at the other extreme, fairly low rates (30- effective tax rates in the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany
40%) prevail in countries like Egypt, Argentina, the aid Sweden.

Philippines, Papua Nw Guinea, Brazil, Colombia, 7. The unemployment levy in Trinidad and Tobago is treated as a social

Singapore, Thailand and Turkey. Finally, relatively security tax in this study.
8. Similar or identical personal income tax rates are also applicable to

moderate rates (40-50%) prevail in the remaining corporate entities in several other countries, such as Costa Rica, Domini-
countries. The tax is payable on virtuallyall sourcesof can Republic. EI S.lvador, Guatemala and Hondur.s.
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TABLE 1
Nominal tax rates applicable to corporate profits in selected developing countries

Regular Special
Country tax rate tax rate Comments

Argentina 33 45 Special rate (SR) on branchesof foreigncorporations.
Brazil 35-40 6,17 SRsonagricultureandpublic utility companies.
Chile 48.6 52.4 Includeshousing tax; SRonbranchincome.
Colombia 40 36.8 SRon majorityColombian-ownedcompanies.
Cyprus 42.5 25; 4.25 SRs on public and off-shorecompanies, respectively
Egypt 10-32 40.55 SR on oil explorationand producing companies.
Ghana 55 35-45; 45; 50 SRonwhollyGhanaian-ownedsmallcompanies,onagricultureandmining

companies,and on industrialcompanies.
Guyana 55 45 20 percentagepointsof t is company income tax which is creditable to

shareholder,SRs applytonontradingand life insurance profits (forthe latter
the entiretaxcreditable to taxpayer)

India 46.1-56.4 56.4-61.5, Tax rates nclusiveof 2.5% surcharge;SRsonclosely-heldand foreign
20.5; 71; 75 companies.

Indonesia 20-45 35 SR on mining companies in first 10 years of operation plus 60% excess profit
tax.

Israel 61 . Incometax of 35% on profitsnet of corporaton tax (21% on total profits) is

creditabletoshareholders.

vory Coast 44 i Regular rate (RR) includes4% national contributiontax.

Jamaica 45 2.5; 35 Regularrateincludesadditional 10%companyprofittaxcreditableto
shareholders,SRson nternationalfinanceandagriculturalcompanies.

Kenya 45 27.5; 40; 52.5 SRcompaniestomning,nsurance,and foregncompanies,respectvely
Korea 28.1-50.4 28.1-43.7 RR includes27.5-32.5of defenceand residenttax(the latterat7.5%),

SR appliesto listedcompanies,thatis, thosewithsharesquotedonlocal
stock exchange.

Malaysia 50 5-40 RR inclusiveof 5%developmenttaxand5%excessprofittax;
SR appliestocooperativesocieties.

Mexico 5-42 2.5-21 3-25.2 SRson book-publishingand agricultureprofits.
Morocco 44-52.8 RR includes10% National Solidaritytax.
Nigeria 40-45 85 SRon petroleumcompanies;2.5% minimumturnovertaxoncompaniesn

constructionsector.

Pakistan 57.75 42.75, 47.75, RRcomprises30% ncometax,25% supertaxand 5% surchargeonincome
52.75.65 and supertax, SRsapplytoforeign ncomes, food processingcompanies,

to public companiesand to small cbmpanies,andtobankingcompanies,
respectively

Papua New Guinea 36.5 35-48; 50 SRs applytomining and to non-residentcompanies, respectivey.
Peru 30-55 15-27.5;10-18.3 SRsapplytogoldminingandotherminingcompanies,respectively
Philippines 25-35 10,35-45 SR applies, respectively,toinsuranceand closely-heldcompanies.
Singapore 40 10 SRoncertainfinancecompanies.
Sudan 30-65 RR includes5% developmenttax;maximumtaxrate applicabletoprivate

companiesatlower income level than to public companies.
Syria 14.5-92.4 -- RR includesa warsurtaxof 30% and municipalsurchargeof 2 to 10% of the

tax due.
Thailand 40 30,50 SRs on listed companiesand on companyprofits remitted abroad,

respectively
Trinidad and Tobago 50 20, 40-65 RR includes5% unemploymentlevy;SRon lifeinsurancecompaniesandon

petroleumcost(higherrate on marineoperations)
Tunisia 46.5 40.1 SRon industrialcompanies,minimumtaxpayableat 1%of turnoverbyall

companies.
Turkey 40 m 20% additionaltax on undistributedprofits.
Venezuela 18-50 67.7;60 SRonoil and othrminingcompanies, respectively
Zaire 50 25-37.5;20-60 SRsapplicable,respectively,to freezone profits during first few years

following the end of atax holiday period, and to real estate companies,the
latter being subject to a specialschedulartax on their profits.

Source: Appendix Il.

transfers to head offices are exempt from the withhold- parent company as well as all other distribution of

ing tax. In other words, they represent the practice of branch profits.9
charging the head office on the basis of dividends
distributed from branch profits. In contrast, the corpo-
rate tax on branch profits in Kenya tends to be higher 9. In Chile, the corporate profits tax rate on branch profits tends to be

an

than on domesticprofits, even though the withholding
higher because of the non-deductibility of element of the tax (First
CategoryTax) from the computationof another (lower) elementof the tax

tax is also applicable to branch profits remitted to the (additional tax)
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The lower-than-standard tax rate applies mainly to In about two thirds of the countries covered here, the
certain selective activities which may sometimes in- business entities receive investment allowances or in-
clude one or more of the following: vestment tax credit in varying degrees. Such allow-
(a) to certain sectoral activities such as agriculture ances or credits are either in lieu of, or in addition to,

(Brazil, Ghana, Jamaica, Mexico), manufacturing accelerated depreciation allowances or other incen-
(Pkistan,Tunisia), mining (Ghana, Kenya), pub- tives such as the differential tax rates or tax holidays.
lic utilities (Brazil) and non-trading (Guyana); The rate of accelerated allowance ranges from as low

(b) to certain financial intermediaries (Cyprus, as 5% (Ghana) to as high as 75-100% (the Philip-
Guyana, Kenya, Jamaica, the Philippines, Singa- pines); that of the investment tax credit from 6-10%
pore, Trinidad and Tobago); (Korea) to as much as 30% (Mexico); and that of

(c) to majority-local ownership companies (Colom- nvestmentgrants to as much as 10-30% of expenditure
bia, Ghana); qualifying (Argentina).The underlyingcrite-on assets

(d) to public, that is, with more diversified ownership rion for the availabilityof these allowancesis that they
as against closely-held, companies (Cyprus, Pakis- are engaged in one or more of the pioneering ac-

tan, Sudan, Thailand); tivities, such as agriculture (Argentina, Korea,
(e) to small companies (Ghana, Pakistan); and Jamaica, Nigeria, Turkey), upgrading of investment
(f) to cooperatives (Malaysia). (Pakistan, Singapore), regional dispersion (Argenti-

na, Kenya, Turkey), hotels (Cyprus, Kenya, Trinidad
and Tobago), shipping and aircraft industry (India,

4. Liberaldepreciationallowances' Korea), mining (Korea), and production of certain
capital goods (Venezuela).

The most significant of the business deductions con- The incentives on capital expenditure, in the form of
cerns depreciation allowances. Depreciation allow- an annual or accelerateddepreciationand investment
ances are deductible in all these countries. However, allowance (or tax credits or cash schedule in lieu
as shown in Table 2, the method of deduction applied thereof), also extend to expenditures on intangibles,and their extent varies considerablybetween the coun- such as research and development, manpower train-
tries covered. Most countries permit deductions at a

ng, and outlayson export production. Such incentives
uniform rate during the life of the asset - the so-called include the following: (a) the deductibilityof expendi-
straight-line method. However, the declining balance ture on manpower training (of twice the amount ex-

method, under which the annual rate of depreciation pended as in the case ofBrazil and one and a half times
happens to be higher at the beginningof the life of the as in Peru), and availability, in lieu thereof, of tax
asset and lower at the end than that under the straight- credits, as n Mexico, or cash grants as in Chile and
line method, applies in eight countries,namelyGhana, Jamaica; (b) the deductibility of expenditure on re-

Guyana, India, Jamaica, Kenya, Nigeria, Pakistan, search and development, as in Israel, Korea, PapuaandTrinidadand Tobago, and the optional method in New Guinea, Singapore, and Trinidad and Tobago,four others, namelyEgypt, Korea, PapuaNew Guinea and tax credits, in lieu of it, in Mexico; and (c) the
and Turkey. Items covered usually include plant and deductibility of expenditure on export market de-
machinery, industrial buildings (including housing for velopment of up to 133% of expenditure, as in India
employees) and vehicles for which the annual allow- and Trinidad and Tobago, and of special reserves for
ance rates average at 15%, 5% and 20%, respectively. exports, as in Korea.
Some countries further explicitly permit enterprises
using plant and machinery more extensively, that is,
on a double or triple shift, to deduct additional depre- 5. Tax holidays
ciation. The computation depreciation in most of the
countries is with reference to the book value or the Tax laws of a number of developingcountriesselected
historical price of the asset. However, some countries for this study extend tax holidays to certain enter-

permit the deductionbased on the replacementcost or prises. The holidaysare in the form of exemptionfrom
at any rate the revaluation of the historical cost, this on all or of the profits and the duration oftax part
being the case in nine countries, namely Argentina, exemption varies. In addition, most countries allow

Brazil, Chile, Indonesia, Israel, Mexico, Peru, Tunisia such enterprises to carry forward losses for offset
and Turkey. Some countries permit depreciation de- against future years' profits. Enterprises eligible for
duction on an acceleratedbasis primarily in lieu of the tax holidays are usually engaged in certain pioneer-
inflation-adjustmentvalue of the asset, althoughsome ing activities. As Table 2 shows, three fourths of the
of these countries further apply it as an instrumentof countries covered here extend such holidays, most of

attaining particular pioneering11 objectives such as them- on the entire amount of profits. The duration
the promotion of investment, regional dispersion, ex- of exemption in these countries is usually for a fixed

port, industrialization,etc. Such accelerateddeprecia-
ton is available in at least halfof the countriescovered 10. In relation to the rates of inflation as well as the ordinary wear and

here. The allowance usually extends to the cost of tear of assets concerned.

acquisition of plant, machinery and equipment in the 11. Hereinafter the expression is used in its broadest sense.

first year and the rate ofadditionaldepreciationranges
12. India extends it to a certain proportionof profits of the tax holiday

an to
from 5% (e.g. in Ghana) to as much as the full price

companies, while Cyprus extends it (for indefinite period) certain

percentagesof the export earnings from locally-manufacturedor produced
of the asset (e.g. Cyprus, Korea, Malaysia). goods and rendering of professional services abroad.
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TABLE 2
Schedule of incentives available to corporate entities subject to

profits tax in selected developing countries

Availability
of investment Maximumshfts
allowancetax and increases Basisof Carry- Period

Depreciation creditordevel- in normal inventory overof of tax

Inital Annual opment resale depreciation valuation losses holday
Asset P&M; B; V P&M, B, V P&M (Numberofyears)

Country Frmula price (In percent)

Argentina St. line Curr. .. . 5-10; 2; 20 10-35 (ITC) Cost/Market 10 10'

Brazil St. hne Curr. 10; 4; 20 10; 4; 20 DS-TS Cost/Market 4 15

(50-100)
Chile St. line Curr. 6.6,3.3-5.3, 5; 2.5-4; 14 Unspecified ReplacementCost 5 None

18.6
Colombia St. line Hist. ; 40; . 10 5 20 3 (25-50) LIFO 5 NoneE

Cyprus St. line Hst. 100,100, . 10,3-4,20 15-45(IA) Cost/NetSale
Price Unltd. Varies

Egypt Opt. Hist. 30-40;2-5; 10-15, 2-5; Opt. LIFO/FIFO 5 5
20-25 20-25

Ghana Dec. bal. Hist. 10-25;3,5-15 5-20,3,5-15 5(IA) .. Nl 5-10

Guyana' Dec. bal. Hst. 7-33.3, 7-33 3; , Cost/Market Unltd.

3-5; ... 3-5; ..

India Dec. bal. Hist. 60-100; 10, 2.5-15; DS-TS Cost/Market1 8 82
25-40; ... .. (50-100)

Indonesia St. line Curr. ...,. 20(IA)3 Av. Cost/LIFO Unltd. 2-6
Israel St. line Curr.4 10-15;2-8; 10-15, 2-8, FIFO/Av. Cost Unltd 55

15-20 15-20

Ivory Coast St. line Hist. 5; 20; 30.3 5;,10;33.3 Cost/Market 3 5
Jamaica Dec. bal. Hist. 20, 20, 12.5 .; 5; 12..5 20-40 (IA)6 Unspecified Cost/Market Nil 10
Kenya Dec. bal. Hist. 12.5; 2.5-4; 25 12.5; 2.5-4; 25 20(IA) Av. Cost/FIFO Untd. None
Korea Opt. Hist. 100. 1.7-4; 20 6.6-20,2, 6-10(ITC) DS-TS (20) LIFO/FIFO 3 5

Malaysia St. line Hist.7 100; 12; ... 6-20; 2;... 25 (ITC)8 Unspecified Cost/Market1 Unltd. 2-8
Mexico St. line Curr.4 35; 30; 45 10.5;10 30(ITC) Market/LIFO 4 None
Morocco St. line Curr.4 .'.;...;... 12(IA) FIFO/Av.Cost 5 10
Nigeria De. bal. Hist. 32.5; 15; 32.5 12.-.5..,'1.0. 12-5 25(IA) FIFO 4 3-5
Pakistan Dec. bal. Hist. 40, 15, 25 10; 5; 10 15(ITC) DS-TS Cost/Market 6 5

(50-100)
Papua New Guinea Opt. Hist. 40; 23; .. 20; 3;,,. Unspecified Av. Cost/FIFO 7 2
Peru St. line Curr.4 5-10;3;5-15 5-10;3;5-15 Varies (ITC)9 Av. Cost/FIFO' 4 None
Philippines Opt, Hist. . ; ...; ... .;...;... 75-100(IA) Cost/Market 6 None

Sngapore St. line His1. 20, 25; ... 5-16; 3, . 33.3-50 (IA) Av. Cost/FIFO1 Untd. 5-10-

Sudan St. line Hst. 5-15,2.5-10, 5-15; 2.5-10; FIFO 5 5
20-25 ' 20-25

Syria St. line Hist. ;5-20; ... .; 5-20; ... 5 None__

om

Thailand St. Iine Hist. Unspecified 20.5.20 20(IA) Cost/Market 5 3-810
Trinidad and Tobago Dec. bal. Hist. 30-45; 12; 25 10-25; 2; 25 ' 20(IA)3 Cost/Market Unltd. 10
Tunisia St. line Curr.4 '

; ,,.; 3 3-5..,

'

Turkey Opt Curr.4
...;...;,_ ;..; 30-60 (IA) Av. Cost 5 None...

Venezuela St. line .Hist. 6-20; 2-4; . 6-20; 2-4, . 14-20(ITL) --. FIFO/Av. Cost 5 10
Zaire St. line Hist, 10-15;2.5-5, 10-15; 2.5-5; FIFO 2 5

25 25

Source: Appendix 1l.

Notes: Key:
1. Whchever is lower, but not LIFO. . means relevant information not avalable;
2. Only on 25% of profits -- means the countres concerned do'not extend the ncentve;

3. As an alternatve to tax hohday. St. lne = Straightline;
4. After revaluationof the balance sheet. Dec. bal. = Decinngbalance,
5 Exempt only from ncome tax at 35% (not from corporation tax of 40%) Opt. = Optional,
6. To agricultureand sugar industry. Unltd. = Unlimited; .

7. For some assets on a current basis IA = Investmentallowance.usually on plant and machinery;
8. As an alternatve to accelerateddeprecation ITC = Incometaxcredtt,
9. On reinvested profits. ., DR = Developmentrebate;

10. For additonal 5 years, exemption of 50%. DS-TS = Doubleortripleshift; ,
,

P&M = Plant and machinery;
B = Industrialbuldings
V = Vehicles;
Av Cost. = Averagecost;
FIFO - First-n first-out;and
LIFO = Last-n first-out.
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period, but is renewableat the discretionof the author- tries such as Indonesia, Peru, Thailand, Turkey, Ven-

ity, this being the case in countries like Cyprus and ezuela and Zaire treat all of their capital gans as

Pakistan. The coverageof pioneeringactivitiesof such regular income taxable at normal rates on business
enterprises includesone or more of the followingoper- profits, while at the other extreme, countries such as

ations: Chile,16 Papua New Guinea and Singapore exempt
(a) General economic development (Egypt, Jamaica, them altogether. An intermediate category of coun-

Singapore, Sudan); tries, such as Kenya, Jamaica and Morocco, tax only
(b) Certain sectoral developments, such as priority between one fourth to one half of the amount of gains

areas (Indonesia, Ivory Coast, Morocco), agricul- made while some others, such a*Argentina, Cyprus
ture (Ghana, Jamaica, Mexico, Pakistan, Vene- and Nigeria, apply a reduced rate of tax on all of the
zuela), manufacturing (India, Jamaica, Peru, capital gains; then, countries like Ghana, Malaysia
Trinidad and Tobago), mineral development and Sudan apply the tax only on long-term gains, and
(Ghana, Mexico, Peru), construction (Mexico), yet others like Pakistan and the Philippines which

shipping (Cyprus, Jamaica), or tourism (Kenya, apply reduced rates of tax, respectively,on real estate

Malaysia, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago); and shares not traded on the local stock exchange. A

(c) Promotion of indigenous ownership (Papua New number of countries exempt from tax the following
Guinea); categories of capital gains:

(d) Promotion of investment (Kenya, Korea, Thai-

land, Tunisia), reinvestmentof profits (Syria), and (a) Reinvested capital gains from: (i) all sources pro-
vided that the reinvestment is made within a

modernization of plant and machinery in certain
activities (engineering and technology in Korea specifiedperiod after realizationof such gains, this

and Singapore); being the case in Brazil, Colombia, Egypt, Ivory
(e) Promotion of financial intermediaries (Cyprus, Coast, Korea and Mexicowhere these gains would

Mexico, Trinidad and Tobago) and off-shore be otherwise taxable at the standard rate of tax and

transactions (Cyprus, Singapore);13
also in Pakistan and the Philippines where they

(f) Promotion of labour utilization or generation of would be taxable at special reduced rates of tax;

additional employment (Malaysia, Mexico, Singa- (ii) capital gains from long-term holdings which

pore, Tunisia);
would otherwise be subject to regular tax (India);

(g) Promotion of exports (Argentina, Cyprus,
and (iii) capital gains from real estate which would

Nigeria, Papua New Guinea, Singapore, Sudan, otherwisebe taxable at a reduced rate of tax (Mex-
Turkey); and iCO).

(h) Regional dispersion of development (Argentina, (b) Gain from: (i) shares (Argentina,17 Cyprus,
Brazil, India, Indonesia, Pakistan, Peru, Turkey, Korea); (ii) all assets, other than land held for

Zaire).
under 6 years (Malaysia); (iii) all long-term gain
(Trinidad and Tobago); and (iv) shares traded on

Because pioneeringenterprises tend to incur losses in the local stock exchange (Jamaica).
the early years of their operation, most countries per- The extent to which all of these provisions result in the
mit a carry-forwardof such deductibilityor tax exemp- reductionof the nominal tax rate payable by corporate
tions either indefinitely or subject to a maximum entities is difficult to quantify except in the following
period. The provisions relating to the unused portions cases where a special tax rate applies to all categories
of losses, tax deductibleexpenditures,and tax exempt of taxable capital gains: Papua New Guinea and Singa-
incomes and losses incorporated in the tax laws of pore (0); Argentina (15%);18 Cyprus (20%); Ghana
these countriesare very complex. However, the gist of (55-15%, scaled to the duration of holding of assets
these provisions is that all countriesexcept Ghana and ranging from 5 to 20 years); Malaysia (5% on assets
Jamaicapermit a carry-forwardof losses. Eight of the held over 5 years and 40% on others); Nigeria (20%);
countries4permit it without any time limit, while the the Philippines (10-20% dependingon the size of pro-
remaining twenty-two countries restrict it to a period fits and whether the gains relate to the shares traded
ranging from 2 to 10 years, the most common duration on the local stock exchange); and Sudan (40%).
being 5 years. There are similar provisions in respect
to the carry-forwardof unused depreciation(including
acceleratedand investment)allowanceand tax exemp- 13. These kinds of activities can form an important ingredient of

tions, but the position in each country is much too economic development and growth of these economies.

complex to permit even very broad generalizations 14. Namely, Cyprus, Guyana, Indonesia, Israel, Kenya, Malaysia,Singa-
concerning their extent or duration. In the absence of pore and Trinidad and Tobago.

their indexation, the economic significance of these 15. However, see subsection 7 below.
16. This is not to deny that capital gains do fall into the tax net indirectly

carry-forwardprovisions to the enterprisesconcerned through the tax treatment of revaluation surpluses. For an elaboration of
tends to be limited in an inflationarycontext.15 this point, see Milka Casanegra de Jantscher, Taxing Business Profits

During Inflation: The Latin American Experience,' International Ta.-
Journal (Winter 1976). Alsosee herpaper,

' Chile's Experiencewith Index-

6. Tax treatmentofcapitalgains ation of the Tax System, prepared for presentation at the XXXVIII
Annual Conference of the International Fiscal Association in Buenos

The tax treatment of capital gains realized by corpo-
Aires, 16-21 September 1984.
17. This favourable treatment is, however, somewhat mitigated by the

rate entities in the countries under review represents existence of annual tax on the corporate entity's capital value.
a diversity of situations. At one extreme, some coun- 18. Ibid.
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7. Indexationprovisions capital over the protected assets (comprising un-

quoted securities, real estate, vehicles, aircraft, ships
The tax provisions in respect of inflation adjustment and goodwill), multiplied by the rise of the consumer
of profits of corporate entities vary consistently be- price index; (b) the additional charge arising from the
tween countries. While a country like Israel provides erosion of capital; (c) the adjustment of depreciation;
for a comprehensivescheme of adjustmentof most, if (d) a flat-rate reduction from the amount of, taxable
not all, elements of corporate entities' taxable profits, ncome arising from the erosion of income during the
some other countries allow inflation adjustment of fiscal year; (e) the adjustmentof the amountsof losses
specific items, such as the base for depreciable assets, carried forward; and (f) the adjustmentof capital gains
inventories, and certain items of the balance sheet, taxation. Wherever the protected assets exceed the
and yet others do not make any provisionsfor inflation aggregate capital employed (i.e. the sum of paid-up
adjustment of any of the items which enter into the capital, unallocatedprofits and loan capital), there is,
computationof taxable profits. As indicated in subsec- of course, no erosion of capital and the negative ad-
tion 4 above, a numberofcountriesallow replacement justment (in (b) above) has to be offset against (i)
or revaluation of the book value of assets as a basis of previous years losses carried forward, adjusted for
depreciation. inflation; (ii)finance expense; (iii) the amount of de-

With respect to inventories, about two thirds of the preciation adjustment for inflation, iv) the inflatio-

countries concerned here apply the cost price or mar- nary element in capital gains, (v) current year's losses;
ket value, whichever is lower, as a basis of valuation. and (vi) against tax-free income.

However, the remaining one third of the countries These principles and bases of revaluation of assets in
permit last-in first-out (LIFO) or a variation of it as a the above-mentioned countries are applicable in the
basis of valuation, this being the case particularlywith computation of capital gains as well as to that of the
countries like Chile, Colombia, Egypt, Indonesia, regular corporate profits.
Korea and Mexico. Turkey, too, allows a revaluation
of inventories whenever their market price is at least 8. Average corporate tax rates in some countries
10% higher than the cost price.

The income tax systems of the countries reviewedcon-

The inflation adjustmentor monetarycorrection of tain a number of incentives and tax shelters which
certain balance sheet items is permissible in countries undoubtedlyreduce the amount of profits liable to the
like Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Indonesia, Mexico, corporate profits tax. The tax assessment statistics for
Morocco, Tunisia and Turkey. For instnce, Argenti- nine of these countriesprovide some quantitativeindi-
na allows the reduction of net capital which is exposed cation of the impact of these provisions, as shown in
to inflation, defined as the excess of monetary assets Table 3. It must, however, be treated with much cau-
and inventories (that is, all assets other than fixed
assets, investment in shares, investment abroad, and
bad debt provisions, net of all monetary liabilities), TABLE 3

with reference to the wholesaleprice index. The excess Percentage of corporate taxes assessed to total

of assets ver liabilities is deductible from the assessa- corporate income assessed in some countries

ble income and vice versa. Brazil allows monetary
correction for fixed assets, permanent investment, (In percent)
deferred shares, and shareholders'equity; the correc- Assessed Nominal

tion amount for assets is credited and that for equity Year tax rate1 tax rates

debited to a separate account and the net debit bal- Developing countries
ance, if any, is tax deductible. In the case of Turkey, Brazil 1981 17.6 35-40

all assets other than land and buildingscan be revalued Cyprus 1980 14.6 42.5

if the credit of the asset exceeds 5,000 LT. In Chile, India 1978/79 49.8 46.1-56.4

monetarycorrectionchargesarising from loans used Kenya 1977 40.9 45

for corporateentity's operationsare tax deductible. In Korea 1978 34.7 28.1-50.4

Mexico, corporate entities with a reasonable leverage Malaysia 1976 39.6 50

in their financial structure are allowed an additional Papua New Guinea 1977 28.0 36.5

deduction in recognition of inflation. Several other Syria 1976 27.1 14.5-92.4

countries' tax laws contain fairly generalprovisionsfor
Thailand 1978 32.4 40

the revaluation of various balance sheet items (e.g. Developedcountries
Morocco, Peru, Tunisia and Turkey). Canada 1980 35.6 50

However, by far the most comprehensive scheme of United Kingdom 1979 35.9 40; 522

indexation of business taxation exists in Israel since
United States 1980 35.43 17-46

the enactment of a new legislation in August 1982. It Sources: Appendix Il, and Annual Reports of tax-enforcing

provides for an inflation adjustmentof the tax base so agencies.
as to make taxation neutral with respect to inflation. Notes:
Its essential feature is the system of capital mainte- 1. The ratio of corporation tax assessed to total assessed ncome of

nance which consists of the following elements: (a) the corporations.

the capital maintenance allowance defined as the ex-
2. The lower rate applies to small companies.
3. Relates to returns of active corporations.

cess of paid-up capital, unallocated profits, and loan
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tion for a variety of reasons. First, tax assessmentdata agement, which in essence reflects its shareholder's
contain only reportedprofits and often exclude profits decision, concerning the distribution of profits. Fi-
which are entitled to tax holidays because separate nally, in an inflationary context, the tax treatment of
data for such profits are usually not available. Second, inflation-relatedprofits and capital gains also becomes
the definition of profits, that are subject to tax, varies an importantconsideration.This section of the paper,
in each country because in some countries it refers to therefore, examines the tax treatment of corporate
total reported income while in others it refers to ad- profits at both the corporateentity's and shareholder's
justed gross income and yet in others simply net taxa- level in subsection2, the relevanceof capital gains and
ble income. Third, separate data are not generally indexation provisions in subsection 3, and finally pulls
available for each category of deductions and incen- together the different strands of analysis in subsection
tives identified in the preceding sections. Finally, the 4.
aggregate nature of the available statistics further
hampers the separation of corporate entities that are

subject to a standard rate of tax from those which are
2. Taxationof business profits and dividends

subject to differentiallyhigher or lower rates of tax.
Unless business profits subject differentialare to a

The extent of reductionis particularlyhigh in countries rate of tax for specific reasons examined in Section
such as Brazil, Cyprus and Syria; fairly moderate in III(6) above (e.g. pioneeringactivity, indigenousown-

Korea, Malaysia, Papua New Guinea and Thailand; ership, regional dispersion), a single tax rate applies
and, as in the case of the developedcountriesreviewed in all countries with the exception of three countries,
here (Canada, the United Kngdom and the United namely, Guyana, Israel and Jamaica. These countries
States), relatively small in countries like India and apply differential tax rates on distributedand undistri-
Kenya. buted profits by means of an intricate arrangement

essentiallyconsistingof two taxes, namely, a corporate
profits tax and a company income tax9, of which the

III. TAXATIONOF DIVIDENDS latter is givenas a credit against the taxpayer's income
tax assessment. Such a method of taxation leads to

1. Introduction higher differential tax rates on retainedprofits of 55%
in Guyana, 61% in Israel and 35% in Jamaica, as

on
This section of the paper examines the tax treatment against distributedprofits of 35% in Guyana, 40%

of distributed profits at the corporate entity's and in Israel and 35% in Jamaica.

shareholder'slevel both separatelyand together. This In the absence of any other tax provision in regard to

is a matter of considerable importance in several re- corporateprofits distributed to shareholders,it can be

spects as it can affect the availabilityof equity capital. said that, at the corporate entity's level, none of the

First, at the corporate entity's level, the differential countries' income tax systems provide any tax relief to

treatmentof interest and dividendpaymentscan affect corporate profits, from the double taxation of distri-
its choice of method of raising finance. For instance, buted profits or dividend income. At the shareholder's
to the extent that dividends are not deductible in the level, relief from such double taxation is available in

computation of taxable profits whereas interest pay- varying degrees and in different forms. First, these
ments, which are not in the nature of disguised divi- countries provide a full relief in the sense that either
dends, are, the businessentity would be more inclined dividendsare not taxable in the handsof shareholders,
to raise finance through borrowingrather than issue of or that they receive credjt for all of the taxes paid by
shares. Second, at the shareholder's level, it would the corporate entity on distributed profits, this being
affect his post-tax rate of return, unless the dividends the case, for instance, in Mexico, Singapore, Sudan
were either tax exempt or subject to tax credit for (or and Turkey. Second, all dividends are taxed by means

some such imputation of) the corporate profits tax of a final withholdingtax at a rate which is considerably
already paid by the entity and thereby influence his below the prevailing maximum marginal rate of per-
choice of portfolio. Third, at the corporate entity's sonal income tax, as in the case, for example, of Ar-
and shareholder's level taken together, the combined gentina, Brazil, Korea (in part), the Philippines and

impact of the personal income tax and corporatepro- Zaire. Some specifieddividendsare also taxed on that
fits tax can be of major significance for the structure basis in Tunisia and Venezuela.zThird, several coun-

of corporate finance because in the absenceof imputa- tries allow tax credits equivalent to varying propor-
tion of tax already paid on the distributed business tions of tax aJready paid in distributed profits, this

profits to shareholders,such profits become subjected being the case, for instance, in Chile, Colombia,
to taxation at both the corporate entity's and share- Korea, Malaysia,Thailand,and Trinidadand Tobago.
holder's level while the undistributedprofits are sub- Fourth, some countries permit the exclusion of up to

jected only to corporate profits tax. Insofar as one a specified proportion of dividends from taxable in-

regards the business entity as an aggregate of share- come as in the case of Ivory Coast or up to a maximum
holders, rather than a distinct entity, there is then a amount of specified or all dividends as in the case of
double taxation of shareholders on dividend in-
come. Fourth, the tax treatment of capital gains at 19. In Jamaica it is called an additional company profit tax.
both the corporateentity's and shareholder'slevel can 20. Reinvested dividends in Tunisia or mining companies' dividends in
also affect the decisionsof the corporate entity's man- Venezuela.
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India, Pakistan or Thailand. Consequently, for all erably neutralized by a complete or partial imputation
practical purposes, it follows that even though a to shareholdersof taxes already paid at the corporate
number of countries either do not permit any imputa- level and by the favourable tax treatment of capital
tion to the shareholderof the tax actually paid on the gains made by both the corporateentity and the share-
distributed profits or the extent to which they permit holder. Consequently, dividend incomes are not
it is most probably very insignificant, they nonetheless necessarily always taxed more heavily than interest
extend various alternative forms of important reliefs incomes.

affecting the shareholder's tax liability.

3. Capital gains arising from retained profits

The shareholderand the corporateentity can conceiv- APPENDIX I

ably avoid such double taxation of distributed corpo-
rate profits by means of the maximization of retained Significanceof corporate profit tax in revenuesof developedand

profits particularlywhen their tax systems tend to ex- developing countries

tend favourable treatment to capital gains on shares (In percent)
(e.g. Cyprus, Egypt, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Kenya,
Nigeria, the Philippines, Mexico, Morocco and Papua

Ratio of corporate Ratioof corporate
tax revenue profit tax to total

New Guinea), and at the same time do not impose
profit

to GDP2 revenue

additional taxes on retained profits. Insofar as such
additional rates are imposed on closely-held com-

Selecteddevelopingcountries
Chile 2,15 6.30

panies, the scope for reducing the double taxation of Colomba 1.66 13.32

distributedcorporate profits may be lessened for such Cyprus 1.01 4.59

companies, but it would still be possible for publicly- Egypt 3.37 9.00

held companies. Ghana 11.99
India 1 i34 10.21
Indonesa3 16.40 67 24

4. Combinedtax treatmentofdistributedprofits Israel 3.91 9.54

and capitalgains
Ivory Coast 1.35 5.80
Jamaica 1.89 8.19

Kenya 4 67 2518

When the tax treatmentof distributedprofits and cap- Korea 2.13 10.86

ital gains is examined together, it appears that the Malaysia 8.34 29.90

double taxation of distributed corporate profits is Mexico 3.11 20.42
Morocco 2.33 8.78

not as serious a problem in developingcountries. This Nigera 12.33 59.71

is due to the fact that the income tax systems of a Pakistan 1.46 9.06

numberof the countriescoveredhere allow a complete Papua NewGuinea 7.44 32.79

or partial imputation to the shareholderof taxes paid Peru 2.25 12.72

b the corporate entity on the distributed profits, Philippines 1.28 11.31
Singapore34 7.50 24.79

shareholdersreceivingdividendsfrom pioneercom- sucan 9.99

panies during their tax holiday period are, in most of Thailand 1155 11.41

the countries, exempt from personal income tax on Trinidadand Tobago 23.15 54.52

such dividends. Furthermore, shareholders are, in a
Tunisia3 2.47 7..42

number of countries, either completely exempt from
Turkey t .95 8.64

venezuea 16.03 57.13

taxation on realized gain from shares or are subject to Zaire 4.15 20.18

preferential treatmentsuch as lower than the standard Average 5.20 20.03

rates of personal income tax or exclusion of a certain
proportion of capital gains from the sale of shares. Selecteddevelopedcountries

Consequently, the extent of double taxation is con-
Canada 3.44 11.22

siderably reduced.
France 2.25 5.45

Germany 1.01 3.46

Japans 3.34 26.02
United Kingdom 3.38 9.49

IV. CONCLUDINGOBSERVATIONS United States 1.65 7.48

Average 2.51 10.52

The analyses of the provisionsof corporate profits tax Sources: GovernmentFinance Statistics Yearbook(1983); International

in the preceding sections lead one to make two broad FinancialStatisticsYearbook(1983),and InternationalFinancialStatistics

generalizations about the structure of this tax in de- (July 1984).

velopingcountries. First and foremost, various invest-
1. The data are for 1980 or the nearest fiscal year avaiable in each

case

ment incentives are generous enough to considerably 2. GDP = gross domestic product (calculated on fiscal year basis).
reduce the cost of capital and lower the average tax 3. Based on estmated corporate profits tax data.

burden as compared to what is incorporated in the 4. Based on estimated GDP data.

nominal tax rate schedules. Second, the so-called 5 Based on estimated total revenue data.

double taxationof distributedcorporateprofitsboth
at the business entity and shareholder level, is consid-
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APPENDIX II (c) Taxes and Investment in Asia and the Pacific;
(d) European Taxation; and

Sources of informationand data (e) Taxation of Companies in Europe, by Interna-
tional Bureau of Fiscal Documentation (Amster-

The secondary sources of information used in the prepara-
dam: loose-leafservice).

tion of the study are as follows: 9. Summaries of Tax Structure prepared by the Fiscal Af-

1. Information Guides on Doing Business in most of the fairs Department of the International Monetary Fund

countries covered here by Price Waterhouse & Co. (unpublished).
(U.S.A.: latest edition). 10. For Israel:

2. Tax and Trade Guide on some of the countries, Arthur a. WorldTax Report (July 1982), p. 13.
Andersen and Co. (U.S.A.: latest edition) b. Tax-Free Trade Areas of the World, WalterH. and

3. Business Study on some of the countries covered here. Dorothy B. Diamond, Vol. 2 (New York: Matthew

Touche Ross International (U.S.A.: latest edition). Bender, 1981), pp. 4-5.
c. The WorldYearbook, 1982 (Tel Aviv: 1982)

4. Taxation in some of the countries covered here, De- d. Summary Information on Business Organization,
loitte Haskins and Seils (New York: latest edition). Accounting, Taxation and Investment: Israel, Kes-

5. International Tax Summaries: 1983, Coopers and Ly- selman and Kesselman(Tel Aviv: 1979) pp. 62-87.
brand (U.S.A.: 1983). e. J.F. Pick, Introduction of an Inflation-adjusted

6. Corporate Taxes: A Worldwide Summary, Price Tax Base in Israel, Bulletin of International Fiscal

Waterhouse& Co. (New York: 1983). Documentation(1983), pp. 259-263.

7. InternationalTax, Business Services, Deloitte, Haskins 11. TechnicalAssistanceReports relevant countries (un-
and Sells (New York loose-leaf series).

on

published),prepared by IMF staff membersand consul-
8. (a) African Tax Systems; tants following visits to these countries (Washington,

(b) Taxes and Investment in the Middle East; D.C.: InternationalMonetary Fund, current issues)

BILATERALAGREEMENTBETWEENDENMARKAND SWEDEN

SUPPLEMENTINGTHE MULTILATERALNORDICINCOMETAX CONVENTION

INTRODUCTION 3. The provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2
shall apply only if the services last for a

In Bulletin 1986, No. 3, at 104, we published an unofficial translation of the continuous period of at least 6 months.

MultilateralNordic Income Tax Convention.
4. The expression continuous personal

On 15 April 1986, Denmark and Sweden signed a bilateral Agreement,effective services refers to an employmentsituation
from 1 January 1987, regarding so-called frontier workers. This Agreement re- which is entered into with the intention of

places the former provisions of a treaty of 16 November 1973 which were main- its being the taxpayer's main occupation.
tained temporarilyby para. XII of the Protocol to the Multilateral Convention.

5. The expression is regularly present
An unofficial translation of the bilateral agreement is reproduced below. means that the taxpayer is normallypresent

at least once every week at his permanent
address in the Contracting State of which

AGREEMENTBETWEENTHE GOVERNMENTOF THE he is a resident.

KINGDOM OF DENMARKAND THE GOVERNMENTOF THE
6. The provisions of the Convention,

KINGDOMOF SWEDEN CONCERNINGTHE TAXATION OF other than paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 15,
SO-CALLEDFRONTIERWORKERS shall not be affected by this Agreement.

The Governmentof Denmarkand the Gov- performed in Denmark shall be taxable Article 2
ernment of Sweden, only in Sweden, provided that such person This Agreement shall enter into force

is regularly present at his permanent ad-
on

Desiring to conclude an Agreement con- dress in Sweden.
the day on which the two States have

cerning the taxation of so-called frontier
notified each other that all steps necessary
for the entry into force in that particularworkers, have agreed upon the following 2. Notwithstanding the provisions of State have been taken, and shall thereuponprovisions: paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 15 of the Con- have effect with respect to income derived

vention of 22 March 1983 between Den- on or after 1 January 1987.
Article 1 mark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Swe-
1. Notwithstanding the provisions of den for the avoidance of double taxation In witness whereof the undersigned, duly
paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 15 of the Con- with respect to taxes on incomeand on cap- authorized thereto, have signed this Agree-
vention of 22 March 1983 between Den- ital, income derived by a resident of Den- ment.

mark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Swe- mark in respect of continuouspersonal ser-

den for the avoidance of double taxation vices performed in Sweden shall be taxable Done at Stockholm, this 15th day of April
with respect to taxes on income and on cap- only in Denmark, provided that such per- 1986, in duplicate, in the Danish and
tal, incomederivedby a residentof Sweden son is regularly present at his permanent Swedish languages, the two texts being
n respect of continuous personal services address in Denmark. equally authentic.
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TreatyShoppinginUnexpectedQuarters
By Edwin A. Vella

INTRODUCTION are repetitions. Listed among the Libyan taxes there
is also the Al-Jihadtax, which is translatedneutrally

The double tax treaty between Malta and Libya is as meaning DefenceTax. Unofficial translationsin-

unique in many respects, not least because it seems to clude the Holy War tax. This tax is levied as a

be the only document of its kind signed by Libya, and surchargeat a fairly low rate on top of the other taxes.

it also seems to work fairly well in practice. The Convention is clearly based on those in use at the
The Convention Between the Government of Malta time that the OECD Models were being formulated.
and the Governmentof the Libyan Arab Republic for There are, however, many surprising twists to the nor-

the Avoidance of Double Taxation with Respect to mal pattern, especiallyArticle 3 which is headed The
Taxes on Income was signed in Tripoli on 5 October Tax Home, and which states that Withoutprejudice
1972 (or the 27th of Shalom 1392 Hijrija), and it came to the provisionsof the Convention, the Tax Home of
into effect as from 1 January 1973. Notice of termina- any income shall be deemed to be the contractingstate

tion could (but has not) been given after the year 1975, in which the income arises. This seems to imply a

and although both Malta and Libya, since the date of fairly emphatic swing from the normal principle that

signing, have had profound internal constitutionaland the country of residence of the taxpayer should have
other changes, the agreement is still recognized as the prior right of taxation, in the diametricallyoppo-
valid by the two sides and given effect in practice. site direction wherebypreference is given to the coun-

It may not always be very clear to an accountant or try of origin. This principle is in fact reproduced in

lawyer as to what is happeningfrom the Libyan end in manyoftheindividualArticlesaswillbeseenbelow.

matters of taxation, but as this article is written mostly The Article on permanent establishmentis practically
from the Maltese point ofview and consequentialsitu- pure OECD, as are also the Articles on business pro-
ations, this may not be very important. fits, shipping and air transport, and associated enter-

prises.
The Article on immovable property is the first one

SUMMARYOF THE CONVENTION where the tax home principle comes into play, as it

The uniqueness of the Convention commences with
is stated that this income is only taxable in the Con-

the list ot taxes to which the Conventionapplies. From tracting State in which the property is situated. The
home territoryof the taxpayer is given no right to levythe Maltese end, the tax is described simply the in-

come tax. From the Libyan side, however, there are
tax whatsoever.

such unusual items as taxes on professional profits The same principle applies to dividends and interest.
which arise from professional activities, and also, as a These are only taxable in the country of origin and not

separate item, taxes on profits realized by practising at all in the country of residence of the taxpayer. In
Free Professions. It is not at all clear whether the two the case of interest, however, it is set out that ...if
taxes hit different sources of income or whether they the recipient of the interest, being a resident of a

contracting state, has in the other contracting state in
which interest arises a permanent establishmentwith

Mr. Vella is co-correspondent for the Bulletin for Malta. He which the debt claim from which the interest arises is
was educated at the Lyceum and the Royal University of effectively connected.., the provisions of Article 6
Malta. Joined the Malta Civil Service in 1951, from which he (business profits) shall apply. In other words, the
retired with the rank of Assistant Commissioner of Inland interest becomes business income liable to tax at both
Revenue in 1979. During his period of service at the Inland ends.
Revenue, Mr. Vella took a leading part in the negotiation of
Malta's double taxation treaties as well as in the refashioning In the case of royalties, the right to tax is given in full
of the taxation laws of the country. He is at present tax to both parties.
consultantwith Naudi, Giorgio, Leone Ganado & Co. who are

the correspondent firm of Price Waterhouse in Malta. Mr. Independentpersonalservices are dealt with on pretty
Vella lectures regularlyon taxation and is an examiner in the much the usual basis of taxability only in the home
subject both at the University of Malta and with the Maita territoryunless they are exercised in the other territory
Institute of Accountants. Mr. Vella is a well known author n through a fixed base, in which case the right to tax is
taxation and two of his books have long been recognized as given to both.
the standard text books on income tax and death duty in
Malta. Anothermajor departurefrom usual practice, and this

in deference to the tax home principle, is that
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salaries, etc., are taxable only in the State where the usual Article 1 of a DTA, that is to say personalscope,
services are rendered. This in fact goes beyond the is missing from the Convention. This could help in
tax home principle as it does not necessarily follow preparing the ground work for such an exercise.
in principle that employment income arises in the

country where the services are rendered.. The only Shippingexception to this unusual rule is that which states (as
is normal) that emolumentsearned in the field of inter-

Perhaps the item of income which readily to
national transport are only taxable in the state where

comes

mind is that arising from shipping in internationaltraf-
the place of effective managementof the enterprise is fic. In terms of the Convention, shipping profits are
situated. only taxable in the place of effective management of
The provision regarding directors fees is normal in the relative enterprise. Shipping companies having
that the countrywhere the company is resident is given contacts with Libya, could therefore register their
the right (but not sole right) to levy tax thereon. Artists ships under the Maltese flag via companies set up and
and athletes may also be taxed in the country where managed in Malta. This should obtain exemption in
their talents are exercised. On the other hand, pen- Libya. Normally, of course, such exemption would
sions for past employment are only taxable in the merely transfer full liability to Malta: but in terms of
country where the pensioner is resident. Remunera- Malta's Merchant Shipping Act, 1973, ships can be
tion paid in respect of Government functions is dealt registered as exempt ships with the Minister of Fi-
with on the normal pattern. So also the income pro- nance.1 This should obtain exemption both in Libya
vided for students in respectoftheirstudies, or derived and in Malta. It will be observed that there is no

by the students in connection with their studies. limitation imposed in the Convention in respect of the

Professors, teachers and researchers are dealt with exemption of Maltese companies' shipping profits
from the Libyan end, such as exists in most of Malta's

rather harshly. Exemption in the state visited is only other double taxation treaties precisely because of the
granted in respectofvisits not exceedingthree months.
Although the Convention, rather ambiguously, then separate exemption given under the Merchant Ship-

seems to
goes on to state that the three-month period may be ping Act. This dual exemption work well in

not seem to anyextended by similar periods, the limited scope of the practice, and there does have been

exemption renders it practically useless. complaint from Malteseship-owningcompanies to the
effect that the dual benefit is being frustratedunilater-

Double taxation is eliminated via the credit method. ally in Libya.
There is no distinctionbetween any source or category Under the Merchant Shipping Act, the profits made
of income. It is furthermoreprovided that if the law of
either state provides for the granting of further relief by exempt Maltese companies can also be distributed

beyond credit relief, then such relief can still be by way of tax-free dividends without any time limita-
tion whatsoever. It only remains to be seen whether

granted. Clearly, what the Convention has in mind these dividends can also be received tax-free by the
here is a system which Malta had, but which has long ultimate recipient. This could happen in one of three
disappeared from the statute book, to the effect that alternative ways:unrelieved foreign tax was to be allowed as a deduction
in computing the income. (a) by the recipient company being located in a tax

haven country;The Articles regarding non-discrimination, mutual (b) the parent company being resident in a countryagreementproceaureand exchange of informationap- with which Malta has a Conventionstipulatingthat
pear to be in line with the normal provisions and need dividends paid by Maltese companies will not be
not be elaborated upon, saving to confirm that on at brought to charge for tax; or
least one occasion the competent authorities of the (c) the parent company being located in a countrytwo Contracting States did go through - with positive which, again via doublea tax treaty, grants tax
results - the full procedure of consultationand agree- sparing relief in ofMalta which is remit-
ment, including the settingup of an ad hoc commission respect tax

ted under incentives legislation: there appears to
for the purpose. be no reason why the Merchant Shipping Act in

this respectshould not qualify as an incentive legis-
lation.

USE OF THE CONVENTIONBY NON-MALTESE
The circle is now complete and the shipping profits

As already stated, the Convention,within its limits, is have escaped taxation at alllevels.
a working agreement between the two countries con- The operation cannot be made to apply in the
cerned, Malta and Libya. The question arises, how-

same

ever, whether the treaty can be used by residents of
case of air transportprofits because there is no exemp-
tion for such profits under Maltese law equivalent toother countries as well. If this is at all possible it would that granted to shipping under the MerchantShippingappear to be in respect of Libyan taxation on income Act, 1973. It well be worth considering,however,which may be made flow out of that countryvia Malta. may

Nothing useful would appear to be possible in the
opposite direction, that is funds generated in Malta I. See article on Malta's Merchant Shipping Act in 40 Bulletin for inter-

and repatriated via Libya. It will be noted that the nationalfiscal documentation819 (1986) at 413.
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whether such profits should be removed from the Li- resultant tax deferral is valuable, tax will eventuallybe
byan tax area to that of Malta. suffered. Tax administrations are also continuously

thinking up more ingenious ways of having a bite at
Businessprofits tax haven profits. In any case, the advantages of tax

deferral is not one of the themes of this article.
Business profits earned in Libya are taxable in that
country in the normal way. If earned by a Maltese
enterprise, not through a permanent establishment, Dividendsand interest

they should not be taxable, but normally the earning
of relevant business profits in a country does require No similar benefits as those obtainable in a permanent
the existence of a permanent establishment. Business establishment situation can be obtained by withdraw-

profits earned by Maltese enterprises in Libya are ing the Libyan profits by way of dividends or interests
therefore taxablen the normal way. The tax suffered from a Libyan company. First of all it is extremely
in that country is, however, allowable as a credit doubtful in what circumstancesthe Libyan authorities

against the Malta tax payable. As the Libyan tax is would allow the setting up of a Libyan corporation.
usually somewhat higher than that payable in Malta, Moreover, the Convention reserves to Libya the sole
this effectively means that the Malta tax is wiped out, right of taxing both these items of income. The crucial
but the higher Libyan tax is suffered. double taxation credit and the tax credit allowable on

the distribution of dividends by the Malta companyWhen dividends are distributed by the Maltese com- would both be absent.
pany the tax suffered by it (inclusive of tax payable,
but remitted because of double taxation relief) is fully
credited against the tax payable by the recipient Royalties
foreign company. This effectively means that the pro-
fits earned in Libya suffer no Malta tax whatsoever. On the other hand, royalties derived from sources in
The workings are as follows: Libya by a Maltese enterprise remain taxable in both

Lm countries. In this sense the income may be considered
Lbyan profits 1,000 at a par with businessincome earned through a perma-
Libyan tax at 40% (hypothetical) 400 nent establishment, and the proceduresoutlined above
Net profits to Malta 600 would also appear to be applicable. It is not, however,
Maltesetax: Net Libyan income 600 very usual to find royalties being paid from Libya.

Grossed up 400
1,000 Personnel

Tax at 32.5% 325
The provisions in the Convention regarding the taxa-Doubletaxationrelief 325
tion of income from dependent personal services

No furthertaxpayable O
(salaries, wages, etc.) often achieves importance. As

Net availablefordividend 600 already set out, liability arises solely in the country
where the servicesare rendered. It follows that emolu-Grossed upat 32.5% when paidto

foreigncompany 889 ments for work performed in Libya are only taxable in
that country and not at all in Malta. One might well

Maltataxthereonat 32.5% 289 ask how does the latter country come into the picture.
Tax credit 289 Tle matterarises becausepersonnelstationedin Libya
No further tax payable in Malta 0 for long periods of time often desire to have their

families living in a near country which is fairly stable
The situation in the country of residence of the reci- politically and which offers most of the amenities that
pient company must now be examined. The best situ- one normally expects from a home territory. Malta
ation would of course be in those countries where appears to be ideally situated for this purpose, but the
dividends paid by Maltese companies are not taxable. tax authorities insist that in such circumstances some

In that case, the Libyan tax would be the tax finally amount of Malta tax be paid. Under special provisions
payable on the Libyan profits. If the recipient com- for salary income earned outside Malta, the tax liabil-
pany is located in any other treaty country, it should ity in the country is drasticallyreduced, but in the case

be able to claim as relief the Malta tax payable on the of income earned in Libya, liability in Malta simply
dividend, that is to say 289 Lm as above. The final tax does not arise in virtue of the double taxation conven-

payable will in this case be the Libyan tax plus the tion.
amount of any home territory tax which is not relieved No visa residential problems arise in this regard.in respect of the Malta tax of 289 Lm.

or

The situation is well recognised and although there is
Many of these problems and manipulations,not to ay strict enforcement of the rule that foreigners cannot

problematicalmanipulations,could be side-trackedif take up work in Malta, movement in and out of the
the trading in Libya is carried out by a tax haven country is in no way hampered. Ownership of real
company, in which case the Libyan tax would be the property is also possible and the operationof external
final tax payable. But tax haven profits some time or accounts free of exchange control regulation is also
other will have to be repatriated, and although the available both in Maltese and in foreign currency.
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Non-discriminationandmutualagreement The company will also not be subject to any other sort

procedure of taxation in Malta except Income Tax within the
context of what is set out in this article. In particular,

One final important point which must not be ignored there is no Value Added Tax or any similar imposition
is the existenceof the Articles relative to non-discrimi- in Malta. The companies involved would, if at all, be
nation and the mutualagreementprocedure. Their ex- subject to income tax with no complicationsregarding
istence in the Convention enables some measure of irrecoverable indirect taxation.
recourse to be had at Government level where agree- Should it become necessary to have personnelwho are
ment cannot be reached between the taxpayerand the stationed abroad employed with a Maltese company,
Libyan authorities. The way in which the Libyan au- this can be arrangedand any form ofcontractof service
thorities impose the tax may not always be clearly will be sufficient. If the employeeshave no connection
understood,and recourseat official level may not have with Malta as above contemplated they will not be
the desired results. At Government level and in the subject to any Malta tax. In any case, however, no
really importantcases, however, some better measure social security taxes will be payable either by the com-
of progress may be achieved. The Maltese tax au-

pany or by the employees.thorities, whether at official or Government level, are

of course always ready to help.
ADMINISTRATIVEASPECTS

REVENUECERTIFICATION The setting up of a foreign-owned company in Malta
requires the permission of the Central Bank, Ex-

The relief to which a company or an individual (in change Control Division. This is readily granted. The
cases of special reduced rates of tax) may be entitled minimum capital is 5,000 Lm, of which 20% must be
do not operate by way of time-consumingand cost-ex- paid up (say $ 2,700). This is available for the com-

pensive refunds. That is to say, the full normal Malta pany's operations and need not be kept intact.
tax does not have to be first paid and then later re-

funded following appropriate claims and documenta- There is no requirement that any reserves be built up.
tion. The tax is immediately relieved or held in Accounting is necessary in accordancewith generally
abeyanc if a_prima facie case is submitted with the accepted accountancy principles, and annual filing is
returns. Documentation will always be required so necessary with both the tax authoritiesand the Regis-
that efinitiveaction can be taken, and it is obviously trar of Partnerships. The company's auditors usually
in the interest of the taxpayer concerned to make this attend to these requirements.
available as soon as possible. One minor irritant in this The company'sstatutewill be preparedby accountants
respect is the system of ProvisionalTax in Maltaunder

or lawyers. Formation costs should be in the region of
which each taxpayer should pay once every four 400/500 Lm unless a much larger capital than the
months on account of the current liability a tax calcu- statutoryminimumis required.Annual administration
lated at one third of the last assessment received. No fees, including accounting, audit and directors' fees,
such tax will be payable in the cases contemplated,but should start from about 500 Lm, but will of course

computerized demands will normally still issue regu- depend on the volume of business generated. Official
larly. Arrangements can be made to have these de- dues are an annual registration fee of 25 Lm and any
mands withheld and, in any case, they should be ig- residual taxation. Bank charges should amount to
nored. about 0.35% on turnover.

In extracting funds from Malta, Exchange Control When the company has exhausted its functions, it can
authorisationis always necessary. The ExchangeCon- be readily liquidated. As it will own no assets and
trol authorities may require endorsementby the Rev- should have few, if any, creditors and debtors, this
enue, and until the system becomes one of well estab- should present few complications.lished routine, this may cause some time lag. The
matter should thereforebe one of the first points to be
attended to and cleared up.

POLITICALSTABILITY

Trans-nationaloperationssuch as are contemplatedin
FINALTAXATIONISSUES this article are always subject to a considerationof the

The questionof corporate taxation has been dealt with political stability of the countriesconcerned. This arti-
cle cannot examine in depth the political situation in

above. As regards personal taxation, it has been noted Libya. This matter will have to be gauged by each firm
that emoluments for work performed in Libya are within the context of the activities it intends to carry
exempt in Malta. Personnelwho have to perform func- out in that country.tions elsewhere and who may remain taxable in Malta
due to their having a place of residence in the country As regards Malta, politically the country has moved
in which their families reside, and to which they during the past twenty-five years from being a Crown

periodically return, may have their tax reduced to as Colony administered directly by Britain to the status
low as 300 Lm (say $ 800) per annum. of a self-governing state with certain measures (e.g.
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foreign policy) still reserved to Whitehall, to the status Good international tax management requires nothing
of an independent monarchy acknowledging the less. That the actual financial gains it is hoped to
British sovereign as its head of state, and finally to that achieve should be carefully calculated need not be
of a republic,but still a memberof the Commonwealth emphasized, though it is surprisinghow much effort is
and of the United Nations. Of Malta's two political often spent on achieving negligible results.
parties, the NationalistParty which at the last elections
secured an absolutemajorityof votes has now become To make good use of the Convention,however, sham
a centre party, member of the Christian Democrat structures must be avoided and it must be recognized
internationalmovement.The Malta LabourParty, the that the substance of the transaction will often be
Government in power, has moved from being a mod- given greater importance than its form. This may not

erately socialist party towards more left-wing tenden- be of great importance from the Maltese end where it
cies. will be readily accepted that tax saving is the primary
The developments in Maltese politics over the past

aim but may be of vital importance in the home terri-
involved. Unnecessarilyfew years have not lacked a certan amount of turbu- tory complex structures

should therefore be avoided and sound business prac-lence. This should not, however, cause any concern as
tices adopted.regards the feasibilityof any matter considered in this

article. In particular, it has in no way affected the
families of any personnel or foreigners stationed in Name plate corporationsmay not always be sufficient.
Malta. Arm's length trading principles should be adopted

whereverpossible and proper documentationbe avail-
able for scrutiny. Properly constituted directors' and

COMMERCIALITY shareholders' meetings should be held as necessary to

satisfy home territory requirements. Although the
Any scheme intending to utilize the Malta/LibyaDou- company law of Malta may accept signed resolutions
ble Taxation Convention will obviously have to be as valid in lieu of actual meetings, home territory re-

planned to reflect sound commercial objectives al- quirements in this respect will have to be carefully
though the underlying reasons will be tax motivated. considered and satisfied.
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-I.I. A toEnergy
Management1

By Har Govind

INTRODUCTION
Mr. Har Govind M.Sc.BLcurrently practices as an advocate

1. The four most importantproblemscurrentlyfacing and consultantinIndia. His formerassignmentsincludeChief

India are poverty, population, pollution and power.
Commissionerof Income-tax Delhi, Member of the Income-

The first three are related with one another. Demo-
tax Appellate Tribunal, CompetentAuthority for Forfeiture of

graphic studies have shown that poverty is one of the Smugglers' Property and Director of Investigation, Mon-
opolies and RestrictiveTrade Practices Commission.

causes of population explosion. Again, poverty and
over-population are two of the greatest risks to the
environment. The fight against poverty is, therefore, vertible into energy. The conversion equivalence is
the number one challenge in India. One of the effec- represented by Albert Einstein's celebrated equation
tive instruments to alleviate poverty is the optimal E=mc2,which says that the energy (E) released in ergs

developmentand consumptionofelectricityand other by the conversionof one gramme of mass (m) is e

forms of power. Energy management is, therefore, to the square of the velocity of light (c), that is (3x
directly linked with population control and provision 10()2 or 9 x 102o ergs, which is an enormous quantity
of a better quality of life to the people. of energy.

According to recent estimates made by the Central NEEDOFINVESTMENTANDTECHNOLOGY
Energy Advisory Board, the projected level of need
of the three main sources of energy by the end of 2005 3. Energy management means achievement of pre-
A.D. will be: determined objectives in generation, distrbution and
Coal 450 million tonnes utilization of energy with the highest efficiency and

Oil 50 million tonnes economy. To begin with, a brief recapitulation of the
Power 654 billion units problemsrelating to variousaspectsot energymanage-
Source: Hindustan Times: 27 September 1986. ment will assist in identificationof areas, where appli-

cation of tax reliefs may yield useful results. This may
The consumption of commercial energy may go up to be followed by a detailed analysis of available tax
1485 MTCR (million tonnes of coal replacement).For reliefs, their shortcomingsand the need for tax reform.
reaching the above projected level, the domestic in- The -roblems relating to major energy sources may
vestment requirement has been estimated at now be listed.
4,500,000,000,000Rs. These figures highlight the vast

opportunities available in the next 20 years in India's (i) Coal

energy managementprogramme. Presentlycoai mining is hazardous to human life. The
Chasnalla mine disaster a few years back still haunts
the miners. Improvedmining techniquesare necessaryENERGYSOURCES to increasecoalproductionwith lesserrisk . To resolve

2. The major energy sources are classified into two transportation problems, construction of thrmal
stations at pit heads, development of slurrycategores - fossil fuels and the renewable resources. power

Coal, oil, natural gas, uranium and other nuclear fuels pipelines, construction of coal washeries and conver-

fall under the first category. Reservesof fossil fuels are
son of coal directly into oil or gas need to be intro-

limited and are depleting with exploitation. The re-
duced in the coal mining industry with greater speed.
These need enormous investment,continued research

newable sources are biomass, hydro-electric power, and modern.upgraded technology.sunlight, wind, tides and geo-thermal and ocean-ther-
mal energy. It is well known that one form of energy (ii) Hydro-electricpoweris convertibleinto another. For example,heat is being
converted into electricity and light. Even mass is con- India ranks seventh in the world in terms of potential
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hydro-electricpower resources. The'runningwater for depths. Their development on a commercial scale
power generation is a renewable resource. A hydro- needs, apart from financial resources, a variety of
electricproject is multi-purpose.It controls floods and technologicalskills.
helps irrigation. So far only about 20% ofthis potential
has been exploited. Most of the hydro-electricprojects
are situated in difficult and inaccessible terrain. They
are seasonl, involve high capital cost and a longer TAXPROVISIONS

gestation period. The capacity utilization of existing
power plants is low. An estimated increase of 10% in 4. The Income-tax Act (ITA) contains a number of

capacity utilization would be the equivalent of about direct and indirect provisions to boost production of
3,000 megawatts. This is within an achievable range energy and energy conservation. These may now be
with proper management and technological upgrad- discussed and analyzed to the extent they are relevant

ing. for the purpose of this article.

(iii) Oil and natural gas

At the present rate of extraction, most of the existing
wells may dry up in the next 30 years or so. This calls FOREIGNTECHNICIANS

for intensified effort towards fresh exploration for oil
and natural gas both in on-shore and off-shore areas. 5. S.10(6)(viia) of the ITA provides important tax

It is also necessary to develop substitutes for petrole- relief for foreign technicians employed in India. The
remunerationof an approved technicianup to 4,000um.
Rs. per month for the first 24 months of his service in

(iv) Nuclearfuel India is exempt from tax. Remuneration in excess of
4,000 Rs. per month is taxable. However, if his Indian

The developmentof nuclear energy requires, in addi- employerpays tax (a) on the excess componentduring
tion to massive investment,considerableresearch and the first 24 rnonthsand (b) on the whole remuneration,
technology in mining, storing and activating nuclear thereafter, the tax paid by the employer is not treated
fuels like uranium, plutonium or thorium. The safety as income to the technician. There is no tax on tax.
aspect in and around a nuclear power station is also The secondexemption(b) is availablefor an additional
very important in view of some serious accidents in period of 24 months immediately after the initial 24
many countries including the latest at Chernobylin the months. He enjoys tax-free remuneration for a total
Soviet Union on 26 April 1986. The full impact of this period of 4 years. The exemption is total. The tax-free
disaster in terms of human misery is still being salary is not added to other taxable income, if any,
evaluated. even for rate purposes. The freedomfrom grossingup

gives a substantial tax benefit quantitatively. For
(v) Biomass example, a tax-free annual salary of 120,000 Rs. at

The use of biomass in the form of cow dung and farm current tax rates is equivalent to a taxable salary of
wastes for the productionof biogas for cooking, light- 188,000 Rs. The term technician as defined in

ing, running flour mills, pumping water and working S.10(6)(viiia) includes experts in mining and genera-
small generators is widely known. The main directions tion of electricity or any other form of power.
in which biomass technology needs further develop- S.10(6)(viia) also empowers the Government to in-

ment are (i) construction of large community-size clude new fields in the definition of technician by
biogas plants and (ii) utilizationof other material such issuing a notification.Presently,experts in distribution
as hunan waste, sewage wastes and weeds like (as distinguished from generation), conservation or

hyacinth insteadofanimaldung to increasegas output. general management of energy (including electricity
or any other form of power) are not included in the

(vi) Sunlight definition of a technician under S.10(6)(viia) or any
notification issued under that section.

The sun is for everyone. However, the major barriers
to successful utilization of sunlight are (i) its rapid There is considerableloss of electricitywhen it is trans-
diffusion and its decrease in temperature before it
reaches the earth, (ii) the difficulty of storage when mitted from hydro-electric or thermal power houses

the sun is not shining in the night or on a cloudy day. through high tension grids to consuming points. It is

A large amount of investment and sophisticated re-
also well known that most of the State Electricity

search and technology is, therefore, necessary to
Boardsare runningat a loss and their losses are mount-

utilize the sun's heat either directly or by converting it ing year afteryear. The presentsection 10(6)(viia)was

into electricity.
drafted before the energycrisis. The words electricity
or any other form of power used in in the definition
of a foreign technician are inadequate to meet the

(vii) Othersources
current situation. They need to be replaced to include

Some other sources of energy which have been tapped the wider concept of energy management, that is, skill
to a limited extent are wind, tides, geo-thermalenergy in generation, distribution and managerial capacity.
and solar energy available from the sea due to tem- This can be done by issuing appropriate notification
perature gradients between the sea-surface and sea- under S.10(6)(viia).
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NEED TO ELIMINATELITIGATION (ii) Undertakings carrying on the business of genera-
tion and distribution of power or manufacturing

6. In the recent past, there have been some court energy saving devices are eligible to the benefit of
cases pertaining to the interpretation of the term this scheme.
technician. For example, in the case of CIT v. (iii)A deduction of up to 20% of the profits of an

Mosaobu Nakai (1974) 93 ITR 414 (Ker), a skipper eligible undertakingwill be allowable, if such pro-
of a fishing trawler was not treated as a techncan by fits are deposited in the Industrial Development
the Kerala High Court. Again, in the case of Emil Bank of India under an interest carrying scheme
Webber v. CIT (1978) CTR 630: (1978) 114 ITR 515 framed separately; or if they are utilized to pur-
(Bom) and N. Sciandrav. CIT (1.979) 118 ITR 675, the chase new (second hand shall also qualify on satis-

Bombay and Calcutta High Courts have not treated faction of certain conditions)machineryand plant.
skippers as technicians for want of an emploee- Office appliandes (other than computer), machin-

employeer relationship. Generally, foreign techni- ery and plant installed in office premises and guest
a's expect a smooth relationship and do not wish to houses, road transport vehicles and plant and

,. bainvolved in tax litigation. It is advisable in disputed machinery availing of 100% depreciation in first
or doubtful cases to request the Central Government year itself, are not eligible to the benefit of this
to make use of its power to issue a notfication to cover scheme.
new areas. Defects in service agreements should also This funding scheme opens up new doors for tax plan-be removed before they are submitted to Government
approval.

ners. An efficient profit making undertaking can

create additional assets every year of up to 20% of its

Foreign technicians can be involved in the following profits. It can deduct 200% of the cost of the machin-
new fields in greater numbers: ery from the profits- 100% under the funding scheme

(i) Explorationand developmentofdomesticreserves in one year and another 100% as depreciation over a

of oil and natural gas in areas not covered by an period of time. Investment allowance was earlier de-

agreement with a foreign oil company. nied to professionals. They can now maximize their

(ii) Substitution of costly and exhaustible sources of tax opportunities. An energy managementexpert can

energy such as oil by new and renewable energy install a computer or buy costly equipment. He can

sources like gasonol or oxinol or by relatively receive a tax benefit by writingoff 200% of the cost of
abundant energy sources like coal. the computer or equipment.

(iii)Developmentof the MagnetoHydro DynamicDe-
vice (M.H.D.)process to convertcoal directly into

ResearchandDevelopmentelectricity.
(iv)Development of India's extensive hydro-electric 8. The urgent need ofscientificresearchhardlyneeds

potential. -

(v) Conversion of an abundant renewable energy
any emphasis. Continued research is necessary

source, namely, sunlight, directly into electricity. (i) to create or develop new sources of energy to re-

(vi)Establishment of energy audit firms and consul- place fossil fuels like oil and coal,
to promote energy,tancy services for energy management. ii) conservationof and

(vii)Various energy saving areas detailed later under iii)to improve energy management techniques.
the paragraph on Opportunitiesfor Energy Sav- S.35 of the ITA contains the provisions for tax conces-

ing. sions and incentives in respectofexpenditureon scien-
tific research, which are as follows, namely:The above are some of the exciting new areas in which (i) Revenue expenditures incurred by a taxpayer on

foreign technicians should be attracted by providing scientific research related to his business are al-
favourable working conditions and a balanced tax ap- lowed as a deduction in computing the taxable
proach. The exemption limit of 4,000 Rs. per month

profits. Further revenue expenditures incurred on
was fixed more than 15 years ago in 1971. It has be- of salary research personnel or on
come outdated due to the rise in the cost of living. It payment to

material inputs during the period of three yearsshould be revised upwards to 8,000 Rs. per month.
immediatelypreceding the commencementof the
business are regarded as having been laid out or

INVESTMENTFUNDINGSCHEME expended in the previous year in which the busi-
ness is commenced and, accordingly, qualifies for
deduction against taxable profits in that year.7. Hitherto, an investment allowance at the rate of

25% (35% for some select items) of cost of new plant (ii) The whole of the capital expenditures (excluding
and machinery was allowed under S.32A to certain cost of land) on scientific research related to the
specified business undertakings. The Finance Act has taxpayer's business are allowed as a deduction in
added a new S.32AB to the ITA outlininga new fund- the year in which it is incurred. Further, the capital
ing scheme in lieu of the investment allowance. A expenditures incurred on scientific research re-

run-down of its main features is - lated to the taxpayer's business during the period
(i) All business and professional undertakings, in- of three years immediately preceding the com-

cluding those owned by non-residentsand foreign mencementof the business are regarded as having
comoanies are eligible with certain exceptions. been incurred in the previous year in which the
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business is commenced and, accordingly, allowed OIL AND NATURALGAS
as deducton in computing the taxable profits of
that year. 10. Until recently, exploration for oil and natural gas

(iii)Payments to approved scientific research associa. was done by two Central Governmentcompanies, Oil

tions, universities, colleges or other institutions to and Natural Gas Commission (ONGC) and Oil India

be used for scientific research are allowed as a Ltd. (OIL). A new Government company has been

deduction in computing the taxable income. formed recently to develop and utilize gas resources.

It is called the Gas Authority of India Ltd. (GAIL).
Even lump-sum payment to a private researcher for To boost domestic production for meeting the rising
exclusive research has been held to be admissible bY demand and to save foreign exchange, the Govern-
the Delhi High Court in the case of Crescent ment has decided to open prospective on-shore and

Capacitatorsvs. CIT (1984) 149 ITR 285 (Del). Indus- off-shore areas to foreign companies. Two bids have
tries and businesshouses should take advantageof this already been held and some contracts have been en-

decision and the liberal provisionsof S.35, particularly tered into. In a third round initiated in January 1986
the allowance of capital expenditure in one year. The the Government has invited reputed international
expenditureon research in the energy field gives accel- companies to bid for exploration in one or more of the
erated tax benefits in the first year and gives recurring 27 off-shore blocks. The new blocks offered are

benefits in the form of higher energy yield or larger Saurashtra (1), Kerala-Konkan (8), Kaveri (5),
energy savng year after year. Krishna-Godavar (7), Palar (2) and Mahanadi (4).

The salient features of the new offer are: (i) seismic
MINERALS option, which would permit a contractor to relinquish

an area if the resultsof the seismicsurvey did not invite
9. A new S.35E in the ITA provides for the amortiza- him to begin exploratory drilling, (ii) the contracts

tion of expenditure incurredwholly and exclusivelyon would be on a productionsharingbasis, that is, ONGC
any operation relating to prospecting for specified or OIL would have a right to participate to the extent

minerals or on the development of a mine. The min- of 40% in the development and production of oil in
erals have been specified in a new Seventh Schedule case commercial discovery was made, (iii) there is no

to the ITA also insertedsimultaneously.The following obligation for minimum expenditurecommitmentand

minerals, which are useful for the generationof energy no limit on minimum production for recovery of cost,
on a commercial scale are listed in the Seventh (iv) bank guarantees for the entire commitmentgiven
Schedule: by the contractor would not be insisted upon; only

(i) Coal, guarantees related to the annual work programme

(ii) Lignite,
would be obtained, (v) in the event of oil being found
the contractorwould offer the entire cost-oil and pro-(iii)Uranium ores, fit-oil to the Government at international market

(iv)Uraniferousallanite,
(v) Uranium bearing tailings left over from ores after prices; and (vi) there would be no royaltieson produc-

extraction of copper and gold, ilmenite and other
ton.

titanium ores,
(vi)Monazite and other thorium minerals,
(v)Shale.

EXCLUSIVEECONOMICZONE

The amortization is admissible only in the case of 11. Under S.3 of the MaritimeZones Act, the territo-
Indian companies and resident non-corporate tax- rial waters of India broadly extend to a distance of 12

payers. Amortizationis admissiblein respectofexpen- nautical miles from shore. S.7 of the Maritime Zones
diture incurred under specified heads after 30 March Act also makes provision for an Exclusive Economic
1970 during the 5-year period ending with the year of Zone (EEZ) that broadly extends 200 nautical miles
commercial production. The amortization is admissi- from shore. The Government of India has exclusive
ble irrespectiveof the fact whether the operations turn rights within the EEZ for the purposesof the explora-
out to be successful or they turn out infructuous or tion for exploitation, conservation and management
abortive. The amortization will be allowed in equal of natural resources. It also has the exclusive right and

'

instalments over a 10-year period against the profits jurisdiction to construct off-shore terminals, installa-

arising from the commercial exploitation of any mine tions and other structureswithin the zone.

of any of the specfied minerals. The amortization is
not allowableagainst any other incomeof the assessee.

Where the instalment of amortizationexpenditure re- TAX INCENTIVES

lating to a given year cannot be wholly absorbed by
the profits against which the amortization is to be 12. Under the provisions of S.42 as amended by.the
allowed, the unabsorbed amount will be carried over Finance Act, 1981, foreign companies that enter into

to the subsequent year. Such carry-over will be al- agreements with parties authorized by the Central
lowed only up to and including the 10th year as Government such as ONGC, OIL or GAIL are enti-
reckoned from the year of commercial production. If tled to avail of deductions, on a negotiated basis, in
there is any unabsorbedamount at the end of the lOth computing taxable income. The deductions shall be

year, it will lapse. allowed as per liberl terms of the agreement and not
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as per general provisionsof the ITA. Further, S.293A through the next amendment of the IT Rules. The
of the ITA now gives the Central Government the amendment has become necessary due to the passage
power to grant exemptions, rate reductions or other of the TaxationLaws (Amendmentand Miscellaneous
modifications to taxpayers with which it or an au- Provisions)Act, 1986. It has extensivelyamendedS.32
thorzed party - such as the ONGC - has an agree- relating to allowance of depreciation. Now deprecia-
ment. S.239A covers agreements involving (a) the tion will be allowed on blocks of assets in place of

prospectingfor or the extractionor productionof min- individual items of assets.
eral oils, and (b) the provision of services or facilities,
or the furnishing of any ship, aircraft, machinery or

ENERGY CONSERVATION
plant - by sale or hire - in connectionwith prospecting
for or producingmineral oils and employeesofpersons
referred to in (a) or (b). S.24AA of the Companies 15. Energy conservation does not mean reduction in

(Profits) Surtax Act gives similar power to the Central energy use at the expense of economicgrowth. It only
Governmentto give similar concessionsfor foreign oil means that energy should be used in the most produc-
companies in respect of the surtax.

tive and least wasteful fashion. In quantitativewords,
the energy reduction should be in absolute terms, that

Under S.293A, the Government has notified a much is, measured with reference to output per unit of
lower income tax rate of 55% for foreignoil companies energy consumed. Perhaps it is not widely known
as against 65% for other foreign companies. It is likely that an incandescent electric bulb is less energy effi-
to be reducedfurtherby 5% to 50% only. The Govern- cient than a fluorescent tube, a fan at slow and top
ment has completely exempted foreign oil companies speed consumes the same amount of electricity and
from payment of the surtax. energy is lost due to evaporationwhen electric cur-

rent flows from the power house to the home or the

DRAFTINGCARE
factory. Some of the important estimates of potential
for energy saving in the industrial sector in India are

as follows:
13. For some foreign companies, home country tax

liability is an important consideration. The definition (i) In a thermal power plant, according to one esti-

of income under home country tax laws can be com- mate, roughly 70% of the energy produced by the

plex and tax benefits earned in India can be taken burning of coal is lost in the air and the cooling
away at home, especially if there is no tax avoidance towers. A new method known as Magneto Hydro-
treaty with India. This difficulty can be reduced if dynamic Method (MHD) which converts coal di-

agreements with the Governmentare drafted to allow rectly into electricity reduces this loss to 35%.

foreign companies to meet their home law require- (ii) India's Seventh Finance Commission has esti-
ments. That will bring revenue gain for the companies mated that the aggregate loss in transmission and
without any revenue loss to India, and will lead to a generation of power is about 20%.
more attractive investmentclimate.

(iii)Dr. Eng. Alfred Schraund, a West German heat

energy specialist, has estimated that about 30%

RENEWABLERESOURCES energy saving can be effected in the Indian textile
industry by employing control equipment and

14. While the search for additional quantities of oil energysavingdevicesand processesand by making
should continue with unabatedvigour, there is also an the operators and technicians aware of the mag-

urgent need to accelerate the developmentand use of nitude of the energy losses.

renewableenergy resourcesand to promote their utili- (iv)A survey of 1,200 industrialunits conductedby the
zation. The renewable energy sources which have al- National Productivity Council in collaboration
ready been brought to the thresholdofcommercialuse with the Petroleum Conservation Research As-
by Indian scientists and engineers include solar, sociation has estimated that, on average, 15 to
biomass and wind energy. Some fiscal incentives to 20% savings in energy is easily possible without
promote use of these non-conventional forms of

any significant investment.
, energy are called for. The depreciation allowance on

machineryor plant installed for manufacturingrenew- (v) The potential for energysavingswith processmod-

able energy devices and systems has been raised from fications is placed around an additional 15%. The

10% to 30%. Depreciation on renewable energy de- R & D programmes that could be adopted in the

vices and systems used for business or profession will long term are to yield a further 15% more energy
also be allowed at the enhancedrate. The depreciation savings.
has been raised to 30% by amending the IT Rules, (vi)As per the estimates of the Working Group on
1962. For a full list, reference is made to Addendum Energy Policy, the scope for energy conservaton
I. The important items included in the list are solar in industry is as much as 66TWH of electricity and
collectors, cookers, heaters, driers, air-conditioners, 32.2 million tonnes of coal (excludingcoking coal)
stills, power generators and pumps based on solar, and 3 million tonnes of furnace oil between now
thermal or electric power, windmills, biogas plants and 2000 A.D. cumulatively.
and equipment for utilizing ocean waves and thermal
energy. The rate of 30% is likely to be raised to 50% (vii)Accordingto the Inter-ministerialWorkingGroup
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on Energy Conservation the overall potential for national Chamberof Commercedisclosed an interest-
energy savings in the industrial sector is around ing story with respect to ndustrial energy conserva-

11,000,000,000 Rs. per year at the moment. This tion. In the chemical, cement and steel industries a

is expected to go up to 27,500,000,000 Rs. per remarkable reduction in energy in absolute terms has
annum by the end of the Seventh Plan (1985-90) taken place since 1974, which has compelled the major
and reach 50,000,000,000 Rs. per annum by the oil exporting countries to halt the rising prices. The
turn of the century. A cumulative savings of ICC survey reveals that during the past decade the
300,000,000,000Rs. --350,000,000,000Rs. can be reduction in energy has been mainly brought about
made by effectinga one-timeinvestmentof around with the existingcapital equipmentand minorsubstitu-
10,000,000,000 Rs. in energy conservation mea- tion methods, and not through major plant replace-
sures in industry. ments. What has been accomplishedhas been by rais-

ing plant efficiencies, changing processes, lowering
simultaneous loading (maximum demand) therebyav-

ENERGY SAVING IN OTHER COUNTRIES oiding major capital expenditure. Another great re-

form achieved during the above period was flattening
16. Efficient use of energy provides multiple advan- the load demand curve, through the introduction of
tages both to industry and the economy. It helps cut off peak rates reducing the capacity of generating
down costs of productionand raise levels of productiv- stations, which in the past had to cater to peak loads.
ity in industrialactivity. It also gives an addedcompeti- In India, where the load factor is shockingly low, a

tive edge to industrial enterprises in the domestic and similar reform is greatly overdue.
international market. The economy benefits from
being cost efficient. Energy savings on a national scale
also go a long way in minimizingenergy shortages and ENERGYAUDIT

also making the best possible use of fossil fuels. A 10%
saving ln the energy consumed in India would more 18. The processes used by diverse industries are diffe-
than make good the current energy shortages. rent, with no standard norms for energy consumption.

It is, therefore, necessary to evolve standard norms by
It was through concerted efforts at conservation of industries by introducing energy audit. This will help
energy that the developed nations in general and the identification of areas where energy use is inefficient
oil-dependentcountries like Japan and France in par- and induction of corrective measures. One of the fac-
ticular were able to weather the oil crisis and even tors which has helped the dramatic energy reduction
increase their national incomes. In the OECD coun- in advanced countries is energy audit. Energywastagetries for example, energy consumption per unit of and inefficiencies cannot be revealed completely in
Gross National Product (GNP) fell by 14% between industrial plants without energy audits, which are now
1973-81 while their GNP grew by 20%. In this process . regular in the developedcountriesofWesternEurope,the share of oil and oil products in the total energy Japan and the U.S.A. Like financial audits, energy
consumptionbasket was brought down from 53.3% to audits are invariably carried out by independent con-
46.4%. The performance of some of the industrial sultants. Reputed energy consulting firms have staff
enterprises in these countries has been even more im- experienced in the diverse fields of engineering. They
pressive. For example, the U.K.-based Imperial also associate plant employeeswith the variousphasesChemical Industries brought down their energy con- of the audit. Theoretically, the audit assignmentexer-

sumption per unit of output by about 38% between cise then has the effect of creating energy conscious-
1973-81. ness, as has been the case in European, American and

The scope for saving energy in the industrial sector is Japanese firms. A good audit firm also creates a system
equally large. That a wide scope exists for conservation for their clients by which they can measure and
of energy in the industrial sector is obviousfrom inter- monitor energy utilization.

country and inter-firm comparisons of energy con- An energy audit is generally on the following lines.
sumed per unit of specific industrial products. The The auditing firm (always with a liaison officer) first
comparison between India and the developed nations proceeds to collect the basic data. This procedure
clearly proves this point. eliminates arguments as to plant performance. Then

Developed the team proceeds to record plant consumption sec-

Industry Unit India Nations tion-wise, which process is sometimes complicatedby
Iron &Steell 106 Kcal/tonne 8- 9.5 4-6 the fact that the client has not installed adequate in-
Cement 103Kcal/kg 1- 4.4 0.6-0.9 strumentation. The team then goes to determine the
Aluminium 13 Kwh/tonne 16-20 13 -15 manufacturing processes followed by the plant staff.
Pulp&Paper Kg. steam/kg 12-15 5-8 Thereafter the team assembles the above data and
Source: Energy Efficiency in Industry: makes a preliminaryassessmentof actual performance

Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry New against performance feasible with revised production
Delhi processes, minor plant alterations and minor layout

changes, that is, on the basis of the existing plant
ICC SURVEY facilities. The auditing team finally proceeds to assess

the energy savings in financial terms which can be
17. Studiesby the Commissionon Energy of the Inter- brought about by the above measures, that is, on a
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minimumexpenditurebasis, utilizing the existingplant energy saving devices see Addendum II. Some impor-
facilities. An economic analysis is prepared fr the tant items are specialized boilers and furnaces, instru-

client calculatingexpenditureagainstgains. In the case ments for monitoring energy flows, waste heat recov-

of reasonably well run firms, the savings are of the ery equipment and co-generation systems.
order of 10% to 15% of the total annual energy expen- In addition to 100% depreciation, import of certain
diture. energy conservation devices is also allowed under

open general licence. Funds at a concessional rate of
interest are also made availablefor replacementof old

AUDIT FIRMS boilers by more efficient ones.

19. The cadre of trained energy auditors in India is
almost negligible. An energy audit is essential to iden- EFFECTOF 100% DEPRECIATIONONFUNDING
tify critical areas of inefficient energy use and suggest SCHEME
remedial measures. It wll be in the long-termnational
interest to organize consultancy firms of energy au- 22. The 100% depreciationgives substantial tax relief
ditors. For this purpose the help of foreign experts immediately in the year of installation itself. Higher
may be needed. To encourage establishment of such depreciation allowance generates internal funds
auditing firms, foreign technicians employed in them through tax saving. There are no restrictions on such
may be treated as technicians for the purposes of funds. They may be used either for capital formation
S.10(6)(viia) of the Act. The new energy audit firms

may be given total tax exemption in respect of their
or for distribution of dividends. They are not blocked
n reserves. This is a welcome initiative, but there is

income for the first three years. for further improvement. In this connection, itscope
is necessary to recollect that an item of asset which is

OPPORTUNITIESFORENERGYSAVINGS eligible for 100% depreciation in the first year is not

entitled to the benefit of the investment funding

20. Acheving these savings would necessitate con-
scheme under S.32AB. By proper tax planning a tax-

cost asset
certed efforts in different directions or areas as wel_as payer can recover 200% of the of the on

which the depreciation rate is lower than 100%. On
substantial investment in certain cases. The broad saving devices for which maximum 100%
areas or directions in which energy savings can be energy a

effected in industry are as follows: depreciation is allowed in the first year itself, this

(i) implementationof direct savings techniques that
benefit cannot be availed of. Thus, in the final count,

tax
help to avoid waste and wastefuluses such as good energy saving devices are deprived of the planning

housekeepingmeasuresand regularmaintenance; opportunityto recover the 200% cost under the invest-

ii) adopting of total energy systems in industrial pro-
ment funding and depreciation schemes taken to-

cess such as co-generation and the integration of gether.
all thermal operations; To give the benefit of investment deposit scheme to

(iii)recycling of energy wastes through various waste energy saving devices and other high priority items of

heat recovery systems; plant and machinery like those used in scientific re-

(v) retro-fittngof old industrialmachinery to achieve search on whch 100% depreciation or deduction is

optimal energy utilization; allowed in the first year itself, it is necessary to delete

(v) improvingefficiencyof conversionofprimaryfuels sub-clause (d) to clause (4) of S.34AB, so that such

into secondary forms of energy, ensuring the qual- high priority plants and machinery also receive the

ity of energy suppliedand minimizingtransmission benefit of the investmentdeposit scheme.
and transport losses;

(vi)adoption of material conservation measures to re-

duce the consumption of energy-intensive mate- FOREIGN PARTICIPATION
rials and the products alongwith recyclingof mate-
rials and re-using of components; 23. Foreign collaboration in the manufacture of re-

(vii)adoptionof preventive maintenance techniques to newable energy devices or energy saving devices and

cut down the energy and material costs involvedin the energy management field in general is welcome if

routine overhauls and breakdowns; it conforms to approved norms and is conducive to

(viii)instrumentation of industrial process to monitor achieving technical efficiency and lower production
energy use; and costs. Foreign partners can either supply technical

(ix)intensive research on viable energy alternatives know-how or advice or provide foreign currency fi-

and less energy-intensive techniques. nance either in the form of an investment or loan.
Massive financial outlay is required to harness energy
from hydel, biomass, sunlight and other energy

ENERGYSAVINGDEVICES sources. This necessarily calls for a foreign exchange
component. Royalties (including income by way of

21. To encourage conservation, depreciation rates on lump-sum consideration) and fees for technical ser-

energy saving devices used in business have been vices, dividends and interest received by foreign com-

raised from 15% to 100%. For a full list of eligible panies are now taxed under a simplified procedure
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with concessional uniform rates of tax, under S.44D, tion and the role that the new tax techniques can play
as read with S.115Aof the ITA. The rates for royalties in the emerging energy scene. Saving energy is con-

and technical fees is 30%, and for dividends and in- siderably cheaper and environmentallysafer than de-
terest it is 25%. On the other hand, the rate on a veloping new supplies. Experts have estimated that
foreign company is 65%. Foreign companiesand non- the cost of saving a barrel of oil or the equivalent
resident individuals can also participate in India's amount of electricity or natural gas is about half that
energy projects including manufacture of renewable of producing the same amount of new energy.
energy devices and energy saving devices by forming (Cheaper Warmth: New York Times, 1 February
an Indian company. In fact, this is a more desirable 1977).
approach in a long-term perspective. Formation of a

foreign company is permittedwith 40% equity partici-
pation. A foreign company can form an Indian com- TAX REFORM

pany through its nominees (Solomon v. Solomon
(1897) AC 22). This study has brought out some ideas for simplifica-

tion and rationalizationof the tax regime pertaining to

energy management. Some important ones may now

ENERGYTAXESV. TAX CREDITS be summarizedfor ready recapitulation:

24. A favourite tool of economists for adjusting the (i) The definition of a technician in S.10(6)(viia)
contains the expression a person havingdemand for a commodity to its supply is the pricing specialized knowledge and experience in... gen-mechanism. However, there are many constraints in eration of electricityor any other form of power.using the pricing formulae. An alternative is taxation This definitionis narrow and restricted. The words

and subsidization. Commoner Barry in his article A generation of electricity or any other form of
Reporter at Large in the New Yorker, 2 February power should be replaced by a more comprehen-1976, has estimated that one half of the energy cur- sive field, namely generation, distribution, con-
rently used by Americansis wasted. Accordingto him, servation or managementof energy.of all the nations on earth, the United States of
America is the largest consumerand the greatest was- (ii) The existing ceiling of 4,000 Rs. per month for an

ter of energy. In the U.S.A. the technique of levying approved technician needs to be raised to 8,000
a higher sales tax on energy wasting appliancessuch as Rs. per month.
stoves with pilot-lights, frost-free refrigerators, and

(iii)Instead of allowing disputes regarding status of
dishwashers has been tried with varying degrees of
success. Escalations of taxes are generally not wel- foreign technicians to go to Courts, the Govern-

come. The method of tax credits generally proves
ment should issue notifications in suitable cases

under S.10(6)(viia) to remove the legal defects.
more attractive. President Carter's National Energy
Plan (1977) included insulation tax credits for home (iv)To assist foreign companies to avail of full tax
owners amounting to 25% for the first $ 800 spent and concessions under the Indian law, collaboration
15% for the next $1,400. Better insulation reduces agreementsmay be permitted to be drafted in such
heat loss and saves on energy for heating homesteads a manner as to meet the requirements of their
in winter. In the State of Michigan, an attempt has home law.
been made by amending the property tax laws to re-

(v) Energy audit firms should be fully exempted from
move some of the disincentives, a property tax is nor-

mally imposed on housing improvements. Public Act
tax for the first 3 years.

(No. 293)of that State completelyexempts insulation, (vi)Energysaving devices should be given the benefit
storm windows and other expenditureson energy sav- of the investment funding scheme in addition to

ings of up to $ 4,000 from assessmentfor up to 3 years. 100% depreciation.
The U.S. experience of tax credits for energy savngs Tax credits generally popular compareddeserves to be tried elsewhere,both in the commercial are more as

and residential sector.
to higher taxes to curb excessve consumption or

waste. It is, therefore, desirable to adopt a liberal
It is hoped the foregoing discussion will help increase approach of tax credits and incentives to achieve
the alreadygrowingawarenessabout energy conserva- higher energy production and its efficient use.

ADDENDUMI (vii) Solar refrigeration, cold storages and air-condi-

tioning systems
Renewable Energy Devices (viii) Solar stills and desalination systems

(ix) Solar power generating systems
(i) Flat plate solar collectors (x) So ar pumps based on solar thermal and solar

(ii) Concentrating and pipe type solar collectors photovoltaicconversion
(iii) Solar cookers (xi) Solar photovoltaic modules and panels for water

(iv) Solar water heaters and systems pumping and other applications
(V) Air/gas/fluid heating systems (xii) Windmills and any specially designed devices

(vi) Solar crop driers and systems which run on windmills
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(xiii) Any special devices including electric generators (iii) Fluidized bed type heat treatment furnace
and pumps running on wind energy (iv) High efficiency boilers (thermal efficiency higher

(XiV) Biogas plants and biogas engines than 75% in case of coai fired and 80% in case of
(xv) Electrically operated vehicles including battery oil/gas fired boilers)

powered or fuel-cell powered vehicles
(xvi) Agricultural and municipal waste conversion de- (b) Instrumentation and monitoring system for monitoring

vices producing energy energy system for monitoring energy flows:

(xvii) Equipment for utilizing ocean waves and thermal (i) Automatic electrical load monitoring system
(ii) Digital heat loss meters

energy
(xviii) Machinery and plant used in the manufacture of (ii) Micro-processor-basedcontrol systems

any of the above sub-items. (Sub-item No. (xviii) is (c) Waste heat recovery equipments and co-generations
very important. It covers machinery to manufac- systems:
ture machines. Foregn technicians and foreign (i) Economizers and feed water heaters
firms can render frutful assistance in this area of (ii) Recuperators and air pre-heaters
comparativelyhighertechnologytothemutual ad- (iii) Backpressure turbines for co-generation
vantageofthe hostcountryandthe foreign party.) (iv) Heat pumps

(v) Vapour absorption refrigeration system
(vi) Organic rankine cycle power system
(vii) Low inlet pressure small steam turbines
(vill) Shunt capacitors and synchronous condenser

ADDENDUM 11 systems.

(Machinery and plantused inthe manufactureof theabove
Energy Saving Devices

energy saving devices seem to have been left out of this

(a) Specialized boilers and furnaces: list, perhaps by oversight. The same should also be in-

(i) Ignifluid/fluidizedbed boiler cluded to makethemeligible for the higher depreciationof

(ii) Flameless furnaces 100%.)

Icontinuedfrom p. 64]

tion may arise. The resolution of this issue would der or inhibit international trade and investment.

hinge in large measure on the following: In this context the GATT regime,65 for instance,
(a) the extent to which the corporate veil may for cduld be of relevance. In this article, however, the

fiscal purposes be lifted under International impact of conventional InternationalLaw has not

Law, been considered.
(b) whether the theory of limited or unlimited (4) On the issue of confiscation in the extreme cir-

legislative fiscal jurisdiction is subscribed to. cumstance when unitary taxation has the effect of

Arguablyon the basis of the lmited theory4of incorporatingextra-territorialprofits not properly
fiscal jurisdiction which requires a reasonable attributable to the domesticsubsidiary- there may
link for the exercise of fiscal jurisdiction- the be a prima facie case of confiscation. However,
jurisdiction over the subsidiary s not in the when the unitary method operates genuinely to

first instance a reasonablelink for the purposes attribute profits no confiscation arises. The fact
of incorporating the parent company profits, that the profits do not arise locally and/or in the

(c) whether and related to the above, given intra- ownership of the subsidiary may well be
territorial enforcement, the view is taken that symptomatic of careful tax planning by the con-

it is unjustified because of the level of connec- glomerate rather than anything else.
tion with the foreign conglomerateas a whole.

(3) Although there is no rule of General International
Law prohibitingdiscrimination in fiscal matters as 64. Op. cit. supra, note 37b.

such, discrimination of foreigncompanies by the 65. See e.g. Article I I 1 of GATT and A.R. Prest GATT'andCompany
use of the unitary method if establishedcould hin- taxation BTR 1977 at Page 201
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The Andean Pact seek to make efficient use of the multiple advantages
offered by the expanded market and the formation of
the Andean industrial base.

By Edgar Naranjo L.
The Andean Group as an organization is governed by
a Commission, which is the highest-ranking body of

The Latin Americancountries,searchingfor economic the Group, and is composed of plenipotentiariesrep-
social integration to solve the backward problems of resenting the Governmentsof Member Countries. Its

the region and to overcome the impractical principles basic functions are: to formulate general policies of

of the Latin American Common Market, signed on 26 the Agreement, to approve the guidelinesrequiredfor

May 1969, in Bogota, Colombia, the sub-regional in- coordinatonof developmentplans, to see to it that the

tegration of the Andean Countries' Pact. obligationsderiving from the Agreementare fulfilled,
to approve, disapprove or amend the proposals from

The Andean Group Pact, also called The Cartagena the Board, to appoint and remove members of the

Agreement, was signed originally by Bolivia, Colom- Board and to give instructions to the Board.

bia, Chile, Ecuador and Peru. Venezuela joined the
Group in September 1973 and Chile left the Andean The Board is the technical and executive body, which

Group in 1977. is composed by three membersappointedby the Com-
mission, for 3 years. Its main objectives are to ensure

This Agreement was intended to promote the har- that the Agreement is implementedand that the deci-
monious and balanced development of the members sions (expressionof the integrated will of the Member
of the Andean Group by an equitable distribution of Countries) and mandates of the Commission are car-

benefits that willlessen the disparities existing among ried out, and to undertake studies and formulate pro-
them, to accelerate economic development and to in- posals to the Commission about the channeling of
crease the standard of living of the population through public and private savings of the regon, financingof
the application of specific measures, among others: trade between Member Countries and with others,
1. Harmonization of economic and social policies of measurementsto favourcapital flows within the region

the members of the group, parallel to the creation to direct the industrial, commerce and services de-

of the sub-regional common market. velopment to promote the expanded market, and to

2. Joint industrial programmings, to rationalize pro-
take adequate measures for the application of special

duction by means of selective agreements in sev- treatment to Bolivia and Ecuador.

eral industrial sectors, by assigningnew projects to The Economic and Social Advisory Committee and
specific countries and providing special financing. the Councils advise the Commissionand the Board

3. Customs-exemption programme for trade, to
on

gradually elimnate import duty obstacles to sub-
the specific problems at their request.

regional trade. In order to harmonize the social and economicpolicies
4. Establishment of a common external tariff which for an equitable distribution of the integration bene-

assures a sub-regional margin of preference. fits, the following fundamentalmechanismshave been
5. Promotion of programmes to further agricultural adopted:

development by several measures to pursue ag- An agreement for avoiding double taxation.-

ribusiness projects by taking measures to increase
agrcultural trade, to create agriculture products

- A common regime concerning foreign investment
and loan capital, patents, trade marks, licences

and raw material information offices, to create an and royalties, that establishesbasic dispositions as
Agricultural Board and to approve Andean pro- such that foreign enterprises must be transformed
jects for the technologydevelopment of forest re- into national mixed enterprises in accordanceor
sources. with the fixed schedule.

6. Channeling external and internal financial re-
-

sources within the sub-region to provide financing
A uniform regime for Andean multinationalenter-

for investmentswhich are consideredof priority in prises and for the treatment applicable to sub-

the sub-regional integration process.
regional capital, to enforce enterprises' activity

7. Recognize and grant preferential treatment to Bo- creating Andean multinationalenterprises, taking
livia and Ecuador, because of their condition as advantage from the enlarged market and the in-

less developedcountries of the region, to attain an
vestmentoperationsfrom the sub-regonalintegra-
tion system.accelerated socio-economic development, which Harmonizationof industrial developmentpolicies-

enables them to reach the level of countries with
greater relative development through their effec- through strategies to eliminate gradually exemp-

tive and immedate participation in the benefits of tions, reductionsand devolutionsof import duties,
to

industrializationof the area and ofcustomsexemp-
according the legislation of the Member Coun-

tions. tries, to conform to a common external tariff and
to promote exports, and industrial and production

The implementation of the customs exemption pro- development programmes and of technology
gramme and the creation of a common external cus- transferences.
toms border which will make it possible to attain a - The common external tariff for members of the
customs union while joint industrial programmingwill Andean Group facilitates the adequacy of import
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duties and the trade liberation programme and toms duties for the opening of its market.
sectoral programmesof industrial development. 4. Extended term for the adoption of the common

Others, such as the temporaryentranceof tourists' external tariff.-

vehicles, free of charges and taxes, without any 5. Financing by the Andean Development Corpora-
guarantee, to develop tourist activity. tion which is over and above the country's con-

tributions to the capital of the corporation.Industrial programminggives special consideration to
the Ecuadorian and Bolivian situatiort for priority as- Ecuadorwas assigned, through Decision 120, the man-

signation of products, location of plants in their ter- ufacture of automobileswith maximum 1,500 cc. cylin-
ritories and the establishments of exclusive advan- der capacity, and trucks with maximum 4.6 tons of
tages. gross vehicle weight. But Ecuador hasn't received the

The objectivesof industrial developmentprogrammes expected benefits since the automotive programme is
under coproduction agreements with Venezuela and

are to create a sub-regional industrial base with indus-
tries whose capital, occupied capacity, utilization of Colombia.

labour and use of appropriate technologies are such Through Decisions 28 and 137, Ecuador and Bolivia
that they can suitably meet the requirementsof all the were assigned the manufacture of several products
users of the sub-region. which are not produced in any country of the sub-

Ecuador's participation in the sectoral industrial de- region and which have not been reserved for sectoral

velopment programmes has permitted the devise and programmes. These products are totally exempted
establishment of new manufacturing plants designed from duties and restrictions.

to supply the Andean sub-regional market, taking ad- Through Decision 91 the Commission approved the
vantage of and assimilating more advanced sectoral industrial development programme of the
technologies which could hardly have been used for petrochemical sector, and under Decision 146 the
industries based in the national market. manufacture of several products of the metal-
Preferential treatment is implicit in all the mechanism mechanism sector was assigned to Ecuador for export
of the agreements. However, the advantages granted to the Andean Pact countries.
to Ecuador may be summarized as follows:

17 after the signing of the Andean Pact, theyears
1. Priority assignation of products. Member Countries apply the rules t their conveni-
2. Advance elimination of import duties and restric- ence, individually. Due to this, in order to keep the

tions for products of Ecuadorian origin. Andean Common Market, it is imperative that this
3. Programme which defers the elimination of cus- Agreement be restructured in accordance to reality.
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AUSTRA_A:

BusinessTaxReform:

Ending the DoubleTax on CompanyDividends
Statementof the Treasurerof 10 December19861

The Government is to proceed with its company tax This means that dividend income will be effectively
reform ending the double taxation of dividends, but in tax-free in the hands of shareholders if it has already
a form more beneficial to the business communityand borne company tax at the company tax rate.
investors generally than previously announced. For instance, if a companymakes a profit of $ 100,000
This reform - costing $ 300 million in a full year - will and as a consequence pays company tax of $ 49,000,
bring major benefits to the Australian economy as a it will be able to pass on tax-free dividends worth
whole and, in particular, small business and small in- $ 51,000 to its shareholders.
vestors.

Taxpayers paying less than the top marginal rate will
In essence it involves a substantial reduction in tax on not only receive such dividends tax-free, but will actu-

shareholders, complementing the $ 4.5 billion of per- ally receive surplus credits which reduce the tax they
sonal income tax cuts introduced on 1 December this have to pay on other income.
year and 1 July next year. However, dividends paid from profits which have not
This new system of reduced taxes will provide in- borne company tax will not carry imputation credits
creased incentive for all Australiansand will therefore and will remain taxable in the hands of shareholders.
enhance the economicgrowthprospectsofour nation.

This system differs from the original proposal an-

Small business people will benefit because their effec- nounced in September last year which would have
tive tax rate will be reduced from as much as 78 cents imposed a new compensatory tax on companieswhen
in the dollar to no more than 49 cents in the dollar. At they paid out dividends.
the same time the Division 7 undistributedprofits tax

However, in discussionsthe Governmenthas had dur-is to be abolished.
ing the past 12 months it has become clear that such

Small investors will benefit because the old system, an approach would disadvantage a number of indus-
while taxing the dividends of all shareholders twice, tries, in particular mining and petroleum, by effec-
disadvantaged less well-off shareholders relative to tively increasing their tax liability and reducing their
more wealthy shareholders. cash flow.

On a broader economic scale the new system will Also, in some cases it would have imposed an in-
greatly reduce the existing bias in the tax system creased tax burden on Australian companies that re-

favouring debt over equity (the bias came about be- ceive income from abroad.
cause interest income was taxed once while dividends
were taxed twice).

The new system will preserve all the benefits of the
earlier proposal while at the same time eliminating

It will mean entrepreneurs and others trying to get detrimental side-effects.
new businesses off the ground should find it easier to
raise equity finance. The benefits to ordinary shareholders of the imputa-

tion system can best be demonstrated by a simple
Investorswill find it relativelymore attractive to invest example which assumes that a company pays as divi-
money with these enterprises, rather than confine dends all its after-tax profits; for the purposes of the
themselves to more traditional investments. example we assume that the shareholderhas sufficient

other income so that he was paying tax at the top rateThe new company tax system is formally known as
of 60 cents in the dollar.

imputation because when dividends are paid it im-
putes or allocates to individualshareholdersthe profits
and tax paid by the companyin which they own shares. The old system
Removal of the double taxation of dividends was

strongly recommended by both the major financial Company profits $ 1000

system reports carried out ih Australia's recent history Company tax (46%) - $ 460

Asprey (1975) and Campbell (1981) and wa After tax profits (paid as dividend) $ 540
- -

further canvassed in the Draft White Paper on Tax Tax paid by shareholder (60% of dividend) = -$ 324
Reform published last year. Shareholder's net company income $ 216

The new system will operate so that tax paid at the

company level is credited to shareholders. 1. Press release issued by the Treasury.
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In this case the shareholder's income has been taxed related changes are summarized below; greater detail
at an effective rate of 78.4 cents in the dollar. Even if on the changes is provided in the Appendix.
the shareholder had a lower marginal rate, say 46%,
the total tax on dividends would still work out at over Key features of the new system will be as follows:
70%. o The earlier proposal to impose a compensatorytax

Under the new system the company tax rate will be on dividends when paid by a company will not be

aligned with the new, lower, top personal tax rate of proceeded with.

49%.
o Dividendsdistributedby resident companies from

1 July 1987 will qualify for full imputation credits
Then the $ 1,000 of company income referred to ear- provided they are paid out of company income
lier will be taxed as follows: which has borne company tax paid at the 49% rate;

these qualifying dividends will effectively be re-

lieved of any further income tax in the hands of theThe new system shareholder.

Company profits $1000
o As previously announced, any credits in excess of

that required to relieve dividends from income taxCompany tax (49%) - $ 490
After tax profits (paid as dividend) $ 510 will be available to offset income tax on other

income but no cash refunds of imputation credits
Dividend = ($ 510) will be allowed.
Credit for company tax paid = ($ 490) o In lieu of the compensatory tax arrangements,
Total value to shareholder = ($ 1000) which would have imposed a new 49% tax on dis-

tributed income, dividends which are paid out ofShareholder's nominal tax bill (49% of $ 1000) - $ 490
untaxed income (or income retainedprior to l JulyCredit + $ 490

Additional tax to pay by shareholder zero 1987) will remain taxable as under current tax law
that is, they will be taxed at marginal rates when-

Shareholder's net income $ 510 received by resident individuals.
o Qualifyingdividendswill be exempt from dividendIn this case the imputation credit eliminates any withholding tax when paid to non-residents; how-further tax on the dividend. Total tax is 49% instead

of 78.4% under the old system. The shareholder is left ever, dividends paid to non-residentsout of com-

with $ 510 instead of $ 216. pany income which has not borne company tax will
be liable for the existing 15% dividendwithholding

If the shareholder's marginal tax rate had been less tax.
than 49% (i.e., if the total taxable income was less o Dividends received by companies from other resi-
than $ 35,000), the shareholder's tax credit would ex- dent companies will continue to be freed of com-

ceed the shareholder's tax liability on the dividend, pany tax in the hands of the receiving company by
and this excess credit could be used to reduce tax on the section 46 rebate. However, where such divi-
other non-dividend income. dends are qualifying dividends (i.e. where they

have already borne company tax at 49 cents in the
For example, assuming a taxpayer has a marginal tax dollar) the attached credits may be used to further
rate of 40%. credit dividends paid by the recipient company.

Company profits $1000 That is, imputation credits may be passed through
structures to benefit ultimate individualCompany tax (49%) - $ 490 company

After tax profits (paid as dividend) $ 510 resident shareholders. In effect this means that if
a company receives a $ 51 dividend from another

Dividend = ($ 510) company, and company tax has already been paid
Credit for company tax paid = ($ 490) in respect of that dividend,in the hands of the first
Total value to shareholder ($ 1000) company, the second company can pass the divi-

Shareholder's nominal tax bill (40% of $ 1000) - $ 400 dend on to its shareholder(s)with $ 49 of imputa-
Credit = $ 490 tion credits attached.

Excess credit $ 90 0 The issue of bonus shares will generally be re,

garded as the payment of a dividend for the pur-
Shareholder's net income $ 600 poses of the imputation system and will be treated

in the same way as other dividends under the tax
In this case the imputation credit is larger than the law. This will mean that such issues will be subject
shareholder'stax (because the shareholderhas a lower to tax in the hands of an individual recipient and
tax rate than the company). The excess credit of $ 90 will carry imputation credits when eligible. (This
can be used to reduce tax paid on other (non-dividend) provision will not affect pure share splits because
income. they do not involve the creation of new share cap-

However, if the shareholder has no other income on ital.)
o As previously announced, Division 7 of the In-which tax is paid, a cash refund of the imputation

credit will not be paid.
come Tax AssessmentAct, which imposes a penal-
ty tax on private companieswhich do not distribute

The key features of the new company tax system and a minimum proportion of their taxable income,
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will be abolished from 1987-88 subject to transi- when paid to a company).
tional rules. Once the new tax system commencesfrom 1 July 1987,

The change to the new company tax system has neces- the denial of section 46 eligibility for such dividends
sitated a number of other measures, particularly to will apply only to those dividends paid out of income
curtail tax avoidance opportunities. that has not borne tax at the 49% rate.

Chief among these are further measures to curb the
use of redeemablepreferenceshares as a tax avoidance Liquidations
device and a new measure to prevent tax avoidance

opportunitiesduring the liquidation of companies. The Government has also considered the long-stand-
ing flaw in the tax law which allows certain profits
derived by a company to be distributed free of tax

Redeemable preference shares
during a company liquidation, even though such pro-

The Government announced on 7 April 1986 that re-
fits would have been taxable if paid out as a dividend

deemable preference shares issued for an effective at any time before liquidation.
term of less than 2 years would be treated as debt for Where liquidationscommence after 1 p.m. today, any
tax purposes; that meant that tax loss companiescould distribution on liquidation of amounts which are

no longer derive a tax advantage by issuing such pre- deemed as assessable income under the Income Tax
ference shares at the expense of the revenue. Assessment Act and capital gains on assets acquired
Since that date the Governmenthas become aware of after 19 September 1985 will be deemed as dividends

attempts to avoid the effects of this measure and while subject to tax (where applicable) in the hands of the

it is expected that many of these attempts will prove recipient. The main effect of these changes is to treat

ineffective under general anti-avoidance laws, the capital gains which are made on assets acquired after

Governmenthas decided to furtherstrengthen the law 19 September 1985 (the commencement date of the

in ths area. capital gains tax) in the same way when distributed in

liquidation as when they are distributed prior to liqui-
In relation to all redeemable preference shares issued dation.
after 1 p.m. today, dividends on such shares will be
treated as equity income but will not be eligible for the The Governmentplans to introduce the legislation for
section 46 rebate when received by companies (i.e. these measures in the Autumn 1987 sitting of Parlia-
such dividends will no longer be free of company tax ment.

APPENDIX: IMPUTATION

The Government today announced the following details of o T is the Australian company tax paid by the company
the operation of the imputation system and related mea- in the relevant period;
sures. o D is the amount of any franked dividends received by

the company from other resident companies n the

Qualifying dividends approach period; and

From the QDA will be deducted the cash amount of any
Dividends paid by Australian resident companies after 30 qualifying dividends paid by the company, and the value of
June 1987 will continue to be assessable income in the hands the imputation credits attaching to each dollar of dividends
of resident shareholders. Where dividends are paid out of from the QDA will be calculated with reference to the

company income which has borne company tax paid at the prevailingcompany tax rate, i.e. (49/51) D where D is the cash
49% rate, they will be relieved of further tax by imputation dividend. Thus, at the 49% company tax rate, each $ 51 of

credits. Dividends paid out of such taxed company income franked dividend would have $49 of imputation credits
are referred to as qualifying dividends (or franked divi- attached.
dends). The balance of the QDA will be calculated on an ongoing
To establish whether dividends are qualifying dividends to basis, with increments made as company tax (including in-

which imputation credits are attached, companies will be stalments) is paid and franked dividends received and with

required to establish and maintain a qualifying dividends deductions made as dividends are paid. A company will be
account (QDA). This account simply records the amount of allowed to carry forward indefinitely a postive QDA bal-

income retained in the company which has borne full com- ance, Where a negative QDA balance arises and remains at

pany tax (payable generally after 30 June 1987 at the 49% the end of the year, a balancingpaymentwill be required in

rate). This amount will be calculated by reference to actual the following year. In such cases, the amount of the balanc-
tax paid and the amount of any qualifyingdividends a com- ing paymentwill be treated as a prepaymentof a later year's
pany itself receives from other Australian companies. tax and the company will receive a credit against company

The amount to be added to the QDA in a year of income is tax in a later year.

therefore derived by the following formula. To avoid the need for complex adjustments, the QDA bal-

[(5/49) T+ D]
ance will be maintainedon a wholly prospectivebasis. There
will be no going back to frank or unfrank a dividend paid as

where: a result of amendments made to a company's earlier tax
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assessments. Hence, where a company receives a credit panies from other resident companies. The rebate is to be
amendment to a prior year assessment and an entitlement calculated on the basis of cash dividends received without
to a refund of tax, the QDA balance will be reduced by the settingoff any associatedexpenses. This is the long-standing
amount of income reflecting the tax reduction and, as stated treatment sanctioned by the courts, and the treatment is
earlier, where a negative balance arises and remains at the consistent with imputation concepts.
end of the year, a balancing payment will be required.
Where a company receives a debit amendment to a prior
year assessmentand is required to pay an addi,tionalamount Assessmentof resident individuals
of tax, the QDA will be appropriately increased. Therewill
be no franking of unfranked dividends paid in the period Franked dividends received by resident individuals from
prior to the debit amendment. resident companies will confer a right to an imputation
While the balance of the QDA will generally be calculated credit equal to 49/1 times the amount of the dividend. An

on an ongoing basis, at the time of the first dividend pay-
amount equal to the dividend plus the imputation credit

ment in a year by a company that reasonablyexpects to pay attaching thereto (called the grossed-up dividend; i.e.

company tax or receive franked dividends later in the year,
$ 100 for each $ 51 of dividend) will be included in the

such companieswill be allowed, at their option, to estimate individual shareholder's assessable income. Personal tax

the QDA credits expected by the end of that year and to will be assessed on taxable income and the imputationcredit

frank dividends paid in that year accordingly will be deducted from it. As the maxmum marginal rate of
personal income tax will be equal to the company tax rate

Whether or not the QDA is based on estimated tax payable of 49% from the date of introduction of imputation, the
and franked dividends receivable, all companies will be imputation credit will fully extinguish personal income tax
subject to the following requirements: on the grossed-updividend and, for lower marginal rates,
o Companieswill be required to balance their QDA at 30 leave an excess credit. Excess credits can extinguish tax

June each year (or on the last day of their accounting liabilities on non-dividend income including capital gains
year for some substitutedaccountingperiod cases). This but will not be refundable in cash and cannot be carried
reconciliationwill be submitted to the Tax Office in the forward to later years.
following year. For typical companies where the QDA
balance was sufficient to cover all dividends paid, only
details of entries made in the QDA would be required Treatmentof dividendsflowingthroughtrusts and
to determine the QDA balance to be carried forward to partnerships
the next year;

o Where the total amount of actual QDA credits based The following treatment is to apply to achieve parity be-
on company tax paid and franked dividends received tween individuals and companies who invest in shares di-
was less than the total amount of franked dividends rectly and those who do so through a trust or partnership.
paid, a payment would be required to restore the QDA o Trust or partnership net income or losses are to be
balance to zero; determined by grossing-up dividends by any attached

o This payment would be a non-refundable prepayment imputation credits and subtracting allowable deduc-
of company tax due in that or later years. This would, tions.
by reducing the company tax paid in that year, also o A resident partner or trust beneficiary entitled to a

reduce the amount credited to the QDA. Treating the share of the partnership net income or loss or the trust
payment as a prepaymentof company tax would allow net income will also be entitled to a share of any impu-
the full amount of company tax in that or later years to tation credits attaching to the dividends. However,
be creditable by non-resident shareholders aganst tax when a trust has a loss the imputation credits would be
assessed on dividends in the relevant year under the lost because such losses are not distributed to be-
foreign tax credit systems operating in their home coun- neficiaries (consistent with the taxation treatment gen-
tries; erally of trusts in a loss situation)

o All dividends will be treated as being paid first out of o For resident individual partners or beneficiaries, the
the QDA (whether the actual QDA or that estimated relevant share of net income of the partnershipor trust
under the arrangements outlined above). Only where will be included, without any further grossing-up, in
the QDA balance s zero would unfrankeddividendsbe assessable income and the relevant share or partnership
payable (a relief will be granted where the QDA bal- losses will be allowed.
ance is so small that this requirementwould be adminis- o Were resident company partners or beneficiaries, how-
tratively onerous); ever, to attract the section 46 rebate on their share of

o Where a company has an advance and fixed commit- grossed-up net income they would be advantaged rela-
ment to pay dividends on particular classes of shares tive to a company investing in shares directly and at-

(e.g. preference share dividends) the company will be tracting the section 46 rebate on cash dividends only.
required, when paying dividendson any class of shares, Similarly, company partners would be relatively disad-
to take those commitmentsinto account in debiting the vantaged were they to receive a share of partnership
QDA and to pro-rate the QDA between the dividends losses determined after taking into account grossed-up
payable on each class of share, whether payable im- dividends. For resident company partners or be-
mediately or later in that year; and neficiaries, therefore, their share of net income will be

o Companies will be required to issue a dividend advice reduced and their share of partnership losses will be
to their shareholders advising them of all details rele- increased by an amount equal to their share of imputa-
vant to the dividend. tion credits.

Methodof tax relieffor inter-corporatedividends Medicare levy and separate net income

The section 46 rebate will continue to be the method of o The Medicare levy will be imposed on the grossed-up
freeing from company tax dividend income of resident com- (and not the cash) dividends received.
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o Excess imputation credits will not offset the Medicare 0 Until a call payment is made, the date of acquisition of

levy. partly paid-up bonus shares will continue to be taken as

o Imputation credits will not be included as part of sepa- the date of acquisition of the original shares. When a

rate net income for dependant rebate purposes. call is subsequently paid by the shareholder receiving
the partly paid bonus shares, the date ofacquisitionwill

thereupon be deemed to change to the date on which
Co-operatives expenditureof the first call payment is incurred.

o There will be no need to determine the cost base prior
Co-operatives doing 90% or more of their business with to a call being made as the bonus shares will be exempt
members are subject to Division 9 of the Income Tax As- from CGT (the original shares being acquired prior to
sessment Act and their dividends are deductible from their 20 September 1985). When a call payment is sub-
taxable income. There is already no double tax on those sequently made by the recipient shareholder, the cost
dividends. Consequently,the following treatmentwill apply base of the partly paid bonus shares will be taken as the
to co-operative companes: sum of their market value immediatelybefore the date
o Co-operatives are to be subject to the new tax rate of of the first call payment and the amount of that call

49%. payment. (Any subsequent call payments would, of
o Imputation credits will not be allowed on dividends add to the CGT cost base).

received by members from co-operativessubject to Di-
course,

vision 9 (i.e. doing 90% or more of their business with

members). Partly paid bonus units in unit trusts

o Consistent with the recommendedmethod of tax relief
for inter-corporatedividends, the section 46 rebate will A similar circumventionof the rule that the CGTis to apply
continue to free from company tax dividends received to new investments after 19 September 1985 could arise if

by co-operativecompaniesfrom non-co-operativecom- partly paid bonus units that resulted in no amount being
panies. included in the assessable incomeof the recipientunitholder

o Co-operatives which do not meet the requirements of were issued by unit trusts to unitholderswho acquired units

Division 9 will be required to establish a QDA from before 20 September 1985. Accordinglyamendmentsare to

which franked dividends may be paid. The QDA bal- be made, along the lnes outlined above for partly paid
ance will be allowed to carry over to other years in bonus shares, as follows.
which the Divisio 9 requirements are not met but o The date of acquisition of partly paid bonus units ac-

franked dividends may not be paid from the QDA in quired for no consideration by virtue of an existing
years that the Division 9 requirements are satisfied. unitholding which was acquired before 20 September

1985 will continue to be taken as the date of acquisition
of the original units until a call payment is made; when

Bonus issues a call is subsequently paid by the unitholder receiving
the partly paid bonus issues, the date of acquisitionwill

Post-30 June 1987 bonus issues, except those paid out of a thereupon be deemed to change to the date on which
genuine share premium account, are to be treated as divi- the expenditure on the first call payment is incurred.
dends (required to be distributed first from the QDA) and o Once a call is paid by the recipientunitholder, the CGT
to be assessable in the hands of individualshareholderswho cost base of the partly paid bonus units is to be taken as
also would receive any imputation credits in respect of the the sum of their market value immediately before the
bonus issue and gross up the amount of the bonus issue by first call payment and the amount of the call payment.
the imputation credits n determining assessable income.
For CGT purposes, the cost base of the bonus shares is to These amendmentswill apply to all partly paid bonus units
be their paid-up value, with indexingapplying from the date issued after 1 p.m. today where no amount of the issue is
of bonus issue. The date of acquisition will also be the date included in the assessable income of the recipient unit-
of issue, so that such shares will be subject to the CGT holder. For partly paid bonus units issued after 19 Sep-
provisions irrespectiveof the date of acquisitionof primary tember 1985 but on or before 1 p.m. today, the arrange-
shares. ments in force at the date of issue would apply.

Partly paid bonus shares Distributionson liquidation

The Government has decided to amend the provisions of Deemed dividends under secton 47(1), which would be
the capital gains tax (CGT) legislation as they relate to required to be paid first from the QDA and when paid from
partly paid bonus shares to close a potental avenue for the QDAwould attract imputationcredits, will be extended
CGT avoidance. for liquidations commenced after 1 p.m. today to include

distributionsof all amounts which are assessable under any
Where shares were acquiredbefore 20 September 1985, the provision of the Income Tax Assessment Act and capital
issue of partly paid bonus shares in relation thereto repre- gains on assets acquired after 19 September1985. In accord-

sents a potential device to confer CGT-exemptstatus upon ance with the changed treatmentof bonus issues the amount

new investments made after 19 September 1985, viz share- of all bonus issues will be included in the paid-up capital of

holders' paymentsof calls of capital in respect of such partly the issuing company and hence treated as return of capital
paid bonus issues. on liquidation by amending section 47(3).

The proposed amendmentsapplyonly to partly paid bonus Dividendwithholdingtax andbranchesofnon-resident
shares acquired in respect of original shares which were companiesin Australia

acquired prior to 20 September 1985. The followingrevised

arrangementsare to apply to such shares issued after 1 p.m. Dividendspaid on or after 1 July 1987 to non-residentsfrom

today and before 1 July 1987. the QDA are to be exempted from DWT and freed from
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tax by assessment. DWT will remain payable in respect of of Australian tax at the shareholder's marginal rate).
dividends paid from unfranked income (but this compares QDA balances will be determined only the basis ofvery favourablywith the previously announced intention to on

apply 49% compensatory tax to such dividends). Australian company tax paid. Creditable foreign tax will be
allowed to be offset against Australian company tax assess-

Dividends paid on or after 1 July 1987 to non-residentswith ed on foreign-source income, but will not be taken into
permanent establishments in Australia will be freed from account in determining the QDA balance. Any Australian
tax by assessment, by formally removing their present company tax payable after taking into account any foreign
exemption from DWT. Consistent with dVidends paid to tax credit will be taken into account any foreign tax credit
non-residentsgenerally, dividendspaid out of taxed income will be taken into account jn determiningthe QDA balance.
will not attract further tax in the hands of the branch, and
dividends paid out of tax-preferred income will attract

For tax-exempt shareholders or other shareholders unable

DWT. to take full advantage of available credits, the QDA ap-
proach will provide a more favourable outcome than the

As previously announced, branch profits tax will be compensatorytax approach. There will be no compensatory
abolished on income of the 1986-87 and subsequent years. tax arising which is uncreditable for these shareholders.

This will alleviate one of the most frequently expressed
Anti-avoidanceprovisions concerns about the foreign tax credit system.

It is intended that anti-avoidanceprovisionswill be included Commencementarrangementsfor companieswithin the imputation legislation. These provisions will include substitutedaccountingperiodsmeasures to:
o

00 prevent dividend stripping arrangements; Company tax payments will generally thecommence ato deny the rebate of tax on intercorporatedividends to a 49% rate from 1 July 1987. However, those companiesprivate company incorporatedacquired or revived after using a substituted accounting period which are subject to1 p.m. today in respect of private company dividends the 1986-87 Budget measure requrng an earlier instalmentreceived from a related private company after that time of tax will be able to apply that instalment to the calculationand not distributed to individual shareholdersby 1 July of the QDA for dividends paid after 30 June 1987. Only tax1987; and
at the 49% rate will be allowed to determine the QDAo counter other avoidance arrangements. balance.

Furtherdetailswill be availablewhen the legislation is intro-
duced.

Public unit trusts

Preference shares Those corporate unit trusts and public trading trusts which
are taxed as companieswill also be subject to the imputation

All redeemablepreferenceshares (irrespectiveof term) and arrangements.
similar equity instruments issued, or used in financing ar-

rangements entered into, after 1 p.m. today are to be
treated as ecuity for income tax purposes. However, the Terminationarrangements for Division 7
section 46 re ate will be denied in respect of all dividends
on such shares paid before 1 July 1987 and all non-qualifying For anti-avoidancereasons, Division 7 willlast apply to the
dividends paid on such shares on or after 1 July 1987. 1985-86 income year for income other than private company

dividends.

Pre-imputationprofits Division 7 and related provisionsof sections46 and 46A will
continue to apply to private company dividends paid after

Pre-imputation profits distributed as dividends will attract 30 June 1986 during a prescribed period that ended or com-

tax in the hands of resident individuals. For dividends out menced in the 1986-87 income year in order to prevent an

of taxed income that results in a second layer of tax; for indefinite halt to the flow of private company dividends to

dividends out of income not bearing company tax it is the individual shareholders at the expense of the revenue. A

only layer of tax. This treatment reflects the prospective private company that pays prescribed dividends to another

nature of the imputation system. private companywould be required to inform that company
that the dividends are subject to the transitional arrange-
ments. In keepingwith the intention of the measures, these

Foreign tax crectls dividends will pass through the corporate sector as un-

franked dividends and be taxed in the hands of individual
Under current arrangements, foreign-source income pas- shareholders.
ing through an Australian company to its resident indi-
vidual shareholders is effectively freed from tax in the hands
of the company and is taxed once in the hands of the share- System for collecting company tax
holders at their marginal tax rates. This same outcome will
continue to obtain under the combinationof the foreign tax The present instalment system for collecting company tax
credit system and the full imputation system (i.e. one layer will continue to operate as at present.
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Tax Incentives to Become

a FinancialCentre ' ..G.
' l*'.. ,

.

By Lee Fook Hong, FCIS, FAIA

INTRODUCTION

Eight years ago, in 1978, the International Bureau of Fiscal
Documentaton collected a number of country surveys and pub- -
lished them under the title Fiscal Policy and Tax Structures in
Australasia in Vol. V of Studies on Taxation and Economic

Development (1978) for use as panel papers at the Seminarat the
32nd Congress of the InternationalFiscal Associationheld in Syd-

.

.

ney.

In the country survey paper on Singapore, fiscal policies, develop-
ment programmes and many other related issues were dealt with.
To promote Singapore as a Financial Centre was then listed as Mr. Lee is a CharteredSecretaryand Management
one of the major economic development policies of the Govern- Consultant in Public Practice.

ment (Lee Fook Hong's Country Survey on Singapore in Studies
on Taxationand EconomicDevelopmentVol. V, p. 121 (1978)).

After eight years, the policy of the Government remains un-
Contents

changed. Since 1980, the Minister for Finance has been focusing TAX INCENTIVES

attention in each year's Budget Speech with the goal to promote A Exemption of interest received from approved

Singapore as a financial centre. More and more tax and non-tax
banks or approvedAsian Dollar Bonds by non-

residents
incentiveshave since been made available to both local and foreign B Concessionary rate of tax for Asian Currency
investors under tax legislation and through various government Unit income

departmentsand agencies. C. Exemption of income arising from syndicated
offshore loans

D. Tax incentives for offshore fund management
This paper will discuss the major tax incentives granted for Singa- E. Concessionary rate of tax for income from in-

pore's development as a financial centre. Some disincentives are suring and reinsuring offshore risks
F. Concessionaryrate of tax for income from gold

also discussed. bullion, gold futures and financial futures
G. Other tax related incentives
H. Tax incentives for economic development
TAX INCONGRUITIES

Author's note: A. Taxation of interest income derived by rsident
individuals

This papercontainsa few sectionsof a manuscriptwhich is part of a larger B. Taxation of remittancesof foreign income
research project. The initial research for the manuscriptwas undertaken C. Withholding taxes on interest derived by non-

while the author was involved in a research project in the School of residents

ManagementGraduate College at the University of East Asia, Macau. D. Taxation on income derived from third country
trading

The authorwishes to thank Mr. AnthonyTam Chin-Wan, AssociateProfes- E. Lackof tax incentivesfor upgradingmanpower
sor in Accounting at the University of East Asia, for his encouragement F. Other tax disincentives
and guidance, Mr. Lee Kuo Chuen, M.Sc (Econs) (Universityof London) MAJOR AGENCIESAND KEY FACTORS FOR
for reading my manuscript, the staff of Lee Fook Hong & Co for their SINGAPORE'S.DEVELOPMENTAS FINANCIAL
assistance in the research. My thanks are also due to the Asian-Pacific CENTRE
Tax and Investment Research Centre (APTIRC), the National University
of Singapore (NUS) and the Times Organisation for the use of their refer- RECOMMENDATIONSAND CONCLUDING

ence library facilities. REMARKS

Notwithstandingall the guidance and assistance, any errors or faults are REFERENCES

attributable solely to the author. APPENDICESA AND B
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TAX INCENTIVES for further development of Singapore as an interna-
tional financial centre. Under this scheme, tax exemp-

Generally, a tax incentive is a concessionwhich elimi- tion is given to income derived by an ACU from an

nates, minimizes or defers the tax burden otherwise approved syndicated offshore loan where the agree-
imposed by the general principlesof tax laws. It offers ment for the loan is made at any time during a five-year
an investor an opportunity for tax savings and thus a period commencing1 April 1983. The followingcondi-

higher rate of return on investment. In this regard, tax tions mustbe satisfied in order to qualify for this incen-
incentivesplay an important role in improvinga coun- tive scheme:

try's investment climate. (i) there are at least three lenders;
Below are some of the more important tax incentives (ii) the lead manager is an ACU of a financial institu-

tion in Singapore, or where there are two or more
which have been introduced from time to time to lead managers, at least half of that number should
stimulate the growth of the banking and financial ser- be financial institutionsin Singapore;vices sector in Singapore. (iii)the syndication is carried out substantiallyprocess

in Singapore; and
A. Exemptionof interestreceivedfromapproved (iv) the loan is an offshore loan.

banksor approvedAsianDollarBondsby non-

residents In 1984, this tax holiday scheme was extended to in-
clude the syndication of guarantees, performance

Interest received by a non-resident individual or a bonds and certain underwriting facilities, such as un-

non-residententerprise (which does not carry on busi- derwriting of bonds, floating rate notes and revolving
ness in Singapore.andhas no pernanentestablishment underwritingfacilities. In the case ofunderwriting,the

in Singapore)ondeposit in an approved bank or from tax exemption does not cover income earned by the

approved Asian Dollar Bonds are exempt from tax. underwriterarising from the holdingofpart of an issue

These incentives, on the one hand, attract foreign that has not been fully subscribed.
funds for the banks and on the other hand assist the
banks in negotiating lower interest rates with the The currentscope of this incentivescheme is governed
foreign customers. by the Income Tax (Incomefrom SyndicatedOffshore

Credit and UnderwritingFacilities)Regulations,1986.
The Regulations also extend the incentive scheme for

B. Concessionaryrate of tax forAsianCurrency a further five years ending 31 March 1993.
Unit income

The exempt income derived by an ACU may be distri-
An Asian Currency Unit (ACU) is a separate book- buted to shareholders of the bank in the form of
keeping unit set up by a bank, under special licence, exempt dividends. Where the shareholderis a holding
for Asian Dollar transactions. company owning not less than 50% of the beneficial

To encouragegreaterparticipationin the Asian Dollar interest in the issued capital of the bank at the time

Market by financial institutions, a tax incentive in the such dividends are received, the holdingcompanymay

form of a concessionaryrate of tax of 10% on income in turn distribute the exempt dividends to its share-

derived from offshore loans was introduced for the holders. Such dividendswill be exempt from tax in the

ACUs. This concessionary rate of tax was later ex-
hands of the shareholders.

tended to income derived by an ACU from advising
or confirming offshore letters of credit. The range D. Tax incentives for offshore fund management
of qualifyingoffshoreactivitieshas subsequentlyex-

panded. Such activities are specified in the Income To assist the developmentof Singaporeas a fund man-

Tax (Concessionary Rate of Tax for Asian Currency agement centre, an incentive scheme was introduced
Unit Income) Regulations, 1979, as amended. whereby investmentgains from funds managedon be-

half of a non-resident investor by ACUs are exemptThe net qualifying income derived by an ACU less the from tax. In addition, the fees derived by the ACUs
10% tax may be distributed to shareholders of the from providing such fund management services are
bank in the form of exempt dividends. Where the accorded the 10% concessionary rate of tax. When
shareholderis a holding companyowningnot less than this scheme was first introduced in 1983 one of the
50% of the beneficial interest in the issued capital of conditions attached was that the funds had to be in-
the bank at the tme such dividends are received, the vested overseas. Following representations from the
holding company may in turn distribute the exempt fund managementcommunity for greater flexibility to
dividends to its shareholders. Such dividends will be further stimulate fund managementactivitiesin Singa-
exempt from tax in the hands of the shareholders.

pore, the Government has now extended the scheme
to include the following:

C. Exemptionof incomearisingfromsyndicated (a) the funds may be invested in local stocks and
offshore loans shares; and

(b) fund managers who do not have an ACU licence,
A special tax holiday scheme was introduced in 1983 but are approved by the Monetary Authority of
to promote international loan syndication activities Singapore, may participate in the scheme.
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Previously, the foreign investors were required to F. Concessionaryrate oftaxfor income fromgold
make a signed declarationof their non-residentstatus. bullion, gold futuresand financialfutures
This has now been abolished. Instead, the fund mana-

gers will have to affirm the non-residentstatus of their In 1981, a 10% concessionaryrate of tax was given to
clients. income from offshore gold transactions derived by an

This incentive scheme does not cater to a non-resident approvedmemberof the GoldExchangeofSingapore.
institutional investorwhich has a permanentestablish- With the establishmentof the Singapore International
ment in Singapore or carries on business in Singapore Monetary Exchange (SIMEX) n late 1984 to

by itself or ln association with others. In this respect, spearhead the development of financial futures trad-
uncertainty often arises when a non-resident institu- ing, the scope of the above incentive is now governed
tional investor has incidental interests in Singapore. by the Income Tax (Concessionary Rate of Tax for
The shift in the onus of affirming the non-resident Income from Gold Bullion, Gold Futures and Finan-
status of the investors does not seem to have removed cial Futures) Regulations, 1985. These regulations
this uncertainty. However, it is understood that the provide the 10% concessionary tax rate for income of
fund managers would be absolved from any responsi- corporate members of SIMEX arising from transac-
bility if an affirmation were made in good faith. tions with non-residents, ACUs and other SIMEX

members.

The net qualifying income less the 10% tax may be
E. Concessionaryrateoftaxfor incomefrom distributed as exempt dividends to the shareholdersof

insuringand reinsuringoffshorerisks the institutions. Where the shareholder is a holding
company owning not less than 50% of the beneficial

To stimulate re-insurance activities in Singapore, the interest in the issued capital of the bank at the time
Governmentintroduceda tax incentivewherebygains such dividendsare received, the holdingcompanymay
or profits derived by an insurance company from the in turn distribute the exempt dividends to its share-
reinsurance of offshore risks are taxed at a concessio- holders. Such dividendswill be exempt from tax in the
nary rate of 10%. This incentivewas extended in 1980 hands of the shareholders.
to include the insurance of offshore risks. The current As a further incentive for the futures market, SIMEX
scope of this incentive is governed by the Income Tax itself is given a five-year tax exemption on its income(ConcessionaryRate of Tax for Income from Insuring derived from futures activities.and Reinsuring Offshore Risks) Regulations, 1980.

The income of an insurance company qualifying for
the 10% concessionary rate of tax includes: G. Other tax related incentives
(i) income from acceptinggeneral insurancecovering

offshore risks; Other tax related incentives which were introduced
(ii) income from accepting general reinsurancecover- over the years to assist the development of the finan-

ing offshore risks; and cial sector in Singapore include the following:
(iii)dividends and interest from the investment of its

1. Stamp duty exemptionincome arising from its business of insuring and on

Asian Dollar Bonds-

reinsuring offshore risks.
ACU OffshoreLoan Agreementsand all other-

Offshore risks is defined by Section 26(5) of the related documents
Income Tax Act (Cap 141) to mean: - cheques, including traveller's cheques

any risk outside Singapore and - 2. Estate duty exemption on the following property(a) in relation to direct general insuranceor facultative passing on death of a person who at the time of his
general reinsurance the insured is not a person res- death is neither resident nor domiciled in Singa-ident in Singaporeor a permanentestablishment in
Singapore; and pore

-

(b) in relation to treaty general reinsurance not less deposits and balanceswith ACUs of approved
than 75% of the total risk in terms of gross pre-

banks
miums is outside Singapore,

- negotiable certificates of deposits issued by
and where any such risk is in transit in Singaporeit shall ACUs of approved banks
be deemed to be outside Singapore. - approved Asian Dollar Bonds

-

The net qualifying income derived by an insurance deposits and balances in gold savings accounts
with approved banks

company less the 10% tax may be distributed to the deposits and balances with members of-

shareholders in the form of exempt dividends. Where SIMEX where such deposits and balances arethe shareholderis a holding company owning not less in respect of qualifying transactionsthan 50% of the beneficial interest in the issuedcapital
of the insurance company at the time such dividends 3. Tax incentives for the ailing hotel and property
are received, the holding company may in turn distri- sector, the stability of which has a fundamental
bute the exempt dividends to its shareholders. Such bearing on the banking and financiai services sec-

dividends will be exempt from tax in the hands of the tor
shareholders. - property tax rebates
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property tax exemption for propertyunderde- B. Taxaton of remittancesof foreign income-

velopment
4. 10% concessionary rate of tax for certain income The scope of taxation in Singapore is territorial.

derived by operationalheadquarters, includingn- Foreign income is not liable to tax in Singaporeunless

come derived from fund managementand treasury
such income is remitted to Singapore by a taxpayer

functions.
resident in Singapore for tax purposes. This system of
taxation tends to suppress the local supplyof investible
funds since investors are reluctant to repatriate funds

H. Tax incentives for economic development from their home country.

Tax incentives for economic development which di- The Minister for Finance is empowered under the

rectly or indirectly help to develop Singapore into a
Income Tax Act (Cap 141) to exempt from tax wholly

financial centre are available under the Income Tax or in part foreign income received by a resident in

Act, and the Economic Expansion Incentives (Relief Singapore (Section 13(7) of the Income Tax Act).
from IncomeTax) Act. There are othernon-taxncen-

Investors and financial entrepreneurswould certainly
tives such as the Capital Assistance Scheme, Small appreciatemore flexibility and expediencyon the part
Industries Finance Scheme, Export Credit Insurance, of the Ministry of Finance in processing applications
Export Finance and Investment Guaranties. for exemption from tax on remittances of foreign in-

come. Ideally, a blanketexemptionshouldbe given on

all foreign income remitted to Singapore, as recom-

mended by the Economic Committee in its report in

TAX INCONGRUITIES
February 1986.

Until such tax exemption on remittancesof income is

Whilst Singapore has developed itself into a sophisti- introduced, there should be flexibility and closer co-

cated financial sector, it still has much to attain before ordination between the Ministrypolicy decision mak-

it becomes the financial supermarket as envisaged ers and the Revenue officers in dealing with applica-
by the Government. tions for exemption under Section 13(7). Consistency

in their objectives and flexibility in mplementation
The tax incentives for the banking and financial ser- should be maintained to eliminate unnecessarydelays
vices sector have been supportive and fruitful. How- whichmay result in scaringaway importantinvestors.
ever, there are a few.incongruitiesexisting within the
local tax system which hinders the growth of this sec-

tor. The removal of these incongruitieswill assist Sin- C. Withholdingtaxeson interestderivedby non-

gapore in achievingmore rapidly its goal of becoming residents

a premier financial centre.
Except for interest derived from deposits in approved
banks and from approved Asian Dollar Bonds, in-

A. Taxationof interestincomederivedby terest derived from other transactions by non-resi-
residentindividuals dents is generally subject to withholding tax of 33%.

Deposits with the Post Office Savings Bank of Singa- The abolition of these withholdingtaxes, especiallyon

pore (POSB) have increased significantly over the interestarisingfromdebt instruments,margin deposits
years. The main reason for the increase is that interest and gold transactions would serve to stimulate the

income derived from any savings account with the development of the financial and commodity futures

POSB is exempt from tax, while interest income de- markets.
rived from other approvedbanks and financial institu-
tions by resident individuals is not tax-exempt. The D. Taxationonncomederivedfromthirdcountry
other banks and financial institutions have therefore

experienceddifficulty in mobilizing funds. trading

The taxation of interest income derived from Singa- Third country trading provides the banking and fi-

pore by a resident individual also adversely affects nance sector with invaluable trade-related business

local private capital formation since the tax burden opportunities,such as loan financingand credit financ-

discourages local savings and causes an outflow of ing businesses.

capital funds. Income derived by an enterprise from third country
A tax exemption of interest derived from banks and trading in Singapore is considered to be sourced in or

finance companies by resident individuals ought to derived from Singapore and is subject to Singapore
entice the repatriation of capital funds back to Singa- tax. Many investors engaged in third country trading
pore and place the banks and financecompanieson an have therefore, as a legal tax-avoidancemeasure, set

equal footing with the POSB with regard to funds up establishmentsin countries which offer tax exemp-
mobilization. Alternatively,a final withholding tax at

a low rate of, say, 5% to 10% instead of the normal 1. See Lee Fook Hong, Tax Incentivesfor EconomicDevelopmentin
rate of 33% on such interest income may perhaps be Taxation in the Asian Countries, 2nd Revised Edition, Editor Hamed

helpful. Talib, APTIRC, Singapore, 1986.
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tion on income derived from such activities. As a re- stronger link with other financial centres such as

sult, the financial institutions in Singaporehave failed Japan.
to secure the bulk of the regional trade-related busi-
ness. Cost-cutting measures have also been taken, such as

reduction of employers' statutory contribution to-
One possible solution to correct this adverse situation wards the Central Provident Fund by 15 percentage
faced by the financial institutions in Singapore would points, from 25% to 10% of wage cost. Some nvestors
be for the Government to grant tax exemption on feel that a controlled regulatory environment stifles
income derived from third country trading. business initiative and discourages businessmen from

taking businessor finance risks. Perhapssome deregu-
E. Lackof tax incentivesforupgradingof lation, especially to permit a wider range of activities

to be carried out by financialinstitutions,would attractmanpower
more foreign institutions to set up their base in Singa-

Owing to the high pace of development, the banking pore and increase the level of financial activities.

and finance sectors in Singapore now face a shortage
of highly-skilled personnel, particularly in activities To promote Singapore as an international financial
related to fund management and reinsurance. centre, Singapore has also taken other non-tax mea-

sures. Below are some of the major agencies and key
Although there are various schemes for upgrading factors for Singapore to develop into an international
skills of craftsmen, there seems to be a lack of tax financial centre:
incentives for manpower development and training 1. Singapore become member of the World Bankfor the management level especially in the financial a

sector. Since highly-skilledpersonnel are essential for in 1966.

the development of this sector, tax incentives such as
2. Singapore joined the Asian DevelopmentBank in

double deductionfor trainingexpensesshouldbe more
1966.

liberally introduced. Key expatriatepersonneland ex-
3. The DevelopmentBank of Singapore(DBS Bank)

perts should be attracted to work here by granting has been set up to provide a wide range of financial
them tax concessions. In the long run, these expat-

services to promote Singapore's industrialization
riates can impart their knowledge and skills to local and general economic development.
personnel. 4. Most banks have computerized their operations

either in part or wholly to be in line with the Gov-
ernment's policy to promote automation and

F. Other tax disincentives higher productivityand to reduce manpower.
5. Merchant banks have been set up to provide ser-

Other tax disincentiveswhich inhibit the growth of the vices ranging from financial and advisory services;
banking and finance sector include: domestic and offshore loan syndication; gold and

Uncertainty with regard to the application of cer- foreign exchange trading; underwritingof security-

tain tax laws, such as those relating to leasing, issues and investmentmanagement.
investment holding and investment trading com- 6. Singapore has developed the Foreign Exchange
panies. Market as one ofthe world'smost activemarkets.
Non-deductibilityof expenses incurred in connec- 7. Insurance companies are encouraged to promote

-

tion with capital raising and venture capital. offshore insuranceand re-insurancebusiness. Un-
Limited relief for life insurance premiums. derwritingskills have been upgraded and manage-

-

ment expertise has been imported through the ef-
- forts of others.
8. Finance companies have been set up to provideMAJORAGENCIESAND KEYFACTORSFOR deposit-takingservices and lending facilities. TheySINGAPORE'SDEVELOPMENTAS FINANCIAL help to promote hire-purchase business in the

CENTRE and vehicleproperty motor sectors.
9. The Stock Exchangeof Singapore (SES) has com-

The introduction of tax incentives alone is not suffi- puterized its daily operations. The SES has intro-
cient to spur Singapore's financial sector to soar to duced a computerizeddata service for investment
greaterheights. Equally important, if not more, to the analysis and decision making to help investors to
bankers/investors would be a well-balanced and evaluate the performance of the public-quotedfavourable business environment. companies.
As a financial centre, Singapore already has certain 10. The Securities IndustryCouncil (SIC) has been set.

advantages, namely, political stability, strategic loca- up to act as an advisoryand consultativebody. The
tion, excellent infrastructureand well educated work- SIC's function is to advise the Minister and ad-
force. On the other hand, the small domestic market, minister the Securities Industry Act, 1973 (17 of
high cost of doing business and a controlledregulatory 1973) to protect the investorsand preventunlawful
environment are some of the negative factors. How- and dishonest trading. The SES is also responsible
ever, it is encouraging to note that the Government is for enforcing the Singapore Code on Takeovers
now taking steps to expand the local capital market and Mergers.
with a wider range of instruments and to forge a 11. The Registry of Companies and Businesses is a
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GovernmentDepartmentresponsiblefor adminis- foreign companies, financial institutions and institu-

tering the Business RegistrationAct and the Com- tional investors, greater Government support for fi-

panies Act (Chapter 185). nancial product innovations and introduction of new

12. There is no exchange control which has been lifted financial instruments is crucial. To provide a condu-
since 1978. There are no restrictionson remittance cive environment for the development of a venture
or repatriationof capital, profits, dividends, royal- capital market, fiscal incentives in more practical
ties, and other income. terms should be more readily available.

13. Singapore is a major telecommunicationscentre,
linked to many parts of the world by satellite com-

4. Fund management - Fiscal incentives have been

munications, telex lines, telegrams and facsimile introduced to attract foreign funds and expertise, and

services.
new strategiesplanned to improvemanagement.How-

14. Singapore has formulated new policies and made ever, certain grey areas in taxation have hindered the

efforts to establish the right infrastructure to sup- growth in this potential area of growth. For example,
there should be clearer guidelines for one to distin-

port the introduction of more modern and ad-
guish taxable trading profits from non-taxable capitalvanced technology. There are excellent transpor- gains to facilitate business planning and to avoid

tation and communicationnetworks. The scope of
un-

technologicaladvancementis limitless and if more necessary and unproductivedisputes between the tax-

funds and manpower are allocated to carry out payers and the Revenue.

raore research, the existing facilitieswill be further 5. Capital market - The successful operation of the

improvedand Singaporewill become a truly major foreign exchange and money market transactions
financial centre not only in this region but interna- should be extended to other areas in the financial

tionally.2 sector. The Government is attempting to develop an

active fixed-rate securities market. However, special
effort should be made to adjust the existing legal and

RECOMMENDATIONSAND CONCLUDING regulatory frameworkwhich appears to be too rigid to

REMARKS accommodate and cope with the rapid changes n the

capital market.

Singaporehas the necessaryattributes to be the Switz-
erland of Asia. The outlook of the economy is bright. 6. Wage restraints- There is a case for selectivewage

The high proportion of savings, low inflation rates,
restraints in different sectors and the- Government

well-developed infrastructure, a large pool of profes- should review the presentgeneralwage restraintpolicy
sionals and expertise, fully convertible currency

which affects the financial sector. Perhaps some other

backed by strong international reserves, political sta-
incentivesshould be used to compensate the fall in real

bility and efficient administration,combined with the income.

appropriate legal and regulatory framework, in addi- 7. UnlistedSecurities Market (USM)- This should be
tion to the financial incentiveswill create the necessary promotedby offering more fiscal incentivesand other
environment to become a premier financial centre. non-fiscal assistance so as to develop local entre-

The following may be worthy of consideration to help preneurship as recommendedby the Economic Com-

further develop Singaporeas an internationalfinancial mittee headed by Brigadier-GeneralLee Hsien Loong
in his Report Singapore Economy: New Directions

centre:
(1986).

1. Research regulation- It may be desirable to set up
research centres and institutions for research into the 8. The 4Bs of survival - Business acumen, business

regulationsof the financial sector. Introductionand environment, business opportunities and business

recommendation for any new regulations should be threats. Singaporebusinessmenhave the business acu-

implemented only after prior consultation with the men to identify business opportunities and threats.

financial sector and the business community. But it is essential to have the support of the Govern-
ment to provide the right directions and a conducive

2. Business Consultative Committee - A Business business environmentto develop Singaporeas a finan-

ConsultativeCommitteeshould be set up. Such Com- cial centre.4

mittee should comprise representativesfrom the Gov- A financialcentre must be developedon its own efforts
ernment, the business community, professional body and merits by the business community itself and not
and the Federationof the Chambersof Commerceand

Industry and the National University of Singapore. It merely by implementation of rules and regulations.
should perform a consultative and advisory role to

help to review existing rules, regulations and proce- 2. See Lee Fook Hong's commentaryon Norman Song's paper entitled

dures relating to developmentof the financial services Technology-- The Next Decade delivered at the International Congress
sector.3 of the Australian Division of The Institute of Chartered Secretaries and

Administratorsheld in Sydney in May 1982.

3. Risk management- With the introductionof cur- 3. See Lee Fook Hong on The CharteredSecretary in Public Practice

rency options, interest rate and currency swops, and delvered at a semnar organized by the Singapore Association of the

forward rate agreements, Singapore has achieved Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administratorsheld on Friday, 11

greater sophisticationand depth. To further stimulate July 1986.
4. See Lee Fook Hong's speech to the Rotary Club of Queenstownand

the risk management activities and attract more reported in the Straits Times, Tuesday, 25 March 1986.
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However, the Governmentshould use tax and non-tax given investorsmuch confidencein Singaporewhen he
measures to influence the business community and said,
promote business expansion and economic growth.5

Despite what the Government is doing, much of the
9. Diversification - Singapore lacks natural re- success of our policies will depend on the world

sources, but has valuable human resources of a high- economic situation, over which we have little control.

educational level. Diversification will help economc We should therefore not be overly sanguine about the

growth and especially in developing Singapore as a pace of our recovery. However, I see no cause for

financial centre. despondencyeither, as there is much we can do to help
ourselves. We have excellent infrastructure already in

Although Brunei ranked among the richest in the place, adequate financial resources and negligible
world because of its oil-rich economy, bold measures foreign debt; a very comfortableposition from which to

have been taken to diversify the narrow economic face adversity. What we now need is for all Singapo-
base. Brunei too is moving into the direction to de- reans to join together in launchingthe next phaseof our

economic development.velop expeditiously into a financial centre. Singapore
cannot afford to lag behind.6 The appeal by the Minister to all Singaporeans to

work together for the next phase of Singapore's10. Flexibilityandadaptability- Singaporemust strive economic development is commendable and worthyto continue to be a free enterpriseeconomywith lexi- of strong support. All Singaporeans and all others
bility and adaptability to respond to rapid changes concerned should accept the challenge and work har-
from time to time. der to achieve the desired goals.
11. Cost of maintenance - The well-established effi-
cient infrastructure for Singapore's development as a

financial centre must be further expanded and the REFERENCES
costs of maintainingsuch infrastructuringmust be kept
on par with, if not lower than those of the financial

A. Official
centres in London, New York and Japan.

sources

A conducive business environment must be created 1. Ministry of Trade & Industry, Singapore, -

not just to compete but to compete successfully in the Economic Survey of Singapore
internationalmarket. To recover from the trade reces- 2. Information Division, Ministry of Communica-
sion and to further develop Singapore as a business tions & Information,Singapore- Facts & Pictures,
centre and a major financial centre: 1985
(a)t)costs of running business must be low, 3. International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation,

taxes at minimal rates for both individuals and Amsterdam, - Taxation & Investments in Asia

companies, and the Pacific

(c) workers' attitude must be improved, and 4. Ministry of Trade & Industry, Singapore- Report
(d) regulations relating to business must be of the Economic Committee, The Singapore

liberalized. Economy: New Directions 1986
5. SingaporeInternationalChamberof Commerce,12. Stock Index Futures - Trading in stock index fu-

-

Annual Reportstures has been introduced in the stock markets in the 6. Singapore Year Book 1986Asian time zone. In February 1983, the Australian
stock index futures market was started by the Sydney
Futures Exchange. Hong Kong established the Hang B. Books

Seng Index Futures Market in May 1986. Osaka is
planning to start a market for trading in Japanese 1. Hamed Talib, ed. Taxation in the Asian Coun-
stock index in March 1987. Singapore is also planning tries, Asian-PacificTax and InvestmentResearch
to start a stock index futures market sometime at the Centre, 2nd Revised Edition (1986)
end of 1986. 2. Lee Fook Hong, -A CollectionofTaxationArti-

All the above merit serious consideration and early cles, Industrial & Commercial Training & Con-

implementation. Singapore should continue to main- sultancy Organisation, 1972

tain the high rating as a stable and safe place to do 3. Lee Sheng-yi, - The Monetary and Banking De-

business as carriedout by the California-baseBusiness velopmentof Singaporeand Malaysia,2nd & Re-

EnvironmentRisk Information (BERI).7
vised edition 1986

4. Lee Sheng-yi, - Issues in Public-Debt Manage-
To sum up, the financial services sector appears to be ment, Issues in Public Finance in Singapore, Sin-

consolidating its position at the moment, after ex- gapore University Press, 1980, pp. 162-178

periencing the effects of the recent economic
downturn. The Government can again be depended
on for its supportive role in Singapore's next surge in 5. See Lee Fook Hong's comment on Miss Linda Seah's Issues in

becoming a premier financial sector. Personal Income Tax in Issues in Public Finance in Singapore edited

by Mukul Asher and Susan Osborne and published by the Singapore

The Ministerfor Finance,Dr. RichardHu, in conclud- UniversityPress under the auspicesof the EconomicSocietyof Singapore.
6. Report in the Straits Times, Tuesday, 15 July 1986.

ing his 1986 Budget Statement on 7 March 1986 had 7. Report on Page 2 of the Australian News, June 1986.
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5. S.Y Lee and Y.C. Jao, -FinanciaiStructuresand APPENDIXA

Monetary Policies in South East Asia, London,
Manhattan Press, 1982 List ofSingaporestatutesrelevantto

6. Lim Chong-Yah,- Money and MonetaryPolicy, the financialservicessector

Singapore, Eastern University Press, 1969
7. Mukul Asher & Susan Osborne, ed. Issues in Singaporestatutes

Public Finance in Singapore, Economic Society
of Singapore, Singapore University Press, 1980 1. Acts

8. Tan Chwee Huat,- FinancialMarket and Institu- The Statutes of the Republic of Singapore, Singapore
tions in Singapore,3rd Edition,Singapore,Singa- Law Revision Commission, Attorney-General's
pore University Press, 1984 Chambers Vols. 1-8

The Banking Act, Cap 1982
The Business Registration Act, 36 of 1973C. Articles
The Central Provident Fund Act, Cap 121
The CompaniesAct, Cap 1851. Lee Fook Hong, - Fiscal Policy and Tax Struc-

tures in Australasia, Studies on Taxation and The Currency Act, Cap 64

Economic Development, Vol. V, International The Economic Expansion Incentives (Relief from In-

Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, Amsterdam, come Tax) Act, 1975

1978, 121-140 The Finance CompaniesAct, Cap 191
The Futures Trading Act, 19862. Lee Fook Hong, - The Income Tax Act, Cap 1411981 - Singapore's 1981 Budget in:

35 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation The Insurance Act, Cap 193

6 (1981) at 243-253. Hereafter cited as Bulletin. The Monetary Authority of Singapore Act, Cap 195

1982-Singapore's1982Budget-aSummary in: The Property Tax Act, Cap 144

36 Bulletin 5 (1982) at 200-205 The Securities Industry Act, 1986

1983-Singapore's1983 Budget-aSummaryin: The Skills DevelopmentLevy Act, 30 of 1979

37 Bulletin 5 (1983) at 225-229 The Stamp Duties Act, Cap 147
The Statistics Act, 46 of 19731984 - A summary of Singapore's 1984 Budget

in: 38 Bulletin 5 (1984) at 202-210
2. Bills1985 - A summary of Singapore's 1985 Budget

in: 39 Bulletin 5 (1985) at 221-226 The Companies (Amendment)Bill, 1986
1986 - A summary of Singapore's 1986 Budget
in: 40 Bulletin7 (1986) at 319-325

3. Lee Sheng-yi, - Banking and Financial Develop- APPENDIXB
ment of Singapore and Malaysia since 1958, 1
SoutheastAsiaJournalofSocialSciences(1) (1973) List of GovernmentGazettedincometax

4. Tan Hui Boon (Mrs.), - A Study of Commercial concessionaryrates regulations
Banking Practices in Singapore, Economic De-
velopment Division, Ministry of Finance, Singa- Date of Government
pore, Dec. 1969 Regulations Gazette notification

The Income Tax (ConcessionaryRate
D. Universitycourse notes of Tax for Asian Currency Unit

Income) Regulations 28 April 1979
1. Anthony Chin-Wan Tam, Assistant Professor of The Income Tax (ConcessionaryRate

Accountancy, University of East Asia, Macau, of Tax for Income from Insuring
Graduate College School of Management, and Reinsuring Offshore Risks)
Executive MBA Programme: Course Notes on Regulations, 1980 17 June 1980
Financial Management (1985) and Investment The Income Tax (ConcessionaryRate
Analysis and Management (1986) of Tax for Asian Currency Unit

2. Y.B. Hui, Assistant Professor of Accountancy, Income) (Amendment) Regulations,
Universityof East Asia, Macau, GraduateCollege 1981 19 March 1981
School of Management, - Executive MBA Pro- The Income Tax (ConcessionaryRate
gramme: Course Notes on Selected Topics on of Tax for Income from Gold Bullion,
Advanced Finance (1985) Gold Futures and Financial Futures)

3. Bruce Gates, Visiting Professor of Management, Regulations, 1985 17 December 1985
Universityof East Asia, Macau, GraduateCollege The Income Tax (Income from Syndicated
School of Management, - Executive MBA Pro- Offshore Credit and Underwriting
gramme, Course Notes on Business Policy Facilities) Regulations, 1986 6 February 1986
(1986) The Income Tax (ConcessionaryRate

of Tax for Asian Currency Unit
Income) (Amendment) Regulations,
1986 2 April 1986
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OngoingTax Reform I
1

By Torao Aoki

Mr. Aoki is currentlya full professorof pub-
ic financeatthe NiigataUniversity in Tokyo
and a specia memberof the researchstaff
at the Institute of Fiscal and Monetary Pol-

The currentJapanese tax systemwas enactedshortly afterWorldWar icy of the Ministry of Finance.
II. Now, a quarter century after their introduction, Japan has em- He is a law graduate of the Law Schoo ofbarkedupon a drastic overhaul of its tax laws. For this purpose the the Unversity of Tokyo and has an M.A.
Japanese Governmentestablisheda Tax Commissionwhich, after a from the University of Southern California.
periodof intensivestudy, finished its interim reporton 25 April 1986.

He has held various positions in theOn 28 October 1986 the Tax Commissionsubmitteda reporton basic Japanese Ministry of Finance, ncludngpolicies underlying the Tax Reform to the Prime Minister. On 24 that of Director of the InternationalTax Af-December 1986 the Tax Commissionand the Tax Committee of the fairs Division of the Tax Bureau.
ruling Liberal-DemocraticParty decided on the outline of the Tax
Reform. The Government is now preparing the pertinent bills for He representedthe JapaneseGovernment
submissionto the Diet (Parliament). This article is the first instalment

in the Committee on Fiscal Affairs of the
OECD and he has attended meetngs ofof a comprehensive article on the pending radical Tax Reform in the Tax Experts of the United Nations.Japan.
He has been staff memberof the Interna-a
tional Monetary Fund and an ExecutiveDl-
rector with the Inter-American Develop-
ment Bank.

I. BACKGROUND

The present tax system of Japan was adopted in 1950 on the basis of the
recommendations of the mission headed by Professor Carl S. Shoup of
Columbia University during the occupation period after the war. Since
then the Japanese tax system has survivedspectaculareconomicand social
changes.l But now is the time to carefully review and drastically reform
the existing tax regime. The Tax Commissioncreated in 1956 as an advis-
ory organ to the Prime Minister has a major role to play in this context.
The Commissionreviews and recommendsthe formulationof long-range
policy on the structure of the taxes as weil as the year-to-yearchanges.
The Tax Committee of the ruling Liberal-DemocraticParty also makes
recommendations on tax legislation which are usually consistent with
those of the Tax Commission of the Government.

In his policy speech at the 102nd Diet session in January 1985, Prime
Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone stated that in view of various problems of
the tax system due to the social and economic changes an overall reform
of the tax system on a broad basis would be required as a task for some

time to come. The then Finance Minister Noboru Takeshita also em-

phasized, in his Budget speech, that the tax system as a whole should be
discussed and reviewed from a broad point of view. Lively debates on the 1 See ToraoAoki, A Survey of the Japanese

Tax System, 39 Bulletin for International Fiscal
reconstructionof Government finances and tax amendment took place at Documentation435-445 (1985) and Torao Aoki,
the Diet. Businesses are also increasingly interested in tax reform. Thus, National Taxation System, in Tokue Shibata,
momentum is building toward a tax reform. ed., Public Finance in Japan 103-122, University

of Tokyo Press (1986).
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II. REVIEWBY THE TAX COMMISSION By the end of 1985, each Specal Committee had re-

viewed the existing taxes, consultingwith all the circles

In September 1985, Premier Nakasone requested the concerned. Since the turn of the year, the Commission

Tax Commission to make an overall review of the held a local public hearing in Osaka and Hiroshima in

present tax system. Bearing in mind the recentchanges search of views and opinionsfrom varioussectors. The

in the social and economic structure of Japan and the expert subcommitteeprepared reportson (1) the filing
expected future developments, the Commission is or taxpayingunits, (2) employmentincome deduction,
charged with deliberatinga desirable tax system which (3) progressivity of income tax, and (4) taxation on

may obtain the understandingand cooperationof tax- corporations. After intensive studies on the basis of

payers and meet the following criteria: equty, fair- the reports of the subcommittee,Special Committees

ness, simplicity, the build-up of vitality in the Nos. 2 and 3 released their Interim Reports on 25

economic society and respect for taxpayers' choices. April 1986. The following is an outline of both Re-

As the procedure for doing so, the Commission was ports.
asked to make recommendations, first of all, for the
alleviation and rationalizationof tax burdensand then
to explore the way to ensure that there are adequate III. REDUCTIONAND RATIONALIZATIONOF

revenue sources for reductionof individualand corpo- TAXBURDENS
rate income taxes. The reform proposals are expected
to be revenue neutral, neither increasingnor decreas- In the course of the fast economic growth after the

ing the total tax revenues. It was also pointed out that war, the level of income has been improved, the

the current tax system leads to various distortionsand numberof salariedworkershas increasedand distribu-

sometimes imposes heavy burdens as a result of the tion of income has been equalized. At the same time,
recent structuralchanges in industryand employment, on the expenditure side, the social security pro-
the elevation of the level of income, a more even grammes have been expanded. On top of this, in view

distribution of income, the aging of the population, of the aging of the population and restrained growth
and the diversificaton and increasingly servce- of the economy in the future, it is all the more impor-
oriented form of consumption.Thus the Tax Commis- tant that, convinced of the fairness of their tax

sion has embarked upon a study aimed at the most liabilities,people pay taxes to meet the costs ofsociety.
drastic reform since 1950. The primary objective of For this purpose the overriding task is to establish a

the forthcoming reform is to modify a 35 year-old tax stable revenue structure, endorsed by the understand-

system to better fit the present and future social and ing and confidenceof the people, free from distortions

economicconditions. and the feeling of oppression now characterizing the

For this purpose, in additionto the 30 regularmembers
tax system.

of the Tax Commissionwho come from differentwalks As Table 1 indicates, the tax burden in Japan is consid-

of life representing a variety of groups that influence erably lower than in most major countries.

tax policy, an additional number of special members
have been appointed. Three special committees and Nevertheless, the Japanese taxpayers feel increasingly
an expert subcommitteehave also been created. frustrated by the pressure of the tax burden especially

in connection with their income tax liabilities which

Special CommitteeNo. 1 is to study the general prob- are a relatively far larger portion of total taxes than in

lems, such as the approaches to the tax reform and its other countries. According to the estimates of the

relation to expendtures. Special Committee No. 2 is JapaneseMnistryof Finance, at the nationaland local

to study individual income tax and social inhabitant levels combined, income taxes on individualsand cor-

tax. Special Committee No. 3 is to study taxation on porations and taxes on alcohol, tobacco, commodities

corporationsand estates and indirect taxes. The expert and services account for 62.2% and 19.6%, respec-
subcommittee composed of academicians is to study tively, of the total tax revenues in fiscal year 1986. The

the theoretical aspects in response to requests by the OECD Revenue Statistics shows that the correspond-
Special Committees. ing figures in fiscal year 1983 are: 59.8% and 25.3%

for the United States; 46.8% and 36.1% for the United

Table 1 Kingdom; 51.9% and 42.8% for West Germany; and

Taxes as a percentageof national income 32.1% and 51.3% for France.

Japan U.S. U.K. West France Sweden The Japanese problems are rooted in the feelings of

Germany the middle income class against their accumulated tax

burdens and the alleged inequality among different
Nationaland of income, especially between salaried workerstypes
local taxes 25.1 26.6 41.9 31.0 33.5 49.1 and other income earners. Therefore, in considering
Social security the lightening and streamlining of the burden of indi-
tax 11.0 10.0 11.4 22.7 28.7 19.9 vidual income taxes, it may be necessary not only to

Total 36.1 36.6 53.3 53.7 62.2 69.0 discuss the levels of tax rates and deductions, but also

Source: EconomicPlanningAgency, the GovernmentofJapan to review in depth the very framework of the tax sys-

Note: For Japan fiscal year 1986 and for other countries fiscal tem.

year 1983. Taking this into consideration,SpecialCommitteeNo.
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2 suggests radically reducingand rationalizingthe bur- marginal ability to pay increases from the minimum to
dens of national income tax and local inhabitant tax by the maximum tax rate brackets. Previously, the tax
analyzing the following three points: rates were graduated from 10% to 75% and each

bracket increased the rate by 5%.

1. Relaxationof progressivity Since the abovementionedReport, the rate structure
has been made steeper. Currently, at the lower and

The present national income tax of Japan is featured middle income brackets the rate increasesby only 2%,
by high progressivity with rates rising from 10.5% to 3% and 4%, and at the high income bracket by 5%.
70% in 15 brackets. When local tax is included, the As for the patterns of earnings and outlays of themaximum possible tax rate is 88%. Bracket creep salaried workers who by far the largest ofoften carries wage earners into higher brackets when are group

ncome taxpayers, while their income grows until theythey get raises or have their salaries adjusted for infla- reach middle age after taking a job, theirexpensesalsotion.
increase, e.g. as a result ofmarriage,childbirth,educa-

With a view to significantly alleviating the progressiv- tion and acquisition of a house. To make the matter
ity and simplifying the entire rate structure, the In- worse, their tax burdens sharply rise because of the
terim Reportproposes lowering the maximum tax rate progressiverate structure. With the pressureon family
from 88% to 60%, making the rates applicable over a budget mounting, the salary earners tend to complain
wider range of income and reducing the number of about heavy taxes.
brackets. In doing so, we must attempt, to the greatest As mentioned earlier, the greater part of taxpayerspossible extent, to keep ordinary salaried workers in in a certain range of income because ofthe same bracket from the start to the end of their concentrate

working career.
even income distribution in recent years. Further-
more, taking into account the reinforcedsocial securi-
ty system, the function of individual income tax to

2. Introductionofa specialdeductionfor spouses redistribute income is relatively weaker than before.

Concerning a couple with a single wage earner, due Thus, the time has cme to re-evaluatethe steep prog-

regard should be paid to the contribution by house- ressivity. Generallyspeaking, it is pointed out that the

wives engaged in housekeepingearning no income. In excessivelyhigh marginal rates and sharp progressive-
ness would discourage the desire to work and to takeorder to mitigate their tax burden, a special deduction
entrepreneurial risks and would be detrimental to tax

may be createdin addition to the existingspouseallow-
compliance, Furthermore, in these days of increased

ances. international mobility of persons and enterprises it
might in extreme cases even be possible that capital,

3. Elaborationon employmentincomededuction income and human resourceswould shy away from the
country.

Anotherarea of widespreaddiscontent is that the self-
employedare allowed to itemize business expenses for 2. Othersdeduction from their taxable income while salaried
earners are only allowed a standard deduction. The Some argue for reconsiderationof the minimum taxa-Interim Report proposes that the presentemployment ble level of income for the purpose of alleviating taxincome deduction be divided into a standard deduc- burdens, but others insist on basically reassessing ittion for income-earning expenses and the special from the viewpoint that the tax burden should bededuction for adjustment of tax burdens with other shared by a broader array of the people who benefitincome and that the salaried workers be allowed to from the higher income level and more even distribu-choose to itemize the expenses actually incurred for

ton of income. Now that the threshold of income taxdeduction from their taxable income by filing a tax of Japan is considerably high, it seems hardly neces-return.
sary to expand the personal exemptions in general
designed for mitigating the burdens of salaried work-

IV. PROBLEMSOF THE PERCEPTIONOF HEAVY
ers.

TAXBURDENS It is pointed out that the scope of tax-exempt income
also should be scrutinized in the interest of equity.

1. Rate structure

As stated at the outset, in, spite of the fairly low level V. PROBLEMSOF INEQUITYAMONG
of individual income taxes in Japan by international DIFFERENTTYPESOFINCOME
standards, the middle-income salaried workers com-

plain of heavy tax burdens.
1. Causesfor theperceptionof inequity

The current rate structure is based on the Report on

the Long-term Tax System of 1965, stating that the It is alleged that the perceptions of inequity and a

burden should be graduallyand smoothly raised as the heavy burden from taxes which salaried workers har-
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bour against other income earners are partly caused to create a special allowancein addition to the existing
by the problems of tax administration such as exemption for the spouse in order to reduce the tax

anomalies in the computation of income and assess- burden of the one-earner family, in recognitionof the
ment of expenses. It goes without saying that these role of the spouse engaged in housekeeping. The
anomalies should be removed so that the climate for rationale is that housewives who limit themselves to

tax compliance may be improved with due regard to their household tasks are not earning wages nor do
the functions of the blue return system under which they generally receive other income but they do assist

qualified taxpayers keeping proper financial records their husbands in enabling them to work for wages. In
are entitled to certain tax privileges. that sense housewivescontribute to family income and

this justifies a certain deduction from taxable familyHowever, one of the causes for the perception of in-
income.

equity that should not be overlooked is that salaried
workers can neither take advantageof splitting income
between a husband and wife, which is available to 3. Deductionof expensesfor salariedworkers

self-employed taxpayers, nor have any opportunity to
file a tax return in which self-employed taxpayers can At present, salaried workers can deduct 5 to 40% of
deduct necessary expenses actually incurred. the amount of their salaries in computing their taxable

income depending on the amount of such salaries.

2. Income-splittingsystem Although the levels of this employmentincome deduc-
tion are sufficientlyhigh, on the average amounting to
30% of the salary, discontent and feeling of inequitySince business income earners, as a practicality, split

their income by virtue of salary payments to their are very acute among salary earners. It is because the

family employees, it is suggested to allow salaried nature of the employment income deduction is not

workers to apply the tax rate to half the taxable income necessarily clear and the expenses actually incurred

and multiply the result by two.
cannot be itemized for deduction from the taxable
income. Usually, taxpayersdo not have the opportun-

This income-splitting feature is also supported as a ity to file a tax return or to calculate their own tax base
means to appreciate the contribution of the spouse to and tax amount.

earningsand to solve the problemofpart-timeworkers
whose exemption for their spouses is denied if the From the discussionsof the Tax Commissionand cases

n court, it may be gathered that the current employ-former's income exceeds a certain amount.
ment incomedeductionis intended as a rough estimate

However, caution should be exercised against the of the expenses for employmentwork and, besides, to

adoption of an income-splitting device which drasti- adjust the tax burden between the salary income with

cally changes the filing unit. The reasons are that the its many peculiar characteristics, and other kinds of
tax burden widelywould differ dependingon the struc- income. Therefore, in order to clarify the nature of the
ture of a family and that the two-earner couples will employment income deduction and make taxpayers
be penalized, thereby discouraging women from tak- aware of the level of such deduction, it may be advisa-

ing employment. It is difficult to deny the currently ble to divide the existing employment income deduc-
allowed deductonof salary payments to the spouse of tion into the deduction of expenses for employment
the taxpayer filing a blue return for taxation purposes work and the special deduction to adjust the tax

so long as such spouse is actuallyengaged in a business burdens with other types of income. The salary earn-

activity. Should such payments be found excessive, ers may be given access to filing a tax return for deduc-

they would be strictly dealt with under the general tion of expenditures for employmentwork.

system. Some critics say that introduction of such a deduction
At the same time, it deserves serious consideration to of actual expensesruns counter to the simplificationof

adjust the tax burden of the single-earner couples in the tax system and that few will choose to itemize
connection with the income-splitting which self- deductible expenses in view of the high level of the

employed taxpayerscan avail themselves of by means employment income deduction. Nevertheless, this is
of payment of salaries to family employees. considered an inevitable cost for maintaining the con-

fidence in equity and represents a significant step for-
It is natural and logical to recognize that in the single- ward in providing alternatives for taxpayers.
earner couple the housekeepingsupports the income-

earning activity of the spouse even if the party per- Incidentally, for the purpose of opting for itemized

forming the housekeeping chores is not directly en- deduction of actual expenses, the criteria for such ex-

gaged in an income-earningactivity. To this extent, it penses should be specific and clear to the greatest
may be appropriate to give some considerationto such possible extent so that filing of correct returns and tax

spouses for income tax purposes. payments may be achieved. It will take both taxation
authorities and taxpayers' time and patience to estab-

However, it is inappropriate to let such spouses split lish this regime as part of a fairer tax system.
the income since, unlike the family employees of self-
employed taxpayers under the blue return regime, the The institutional aspects of the problems of inequity
spouses are not directly engaged in income-earning among the various types of income, in addition to the
activities. Therefore, one suggested solution may be administrativeones mentionedearlier, are the balance
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among different types of earningsand conduct of busi- In the absence of a full-fledged revision of the useful
ness, e.g. self-employed taxpayers filing a blue return life of depreciable assets for a fairly long period, a
and those who do not, self-employedwho have elected survey should be conducted to find out the current
to be regarded as a corporation for tax purposes and situation and its implications at the earliest possible
those who have not. opportunity. The methods of depreciation as a whole

also should be reviewed from various angles.
VI. CORPORATIONTAX

3. Mechanismfor adjustmentof the corporate
The Interim Report of Specal CommitteeNo. 3 treats

and individualincometaxburdens

the subject of taxation of corporations. Its outline is as The current basic mechanism for adjustment of thefollows:
burden of corporate and individual income taxes is a

combination of the dividends credit at the level of
1. Level of tax burden of corporations individuals, establishedsince the recommendationsof

the Shoup mission, with the split-rate corporation tax
In Japan, the corporation tax rates have been gradu- at the level of the corporation, introducedby the 1967
ally raised and a variety of measures to increase reve- tax amendment.
nue from corporation tax have been put into effect After a quarter century of experience, the mechanismsince the mid-1970s under the stringent crcumstances for elimination of double taxaton on dividend-receiv-of the Government finances. The effective tax rate
on corporations,which was on the 40% mark from the ing shareholders and dividend-paying corporations

be reviewed in the context of the stable growthlate 1950s to early 1970s, now is over 50%. There is no
may
and internationalization faced by the Japanesedenying that, in terms of the effective tax rate, the

burden on corporations in Japan is heavy as compared economy, closely following the trends toward the in-

with that of other industrializednations. Tentatively, tegration of both taxes in many foreign countries.

the effective tax rates are estimated by the Japanese To this end, giving due consideration to neutrality in
Finance Ministry at 52.92% for Japan as against the raising of funds and other economic activities,
51.18% for the United States, 40% for the United effects on the international capital movements and
Kingdom, 56.52% for West Germany and 46.5% for stability of the institutions and tax revenues, the pre-
France. sent approaches to adjustment at both corporaton

and individualstages may be subject to furtherreview.So far enterpriseshave been active as evidencedby the This will include a review from the standpoint oflevel of equipment investment and corporate income simplificationofthe mechanismfor adjustmentofsuch
as a percentage of national income. From now on, double taxation.however, it should be borne in mind that as the inter-
nationalization of the economy advances, the differ-
ences in tax burden among the major nations would VII. INDIRECT TAXESdistort the form of business transactions and exert
influence on the investment behavioursof firms. On 18 July 1986 the expert subcommitteeof the Tax
Under the circumstances, taking into consideration Commission unveiled a report on the possible intro-
that in Japan the tax on corporationsholds far greater duction of new indirect taxes for financing the pro-
implications in the whole tax system than in other posed income and corporation tax reductions which
advanced countries, and noting that the corporate tax later, on 27 September 1986, were revealed to amount
rates are generally on the decline in the world, the to 2,700 billion yen and 1,800 billion yen, respectively.
level of tax on corporations for years to come should The report outlining three types of indirect taxes was
be carefully studied. Partly depending on public fi- presented to SpecialCommitteeNo. 3 oftheTax Com-
nances and the possibility of recurring financial re- mission.

sources, it may be appropriate to lower the effective Earlier, on 6 July, the Parliamentary elections weretax rate from the current 53% to below 50% in the held. In that election campaign, Premier Yasuhiromedium term.
Nakasone pledged that his Government would not
introduce a large-scale indirect tax opposed by the

2. Tax base people and ruling party members. It may be remem-

bered that in its report of October 1977 on medium-
In connectionwith the level of corporate tax rates, the tax
special tax measures, tax-free reserves and other fac- range policy, the Tax Commission proposed a

new tax on consumption on a broad tax base
tors in the tax base should be re-examined from the

.

standpoint of equity in tax burden and the neutrality In December of the following year a draft outline of
of tax to the economy. the general consumption tax, which was a kind of

value added tax, was published. But the proposednew
It is also necessary to re-evaluate if the special tax tax was found politically unfeasible.incentive measures would serve the intended policy
purposes in the ever-changing social and economic As present, only liquor, tobacco and a limitednumber
conditions. of selected items are subject to indirect taxation in
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Japan. Before the war, from 1934 to 1936, revenues equity and neutrality in the economy; and the new

from indirect taxes accounted for 65.2% of the total programme of indirect taxation should contribute to
national tax revenues. After the war the share of such the reform of the system as a whole.
indirect taxes steadily declined from 45.7% in fiscal

The tax could be:
year 1960 to 33.9% in fiscal year 1970 and to 26.2% in new

a tax onfiscal year 1986. Obviously the current taxation on the (1)
.

sales by manufacturers;
selected commoditieshas several shortcomings. (2) a tax on all business sales except on inter-firm

transactions; or

Recently, people's consumption has been so diver- (3) a Japanese-stylevalue added tax.
sified that it is difficult to choose the items to be taxed.
There is a glaring imbalance between the taxed and The first of these proposed new taxes would be im-

untaxed items. These days total service expenditure posed on all goods at the stage of manufacture with

accounts for about half of all personal consumption, the exception of few items, such as food products. At
abut only a small portion of such expenditure is taxed. present, Canada has manufacturers'sales tax and the

While the indirect tax revenue, both national and expert subcommitteehas in effect proposed two possi-
local, as a percentage of the personal consumption

ble options.
expenditure is 7.3% in Japan for fiscal year 1986, the One is with a list of raw materials, machinery and
corresponding figures for the United Kingdom, West other goods which are exempt from the tax because
Germany and France are 19.4%, 18.1% and 20.2%, they are used in manufacturing processes; and the
respectively , in 1984. Furthermore, in Japan, the rev- other is without such a list of tax-exemptgoods. In that
enue from tax on services accounts for only 4.9% of sense the subcommitteeproposes four options instead
the total indirect tax revenues in fiscal year 1985. of three. It may be necessary to employ additional
Foreign countries object to the method of taxing taxes on serviceswhich are not subject to the manufac-
specific items for trade functions. turers' sales tax. Under the second of the proposed
Radical changes in indirect taxes are consideredneces- taxes, productsand serviceswould be taxed when they

reach consumers or small-scale enterprises. Transac-
sary to eliminate the shortcomings. In view of the

tions between manufacturers, wholesalers and retail-
lopsidedness between direct and indirect taxes in the
total tax revenues an increase in the latter is expected ers would be exemptfrom taxationby using tax exemp-

tion slips. The Japanese-style value added tax would
to be a potentially reliable source of badly needed

be imposed value added at each of the manufactur-funds to compensate for cuts in direct taxes. What is on

sought is to institute a system of light, broadly based ng, wholesale and retail levels. The tax amount is the

taxes on all goods and services. difference between the tax computed on these sales
and the one on materialsconsumedin the manufactur-

The expert subcommittee took into account the fol- ing process. Unlike the EC-type value added tax, the
lowing factors: the new system should conform with proposed one does not use vouchers at every stage of
Japanese business practices; the payment and collec- transactions. The last two proposed new taxes cover

tion procedures should be as simple as possible; the both goods and services but social security and food
new tax should avoid cumulative taxation and uphold products are not subject to either of them.

(To be continued)
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INDIA-CANADATREATY FOR THE
AVOIDANCEOF DOUBLE TAXATION

By Surendra N. Bhargava

Canada and India concludedon 16 September1986 an the OECD model). Activties in connection with the
agreement on the avoidance of double taxation and exploration or exploitation of the sea-bed and subsoil
the prevention of fiscal evasion with respect to taxes and their natural resources shall be deemed a PE, if
on income, on the pattern of the U.N. model, which these activities are carried out for a period exceeding
iS generally more favourable to developingcountries. 30 days in the aggregate in any 12-month period.
The agreement will come into force in India for anY Dividends, interest, royalties and technical service
assessmentyear commencingon or after 1 April 1987, fees may be taxed in botf the States. However, the tax
and in the case of Canada for taxation years besinning in the source State shall be limited to a specified per-
on or after 1 January 1987. In respect of sipping centage of the gross payments. Dividends-15% in the
profits, the provisions shall have effect for taxation case of a recipient company having 10% of the
years commencing on these dates in 1980. For the portfolio investment and 25% in the other cases. The
applicabilityof the agreement, Canada and India concessional rate in India shall apply only if that divi-
include their maritime zones. dend is not taxed in Canada. Tnis limitation applies

Shipping and airlines' profits from internationaltraf- only to dividends paid out of profits from investment

fic' shall be taxable in the State of residence. Gains made after the date of signature of the agreement.
from the alienationof ships or aircraft and other mov- Interest 15% if the recipient is a beneficial owner;-

ablepropertyused in international traffic shall also be exemptif thepayeris the centralor provincialGovern-

taxec in the State of residence. Other gains may be ment or loca] authority of the source State or in the

taxed in both States. Businessprofits would be exempt case of specified payees. Royalties and technical ser-

in the source State unless the enterprise carries on vice fees - 30%. The rate will apply in respect of

business in the other State through a permanent es_ technologytransfersunderarrangementsmade or con-

tablishment (PE) situated in that State. The profits tracts entered into after the date of signature of the

attributable to sales of goods and merchandiseof the agreement. In India, the withholding tax on royalties
same or similar kind as those sold, or other business and technical service fees is 30% ln the case of a

activities of the same or similar kind as those effected, company and a variable rate in other cases. In Canada

through that PE would be taxable in the source State. the rate, being lower at 25%, may continue to apply.
In determining theprofits of a PE, expenses incurred

Employment income is taxable in the State where the
for the purposes ot the business shallbe allowed in-
cluding executive and general administrative ex- employment is so exercised. This is subject to the

penses, whether incurred in the source State or exception if the employee is present in the source State

elsewhere. However, the expenses will be subject to for a period not exceeding n the aggregate 183 days
limitations prescribed by the taxation laws of the in the concerned fiscal year and some other routine

source State. (In India, the head office expenditure conditions. Professional services shall be taxable in

in the case of non-residents is restricted to 5% of the the source State except if the recipient stays in the

adjusted total income; amount of average head office source State for a period exceeding 183 days in the

expenditure; or head office expenditure attributable aggregate and some other routine conditions.

to the business and profession n India, whichever is The elimination of double taxation shall be by credit
least.) Expenses by way of royalties, fees, commission method. For this tax spared in India under
and interest and other charges in return for the use of specified incentive

purpose
provisions shall also be taken into

patents, know-how or other rights, specific services However, the latter benefit shall be available
performedor for managementor on money lent to the account.

PE paid or charged shall not be allowed except if it is only for the first 10 fiscal years from the first year of
relief.

for reimbursementof actual expenses.
India is emerging as an importantmarket for Canada.

In addition to the usual criteria, a PE exists on account Canada's exports to India in 1985 Can.$ 489
of a warehouse, a sales outlet or premises used for

were m.

receiving or soliciting orders. A building site or con-
and imports were Can.$ 168 m. The total trade be-

struction or assembly project or related supervisory
tween tne two countrieshad increased from $ 67 m. in
1960 to $ 650 m. in 1984. As a first step, showingactivities would make a PE if it lasts for a period of considerable interest in India, the Canadian Govern-

more than 3 months (compared to 12 montns under ment had opened trade office in Bombayand formeda

a business cooperative regster for the Western region
Mr. S.N. Bhargava is from the Indian Revenue Service, and to provide a point of contact. Indian businessmen
is currently Director in the Ministry of Science & Technology, could expand the market for their goods exported to

Governmentof India. He has an M.Sc. in Fiscal Studies from the U.S.A. by exporting them to Canada also. The
the University of Bath (U.K.). The opinons expressed in the Canadian private sector seems to be impressed with
article are the author's own. the new economic direction in India. Both countries

could benefit by private and mixed participation in-
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cluding joint ventures in Latin America and Africa. agreement, the physical distance and unawareness
Canada could also transfer technology to India by about each other s capabilities and potentials will not

licensing limited rights to the technology,normally for come in the way of Indo-Canadianeconomic cooper-
a fixed period of time. In 1985, 18 Indo-Canadian ation. Due to the lower rate of tax on dividends, in-
colloborationswere approved, mostly technical in na- terest and technical fees under the treaty, there will be
ture. It is hoped that wth the coming into force of this a boost to joint colloborations.

INTERNATIONALBAR ASSOCIATION

Section on Business Law

News from its Tax Committee N (Taxes) London is the world-wide centre of the eurobond markets
and this topic is specificallyselected for the London confer-

The 1986 IBA ConferenceNewYork-15 to 19 September ence.

1986

The Committeeorganised four full day workingsessions. In
IV. Mutualassistancein tax matters-Recentdevelopmentsin

bilateraland multilateral relations
response to the increasing numbers attending the sessions
and at the request of the members the Committee for the A proper understanding of the extent of co-operation be-
first time successfully offered two parallel sessions on the tween fiscal authoritiesin assistinga particularfiscal author-
same day. It is intended to repeat this at future conferences. ity to identify and collect tax properly due to that authority

is of critical importance to tax practitioners. This session
A full report on the proceedings of the Committee will will examine recent developmentsin both bilateraland mul-
appear in the Januaryeditionof the InternationalBar News. tilateral treaties including the draft OECD Convention on

mutual administrative assistance in tax matters. Represen-The 1987 IBASectionon BusinessLaw Conference tatives of an appropriate fiscal authorityor relevant interna-
London-14 to 18 September1987 tional organisation may participate.
The working programmewill be: Sessions III and IV will be offered as parallel sessions on

the same day.I. National tax developmentsinternationaltax lawyersneed to
know The 1988 IBAConferenceBuenosAires-25to 30

A review of the most important recent tax development in September1988
selected countries. This ever popular session is a must for A tentativeworking programmehas been agreed whichwill
international tax lawyers. The benefit of full participation be:
by members is recognised;opportunity is provided for ques-
tions and discussion is encouraged. (1) National tax developments which international tax

lawyers need to know;
Il. Taxes and high tech operations (2) A topic specifically related to South America. This will

be selected at the London conference by reference to
This topic which was commencedat the New York confer- then current developments in South America; and
ence will continue with an update on the issues discussed in (3) The taxation of joint ventures.
New York.

Participation of members
Taxesand internationalventurecapitaloperations

The officersof the committeeencourageactive involvement
Tax practitionerswill frequentlybe asked to advise in con- in the affairs of the committee by all members.
nection with the raising of venture capital. This session
examines the principal tax considerations relevant to ven- The officers are grateful to those members who attended
ture capital. the business meeting of the committee in New York and

who contributedby offering so many helpful suggestions in
Ill. The issue of international securities connection with the working sessions of the committee.

comments at to
The morning session will be a joint session with Committee Any and suggestions any time in relation

the work of the committee are welcomed by the officers.
Q (Issues and Trading in Securities) and will examine those
tax factors which influence both the structure and the terms Members are encouraged to invite other tax lawyers with
and conditionsof such an issue of securities. The integration whom they are in contact from time to time to join the
of the tax and securities law aspects of such an issue will be committee.
illustrated.

. The papers prepared by the committee including this press
The issueof internationalsecurities: taxationconsiderations release and the Chairman's report may be published by

members either in publications produced by their firms or

The session will continue with an indepth study of the tax otherpublicationsgenerally read by tax practitioners.Mem-
factors arising in connection with an issue of securities in bers are encouraged to seek out and exploit such oppor-
selected countries. tunities.
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TwistsandTurns in the

TaxRules for

ForeignCompanies
OwningRealEstate

in France

By ChristianLaroche

Contents

I. INTRODUCTION
l1. THETAXSITUATIONBEFORE 1 JANUARY

1983
A. General law provisions

Christian Laroche, LL.D., is tax consultant, an Assistant at the Faculty of 1. Corporate income tax

Law and an Assistant Lecturer at the Institute of Business Administration 2. Substitutewithholdingtax

(University of Nice, France) 3. Othertaxeswhichmightbedue
B. The exceptionaltax regime

introduced by Art. 13 of the Law of
29 December1976
1. The surprises contained in the

I. INTRODUCTION lawamendingtheruleson
territoriality

2. Administrativepractcen the

As a consequence of the 16 March 1986 general elections and the new absenceofa comprehensive

Government, the Finance Amendment Act 1986 (No. 86-824 of 11 July official commentary

1986) eliminatedthe wealth tax createdby the former left majority in 1981 3. The Ruling of 8 February1982

(tobegin in the fiscal year 1 January 1987). Therefore it would be consis- C The presumptionofownershipunder

theprovisionsof the new wealth tax

tent if further legislation would propose the reduction of 3% tax created

by the Finance Act 1983 if not the deletion of it.
II1. THE OUTLOOKOFFEREDBYTHE

FINANCELAWFOR1983

The 3% tax rate may be consideredequivalent to the wealth tax imposed A. Thenewtaxationintroducedbythe

on the individualshareholdersof foreigncompaniessince those individuals
Finance Law for 1983
1. The annual 3% tax

could not be assessed for wealth tax when ther existencewas unknown to 2. The 15% exit tax

the French tax authorities (see III.A. below). 3. Changesofcertaintransfer
taxes

The situation with respect to foreign companies owning real estate in B. The reliefoffered bythetaxauthorities

France seems now to have been stabilized after undergoingmany unpleas- on 22 February 1984

ant twists and turns snce 1977. 1. Conditionstobe met

2. Principlesappicableforthe
The regulation presently in force is a compilation of several successive settlingof currentaffairs

legislative enactmentsfor which the followingstudy is intended to present 3. Practicalapplicationoftherelief

the developmentmore clearly. provisiions
C. Briefstudyofthetaxregimeswhich

Let us then recall the situation which existed before 1 January 1983 (II) are possibleas of 15 September1984

and then examine the prospects resulting from the Finance Act for 1983 1. Thenon-residentcompany

(III). disappears
2. The non-residentcompany

continues

--
IV. CONCLUSION
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INDIA-CANADATREATYFOR THE
AVOIDANCEOF DOUBLE TAXATION

By Surendra N. Bhargava

Canada and India concludedon 16 September1986 an the OECD model). Activties in connection with the

agreement on the avoidance of double taxation and exploration or exploitationof the sea-bed and subsoil
the prevention of fiscal evasion with respect to taxes and their natural resources shall be deemed a PE, if
on income, on the pattern of the U.N. model, which these activities are carried out for a period exceeding
is generally more favourable to developingcountries. 30 days in the aggregate in any 12-month period.
The agreement will come into force in India for any Dividends, interest, royalties and technical service
assessmentyear commencingon or after 1 April 1987, fees may be taxed in both the States. However, the tax
and in the case of Canada for taxation years beginning in the source State shall be limited to a specified per-
on or after 1 January 1987. In respect of slaipping centageof the gross payments. Dividends- 15% in the
profits, the provisions shall have effect for taxation case of a recipient company having 10% of the
years commencing on these dates in 1980. For the portfolio investment and 25% in the other cases. The
applicabilityof the agreement, Canada and India concessional rate in India shall apply only if that divi-
include their maritime zones. dend is not taxed in Canada. This limitation applies

Shipping and airlines' profits from internationaltraf- only to dividends paid out of profits from investment

ficshall be taxable in the State of residence. Gains made after the date of signature of the agreement.
from the alienationof ships or aircraft and other rnov- Interest - 15% if the recipient is a beneficial owner;

able roperty used in international traffic shall also be exemptif thepayer is the centralor provincialGovern-

taxed in the State of residence. Other gains may be ment or loca[authority of the source State or in the

taxed in both States. Businessprofitswould be exempt case of specified payees. Royalties and technical ser-

in the source State unless the enterprise carries on vice fees - 30%. The rate will apply in respect of

business in the other State through a permanent es_ technologytransfersunderarrangementsmade orcon-

tablishment (PE) situated in that State. The profits tracts entered into after the date of signature of the

attributable to sales of goods and merchandise of the agreement. In India, the withholding tax on royalties
same or similar kind as those sold, or other business and technical service fees is 30% n the case of a

activities of the same or similar kind as those effected, company and a variable rate in other cases. In Canada

through that PE would be taxable in the source State. the rate, being lower at 25%, may continue to apply.
In determining theprofits of a PE, expenses incurred

Employment income is taxable in the State where the
for the purposes o the business shalIbe allowed in.
cluding executive and general administrative ex- employment is so exercised. This is subject to the

penses, whether incurred in the source State or exception if the employe.eis present in the source State

elsewhere. However, the expenses will be subject to for a period not exceeding n the aggregate 183 days
limitations prescribed by tne taxation laws of the in the concerned fiscal year and some other routine

source State. (In India, the head office expenditure conditions. Professional services shall be taxable in

in the case of non-residents is restricted to 5% of the the source State except if the recipient stays in the

adjusted total income; amount of average head office source State for a period exceeding 183 days in the

expenditure; or head office expenditure attributable aggregate and some other routine conditions.

to the business and profession n India, whichever is
least.) Expenses by way of royalties, fees, commission The elimination of double taxation shall be by credit

and interest and other charges in return for the use of method. For this purpose tax spared in India under

patents, know-how or other rights, specific services specified incentive provisions shall also be taken into

performedor for managementor on money lent to the account. However, the latter benefit shall be available

PE paid or charged shall not be allowed except if it is only for the first 10 fiscal ears from the first year of
relief.

for reimbursementof actual expenses.

In addition to the usual criteria, a PE exists on account
India is emerging as an important market for Canada.

of a warehouse, a sales outlet or premises used for Canada's exports to India in 1985 were Can.$ 489 m.

receiving or soliciting orders. A building site or con-
and imports were Can.$ 168 m. The total trade be-

struction or assembly project or related supervisory
tween the two countrishad increased from $ 67 m. in

activities would make a PE if it lasts for a period of 1960 to $ 650 m. in 1984. As a first step, showing
more than 3 months (compared to 12 months under considerable interest in India, the Canadian Govern-

ment had opened a trade office in Bombayand formed
a business cooperative register for the Western region

Mr. S.N. Bhargava is from the Indian Revenue Service, and to provide a point of contact. Indian businessmen
iS currently Director in the Ministry of Science & Technology, could expand the market for their goods exported to

Governmentof India. He has an M.Sc. in Fiscal Studies from the U.S.A. by exporting them to Canada also. The
the University of Bath (U.K.). The opinions expressed in the Canadian private sector seems to be impressed with
article are the author's own. the new economic direction in India. Both countries

could benefit by private and mixed participation in-
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cluding joint ventures in Latin America and Africa. agreement, the physical distance and unawareness

Canada could also transfer technology to India by aDout each other s capabilities and potentials will not

licensing limited rights to the technology,normallyfor come in the way of Indo-Canadianeconomiccooper-
a fixed period of time. In 1985, 18 Indo-Canadian ation. Due to the lower rate of tax on dividends, n-

colloborationswere approved, mostly technicalin na- terest and technical fees under the treaty, there will be
ture. It is hoped that with the coming into force of this a boost to joint colloborations.

INTERNATIONALBAR ASSOCIATION

Section on Business Law

News from its Tax Committee N (Taxes) London is the world-wide centre of the eurobond markets
and this topic is specifically selected for the London confer-

The 1986 IBAConferenceNewYork-15 to 19 September ence.

1986

The Committeeorganised four full day workingsessions. In
IV. Mutualassistancein tax matters-Recentdevelopmentsin

bilateraland multilateralrelations
response to the increasing numbers attending the sessions
and at the request of the members the Committee for the A proper understanding of the extent of co-operation be-

first tme successfully offered two parallel sessions on the tween fiscal authoritiesin assstinga particularfiscal author-

same day. It is intendedto repeat this at future conferences. ity to identify and collect tax properly due to that authority
is of critical importance to tax practitioners. This session

A full report on the proceedings of the Committee will will examine recent developmentsin both bilateraland mul-
appearinthe Januaryeditionofthe InternationalBar News. tilateral treaties including the draft OECD Convention on

mutual administrativeassistance in tax matters. Represen-
The 1987 IBASectionon BusinessLaw Conference tatives of an appropriatefiscal authorityor relevant interna-
London-14 to 18 September1987 tional organisation may participate.
The working programmewill be: Sessions III and IV will be offered as parallel sessions on

the same day.
I. National tax developmentsinternationaltax lawyersneed to

know The 1988 IBA ConferenceBuenosAires-25 to 30

A review of the most mportant recent tax development in September1988

selected countries. This ever popular session is a must for A tentativeworking programmehas been agreed which will
international tax lawyers. The benefit of full participation be:
by memberss recognised;opportunityis provded for ques-
tions and discussion is encouraged. (1) National tax developments which international tax

lawyers need to know;
Il. Taxes and high tech operations (2) A topic specificallyrelated to South America. This will

be selected at the London conference by reference to
This topic which was commenced at the New York confer- then current developments in South America; and
ence will continue with an update on the issues discussed in (3) The taxation of joint ventures.
New York.

Participation of members
Taxesand internationalventurecapitaloperations

The officersof the committeeencourageactive involvement
Tax practitionerswill frequently be asked advise into con- in the affairs of the committee by all members.
nection with the raising of venture capital. This session
examines the principal tax considerations relevant to ven- The officers are grateful to those members who attended

ture capital. the business meeting of the committee in New York and
who contributedby offering so many helpful suggestions in

Ill. The issue of international securities connection with the working sessions of the committee.
comments at any to

The morning session will be a joint session with Committee Any and suggestions time in relaton

Q (Issues and Trading in Securities) and will examine those
the work of the committee are welcomed by the officers.

tax factors which influenceboth the structure and the terms Members are encouraged to invite other tax lawyers with

and conditionsof such an issue of securities.The integration whom they are in contact from time to time to join the

of the tax and securities law aspects of such an issue will be committee.
illustrated. The papers prepared by the committee including this press

The issueof internationalsecurities: taxationconsiderations release and the Chairman's report may be published by
members either in publications produced by their firms or

The session will continue with an indepth study of the tax otherpublicationsgenerallyread by tax practitioners.Mem-

factors arising in connection with an issue of securities in bers are encouraged to seek out and exploit such oppor-
selected countries. tunities.
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TwistsandTurns in the

TaxRulesfor

ForeignCompanies
OwningRealEstate

in France

By Christian Laroche

Contents

I. INTRODUCTION
II. THE TAX SITUATIONBEFORE 1 JANUARY

1983
A. Gereral law provisions

Christian Laroche, LL.D., is tax consultant, an Assistant at the Faculty of 1. Corporatencometax

Law and an Assistant Lecturer at the Institute of Business Administration 2 Substltutewithholdingtax

(University of Nice, France) 3. Othertaxeswhichmightbedue
B. The exceptionaltax regme

introduced by Art. 13 of the Law of

29 December 1976
1. The surprises contanedin the

I. INTRODUCTION
law amending the ruleson

territoriality
2. Administrativepractice in the

As a consequence of the 16 March 1986 general elections and the new absenceof a comprehensive

Government, the Finance Amendment Act 1986 (No. 86-824 of 11 July official commentary

1986) eliminated the wealth tax createdby the formerleft majority in 1981 3. The Ruling of 8 February 1 982

(tobegin in the fiscal year 1 January 1987). Thereforeit would be consis-
C. The presumptionofownershipunder

the provisionsof the new weath tax

tent if further legislation would propose the reduction of 3% tax created

by the Finance Act 1983 if not the deletion of t.
lIl. THEOUTLOOKOFFEREDBYTHE

FINANCELAWFOR1983

The 3% tax rate may be considered equivalent to the wealth tax imposed A. Thenewtaxationintroducedbythe

on the ndividualshareholdersof foreigncompaniessince those individuals
FinanceLaw for 1983
1 The annual 3% tax

could not be assessed for wealth tax when their existence was unknown to 2. The 15% exit tax

the French tax authorities (see III.A. below). 3. Changesofcertaintransfer
taxes

The situation with respect to foreign companies owning real estate in B. The reliefoffered bythetaxauthorities

France seems now to have been stabilizedafter undergoingmany unpleas- on 22 February 1984

ant twists and turns since 1977. 1. Conditionsto be met

2. Princplesapplicable forthe

The regulation presently in force is a compilation of several successive settling of currentaffairs

legislative enactmentsfor which the followingstudy is intended to present 3. Practicalapplicationof the relief

the developmentmore clearly. provisions
C. Briefstudyofthetaxregimeswhich

Let us then recall the situation which existed before 1 January 1983 (II) are possibleas of 15 September1984

and then examine the prospects resulting from the Finance Act for 1983 1.. The non-resiidentcompany

(III).
disappears

2. The non-residentcompany
continues

IV. CONCLUSION
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rule was that, to compute the taxable base for III. THE OUTLOOKOFFEREDBY THE FINANCE

purposes of the substitute withholding tax, one LAWFOR1983
had to deduct from the incomesubject to corporate
income tax, the corporate income tax itself and In the autumn of 1982 there were no indicationsin the

any of the 331/3% prlvement due.32 However, Finance Law for 1983 drafted by the Mauroy Govern-
this rule did not apply in the case discussed here, ment which would make one suspect that the tax re-

since the taxable base could not be lower than the gime for non-resident real property companies would
value of the benefit in kind which represented the be completely changed. There were rumors that cer-

distribution made during the year in question. tain foreign persons, who were in a position to make

Example 3 illustrates the situation as describedby the
substantial contributions to help to finance the French

tax authorities. budget deficit, put pressure on the French Govern-
ment in order to extract themselves from the trap in
which they had walked by using tax haven companes

C. The presumptionofownershipunderthe as intermediaries.Thus, the changes which resulted in

provisionsof the newwealthtax the present legislationwere introducedduring the par-
liamentary procedure.

To prevent taxpayers from hiding the ownership of The new regime, which will be examined below, is
real propertysituated in France or abroad through the conceptually simpler than the old system which was

use of real property holding companies established in poorly described in the Ruling of 8 February 1982.
tax haven countries, the Finance Law for 1982, Art. However, the new system can impose a much heavier
5(IV) introduced a presumptiveownership for pur- tax burden than the old one under certain cir-
poses of French wealth tax. Under this provision, anY cumstances.
individualperson who enjoyed the use of real property
owned by a companywould be presumed the owner of
that property if established in a country with which
France had not concluded a treaty providingadminis-
trative assistance to combat tax evasion and tax fraud A. Thenew taxationintroducedby the Finance

unless he could substantiate that the company was Lawfor 1983

effectively controlled by a third party. The presump-
tive ownershipwas therefore assumed if the following The Finance Commission of the Lower House (As-
three condtions were met: semble Nationale) gave the following reasoning for

an individual person enjoyed the use of the prop- the introduction of the new tax provisions.-

erty; and A large number of properties situated in France are

the property belonged to a legal entity established held through non-residentcompanieswhich mostly- are

in a country with which France had not concluded established in tax haven countries. This is an unhealthy
a treaty to combat tax evasion and tax fraud; and situation which favours tax evasion. In 1976 legislation
the individual person who enjoyed the use of the was introducedto penalize the use of such constructions-

property did not prove that the entity in question in CGI, Art. 209 A, which imposed a minimum corpo-
was not controlled by him, but by other persons.

rate income tax. However, the Parliamentary Mission
charged with combating the illegal exportation of capi-

This new provision was rarely applied since the taxa- tal has shown that this article has been ineffectual and
tion of real property was completely changed by the even undesirable in those cases where its application
introductionof the Finance Law for 1983. could be avoided through a set-up which,paradoxcally,

permtted the taxpayers to legally export their capital.
This report33 envisaged the deletion of the pertinent
legal text.

28. It appeared that many tax inspectors who had received tax returns

indicating the income from the renting of French real property, had im- This is the purpose of the present amendment. How-
posed the substitute withholding tax, taking into account the reduced ever, the use of non-resident companies in the real
taxation provided for in a number of tax treaties (for instance the tax property field is too widespread and the risks of tax
treaties with the Netherlandsand Switzerland). In a large numberof cases, evason are too great to simply delete CGI, Art. 209 A,
therefore, taxpayers had to file complaints in order to get a refund of the without offering a solution for its replacement. This is
substitute withholding tax incorrectly levied. the that it has also been proposed:29. Provisional,because if the non-residentlegal entity could show that reason

part of the dividends it distributed went to shareholders in France or if it
- on the one hand, to subject companies which are

could show that the total amount of dividend t distributed was less than established in a tax haven country and which own

the income on which the substitute withholding tax was levied, an adjust- real property in France to an annual wealth tax. For
ment would take place (a very theoretical situation, indeed!). their non-resident participants (shareholders), the
30. This means that if CGI, Art. 209 A was applied, the substitute with- tax paid by the companies would, to a certain ex-

holding tax was levied on an amount equal to one time the real annual tent, replace the capital taxeswhich would normally
rental value. In other words, the taxable base for purposesof the corporate be due;
income tax and the substitute withholding tax must be computed in a

on the other hand, to temporarily favour the re--

different manner. moval of the legal shelter which is offered by the
31. See note 10 and accompanying text.

32. See note 23 and accompanying text. non-resident company and to re-establish a situa-

33. The report of the special commission is known as the Rapport tion under which the real owner would hold the

GOUX (A.N. No. 1046, annex to the minutes of the meeting of 22 July property directly;
1982) - finally, to discourage the acquisition of real prop-
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erty by companies established in tax haven coun- - the identityand the addressesof the sharehold-
tries by increasing the registration tax. 34 ers or participants; and

Thus, the following amendmentswere proposed:
- the number of shares or participationsheld by

them.

companies whose registered head office was out- The tax is, therefore, not due if the tax authorities-

side France and which possessed real property in know the names of the shareholdersof and partici-
France would be subject to an annual tax of 3% of pants in the legal entity and can use the administra-
the market value of such property; tive assistanceprovided for in tax treaties to check
taxpayers who owned real property in France the accuracy of their information. In Western-

would be permitted to remove the legal shelter Europe Switzerland is the only country whose tax
constituted by the non-resident holding company treaty with France does not contain an administra-
and to revert to direct ownership of the property tive assistance clause;
concerned by paying a 20% lump-sum tax (exit - international organizations, foreign sovereign
tax) on the market value of such property on or States and foreign public institutions;
before 31 December1983 (this date was eventually - pension funds and other non-profit organizations
changed to 15 May 1984); which performnon-remunerativeactivitiesof a so-

the reduced rate of transfer tax (registration tax) cial, philantropic, educational or cultural nature-

payable at the purchase of dwelling houses would and which prove that these activities justify the
no longer be available to companies established in ownership of real property in France.
a tax haven country;
shares and participationsin non-residentrealprop- The tax in principle, buildings and unim-

-
concerns,

erty companies would be considered to be French proved land situated in France as well as real property

property and would thus be subjected to French rights, such as usufruct, right of enjoyment, etc. It is

inheritance and gift tax;
immaterial whether the property has been rented to a

CGI, Art. 902 A and Art. 5(IV) of the Finance third party or not. The tax is also due if a non-resident
-

Law for 1982 regarding the net wealth tax would company owns real property or real property rights
be deleted. through a French real property holding company.

The parliamentarydebates did not shed much light on
The tax is levied at the rate of 3% on the marketvalue

the new measures. However, during these debates the of French-situsreal propertyon 1 January of the perti-
rate of exit tax was reduced from 20% to 15%. nent year. The French tax authorities define the term

market value as the price which could or should
We will now discuss the most important provisions of normally be charged at the sale of such property.
the new legislationwhich have been commentedupon
by the AdministrativeRulingof 13 April 1983 (Official As stated above, a non-resident entity must submit

Bulletin of the Tax Administration,No. 7 Q-1-83). annually (on or before 15 May) a return including the
location of the property, its description, and the mar-

ket value of the French-situs real property or real

property rights which it possessed on 1 January of the

pertinent year. This return must be submitted either
0) The annual 3% tax to the Tax Collectorof the district where the property
AS of 1 January 1983, legal entities whose registered is situated or to the Centerfor Non-Residentsin Paris,
head office is situated outside France and which pos_ if a number of local tax collectors are involved. As is

sess French-situs real property are, in principle, sub- the case for the wealth tax, the tax must be paid when

ject to an annual tax of 3% on the marketvalue of such making the declaration.

property. Apart from a number of exceptions, which The non-resident legal entity is the person who owes
are discussed below, the tax is levied on all legal en- the tax. However, if the property is held through an
tities having their registered head office outside of intermediary person, the atter is severally liable for
France, regardless of their legal form, i.e. they can be the paymentof the tax. In addition, the fiscal represen-
corporations, partnerships, etc. However, the follow- tative which the non-resident taxpayer must appoint
ing legal entities are exempt: when selling real property situated in France for the

legal entities which own French-situsreal property imposition of the 33/3% prlvement is responsible-

representing less than 50o of their French-situs for the payment of any tax still due for the year in

assets (Real propertywhich s used for the entites' which the sale took place if he has expressly bound

own industrial, commercial, agricultural or other himself.
businesspurposes is not affectedby the new law); Note that the tax is not deductible for purposes of the
legal entitieswho have their registeredhead office individual income or corporate income tax which-

tax
in a country with which France has concluded a remainsdue under the normal rulesof French tax law.
treaty for administrative assistance in preventing
tax fraud and tax evasion provided that they report
each year to the French tax authorities;

the location, the description and the value of
34. The acquisition of real property in France is subject to various regis-

-

tration taxes. Their aggregate rates vary from dpartement to dpart-
the property (ies) held on 1 January of the ment from approximately 18% to 19%. A reduced rate (approximately
pertinent year; 7%) applies to dwelling houses.
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The French tax authorities may request the non-resi- The legal entities concerned where those that fell
dent entity which is subject to the 3% annual tax to under the scope of the 3% capital tax, whether they
appoint within 90 days from the receipt of such a were effectivelysubject to this tax or exempt. In order
request a fiscal representative in France. This person to become eligible for the regime of the exit tax, the
must be authorized to receive the communications non-resident legal entity had to transfer real propertyfrom the French tax authorities with respect to the which it owned to an individualwho was a shareholder
taxable base of the tax, its collection and possible or participant in the entity concerned. Such a transfer
litigation.35However, he will not be liable for the pay- could not be the result of the sale of the property to
ment of the tax debts of the entity. It is noted that the one or more shareholdersor participants.The transfer
representativemay submit a return for the entity only had to be effected through either a liquidation of the
if he has received express authorization. entity concerned or by a partial distribution of its as-

The provisions, regarding the determinationof the tax
sets. However, real property acquired after 1 January
1983 did not qualify for such a privileged transfer. Thedue in case of non-declaration,which are applicable to
document pertaining to the transfer of the propertythe net wealth tax also apply to the 3% annual tax. In

such a case, the tax authoritiesmay unilaterallydeter- had to be registered before 15 September 1984. The

mine the tax to be paid provided they have sent the exit tax would only become payable after express

taxpayer a summons and the latter did not respond election by the taxpayer at the moment the document
within 2 months.36 was registered. Of course, where such electionwas not

made, the normal taxes were due.
Otherwise, the 3% annual tax is collected in confor-
mity with the provisions which exist for registration The 15% exit tax was computedon the marketvalue

taxes and the same penalties apply. However, two of the property on 1 January 1983. The tax not only
special provisions which are also applicable to the net became due at the moment of registration, but also
wealth tax have been provided for by the Finance Law had to be paid immediately.
for 1983, i.e.: As stated by the tax authorities,41 the transfer had to

the rate of the penalty for late payment provided be effected without any consideration in cash or in-

for in CGI, Art. 1727 is increased from 3% to 10% kind paid to the legal entity making the transfer.
of the tax due for the first month that the taxpayer This condition was considered to be met if the shareholder
is late. For the othermonthsthe rate remains 1%; or participant waived any .debts which the entity owed to
if the tax authorities were forced to unilaterally these shareholders or participants. However, the situation-

determine the amount of tax due (see above) the would be different if those debts were incurred as of the
penalty may not be less than 30% of the tax which moment that the Finance Law 1983 became effective and
was paid late. were, consideringtheir amount, clearly an advancepayment

for the property transferred.
Under Art. 4(1)(2) of the Finance Law for 1983, any
shares or participations in legal entities having their Similarly, the regime of the exit tax wouldbe refused
registeredhead office abroadwhose assets mainlycon- if after the event the shareholdersor participantssold
sist of real property or real property rights situated in the property soon after it had been transferred to

France, are deemed to be French property and are them.

subject to French net wealth tax, inheritance and gift A special case was where a non-resident legal entity (A)tax. However, if such an entity has been subject to the would hold a participation of more than 50% in a French
3% annual tax, its non-residentshareholdersor parti- real property company (B) which was deemed to be an

cipants are subject to neither the wealth tax, the inheri- intermediary company, of which the remainder of its
tance tax nor the gift tax, with respect to the shares or shares were held by trust companies (C and D). The ques-
participations which they own. According to the tax tion which was raised was whether it would be possible to

authorities, they remain subject to the 331/3% pr- apply for the 15% exit tax when total real propertywould
lvement in case they sell their shares or participa- be transferred to an individual person (X), shareholder of

tions.37 On the otherhand, the 3% annual tax does not

replace the corporate income tax on rents which re-
man due.38 These provisions have now been codified 35. CGI, Art. 223 quinquies A.

as CGI, Arts. 990 A through 990 G. 36. Livre des Procdures Fiscales, Art. L. 76.
37. CGI, Art. 244 bis A.
38. See II.A.l.a. above.

(2 The 15% exit tax 39. Finance Law 1984, Art. 31 (I)(4)
40. This was effected by a simple administrative measure. The Finance

In order to favour the removal of the tax shelters of Ministerreplied in Parliamentto Mr. Colonna,M.P., that whenamending
non-resident legal entities, the Finance Law for 1983 the tax regime of real property owned in France by non-resident com-

introduced a 15% lump-sum tax on the value of panies, the legislature wished to allow such companies to be exempt from

French-situsreal propertyownedby non-residentlegal
the 3% tax on the market value which it introduced by transferring the

on or before 15 May 1984. For reasons of efficiency, it was

entities, which would replace any other taxes normally
property
decided that this date would be moved to 15 September 1984. Thus the

due at the distributionofsuch assets to its shareholders postponement of the fatal date was not even announced through an

or participants. Initially, such favoured tax treatment official announcement,but only through an answer given to a Member of

was available until 31 December 1983, but this date Parliament to a question asked on 9 April 1984 OfficialJournal, debates of
was first changed to 15 May 198439 and later to 15

the Lower House (Assemble Nationale),7May 1984 at 2,136).

September 1984.40
41. Supplementary Ruling regarding the 15% exit tax of 9 February
1984 (Official Bulletin No. 7 Q-1-84).
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the non-resident legal entity (A) although the individual In other words, the Finance Law for 1983 provided
(X) was not a shareholder of either one of the trust com- that the imposition of a tax and penalties resulting
panies (C and D). The tax authoritiesgave as their opinion from tax audits begun on or after 19 October 1982 was

that under these circumstances legal entity A could only waived provided that the non-resident legal entity
transfer its shares in company B to X under the imposition transferred its real property to one or more of its
of the 15% ext tax, these shares beng deemed to be real shareholders participations before 15 September
property. With respect to trust companies C and D it was

or

assumed that they had behaved vis--vis third parties as if 1984, and that it paid 15% tax on the market value of

they were the real owners of part of the capital of company such assets.

B. C and D were non-resident companies, they could also It is rather surprising that no amnesty at all- not even

transfer their shares in B under paymentof the exit tax to partial amnesty was offered with respect to earlier
X. X would then be the sole shareholderof B and it would

-

be possible to liquidate B and transfer the property to X tax audits. The resultwas that entitieswhichsucceeded

without any capital gains tax becoming due. in escaping notice by the French tax authorities or

which resorted to a tax office whose agents were some-

The option.for the payment of the 15% exit tax had to be what less zealous, received favoured treatment under
made at the bottom of the document whch pertains to the the law! It is for this reason that the tax authorities
transfer of the property. Such option could be phrased as

follows: partiesconcernedexpress their wish to opt for the were authorized to remedy this situation to a certain

impositionof the 15% tax provided for in CGI, Art. 990H. extent by an unpublishedministerial ruling on 22 Feb-

The tax became payable immediately at the registration of ruary 1984 (see B. below).
the document concerned.

taxes
In practice, the French notary took care of its payment and (3) Changes of certain transfer
also paid the fees for the registrationof the documentwhich In order to discourage non-resident legal entities es-

he charged to his client as well as his own fee which was a tablished in tax haven countries from acquiringdwel-
function of the market value of the property concerned. ling houses in France, the reduced 2.6% rate of trans-

fer tax (registrationtax) provided for in CGI, Art. 710

The transfer of real property after the payment of the was not applicable to non-residententities established
15% exit tax exempted the taxpayer from the 3% in a country with which France had not concluded a

annual tax payable during 1983 and 1984. If the tax- treaty containing a mutual assistance clause under

payer had already paid the 3% annual tax in 1983, or which the Contracting States could combat tax fraud

in 1983 and 1984, he could credit the tax paid against and tax evasion. In other words, if such an entity
the 15% exit tax, so that in such a case only 12% or purchased a dwelling house n France, it was, as of 1

9% exit tax would be due. The 15% exit tax January 1983, subject to the various transfer taxes

exempted the non-resident legal entities and their currently totalling 18%-19%.44 This also applied to

shareholders or participants receiving the property garages and land destined for the building which nor-

from any tax connected with such a transaction. The mally benefit from the same rate reductionas dwelling
exemption concerned the imposition of registration houses.45
tax due on the transfer of shares or participations
representing real property to the shareholders and The provisions of the Finance Law for 1983 also had

participantsor the registration tax whichwas due upon
an impact on the so-called territorialityrule regard-

liquidationof the entity followed by the transfer of its ing French transfer tax (registration taxes), in particu-

assets, and also the prlvement and corporate in- lar to those imposed at death and in the case of gifts
come tax on the capital gains.42 (inheritance and gift taxes) and the French net wealth

tax. By virtue of CGI, Art. 750 ter, non-residentsare

In addition, unless the impositionof tax resulted from only subject to inheritance tax, gift tax or net wealth

a tax audit begun or announced before 19 October tax with respect to movable and immovable property
1982 (i.e. the date on which the text of the bill was situated in France, includingshares and participations
submitted to the Lower House), the payment of the issued by French companies which are deemed to be

15% tax exempted the legal entities concerned as well located in France. However, shares and participations
as their shareholders or participants from any tax which are issued by a non-residentcompany are nor-

penalties which could be imposed with respect to the mally not considered to be situated in France and are

property transferred during the period preceding 19 consequently not subject to these taxes. The Finance

October 1982. Law for 1983, Art. 4 added a new categoryof property

This exemption essentially concerned the corporate
situated in France to existing legislation by providing

income tax to which the legal entitycould be subjected that, henceforth, the shares and participations issued

during the period for which the statute of limitations by non-residentcompanieswhose assets consistmainly

had not yet expired, either the corporate income tax
(i.e. more than 50%) of real property and real prop-

computed under the normal provisions or under erty rights situated in France, are also deemed to be
situated in France. In order to establish whether a

CGI, Art. 209 A.43 It also concerned the substitute
withholding tax imposed under CGI, Art. 115 quin-
quies, and, with respect to individual taxpayers, it 42. CGI, Art. 244 bis A. See also not 7, 19, 23 and accompanying texts.

concerned the net wealth tax levied on the value of the 43. Note that the provisions of CGI, Art 209 A remained applicable to

shares or participationsrepresenting the real property
accounting years closed before 1 January 1982.
44. CGI, Art. 783. See note 34.

transferred. 45. CGI, Art. 711.
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rule was that, to compute the taxable base for III. THE OUTLOOKOFFEREDBY THE FINANCE

purposes of the substitute withholding tax, one LAWFOR1983
had to deduct from the incomesubject to corporate
income tax, the corporate income tax itself and In the autumn of 1982 there were no indications in the
any of the 331/3% prlvement due.32 However, Finance Law for 1983 drafted by the Mauroy Govern-
this rule did not apply in the case discussed here, ment which would make one suspect that the tax re-

since the taxable base could not be lower than the gime for non-resident real property companies would
value of the benefit in kind which represented the be completely changed. There were rumors that cer-

distribution made during the year in question. tain foreign persons, who were in a position to make
substantial contributionsto help to finance the French

Example 3 illustrates the situation as described by the budget deficit, put the French Govern-
tax authorities. pressure on

ment in order to extract themselves from the trap in
which they had walked by using tax haven companes

C. The presumptionofownershipunderthe as intermediaries.Thus, the changeswhich resulted in

provisionsof the newwealthtax the present legislationwere introducedduring the par-
liamentaryprocedure.

To prevent taxpayers from hiding the ownership of The new regime, which will be examined below, is
real propertysituated in France or abroad through the conceptually simpler than the old system which was
use of real property holding companies established in poorly described in the Ruling of 8 February 1982.
tax haven countries, the Finance Law for 1982, Art. However, the new system can impose a much heavier
5(IV) introduced a presumptiveownership for pur- tax burden than the old one under certain cir-
poses of French wealth tax. Under this provision, any cumstances.
individualperson who enjoyed the use of real property
owned by a companywould be presumed the ownerof
that property if established in a country with which
France had not concluded a treaty providingadminis-
trative assistance to combat tax evasion and tax fraud A. The new taxationintroducedby the Finance
unless he could substantiate that the company was Lawfor 1983

effectively controlled by a third party. The presump-
tive ownershipwas therefore assumed if the following The Finance Commission of the Lower House (As-
three conditions were met: semble Nationale) gave the following reasoning for

an individual person enjoyed the use of the prop- the introductionof the new tax provisions.-

erty; and A large number of properties situated in France are

the property belonged to a legal entity established held through non-residentcompanies which mostly-

are

in a country with which France had not concluded established in tax haven countries. This is an unhealthy
a treaty to combat tax evasion and tax fraud; and situation which favours tax evasion. In 1976 legislation
the individual person who enjoyed the use of the was introduced to penalize the use of such constructions-

property did not prove that the entity in question in CGI, Art. 209 A, which imposed a minimum corpo-
was not controlled by him, but by other persons. rate income tax. However, the Parliamentary Mission

charged with combating the illegal exportationof capi-
This new provision was rarely applied since the taxa- tal has shown that this article has been ineffectual and
tion of real property was completely changed by the even undesirable in those cases where its application
introduction of the Finance Law for 1983. could be avoided through a set-up which, paradoxically,

permitted the taxpayers to legally export their capital.
This report33 envisaged the deletion of the pertinent
legal text.

28. It appeared that many tax inspectors who had received tax returns

indicating the income from the renting of French real property, had im- This is the purpose of the present amendment. How-
posed the substitute withholding tax, taking into account the reduced ever, the use of non-resident companies in the real
taxation provided for in a number of tax treaties (for instance the tax property field is too widespread and the risks of tax
treaties with the Netherlandsand Switzerland). In a large numberof cases, evasion are too great to simply delete CGI, Art. 209 A,
therefore, taxpayers had to file complaints in order to get a refund of the without offering a solution for its replacement. This is
substitute withholding tax incorrectly levied.

the that it has also been proposed:29. Provisional,because if the non-residentlegal entity could show that reason

part of the dividends it distributed went to shareholders in France or if it
- on the one hand, to subject companies which are

could show that the total amount of dividend it distributed was less than established in a tax haven country and which own

the income on which the substitute withholding tax was levied, an adjust- real property in France to an annual wealth tax. For
ment would take place (a very theoretical situation, ndeed!). their non-resident participants (shareholders), the
30. This means that if CGI, Art. 209 A was applied, the substitute with- tax paid by the companies would, to a certain ex-

holding tax was levied on an amount equal to one time the real annual tent, replace the capital taxeswhich would normally
rental value. In other words, the taxable base for purposesof the corporate be due;
income tax and the substitute withholding tax must be computed in a

on the other hand, to temporarily favour the re--

different manner. moval of the legal shelter which is offered by the
31. See note 10 and accompanying text.

32. See note 23 and accompanyingtext. non-resident company and to re-establish a situa-

33. The report of the special commission is known as the Rapport tion under which the real owner would hold the
GOUX (A.N. No. 1046, annex to the minutes of the meeting of 22 July property directly;
1982) - finally, to discourage the acquisition of real prop-
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erty by companies established in tax haven coun- - the identityand the addressesof the sharehold-
tries by increasing the registration tax.34 ers or participants; and

Thus, the following amendmentswere proposed:
- the number of shares or participationsheld by

them.

companies whose registered head office was out- The tax is, therefore, not due if the tax authorities-

side France and which possessed real property in know the names of the shareholdersof and partici-
France would be subject to an annual tax of 3% of pants in the legal entity and can use the administra-
the market value of such property; tive assistanceprovided for in tax treaties to check

taxpayers who owned real property in France the accuracy of their information. In Western-

would be permitted to remove the legal shelter Europe Switzerland is the only country whose tax

consttuted by the non-resident holdng company treaty with France does not contain an administra-
and to revert to direct ownership of the property tive assistance clause;
concerned by paying a 20% lump-sum tax (exit - international organizations, foreign sovereign
tax) on the market value of such property on or States and foreign public institutions;
before 31 December1983 (this date was eventually - pension funds and other non-profit organizations
changed to 15 May 1984); which perform non-remunerativeactivitiesof a so-

the reduced rate of transfer tax (registration tax) cial, philantropic, educational or cultural nature-

payable at the purchase of dwelling houses would and which prove that these activities justify the
no longer be available to companiesestablished in ownership of real property in France.
a tax haven country;
shares and participationsin non-residentrealprop- The tax concerns, in principle, buildings and unim-

-

erty companies would be considered to be French proved land situated in France as well as real property

property and would thus be subjected to French rights, such as usufruct, right of enjoyment, etc. It is

inheritance and gift tax;
immaterial whether the property has been rented to a

CGI, Art. 902 A and Art. 5(IV) of the Finance third party or not. The tax is also due if a non-resident
-

Law for 1982 regarding the net wealth tax would company owns real property or real property rights
be deleted. through a French real property holding company.

The parliamentarydebates did not shed much light on
The tax is levied at the rate of 3% on the marketvalue

the new measures. However, during these debates the of French-situsreal property on 1 January of the perti-
rate of exit tax was reduced from 20% to 15%. nent year. The French tax authorities define the term

market value as the price which could or should
We will now discuss the most important provisions of normally be charged at the sale of such property.
the new legislation which have been commentedupon
by the AdministrativeRulingof 13 April 1983 (Official As stated above, a non-resident entity must submit

Bulletin of the Tax Administration,No. 7 Q-1-83). annually (on or before 15 May) a return including the
location of the property, its description, and the mar-

ket value of the French-situs real property or real

property rights which it possessed on 1 January of the

pertinent year. This return must be submitted either
(1) The annual 3% tax to the Tax Collector of the district where the property
As of 1 January 1983, legal entities whose registered is situated or to the Center for Non-Residentsin Paris,
head office is situated outside France and which pos-

if a number of local tax collectors are involved. As is

sess French-situs real property are, in principle, sub- the case for the wealth tax, the tax must be paid when

ject to an annual tax of 3% on the marketvalue of such making the declaration.

property. Apart from a number of exceptions, which The non-resident legal entity is the person who owes
are discussed below, the tax is levied on all legal en- the tax. However, if the property is held through an

tities having their registered head office outside of intermediary person, the atter is severally liable for
France, regardless of their legal form, i.e. they can be the paymentof the tax. In addition, the fiscal represen-
corporations, partnerships, etc. However, the follow- tative which the non-resident taxpayer must appoint
ing legal entities are exempt: when selling real property situated in France for the

legal entities which own French-situsreal property inposition of the 331/3o prlvement is responsible-

representing less than 50% of their French-situs for the payment of any tax still due for the year in

assets (Real propertywhich is used for the entities' whch the sale took place if he has expressly bound

own industrial, commercial, agricultural or other himself.
businesspurposesis not affectedby the new law); Note that the tax is not deductible for purposes of the
legal entities who have their registeredhead office individual income or income which- tax corporate tax
in a country with whch France has concluded a remainsdueunderthenormalrulesofFrenchtaxlaw.
treaty for administrative assistance in preventing
tax fraud and tax evasion provided that they report
each year to the French tax authorities;

the location, the description and the value of
34. The acquisition of real property in France is subject to various regis-

-

tration taxes. Their aggregate rates vary from dpartement to dpart-
the property (ies) held on 1 January of the ment from approximately 18% to 19%. A reduced rate (approximately
pertinent year; 7%) applies to dwelling houses.
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The French tax authorities may request the non-resi- The legal entities concerned where those that felldent entity which is subject to the 3% annual tax to under the scope of the 3% capital tax, whether theyappoint within 90 days from the receipt of such a were effectivelysubject to this tax or exempt. In order
request a fiscal representative in France. This person to become eligible for the regime of the exit tax, the
must be authorized to receive the communications non-resident legal entity had to transfer real propertyfrom the French tax authorities with respect to the which it owned to an individualwho was a shareholder
taxable base of the tax, its collection and possible or participant in the entity concerned. Such a transfer
litigation.35However, he will not be liable for the pay- could not be the result of the sale of the property to
ment of the tax debts of the entity. It is noted that the one or more shareholdersor participants. The transfer
representativemay submit a return for the entity only had to be effected through either a liquidation of theif he has received express authorization. entity concerned or by a partial distribution of its as-

The provisions, regarding the determinationof the tax
sets. However, real property acquired after 1 January

due in case ofnon-declaration,which are applicable to 1983 did not qualify for such a privileged transfer. The
document pertaining to the transfer of the propertythe net wealth tax also apply to the 3% annual tax. In
had to be registered before 15 September 1984. Thesuch a case, the tax authoritiesmay unilaterallydeter-
exit tax would only become payable aftermine the tax to be paid provided they have sent the express

taxpayer a summons and the latter did not respond election by the taxpayer at the moment the document
within 2 months.36 was registered. Of course,where such electionwas not

made, the normal taxes were due.
Otherwise, the 3% annual tax is collected in confor-
mity with the provisions which exist for registration The 15% exit tax was computedon the marketvalue
taxes and the same penalties apply. However, two of the property on 1 January 1983. The tax not only
special provisions which are also applicable to the net became due at the moment of registration, but also
wealth tax have been provided for by the Finance Law had to be paid immediately.
for 1983, i.e.: As stated by the tax authorities,41 the transfer had to

the rate of the penalty for late payment provided be effected without any consideration in cash or in-

for in CGI, Art. 1727 is increasedfrom 3% to 10% kind paid to the legal entity making the transfer.
of the tax due for the first month that the taxpayer This condition was considered to be met if the shareholderis late. For the othermonths the rate remains 1%; or participant waived any debts which the entity owed toif the tax authorities were forced to unilaterally these shareholders or participants. However, the situation

-

determine the amount of tax due (see above) the would be different if those debts were incurred as of the
penalty may not be less than 30% of the tax which moment that the Finance Law 1983 became effective and
was paid late. were, consideringtheir amount,clearly an advancepayment

for the property transferred.Under Art. 4(1)(2) of the Finance Law for 1983, any
shares or participations in legal entities having their Similarly, the regimeof the exit tax wouldbe refused
registeredhead office abroadwhose assets mainlycon- if after the event the shareholdersor participantssold
sist of real property or real property rights situated in the property soon after it had been transferred to
France, are deemed to be French property and are them.
subject to French net wealth tax, inheritance and gift A special case was where a non-resident legal entity (A)tax. However, if such an entity has been subject to the would hold a participation of more than 50% in a French3% annual tax, its non-residentshareholdersor parti- real property company (B) which was deemed to be an

cipants are subject to neitherthe wealth tax, the inheri- intermediary company, of which the remainder of its
tance tax nor the gift tax, with respect to the shares or shares were held by trust companies (C and D). The ques-
participations which they own. According to the tax tion which was raised was whether it would be possible to

authorities, they remain subject to the 331/3% pr- apply for the 15% exit tax when total real propertywould
lvement in case they sell their shares or participa- be transferred to an individual person (X), shareholder of
tions.37 On the other hand, the 3% annual tax does not
replace the corporate income tax on rents which re-
man due.38 These provisions have now been codified 35. CGI, Art. 223 quinquies A.

as CGI, Arts. 990 A through 990 G. 36. Livre des Procdures Fiscales, Art. L. 76.
37. CGI, Art. 244 bis A.
38. See II.A.l.a. above.

(2) The 15% exit tax 39. Finance Law 1984, Art. 31 (I)(4).
40. This was effected by a simple administrative measure. The FinanceIn order to favour the removal of the tax shelters of Minister replied in ParliamenttoMr. Colonna,M.P., that whenamendingnon-resident legal entities, the Finance Law for 1983 the tax regime of real property owned in France by non-resident com-

introduced a 15% lump-sum tax on the value of panies, the legislature wished to allow such companies to be exempt from
French-situsreal propertyownedby non-residentlegal

the 3% tax on the market value which it introduced by transferring the
before 15 May 1984. For of efficiency, itentities, which would replace any other taxes normally

property on or reasons was

decided that this date would be moved to 15 September 1984. Thus thedue at the distributionofsuch assets to its shareholders postponenient of the fatal date was not even announced through an
or participants. Initially, such favoured tax treatment official announcement,but only through an answer given to a Member of
was available until 31 December 1983, but this date Parliament to a question asked on 9 April 1984 OfficialJournal, debates of

atwas first changed to 15 May 198439 and later to 15
the Lower House (Assemble Nationale), 7 May 1984 2,136)
41. Supplementary Ruling regarding the 15% exit tax of 9 FebruarySeptember 1984.4o 1984 (Official Bulletin No. 7 Q-1-84)
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the non-resident legal entity (A) although the individual In other words, the Finance Law for 1983 provided
(X) was not a shareholder of either one of the trust com- that the imposition of a tax and penalties resulting
panies (C and D). The tax authorities gave as their opinion from tax audits begun on or after 19 October 1982 was

that under these circumstances legal entity A could only waived provided that the non-resident legal entity
transfer its shares in company B to X under the imposition transferred its real property to one or more of its
of the 15% exit tax, these shares being deemed to be real shareholders or participations before 15 September
property. With respect to trust companies C and D it was

assumed that they had behaved vis--vis third parties as if 1984, and that it paid 15% tax on the market value of

they were the real owners of part of the capital of company such assets.

B. C and D were non-resident companies, they could also It is rather surprisingthat no amnesty at all- not even

transfer their shares in B under paymentof the exit tax to partial amnesty was offered with respect to earlier
X. X would then be the sole shareholderof B and it would

-

be possible to liquidate B and transfer the property to X tax audits. The resultwas that entitieswhichsucceeded

without any capital gains tax becoming due. in escaping notice by the French tax authorities or

which resorted to a tax office whose agentswere some-

The option for the payment of the 15% exit tax had to be what less zealous, received favoured treatmentunder
made at the bottom of the document which pertains to the the law! It is for this reason that the tax authorities
transfer of the property. Such option could be phrased as

follows: partiesconcernedexpress their wish to opt for the were authorized to remedy this situation to a certain

impositionof the 15% tax provided for in CGI, Art. 990H. extent by an unpublishedministerial ruling on 22 Feb-

The tax became payable immediately at the registration of ruary 1984 (see B. below).
the document concerned.

taxes
In practice, the French notary took care of its payment and (3) Changes of certain transfer

alsopaid the fees for the registrationof the documentwhich In order to discourage non-resident legal entities es-

he charged to his client as well as his own fee which was a tablished in tax haven countries from acquiring dwel-

function of the market value of the property concerned. ling houses in France, the reduced 2.6% rate of trans-

fer tax (registration tax) provided for in CGI, Art. 710

The transfer of real property after the payment of the was not applicable to non-residententities established

15% exit tax exempted the taxpayer from the 3% in a country with which France had not concluded a

annual tax payable during 1983 and 1984. If the tax- treaty containing a mutual assistance clause under

payer had already paid the 3% annual tax in 1983, or which the Contracting States could combat tax fraud

in 1983 and 1984, he could credit the tax paid against and tax evasion. In other words, if such an entity
the 15% exit tax, so that in such a case only 12% or purchased a dwelling house in France, it was, as of 1

9% exit tax would be due. The 15% exit tax January 1983, subject to the various transfer taxes

exempted the non-resident legal entities and their currently totalling 18%-19%.44 This also applied to

shareholders or participants receiving the property garages and land destined for the building which nor-

from any tax connected with such a transaction. The mally benefit from the same rate reduction as dwelling
exemption concerned the imposition of registraton houses.45
tax due on the transfer of shares or participations
representing real property to the shareholders and The provisions of the Finance Law for 1983 also had

participantsor the registrationtax whichwas due upon
an impact on the so-called territoriality rule regard-

liquidationof the entity followed by the transfer of its ing French transfer tax (registration taxes), in particu-

assets, and also the 'prlvement and corporate in- lar to those imposed at death and in the case of gifts
come tax on the capital gains.42 (inheritance and gift taxes) and the French net wealth

tax. By virtue of CGI, Art. 750 ter, non-resdentsare

In addition, unless the impositionof tax resulted from only subject to inheritance tax, gift tax or net wealth

a tax audit begun or announced before 19 October tax with respect to movable and mmovable property
1982 (i.e. the date on which the text of the bill was situated in France, includingshares and participations
submitted to the Lower House), the payment of the ssued by French companies which are deemed to be

15% tax exempted the legal entities concerned as well located in France. However,shares and participations
as their shareholders or participants from any tax which are issued by a non-resident company are nor-

penalties which could be imposed with respect to the mally not considered to be situated in France and are

property transferred during the period preceding 19 consequentlynot subject to these taxes. The Finance

October 1982. Law for 1983, Art. 4 added a new categoryofproperty

This exemption essentially concerned the corporate
situated jn France to existing legislation by providing

income tax to which the legal entity could be subjected that, henceforth, the shares and participations issued

during the period for which the statute of limtations by non-residentcompanieswhose assets consistmainly

had not yet expired, either the corporate income tax (i.e. more than 50%) of real property and real prop-

computed under the normal provisions or under erty rights situated in France, are also deemed to be

CGI, Art. 209 A.43 It also concerned the substitute situated in France. In order to establish whether a

withholding tax imposed under CGI, Art. 115 quin-
quies, and, with respect to individual taxpayers, it 42. CGI, Art. 244 bis A. See also not 7, 19, 23 and accompanying texts.

concerned the net wealth tax levied on the value of the 43. Note that the provisions of CGI, Art 209 A remained applicable to

shares or participationsrepresentingthe real property
accountingyears closed before 1 January 1982.
44. CGI, Art. 783. See note 34.

transferred. 45. CGI, Art. 711.
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non-resident company's assets consist mainly of real supplied by the taxpayers through the administrative
property situated in France ( prponderance im- assistance. The tax authorities will also be enabled to
mobilire), the value of the company's total assets impose gift tax or inheritance tax, each time there is a
situated in France (and not total assets in France and change in the list of the shareholders/participantsdue
abroad) must be compared with the value of its real to a transfer through a donation or at the death of a

property and real property rights situated in France person as illustrated in example 5.
(with the exception of French real property which it
owns for purposes of an industrial, commercialor any
other business enterprise). If the value of the French
real property and real property rights exceed 50% of Example 5
the total value of the French assets, the non-resident
company's shares or participations are deemed to be Assume that X donates 20% of the shares of companyA (see
situated in France. However, their full value is not example4) to Y who replacesX asa shareholderofCompany
subject to French tax, but rather that part of the value A. It is further assumed that X and Y are not related so that

the 60% rate applies. Y must pay a gift tax of:which bears the same ratio to the full value as the value
of the real property situated in France bears to the 51,000,000 x 19.6% x 20% x 60% or 1,199,520 Ffrs.
value of world-wideassets. This is illustratedin exam-

ple 4.

B. The reliefofferedby the taxauthoritieson 22
February1984

Example 4
As stated before, on 7 May 1984 the Finance Minister
decided to change the date for transfering real prop-Assume CompanyA owns assets valued at 51,000,000 Ffrs.

which are composed of: erty to 15 September 1984. However, the statementof
the Minister also revealed that other relief would be

Real property (other than real property which the com- accorded to non-resident real property companies,
-

pany requires for its industrial, commercial or any other
provided that certain conditions fulfilled.business enterprise), real property rights and shares or

were

participations of companies whose assets mainly con- The new regime under which the payment of 15% tax
sist of real property: on the market value of the real property transferred

Ffrs. Ffrs. was very advantageoussince it replaced the annual 3%
situated in France 10,000,000 30,000,000 tax, back taxes and penalties which might be due as a--

situated outside France 20,000,000 result of a tax audit announcedafter 18 October 1982.--

Other assets: The tax authoritiesrealized that, nevertheless,it could
situated in France 6,000,000 be difficult for non-resident real companies

-

propertysituated outside France 15,000,000 21 ,000,000 which merely acted as intermediaries liquidate
--

to
Total ................................. 51,000,000 where they could not avail themselves of the amnesty
The real property, real property rights and shares and partic- with respect to taxes and exchange rate regulations
pations in companies whose assets consist mainly of real and for this reason it was decided to give a certain
property situated in Frarce represent 10/16 or 62.5% of the relief to such victims of CGI, Art. 209 A (not for
French assets so that CompanyA is itself a companywhose ordinary corporate income tax accruing from rent
assets consist mainly of real property situated in France. and not challenged). In order to obtain this relief, the
The value of the shares of CompanyA which has to be taken companies in question had to address themselves to
into account for purposes of French tax is 10/51, or 19.6% the tax authorities who were instructed to give relief.

The maximum amount of back taxes plus penalties
were not to exceed 10% of the market value of the

The new provisions applied to gifts made and inheri- property transferred. Similarly the penaltiesfor violat-
tances acquired on or after 1 January 1983. With re_ ing the customs and exchange regulations (especially
spect to the net wealth tax these provisionsapplied for for French-residentsin the meaningof these regula-
the first time to the tax due in 1983. tions) were also limited to 10% of the market value of

the propertyconcerned, so that the maximumamount
A special Rulingof 19 April 1983 commentedon these would not exceed 15% + 10% + 10% or 35% of the
new provisions.46 property. This relief was also accorded to companies
However, the tax authorities gave no details on the established in countries with which France had con-

practical applicationof the text. The followingmay be cluded a treaty containing a mutual administrativeas-

assumed. As had been stated above, companieswhich sistance clause if such companies retained their prop-
have their registered head office in a country which erty but supplied the information which exempted
has concluded a treaty with France for administrative them from the 3% annual tax and declared before 15
assistance may avoid the annual 3% tax provided that September 1984 any violations of the customs and

they file by 15 May of each year a return in which they exchange regulations they might have committed.
indicate the identity of their shareholders or partici-
pants. Thus the French tax authoritiesobtain the legal 46. Ruling of 19 April 1983 published in the Official Bulletin No. 7
means to check the correctness of the information G-5-83.
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The Finance Law for 1983 therefore did not provide retainedits property)no reductionof tax was avail-

for amnesty for companies which had been subject to able;
a tax audit before 19 October 1982. However,consid- (b) if the amountof back taxes and penaltiesexceeded

ering the fact that a relatively large number of com- the percentages indicated above, the taxes and

panies were audited or were being audited before 19 penalties were limited to 10% of the market value

October 1982 and considering the fact that large of the property.
amounts of tax and penalties would thus become due,
the Ministerial decision of 22 February 1984 provided (3) Practicalapplicationof the reliefprovisions
for a relief scheme to settle these matters. The relief provisions were as stated above only of- -

(1) Conditions to be met
significance in situationsin which a tax audit was com-

pleted or started before 18 October 1982. In practice
Regardless of the circumstances, the non-resident t was important to distinguishbetween cases in which

company wishing to benefit from the relief provisions the Collector of the Treasury had already received

must conclude some agreement with the French tax corporate income tax and those in which he had not.47

authorities under which it discontinued any litigation The tax authorities had generally stated that they
against the latter and waived its rights with respect to would not systematically review the situation of non-

any future litigation. residententitieswhich had been subjectedto tax under

CGI, Art. 209 A, provided that such entities had not
The reliefwas in the first place intendedfor companies started an appeal procedure.
which transferred their property under the regime of
the 15% tax. (With respect to companies which were However, if a non-resident met the above conditions

established in a country with which France had con- and requested the application of the relief provisions,
cluded a treaty containing a clause for the mutual these would generally be accorded under the condi-

assstance in admnistrativematters, such transferwas tions set out above. In otherwords, non-residentcom-

also possible as mentioned above but not absolutely panies which were not aware of the relief provisions
required.) If such companies did not elect for the pay- stated in the Ministerial Statement of 7 May 1984
ment of the 15% tax, they must supply the informa- would remain heavily taxed to the benefit of the

tion, which they would also be required to give to be French Treasury. This would also be the case where

exempt from the 3% annual tax (in particular they the non-residentcompany had agreed to a less advan-

must supply the names and the addresses of their tageous reduction of its tax liability. Furthermore, it
shareholdersor participants)and they must pay within may be expected that if the conditions of the tax au-

two months the final instalment of taxes due. thorities are not met, the taxes initially assessed or

envisaged will be imposed.

(2) Principlesapplicablefor thesettlingofcurrent

affairs C. Briefstudyofthe tax regimeswhichare

possibleas of 15 September1984
These principles varied according to the adjustments
of tax the authorities wished to make: Assume that in 1984 a non-residentreal propertycom-

(a) if the non-declaredrent was less than 20% of real pany possessed real property in France valued at

annual rental value of the propertywith respect to 5,000,000 Ffrs. Various situations in which the com-

any tax year concerned in a tax audit, the tax pany liquidates and transfers the property or does not

authorities would not require any tax adjustment liquidate and retains the property are studied below.

for that year;
(b) if the non-declared rent was more than 20% of 1. The non-residentcompany disappears

annual rental value, the corporate income tax due a Taxes imposedon the company
under CGI, Art. 209 A would be imposed on an

income equal to the real annual rental value of the The company can disappear for purposes of French

property increasedby interest for late payment up tax:

to a maximum of 25% of the tax due. by paying the 15% exit tax on the market value-

The provisions of the Ruling of 8 February 1982 with of the property, i.e.: 15% x 5,000,000 or

respect to the substitute withholding tax and other 75,000 Ffrs. increased by the fees payable to a

taxes (e.g. the registration tax on lease contracts)were notary and the fees due for the registration of the

applicable, but the penalty for late payment would be transfer. If no tax audit has taken place before 10

limited to 50% of the amount of tax due. October 1982, the 15% tax exempts the company
from corporate income tax and transfer tax (regis-

Under the relief scheme, the following tax reductions tration tax) at the transfer of the property. If this
were available: is not the case it will be possible to obtain a relief

(a) if the total amount of back taxes and penalties did
not exceed 10% of the market value of the prop-
erty used as the base on which the 15% tax was 47. When a company had already discharged its debt related to the

imposed (or if it did not exceed 10% of the real application of CGI, Art. 209 A, many Collectors of the Treasury made it

difficult to grant a refund in the name of the assigneemoney received from

value of the property in case of a company which a company with a separate legal personality.
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as provided for by the tax authorities. This is the The company is also subject to the lease tax (regis-
only situation possible where the Treasury has in tration tax) or the value added tax, the substitute
advance safeguarded its rights by subjecting the withholding tax, and its shareholders can be sub-
property to a legal mortgage. However, if the ject to the net wealth tax.
Treasury has omitted to impose a legal mortgage
on the property, it will be possible to transfer the In the case where shares of immovable property
good and only pay the ordinary transfer tax at situated in France are transferredto a new shareholder
7%.48 The French tax authorities will not be in a

who has been reported to the French tax authorities

position to impose any other tax (especiallycorpo- through a declaration made by the non-resident real
rate income tax due and not paid); propertycompany, the new shareholderwould be sub-

by transferring the asset or liquidating which will Ject to inheritanceor gift tax if the shares or the prop-
result in the impositionofa liquidationtax (droit erty came into an estate or were donated. The seller
de partage) of 1% of the marketvalue of the prop-

of the shares or the property would be subject to the

erty or 50,000 Ffrs. The 331/3% prlvement is un- 331/3% prlvement. If the seller is a non-resident

avoidably due on the capital gains realized.49 The individual, the paymentof the prlvementsatisfies

corporate income tax (at the rate of 15%) on the further payment of individual income tax.

capital gain and the rent receivedcouldbe ignored;
by the sale of the property situated in France, in b. Taxconsequencesto taxablenon-resident
which case the transfer tax (registration tax) is companies
generallypayable by the purchaser. If the non-res- A non-residentreal propertycompanymay be subject
ident company is a corporationor a limited liability to French tax because (i) it has not filed the special
company, it is subject to the 33q3% prlvement return although it has its registered head office in a
which may be credited against the corporate in- countrywith which France has concludeda treaty con-
come tax imposed on the capital gain (at 50% if taining a mutual administrative assistance clause, or
the non-residentcompanydoes not have any other (ii) because it has its registered head office in a tax
property in France) and on any rent received haven country. Again the following two situationsmay
where the company does not forget it. If the be distinguished:
property was held by a non-residentcivil partner-
ship (socit civile), the 331/3% prlvement is im-

- the property is placed at the disposal of one or

posed on its partners who are subject to further more of the company'sshareholders: the payment
income tax if they are resident in France and are

of the 3% annual tax satisfies the payment of the

exempt from furtherincome tax if they are resident corporate income tax and the wealth tax. How-

abroad. ever, prominent tax experts in this field are of the
opinion that there is no absolute guarantee that

b. Taxes imposedon the individualsreceivingthe the identity of the real owner can be kept from the
French tax authorities since with respect to localproperty
taxes- in particular the dwellingtax (taxe d'habita-

Any person who receives property becomes, as of tion) - the tax authorities are entitled to demand
1985, subject to the net wealth tax (up to and including that the name of the person occupying (if he is the
1986). If there were more persons, they might or might owner) the dwelling be disclosed;
not becomesubject to the net wealth tax dependingon - the property is rented to a third party: not-
the value they received (i.e. whether the value each withstanding the payment of the 3% annual tax,
one receivedwas higher than the thresholdfor the new the non-resident company must pay corporate in-
wealth tax: 3,500,000 Ffrs. in 1985). come tax calculated from the gross amountof rents

received, as well as the lease tax or the value added
tax.

2. The non-residentcompanycontinues
In the case where shares are sold, no tax is due since

a. Taxconsequencesto non-residentcompanies the tax authorities can not be aware of such a sale.exemptedfromthe 3% tax However, if the non-resident sells the property
Such companies must file a special return in order to situated in France it is subject to the 331/3% prlve-
be exempted from the 3% annual tax. ment and in principleit is also subject to the corporate

income tax on the capital gain (at the rate of 50% ifThe following situations may be distinguished: the company does not own any other property in
the property was placed at the disposal of one or France). In the two situationsdistinguishedabove, the-

more of the company'sshareholders: the corporate taxable base for the corporate income tax was:

Income tax was calculated from the gross value of - computed in the normal manner if the company
the benefit accorded to the shareholder (see has received rental income and regularly filed re-

II.A.l.b.). The company could also be subject to
the substitute withholding tax and the sharehold-
er(s) could be subject to net wealth tax;
the property is rented to a third party: the company

48. See note 34.
-

is subject to corporate income tax calculated from
49. For the payment of this tax the non-resident company must appoint
a fiscal representative in France, which will also be responsible for the

the gross amount of rent received (see II.A.1.a.). payment of the 3% annual tax over 1984 (not over the precedingyear)
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turns in which depreciation had been taken into 1983, a Member of Parliament stated:
account; I believe that one should be aware that this amendment
computed on the difference between the purchase will result in a conflict ofone's duties. On the one hand
price and the sales price in cases where the prop- there is the duty to combat tax evasion, and in particular
ertywasplacedatthedisposalofitsshareholders. in its most serious form, the illegal export of capital

through base companies established in tax haven coun-

tries. On the other hand the duty not to disturb the

IV. CONCLUSION luxury real property market through these measures,
since it is not only French citizens who use these base

It is, therefore, possible for persons who often enjoy companies but also a large number of foreign citizens.

the benefits of shelter companies to continue to use By trying to prevent the illegal exportation of French

non-resident companies to acquire French-situs real capital, we risk dealing a severe blow to foreign invest-
ment in luxury real property in France.

property, provided that these companies are estab- For moral reasons I will vote for the amendment, but I
lished in a country with which France has concluded a hope that the Governmentwill find some solution that

treaty containing a mutual administrative assistance does not affect too seriously the luxury real property
clause. In other words, the companies must be pre- market, by somehowmaking a distinction between res-

pared to abandon the anonymityof their investments. idents of France and non-residents.50
If they do not wish to do so they will, taking into
account the 3% annual tax and other taxes, have paid

It seems that this suggestion has not been heeded. If,
however, the 3% tax were to be reduced, such reduc-

an aggregate amount of taxes equal to the original tion in combination with the wealth tax deletion,
investment in approximately20 years! The best solu- would effect some improvementof the situation!
tion is, therefore, to invest directly in French-situsreal

propertyor through a French civil partnership(socit
civile). Of course, the new tax regime has had adverse
repercussions on the luxury real property market. 50. Mr. Jacques Marette, Official Journal, debates of the Lower House

Therefore, during the debates on the Finance Law for (AssembleNationale),27 October 1982 at 6,396.
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. i

The purpose of this article is to illustrate the effets of figure of Z$ 100,000 is used in all illustrationsas repre-
the Income Tax Act and the Capital Gains Tax Act of senting the annual income. And in all illustrations of
Zimbabwe and of the double taxation agreement the capital gains tax (CGT) a transfer price of
(DTA) between Zimbabwe and the United Kingdom Z$ 200,000 is used and the total figure of CGT deduc-
on different investmentsthat might be made by foreign tions is taken as Z$ 100,000.
companies in Zimbabwe. These investmentsare those
which give rise to:

For each of the four categories listed above, separate
1. profits or capital gains from the carrying on of illustrations are given for a foreign company which is

both resident and subject to tax in the U'.K. and for a
business in Zimbabwe;

2. dividends and capital gains from shares; foreign company which is not resident nor subject to

3. interest and capital gains from investments; and tax in the U.K. It must be here explained that at the
time of writing Zimbabwe has only two DTAs. The

4. royaltiesand capital gains from assets that can giv second DTA is with the Republic of South Africa.
rise to royalties. Any effect that this DTA might have is not dealt with

In order to facilitate the making of comparisons, the in this article.

1. PROFITS OR CAPITAL GAINS FROM the deduction of revenue expenditure incurred for the
THE CARRYINGON OF BUSINESS IN purposeof earning the taxableprofit and no distinction
ZIMBABWEBY A FOREIGN COMPANY is made between expenditure incurred inside and out-

side Zimbabwe. The company could therefore claim
Capital deductionsfor its foreignexpenditureincurredin earn-

Profit gain ing the profitthat s subject to Zimbabwean income
z$ z$ tax. However, shouldthis include expenditures of a

Zimbabweantaxable income 100,000 ,

- -

technical, managerial, administrative or consultative
Zimbabweancapitalgain -- 100,000 nature a tax of 20% is levied on such part of it. This
Zimbabweanncometax tax is levied only if and when this part of the expendi-1.985/86 rate 52.875% 52,875 .

- -

Zimbabweanbranch profitstax
tures is remitted from Zimbabwe.

1985/86 rate 8.4% 8,400 - - Only specified assets are subject to CGT. These are:
ZimbabweanCGT immovable property; any bond capable of being sold

1985/86 30% 30,000 in a share market or exchange; and any debenture,
Overall rate of tax 61.275% 30% share or stock, or right possessed by reason of partici-
Here we are dealing.with the foreign company itself pation in any unit. trust, whether or not capable of

trading in Zimbabwe, probably as a branch or other being sold in a share market or,exchange. Taxable
form of permanent establishment, but it should be transfers include exchanges, donations, expropria-
noted that Section 12(1)(a) of the Income Tax Act tions and proceeds from the maturity, redemption or

includes in taxable income any profit from the sale of liquidation of chargeable investments or from the

goods if the contract of sale was made in Zimbabwe damage or destructionof immovableproperty. Allow-
and this is so whether or not the company has any able as deductions in arriving at the chargeablecapital
presence in Zimbabwe. The Income Tax Act allows gain are expenditureon acquisition,construction, ad-
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dition, alteration and improvement, together with a defined in Art. l(b) of the DTA. But this argument
notional allowance of 5%, for each year or part of a ignores the similaritybetween a branch profits tax and
year, of such expenditure. The CGTAct containspro- non-resident shareholders' tax, which is expressly
visions that are designed to avoid the duplication for specified in Art. 2(1)(b), and the similarity between
CGT purposes of accruals and expenses which are the non-residents' tax on fees and the non-residents
accountablefor income tax purposes. It also has provi- tax on remittances.The tax on fees came into existence
sions which permit, in certain circumstances,assets to after the DTA had been negotiated. The tax au-

be transferred between companies under the same thoritiesaccept, as they are bound to by Art. 2(2), that
control without any immediate tax consequences.Sec- the tax on fees is a tax for the purposes of the DTA.
urities for loans to the State, a local authorityor statut- It seemsundeniablethat the tax on remittances,which

ory corporation are exempt from CGT. was introduced at exactly the same time as the tax on

fees, is substantiallysimilar and is, therefore, in terms
The Income Tax Act and the CGT Act each allows of Art. 2(2) a tax for the purposes of the DTA.
losses to be establishedand carried forward for set-off
against future taxable income or capital gains without The profits, income and capital gains of the U.K.
any limit as to time. But income tax losses cannot be company which remain liable to Zimbabwean tax

set off against capital gains or vice versa. under the DTA are treated as arising from Zimbab-
wean sources for the purposes of pinpointingwhich of

Had the foreign company been a U.K. company sub- the two countries is to allow relief from double taxa-
ject to U.K. tax on its Zimbabwean taxable profit of tion (Art. 23(3)). In terms of Art. 23(1), the U.K.
Z$ 100,000, the Zimbabwean income tax would be

must grant relief for Zimbabweantax payablewhether
reduced to: directly or by deduction, on profits, income or charge-

able gains from sources within Zimbabwe.
z%

Zimbabweanincometax
1985/86 rate 52.875% 52,875

Zimbabweanbranch profits tax 2. DIVIDENDSAND CAPITALGAINSFROM
1985/86 rate 2.5% 2,500 SHARESRECEIVEDBY A FOREIGN

Overall rate of tax 55.375% COMPANY

The saving of 5.9% (61.275 - 55.375) comes about by Capital
virtue of Article 24(2) of the DTA which reduces the Dividends gain
branch profits tax from 8.4% to 2.5%. Section 12(1)(a) z$ z$
would be inoperative since profits from the sale of Amount 100,000 100,000

goods that are not attributable to a permanent estab- Zimbabweanincometax NiI

lishment are exempt by virtue of Art. 7(1). Art. 7(3) Zimbabweannon-resident

expressly states that there shall be allowed as deduc- shareholders'tax(N.R.S.T.)
current rate 20% 20,000

tions expenses whicl are incurred for the purposes of ZimbabweanCGT
the permanent establishment, including an allocation 1985/86 rate 30% -- 30,000
of executive and general administrative expenses in- Overall rate of tax 20% 30%
curred for the purpose of the U.K. enterprise as a

whole, whether in Zimbabweor elsewhere. Art. 24(2)
stipulates that the Zimbabwean taxation - which by With the exception of some dividends from building
virtue of Art. 24(6) means taxes of every kind and societies all Zimbabwean dividends are, under the
description - on the permanent establishment shall present legislation, exempt from income tax. Capital
not be less favourably levied than the taxation levied gains on shares are subject to CGT only if the gains are

on Zimbabwean enterprises carrying on the same ac- from an actual source in Zimbabwe.
tivities except that Zimbabwe can levy the additional If the shareholder, entitled to the dividend of
2.5% tax, which it does by way of a branch profits tax. Z$ 100,000, U.K. subject

gross
U.K.

It would therefore appear that the 20% tax on remit- was a company to tax

tances from Zimbabwe of certain expenditures allo- on the dividend, Art. 10(4) of the DTAwould operate
cated to the permanent establishment could not be to reduce the rate of N.R.S.T. from 20% to 5%, but

charged. If this tax were regarded as leviable on the only if the shareholder is a company that controls,
U.K. head office, as distinguished from its Zimbab- directly or indirectly, at least 25% of the voting power

wean permanentestablishment,Art. 7(1) mightcancel in the companypaying the dividend.

the levy of this 20% tax. The remittancesform part of Another interesting aspect of Article 10(4) is that an

the head office profits and are attributable to the ac- increase in the rate ofN.S.R.T.,beyond20%, enacted
tivities of the head office, not to the activities of the in future Zimbabwean legislation would not be
permanent establishment. It is understood that the effective in relation to the U.K. company unless a

Zimbabweantax authoritiesdo not agree that the 20% correspondingenablingamendmentwere also made to
tax on remittances is not leviable. There is no official the DTA. However, the benefits enjoyable under
publication on this matter. It is submitted that Art. Article 10(4) are lost if the shareholder is carrying on

24(2), as readwith Art. 24(6), establishesnon-liability. business in Zimbabwe through a permanent
In relation to Art. 7(1) there is the argument that the establishment with which the shares were effectively
tax is a tax on remittances and as such is not a tax as connected (Art. 10(6)). The Zimbabwean dividends
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receivable by the U.K. companymight form part of its Zimbabweanrelief from the levy
distributable profits, but Zimbabwe is not permitted of both income tax and N.R.T.. (10,000) --

to pursue any such distribution made by the U.K. ZimbabweanCGT

company to exact further tax except in the hands of its 1985/86 rate 30% 30,000
own residents or in the hands of a Zimbabwean Overallrateoftax 61.275% 30%

permanentestablishmentwith which the shares in the
U.K. companyare effectivelyconnected(Art. 10(7)). Branch profits tax is leviable on the taxable income of
Double taxation relief for the N.R.S.T. would be foreign companies whether they have a branch in
allowed against U.K. tax in terms of Art. 23(1). If the Zimbabwe or not. The name of the tax is somewhat
control exercisable by the shareholdingcompany was misleading in this respect.
at least 10% of the voting power, relief would also be Only interest from a source within Zimbabwe isallowableby the U.K. for the underlyingZimbabwean subject to tax in the hands of a foreign companytax payable on the profits out of which the dividend resident outside Zimbabwe. Source in this context
was paid. For example, if the gross dividend of does not mean the place where the debtor resides orZ$ 100,000 were paid out of profits subject to where the interestispayable. It is used figurativelyandZimbabwean income tax at the 1985/86 rate, the means the cause which gave rise to the interest, i.e. the
underlying tax would amount to Z$ 112,202 being originatingcause. Once the originatingcause has been
52.875% of taxable profits of Z$ 212,202. The amount identified it must then be located to see whether it isof ZimbabweanN.R.S.T. and income tax ranking for inside or outside Zimbabwe. The originatingcause of
double taxation reliefwould then be eitherZ$ 117,202 intereston a capital investmentin the form of a loan of
on the net dividend of Z$ 95,000 or Z$ 132,202 on the money is the provision of credit by the lender and the
net dividend of Z$ 80,000. The amount of relief source of the interest is therefore located at the placeactually allowed is determinable in accordance with where the lender provided the borrowerwith the loanthe provisions of the law of the U.K. regarding the funds. It follows that, if the borrower took possessionallowanceof foreign tax as a credit against U.K. tax in of the funds outside Zimbabwe,no Zimbabweantax is
so far as these provisions do not conflict with the chargeableon the interestpayable to the non-resident.
generalprinciple laid down in Art. 23.

Certain interest from within Zimbabwe issources
Art. 23 also provides for double taxation relief for made exempt from one or more of the taxes by virtue
CGT payable in respect of chargeable transactions of specific exemptions contained in the Income Tax
involving shares. However, Art. 14(4) contains a Act. It helps to explain these exemptions if they are
noteworthy exception to the more usual type of relief separatedinto the following three groups:provided by Art. 23. Art. 14(4) exempts from
Zimbabwean CGT any capital gain made from the 1. interest on deposits with the Post Office Savings
alienation of shares in a company other than a Bank of Zimbabwe, on State loans which confer

company the assets of which consist principally of exemption as a condition, on class C shares
immovable property, as set out in Art. 6 of the DTA. issued by building societies, and on so much of any
This exemption is withdrawn if the shares formed part tax reserve certificate as is accepted in payment of
of the business propertyof a Zimbabweanpermanent tax or is applied to the purchase of further tax
establishment. Art. 14(4) does not impinge upon reservecertificates;
Zimbabwe'sright to levy N.R.S.T. on dividendsand it 2. interest on any loan to the State, a company (all
should be noted that dividend is defined for the shares of whichare owned by the State), a local
N.R.S.T. purposes to mean any amountdistributedby authorityor to a statutorycorporation;
a company incorporated in Zimbabwe to its 3 interest on so much of any loan made to any
shareholders, but excluding bonus shares or any

borrower carrying on mining operations or

amount which is a return of the amount received by undertakingprospecting or exploratoryworks for

thecompanyforitsshares. the purpose of acquiring rights to mine minerals as
is used by the borrower on such operations or

undertakingsin Zimbabwe.
3. INTERESTAND CAPITALGAINSFROM The interest in group 1 is, without any exception,INVESTMENTSRECEIVEDBYA FOREIGN always exempt from income tax, branch profits tax

COMPANY and N.R.T.I. The interest in groups 2 and 3 is exempt
Capital from income tax and branch profits tax in the hands of

Interest gain a non-resident, but only if the non-resident is not car-
z$ z$ rying on business in Zimbabwe. It is subject to

Zimbabweantaxable income 100,000 N.R.T.I. except that interest from a statutorycorpora-Zmbabweancapital gain 100,,000 tion in respect of a particular loan can be specified asZimbabweanincometax
from this withholding by ministerialnotice1985/86 rate 52.875% 52,875 exempt tax

- -

in the GovernmentGazette. For example, in GeneralZimbabweanbranch profits tax
1985/86 rate 8.4% 8,400 - - Notice 418 of 1986, in the Gazette dated 27 June 1986,

Zimbabweannon-residents'rate the interest payable by the Zimbabwean Posts and
oninterest(N.R.T.I.) TelecommunicationsCorporation in respect of a loan
current rate 10% 10,000 agreement for DM 12,000,000 with Kreditanstalt fr
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Wiederaufbauwas specified as exempt from N.R.T.I. Zimbabweancapitalgain 100,000

(As pointed out earlier, when explaining the meaning Zmbabweanncome tax

of source in relation to interest,non-liabilityto income 1985/86 rate 52..875% 52,875 --

tax, branch profits tax and N.R.T.I. is automatic for Zimbabweanbranch profits tax

interest that is payable to a non-resident and is not
1985/86 rate 8.4% 8,400 ---

Zimbabweannon-residents'
from an actual source within Zimbabwe.)The exemp- tax on royalties (NRTROY)
tions for interest in both group 2 and group 3 are current rate 20% 20,000 ---

withdrawn if the lender is a company that is under the Zimbabweanrelief from the levy
control, through exercisable share-voting rights, of a of both incometax and NRTROY (20,000) - -

person who is either ordinarly resident or carrying on ZmbabweanCGT

business in Zimbabwe, or if the lender becomes sub- 1985/86 rate 30% -- 30,000

ject to foreign tax on the interest by reason of the Overall rate oftax 61.275% 30%

legislative exemption from Zimbabwean tax. Finally, Royalties, including know-how payments, for the use

the exemption for the interest in group 3 is also with- or the right to use any patent, design, trade mark,
drawn if the loan is from a foreign company to a copyright, model, plan, secret process or formula or

companyincorporatedin Zimbabwethat is controlled, any other property of a similar nature, or any motion
directlyor indirectly, throughexercisableshare-voting picture film or television film including any sound re-

rights, by the lender and the interest is subject to tax cording or advertsing matter connected therewith,
in a foreign country which gives double taxation relief are deemed to be from a source within Zimbabwe for
for the Zimbabwean tax chargeable. the purposes of income tax and branch profits tax if

Securities for loans to the State, a local authority or the royalties are payable for the use or the right of use

statutory corporation are exempt from CGT. of the patent, etc., in Zimbabwe.The term royalties
is not defined for the purposes of these taxes, but it is

If the lender, entitled to the gross interest of defined for the purposesof NRTROY. In terms of the
Z$100,000,were a U.K. companysubject to U.K. tax definition it means any amount payable as a consider-
on the interest, Art. 11(2) of the DTA would operate ation for the use of, or the right to use, any literary,
to reduce the total Zimbabwean tax to a maximum of dramatic, musical, artistic, scientific or other work
10% of the gross interest. Art. 11(2) wouldnot operate whatsoever (including cinematographfilms or record-
if the lender were carrying on business in Zimbabwe ings) in which any copyright exists, any patented arti-
through a permanent establishment with which the cle, trade mark, design or model, plan, secret formula
loan was effectivelyconnected (Art. 11(6)). And Art. or process, or for the use of, or the right to use,
11(2) would not apply to the excessive portion of in- industrial, commercial or scientific equipment, or for
terest paid by reason of some special relationship,e.g. information concerning industrial, commercial or sci-
associated companies (Art. 11(8)). Art. 11(5) stipu- entific equipment. It does not matter if the considera-
lates that intereston indebtednessor credit guaranteed tion is paid with or without permission or authority
or insured by the U.K. Export Credits GuaranteeDe- from the holder of the copyrightor patent. Exemption
partment is exempt from Zimbabwean taxes. from NRTROY can be granted by ministerial notice

Any capital gain madeby the U.K. companyin respect in the Government Gazette. There is a liability for

of interest-bearinginvestments that did not form part NRTROY if the property s used in Zmbabwe or if

of the businessproperty of a Zimbabweanpermanent the payer of the royalties is ordinarilyresident in Zim-

establishment is exempt, by virtue of Art. 14(4), from babwe.

Zimbabwean CGT. The maturity or redemption of a The Income Tax Act allows the deduction of revenue

chargeable asset is, under Zimbabwean legislation, expenditure incurred for the purpose of earning the

deemed to be a sale of the asset for CGT purposes. taxable income by way of royalties, but NRTROY is

Accordingly, it is submitted, the maturity or redemp- levied on the gross amountof the royaltieswithout any
tion is to be interpretedas an alienationof the asset deductions whatsoever. If the foreign company earn-

for the purposesof Art. 14(4). Ths follows from Arti- ing the royaltieswas allowed to deduct, in determning
cle 3(2) which directs that any term not defined in the its taxable income subject to income tax and branch
DTA shall, unless the contextotherwiserequires,have profits tax, its foreign expenditures of a technical,
the meaningwhich it has under the law ofthe Contract- managerial, administrative or consultative nature, a

ing State. The term alienation is not defined in the tax of 20% would be levied if and when such expendi-
DTA. It can only be equated with the term sale, ture was remittedfrom Zimbabwe.NRTROYis levied

including deemed sales, in the law, for CGTpurposes, regardless of whether the royalties are remitted from

of Zimbabwe. Zimbabwe or not.

Royalties in respectof mineral rights in Zimbabweare

from a source in Zimbabwe and taxable income from
4. ROYALTIESAND CAPITALGAINSFROM

such royalties is accordinglysubject to income tax and
ASSETSTHATCAN GIVERISE TO ROYALTIES

branch profits tax in the handsof the foreigncompany.RECEIVEDBY A FOREIGNCOMPANY But it will be noted that the definition of royaltiesCapital
Royalties gains for the purposesof NRTROYdoes not include mining

z$ z$ royalties and they are therefore not chargeable to

Zimbabweantaxablle income 100,000 - - NRTROY.
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It was explained earlier in this article that only nent establishment with which the right or property,
specified assets are chargeable to CGT. In the con- giving rise to the royalties, is effectively connected
text of royalties, the only specified asset that comes to (Art. 12(4)). If any part of the royalties is excessive bymind is immovableproperty. reason of some special relationship, e.g. associated
If the foreign company, entitled to the royalties of companies, the 10% restrictionwould not apply to the

Z$ 100,000, were a U.K. companysubject to U.K. tax excessive portion (Art. 12(6)).
on the royalties, Article 12(2) of the DTA wouldoper- Zimbabwe retains its right to levy CGT on capitalate to reduce the total Zimbabwean tax to a maximum gains from the sale, or deemed sale, of immovableof 10% of the gross roalties. Royalties are defined in property in respect of gains from sources within Zim-Art. 12(3) and are identical to that employed for the babwe (Art. 14(1)). Double taxation reliefis allowable
purposes of NRTROY. ThereforeArt. 12(2) does not by the U.K. in terms of Art. 23(1)(a).apply to mining royalties and in terms of Art. 6, these
remain subject to Zimbabweanincome tax and branch In concluding this article it must be pointed out that
profits tax with the latter being reduced, as earlier the currency of Zimbabwe is not negotiable outside
explained, from 8.4% to 2.5% and the U.K. giving Zimbabwe and that the exportation from Zimbabwe
double taxation relief in terms of Art. 23(1)(a). The of funds in a foreign currency is permitted only if it is
definition of permanent establishmentspecifically in- made in accordancewith the exchange-controlregula-
cludes a mine. Art. 12(2) would also not pply if the tions that are in force in Zimbabwe. Enquiries as to
U.K. company derived non-miningroyalties and were the regulationscurrently in force may be addressed to
carrying on business in Zimbabwe through a perma- any bank in Zimbabwe.
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CO-O V 3 A:

TaxReformAdoptedby Congress
By James Leavy

for wthholding at source of tax payable on such
Mr. Leavy, of Cavelier, Abogados, Bogota, is a correspon- amounts.
dentforthe IBFD, Tax News ServiceandCorporateTaxation 3. The gradual reduction of tax deductibility for in-
in Latin Americaon Colombian tax matters.

creases in interest payments and other financial
costs arising from inflation. This measure will be

accompaniedby a correspondinggradual elimina-

After several marathon sessions Congress finally tion of income and capital gains tax on the inflatio-

adopted, in the dying moments of its specially-ex- nary component of the increases in the value of

tended 1986 session, the tax reform proposals pre- interest and other financial income received by
sented by the Government. Although President corporate taxpayers. In the case of interest re-

Barco's Liberal Party has a comfortable majority in ceived by individual taxpayers on bank accounts,
both houses of Congress, the Government had to on public debt instrumentsand on bonds and com-

make an immenseeffort to overcomeindisciplinein its mercial paper issued by companies listed on the

own party ranks which threatened to kill the reform stock exchange the proposed tax relief will take

package for lack of Congressional attention. In the complete and immediate effect as from the 1986

end, Congress accepted the basic proposalspresented fiscal year.

by the Government but not without making many 4. The simplificationof personal income tax: the tax

modifications to them, some of whch were substan- base will be broadened by the elimination of a

tial. wide range of deductions, discounts and exemp-
tions; the tax threshhold will be considerably

Among the principal elements of the tax reform pack- raised and marginal tax rates reduced. The top
age are the following: marginal tax rate will be reduced from 49% to

1. The unification of corporate tax rates: in future 30%.

there will be a uniform rate of 30% applicable to 5. The capital gains tax will in nearly all cases be

all types of businessentity. This rate will be phased assessed at the same rate as income tax; in the case

in for sociedades annimas (corporations) and of corporations and other business organizations,
similar entities over the fiscal years 1986, 1987 and gains will be taxed at a rate of 30%.
1988. Amounts saved by corporations in 1986 as a 6. A wide-ranging amnesty is offered to delinquent
result of the new lower rates of tax must be used taxpayers and an attempt will be mde to clear up
to finance expansion of corporate activities, to in- the huge backlog of cases pending before the tax

crease their capital or to purchase assets indicated authorities. For example, any case involving sales

by the Government. or stamp tax which has been pending for at least

2. The elimination in principle of the double taxation 10 years will be presumed to have been determined
of dividends and income from shareholdings in in favour of the taxpayer.
sociedades de responsabilidad limitada (limited 7. The Governmenthas been given extensive powers
liability companies) and other types of business to reorganize the tax administration, to adopt a

organizations: henceforward, the burden of taxa- new tax code, to eliminate generally the taxation
tion on income generated by business organiza- of inflationarycomponentsof the nominalvalue of

tions will fall exclusively on the organizations taxpayers' income or capital gains and to adopt
themselves and not on their owners or sharehold- measures with a view to stimulating sociedades

ers (except in the case of foreign owners or share- annimas, to increase the numberofshareholders

holders). Owners and shareholders (other than of such corporationsand to democratizethe own-

shareholders of companies listed on the stock ex- ership of the means of production.
change and investors in pension or mutual invest- 8. All peso amounts mentioned in the tax legislation
ment funds) are liable for payment of the income will be automatically adjusted in accordance with

tax of the relevantbusinessorganizationin propor- changes in the Consumer Prce Index for the 12-

tion to their interest in the organization. Where month period beginningon 1 Octoberof each year.
the distributed profits of the organization exceed 9. Investment in Colombian corporationswill not be

7/3 of the amount of income and capital gains tax included in the patrimonio lquido (roughly
payable by the organization, such excess s consi- equivalent to net worth) for the purpose of cal-

dered to be taxable income of the ownersor share- culating a taxpayer'spresumedincome (which is

holders and the organizationmust make provision basically a percentage of his net worth). Where a
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taxpayer's presumed income is higher than his de- 1% of the total value of the contractand withhold-
clared income, tax is calulated on presumed in- ing will be made at the rate of 1% of the. gross
come. amounts paid or assigned under the contract (this

provisionwill only apply to contractssigned, mod-

For foreign companies and natural persons with busi- ified or extended after the new legislation came

into force).ness interests in Colombia, the followingaspectsof the
7. Stamp duty will henceforwardbe paable even ontax reform package will be of particular interest:

contractssignedoutside Colombiaif such contracts
1. Colombian-source income received by non-resi- are deemed to have legal or economic effects in

dent foreignerswill, unless otherwiseprovided,be Colombia. The basic rate of stamp duty will be
taxed at 30%. The Government is, however, au- 0.5% of the amount of the contract. However,
thorizedfor a period of 2 years from the promulga- foreign debt instruments will be specifically
tion of Law 75 to reduce that rate so that it har- exempt from such tax.
monizes with tax changes in countries with 8. Debts owed by Colombian branches, agencies,
foreign investmentsin Colombiaregardingtax cre- subsidiaries or affiliates of foreign companies to
dits available in such countries for taxes.paid in such foreign companies will, for tax purposes, be
Colombia. considered to be part of the net worth of the re-

2. Dividends received by foreign corporations from spective branch, agency, subsidiary or affiliate.
investmentsin Colombiawill be taxed at 30% (for- This will have the effect of increasing the pre-
merly the rate varied from 20% to 40% depending sumed income of the respective branch, agency,
on the country of origin of the corporation). subsidiary or affiliate.

3. The basic tax rate on income,other than dividends, 9. The various import taxes previously in force will
receivedby non-residentcorporationswill be 30%; be replaced by a single tax of 18% on the c.i.f.
this includes interest, commissons, royalties, fees value of most imports. This tax will be levied in
for services and profits from branches or from addition to customs duties.
business organizations other than sociedades 10. The section in prior tax legislation providing for a

annimas (corporations). specific remittance tax of 12% on amounts re-
4. The remittance tax on income from a Colombian ceived by foreign shareholders of limited liability

branch operation has been raised from 20% to companies (sociedades de responsabilidad
30% of the net amount after payment of income limitada) has been repealed, but it is not clear
tax. whether the general catch all section providing

5. All amountspaid to foreigncompaniesunder turn- for a remittance tax of 1% of gross amounts re-

key and construction contracts will be deemed to ceived by non-residentswill now apply to income
be Colombian-source income and will be subject from limited liability companies. The tax reform
to a withholding of 1% of the gross amount (this legislation (Law 75 of 1986) was published in the
provisionwill only apply to contractssigned, mod- Diario Official of 23 December 1986 and entered
ified or extended after the new legislation came into force on the same date. In the coming weeks
into force). and months decrees and regulationswill be issued

6. The basic remittance tax rate on contracts not coveringdetailedaspectsof the tax reformpackage
otherwise covered by specific provisions will be adopted by Congress.
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BARBADOS: r- -

IncomeTaxReform
AnAnalysisofTwo Budgets in 1986 1 1

By Michael Howard

INTRODUCTION

This paper examines two different sets of budgetary measures introduced

by successiveBarbadianGovernmentsin the courseof the generalelection

year 1986. The first set of budgetary proposals, referred to as the April
Budget, were put forward by the Barbados Labour Party (BLP) Govern-
ment just before it lost power in May 1986. The July 1986 Budget com-

prised the new budgetarymeasuresof the ruling DemocraticLabourParty
(DLP) Government. The budgetary initiatives of the DLP Government
were the most extensive tax cuts in the fiscal history of Barbados since
World War II. These proposals were used as a major part of the DLP's
campaign strategy to win the May 1986 general elections.

An interpretationof these budgets requires in the first place a look at the Mr. Howard holds a B.A., M.Sc. and
trend of previous tax reformsbetween 1977 and 1986. Secondly, the paper Ph.O. (Econornics) degrees frorn the
discusses briefly the philosophy of tax cuts which may have informed the University of the West Indies. He is
two Budgets, particularly the DLP's radical tax reforms. The Budgets are presently employed at the Cave Hill

discussed after a brief look at the state of the economy in 1985/86. The Campus of the University of the West

essay focuses principally on the possible economic implications of the Indies (U.W.I.) as a Lecturer in the

budgetaryreformssince it is too early to discuss the actual budget impact. Economics Department. Formerly, he
was employed at the Central Bank of
Barbados as a Senior Economist

PREVIOUSINCOMETAXREFORMS(1977-1985) (1975-1979)and at the Institute of So-
cial and Economic Research, U.W.l.,

Considerable attention was devoted to the reforms of the income tax Cave Hill Campus (1979-1981) as a

system in Barbados between 1977 and 1986. The combined influence of Research Fellow

inflation and steep progressivity in the income tax structure made such
reforms mandatory. In 1977 a tax credit system was introduced to redistri-
bute income to lower income taxpayers. This system continued up to 1986
when more fundamental reforms were implemented. The various modifi-
cations of the tax credit system are shown in Appendix A, Table Al.

The income tax bands were also modified between 1979 and 1985, but the
structure remained steep. In fiscal 1979/80, a maximum marginal rate of
70% was charged on incomes over $ 30,000. The bands were widened in
fiscal 1980/81, but high marginal rates remained on incomes over $ 30,000 Contents

(Table A2). The progressivity in the system was slightly adjusted down- Introduction
wards so that by fiscal 1983/84 the top rate was 60% on incomes over Previous income tax reforms (1977-1985)
$ 30,000. Philosophy of tax cuts

Brief analysis of the state of the Barbadian
Table 1 also shows the annual projcted cost to the revenueof income tax economy 1985/86
concessions between 1977 and 1985. These projected costs were highest The April 1986 Budget
in 1980 when the political directorate reduced the emphasis on income The July 1986 Budget
taxation and increased significantly the indirect tax burden. In that year Rationale and popular appeal
$ 24.0 millon in income tax concessionswere balanced by an increase of Some equity and eficiencymeasures

$ 24.1 million in indirect taxes comprising mainly consumption taxes. Effective income tax rates

Thereafter,discretionaryincome tax changeswere mostly negativeexcept Revenue costs and expenditure cuts

for 1985, while discretionary changes in indirect taxes and levies were
Macro-economic implications
Property and corporation tax

mostly large and positive. The latter phenomenon is primarily explained Conclusion
by contractionarystabilization policies between 1981 and 1985. The ratio Appendix A Income tax structures-

of indirect taxes and levies to total tax revenue rose from 46.3% in 1977 Appendix B Major budgetary measures:-

to 58.6% in 1985. Personal income taxation as a ratio of total tax revenue April 1986 Budget
fell from 30.1% in 1977 to 23.3% in 1985. The sharp rise in the burden of AppendixC Major budgetarymeasures:-

indirect taxes and levies was aided by the heavy impositionofstampduties July 1986 Budget
in 1984 (Table 1, footnote).
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Both budgets discussedbelow were concernedprimar- On the demand side, tax cuts in the Keynesian
ily with further reductions in the income tax ratio. The framework must be accompanied by a reduction in
author's position is that there is some justification for Government expenditure. This is to avoid crowding
gradual income tax adjustments in relation to wage out of private sector activity. Additionally, the money
and price changes. Normally, the monetarybenefitsof supply must increase to accommodatehigher levels of
such adjustments for taxpayers should be carefully spending in the private sector. An expansionary
weighed against their revenue costs. The Barbadian monetary policy must therefore accompany across-
case also shows that Barbadian policy-makers,similar the-board tax cuts if output increases are to be
to policy-makers in some Caribbean territories, have realized. The specific implications of the Keynesian
adopted a high indirect tax regime. The incidence approach for the open economywill be examined later
problem of indirect taxation, however, is outside the for Barbados when we assume the existence of a bal-
scope of this paper. ance of payments constraint.

The supply side approach to tax cut analysis is based

Table 1 on the neoclassicalspecificationof the first order price
effects of a tax change.2 This approach is concerned

Projected revenue impact of discretionary with the cost of work effort vis--vis leisure and the
tax changes ($m) price of saving relative to current consumption. Par-

Year Incometax Indirecttaxes ticularly, the approach posits that taxes on income
decrease work effort, enterprise and saving. Reduc-

concessons and levies
1977 --3.3 7.8 tions in personal income taxes increase the propensity
1978 0.6 3.1 to save and invest as well as work effort. Reductions
1979 -11.4 2.4 in corporation taxes raise net of tax rates of return
1980 -24.0 24.1 leading to re-investment in new enterprises.
1981 -18.7 2.8

Most research on the impact of supply side economics1982 --2.0 22.6
1983 - 2.7 24.9 has been done in the free market U.S. economy.3 An
1984 -14.6 30.2* extreme version of supply side economics is that an

1985 8.0 28.4** across-the-board cut in tax rates would produce an

increase in tax revenues. That is, work effort and sav-Source: Financial Statements and Budgetary Proposals for the
Years 1977-1985. ings behaviour would respond to the incentives,

tax revenue.
* Comprises stamp duties (19.Om), consumption tax ($ 3.0 thereby offsetting the loss in As Thurow

points out, supply siders believe that the free market
m), levies and other indirect taxes ($ 8.2 m). would adjust quickly in the short run and the incentive

** Stamp duties ($ 10.0 m), levies and other indirect taxes effects would be large and positive.4
($19.7 m) The Laffer curve concept is the centrepiece of supply

side economics.5 As tax rates increase, tax revenues

PHILOSOPHYOF TAX CUTS expand but after a certain point increases in tax rates
become unproductive and the revenues decline. The

There are two basic approaches to the analysis of tax precise empirical point where tax rates become unpro-
cuts. The first is the Keynesian approach which is ductive will vary for different economies. Although
demand side centred. The second is the supply side some empirical work has been done on the impact of
neo-classical approach. A broad version of the latter a tax cut on labour supply in the U.S. economy,6 there

approach is sometimes discussed under the caption of are no previousempirical studies to show the extent to

supply side economics. This section outlines these two which a tax cut would increase work effort, saving and

approaches in order to gauge the extent to which they investment in Barbados. Any analysis of the Barba-
informed Barbadian policy makers. dian case on the supply side must therefore be highly

tentative.
The Keynesianaggregativeapproach to the analysisof
tax cuts is based on the heavy dependenceon the first Supply siders accept the monetarist view of the rela-
order income effects of a tax change.l A tax cut in-
creases disposable income and the demand for output.
These first order effects work their way through the 1. Our analysis in the next three paragraphs is highly indebted to Ture,

economy leading to increases in investment and N.B., The Economic Effects of Tax Changes: A Neoclassical Analysis,
in Fink, R.H (ed.) Supply-Side Econonics: A Critical Appraisal, Mary-

employment. However, the view is valid that a tax cut land, University Publicationsof America, 1982.

by itselfcannotgenerate increasesinaggregateoutput. 2. Ture, op. cit., pp 39-43.

Real output expansion depends on an increase in pro-
3. See Evans, Michael, New Developmentsin EconometricModeling:

duction inputs and/or more efficient use of existing Supply-SideEconomics,in Fink, op. cit. Evans shows that this supplyside
model had a positive impact on employmentby way of an income tax cut.

factor inputs. Real output is therefore a function of a 4. Thurow, L.C., Dangerous Currets: The State of Econoics, Chap.
number of factors includingmanagerialefficiency and 5, New York: Vintage Books, 1984.

scale economies at the micro level. These micro vari- 5. See M. Moszer, A Commenton the Laffer Model, in Fink, op. cit.

ables, which are crucially,important in small systems, p. 204-205.
6. Hausman, J.. Labour Supply in Aaron, H. Pechman, J. (cds.)

are sometimesnot adequatelydealt with in Keynesian How Taxes Affect Economic Behaviour, Washington: Brookings Institu-

aggregative analysis. tion, 1981, p. 27.
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tion between inflation and the money supply in closed was the lowest in 10 years mainly due to the slump in

systems. They advocate monetary restraint to curb the electronicscomponents industry and protectionist
inflation since the latter erodes the incentive impact of measures in the Trinidad market.
a tax cut.7 This last consideration is not as important The decline in real output was accompanied by highin the Barbadian case because the money supply is

unemployment levels. Unemploymentwas estimated
endogenousand inflation is largely imported. Further,
the principal impact of any monetary creation by the at 18.2% in December 1985. However, the rate of

inflation continued low, reflectingweak consumerde-
Central Bank is on the balance of payments rather mand at home and low rates of inflation in industrial
than the price level. countries. Inflation at rate of 3.9% ingrew an average
Like the Keynesians,supply siders argue that reduced 1985.
Governmentexpenditure should accompany tax cuts. The fiscal position was characterized by an expansionHowever, this principle relates to their view that there
should be minimal Government regulation of the of the overall deficit which rose from $ 95.8 million to

$119.6 million (Table 2). The ratio of the overall
economy and decreased welfare spending consequent deficit to GDP was till manageable at 5.3% for 1985.
upon tax cuts. Increased incentives to individuals in

The rise in the deficit reflected increases in publicthe private sector are supposed to lead to less reliance and salaries well expandingcapital
on the public sector.

sector wages as as

expenditures.
Two important points of reference are the so-called
Thatcher and Reagan experiments which contained Table 2
elements of supply side economics as well as

monetarism. These experiments embraced a number Selected economic indicators
of elements, two of which informed the DLP's July 1984 1985
1986 Budget in Barbados. These are as follows:8 Balanceof payments(BDS$m)
(1) restricted rate of growth of the money supply, Currentaccountsurplus 24.0 42.0

(2) large across-the-board tax cuts on earnings and Capitalaccunt -29.0 88.0

income,
Errorsandomissions 7.0 -37.0

(3) firm management of Governmentexpenditure, Overallsurplus(+) 2.0 93.0

(4) less Government regulation.
Official financing 9.0 -7.0
Reserves (increase(-)) -11.0 -86.0

Careful analysisshows that elements (2) and (3) of the Total debtservice (Sm) 108.2 127.1

Reagan and Thatcher programmeswere also present
Debtservice ratio* (%) 3.7 4.7

in the Barbados July 1986 Budget.9 Although the last Total Governmentdeficit 95.8 119.6
Overall Governmentdeficit

budget proposed cuts in expenditure, it was not clear as % of GDP 4.6 5.3
exactly what line items of current expenditure would Real GDP annual growth rate (%) 3.5 0.3
be cut. The monetarist prescription of money supply Inflation (%) 4.6 3.9
control was absent. A major aspect of the DLP's elec- Unemployment(%) 18.3 18.2

tion campaign was the discussion of privatization or * This is the debt service ratio for Government and Govern-
disinvestment of certain public sector enterprises ment guaranteeddebt. It is the ratio of interestand amortiza-
which can be embraced by element (4). However, no tion on foreign debt to exports of goods and services.
firm privatizationstrategywas laid out in the July 1986
Budget. l0 Source: Central Bank of Barbados, Annual Report, 1985.

It should be noted, however, that the impact of tax The balanceofpaymentswas characterizedby a reduc-
cuts requiresboth demand and supply side analysis. In tion in merchandise trade, large debt payments and
this respect, more formal theoretical work than pre- insignificantprivate capital inflows. The CentralBank
sented here would require an integrationof the Keyne- reports that Government borrowed $ 88.6 million to
sian and Neoclassicalapproaches.We now look briefly strengthen foreign reserves and provide funds to meet
at the state of the Barbadian economyin 1985 and the amortizationpayments (Table 2).
first quarter of 1986.

7. Orzechowski,W.P., MonetaryAspects of Supply-SideEconomics,

BRIEFANALYSISOF THE STATEOF THE in Fink, op. cit., pp. 418-419.
8. See Thurow, op. cit. p. 129 and Burton, J., The Thatcher Experi-

BARBADIANECONOMY1985/86 ment: A Requiem n Fink, op. ct. p. 294.
9. The DLP Manifesto, 1986, which preceded the elections reported

Our brief review is based on data and analysis con- that all ministries will be asked to identify expenditurecuts equivalent to

tained in the Central Bank of Barbados Annual Re- 2% of the approved Current Estimates of Expenditure. The Manifesto

port, 1985 and the Economic Review, June 1986. Ex-
stated further that underno circumstanceswill there be a reduction in the
services or jobs providedby Government.DLP Manifesto, GeneralElec-

pansion of output in the Barbadianeconomywas neg- tions, 1986, p. 6.

ligible betveen 1984 and 1985. Real GDP grew by 10. No explicit statementwas made on Governmentdisinvestmenteither

0.3% in 1985 compared to 3.5% in 1984. This was due in the DLP Manifesto or the July 1986 Budget. The Manifestostated that

largely to declines in real output in tourism (3.0%) and the DLP would ensure that Government-ownedcommercialenterprises,

manufacturing(9.3%). Tourist arrivals fell off in 1985
other than the Transport Board, cease to be a drain on the public purse.
The July Budget merely pointed to the inefficiencyof Government-owned

followinga good winterseason. Manufacturingoutput commercial enterprises.
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The first quarter of 1986 showed some improvement cuts designed also to stimulate private sector activity.
with manufacturingoutput growingby 10% during the The principal feature of these cuts (see Appendix C)
quarter. Sugar output rose to 111,15 tonnes, a 11.2% was the abolition of income tax for persons earning
ncrease over 1985. Tourism arrivals grew by 4.5% in below $ 10,000 and the reduction of the top rate of
the first quarter compared to 3% in the same period income to 50%. These reforms which reduced the
in 1985. progressivity of the system were an advance over the

Despite the first quarter improvement, the Central previous tax credit scheme. The criticism is valid that
Bank's Economic Review reported that foreign re-

the first three bands of the tax scale remained rela-

serves fell during the quarterpartlybecauseof sluggish tively narrow, despite reforms at the top and the bot-
merchandise exports and outflows of investmentcapi- tom.

tal. The $ 2.0 million net foreign reserve outflow was The income tax reforms at the bottom of the scale,
also aided by heavy loan repaymentsby Government together with the increases in contributory and non-
and the private sector. contributorypensions (Appendix C, item 21), consti-
In the context of the difficulties outlined above, the tuted the redistribution measures. To a large extent,

management of the fiscal deficit and the balance of these reforms were merely a continuation of the

paymentshas assumed a crucially importantrole in the strategy of gradual income tax reductions since 1977.
Barbadian economy. Further, the blow dealt to the Other allocation measures included attempts to aid
Barbadian export oriented private sectorby the inter- export sales and to retain income in the domestic
national recession increased the burden of the State in economy (AppendixB, items 5,8,9). Although these
the management of the balance of payments. Al- measureswill not work any miracles for the Barbadian
though many of the problemsof the Barbadianprivate economy, they show some appreciationof the need for
sector stem from the nature of its integration into the foreign exchange retention. It is significant that these
international capitalist system, one can identify two measures were not nullified by the July 1986 Budget.
institutional problems. The conservatism in manage-
ment in certain areas of the domesticprivatesector, as

The April Budget was criticized because it was not

well as risk-averse behaviour in external marketing generous in terms of tax relief. The budget was con-

are principal factors retarding the resurgence of the ceived at a time when the economywas still experienc-
Barbadian private sector in relation to export promo- ing recessionary conditions, falling reserve levels and

tion industrialization.This is the appropriatedevelop- a weak fiscal position. This budget lacked public sup-
ment strategy which should inform tax incentive pol- port because the arguments for fiscal gradualism were

icy. overridden by political factors suggesting a change in
Government in 1986.

THE APRIL 1986 BUDGET
THE JULY 1986 BUDGET

The April 1986 Budget reflected a cautious attitude to
tax reform. This philosophyoffscalgradualismwhich Rationale and popular appealcharacterizedthe BLP's income tax reformssince 1977
(AppendixA, Tables Al and A2), stemmed from the The DLP's July 1986 Budget was undoubtedly the
fact that the Governmentbecame locked into a large most popularbudget in Barbados in recent times. The
capital works programme.

' Capital expenditure for announcementof this budget in the election campaignfiscal 1985/86 was originallyestimated in the budget at proved to be a highly successfulpolitical strategy. This
$183.3 million but the actual outcome was $146.1 budget rested heavily on the view that the most impor-million. The overall fiscal deficit for fiscal 1985/86 was tant domestic cause of the depressed state of the Bar-
estimated at $155.6 million and the actual outcome badian economy was the heavy increases in taxation
was $ 125.5 million. 12 Further, heavy amortization by the previousBLP administration.13The budget was
payments absorbed foreign capital inflows and forced strongly expansionary and it was widely believed that
the Government to tap the domestic market for fi- the proposals would provide a fillip to increased
nance. Additionally,the Government resorted to bor- economic activity as a result of the first order income
rowing for balance of paymentspurposeswhich total- effects of the tax cuts.
led $ 88.6 million in 1985. The overall weakness of
Governmentfinancesled to a budget which gave some Psychologically, the budget elevated the expectations
income tax concessionsbut was not very expansionary. of consumersas utility maximizers.The politicaldirec-
The more generous tax proposals of the DLP's July
Budget discussed below reflected the high political 11. The BLP strategy, as outlined in the April 1986 Budget, placed more

opportunity cost inherent in the BLP's policy of fiscal emphasis on the public sector as a catalyst of development. The budget
gradualism in an election year. opined that Barbados had not yet developed an active enough entre-

preneurial class in the private sector who are risk takers Budgetary
The conceptual framework of the BLP's budgetary Proposals, 2 April 1986, Barbados Advocate,3 April 1986.

measures can be described as Musgravian since they 12. The estimated magnitudes are found in the April Budget Speech,

attempted to balance the fiscal goals of allocation, while the actual out-turn figures are found in Central Bank of Barbados.

income redistribution and stabilization. The political
Economic Review, June 1986.
13. BudgetaryProposalspresentedby Finance Minister, BarbadosAdvo-

strategy of the budget was implicit in the income tax cate, 16 July 1986, p. 6.
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torate argued that the budget deficit was manageable. allowance by itself does not distinguish between tax-

Amidst almost euphoric public support, the measures payers on the basis of financial responsibilities. The
still generated a number of issues relating to the costs increase in other allowanceswas designedprimarily to

of the tax cuts, as well as the perceived macro- benefit the middle and upper classes who presumably
economic effects on the economy. It is appropriate save more, although sections of these classes have a

first of all to identify the commendable,and less con- tendency for conspicuousconsumption.We compared
troversial, aspects of the July 1986 Budget. the effective income tax rate for a Jamaican married

person under certain assumptions,]4with that of a Bar-
badian married person, assuming the basic $15,000

Some equty and efficencymeasures allowance.

A number of measures proposed in the July 1986 Table 3 shows that the effective income tax rate for the

Budget are acceptable to the author on grounds of Barbadian taxpayer is a low 8% compared with 29%

equity and efficiency. These are as follows: for a Jamaican married person in 1986. The effective
income tax rate for the same Barbadian taxpayer

21 ianbcorleitaisoeninofpteanxsions,on pensions and severance pay, would have been 15% on the basis of the 1985 tax

(3) reduction of the hotel and restaurant Sales Tax,
structure.

(4) reduction of stamp duties on certain goods such as Further analysis shows that the maximum effective
medicines and building materials, income tax rate for Barbadians,on the basis of the July

(5) abolition of T.V. licences, 1986 tax structure, rises from a low of zero on a gross

/6 proposal for a graduated corporation tax, annual income of $ 15,000 to 22.3% on $ 55,000 an-

transfer of transport, health and training levies to nual income (Table 4). These rates are even much
the consolidated fund.

The abolition of tax on pensions and severancepay, as Table 3
well as increases in old age pensions are justified on

grounds of equity. In high unemployment societies, Effective tax rate for married person
taxes on severance pay are inequitable. Like un- (Barbados) assuming basic $ 15,000 allowance

employment insurance, severance pay should be re- (1986)
garded as an allowance to compensate for the risk of Gross annual income $ 25,000
unemployment. Minus minimumallowance $ 15,000

Reductions in indirect taxes and charges (items 3 to 5)
Taxabencome $ 10,000
Tax payable ($ 10,000 x 20%) $ 2,000

are justifiable on the basis of efficiency and equity Effectivetax rate ($ 2,000 +$ 25,000) 8%
considerations. The lowering of hotel sales taxes Jama can effectivetax rate* 29%
should be regarded as a measure to increase price
competitiveness in tourism, thereby lowering the de- *Source: The Editors, Personal Tax: Jamaica and the Carib-

bean, Caribbean Finance and Management Vol. 1,
gree of excess burden to the consumers. The costs of Winter 1985, No. 2.
collectingT.V. licences reduced considerably the con-

tribution of this tax which was characterized by mas-

sive tax evasion. Further, stamp duties have a gener-
Table 4

ally regressive incidenceparticularlyon essentialssuch Maximum effective tax rates
as medicines. for single person or married person
The implementationof the extra-budgetaryfunds such filing separately
as the transport, health and training levy funds intro- (1986)
duced a measure of earmarking into the Barbadian Gross annual Maximumeffective
fiscal system. Earmarking is based on the benefit prin- income ($) tax rate (%)
ciple of taxation but can lead to some rigidity in the 15,000 0.0
use of public funds. It is hoped that the transfer of 25,000 8.0
these funds to the consolidated fund would encourage 35,000 12.9

greater flexibility into budgetary management. 45,000 17.7

This paper accepts in principle the proposal for a
55,000 22.3

graduated corporation tax. The rationale and some Source: Calculated from tax tables, Budgetary Proposals July
shortcomingsof such a system are discussedlater when 1986, Barbados. The basic $ 15,000 allowance was

we examine the corporation tax reforms. employed.

14. See the Editors Personal Income Tax: Jamaica and the Caribbean,
Effective income tax rates Caribbean Finance and Management, Vol. 1, Winter 1985, No. 2. This

article calculated the income tax payable by a married person for Jamaica,
The most important feature of the DLP's July 1986 under its new income tax system, effective January 1986. It was assumed

Budget was the basic allowance of $ 15,000 (see Ap- that the taxpayer earns U.S. $ 12,500, lives in a rented house, pays 5% of

pendix B, item 11). This allowance significantly low- his salary for pension or life insurance,has no savingsand one child is under
12 years, the other over 12. To avoid complication, we compared this

ered the effective income tax rate defined as the ratio model taxpayer with a Barbadian benefiting from the minimum allowance
of tax payable to gross annual income. However, the of $ 15,000.
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lower than the Jamaican example. Actual effective tractual savings, thereby augmenting the liquidity
rates are even lower for individuals claiming allow- levels of banks and non-banks. Development, how-
ances in excess of $ 15,000. For example, we calcu- ever, depends on the socially efficient use of these
lated the effective tax rate for an individual taxpayer funds in productive sectors of the economy at appro-
earning a gross $ 55,000 annuallywith total allowances priate rates of interest. The public should also be en-
of $ 17,500. The effective rate was 20.2%. couraged to invest in long-term securities.

Debt liquidation is another possible use of funds. It is
Revenue costs and expenditurecuts possible that indigenous businesses and individuals

may choose to use increased cash inflows to liquidate
The relatively low effective tax rates implied a heavy debts acquired during the recessionary period 1981-
cost to the fiscal revenue.15The July Budget proosed 1985. Some of the proposals especially towards the
that the revenue costs would be offset by a 14.0 hotel sector, may have been designed to achieve this
million cut in current expenditure, and cuts in capital objective. It is now appropriate to discusscritically the
expenditure effected by a rescheduling of the capital private sectorstrategyof the Governmentbefore look-
works programme. As mentioned above, it was not ing at the theoretical implications of tax cuts for the
clearwhat line itemsofexpenditurewouldbe affected. balance of payments.

The view is presentedhere that although it is desirable The July 1986 Budget placed considerable emphasis
to curb the rate of growth of current expenditure, it is on the private sector as the principal catalyst of de-
not always easy to achieve an absolutecut over a fiscal velopment. It is true that the incentive-aided foreign
year. There has been a tendency in Barbados to over- private sector has contributed significantly in the past
estimate current expenditure significantly and under- to Barbadian economic development. However, the
estimate revenue, so that Governmentsavngs some- budgetary strategy differed from previous budgets in
times much larger than projected. However, the recur-

that it assumed that the free market mechanismwould

rent costs of welfare services and salaries create a
allocate resources more efficiently. Nevertheless, the

built-in-tendencyfor expendituresto rise. An expendi- frequent external shocks to the small Barbadian pri-
ture outcomebelowestimatedlevels may not necessar-

vate sector, particularly the First Oil Shock (1973) and

ily indicate a genuine expenditure cut. The British the Second Oil Shock (1981/82) showed the lack of

Green Paper, which accompanied Thatcher's 1984 resilience of both the foreign and domestic private
radical tax reform budget, recognizedthis built-in-ten- sector. In the economic scenario since 1973, the State

dency for expenditure to rise, and the resistance to has been called upon to shoulder a larger part of the

expenditure reductions.16 burden of providing direct employment in highly vul-
nerable open economies.Z The free market

Further, in the event that the Government fails to mechanismstrategy should not be over-emphasizedin
realize a genuine overall expenditure cut of $ 53 mil. small systems subject to the vagaries of international
lion (DLP Manifesto, p. 6), the deficit should be fi. capitalism.
nanced by further borrowing from commercialbanks, Generally speaking, a broad based tax cut will nor-
the non-bank public or new indirect taxation. This mally have a mild stimulative effect on a small
financing strategy will be necessary if the incentive

economy. However, a personal income tax cut cannot
effects of the income tax cuts are not large and positive assist firms geared to export markets. Employmentin the short run. The use of Central Bank money and output levels generatedby foreign-ownedenclave
creation resulting from fiscal revenue insufficiencycan industries depend on world market conditions. The
create balance of payments problems. Commercial

sugar industry is assisted by a special subsidy and th
bank borrowing and borrowing from the non-bank performance of tourism is determined by a wide vari-
public constitute a more prudent financing strategy ety of factors including per capita incomes and
since the resource transfer will ease the pressure on economic conditions in tourism markets.
the balance of payments.

A personal income tax cut may aid domesticmanufac-
tures by raising the demand for import substitutes.

Macro-economicimplications Althoughsome degree of import substitution is impor-
tant, especially in food production, this industrialpro-The magnitudeof the macro-economiceffects of mas- cess cannot be relied upon to sustain a long-term de-

sive tax cuts, expecially output and employment ef- velopment effort. The import substitution process re-
fects, is theoretically indeterminatein an economy as quires high protection levels thereby fostering ineffi-
highly open as Barbados. Again, no empirical evi- ciency. Additionally, the process is limited by the size
dence exists to inform policy-makers of the precise
height of a tax cut needed to generatea predetermined
level of output and employment in a highly open sys- 15. The DLP's proposals were costed by the BLP Minister of Finance at

$109 million. The same proposals were costed by the DLP Minister oftem.
Finance at $ 67 million.

The magnitudeofemployment,output and balance of 16. For useful comments on the British Green Paper (CMnd 9189,

payments effects also depends crucially on the prefer- HMSO) see H.M. Treasury, Economic Progress Report, No. 166, March/

ences of the public. Part of the increasecl disposable April, 1984.
17. This author has made this point elsewhere. See M. Howard, How

income will be saved in the form of deposits and con- We Can Avoid Devaluing, Barbados Advocate, 21 January 1986.
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of the market and the lack of scale economies by small a flow ofnew capital into the corporatesector. Accord-

indigenous manufacturers in Barbados.18 ing to W.A. Lewis,21 a rising share of the capitalist
In a small, open economy the balance of payments is surplus makes for development depending on the

orientationof the capitalistclass. A buoyant industrial
the principal constraint on fiscal expansion. The con-

capitalist class, which is willing to take risks and re-in-
straint operates in two ways. When Governmentpur- vest its profits, favours capitalist development. Profit-
sues an expansionaryexpenditurepolicy, the extent of financed capital formation is rapid, the largerforeign reserve loss is determined in large measureby

more

the degree of domestic credit expansion, particularly
the industrial capitalist class. In the Barbadian con-

Central Bank money creation. This instrument of text, the capitalist class comprises mainly foreign in-

financing requires no resource transfer from the rest vestors, small indigenous businesses and manufactur-

of the economyand the reserve loss may be significant. ers, as well as the traditional indigenous planter and
commercial classes. Reductions in the CIT will have

On the other hand, when Government pursues an more benefits for the commercial companies. It is

expansionary fiscal policy by way of massive tax cuts, hoped that this group will not use its surpluses for
the onus of new investmentexpansion is placed on the conspicuousconsumption,but will contribute more to

private sector, even though Governmentstill pursues the developmentof a capital market by broadeningits
its capital works programme.The degree to which the issue of share capital.
domestic investment effort can be sustained is deter- The proposalof the July Budget for a graduatedcorpo-mined by the availability of foreign exchange. This is ration tax, effective from income year 1987, must be
so because domesticsavings must be supplementedby examined carefully against its revenue costs.
foreign exchange to finance imports. Domesticinvest- Graduatedincome tax rates are designed to offer relief
ment in the aggregate is equal to domestic saving plus to small businessesby graduating the rate accordingto
the deficit in the balance of payments which must be size of profits. However, Lent and Goode have
financedby foreign borrowing.19 This Kennedypropo- out rates
sition implies that the balanceof payments is a binding pointed that graduatedcompany provide the

tax
constraint on developmentin small, open systems. opportunityfor avoidanceof income through mul-

tiple incorporation.22 That is, rather than operate a

Direct expenditure by the public will have an indeter- single business, a firm may find it more convenient to
minate revenue feedback effect in terms of increases incorporate separate branches each of which enjoys
in indirect tax collections. If people spend too much the benefit of lower rates. This problemcan be tackled

money on consumption, Governmentwill have to re- by requiringcontrolledcompanies to file consolidated
sort to new indirect taxation. However, quantitative returns. Initially, a two-tiered system should be tried
restrictionson importscreatedistortionsin commodity to distinguish between small and large resident corpo-
markets. They should also be avoided since they run rations rather than a multiplicityof rates.

counter to the private sector philosophy of the Gov-
ernment. CONCLUSION

The April 1986 Budget of the BLP Government re-
Property and corporationtax

flected an approach to income tax reform which can

The reduction of hotel property tax rates by 50% will be described as fiscal gradualism. This approach was

significantly benefit foreign as well as locally owned initiated around 1977 and culminated in the moderate

hotels. This measure cheapens considerably the cost tax cuts of 1986. The April Budget was only part of a

of foreign ownership of land in Barbados. This mea-
much broaderpolitical strategy to retain power in May

sure was probably implemented to ease debt problems 1986. It was overshadowedby the more generouspro-
in the hotel industry, since the proposal cannot lure posals of the July Budget.
tourists to Barbados anymore. Some thought should
be given to the upward revision of hotel property tax 18. This paragraph develops a pont made by Howard, M , A Good St.

rates in the 1987 Budget. John Budget, Barbados Advocate, 11 April 1986. See also Owen Arthur,
Opposition'sReply to Budget, Barbados Advocate, 23 July 1986.

The corporation income tax (CIT) was reduced from 19. The foreign exchange constraint in open economies has been discus-

45% to 35% in the July Budget leading to a revenue
sed by Kennedy, C., Keynesian Theory in an Open Economy, Social
and EconomicStudies, March 1968. Kennedyposited that the outputof an

loss of $12 million. A reductionof the top rate of CIT open developing economy was capable of expansion in response to in-
to the pre-1976 level of 40% would have been more . creased demand, provided the necessary increase in imports could be

reasonable to stem the heavy revenue loss and contain financed. The balance of payments was the key to growth and develop-
the fiscal deficit. The Barbadian case is similar to the ment. See also remarksby Owen Arthur, Opposition'sReply to Budget,

British precedent established in Thatcher's 1984
Barbados Advocate,23 July 1986.

Budget. This budget reduced the British CIT from
20. Prest, A. R. and Coppock,D.J. (eds.), The U.K. Economy, London:
Weidenfeld and Nicolson, lOth Edition, 1984, p. 110. See also H.M.

50% in 1984, to 45% (1985), 40% (1986) and 35% Treasury, EconomicProgress Report, op. cit.. p. 5

(1987). Smaller companies were subject to a reduced 21. Lewis, W.A., Economic Development With Unlimited Supplies of

rate of CIT.20 In the Barbadian case, a 10% fall in the Labour in Agarwala, A.N. and Singh, S.P. (eds.), The Economics of
Underdevelopment,London: Oxford University Press, 1958, p. 429.

rate in one year was much too steep. 22. Lent, G., Corporation Income Tax Structure in DevelopingCoun-
tries, IMFStaff Papers, Vol. XXIV, No. 3, November 1977, p. 737. Also

The purpose of CIT reduction is to induce profitable Goode, R., Government Finance in Developing Countries, Washington:
companies to re-invest their surplusesor to encourage The Brookings Institution, 1984, p. 112.
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The tax cut proposals of the July Budget embraced APPENDIXA
uncriticallythe conservativephilosophyof free market Table Al
capitalism. Unlike the BLP's budget, the DLP's tax
reforms constituted the core of a highly successful Tax credit system
political strategy. The private sector was conceived as

the principal catalyst of development whose momen- Year
tum was arrested by the BLP's burdensome tax policY 1977 - Introduction of a tax credit of $ 60 for all resident
as perceived by the DLP. taxpayers with gross income of less than $ 6,000
The July Budget, though hailed as a major political per year to apply to income year 1976.

victory, was implemented at a high cost in terms of
fiscal revenue foregone. It was hoped that the budget 1979 Increase in tax credit to persons with gross in--

would restimulate the economy, thereby recapturing come of less than $ 6,000 per annum from $ 60 to

part of this revenue. This analysis was based on the $ 100 for income year 1979.

view that the economy would adjust on the supply
side, and the multiplier effects would be large and 1980 - Increase in tax creditfrom $ 100 to $ 300 for per-

positive. Although it is much too early to examine the sons with gross income of $ 6,000 or less and

effects of the July Budget, such theoretical optimism grant of credit of $ 100 to persons with incomes
should be tempered by the view that the economy in excess of $ 6,000, but less than $ 8,000.
faces a balance of payments constraint and the
dynamic of major productivesectors is determinedby 1981 - Increase in tax credit from $ 300 to $ 360 for per-
world market conditions. The economy also faces the sons earning a gross income of $ 6,000 or less.

prospect of a wider fiscal deficit as a result of the Introduction of a tax credit of $ 240 for persons

wide-ranging tax reforms of the July Budget. with incomes in excess of $ 6,000 but less than
$ 7,000. Increase in tax creditto$120 for persons

Part of the analysis of this paper reflects the politics of with gross incomes in excess of $ 7,000 but less
economics. Many Government budgets are designed than $ 8,000.
to maximize votes. According to Wagner and Bucha-
nan, it is the expectation of political gains and losses 1984 - Increase in tax credit from $ 360 in lowest catego-from alternative taxing and spending programmes ry to $ 400. The limit of the lowest category was
which shapes the budgetary outcomes that emerge raised from $ 6,000 to $ 7,500. Increase in the tax
withina democraticsystem ofpoliticalcompetition. 3

credit to $ 250 for earning less thanpersons
The author believes there is substantial merit in the $ 8,500 per annum but more than $ 7,500 per

philosophy of fiscal gradualism in income tax reform annum. This meant the abolition of income tax for
n developing countries. First, there is a high degree persons earning less than $145 per week.

of indeterminacy in the relation between massive tax

cuts, output and employmentgenerationin developing Note: The tax credit system was designed to reduce tax

countries. Second, fiscal revenue insufficiency in payable forthe lowest income groups. For example,
small, developingcountries very often leads to exces- a taxpayerof $ 6,000 per year or less, whose net tax

sive borrowing to finance fiscal deficits. due was less than $ 60, was not required under the
tax credit system to pay income tax.

23. Wager, R. E. and Buchanan,J.M., Democracyand KeynesianCon- Source: Barbados: Financial Statements and Budgetarystitutions: Political Biases and EconomicConsequences,in Buchanan,J.,
Wagner, R.E. and Burton, J. (eds.), The Consequences of Mr. Keynes, Proposals for the years 1977, 1979, 1980, 1981
London: The Institute of Economic Affairs, 1978. and 1984.

Table A2

Income tax structures

Rate structure fiscal 1979/80 Rate structure fiscal 1980/81 Rate structurefiscal 1983/84

Taxable income$ Rate % Taxable income$ Rate % Taxable income$ Rate %

Upto 3,000 10 Upto 5,000 10 Upto 5,000 10
6,000 20 10,000 20 10,000 20
8,000 30 15,000 30 15,000 30

10,000 35 20,000 40 20,000 40
12,000 40 30,000 50 30,000 50
16,000 50 40,000 60 Over 30,000 60
30,000 60 40,000 70

Over 30,000 7.0 Over 40,000

Source: Barbados: Financial and Budgetary Proposals for Years 1979,1980,1983.
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APPENDIX B

Major budgetary measures:

April 1986 Budget
Income tax Investment income

1. No income tax payable on total assessable annual in- 8. Investment income retaned in Barbados by enclave
come of $10,000 or less. enterprises owned by non-nationals will be taxed as

income from exports.
2. The 1985/86 income tax rate structure was as follows:

9. A 50% tax credit of the net foreign currency earnings
Taxable income$ Rate % from qualifying overseas constructon projects as well

as qualifying overseas professionalservices which have
Upto 5,000 10 been remitted through the Barbados banking system.

10,000 20
15,000 30 Property tax

20,000 40 10. A rate of 0.4% up to $ 500,000, plus 0.7% of any excess

30,000 50 up to $1.0 million, plus 1.0% of any excess over $1.0
Over 30,000 60 million.

It was proposed that the 1986/87 schedule should be as Consumptiontax
follows:

11. Reduction from 15% to 0% of the consumption tax on

Taxableincome$ Rate % musical instruments. Removalof 10% consumption tax

Up to 6,000 10 on microwave ovens used for domestic purposes.
11,000 20 Pensions
18,000 30
30,000 40 12. Contributory national insurance pensions and related

Over 30,000 50 benefits increased from $ 50 per week to $ 60. Increase
in non-contributory old age pensions from $ 40 per

3. Mortgage interest allowance increasedfrom $ 9,000 an- week to $ 48 per week.
nually to $12,000. 13. Small reduction in price of petroleum products.

4. Allowance for employing a gardener/household help
increased from $ 500 annually to $ 1,200. 14. Concessions $ million

Personal incometax 12.1

Export expansion Corporationtax 2.4
Land tax 1.9

5. Extension to the tourist industry of market develop- Licensingfees 0.3
ment allowance introduced in income year 1985 to aid Consumptiontax 0.4
export sales in extra-regional locations. Welfaregrants 2.3

Pensions 0.2
Depreciationallowance Reduced petroleumprices 7.4

Total 27.
6. Increase by 1% the annual depreciation allowance for

certain categories of commercial building. National insurancepensions 13.6

Increasedrevenue

Building allowance Consumptiontax on petroleum
7. A building allowance at the rate of 10% of the assessed products 15.0

value of the property to be extended annually in respect Source: Barbados: Financiai and Budgetary Propos-
of listed properties of a commercial nature. ais, April 1986.

APPENDIXC

Major budgetary measures:

July 1986 Budget
Income tax

3. Family allowances increased by a minimum of 50%.
1. No income tax payable on total assessable annual in-

come of $ 15,000 or less. 4. Allowances in respect of housekeepers/householdhel-
to

2. Maximum income tax rate of 50% with the new bands pers/gardeners increased from $ 500 $ 1,200.
and rates on taxable incomes as follows in Barbadian 5. Full mortgage interest allowed as deduction from as-

dollars: sessable income.

Upto$ 15,000 - 20% 6. 50% of insurance premiums allowable deductible
$15,001 to$25,000- 30%

as a

expense in respect of owner-occupiedhomes.
$ 25,001 to$ 35,000 - 40%
$ 35,001 toS 55,000 - 45% 7. Full cost of repairs allowed as a deductible expense for

4 OverS 55,000 - 50% owner-occupiedhouses.
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8. Medical expense allowance increased by 50%. 8% to 5%, effective from 15 December 1986.

9. With effect from income year 1986, all pensions will be 19. Abolition of T.V. licences.
exempted from income tax. 20. Reduction of stamp duty wines and certain basicon

10. Effective income year 1986, no income tax wll be pay- building materials and foods from 12% to 10%.
able on severance payments. 21. Pensions Present Proposed

Basic allowanceof $ 15,000 Non-contributoryold
11. In addition to the proposal that persons whose total age pension $ 48.00 perwk. $ 50.00 perwk.

Old age contributoryannual assessable income is $ 15,000 or less will pay no
pension $60.00 perwk. $62.00 perwk.income tax, it was proposed that persons whose total Invaliditypension $ 60.00 perwk. $ 62.00 perwk.annual income is greater than $ 15,000, and whose al-

lowances and deductions do not amount to $ 15,000, Agricultural incentives
will be allowed to claim $ 15,000 in allowances and 22. Effective 1 April 1986, the agricultural levy will be
deductions. Those persons whose allowances and de- abolished and the paymentsmade since its introduction
ductionsexceed $ 15,000will be allowedthe full amount will be refunded.
of those allowances and deductions.

Other reforms
It was estimated that in fiscal year 1986/87 the gross
revenue loss from the above changes would amount to 23. Moneys from extra-budgetaryfunds such as the Trans-
$ 49.0 million. port Levy Fund, Health Levy Fund and Training Levy

Fund to be transferred into the ConsolidatedFund.
Corporation tax

24. List of allowances
12. Maximum rate of corporation tax reduced from 45% to

35%, effective from income year 1986. The revenue $
loss from this proposal was estimated to be $12.44 Personalallowances
million. Single 4,500

13. A graduated corporation tax ranging from 15% to 35% Married 7,500

betng examined for implementation for income year Childallowance
1987. Under 18 750

11-16 educated in Barbados 900
Property tax 16-25 educated in Barbados 1,200
14. Land taxes payable by hotels and apartment hotels will 16-18 educatedabroad 1,200

be reduced by 50%. 18-25 educatedabroad 2,100

15. Effective from 1 April 1987, persons living in their own Dependentrelatives 750
Householdhelp 1,200houses will pay land tax on 70% of the improved value Gardener 1,200of their properties. Housekeeper ,200

16. Pensioners living in their own homes will be granted a School fees (childrenover 11) 525
reduction of 50% of the tax payable on the improved Medicalexpensesvalue of their property effective from 1 April 1987. Married 450

Indirect tax Othercases 225
Each child 120

17. Reduction by 50% of taxes and fees payable on public
service vehicles effective from 1 January 1987. Source: Budgetary Proposals Presented by Finance

Minister, 15 May 1986, Published in Barbados
18. The hotel and restaurantssales tax will be reducedfrom Advocate, 16 May 1986.
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The WeakCase forDualistic(Composite)
TypesofIncomeTaxation

By Sylvain R.F. Plasschaert

I. INTRODUCTION framework which is superior to the (pure) schedular
one Or even perhaps to the global-type of income

Pure schedular income tax systems are very rare taxation Such queries must primarily be raised as
* today. l Even in earlier times, they generally were regards developingcountries, where dualistic systems

roofed over by a complementary tax on total still exist. The fact that, in recent years, a growing
(global) income (hereafter designated as surtax). It number of countries in the southern part of Europe,
s worthwhile to note that sometimes - as in Italy in in South Americaand even in French-speakingAfrica4
1925 and in Egypt in 1949 - the surtax was added to a have substitutedtheir dualisticsystem by a global-type
pre-existingset of schedulartaxes. Particularattention tax system, must thereby be taken into account.
must be given to France, where, after many vicis-

Surprisingly little research has been devoted to the
situdes, a new income tax system was approved in 1917

analysis of the normative dimensions of the dualistic
by Parliamentwhich introduced 7 schedular taxes and
a surtax on total individual income. Such systems can system, i.e. its qualities and drawbacks; even the

be called dualistic or composite.2
modesof operationof the system have been neglected.
This is the case even for prominent representativesof

The dualistic or composite system consists of two the older tax scholars, such as H. Laufenburger, L.

superimposed layers, predicated on a different Einaudi,P.J.A. Adriani,F. Neumarkwith the possible
philosophy and displaying a different morphology. exceptionofA. de Viti de Marco5- although they have
Hence, each layer of this system should incorporateits given a detailed analysis of the framework of the
inherent structural features of tax design. Thus, a schedular and global tax systems.
schedular tax system has an object-centeredcharacter In Section 2 we will examine the justification which
and personal exemptions and allowances for family has been advanced in favour of the dualisticmodel and
dependentsdo not fit into such a system. Such a system we will demonstrateits weakness. To do this, must
would impose flat rates, differentiatedover the various

we

schedules, with income from capital being taxed more primarily go back to the income tax reform in France
in the beginning of this century. The French dualistic

heavily than that from labour. Only incomeoriginating system has shaped not only those of France's former
within the country would be taxable. The tax on busi- colonies, but has also exerted a strong influence in
ness income would apply to all types of juridical per- Latin American countries and in Belgium.sons (such as companies) and to individuals, to com- many

mercial and industrial enterprisesand perhaps even to Thereafter, we will investigate the (weak) merits and

agricultural units, as well. (major) drawbacks of the dualistic model in terms of
a number of generally accepted canons of taxation,In contrast, the base of the surtaxconsistsof the aggre- i.e. revenue productivity (in Section 3), the impact on

gation of all incomes, whatever their nature and geo- incomedistribution (Section 4) and simplicity(Sectiongraphical origin, that accrue to individuals (or, more 5). In evaluating the dualistic model, we compare it
frequently, to households, when the latter are consi- with the (pure) global one.
dered to be the statutory taxpayer). Companies are

not liable to the surtax. The tax is personalized, in It is, indeed, generally accepted by tax scholars that
that it aims at apportioning tax burdens according to the global approach is to be preferred over a pure
relative taxable capacity; hence, personal exemptions
and allowances for family members are deductible
from taxable gross income. The taxpayer may also be 1. Zare, Ruanda, Burkina, Burundi, the Sudan and Hong Kong are the

eligible for some other deductions (e.g. for excessive only countries which possess a schedular system.

medical expenditures), which reduce his disposable
2. In our view the terms dualisticand composite are to be preferred
to mixed, as the latter word connotes the intermingling, and not the

income. superimposition,of the two types of income taxation.
3. Such tax design implicationswere analyzed by this author in a series

It follows that there is no need to analyse here the of articles in the Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation(BIFD).
design aspects of the dualistic system proper, as each They related respectively to the definition of gross income (31 BIFD 12

of the two layers of the dualistic structure retains its (1977) at 535), the definition of net income (32 BIFD 5 (1978) at 201), the

own architecturalstyle.3 Actual tax systems, however,
treatment of enterprise profits (35 BIFD 6 (1981) at 261), international

may substantiallydivergefrom theoreticalprototypes.
aspects (35 BIFD 8-9 (1981) at 409) and the treatmentof spouses' incomes

(39 BIFD 7 (1985) at 301).
4. Thus, Belgium (1963), Italy (1925), Spain (1978), Greece (1955),In this article, attention is focusedon tax policyconsid- Brazil (1965), Venezuela (1966), Peru (1968), (Bolivia (1975), Gabon

erations. For instance, can the dualistic pattern of (1981) and Morocco (1987).
income taxation be viewed as an appropriate 5. See the bibliography following this article.
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schedular model. This has also been confirmed by in 1921 that it would be a mistake to view schedular
previous contributions to that subject-matter, in this taxes and the global surtax as opposites, as they are,
Bulletin. (See Footnote 3.) in fact, made to complementeach other''1.

Some examples will be drawn from existing or from All in all, the justificationof the dualistic approach is
now extinct dualistic income tax systems. The rather weak. There has been no critical assessment as to
haphazard relative tax burdens which result from a whether the combination of the two types of taxes
dualistic system will be exemplified by reference, in would provide a better result than either the global or
the table presented below, to the present income tax the schedularsystem alone could secure. The optimis-
system in Senegal. (In 1976, a tax reform introduced tic hypothesis that the shortcomingsof one layer of the
technical features in the schedular tax that are more dualistic model would be offset by the virtues of the
consonantwith what a rational schedularset-up would other tier, has not been validated. As discussed in the
postulate.) next sections, such a result could not possibly have

been anticipated, if one had taken the trouble to
examine more closely how the dualistic system was

bound to operate.II. THERATIONALEFORTHE DUALISTIC
SYSTEM

III. THE LOWREVENUEPRODUCTIVITYOF THEFrance was the pioneer in the field of dualistic tax SURTAX
systems and it introducedsuch a system in 1917 during
the first World War. The rationale given can be found When one looks at actual dualistic income systems,in the writings and speeches of J. Caillaux, the main
architect of the reforms6 and of other French fiscal

one notices that the surtax only accounts for a minor
share of income tax revenue. Thus, in France, Italyscholars of that period. The intellectual support for and Belgium, in 1960, the surtax representedno moresuch reform, however, is contained in surprisinglY than 2%, 18% and 10% respectivelyof the yield fromshort passages of those texts. income taxation. A look at current dualistic systems

In his Mmoires7Footnote7, Caillauxwrote: poli- in developing countries shows, on the whole, that
tical and equity considerations advocated a tax on sometimes a slightly higher proportion of income tax

aggregate income, which would complementthe taxes yield is derived from the surtax. That percentagestood
on incomes. In fact, he confessed that he had had at 17% in Togo (1984), at 27% in Ivory Coast (1980),
initially no clear idea about the format of the reform. but only at 8% in Cameroon (1984). In Senegal, the
The preface to his ill-fated reform draft contains in- surtax yielded 24% of income tax revenue (1982)12.
teresting arguments for the proposeddualisticsystem. This low productivity of the surtax results primarilyWhile the British income tax model had much to from two of its basic characteristics, namely (a) itscommend itself, its tax burden distribution was not limited taxpayercoverage and (b) the competitionbe-
sufficiently and openly progressive.8 tween the surtax and the set of schedular taxes for the
The German system of income taxation was rejected same revenuepotential. The deductibilityof schedular
offhand, more in light ofpolitical opportunismthan of tax liabilities from the base of the surtax and the nar-

convincing theoretical arguments; it could, in the rowing of the taxable base on account of personalizing
words of Caillaux, suit a docile population, as the devices (another characteristic feature of global-type
Germans, but not the French. This statement, in es- tax systems), also reduce the revenue potential of the
sence, stems from the (appropriate)identificationof a surtax.

global tax with one in which the taxpayer is requested
to submit an annual declaraton, specifying all his in- Restricted coverage - In actual dualistic systems the
come and in which the fisc possesses extensivepowers cut-off threshold for the surtax is established at a

of investigation.The implicationwas that, in a schedu-
lar system and even in a dualistic one, the formal 6. The reforn proposal which he submitted in 1907 was passed in 1909

obligations, imposedon the taxpayers,would be much by the Chamber of Representatives,but got stalled in the Senate. Only in
less stringent and more tolerable. 1917 was the dualistic income tax finally voted by Parliament, under one

of Caillaux's successors.

Caillaux then veered to a dualistic construction. The 7. J. Caillaux, Mes Mmoires,Vol. I, (Paris, 1942) at 253.

ideal solution would consist in combining the two sys- 8. The British standard tax was built upon schedular techniques; how-

tems, I considered, and in adapting them to the cir. ever, the application of a single (flat) rate and some personalizingdeduc-

cumstancesof life in our country9. One technical ar-
tions, in fact, turned the standard tax into a moderately-progressiveone.

In 1909, a supertax on higher level income with openly graduated rates

gument, submitted by Caillaux, was that the global decisively reinforced the progressvityof the British income tax.

system in Germanydid not discriminateamongstdiffe- 9. J. Caillaux, Exposdes motifs,Documentsparlementaires,Session
rent sources of income. The qualitative discrimina- ordinaire de 1907, (Annexe No. 737) at 9.

tion theory was thereby apparently upheld as an im- 10. E. A\lix, Trait lmentaire de science des finances et de lgislation

portant standard of tax burden distribution,alongside
tnancirefranaise, 4'h ed., (Paris, 1921) at 435.

11. Based on previous research by the author, pertaining to European
with that of taxable capacity as embodied in a pro- countries. See S. Plasschaert, Cedulaire, globale en gemengde types van

gressve rate structure. inkomstenbelastingen,(Leuven, 1964)
12. Data drawn from the Government Finance Statistics Yearbook, 19

E. AUix, an influentialpublic finance specialist,wrote Volume IX, (International Monetary Fund, 1985)
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relatively high level of income. Hence, the number of ever, that often, in respect of schedular taxes in prac-
taxpayers liable to the surtax is rather limited. tice, deductionsand similar personalizingprovisions

erode potential revenues.
Admittedly, within a dualistic scheme, the lesser
role of the surtax is intentional, as suggested by the
name complementarytax, with which the surtax is IV. HAPHAZARDDISTRIBUTIONOF TAX
most often designated. In developingcountries, such BURDENS
limited coverage is plainly justified, in terms of both

equity and administrativeconsiderations.13Even then, The avowed purpose of the dualisticapproachconsists
a global-typetax would appearpreferableto a dualistic in implementingboth the qualitativediscrimination
one, on account of the distortions and complications and the ability-to-pay principles in the schedular
which are inherent to the dualistic system (see below), ground floor and the global upper-floor,
provided that a reasonably high degree of administra- tively. As discussed elsewhere16 and generally

respec-
as ac-

tive effectivenesscan be secured as regards those tax- cepted, the qualitativediscriminationdoctrine
payers who operate in the modern sectors of the

can-

not be upheld in today's economic and social world,
economy and who would be subject to such a global not even in developing countries. It follows that the
income tax. interpersonal income tax burden distribution inherent

The same conclusion applies even more forcefully to to pure schedular systems cannot be retained as an

high-incomecountries. Here, equityconsiderationsdo acceptable equity criterion. We must therefore con-

not counsel against the application of a global and centrate upon whether, under otherwise equal cir-

progressive tax on the majority of income recipients cumstances, the dualistic approach achieves a higher
whose income is well above subsistencelevel. Besides, degree of equity than a global one.

the use of the withholding technique, as an instalment Let us now examine the view of Caillaux i.e. that not

payment on wages and capital incomes, greatly facili- only the ability-to-payprinciplebut also the qualitative
tates the huge administrative task involved. discrimination doctrine deserves to be implemented.

When, however, one looks at the actual functioningof
Schedular taxes and the surtax compete for the same dualistic systems, the resulting vertical and horizontal
revenue. The schedular and surtax tax liabilities are distributionof the income tax burden does not corres-
combined and not consolidated. The schedular taxes pond to a neat equity standard and is rather
do not operate as an instalmenton the surtax liability. haphazard. This is illustrated in the Table below, by
The two tiers of the dualisticsystem, in laying claim to reference to the 1984 Senegalese income tax system.
the same taxable income, are bound to compete for Ten well-to-do taxpayers, each of them receiving an

the same revenue. Hence, when the legislature fixes aggregate taxable income of 3 million F.CFA, are

the progressive rate schedule of the surtax, it must shown and five categoriesof incomeare distinguished.
take into account the burden already imposed by the As regards' taxpayers A to E, all income is derived
set of schedular taxes. from a single source; taxpayersF and G obtain income,

for equal amounts, from two sources. The last three
The deductibility of schedular taxes. The deductbility cases portray taxpayers whose income is derved both
of schedular taxes from the base of the surtax is a from a main and from a subsidiary source. The table
typical feature of dualistic models. In terms of tax reflects the deduction from the base of the surtax of
principles, such deductibility of schedular income the schedular taxes paid by each of the taxpayers. It
taxes cannot be defended'4. As a matter of fact, the abstracts, however, from the differentialimpactwhich
payment of direct taxes is not a cost of producing be caused by administrative inefficiency the
income, but a contribution towards the covering of may on

tax liabilities of the persons involved.
public expenditure. This feature amounts to a partial,
but very incomplete integration of the tax burdens of The outcomesdepend to a large extent on whetheror

the two layers15. It also results in certain distortions not a given overall incomederivesfrom more than one

and even irregularities in the tax burden distribution, source and in what proportions. Thus, e.g. although
caused by, in fact, the surtax itself - as will be shown taxpayersE and J each receive 3 million F.CFAof net

below. taxable income, taxpayerE, who only receives invest-
ment income, pays somewhat less income tax than

Other deductions in the surtax. Other deductions are

also typically granted for surtax purposes and narrow 13. As argued in S. Plasschaert, The Comparatively Limited Role of

the taxable base accordingly. As in any global tax, Income Taxation in DevelopingCountries, 37 BIFD 4 (1983)

personal allowances are granted to the taxpayer and 14. This remark is even more valid when, as was the case in Belgium,

his dependents. In addition, other expenses that can- until 1962, and in Senegal, until 1976, the surtax itselfwas deductiblefrom

not easily be traced to a single source of income, such the base of the surtax of the following year.
15. The technical reasons for such deductibility, accepted by De Viti

as interest payments, life nsurance premiums or de Marco, A. De Viti de Marco, First Principles of Public Finance (from
charitablecontributions,may also be deductible. Such the Italian, London, 1950) at 305 are not convincing. In his words, it would

deductions,while they reduce the revenuepotentialof eliminate the differential tax burdens in the schedules. But then, what is

the surtax are compatible with the theory of a global the purpose of featuring a set of schedular taxes, predicatedon the qual-

surtax, as they aimat calibratingtax burdensaccording
itative discrimination theory.
16. S. Plasschaert, Schedular and Global Types of Income Taxation:

to the capacity-'to-paystandard. One must add, how- The Equity Dimension, 34 BIFD (1980) at 287.
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taxpayer J, who receives most of his income from a V. ADDITIONALCOMPLICATIONS
business and a minor part from employment. The de-
ductibility of the schedular taxes, though, partly neu- The dualisticsystem results in some additionalcompli-
tralizes the rate differentiationwhich is intended in the cations, as compared with a straightforward global
schedularpart of the system. arrangementof income taxes.

It could be objected that the set of differentiated flat Number of taxes. The dualistic system, obviously, in-
rates on the schedular level involves a progressive volves more taxes and rate formulas than a global-typedistribution of tax burdens since capital incomes tend incone tax. While such a drawback should not be
to be heavily concentrated in high-income strata. In overemphasized, it nonetheless harnpers a better un-
other words, the apportionmentof tax burdens, which derstandingof tax matters by the taxpayers. For those
is implicit in a consistently-applied qualitative dis- better-to-do taxpayers who are liable to the surtax, a
crimination principle, would be progressive. Apart genuine global tax would be more transparent.from the fact that the theory has often been loosely
implemented, the alleged equivalencewith a progres- The tax base. In principle, the taxable base of the
sive pattern of distribution of tax liabilities is only a surtax should consist of the sum of all net incomes that
broad one; by only taking account of the nature of the are subject to the schedular taxes minus any per-
incomes, it overlooks the level of each of the partial sonalized deductions and the like that are granted for
incomes. purposes of the surtax. However, such equivalence
The dualistic system cannot possibly perform better often does not hold because some items of income are

than a consistently-appliedglobal one, in terms of the either omitted from or added to the taxablebase of the

progressive distribution of vertical tax burdens. In surtax. Almost all dualistic tax statutes provide for a

practice, where the exemption level in the surtax is different treatment in some instances of the same in-

fixed at a relativelyhigh level of total income, progres-
come for purposesof the schedular tax and the surtax.

sivity does not apply to income below this threshold. To cite only a few examples, in Brazil, prior to 1965,
In addition, the schedularsystem fails to achieveintra- agriculturalprofitswere subject to the complementary
schedular progressivity, i.e. in respect of taxpayers, tax, but exempted from the relevant schedular tax. In

who receive income from the same source (which is Cameroon, handicraft incomes, while subject to a

then taxed at a flat rate). schedular tax, are not liable to the surtax.

In practice, however, progressivity and personalizing There often exist acceptable administrative or equity
provisions have found their way into the ground- considerationsfor such differential treatment. For in-

floors of dualistic systems. This is particularly the stance, only large land-owners may possess sufficient
taxable capacity to be liable to the surtax and the

case for income from labour and for mixed income
from unincorporated business units, which, for the ability to apply modern accountingmethods. Govern-

majorityof income-earners,may well be their only or, ments, in allowing differences in the definition of the

at least, their main sources of income. Such a wide- tax base for the schedulartaxes and for the surtax, may

spread phenomenon of partial personalisation17of pursue specific objectives. Thus, in Belgium, before

the core schedular taxes, .e. the taxes on wages and 1963, a number of public sector bond issues were

salaries and on commercial income, strongly suggests exempt from the surtax, but not from the schedulartax

that the political appeal of the relative ability-to-pay on movable capital (taxe mobilire).This provision
principle s very strong, to the point that the progres-

favoured selective financial investments, apparently
with a view to attract well-to-do investors. However,sive pattern of tax-burden distribution in the surtax is

not viewed as adequate and is, therefore, reinforced apart from their questionablemerits, such differentia-

by some elements of progressivity in one or more of tions further complicate the income tax system.
the schedular taxes.

Definitionofnet incomeandratestructures. As already
In schedular sets of taxes there is another frequent stressed, the fact that the surtax is fully personalized
deviation from what the rules of the book would pre- and carries openly progressive rates, is consistentwith
scribe. Various incomesfrom capital tend to be treated the pattern of a global tax system. But furthercompli-
much more leniently than the qualitative discrimina- cations arise when the procedures for netting out
tion theory prescribes. This significantly distorts the taxable income and for applying the statutory rates,
intended pattern of tax burden distribution. One must differ in the surtax and in the schedules. One striking
admit, however, that in today's global systems similar example relates to the French family quotient sys-
tax reliefs for incomes from savings instruments are tem which is in use in many francophonecountries in
widespread and that their distortiveeffect, under pro- Africa with a dualistic system, but only for purposes
gressive rates, is even greater as they benefit the of the surtax, in recognition of the fact that family
upper-income groups of taxpayers proportionally circumstancesshould be referred to in determiningthe
more than other groups. overall tax burden. To the extent their core schedu-

lar taxes are personalized,such an objective is pursued
through deductions for family members. All this
stands in the way of transparency and blurs the roles

17. H. Laufenburger, Economie du systme fiscal franais, national et which, according to the Caillaux concept, should be
local (Paris, 1954). assigned to eachof the two tiers of the dualisticsystem.
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VI. ADMINISTRATIVEFEASIBILITY equally silent when he fills in his surtax declaration.
The dualistic approach does not compensate for ad-

Is a dualisticsystem more easily amenable to effective ministrative inefficiency, it merely duplicates it.
administration than a global one To the extent a This is aptly illustrated by the treatment of income
comparisoncan be made - all other things being equal from bearer securities in dualistic Tradition-

the following observationsappear relevant. ally, in such systems interest and dividends from
-

systems.
sec-

First, as just mentioned, the dualistic system, even urities, whether in registered or bearer form, were

assuming that it is not marred by provisions which taxed at source in the appropriateschedular layerwith
transgress the rules of the schedularor global models, a flat rate. For purposes of the surtax, the taxpayer
must be viewed as more complex than a global one and had to declare his total income, including the income
as rendering the task of the tax administration more derived from bearer securities. Non-declaration or
difficult. under-declaration,however, continued largely undis-

Secondly, the dualistic system may have some merits, covered and without penalty. To remedy this tax eva-

in given circumstances, when practical considerations sion, the measure sometimes resorted to consisted of

require the use of simple assessment methods. Thus, subjecting the income to another withholding taxl8,
a flat tax (forfait), of French origin, may be applicable under the surtax, at a flat rate, unless the taxpayer
only in the corresponding schedular tax, not in the identified himself, and included such income in his
surtax where progressive rates may apply. Such a flat declaration. Such methods, apart from being only par-
tax involves a simplified return by the taxpayer and a tially effective, on account of the rather low withhold-
modest degree of auditing by the fisc. They allow a ing rate, further add to the complexity of dualistic

large number of taxpayers, at low levels of income, in systems.
the agricultural, commercial and professional sector, If the assessment in schedular taxes employs a less
to be brought within the scope of income taxation. effective method, such as the flat tax or another pre-
Such arguments in favourof the dualisticsystem would sumptive approach, one fails to see why and how a

carry even more weight if it were possible to circum- more foolproof method would be implementable n

vent the need for a declaration, as when income could the surtax, except with respect to the few agricultural
be reliably inferred from external signs. producers and businessmenwhose units have become

modern and who keep reliable accounting records. In
However, the external signs approach, which was the case, however, of France, under the dualistic sys-
widespread in the 19th century in some European tem, the flat rates, established under the schedular
countries,notably in France, is no longer appropriate, taxes were transplanted, without modifications, into
not even in today's developingcountries. As a matter the surtax.
of fact, in the latter, the income tax is essentially a tax Finally, the very fact that, for purposes of the surtax,
on the modern sector. Once the obligation for annual
reportingof incomes is introduced, the door is opened

a declaration is requireddoes not, in itself, ensure the
effectiveness of the assessment, unless the fisc is pre-for the implementationof a global-type tax, which is pared to use efficient auditing methods. But there is

definitely preferable, from an administrative view-
no compelling reason why the fisc would not attempt

point, to the more complicated dualistic model. to base the assessmentprocesson realincomesand not

In mentioning the merits which the flat tax and similar on presumptiveones. A global-type income tax would

approachesmay have, one should not overlook, how- then be more appropriate than a dualistic one, and

ever, the fact that they are not fully effective adminis- comparativelysimpler.
trative methods, as they involvesome degreeof under-
assessment and accordingly, distort somewhat the in- VII. CONCLUSION
tended vertical distribution of tax burdens. In sum, the dualistic model has little if anything to

Furthermore, the flat tax method can also be applied commend itself. When launched in France in the early
within a global tax to lower-incomeself-employedtax- years of this century, its virtues were praised in vague

payers, although, admittedly, here the underassess- political terms and not substantiatedby solid analysis.
ment involved is more objectionablesince progressive Upon inspection, this approach does not allow for a

instead of proportional rates apply. mutual compensation of the shortcomings of the
schedularand the global approach. This disappointing

Thirdly, the few and somewhat cryptic arguments ad- outcome was to be expected, in any event. The advo-
duced in favour of the dualistic system (see Section 2) cates of the dualistic model overlooked the fact that
suggest that this two-track approach allows the methods of assessment are not specific to a given
shortcomings of the surtax to be offset by the virtues model of income taxation, but are conditioned by the
of the schedular taxes and vice-versa. However, such economic and legal characteristicsof each type of in-
compensationdoes not actually occur, and is not even come. Besides, the vertical burden distribution from
conceivable. As a matter of fact, if, for whatever the dualistic system is bound to be haphazard, even if
reason (e.g. non-declarationand/or ineffective audits
by the fisc) a given taxable income escapes schedular 18. For example in Belgium, in 1961, on the eve of the tax reform which

tax, there is little likelihoodthat such underassessment substituted a global for a dualisticsystem, an extra withholding tax as part
of the surtax was instituted. Such complementary withholding tax on

#
can be remediedfor purposesof the surtax. The person movable income (complment de prcompte mobilier) was maintained
who successfully evades the schedular tax will remain under the new global tax, until 1967.
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the rules ofthe qualitativediscriminationtheorywould sophisticatedassessmentmethods could then be used,
be properlyheeded as in the earlierschedularsystems. particularly as regards the schedular layer.
The deductibility of the schedular taxes in the surtax
creates additionaldistortionsin tax burdens. All in all, Another, although less rational, argument in defence

the dualistic system does not have qualities that would of a dualistic model as a transition towards a genuine
warrant it being preferred over the global system. It, global system derives from political constraints. The

therefore, comes as no surprise that it has met with introduction of a global-type income tax in France

little, if any, approval in the modern tax literature.19 proved unpalatable, on account of opposition by con-

servative circles which rightly perceived that an au-

The preceding discussion suggests only two reasons dited annual return is the linchpin in a global system
for recommending- rather, for tolerating- a dualistic and which attempted to prevent the introduction of
system. First, it could provide for a transitional stage such a declaration.
between a schedular system and a global one in cir-
cumstances in which, due to the comparatively low 19. The dualistic model has not enjoyed much support by modern tax
level of per capita income and of intellectual sophisti- scholars. At a major conference about tax policies in Latin America, R.
cation in large segments of the society, and to the Goode concluded that the combination of schedular taxes with a global
difficulty of effectively reaching a large agricultural complementary tax does not appear to imply major advantages or draw-

sector, the objective of implementing a full-fledged backs as compared to the unitary (global) taxR Goode, El impuesto
sobre la renta en America Latina, in: Reforma tributaria para Americaglobal system appears unrealistic. Indeed, a global Latina: Il Problemas de Politica Fiscal (Santiago Conference, Joint Tax

system implies comprehensivenessand homogeneity Program: 1962) at 250. The views defended in this chapter go further in
in the taxable base. Within the dualistic system, less that they deem the mixed system definitely inferior.

Tax burden for same overall income of different composition: Senegal (1984)
Self- Unincor-

employed porated Complementary Total
Tax- Wages profes- business Urban Schedulartaxes globaltax tax
payers salaries sionals profits rents Dividends Absolute in % Absolute in % liability
A 3,000,000 264,000 8.80 627,900 20.93 29.73

(264,000)
B 3,000,000 722,400 24.08 489,600 16.32 40.40

(722,400)
C 3,000,000 722,400 24.08 489,600 16.32 40.40

(722,400)
D 3,000,000 600,000 20.00 527,100 17.57 37.57

(600,000)
E 3,000,000 480,000 18.00 563,100 18.77 36.77

(480,000)
F 1,500,000 1,500,000 602,400 20.08 526.500 17.55 37.63

(302,400) (300,000)
G 1,500,000 1,500,000 542,400 18.08 544.500 18.15 36.53

(302,400) (240,000)
H 2,500,000 500,000 314,000 10.46 612,900 20.43 30.85

(214,000) (100,000)
I 2,500,000 500,000 294,000 9.88 618,500 20.61 30.49

(214,000) (80,000)
J 500,000 2,500,000 611,200 20.37 523,680 17.46 37.83

(8,000) (582,400)
1. Tax liabilities are shown within brackets for single taxpayer.
Source: Author's calculations. The table compares 10 taxpayers whose overall taxable income totals F.CFA 3,000,000.
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PEOP_--'SR-UBL CO-C- 1\A:

TheNewRegulatoryTax 1
Se

on IndividualIncome

By Li Jinyan

Li Jinyan (Ms.) 1. The Provisional Regulations concerning the Income Tax were prom-
Born: ulgated on 21 July 1936 and entered into force on 1 October of the same

Hebeii Province, People''s Republliic of Chiina,, 1963 year. This tax law was based on the British schedular system and divided
income into three categories: (ai business income of industrial and com-:

Education: mercial enterprises and corporations; (bi employment income of

Universityof International Business and Economics, Beijing employees workingn factories and offices; and (ci income from securities
and deposits. In 1938 and 1943, the then Government introduced Exces-

B. Econ., 1980-84 sive Income Tax during the ExtraordinaryPeriod to collect revenue for
Graduate Student in Law, 1984-85 waging the Anti-JapaneseWar (1937-1945). See WangKun, GuojaShufa
Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada Gailun (Introduction to the Nation's Taxation), published by Huadong
LL.M.,1985-86 Gongxueyuan Press, 1985, at 184-185.

2. The Principal Rules for Implementationof the NationalTax Admin-
Osgoode Halll Law Schooll,, Toronto,, Ontario, Canada istration, promulgatedon 27 January 1950, constituted the first tax legisla-
D.Jur.,1987- tion in the People's Republic of China. Under this law, there were to be

14 taxes enforceable in China, including commodity tax, industrial and
commercial tax, salt tax, customs duties, wages and salaries tax, interest
income tax, stamp tax, inheritance tax, transaction tax, slaughter tax,
house tax, land tax, special consumption tax and vehicle licence tax. Except

I. INTRODUCTION for the wages and salaries tax and the inheritance tax, which were never

introduced, all other taxes were collected according to separate governing
Taxation in China is almost as old as the country itself: tax laws.

records of a land tax go back at least as far as the 16th 3. The Provisional Regulations concerning Industrial and Commercial
Tax were promulgated on 19 December 1950. All industrial and commer-

century B.C. and a progressive personal income tax cial profit-making enterprises in China, whether State-owned, privately-
was imposed as early as 780 A.D., though it seems to owned, joint public/private,and cooperatives,were subject in principle to

have been short-lived, as have been a number of sub- this tax. Income tax was a component of this tax, which was paid by all

sequent attempts to tax income. The first income tax taxpayersexcept State-ownedenterprises.Until 1980, this was the only tax

on business profits. In 1958, the other componentsof the tax were consoli-
in the modern sense was introduced, without ever dated, together with a nunber of cornrnodity taxes, into the consolidated

being enforced, in 1913. In 1936, an Income Tax Act industrial and commercial tax, leaving the industrial and commercial in-

was formally promulgated by the Guomindang Gov- come tax standingalone.

ernment'. In 1950, after liberation, the new Chinese 4. The Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China concerning

Governmentestablished a new tax system2 and made Chinese-ForeignJoint Ventureswas promulgatedand became effectiveon

10 September 1980.
income tax a part of the industrial and commercial 5. The Individual Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China

tax3, without introducingan independent income tax, (hereinafterreferred to as the lIT Law) was adopted by the Third Session

although a wages and salaries income tax had been of the Fifth National People's Congress and became effective on 10 Sep-

proposed. The State Budget revenue soon came to be tember 1980.

providedmainlyby State enterprises,which controlled
6. The Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China concerning
Foreign Enterprises was adopted by the Fourth Session of the Fifth Na-

all major sectors of the nation's economy for the fol- tional People's Congress and promulgated on 13 December 1981.

lowing decade. 7. The Provisional Regulationsconcerning the Collection of State-En-

terprise Income Tax of 29 April 1983 provide that all profit-makingState

enterprises shall pay income tax. The tax rate for big and medium-sized

The present income tax system started in 1980 with the enterprises is a flat 55%; for small ones, the rates are progressiveranging
introduction of the Joint Venture Income Tax Law4 from 10% to 55% of the profit. The size of the enterprise is determinedon

and the Individual Income Tax Law5. In 1981, the
the basis of the amount of fixed capital assets and the number of workers.

tax was were turn

promulgation of the Foreign Enterprise Income Tax
Before this introduced, State enterprises required to in
all their profit to the State and losses were borne by the State. That system

Law6 completed the taxation system concerning was considered to lack incentivesand efficiency.

foreign individuals and enterprises doing business in 8. The Collective-EnterpriseIncome Tax Regulations of 11 April 1985

China. Between 1983 and 1986, three more business provide that all collectiveenterprisesengaged in industrial and commercial
activities shall pay this income tax. The applicable tax rates vary from 0%

income taxes were promulgated applying to State- for income less than 1,000 yuan to 55% for taxable income exceeding
owned7, collectively-owned8and privately-owneden- 200,000 yuan.
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terprises9. Another personal income tax law was taxpayers for purposes of this regulatory tax6. There-
adopted by the State Council on 25 September 1986 fore, aliens and non-resident citizens deriving income
and came into effect on 1 January 19871. This tax from China are not covered. The place of domicile is
applies only to Chinese citizens resident in China, defined to be the place where the citizen's household
leaving residentaliens and non-residentsto continue registration17 is kept. Where he maintains a regular
to be taxed under the ITT Law. It substantially in- residence at a different place, the regular residence is
creases the tax burden on income from employment, treated as his domicile8.
from professional services, rents and royalties, and
will, of course, apply to the Chinese employees and C. Taxable incomeexecutives of foreign firms doing business in China. It
is this regulatory tax that the writer of this article Individual income regulatory tax is levied the fol-intends to discuss. on

lowing categories of income:

(i) income from wages and salaries (this is the same
II. INDIVIDUALINCOMEREGULATORYTAX as under the 1980 IIT Law);

(ii) income from contractual and sub-contractual fees

A. Reasonsfor the impositionofthe tax (with the introductionof rural and urban economic
reforms in 1978, individuals were encouraged to

Although under the IIT Law all individuals residing
contract with their working unit, such as com-

factories shops, to the operationfor one year or more in the People's Republic of munes, or manage
of the business and to become fully responsibleforChina are required to pay this personal income tax, the profit and loss thereof. Income exceeding themost Chinese citizens were effectively exempted be- contracted amount payable to the other contract-cause of the high amount of basic exemption, i.e. only ing party can be freely disposed of by these indi-monthly income in excess of 800 yuan was taxed. This viduals);equals approximatelyUSS 200 and correspondsto ap- (iii) incomefrom remunerationfor personal services'9;proximately eight times the average wage in China.

Those Chinese who did pay this tax were mostly those
receiving income other than wages and salaries.

9. Interim Regulationsof the People's Republicof China on IncomeTaxThe 1980 IITLaw was adoptedmainly for the purposes concerning Urban and Rural Individually-OperatedIndustrial and Com-of satisfying the needs of the open door policy and mercial Businesses, promulgatedon 7 January 1986, provide that all profit-
was designed principally to tax foreigners living and making private enterprises are liable to this income tax at rates ranging
working in China: the amount of deduction of ex- from 0% (if income is less than 1,000 yuan) to 60% (annual income in

penses is relatively high and is not suitable to the excess of 30,000 yuan). A 10% t 40% surtax is levied on any taxable
ncome exceeding 50,000 yuan. It is obvious that tax treatment of privateincome level of ordinary Chinese citizens. Thus, it enterprises is less favourable than that of State enterprises and collective

could not effectively regulate the income differences enterprises.
among them. The amendingof the IIT Law, by way of 10. The text of the Interim Regulationsconcerning the Individual Income

a reduction of the amount of expenses or exempted RegulatoryTax (hereinafter referred to as the Regulations)was published
in Renmin Ribao (People's Daily) of 12 December 1986. The author'sincome, was considerednot to be workable due to the translation is appended hereto.

possible negative effect on the open door policy12. 11. lIT Law, Art. 1.
12. See the Editorial Notes in Zhongguo Fazhi Bao (China's Legal Sys-Another major reason for promulgating this regulat- tem) of 12 December 1986.

ory tax is that the income level of many Chinese citi- 13. For example, Wan Tingbao, a peasant in Jiangsu Province, earned
zens has changed dramatically from what it was in the equivalentof $ 74,000 (Canadian) a year from renting four hectaresof
1980. At present, many individualsreceive income not waterlogged land for a pearl oyster farm. With the introduction of the

only in the form of wages and salaries, but also in the Government rural economic reforms, many farmers became rich, and

form of contractual fees, dividends, interest, royalties
Wang was one of them: see The Globe and Mail, Toronto, 1 December
1986, p. Al2.

and bonuses13. Many of them obtain several 1000 yuan 14. Supra note 12. The rapid increase of personal income also causes

a Inonth, some even earning as much as 10,000, which some fluctuationsof the market.

enormously exceeds the average income enjoyed by 15. For further explanation, see an interview of officials of the Tax

ordinary workers, peasants and cadres. The differ-
Bureau of the Ministry of Finance by some newspaper reporters: Renmin
Ribao, 12 December 1986.

ence is just too great. It is necessary to regulate by 16. Article 2 of the Regulations. An unofficial translation is provided by
means of a tax. 4 It is believed that through the im- the writer in the Appendix following this article.

plementation of the regulatory tax, the difference 17. In China, every citizen must be registeredwith the local public secu-

among individuals can be adjusted; the principle of rity bureau in due time after his (her) birth.
18. See Article 15 of the Civil Code of the People's Republic of China,from each according to his ability, to each according which was adopted and promulgated by the Fourth Session of the Sixth

to his work can be betterobserved; and the economic National People's Congress and became effective on 1 January 1987.
reform can be better carried out15. 19. Personal services are not defined in this RegulatoryTax Law, but

referencecan be made to Article4(2) of the Regulationsfor the Implemen-
tation of the Individual Income Tax Law (IIT Regs.). The expression is

B. Taxpayers there defined to includedesigning, installation,drafting, medical practice,
law practice, accounting, consulting, lecturing, news reporting, broadcast-

All Chinese citizens who have a dwelling place
ing, free-lance writing, translating, calligraphy and painting, sculpture,
filns, drarna and opera, nusic, dancing, acrobatics, ballad singing and

(domicile) in China and obtain personal income are comic talk, sports, technical services and other personal services
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(iv) income from the lease of property2; cal and cultural achievements by provincial govern-
(v) income from the transferringor licensingof patent ments, the State Council or higher governmental or-

rights and from providing non-patented technol- gans; (ii) interest from State bonds and financialbonds

ogy; issued by the State26; (iii) interest on savings deposits
(vi) income from the submission of writings or transla- in the State banks, credit cooperatives and post of-

tions for publication; fices27; (iv) subsidies and allowancessuch as settling-in
(vii) incomefrom interest,dividendsand bonuses;and allowances, severance fees, retirement fees, etc. paid
(viii) other kinds of income specified as taxable by the in accordance with State regulations; (v) miltary

Ministry of Finance21 . severance payments, welfare benefits, pensions for
disabled persons and survivors and relief payments;

D. Tax rates (vi) insurance proceeds; and (vii) other income ap-
proved by the Ministryof Finance28.

Two types of rates are provided in the Regulations:
progressive rates and proportionalrates. The progres- F. Tax administration
sive rates apply if the aggregated monthly amount of
income under Article 3(i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) is four Two methods of tax collection are provided in the
times greater than the Basic Regional Taxable Regulations: withholdingat source and the filing of a
Amount (BRTA)22. The BRTA is determined by the tax return personallyby taxpayers. For those items of
wage level of different regions, which is set by the income that should be integrated, i.e. employment
State, taking into considerationthe price levels in var- contractual fees, remuneration for personal
ious regions of the country. For example, Beijing is in ncome,

services and rentals, a taxpayer is required to file a tax
Region 6, Shanghai in Region 8 and the remote areas return with the local tax authorities and pay the reg-
(such as Tibet and Xinjiang) are in Regions 10 or 11. ulatory tax. Tax on other types of income that are
The tax rates applicable to various regions are listed taxed at a flat rate, which also includeeach component
in the Appendix to the Regulations.Taking Beijing as of the integrated income if the payment exceeds three
an example, the monthlyBRTA is 100 yuan: ifa citizen times the BRTA, shall be withheldby the payor at the
receives income exceeding 400 yuan, the excessive appropriate rate when the payment is made. A service
part is taxable at the following rates: fee of3% or less is payable to the withholdingagent29.
20% if the amountof income is between401-500yuan; Every citizen is obliged to inform the tax authoritiesif
30% if the amountof income is between501-600yuan; he discovers that there is tax avoidance or tax evasion
40% ifthe amountofincomeis between601-700yuan; by any taxpayer. The tax authorities shall protect the
50% ifthe amountofincomeis between701-800yuan; informant by keeping his name secret and by duly
60% if the amount of income is more than 800 yuan. rewarding him30
Four Basic RegionalTax Amounts (they are 100, 105,
110 and 115 yuan)23 are provided in the Regulations,
thus one single rate applies to four different amounts III. CONCLUSIONS

of personal income depending upon the region in
which the individual is domiciled. Both the 1980 IIT Law and the present Regulations

A 20% proportionalrate is applied to items of income
concern schedular taxes, different kinds of income

covered under Article 3(v), (vi) and (vii.
20. The nterpretation of the term income from the lease of property

A further distinction can be made based on the deduc- can be understood to be income from leasing buildings, machinery and

tibility of expenses. For incorne from submittingwrit- equipment, motorized vehicles and boats and ships, and other kinds of

ings and translationsfor publication,from transferring property: Article 4(5) of the IIT Regs
or licensng patent rights, and from providing non. 21. Regulatory Tax Law, Art. 3.

patented technology, a deduction of 800 yuan is al- 22. See Appendx. The text actually refers to the amount by which excess

ncome exceeds 3 times the BRTA.That is to say, the BRTA, plus a further

lowed for expenses if the amount received in a single 3 times that amount, is exempt

payment is less than 4,000 yuan; and, a deduction of 23. The BRTA can be adjustedby the Ministryof Finance after approval
20% is allowed if the amount received in a single of the State Council: Regulations, Art. 6.

payment is 4,000 yuan or more. For income from in- 24. Regulations,Art. 7.
25. Regulations, Art. 8.

terest, dividendsand bonuses, no deductionis allowed 26. Certain interest from bonds issued by enterprisescan also be exempt
and a 20% tax rate is imposed on each payment re- with the approval of the Ministry of Finance. For instance, the nterest

ceived24. derived from bonds issued by the Shanghai Ethylene Plant has been ap-

proved by the Ministryof Finance to be exempt from personal income tax:

The tax rates applicableto incomeunderArticle 3(viii) see Renmin Ribao, (overseas edition), 26 November 1986.

are to be determined by the Ministry of Finance2 .
27. Currently, Chinese individuals are able to have savings deposits in

post offices and withdraw the money in certain specified post offices in

some major cities includingBeijing, Shanghaiand Guangzhou.Thissystm
E. Exempt income provides a great convenience for persons from other parts of China who

can travel or do business in these cities without having to carry cash with

them.
As is the case under the 1980 IIT Law, certain kinds 28. Regulations, Art. 9.
of income are exempt from the regulatory tax, includ- 29. Regulations, Arts. 10-14.

ing the following: (i)awards for scientific, technologi- 30. Regulations,Art. 16.
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being taxed differently. The language used in these (vii) Income from interest, dividends and extra dividends.
two laws is also similar except for the following varia- (viii)Otherkindsof income specified as taxable by the Minis-
tions: try of Finance of the People's Republic of China.

(i) Under the IIT Iaw, only employment income is 4. Individual income regulatorytax is computedand levied

subject to progressive rates. Remuneration for at progressive rates on the excess amount,or at proportional
personal services and rental income are taxed at a

rates according to the source of the income.

flat 20% rate after a deduction for expenses. 5. The items of income under (i) to (iv) of Article 3 of the
Under the regulatory tax, however, these Regulationsshall be integratedand pay regulatorytax every

categories of income are subject to progressive month based on the Basic Regional Taxable Amount.

rates ranging from 20% to 60%. Where the monthly integrated income exceeds the Basic

(ii) More notably, the exemption under the IIT Law Regional Taxable Amount, only the amount of income
which exceeds three times more than the Basic Regional(800 yuan) is much higher than that under the Taxable Amount is taxable at the progressive rates (see the

regulatory tax (400 yuan). tax rates in the Chart).
(iii)The progressive tax rates vary tremendously be-

tween the two: 5% to 45% under the IIT Law 6. The Basic Regional Taxable Amount can be adjusted
to

(only on wages and salaries), as compared to 20o according real situations. The adjustment of the Basic
Regional Taxable Amount shall be determined by the

to 60% under the regulatory tax. For example, the Ministry of Finance and approved by the State Council.
rate applicable to a monthly income exceeding800
yuan is 5% under the IIT Law and 60% under the 7. The following items of income shall be taxed at propor-

regulatory tax. tional rates:

(iv)Some situations relate only to Chinese citizens, (i) For income from submitting writings, translation for
publication, transferringor licensingpatent rights, pro-such as contractualfees. Exemptedincome regard- viding or transferring non-patented technology, a 20%

ing severance payments to Chinese cadres is dealt rate of regulatory tax shall be imposedafter a deduction
with in the regulatory tax, but not the IIT Law. of 800 yuan for expenses if the amount received in a

It should be noted that even under the new regulatory single payment is less than 4,000 yuan, and a 20% de-
duction for expenses if the amount received in a singletax the majority of Chinese citizens will still pay no
payment is 4,000 yuan or more.

personal income tax, considering the general level of (ii) Income from interest, dividends and extra dividends
individual income in China. Tax liability of foreign shall be taxed at a 20% rate on the amount received in
individuals staying and working in China is not af- each payment.
fected by the provisionsof the new tax and the IITLaw
still applies to them. Because of the lower exemption

8. The applicable rates to income under paragraph (viii)
ofArticle3 shall be determinedby the Ministryof Finance.

amount under the regulatory tax, Chinese citizens are

not liable to pay IIT. 9. The following categories of income shall be exempted
from individual income regulatory tax:

(i) awards forscientific,technologicaland cultural achieve-
ments by provincial governments, the State Council or

APPENDIX* higher level of governmentalorgans;
(ii) interest from State bonds and financial bonds issued by

the State;ProvisionalRegulationsconcerningindividual (iii) interest on savings deposits in State banks, credit
incomeregulatorytaxof the People'sRepublicof cooperatives, and post offices;
China (iv) subsidies and allowances received from the State ac-

(Promulgatedby the State Councilon 25 September cording to the State regulations;
1986) (v) welfare benefits, pensions for the disabled and for sur-

vivors and relief payments;
1. These Regulationsare promulgatedfor the purposesof (vi) insurance proceeds;
regulating the differences among individuals in personal (vii)military severance payment and decommission or de-
income and promoting the successful carrying-out of the mobilization payment for cadres and soldiers of the
economic reform. armed forces;

(viii)settling-in allowances, severance fees, retirement fees,2. Chinese citizens who have a domicile in the People's and living allowances received by cadres after
RepublicofChinaand obtainpersonal income are taxpayers

wages
retirement; and

of this regulatory tax (hereinafter referred to as tax- (ix) income exempted from tax with the approval of the
payers) and shall pay individual income regulatory tax in MinistryofFinanceof the People'sRepublicof China.
accordance with these Regulations.

10. Individual income regulatory tax shall be paid in two
3. Individual income regulatory tax shall be levied on the ways: withholding by the payor at source and filing a tax
following categories of income: return by the taxpayer.i) Income from wages and salaries.
ii) Income from contractual and sub-contractual fees. 11. The paying unit of the categories of income covered by
iii)
..

Income from remuneration for personal services. Article 3 of the Regulationsshall act as a withholdingagent
iv) Income from the lease of property. and calculate and withhold tax according to the following
v) Income from transferringor hcensing patent rights and methods:

providingor transferring non-patentedtechnology.
(vi) Income from submitting writings for publication and

from translation. * Author's translation.
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(i) regulatory tax shall be wthheld if each component of of tax that is due to be paid or withheld for the previous
the integrated income is more than 3 times the Basic month.
Regional Taxable Amount at the appropriate rate;

(ii) regulatory tax on income from submitting writings and 14. Tax authorities shall pay a service fee of 3% or less of

translations for publication, transferring or licensing of the amount of withholding tax to the withholdingagent.

patent rights, providing or transferring non-patented 15. The administration of these Regulations shall be con-

technology shall be withheld at the appropriate rate ducted in accordance with the provisions of the Interim
after a deduction for expenses is made according to the RegulationsconcerningTax Collection and Administration
provisions of Article 7(i); of the People's Republic of China.

(iii) regulatory tax on income from interest, dividends and
extra dividendsshall be withheldaccordingto the provi- 16. Any person is authorized to inform the tax authorities

sions of Article 7(ii). of the case that a taxpayer has not paid regulatory tax

properly under the Regulations. Tax authorities shall keep
12. If a taxpayer's monthly integrated income exceeds the the name of the informant confidential and grant certain
Basic Regional Taxable Amount, he shall file a tax return rewards to the informant.
personally to the local tax authorities for the part of income
which is 3 times more than the Basic Regional Taxable 17. These Regulationsshall be interpreted by the Ministry
Amount. of Finance. Implementaryregulationsfor these Regulations

shall be made by the Ministry of Finance.
13. Taxpayers who file their own tax returns and withhold-

ing agents shall submit tax returns to the local tax authorities 18..These Regulations shall go into effect on 1 January
within the first 10 days of each month, and pay the amount 1987.

Chart: Individual income regulatory tax rates

Categories I II III lV

Applicable Region 6 Regions Regions Region 11

Wage Region & Below 7&8 9&10

Basic Regional 100 yuan 105 yun 110 yuan 115 yuan
TaxableAmount

Times Monthlyintegrated Tax rates

exceeding taxableamount(yuan) (%).
the BRTA

3 Times 400-500 420-525 440-550 460-575 20

4Times 501-600 526-630 551-660 576-690 30

5 Times 601-700 631-735 661-770 691-805 40

6Times 701-800 736-840 771-880 806-920 50

7 Times more more more more

than 800 than 840 than 880 than 920 60
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p- _ JDIA ES:

ExperiencewithTaxAmnestyLegislation
By Angel Q. Yoingco

I. INTRODUCTION
1A tax amnesty law is generally understood as one which condones the

liabilities incurred by a taxpayerpursuant to his non-paymentor incorrect ,

I
1

payment of taxes subject to the condition that such erring taxpayer shall ; *

comply with certain requirements. Such is the concept of a tax amnesty in !
the Philippines with variations only as regards the extent of coverage, 1

nature of immunityand/orprivilegesafforded, amountof the compromise
amnesty tax and other incidental requirements.From the viewpoint of tax

enforcement, a tax amnesty results in a freezing of the investigative and
auditing stages that the Government ordinarily undertakes to give a

chance to taxpayersto invoke the protectionand privilegesgrantedby the
amnesty.
A study preparedby the NationalTax ResearchCenter (NTRC)estimated -Athat income tax evasion1 of individual taxpayers in 1984 alone was around
t9.2 billion. The study, however, did not estimate the level of tax evasion
for other years. If we assume that this is the annual tax evasion for 5 years,
the accumulated tax evasion would reach a staggering amount of B46
billion. How do we recoup such a big drain to Governmentcoffers One
way is to declare tax amnesty so that taxpayers can be given a chance to Mr. Yoingco is Director, National Tax

have a clean slate with respect to their tax liabilitiesand, at the same time, Research Center and Chairman,

generate much needed revenues for the Government. Assuming that only Board of Governors, Asian-PacificTax

10% of the accumulated evasion for 5 years can be collected, this would and Investment Research Centre (AP-
TIRC).

mean an incrementof t4.6 billion.

A tax amnesty issuance presupposes the existence of tax evasion cases.
Tax evasion refers to the non-payment or fraudulent payment of taxes

reguired to be paid under existing tax legislations. The payment of taxes

beng compulsory, statutory taxpayers therefore become liable to the
sanctionsprovided for by law in case of non-declarationor misdeclaration
of the taxable objects which are within the taxpayer's disposal. Such
sanctions consist of administrative, civil and criminal liabilities attached
to the tax violation, e.g. payment of interest and surcharges, fines and
imprisonment. A tax amnesty law relieves the taxpayer of such liabilities
provided he complies with certain conditions.

There are advantages and disadvantagesof a tax amnesty legislation. Its
advantages may be summed up as follows:2
(a) it gives errant taxpayers the opportunity to comply with the tax law

and start a clean slate without fear of penalty;
(b) it eases tax administration in the sense that tax enforcers need no

longer go to the rigors of identifying, verifying and prosecuting tax
evaders;

(c) it may result in net revenue gain to the Government; and
(d) it is attuned with the spirit of reconciliationbetween Governmentand

the citizenry and which could result in upgrading the level of public
tax consciousness.

On the other hand, the disadvantages of a tax amnesty grant may be
summarized as follows:3 * The author is grateful to Atty Sison Jarapa,

Asst. Chief, Direct Taxes Branch, National Tax(a) it may be interpretedas a sign of weaknesson the part of Government Research Center, for his assistance in the com-

and its enforcementmechanism; pletion of this manuscript.
(b) it becomes unfair to taxpayers who religiously paid their taxes due to 1. Tax evasion is illegal per se. In contrast, tax

avoidance is not illegal as this denotes the
the punitive sanction of the tax law; and employment of means or schemes to reduce the

(c) when granted more oftenly, taxpayers might be encouraged to relax taxpayer'stax burden through legallypermissible
in the fulfilmentof their tax obligationsmotivated by the speculation

methods.
2. NTRC Study, dated 6 September 1985.

that another tax amnesty is in the offing. 3. Ibid.
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The granting of tax amnesty as a recognized sources inside and outside the Philippines. Any tax-

mechanismof tax administrationis not exclusive to the payer who availed himselfof the amnesty was granted
Philippines. Tax amnesty legislations have been condonationof unpaid income taxes and the penalties
enacted in Brazil, Chile, Colombia, India, Indonesia, incident to non-payment. Also condoned were civil
Israel and Switzerland,amongothers, coveringunpaid and criminal liabilities imposed under pertinent laws
income taxes.4 As in the Philippines, these tax amnes- in the Philippines such as the National Internal Reve-
ties were subject to certain conditions such as the nue Code (NIRC), Revised Penal Code, Anti-Graft
voluntary disclosure of correct income or wealth dur- and CorruptPracticesAct or any other law. Therewas

ing certain taxableperiodsand the foregoingof certain also freedom from investigation and examination of
tax liabilities. In Brazil, Colombia,and India, an ddi- the amnesty return.
tional condition was imposed, i.e. the disclosed in-

a more secure
come should have to be invested in certain specific

To effect atmosphere, PD No. 67 (is-
sued 24 November 1972) was promulgated providingventures such as the purchase of treasury bonds, mu-
for the inadmissibility in evidence of the amnesty re-

nicipal bonds and special Government bonds. These
countries generated substantial amounts of revenue

turn in any judicial, quasi-judicial or administrative

from the undeclaredor unreportedtaxable incomesor proceedings in which the amnesty taxpayer is defen-
dant or respondent. It was also made unlawful for anywealth of those who availed of the tax amnesty law.
official employee to disclose to

For instance, Israel had about 1,400 taxpayers who or any person any
information relative to the amnesty return or declara-

reported previously undeclared income amounting to
tion.

about 89 million Israeli Pounds (USS 25 million)5
while Switzerland was able to disclose previously un- Conditions. For the tax amnesty to be available, PD
declared assets of about 11 billion francs (USS 2.55 No. 23 required payment of 10% of the previousl
billion). 6 untaxed income declared which shall be in lieu of the

income taxes due and the penalties reguired to be paidIn the Philippines, there were 10 amnesty decrees such as interestand surcharges. Specificdates for filingenacted during the time of former President Marcos. the amnesty return and payment of the amnesty tax,
In a span of 10 years from 1972 to 1981, 6 tax amnesty whether in full instalment basis, prescribed.decrees were issued for previously untaxed income or were

With respect to untaxed income in the form of cash
and/or wealth and 4 amnesty decrees for untaxed hoarded abroad, the should be repatriated to the
motor vehicles, untaxed or improperly taxed goods,

same

non-filers of income tax and disputed assessments.7 Philippines for deposit in any Philippine bank or in-
vestment in Governmentbonds, securities and deben-

Under the new regime, President Corazon C. Aquino
has already issued 3 Executive Orders granting one-

tures or in any productive enterprisewithin 6 months
from the time of disclosure.

time tax amnestyon previouslyuntaxed income, delin-
quent real propertytaxes, and disputedassessments.8

2. Presidential Decree No. 157, issued 16 March 1973
The various amnesty laws promulgated in the Philip- This decree offered amnesty to those who failed to
pines are the subject of this paper focusing on their declare their 1972 income faithfully. It surmised
highlights, rationale and significant implications. An was

overview of the Marcos and Acquino tax amnesties that for the period 1 January 1972 up to the proclama-
tion ofmartiallawon 21 September1972, some sectors

laws is first presented followed by comments and as- had laboured under the inertia of past practices and
sessment thereof in the latter part. wrong-doings thereby leaving some of their incomes,

wealth and other acqusitionsunrecordedand/orunre-

II. OVERVIEWOF TAXAMNESTYDECREES ported, rendering themselves liable to sanctions pro-
vided under existing laws.

UNDERTHE MARCOSREGIME
Coverage and immunity. This amnesty law was more

A. Amnestieson untaxedincomeorwealth limited since it applied only to taxable year 1972 and

1. PresidentialDecree No. 23, issued 16 October1972
4. NTRC Paper entitled Income Tax Amnesties in Selected Coun-

A few weeks after the declarationof martial law in the tries, dated 22 August 1986.

Philippines,9 Presidential Decree (PD) No. 23 was 5. Under the Israel Income Tax Amnesty of 1967, a tax of25% ofnewly
issued proclaiming a tax amnesty in consonance with reported income for all taxable years until 1965 was imposed.
the Governmentpolicy to give tax evaders the chance 6. This was imposed under the General Tax Amnesty of 1969. The

amount included taxes other than income under the said General Tax
to reform and be a part of the New Society.l It was Amnesty.
believed that tax evaders were willing to comply with 7. An overview and assessmentof tax amnestyperformance is discussed
their tax obligations, but were reluctant to disclose in Angel Q. Yoingco and Vicente G. Quintos, Philippine Tax System
their income tax liabilitiesbecauseofthe civil, criminal Under the New Society, published by GIC Enterprises: pp. 369-380.

and administrativepenaltiesattendant to tax violation. 8. Another is in the offing which pertains to foreign exchange illegally
hoarded or stashed abroad.

Coverage and immunity. The amnesty covered pre_
9. ProclamationNo. 1081, promulgated21 September 1972, placed the

viously untaxed income derived by any natural or ju- Philippines under Martial Law and empowered President Marcos to as-

sume legislative powers.
ridical taxpayer during taxable years 1971 and earlier. 10. New Society was the term ascribed to the Philippine Society upon
Such untaxed income included that earned from declaration of martial rules.
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only to those who availed themselves of PD No. 23 The same immunity and privileges granted under the
with respect to untaxed income for taxable years 1971 previous amnesty laws were adopted.
and earlier. The same immunityand privilegesgranted Conditions. The amnesty law fixed at 15% of theunder the first income tax amnesty law were made was

available. previously untaxed income and/or wealth. The usual
dates for filingll and pymentwere prescribedplus the

Conditions. In the case of taxpayers following the requirement of repatriation of untaxed cash hoarded
calendar year basis (1 January to 31 December 1972), abroad.
the amount of amnesty tax required to be paid was

either the amount shown on the return or an amount 4. Presidential Decree No. 631, issued 6 January 1975
equal to the income tax paid in 1971 plus 40% thereof,
whichever was higher. On the other hand, in the case

This amnesty law, called the ultimate tax amnesty,
of taxpayers on the fiscal year basis (12-monthperiod raised the following justifications: (a) it is consistent

other than calendar year), which applied to those in with its (Government's)policy of persuasion and con-

business, the amnesty tax was whicheverwas higherof ciliation aimed at promotng national solidarity and

the following amounts: cooperation,and (b) that Government, in requiring
thruthful disclosure of untaxed income as a token of

(1) the amount of tax shown on the return filed, or reformation, is likewisewilling to grant immunityfrom
(2) the amount equal to the sum of (a) an amount investigation of the statement of assets, liabilities and

which bears the same ratio to the income tax paid net worth filed by taxpayers.
for the immediately preceding fiscal year as the

Coverage and immunity. This law covered 1973 andperiod covered by the return requiredherein to be
filed bears to one entire fiscal year-and (b) 40% of prior years. The same exceptions provided for under

the amount determined under (2)(a) hereof. PD 370 (third amnesty law) were substantially
adopted. The usual relief from civil, criminal and ad-

Additionally, deadlines for filing the amnesty return ministrative liabilities including freedom from investi-
and payment of the tax were also set forth in the same gation was incorporated. However, an exception to
decree. the freedom from investigationor examinationof am-

nesty returnswas also inserted to the effect that in case

3. Presidential Decree No. 370, issued 7 January 1974 the amnesty taxpayerclaims a refund, tax credit or tax

As of the time of issuance of PD 370, it was believed incentive, he could be investigatedeven as regards to
his amnesty return. The immunity extended to thethat there still remained a considerable number of

taxpayers willing to avail themselves of the tax am-
statement of assets, liabilities and net worth.

nesty law or make amendments on their tax amnesty Conditions. The amnesty tax payable was equivalent
returns, but PD Nos. 23 and 157 had already expired. to 20% of the previously untaxed income and/or
Thus, consistent with the avowed policy of Govern- wealth. As an additional condition, the taxpayer was
ment to afford every opportunity to all taxpayers to supposed to file a statement of assets, liabilities and
come within the fold of the reforms of the New Soci- net worth as of 31 December 1973.12 There were also
ety, PD 370 was promulgated. deadlinesfixed for filing the returnsand the statements

Coverage and immunity. The coverage of this third as well as for payment of the amnesty tax.

amnesty law was broader- previouslyuntaxed income
and/orwealthsuch as earnings, receipts,gifts, bequests 5. PresidentialDecree No. 1740, issued 17 September
or any other acquisitions. It applied to natural and 1980

juridical persons on income or wealth derived from What was denominated as the ultimate tax amnesty
the Philippinesor abroad. It extendedthe tax amnesty (PD 631, discussed earlier) proved to be the last am-
to taxpayers who had already availed themselves of nesty only with respect to unpaid taxes for taxable
previous amnesties, but failed to include all that were years 1973 and earlier. This is because another decree
required to be declared, as well as to taxpayers who was issued 5 years later proclaiming another tax am-
for any reason failed to avail themselvesof or heed the nesty but this time to cover unpaid taxes for taxable
two previous tax amnesties. But although issued in 7 years 1974 to 1979. PD No. 1740 was issued in response
January 1974, the taxableyears coveredwere the years to the clamourof a substantialnumber of individuals
prior to 1973, meaning taxable year 1972 and prior who have evaded payment of income taxes and who
years, which were the same periods covered already are now amenable to the filing of the amended tax

by the earlier two amnesty laws. returns. Moreover, it was felt that there was an ur-

This amnesty law, however, was not made to apply to gent need to update the Government'sstatisticson the

the following: assets, liabilities and net worth of taxpayers in the

/i
1)

/
capital gains transactions, country for purposes of tax and economic planning.

2) withholding tax liabilities,
3) tax liabilities with assessmentnotices,
4) tax cases with valid information (pending in 11. PD 563, dated 30 September 1974, extended the effectivity of this

courts), and amnesty to 27 November 1974, in conjunction with the extension (by the
same decree) of the filing of assets, liabilities and net worth.

(5) property transferred by reason of death or dona- 12. PD 379, issued 21 January 1974, required taxpayerswith assets worth
tion in 1972. a 50,000.00ormore to file a statementof assets,liabilitiesand net worth.
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Coverage and immunity. The decree called for the return was filed. Specific dates for filing the statement

voluntarydisclosureof correct taxable income, deduc- and amnesty return as well as the payment of the tax

tions and exemptionsfor taxable year 1974 to 1979 by were indicated.
individual taxpayers. Juridical persons were not in-
cluded. It did not also apply to the usual exceptions B. Other tax amnesties
such as those with pending civil and criminal cases

involving tax liabilities. The usual immunities and

privileges granted to the qualified amnesty taxpayer
1. On untaxed or improperlytaxedmotorvehicles

were adopted. A provision, however, was provided to PresidentialDecreeNo. 52, issued 16 November1972,
the effect that exceptfor internalrevenue tax purposes, granted amnesty to owners or possessors of untaxed
it was unlawful to disclose any information as regards or improperly taxed motorvehicles. A 50% deduction
the amnesty return or the statement of assets, on the amount of the tax due on motor vehicles with
liabilities and net worth. The same law provided that year models 1970 to 1972 and 70% deduction on the
one who is subsequently found to have wilfully filed a amount of the tax due on motor vehicles with year
false or fraudulentoriginal or amended return shall be models 1969 and below were granted to those who

subject to penalty. The same was true in the case of availed themselves of the amnesty.
failure to file or fraudulent filing of the statement of
assets and liabilities. 2. On untaxedor improperlytaxedgoods

Conditions. The tax payable under this amnesty law Presidential Decree No. 53, 16 November 1972,
was supposed to be the same tax due and called for granted a tax amnesty to owners or possessors of un-

under existing income tax law during the years cover- taxed or improperly taxed goods. Under this decree,
ed, but the amnesty taxpayer was required to file his importers, dealers, possessors or owners of items,
correct income, deductions, and exemptions. Taxes commodities, goods, articles or merchandise, the

already paid during the years coveredwere deductible taxes, duties or charges on which had not been paid or

or creditable from the correct tax due as reflected and were not correctlypaid were required to submit atrue

determined in the amnesty tax return. Filing of the inventory of such goods, commoditiesor articles. Per-
statement of assets and liabilities was required. Fi- sons availing were not asked any question as to the

nally, it was further required that the taxable income origin of the goods, etc. Thesepersonswereonly asked
declared under this amnesty decree should not be un- to pay 25% across-the-board tax on or before 31
derstated to the extent of 25% or more of the correct January 1973. The amnesty taxpayer was relieved of
net taxable income. the penalties attached under existing Philippine laws.

6. PresidentialDecree No. 1840, issued 19 September 3. On delinquenttax accountsand contested Internal
1981 RevenueAssessments

One year after, the last amnesty decree was issued by PresidentialDecreeNo. 68, issued 24 November1972,
former President Marcos. The decree justified that afforded taxpayers with delinquent accounts and

of the relativelycomplicatedmanner pending contested. . . on account tax cases the opportunity to settle
of computing the tax to be paid under PD No. 1740, their tax obligationswithoutcivil, criminal or adminis-
only a limited numberof taxpayershave availed them- trative liability. The decree condoned all delinquent
selves of the benefits of the said decree despite the tax accounts as of 24 November 1972 amounting to

grant of immunity from investigation and that ... la 100.00 or less. The same decree allowed the tax-
it is the desire to afford full opportunity for individual payers to settle their tax obligations by paying such
taxpayers to come within the fold of the tax reforms delinquent accounts reduced by 40% if payment was
and to provide them with a clean start for the adoption rnade on or before 31 January 1973 or 20% if payment
of the gross income taxation scheme. was made on or before 28 February 1973.

Coverage and immunity. This amnesty included not

only previously untaxed income, but also gifts, be- 4. On non-filersof income tax returns

quests and any other acquisitions. The taxable years Presidential Decree No. 213, issued 16 June 1973,covered were from 1974 to 1980. The usual exceptions
were provided as well as the same immunities and granted tax amnesty to any person who was not liable

privileges granted under PD 1740. The limitations so
to pay the income tax, but who was nevertheless re-

provided under the same PD 1740 was incorporated quired by law to file a tax return, however, he had

making the amnesty taxpayer subject to investigation
failed to do so, and to any person liable to pay the

and penalty in case of fraudulentfilingof the statement
ncome tax, but who failed to file the corresponding
tax return and to pay the tax due thereon. The decree

of assets, liabilities and net worth.
provided that tax filers availing of the amnesty should

Conditions. The amnesty tax was pegged at 20% in the voluntarily file a return for each of the taxable years
case of resident citizens and resident aliens and 2% in when no return was filed and to pay la 10.00 for each
the case ofnon-residentcitizenswith respect to income taxable year. If any return so filed showed some tax

derived from sources outside the Philippines.The am- due, they should also pay 20% of such amount. Tax

nesty tax should not, however, be lower than filers were given the same immunitygrantedunder the
P 1,000.00 for each taxable year wherein an amnesty first income tax amnesty decree, i.e., PD No. 23.
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ILI. TAXAMNESTIESUNDERPRESIDENT B. Othertaxamnesties
CORAZONC. AQUINO

1. On delinquentreal propertytaxes
A. On untaxedincome Under Executive Order No. 42, issued 22 August

1986, President Aquino likewise proclaimed a one-
Under Executive Order (E.O.) No. 41, issued 22 Au- time real property tax amnesty.gust 1986, President Aquino declared a one-time tax

amnesty covering unpaid income taxes for the years This covered real property taxpayers who are delin-
1981 to 1985. The income tax amnesty raised the quent in the paymentof real property taxes payable as

following objectives among others: (a) to generate of 31 December 1985. The amnesty can be availed of
more revenues, and (b) to impress upon the taxpayers until 31 December 1986. Fifty percent of the accumu-

that after this one-time tax amnesty, Governmentwill lated delinquent real property taxes and the entire
vigorously enforce existing tax laws. This also gives amount of penalties as of 31 December 1985 shall be

taxpayers the chance to start anew under the Aquino condoned. This means that the delinquent taxpayer
Government. shall only pay, under the amnesty, 50% of the total

due.
Coverage. As noted, the amnestycovered only unpaid

taxes

income taxes for the years 1981 to 1985. It is available 2. On disputed Internal Revenuetax assessments
to natural or juridical persons. This income tax am-

nesty is not, however, available to the following: Executive Order No. 44, issued 4 September 1986,
(a) Former President Marcos, Imelda Marcos, their allowed taxpayers with disputed assessments to settle

immediate family, relatives, subordinates, busi- their tax obligations by paying 30% of the assessed
ness associates, dummies, agents or nominees as amount. In complyingwith the requirements, the tax-
well as those falling under the jurisdiction of the payer shall be relieved of the penalties and liabilities
PresidentialCommissionon Good Government,13 attached thereto.

(b) Those with pending tax cases before the Bureauof
Internal Revenue and before the courts;

(c) Those with pending cases involving unexplained IV. ASSESSMENTAND OBSERVATIONS
or unlawfully acquired wealth before the San-
diganbayan;14 A. Onthe taxamnestesunderMarcosEra

(d) Those who have withholding tax liabilities insofar
as said liabilities are concerned; and The almost yearly recurrenceof tax amnesty issuances

(e) Those liable for the felonies of frauds, illegal exac- under the Marcos regime was not really premeditated.tions and transactions, malversation of public As noted earlier, the overriding motive for the grantfunds and propertyunderthe RevisedPenal Code. of tax amnesty after the declarationof martial law was

Immunitiesand privileges. A taxpayerwho avails him- to enable errant taxpayers to reform themselves and
self of the tax amnesty shall enjoy the following im- to join the efforts of the New Society. Due perhaps to
munities and privileges: the initial success of the first amnesty tax law (PD 23)
(a) Extinguishmentof civil, criminal and administra-

in terms of taxpayers' response, Government was

moved to extend the effectivityand expand the cover-
tive liabilities arising from the non-paymentof in- thereof. Of subsequent tax amnesties did
come taxes due from 1 January 1981 to 31 De- age course,

not result in comparable tax revenues (see Table 1) as
cember 1985; the first one. However, there were inherent beneficial(b) Inadmissibility in evidence of the taxpayer's tax effects that were felt pursuant to the tax amnestyamnesty declaration in all proceedingsin which he

grants. These include the generation of otherwise un-
S defendant or respondent and such return shall collectible or difficult to recoup tax revenues and the
not be looked into, examined or inquired by any easing of administrative tax backlogs. At the same
person, Governmentofficial, bureauor office; and time, Government was gradually being able to main-

(c) The books of account and other records of the tain a taxpayers' inventory which could help, to the
taxpayer from 1 January 1981 to 31 December extent permissible, in future tax enforcementefforts.
1985 shall not be examined for income tax pur-
poses, except when same taxpayer claims a tax Of course, there were also unfavourable feedbacks
refund, credit, incentive and/or exemption in and results. Taxpayers later got use to amnesty is-
which case the BIR Commissionermay authorize suances thereby somehow impairing tax compliance.
in writing the examinationof such documents. It was not then unusual to hear taxpayers being in-

duced not to pay correct tax obligations because theyConditions. On or before 31 October 1986, the in- waiting for subsequenttax amnesty in the offing.terested amnesty taxpayershould (a) file his statement
were

of net worth as of 31 December 1980 and as of 31
December1985 and (b) pay the amnesty tax equivalent 13. UnderExecutiveOrder No. 1 (dated28 February 1986), the Presiden-

to 10% of the increase in net worth from 31 December tial Commission on Good Government (PCGG) was created and tasked

1980 to 31 December1985 but which tax should not be
with the recovery of ill-gotten wealth by President Marcos and his alleged
cronies.

lower than P 5,000.00for individuaisand 10,000.00 14. Sandiganbayanis a special court which adjudicates cases involving
for juridical persons. graft and corruption by public officials.
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On the other hand, those who were religiouslypaying of this undeclared amount were to be regularly de-
their taxes were complaining for they were being clared thereafter, then aggregate income of tax filers
clearly unfairly treated by Government.They felt that would annually increase by at least P 1.9 billion.15
they were duped into complyingwith their tax respon- Improvement of consciousness. The ratio ofsibilities. The sanctions provided for by law became tax tax-

dead provisionswhich Governmentwere not intent to payers who availed themselvesof the amnesty to total

sincerely pursue. This was ironical because the Philip- taxable filers can be gleaned from Table 2.

pines was supposed to be under martial law, but in-
stead of punishment,the tax evaderreceived immunity

Table 2

practically from 1980 (last amnesty coverage) down to
Ratio of amnesty tax filers to total taxable filers

1971 and prior years (first amnestycoverage). It cover- Amnestytaxfilers Total taxablefilers Ratio of
ed the entire martial law period. Evidently, this af- (a) (b) (a) to (b)
fected the credibility of Government and its tax en-

forcement arm in the task of tax collection. 1. PD23 Ind 135,,065
Corp 8,920

Revenue generated. The immediate, significant and 2. PD157 Ind. 63,348 578,996 11.0%

concrete achievement of the tax amnesties under the Corp 6,073 8,165 74.4%
10.2%

previous regime was the substantial amount of tax
3. PD370 59,955 587,161
4. PD631 106,944 755,032 14.2%

revenues that poured into Governmenttreasuryunder 5. PD 1740&
the first two laws. Table 1 shows that the 10 tax am- PD 1840 92,808 893,842 10.4%

nesty decrees generated a total of approximately
P 1.9 billion with the 6 tax amnesties on untaxed in- Sourcesofrawdata: BIR Annual Reports
come or wealth contributing96% and the remaining4 NTRC Papers

adding a measly 4%. Such amounts were viewed as If the foregoing ratios on tax filers could be an indica-
sure increase in revenue collection for those years tion of generated tax consciousness among the
covered. It is doubtful whether Governmentcould be
able to recoup such amounts through its ordinary tax citizenry, it appears that in 1973 and then in 1980, the

enforcement efforts of surveillance, investigation,
extent of tax evasion or fraudulent filing of income tax

decreasedby a few (Thisobserva-
scrutiny and even judicial litigation.

returns percentages.
tion will be limited by the fact that the scope of the

Table 1 amnesty grant varied as to the years covered.) No-

Total amnesty tax filers and revenue collected table, however, is the fact that the number of indi-

(n million pesos) vidual and corporate tax filers increased by about

78,393 or 13% from taxable years 1972 to taxableyear
DecreeNo./Nature No. offilers Revenues 1973, after the first tax amnesty; by about 79,417 or

12% from taxableyear 1973 to taxable year 1974, after
A. On Untaxed Income/Wealth the second tax amnesty; and by about 206,042 or 22%

1. PD 23 143,985 732.80 from taxable year 1981 to taxable year 1982, after the
2. PD 157 69,521 393.65
3. PD 370 59,955 202.59 last tax amnesty decree. The number of income tax

4. PD631 106,944 105.00 filers and revenues generated therefrom is presented
5. PD 1 740 & PD 1840 92,808 378.1 in Table 3 below.

TOTAL 473,213 1,812.14

B. Others Finally, the best evidence of tax consciousnessgener-
1. PD 52(motorvehicles) 4,273 16.76 ated by the previous regime through tax amnesty is the

2. PD53(goods) 850 2 94 effect of PD 213 issued in 1973 which granted an am-

3. PD 68 (delinquentaccounts) 12,254 17.42 nesty to taxpayers who failed to file income tax re-

4. PD 213 (non-filersof turns. More than 2 million availed themselves of the
incometax returns) 2,147,138 34.93 amnesty which means that approximately the same
TOTAL 2,164,515 72.05 number of people could be expected to have complied
GRANDTOTAL 2.637.728 1.884.19 with the requirement of law in subsequent years as

Source: BIR Annual Reports regards tax filing. Unfortunately,this was not realized
all through the years thereafter. As could be gleaned

Broadenedtaxable base. Based on the revenue gener- from Table 3, showing the regular annual income tax

ated, the tax amnestiesbroadened the taxable bases of collections,the numberof individualtax filersdeclined
the amnesty taxes, particularly the income tax. Com- for the years 1980, 1983 and 1984 and that ofcorporate
ing to the folds of law and reportingwhat before were tax filers even declined for the years 1975, 1981, 1983
not being declared meant broadening the tax bases. and 1984. Significantly, however, individual tax filers
With 143,985 taxpayers in 1972 and 92,808 taxpayers increased annually from 1972 to 1979. As a whole, the
in 1981 who availed of the first and last major tax average yearly increase in total income tax collection
amnesties, it will not be highly speculative to expect was P 964.95 million or 21%.
an enlarging tax base for income. Total income tax
revenues amounted to P 1.9 billion which means that
at least about P 19 billion taxable income (at 10% 15. Except for 1975, total income tax collections were the uptrend (See
tax) were never reportedfor the years covered. If 10% Table 3).
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Table 3
Total income tax filers and revenues generated

(In million pesos)

Individuals Corporations Totals
Average

Numberof Numberof Numberof Increase
Year filers Amount filers Amount filers Amount %

1972 572,517 508.3 15,746 867.1 588,263 1,375.4 --

1973 648,538 520.6 18,027 1,857.7 666,656 2,378.3 73
1974 744,943 808.1 19,130 2,372.0 746,073 3,180.1 34
1975 883,001 1,119.7 10,841 1,954.1 893,842 3,073.8 -3
1976 1,025,692 1,483.0 13,288 2,222.2 ,038,980 3,705.2 20
1977 1,113,673 2,473.3 13,703 2,048.6 1,127,376 4,521.9 22
1978 1,383,001 2,548.8 14,421 2,641.6 1,397,422 5,190.4 15
1979 1,343,250 3,185.0 15,895 2,872.3 1,359,145 6,057.3 17
1980 861,882 3,289.0 6,057 3,331.9 877,939 6,620.9 9
1981 919,548 3,466.8 5,174 3,605.4 934,722 7,072.2 7
1982 1,124,022 3,355.0 16,742 3,961.3 1,140,764 7,316.3 3
1983 806,183 3,624.7 16,057 4,799.2 822,240 8,423.9 15
1984 707,921 4,369.5 12,662 8,208.2 720,583 12,577.7 49
1985 * 5,480.4 *

8,439.3
* 13,919.7 11

Totals -- 36,232.2 -- 49,180.9 -- 85,413.1

* Data not yet available.

Basic Source: Annual Reports of the Bureau of Internal Revenue

Improvement in public morale. While this may not be forefront in discreditingthe Marcosadministrationfor
accurately measured vis--vis the total impact of the the alleged misuse of public money and rampant graft
tax amnesty, it may be safely deduced that the amnesty and corruption. This campaign emboldenedtaxpayers
objective of allowing incorrigible taxpayers to start a to rally behind the civil disobedience campaign of
clean slate should suffice to elevate public morale to a President Aquino which included non-paymentor in-
higher level. Of course, the problem crops up during correct payment of taxes. Now that the discredited
the subsequentyears when several amnestieshad been regime has been dislodged, the present dispensation
enacted which could have neutralized the inherent in offering a tax amnesty gives the same taxpayers the
objective of a tax amnesty. opportunity to redeem their lost patriotism. But being
On the negative side, the Marcos regime after the first one-time, Government is giving the warning that no

two PDs, seemed to have considered tax amnesty as a
other income tax amnestiesare to be expected at least

regularsource of revenue. This was also an acceptance during this Government's incumbency. Thereafter,
that the tax administration machinery cannot cope

the entire tax enforcementmechanismwill be utilized
with the situation. It was also an acceptance that tax to generate maximum compliance among the

evasion has accelerated as a practice. citizenry.
The amnesty tax under E.O. No. 41 shall be 10% of

B. Tax amnesties under PresidentAquino the increase in net worth of the taxpayer from 31
December 1980 to 31 December 1985, but should not

Executive Order No. 41 is entitled Declaringa One- be lower than 5,000 for individuals and P 10,000
Time Tax Amnesty Covering Unpaid Income Taxes for corporations.By adoptingthis net worth approach,
for the Years 1981 to 1985. It will be recalled that the Government is giving a compromise to the taxpayer
income tax amnesties of Marcos covered 1980 and whose presumed deficiency taxes amount to 10%
prior years. The objectivesof ExecutiveOrderNo. 41 thereof.
are: (a) to raise more revenues, and (b) to impress As regards the exceptions to the coverage of the tax
upon taxpayers that after this one-time income tax which were also in the Marcos am-
amnesty, Governmentwill vigorouslyenforce existing amnesty, present
tax laws. nesty decrees, there are basic considerations for their

non-inclusion. The non-inclusion of administrative,
The objective of generating more revenue hinges on civil or criminal cases involving non-payment or
the premise that taxpayers would come out voluntar- fraudulent payment of income taxes is based on the
ily. While it seems instinctive to evade payment of traditionally accepted tenet of separation of powers.
taxes, for some people other factors could have moti- Once a case has been recognized by the judiciary or
vated them to ignore or fraudulentlycomplywith their quasi-judicialbodies, the legislature should no longer
tax obligations. The incumbent leadership was in the approach that case. Besides, Governmenthas already
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spent time, money and effort in the investigation and to the basis of the computationof tax liabilities- 1978

prosecution stages of these cases. or 1984 general revision; (2) the computationof delin-
tax

The same may be said as regards former President quency regarding the special education may con-

sider the i 5,000 exemption under PD 1621 or
Marcos (and his associates) who have been subjected p 1,000 under PD 1913; and (3) the period covered
to investigationand prosecutionthrough the Presiden- be 1985 and prior and not 1981 to 1985.
tial Commission on Good Government created by may years

President Aquino to recover illegally acquired wealth It appears that there is an immediate need to inform

by Marcos and his men. With respect to withholding the local treasurers of the laws and developments di-
tax liabilities, the same should not really be subject to rectly affectingproperty taxation. Clarificationsespe-
any kind of condonation because such liabilities in- cially on the problems just cited are also in order to

volve tax money paid by people other than the with- avoid conflictsand delay in the paymentand collection

holding agent. It will be obnoxious to sound public of tax liabilities. It is imperative that these problems
policy if such withholdingagents will be condoned for are given priority considering that the availment of
their acts of non-remittance of tax money they are amnesty ends on 31 December 1986.
entrusted with and mandated to remit thereafter to
Government.

As regards the immunities condoned, the Executive
V. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION

Order is clear that it only condones tax related In the Philippines, a tax amnesty has been recognizedliabilities. With respect to liabilitiesinvolvingnon-pay- as a significant innovation to attain certain objectives
ment of other taxes, E.O. 41 does not offer any am- in tax administration such as generating public tax
nesty; the same is covered by the other amnesties, consciousness and recouping uncollectible tax reve-
e.g., E.O. 42 on real property liabilities, E.0. 44 on

nues.
disputedassessmentsand anotheron foreign exchange
stashed abroad. As regards cases which are not tax-re- During the time of former President Marcos, about

lated, the taxpayer can only invoke freedom from in- 2.6 million taxpayersavailed themselvesof tax amnes-

vestigation and non-admission as evidence of the in- ties and paid about P 1.9 billion as amnesty taxes. Of
come tax amnesty return. The BIR Commissioner, the 10 tax decrees, 6 pertain to previously untaxed
however, could look into the books and records of the income and/or wealth which generated about

taxpayer in case the latter waives immunity from P 1.8 billion paid by 473,213 taxpayers. The response
examinationby askingfor a tax refund, credit or incen- to the first amnestydecree was significant. Subsequent
tive. Practical necessity requires their verification by amnesty decrees on previously untaxed income did
tax authorities before a refund, credit or incentive is not generate much income. This shows that the
to be granted. number of errant taxpayers was probably decreasing

as could be gleaned by the number of amnesty tax
The rationale and implicationsof the other tax amnes- filers in 1972 to 1974. However, in 1975, the number
ties are more or less similar with Executive Order No. of amnesty tax filers again increased (from 59,955 to
41 and shall not be discussed in detail. From all these 106,944). This was probablydue to the announcement
tax amnesty laws, Government is expected to raise that the amnesty decree was supposed to be the last
about i 1.040 million as revenues.16 decree. After 5 in 1980, total of92,808amnesty years a

Executive Order Nos. 41 and 42 were issued on 22 amnesty tax filers was recorded showing that many
August 1986 or two months after the Tax Package was taxpayers had been annually misdeclaring their taxa-

approvedby the Presidentand the Cabinet. Since only ble incomes. With such trend, and if some of its weak-
4 months are left for taxpayers to avail themselves of nesses are corrected, the Aquino income tax amnesty
the amnesties, there is need for the Government to legislationsare expected to generateconsiderablerev-

undertake a vigorous nation-wide information cam- enue upon noting that the taxable years covered are

paign and promote the merits of the laws as widely as from 1981 to 1985 when the Marcos regime appeared
possible. to have been in serious political credibility crisis.

The same may be said of the other tax amnestiesissued
In the case of E.O. 41, two possible problem areas by President Aquino.would concern the issue of double taxation and the
short period of availment earlier mentioned. Since While the income generated under the Marcos am-

increase in net worth is the taxable base, there may be nesty laws seems to be enough justification for their
assets which might have been derived from income issuance, there is equal feeling that such amnesties

already declared and taxed that would be taxed again. seriously eroded the confidence of taxpayers in Gov-

Likewise, some assets might have been received ernment. The level of tax consciousness could have

through inheritance and donations on which transfer been seriously affected by the almost yearly issuance
taxes might have been alreadypaid. Theremay indeed of tax amnesty laws which undermined the efforts of
be a point in allowing as credit (against the tax based tax enforcement agencies. It seems that the Govern-
on net worth) income taxes and possibly transfer taxes menthas regarded tax amnestyas a regular tax source.

paid from 1981 to 1985. Despite the foregoing, the Aquino Government still

Property Tax Amnesty under E.O. 42 presents three
possible problems, these are: (1) possible confusionas 16. Excludingthe proposed tax amnestyon repatriationof foreign assets.
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ventured on issung its own versions of tax amnesty. politicalleaders.The amnesty legislation is also consis-
The difference,however, is that the Aquino amnesties tent with the call of PresidentAquino for a reconcilia-
make clear the point that they are being issued as first tion between Government and the taxpaying public.
and last during the Aquino incumbency. There is need Of course, revenues that may be generated will be of
for an amnesty grant because taxpayers were encour- much help to the new regime as it undertakes its pro-
aged by the new Governmentnot to pay their taxes as gram of political, social and economic recovery. In
a form of civil disobedienceduring the Marcos regime, fact, four months after ExecutiveOrder41 was issued,
particularly for the period 1981 to 1985. An amnesty availment of the Aquino Amnesty Law has already
tax is consideredproper at this point in time when the attained the goal of one billion pesos, despite of some

Philippines experiences a change of Governmentand basic weaknesses in the Law.

, The discussions will be chaired by Dr. Jurg Plattner,
Buro Stiffler & Nater, Zrich.

news 3. Abuse of tax treaties

_ Anti-abuse provisions in national and tax treaty law;
possibilitiesof tax planning.
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- Eric Tomsett, International Tax Partner, Touche
Ross, London; and
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- Grard Mentry, WissenschaftlicherAdjunkt, Di-

of IFA will meet in Lucerne (Switzerland). The pur-
vision for internationaltax law and double taxation

pose of this joint meeting is: matters, Federal Tax Administration,Bern.
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the other country; Group Tax Manager, Glaxo Holdings Plc., London.
to further the understanding of problems con--

nected with cross-border transactions; and 4. Disguiseddividend distributions
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with colleagues. ary profit adjustments; tax problems connected with
The following subjects have been listed: the purchase of enterprises in other countries and

merger operations.
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United Kingdom: Advance CorporationTax.(ACT);

- Ken Etherington, Group Tax Manager, British-

Value Added Tax (VAT). American Tobacco Company Plc., London; and

Switzerland: Federal tax system; lump sum taxation;
- Dr. Peter Altenburger,Rechtsanwalt,BroStucki

& Altenburger, Zrich.trusts; stamp taxes.
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Papers will be read by: Director, ImperialChemical IndustriesPlc., London.
Michael Smart, Group Tax Manager,Rank Xerox-

Ltd., London; 5. Current internationaltax problems
John Reynolds, Group Tax Manager, Royal Bank-

of Scotland, London; and A panel discussion will be held on mutual assistance

Dr. Marcus Desac, Rechtsanwalt,Bro Pestalozzi in tax matters between the tax administrationsof two
-
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2. Base companies: Partner, Dearden Farrow, London and Daniel Lthi,
Vice Directorof the Division for international tax law

United Kingdom: Corporate residence; non-resident and double taxation matters of the Federal Tax Ad-
U.K. companies; Controlled Foreign Corporation ministration, and chaired by prof. Dr. W. Ryser, Di-
provisions (CFC). rektor ATAG AllgemeineTreuhand AG, Bern. AG,
Switzerland: Cantonal tax privileges. Bern.

Papers will be read by: Registration is possible up to 6 May 1987. The address
Bernard Jeffcote, International Tax Partner, Ar- of the conference organization is:-

thur Young, London; IFA Sekretariat
David Ross, International Tax Partner, Price c/o Schweiz. Bankgesellschaft/Steuerdienst,Bahnhof--

Waterhouse, London; and strasse 45
Gion Clopath, Partner, Peat Marwick Mitchell & 8021 Zrich, Switzerland-

Co., Geneva. Phone 01/234 23 78
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CZEC-IOS_OVA4IA:

Conventionson theAvoidanceof
DoubleTaxation
By Milan Bake

--.- - -'

This article is intended to provide a concise review of the principal rules -///.-

governingthe taxation ofnon-residentsand the Conventionsfor the avoid-
anceofdouble taxationconcludedby the CzechoslovakocialistRepublic. Jk 1

TAXATIONOF INCOME IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA /'
Under the Czechoslovak fiscal legislation, all categories of income or

profits are subject to tax regardless of how, or where, the income is , 1
acquired, whether it is regular or casual, whether it is saved, invested or

consumed.

Since 1 January 1983, no tax on capital has been levied.

Residents and non-residents r,i-

Taxation laws make a distinction between taxation of residents and taxa-

tion of non-residents.

An individual is deemed to be a resident of Czechoslovakia if he has a

permanenthome available to him in Czechoslovakiaor if he is present in
that country for more than one year.

A legal person is deemed to be a resident of Czechoslovakia if it is
established under the Czechoslovak law or if it has its statutory seat or

place of management in Czechoslovakia.

All other natural and legal persons are deemed to be non-residents.

Taxationof residents

Residents are subject to unlimited tax liability, i.e. they are taxed on all
their income originating in Czechoslovakiaas well as abroad (world-wide
income). Czechoslovakcitizens sent abroad in the service of the Czecho- Professor Dr. Milan Bake (Juris Doctor,

slovak Government (e.g. diplomaticagents and consularofficers) are also CandidatusScientiae)was born on 1 1 Oc-

subject to full tax liability.
tober 1939 in amberk, Czechoslovakia.
Educated at the grammar school in

Rychnovnad Knnou, he was admitted to
Taxationof non-residents the Law Faculty of the Charles University

in Prague where he completed his studies
Non-residents are subject to tax on income derived from Czechoslovak in 1961. After three years in the foreign
sources (limited tax liability). exchange and legal department of a

won a compe-
The following types of income are, for instance, deemed to be derived foreign trade enterprise, he

tition for fellowship in the financial law de-
from Czechoslovaksources: partmentof the Law Faculty of the Charles

(1) Income from immovable property situated in Czechoslovakia. University Admitted as a lecturer, in 1969

(2) Business profits coming from a permanent establishment situated in he was appointed Assistant Professor of

Czechoslovakia (only profits attributable to the permanentestablish- Financial Law.
In addition to some fifty paperson budget,

ment. are taxed). taxation, credit and exchange problems
(3) Net profits distributed by a mixed company (joint venture) to the published in Czechoslovakiaand abroad,

shareholders. he has written five monographs. Among
(4)Interest and royalties paid by Czechoslovakdebtors. the more recent ones is the financial law

(5) Remuneration paid for independent or dependent personal services textbook for Czechoslovak universities
exercised in Czechoslovakia. (eskoslovensk finann prvo (Cze-

(6) Income derived by public entertainers, musicians and athletes from choslovak Financial Law)
their personal activities as such exercised in Czechoslovakia. Presently he s Professor of Financial Law

and Pro-Deanof the Law Facultyof Charles
The members of diplomatic missions and consular posts enjoy fiscal University. He is also correspondent for

privileges according to the provisions of the Vienna Conventions. Tax News Service.
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Concessionsor exemptionsgivento non-residents In order to avoid double taxation, Czechoslovakiahas
concluded two multilateral Conventions with the

Some exemptionsfrom the limited tax liabilityor con- States of the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance
cessions are accorded to non-residents. (CMEA) and several bilateral Conventions for the

avoidance of double taxation.
Wages, salaries and similar remuneration derived
from dependentpersonalservices (employment)exer-

cised in Czechoslovakiaare exempt from tax if:
MULTILATERALCONVENTIONS

(a) the recipient is present in Czechoslovakia for a

period or periods not exceeding in the aggregate The Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, Bulgarian
183 days in a calendar year, and People's Republic, German Democratic Republic,

(b) the remuneration is paid by or on behalf of an Hungarian People's Republic, Mongolian People's
employer who is not a resident of Czechoslovakia, Republic, Polish People's Republic, Romanian
and Socialist Republic and Union of the Soviet Socialist

(c) the remuneration is not borne by a permanent Republics are MemberStates of the MultilateralCon-
establishmentsituated in Czechoslovakia. vention for the avoidanceof double taxationof income

If the employment is exercised in Czechoslovakiaand and of capital of individualsand of the analogousCon-

both the employer and employee are not residents of vention concerning legal persons.

Czechoslovakia, 15% of the remuneration is exempt
from tax and the tax is levied on the rest at the rate of Conventionfor the avoidanceofdoubletaxationof
20%. incomeandofcapitalof individuals1

Business profits coming from a building site or con-
was onstruction project are exempt from tax if the building

This Convention signed in Miscolc 27 May
site or constructionproject does not last for more than 1977. It entered into force on 1 January 1979 and has

183 days.
been effective since that date.

Non-resident individuals cannot claim any personal
The Convention applies to natural persons who have

allowances, reliefs or reductionsfor taxation purposes
a permanent abode in one of the Contracting States.

on account of civil status or family responsibilities If the permanent abode (domicile) cannot be deter-
which are granted to resident individuals. mined, the person is deemed to have his permanent

abode in the Contracting State of which he is a na-

tional. If the question cannot be determined on theCollectionof the tax
basis of nationality, the Ministries of Finance of the

The tax on wages, salaries and similar remuneration, ContractingStatessettle the questionby mutual agree-
if the wage, salary or similar remuneration is paid by ment.
an employer who is a resident of Czechoslovakia or The Convention applies to taxes on income, capital,the employment is exercised in a permanentestablish- successions and gifts.ment, is withheld at source. In other cases the tax is
assessed on the yearly income. The tax on interest and The Convention implies an allocation of the right to

on both industrial and cultural royalties is also with- tax each individual item of income, capital, succession
held at source. or gift between the State of residence (domicile) and

the State of source (situs) according to the followingThe tax on other income (e.g. income from business provisions:activities carried on in Czechoslovakia through a per-
manent establishment) is assessed. The payments 1. Residents of a Contracting State sent by an organ
made by Czechoslovak debtors to non-residents are or an organizationof this State to exerciseemployment
subject to a prepaymentof the tax (if the income is not in their commercial, transport or other agency includ-

subject to a withholdingtax). The payermust withhold ing press and informationcentres, situated in any other
5% of the amount paid and transfer it to the Tax ContractingState, are exempt in this other State from
Administration.The prepaymentsare creditedagainst tax on the remunerationfrom this employment.
the taxpayer's final tax, and only the difference re- The same provision applies to residents of a Contract-
mains to be paid. If the prepaymentsexceed the final ing State sent from this State to perform personaltax assessed, the excess is refunded to the taxpayer. services in international non-economic organizations

the statutory seat of which is situated in any other

DOUBLE TAXATION ContractingState.

2. Remuneration received for personal services by a

The applicationof both the residenceprincipleand the resident of a ContractingState who is employedby an

source principle in Czechoslovakiaand in other coun-

tries results in double taxation, the effects of whichare

harmful to the exchange of goods, technology and 1. For an English translation of the text, see 32 Bulletin for International
Fiscal Documentation9 (1978) at 411 and Guides to EuropeanTaxation,

services and to the development of international Vol. v, Taxation in EuropeanSocialistCountries, Section CMEA (hereaf-
economiccooperation. ter cited as GET-V).
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international economic organization (e.g. a mixed disposal of such property, may be taxed only in the

company engaged in business) the statutory seat of ContractingState in which the property in question is
which is situated in any other Contracting State may situated.
be taxed in this other ContractingState unless there is The movable property, income from the use of such
a special agreementbetween the ContractingStates to

property, gains from the alienation from other
the contrary.

or any
form of disposal of such property, may be taxed only

3. Remunerationderived by a resident of a Contract- in the Contracting State of which the legal person is a

ing State in respect of personal servicesof technical or resident.
similar character, teaching, training or consultantser- Special agreements concluded by the Contractingvices, lectures, personal activities of an entertainer States provide for taxation of income and capital of
such as a theatre, motion picture, radio or television international organizations established by the Con-
artiste, or a musician, or an athlete, exercised in any tracting States or of internationaleconomic organiza-other Contracting State, may be taxed in that other tions establishedby legal persons of those States.
State if the remuneration is paid by a resident of that
other State. Dividendspaid by an internationalorganizationwhich

has its seat in one of the Contracting States to its
If the remuneration is paid by a resident of the first- members are exempt from tax in this State if the reci-
mentioned State, the remunerationmay be taxed only pient is a resident of any other ContractingState.
in this State.

The provisions of this Convention shall not affect the
4. Royalties of any kind received as a consideration fiscal privilegesof diplomaticmissions, consularposts,for the use of any copyright of literary, artistic or missions international organizationsscientific work, of any patent, scientificdiscovery, de- permanent or to

which they are entitled under international law or
sign or model, technical improvement, know-how, under special agreements.etc., may be taxed only in the Contracting State of
which the recipient is a resident.

5. The immovable and movable property, income BILATERALCONVENTIONSFORTHE
from use in any form of such a property, property AVOIDANCEOF DOUBLETAXATION

acquired by inheritance, bequest or gift, gains from
alienation of immovable or movable property are tax- Czechoslovakia has concluded Conventions for the
able in the ContractingState in which such a property avoidance of double taxation of income and capital
is situated. with the States mentioned in Table 1.

Table 1

Conventionfor the avoidanceofdoubletaxationof ContractingState Dateof sgnature Conventionapplies
incomeand ofcapitalof legalpersons2 to taxeson

This Conventionwas signed in Ulan Bator on 19 May
Netherlands 4 March 1974 ncome and capita
France 1 June 1973 ncome and capita

1978. It entered into force on 1 January 1979 and has Finland 31 January 1975 ncome and capita
been effective since that date. Belgium 19 June 1975 ncome and capita
The Convention applies to legal persons having their Japan 11October1977 Income

statutory seat in one of the Contracting States. If the Austria 7 March 1978 ncome and capita

seat of the legal person cannot be determined,the seat
Sri Lanka 26July 1978 ncomeand capita

is deemed to be situated in the Contracting State, Norway 27 June 1979 ncome and capita
Sweden 16 February1979 ncome and capita

according to the law of which the legal person was Cyprus 15 April 1980 Income
established. If the seat of a legal person cannot be Spain 8 May 1980 ncome and capita
determined according to the above-mentionedprovi- Denmark 5 May 1982 ncome and capita
sions, the Ministries of Finance of the Contracting Yugosavia 2 November1981 Incomeand capital
States shall settle the question by mutual agreement. Federal Republic

of Germany 19 December1980 Incomeandcapital
The Convention applies to taxes and other levies of Italy 5 May 1981 Incomeandcapital
similar characteron income and on capital imposed in
the Contracting States.

Conventionsfor the avoidanceofdouble taxation

Subject to the provisions of the further paragraphs, notyet in force
the income of a legal person which is a resident of a

Contracting State, originating in any of these States, The Conventionsconcludedby Czechoslovakiafor the
received either directly or through a branch, agency, avoidanceof double taxation with Morocco (signed27
office or other similar facility, may be taxed only in the
Contracting State of which the legal person is a resi-
dent. 2. See Dr. Tibor Nagy, MultlateralTax Agreementsand Tax Coordi-

nation in the CMEA in 19 European Taxation 12 (1979) at 379. An
The immovableproperty, income from the use of such English translation of the text is included in the Appendix at 387. See also

property, gains from the alienation or from any other GET-V, Section CMEA.
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June 1984), with India (signed 27 January 1986) and Table3
with Brazil (signed 26 August 1986) have not yet en-

Categoryofincome Convention The righttotax is conferred (Statetered into force.
on

concludedwith of residenceorState of source,

Czechoslovakia has also concluded several Conven- situs, perm. establishment)

tions of a limited nature (shipping, air transport). Dividends All States The rightto tax is shared between
the two ContractingStates.

The bilateral Conventionsfor the avoidanceof double Netherlands Thetax in the State of source must
taxation concluded by Czechoslovakia are based on Sweden not exceed 10%. But if the recipient
principles adopted by the OECD Model Convention. isacompanywhichholdsatleast
There are, however, some departuresfrom this Model 25% of the capital of the company
Convention. In the Conventions concluded with de- paying thedividends,thedividends

betaxedonly in the Stateof
veloping countries more weight is given to the source

may
residence.

principles than in the OECD Model Convention.
Finland Thetax in the State of mustsource

Yugoslavia notexceed 15%. But if the recipient
Norway is a companywhich holds at least
Spain 25% ofthecapitalofthecompany

payingthedividends,thetaxinthe
Stateofsourcemaynotexceed5%.

France The tax in the State of source must
Cyprus notexceed 10%.

Allocationof the right to tax betweenthe Stateof Austria
residenceand the Stateof sourcein the bilateral

Belgium In the State of source thetaxmust -

Conventionsconcludedby Czechoslovakia Denmark not exceed 15%.

Italy
Table 2

F.R. Germany Inthe State of source the tax must

Categoryof income Convention The right totax is conferredon (State notexceed 15%. Butif the recipient
orcapital concludedwith of residenceor State of source, isacompanywhich holdsat least

situs, perm. establishment) 25% ofthe capital ofthecompany
payingthedividends,thetax in the

Immovable All Contracting The ContractingState in which the Stateofsourcemustnotexceed5%.
property, income States immovableproperty is situated. When the rate forthe distributed
from immovable Netherlands Interestsecured bymortgageon profits is lower at least by 20% than
property, gains immovablepropertymay be taxed in for undistributedprofits, thetax in
from alienationof the ContractingState in whichthe the State of source is 25%, if the
immovableproperty propertyis situated. recipient is a companyholding at

Business profits All Contracting State ofenterprise. least 25% voting shares.
States Sri Lanka Not more than 15% at source.

Businessprofits All Contracting State in which the permanent Interest Finland The interestmay be taxed only in the
made througha States establishmentis situated. Only France State of residence.
permanent profitsattributed tothe permanent Denmark
establishment establishmentaretaxed. In some Italy

Conventions,the definition-of Yugoslavia
permanentestablishmentdeparts Norway
somewhatfrom the wordingof Art. 5 F.R. Germany
paragraph3of the OECD Model Austria
Convention. Spain

Profits from Belgium The ContractingState in which the Sweden

shipping, inland France place of effectivemanagementof Netherlands The interestmay be taxed only in the
water-waysand air Yugoslavia the enterprise is situated. State of residence. But intereston
transports Netherlands debt-claimssecured by mortgageFR Germany aretaxedas ncome from immovable

Austria State of the enterprise. property. Intereston debt-claims

carryinga right to participate in the
Profits from Denmark The ContractingState in which the debtor's profits are taxed as
shippingand air Finland placeofeffectivemanagementof dividends.
transport Italy the enterpriseis situated.

Cyprus Belgium The righttotaxis shared between

Norway the two ContractingStates. The tax

Spain in the State of source may not

Sweden exceed 10%. Interestoncommercial
loans, currentaccountsor deposits

Japan The State of the enterprise. with a bank (exceptcurrent

Many agreementson airtransportservicescontain accounts forsecurities)may be

provisionsprovidingfortheavoidanceofdouble taxed only in the State of residence.

taxationof incomeand capital. Japan The rightto tax is shared between
Cyprus thetwoContractingStates. In the
Sri Lanka Stateof source, the tax may not

exceed 10%. In the State of source,
an exemptionfrom tax is accorded
tothe Governmentcredits.
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claim accordingto the provisionsof a DoubleTaxation
Categoryofincome Convention Therighttotaxisconferredon(State

concludedwith of residenceor Stateofsource, Convention concluded by Czechoslovakia need not

situs, perm. establishment) submit any application forms. In Czechoslovakia,the

Royaltiespaid for Belgium The right to tax is shared between exemptionsfrom the tax or reductionsof the tax under
the useof any Denmark the two ContractingStates, but the provisionsof a Conventionfor the avoidanceofdouble
patent, trade mark, Finland tax in the State of source may not taxaton are accorded automatcallyat source.

designor model, France exceed 5%ofthegrossamountof
plan, secret formula Italy royalties. There is, however, an exception for residents of Bel-
or process, know- Cyprus gium who have to use application forms issued by the
how, equipment Netherlands Belgian Fiscal Administration.

Norway
F.R. Germany When the Czechoslovak debtor withheld the tax at
Austria variance with the provisions of a Double Taxation
Spain Convention or with internal law, the creditormay ask
Sweden

the CzechoslovakFinancial Administration to refund
Japan The righttotax is shared between the tax withheldor the differencebetweenthe amount
Yugoslavia thetwoStates, butthetax inthe
Sri Lanka Stateofsource may not exceed 10% of tax withheld and the amount of tax which could be

of the gross amountofroyalties. withheld under the provisions of the Convention for
the avoidance of double taxation. The applicationCultural royalties Belgium Cultural royaltiesmay betaxedonly

(copyright) Denmark in the State of residence. must be filed within 3 years since 1 January next fol-
Finland lowing the date of the payment. No ap lication form
France is prescribed.The applicationmay be submittedby the
Italy intermediaryof the Czechoslovakdebtor.
Japan
Cyprus
Norway
Austria
Spain UNILATERALRELIEFFROMDOUBLE
Sweden
Sri Lanka TAXATION

F.R.Germany Therighttotaxisshared between
Netherlands thetwoContractingStatesbut in the The residents of Czechoslovakia are entitled to the

State of source the tax may not unilateral relief from double taxation under the
exceed 5% of the gross amountof Czechoslovak internal fiscal law if the income origi-
royalties. nates in a country with which Czechoslovakiahas not

Yugosavia The rghtto taxs shared between concluded a Convention for the avoidance of double
thetwoContractingStates, but in the taxation.
State of source the tax may not
exceed 10% ofthe gross amountof Relief is granted provided the foreign tax is similar to
royalties. Czechoslovaktax (corporationtax, tax on income, tax

on profits). In other cases, foreign taxes paid are a

The other provisionsof the Conventionsconcludedby deductible expense.
Czechoslovakia for the avoidance of double taxation

was
are either identical with or depart slightly from the Originally, the exemption method generallyused

in Czechoslovakinternal taxation law. Since the latest
OECD Model Convention. changes in the taxation laws were introduced, the cre-

dit methodhas been used as a unilateralrelief to elimi-
REDUCTIONOF OREXEMPTIONFROMTHE
CZECHOSLOVAKTAX

nate double taxation of legal persons. As far as the
agriculturaltax on profits paid by enterprisesand taxes

The non-residents who wish to benefit from tax on income paid by individuals are concerned, the

exemption or tax reduction which they are entitled to exemption method has been used.
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HONG KONG: allowances for the first and second child are to be
increased by HK$ 2,000 each. The new rates are

Budget1987
therefore:

1986/87 1987/88

By I.W. Harris
HK$ HK$

Personalallowance- single 20,500 29,000
married 41,000 60,000-

Additional personal allowance
Mr. Harris is Group Tax Adviserof The Hongkong and single 8,500 5,000-

Shanghai Banking Corporation. married 19,000 10,000--

Child allowances: 1 st child 9,000 11,000
2nd child 6,000 8,000

The new Financial Secretary, Mr. Piers Jacobs, pre- There will be clawback arrangementsin respect of
sented his first budget on 25 February 1987. the additional personal allowances operating at

He was able to present an optimistic picture with the HK$ 34,000 for a single person and HK$ 70,000
forecast surplus of HK$ 348 million for 1986/1987 for a married couple.
being raised to HK$ 3,077 million due mainly to (iii)The 15% band to be extended from HK$ 10,000
buoyancy in tax revenue rather than any decrease in to HK$ 20,000. The new rate bands are therefore
expenditure. However, despite the expected substan- as follows:
tial surplus for 1986/87, the Financial Secretary pro-
posed a cautious approach to 1987/88 by limiting Tax Total

growth in expenditure to 4.9% in real terms. Revenue HK$ HK$

was also expected to grow to produce an estimated First HK$ 10,000@ 5% 500 500

surplus orior to taxation proposals of HK$ 2,093 mil- Next HK$10,000@10% 1,000 1,500
lion anc after proposals the forecast surplus was re- Next HK$ 20,000 @ 15% 3,000 4,500
duced to HK$ 1,768 million. The principal amend- Next HK$ 20,000 @ 20% 4,000 8,500
ments to taxation are as follows: Balance @ 25%

1. REVENUE RAISING MEASURES B. Profits tax

The principal proposals to increase existing duties (i) Corporate rate reduced from 18.5% to 18%.

were: (ii) Standard rate reduced from 17% to 16.5% .

Motor spirit (gasoline) from HK$ 2.30 per litre to-

HK$ 2.40 per litre. C. Estate duty
Motor diesel from HK$1.15 per litre to HK$1.20-

per litre. A reduction in the rates of estate duty as follows:
Hard liquor increases to range from 6% to 13%.-

Imported unmanufacturedtobacco from HK$ 190-

Wheretheprincipalvalue Rateofestate duty

to HK$ 200 per kilogram.
of the estate 1987/88 1986/87

(In HK$)
Cigars from HK$ 210 to HK$ 220 per kilogram.-

Chinese prepared tobacco from HK$ 40 to
Does not exceed 2,000,000 Nil NiI

-

Exceeds2,000,000but does
HK$ 43 per kilogram. not exceed 2,500,000 6% 10%

Business registration fee from HK$ 500 to Exceeds2,500,000but does-

HK$ 550. not exceed 3,000,000 8% 12%

Vehicle and driving licence fees increase around-

Exceeds3,000,000but does

5%.
notexceed 3,500,000 10% 14%

Exceeds3,500,000but does
Visa and travel documents average increase of exceed 4,000,000 12% 16%- not

12%. Exceeas4,000,000but does
not exceed 4,500,000 14% 18%

Exceeds4,500,000but does
not exceed 5,000,000 16% 18%

2. TAX CONCESSIONS Exceeds5,000,000
and above ........... 18% 18%

A. Personaltaxation

(i) Standard rate reduced from 17% to 16.5%.
3. LEGISLATIVEPROPOSALS

(ii) Consolidation of the existing personal and addi- A. Time apportionment
tional allowance and creation of new additional
personal allowancesof HK$ 5,000 for a single per- It is proposed to introduce legislation to overcome a

son and HK$ 10,000 for a married person. The major area of dispute between the Revenu and the
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taxpayer where the taxpayer with a non-Hong Kong based on the Australian Myer Emporium case

employment is only assessed for Hong Kong salaries whereby income flows are converted into a capital
tax on the basis of time spent in Hong Kong. Further, receipt.
it is proposed to only grant time apportionmentwhere
the absence exceeds 60 days and, although it is not

absolutely clear, it would appear that the new law will C. Double taxation

apply irrespectiveof whether the employmentis Hong Although legislation is promised, the FinancialSec-
Kong or foreign.

no

retary has stated he will look into the question of
double taxation particularly in relation to the People's

B. Anti-avoidance Republic of China.

The Financial Secretary proposes to outlaw schemes

WESTERNSAMOA: ernment, in pursuing a more equitable distribution of
the tax burden, has taken the following actions:

Budget1987 (a) Goods and services tax

Introduction in the 1986 First Supplementary Esti-

By FapianoStowers* mates of a first stage of a broad based consumptiontax
in the form of a limited goods and services tax. It is

Policy perspectives intended that in time this tax will be expanded to cover

all services, then, ultimatelyall goods. Such expansion
The Governmentwill continue to work towards creat- will, however, be linked directly to reforms in the
ing a stable economic environmentwhile at the same ncome tax, excise tax, and the customs tarifffor which
time accelerating the process of structural transforma- extensive reviews have already commenced, some of
tion of the economy which should serve to strengthen which are nearing completion.
and diversify the capacity to produce and to export.

It is not possible to implementonly those policy issues

() Fiscal policy which result in revenue reductions without the simul-
taneous introductionof new or expandedmeasures to

Steps will be taken to maintain and strengthen the offset these reductions.
budgetary positions of the Government and public
enterprisesso that there is no undue burden of adjust- (b) Income tax reform
ment on monetary and credit policy instrumentsin the
future. The main emphasis is on reducing as far as The detailed revieuwof the income tax whichhas been

practicable the role of the Government and public taking place over the past two years is now nearing
enterprises in the economy. completionand a final draft act should be tabled in the

1987 Sessionof Parliament. In the meantime, the Gov-
The Governmenthas already taken steps in this direc- ernment has approved of a reduction in income tax by
tion through the sale of its minority shareholdings in proposingan interimreduction in taxes from 1 January
selected private companies, initiation of negotiations 1987 until such time the new act is introduced.
on the privatization of the Special Projects Develop-
ment Corporation and the liquor operations of the Generally normal income tax for individuals will be

Customs Department. reduced by 15% up to the level of $ 3,000 and by 10%
on any excess over $ 3,000 tax. Company taxes will be

(ii) Taxationpolicy decreased from 42% to 39% whereas taxes on divi-
dends paid to residents will be increased to a final tax

The taxation policy of the Governmentfocuses on the of 10%.
need to reduce and equitably distribute the overall tax
burden and institute incentivesfor development.Prog- [continued on p. 190]
ress on the reduction of the overall tax burden will

depend to a large extent on the success in cutting back
on the size of the Governmentexpenditures.The Gov- * Coopers and Lybrand, Matautu uta, Western Samoa.-
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SOUTHAFRICA: ation proposals upon the table in Parliament on 9
February 1987, in respect of the year of assessment

The 1987Mini-Budget
ending on 29 February 1988 or 30 June 1988,
whichever is applicable. The proposals are subject to
the present law and the amending Act to be passed

By Dr. Erwin Spiro, LL.D(h.c.) during the present session of Parliament.The propos-
als deal only with individual taxpayers and not with
companies.

1. INTRODUCTION

Because of the forthcoming election on 6 May 1987, 2. TABLES
the proper Budget will be submitted late this year.
Following a precedent set in 1981, the Minister of The proposalscontain the following tax tables for mar-
Finance,Mr. Barenddu Plessis, laid (provisional) tax- ried persons and not married persons respectively.

TABLE FOR MARRIED PERSONS

Taxable income Rates of tax

Where the taxable income-
does not exceed R12,000 .......................................... 15% of each Rl of the taxable income;

exceeds R12,000 but does not exceed R13,000 R ,,800 pllus 16% of the amount by whiich the taxablle
income exceeds R12,000;

exceeds R13,000 but does not exceed R14,000 R ,960 plus 18% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R1 3,000;

exceeds R14,000 but does not exceed R15,000 R 2,140 plus 20% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R14,000;

exceeds R15,000 but does not exceed R16,000 R 2,340 plus 22% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R15,000;

exceeds R16,000 but does not exceed R18,000 R 2,560 plus 24% of the amount by whch the taxable
income exceeds R16,000;

exceeds R18,000 but does not exceed R20,000 R 3,040 plus 26% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R18,000;

exceeds R20,000 but does not exceed R22,000 R 3,560 plus 28% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R20,000,

exceeds R22,000 but does not exceed R24,000 R 4,120 plus 30% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R22,000,

exceeds R24,000 but does not exceed R26,000 R 4,720 plus 32% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R24,000;

exceeds R26,000 but does not exceed R28,000 R 5,360 plus 34% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R26,000;

exceeds R28,000 but does not exceed R30,000 R 6,040 plus 36% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R28,000;

exceeds R30,000 but does not exceed R35,000 R 6,760 plus 38% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R30,000;

exceeds R35,000 but does not exceed R40,000 R 8,660 plus 40% of the amount by which the taxahle
ncome exceeds R35,000;

exceeds R40,000 but does not exceed R45,000 R10,660 plus 42% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R40,000;

exceeds R45,000 but does not exceed R50,000 R1 2,760 plus 43% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R45,000;

exceeds R50,000 but does not exceed R60,000 R14,910 plus 44% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R5O,000;

exceeds R60,O00 ........................................................

R19,310 plus 45% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R60,000.
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TABLEFOR NOT MARRIEDPERSONS

Taxable iricome Ratesof tax

Wherethetaxableincome-
doesnotexceedRIO,O00 ............................................ 15% of each Rl of the taxable income;

exceedsRI O,OOObutdoesnot exceed Rll,000 R ,500 plus 16% of the amount by which thetaxable
incomeexceedsRI O,000;

exceedsR11,000 but does not exceed R12,000 R ,660 plus 18%ofthe amountby whichthetaxable
incomeexceedsRl 1,000;

exceedsR12,000but does not exceed R13,000 R ,840 plus 20% of the amountby which the taxable
incomeexceedsR12,000;

exceedsR13,000 but does not exceed R14,000 R 2,040 plus 22% of theamountby which thetaxable
ncomeexceedsR13,000;

exceedsR14,000butdoesnotexceedR15,000 R 2,260 plus 24% of the amountby which thetaxable
incomeexceedsR14,000;

exceedsR15,000butdoesnotexceedR16,000 R 2,500plus 26% of the amountbywhichthetaxable
incomeexceedsR15,000;

exceedsR16,000 but does not exceed R18,000 R 2,760pius 28% of the amountby which thetaxable
incomeexceedsR16,000;

exceedsR18,000but does not exceed R20,000 R 3,320 plus 30% of the amountby which the taxable
incomeexceedsR18,000;

exceedsR20,000but does not exceed R22,000 R 3,920plus 32% of the amountby whichthetaxable
incomeexceedsR20,000;

exceedsR22,000 but does not exceed R24,000 R 4,560 plus34% of the amountby whichthetaxable
incomeexceedsR22,000;

exceedsR24,000but does not exceed R26,000 R 5,240 plus 36% of the amountbywhichthetaxable
incomeexceedsR24,000;

exceedsR26,000but does not exceed R28,000 R 5,960 plus38%of the amountbywhichthetaxable
incomeexceedsR26,000,

exceedsR28,000but does not exceed R30,000 R 6,720 plus40% of the amountby whichthetaxable
incomeexceedsR28,000,

exceedsR30,000but does not exceed R34,000 R 7,520plus 42% of the amountby which the taxable
incomeexceedsR30,000;

exceedsR34,000but does not exceed R38,000 R 9,200plus 43% of the amountby which the taxable
incomeexceedsR34,000;

exceedsR38,000but does not exceed R42,000 R1 0,920 plus 44% of the amountbywhich thetaxable
incomeexceedsR38,000; -

exceedsR42,000 ........................................................

R12,680plus45% of the amount by whichthetaxable
incomeexceedsR42,000.

As will be seen from these tables, the maximum rate 4. WORKINGMARRIED COUPLES
of tax for marriedpersons is reachedwith R60,000and
amounts to 45% (it was 50% less 5% discount = The deduction which may be allowed to a taxpayer in
47.5%); the maximum rate of tax for not married whose income there is included any ernings of his
persons is reached with R42,000 and amounts also to wife is now an amount equal to the greater of R2,250
45% (against likewise 47.5%). The rate of tax starts - was R1,800 - or 22.5% - was 20% - of the net
nowwith 15% (it was 16% less 5% discount = 15.2%). earnings of his wife.

,e-'

t

3. PRIMARY REBATES
5. INCREASE OF TAX-FREE INTEREST

Primary rebates will now be an amount of R920- was

R880 - in the case of a married person and R650-ws The Minister is also reported to have promised an

R620 - in the case of a person who is not a married increase of tax-free interest on savings from R500 to

person. Rl,000.
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Series on InternationalTaxation, no. 7

Tax Coordination in the European Community
Professor S. Cnossen

Dean of the Economics Faculty of Erasmus University Rotterdam

Tax Coordination in the EuropeanCon,munitycontains 13 Argumentsare presented from the perspectivethat tax reform is

papers on a great variety of subjects, including tax structure an important, indispensablepart of the tax coordination process,
developments,the harmonizationof product taxes, taxes on that diversity among tax systems, provided it does not interfere

motoring,the coordinationof taxes on capital incomeand with the establishmentof a true Community, is to be preferred to

corporations,personal income taxes, and the nteractionbetween tax uniformity, that personaldirect taxes should not be played
fiscal and monetarypolicies. The viewsof leading overseas down in favor of indirect taxes, and that tax harmonizationshould

specialistsand those of EC economstsand lawyers should lead to be viewed in the broadercontextof tax and expenditurecoordi-
further public and academicdiscussionofbasic tax harmonization nation.
issues in the Community. hardcover,388 pages
In separate chapters the contributorsargue that border controls D/Z 220,- UK£ 81.- USS 99.-

and customs posts can be abolishedby shiftingborder tax adjust- Sales n the Netherlandsare subject to 1A7'.

ments for the value-addedtaxes to books of account. However, Atso availablefromyour bookseller.

rate approximatonis not essential. Furthermore, the Community-
wide introductionof an excise system of suspension is required.
Some tax convergencein the field of taxes on motor vehiclesand
fuel has occurred. The free movementofcapital would be promot-
ed through the adoptionof a source-based,equal rate corporation
tax applied to a uniformlydefinedbase. If such a tax were

adopted, the need for a uniformly applied imputationsystem KLUWERwould disappear. In view of the residenceprinciple, the
harmonizationof taxes on labor income is less urgent. Efforts at
tax harmonizationmay be undone if monetarypolicies are not Law and Taxation Publishers
coordinated. PO. Box 23 7400 GA Deventer The Netherlands

[continued from p. 187] (d) Pensions payable by NPF

The Government is proposing that pensions payable
The proposed adjustments are expected to result in a by the National Provident Fund be exempted from

reductionin revenuesfrom direct income taxesof$1.5 income tax in 1987.

mllion whch is considered the maximum reduction
the 1.987 Budget could afford without requiring some (e) Customs tariffanomalies

offsetting increases in other taxes. A proposal to correct several of the anomalies in the
customs tariff rates was floored, although the customs

(c) Excise tax tariffs are being reviewedas part ofthe overall customs
tariff reform excercise.The Government also proposes to eliminate excise

taxes on those domesticallyproduced products which
(f) Estate and Gift Duty Law

are produced almost entirely from local raw materials.
The continuingoverall review of all taxes will incorpo- The existence of this law has retardeddevelopment. It
rate excise tax. will be repealed as from 1 January 1987.
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Act 1962 as amended.
MinisterofFinance and Planning

(B. 13.331)
SE SERI PPN NO. 01 S/D 19. Port Moresby, Instituteof NationalAffairs,
Jakarta, DirektoratJenderal Pajak, 1984.86pp. P.O. Box 1530. 24 pp.
Photocopyof Ministryof Finance circularson Formal report of the WorkingGroupon Tariff
the value added tax issued during 1984, Nos. l to Policyand Administrationdesigned to improve

ASIA & THE PACIFIC 19. customsadministrationand simplify the structure

(B.56.918) of the customs tariffs.
(B.56.892)

SE SERI PPN NO. 20 S/D 54.
Indonesia Jakarta, DirektoratJenderalPajak, 1985.115 BROGAN, Brian.

Pp The Budget and the Papua New Guinea

PETUNJUK PEMAKAIANNORMA Photocopyof Ministryof Financecircularson economy.
penghitungan 1985-1986. the value added tax issued in the first halfof Port Moresby, InstituteofNatonalAffairs,
Jakarta, DirektoratJenderal Pajak, 1986.63 pp. 1985,Nos.20 to 54. P.O. Box 1530, Port Moresby. 1986. I.N.A.

Photocopyof DirectorGeneralof Taxes Decree (B. 56.917) WorkingPaper, No. 8.38 pp
on calculationof net profit by using standard Analysisofthe 1987 Budget.
norms fortax year 1985 and followingyears. SE-SE PPN JULI S/D DESEMBER 1985. (B. 56.920)
(B. 56.912) Jakarta, DirektoratJenderal Pajak, 1985.60 pp

Photocopyof Ministryof Finance circularson
SE-SE PPH JANUARI-JUNI 1985. the value added tax issued from July to Singapore
Jakarta, DrektoratJenderal Pajak, 1985. 1(15 December1985.
Pp (B.56.916) INVESTORSGUIDE TO THE ECONOMIC

Photocopyof Ministryof Finance circularson climate of Singapore.
income taxissued from January to June 1985. BUKU PENUNTUNPAJAK PERTAMBAHAN 14th Edition. (Revisedup to October1986.)
(B. 56.915) nilai 1984. Singapore,Singapore InternationalChamberof
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Commerce,6 Raffles Quay, Denmark House, (Transformationder 4., 7. und 8. EG- UnterBercksichtigungdesRechtsder
Singapore0104. 1986. 175 pp. Richtlinie.) Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen.
Updatedannual edition of investorsguide Executiveoverviewnew GermanAccounting Cologne, Peter DeubnerVerlag, 1986.
describingrelevantinformation for prospective and ReportingLegislation. Steuerwissenschaft,Band 23. 166 pp.,98 DM.
and existing investors in Singapore. Tax aspects (Adoptionof the 4th, 7th and 8th EC Directives.) Dissertationabout the German taxationof
are dealt with. Munich, VerlagC.H. Beck, 1986. 53 pp foreign base companieson the basis of the
(B.56.910) Bi-lingualEnglish/Germansurveydescribingthe Foreign Tax Law (Aussensteuergesetz).Also

new accountingand reporting law effectiveas of the relation between these provisionsand tax
1 January 1987. treaty law is dealt with.

(B. 107.308) (B. 107.042)

EUROPE HOFBAUER. Max A.; KUPSCH, Peter.

France Bonner HandbuchRechnungslegung
Aufstellung,Prfungund Offenlegungdes

Belgium CODE GENERAL DES IMPOTS. Jahresabschlusses.
Tome I: Lgislation. Bonn, StollfussVerlag, 1986.2532pp., 218 DM.

WETBOEK INKOMSTENBELASTINGEN. Tome II: Annexes-tables. (Loose-leafpublication in 3 binders.)
Inkomstenbelastingenaanslagjaar1986. Paris, ImprimerieNationale, 1986.430 + 560 pp Handbookforthe tenderingofaccounts,based

Brussels,CED-Samsom,1986. 424 pp. French GeneralTax Code in 2 boundvolumes on the newly enacted Balance Sheet Directives

Consolidatedtext of the Belgian income taxes containingthe consolidatedtext of the direct and Law. The book contains texts of relevantlaws

(corporateand individuals)and by-lawsforthe indirect taxes effectiveas of 31 July 1986. and EEC Directivesand discussionsofthese and

assessmentyear 1986. An edition in French is VolumeII dealswith implementingregulations. other related laws. Tax aspectsare also dealt

availableentitled: Codedes imptssur les (B. 107.285) with.

revenus (B. 107.159)
(B. 107.282/283) BRACHET, Bernard.

Le systme fiscal franais WIRTSCHAFTSPRFERORDNUNG.
FISCAALJAARBOEK 1986. Paris, LibrairieGnralede Droit et de Stand: 1986.

Brussels, Ced-Samsom,1986.460pp. Jurisprudence,1986.206pp Dsseldorf,IdW VerlagGmbH., 1986. 86 pp.,
Annual taxyearbooksummarizingin a nutshell Introductionto the developmentof thepresent 20 DM.

the relevantprovisionsof all major taxes as of tax system in Franceand surveyof the major Texts of various laws concerningthe profession
1 July1986inBelgium. current taxes described. ofaccountants.

(B. 107.325) (B. 107.315) (B. 107.045)

LAGARDE, Bernard. MITTELBACH,Rolf; RRIG, Hans Wilhelm.

Denmark Fiscalitet redressementd'entreprise. Pensionsrckstellungenim Steuerrecht.
Paris, Techniqueet Documentation-Lavoisier, 2. Auflage.

DIRECTTAXATION IN DENMARK. 11, rue Lavoisier, F-75384ParisCedex08. 1985. Cologne, Peter DeubnerVerlag, 1986. 158 pp.,

Abriefsurvey. 222 pp.,240Ffr. 48 DM.

4th Edition. Monographon the reorganizationof insolvent Discussionof the accountingtreatmentof

Copenhagen,Inland Revenue Department, enterprisesand its impacton taxation pension reservationsas amendedby the recent
Balance Sheet DirectivesLaw result of

1986. 76 pp.
considered. as a

which tax also changed. This book
The presentedition brings the 1979edition up to (B.107.284) consequences

discussesthese consequenceswith numerous
date with respect to direct taxes in Denmark (in
particularindividualand corporate income MEMENTOPRATIQUE examplesand also discussesthe application
taxes). FrancisLefebvre. thereofin relation to the business tax.

(B. 107.257) Agriculture;fiscal-social-comptable-- (B. 107.051)
juridique 1987.
A jour au 20 octobre 1986. EINFHRUNG IN DAS

Eastern Europe Paris, EditionsFrancis Lefebvre,1986.1134pp. Bilanzrichtlinien-Gesetz.

Monographdealingwith the taxationof (Transformationder4., 7. und 8. EG-

KOVES Andrs. agricultureactivtiesviewed from legal, social, Richtlinie.)
taxationand accountingaspects, as of20 October Executiveoverviewnew GermanAccounting

The CMEAcountries in the world economy: 1986. and ReportingLegislation.
turning inwardsor turningoutwards. (B. 107.326) (Adoptionof the 4th, 7th and 8th EC Directives.)
Budapest,AkadmiaiKiad, 1985. 247 pp. Munich,VerlagC.H. Beck, 1986.53pp
Study analyzngthe role and the importanceof NIGGEMANN,Friedrich. Bi-lingualEnglish/Germansurveydescribingthe
the CMEAcountries in the world economy. Das franzsische new accountingandreportinglaweffectiveas of
(B. 107.030) 1 January 1987.Unternehmenssanierungsgesetz

vom 25.1.1985. (B. 107.308)
Cologne, Bundesstelle fr

E.E.C. Aussenhandelsinformation,1986.
Berichteund Dokumentezum auslndischen

INNOVATION Wirtschafts-und Steuerrecht,No. 207, October Italy
Fiscal environmentof, and corporatevehicles 1986.65 pp.,12DM.
for, venturecapital in the European Introductionin Germanon the Frenchnew PISTONE, Antonio.
Communities. bankruptcyor liquidation law of enterprises/ L'OrcinamentoTributario.
Luxembourg,Commissionof the European companieseffectiveas of 1 January 1986. The II: Esercitazionidi diritto tributario.
Communities,1985. French text of the statute is appended. Podova, CEDAMS.A., 1986.655pp.
ReportEUR 10172 EN. 212 pp. (B. 107.224) Some reportsondifferentsubjectsof tax law.
Study to reviewand assess the fiscal environment (B. 107.247)
and the corporatevehiclesfor venturecapital in
the EuropeanCommunitiesand to make such PISTONE, Antonio
recommendationsas are appropriate. Germany (Fed. Rep.) L'OrdinamentoTributario.
(B. 107.198) III: Diritto tributario internazionale.

MERSCH, Eugen. Podova,CEDAMS.A., 1986. 340 pp.
EINFHRUNGIN DAS Die Hinzurechnungsbesteuerungnach den Italian aspectsofthe internationaltax law.
Bilanzrichtlinien-Gesetz. 7ff.AStG. (B.107.247)
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GALGANO, Francesco. WESTEN, G.W.B. van. Revised editionof study examiningthe individual

Dirittocommerciale. Fiscaal procesdossier. income taxes and employee'ssocial security
Le societ. Contrattodi societ, societd Derde, geheel herzicnedruk. contributionspaid and cash transfersreceivedby
persone;societperazioni:ltre societ di Arnhem, GoudaQuint B.V., 1986.118pp., householdunits of productionworkers in the

capitali; societcooperative. 25.80 Df. manufacturingsectorin the OECD member
3rd Edition. Third revised edition of. textbookon the countriesin bi-lingual English and French.

Bologna,N. ZanichelliEditore Spa.. Via lrnerio procedurewith respect to case law in the tB. 107.236)
34, Bologna. 1986. 500 pp. Netherlandsincludingexamplesof appeals.
Partnershipsand corporationsintheItalin Civil tB. 107.187)
Law.

tB. 107.204). KAMERL1NG, Robert. Portugal
Belastingcontrle. PIRES. Manuel.
Deventer, Kluwer, 1986.

Netherlands KluwerBelastingwijzers,No. 17. 144 pp
Da dupla tributaojurdica internacionalsobre

Monographconsideringall the aspectsaround orendimento.

ROUWENHORST,J.A.. MEULENBELD,J. theabilityofthetaxadministrationtocheckon
Lisbon,MinistriodasFinanasedoPlano, Rua
da Alfndega, 1178 Lisbon Codex. 1984. 890 pp.

Gids voor belastngstudie. taxpayers.
Twaalfde druk. tB. I()7.278)

Thesison internationallegaldouble taxationof

Groningen.Wolters-Noordhoff.P.O.B. 58.
incomedealingwith theoreticaland historical

97(1() MB Groningen. AARDEMA, E.: STRAATHOF.A.C.J., taxationaspects. In the annex double taxation

300 pp.,66,26Dl. HERTOGHS,J.J.M.. BULT,G.H.Th. van de. treatiesof Portugal arestudied in connection

Twelfth edition of textbookon the majortaxes Hoeverreiktde arm van de fiscus withthe OECD andthe United Nationsdouble
taxationmodels.

levied in the Netherlands,effective asof 1986. Deventer,Kluwer, 1986.

tB. 107.173) KluwerBedrijfswijzers,No.9. 136 pp.,
tB. 107.314)

32.5(1 Dft.

BOUWSMA. J.: BRUIN. D.B.H. de. Compilationof variouscontributionsby authors

De eenzijdigeregelingtervoorkomingvan on the interrelationof taxpayerand tax authority Spain
dubbele belastng with respect to tax complianceand the legal
Tweede druk. aspectsprovidedby law for both. ERLUTERUNGENZUM SPANISCHEN
Deventer, Fed, 1986. tB. I()7.174) Arbeitsrecht.
Fed's Fiscale Brochures. 136pp., 34.- Dit.
Sccondeditionof monographon the unilateral SCHEMATISCHOVERZICHTVAN DE

13. neubearbeiteteAuflage, Stand November
1986.

reliefregulationsfor the avoidanceof sociale verzekeringswetten. Barcelona, Deutsche Handelskammcrfur
internationaldouble taxation underthe Samengestelddoor L. Opheikensm.m.v.H.C. Spanien. 1986.76pp., 50 DM.
Netherlandstax law (including tax on contest de Groot. 53rd Edition. October 1986. Thirteenthrevisededitionofexplanation to

prizes). Deventer, Kluwer, 1986.16pp Spanish labour law effectiveas of November
tB. 107.235) Systematicsummaryof the social insurance laws 1986.

in effect on 1 October 1986. tB. 107.292)
NEPPRUS, H.; TIJS, M.G.A.W. tB. 107.156)
Fiscale oudedagsreserveen andere regelingen
voor zclfstandigcn.Dcrde (hcrzicic)druk. REUVERS, M.R.

Deventer, Kluwcr. Fiscale MonografienNo. Belasting,politiek en strategie. Switzerland
28.116pp., 42.50 Dfl. Deventer,Fed, 1986.

Thirdrevisededitionof monographdealingwith 117 pp.,35,95 Dfl. BUHLER, Josef.
the income tax aspects for self-employedpeople Study on tax policy, the strategy and its Steuerfolgenvon nderungenim Bestandder

with emphasison old age reserve and other implementationdescribed. Beteiligtenbei Unternehmungen.
provisions. (B. 1()7.11()) Bern. Paul Haupt Verlag, 1986. Schriftenreihe

tB. 107.184) Finanzwirtschaftund Finanzrecht,Band 49.
OVERZICHTVAN REGELINGENVOOR 477 pp., 68 Sfr.

PAARDT, Ren van tier: VOS. Roei: handel, ambachtendenstverlenng Thesison the tax consequencesarising,fromthe

Wilson, John. The H.gue, Ministryof EconomicAffairs. 1986. changeinownershipof the participantsinan
Horecaen fiscus. 1(14 PP enterprise(partnershiporcompany).
Deventer, Kluwer, 1986. Booklet providingsummaryof the regulations tB. 107.248)
Kluwer Belastingwijzers,No. 23.182pp on trade, handicraftand personal services
24.5(1 Dit. including taxation, updatedasof 1 July 1986.

Monographon all the tax aspects arising from (B. 107.256)
hotel and rcstaurants-runbusinesses. INTERNATIONAL
tB. 107.279)

VERSTRAATEN.R.T.G. Norway
De Nederlandsesuccessiebelastingen. REUVERS, M.R.

Arnhem.Gouda Quint, 1986.255pp., 69.- Dfl. MAGNUS. Per. NILSEN. Svein Torre. Belasting,politiek en strategie.
Monographdescribing the Dutch inheritance tax Nkkelentil selvangivelsenfor inntektsret Deventer, Fed, 1986.117pp.,35.95 Dil.

and gift tax with reference to death dutytreaties 1986. Study on tax policy, the strategyand its

concluded. Oslo, Norsk Skattebetalerforening,1986.170pp. implementationdescribed.

(B. 107.186) Tax return guide fortaxpayersforincomeyear tB. 107.110)
1986.

BAKHUIS, M. tB. 107.312) JOHNS, Richard Anthony.
Ondernemingenen belastingverdragen. Tax havensand offshorefinance.

Aspecten van oncigenlijkgebruik win A studyoftransnationaleconomicdevelopment.
belastingverdragendoor ondernemingen. London,FrancisPinter Publishers,25 Floral

Apeldoorn, M. Bakhuis, Koninginnelaan16. OECD Street, CoventGarden, London WC2E9DS.

7315 BS Apeldoorn. 1986.79pp 1983.260pp.,£ 20.

Dissertatioion the misuseof double taxation THE TAX/BENEFITPOSITION OF Studyon offshorecentresviewedfrom the
. _

bankingtreaties byconpanies(tretyshopping)with an productionworkers, 1981-1985. emergingglobaltrends in international

introductionto international taxation. Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation and internationaltrade relations.

tB. 107.201) .nd Development,1986.255 pp tB. 107.317)
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C.A.T.A.
LATIN AMERICA MIDDLE EAST

REPORT ON THE SEVENTH TECHNICAL
Conferenceof the ConinonwealthAssociation
of Tax Administrators(CATA)held ffom III-16 Brazil United Arab Emirates
September 1986 in Ottawa. Canada.
London, Commonwealth Associationof T.x TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE. TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE.
Administrators, 1986. 129 pp New York, Touche Ross International, New York,Touche Ross Internatioal,
Proceedings.discussionsand presentationon the 1633 Broadway, New York, NY 1 00 19-6754. 1633 Broadw.y. New York NY I (li) 19-6754..

topic: deduction on tax at source from wages and 1986.4(Ipp 1986. 3()pri .

other withholdingn taxes- methods of improving Investment factors,e stablishinga businessand Investment factors, establishingabusinessand
effectiveness. tax .tspectsconsidered. tax aspectsconsdered.
(B. 1()7.172) (B. 18.4391 tB. 56.9()2)

TRAI)EMARKSAND PATENTS.
Schedule 1986.
SoPaolo. Pinheiro Neto, 1986.9pp NORTH AMERICA

Developing countries tB. 18.429)

PARIKH, Ashok. NEW SYSTEM FOR PAYMENTOF PATENT
U.S.A.

The estimationand forecastingoftrade shares. annuities tis weiltisfoi-trademarklicensingin
Bangkok, UnitedNations Econmicand Social Brazil.
Commission for Asia and the Pacific, 1986. So Paolo, PinheiroNeto, 1986.2pp

INTERNAL REVENUECUMULATIVE
bulletin 1986-1 J.nu.ry-June.DevelopmentPapers, No. 5.344 pp., USS 33. tB. 18.429)

Study on the patternsof trade of ESCAP member Washington,GovernmentPrinter. 1986.918 pp.
Compihltion(,fallf official rulings, decisions,developingcountries by usingcomprehensive Latin America executiveorders. tax treatiesand er her items of aainformationon trade flows for the periodof
permanentnature published in the weekly1965-198().

tB. 107.2431 THE LATIN AMERICA & CARIBBEAN bulletin in the first half of 1 986.
review. tB. 107.3041
E i gh ti edi t ion .

The EconomicandBusiness Report 1987. GELFAND. David: SALSICH. Peter W.
Saffroi Walden, Worldof Information. 1 986. Stateand local taxationand 'inancc. in a nutslell.

216pp.,£ 25. St. Paul, West PublishingCompany, P.O. Box

Reporton the 1987 economicand business 64526, St. Paul, M innesota55164-0526.1985.

development in Latn Americaand thc 315pp
Caribbeancovering50 individualcountries ln thc Introductorymateri.lon state and local taxation

region contributedby various persons. .nd f'inancng for Itw students.
. (B. 18.442) tB. 107.322)
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CA\ADA:

INTERNATIONALTRANSFERPRICINGAND OTHER
INTERNATIONALTRANSACTIONS

(InformationCircular',,*

Introduction PART I - THE LAW

1. This circular is for the guidance of any Canadian 4. Section 69 of the Income Tax Act applies, in part,
taxpayer related to entities in one or more foreign to certain non-arm's length transactions, including
jurisdictions. It applies to international non-arm's those with which this circular is mainly concerned,
length transactions involving a Canadian taxpayer, namely, intercompany purchases and sales of goods
and it describes the Department'sapproach to the tax and all manner of property; transfers of technology,
treatment of international transfer pricing and other rights, patents, and intangibles; the rental of property;
issues that have an effect on the income reported in the use of intellectual property, and the providingof
Canada. technical assistance. Management fees and other pay-
2. In basic terms the taxpayer in Canada is expected ments for services are covered by these provisions as

to report taxableincomeon the basis ofhavingcharged are payments resulting from research and develop-
a fair price for goods and servicesprovided to non-res- ment, cost-sharing arrangements or expense alloca-

ident affiliates, and of having paid no more than a fair tions. Other sections may be applicable in a particular
price for goods and services received from non-resi- case, including section 67 (which disallowsunreasona-

dent affiliates. Inthis latter connection, it must be ble expenses) and subsection245(1) (which deals with

emphasized that the taxpayer should not absorb any
undue or artificial reductions of income), subsection

duplication in the inter-company prices and other 15(1) (shareholderappropriations)and Part XIII (tax
charges that are incurred. on income from Canada of a non-resident).
3. Although some of the comments that follow are 5. Paragraphs 69(1)(a) and (b) apply to non-arm's
made in the contextof the transferor goodsor services length acquisitions and dispositions of anything
into Canada, the principlesapplyequally to the reverse which includes products and other tangibles as well as

situation. This circular has been divided into three intangible property, such as a right to use property.
parts. Paragraph69(1)(a) means in effect that for income tax

purposes the cost of acquisition may not exceed fair
PARTI market value, and paragraph 69(1)(b) means that the
The law proceeds of dispositionmay not be less than fair mar-

ket value. Although this circular deals with interna-
A summary of the relevant provisions of the Income tional non-arm's length transactions which are gov-
Tax Act and theirscopeof applicationto international, erned by the provisionsof subsections69(2) and 69(3),
non-arm's length transactions; this summary is not to the Departmentuses the same theories and principles
be construed as a formal interpretationof the law, but of transfer pricing to determine fair market value
ratheran explanationof the basisonwhich the Depart- under subsection69(1) for domestic non-arm's length
ment considers that the arm's length principle is transactions.This is furtherelaboratedon in 7 below.
reflected in the Act.

6. Subsections 69(2) and (3) override subsection
PART Il 69(1) and apply if the transactioninvolves a Canadian

Pricing methods and considerations taxpayer and a non-resident with whom the taxpayer
was not dealingat arm's length. Theseprpvisionsapply

A discussion of some of the theories and principles of specifically to product prices, royalties,ntals, trans-
transfer pricing and some of the practical considera- portation charges and fees for other servces. Subsec-
tions in.the application of the Income Tax Act to the tion 69(2) means in effect that the amount that the
transfer of goods and the various forms of transfer of taxpayer in Canada has paid or agreed to pay to the
services, e.g., managementservices, research and de- non-resident may. not, for tax purposes, exceed a

velopment and the use of intangibles. reasonable arm's length price, whereas subsection
69(3) effectively means that the amount (including a

PART Ill nil amount) a non-residentnot dealing at arm's lngth
Audit policy
A summary of the Department's policy on auditing
internationalnon-arm's length transactions. * Presentedby Nathan Boidman,Esq., correspondentfor the Bulletin.
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has paid or agreed to pay to a Canadian taxpayer may tional transactions but will also, where an income tax

not, for tax purposes, be less than a reasonable arm's treaty or convention is in force, assist the treaty
length price. It should be noted that these provisions partnersin theirnegotiationsto avoid double taxation.
are applied to each transaction. 11. If the above approach is not practical or proves
7. The term reasonable arm's length price in this unrealistic in terms of the mannerin which the particu-
circular means the amount, as described in the legisla- lar industry conducts its business, then the taxpayer
tion, that would have been reasonable in the cir- should be prepared to provide, in a comprehensive
cumstances if the parties to the transaction had been statementof intercompanypricing policy, the basis on

dealing at arm's length, and may mean fair market which transferprices are establishedworld-wide. Such
value or another amount depending on the cir- a statementshould be based on a thorough functional
cumstances in a particular case. The presumption is analysis of the activities and contributions of each
that a reasonable arm's length price would be fair group member, and should clarify and quantify the
market value but, for example, if a particular supplier various factors which were considered in establishing
were attemptingto increasemarketshare, the supplier the transfer prices, e.g. technical assistance, access to

might temporarily establish an arm's length price that technology, reward for economicrisk, financingassist-
was below the current fair marketvalue. Normally the ance, etc.

most persuasive evidence of fair market value or

reasonable arm's length price is from the market to
12. The quantum of income taxed in Canada should

which the transfer is being made, as opposed to the be consistent with the real profit contribution of the

home market of the supplier (especially in the case of Canadian taxpayers involved, based on the economic

the transfer of goods).
functions performed and the risks assumed by them.
This result is achievedwhen non-arm's length transac-

8. Interet on loans and other indebtednessto or from tions with non-residents are consistently made at

non-residentswill normally be subject to the specific reasonable arm's length prices. The determinationof

provisions in paragraph 20(1)(c) and section 17 which reasonable arm's length prices, while necessarily
provide for the deductibility of reasonable interest somewhat subjective, is nevertheless a question of

expenses and deal with situationswhereby a Canadian fact, and therefore the situationof each taxpayermust

corporate taxpayer has not charged an adequate rate be examined on its own particular circumstances and
of interest on a loan to a non-resident. Intercompany merits.
interest charges are not dealt with specifically in this
circular, but it is recognized that credit terms and
financing arrangements are among the many related TRANSFER OF GOODS

factors to be consideredin the evaluationof intercom-
pany prices. (See 12 below). 13. This section of the circular deals with intercom-

pany purchasesand sales of goods including raw mate-

rials, semi-finished products and components and
PART Il-PRICINGMETHODSANDCONSIDERATIONS finishedgoods. The same principlesapply to the acqui-

sition or disposition of intangible property, as for
9. The arm's length prjnciple, in the context of example the outright transferofownershipof a patent.
transactions between partes that are not in fact deal-

ing at arm's length, means that each such transaction 14. The primarymethodin the viewofthe Deparment,
a

should be carried out under terms and at a price that other tax administrationsand the OECD, is to base

one could reasonably have expected in similar cir- tranfer price on a comparable, uncontrolled price,
cumstances (similarproduct or service, market, credit i.e., a price established in the same market and cir-

terms, reliability of supply and other pertinent cir-
cumstancesby parties who are dealingat arm's length.

cumstances) had the parties been dealing at arm's If there are obvious comparables available, as for

length. In applying the arm's length principle, the De- example where the supplier sells identical goods to

both related and unrelated customers, then ordinarily
partment endorses and follows the methods set out in
the 1979 Organisation for Economic Co-Operation

this method would provide the most persuasive evi-

and Development (OECD) report, Transfer Pric- dence of arm's length prices. Application of the com-

to re-

ing and MultinationalEnterprises,with a strong pre- parable, uncontrolled price method tends be

ference for clearly defined and established intercom- stricted by the difficulty in establishing that the prod-
uct involved, the market, the credit terms, reliability

pany arrangements. ofsupply and other pertinentcircumstancesare indeed
10. To the extent possible, taxpayers are encouraged comparable.The Departmentbelieves that if the com-

to design their ntercompanypricing so that, for exam- parable uncontrolledprice method is to be used, vari-

ple, a product is transferred at a reasonable arm's ations in the respectivecircumstancesshould be minor

length price for the product itself, and if there are also or capable of quantificationon some reasonablebasis.
benefits or services being transferred, as is common in In cases where there are major differences in prices
the operations of a multinationalgroup, each is iden- among the availablecomparables,the reasonsfor such
tified as a separate transferand is subject to a separate differences should be determined; it is possible that
evaluationand ntercompanycharge. A separate iden- certain of the transactionsare not truly comparableor

tification and valuation of the various products and not truly uncontrolled. The use of a comparable, un-

services will not only facilitate the audit of interna- controlled price precludes the allocation of related
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product developmentcosts, overhead or royalties un- method used to determine the cost of the product will
less such charges are also made to unrelated parties be considered. If the cost includes only direct produc-
which have paid the same price. tion costs, an appropriate mark-up would be an

amount that is sufficient to cover normal indirectover-

Comparable,uncontrolled price method example: head and general and administrative expenses plus a

reasonable profit contribution, whereas if a full ab-
Canco sells product X directly to its United States subsidiary sorption costing method is used, lower mark-up
Canco and others sell product X in the United States to unrelated

a

would be indicated.
parties through commission sales agents. By custom, this prod-
uct is sold FOB the purchaser's plant. An average daily United Cost plus method example:
States transaction price based on sales by commission agents Canco produces a high-value liquid product in bulk for itself and

1 is available from these agents. three foreign subsidiaries of its Australian parent. Canco also

The transfer price per ton for a particular shipment is calculated does custom formulationsforunrelatedparties using active ingre-
as follows: dients supplied by them. Canco realizes its standard cost plus

22% on these custom formulations.
Average transaction price
for the day $ 467 The transfer price per litre for a particular shipment to a related

DEDUCT: foreign company is calculated as follows:

Adjustment for saving the Canco standard cost (excluding
3% agent's commission 14 active ingredientcosts) $ .35

Freight adjustment ADD:

(amount reflected in average 22% of $.35 07

daily transaction price less Cost of active ingredients 98

actual cost) 31 Transfer price $ 1.40

Total deductions 45 18. The resale price method is most appropriate in

Transfer price $ 422 those cases where no comparables are available and
the purchaser adds relatively little value to the prod-

15. Where appropriate comparablesare not available uct. The greater the value of the functions performed
and the taxpayer must use one of the other methods by the purchaser, the more difficult the determination
discussed in the following paragraphs, it is recom- of an appropriate resale margin for purposes of the
mended that a thorough functional analysis of the ac- resale price method.
tivities of the group members be carried out (as men-

tioned in 11 above). A functionalanalysiswill identify Resale price method example:
and evaluate, with respect to a given product or prod-
uct line, the role and contribution of each member,

Canco is the Canadian distributor for its United States parent's

including the economic risk assumed and the degree
established line of home computers. The parent sells these com-

of responsibilityfor engineeringand production, con-
puters in its home market to six independentdistributorsat retail

tinuing research, management and administration, price less a discount based on volume purchased during the

marketing and customer services. A functional year.

analysis will facilitate informed decisions as to what The transferprice to Canco for a particularcomputer is calculated

constitutes an appropriate mark-up or a reasona- as follows:

ble profit contribution, and it will help to identify
severe distortions in the margins of related parties.

Resale price (ir Canada) $ 2,600
DEDUCT:

16. Secondary methods of determining a reasonable Discount to Canco (at the percentage
arm's length price are the cost-plus and resale allowed to a United States distributor

price methods. Cost-plus calculations start with the with same purchase volume) 900

transferor's cost of the goods and add thereto an ap- Allowance for expenses borne by
propriate mark-up. Resale price calculations work Canco not borne by the United States

backwards from the transferee'seventual resale price, distributors (Canco's parent bears

subtracting therefrom an appropriatemargin or gross these costs for that country)
profit. See 15 above and 17 below for comments on - advertising 70

the word appropriate in this context. - warranty work 30

17. When using the cost-plus method, cost must be
Total deductions 1,000

computed in accordance with generally accepted ac-
Transfer price $ 1,600

counting principles or normal commercial accounting 19. Other methodsmay be employedin supportofone

practices in the industry in Canada, even though some of the three aforementioned methods or in cir-
other computation of cost may be acceptable in the cumstanceswhere none of these methods is appropri-
foreign country. In determining the cost of a product, ate. This is consistent with the recommendationsof
the Departmentdoesnot recognizedepreciationbased the OECD. The method utilized should reflect an

on the replacementor current market value of capital attempt to present the particular transaction in terms

property used in the manufacturing process. When of what would have transpired in an arm's length re-

considering the reasonableness of a mark-up, the lationship.
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20. One exampleof an othermethodwouldmeasure (a) expenses that are incurred by the parent company
a proposed transfer price against a numberof check- in its custodial capacity, i.e., as a shareholder
points. A particular component might have four of managing its investments in subsidiaries rather
these check-points: than in the provision of services to its subsidiaries

cost of direct materials of the component, (these expensesshould be borne by the parent and-

full cost of production of the component, applied against its income from investments);-

value of the componentas a replacementpart, and (b) expenses such as the costs of training workers for-

value as a fraction of the marketvalue of the entire a new plant that are clearly incurredfor the benefit-

product. of a single companyin the group and are associated

In this example the transferprice might be required to
with the provisionof specific identifiableservice to
that company; and

satisfy, within reasonable limits, criteria based on the (c)
.

expenses that are incurred for the benefit of
four check-points.

a

number of companies or the group as a whole and
21. It has been suggested that the Departmentshould are for shared services and facilities, such as a

accept the value for duty, established for imported centralizedworld-wideinsurancedepartment,that

goods in accordance with the Customs Act, as repre- are usually centralized for convenience or

senting a reasonablearm's lengthprice for purposesof economy.
the Income Tax Act. This is not always possible for a 26. An allocation of central managementexpenses to
number of reasons, including the obviously different
contexts in which valuation of goods is requiredby the

a Canadian taxpayer is acceptableonly if the taxpayer

respective Acts.
s n a position to derive a real benefit from the related
services. Where a resident taxpayer is staffed by a

22. The methods for determiningvalue for duty under managementteam normallyassociatedwith a self-suf-
the current provisions of the Customs Act resemble ficient business, the allocation should be limited to

those outlinedin this circular. Value for duty may now expenses than can clearly be identified with the tax-
be closer to transfer prices acceptable for income tax payer and which do not represent a duplication of

purposes;however, differencesdo remain and the De- services already provided by Canadian personnel.
partment is under no obligation to accept the estab- 27. The only category of central management ad-
lished or reportedvalue for duty when consideringthe

or

income tax implicationsof a non-arm'slengthimporta-
ministrationexpenses that presentsan allocationprob-
lem is that described in 25(c) above. The basis for

tion. allocating these expensesmay be more or less complex
dependingon the structureof the group and the extent

INTRA-GROUPSERVICES to which various costs are common to the group as a

23. The intra-groupservices that presentproblemsare
whole or pertain to certain members only. In any

not usually those performed in the ordinary course of event, for purposesof such an allocationto a Canadian

business for which there are arm's length comparisons taxpayer, the basis of allocation should be based on a

available. The services that most frequently require comprehensivereview of the central expenses carried

attention are those which pertain to the special inter- out n advance of the allocation. The basis used must

dependenceof the members of a multinationalgroup,
be available for examination by the Department be-

and these servicescan be dealtwith in threecategories, fore the allocation will be accepted. The basis of allo-
cation should result in costs being shared in proportioni.e.:

{ii) managementor administrationservices, to the benefits received, for example, the allocationof

) research and development, and costs of a centralizeddepartmentbased on an estimate

iii)the use of intangibles. of time spent on duties performed for each entity.
28. In a large multinational enterprise having numer-

MANAGEMENTOR ADMINISTRATIONSERVICES ous subsidiaries and/or branches in several jurisdic-
tions, the basis of allocation may not always be re-

24. The Department's interpretation of the law as it viewed each year by the taxpayer, but in such a situa-
applies to Managementor AdministrationFees Paid tion the taxpayer is expected to provide an analysis of
to Non-Residents is contained in IT-468 and refer- any relevant changes from the year under audit back
ence should be made to that bulletin. The following to the taxpayer's most recent comprehensive review,
remarks on managementservices are more general in which should not be older than two or three years.
nature and are intended to advise taxpayers regarding
acceptable methods or measuring and charging for 29. As decribed in IT-468, there are income tax impli-
managementservices. cations related to an allocation of management ex-

to Canadian taxpayer under both Part I and
25. The transferof managementor administrationser- penses a

Part XIII of the Act.
vices is occasioned by a centralization of administra-
tion and other common services, usually in the parent 30. The deductibilityunderPart I of themanagement
company itself but occasionally in a separate entity or administration fee or charge will be evaluated by
established for that purpose. Central managementor reference to the nature and the quantum of the bene-
administrationexpenses should first be categorized as fits derived. The amount charged by the non-resident
follows: should not exceed the expenses that may be allocated
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to the Canadian taxpayer as set out in 25(b) and (c) payments for R&D expenses, the Department will
above, i.e., the expensesincurredsolelyfor the benefit look to the nature and quantum of the benefits re-

of the Canadian taxpayer and a reasonable share of ceived, and will ensure that there is no double-charge
expenses that are incurred for the benefit of a number involved (as for xample when R&D is also a compo-
of companies or the group as a whole. As mentioned nent in establishing transfer prices). The Canadian
in 26 above, no portion of the amount charged should taxpayer obviously must be in a position to benefit
be in respect of services alreadyprovidedby Canadian from the R&D, ifnot immediatelyat leastpotentially,
personnel. by having a genuine and substantial interest in the

results which the research might produce.Generally, there is no profit element in shared costs

charged to Canadianbranches and subsidiaries. How- 36. Where R&D is performedcentrallyor in specified
ever, the Department has seen examples where a companies for the benefit or potential benefit of the
reasonable mark-up on charges for services from a entire group, there are essentially two issues to be
non-residentrelated company which is in the business addressed:
of providingsuch services has been made and the total (i) the reasonablenessof the basis for allocatingthese

charge has been allowedas a deductionunderPart. I. expensesto the variousmembersof the group; and

31. Under the provisionsof Part XIII, a payment to a (ii) the entitlement to any mark-up or profit on the
activities of the member conducting the R&D

non-resident in respect of a managementor adminis- function.
tration fee or charge is subject to a 25% withholding
tax. It has historicallybeen important, particularlyfor 37. It is not possible to specify any basis of allocating
the numerouspayments to U.S. parent companies, to expenses as being preferable; the method utilized
identify management fees (as opposed to expense should be appropriate to the particular circumstances
reimbursementsor other charges) and ensure that this in each case. One possible approach would be to
tax has been withheld and remitted. categorize the R&D by line of business and product
32. Most modern income tax treaties and conventions group, then to allocate the current expenses among

do not require that management fees be treated as
those companies who currently deal in the particular

anything other than a component of industrial, com- product group.

mercial or business profits. Such profits are further- 38. Although the Departmentconsiders that R&D is
more taxable only in the home Jurisdiction of the en- more appropriatelytreatedas a costcentre, the entitle-
terprise earning the profits (except in the particular ment to a mark-up or profit on the activities of the
situationwhere profits can reasonablybe attributed to member conducting the R&D function will be consi-
a permanent establishment of that enterprise in the dered in relation to the arrangementamongst the cor-

other jurisdiction). The 25% tax on management fees porate group at the time the R&D activity is underta-
iS therefore not normally exigible where such treaties ken. If this arrangementis in the nature of a cost-shar-
are in force. ing arrangementwhere resources are pooled for con-

33. Whereas the previous (1941) convention between venience or economy, each participant would bear its
fair share of the net costs in return for a fair share of

Canada and the U.S. did not interfere with the Part
XIII tax on managementfees (except to reduce the tax

the usable results of the R&D. There would be no

rate to 15%), the new (1980) conventionis amodern mark-up or profit on the R&D activities in this type of
situation. By contrast, if it is other than a cost-sharingtreaty as described in 32 above. As a consequenceof
arrangement, and the R&D facility is treated

applying the terms of the 1980 conventionto payments
as a

after 1984, the previous importance of the manage- profit centre, the amount charged to the Canadian

ment fee issue has been greatly reduced. taxpayerwould be based on a reasonablearm's length
price, which normally should not exceed its fair share
of those R&D expenses that are (at least potentially)
of benefit to Canadian operations, marked up at a

reasonable rate.
RESEARCHAND DEVELOPMENT

39. As regards the applicationof Part XIII, payments34. The following comments pertain to the intercom- for the use of R&D usually attract withholding tax.
pany transfer of research and development (R&D) in The main exception is the allocationbased on a bona
the situationwhere the R&D is performedcentrallyor fide cost-sharing arrangement, which is full dis-
in specified companies and made available for the cussed in IT-303 and IT-303 Special Release. It should
benefit or potential benefit of the group. If, on the be noted that such a cost-sharing arrangementpre-other hand, a company engaged in R&D retains the cludes a profit element for the R&D function and if a
benefits therefrom for its own account and makes this profit element is present, the total amount of the pay-knowledge available to other members by way of mentsunderthe arrangementwill attractPartXIII tax.
licensing agreements, the transfer comprises the use
of intangibleswhich is discussedin 40 to 48 below. Of
course, a company may handle one division of its re- USE OF INTANGIBLES
search by cost-sharingand anotherby licensingagree- 40. When R&D is conducted in particularments.

a company
and that companyretains controlof the resultantbody

35. In determining the deductibility under Part I of of knowledge, other members of the group usuall
1987 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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gain access to the knowledgethrougha licensingagree- (f) benefits to the licensor arising from sharing infor-
ment or equivalent. Scientific and industrial informa- mation on the experience of the licensee.
tion and expertise, sometimes referred to as know- 47. In the same way that a taxpayer is expected to
how, may be disseminatedin a similar fashion. Inter- explain the basis for the intercompany pricing policy
company payments under such arrangements usually when questioned by the Department, the taxpayertake the form of royalties or similar payments, and should also be prepared to demonstrate the reasona-
such payments usually attract Part XIII withholding bleness of intercompanyroyalties, having regard to all
tax. Refer to IT-303 and IT-303 Special Release for
the Deparment'sviews on the applicationof Part XIII

the pertinent facts and circumstances.

to payments for the use of intangibles.
CONFIDENTIALITYOF THIRD PARTY INFORMATION

41. The intangibles that are dealt with hereunder 48. In the context of an income tax audit where the
include patents, inventions, formulae, processes, de- Departmenthas obtained informationon comparablesigns, patterns and similar types of intellectual prop- prices from third parties that forms the basis of
erty, trademarks, trade names, brand names, franch-

an

the Departmentwill seek written permis-
ses, licences, special commercial or industrial infor- assessment,

sion from the third parties to disclose the information
maton and expertise, copyrights and exclusivity
rights.

to the taxpayer involved. If permission is not granted,
disclosure of the information is prohibited by subsec-

42. Deductibilityunder Part I of paymentsfor the use
tion 241(1) until legal proceedings have commenced

of intangibles is essentially a matter of two issues: with respect to the assessment issued or, in other

(i) is the payment in fact for the use of the intangible words, until the taxpayer has filed a Notice of Claim
with the Tax Court of Canada or a Statementof Claimfor the year - as opposed to a payment for its

outright acquisition or other capital outlay; and with the Federal Court of Canada. At this point sub-

(ii) does the amount of the payment represent a
section 241(3) applies to permit the Department to

reasonable arm's length price for the value re-
release the details on the comparables to the taxpayer
assessed.ceived

43. Normallya paymentfor the acquisitionofan intan- PART Xlll WITHHOLDINGTAX

gible constitutesa capital outlay and is non-deductible 49. Where, as a result of the audit of international
on that basis, subject to possible amortization availa- transactions,it has been determinedthat Part I adjust-
ble under the Act. The more difficult question is the ments are required to the Canadian taxpayer, a further
determination of the price for use of an intangible. consideration is required to determine whether Part
The following comments will address this question in XIII tax is exigible on the appropriationand whether
terms of a royalty rate, since that is the most common or not any relief will be provided if the monies are
form of payment. returned to the Canadian taxpayer.
44. Ideally, the intra-grouproyalty rate should be de-
terminableby reference to an arm's lengthcomparable
royalty. If a company has issued a licence to an inde- TAXTREATIESAND COMPETENTAUTHORITY

pendent manufacturer, in respect of a particular pa-
PROCEDURES

tent, one would expect that the royalty rate so estab- 50. Canada has entered into a number of bilateral
lished would representa reasonablearm's lengthprice international tax agreements with other countries for
for use in intra-group licences covering the same pa- the purpose of avoiding double taxation.
tent. 51. Many of these InternationalTax Agreementscon-

45. Many multinational groups market their products tain provisions concerning income allocation in ac-

entirely through branches and subsidiaries, with the cordance with arm's length principles. Generally,
result that no arm's length comparable royalty exists. these provisions are found in Article 9 of the relevant
The best that can be expected is to draw comparisons treaty and are often modelled after Article 9 of the
with royalty rates in the same industry or a similar OECD Model Convention concerning.the taxation of

industry involving relatively similar products, similar associated enterprises. These provisions attempt to

market conditions, and similar licensing arrange- provide a frameworkin which an adjustmentto profits
ments. in one country may be offset by a corresponding ad-

46. The following items might be expected to have a justment in the other country.

bearing on the determinationof a royalty rate: 52. Where the treaty provisions concerning the taxa-

(a) prevailing rates in the industry; tion of associated enterprises are not sufficient to re-

(b) terms of the licence, including geographic limita- solve a dispute between interestedparties, a taxpayer
tions and exclusivity rights; may requestcompetentauthorityconsiderationas pro-

(c) singularity of the invention and the period for vided under the Mutual Agreement article of most of
which it is likely to remain unique; Canada's internationaltax agreements.Refer to Infor-

(d) technicalassistance, trade-marksand know-how mation Circular 71-17R2 for a more detailed discus-
provided along with access to the patent; sion of the proceduresand acceptabilityof requests for

(e) profits anticipatedby the licensee; and competent authority consideration.
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PART Ill - AUDIT POLICY intercompany royalty or cost-sharing arrangement,
and again as an element of the transfer pricing.

53. In auditing transfer pricing and related interna- 55. The Departmentwill take into account foreigntional transactions, the Department's objective is to exchange gain loss, where applicable,
any
when cal-

ensure that Canadian taxpayers have reported their
or

a
appropriate share of income by paying no more than, culating transfer price adjustment.
or receiving no less than, reasonable arm's length 56. In carrying out an internationalaudit, the Depart-
prices in their international non-arm's length transac- ment will, to the extent practicable,analyze intercom-
tions. pany transactionsby applying the arm's length princi-

on a ap-54. If in a particular case the Department decides to ple transaction-by-transaction basis. This

review a taxpayer'sintercompanytransactions,exper-
proach is necessary because the Income Tax Act ap-

enced auditors will examine each component in the plies to each transaction between the various related

package, i.e., transfer prices, royalties, intercompany parties and not to the Canadian taxable income, return

financing, service fees, etc. This will prevent, for
on sales, return on equity or any other measurement
of general profitability.example, the double deduction for a foreign parent's

research and development costs - once by way of an
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U.S.A.:

TaxationofForeignI

!
CurrencyTransactions
undertheTaxReformAct
of 1986
By Frederic E. White '.

One of the somewhat overworked international tax topics and sujets
brlants that inevitably surfaced in tax circles during the past several Mr. White is aU.S. tax partner wth The Arthur

years was the United States (and other country) taxation of foreign cur- Andersen Worldwide Organization. He resides

rency exchange rate gains and losses. It was virtually impossible to attend in Geneva, Switzerland where he is in charge of

an internationaltax seminarin the UnitedStateswithoutbeing confronted the International Tax Services Group. Prior to
to in 1986, he practiced with

with an extensive outline and tour de force presentationchroniclingthe moving Geneva
ArthurAndersen& Co. in San Francisco, Califor-

historical development of the current state of confusion and the absence na, specialzing n the U S taxation of interna-

of certainty in the United States tax treatment of exchange gains and tional transactions. Mr. White s a memberof his

losses. Like Mother Nature, the United States Treasury De-artment firm's nternational Tax Specialty Team and the

abhors a vacuum, and it reacted, albeit a little on the slow side.
author of several international tax booklets pub-
lished by Arthur Andersen & Co. He has been a

Congress, taking its cue from Treasury, inserted foreign currency transac-
tax instructor at the University of San Francisco

tion provisions into the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (the Act).2The provi-
School of Business and in the MBA/TaxProgram
at Golden Gate University

sions attempt to address and resolvemany of the conceptuallydifficultand
complex tax issues relating to the UnitedStates taxation of exchangegains

Mr. White is a Certified Public Accountant and
an attorney, a member of the Calfornia Society

and losses. The Act deals not only with occasionalcommercial and finan- of CPAs, the AICPA and the United States
cial transactions, such as borrowing and repaying foreign currency and Branch of the International Fiscal Association

hedging foreign currency risks, but also with translating financial state_ He received a B.A. from the University of Col-

ments from one currencyinto another. Interestingly,the Act coversmany,
orado (1961) and an LL.B. at the University of
Missouri School of Law (1964)but not all transactions denominatedin a foreign currency. Transactions

not specifically covered under the Act are to be treated under the law in
effect prior to the Act.3 Accordingly, with respect to certain foreign
currency transactions, some degree of uncertaintywill remain, as the law 1. The Treasury Department's Discussion

prior to the Act was based on an inconclusive and inconsistent body of Draft on Taxing Foreign Exchange Gains and

court decisions, Internal Revenue Service rulings and Treasury regula- Losses (Announcement 81-4), was released in

tions.4 December 1980 six years after the landmark
foreign currency hedging case International

The income tax and financialstatementaccountingtreatmentof exchange
Flavorsand FragrancesInc.,62T.C.,232(1974),
rev'd and rem'd, 524 F. 2d 357 (2nd Cir. 1975),

gains and losses was not a major issue in the United States until the early on remand, 36 T.C.M. 266 (1977), Government

1970s when the value of major currencies began to float vis--vis the appeal dismissed (2nd Cir. 1/6178) was initially
decided by the Tax Court. The Discussion Draft

United States dollar.5 Prior to that time, under the Bretton WoodsAgree- lay fallow for 5 years until it was resurrectedMay
ment, currencies of the major industrialized countries were pegged at a 1985, in another form, The President's Tax Pro-

fixed rte to the United States dollar which was, in turn, pegged to gold.6 posals to the Congress for Fairness Growth and

Simplicity
Although currencies were occasionally devalued or revalued against the 2. The foreign currency provisions are con-

U.S. dollar, the instances when the peg moved up or down the peg board tained in new Subchapter J, Foreign Currency
were infrequent and sporadic.7vE Transactions, Sections 985 through 989, IRC.

They apply to transactionsin tax years beginning
after 31December 1986.

In 1972 currencies of some of the major industrialized countries were 3. Conference Report, No. 313, 99th Cong.,
taken out of the peg system, and they began to float.8At this time there 2nd Sess., at page 11-669 (1986).
was no comprehensiveor uniform set oi rules to govern the taxation of, 4. For example, compare National Standard

Co. v. Comm., 749 F.2d 369 (6th Cir. 1984)
or accounting for, exchange gains or losses arising from either foreign (foreign currency denominated obligations re-

currency denominated transactionsor the translation of foreign currency paid and ordinary Ioss treatment allowed since

financial statements. In response to this change in economicenvironment,
no sale or exchange) with IRS Private Letter

cur-

the Financial Accounting Standards Board (the Board) issued FASB
Rulings 8435006and 8442005 (use of foreign
rency to repay foreign currency denominated

No. 8 in October 1975. FASB No. 8 provided guidelines for translating debt results in loss from sale or exchange of a

financial statements from one currency into another and adopted the capital asset and not ordinary loss).
5. On 15 August 1971 President Nixon sus-

temporalmethodwhich resultedin unrealizedexchangegains and losses pended gold sales and purchases. In December

attributable to balance sheet assets and liabilities being included in the 1971, The Smithsonian Agreement realigned the

income statement.9
currencies of the major industrializedcountries.
The dollar price of gold was increased from $ 35
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U.S. multinationals reacted to floating currencies by the branch or subsidiary until they are actually
entering into currencyforwardcontractsto hedge their realized.18 Taxpayers (including foreign subsidiaries
exchange rate risks, including the income statement and branches) whose functional currency is the U.S.
impact of fluctuations in the dollar value of invest-
ments in foreign subsidiaries,lO to $ 38 per ounce. In the summerof 1972, Great Britain allowed the pound

to float. This was followed by the floating of the German mark in early
With the absence of definitive income tax guidelines, 1973. The Jamaica Agreement of 1974, in effect, provided that the gold

standard was abandoned and major currencies were to float. See Robert
hedging gains and losses arising from forward con- Z. Aliber, The InternationalMoney Game. Pages 32 to 50 (4th ed. 1983).
tracts were treated for income tax purposes by tax- 6. For more than 100 years, the historic peg for the U.S. dollar was

payers inconsistently,dependingon which theorypro- $ 20.67 per fine ounce of gold. The $ 35 parity was adopted in 1934. After

duced the least income tax. Net hedging gains were
1945 most foreign countriespegged their currenies to the U.S. dollar. See

note supra, at pageoften treated as capital gain income and foreign
Aliber, 5 18.
7. The French franc through 1970 was devalued every ten years - in

source, while net hedging losses were often treated as 1919, 1939, 1949, 1959 and 1969. See Aliber, note 5 supra at page 5.

ordinary losses and domestic source. 8. Note 5, supra.
9. Under the temporal method, balance sheet assets and liabilities were

The business community and, in particular, chief fi- translated using different exchange rates. For example, cash, receivables,
nancial officerswere generallyuncomfortablewith the and payableswere translatedat the balance sheet (current) exchange rate.

fact that published earnings were subject to the vag-
Revenue and expenses were translated using an average exchange rate for
the period, except for items attributable to balance sheet account such as

aries of currency exchange rates. Management has depreciationwhich were translated at historical rates. StatementofFinan-

always had an aversion to surprises,particularlyif they cialAccountingStandardsNo. 8, Accountingforthe TranslationofForeign
arise from events that are difficult to control, much CurrencyTransactionsandForeignCurrencyFinancialStatements(1975).
less explain. Even more troublesomewas the fact that 10. Hedging gains or losses pertaining to forward contracts intended to

investors tended to focus on the dollar earnings per
be a hedge of exposed net asset or liability positions were included in net

share trend line and discount commentsabout foreign
ncome under FASB No. 8.
11. Various theories emerged in support of both treatments. See e.g.

currency gains and losses. The Board was ultimately American Home ProductsCorp. v. U.S., 601 F. 2d 240 (Ct. Cl. 1979) (gain
pressuredby the business communityto adopt a trans- on two forward contracts assigned after being held six months, treated as

ation method that would not annually impact the in- long-term capital gain). IRS Private Letter Ruling 7847004 (hedginggains
or losses are capital or ordinary dependingon the character of the risk).

come statement. In 1981 FASB No. 52 was issued, 12. Under Statementof FinancialAccountingStandards No. 52, Foreign
adopting the functional currency concept. Under Currency Translationall elements of the financial statementare translated
FASB No. 52, translation adjustmentsattributable to using the current exchange rate, the balance sheet date rate for assets and

translating foreign currency denominated assets and liabilities and the weighted average rate for the period for revenues and

liabilities of a self-contained foreign operation into expenses. If an entity's functional currency is a currency other than the

U.S. dollars are charged directly to the net worth or
reporting currency translation adjustments arising from the process of

translating the entity's financial statements into the reportingcurrencyare

equity section of the balancesheet. If the foreignoper- not included in income and are reported separately and accumulated in a

ation was not self-contained, but was an extension of separate component of equity, FASB No. 52, Foreign Currency Transla-

the parent's domestic operations, its functional cur- tion, December 1981.

rency was treated as the U.S. dollar and exchange
13. The Discussion Draft proposed, inter alia, the use of the profit and
loss methodfor translatingthe financialstatementsof foreignbranchesand

gains and losses were includedin net income.12Follow- subsidiaries whose functional currency is other than the U.S. dollar. See

ing in the footsteps of the Board, Treasury issued a note 1, supra.

Treasury Department Discussion Draft which also 14. The EconomicRecoveryTax Act of 1981 (ERTA) added section 1256

proposed the adoption of the functionalcurrencycon- requiringregulated futures contracts to be marked-to-market,section 1092

cept.13 requiring the deferral or losses to the extent of unrealized gains on offset-
ting positions in a straddle, and section 1234A treating terminations of

The stage was set for the adoption of a comprehensive contract right as sales or exchanges.The TechnicalCorrectionsAct of 1982
and Tax Reform Act of 1984 also provided amendments to these provi-

set of foreign currency rules, but nothing happened. sions.
None of the tax acts from 1981 through 1985 contained 15. See note 2 Supra.
provisionsaddressing the fundamentalissues. A series 16. Under the separatetransactiondoctrine, the underlyingtransacton

of court decisions and IRS rulings served to stir the gain or loss is separated from the exchange gain or loss, and the character,,,
pot, further clouding the picture. 4 and source of the amounts are determined separately for tax purposes.

WilliardHelburn, Inc. v. Comm., 20 T.C. 740 (1953), 214 F2d 815 (lst Cir.

1954). It should be noted that the integrationtheory is difficult to apply
In response to the increasing demand for guidance when the exchange gain or loss arises in a different tax year than the

from both taxpayers and Treasury, Congress incorpo- underlying transaction gain or loss.

rated Subpart J, Taxation of Foreign Currency Gains 17. Section 986 and Section 987, IRC.

and Losses into the Act.15 Subpart J adopts the func- 18. Prior to the Act, a'foreign branch that maintained separate books in
a foreign currency could use the separate transaction method, the profit

tional currencyconceptproposedby both the Treasury and loss method, or the net worth method. The latter method resulted

Department Discussion Draft and FASB No. 52, and in fluctuations on the dollar value of current assets and liabilities being
a modifiedversionof the judiciallydevelopedseparate included in taxable income. Under the profit and loss method adopted
transactiondoctrine.16UnderSubpartJ financialstate- by the Act and FASB No. 52, foreign currency denominated taxable

ments of both foreign subsidiariesand brancheswhose income is translated into U.S. dollars and fluctuations in the dollar value

of assets and liabilitiesare not reportedin income.The separate transaction
functional currency is not the U.S. dollar are to be method was rarely used because of the difficulty in accounting for many
translated into the taxpayer's functional currency transactions. Rev. Rul. 75-107, 1975-1 C.B. 32 and Rev. Rul. 75-134,

using the profit and loss method.7 The use of.this 1975-1 C.B. 33. Earnings and profits of foreign subsidiaries were deter-

method has the effect of deferring the recognition of mined using either the section 964 Subpart F method (which was similai- to

unrealized exchange gains and losses attributable to
the FASB No. 8), the partial Subpart F method (balance sheet gains or

losses were not included in income) or the profit and loss method. (Regs.
assets and liabilities reflected on the balance sheet of Secs. 1.964-1(a)-(e), 1.902-1(g)(2) and 1.902-1(g)(1))
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dollar are required to quantify the amountofexchange when the income statement of the French branch is

gain or loss realized from certain commercialor finan- translated into U.S. dollars, the functional (and report-
cial transactions denominated in another currency on ing) currency of Sausalito, Inc.
a transaction-by-transaction basis.19 The quantified The Act provides that all income tax determinations
amount is then recognized,characterized,and sourced are to be made in the taxpayer's functional currency.in accordancewith the provisionsofthe Act.21) Hedging The U.S. dollar will, as a general rule, be the func-
gains and losses are either to be integrated into or tonal currency of all taxpayers.21 Accordingly, ex-
treated consistently with the underlying transaction change gains and losses attributable to transactions
that is hedged.21 denominated in another currency will, as a general

rule, be recognizedwhen realized and included in tax-
FUNCTIONALCURRENCYCONCEPT able income. However, a qualified business unit

(QBU), such as a foreign branch or subsidiary of a
The basic premise underlying the Act's exchange gain U.S. corporationwhich uses a currencyother than the
and loss provisions is that a taxpayer should be re- U.S. dollar in keeping its books and records, generally
quired to quantify and recognize for income tax pur- must treat that currency as its functional currency, if
poses exchange gains and losses only in those cir- it is the currency of the economic environment in
cumstances where a transacton is entered nto which which a significant amount of the QBU's activities are

iS denominatdin a currencyother than the taxpayer's conducted.24Exchange gains and losses of a QBU at-
functionalcurrency.22The theory is that if a taxpayer's tributable to changes in the dollar value of its own

operatingmedium of exchange is, for example, apples functional currency are deferred and not recognized
then as long as he deals in apples their value relative currently.
to other mediums of exchange is irrelevant. Once the
taxpayerstarts to transactbusiness in anothermedium A QBU is a self-containedforeign operation including
of exchange such as oranges, then the apple value of a branch (or division of a branch), subsidiary or

the orange must be quantified, accounted for and partnership which maintains separate books and re-

taxed unless the orange operation is self-contained cords. It may be a divisionof a single trade or business

and does not affect the apple operation directly. In a (vertical,
,

functional or geographical)if it is capable of

less theoretical context, if a taxpayer's functional cur- producing income independently,but it need not be a

rency is the U.S. dollar a completed transaction de- separate trade or busines for other purposes of the

nominated in Italian lira has the potential to generate
COde.25

an immediate dollar gain or loss. The impact on the A variety of factors are to be taken into consideration
taxpayer'sdollargain or loss affectscash flow in dollars in identifying the functional currency of a QBU, in-
and accordingly it should be recognized for tax and cluding the currency in which the books and records
accountingpurposes as exchange gain or loss. If a are maintained, the principal currency in which reve-

taxpayer's tunctional currency is the German mark nues or expensesare generated,or funds are borrowed
and it borrows in British pounds, exchangegain or loss or,loaned and the principal currency of related busi-
realized from the date the pounds are borrowed to the ness units taking into consideration the extent of inte-
date repaid should be quantified in marks and recog- gration with the related units. The rules are very simi-
nized. On the other hand, if a taxpayer's functional lar to the rules adopted in FASB No. 52.26
currencyis the mark and it borrows in marks, a fluctu-
ation in the value of the mark resulting in a change in The Senate Report provides the following example to

the U.S. dollar value of the debt should not generate illustrate that foreign entitiesdealingprimarily in U.S.

exchange gain or loss since there is no mark cash flow dollarsmust use the dollaras their functionalcurrency.

impact. In summary, the use of a particular currency A controlled foreign corporation Swiss base company
by a taxpayer as its functional currency defers the keeps its books and records and issues financial state-

recognition for income tax and accountingpurposesof ments in Swiss francs. It buys primarily in U.S. dollars

currencygains and losses on transactionsdenominated from its U.S. parent and sells primarily in U.S. dollars

or measured in that currency, but not in other curren- with most of its income treated as Section 954 foreign
base company sales (Subpart F) incomE. The U.S. dol-

cies. lar is the functional currency since the company's ac-

Sausalito, Inc., a U.S. corporation, operates a branch tivities are conducted primarily in U.S. dollars,2
in France. The functionalcurrencyof the French branch
is the French franc (Ffrs.). In 1987 the branch borrows 19. Section 988(a)(1)(A), IRC.
1,000 Ffrs. when the exchange rate is 10 Ffrs. =$1 and 20. Section 988(a)(1) and Section 988(a)(3), IRC.
also borrows 2,000 German marks (DM) when the ex- 21. Section 988(d), IRC.

change rate is 5 Ffrs. =1DM and $1=2 DM. Both 22. The U.S. dollar is the reportingand functionalcurrencyunder section

obligationsarepaid in 1989 when the exchangerates are 985 for U.S. tax purposes. However, a taxpayer'ssole functional currency
5 Ffrs. =$1,2.5 Ffrs. =1 DM and $1=1 DM. No infact may beanother currency. Inthe case ofa U.S. corporation all of

foreign currency gain or loss would be recognized on whose actvities are in a QBU in Germany, the German mark could be the

the payment of the FF obligation. Had the functional sole functional currency.
23. Section 985(a)(1), IRC.

currency of the French branch been the U.S. dollar a 24. Section 985(a)(1)(B), IRC.
$ 50 exchange loss would have been realizedand recog- 25. Senate Report No. 841, 99th Cong. 2nd. Sess., footnote 34, at pagenized for U.S. income tax purposes. A 5,000 Ffrs. gain 457 (1986).
would be realized on the payment of the 2,000 DM 26. Id., footnote 35.

obligation and recognizedfor U.S. income tax purposes 27. See note 25, supra, example (3), at page 458.
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A QBU whose functional currency is not the U.S. Under general U.S. tax principles, a foreign branch of
dollar may elect to use the U.S. dollar as its functional a U.S. corporation is taxed currently in the U.S. The
currency if (1) the unit keeps its books and records in Act provides that the taxable income of a QBU with
dollars or (2) it keeps its books in a foreign currency, a foreign functional currency will be translated into
but uses a translation method that approximates the U.S. dollars using the appropriateexchange rate. In
separate transaction method.28 The election must be the case of a foreign branch, the appropriate rate is
made the first year a QBU comes into existence, or in defined as being the weighted average rate for the
the case of a foreign subsidiary, the first year in which taxable year.33 (See Illustratiol I.) Remittancesre to
a U.S. person acquires a 50% ownership interest.29 be translatedt the exchange rate in effect on the date

remitted. Any difference between the value of theThe determinationof a taxpayer's functionalcurrency foreign currency n the/date earned and the dateis the first and most importantstep that must be taken
re-

mitted will be treated as exchange gain or loss, ordi-in applying the new foreign currency rules. In som'e income and foreignsource, but foreign /sourcecircumstances it may be a difficult question of fact, in nary
to extent

particularwhen books and records are maintainedand only the
income.34'

the undrlying branch income is

transactions are made in more than one currency.
foreignsource (See Illustration II.) Foreign
ncome taxes are to be translated using the exchangeOnce the functionalcurrencyhas been identified it will
rate on the date paid. Refunds of income tax must be

be treated as a method of accounting which may not transltedusin the exchange rate on the date of orig-be changed without the permission of the Internal inal Illustration,III.)Revenue Service.3o paymedt.3Y(See
The foreign-source earnings of a foreign corporation

TRANSLATIONOF FINANCIALSTATEMENTS are generally not taxed currently,by the U.S. unless a

dividend s paid or one of the constructive dividend
The good news is that there is now some rational
relationship between financial statement and income 28. Section 985(a)(1)(3), IRC. The FASB No. 8 and old Section 964

tax reporting.The bad news is that conceptsand reality
Subpart F rules both incuded unrealized balance sheet gains and losses in
ncome and, accordingly, they would not approximatedollar-based ac-

are ofttimes estranged and rarely meet. Following the counting, which would include only closed or realized transactions.

general thrust of FASB No. 52, the Act adopts the 29. See note 25, supra, at page 459. The exception to the dollar-based

functional currency concept and requires the use of a
books requirement was included to address the concerns of taxpayers

modified form of the profit and loss method for pur-
operating in hyperinflationaryeconomies. The regulationsmay require the
use of historical rates for all balanCe sheet items.

poses of translating the financial statements of both 30. _Section 985(b)(4)
foreign branch operationsand foreign subsidiaryearn- 31. Under the old Section 964 Subpart F rules, the foreign branch net

ings and profits. The most important aspect of the worth rules and FASB No. 8, the tax basis incomeof the foreign operation

profit and loss method is that fluctuations in the U.S. included unrealized exchange gains attributable to changes in the dollar
value of assets and liabilities on the balance sheet.

dollar value of assets and liabilities recorded on the 32. Since the income of a branch is taxed currently the exchange rate used
books of a QBU in a non-U.S, functionalcurrencyare is the rate in effect for the year earned. Dividendsfrom foreign subsidiaries
not included in the income of a foreign branch or the are taxed in the year distributed. The distribution date (not the date the

earnings and profits of a foreign subsidiary.31 The at- income was earned) is used for determining the exchange rate. When
branch profits are distributedan exchange gain or loss is recognizedat that

tempt to provide a degree of conformity between the time to account for the difference in the rate from the date the income was

accounting and tax rules and between branch income taxed to the date distributed. Section 986(a)(2) and Section 987(3), IRC.
and foreign subsidiary earnings and profits rules is 33. Section 989(b)(4), IRC.

admirable. Total conformity, however, was not 34. Section 987(3)(B), IRC. These rules only apply to distributions out

achieved primarily because of differences (e.g. tim- of post-1986 accumulated earnings. Post-1986 distributions out of post-
1986 accumulatedearnings are to be treated as having been made on a proing), in the way that foreign operations are taxd in rata basis.

the U.S.32 35. Section 987(4), IRC.

ILLUSTRATION I - STATEMENTOF INCOME

Statementof income Tax ReformActof 1986

Functional FASB Subsidiary
currency No. 52 Branch Dividend SubpartF

Gross profit 14,000 A $ 8,400 A $ 8,400 D $ 7,700 A $ 8,400
Operatingexpenses (7,000) A (4,200) A (4,200) D ( 3,850) A (4,200)
Incomebeforetax 7,000 $ 4,200 $ 4,200 $ 3,850 $ 4,200

Provisionfor income tax (2,100) A ( 1,260) A ( 1,260) D ( 1,155) A ( 1,260)
Netincome 4,900 $ 2,940 $ 2,940 $ 2,695 $ 2,940

Average rate 0.60 (A)
Dividend date rate 0.55 (D)
Foreign tax paid rate 0.70 (F)
(Used for Illustrations I and II)
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ILLUSTRATION 11 - TAXABLE INCOME TRANSLATION

Tax ReformActof 1986

Branch Dividend SubpartF

Book income, before tax provision $ 4,200 $ 3,850 $ 4,200

Earningsandprofits (see Illustration I) N/A $ 2,695 $ 2,940

Taxable incomefrom branchorsubsidiary(beforeadjustments) $ 4,200 $ 275 $ 2,9401

Sec. 902 Gross-upofdividend5
500 (FC) x(2,100(FC)x 0.70 = $ 1,470) = $ 150 (F) 150

4,900 (FC)
Sec. 960Gross-upofSubpartF income5
4,900(FC) x (2,100(FC)x 0.70 = $ 1,470) = $ 1,470(F) $ 1,470
4,900 (FC)
Taxable income (before foreigncurrencyexchangerate gain or (loss) $ 4,200 $ 425 $ 4,410
Remittanceordividendat rate earned $ (300) N/A $ (300)
Remittanceor dividendat rate distributed 275 N/A 275

Exchangerategainor(loss) $ (25) /A $ (25)

Taxable income $_4,1_75 $ 4253 $ 4,3853

Tax at 34% $ 1,420 $ 144 $ 1,490

Foreign tax credit2 (A)(1,420) (B)( 144) (C)(1,470)
Net U.S. tax $ -- $ -- $ 20

Excessforeign tax credit ( 50)6 $ ( 6)6 $ --

Limitation:

(A) $ 4,175 x$ 1,420 $ 1,420=

$4,175

(B) -x$144
$ 425

$144=

$ 425 3. If 100% of E&P had been distributed taxable income would be

(C) $ 4,385 $ 4,165 ($2,695 + $ 1,470 = $ 4,165, $ 4,410 - (0.05 x 4,900 FC =

x $1,490 = $ 1,490$ 4,385 $ 245) = $ 4,165)
4. Amount of dividend received in dolars.

1. Assumes 100% Subpart F income. 5. Foreign tax converted to dollars on date paid.
2. Assumes foreign currency exchanges rate loss is in same FTC 6. $1,470- 1,420 = $50

limitation basket as underlying income. $ 150 - 144=$ 6

ILLUSTRATION 111 dend distributionssince the exchange rate for translat-

FOREIGN TAXES PAID OR REFUNDED- TRANSLATIONRATE ing, taxing and distributing earnings is the same. The
same rule applies to that portion of the gain on the sale

Foregn Foreign ApplicationNettax of stock that is treated as a dividend under Section
taxes RAR of due Exchange 1248.37
paid adjustments refunds (refund) rate

Year1 100SF (40) (1) -- 100 3SF: 1 Earnings and profits of a foreign subsidiarywhich are

Year2 50 SF (50) (2) (1) (40) 10 2 SF:1 taxed under one of the constructive dividend rules
Year3 -- (2) (50) (50) 1 SF:1 such as the SubpartF, ForeignPersonalHoldingCom-

150 SF (90) SF (90) SF 60 SF pany and Passive Foreign InvestmentCompanyprovi-
sions are translated using the weighted average rate

Foreigntaxpaid yearl (1 OOSFat3:1 ) $ 33 for the taxable year of the foreign corporation.38Dis-
Foreigntaxpaid year2( 50 SFat2:1) $ 25 tributions of earnings and profits which have been
Foreigntaxapplied 40 SFat3:1 $ (13)
Foreign tax refunded50 SF at 2:1 $ (25) previously taxed will result in the recognition of

$ 20 foregn currencyexchangegain or loss to the extent of
the difference between the value of the foreign cur-

rency on the date taxed and the date distributed. Con-
rules, such as Subpart F, applies. If the earnings of a sistent with the general treatment of foreign currency
foreign corporation are distributed as a dividend, the gains or losses, the amount recognizedwill be ordinary
earnings and profits from which the dividend is paid
are translated under the Act at the spot rate on the
date the distribution is included in income.36 No

36. Section 989(b)(1), IRC.
37. Section 989(b)(2), IRC.

foreign currency exchange gain or loss arises on divi- 38. Section 989(b)(3), IRC.
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ILLUSTRATIONIV-DISTRIBUTIONOFACCUMULATEDEARNINGS/TRANSLATION

SUBSIDIARYDIVIDEND

Pretax Foreign Earnings Total Foreign Net Exchange
income tax and profits Dividend Sec. 78 taxable U.S. tax U.S. rate

Year (FC) (FC) (FC) (FC) (US$) Gross-up income tax credit tax Earnings Tax

1988 1,000 (200) 800 -- $ -- $ 250 $ -- $ -- $(-) $ -- 1,0:1 1,25:1
1989 1,000 (200) 800 -- -- 350 -- $--- (--) -- 1,5:1 1,75 : 1
1990 1,000 (200) 800 2,400 4,800** 450 5,850 1,989 (1,050) 939 2,0 : 1 2,25 : 1

3.000 (600) 24 2,400 $ 4,800 $ 1,050 $ 5.850 $ 1,989 $ ( 1,050) $ 939

(1) (2) (1)+(2)
SUBSIDIARY
SUBPARTF INCOME

Pretax Foreign Earnings Sec. 959 Subpart Foreign Total Foreign Net
income tax andprofits Distribution Sec. 78 F exchangetaxable U.S. ta U.S.

Year (FC) (FC) (FC) (USS) (FC) (US$) Gross-up income gain* income tax credit tax

1988 1,000 (200) 800 $ 800 -- $ -- $ 250 $1,050 $ -- $1,050 $ 357 $ ( 250) $107
1989 1,000 (200) 800 1,200 -- -- 350 1,550 -- 1,550 527 ( 350) 177
1990 1,000 (200) 800 1,600 2,400 4,800** 450 2,050 1,200 3,250 1,105 ( 450) 655

) 4 $3,600 24 $4,800 $ 1,050 $4,650 $1,200 5 5,850 $1,989 $(1,050)$939

(1) (2) (1)+(2) (3) (1)+(2)
+(3)

BRANCH INCOME

Pretax Foreign Netaftertax Taxable Foreign Total Foreign Net
income tax income Remittance branch exchange taxable U.S. tax U.S.

Year (FC) (FC) (FC) (USS) (FC) (USS) income gain* ncome tax credit tax

1988 1,000 (200) 800 $ 800 -- $ -- $1,000 $ -- $ 1,000 $ 340 $ (250) $ 90
1989 1,000 (200) 800 1,200 -- -- 1,500 -- 1,500 510 (350) 160
1990 1,000 (200) 800 1,600 2,400 4,800** 2,000 1,200 3,200 1,088 (450) 638

3]0 (6) 24 $ 3,600 240 $ 4,800 $ 4,500 $1,200 $ 5,700 $ 1,938 $ (,050) $888

(1) (2) (1)+(2)
....

* $ 4,800 amountdistributed less $ 3,600 Earningsand Profits (or Net AfterTax Branch Income) taxed currentlyequals foreign exchangegain.
** Distribution in 1990 of total undistributedearnings for 1988,1989and 1990.

income. The income will be foreign source, but only
to the the extent the underlying income is foreign 39. Section 986(c), IRC. -

source.39 Foreign income taxes are to be translated at 40. Section 986(b)(1), IRC.

the exchange rate on the date of payment and rends 41. In calculatingearnings and profits for Subpart F incomeand dividend

on the original payment date.a The use of a different distribution purposes the exchange rate to be used for foreign income tax
is the same as for other items of income and expense. For Section 78

exchange rate for the amount of foreign tax to be gross-up purposes the amount added back to taxable incone is the tax

credited and for earnings and profits provides some available as a credit under Section 902 or 960 which is translated into

potential for distortion. The dividend gross-up and dollars at the rate on the day the tax is paid. Therefore, the pre-tax
deemed foreign tax credit, for. example, may be diffe- amount in dollars after gross-up may be different than the income before

tax in dollars and the effective rate of foreign tax in dollars may be higher
rent than the foreign tax deducted in arriving at earn- or lower then the effective tax rate in local currency.
ings and profits.41 (See Illustration IV.) It should be
noted that the translation rules for Subpart F income Example

and foreign branch income are similar. This is consis- Foreigncurrency E/R U.S. dollars

tent with the theoretical underpinningof Subpart F. Income before tax / 100,000 2:1 50,000
Currenttax i ( 30,000) 2:1 (15,000)
Net income

(Earningsand profits) 70.000 35,000
FOREIGNCURRENCYTRANSACTIONS

Dividend 70,000 2:1 35,000
If a taxpayer whose functional currency is the U.S. Tax paid 30,000 3:1 10,000
dollar entered into a transaction denominated in a Grossed-updividend 100.000 45.000

foreigncurrencyprior to the Act, the tax consequences Effectiveforeign tax rate:
were unclear. There was a general judicial acceptance Dividend in U.S. dollars (10,000-45,000) 22%
that foreign currency was property and n most in- Earnings and profits in foreign currency (30,000-100,000) 30%
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stances a capital asset.42 The so-called separate trans- be treated as ordinary, rather than capital income, and
action doctrine, often followed by both the Internal in some instances interest to the extent provided in
Revenue Service and taxpayers when it served them, regulations.5t Capital gain or loss treatment,however,
dictated that the amount, character, source, and tim- may be elected with respect to exchange gain or loss

ing of any gain or loss attributable to a fluctuation in attributable to a forward or futures contract or option
the dollar value of an asset due to a change in the which is a capital asset.52 The source of exchangegains
exchange rate was determined separately and apart or losses under the Act will be the residence of the
from the underlying commercial or financial transac- taxpayer or the QBU in whose books the transaction
tion.43 However, there were a multitude of theories is properly reflected. For this purpose, residence for
which had evolved that supported conflicting results individuals will be their tax home as defined .in the
from the same set of facts.44 Code. Residence for other U.S. persons will be the

United States. Residence for the QBU of any tax-
Loan cases presented some of the more interesting payer, including individuals, will be the country in
timing of recognition issues. which the QBU has its principal place of business.53

P, a U.S. taxpayer whose functional currency is the The Act addresses the timing issue by providing that
U.S. dollar borrows 100,000 DM from a German bank exchangegain or loss is to be determinedby comparing
when the exchangerate is 2DM=$1and lends 100,000 the exchange rate on the booking date to the ex-

DM to its Germansubsidiary,S, subsecuently receiving change rate on the payment date (in the case of debt
a DM-denominatednote when the exchange rate is 1.8 and accrual transactions),acquisition date and dispos-
DM = $1. The note is paid by S two years later when ition date (in the case of dispositionsof nonfunctional
the exchange rate is 1.6 DM ,= $1. P pays off the bank currency), date of payment and date rightsor are
when the exchange rate is 1.5 DM = $1. Under the terminated(in the of forwardand future contracts
separate transaction doctrine exchange gain or loss is

case

and options).54recognized at each step of the transaction,- the loan to

S, the payment by S to P and the payment by P to the Although the Act requires that foreign currency gain
bank. Assuming that no underlying transaction gain or loss be quantified and treated separately from
loss is realized (i.e. the two 100,000 DM obligations

or any

were paid in full) P would quantify the amount of the underlying transaction, the Conference Report indi-

dollar exchange gain or loss, and report it in the years
cates that the separate transactiondoctrine is modified

realized, determining if the amount recognized was so that the foreign currency gain or loss is limited to

U.S. or foreign source, capital gain or ordinary in- the total gain or loss from the transaction taking into
come.45 consideration the underlying transaction gain or loss.

The Act attempts to address the unresolved issues of
timing, characterand sourceby first identifyingcertain

42. Gil/in U.S., 423 F.2d 309,25 AFTR 2d 70-864 (Ct. Cl. 1970)v.
commercial transactions, referred to as Section 988 43. See note 17, supra.
transactions, as being subject to a new set of rules. 44. The Internal Revenue Service unsuccessfully raised both the Corn
Section 988 transactionsspecifically include: Products (Corn Products Refining Co. v. Comm. 350 U.S. 46 (1955))
1. the acquisition of or becoming an obligor under a doctrine and the short-sale (Sec. 1233) theory in InternationalFlavors and

debt instrument (including foreign currency de- Fragrances, Inc. See note 1 supra.
45. See KVPSutherlandPaper Companyv. U.S., 344 F.2d377, 15 AFTR

nominateddebt that may be paid in the functional 2d 919 (Ct. Cl. 1965).
currency of the debtor);46 46. Section 988(c)(1)(B), IRC. See also Senate Report No. 841, 99th

2. accruing any item of income or expense where the Cong., 2nd Sess., page 460 which makes it clear that exchange gain or loss

amount is paid after the date of accrual (subject to will be recognizedifthe amountpaid or received is determinedby reference

a de minimis threshold that may be provided in the to the value of a nonfunctional currency even though paid in a functional

regulations);47
currency.
47. Ibid. See also Senate Report No. 841, 99th Cong., 2nd Sess., page

3. forward or futures contracts or options if not sub- 460. Trade receivables and payables having a maturityof 120 days or less

ject to the mark-to-marketregime,.48 and any other receivable or payable with a maturity of six months or less

4. dispositionsof nonfunctionalcurrencies by sale or
that would be eligible for exclusion under Section 1274 are examples of

otherwise.49
items that are within the scope of the Secretary's regulatory authority.
48. Section 988(c)(B)(iii), IRC. Under the Section 1256, mark-to-market

Transactionsnot specifically identified as Section 988 regime regulated futures contracts (futures contracts traded on an ex-

contracts
transactions such as the acquisitionof tangible real or

change, foreign currency traded in the interbank market, listed

non-equity options, and listed dealer options) are marked-to-market at

personal property or shares of stock are apparently year end and treated as 40% short-term and 60% long-term capital gain.
excluded from the provisions of the Act and remain 49. Section 988(c)(i)(c), IRC. Nonfunctionalcurrency is broadly defined

subject to the rules in effect prior to the Act.5o For to include coin, currency and demand or time deposits.
50. See note 25 supra, at page 469.

example, if a U.S. taxpayerwhose functionalcurrency 51. Section 988(a)(2), IRC.
is the dollar acquires 1,000 shares of stock in a Dutch 52. Section 988(a)(1)(B), IRC. This election covers only forward con-

corporation for 2,200 Dutch florins (Dfl.) when the tracts, futures contracts and options which are not regulated futures con-

exchange rate is 2.2 Dfl. to $1 and sells the shares for tracts (RFCs) marked-to-marketunder Section 1256. Only contracts that

2,200 Dutch florins when the exchange rate is 2.0 Dfl. are traded on a qualified board of exchange such as the German mark

to $ 1, then the exchange gain would be subject to the
or British pound, are RFCs. Futures in currencies which are not so traded
such as the Australian pound or Italian lira are not subject to the Section

pre-Act rule. 1256 regime and, therefore, qualify for Section 988 treatment.

53. Section 988(a)(3), IRC.
The fundamental issues are clearly addressed under 54. Section 988(b), Section 988(c)(2), Section 988(c)(3), Section

the Act. Foreign currency gain or loss will generally 988(c)(1)(C)(i)(II),IRC.
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Accordingly, if there is no net gain or loss from the HEDGINGTRANSACTIONS
transaction, taken as a whole, then any currency gain.
or loss realized will not be recognized. The following Fluctuating currency exchange rates create economic
is an expanded example taken from a description in risks which can be partially offset by entering into a

the ConferenceReportof the applicationof the limita- transactioncommonly referred to as a hedge. Prior to
tion modification.5 the adoption of FASB No. 52, multinationalcorpora-

tions frequently hedged their net investments in
foreign subsidiaries to neutralize the FASB No. 8 in-
come statement impact of balance-sheet translation

Limitation on the recognition of foreign currency gains and losses.56 Even more common was the pur-
gains or losses realized chase of currencyfuturesor optiohs to hedge potential

Taxpayer acquired a 1,000 FC obligation when the changes in the dollarvalue of current foreign currency
.

assets.or
exchange rate was 1 FC = $1 and sells the obligation obligations
for 2,000 FC when 1 FC = $ 2. Mill Valley, Inc., a U.S. corporation, purchases 100

USS surfboards from Moulins, S.A., a French company, for

(a) U.S. dollar gain or (loss) realized $ 4,000 7,000 French francs (Ffrs.), with payment due in 90

$1,000 3,000- days. At the time of the receipt of the invoice 7 Ffrs.
a on

(b) Transaction gain realized 2,000 - 1,000 equals
Valley,

$1
Inc.'s

and
books.

$ 1,000
To hedge

payable
against

is recorded
gain

Mill
loss

1,000 FC x$2 2,000 any or
=

resulting from currency rate fluctuation, Mill Valley,
(c) Foreign currency gain or (loss) realized Inc. purchases 7,000 Ffrs. 90 days forward in the for-

(1,000 FC x$1= 1,000) 1,000 ward market for $ 1,030. At the time of payment the
(d) Foreign currency gain or (loss) recog- Ffrs. has declined to 7.5 Ffrs. to $1. Mill Valley, Inc.

nized 1,000 * sells the Ffrs. for $ 933 and realizes a $ 97 loss ($ 1,030
cost - $ 933 sales price). He satisfies the 7,000 Ffrs.

2. If 1 FC = $ .5 at date of sale: obligation by purchasing Ffrs. for $ 933 and realizes a

(a) U.S. dollar gain or (loss) realized$1,000 $ 67 gain.
$1,000 = O-

(b) Transaction gain or (loss) realized 2,000
1,000 1,OOO FC x $.5 500 Prior to the Act it was not clear whether the $ 97- =

(c) Foreign currency gain or (loss) realized exchange loss on the forward contract and the $ 67

(1,000 FC x $.5 = ($ 500)) (500) exchangegain on the accountpayableshould be segre-
(d) Foreign currency gain or (loss) recog- gated and treated separately for income tax purposes,

nized o * or integrated. By treating them separately, the source,
timing and characterof the gain and loss could poten-

3. If 1 FC = $ .75 at date of sale: tially be treated differently.
(a) U.S. dollargainr (loss) realized$1,500

$1,000 = 500-

(b) Transaction gain realized 2,000 - 1,000 Under the Act, hedging transactionsinvolvingSection

1,000 FC x $ .75 750 as= 988 transactions, if identified hedges by either the

(c) Foreign currency gain or (loss) realized taxpayeror the Secretary,are to be integratedwith the

(1,000 FC x $ .25 = ($ 250)) (250) asset or liabilityhedged and treated as a single transac-

(d) Foreign currency gain or (loss) recog- tion.57 The Senate Report distinguished two types of

nized 0 * hedges. Fully hedged integrated economic package
hedges are to be treated as dollar borrowings with

4. If 1 FC = $ .25 at date of sale: dollar interestpaymentssince the taxpayerhas assured
(a) U.S. dollar gain or (loss) realized $ 500 itself of a cash flow that will not vary with exchange

$1,000 = (500) The Report provided the following example of-

rates.
(b) Transaction gain realized 2,000 - 1,000 the application of the integration theory to a fully

1,000 FC x $ .25 250 hedgedforeigncurrency borrowing.58=

(c) Foreign currency gain or (loss) realized
(1,000 FC x $ .75 = ($ 750)) (750)

(d) Foreign currency gain or (loss) recog-
nized (500)*

* U.S. dollar gain or loss is first attributed to foreign currency 55 See note 3 supra, at page II-664.

gain or loss realized from the transaction which is the units of
56. Many of the exchange gain or loss court cases in recent years arose

out of this practice. The issue generally was the character of the gain or
functional currency originally booked by the taxpayer times loss. See American Home Products Corp. v. U.S., 601 F.2d 240 (1979)
the difference in the exchange rate from the booking data to (gain on two forward contractsassignedafter being held six months treated

the payment date. However, the amount of foreign currency as long-term capital gain) and Hoover Co. v. Comm. 72 T.C. 206 (1979)
gain or loss recognized may not exceed the amountof the net (acq. 1984-C.B. 1) (losses incurred in 18 forward sale agreementsentered

into to hedge investments in foreign subsidiarieswere capital, eitherlong-U.S. dollar gain or loss from the transaction. term or short-term depending on the holding period of the contraqt)
57. Section 988(d)(1).
58. See note 25 supra, at page 466. See also Internal Revenue Service's
Advance Notice on Certain Fully Hedged Foreign CurrencyTransactions,

. Released 31 December 1986.
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for 900,000Ffrs. (6 Ffrs. to $ 1), payingoffthe 500,000
Ffrs. debt, the pre-Act rules would apply to the ex-

Fully hedged integratedeconomicpackageforeign change gain realized on the sale of the house and the
currencyborrowingtreatedas a U.S. dollarborrowing: exchange loss realized on the payment of the debt.

Taxpayer in 1988 borrows 1,000 FC at 30% for two Presumably a taxpayer could treat the exchange loss.

years when exchange rate is 2FC=$1 and recordsa as deductible home mortgage interest and the ex-

$ 500 liability. change gain as deferrable under Section 1034 if the
2. TaxpayerpurchasesFC forward to pay 300 FC interest- house otherwise qualified as his principle residence,64

in 1989 and 300 FC interest plus 1,000 FC principal in To prevent the artificial creation of foreign-sourcein-
1990.

come necessary to use foreign tax credits, the Act
3. Spot market rate one year forward is 2.364 and two provides that foreign currency denominated loans

years forward is 2.793 per USS. made by a U.S. person to a 10% owned foreign corpo-4. U.S. dollarobligationin 1988 $ 500 ration at an excessive interest rate will be marked-to-
U.S. dollarcosttorepayobligation market annually and treated as domestic source for

300 FC @ 2.364 (127) foreign tax credit limitation purposes.65
-

- 1,300 FC @ 2.793 (466)
(593) Prior to the Act a common technique for avoiding the

taxation of exchange gain attributable to debt obliga-Net U.S. dollarcosttoborrow$ 500 tions was to treat the gain as being the equivalent of
for two years $ (93) debt forgiveness and to elect to defer the gain. The

Senate Report makes it clear that any gain on the
Effectiventerest rate in U.S. dollars 10% of debt will first be allocated currency

- repayment to

exchange gain and only the excess will be treated as a
5. Amount paid in 1989 forgivenessof indebtedness.66

300 @ 2.364 $ 127
Amounttreated as interest ($ 500 x 10%)
for 1989 (50) CONCLUSION
Amounttreatedas principal for 1989 $ 77

The exchange gain and loss provisionsof the Act rep-
resent a good first attempt at clarifyingwhat can only

The other type of hedge discussed in the Report is the be described as a difficult and very complcated area

exposure in a particularcurrencyhedge. The regula- of the law. However, there is no question that addi-
tions will not requirecomplete integrationfor this type tional guidance will be required in particular with re-

of hedge, but will require consistent treatment. Pre- spect to unresolved translation and hedging issues.
sumably, this would include hedging the dollar value Until regulations are issued taxpayers will be groping
of assets including an investment in a foreign sub- a little, but the Act has served to take them out of the

sidiary.59 dark. As with other provisions of the Act, there is a

broad mandate for the Treasury to prescribe regula-Since all transactionswhich are part of a Section 988 tions to carry out the purposes of Subpart J.67
hedge are to be integrated or treated consistentlywith
the asset or liability being hedged, the straddle loss
deferral rules and mark-to-market regime will not 59. The Senate Report No. 841, 99th Cong., 2nd Sess., at page 465

apply.6o Where a gain or loss is realized on a futures indicates that a hedge designed to limit a taxpayer'sexposure in a particu-
contract that is not a hedge, the gain or loss will be lar currency (e.g. the acquisitionof a foreign currency denominatedliabil-

treated under the regular Section 988 rules as ordi.nary ity to offset exposure with regard to a foreign currency denominated

income unless the mark-to-market regime applies.6
asset) will not be fully integrated, but will require consistent treatment.
60. Section 988(d)(1), IRC. Sections 1092 and 1256 do not apply to

As noted above a taxpayerwill have the ability to elect hedges as defined in Section 1256(e), but this definition includes only
to treat certain speculativeSection988 futures transac- hedges entered into by the taxpayer in the normal course of the trade or a

tions (which are not part of a straddle and not subject business. Section988 hedgesare not restricted to trade or businesshedges.
61. Section 988(a)(1), IRC.

to the mark-to-marketregime) as capital gain transac- 62. Section 988(a)(1)(B), IRC.
tions not subject to the general rule for Section 988 63. Section 988(e), 1RC.

hedging transactions.62 64. The theory for this treatment is that the exchange gain and loss are

treated the same (i.e. interest and gain on sale of personal residence) as

the asset and liability to which they relate.
65. Section 988(a)(3)(C), IRC.

OTHERCURRENCYTRANSACTIONS 66. See note 25 supra, at page 461.
67. Section 988(c), IRC, for example, provides that the Secretary shall

Interestingly, transactionsentered into by individuals prescribe regulations covering the conversion from the net worth method

that are not investment or business related are not to the profit and loss method limiting exchange losses on remittancesfrom

covered by Subpart J.63 If an ndividual purchases a
OBUs, recharacterizing interest and principal payments with respect to

obligations denominated in certain hyperinflationary currencies, adjust-
personal residence in France for 700,000 Ffrs. with ments to Section 905(c), and the appropriate treatment of related party
500,000 Ffrs. debt (7 Ffrs. to $ 1) and sells the house transactions.
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PEOPLE'SREPUBLICOFCHINA:

The EmergenceofLocal InvestmentRegulations
The Government of the People's Republic of China The National Council for US-China Trade in
has continued to complete the legislative framework Washington D.C. has published, in its journal The
for the enterprise sector, particularly for foreign in- China Business Review (January-February 1987, at

vestment in China. page 18) a compilation of those tocal provisions. The

In addition to the laws, regulations, etc., which are following list is based on the compilation as cited

released by the Central Government, there are many whereby developments as they were observed in the
meantime are added.

rules established and released by local authorities
which apply only within their jurisdictions. We would like to express our thanks to the National

To keep track of all the developments on the local Council for US-ChinaTrade for the permissionto use

level causes problemssince there s no official publica-
their compilation as the basis for this survey.

tion reporting on such developments on a regular
basis.

PROVINCES: CITIES/EDZs:

Anhui: 2 March 1987 Anshan: 7 November1986

Fujian: 17 November1987 Chongqinq: 10 February1987

Guangdong: 13 October1986 Dalian: 22 September1986

Guangxi: 13 January1987 Fuzhou: 8 December1986
Guizhou: , 24 November1986 Guangzhou,
Hebei: 15 November1986 GuangzhouEDZ: 10November1986
Hunan: 24 November1986 Lianyungang: 24 October1986

Jiangsu: 10 November1986 Nantong,
Jiangxi: 15 October1986 NantongEDZ: 2 March 1987

Liaoning: 1 December1986 Ningbo: 16 October1987

Shandong: 24 November1986 Qingdao: 8 December1986
Sichuan: February1987 QinhuangdaoEDZ: 4December1986

Xinjing: 3 November1986 Yantai: 16 February1987
Yunnan: 3 January 1987
Zhejiang: 29 October1986 SEZs/REGIONS:

Gannan Autonom.
PROVINCIAL-LEVELMUNICIPALITIES: GnsuRegion (in
Beijing: 12 October1986 Province): 5 November1986

Shanghai: 5 November1986 ShenzhenSEZ: 10 November1986

Tianjin, XiamenSEZ: 6 November1986

TianjinEDZ: 12 October1986 ZhuhaiSEZ: 6 November1986

Please note that the dates indicatedare the dates.when
the regulations were mentioned or appeared in the
press.
SEZ refers to Special EconomicZone, EDZ refers to
Economic (and Technological)DevelopmentZone.
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HIGHLIGHTSOF THE
INDIAN 1987-88 BUDGET

DIRECT TAXES INDIRECT TAXES

1. No change in personal or corporate income tax 1. The MODVATscheme will be extended to all sec-
rates. Surtax on company profits abolished. tors except textiles, tobacco and petroleum. The

2. Every companywill have to pay a minimum tax on scheme is also being simplified to eliminate the
30% of the book profits. cascading effect of excise duties.

3. Depreciation rules liberalized from April 1987, 2. Excise duty on aerated soft drinks and soda in-
permitting 3 rates, i.e. of 100%, 50% and 331/300 creased by 20 paise and 15 paise a bottle, respec-
forplant and machinery. tively.

4. Deduction permitted under section 80CC for in- 3. Excise duty on chewing tobacco, placed at 55%0.
vestmentin equity sharesextendedfor 3 more years 4. Pattern of excise duty on cigarettes changed from
and the holding period of these shares reduced printedpriceson the packet to the length ofcigaret-
from 5 years to 3 years. tes.

5. Holding period for shares for concessional capital 5. Increase in duty of 150 Rs. on black-and-whiteTV
gains tax treatment reduced from 36 to 12 months tubes and 600 Rs. on colourTV tubes. Excise duty
to improve mobility of capital invested in shares. on costlier colourTV sets increased from 1,500 Rs.

6. Companies will pay tax on long-term capital gains to 1,750 Rs.
from immovableproperty at 45% and at 35% from 6. Excise duty on fluorescent tubes reduced to 2 Rs.
other property. Capltal gains on the sale of land per tube.
and buildings in cases where industries shift from 7. Excise duty exemptionon shoes raised from 45 Rs.
urban areas to rural areas is proposed to be exemp- to 60 Rs.
ted on satisfactionof certain conditions. 8. Excise duty on imported components for motor

7. Capital gains on transfer of goodwill of a concern vehiclesnot exceeding 1000 cc, increasedfrom 20%
or transfer of assets from firm to partner and vice to 25%. Componentsfor fuel-efficientautomobiles
versa will be chargeable to tax. for the handicapped fully exempted.

8. Additional tax on undistributedprofits in the case 9. Duty on imported crude oil raised by 500 Rs. a ton
of closely-heldcompanies is to be omitted from the which, however, will not be passed on to the con-

assessment year 1988-89. sumer.
9. Deductionunder section 80RRAwill now be avail- 10. Differential tariff rates for import of general

able to the extent of 50% of remunerationor 75% machinery equalized at 85% while duty for compo-
of remunerationremitted in convertible foreign ex- nents will be 15% below applicable rate.

change, whichever is higher. 11. Import duty on machinery and equipment for the
10. Tax at specified rates would be deducted at source food-processingindustry cut from 101% to 50%.

from fees from professional and technical services, 12. Excise duty on 36 new drug intermediariesexemp-
royalties, rent, commissionor brokerage and pay- ted.
ments for goods supplied to the Governmentabove 13. Leather industry permitted to import 31 new items
prescribed amounts. of machinery'ata concessionalduty of 35%.

11. Any compensation received by an employee atthe 14.
_

Excise duty on feature films reduced by 10%.
time of voluntary retirement from a public sector 15. Import duty on electronic goods raised from 25 to

undertakingwill not be chargeable to tax. 30 /o.
12. Deductionunder section 80U for blind and handi- 16. Excise duty f 10% on computers and peripherals.

capped persons is being-increasedfrom 10,000 Rs. Duty on computer system imported under OGL
to 15,000 Rs. reduced from 150% to 140%.

13. New savings scheme under which 50% of deposits 17. Customs duty on 46 items of gems and jewellery
up to a maximumof 20,000 Rs. will be eligible for reduced to 35%.
tax exemption. 18. Excise duty rebate of 50 Rs. per ton for cement

14. Repayments of loans and paments up to 10,000 produced by new units.
Rs. annually towards construction or purchase of 19. Reduction in basic customs duty on low-density
new residentialpropertywill qualify for deductions polyethelene.
under Section 80C of the Income-tax Act. 20. Duty on domestic capital goods such as steel foils

15. A 15% tax on foreign exchange releasedfor foreign and steel plates reduced to 85%. Duty on import of
travel excluding educational and medical travel textile plant and machinery reduced to 65% from
abroad. 245%.

16. New comprehensive legislation is proposed to in- 21. Excise duty on viscose staple fibres increased from
crease taxation of users of 5-star hotels. 5 Rs. to 7 Rs. per kilogramme.

22. Excise duty on steel ingots increased from 315 Rs.
to 365 Rs. a ton.

23. Import duty on foundries reduced from 101% to
55 /o.
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11\ D A:

1 Budget 1987/88
1

/.\ By Kailash C. Khanna

XT j
, * Mr. Khanna is a chartered accountant and senior partner of Kailash Khanna & Co.

*i

The Union Budget for the fiscal year 1987-88 was over unproductive expenditure are essential for a ba-

presented to Parliament on Saturday, 28 February lanced economy. Admittedly, the Prime Minister has

1987, by Prime MinisterRajiv Gandhiwho is currently had numerous constraints and difficulties in drawing
holding the finance portfolio. Mr. Gandhi outlined his up the outline of his Budget. But his suggestions lack

Government's objectives by quoting at the outset an any growth thrust and in the light of past experience
observation of India's first Prime Minister, the late grave doubts have been expressed whether the esti-

Jawaharlal Nehru: mated deficit of 56,880 million Rs. for 1987-88 will be
some

We have to strive with all our strength for our planned kept within limits. In fact, disturbing features

developmentby conservingall our resources, increasing lead to greater misgivings. The central plan size has

production and trying to ensure progressively a more been increased by a meagre 4.2% over the revised

equitable distribution, and thus to raise the standards Budget estimate for 1986-87 and cuts have been im-

ot the great mass of our people. posed on allocations to energy, industry and minerals.
On the other hand, the estimated expenditure on de-

He reiterated these objectives in his Budget Speech fence will rise to a new high of 125,120 million Rs.,
stating that the eliminationof poverty and the building showing a steep increase of 43.4% over the budgeted
of a strong, modern, self-reliant independenteconomy figures for the last year and representing about 31%
were his principal aims. Mr. Gandhi went on to add of the total non-plan expenditure. While there is uni-
that, versal agreeme.nt with Mr. Gandhi's statement that

The overall economicsituation is good. Our foodstocks no compromise is possible where the country's de-
and foreign exchange reserves are quite satisfactory. fence is concerned,apprehensionhas been expressed
We have been able to keep our overall price situation that part of the defence expendituremay be wasteful,
under control through judicious demand and supply particularlyas it is not subject to close scrutiny. When
management. Along with expenditurecontrol, we will a Memberof Parliamentlikened the DefenceMinistry
continue to take anticipatory action to reduce excess holy cow, Mr. Gandhi retorted, But it has
liquidity and increase supply of sensitive commodities.

to a

yielded adequate milk whenever required. Next to

Unfortunately, a close study of facts does not fully defence expenditure, estimated interest liabilities re-

warrant the optimism displayed by Mr. Gandhi. The veal an increaseof over 10% and give cause for anxiety
revised budgetary estimates for the previous year with the total national debt presently standing at a

1986-87 show a huge deficit of 82,850 million Rs. staggering figure of around 1,630,000 million Rs. In

against the originallyprojectedfigureof36,500million case the estimated deficit for 1987-88 is exceeded, as

Rs., a rise of as much as 127%. The managementof is likely, it is bound to stoke the flames of inflation.

non-plan expenditureduring the said year left much to However, Mr. Gandhi has given indications of a

be desired. Interest payments increased by 10.3%, supplementary budget later in the financial year, if

export promotion subsidies rose by 42% and defence necessary.
spending, the single largest factorofnon-planexpendi-
ture, registered a rise of 16.8%. In spite of higher

It must be said to the Prime Minister's credit that he
has endeavou-ed to maintain the momentum of the

collection of direct taxes, the share of income tax was Government's anti-poverty and planaround a mere 4% and corporate tax 5.3% of total
outlays for rural development

programmes,
have been substanttally

receipts, thereby increasing further dependence on
stepped up. Likewise, financial provision for educa-

indirect taxes. tion and housing has been increased. But, as Mr. Gan-
Mr. Gandhi has candidly admitted in his Budget dhi himself mentioned in the Budget Speech,
Speech The deficit is high and I do not like it. I have achievementof physical targets is far more important
decided that the deficit in the Budget Estimates for than just spending the money. Regrettably, *peri-
1987-88 shall not be exceeded. While wishing him ence has shown that, to borrow the words of a promi-
well, several critics have remarked that budgetaryde- nent analyst, anti-poverty programmes have a ten-

ficits cannot be controlled by Canute style command dency to degenerate into pro-party programmes .

alone. Rapid expansion of industrial and agricultural These measures annotalleviatepoverty and autho-

production, a higher growth rate and strict control ritative reports have revealed that only a fraction of
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the amount spent reaches the target groups. Real re- goodwill of a concern or on transfer of assets from a

medy lies in greater productivitysince poverty cannot firm to its partner and vice versa are to be brought
be removed at a rate faster than that permitted by within the ambit of taxation. In order to promote
productivity. With 15.5% of the total world popula- decongestion of urban areas, exemption from tax on

tion, India shares only 1.5% of the total world income capital gains arising on transfer of long-term capital
and still has about 250 million individuais below the assets of business, in connection with shifting of an

poverty line. The problems facing the country are col- industrial undertaking from an urban to a non-urban
ossal and demanda high degreeofeconomicand socio- area, are proposed to be exempt from tax provided the
political acumen to resolve them. gains are reinvested in approved relocation schemes

within the specified period. This is a salutary sugges-
After the end of his hundred-minute long Budget tion. Widely-helddomesticcompanieswill pay capital
Speech, Mr. Gandhiobliged the waitingnewsmenout- gains tax at slightly reduced rates of 45% and 35% on
side Parliament House with a one line description of gains in excess of 10,000 Rs. from immovableproperty
the Budget - Budget for poor and growth. Upon and other assets respectively. However, in the case of
this, Mr. Nani Palkhivala, the eminent jurist, com- non-resident companies the tax rate will go up from
mented that the conjunction and was redundant, the existing 50% and 40% to 58.5% and 45.5% on
the correct interpretationwould be Budget for poor capital gains in excess of 10,000 Rs.
growth. There is no doubt that the Budget has
aroused little enthusiasm, has been widely described The much publicized tax relief for payments made
as routine and without any directionor philosophy. In towards purchase or constructionof house property is

fact, less than three weeks before the presentationof hemmed in by so many limitations that it loses its
the Budget, the Prime Ministerstated at the inaugura- value. Briefly, it is proposed that the repayment of

tion of the 29th Congressof the InternationalChamber loans or payments made towards construction or pur-
of Commerce in New Delhi that his Governmentpro-

chase of a residential house shall be allowed as deduc-

posed to rationalize the tax system to help the capital tion on the same lines as life insurance premiums,
marketsgrow and raise funds for the privateandpublic provident fund contribution, etc., subJect to a

sectors. Presumably, this statement aroused expecta- maximum of 10,000 Rs. during a previous year. The
tions of a saucy feast of fiscal incentives and conces-

overall ceiling of 40,000 Rs. provided in section 80C
sions in the Budget but the suave and gentle Mr. Gan- of the Income-tax Act will be applicable. This leaves
dhi instead served a cold and insipid fare which will little scope for substantial tax benefit and, in most

neither whet industry's appetite nor lure a diffident cases, only 40% of the paymentwill qualify for deduc-
investor. Undoubtedly,he has thrown a few crumbsof tion. The qualifying limit should be enhanced to make

relief here and there, but these are too trivial to be of the concessionmeaningful.The deductionamountwill

any consequence. not include the cost of land unless it forms a composite
part of the total consideration,nor will the cost of any

Let us now look at some of the major tax proposals additions or alterations to the existing residentialpre-
contained in the Finance Bill, 1987. Mr. Gandhi's mises. The rationale is not clear. If additional indepen-
suggestions to continue the existing deduction in re- dent residential units can be provided by adding a

spect of investment in equity shares of specified new further storey or an annexe or through alterations,
companiesfor a furtherperiod of 3 years and his inten- why should payment for this purpose be denied con-
tion to reduce the holding period of these shares from cessional tax treatment An amendment is required.
5 to 3 years are welcome.1 But the benefitf a general If the house property is transferredwithin a period of
reduction in the period of holding of shares in a com- 5 years after taking possession, the aggregate of the
pany from 36 months to 12 months for eligibility for deductions allowed shall be chargeable to tax as the
concessional tax treatmentof capital gains realized on income of the year of transfer. This is a severe penalty
the transfer of such shares is open to some doubt. The and exceptions must be made for extenuating cir-
proposal will provide greater flexibility to investors cumstances.
but it is a moot point if it will improve the health of
the capital market. A genuine investor values long- It is intended to permit deduction of 50% of deposits
term prospects of growth and a regular, adequate re- made in a new national savings scheme, subject to a

turn on his investment;a mere dabblerin shares intent maximum deposit of 20,000 Rs. only. Reference to

on making a fast buck may improve the mobility of this scheme has been made in detail in the Long Term

capital invested in shares, but the aggregate pool of Fiscal Policy statement which specifically states that
investible funds is unlikely to show an early rise. The
long range results are difficult to predict. 1 Editor's note: Where individual has acquired new equity shares in

. an

It has also Deen turther suggested that capital gains an Indian public company engaged in the business of construction, man-

ufacture or the production of any articles other than articles specified in
arising from the transferof a capital asset, being shares the Income-taxAct, orinprovidinglong-termhousing finance (if approved
in a company, shall be exempt from tax if the said by the Central Government) out of his income chargeable to tax, an

capital asset is transferred to a notified public sector allowanceequal to 50% of the cost of the share will be allowed. Where the

company. The suggestion is inequitable and may lead cost exceeds 20,000 Rs. the amount with reference to which the allowance

to an increasein the holdingofpublicsectorcompanies
will be permitted will be limited to 20,000 Rs. The equity shares must be

of the initial issue of capital and must have been offered for subscrip-
by placing a premium on transfer of shares to them. part

Certaintion to the public. The investmentmust be held for at least 5 years.
Contrary to court rulings, capital gains on transfer of other conditions are also specified.
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the deduction from taxable income will be without tion rates are being liberalizedwith effect from 2 April
any overall ceiling. Why then the proposed limit of 1987, there being only 3 rates for plant and machinery,
20,000 Rs. Apart from detracting from the sheme's namely 100%, 50% and 331/3%.
utjlity, it contradicts the officially authorized fiscal

Mention be made of proposal for deduction of
policy statement. The upper limit of 20,000 Rs. should may a

be deleted or raised substantially. In case any with- tax at source from all payments, above prescribed
to a persons,drawals are made, an amount equal to 50% of the limits,

. .

made resident by other than indi-
viduals and Hinduundivided families, for professionaldeductionallowedshall be deemed to be income in the
and technical services, royalties, rent, commision or

year in which the withdrawal was made.
brokerage and payments for goods supplied to Gov-

The proposal to impose a minimum corporate tax ernment bodies, local authorities and companies. For

on at least 30% of the bookprofitsofeverycompany example, tax at 10% will be deductible if the annual

stems from a curious view of the phenomenonof the rent payable exceeds 36,000 Rs., but not 48,000 Rs.;
so-calledzero-taxhighly profitablecompany referred on the balance the proposed rate is 20%. For supplies
to in the Budget Speech. Time and again, it has been of goods worth over 100,000 Rs. tax is proposed to be

emphasized that a zero-tax company, as such, is a deducted at the rate of 5% by the purchaser. A close

myth. It is a figment of an errant mind. A company
examination shows the suggestion to be a product of

which maximizes its productivity and profitability immature thinking. The monetary limits are too low

through diligent, lawful and efficient utilization of its and have apparently missed statutory deductions and

resources and tax allowances; which adds to the gross
allowances. The high tax rates are unimaginative. If

national product by additional production of goods deduction of tax at source is made, as proposed, hun-

and services; and which generates further employ- dreds of thousandsof claims for tax refunds will arise;
ment, earns valuable foreign exchange, pays greater the likely hardship is too obvious to need elaboration.

indirect taxes and other levies to the Central and State Superannuated individuals having income from rent,

exchequersdoes not deserve the stigmaof a zero-tax brokers and suppliers of goods will have to file tax

company simply because it legally extinguishes its lia- returns and pursue refund applications. The tax de-

bility to corporate tax which, in any case, forms a small partment will not have the necessary administrative

part of the total tax revenue. The imposition of a capability of refunding the excess tax deducted at

minimum corporate tax is the very negation of the source with expedition nor will the department have

conceptof rapid growth induced by accelerateddepre- the requisite facilities for issuance of statutory certifi-

ciation and developmentallowance. The Explanatory cates for no deduction of tax or deduction at lower

Memorandum accompanying the Finance Bill which rates. The paper work involved will lead to chaotic

shows the proposed minimum tax as a measure conditions in trade and industry. It is pertinent to note

against tax avoidancebetrays a lack of understanding that the existing provisions in the tax law stipulate
of the basic principles of fiscal economies. Tax avoid- much lower rates of 2% and 1% for contractors and

ance, if any, should be tackled within the rule of law sub-contractors.The proposal needs serious reconsid-

and not through a general fiat ofpenal taxation. Strong eration and the Prime Minister has already promised
representations have been made to Mr. Gandhi to a review. The raising of thresholds for tax deduction

drop this proposal, particularlywhen a definite assur- at source from dividend and interest income to 2,500
ance to this effect has been given in the Long Term Rs. is however a step in the right direction.

Fiscal Policy statement (see paragraph 5.20 thereof).
When the investment allowance has been buried why

It ill behove the Prime Minister to introduce dis-

should the minimum tax concept be resurrectedFre- criminatory legislation, favouring employees in the

quent deviation from expressly stated Government public sector undertakings. It has been suggested that

policy is bound to erode taxpayer confidence and dis- any payment received by an employee of a public
courage voluntary compliance.

sector unit at the time of voluntary retrement should
be fully exempt from tax, but no such exemption is

With the lowering of tax rates on personal and corpo- available to employees of private sector companies.
rate incornes, the provision for charging additional Likewise, a Governmentemployeeor an employeeof

income tax on undistributedprofits had lost its signifi_ a public sector undertaking can obtain relef under
cance and its deletion has been rightly proposed. The section 89(1) of the Income-tax Act, relating to tax on

tax concession presently available to domestic com- salary received in arrear or in advance, from the

panies earning income from a foreign government or employer, but the employeeof a private sector under-

a foreign enterprise for importingtechnicalknow-how taking has to apply for a refund from the Income-tax
is sought to be given only if the foreign exchange Officer and suffer harassment. This unjustiftable dis-
earned is repatriated to India within the specified tinction should be removed. It is proposed to enhance

period. In line with this suggestion, it is also proposed the existing permissible deduction of 10,000 Rs. to

that 50% of the remuneration received in foreign ex- 15,000 Rs. in the case of totally blind or otherwise

change by an Indian citizen for services rendered permanentlydisabled individuals.
abroad or 75% of such remunerationas is repatriated

.

in convertible foreign exchange, whichever is higher,
In the field of indirect taxes, it is ptraoxposed to extend

will be allowed as a deduction.
MODVAT(modifiedvalue added tax to all the chap-
ters of excise tariff except those relating to textiles,

In keeping with an earlier announcement, deprecia- tobacco and the petroleumsectors. The scheme is also
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being simplified and several concessions are intended pilgrimage abroad. Users of luxury hotels may be sub-
to avoid the cascading effect of excise duty. Certain jected to a special tax of 10% for which a comprehen-
changes have been proposed in import duties for the sive scheme will be worked out.
benefit of the indigenouscapital goods industry. Duty
on textile plant and machinery has been substantially

To conclude, Mr. Gandhi's maiden Budget unfolds a

mixed bag of tax proposals,good, bad and indifferent.
cut from 245% to 65% and the import duty on found- These will have impact industrial growth, but
ries has also been reduced. The Prime Minister has

no on

shown special interest in computers, electronics and may have an adverseeffect on his Government'scredi-

automobiles and, presumably, the revision of rates is bility. Togetherwith the whoppingallocationsfor non-

in consonancewith his own objectives. productiveexpenditure, includingdefence, record de-
ficits, the ever present threat of a double-digit rise in

Reference'may be made to a proposed 15% tax on the consumer price index and mediocre tax proposals
foreign exchange released for foreign travel excluding bode ll for the future of the country's economic de-
travel for education, medical treatment and perhaps velopment.
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INDIA:

LossesMayBe SetOffagainstForeign-source
DividendsExemptundera TaxTreaty
Decisionof the SupremeCourtof India in CIT v. MahalaxmiSugarMills Ltd. (1986),
160 ITR 920 (S.C.)

By NanditaSen

INTRODUCTION

A recent judgement of the Supreme Court of India interpreting the (old)
bilatelal tax treaty between India and Pakistan may raise some concern

on whether the protection from double taxation ensured by a treaty for
the avoidance of double taxation can be whittled down by the application
of the domestic laws of a country. The judgement may be significant for

taxpayers of other countries too as it may be adopted as a precedent and
have some persuasive force for the tax authorities and courts of law in
other countries.

THE ISSUE j,

The case in question relates to an ssessee: an Indian public company,
c,trryng on business lor the nianulacture and sale ol suga ln India. The ,

company also held some shares in a sugar and distillery company in West
Pakistan. The relevant year of assessment was 1957-58. ln this year the t

assessec company ncurred losses n ts business n India while t received t .

a substantial amount of dividend income from its investments in West-
Pakistan.J
The assessee contended that in determining the total world losses for

carry-forward under the Indian Income-tax Act, 1922, the dividend in-
come earned in Pakistan could not be offset as such dividend income was

not subject to tax at all in India by applicationof the provisionsof the tax
Mrs. Nandita Sen, BSc., BL, FCA, is a

Chartered Accountant with a legal back-
treaty between India and Pakistan. The Revenue Department and the ground She has experience both in the
Income Tax Appellate Tribunal rejected the assessee's contention. accountancyprofession and as corporate

advisor. CurrentlysheisGeneral Manager,
HIGH COURT'SANALYSIS-SUPPORTINGASSESSEE Taxation, for ITC Limited, a leading house

in India.
The Delhi High Court examinedwhether the Tribunalwas right in holding
that the dividend income from Pakistan was deductible in arriving at the
total world losses of the assessee for carry-forwardunder Section 24(1) of
the Indian Income-tax Act, 1922. The High Court relied on the decision
of the Supreme Court of India in Indore Malwa United Mills Limited v. Contents

CI72 which had held that losses incurred in Indore (then an independent
State outside the taxable territories of India) and carried forward under

Introduction

the provisions of the Indore taxation laws, could not be considered for The issue

offset against income earned by the assessee in India, i.e. after the State High Courts's analysis - Supporting
was merged with India and became a part of the Indian taxable territory. assessee

On application of this principle to the present case, dividend income Supreme Court's contentions - Re-

earned in Pakistan could not be considered for set-off against losses jecting assessee's clairn

sustained in India. Some open-ended questions
The High Court was also of the view that since according to the provisions
of the Schedule to Article IV of the tax treatybetweenIndia and Pakistan3,
each country had the authority to tax such amount of the dividend income
s was in proportion to the profits of the company paying the dividends

(taxable in such country) no portion of the dividendincome in this particu-
lar case could be taxed in India nor could it therefore be considered for I. East-Pakistan is Bangladesh.now

determiningthe quantumof world losses for carry-forwardby the assessee 2. (1962) 45 ITR 210 (S.C.)
under Section 24(1) of the Indian Income-tax Act. 3. Not in operation from 1971-72.
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The High Court was further of the view that the effect amountcalculatedaccordingto the percentagespecified
of setting off the dividend income against the asses- in columns 2 and 3 thereof, that Dominion shall allow

see's losses in India would amount to denying the an abatement equal to the lower amount of tax payable
assessee of the benefit of exemption in respect of the on such excess in their Dominion as provided for in

dividend income arising in Pakistan. Consequently, it
Article VI.

would deprive the assessee of the right of having its ArticleV. Where any income accruing or arisingwith--

entire losses carried forward to the next year. Such an out the territoriesof the Dominions is chargeable to tax
indirect taxation would not be permissible. If a rule in both the Dominions, each Dominion shall allow an

would have the effect of indirectlydepriving the com- abatementequal to one-halfof the lower amount of tax

pany of any part of the benefit of the exemption... payable in either Dominion on such doubly taxed in-
its operation must be cut down and allow the exemp- come.

tion to operate to its full extent.4The High Court thus
reversed the decision of the Tribunal and held in Article VI. - (a) For the purposes of the abatement to

favour of the assessee.
be allowed under Article IV or V, the tax payable in
each Dominion on the excess or the doubly taxed in-
come, as the case may be, shall be such proportion of
the tax payable in each Dominion as the excess or the

SUPREMECOURT'S.CONTENTIONS- doubly taxed income bears to the total income of the
REJECTINGASSESSEE'SCLAIM assessee in each Dominion.

(b) Where at the time of assessment in one Dominion,The matter came up before the Supreme Court of the tax payable on the total income in the other Domin-
India for a decision on the very important issue of the ion is not known, the first Dominion shall make a de-
scope and effect of the provisionsof the bilateral treaty mand without allowing the abatement, but shall hold in
vis--vis that of the respective tax laws of the treaty abeyance for a periodof one year (or such longerperiod
countries. as may be allowed by the Income-tax Officer in his

discretion) the collection of a portion of the demand
Examining the Agreement for Avoidanceof Double equal to the estimated abatement. If the assessee pro-
Taxation between the Government of the Dominion duces a certificateof assessment in the other Dominion
of India and the Dominion of Pakistan in operation within the period of one year or any longer period
in the relevantassessmentyear (1957/58), the Supreme allowed by the Income-taxOfficer, the uncollectedpor-
Court reaffirmed its view (taken earlier in Romesh R. tion of the demand will be adjusted against the abate-

Saraiya v. CIT5 that the double taxation avoidance ment allowableunder this Agreement;if no such certifi-

agreementhad no role to play in the matterofdetermi- cate is produced, the abatementshall cease to be opera-
nation of total income of an assessee by applicationof tive and the outstanding demand shall be collected

the domestic laws of India. The Supreme Court pro-
forthwith.

ceeded with the analysis of the material provsons Article Vll. (a) Nothing in this Agreement shall be-

contained in Articles IV, V, VI and VII of the treaty construed as modifying or interpreting in any manner
as set forth below: the provisionsof relevant taxation laws in force in either

Article IV. - Each Dominion shall make assessment in Dominion.

the ordinary way under its own laws; and, where either (b) If any question arises as to whetherany income falls
Dominion under the operation of its laws charges any within any one of the items specified in the Schedule
income from the sources or categories of transactions and if so underwhich item, the questionshall be decided
specified in column 1 of the Schedule to this Agreement without any reference to the treatment of such income
(hereinafterreferred to as the Schedule) in excess of the in the assessment made by the other Dominion.

The Schedule
(see Article IV)

Sourceof incomeor natureof Percentageof incomewhicheach
transactionfrom which income Dominion is entitled tocharge

is derived undertheAgreement Remarks

1 2 3 4
8. Dividends By each Domin- (As in preceding Relief in respect of any excess income-tax

ion in proportion column.) deemed to be paid by the shareholdershall be
to the profitsof the allowed by each Dominion in proportion to the

company charge- profits of the company chargeable by each
able by each under this Agreement.
Dominion under
this Agreement.

Having regard to the opening lines of Article IV of the ment in one Dominion6 the tax payable in the other
treaty, the SupremeCourtheld that it clearly indicated
that each Dominion could assess in the ordinaryway 4. Relying on the Court of Appeal in Australian Mutuai Provident So-

under its laws regardlessofthe existeceof the agree- ciety v. Inland Revenue Commissioner (1946)/All ER 528,53 (C.A.)
ment. 5. (1965) 55 ITR 699 (S.C.)

6. With Dominion either one of the countries, Inda or Pakistan, is
Article VI provided that where at the time of assess- meant.
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is not known, the first Dominion would make a de- serves the right of each country to determine the
mand without allowing any abatementbut hold a por- assessable income in accordance with the laws in
tion of the demand representingan estimated amount operation in the respective countries.
of abatement in abeyance for future adjustment after (b) The treaty is only concerned with power of reten-
the quntum of abatement is known and established. tion of the right amount of tax by each country as
This also led to the same conclusion that an assessment per schedules given in the treaty.
under the local laws of the treaty countries is indepen- (c) Assessment.underthe laws ofeitherIndiaor Pakis-
dent of the provisions of the treaty. A question of tan have to be made in the ordinary way and con-

making a demand in the first place a-nd then allowing sequential tax liability determined (it was only
an abatement later could only arise if an assessment thereafter that the treaty took over and came into
was validly possible. play).
Article VII was more direct in stating that nothing in (d) There was no provision in the Indian Income-tax

this Agreement can be construed as modifying..,in
Act by which it could be inferred that the dividend

any manner the provisions of the relevant taxation income was not liable to inclusion in determining
the total income of the assessee in India.laws in force in either Dominion. The treaty does not

(e) Consequently, for of carry-forward ofnullify the provisions of Section 24(1) of the Indian purpose
losses underSection24(1) for set-offagainstprofitsIncome-tax Act, 1922, nor does it modify the provi- of future years, dividend incomefrom the Pakistansions. It is by operation of the agreement that the

dividend income is made chargeable entirely in the company was deductible from losses sustained in
India.Dominion of Pakistan. If regard is had to the provi-

sions of the Indian Income-tax Act, 1922, without SOME OPEN-ENDEDQUESTIONS
reference to the agreement, the dividendincome, even The Supreme Court judgement as reported leaves a
though accruingor arising abroad, would becomesub- feeling that the Court was primarily concerned with
ject to tax for a resident in India by virtue of Section the mechanics of applicationof the treatyvis--vis the
4(1) of the Indian Income-tax Act. domestic tax laws rather than the intent and purpose
Section 24(1) of the Indian Income-taxAct, 1922 (re- behind the tax treaty. The reason may be that a

producedbelow) signifies that losses of any year under number of relevant issues were not raised before the
any head (i.e. category) of income (as distinguished Supreme Court for examination. The judgement also
in the law) are to be set off against the income under leaves many pertinent questions unanswered. For

any other head in thatyear. example:
24. Set-off of loss in computing aggregate income o Why does the Supreme Court not consider the
(1) Where any assessee sustains a loss of profits or ratio of its earlier decision in Indore Malwa United
gains in any year unter any of the heads mentioned in Mills Limited7 as applicable to the present case
Section 6, he shall be entitled to have the amountof the

o How would the Court meet the argument of theloss set off againsthis income, profitsor gains under any Delhi High Court in the overruledjudgementsthatother head in that year. the setting off of the dividend income arising in
Sub-section (2) of Section 24 furtherprovides that it is Pakistan against losses in India results ultimatelyonly so much of the business loss as cannot be set off in taxing the dividend income from Pakistan in
against the provisionsof sub-section (1), that wouldbe India
carried forward to the following year. The Supreme o How would the Supreme Courtcounter the princi-Court was of the view that the method of computation ple laid down in Australian Mutual Provident So-
of losses for carry-forward under Section 24(1) read ciety9 that ifan exemption is conferred, the Crown
with 24(2) remained unaffected by any provision of must not get the tax relief either directly or indi-
the treaty. rectly ...Insofar as the rule, iftaken in isolation,
The Supreme Court reversed the verdict of the Delhi would have the effect of indirectly depriving the
High Court holding that the tax treaty in no way re- company of any part of the benefit of the exemp-
stricted the power of any of the parties to the treaty tion, its operation must be cut down and allow the
(India and Pakistan) to assess in the normalway all the exemption to operate to its full extent
Income that was liable to taxation under their respec- The SupremeCourtdecision seems to have consideredtive laws. What the treaty sought to provide is a right Articles IV to VII of the bilateral treaty and the provi-of abatement to the taxpayer for income doubly taxed sions of Section 24 of the Indian Income-taxAct, 1922in both countries. The tax treaty in fact preventedboth in isolated pockets and arrived at a result which indi-the countries from retaining any part of the tax for rectly leads to curtailing the benefit that the treatywhich abatement was due to the assessee. According precisely wishes to confer. It is not unlikely that theto the SupremeCourt, the High Court had fallen into ratio of the judgement may be reversed in the future,the fallacy of treating the setting-off of the dividend

as there is an apparent inconsistencybetween the in-income against business loss as an infringementof the
agreement. tent and purpose of the treaty and the result tbat is

' achieved by virtue of the manner of its application.
The Supreme Court decision can be summarized as
follows: 7. See note 2.

8. See note 5.
(a) The double taxation avoidance agreement pre- 9. See note 4.
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JAAX

OngoingTax Reform II
By ToraoAoki

--r
.

I. THE REPORTOF THETAX COMMISSION

1. Underlyingphilosophy

On 28 October1986, at its generalmeeting, the Tax Commissionapproved
a report on the overall review of the tax system, whch was subsequently
submitted to Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone. The review is based on

the principles of equity, fairness, simplicity, choice and economicvitality Mr. Aoki s currentlya full professorof pub-
taking into consideration the neutrality to resource allocation and the ljc financeat the Niigata University in Tokyo-

internationalcontext. and a special memberof the researchstaff
at the Institute of Fiscal and Monetary Pol-

The social and economic climate of Japan has drastically changed since icy of the Ministry of Finance

the current tax system was introduced in 1950. Because the exstng tax He is a law graduate of the Law School of

regime no longer reflects the economic and social realities of today's the Un versity of Tokyo and has an M.A

Japan, it is no wonder that taxpayershave many complaintsabout unfair- from the University of Southern California.

ness and inequities in taxation. To mention a few, the size of the Japanese He has held various positions in the
economy in terms of gross national product (GNP) has grown by 80.4 Japanese Ministry of Finance, including
times between 1950 and 1985 or from 1/26th that of the United States to that of Director of the International Tax Af-

about one-third. Nominal national income per capita increased from fairs Division of the Tax Bureau.

41,000 yen in 1950 to 1,978,000 yen in 1984 or from 1/14th of that of the
United States to 2/3rds. According to a family budget survey, the income He representedthe JapaneseGovernment

of the first quintile of the total families relative to that of the fifth quintile
in the Committee on Fiscal Affairs of the
OECD and he has attended meetings of

was halved from 5.8 times in 1950 to 2.9 times in 1985. The comparable the Tax Experts of the United Nations.

figure indicative of the income differential between the low and high
income classes is 9.1 times that in the United States in 1984. Obviously, He has been a staff memberof the Interna-

Japan has one of the narrowest bands of income gap in the world. tional Monetary Fund and an Executive Di-

rector with the nter-American Develop-

In light of the recent improvementand levelingofpeople's livingstandard,
ment Bank.

it is of vital importance to seek a broader but lighter share of taxes among
the people by expanding the tax base. A tax system which may serve this

purpose should be logically simple and intervene minimally in the

econo.y, therebycontributingto vitalizationof the economy. In radically
re-evaluating the tax system, it is also important to work out comprehen-
sive and consistent proposals including reduction and rationalization of
tax burdens and consolidation of financial resources. The tax reform
should aim at correction of distortions and the mitigation of heavy tax

burdens rather than at an increase in tax revenues. On the other hand, in
view of the current level of tax burdens and the Government austerity
programme, it should not reduce tax revenues, leaving a financialburden
to the future generations. In other words, the reform is designed to be
revenue neutral not only over a long period of time but also in each fiscal

year until it is completed.

2. A desirabletaxstructure

In these days of a diversified and sophisticated socio-economy, if past
experience is any guide, it is next to impossible to achieve equality in tax

burdens and all other ideals of the tax system by any single kind of tax

alone. Too heavy a reliance on one specific type of tax for Government
revenue prevents fair sharing of tax burdens, thereby adversely affecting The frst part of this article ap-
the nationaleconomy.Therefore, it is essential to build up a well balanced peared in the March 1987 issue of

tax structure by judiciouslycombiningincome, consumptionand assets as the Bulletin, at page 111.

a tax base.
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Also important is improvementof the climate for tax ment income is somethingunique to Japan. Some ob-
compliance. By its very nature, the self-assessment servers see little or no need to raise the level of such
system in Japan depends on the compliance of tax- employment income deduction since it has already
payers. It should be promoted by winning the confi- reached, as far as the statisticson macro-databear out,
denceandunderstandingofthe generalpublic through a height of about 30% of income from wages and
equitable taxation at both levels of institution and salaries. But others argue that it may be expanded
enforcement. Last but not least, due consideration with due regard had to the proposed reduction in in-
should be given to the allocationof financial resources come tax rates. The Tax Commission'sreport analyzes
between the national and local governments so that four combinations of the tax rate schedules and
the financial managementof both entities may not be employmentincome deduction.,Salariedworkerswho
significantlyaffected by any change in tax revenues. account for a greater part of taxpayers are dissatisfied

with the existingemploymentincomedeductionwhich
is generally considered high enough. The reasons for

II. INDIVIDUALINCOMETAX their discontent are as follows: (i) the nature of this
deductionis not necessarilyclear; iii) the costs actually

1. Perceptionof taxburden incurred cannot be deducted; and (ni) salaried tax-

payers whose tax is withheld at source have no chance
From the macro-economicpoint of view, the burden to file a tax return of their own - calculating their tax
of the individual income tax in Japan is on the low side base and tax amount.
as compared with those of other industrial countries.
The individual income tax as a percentageof personal To solve the problems, the following is suggested:
income was 4.9% (7.1% including local inhabitants (1) For the purposes of clarifying its character, the

tax) in Japan, 12.1% in the United Kingdom,5.0% in employmentincome deductionwill be dividedinto
France in 1984, 10.1% (12.1% including local taxes) a standard deduction for employmentwork and a

in the United States and 8.7% in the Federal Republic special deduction to adjust the burden of the tax

of Germany in 1983. Nevertheless, the Japanese tax- to that placed on other incomes.

payers harbour a strong feeling of heavy tax burden. (2) Employees may opt to claim a deduction for ex-

This is most apparentin the middle-incomegroupwho penses which they incur for employmentby filing
-erceive distinct inequalities in the tax burden borne a final return.

y wage earners as opposed to other taxpayers. (3) A distinction will be made in the employment tn-
come deduction between ordinary income from
wages and salaries and a sole proprietor's income

2. Rate structure in the casewherean election has been made to be
treated as a corporation for income taxation pur-The steep progressive structure of tax rates prevents poses.people from experiencingnoticeable improvement in

their living standard despite an increase n their in-
come. Today, thanks to a more evenly distributedand 4. Personaldeductions

higher standard of income, the majority of taxpayers
come under a certain range of income brackets. At the Since the minimum taxable income is now set at an

same time, the social security programmeshave been appropriate level, the basic personal deductions con-

fairly well developed. Under the circumstances,while tributing to such taxable income may be kept intact.
paying the deserved attention to the re-distributional
function of the income tax, the progressivitymay be With respect to the issue of the unit which must file
somewhat moderated for the income brackets where a return, the splitting of income between a husband
most taxpayers are concentrated. and his spouse has not been adopted. However, for a

single-earner couple, in recognition of the contribu-
In order to keep salaried workers within a given tax tion to earningsof the familyby the spousenot directlybracket, a basic tax rate of 10% or 15% will be estab- engaged in income-earning activity and in order to
lished for taxpayerswho earn between 8 and 9 million ease the tax burden of the family, a newly created
yen. This bracket will include the majority of salary special deductionfor the spouse of 150,000yen for the
earners. national incone tax and 120,000 yen for the local in-
The local inhabitants' tax is designed to distribute the habitant tax will be added to the existing deduction for
costs of maintaininglocal communitiesamong the res- the spouse.
idents according to their abilities. Its minimum and A spouse or dependent with income up to a certainmaximumrateswill be changed from the current4.5%
to either 5% or 4% and from 18% to 15%, respec-

amount is treated in the same way as a person without

tively, and the number of brackets will be reduced income and is entitled to an exemption to ease the
from the existing 14 to 4. administrativeburden. A new subject of discussion in

Japan is the loss of the spousal exemption when the
income of a housewife from a part-time job exceeds a

3. Levelofemploymentincomededuction prescribed amount, hence, the after-tax income of her
family decreases. To accommodate this situation, a

The mechanism of,the present deduction for employ- formula, regular and special, will be introduced to
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adjust the exemptions for the spouse according to the viduals totaling 503 trillion yen. As a result, during
income. 1984 the tax-exempted income from interest totalled

On top of this, in the interest of simplicity in the tax
some 13.5 trillion yen, as against the taxable business
income of about 8.7 trillion yen and taxable corporate

system, an attempt will be made to abolish the aggre- income of 27.2 trillion yen. These compare with the
gation of family ncome from assets and to rationalize tax-free interest income, taxable business and
a variety of deductions from taxable income such as

corpo-
rate income of 499 billion yen, 1,287 billion yen and

deduction for medical expenses. 3,007 billion yen, respectively, in 1965. This reveals
that the relative size of the privileged savings has

5. Taxationofpensions grown spectacularlyand that the high-incomeearners

are making the most of the tax exemptionsystem orig-
Because of the rise in the average age of the popula- inally intendendfor small savers. At the end of March

tion, pension programmesplay an increasingly impor- 1985, as many as nearly 259 million returns were filed
tant role in the national economy from the collection for a tax-exempt savings account and there were 394
of the premiums to the payment of benefits. Accord- million postal savings accounts, more than 3 times the

ingly, taxation on pensions should be streamlined. At entire populationof the country. This is a glaring case

present, the employment income deduction and the of abuse of the tax exemption for small savings ac-

special deductionfor the elderly are applicable to pub- counts as a tax shelter. One taxpayer has multiple
lic pension benefits. However, the employment in- tax-free savings accounts in different institutions and
come deduction is designed for wages and salaries. numeroussuch accountsare openedunderan assumed
With income from other sources, some recipients of name.

public pensions are high-income earners. Therefore,
it is not always reasonable to apply both deductions to

In 1980 legislation was passed to create a card system
for savers of small amounts, commonly known as the

income from publicpensions. It is proposed that a new

deduction for public pensions replace the existing two green card, which was scheduled to come into force
from 1983. This card was designed to identify a saver

deductons while at the same tme increasing the cur- for the sake of stricter control small savings
rent deduction for the aged. Reassessment will be

over ac-

made of the taxation on benefits from employer-main-
counts. The proposed system met with a storm of

tained pensions. oppositionfrom variousquarters. In 1983, the enforce-
ment of the system was postponed for 3 years and in

The ndividual pension programme under which be- 1986 the ill-fatedgreen card system was repealedwith-

neficiaries receive the principal and interest of the out ever having been implemented. Instead, as from 1

contributed fund in the form of an annual pension is January 1986, administration of the tax-free savings
basically a savings account. The wealthy can afford to accounts has been reinforced, centering on more

hold more individualpensions. If beneficiariesreceive scrupulous identificationof savers. Furthermore,gone
the principaland interestby withdrawal,the individual are the days when saving was encouragedby all means.

pension will be the same as an ordinary savings ac- The Japanese are well known for their high rate of

count. Taking this into consideration, the preferential saving for one reason or another. C)f late, the excess

tax treatment for the individual pensions should be saving relative to limited investmentsin Japan is even

re-evaluatedfrom the standpointofequalityof burden blamed for the economic friction with the United

and neutrality of taxation. States and the European Community nations.

It should be noted that, with a view to relief for the

6. Taxationon interestanddividends seriously affected persons with diminished earning
ability, the tax exemption system for small savings

An in-depth review of the taxation on interest and accounts may be continued for elderly people and

dividendsis one ofthe most urgent tasks ofthe ongoing fatherless families.

tax reform. As a relief for small savings accounts, The following4 methods are suggested as alternatives
interest income from deposits in financial institutions,
postal savings and Government bonds each with a

to the tax exemptionsystem for small savingsaccounts:

total principal value not exceeding 3 million yen is (1) interest is subject to withholding tax at source and

exempt from tax. In addition, interest income from
ncome tax is imposed on the aggregate amount of all

deposits under the savings programme for the forma- types of income includingsuch interest income; (2) tax

tion ofemployees'assets with the principalnot exceed-
iS withheld on interest at source and no final return is

ing 5 million yen is also exempt from tax. These add required for interest income up to a certain amount;

up to a tax exemption for interest on savingswhen the (3) withholding tax at a lower than normal rate is

principal is not over 14 million yen for each person.
levied on interest, up to a certain amount, separately
from other income; and (4) tax at a flat rate on all

Incidentally, in 1985 the average savings of a wage interest is withheld at separately from other
earner family, including life insurance, was 6,920,000

source

income. Many members of the Tax Commission en-

yen. dorsed alternatve (4) because it is well adapted to the
As of the end of March 1986, tax exempt savings peculiaritiesof interest income and meets the require-
amounting to 287 trillion yen accountedfor 60% (70% ments of simplicity, neutrality and efficiency. A con-

if insurance is excluded) of the overall savings of indi- siderablenumberof the memberswere in favourof (3)
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combinedwith (4) from the standpointof fairness and acceleratingthe hollowing-outor outsourcingof indus-
equity in taxation. Some members supportedalterna- tries.
tive (2). It may be rememberedthat other industrialeconomies
With regard to the local inhabitants' tax, the following are lowering the tax rates while broadening the tax
3 methods were studied: (1) a method corresponding base for the corporate tax. Paying due attentionto the
to that of the nationalincometax; (2) separate taxation status of Government finances, it would be appropri-
at a certain rate regardless of the method for the na- ate to reduce the effective tax rate to below the 50%
tional taxation; and (3) inclusion in the national tax of level in the medium term.
the local tax which will be later given to local govern-
ments as a local transfer tax. Reassessmentshould also 2. Rate structurebe made of a variety of financial instruments and the
like, the income from which is not treated as interest As far as the corporation tax is concerned, the case forincome for taxation purposes. Classification of in-

progressive tax rates has been dismissed since it will
come, application of special deductions and introduc-

adversely affect the enterpriseswhich require by theirtion of withholding of tax at source should be consi-
nature of business a huge amount of capital and,dered in light of tax equity on interest and actual hence, incomeavailablefor distributionas dividends.conditions in the markets.
A reduced tax rate was first introduced in 1955 to
relieve small businesses of their tax burden. Since7. Taxationoncapitalgains then, the reduced rates were cut deeper than the basic

and remained unchanged even when the basicAt present, capitalgains on securitiesheld by individu- rate
rate was raised. In this way, the margin between theals are exempt from tax except for those securities

continuously traded. Taking into consideration fair-
two has grown unevenly. At present, the reduced rate
is 31% for companieswith capital less than 100 million

ness and equity when taxing interest and dividendson and annual income not exceeding8 million
one hand and the possible impact on the securities yen yen, as

rate notemarket on the other, taxation on such capital gains against the basic of 43.3%. While taking of
the rationale of the lenient tax treatment for smallshould be gradually increased. The tax base should be firms, the differential between the basic and reducedbroadened to pave the way to eventualoverall taxation
rates should be somewhat lessened.

on capital gains.
In viewof the fact that a good part ofcapitalgains from
land are not taxed as a result of various special deduc- 3. Adjustmentof taxburdensof individualand
tions and favourable treatment for the exchange of corporatetaxes

property,expansionof the tax base shouldbe seriously
considered. In Japan the double taxation on income both at the

and individual levels is adjusted mainly byAlso, an attemptshould be made to reducevarious tax corporate
means of the tax credit for dividendsreceivedby share-privilegeswhich are no longer necessarynor appropri- holders. In 1961, the split tax rate system on corpora-ate in the light of the intended policy objectives. tions was added to the mechanism of adjustment. At
present, 10% (5% of that part of the total taxable
income which exceeds 10 million yen) of dividends

III. CORPORATETAX may be credited against a shareholder's income tax.
The retained income of corporationsis taxed at 43.3%

1. Leveloftaxburden while distributed income is taxed at the reduced rate
of 33.3%.

Since the late 1960s, the corporate income tax rate has
steadily risen in order to meet the fiscal demand. As a Despite some dissenting opinions, measures for ad-

result, the effective tax rate, which was around 40% justmentof individual and corporate income taxes are

from 1950 through 1970, has now risen to 52.9%. This considered necessary because income of corporations
is higher than the 51.18% rate (40.34% in and after is in the final analysis attributable to shareholdersand

July 1987) of the United States, the 35% rate of the constitutes a part of their personal income. The exist-
United Kingdom and the 46.5% rate of France. Only ing mechanism of adjustment at both the corporate
the Federal Republicof Germany is higherwith a rate and the shareholder levels is too complicated. As is

of 56.52%. These rates are derived by the Japanese often the case with Japan, where the prime concern of

Ministry of Finance by combining various domestic entrepreneurs is to maintain the certain established
rate of dividends, the reduced tax rate on corporationstaxes.
is not necessarilyconducive to increase dividendsand,

These days, the Japanese society and its economy are hence, shareholdersdo not benefitfrom the alleviation
closely related with those of other countries. It would of double taxation. The split rate regimewas originally
be destabilizingif there was a substantialdifference in intended to make it easier for corporations to raise
tax burden on corporations in Japan as opposed to funds by equity since the tax on dividends is lessened.
other advanced nations. Businesses might shy away The ratio of owned capital to liabilitiesofcorporations
from Japan if the tax burden was too heavy, thus declined in the period of fast economicgrowth during
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the 1960s and 1970s and rose in one of stable economic ness management and the degree of the tax rate

growth during the 1980s. This implies that there is no cut.

appreciablecorrelationbetweenthe ownedcapital and (c)
,

Any change in the reserve for bonus payments
the reduced tax on distributed income. Instead, the does not seem to significantlyaffect businessman-

corporate tax amount differs depending on the pro- agement since bonus paymentoccurs continuously
pensity to distribute earnings thus casting a doubt on and rather regularly the reserve is drawn down
neutrality and fairness. Therefore, it is advisable to

-

in a relativelyshort time and the increase in labour
abolish the split rate system and to achieve integration cost is more moderate than before.
of individual and corporate income taxes at the share-
holders' level. (3) Depreciationallowances

Thus far, taking into consideration the obsolescence
4. Inter-companydividends caused by technological progress, depreciation of an

individual asset has been reviewed in light of actual
Exclusion of dividend receipts from the taxable in-
come of the receiving corporationswas introduced in

use. A survey has recently been conducted on the

1950. During the era of rapid economicgrowth, corpo-
average period of use of machineryand equpment. It

rations had an increasingly important role to play in
was found that there are discrepancies between the

the economic activity. For companies listed on the average period of actual use and the statutory useful

stock exchange, the shares owned by corporations, as
life. But it is not to such an extent as may require

reconsideration the latter. It is also indicated
distinguished from individuals, as a percentage of the

serious of
this review is not consistent with the philosophy of a

total shares, increased from 35.5% n 1950 to 74.4% useful life. The salvage value of the
in 1985. Taxation on dividends received by parent statutory assets,

companies from their subsidiaries would encourage
which is now set at 10% of the acquisition cost, will

vertcal integration of enterprises because branches
not be reduced. This is becausethe depreciationwould

are more advantageous for tax purposes than sub-
be accelerated in the initial period under the declining
balance method if such salvage value is lowered.

sidiaries. This exerts a non-neutral effect on the form
of business organization. Therefore, dividend exclu-
sion may be kept for controlledcompanies. However, (4) Special taxationmeasures

as far as the shares owned by corporations for invest- Since 1976 various tax incentive measures have been

ment purposes are concerned,dividendexclusionmay considerably curtailed. The favourable tax incentives

be unnecessary in light of the situation of portfolio which have already achieved their objectivesor are of

selection. little use for policy purposesshould be furtherconsoli-
dated and rationalized.

5. Taxbase (5) Entertainmentexpenses

(1) Principle Traditionally, entertainment expenses have been tax

deductible costs, however, because of abuse this has
In reviewingthe tax system, it is important to promote gradually altered to where they are now, in principle,
the vitality of the economy in the long and medium non-deductiblefrom taxable income. Small businesses
term and revitalize businesses by making the tax sys-
tem neutral to economic activity against the

are allowed to deduct a limited amount of such ex-

background of internationalization of the Japanese penses. The existing tax treatment of the entertain-

socio-economy. In view of the current lack of Govern-
ment may be maintained and the amount allowed for

ment finances the tax base should be substantially
small businesses should be reassessed.

broadenedwhile lowering the corporate tax rates. (6) Foreigntax credit

(2) Tax-freereserves Foreign tax credit was introduced in 1953 to eliminate

The following most commonly used tax-free reserves
the international double taxation on income and was

should be reassessed for the purpose of broadening expanded in 1962 by switchingfrom the per-countryto

the overall limitation as the overseas activities of the
the tax base: Japanese firms substantiallygrew.
(a) The statutorypercentagefor the bad debts reserve In these days of progressing internationalization of

has been adjustedfrom time to time. Nevertheless,
it still deviates greatly from actual defaults. Japan, this gives rise to many problems in connection

with the current system of foreign tax credit. The ad-

(b) The reserve for retirementallowanceswas created vantage of the overall limitation method is its sim-

to mitigate the tax burden when the corporate tax plicity and ease of calculation.However, the drawback
rates were sharply raised in 1952. With the ap- is that even the foreign tax which is imposedat a higher
proach of an aging society, the employer-main- rate than the effective rate of Japan can be credited.

tained pension programme will be reinforced in This tempts businesses to make investment designed
addition to the public pensionprogramme. Under to take advantage of such foreign tax credits. Under
the circumstances, this reserve should be re- the present rule on allocation of revenues and ex-

viewed, paying due attention to the effect on busi- penses between those derived or incurred respectively
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within and outside Japan, a distinction between in- 3. Wealthtax
come from foreign and domestic sources does not re-

ally reflect the activities of firms. As internationaliza- It may be remembered that the net wealth tax insti-
tion develops, the problem is getting even more acute. tuted according to the Shoup recommendations in
It is necessary to strike a balance between administra- 1950 was terminated in 1953 because of many difficul-
tive convenienceand solutionof the above-mentioned ties in administration such as tracing and assessment
problem. of assets and the achievementof fair taxation. In spite

of the criticism that the wealth tax is partly repetitive
of the fixed assets tax and that fair and equitable en-
forcementof the relevant laws and regulations is hard,

IV. ESTATETAX it would be worthwhile to study the wealth tax as a
medium and long-term task.

1. Inheritancetax

The inheritance tax has not been fully reviewed for
more than a decade since it was amended in 1975. In V. INDIRECTTAXES
light of the changing economic and social cir-
cumstances, the following are recommended: 1. Basicprinciple
The taxable minimum amount has been set at 32 mil-
lion yen for three heirs and heiresses, including a sur-

The fast economic developmentafter the war and the

vivingspouse, since the 1975 revision. It is appropriate subsequent stable growth have enhanced the income
standard and realized the even distribution of incometo raise this amount in view of the recent economic

indicators such as prices and income so that the prop-
in Japan. Particularly, the remarkable improvement

ertied middle class may not suffer from too heavy a
of the social security and welfare programmes since

burden. At present, one-half the estate value or 40 early 1970 has rendered the entire social life
million yen, whichevergreater, is exempt from tax for homogeneous. Thus, people are required to share the
a surviving spouse. It is proposed to raise this exemp-

costs of the community in the form of a broad-based
tion. The tax rates are to be progressive ranging from but low-rate tax. Direct taxes are characterized by
10% to 75% gradated by 5 percentage points. Some progressivity commensurate with the increase of in-
members of the Tax Commission argued that the come while indirect taxes are basically equitable be-
maximum rate, one of the highest among the indus- cause they tax consumption from earnings. How to

trialized countries, be lowered and the number of the combine direct and indirect taxes is a matter of choice
rate brackets be reduced in the interest of simplifica- for the society and times.
tion. However, both will be kept intact because the
inheritance tax functions for redistribution of wealth 2. The currentstatusofindirecttaxation
but, unlike the income tax, does not appear as a heavy
tax burden every year. The coverage of the commodity tax and other indirect
The land in the taxable estate is grossly undervalued taxes in Japan is limited to certain specified com-

in the face of the recent soaring market prices of land. modities and services. In the past when the income
level of the people was low and the income bracketsIt is necessary to reassess the value of land for taxation
of and consumption of goodsconsumers sumptuouspurposes. and services were clearly correlated,such indirect tax-

The gift tax, which is supplemental to the inheritance ation accurately reflected the tax-payingability. How-
tax, should also be re-examined in parallel with the ever, now that the consumptionof the general publicreview of the latter with respect to the basic exemption has been well diversified, expanded and equalized, itand the rate schedule. is increasingly difficult to select taxable items and set

appropriate tax rates. As a result, imbalance has sur-
faced between taxed and untaxed items as well as2. Fixedassetstax
amongthose alreadysubject to tax in an earlierstage.

The fixed assets tax (real property tax), which together Furthermore, in recent years, the economy is gettingwith the inhabitants' tax are pillars of municipal taxes, more service-oriented. Service industries have a far
share of total tax revenues is shrinking. Under the greater role to play in the economy than ever before.
circumstances, an attempt should be made to make According to a family budget survey, expenditure on
the assessment of assets more equitable and proper

.

services percentageof the total final consumptionas a
with a view to reinforcing the taxation of fixed assets. rose from 42.4% in 1970 to 50.4% in 1984. Only a
In doing so, however, care should be taken not to small portion of this is currently taxed. Thus, the sys-abruptly increase the tax burden. The low tax on farm- tem has failed to cope with the diversifyingconsump-land in urban areas has long been an eyesore to city- tion patterns and the growing service industries. Some
dwellers. Nevertheless, the measures adopted under examples of the strange inconsistencies in taxable
the land tax reform of 1982 are still in the process of items are as follows: furs, golf equipment,surfboards,
execution. It is too early to tak any new steps for the water skis, ordinary furniture, conventionaltelevision
sake of the stability of the tax reime. sets, coffee and cocoa are taxed, but high-class textiles
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(of wool or silk), tennis equipment, skis, paulownia- C. Japanese-stylevalue-added tax

wood or lacc uer furniture, liquid crystal television This tax is imposed on the sales of products and ser-

sets, and blacc and green tea are not. vices. Food and social security services are not taxed.

In connection with indirect taxation, of the 23 mem- Businesses would be taxed on their sales during a

bers of the OECD Japan is the only nation that de- specified period. The amount of tax due is the differ-

pends solely on the individual excise tax both at the ence between the tax computedon their sales and the

national and local levels. Such tax on selected items is tax on materials consumed in the manufacturingpro-

prone to criticism from abroad. A swelling bilateral cess. Taxes would be assessed on value-addedat each

trade disequilibriumhas triggered the outcry that the of the manufacturing,wholesale and retail levels. The

liquor and commoditytaxes are discriminatoryagainst proposed tax is of the Japanesestyle in that, unlike the

imports. The EuropeanCommunitycontends that the value-added tax in EC countries, it requires no is-

ad valorem tax and the grade classification based on suance of an invoice for transactions which do not

the content ratio of malt and grain of alcoholicbever- conform with the Japanese commercialpractices.
ages make European whisky more expensive than The Tax Commission carefully evaluated these three
Japanese brands. The EC even threatened to take the A, B and C, comprising four options together
dispute over Japan's liquor taxes to multilateral types,

with the wholesale tax, turnover tax and the general
negotiationsat the General Agreementon Tariffs and excise tax on the criteria of: (i) compatibility with
Trade (GATT). The United States complains that the
ad valorem tax disfavours American wine export to Japanese business practices; (ii) simplification in the

tax taxpayers;
Japan. Allegations are also made that the commodity procedures both for collectors and and

tax discriminates against automobiles of the United (iii) fairness and neutrality to economic activities, in-

States, gold coins of Canada and watches of Switzer- cluding avoidance of cumulative taxation and attain-
ment of border tax adjustment. The findings of the

land. Commissionare set forth below.

To increase tax rates or taxable items within the Wholesale transactions in Japan far compli-
framework of existing indirect taxation would create

are more

cated than in foreign countries: the party actually pay-
more problems than it would solve and cannot be a

ing the wholesale tax will be a large number of small
realistic approach from the standpointof securingrev- wholesalers. Therefore, the wholesale tax does not
enue sources. If these problemsare to be totallyeradi- suit Japan. The 1% turnovertax put into effect in
cated, a bold revamping unbound by the prevailing

was

regime should be carried out. The most advisable re- July 1948, soon after the war, but was abolished after

placementseems to be a new type of indirect tax which only 18 months because of many shortcomings. The

is, as a rule, applicable to all consumption unless Japanesepeople'sunhappymemoryof this short-lived

specificallyexempted.
tax should not be ignored. The tentatively named

general excise tax, recommended in the report of
the Tax Commission in 1978, adopted a formula of

subtracting prior-stage taxes on purchase of goods
3. Studyofthenew typesofindirecttax without recourse to vouchers. Unfortunately, how-

ever, its mechanism was not well understood by the

As mentionedearlier, in July 1986 the expert subcom- general public. Thus, it does not deserve further con-

mittee of the Tax Commissionproposed three types of sideration by the Commission. Consequently, more

new indirect taxes as follows: seriousstudies were made of the newlyproposed three

types.

A. Manufacturers'sales tax
A. Manufacturers'sales tax

All manufactured goods with exception of certain This tax is relatively easy to manage because the
items, such as food products, would be subject to the numberof taxpayers is small and, in particular, retail-
tax, instead of a few selected items as now taxed in who mostlysmall, excluded. Peopleshould
Japan. Raw materials, machinery and other goods

ers, are are

be readily familiar with the tax because it has some-

used in the manufacturingprocess would be free from thing in common with the existing commodity tax.
tax. Two options are suggested for this tax: (i) one However, the problem is that services, which are in-
with a list of tax-exempt items and (ii) the other with- creasingly important in today's economy, would not
out such list. be covered. Since the tax base is narrow, the tax rate

must necessarilybe high to yield the needed revenues.

B. Tax on all businesssalesexcepton inter-firm Becausemanufacturersare taxed, the tax is not neutral

transactions to the economy and industries.

This business sales tax is levied also on services. Social
security services and food products are not subject to B. Sales taxwithexemptionfor inter-firmtransactions
the tax. Most transactions between firms would also The tax base is wider than that ofalternativeA because
be exempted. Goods and serviceswould be taxed only services are included, however, the number of tax-

once between production and final retail to the con- payers will be smaller than that of alternative C be-

sumer or small business. cause it is levied at a single stage. One of the demerits,
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however, is that the final tax burden differs depending VI. EFFECTSOF THE TAXREFORMON THE
on the stage at which the tax is assessed. ECONOMYANDHOUSEHOLDS

C. Japanese-stylevalue-addedtax In the course of its deliberation, the Tax CommissionThis tax is of a most logical nature and neutral to the estimated the possible effects of the envisaged taxeconomic activity because the tax is divided and col- reform assuming reduction of the ndividual and cor-lected at each stage of transaction includingprovision porate income taxes, change in taxation interestof services. Another merit is that the tax burden may
on

and introductionof the new indiiect tax.be easily shifted by means of crediting taxes. On the
other hand, however, the disadvantageis that it would
involve a huge numberof taxpayers. Everythingconsi- As for the effects of the national economy, on the

dered, the report of the Tax Commission concluded demand side the tax overhaul will be neutral or will
that proposal C is the best as an apparatus for the new have a positive effect to some extent. On the structural
indirect tax. Many memberswere of the view that it is or supply side, moderation of the progressivityof the

most desirable to introduceC since it fits well with the individUal income tax and a cut of the effective rates

tax climate of Japan. Some members suggested to of the corporation tax will stimulate labour supplyand

employ alternative A for the time being and others business activity in the medium and long-termperiod.
If the reform furtherbroadens'thetax base and is morereferred to variations or modifications of these three

alternatives. The report adds that in making a final neutral to the. economy, the economic vitality would

decision on the kind to be introduced, due regard gather greater momentum.

should be had to the trend of public opinion.
With regard the impact households, theto on report
emphasizes the importance of adjusting the tax bur-

4. Reconsiderationof the existing indirect taxes dens to the differing earnings and expenditureat vari-

In principle, the present commodity taxes are to be ous stages in life from first employmentand marriage
absorbed in the planned new indirect tax. However, it to retirement. According to the estimates based on a

is unavoidable to apply higher-than-basicrates to the family budget survey, the tax burdenson those in their
new indirect tax or to levy extra charges on certain forties or fifties will be reduced the most, on those in

their twenties or thirties it will be reduced to a lessercommodities which are now taxed at higher rates.
When it comes to non-essential things such as liquor extent, and on bachelors in their early twenties, in
and tobacco, in those countries which have a broad- some cases, it will increase. For those in the age brac-
based indirect tax, thy are subject to both such indi- ket of the first half of their sixties who have finished

rect tax and excise tax. It is desired to adjust the tax their prime service and are rehired, the income tax will
be cut, but because of their high consumptionrelativeburden on these luxuries even after the institution of

the new indirect tax. It is also pointed out, in connec-
to income, in some cases, the tax burden as a whole

tion with the revision of the liquor tax, the issues of may be heavier. Those in the latter half of their sixties

grading of alcoholicbeverages and tax rates for diffe- who are completely retired and live on a pension will
rent grades should be reviewed. enjoy a lighter tax burden.

The transfer taxes such as stamp tax and securities Incidentally, in spite of the policy of neither gain nor
transaction tax are based on the tax-bearing capacity loss in tax revenues of the national treasury under the
underlyingthe transferof properties.They shouldstay prospective tax reform, the tax burdens would be les-
apart from the planned indirect tax of a new type. As sened for many age-groups. This is because only that
a matter of course, other indirect taxes should be inte- part of the burden of the forthcomingnew indirect tax

grated into the new indirect tax in the interest of a which may be directly reflected on the family budget
simpler tax system. is taken into account.
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S IkGAORE: 2. Extensionof 10% ACU tax to securitiestrading

A Summaryof the a. Securities companies approved by the Monetary
Authority of Singapore (MAS) will be taxed at a

1987Budget's concessionary rate of 10% on commission and fee
income from transacting in non-Singapore dollar

TaxClauses
securities on behalf of non-residents.

b. ACUs and approved securities companies will be
taxed at a concessionary rate of 10% on income

By Lee Fook Hong, MBA, FCIS, FAIA derived from trading in non-Singaporedollar sec-

urities with non-residents, other ACUs and other
approved securities companies.

The Minister for Finance, Dr. Richard Hu, presented
Singapore's 1987 Budget to Parliament on 4 March The above incentives shall take effect from year of
1987. assessment 1988.

The few handoutsthis year for the businesscommunity
were not unexpectedin view of the generousincentives 3. Taxincentivesforpromotionof offshore

and concessions which were given out last year. Al- services

though temporarycost-cuttingmeasures such as prop-
erty tax rebates and reduction in employers'CPF con- Effective from year of assessment 1988, the export
tributionswere not made permanent, the Ministerdid incentive shall be extended to cover export of selected

assure investors that the Government would not let services such as consultancy, management, construc-

costs rise out of line again. To back up the Govern- tion, technical and engineeringservices.

ment's new population policy, a very attractive incen-
tive package was offered to Singaporeanshaving their
third child. This year's Budget was generally regarded II. PERSONALINCOMETAX

as fair and realistic by most business leaders.

The major changes are as follows. 1. CPF minimumsum topping-upscheme

With effect from 1 April 1987 tax reliefwill be granted
I. COMPANYINCOME TAX to individuals who use cash to top up the minimum

sum accounts of their parents, subject to a maximum
1. Withholdingtaxonmargindepositsin financial relief of $ 6,000 a year.

futuresand Loco-Londongoldtrading
This incentive will also be extended to self-employed

Effective from year of assessment 1988, the following individuals who make cash contributions towards
interest paid by SIMEX members shall be exempt openingand toppingup of the minimumsum account.
from withholding tax:

a. interest on margin deposits for transactionsin gold 2. Taxincentivesto encourageprocreation
and financial futures; and

b. interest in respect of transactionsin Loco-London a. Normal child relief for third child will be increased

gold. from $ 500 to $ 750.

CHARTI

Duties on cigarettes and tobacco

Existing Existing New New

CCCN No. Description importduty excise duty importduty exciseduty

24.02 100 Cigars, cherootsand cigarillos $ 60 per kg $ 60 per kg $ 70 per kg $ 70 per kg
24.02 200 Cigarettes $ 60 per kg *$ 24 per kg $ 70 per kg *$ 34 per kg
24.02400 Snuff $ 60 per kg $ 60 per kg $ 70 per kg $ 70 per kg
24.02 810 Other manufacturedtobacco:

Packed for retail sale $ 60 per kg $ 60 per kg $ 70 per kg $ 70 per kg
24.02 820 Not packed for retail sale:

Pipetobacco(bulk) $ 60 per kg $ 60 per kg $ 70 per kg $ 70 per kg
24.02 899 Tobacconot elsewerespecified

orincluded $ 60 per kg $ 60 per kg $ 70 per kg $ 70 per kg

* Excludes $ 36 per kgduty on tobacco used for the manufactureof cigarettes.
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CHART 11

Duties on liquors

Existing Existing New New
CCCN No. Description importduty excise duty import duty exciseduty
22.03 100 Beerand ale $ 33 per dal $ 22perdal $ 36perdal $ 25perdal
22.03 200 Stout and porter $ 45 per dal $ 22 per dal $ 48 per dal $ 25 per dal
22.04 000 Grapemust, in fermentationorwith

/' fermentationarrestedotherwisethanby $ 187 per $ 187 per $ 360 per $ 360 per
the additionof alcohol proof dal proofdal proofdal proof dal

22.05 110* Still wines exceeding26% but not

exceeding42% proof spirit $ 85 per dal $ 85 per dal No change No change
22.05 120* Stillwinesnotexceeding26% proofspirit $55 perdal $55perdal $85perdal $85 perdal
22.06 100* Vermouthsexceeding26% but not

exceeding42% proofspirit $ 85 per dal $ 85 perda Nochange Nochange
22.06200** Vermouthsnot exceeding26% proof spirit $55 perda $ 55perdat $ 85perdal $ 85perdal
22.07 100 Ciderandperry $ 22 per da $ 22 per da $ 30 per dal $ 30 per dal
22.07 200 Sake (rice wine) $ 130 per $ 130 per $ 155 per $155per

proofdal proof dal proof dal proof dal
22.07900 Mead and other fermentedfruit juices, $ 187 per $ 187 per $ 360 per $ 360 per

vegetablejuices and cereal beverages proofdal proofdal proof dal proof dal
22.08 100 Ethyl alcohol, undenatured, $ 280 per $ 280 per $ 360 per $ 360 per

of a strengthof 140% proofor higher proofdal proofdal proofdal proof dal
22.09 110 Brandy, in bottle, not exceeding

81% proof spirit $210 perdal $210 perdal $270perdal $270 perdal
22.09 190 Otherbrandy $ 280 per $ 280 per $ 360 per $ 360 per

proofdal proof dal proof dal proof dal
22.09 210 Gin, in bottle, not exceeding

81%proofspirit $ 210perdal $ 210perdal $ 270perdal $270 perdal
22.09 290 Othergin $ 280 per $ 280 per. $ 360 per $ 360 per

proofdal proof dal proofdal proof dal
22.09 310 Rum, in bottle, not exceeding

81% proof spirit $ 210 per dal $ 210 perdal $ 270 per dal $ 270 per dal
22.09 390 Other rum $ 280 per $ 280 per $ 360 per $ 360 per

proof dal proofdal proof dal proofdal
22.09 410 Whisky, in bottle, not exceeding

81% proof spirit $210perdal $210perdal $270perdal $270 perdal
22.09 490 Other whisky $ 280 per $ 280 per $ 360 per $ 360 per

proof dal proof dal proof dal proof dal
22.09 510 Liqueurs, in bottle, notexceeding

100% proof spirit $210perdal $210perdal $270perdal $270perdal
22.09 590 Other liqueurs $ 280 per $ 280 per $ 360 per $ 360 per

proofdal proof dal proof dal proof dal
22.09 821 Vodka, in bottle, not exceeding

81% proof spirit $210perdal $210 perdal $270 perdal $270perdal
22.09 829 Other vodka $ 280 per $ 280 per $ 360 per $ 360 per

proof dal proofdal proofdal proof dal
22.09 890 Other spirituousbeveragesnot $ 280 per $ 280 per $ 360 per $ 360 per

elsewherespecified proof dal proof dal proof dal proof dal
22.09 911 Compoundalcoholic preparations $ 280 per $ 280 per $ 360 per $ 360 per

in liquid form proof dal proofdal proof dal proofdal
*

Merged into new code CCCN No. 22.05 100 with the description Still wines, not containing aromatic flavour materials
**

Merged into new code CCCN No. 22.06 000 with the description Vermouths, and other wines of fresh grapes flavoured with
aromatic extracts

f
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b. Eligibility for enhancedchild reliefwill be lowered 3. Duties on liquors
fror 5 GCE O level passes to 3 GCE O level
passes taken in one sitting. Effective from 4 March 1987, import and excise duties

c. Enhanced child relief will be extended to a new have been increased from $ 210 per decalitre to $ 270
born fourth child. The amount of relief for the per decalitre. Details of increase in duties on beer,
fourth qualifying child will be $ 750 plus 15% of stout, etc. are shown in Chart II.
the working mother's earned income, subject to a

maximum of $10,000. 4. Surpluses of StatutoryBoards
d. Special tax rebate will be granted for a new born

third child. A tax rebate of $ 20,000 will be given With effect from year of assessment 1988, Statutoryand may be used to offset against either or both Boards will be required to into the Consolidated
the husband's and wife's income tax liabilities. pay

Fund an amount equivalent to what they would have
Where the wife is working, an additional rebate of

paid if their annualoperatinsurpluseshad been taxed
15% of the wife's earned incomewill also be given, at the corporate rate of 33%.
but this rebate may only be used to offset against
the wife's income tax liabilities. The excess of both
rebates will be allowed to be carried forward for a 5. Tax on telephone services
maximum of four years.

tax on
The above incentives will take effect from year of Suspensionof 20% domestic telephoneservices

and trunk call services to West Malaysia will remain
assessment 1988. for the time being.

6. Tax on public utilities

Suspensionof 10% tax on electricity and gas has been
III. OTHER TAX CHANGES extended until 31 March 1988.

1. Duty on bets 7. Levy Scheme

Duty on bets will be increased,with effect from 1 April a. All new foreign workers who are not Singapore
1987, from 20% to 25% of the amount of bets made permanent residents will be placed on the Levy
on any totalisator or pari mutuel promoted by any Scheme. However, existing Malaysian workers

racing club or association. who are on the CPF Scheme will remain on that
Scheme so long as they continue to work for their

2. Dutieson cigarettesand tobacco
current employers.

b. Levy for foreign workers in all sectors, except con-

struction workers and foreign maids, will be $ 140
Effective from 4 March 1987, import and excise duties
on cigarettes and tobacco have been increased from per month.

$ 60 per kilogram to $ 70 per kilogram. The abovechangeswill take effect fron 1 April 1987.
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COLOMBIA: tion of Article 27 of Law 75 of 1986. Decree 870
exempted certain percentages of financial income

Tax Reform Changes from inclusionas taxable incomewith a specialpercen-
tage fixed for income from the UPAC system (essen-

to ExistingRules tially accounts in savings and loan associations). Law
75 provides that, for individual taxpayers, the inflatio-
nary componentof financial income is not considered

By James Leavy part of taxable income and abolished the distinction
between income from the UPAC system and other
financial income. The inflationary component is ob-
tained by dividing the rate of monetarycorrection (i.e.
an official measure of the loss of purchasingpower of

Several items mentioned in the article on new tax the peso) as of 31 Decemberof the relevant fiscal yeardevelopmentsin the January 1987 issue of the Bulletin by the interest rate effectively received by the tax-
have been affected by the tax reform legislation sum- payer.marized in the March 1987 issue.

In the case of corporate taxpayers, the reductionin the
taxation of the inflationary component of financial

1. THE TURGIDHISTORYOF THE PETROLEUM income is gradual, being 10% of such component in
REMITTANCETAX the 1986 tax year. Decree 400 of 26 February 1987 has

determined that the reduction in taxable financial in-
As indicated in the January issue of the Bulletin, come for the 1986 fiscal year will be 6.55% of the
Article 29 of Law 7 of 1986 re-established the remit- amount of such income.
tance tax on amounts sent abroad by foreign petrole-
um companies, thus abolishing the exemption from
that tax created by Law 9 of 1983 (Article 46(3)). 3. NON-PROFITENTITIESAND NEW

However, Article 29 was successfully attacked in the TAXPAYERS

Supreme Court as being unconstitutionalsince it was

added to a public debt authorizationstatute on a pro- As mentioned in the January issue of the Bulletin,
posal by a Congressman and not as a Government there has been a change in policy with respect to the

proposal. treatment of non-profit entities by the tax authorities.
In virtue of Decree 1990 of 1986 such entities were for

The joy of the petroleum industry at the re-establish- the first time obliged to obtain tax identificationnum-
ment of this cherishedexemptionwas to be short-lived bers and reportalllargedonationsreceivedby them
since Article 108 of Law 75 of 1986 specifically abro-

.

gates Article 46(3) of Law 9. The net result is that Law 75 has added many such entities to the roll of

foreign petroleum companies operating in Colombia taxpayers, among them parent-teacher associations,
must pay a 30% remittance tax on branch profits, a civil defence organizations, alumni associations, hos-
12% remittance tax on royalties or fees for technical pitals, public improvementgroups, employeepension
services, and a 12% remittance tax on profits from funds, co-operatives,and non-profitentitieswhich are

participationin limited liabilitycompanies(sociedades engaged in financial intermediationactivities.
de responsabilidadlinitada)all ofwhichare calulated In principle, these new taxpayers receive the same
on net amounts after deduction of any applicaole in- treatment as existing ones, but several special transi-
come tax. However, in accordance with the general tional rules are provided for in Decree 400 of 1987 in
rule, dividends received by foreign petroleum com- the case of investment funds and securities funds,
panies from their shareholdings in corporations which will be taxed only on their undistributedprofits(sociedades annimas) are not subject to remittance for 1986 if theirprofits for the 1986 fiscal year had been
tax. distributed before Law 75 entered into force on 23

December 1986.

2. NEWTAXTREATMENTFORFINANCIAL
INCOME Mr. Leavy, of Cavelier, Abogados, Bogota, is a correspon-

dentfor the IBFD, Tax NewsServiceandCorporateTaxation
Decree 870 of 1986, also discussed in the January 1987 in Latin Americaon Colombian tax matters.
issue of the Bulletin, became obsolete with the adop-

I
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ARGE\- \A: tered if their terms and conditions adjust to normal
market practices between independentparties.

TaxationofRoyalties Under the TTL, transfer of technology means the
sale or licence of patents, industrial models and de-
signs or any technological knowledge useful for the

By MximoBomchil (Jr.) manufacturingof a product or the rendering of a ser-

vice. The sale or licence of trade marks falls also under
the scope of the TTL (ImplementingRegulations,De-
cree 580/81).
The 1985 income tax amendment increased the tax
rates on royalties and other remunerationfor technol-
ogy transfer considerably.
(a) Fees and other remunerationpaid under technical

assistance, engineering, and consultancy service
agreements are subject to a 27% withholding on

. Mr. Bomchil is a partner in the gross if the agreements have been registered
M. & M. Bomchil, Buenos Aires, with the INTI, and the services effectively render-

Argentina. ed cannot be obtained in the country, in the opin-
ion of the implementing authorities (ITL, Art.

93(a)(1));
(b) Remuneration for the sale or licence of patents,

trade marks, industrial models and designs and
I. INTRODUCTION know-how, is subject to a 36% withholding (ITL,

Art. 93(a)(2)); and
The legal framework in Argentina for the taxation of (c) When the agreements do not comply with the

royalties and fees which originated in transfer of terms of the TTL, every payment will be subject
technology agreements, technical assistance and con- to a 45% withholding on the gross (ITL, Art.

sultancy services was greatly amended by Law 23,260 93(a)(3)).
of 11.October 1985 introducing modifications to the The last paragraph of Art. 93(a) of the ITL states that
Income Tax Law (ITL) (text codified in 1986). when payments are made under an agreement which

This article will deal briefly with different aspects of provides for obligations included in paragraphs 1 and
the amendment and in particular with the situation 2 of the Article simultaneously,the higher rate, 36%,
emerging for foreign licensors from countries with will be applicable to all the remuneration.
which Argentina has signed double taxation agree-
ments (DTA).1

III. THE SOURCE OF THE INCOME

II. THE LEGALFRAMEWORK The basic principleof Argentineincome tax law is that

only income of Argentinesource is taxed in Argentina
The taxation of income originating in transfer of (ITL, Art. 1).
technology agreements is governed principallyby Ar- Income is considered of Argentine source when it is
ticle 93(a) of the ITL. originated in goods located or economically used in

Until 1985 royalties and other remunerationpaid for Argentina or in the performance in Argentina of any
the use of industrial rights, know-how and technical act or activity which produces the income (ITL, Art.

assistance were taxed at a flat 18% rate on the gross 5).
amount when the transfer of technology agreements However, a different principle governs fees and other
under which they originated complied with the provi- remuneration originated in advice rendered from
sions of the Transferof TechnologyLaw (TI'L) 22,426 abroad. In effect, Art. 12 of the ITL provides that all
of 12 March 1981. fees and other remuneration from technical to finan-

These provisions cover agreementsexecuted between cial or any other sort of advice rendered from abroad
non-related parties, that is to say, between a local will be consideredArgentine-source,regardlessof the

company and a foreign company not exercisingeffec- place where the service was in fact rendered.
tive control, who must be registeredwith the National As far as patents, trade marks, and know-how are
Instituteof IndustrialTechnology(INTI), for informa- concerned there are no inconveniencesin determining
tional purposes. The registration is automatic, not re- the source of the income, because the patents, trade
quiring any governmental approval. Agreements en- marks and know-how licensed to domestic companiestered into by a local company with a foreign company usually will be economically used in Argentina and
having effective control, are to be registered at the
INTI only if previouslyapprovedby this governmental
agency. Such agreements will be approved and regis- 1. France, Italy, Germany, Austria and Sweden, inter alia.
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consequently it is clear that royalties and other remu- IV. TAXATIONOF THE DIFFERENT
neration paid as valuable consideration for the use of INTANGIBLES
such intangibleshave an Argentine source, according
to the general principle laid down by the law, and As explained above, the ITL taxes differently techni-
should be taxed in Argentina. cal assistance, consultancy, and engineering services,
The question is, on the contrary, highly controversial on the one hand, and licences, sales of industrialrights,
in respect to technicalassistance,engineeringand con-

and know-how on the other.

sultancy services, where often the work is performed
and the service rendered entirely outside Argentina, (a) Technicalassistance,engineeringand
in the place of business of the person rendering the consultancy
service, and consequently the source of the income
would not be Argentina,would it not be for the appli- Income originated in the rendering of these services
cation of Art. 12 of the ITL, which, as stated above, will be taxed at a 45% rateon 60% of the total compen-
provides that all remuneration for advice rendered sation, that is to say, the effective rate wil be 27% on
from abroad is of Argentine source. the gross, when the following requirementsare met:

Our courts have had the chance to hear several cases (i) the agreement has been registered at the INTI
in which this matter was discussed. according to the terms of the TTL;1
In 1979 in re S.A. Nestl de ProductosAlimenticios (ii) that such services are not obtainablein the country
the Federal Supreme Court held that the word 'ad- according to the opinion of the Application Au-
vice' used in Art. 12 of the ITLrefersto every technical thority in the TFL, that is to say, the INTI. Upon
assistance excludingonly the use of patents and trade registration this authority has to issue a certificate
marks which are compensatedby the means of royalty stating whether the services to be performed are

payments. The Supreme Court held that Art. 12 of obtainable in the country or not. The Implement-
the ITL refers to any sort of advice, of whatever na- ing Regulations of the ITL, Decree 2353 of 18
ture, including a project for the building of premises December 1986, establish that this requirement
and new installations, as well as the examination of must be assessed by the ApplicationAuthority at

product samples for quality control. the time when registration of the agreement is
made (Art. 156); and

In a judgment dated 2 years later- 28 April 1981 - the (iii) the services nust have been effectively rendered
Federal Court ofAppeal in Pasa PetroqumicaArgen- by the time payment is made. As the Implementing
tina S.A. followed the principle laid down by the Su- Regulationsclarify, this requirementrefers to ser-

preme Court holding that the term 'advice' should vices which under the terms of the agreement
not be construed literally, but in the sense that it com- should have been rendered by the time payment is
prehends every payment abroad for technical assist- due (Art. 157). The Implementing Regulations
ance which is not made as considerationfor the use of provide as well that if the services have not been
patents or trade marks, which are compensated by effectivelyrenderedupon closureof the fiscal year,
means of royalties. the local company will not be able to deduct the

payments for income tax purposesand such deduc-The General Tax Bureau has ruled that the instruc- tion shall be deferred until the time in which thetion and preparation of personnel and cooperation services have been effectively rendered.and assistance of an administrativenature is technical
assistance for the purpose of Art. 12 of the ITL (Rul- If these three requirements are not met, the 45% in-
ing 105/73 of 6 November 1973), but that in order to come tax rate will be applicable on the gross income.
determinethe sourceof incomeoriginatedin pre-feasi-
bility studies contracted with companies domiciled (b) Patents, trademarks, industrialmodelsand
abroad, the place where the work is in fact performed designs,andknow-how
must be taken into consideration (Ruling 43/85 of 10
December 1985). Income originated in the assignmentof rights on or in
The Federal Tax Court has ruled that income origi- the granting of, exploitation licences of these intan-
nated in the preparation of technical documentation gibles will be subject to a 45% income tax rate on 80%
and of an operation manual necessary to build and of the gross, that is to say, an effective tax of 36% on

operate an industrialplant, contractedwith companies the gross, as long as the agreements comply with the
abroad, is not ofArgentinesource (31 October1975). provisionsof the TTL.

Based on the above-mentionedprecedents it can be As in the case of technical assistance and consultancy
concluded that the courts have construed Art. 12 of services, if the agreements do not fulfil the require-
the ITL very broadly determining that any remunera-

ments of the TFL, the 45% rate will be applicableon

tion paid for technical assistance from abroad of what- the gross - no deduction being allowed.

ever nature is Argentine-sourced,but that, however, If the same agreementdeals with payments subject to
every particular case must be analyzed carefully to different tax rates accordingto the above explanation,
come to a conclusion on whether such income is sub- all the payments will be subject to the higher rate.
ject to taxation in Argentina or not. Accordingly, it will be necessary to execute two sepa-
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rate agreements to avoid the applicationof the higher be taxed in Argentinaonly if the Swedishcompanyhas

rate. a permanentestablishmentin Argentina.
No requirementexists in this case that the agreements

V. DOUBLETAXATIONAGREEMENTS comply with the TTL.

The question to answer is whether these DTAs have
As stated in Section I hereabove,Argentinahas signed been modified by the 1985 amendment introduded in
agreements to avoid double taxation in the field of the ITL or whether the limited rates of 15% and 18%
income and capital with several countries.From these which they provide for and which are substantially
we shall refer briefly to the provisions concerning lower than the ones applicable according to the ITL,
royalties and other remuneration of industrial rights, continue in force, and whether the new requirements
technical assistance, and consultancy services in the stated in the ITL for the application of the 27% and
DTAs signed with France, Italy, Germany and Swe- 36% rates are applicable or not (i.e. that services are

den, as these are the countries of business of most

licensors of technology transferred to parties resident
not obtainable in the country in the opinion of the

in Argentina.
Application Authorities and that they are effectively
rendered).
The Argentine Federal Constitutionof 1853 does not

(a) France have a provision which governs the relationship be-
tween treatiessigned by the countrywith othernations

Art. 12 of the DTA states that taxation of royalties and domestic laws. Article 31 of the Federal Constitu-

may not exceed 18% of the gross payment. tion establishes that this Constitution, the federal

For the purposes of this article, royalties means all laws enacted by Congress and the treatieswith foreign

compensationpaid for (i) the use of a patent, a trade nations,are the supreme law oftheNation. However,

mark or an industrial model or design, i.e. industrial this provision has been unanimouslyconstrued in the

rights, (ii) the use of a plan, a formula or a secret sense that it establishes the supremacyof federal legis-

procedure, as well as of information regarding indus- lation over local provincial legislation, but that it does

trial, commercial or scientific experience, usually not impose a determined rank between the Federal

known as know-how,and (iii) for scientific or tech- Constitution, the international treaties and the laws of

nical studies or research work concerningmethods or the Federal Congress.
proceduresof industrial,commercialor administrative In other words, the Federal Constitution does not

nature, generally called technical assistance (which establish whether or not international treaties have a

includes consultancy and engineeringservices). superioror an equal rank with other laws of Congress.
The sole requirement for the application of the 18% In the first case a later law could not abrogate an

rate limitation is that the agreements have been ap-
earlier treaty, but in the case of equivalent rank, a

provedby theApplicationAuthoritiesunder the TTL. later law could abrogate an earlier treaty.
The Federal Supreme Court of Argentina has twice

(b) Italy
held in clear terms that international treaties and fed-
eral laws have equal legislative rank and that the later

With a slightly different wording this DTA contains law abrogates the earlier treaty (in re Martn y Ca.

similar provisions to the one signed with France. Limitada v. General Management of Harrods, 1963,
and Esso S.A. PetroleraArgentinav. ArgentineRepub-
lic, 1968).

(c) Germany A necessary consequence of this doctrine of the Su-

Court is that international treaty is not by
The rate limitation is 15% Of the gross compensation preme an

itself a special relationship which cannot be modified
and it applies to remunerationpaid for the use of the

a
same intangiblesas in the French agreement.As in the by later law of general character under the interpre-

French and Italian agreements the sole requirementis
taton rule according to which the later general law

does not abrogate a former special law. In fact, in the
that the transfer of technologyagreements have been Esso case the law which was attacked for being
duly registered according to the TFL. unconstitutional was a general law notwithstanding

which the Supreme Court held that it modified an

(d) Sweden earlier treaty although this treaty could have been

considered as regulating a special situation not af-

In this case the tax may not exceed 15% of the royal- fected by the later law of general nature.

ties' gross amount. Based on the foregoing it may be concluded that,
However, the term royalty is narrowly defined in- according to the rulings of the Supreme Court, the

cluding payments for industrial rights and know-how: DTAs signed with France, Italy, Germany and Swe-

excluding those made for compensation of technical den have been modified by the amendment in the

assistance and consultancy and engineering services. income tax law introduced in 1985 and, consequently,
Accordingly, technical assistanceand consultancyand the reduced tax rates provided for royalties in the

engineeringservices under the terms of this DTA can DTAs are no longer applicable.
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However, in our opinion this conclusion is not correct. Based on the foregoingand on the fact that nearly 20
We believe that a DTA constitutesa special rule which years have elapsed since the last ruling of the Supreme
governs the special and particulartax relationshipwith Court on this question, we are confident that the doc-
another nation and is not abrogated nor amended by trine of the Supreme Court would be changed if the
a later law of general nature unless specifically pro- matter is once more discussed in the courts. The result
vided therein. Law 23,260 is a law of general nature would be that a general amendment of the ITL does
which does not contain any reference to DTA and, not affect the DTAs that Argentinahas executed with
consequently, has not modified the DTAs. other nations, unless specifically provided for in the
This opinion is shared by several well-known con-

later law.

stitutionalists in Argentinawho have studied the mat-
ter carefully.
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Sociaal- en arbeidsrechterlijkereeks, No. 20. London, InlandRevenue,1986. 14pp. standards.
1OOpp.,29.75.Dfl. (B. 107.337) Synopses,multinationalcomparison,and
Monographdescribing the nationalsocial disclosurechecklist.
securitysystemwith respect to director- Yugoslavia Amsterdam,Ernst& Whinney,Parnassuswegsubstantialshareholderofa limited liability 126, P.O. Box 7067,1007JB Amsterdam. 1986.
company (BV)with reference to recent case law.

DAS JUGOSLAWISCHE 117 pp(B. 107.329)
Aussenwirtschaftsrechtvon 1985/86. Activitiesand pronouncementsof the

Cologne,Bundesstellefr InternationalAccountingStandardsCommittee
a

Portugal Aussenhandelsinformation,1986. (IASC) described. In addition, it includes

Berichteund Dokumentezum auslndischen comparisonhighlightingthe controversial

Wirtschafts-und Steuerrecht,No. 210.120pp.
differencesbetweeninternationalaccounting

CONVENOESSOBRE DUPLA Introductionto the foreigneconomiclaws of standards,and rules and principlesapplicablein
tributaocelebradaspor Portugal Yugoslavia.Textof relevantstatutes in German certainmajor areas of the world.
VolumeIV. isappended. (B. 107.240)
Lisbon,MinistriodasFinanasedo Plano, Rua (B. 107.345)da Alfndega, 1178 LisbonCodex. 1985.295pp
Conventionson double taxationconcludedby Developingcountries
Portugal. Volume IV.

(B. 107.313) INTERNATIONAL PARIKH, Ashok.
The estimationand forecastingoftradeshares.
Bangkok,UnitedNationsEconomicand Social

Spain
THE OFFSHOREOIL SERVICE

Commissionfor Asia and the Pacific, 1986.
DevelopmentPapers, No. 5.344pp., USS 33.

- ALLGEMEINEHINWEISEFR industry: an internationaltax guide. Studyon the patternsof tradeofESCAPmember
Geschftemit spanischenHandelspartnern. London,ArthurAndersen& Co., 1986. 90pp. developingcountriesby usingcomprehensive
Teil I. 17. VlligneubearbeiteteAuflage,Stand A percountrydescriptionof the corporate informationon trade flowsfor the periodof
Dezember1986. registration,corporateand individualincome 1965-1980.
Barcelona,DeutscheHandelskammerfr taxes and other taxeswith respect to offshoreoil

(B. 107.243)service industry in 28 countries. The countriesSpanien, 1986. 56 pp. covered Angola,Argentine,Australia,17th Completelyrevised editionof guide
are:

discussingbusiness laws (contract law etc.) Brazil, Cameroon,Canada, China (People's
relevantfordoingbusinessin Spain. Rep.), Congo, Denmark,Egypt, Gabon, LATIN AMERICA
(B. 107.347) GermanFederal Republic, India, Indonesia,

Ireland, Italy, Ivory Coast, Malaysia,Mexico,
the Netherlands,New Zealand,Nigeria,

Sweden Norway,Spain, UnitedKingdom,United States THE LATIN AMERICA & CARIBBEAN
and Venezuela. review.

(B. 107.185) Eighthedition.THE SWEDISH BUDGET 1987/88. The EconomicandBusinessReport 1987.
Stockholm,Ministryof Finance, Rdbodgatan FLICK, Alfred. SaffronWalden,Worldof Information,1986.
6, S 10333 Stockholm. 1987. 150pp. Die Allokationder Gewinnsteuern 216 pp.,£ 25.
English translationof the annual SwedishDraft multinationalerUnternehmenzwischenden Reporton the 1987 economicand business
Budget forfiscal year 1987/88. Entwicklungsstaatenund den Industriestaaten. developmentin Latin Americaand the
(B. 107.406) Hamburg,UniversittHamburg, 13 Edmund- Caribbeancovering50 individualcountriesin the

Siemers-Allee,2000 Hamburg. 1984. regioncontributedby variouspersons.
Dissertationon the allocationof taxeson profits (B. 18.442)Switzerland ofmultinationalenterprisesbetweendeveloping
and developedStates. The treatmentconsistsof

STEUERBELASTUNGIN DER SCHWEIZ/ adiscussionof the internationallaw on the Bolivia
Charge fiscaleen Suisse 1985. sovereignityofStates, of the actual methods
Kantonshauptorte-Kantonsziffern-Chefs- appliedfor the allocationofprofitsand of KLOTZ, Markus.
lieux des cantons-nombrescantonaux. alternativestherefore. Das Investitionsrechtder Andenpaktstaaten.Bern, Eidg Steuerverwaltung,1986. 100 pp. (B. 107.202) Cologne,Bundesstellefr
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Aussenhandelsinformation,1986. Berichteund Dokumentezum auslndischen U.S.A.

Berichteund Dokumentezum auslndischen Wirtschafts-und Steuerrecht,No. 209. 105 pp.

Wirtschafts-und Steuerrecht,No. 209. 105 pp. Investmentlaws in the AndeanMember BOSKIN, Michael J.; GALE, William G.

Investmentlaws in the AndeanMember Countriesconsidered.The text of the relevant New resultson the effectsof tax policy on the

Countresconsidered.The textof the relevant basic laws is appended. international locationof investment.

basic laws is appended. (B. 18.443) Cambridge,NationalBureauof Economic

(B. 18.443) Research, 1050 MassachusettsAvenue,

Cambridge,MA 02138. 1986.

Venezuela WorkingPaperSeries,No. 1862. 30 pp.

Brazil (B. 107.228)
KLOTZ, Markus.

TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE. Das Investitionsrechtder Andenpaktstaaten. TAX IDEAS - REPORT BULLETIN

NewYork, Touche Ross International, Cologne,Bundesstellefr Prentice-Hall, Inc., EnglewoodCliffs, NJ 07632

1633 Broadway,New York,NY 10019-6754. Aussenhandelsinformation,1986. U.S.A.

1986.40pp. Berichteund Dokumentezum auslndischen Supplemented:two timesper month.

Investmentfactors,establishinga businessand Wirtschafts-und Steuerrecht,No. 209. 105 pp. Publicationin three volumescomprising tax

tax aspectsconsidered. Investment laws in the AndeanMember savings ideas compiledby the staffof Prentice-

(B. 18.439) Countriesconsidered.The text of the relevant Hall and articlescontributedby otherexperts in

basiclaws is appended. the field of taxation.

TRADEMARKSAND PATENTS. (B. 18.443) (B. 107.413)
Schedule 1986.
So Paolo, PinheiroNeto, 1986. 9 pp.

THE 1986 U.S. TAX REFORM.

(B. 18.429)
The impacton foreign investmentin the United

MIDDLE EAST States.

NEW SYSTEM FOR PAYMENTOF PATENT Pre and post tax planningopportunitiesand

annuitiesas well as for trademarklicensingin pitfalls.
Brazil. Middle East London,Legal Studies& Services Limited,

SoPaolo, PinheiroNeto, 1986. 2 pp.
1986.200pp.

(B. 18..429) THE MIDDLE EAST REVIEW. Documentof conferenceheld in Londonand

The Economic& Business Report. 13th Edition. Amsterdamon 21,24 November1986

Saffron Walden,Worldof Information, 1987. respectively Appendiceson various topics are

Colombia 232 pp., £ 25. separatelyappended.

Regional economicand politicaldevelopment (B. 107.331)

KLOTZ, Markus. analyzedand considerationof the 25 individual

Das Investitionsrechtder Andeiapaktstaaten. countriesin the MiddleEast and North Africa. REPORTS OF THE UNITED STATES

Cologne, Bundesstellefr (B.56.931)
Tax Court.

Aussenhandelsnformation,1986.
1 July 1985 to 31 December1985.

Berichteund Dokumentezum auslndischen
Volume85.

Wirtschafts-und Steuerrecht,No. 209. 105 pp United Arab Emirates Reportedby MaryT. Pittman.

Investmentlaws in the AndeanMember Washington,GovernmentPrinter, 1986.1140

Countriesconsidered.The text of the relevant TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE. Pp

basic laws is appended. NewYork,Touche Ross International,
BoundvolumecontainingU.S. Tax Court

(B. 18.443) 1633 Broadway,NewYork, NY 10019-6754. decisions.

1986. 30 pp.
(B. 107.324)

Investmentfactors,establishinga businessand

Ecuador tax aspectsconsidered.
FEDERALTAX GUIDE

(B. 56.902)
Prentice-Hall,Inc., EnglewoodCliffs, NJ 07632.

LEYES DE FOMENTO: INDUSTRIALY Supplemented:monthly.

reglamento;pequeaindustriay artesana;
Loose-leafpublicationconsistingof seven

parquesindustrialesturstico.
volumesdesignedto provide informationon the

Quito, Corporacinde Estudiosy Publicaciones, NORTH AMERICA federal income tax code. The text of the Internal

1986. 102 pp.
RevenueCode covers two and the income tax

Laws for the promotionof: industry(including
regulationscover three volumes. Explanation,

regulations),small industryand artisanwork, Canada
current reportson changesand index are in the

industrialparksand tourism,updated to March
two first volumes,which are completelyrenewed

1986. INCOMETAX CONSIDERATIONSIN
every year.

(B. 18.436) corporatefinancing.
(B. 107.411)

CorporateManagementTax Conference1986. PRENTICE-HALL1987 FEDERALTAX

KLOTZ, Markus. Toronto,CanadianTax Foundation, 1986.475 Handbook;
Das Investitionsrechtder Andenpaktstaaten. pp.,$45. ATI U.S. FederalTax Handbook.

Cologne,Bundesstellefr Compilationof 12 papersof the proceedingsof Paramus,Prentice-Hall,1987. 852

Aussenhandelsinformation,1986. the conferenceofferinga comprehensiveand Annual federal handbookproviding
pp.

tax

Berichteund Dokumentezum auslndischen detaileddiscussionof a broad rangeof topics informationfor filing and personal
Wirtschafts-und Steuerrecht,No. 209. 105 pp. concerningcorporatefinancingand, in

company
income tax returns for 1986forthe Federal

Investmentlaws in the AndeanMember particular,income tax implications. Governmentand keeping payment to thetax

Countriesconsidered.The text of the relevant (B. 107.390) legal minimum.
basic laws is appended.
(B. 18.443) TAXATIONOF CORPORATIONSAND

(B. 107.360)

shareholders. HAELTERMAN,Axel.

1986 Supplement.Edited by BrianJ. Arnold,D. De amerikaansebelastinghervormingen haar

Peru Keith McNairand Claire F.L. Young. internationalegevolgen.
Toronto,CarswellLegal Publications,1986. 60 Kalmthout,Biblo, 1986.

KLOTZ, Markus. Pp Biblo-dossier,FscalteitNo. 4.40pp

Das Investitionsrechtder Andenpaktstaaten. Supplementupdatingthebasicvolume to cover Considerationsofthe U.S. Tax Reform Act 1986

Cologne,Bundesstellefr changesup to 31 May 1986. and its internationalimplications.
Aussenhandelsinformation,1986. (B. 107.374) (B. 107.311)
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PRENTICE-HALLFEDERALTAXES COMPLETEINTERNALREVENUE collectionof income tax from source, and income
Prentice-Hall,Inc., EnglewoodCliffs, NJ 07632. Code of 1986. tax procedure.
Supplemented:weekly. Tax Reform Act of 1986 Edition. (B. 107.362)
This loose-leafpublication in eleven volumes Volumes 1 and 2.
covers the FederalTax Law with editorial Paramus,Prentice-Hall,1986.3500pp INDEX TO FEDERALTAX ARTICLES.

explanationsamplifiedbyexamples,supported Annotated text of the entire Internal Revenue Fall 1986cumulativesupplement.
bycasesand rulings, and supplementedwithfull Codeof1986. Volume 1 containsthefull textof Compiledby GershamGoldstein. Preparedby
text of law and regulationsand with extracts from the Code provisionson income and withholding Isa Langand MichaelLang.
CongressionalCommitteeReportsexplaining taxes. Volume2 includes the textonestate and Boston, Warren,Gorham& Lamont, 1986.555

newlyenactedlaws. gift taxes, employmenttaxes, returns, Pp
Volume 1 is the Index Volume. Volumes2-11 assessments,collections,refunds, procedure, Sourcebookon federal tax articlespublished
describeand explainsections 1 to 7401 of the excise taxeson public charities, alcohol and duringfall1986.

InternalRevenueCode. Volume 10 also includes tobaccoetc. (B. 107.349)
the judicialproceedings,the tax court practice (B. 107.363)
and procedures; Internal RevenueService; GELFAND, David; SALSICH,PeterW.

taxpayerclassifieddefinitions; informationon A COMPLETEGUIDE TO THE TAX State and local taxationand finance, in a nutshell.

income tax treaties and proposedregulations. Reform Act of 1986. St. Paul, West PublishingCompany,P.O.Box
Volume 11 is the current mattervolume,which Explanation.Code sectionsas amended. 64526, St. Paul, Minnesota55164-0526. 1985.315
containsthe current Internal Revenuerulings, Committeereports. Index. Pp
currentcases, tax cases and others; information As passedby the Congressand sent to the Introductorymaterialon State and local taxation

on new legislation; report bulletins,which President. and financingforlawstudents.
includethe weeklysupplementsto keep the Paramus,Prentice-Hall-InformationServices, (B. 107.322)
informationof the completeserviceup to date. 240 Frisch Court, ParamusNJ 07652.1986.1200
Apart from these 11 volumes, the services Pp

TAX TREATIES

include the followingfour permanentvolumes: (B. 107.152) Prentice-Hall,Inc., EnglewoodCliffs, NJ 07632.

(a) Code Volume. Internal RevenueCode as Supplemented:monthly.
amended;(b) ExciseTaxes; (c) Estate and Gift WEST'S FEDERALTAXATION: Publicationin three volumesreproducingthe full

Taxes (two binders); (d) AmericanFederalTax corporations,partnerships,estates, and trusts. official text of every treaty, supplementary
Reports (secondseries). 1987Annualedition. GeneraleditorWillamH. treaty, orprotocolrelating to income taxesand

(B. 107.412) Hoffman. estate and gift taxes. Official documentsare

St. Paul, West PublishingCo., 50 West Kellogg appended.
Boulevard,P.O.B. 64526, St. Paul, MN 55164- (B. 107.414)

INTERNALREVENUECUMULATIVE
1003.1986.620pp.bulletin 1986-1 January-June. Annual revisededitionof textbookcontaining LEGISLATIVEHISTORY OF

Washington,GovernmentPrinter, 1986. 918 pp textualmaterialfor second federal UnitedStates tax conventions.
Compilationof all official rulings, decisions,

a courseon

income tax treatmentofcorporations, Compiledand editedby Sidney I. Roberts.
executiveorders, tax treatiesand other items of a Roberts& HollandCollection. Volume I.
permanentnaturepublished in the weekly partnerships,estatesand trusts with emphasison

tax planningconsiderationsincludingfederal NewYork,William S. Hein & Company, 1285
bulletin in the first halfof 1986. Main Street, Buffalo,N.Y. 14209. 700and stategiftand death duties. pp.
(B. 107.304) (B. 107.361) Compilationof hearings, treasurynews, senate

debateand actions,etc. per individualtax treaty.
AMERICANFEDERALTAX REPORTS. VolumeI containsthe U.S. tax treatieswith

U.S. TAXATIONOF INTERNATIONAL Argentina,Australia,Austria,BangladeshandSecond Series, Vol. 57.

EnglewoodCliffs, Prentice-Hall,Inc., 1986. operations. Barbados.
Prentice-Hall,Inc., EnglewoodCliffs, NJ 07632. (B. 107.384)1500pp. Supplemented:twice month.

BoundvolumecontainingunabridgedFederal a

and State court decisionsarisingunder the Publicationcomprisingarticles by experts in the
field of taxationof internationaloperationsfor INDEXTO FEDERALTAX ARTICLES.

Federal taxlaws (previouslyreported in Prentice-
all firms, individualsand their advisers Compiledby GershamGoldstein.

Hall Federal Taxes)on income tax, estate and tax
Summer 1986 cumulativesupplement.

gift tax and excise tax. engagedin foreign operations,as well as those

consideringexpansion into international Preparedby Isa Langand Michael Lang.
(B. 107.153) transactions. Boston, Warren,Gorham& Lamont, 1986. 165

(B. 107.415) Pp
Sourcebook providing index coveringfederal

U.S. TAX CASES.
income tax, estate tax and gift tax articles since

Volume86-1. The full textsofcourt decisions in
cases pertainingthe federal taxation,with case

PRENTICE-HALLFEDERALTAX 1983 through beginning1986.

table, citation table, and topical index. Regulations. (B. 107.307)
Chicago,CommerceClearingHouse, Inc., 1986. Incometax,withholding,procedure. 15 January
550 pp., $ 29.50. 1986 Edition. Volumes 1,2,3 and 4.

ZOLOTAS, Xenophon.
The caseswere reported in the Reports in the Paramus,Prentice-Hall InformationService,

The enigmaof the U.S. trade deficit.
firsthalfyerof1986. 1986. 9000 pp Athens, Bank of Greece, 1986.
(B. 107.151) Full consolidatedtext of the federal income tax

Papersand Lectures,No. 54.11
regulationsunder the 1954 Code on incometax, pp.

(B. 107.225)
RIFKIN, Bernard M.
The impact oftaxeson real estate transactionsin SEDERBAUM,Arthur D.
NewYork State. Incometaxationof estatesand trusts 1986. GARAHAN,James C.; RUDMAN,Jeffrey B.
NewYork, PractisingLaw Institute,810 Seventh NewYork, PractisingLaw Institute,810 Seventh Tax shelters in trouble. Privateand public
Avenue,NewYork,N.Y. 10019.1985. Avenue,NewYork, N.Y. 10019. 1986. litigation.
Real EstateLaw and Practice;CourseHandbook Tax Law and EstatePlanningSeries; Estate NewYork, PractisingLaw Institute,810 Seventh
Series, No. 266. 552 pp. Planningand Administration;CourseHandbook Avenue,NewYork,N.Y. 10019.1985.
Teachingmaterialsdealingwith topicssuch as: Series,No. 163. 656 pp. Tax Law and EstatePlanningSeries;Tax Law
tax on gains fromcertain real propertytransfers; Teachingmaterialdealingwith subjectssuch as: and Practice;CourseHandbookSeries, NQ. 232.

current tax forms; mortgagerecordingtax; New final income tax return; the fundamentaltax 512pp
YorkCity real propertytransfertax; overviewof patternof subchapterJ, tax planningforestate Teachingmaterialson the topic tax shelter
the federal income tax treatmentof investment and trustsdistributions;taxationof the foreign litigationcompiledfor distributionat the course

in real property,etc. trust; split interestcharitabletrusts, etc. program.
(B. 107.017) (B. 107.018) (B. 107.016)
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Loose-LeafServices
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Africa INCOMETAXREFERENCES/ DEUTSCHESTEUERPRAXIS-
REFERENCESA LA LOI DE L'IMPOTSUR NACHSCHLAGWERKPRAKTISCHER

FIDAFRICA LE REVENU STEUERFLLE

release 3 release 12 release 114

Fidafrica,Paris. Rchardde Boo Ltd., DonMills. VerlagDr. Otto Schmidt,Cologne.

FISCALITEAFRICAINE HANDBUCHDER
EINFUHRNEBENABGABEN

release5
EditionsFiduciaireFrance Denmark release 1

Afrique,Paris. Von Der LinnepeVerlagsgesellschaft,Hagen.
SKAT]'EBESTEMMELSER:'

HANDBCHDER
Dobbeltbeskatningsoverenskomster-

Australia release31
BAUHERRENGEMEINSCHAFTENUND

Skattenyt Kronologisk
GESCHLOSSENENIMMOBILIENFONDS

- -

AUSTRALIANINCOMETAX- releases5,6,7 Dornfeld - Klumpe - Quast - Richter - Schmider -

LAWAND PRACTICE Skattebestemmelser-Systematisk Sffing-

Cases release 177 release23
-

release 46 A.S. SkattekartoteketInformationskontor, Peter DeubnerVerlag, Cologne.
ButterworthsLtd., North Ryde. Copenhagen.

KOMMENTARZUM
AUSSSENSTEUERGESETZ

Belgium Flick - Wassermeyer- Becker

FISCALEDOCUMENTATIE France release22
Otto SchmidtVerlag, Cologne.

VANDEWINCKELE
FISCALITEPRATIQUE-DROITS

Tome II, release 48 bis D'ENREGISTREMENTETDETIMBRE KOMMENTARZUM

Tome III, release64 ERBSCHAFrSTEUERGESETZUND

Tome IX, release 190 release33 SCHENKUNGSTEUERGESETZ
TomeX, release68 bis EditionsFrancis Lefebvre,Paris.

Kapp
CED-Samsom,Brussels. release22FISCALITEPRATIQUE-TAXESSURLA

Otto SchmidtVerlag, Cologne.
GUIDEPRATIQUEDEFISCALITE CHIFFRED'AFFAIRES

III, release65 release33 STEUERERLASSEIN

CED-Samsom,Brussels. EditionsFrancisLefebvre,Paris. KARTEIFORM . ,

release306
L'INDICATEURFISCAL REGLEMENTATIONSOCIALE

VerlagDr. Otto Schmidt,Cologne:PRATIQUE/SECURITESOCIALE
release44 LEGISLATIONDU TRAVAIL
CED-Samsom,Brussels. STEUERFOLGENIN DERWIRTSCHAFTS-

release 33 UND RECHTSPRAXIS
EditionsFrancisLefebvre,Paris.

Enders
Canada

DICTIONNAIREPERMANENT-DROIT release30

CANADATAXLETI'ER DES AFFAIRES Otto SchmidtVerlag, Cologne.

release362 releases 198-202 STEUERRECHTSSPRECHUNGIN

Richardde Boo Ltd., DonMills. EditionsLgislativeset Administratives,Paris. KARTE1FORM

CANADATAXSERVICE DICTIONNAIREPERMANENT-FISCAL release422
OttoSchmidtVerlag, Cologne.

releases629-633 releases273,274;276-278

Richardde Boo Ltd., Don Mills. Editions Lgislativeset Administratives,Paris. STEUERRICHTLINIEN
release58

CANADIANCURRENTTAX JURISCLASSEUR-CHIFFRED'AFFAIRES C.H. Beck Verlag, Munich. -

-COMMENTAIRES
release 3
Butterworths,Scarborough. releases6132 UMSATZSTEUERGESETZ

EditionsTechniques,Paris. (MEHRWERTSTEUER)

CANADA'STAXTREATIES Hartmann- Metzenmacher
releases3, 1

release 24 Erich Smidt Verlag, Bielefeld.
Butterworths,Scarborough.

GermanFederalRepublic UMSATZSTEUERGESETZ
INCOMETAXATIONINCANADA- (MEHRWERTSTEUER)
REPORTBULLETIN AUSSENSTEUERGESETZ Rau - Drwachter
releases515-519 release9 release52
Prentice-HallInc., Scarborough. VerlagSchffer& Co., Stuttgart. Otto SchmidtVerlag, Cologne.
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The Netherlands RECHTSPERSONE Spain
BELASTINGWETGEVING

release71 MANUALDELA'ADMINISTRACION
Kluwer,Deventer.

Algemenewet inzake rijksbelastingen releaseMarch-

release49 DE SOCIALEVERZEKERINGSWETrEN T.A.L.E.,Madrid.
Inkomstenbelasting1964-

AOW/AWW,releases 18, 19, 20-

release 155
Loonbelasting

-

-

Algemeendeel, releases9,10

release 109 Kluwer,Deventer.

Omzetbelasting1968 (BTW/1978) VAKSTUDIE-FISCALE UnitedKingdom-

release44 ENCYCLOPEDIE:
Successiewet- BRITISHTAXENCYCLOPEDIA
release44 - Inkomstenbelasting1964

Vennootschapsbelasting releases546-550-

Wheatcroft

release51 - Loonbelasting release 102

NoorduijnB.V.,Arnhem. releases362-364 Sweet & Maxwell, Andover.

Successiewet1956-

EDITIEVAKSTUDIE releases 120,121 SIMON'STAXCASES

BELASTINGWETGEVING: - Vermogensbelasting1964 releases7-10

Invorderingsrechtvande fiscus
releases103,104 Butterworth&Co.,London.

-

-

releases28,29,30 Vennootschapsbelasting1969
releases166,167

Belastingenvan Rechtsverkeeren
Kluwer,Deventer.

-

SIMON'STAX INTELLIGENCE

registratiewet releases8-11
releases48,49 Butterworth&Co.,London.

Kluwer, Deventer. Norway VALUEADDEDTAX-DEVOIL
FISCAALFUNDAMENT SKATTE-NYTT releases139,140
release47 Butterworth& Co., London.A, releases 13,2
Kluwer,Deventer.

B, releases4-9
Norsk Skattebetalerforening,Oslo.

HANDBOEKVOORDEIN-EN

UITVOER

Belastingheffingbijinvoer Peru
-

releases360,361 U.S.A.
Tariefvoorinvoerrechten-

IMPUESTOA LA RENTA FEDERALTAXES-REPORTI, releases 325,326
II, release240 release26 BULLETIN

Algemenewetgeving EditorialEconomiay Finanzas,Lima. releases10-13-

release 186 Prentice-Hall,Inc., EnglewoodCliffs.
Kluwer,Deventer. IMPUESTOA LASVENTAS

release30 FEDERALTAXGUIDE
KLUWERSFISCAALZAKBOEK EditorialEconomiay Finanzas,Lima. releases 19-25
releases259-261 Prentice-Hall,Inc., EnglewoodCliffs.
Kluwer,Deventer. MANUALDEIMPUESTOSINTERNOS

release78 FEDERALTAXTREATIES-REPORT
KLUWERSSUBSIDIEBOEK EditorialEconomiay Finanzas,Lima. BULLETIN

releases75,76 release2
Kluwer, Deventer. REGIMESESPECIALESDE \Prentice-HallInc., EnglewoodCliffs.

TRIBUTACION
KLUWERSTARIEVENBOEK TAXIDEAS-REPORTBULLETINrelease25
releases341,342 EditorialEconomiay Finanzas,Lima. releases5,6
Kluwer,Deventer. Prentice-Hall,Inc., EnglewoodCliffs.

LEIDRAADBIJ DE BELASTINGSTUDIE U.S. TAXATIONOFINTERNATIONALSouthAfrica
van Soest - Meering OPERATIONS

release86 JUTA'STAXSERVICE-LEGISLATION release5
GoudQuint/D. Brouwer,Arnhem. SECTION Prentice-HallInc., EnglewoodCliffs.

NEDERLANDSEWETBOEKEN release36

Juta&Co.,Kenwyn.
release201
Kluwer,Deventer. THETAXPAYER'SPERMANENT

VOLUMEON INCOMETAX IN SOUTH Zimbabwe
OMZETBELASTING(BTW) IN BEROEP AFRICA
EN BEDRIJF JUTA'STAXSERVICELEGISLATION

Meyerowitz- Spiro
release96 release 12 release29
GoudaQuint/D. Brouwer,Arnhem. The Taxpayer.PublishingCo., Capetown. Juta&Co.,Kenwyn.
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INTERNATIONALCHAMBEROF COMMERCE

Symposiumon Consequencesfor
InternationalBusinessof the

U.S. TaxReform

The paper presenting the major points of the U.S. Tax Reform

Act of 1986 was delivered by Mr. Richard Hammer of Price

Waterhouse. His paper, written in conjunctionwith Mr. William

Rohrer, was published in the January 1987 issue of the Bulletin

for InternationalFiscal Documentation.It is recommendedthat

the reader be familiar with this article in order to fully benefit

from the following 3 papers.

Impacton theTax ondary purpose is to draw attention to some of the

many U.S. changes in the foreign area, both for their

Policiesof theUnited relevance to the correspondingprovisions in the U.K.
from the tax reform standpoint; and because of the

Kingdom increased tax burden some of them may place on

British and other foreign investors, and the doubts
certain of them raise about how far foreign investors
in the U.S. should confidentlyrely on continuing trea-

By G.D. Swaine ty protection.
A most important area I shall not deal with is the

Since the Thatcher Government took office in 1979 it
has been a policy aim to reduce the burden and rates

whole process of the U.S. tax reform and the degree
of taxation in the United Kingdom. In fact the overall of discussion and consultation over the two years and

burden has if anything increased over the intervening
more it took to get the legislation through. Despite the

years. But there has been significantprogress towards very great constitutional differences which inevitably

reducing the rates of the direct taxes, most notably the set the government processes of the two countries

reduction in the higher rates of tax on individuals in apart, the U.K. has a good deal it could learn from the

1979, but coupled with a simultaneous increase in the U.S. in this respect.
VAT rate; and the reduction of the corporation tax

rates in 1984, financed in part by a strong deceleration STRUCTURALASPECTS GENERAL
of fiscal depreciation. Most recently, in the 1987

-

Budget proposals announced last week the basic rate
l The first point to note is that the U.S. Tax Reform

of income tax has been reduced to 27%. Act does not set out in any way to challenge or over-

The general thrust of past and continuingGovernment turn the system and basis of the Internal Revenue

policy is unquestionablyin line with much of the thrust Code by removing income, profit and gain as the tax

ofthe 1986 U.S. reform, and indeed in some important base and putting something completely different in

respects has pointed the direction for the U.S. reform, their place.
at least for companies. Hence the U.S. reform is not

likely to affect significantly the direction of further Quite the opposite. What it is, essentially, is an at-

reform in the U.K., though it may influence the tempt to return to first principles within an income-
based approach to taxation,but without changing the

urgency with which reform will be pursued. The main

purpose of this necessarily brief paper is therefore to

try to reach some conclusions about how far the main Mr. Swaine is Head of GroupTaxationand CorporateStruc-

components in the U.S. reform might serve as a pat- ture for Shell Internatjonal Petroleum Company Ltd., Lon-

tern for further reform in the U.K., in particular to don.

make further reductions in tax rates possible. A sec-
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classical nature of the system by integrating the tax companies, but particularly for individuals, are ba-
treatmentof companiesand shareholders(though that lanced by means of large extensions of the tax base,
was an important part of the original reform scheme), again for both individuals and companies, but in this
without eliminating the separate taxation of capital case particularly for companies, or those in certain
gains, and without removing the credit method as the business sectors.

principal means for relievingforeign incomefrom U.S.
The inevitable result is staggering of winnerstax.

a array
and losers, the main losers 'being the capital intensive

In other words the system and its form and structure industries.
haven't changed. It was never part of the plan to intro-
duce a wholly new sort of system, based on concepts
of consumption,dissaving, net distributionsand so on CHANGESAFFECTINGINDIVIDUALS
instead of income; and the reform certainly isn't pre-
sented as a step towards such a system - though it is 4. How far may we expect the changes affecting indi-
presented in terms of similar objectives - to simplify vidual taxpayers the reduction in the tax rates for-

the Code, to make it more fair, and to promotebetter- individuals and the simplificationof the rate structure
based economicgrowthby removingspecific tax incen- - to influence further rate reduction in the U.K.
tives and establishing a more neutral system.

This is very important in relation to the possible direc- Tax rates

tion of future reform in the United Kingdom, where
many would-be reformers argue the merits of such 5. The U.S. reform has swept away fifteen graduated
innovative systems. They can hardly now ignore the brackets, beginning at 11% and rising to 50%, and
fact that the United States, by far the biggest player replaced them with only two brackets: 15% and 28%.
on the international tax stage, has opted so emphati- In other words, almost overnight, the top rate of tax

cally, and so recently, to retain an income-based tax for individuals in the U.S. will become approximately
system. the same as the present basic rate in the U.K. (now
Should we see that as effectively blocking, as a practi- 27%); and very much lower than the highest marginal
cal matter, the possibility of reform in the U.K. in the

rate (still 60%).
directionof an expendituretax Or instead as offering (This leaves out the additional 5% tax introduced by
the clearest possible evidence of the inability of con- the Tax Reform Act to claw back the benefit of the
ventional income-based systems to deliver a satisfac- 15% graduated rate and the personal exemptions be-

tory combination of simplicity and fiscal neutrality tween certain high income brackets and State income
Or both Whatever the answers, the truth of the mat- taxes.)
ter is probably that it makes the prospect of radical The differences go right down the income scale. For
reform in that direction even less likely in the U.K.
than it was previously. example, at any level of income within the U.K.'s

basic 27% band the equivalent U.S. rate will be only
2. The shape of the reform has been driven by three 15%, or little over half, and it runs on at 15% through
main forces, acting interdependently. almost the whole of the U.K. 40% band as well. Quite

First, by the wish to make an immediate and drastic clearly it's this area of the reform which presents the

reduction in tax rates for individuals and companies, greatest challenge competitively for the U.K. Hence
an important question is whether similar rate reduc-

much more pronounced for individuals than has tions could be partly paid for in the U.K. too by an
proved possible yet in the U.K. extensive broadening of the tax base for individuals
Second, by a strong belief in the familiar arguments, patterned on the U.S. model.

supported by many in the U.K., in favour of fiscal
neutrality but not a belief strong enough, ultimately, Base broadeningto sustain some of the more radical original Treasury
proposals. For example to allow companies a 50% 6. Unfortunately it doesn't take too long to realize
deduction for dividendspaid; or to index capital gains, that the two countries start from two quite different
stocks, and the asset base for depreciation;or to index baselines.
interest payments and receipts by taking the inf[ation
elementout of the tax deductionand out of the amount Before the reform, the Internal RevenueCode offered
taxed. individual taxpayers a wide range of tax shelterswhich

the U.K. simply does not have. That becomes veryThird, and overriding everything else, an insistence clear from the large savings the U.S. reform
from the very beginning that the reform must be reve-

revenue

nue-neutral; that taken as a whole it shouldn'tcost the produces by cutting the shelters back, while leaving
core

Treasury a single dollar of lost revenue. In the U.K. completely intact the hard of mortgage interest

too this can be expected to remain an important con-
relief, pension fund related privileges and so on, in
other words the very areas where savings would have

sideration.
to be found in the U.K. to pay for meaningful reduc-

3. This all adds up to a reform in which sweeping tions in the tax rate, unless the additional revenues

reductions in the tax rates for both individuals and were to be sought from further increases in indirect
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taxes or reductions in public expenditure. In the Unit- which are normally exempt have to be included. Tax
ed States there was much more headroom, and it is then charged at a lower rate than the normal tax
seems there still is even after the reform. rate, 21% instead of 28%. If that calculationproduces

a higher figure than the normal tax, then the differenceWe can see this very clearly from the revenue-raising is paid as additional tax. The additional tax, or at least
changes affecting interest deductibility, passive activ- that part which relates to timing differences, is carried
ity losses and the alternative minimum tax. forward as a credit against future normal tax. It adds

a dimension of complexity which is quite absent from
Interest deductibility the U.K. system, since it calls for two separatecompu-

tations, one for the normal tax and another for the
7. Before the reform U.S. taxpayers had a pretty minimum tax. It also has its obvious dangers. It almost
free rein to deduct interest, whateverthe form ofcredit invites the total replacementof the normal tax by the
or the purpose of the borrowing. For instance, all minimum tax but at a rate higher than 21%, though
consumer nterest - interest on personal loans and there's no suggestion this is intended.
credit card debt to buy motorcars, and otherconsumer Further it could only be made really effective in the
items for example - was fully deductible. This is in U.K. if it used disallow back core
stark contrast to the U.K. where, since 1974, only

were to or cut
reliefs such as mortgage interest and pension fund

mortgage interest (plus certain other items) has been contributions which remain inviolate under the U.S.
deductible, and then limited to a single principal resi- .

minimum tax in much the they do for the
dence and the first £ 30,000 of borrowing.

same way as

normal tax.
Under the U.S. reform, the ability to phase out relief For all these reasons an alternative minimum tax
for consumer interest alone contributes nearly $ 30 would be most unwelcome in the U.K. and it seems
billion of additional revenues over the period to 1990.

unlikely to be taken as a model in whatever base-
But relief for investment interest- interest on debt

broadening might take place of the price for
incurred to finance portfolio investment for example

as part
further rate reduction.

remains largely intact; and, following the reform,-

relief is still given for the full interest cost of buying
and improving a principal residence, and a second Individuals- some concluding comments
home too, and of borrowingon the security of a prop-
erty in order to pay qualified medical and educa- 10. Put very briefly, if, as must be the case, the
tional expenses, within specified limits. drastic reductions in individual tax rates achieved by

the U.S. make the case for low, or at least reduced,Hence, the ability to phase out consumerinterest relief
rates in the U.K. more compelling than was perceivedgave the U.S. a revenue-raisingheadroom not availa-
previously, and perhaps irresistible, then the means atble for the U.K. since 1974 whilst at the same time the disposal of the U.K. Exchequer are more limited

retaining much more liberal relief for mortgage and than those which were and still remain available to theother interest than in the U.K. even after the reform U.S. Treasury. Base-broadening would have to becutbacks. taken much further; and coupled with revenue in-
creases, or savings in public expenditure, outside the

Passive activity losses direct tax system.
This becomes even clearer if the revenue-raising8. An even bigger revenue-raiserfrom individuals-
changes in the taken intoare$ 36 billion to 1990 - is a series of provisionsdesigned corporatesector

biggest
account,

singlesince those changes in net terms are the
to stop losses arisingon passiveactivities from being contributor ($ 120 billion over the period to 1990) toused to offset other income on a current basis, includ- the reduction in tax rates for individuals.
ing portfolio income.

Again, there is no comparablescope for savings in the
U.K. CORPORATE CHANGES

11. Low corporate tax rates are already the mode inAlternativeminimum tax the United Kingdom and have been since 1984 as the
result of changes whose basic elementsset the pattern,9. The concept of an alternativeminimumtax, which in a very real sense, for the 1986 reform in the U.S.the Tax Reform Act extends beyond what existed pre-

viously, is not known in the U.K. system. Could it Over the period to 1986 the rate of corporation tax on

serve as a model companies was reduced progressively from 52% to
35% (where it now stands) in a revenue-neutralexer-The general idea is to establish an even broader tax cise in which, in return, stock relief abolished andbase than for the normal tax, so as to ensure that was

the 100% first-year allowances for machinery andindividualswith current economic income pay at least
plant progressivelyeliminated.

a minimum amountof tax currently. Some items which were

can be expensed normally are capitalized. Asset de- The U.S. reform follows a similar pattern, though
preciation is generally slower, and some income items more abruptly. The corporate income tax rate is re-
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duced from 46% to 34% (plus State taxes) and the o Tightening of the source rules to transfer more

investment tax credit, by far the most importantcapital income from foreign to U.S. source, and a parallel
investment incentive before the reform, is repealed. tightening of the rules for allocating interest, in

(In crude arithmetical terms almost the whole of the order (1) to reduce the scope for using up excess

$ 120 billion transferred to the individual sectorcan be foreign tax credits against low-taxed foreign in-

represented as deriving from this single change.) come and (2) to tax a bigger share of international
income, for example income from shippingand air

There are in addition significant changes affecting transport (1211-1216).specific industries adversely; very expensive (for com-

panies) changes in the tax accounting rules designed o Various changes in the Subpart F rules for CFCs,
to defer deductions and accelerate tax payment ($ 60 to increase the income for direct attribution to

billion of additional revenues to 1990); and a new and U.S. parents (1221-1227).
broader alternative minimum tax ($ 22 billion). o A number of provisions directly aimed at foreign
12. Clearly, unlike many other countries, the U.K. taxpayers investing in the U.S., generally resulting
should feel no need to reduce corporate tax rates still in an increased burden on them to set against the
further in order to remain competitive, though of benefit of the 34% tax rate, and in some cases

course the U.S. rate reduction reduces whatevercom- raising new doubts about the reliability of protec-
petitive advantage the U.K. may have enjoyed since tion under the U.S. tax treaties (1241-1249). The
1984. most important is the introduction of a branch

profits remittance tax; the most newsworthy (atIn addition the U.K. has the advantage, in that con- least in the U.K.) the elimination of double dip-
text, of a partial imputation system to set against the ping for dual resident companies; and perhaps the
classical system which the U.S. still retains despite the most ominous, a new departure in the field of
Treasury's (abortive) proposal to give a partial deduc- transferpricing relating to super royalties,which
tion for dividends paid. The relationship between the raises some interestingquestionsabout double tax-
current corporation tax rate (35%) and the current ation and possibly even about the future of the
basic income tax rate for individuals (27%), which arm's length principle itself.
provides the basis for the imputation rate, produces a

very high rate of imputation. For individualsharehold- o Finally, a whole new set of rules intended to put
ers this compensates, though not fully, for the margi- the treatment of all foreign currency transactions
nal income tax rate advantage of U.S. shareholders onto a systematic and consstent basis. They cover

following the U.S. reform. For exempt institutional the recognition of exchange gains and losses, the
shareholders receiving dividends from tax-paying timing, and source determination. The general
U.K. companies it results in an integrated tax rate of rule is to bring in all gains and losses - as realized
some 11% only, calculated by reference to the pre-tax and as income, in fact as interest received and

underlying profits; while for U.S. (or U.K.) institu- paid. They also deal with the translation into U.S.
tions investing in U.S. companies there is no imputa- dollars of income, losses, dividends and so on of
tion. And of course in many U.K. treaties, most nota- foreign subsidiaries and branches (1261).
bly the U.S. treaty, a foreign shareholderis entitlecl to 15. A number of common directional threads run
receive part of the imputationcredit, thus reducing the through many of these changes: a deliberate increase
integratedU.K. rate on the dividendsand the underly- in the burden on outward investment from the U.S.,
ing profits well below 35%, an importantadvantage in adding to the relative disadvantagefor outward invest-
the competitive context unless negated by domestic ment already implied in the reduction in the domestic
tax in the shareholder'shome country. tax rate; a deliberate increase too in the burden on

13. There is accordinglyno reason to expect that the certain foreign investors in the U.S., in some cases on

corporate tax reform in the U.S. will significantly af- a discriminatorybasis, driven partly by the dictates of
fect tax policy in the U.K., except to make a future revenue-balancingand offering yet further clear evi-
return to materially higher rates less likely (at least as dence of a real lack of inclination in the U.S. Congress
long as the low rates are retained in the U.S.). to see the United States' tax treaty obligations as hav-

ing any overriding importance.It seems unlikely too that any of the specific base-
broadening changes will be taken as a model to be And in addition, like many other parts of the reform,
followed for significant change in the U.K., placing far from simplifying the legislation as was said to be
heavier burdens on the business sector. intended, the changes in the foreign area make it even

more complex than it already was.

Are these modelswhich should influence the tax policy
Foreign tax provisions of competitornationsor the global frameworkof inter-

national taxation Most of US would believe not.
14. The Tax Reform Act devotes over 80 pages to
new provisions affecting both outward and inward in-
vestment: Foreign tax credit

o Stricter limitations on the foreign tax credit (1201- 16. It is of interest to compare the foreign tax credit

1205). rules in the U.S. after the reform with the U.K. credit
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system, particularly since the U.S. rules have often U.S., though there was and still is a so-called second
been held up as a model to show how narrow and level withholding tax on dividends and interest paid by
uncompetitive the U.K. rules are. non-U.S. corporations, where 50% or more of the

Before the reform the U.S. rules were already im- foreign corporations' gross income is effectively con-

mensely more complicated than those in the U.K., but nected with a U.S. trade or business. The U.K. treaty
at least they provided a systematicmeans of averaging prohibits the second level tax in most cases (Articles
high and low foreign taxes, first currently across in- 10(5) and 11(6)), as it will the branch tax.

come streams, though admittedly with some serious
limitations, and then over time by carryback and car-

The branch tax was a Treasury proposal, not a Con-

ryforward of excess credits. There is no formal provi- gress proposal, and perhaps that's important. Its whole
sion for this in the U.K. system, which limits credit on purpose is to put U.S. branches of foreign companies
a strict individual source basis with no carryover.

on the same footing as U.S. subsidiaries of foreign
companies. A wholly different solution would have

Unfortunately, the reform brings the U.S. system been simply to eliminate dividend withholding taxes
much closer in terms of stricter limitation rules and at altogether; and indeed a reform which had taken the
the same time makes it even more complicated than it U.S. progressively in that direction, instead of retro-
was before, though still more liberal than the U.S. gressively into a branch profits tax, would have been
Treasury's stated ideal preference - a strict transac- widely welcomed.
tions approach-- or their original proposal, which was

basically a segregationof active and passive incomeon
A branch will be taxed now first at the normal 34%

a country by country basis, coupled with some addi- rate on its profits and then at 30% or a treaty rate on

tional limitations. Congress considered that but re-
deemed remittances. There's also to be a withholding

jected it and came down expressly in favour of averag-
tax on interest paid to non-residentsby the branch, or

ing, but with much stricter limitatons than before. by the foreign head office if the interest is allocable to
the branch. The main potential effect is on banks,

The reform keeps the overall or global limitation particularly those not resident in treaty countries, and
basis, but it's fragmented now by a whole new series real estate investments structured through U.S.
of separate foreign income pots, or baskets, each branches.
with its own separate, self-contained credit limit to

stop excess credits spilling over from one class of in- The branch tax clearly breaches the treaty non-dis-

come to another, for example, for: crimination articles - for instance Article 24(2) of the
U.K. treaty, which prohibits the U.S. from levying tax

o passive income (income such as dividends, interest on a branch of a U.K. company less favourably than
and royalties, though not all dividends, interest on a U.S. enterprise carrying on the same activities.
and royalties) But it's expressed not to override the treaties as a

o foreign oil and gas extraction income general rule. In other words it can't apply for example
to U.K. banks under the present treaty, in normal

o financial services income cases.

o shipping income However in treaty-shopping cases it will. Not only
o interest which has suffered foreign withholdingtax that, in treaty-shopping cases it will apply at the full

at 5% or more on the gross amount 30% rate. That's done by unilaterally overriding the
treaty meaning of residence, and putting a qualified

o and, in addition, separate limitation baskets, one definition in its place which excludes treaty shoppers.
for each company held, for dividends received In other words, the branch tax establishes a statutory
from companies owned between 10% and 50%. concept of residence and treaty shopping, which over-

To add to the complicationdividends from controlled rides all the treaties, including the U.K. treaty.
foreign subsidiaries owned more than 50% are split
between the baskets by looking through to the make- 18. Though British banks will be protected by the
up of the underlying income in the subsidiary, right present treaty it seems the U.S. Treasury intends to
down the structure, tier by tier, however many tiers seek amendment of those treaties, again presumably
there might be; and there are elaborate rules for set- including the U.K. treaty, which generally prohibit
ting off losses and incomebetween the variousbaskets, the branch tax. Without that of course the original aim
and for clawing back the benefit of any foreign-source of putting all branches on the same footing as sub-
losses set off against domestic-sourceincome. sidiaries would not be met. But it is hardlyconceivable

that the U.K. would concede amendment,placing ad-The new limitation rules are hardly a prescription for ditional burdens on U.K. investors in the U.S., whilesimplification and offer little as a model for others, maintaining for U.S. investors in the U.K. the benefitincluding the U.K., to follow, though they still proba- of imputation tax credits through the treaty.bly offer more flexibility than the U.K. arrangements
in this area.

The logical thing then for the U.S. would seem to be
Branch profits tax (1241) to extend the qualified residence concept to sub-

sidiaries as well as branches and get rid of the Article
17. The branch profits tax is completelynew for the 16 problem by simply overriding the treaties again.
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Dual resident companies manufactures a product under licence from a U.S.
affiliate and makes profits the I.R.S. thinks are exces-

19. The tax reform amendmentsto nullify the advan- sive in relation to the licence fee, part of the profits
tages from using DRCs will be echoed in the U.K. in will be attributed to the U.S. affiliate under Section

corresponding measures in the 1987 Finance Bill and 482, with the benefit of hindsight, even if the licence

it is to be hoped that the consultationsbetweenthe two agreement was entered into on fully arm's length
countries will result in integrated treatmentwhich will terms.

allow time for painless restructuring and guaranteed This looks very much like a rejection of the arm's
loss relief in one of the two jurisdictions. length principle in a very important area, or at least an

acknowledgement of its inadequacies and a wink in

Super royalties the direction of unitary taxation; and it's not at all
clear where that might lead eventually. Whether the

20. Section 1231(e) amends Section 482 of the Code new rule will be defeated in treaty cases by the as-

the transferpricingsection-by adding thesewords: sociated enterprisesarticles isn't clear either. It clearly-

In the case of any transfer (or license) of intangible
conflicts with them. But it doesn't seem to be express-
ed not to override the treaties, in which case it may

property.., the income with respect to such transfer well prevail pre-existing treaties and lead
or license shall be commensuratewith the income at-

over un-

tributable to the intangible. avoidably to double taxation.

What is meant by commensurate with the income **::

attributable to the intangible is not known yet, but
the clear intention, where royalties and other pay- 21. There are other provisions in the Act of concern

ments relating to intangible property are paid to a to those in the U.K. who invest in or trade with the

U.S. taxpayer by a related foreign party, is to allow U.S. Of more general and seriousconcernwere certain

larger adjustments to be made under Section 482 than of the failed proposals which, like FIRPTA in 1980
the arm's length test would produce. This will be done and the branch tax in 1986, provide further clear evi-

by calculating the adjustment by reference to the dence of a disturbing disinclination in the Congress to

amount of income the intangible is generating cur- respect the treaty obligationsof the United States, the

rently for the related party from year to year over the most serious example being the outrageous earnings
period of the agreement, and attributing part of it to stripping proposal which fortunately was defeated
the U.S. licensor. For example, if a foreign company this time but cannot be guaranteed not to be revived.

Impacton theGerman The second goal, that of simplification,does not seem

to have been realized. Both the actual extent of the

TaxSystem law, with its numerous transitional provisions, and
also the fact that many of the detailed provisions will
have to be formulated as regulations within the next

few years, all this indicates that American tax law is,
By Dr. K.D. Wingert n fact, more likely to become even more complicated.

It is probably true to say that the Reagan tax reform
The three objectives that President Reagan sought to is yet another proof of the old rule that in a highly
achieve when undertakinghis tax reform are ofequally differentiated society, a simple tax law is bound to

great importance for German taxation policy, namely remain an illusion. In the Federal Republic of Ger-
the three goals of fairness, simplification and growth. many, the goal of simplificationhas also long been an

While these three goals were no longr mentioned in integral part of every significant alteration in tax laws
the final official title of the American law, from the which aspires to be a tax reform. But in Germany, too,
German point of view the degree to which they have it must be doubted whether any major simplifications
been achieved by the American tax reform varies con- can be brought about within the foreseeable future.

siderably.
The goal of fairnesscan be seen above all in two ways:

The aim of growth as the third objective of the U.S.
tax reform was intended to be achieved by the tax

(a) an increased burden of taxation on the higher tax relief on private incomes stimulating consumption,
brackets, particularly as a result of abolishing the and, above all, by removing the tax shelters so that

so-called tax shelters,with correspondingtax relief private investment would no longer be guided by the
for those on lower incomes; desire to reduce tax burdens, but by the consideration

(b) a reduction in taxation on private incomes by an of productive yield. This second factor, the abolition
estimated 120 billion U.S. dollars spread over five of tax advantages for private incomes, can no longer
years, to be financed by correspondingly heavier play a significant part in the Federal Republic of Ger-

corporate taxation. many, since the opportunities that used to exist for
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high tax savings through depreciation, while commit- that the burden of taxation must be reduced. What is
ting relatively low amounts of capital, have been con- controversialis the timingof tax cuts and, in particular,
siderably restricted in recent years. the question of to what extent corporate taxation

should be cut. The opposition parties, above all, whoThe first aspect, that of stimulating consumption by
granting tax relief, is one that has been gainingground, propose only minor corporate taxation relief, or even

particularly in the last few weeks of the political de- reJect any reduction whatsoever, have looked to the
U.S. tax reform for support for their arguments.Theybate, because the very latest indicators of economic
wish to emulate the example of the U.S.A. with itsgrowth are well below the figures of previous years. shift of $ 120 billion of tax burdens to industry, spreadFor this reason, in particular, it was decided at the

period of five The German oppositionbeginning of March 1987 to implement the tax cuts
over a years.

planned for 1988 on a larger scale than had been orig- parties have consequently drawn the conclusion from

inally envisaged.
the U.S. tax reform that the proposed tax cuts in
Germany should also be financed by increasing the

The U.S. tax reform coincided with a very special . burden on industry. However, a closer analysis of the
situation in the Federal Republic of Germany. As you changes in the U.S. tax law indicates that it would
are aware, on 25 January 1987 the Federal elections simply not be feasible for the Federal Republic to
for the German Bundestagwere held. The election of attempt to adopt the same course.

the Bundestag, the lower house of the German Parlia-
The impossibility of Germany adopting the presentment, decides which parties will provide the Federal
changes in U.S. corporate taxation can above all beChancellor and make up the Federal Government. It

apparent taxis thus the most importantelection for determiningthe seen from the paradox in the changes in
law in the U.S.A. At first sight it would appear to befuture political course to be followed during the

lifetime of the next Parliament. completely incomprehensiblethat a massive cut in tax
rates - with corporation tax being reduced by more

As you will also know, the conservative parties, the than a quarter, from 46% to 34% - will actually lead
CDU/CSU, won the election, but rather less clearly to an appreciable increase in corporate tax burdens.
than previously expected. In contrast, the liberal FDP
party, which has been the junior partner in the coali- The apparent contradiction is quite easily resolved:
tion with the CDU/CSU for the previous four years, the reduction in tax rates has gone hand in hand with
managed a sizeable increase in its share of the poll. On a widening of the basis for tax assessment and with a

the other side of the spectrum, the socialists (SPD), as large-scale reduction in tax concessions. The increase
the main opposition party, were unable to make any ln revenue from corporate taxation in the U.S.A. after

headway. So as a result of the elections, the existing the tax reform is primarily achieved by tightening up
coalition of conservativesand liberals under Chancel- the regulations for determining the taxable income to
lor Kohl will continue in office. which the tax rate applies.
The U.S. tax reform, coming in the autumn of 1986, This can most clearly be seen in the abolition of the
thus coincidedwith the beginningsof the campaign for Investment Tax Credit and in the limits imposed on

the Federal elections on 25 January 1987. The U.S. depreciation allowances under the Accelerated Cost
reform played some part in German electioneering, Recovery System (ACRS). The suspension of the In-
because tax policy turned into a very big issue in the vestment Tax Credit will be by far the largest item in

campaign. And it has continued to be one of the cen- extra-corporatetaxation. In the past, the combination
tral factors in the negotiations held in February and of InvestmentTax Credit and ACRS led in individual
March prior to the forming of a new coalition govern- cases to tax savings that even amounted to more than
ment. Rates of taxation proved to be highly contenti- an immediate 100% depreciation allowance. These
ous during these negotiations. and other tax concessionsmeant that in the past com-

panies in the U.S.A. were charged relatively low levels
The U.S. tax reform made its presence felt during the of tax, and in certain cases no tax was due at all, in
election campaign and the negotiationsover the form- spite of a normal level of profits.ing of the new government, and will also have an

impact on future discussions and policy decisions on Since corporate taxation law in the Federal Republictaxation in the Federal Republic of Germany. The of Germany does not contain any such favourable
U.S. reform has a particular influence as a result of provisions in the first place, there can be naturally no
what can be considered its distinctive feature: a mas- question of imposing similar restrictions on such con-
sive reduction in rates of tax, together with the aboli- cessions. Even after the latest tax reform, the tax pro-tion of exemptions from tax. The top rate of tax in visions in the U.S.A. are generally still far more

Germany is 56%, but in the field of corporate taxation favourable than in the Federal Republic of Gernany.this has to be taken in conjunction with additional What is more, German companiesalso have to shoul-
burdens from local business tax on income and net der the burden of taxes that are imposed indepen-worth, so that the total tax burden can amount to 70% dently of profits, such as wealth tax and business tax
of profits. Seen in this light, tax rates of 34% and 28% on net worth.
appear as practically inconceivable.

During the negotiationsover the policies to be pursued
People of all political persuasions in the Federal Re- by the newly elected coalition government over the
public of Germany have been n agreement for years next four years, the argument that tax relief for private
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incomes should be financed by heavier corporate tax- rises much less steeply, particularly in the middle in-
ation was simply not an issue. This is hardlysurprising, come brackets.
since for the rulingcoalitionparties tax relieffor indus-

try has always been one of the central goals of the next
The new scale planned for 1990 onwards contains a

tax reform. As a result, there is inevitably a decisive
linear progression between the lower and the upper

difference between German tax policy and the 1986 proportionalzone, thus between the basic and the top

U.S. tax reform.
rate of tax. The basic rate is to be reduced from 22%
to 19%, and the top rate from 56% to 53%. However,

If both private incomes and also industry are going to the top rate of tax will now also be levied at incomes
be granted some tax relief, then this tax reform cannot lower down the scale, 120 thousand DM for single
be self-financing. The internal balance of the Reagan persons and 240 thousand for marriedcouples, instead
tax reform, its neutrality with respect to the size of of the present 130 thousand and 260 thousand respec-
revenue, is one of its major components,and one that tively.
was dictated by the huge budget deficits in the U.S.A. The lower proportional is to be shortened that
Tax relief for private incomes, particularly for the

zone so

from 1990 the progression will begin at 8,100 and
lower income brackets, could not be allowed to lead
to lower tax revenues. It therefore had to be paid for 16,200 DM respectively. This will entail loss of reve-

by increased burdens in other areas.
nue of 6.7 billion DM. In addition, the tax-free basic
allowances are to be raised by 1,080 and 2,160 DM to

In contrast to the U.S.A., the tax reform in the Federal 5,616 and 11,232 DM respectively. Since these in-

Republic of Germany, which has been under discus- creased allowanceswill benefit all taxpayers, they will
sion for years, is intended to lead to a drop in the tax also have a major effect on tax revenues. Moreover,
ratio, i.e. the state is to collect less tax as a whole. Thus there will also be increases in a variety of tax conces-

the German tax reform is planned from the outset not sions granted to families.
to be neutral with regard to revenue. That this should
be at all possible is due to the fairly consistent policy

With regard to corporate taxation, there will be an

of economymeasurespursuedby the last FederalGov- mprovementin the special depreciationallowance for

ernment. This policy is primarily associated with the smaller companies under 7(g) of the Income Tax

name of the Finance Minister, Stoltenberg.
Law. This means that the sole measure so far agreed
that will provide tax relief for all companies is the

The decisions on tax policy over the next four years reduction of the top rates of income tax and of corpo-
which have now ernerged from the negotiations over ration tax. Whereas these rates were previously fixed

the formation of the coalition government envisage at the same level of 56%, they will now diverge, with

planned gross tax cuts of around 45 billion DM a year. 53% as the top rate of income tax and 50% as the

About 50o of this is to be met by increases in taxes standard rate of corporation tax for non-distributed

elsewhere, for exarnple by cutting tax concessionsand profits. Since many companiesin the Federal Republic
subsidies, and by raising transfer and excise taxes. of Germany, even including multinational enterprises
This means that about 50o, or 20 to 25 billion DM, is in some cases, are organized in the legal form of a

left over as net tax relief. It can thus be clearly seen partnership this divergence in the tax rates for income

that the central measure of the U.S. tax reform, tax and corporation tax will operate to the disadvan-

namely cutting rates of tax in exchange for the aboli- tage of partnerships. The argument that income tax

tion of tax exemptions, will also be the main contains lower tax rates than 53o for the first parts of

mechanism employed in order to introduce tax relief incomes, while corporation tax of 50% will apply
under the policy planned in the Federal Republic of equally to all non-distributedprofits, is not convncing

Germany. because the top rate of income tax will already start to

apply to an income of 120,000 or 240,000 DM. The
A reduction in rates of tax is also in the forefront of proposed changes are therefore a clear contravention
the government's mind in its decisions on taxation. of taxation neutrality with regard to the legal form of
Thus the rate of corporation tax for non-distributed enterprises.
profits is to be cut from 56% to 50%. This reduction
by 6 percentage points means a cut of 10.8% in the The planned German tax reform so far does not envis-

burden on retained profits. The tax on distributed age any changes in business tax on income and net

profits remains unchanged at 36%. worth. Since these tax forms are particularly onerous

in loss situations, they represent serious obstacles to

What is of greater importance is the tax scales which new investment, in which there is regularlya high level

apply to private incomes and to companies with the of business risk involved. Such corporatetaxes as these

legal form of a partnership. Unlike the U.S.A., the are unknown in other industrialized nations. So they
Federal Republic of Germany has a progressive tariff are an additional factor in putting German firms at a

in this field. You can see from the diagram before you disadvantagein competingwith companies from other
that the 1981 tax scale in force to date begins with a countries.
lower proportional zone of 22%, and then rises in a

curve to the upper proportional zone, where the top
The proposed cut in German tax rates to 53 and 50%

rate of 56% is levied. can only be described as timid in comparisonwith the
radical reduction in the U.S.A. This casts doubt on

The curve below traces the tax scale which is to come whetherGerman industry will be able to cope with the
nto effect from 1988 onwards; here the progression competitive advantage American enterprises thereby
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enjoy. The question arises whether the Federal Re- hold back, and that German firms will be increasingly
public of Germany can continue to be an attractive compelled to consider investing abroad, rather than at
country for investment. There is the danger that, in home. To sum up, while the proposed German tax
view of the continuing extremely high tax burden on reform does make an attempt to emulate the U.S. tax
investment in the Federal Republic, U.S. companies, reform in cutting tax rates, it must be said that this
and probably firms from other countries as well, will attempt falls short of the mark.
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Impactonthe States in the early period. Based on the recommenda-
tions of Professor Carl Shoup of the U.S.A. for an

JapaneseTaxSystem overall tax review, a major tax reform was carried out
in 1950 whichwas oriented towardplacingdirect taxes,
especially income tax and corporate tax, as the

By Shigeru Nomura mainstayof the whole tax system. In subsequentyears,
while minor revisions have been made in an effort to

adjust the tax system to the economicand social envi-
ronment, an overall reviewhas never been made. With

Mr. Nomura is a partner in the firm Ernst and Whinney the progress of the Japanese economy and changing
social structure, however, inequity and imbalance in

I am very pleased to have a chance to explain the the present tax system have become more apparent,
and a necessity for comprehensivereforms to the cur-Japanese tax system and the impact of the U.S. Tax

Reform'Act on Japanese taxation. Today I would like rent tax system has been voiced strongly by the Gov-

to explain the relation between Japanese companies' ernment's tax system study council, especially in the

behaviour and the tax system from an historical view- past two years. Thus, the developmentsof the U.S. tax

point.
reform have been watched with great concern and are

considered to have had much bearingon the proposed
The Japanese tax system after World War II had con- 1987 tax reform bills, which the Government pre-
siderable influence from the tax system of the United sented to the Diet in late January.
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Especially, the reduction of income tax brackets and highest one can be credited against income tax.

lowering of individual tax rates and the lowerng of - Special depreciation on machinery for energy sav-

corporate tax seem to have had a positive impact on ing, anti-pollution,excess usage etc.

the proposed reforms. The proposed reforms, similar - Inventory price luctuation reserve.

to the U.S. tax reform, aim at fairness, simplicityand A company could provide reserve for valuation

growth. They are designed to broaden the tax base by loss on declininginventoryprice as a tax deductible

introduction of a new indirect tax - VAT, lower tax expense.
rates on individual and corporate income taxes and - Reserve for loss on foreign investment as a tax

reduce the Government's reliance on revenues from deductible expense.

corporate and individual income taxes. - Reserve for overseas market exploitation as a tax

deductible expense.

Now let's consider the historicalaspect of the Japanese
tax system. Japan is a small country with 370,000 kmz Japanese companiescould accumulate the funds from

which is smaller than the State of California;however, the above assistanceand invest it in the newestproduc-
the population is about 120 millionwhich is almost half tion line to manufacturebetterproductsat lower costs.

that of the U.S.A. Additionally, 87% of the land is Then, they could develop foreign markets to sell the

covered by mountains, and mineral resources and above productsand to obtain money for re-investment

foods are not enough even for domestic consumption. purposes.
To import mineral resources and foods from foreign
countries,Japan needed foreign currencies.To get the As a result of this kind of Japanese company be-

foreign currencies, Japan has to import raw material, haviour, we can see a lot of Japanese products at

and export industrial products like textiles, steel, au- relatively low prices throughout the world.

tomobiles, electronic appliances and so on. t

A negative result has been that industries in other

The main exported products have been changed from countries have been damaged by Japanese products,
labour-intensive type products like textiles to capital- and the economies of major countries have fallen into

intensive products like steel and finally to high- stagflation. Each Government has tried to stimulate

technological products because of competition with its economy in several ways, including changes of tax

other countries in terms of labour and capital cost. laws.

Nowadays several products rnade in Japan are very The Tax Reform Act presented by the U.S. Govern-

competitivethroughout the world and even create sev. ment had a major effect on the tax laws of the other

eral problems in some countries. Large Japanesecom_ countries. As I mentioned previously, Japan has also

panies have been listed in the Fortune 500. been affected. The U.S.A., U.K., France and some

other countries lowered their corporate tax rate, con-

sequently, Japanese industries requested their Gov-
There are several reasons why Japanese industries ernment to lower the tax rate whichhad becomehigher
could grow to the present positionfrom almostnothing in relation to other major countries. If all infrastruc-

just after World War II. Many books ntroduced tures except for the effective tax rate of major coun-

Japanese management style, diligence of workers tries are the same, big enterprises might shift their

quick commercialization of good ideas developed by operations and investments to the country having the

foreign researchers, etc., as secrets of success. lowest tax. Therefore, the Japanese Government has

to respond somehow to requests from industries. On

I would like to emphasize that the assistance of the the proposed 1987 tax reform bills, the Government

Japanese Government as President of the Japanese allows for lower corporate income tax and individual

Corporation had strong effects on Japanese indus- ncome tax; however, a new value added tax system is

tries. introduced to compensate for the tax cut on corporate
and individual income tax.

In the past, the corporate tax rate in Japan was almost

comparablewith those ofother majorcountries. How-

ever, the Japanese Governmentgave several tax ben_ The new Japanese VAT system is almost comparable

efits to enterprises to strengthen their financial basis. with EC-type VAT. The proposed tax rate is 5% and

this tax will bring4,500 billion yen (USS 30 billion) for

A typical example of the governmental assistance is the first year 1988. VATwll be imposed at each stage

Special Tax Incentives (SOZEI TOKUBETSU of sales from manufacturing to retailing and enter-

SOCHI-HOU). Main items of the incentives are as prises can claim refund of VAT paid for creating new

value. Businesses with annual sales of less than 100
follows: million yen will be exempt from the tax; however, they

Special tax credit for R&D costs. have no right to claim a refund of VAT charged at the
-

If the amount of R&D cost of the year is the previous stage. Certain categories of goods and ser-

highest one since 1967, 20% of the difference be- vices, including foodstuffs,education and medical will

tween R&D cost of this year and the second be exempt from the tax. Theoretically, the new VAT
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should be neutral, with no effect on profit and loss at Present 1987 1988 1989
the corporate level. However,some economistsantici-

Corporatetax 43.3 42 40 37.5
pate that companies cannot charge 5% VAT on their
invoices, and approximately50% of the VAT amount Lowertax rate applicable
will be borne by the companiesat the consumer level. to dividend 33.3 34 35 --

Also, VAT will raise the price index and decrease Dividend ratio over

demand. This means the new VAT system will have taxable income
negative impacts on the enterprises. Many companies 0% 56.06 54.70 52.60 49.99
will seek the chance for exportsales, which are tax-free 30 52.92 52.19 51.03 49.99arid thus avoid the negative effects of VAT.

50 50.82 50.51 49.99 49.99
There are big debates about implementationof VAT. 100 45.59 46.32 47.37 49.99
Opposing political parties and retailers' unions have
big campaigns to ruin the tax bill. Once the Govern- The rate of exclusion from ncome of dividends received will be

ment succeeds in implementing the VAT law, the lowered to 80% in three years.

Japanese tax system can be changed from a direct tax The other major items are as follows:
style to a multiple source style.
The Government might rely heavily on income from Individual income tax

VAT in the future as the other governments do. If - The income tax brackets will be reduced to six
other countries lowercorporatetax rates, the Japanese from the present fifteen in two years.
Government will respond to requests from industries - The maximum income tax rate will be lowered to

by raising the VAT rate. 50% from the current 70% and the minimum rate

If the 1987 tax reform bill is approved by the Diet, the
to 10% from 10.5% in two years.
A special deductionof 150,000 yen will be allowed-

following are major revisions: for spouses of taxpayerswith an aggregate income
The present corporate income tax rate of 43.3% of less than 8 million yen.-

will be lowered to 37.5% in three years. - Salaryearnerswill be allowed to deductexpenses.
The lower tax rate applicable to dividendpayments Individual inhabitant tax brackets will be reduced- -

will be abolished. to four from the present fourteen brackets and the
The effective corporate tax rate (including inhabi- maximumrate will be lowered to 15% from 18%.-

tant and enterprise taxes) will be lowered to below I wished to the major points of these subjects,50% from the present 52.92%. cover

and hope my speech is useful for you in understanding
The following table is a summary of the above rela- the Japanese tax system and Japanese companies' be-
tions: haviour.

DRAFT CONCLUSIONS

The distinctive features of the U.S. tax reform consist U.S. for non-U.S, enterprises although this would be
of a significant reduction in tax rates - which makes precludedby most tax treaties. Many complexitiesand
U.S. corporation tax rates among the lowest in the unansweredquestions remain with respect to the addi-
world - coupled with an across-the-boardelimination tion of this provision to the U.S. Code. The foreign
of investment tax credits and tightening of corporate tax credit provisions have been made more restrictive
deduction. But, although it lowers the corporate tax and complicated beyond any necessity. But, as fiscal
rate from 46% to 34%, the reform will involve an considerationsare not the only ones to be taken into
expected shift of a $120 billion tax burden from indi- account, some high-taxcountrieswill remainattractive
viduals to industry in the next five years, as a result of if they provide good business opportunities, and it is
the limitation of these tax benefits. The reform can expected that U.S. investors will manoeuvre within
therefore be expected to have a significant impact on the new rules rather than pull out of high-taxcountries.
international business and investment practices and
strategies for the future, both in terms of the activities The changes in the U.S. law, in particular the lowering
of U.S. businessmenabroad and non-U.S, investors in of the corporation tax rates, have watered debate over

the U.S. tax reform in other countries. How other countries
will react will neverthelessdepend to a large extent onThe effects of the reform will be felt by international the present context of their taxation systems andbusiness in a number of ways, among which are those

own

economic concerns. In Germany, for example, the
concerning the branch tax and the foreign tax credit. corporate tax rate is among the highest; in addition a

The branch level tax is the wrong approach: it is detri- burdensome business tax on income and net worth is
mental to international trade and investment. It could a levy that does not exist at least to such an extent in

require a total re-evaluation of doing business in the other countries. Business and industry circles have
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long been outspoken in trying to convince the govern- export sales to avoid VAT imposition.
ment of the need to lower the trade and business The U.S. tax reform is expected to have a substantial
wealth taxes as well as the corporation tax through a impact on investment strategies. As far as investment
reform of the whole system. But now it is envisaged to
concentrate the reform on taxation of individuals, by non-U.S. enterprises is concerned, the following

are

keeping in mind that 90% of German enterprises are changes anticipated: 1)fewer U.S. branches of
non-U.S. corporations; 2) fewer investments in

carried on by individuals and not by corporations, so partnerships;3) more physical persons as opposed to
for corporations only, the corporation tax rate for

-

-

non-distributed profits will drop from 56% to 50%, corporate entities investing in the U.S. by means of

limiting the share of the total gross amount of the tax partnerships; and 4) more direct investment, as op-

reduction of 44 billion marks to only about 1.7 billion posed to participation in holding companiesobtaining
for corporations. In addition business and industry

less than 80% of the amount of distributed dividends.

circles fear that net amount of the proposed reduction But many questions and open issues remain to be
resolved in the future, probably by regulation, before

will still even be negativeand therefore inadequatefor
efficient competition in the international market. the best strategies will emerge.

The ICC hopes that this symposium has responded to

Japanese taxation law contains significant incentives the need of international business and legal circles to

for business. In light of the lowering of corporate tax- be informed of some far-reaching effects which have
ation rates in several countries, including the U.S., the already begun as a result of the U.S. tax reform. The
United Kingdom and France, Japanese industries re- international business community is concerned about

quested a reduction in corporate tax rates. They are tendencies toward promoting isolationismand protec-
contained in a reform bill which was presented to the tionism in tax relationshipsamong the world's trading
Diet in January 1987, but are accompanied by other partners. The ICC will continue to make every effort
provisions intended to broaden the tax base. Such to act as a leader in responding to the concerns of the
provisions include in particular the creation of a VAT internationalbusiness communityand in providingthe

system comparable to that existing in Europe. As it is services which may be are necessary to stimulate fair
considered that the VAT will raise the price index and and free competitionworld-wide.The ICC would very
decrease demand, business and industry anticipate a much welcome hearing from you about any business

negative impact on enterprises, which must turn to issues or problems you are confrontedwith.

In next issues:
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by Dr. N. Seeger

GermanDemocraticRepublic:The StructureofObligatoryPaymentsto the NationalBudget
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by ErhardtKnautheandHansSpiller
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by Prof. Dr. DennisCampbell

Romania:TaxationofJointVenturesand Non-residents
by Ioan Condor

Belgium: CoordinationCentres

by Jean-PierreLagae

Belgium: Simulation,Fraus Legis and BusinessPurpose
by J. Malherbe

India: TaxTreatmentofPaymentsunderForeignCollaborationAgreements
by HarGovind

Planningfor BelgiumCoordinationCentresafter the U.S. Tax Reform

by CharlesSibilleandMichaelD. Fryt
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Anti=TaxHavenLegislation:
1

ThreeYears
ofU.K.Experience
By A.D. Ross

In July 1984 tile U.K. became the sixth country to enact legislation speci- //
fically designed to counter the avoidanceor defermentof tax in the home

country through the use of tax havens. A summary of the statutory provi-
sions is to be found n Appendix I. -j-

COMPARATIVESURVEY
David Ross is a graduate of Glasgow and

The U.K. legislation, known as the ControlledForeign Companies or London Universities and has specialized
CFC legislation, contains many of the features common to all the systems in taxation for nearly thirty years, as a Dis-

which have preceded it - those of the U.S., Canada, Germany, France trict Inspector in the Inland Revenue,
and Japan - while including some that are unique. There is less emphasis Group Taxation Manager in several multi-

national groups, and finally as an Interna-
on the distinction between passive and active or tainted and un- tional Tax Consultantat Price Waterhouse.
tainted income, so that unlike the U.S. and Canadian systems there is no

attempt to sweep into the net all income of an unacceptable type irrespec-
He is a memberoftheLondon Chamberof
Commerce Taxation Committee, a

tive of where it is earned. member of the Advisory Board of the
American Tax Institute in Europe, and a

The legislation attempts to define tax haven by providing that a foreign member of the International Fiscal Associ-

company is caught by the legislation if the actual tax paid by it in its country ation.

of residence is less than one half of the U.K. tax that would be payable if He writes and lectures extensively: recent

the company were resident and fully taxable in the U.K. Clearly such a publications include EmploymentAbroad

definition may embrace territoriesother than those traditionallyregarded
- A Guide to the Tax Problems and Con-
trolled Foreign Companies - A Guide to

as tax havens, and the statutory provision is accordingly modified by the UK. Tax Law and Practice, both pub-
existence of a non-statutory list of countries published by the Inland lished by the Institute of Chartered Ac-
Revenue. Unlike those of Japan, Germany and France, the list does not countants in England and Wales.

contain the names of tax havens, but in order to avoid ruffled feelings in
territorieswhich might resent being blacklisted in this way, it lists instead
those territories - referred to as Excluded Countries - to which the

legislationwill not apply. Full detailsof the List are set out in AppendixII.

Commonfeatures Contents

There are two basic similarities to be found in the legislation of all six Comparativesurvey
countries: in each case the legislation is aimed primarily,but not exclusive- Tests forexclusion

ly, at tax haven operations, and in each case it is possible for a controlled Groupholdingandfinancecompanies
foreign company (CFC) to be exempt from the legislatioowhere it carries Apportionmentofprofits
on in its countryof residencea genuinecommercialoperation,maintaining Attitudeof Inland Rvenue
premisesand staff in that country, and dealingat arm's length with uncon-

Attitudeof British industrynected parties, even though little or no tax may be levied on the profits
from its activities.

FutureoutlookofU.K. taxhavens

Conclusion

The U.K. legislation specifically provides for this type of company, de- Appendix I -Outlineofthe legislation
scribed as engaged in exempt activities, and the detailed rules are Appendix Il -Listofexcludedcountres

modelled on those of Japan.
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Limitations in scope paying the dividends. The rule is modified to exclude
capital profits and losses (as defined).

The U.K. legislation is not as wide in scope as that of There is planning point here since profits will be
some other countries. For example:

a

those shown by the accounts drawn up in accordance

(i) The capital gains of a CFC are not included in with local (e.g. tax haven) law and practice, and it is
taxable profits and consequentlyare not subject to easy to envisage situationswhere such profits could be
U.K. tax. substantially less than profits as computed for U.K.

(ii) The legislation applies only to corporate share- tax. For example, a foreign company lends interest-

holders, and not to individuals. There has long free to associates, and has no interest income for ac-

been a provision in our tax law - dating back to counts purposes, but for tax purposes a notional in-
1936 - which has a similar effect for U.K. resident terest income would be imputed. Similarly, the profit
individuals. Now Section 478 of the Taxes Act, it could be depletedby reservesor provisionsacceptable
imposes U.K. tax on a foreign company'sunremit- under local law and practice, but not deductible for
ted profits which arise as a result of a transfer of U.K. tax purposes.
assets (widely defined) and which a U.K. resident
individual has power to enjoy. Points of contention

There are two other areas of doubtful interpretation
Other features of the U.K. system which U.K. groups have sought to use to their advan-

Only profits of a foreign company controlled by tage:
U.K. residents are caught by the legislation. If more (i) A group decides to discontinue the operation of a

than 50% of the voting power is in the hands of U.K. CFC with a large undistributedsurplus. The U.K.
residents (who may include individuals and need not parent would be taxable on receipt of this surplus,
be connected) the company will be U.K.-controlled whether in the form of a dividend or distribution
for this purpose. in liquidation. A common solution is to make the

tax resident in the U.K., that the
Tax is not charged on a U.K. company if the amount company so

can to parent
of profits apportioned to it, plus the amount appor-

surplus be distributed tax-free the

tioned to any other person (company or individual) company.

connectedwith it, is less than 10% of the total profits. Some groups have then taken the further step of
maintaining that such a dividend could satisfy the

acceptable distribution test in respect of profits
TESTS FOR EXCLUSION arising while the companywas a CFC, prior to the

date it was made U.K. resident, in an attempt to

Apart from the List of ExcludedCountries, the legisla- avoid U.K. tax on both the profit and the distribu-
tion provides a number of escape routes or tests for tion.
excluson from the effect of the legislation, so long as The Revenuehave strenuouslyresistedthis device,
the prescribed conditions are satisfied. and the 1987 Finance Bill contains an amendment
Details of these tests are set out in Appendix I. The to make such a claim impossible in the future. This
more importantof them are now discussed: is the first and so far the only change in the legisla-

tion since it was first enacted.

The acceptabledistributiontest (ii) An acceptabledistributionmust be made within 18
months of the end of the CFC's accountingperiod.

A U.K. shareholder will not be taxed on the CFC's The legislation provides for the dividend to be
profits if that companyhas within 18 monthsof the end passed through an intermediate foreign company,
of its accounting period distributed a dividend out of but does not specify that the dividend from the
those profits to U.K. resident shareholders. The pro- intermediate company must itself be received
portion of the profits attributable to U.K. sharehold- within the original 18-month period.
ers that must be so distributed is 50% if the CFC is a

trading company, 90% if it is not. The Revenue maintain that it is implied in the law
that this mustbe so. The point is at least arguable.

Available profits Meeting the acceptable distribution test is the most

As originallydrafted, the legislation provided that the popular and effective means of continuing to live with

distribution was to have been the appropriatepercen. the CFC legislation. The Revenue are well aware of

tage of the profits as computed for U.K. tax purposes. the weaknesses in the provisions,and further changes
In view of widespread protests that followed, on the in this part of the legislation may well come in due

ground that a companymight be required to distribute course.

more profit than it had actually received, the definition
of profits was amended to follow the rule established Exemptactivitiestest
in case law many years ago for the purpose of double
taxation relief: profits are the profits available for This is the test already referred to, which, if satisfied,
distribution as shown by the accounts of the company allows the CFC to carry on a genuine commercial
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activity with non-connected parties. No U.K. tax is and holding the shares either in all the overseas sub-
payable,even if no foreign tax is payableby the CFC. sidiaries or in subsidiaries located in a particular part
Certain activities cannot qualify: holding of securities, of the world.

patents or copyrights, dealing in securities (other than It is possible for such a company to escape the effect
as a broker), leasing, and making investments. of the legislation in one of several ways:

Dealing in goods cannot qualify if the goods are deli- (i) It may be located in a listed country, such as the
vered to or from the U.K. or to or from connectedor Netherlands. However, as explained in Appendix
associated persons, unless the goods are actually deli- II, a companywill not be entitled to list protection
vered into the CFC's country of residence. unless 90% of its income is local source. Accord-

a mostDealing in goods wholesale rather than retail, and a ingly, if Dutch holdingcompany receives of

variety of other activities including shipping, banking
its ncome in the form of dividends from sub-
sidiaries in other countries, the list will be of noand insurance, qualifies only if less than 50% of the

gross trading receiptsare derived from connectedper- help.
sons. (ii) As suggested earlier, it may be able to satisfy the

The CFC must occupy premises in its country of resi- exemptactivities test if its income is largelyderived

dence and be able to demonstrate that its affairs are ultimately from trading subsidiaries carrying on

activities. The conditions be satisfiedeffectively managed there. In certain circumstancesa exempt to

group holding company which is a CFC and whose are extremelycomplex and difficult to summarize.

business is to hold shares in subsidiaries carrying on Broadly, a holding company whose trading sub-
sidiaries are held indirectly through a sub-holdingexempt activities, may qualify for the exemptactivities
company will not qualify unless the sub-holdingtest.
company is resident in the same country as its own

trading subsidiaries.
Motivetest

Even if a CFC satisfies the special requirements
for holding companies it still has to satisfy theThis is intended to enable a CFC to demonstrate that other conditionsof the exempt activities test relat-it exists for a bona fide commercial purpose and not
ing to the occupationof buildingand thefor the purpose of avoiding U.K. tax.

a manage-
ment of its affairs in its territory.

In practice it is much more difficult to predict whether
(iii)A holding be able to satisfy the

or not a CFC is likely to satisfy this test. The conditions company may
motive test if it can demonstrate that its function

are very widely drawn, and the test is subjective rather is to receive dividends and interest from operatingthan objective. subsidiariesand on-lend the funds within the group
It is necessary first for the CFC to demonstrate that whereverin the world they are requiredfor normal
avoidanceof U.K. tax was not the purposeof its trans- commercialpurposes.
actions in the accounting period in question, and sec- A holdingcompanyexisting for the purposeof averag-ondly to show that achieving a reduction in U.K. tax

ing the rate of underlying tax for the purpose of U.K.
was not the reason for the CFC's existence in the
accountingperiod. double tax relief on dividends paid to the U.K. could

expect to satisfy the acceptable distribution test.
The fact that the meaning of some of the terms in the

a group company topreceding paragraph is amplified and extended in a Similarly finance should be able

Schedule to the Act, adds to uncertainty in attempting
avail itselfof one of the escape routes: for example, a

to interpret accurately the requirementsof the provi-
Dutch finance companyborrowing funds and on-lend-

sions. ing them and paying Dutch tax at 42% on the turn,
would be paying tax at more than half the U.K. rate

Except in a case where the absence of a U.K. tax and consequentlywould not be a CFC.
avoidance motive can clearly be demonstrated, U.K.
tax advisers are reluctant to advise that a CFC's oper- APPORTIONMENTOF PROFITSations may continueon the assumption that the motive
test will be satisfied. If none of the exclusion tests is satisfied, it follows that
The Revenue are found to adopt an uncompromising the CFC's profits will be apportioned among those
attitude to claims that the motive test is satisfied, par- having an interest in the company, and amountsequal
ticularly in a case where a CFC cannot satisfy the to those parts of the profits apportioned to U.K. cor-

exempt activities test. porate shareholders will be assessed upon them ac-

cordingly, as though they were profits liable to corpo-
ration tax.

GROUPHOLDINGANDFINANCECOMPANIES
ATTITUDEOF INLANDREVENUE

One of the most common types of company prima
facie affected by the legislation is the U.K. group's The Inland Revenueare pleasedwith the effectsofthe
sub-holding company located in an overseas territory legislation so far. Despite the progressive reduction in
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the rate of corporation tax from 52% to 35% which at a rate likely to exceed 50% of the U.K. tax that
coincided with the introduction of the legislation, the would be payable if the profits were subject to U.K.
contribution of additional revenue to the Exchequer tax. For example, any kind of traditional tax haven
has been well up to expectations. Most of this addi- activity could be carried on by a company resident in
tional revenue has been derived from the taxation of Jersey and subject to tax there at 20%. So long as

dividends paid to satisfy the acceptable distribution profits for Jersey and for U.K. tax purposes are com-

test. Although formal directions have been made by puted on similar lines, the company would not be a

the Board of Inland Revenue in a few cases, actual CFC and the legislation would have no application.
assessment of apportionedprofits has been compara- Tax deferment could be in the region of 15% of the

tively rare. profits per annum. (It should be noted that a company
resident, operating and taxable in for example HongThe Revenue are anxious to see the legislationoperat- Kong would not be outside the scope of the legislationing as smoothly as possible, and a small team of in the way that a Jersey company would be. This is

specialists at Head Office is ready to give advice and because of a provision to the effect that a companyguidance on the interpretation and application of the which is not liable to tax in any country by reason of
law. Head Office involvement is diminishing as local
Districts gradually take on more responsibilityfor the domicile, residence or place of management is to be

to a to
work, but there will always be a role for the specialists conclusively presumed be CFC and subject

the legislation. Since Hong Kong taxes on a territorial
at Head Office, since decisionson many areas, such as basis and not on the basis of domicile, residence or
whetheror not the motive test is satisfied,will continue
to be referredup. The decision to make a direction will place of management, a company taxable there is au-

always be exercised by Head Office. tomatically a CFC, and the fact that the effective rate

of local tax may be more than 50% of the notional
U.K. effective rate is left out of account. The position
may be different if the company has a presence or tax

ATTITUDE OF BRITISH INDUSTRY liabilities in other territories as well as Hong Kong.
Other territories levying tax on an unconventional

British industry is learning to live with the legislation. basis could be in the same situation as Hong Kong.)
Many groups have availed themselvesof the opportun-
ity of taking a fresh look at their tax haven subsidiaries,
often set up as part of elaborate tax-planningschemes, 2. Legitimatecommercialoperations
and considering whether they still serve the purpose
for which they were established. In many cases such A tax haven could be chosen as a location for carrying
subsidiarieshad ceased to fulfil their original function, on a genuine commercialactivity of a type particularly
and were existing merely as money-boxcompanies, suited to such a location. Such an activity would be
holding surplus funds either invested locally tax-free, carried on within the guidelines laid down for the
or lent around the group. Companies like these are exempt activities test, and the legislation would have
obvious targets for Revenue attack, and in many cases no application,even though no tax was payable on the
they have been wound up. Some have been made CFC's profits.
U.K. tax-resident, and as already explained, their
surpluses distributed within the U.K. tax-free. There
is nothing the Revenue can do to challenge this prac- 3. Acceptabledividendto avoidapportionnent
tice, though a common line of attack is to claim that
the company has in fact been U.K.-resident, and its The most popular neans of living with the legislation
profits accordingly liable to U.K. tax, since its incep- is to cause the CFC to pay a dividendeach year equiva-
tion. lent to the prescribed proportion of the profits.
Many tax haven enterprises, however, continue to So long as the CFC is carrying on a trade only 50% of
exist and, operating within the confines of the legisla- the profits need to be distributed. The dividend need
tion, will continue to provide substantial benefits for not be paid until 18 months after the end of the ac-
their groups. There is still ample scope for deferment countingperiod. It is taxable to the shareholderfor the
of U.K. tax through tax haven activities, taking the accountingperiod in which it is paid, and tax will not
fullest advantage of the limitations of the statutory be payable by that company until at least 9 months
provisions and the statutory escape routes. after the end of the accounting period. For example,

a CFC may pay a dvdend for the accounting period
ended 31 March 1987 on 30 September 1988. Tax will

FUTUREOUTLOOKFORU.K. TAXHAVENS be payable by the parent on its profits of the account-

ing period to 31 March 1989 not earlier than 1 January
The use of tax havens may be adapted to the legislation 1990. Thus tax on half of the CFC's profits for the
inter alia in the following ways: period ended 31 March 1987 is deferred until 1 January

1990, and tax on the otherhalfis deferredindefinitely.
1. Taxatleast50% ofU.K. rate This is the ideal solution for a captive insurance com-

pany, for example, which by definition is incapable of
A tax haven may be chosen where profitswill be taxed satisfying the exempt activities test.
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CONCLUSION (d) It was not one of the main reasons for the CFC's exist-
ence in the accountingperiod to achieve a reduction in

The CFC legislation is now accepted as a part of the U.K. tax by a diversion of profits from the U.K., and
Inland Revenue's comprehensive armoury of anti- any reduction in U.K. tax that did result from the CFC's

was or not pur-avoidance legislation. The tax authorities are content
transactions either minimal their main

the motve-

with the additional revenue that is flowing in. From pose test.

(e) Ordinary shares carrying at least 35% of the CFC'sthe tax planner's point of view, the legislation has not voting power are beneficially held by the public, and
had quite the devastating effect that its opponents during the accountingperiod were quoted on, and were
were predicting during the consultation stages: it has the subject of dealings on, a recognised stock exchange
not by any means sounded the death knell of tax haven in the CFC's country of residence, and the principal
use by U.K. groups. The days of the pure letterbox members of the company do not hold more than 85%
type of tax haven company with no real local presence of the voting power - the public quotation test.

are probablyover for multinationalgroups, but in any (f) The chargeable profits of the CFC are not more than

case the first line of attack against these by the Reve- £ 20,000 (reduced proportionately if the period is less
than 12 months) - the de minimis test.

nue wil be a residence challenge rather than the
CFC legislation. The responsible use of tax havens
within the limits of the legislation will stili form an The liabilityto tax

important part of U.K. international tax planning, If the CFC is unable to satisfy any of the tests, its profits are

enabling substantial cash benefits to be derived from in principle liable to tax. The CFC itself cannot be assessed,
deferment of tax liabilities in the home country. being outside U.K. jurisdiction. The law provides instead

for the profits to be assessed on any U.K. resident com-

panies having an interest in the CFC. They are taxed in
proportion to their interest.

APPENDIX I The tax charge applies only to companies, and not to U.K.
resident individuals having an interest in the CFC.

OUTLINE OF THE LEGISLATION
The procedure is as follows:

Companieswithin the scope of the legislation Following investigation, the Inland Revenue make a direc-
The aim of the legislation is to impose U.K. tax on the tion that the provisions of the legislation should apply to

unremitted profits of certain types of companies which are the CFC for a particular accounting period.
situated in overseas countries and on whose profits little or The CFC's chargeableprofits and creditable tax for the
no tax is charged. period are then calculated,and apportionedamong all those
A company is within the scope of the legislation if in any who (whether U.K. resident or not, and whether company
particular accounting period: or individual) had an interest in it at any time during the

accounting period.(a) it is resident outside the U.K. for tax purposes, and
(b) it is controlled by U.K. residents, and U.K. resident companies having such an interest are then

(c) it is subject to a lower level of taxation in its country assessable to tax on a sum equal to corporation tax at the
of residence. appropriaterate on their shares of the apportionedprofits,

less their shares of the creditable tax for the period, charge-Such a company is called a controlled foreign companY able fortheaccountingperiodin which the relevantaccount-
(CFC). ing period of the CFC ends.

Tax is not charged on a U.K. company if the amount of
The escape routes profits apportioned to it, plus the amount apportioned to
Once it is establishedthat a company is a CFC in a particular any other person (company or individual) connected or

accountingperiod, its profits for the period in question will associated with it, is less than 10% of the total chargeable
be within the scope of the legislation unless t is able to profits. The Revenue have indicated moreover that it is
satisfy the condtions for exemption in relation to that ac- most unlikely that tax would be charged on a minority
countingperiodunderat least one of the six escape routes: shareholder in isolation or even on a number of uncon-

nected minority shareholders unless they were acting in
(a) The CFC is resident in and carrying on business in a concert.

country which is included in the Government-approved
List of ExcludedCountries. (Ifthecountryconcerned Chargeable profits in respect of which tax is charged on

is included in Part II of that list, the test is satisfied only U.K. resident companies are not to be deerned to be the
if the CFC does not benefit from any of the reliefs income of a U.K. resident individual under Section 478
specified in that Part.) (transfer of assets abroad).

(b) The CFC pays a dividend to U.K. residents for the
period equal to at least 50% of the profits available for
distribution (90% in the case of a non-tradingcompany) APPENDIX 11the acceptable distribution test.-

(c) The CFC is engaged in exempt activities throughout
the accounting period. This term is comprehensively LIST OF EXCLUDED COUNTRIES
defined but it will in general except from the charge a

CFC which is carrying on real commercial operations A list of countries to which the legislation does not apply,
substantially with non-connectedparties, or which is a or applies only in certain circumstances, is published by the

holding company deriving its income from subsidiaries Inland Revenue. It has no statutory force, but may be re-

carryingonsuch operations-the exempt activities test. garded as a statement of Revenue practice.
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The List is divided into two parts. A company which apply to investmentsproducing income covered by the par-

throughoutan accountingperiod is resident and carrying on ticipation exemption, this restriction may not have much

business in a country named in Part I will be regarded as effect in practice.
meeting the conditions necessary for exclusion from the Irish companies taxed at nil or low rates on export or manu-

charge imposed by the legislation. The same applies to a facturing profits are also in Part II. The exclusion applies
company in Part II of the List, unless the company benefits specifically to the low or nil-taxed companies themselves
from any of the reliefs from tax set out in column 2 of that Irish holding companiesreceivingdividendsfrom such com-
Part. panies would still be protected by the List. Trading com-

For the purposes of the List, a company is to be treated as panies investing in the new Governmentsecurities, interest

resident in a country if under local law it is liable to tax there on which may be tax-free to subsidiaries of foreign com-

by reason of domicile, residence or place of management, panies, are also still covered by Part I.

but if no country meets this condition, the company will be
resident in its country of incorporation.
A company will be regarded as carrying on business in a THE LIST OF EXCLUDED COUNTRIES

country if 90% of its commercially quantified income is
local source income. Commercially quantified income
means the profits as determined according to generally-ac- Part I: Excluded countries

ceptedcommercialaccountingprinciples,but omittinggains
and losses of a capital nature. Local source income is Australia Indonesia

income which under local law is treated as accruing in, Austria Italy

arising in, or being derived from that country and which is Bangladesh Ivory Coast

within its charge to tax - i.e., it s actually chargeable there Bolivia Japan

or coveredby a specificexemption from the general charge. Botswana Korea, Republic of

Dividends from local companiesbut not subject to tax would Brazil Malawi

be included. The intention is toexclude incomewhich would Bulgaria Mauritius

be taxable under Case V if the company receiving it were Canada Mexico

resident in the U.K. China Morocco
Colombia New Zealand

For example, a Netherlandsholding company may receive Czechoslovakia Nigeria
divdends from subsdiaries operating n the Netherlands Denmark Norway
and from other subsidiariesoperating in variousothercoun- Dominican Republic Papua New Guinea
tries. Because of the participationprivilege no tax is paid Falklands Islands Poland
in the Netherlands. The dividends from Dutch subsidiaries Fiji Romania
would qualify as local-source income, but the dvdends Finland Sierra Leone
frorn foreign subsidiaries would not. Unless 90% of the France SouthAfrica (excl. the Homelands)
income consisted of dividends from the Dutch subsidiaries. Gambia Soviet Union
the company would not be excluded by the List. German Democratic Republic Swaziland

The List is amended from time to time to take account of German Federal Republic Sweden

tax changes, or where evidence of exploitation comes to Ghana Thailand

the Revenue's notice. Honduras Western Samoa

Hungary Yugoslavia
Notce of proposed amendmentsdue to tax changes will be India Zambia

given, and comments invited. The amendments, if made,
will apply for all accountingperiods ending after either:

(a) the date the tax change becomes effective, or Part II: Excludedcountries, subject to qualifications
(b) the date notice of the amendment is given,
whichever is the later.

Amendmentsdue to exploitationwill apply for all account- Country Qualification

ng periods ending after the date the amended list is pub- Argentina Companies obtaining exemption from tax on

lished. income from transactions, activities or opera-

The latest amendedList was published on 25 July 1985, and tions carried on in, or from goods located in,

applies to all accounting periods ending after that date. tax-free areas in accordance with law 19640.

Among the changes were the exclusion of the Netherlands Belgium 1. Companies approved as Coordination

and Belgium from Part I of the List, and their relegation to Centres under Royal Decree No. 187 of 30

Part Il. The protection of the List is no longer available to December 1982, or under that Decree as

Netherlands or Belgian companies regarded as Foreign amended by the law of 27 December 1984;
Sales Corporations for U.S. tax purposes, nor to Belgian 2. Companies which are regarded as Foreign
Co-ordination Centres. Sales Corporations (FSCs) by the United

States and which therefore qualify for re-

Any non-tradingNetherlandscompanywhich obtains a fis- duced Belgian taxation.
cal equity deduction is also excluded. This amendment is
aimed at a type of money-box company whose only ln- Brunei Companies qualifying as pioneer companies
come is derived from the investment of its capital, and under the Investment Incentive Enactment

whose effective rate of Dutch tax, dependingon the rate of 1975.

interest, could be reduced to a low level by the deduction Chile Companiesobtaining exemptionfrom tax under

of a percentage of that capital. Recent legislation however Law 16,441 of 1 March 1966 on income from

prohibits a deduction for passive investment if that exceeds property located in the Department of lsla da

50% of total investment, and since the deduction does not Pascua or from activities developed therein.
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Country Qualification Country Qualification

Egypt 1. Companies outside the scope of Article III one or more of the activities mentioned
of Law 157 of 1981 because they do not above.
operate in Egypt; Malta Companiesentitled to exemption or relief from

2. Companies to which Articles 16 and 18 of
tax under

Law 43 of 1974 (as amended by Law 32 of (a) Section8(2) of the lncomeTax Act 1948; or

1977) apply in circumstances where a divi- (b) Section 6B of the Aid to Industry Ordi-
dend out of those profits to a U.K. resident

nance 1959.
company would not attract relief under Ar-
ticle 22(3) of the U.K.-Egypt Double Tax Netherlands 1. Companies (other than trading companies
Agreement (SI 1091 of 1980) on account of within Section 91(1) of the United Kingdom
the proviso to Article 22(3)(b) Finance Act 1984) obtaining a deduction

under Article 14a of the Netherlands In-
Faroe Islands Companies deriving interest from Faroese fi-

come Tax Law (fiscal equity deduction);
nancial institutions from which tax is deducted 2. Companies which are regarded as Foreign
at source under Law 4 of 26 March 1953. Sales Corporations (FSCs) by the United

Greece 1. Companieswhich have profits exempt from States and which therefore qualify for re-

tax under Article 6(2)(c) of Law 3843 of duced Dutch taxation.
1958 (profits from the operation of ships Pakistan Companies deriving royalties, commissions or
under the Greek flag); feeswhich are exempt from tax underparagraph2. Companies having profits exempt from 139, Part 1, second Schedule, Income Tax Ordi-
company income tax by virtue of Article 25

nance 1979.
of Law 25/1975 as replaced by Article 28 of
Law 814/1978, or by virtue of Law 89/1967 Philippines 1. Companies authorized under Presidential

as supplemented by Law 378/1968 (profits Decree 1034 or 1035, both of 30 September
from shipping and associated activities). 1976, to operate an offshore banking unit

or a foreigncurrencydeposit unit as defined
Ireland Companies obtaining relief or exemption in those decreesor the regulationsthereto;

from tax under Part V of the Corporation 2. Companies receiving interest on depositsTax Act 1976 or Section 43 of the Finance with a foreign currency deposit unit, or
Act 1980 (profits from trading within Shan- other interest subject to the reduced rates
non Airport); of tax under Section 24(cc) of the National

2. Companies obtaining relief or exemption Internal Revenue Code.
from tax under part IV of the Corporation
Tax Act 1976 or Section 42 of the Finance Portugal 1. Companies having income not charged to

Act 1980 (profits from the export of certain the industrial tax, but would have been so

goods); charged had the company been within

3. Companies obtaining reliefor exemption group A of that tax;

from tax under Chapter Vl of the Finance 2. Companieswhich are investmentor holding
Act 1980 as amended by Section 17 of the companies having a capital in excess of

Finance Act 1981 (manufacturing com- 100,000 contos, and deriving dividends or

panies and their associates). interest from Portuguese securities;
3. Companiesobtaining the benefit of Article

Kenya 1. Companies having income granted exemp- 44 of the IndustrialTax Code (reinvestment
tion from tax under paragraph 11 Schedule or reserves);
1 of the Income Tax Act 1973; 4. Companiesobtaining a deduction from tax-

2. Companiesobtaininginvestmentallowance able income under Decree-Law 408/80 of
under paragraph 24(1)(a) or (c) or para- 26 September 1980 (export incentives)
graph 25 Schedule 2 of the IncomeTax Act 5. Companies obtaining any reduction in in-
1973. dustrial, capital or complementarytaxes by

Lesotho Companiesobtaining initial, depreciationor in- virtue of the Integrated System of Invest-
vestment allowances under Section 18 or the ment Incentives contained in Decree-Law
Pioneer Industries EncouragementAct 1969, as 194/80 of 19 July 1980, other than by way of
amended. accelerated depreciation.

Luxembourg 1 Companies obtaining any special tax bene- Puerto Rico 1. Companiesobtainingfull or partial exemp-
fit under the Law of 31 July 1929, Decree tion from income tax or surtax under the
of 17 December 1938 as amendedor Grand Industrial Incentive Act 1978, in respect of
Ducal Regulation of 29 July 1977 (holding income from a service industry or from

companies); property leased to and used by a business
2. Companies carrying on any reinsurance obtaining such exemption;

business. 2. Companies obtaining tax holidays in re-

Malaysia 1. Companies exempt from tax in accordance spect of income from exports, or in respect
with Section 54A of the Income Tax Act of the business of maritime transportation
1967 (shipping); of freight or the lease or rental of property

2, Companies subject to tax at 5% in accord- used in such transportation.
ance with Section 60A of the Income Tax Senegal 1. Companies receiving income from bonsde
Act 1967 (inward reinsurance); caisse which is not liable to the tax on

3. Companiesderiving dividends from a com- industrial and commercial profits;
pany or companies deriving income from 2. Companiesobtaining a reduction in the tax
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Country Qualification Country Qualification

on industrial and commercial profits by companies;
reason of reinvestmentof the whole or part (d) Section 15(cc) -services rendered outside
of those profits. Sri Lanka;

Singapore 1. Companies subject to the concessionary (e) Section 15(p)- re-exportof approvedprod-
rate of tax for insurance and reinsuranceof ucts.

risks outside Singapore by virtue of Section Tanzania 1. Companies relieved or exempted from in-

43C of the Income Tax Act as amplified by come tax under Section 15(1) or (lA) of

the Income Tax (Concessionary Rate of Income Tax Act 1973;
Tax for Income from Insuring and Reinsur- 2. Companies obtaining investment allow-

ing Offshore Risks) Regulations 1980; ances under Schedule Il part V of the In-
2. Companies with Asian currency units hav- come Tax Act 1973.

ing income: Trinidadand 1. Assurance companies carrying on long-
(a) taxed at the concessionary rate by vir- Tobago term insurancebusiness and liable to corpo-

tue of Section 43A of the Income Tax ration tax at 15% on all or part of their
Act as amplified by the Income Tax profits in accordance with the proviso in
(Concessionary Rate of Tax for Asian Schedule III of the Finance Act 1966;
Currency Unit Income) Regulations 2. Investment companies as defined by Sec-
1979; or tion 46(3) of the FinanceAct 1966 obtaining

(b) exempt from tax under the IncomeTax exemption from corporation tax on profits
(Income Arising from Syndicated in accordance with Section 46(1)(b);
Offshore Loans) Regulations 1984; 3. Approved property development com-

3. Companies obtaining exemption from tax panies entitled in accordance with Section
on the income of a shipping enterprise in 55A of the Finance Act 1966 to a deduction
accordancewith Section 13A of the Income of 15% of capital expenditure incurred in
Tax Act; the constructionof a building used for com-

4. Companies obtaining relief from tax in ac- mercial or industrial purposes by a lessee;
cordance with Sections 37A to K of the 4. Companies entitled to a deduction in com-

Economic Expansion Incentives (Relief puting chargeable income, in accordance
from Income Tax) Act, as amended (inter- with Section 2 of the IncomeTax (in Aid of
national trade incentives); Industry) Ordinance 1950 (Chapter 33 No.

5. Companies obtaining relief from tax in ac- 2) on the capital expenditure on construc-
cordance with Sections 46J to S of the tion of a building or structure which has
Economic Expansion Incentives (Relief been or is to be an industrial building or

from Income Tax) Act as amended structure occupied for the purposes of a

(warehouse and service incentives); trade carried on by a lessee;
6. Companiesderiving dividends from a com- 5. Companiesderiving dividends from a com-

pany or companies deriving income from pany or companies deriving income from
one or more of the activities mentioned one or more of the activities mentioned
above. above.

Solomon Islands 1. Companies having bank interest exempted
from tax by Schedule 1(20) of the Income Tunisia Companiesobtainingexemption from or reduc-

Tax Act (Chapter 61); tion of tax under Law 76-63 of 12 July 1976

2. Companies carrying on life insurance busi- (financial and banking institutions dealing with

ness exempted from tax by Schedule 1 (26) non-residents).
of the Income Tax Act.

Turkey 1. Companies obtaining investment incentive
Spain Companiesobtaining tax credit relief for invest- allowances under Article 8(9) of Law 5422

ments under the following or similar laws: of 3 June 1949 and ChapterViII of Law 202
(a) Article 32 Law 1 of 1979; of 19 February 1963;
(b) Artic e 34 Law 42 of 1979; 2. Companies obtaining export incentives
(c) Article 40 Royal Decree 3061 of 1979. under Article 8(4), (6), (7), (8) or (10) of

Sri Lanka Companies obtaining relief or exemption from Law 5422 of 3 June 1949.
income tax underanyofthe followingprovisions
of the Inland Revenue Act (No. 28 of 1979): United States Domestic International Sales Corporations as

defined in Section 992(a) of the Internal Reve-
(a) Section 8(c)(iv) - foreign currency banking

units; nue Code 1954.

(b) Sections 10(d) and 15(b) - income derived Zimbabwe Companies carrying on a growth point busi-
from approved bank accounts; ness as defined in Schedule 14 of the Income

(c) Section 10(e) - interest of newly resident Tax Act 1967 as amended.
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1\ GER A: panies Income Tax Act 1979 (CIT 1979), as
amended.

TaxationofDividends (2) Rules governingthe taxationof dividendsreceived
by individualsand unincorporatedbodies resident
in Lagos or in the Federal Capital Territory. They

By Dr. J.M. Elegido are to be found in the Income Tax Management
Act 1961 (ITMA 1961), as amended, including the
amendments introduced by the Income Tax
(Amendment)Act, No. 65 of 1966.

Mr. Elegido is a SeniorLectureron Taxationand Commercial (3) Rules governing the taxation of dividendsreceived

1 Law atthe InstituteofManagementandTechnology, Enugu, by any other individuals and unincorporatedNigeria. bodies. They are to be found in ITMA 1961 as

amended to date, excludingtheamendmentsintro-
duced by the IncomeTax (Amendment)Act 1966.

INTRODUCTION The reason for this is that this AmendingAct spec-
ifically provided that, insofar as its provisions re-

The 1987 Budget Speech announced the introduction lated to persons other than companies, it would
of some importantchanges in the rules that govern the only apply to the Federal Territory. As this Act
taxation of dividends in Nigeria. The contentsof those introduced some far-reaching amendments to the
measures were not publicised at the time and the rele- system of taxation of dividends, the law in this
vant Decree is still in the process of preparation, but respect has since differed in important respects
Major-General Ibrahim B. Babangida, President of depending on the State of residence of the tax-

the Federal Republicof Nigeria, has now made public payer.2
the specific measures envisaged. Rather than merely
reporting them, the opportunity is taken to review the
overall system of taxation of dividends in the country. STATUTORYDEFINITIONSOF THE EXPRESSION
The recent changes will be discussed within this more NIGERIANCOMPANY

general context.
There are some importantdifferencesin the treatment

The salient traits of taxation of dividends in Nigeria of company distributionsaccording to whether or not
are the following. A single-rate classical system is they are made by a Nigerian company. Both ITMA
followed in taxing dividends received by individuals 1961 and CITA 1979 define a company as any com-
and unincorporatedbodies. A company is taxed on its pany or corporation...established by or under anyprofits and when these profits are redistributed to the law in force in Nigeriaor elsewhere.3But each statute
company's shareholders as dividends, these are taxed provides a differentdefinitionof the expressionNige-again without taking into account the tax already paid rian company. For ITMA 1961, a Nigerian companyby the company. This strict juristic logic that considers is any company the control and management of
a company as a legal entity fully separated from its whose business are exercised in Nigeria.4 For CITA
shareholders is tempered in the case of dividends re- 1979, a company is Nigerian if it has been incorpo-ceived by corporate shareholders; these dividendsare rated under the CompaniesAct 1968 or any enactment
considered franked investment income and are not replaced by that Act.5 Therefore, in some cases it
taxed again in the hands of the company receiving may be important to consider whether a given provi-them. Non-residentsare not liable to any tax on divi- sion in respect of distributionsor profits of a Nigeriandends distributed by a Nigerian company beyond the company is containedin one statuteor the other. How-
15% withholding tax. ever, those cases are rather exceptional and in the
This article considers first some preliminaryquestions
as the different statutory rules that apply to different
types of shareholders and the statutory definitions of

1. Sec. 25(2) Income Tax (Amendment) Act, No. 65 of 1966.
2. The rules that determine the territorywhere an individualor unincor-

the expression Nigerian company. Then the ques- porated body is deemed to reside for tax purposes are to be found in the
tion of what distributions made by a company are First Schedule to ITMA 1961. Those persons to whom the Income Tax

taxable is studied. Finally, matters such as the jurisdic- (Armed Forces and Other Persons) (Special Provisions) Act, No. 51 of

tion of the Nigerian Revenue in respect of dividends,
1972 applies - i.e. persons employed in the Nigerian Army, the Nigerian

or

the system of withholding tax, and the date and place
Navy the Nigerian Air Force; officers of the Nigerian Foreign Service;
and persons resident outside Nigeria who derive income or profits from

in which the dividend iS considered to arise are re- Nigeria: Sec. 1(1) of the Act- follow the same rules that apply to residents

viewed. in states other than Lagos. A foreign resident in receipt of dividends
distributed by a Nigerian company is deemed to be a person to whom the
Income Tax (Armed Forces and Other Persons) (Special Provisions) Act
1972 applies: Sec. 12 ITMA 1961, as amended by Act No. 17 of 1973 and

STATUTORYPROVISIONSAPPLICABLETO Decree No. 4 of 1985.
DIFFERENTTYPESOF SHAREHOLDERS 3. Sec. 2 ITMA 1961; Sec. 78 CITA 1979.

4. Sec. 2 ITMA 1961.

4 There are three sets of statutoryrules to be considered: 5. Sec. 78 CITA 1979. For the principles to be applied in considering

(1) Rules governing the taxation of dividends received
the situs of control of a company see: Mitchell v. Egyptian Hotels Ltd.

(1915) A.C. 1022; Aramayo Francke Minesv. Eccott (1925) A.C. 634; and

by companies. They are to be found in the Com- B.W. Noble Ltd. v. Mitchell (1926) 11 T.C. 372.
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great majority of practical situations both definitions Before any paymentcan be treated as a dividendit must

produce the same results. A foreign company that be distributed out of profits. A return by way of reduc-
wishes to carry on business in Nigeria must do so tion of capital is not a dividend.

through a Nigerian subsidiary.6 If the board of this The definition offered above makes reference to
subsidiary meets in Nigeria - as in practice is always money's worth. According general principles in-to
the case - the company will be Nigerian according to in kind is taxable,12 but only the
both definitions. And the presentwriterdoes not know

come to extent to
which it is money's worth, i.e. to the extent to which

of any company incorporated in Nigeria and carrying it may be converted into money.3 A taxpayer on re-
on a separate business in a foreign country that is ceipt of money's worth will have to pay tax on the fair
managed and controlled in that country. market value of what he receives.14Theseprinciples
It is to be noted, however, that the definition of Nige- have been applied to cases where companieshave paid
rian company given in CITA 1979 - unlike that of dividends in kind. As Sankey, J., said in Poolv. Guar-
ITMA 1961 - does not cover statutory corporations. dian InvestmentTrust Co., Ltd.:5:

Accordinglyfor tax purposes the distributionsof these It is hardly necessary to say that the mere fact that
statutory corporations are treated in the same way as money was not distributed as dividend is not decisive of
those of foreign companies. the question, for money or money's worth may both be

liable to income tax.

A distribution made by a company that can be fairlyCOMPANYDISTRIBUTIONSSUBJECTTO considered a dividend according to the above defini-
INCOMETAX tion will be taxable. But beyond this general notion of

Both ITMA 1961 and CITA 1979 charge dividends dividend doubts may arise where there is an element

specifically to tax.7 They also provide for the taxation of capital receipt in the distributionor where the pro-

of income or profits in respectof any trade or business8 fits that have funded the dividend are tax-exempt. As

and for the taxation of any income or profits not
in many of those situations the general income tax

specified in any more detailed charging provision.9 principles are often modified by statutory provisions,
Accordingly, in order to determine whether a given

these questions will be examined separately for diffe-

distributionby a company is taxable in the hands of its rent types of taxpayers.
shareholders, three questions fall to be considered. In
the first place, it has to be determined whether the (a) Distributionsmade to individualsor

distribution is a dividend and at this point several unincorporatedbodies residentin Lagos or in

statutory extensions and restrictions to the ordinary
theFederalCapitalTerritory

meaning of the term dividend have to be taken into Where a company makes a capital profit (i.e. a profit
account. If the distribution is a dividend, in the ab- derived from the increase in value of any of its capital
sence of any statutory exemption, it will be taxable; assets) and that profit is used to fund the payment of
also a number of statutory provisions in respect of a dividend, this dividend will be taxable in the hands
dividends- on withholdingtax, date and place in which of the shareholders as Sec. 4(3)(a) of ITMA 1961
the dividend is deemed to arise, dividends deemed to specificallyprovides that dividendmust be understood
be derived from Nigeria, and exemptions- will be in as includingany profits distributedwhethersuch pro-
principle applicable to the distribution. If a given dis- fits are of a capital nature or not. But where a com-

tribution is not a dividend these statutory provisions pany is being wound up or liquidated, any profits of a

will not be applicable, but it will still be subject to company nature earned before or during the wind-up
income tax if it is an income receipt in the hands of the or liquidation are specificallyexcluded and will escape
shareholdersand it is not expresslyexempted. Finally, taxation. On the other hand, profits distributed by a

even if the distribution considered in itself does not companyn liquidation that are not of a capital nature,
have an income character- e.g. because it is a capital whether in money or money's worth, are included in

gain - it will still be taxable if it is received as part of the statutory definition of dividend.6
the trading or business income of the shareholderand
it is not covered by any exemption.Ic' Therefore,
whenever it is said in this article that a given type of 6. Sec. 370 CompaniesAct 1968.

7. Sec. 4(1)(d) ITMA 1961; Sec. 8(1)(c) CITA 1979.
distribution by a company is not taxable in the hands 8. Sec. 4(1)(a) ITMA 1961; Sec. 8(1)(a) CITA 1979.
of the shareholders, the statement must be read sub- 9 ' Sec. 4(1)(f) ITMA 1961; Sec. 8(1)(d) CITA 1979.

ject to the qualification that that will be the case pro- 10. Californian Copper Syndicate v. Harris (1905) 5 T.C. 159; Rees

vided the receipt of the distribution cannot be consi- Roturbo DevelopmentSyndicate Ltd. v. Ducher(1927) 13T.C.366, Punjab

dered to be a transaction in the ordinary course of the Co-operative Bank Ltd. v. C.I.T. Lahore (1940) A.C. 1055; Cenlon Fi-
nance Co. Ltd. v. Ellwood (1960) 40 T.C. 176.

trade or business of the shareholder. This is relevant, 11. (1968) NZLR 1 at p. 3.

for example, for banks or investment funds. 12. Californian Copper Syndicate v. Harris 0904) 5 T.C. 159; Scottish
and Canadian General InvestmentCo. Ltd. v. Easson (1922)8T.C. 265.

A dividend can be defined as a distributionby a com- 13. c.I.T. v. Maharahadhirajaof Darbhanga 60 I.A. 146.

pany to its shareholders in money or money's worth, 14. Gold Coast SelectionTrust Ltd. v. Humphrey (1948) A.C. 459.

representinga share of its profits, otherwise than by a
15. Pool v. Guardian Investment Trust Co. Ltd. (1922) 1 K.B. 347, at p
353. See also Wilkinsonv. I.R.C. (1931) 16T.C. 52; Briggs v. I. R.C. (1932)

return of capital.As McGregor, J., emphasized in 17 T.C. 11.

Campbellv. C.I.R. Ltd.li. 16. Sec. 4(3)(b) ITMA 1961. Introduced by Act No. 65 of 1966.
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ITMA 1961 also stipulates that where bonus shares, the company not to distribute dividends in order to
debenturesor securitiesare awarded to the sharehold- avoid having to pay tax on them. Even if the profits
ers these are deemed to have received as dividend an are not distributed the shareholderswill still have the
amount equal to the nominal value of the said bonus advantageof an increased asset value underlying their
shares, debentures or securities.'7 This rule is, how- shares; will be able to control the way in which the
ever, qualified by a further rule that provides that company uses the money; and, may also be able to
bonus shares paid as a dividendby a Nigeriancompany extract the profits from the company as loans, salaries
are not taxable. 18 It is clear that bonus shares are in future years, etc. To counteract this the Federal
shares of the company that distributes them and the Board of Inland Revenue has the power to direct that
same applies to bonus debentures. Similarly, bonus the undistributedprofits of a Nigerian company that is
securities are only securities - as stock, debenture controlled by no more than five persons be treated as

stock or bonds - of the company that distributes them if they had been distributed as dividends to the share-
to its shareholders. This rule has special importance holders. As a consequenceof such direction the share-
for finance companies that often issue as dividends holders will be liable to pay tax on the profits deemed
shares or debentures of other companies. These se- to have been distributed in proportion to their shares
curities are not bonus securities and will be taxed as in the ordinary capital of the company. It should be

money'sworth, that is, the shareholderwill be deemed noted that preferred shareholderswill not be affected,
to be in receipt of an amountequal to their fair market and if different classes of shares have different rights
value rather than to their nominal value. This point to dividends this will be immaterial for the purpose of

having been noted, it is still clear that the provisions these provisions.
on taxation of bonus shares, debentures or securities
make it possible to avoid tax by issuing securities at a

For the Board to be able to issue a direction the com-

low nominal value, making them convertibleinto more pany must have failed to distribute profits that could
have been distributed without detriment to the com-

valuable securities, etc. There is, however, a possible as at
obstacle in the way of this type of schemes as the tax pany's business it existed the end of the accounting
authorities may decide to invoke the powers granted period in which the profits were made. But, as another

to them by Sec. 14 of ITMA 1961, and challenge the
condition precedent to the issuing of a direction, the

transaction as artificial and proceed to direct that
non-distributionof the profits must be with a view to

such adjustmentsshall be made as respects the income reducing the aggregateof the tax chargeable in Nigeria
on the profits or income of the company and these

... as the authority considers appropriate so as to
persons. Shareholdersof companies that retain their

counteract the reduction of liability to tax effected, or profits because of bona fide business should
reduction which would otherwise be effected by the

reasons

transaction.19 be able to avoid this charge to tax. In any case the
Board must issue its direction in respect of the profits

Dividends paid by a company that enjoys or has en- of any accounting period of a company not later than

joyed pioneer status out of profits made during its tax 2 years after receiving the duly audited accountsof the

holiday period are not taxable in the handsof its share- company for that period. Only the company- and not
holders.z Where there has been a cancellation of the the individual shareholders has a right of appeal in-

pioneer status of a company, dividends distributed by respect of a direction.
it that originally were exempted from tax may suffer There is doubt whether the shareholderswill
tax at any time within six years of such cancellation in

some on

face a second charge to tax once the profits that have
order to counteract the tax benefit granted earlier.21 It already been treated distributed actually distri-as are
is pertinent to point out that while a dividend from a buted to them. While the position of individual share-
pioneer company is not taxable such dividend may holders not resident in Lagos or in the Federal Capitalsuffer tax where a shareholder company redistributes Territory is covered by specific statutory provisionsit. Accordingly, dividends obtained by a company which will be examined later, the Nigerian tax code is
from its subsidiary will be taxable when the company silent in respect of the shareholders being considered
redistributessuch funds by way of dividends to its own here. The general principle is that double taxation of
shareholders. the same income is an anomaly,25 but cogent argu-
Dividendspaid out of profits on which petroleumpro-
fits tax has been paid are also not subject to tax in the 17. Sec. 4(3)(a) ITMA 1961. Introduced by Act No. 65 of 1966

hands of the shareholders.22 18. Sec. 9(1) ITMA 1961.
19. Nigeran case law is of very little help in determiningthe meaning to

Sec. 19 of CITA 1979 exempts from tax different types be given to the expression artificial transaction. Only the case Aboudv.

of companyprofits and empowers the Federal Execu- Regional Tax Board 1963 W.R.L.R. 18 deals with it, but it provides
tive Council to grant further exemptionsby order. On virtually no useful guidance.

the basis of general income tax principles, dividends
20. Sec. 17 Industrial Development (Income Tax Relief) Act 1971.
21. Sec. 17 Industrial Development (Income Tax Relief) Act 1971.

paid out of those profits are taxable as a dividendquite 22. Sec. 51 Petroleum Profits Tax Act 1959.

independent from the profits out of which it is paid.23 23. See, for instance, Lord Atkin in Cull v. 1.R. C. (1940) 22 T.C. 603 at

p. 636, approved by Lord Smon L.C. in Canadian Eagle Oil Co., Ltd. v.

The Nigerian tax code also contains some provisions R. (1946) 27 T.C. 205 at p. 248. See also the cases quoted in n.42 infra.

on companiescontrolledby small numbersof persons,
24. Secs. 9(2) and 15 ITMA 1961; Sec. 17 CITA 1979.
25. Carr v. Foule (1893) 19 B.D. 251; Burnes v. Hely-Hutchinson(1940)

which are often referred to as close companies.24 .

A.C. 81 at p. 97; Executor Trustee and Agency Co. of S.A. Ltd. v. F. C.T.
The shareholdersof these companieswill often prefer (1932) 48 CLR 26 at p. 44.
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ments can be advanced both ways and as the point has A company that is not a Nigerian company and is not
not been settled in any reported case a final certain engaged in a trade or business in Nigeria at any time
solution cannot be given. during a year of assessment32will suffer only withhold-

tax on any a NigerianIt should be noted that the provisions on close com- ing dividend that it receives from
The recipient has rightpanies appear never to have been invokedin Nigeria,26 company. company no to any
of the withheld that shall be its final tax

but, of course, there is no guarantee that the Nigerian repayment tax
due in respect of the dividend.33

Revenue will remain equally inactive in the future.

Finally, a dividend distributedby a Nigerian company
(b) Distributionsmade to othercompanies to any company out of profits exempted from tax by
The law governing the taxabilityof distributionsmade CITA 1979 shall not be taxable in the hands of the

to companies is, in its general principles, very similar shareholdercompany. Besides those discussed in this
to that regulating distributions to individualsor unin- article, the most important exemptions contained in

corporated bodies resident in Lagos or in the Federal CITA 1979 that are relevant to the operation of this

Capital Territory.The provisionsof CITA 1979 on the provision are the following:
meaningof the term dividend,27non-taxationof bonus - a portion of the interest received by a bank on any
shares distributedby a Nigerian company,28and artifi- loan granted for the purposes of an agricultural
cial transactions29 are virtually identical to the corre- trade of business;34
sponding provisions of ITMA 1961. CITA 1979 pro-

- a portion of the interest received by a bank on any
vides specifically that dividends paid out of pioneer loan granted for the purposes of manufacturing
profits or out of profits that have suffered petroleum goods for export;35
profits tax are not chargeable.3(} - profitsexemptedby double taxationagreements;36

interestreceivedfrom the FederalSavings Bank;37-

However, there are also some quite significant differ- - any profits of any company exempted by order of
ences between the tax position in respect of dividends the Federal Executive Council.38
received by a non-corporate shareholder resident in
Lagos or in the Federal Capital Territory and that of
a company. The most important is that a dividend that (c) Distributionsmade to individualsor

has suffered withholding tax and is paid by a Nigerian unincorporatedbodiesnot residentin Lagos

company to any other company is regarded as
or in the FederalCapitalTerritory

franked investment income and is not charged to The taxpayers considered in this section include resi-
further tax as part of the profits of the companyreceiv- dents in states other than Lagos and persons to whom
ing it.3' In this way double or triple taxation of the the Income Tax (Armed Forces and Other Persons)
same profits is avoided. Moreover, as we will see, the (Special Provisions) Act 1972 applies.39 Foreign resi-
recipient company will also be able to recover by way dents in receipt of dividends from Nigerian companies
of set-off the withholding tax which was deducted at occupy a privileged position within this group: they
source by the paying company. suffer only withholding tax which becomes the final

tax due from them on the dividends,a{ If a foreign
resident receives a distribution that is not a divi-

26. G.A. OLAWOYIN;Tax Treatment of Dividend n Proceedingsof dend, it will escape tax completely- including with-
National Seminaron Tax and Tax Administration.p. 6. Lagos, 1984. holding tax. On the other hand, if he receives a divi-
27. Sec. 8(3). dend which tax is withheld at28. Proviso (i) to Sec. 15 CITA 1979. Amendedby DecreeNo. 4 of 1985. on no source - e.g. a

29. Sec. 18. dividend in kind - he will have to pay tax on it in the
30. Provisos (ii) and (iii) to Sec. 15 CITA 1979. Introduced by Decree ordinary way. Accordingly, what is said in the rest of
No. 4 of 1985. this section is also relevant to foreign residents.
31. Sec. 59B(3) CITA 1979. Introduced by Act No. 98 of 1979. Amended

by Decree No. 4 of 1985. A dividend paid by a Nigerian company out of capital
32. The Nigerian year of assessment commences on 1 January profits to any of the taxpayers being considered in this
33. Sec. 16 CITA 1979, as amended by Act No. 98 of 1979 and Decree section is not taxable.41 A capital profit paid as a divi-
No. 4 of 1985, together with Sec. 59B CITA 1979, introduced by Act No.
98 of 1979 and amended by Decree No. 4 of 1985. dend by a non-Nigeriancompany is chargeable to tax.
34. Sec. 9(7) The reason for this is that, in the absence of any statu-
35. Sec. 9(9). Introduced by Decree No. 4 of 1985. tory provision covering this case, the ordinaryconcept
36. Sec. 33. of dividend will have to be applied and the rule under
37. Sec. 19.
38. Ibidem. the general law is that the character of a dividend in
39. See note 3 supra. the hands of the shareholders is independent of the
40. Sec. 59B(4) CITA 1979. Introducedby Act No. 98 of 1979. Amended character of the profits out of which it has been paid.
by Decree No. 4 of 1985. A dividend is an income receipt for the shareholder
41. First proviso to Sec. 9(1) ITMA 1961.
42. (1930) A.C. 720 at p. 731. See also Re Sechiari (1950) l All E.R. 417;

even if it has been paid out ofcapital profits. This point
Re Kleinwort'sSettlenets (1951) Ch. 860; 1.R. C. v. Reid's Trustees (1949) was stressed by Lord Russell in Hill v. Permanent
30 T.C. 431. In Gimson v. I.R.C. (1930) 15 T.C. 595, it was held that Trustee Co. of New SouthWales4:
dividends paid out of capital profits are not taxable. But this depends on

A limited in liquidationthe language of the U.K. statutory provisions. There was nothing in the company not can make no pay-
U.K. Income Tax Acts, apart from the company's right to deduct tax, ment by way of return of capital to its shareholders
which made dividends specifically liable to income tax. In Nigeria Sec. except as a step in an authorized reduction of capital.
4(1)(d) ITMA 1961 charges dividends to tax. Any other payment made by it by means of which it
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parts with moneys to its shareholdersmust and can onlY DIVIDENDSSUBJECTTO TAXATIONIN NIGERIA
be made by way of dividing profits. Whether the pay-
mentis calleddividendor bonusorany othername, The income from a dividend distributedby a Nigerianit still must remain a payment on division of profits. shall be deemed to be derived from Nigeria5company

All distributions made by a company in liquidation - and is, accordingly,liable to Nigerian tax.52 A dividend
whether they are made out of capital profits or out of paid by a foreign company to an individualor an unin-

trading profits - will escape taxation. This is because corporatedbody is taxable only to the extent that it is
there are no statutory provisions and the rule under brought into or received in Nigeria.53 But if an indi-
the general law is that these distributions constitute vidual is in Nigeria for less than 183 days during the
returns of capital to the shareholders. On the basis of year in which the dividend arises, then he will be

1 this rule even arrears of preference dividend paid to exempted from liability to tax on it.54 A dividend paid
preferred shareholdersin a liquidationhave been held by a foreign company to a Nigerian company is always
to escape tax.43 The case C.I.R.v. George Burrell44 chargeable to tax as Nigerian companies are taxed on

provides a good illustration of the general principle. their global profits irrespectiveof whether or not they
The respondentheld shares in a numberof single-ship are brought into or received in Nigeria.55 Dividends

companies. On the sale or loss of its ship each of the paid by a foreign company to anotherforeign company
companies went into voluntary liquidation and its are not subject to Nigerian tax even if they are brought
surplus assets, including reserves set aside out of past into or received in Nigeria.56Double taxation relief is

profits, and other undivided profits, accumulatedand available for dividends derived from Commonwealth
current, were distributed by the liquidator among the countries that have reciprocal provisions in their own

shareholders. It was held that, on the liquidation of a tax laws, from the Republic of Ireland57 or from any
company,undistributedprofitscan no longerbe distin- country with which Nigeria has a double taxation

guished from capital, and that such portion of the agreement.58
assets distributedby the liquidator as represented un- In respect of double taxation relief for dividends de-
distributed profits was not income in the hands of the rived from countries with which Nigeria has a double
shareholders. taxation agreement, there is a material difference be-

Where a company capitalizes its profits and applies tween individuals and unincorporatedbodies, on the

them in the issue of bonus shares or bonus debentures one hand, and companies, on the other. For the first,
to its shareholders, this is not a dividend, but a capital the underlying profits tax that the foreign company

payment and, therefore, the shareholders suffer no distributing the dividend will have paid is only taken

charge to tax.45 Even when the debentures are after- into account,where the relief is given by way of credit,
wards redeemed by the company, the amounts the if the double taxation agreement so provides.59 But in

shareholders receive are not taxable in their hands.46 similar cases affectingcompanies,where the company

Aykroydv.I.R.C.7 seems to be an anomalousdecision controls not less than one half of the voting power in

in which bonus debentures payable on thirty days' the company paying the dividend, the underlyingpro-

notice were held to be income and not capital: I. R. C. fits tax is always taken into account.6(}

v. Fisher's Executors48 being distinguished on the Where there is no double taxation arrangement be-
ground that the debentures in this latter case were not tween Nigeria and another country, an individual or

payable for six years. Although the decision in the unincorporated body cannot deduct the tax he has
Aykroyd case can easily be supported on policy paid in that country in respect of dividends derived
grounds as closing a gaping loophole in the law, it is of

very doubtful authority on this point as it is plainly
inconsistent with earlier authority49 and was not fol- 43. Re Dominion Tax and ChemicalCo. Ltd. (1929) 2 Ch. 387.
lowed in Re Outen's Will Trusts,5 Where it WaS eX- 44. (1924) 9 T.C. 27.

pressly stated that the probability of the redemption 45. For bonus shares: l. R. C, v. Blott(1921)8T.C.101; for bonus deben-

of the debentures was irrelevant to the question tures: I.R.C.v. Fisher's Executors (1926) 10 T.C. 302.

whether they were capital or income of the sharehold- 46. C.I.T. Bengal v. Mercantile Bank of lndia (1936) A.C. 478.
47. (1942) 24 T.C. 515.

ers. Securities of other companies distributed as divi- 48. See note 44 supra.
dends to the shareholders are taxed as a dividend in 49. Whitmorev. 1.R.C. (1925) 10 T.C. 645.

kind on their fair market value. 50. (1963) Ch. 291.
51. Sec. 9(1) ITMA 1961. There is no provision in CITA 1979 that fully
correspondsto Sec. 9(1) of ITMA 1961 - Sec. 16 does not cover an identical

Dividends paid out of profits made by a pioneer com- field-butitisclear on general principles that a dividendpaid by a Nigerian
pany during its tax holiday period; out of profits on company will derive from Nigeria as its immediate source is the com-

which petroleum profits tax has been paid; out of pany, irrespective of where the profits may have been earned.

profits that have been deemed to have been distributed 52. Non-residentsonly pay withholding tax.

53. Sec. 10 ITMA 1961.
to the shareholders of a close company; or out of 54. Paragraph (x) of the Third Schedule to ITMA 1961.

profits of a Nigerian company that are exempted from 55. Sec. 11(1) CITA 1979.
tax by CITA 1979, are all exempted from tax in the 56. Sec. 19(l)(k) CITA 1979.

hands of the shareholdersby the provisos to Sec. 9(1) 57. Proviso (i) to Sc. t0 ITMA 1961; Sec. 15(b) CITA 1979.

t
58. Proviso (ii) to Sec. 10 ITMA 1961 ; Sec. 15(c) CITA 1979. At present,of ITMA 1961. These provisos were deleted by Act Nigeria is not a party to any double taxation agreement.

No. 65 of 1966, but are still in force for the taxpayers 59. Sec. 25(5)(c) ITMA 1961.
that concern us here. 60. Sec. 34(7) CITA 1979.
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from it when computing its income to be assessed in be deemed to be a person to whom the Income Tax

Nigeria.61 A company, however, can always deduct (Armed Forces and Other Persons) (Special Provi-
foreign income tax on its dividends from other coun- sions) Act 1972 applies. In this latter case the relevant
tries whererelieffrom double taxation cannot be given tax authority is the FederalBoardof InlandRevenue.
under any other provision of CITA 1979.62

WITHHOLDINGTAX ON DIVIDENDS
DATEAND TERRITORYIN WHICH
DIVIDENDSARISE Every Nigerian companyis under duty to withhold tax

at the rate of 15% from any dividend paid in money
Income from a dividend paid by a foreign company to and pay over the amount withheld to the tax auth-
an individualor unincorporatedbody only arises when orities. The amount is payable to the Federal Board of
the income is brought into or received in Nigeria. Sec. Inland Revenue where the shareholder is a company
9(3) of ITMA 1961 provides that in respectof individu- or any person to whom the provisions of the Income
als or unincorporatedbodies, the income from a div- Tax (Armed Forces and Other Persons) (Special Pro-
idend distributed by a Nigerian company shall be visions) Act 1972 apply.67 In the case of dividends
deemed to arise on the day on which payment of that payable to any other taxpayer, the amount deducted
dividend becomes due. There is no similar provision at source is payable to the relevant tax authority as
for companies, but on general principles companies determinedby the First Schedule to ITMA 1961.68The
are taxed on an accrual basis and, therefore, the divi- tax is to be deducted and paid over to the Revenue
dend will be assessed to tax in the year in which it when the amount is paid or credited,whicheveroccurs
becomes due.63 This is confirmedby Sec. 59B of CITA first.69 Shareholdersresident in Nigeria include in their
1979 which prescribes that tax shall be deducted at ncome return the gross amount of the dividendm7o and
source when the dividend is paid or credited their tax is computed accordingly, but they have the
whichever first occurs. It is well established in Com- right to set off the amount deducted at source against
pany Law that a dividend becomes due when it is their tax payable.7' If the amount deducted at source
declared unless the companyby resolutionfixes a later is larger than the shareholder's tax liability for the
date for payment.64 relevant year of assessment, a refund can be claimed
A special case arises where a company distributes to from the Revenue.72 Although, in practice refunds
its shareholders as dividends instruments such as tend to be quite difficult to obtain and the surplus
promissory notes, post-dated cheques, etc. This is a deducted is usually set off against the tax due on the
case of a companydistributingsecuritiesto its share- following year. Withholding tax is the final tax due
holders and, therefore, where there are statutory pro- from a non-residentshareholder.73Accordingly, non-

visions covering the case, an income equal to their residents do not have to include the dividend n their
nominal value will arise when the distribution is ap- income return if they are in receiptof any othercharge-
proved. But, as we have seen, this eventuality is not able income, nor are they entitled to claim any refund.
covered by the provisionsof ITMA 1961 as they apply Where a company receives a dividend after deduction
to individualsor unincorporatedbodies not resident in at source of the withholding tax, this dividend is re-

Lagos or in the Federal Capital Territory. The general garded as franked investment income and is not
law is of application to these taxpayers and the rule is charged to further tax in the hands of the recipient
that, when the funding instruments are in reality a Moreover,when such dividend is later redis-
promise to pay at a later date, income will only arise tributed

company.
the recipient company's shareholders andto

when the promise is redeemed. This is so even if the the company incurs a liability (to the Revenue) for the
instrumentsare in the form of easily marketablenego-
tiable instruments. Thus, in Associated Insulation
Products Ltd. v. Golder65an American company- of 61. Sec. 18(e) ITMA 1961. However, the is only chargeable theas tax on

which the appellant was a shareholder - declared a income brought into or received in Nigeria, if the dividend is brought
dividend in 1936, providing that it should not be paya- into Nigerianet of tax, the foreign tax will have been deducted in practice.
ble in cash, but in the form of certificatesof indebted- 62. Sec. 22(c) CITA 1979.

ness payable in 1940 with interest in the meantime. 63. C.1.R. v. Whitworth Park Coal Ltd. (1959) 38 T.C. 531; I.R. C. v.

Gardner, Mountain and D'AmbrumeneilLtd. (1947) 29 T.C. 69.
The certificates were negotiable instruments and the 64. Bond v. Barrow Heametite Steel Co. (1902) 1 Ch. 353; Re Accrington
American company reserved the right to pay them off CorporationSteam Tramways Co. (1909) 2 Ch. 4(1.

at any time before the due date. It was held that the 65. (1944) 26 T.C. 231

shareholders' income arose when the certificates of 66. As amended by Act No. 17 of 1973 and Decree No. 4 of 1985.
67. See note 3 supra.indebtednesswere redeemed and not when they were 68. Sec. 59B CITA 1979 and Sec. 2l E ITMA 1961, both introduced by

issued. Decree No. 4 of 1985. Sec. 30(6) CITA 1979.
69. Sec. 59B(1) CITA 1979 and Sec. 2l E( l ) ITMA 1961, both introduced

It may be material, in order to determine the tax by Decree No. 4 of 1985.

authority to which a taxpayer is liable, to decide the 70. Sec. 9(1) ITMA 1961 as amended by Decree No. 4of 1985; Sec. 15(a)
state where a dividend arises. Sec. 12 of ITMA 196166 CITA 1979.

stipulates that where the dividend is distributed by a 71. Sec. 26(1) ITMA 1961; Sec. 31(1) CITA 1979 as amended by Decree

Nigerian company it shall be deemed to be derived No. 98 of 1979.

from the territory in which the recipient resides.
72. Sec. 26( 1 ) ITMA 1961 ; Sec. 31 (2) CITA 1979 as amendedby Act No.

98 of 1979.
Where the recipient is not resident in Nigeria, he shall 73. Sec. 59B(4) CITA 1979. Introduced by Decree No. 4 of 1985.
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tax withheld, the company may offset the withholding I'n 1966 Nigeria was at a very delicate point in its
tax which it has itself suffered on the same income.74 constitutional history. There were grave tensions be-

tween the regions, and between the regions and the
A company which fails to deduct tax as prescribed or Federal Government, that were soon to result in the
to pay it to the relevant tax authority within 30 days Nigerian Civil War. In the circumstances,a good mea-
from the date the amount was deducted or the time

sure of self-restraint in the exercise of the powers of
the duty to deduct arose commits an offence punisha- the Federal Government was obviously required.

1 ble by a fine of N 5,000. The company is also liable to Also, the economiccircumstancesof Lagos at the time
pay interest at the prevailing commercial rate in cases

of delay.75 were very different from those prevailing in the rest of
the country. Therefore, it was probably justified to
restrict the application of Act No. 65 of 1966 to those

THE 1987 MEASURES taxpayers that were under the jurisdiction of the Fed-
eral Board of Inland Revenue, i.e. companies

It has recently been announced76 that, as from 1987, throughout the Federation and individuals and unin-

dividends accrung to an individualor a companyshall corporated bodies resident in the Federal Territory.
But the situation has changed substantiallysince 1966.

be free of tax for a period of three years where the The differences between Lagos and other Nigerianthree following conditions obtain: cities are no longer what they used to be and, snce
1 (a) the company paying the dividends is incorporated 1975, it has been the declared policy of the Federal

in Nigeria: Government to create uniformity of tax burdens
(b) the equity participation is imported into the coun- throughout Nigeria. A first important step in this di-

try between 31 January 1987 and 31 December rection was the promulgationof the UniformTaxation
1992; and Provisions Decree in 1975 introducing uniformity of

(c) the recipient'sequity in the companyconstitutesat tax rates and personal allowances. Furthersteps in the
least 10% of the share capital of the company. same direction were taken by placing income tax mat-

Should the company paying the dividends be ngaged ters in the Exclusive Legislative List of the 1979 Con-
in agricultural production or processing of Nigerian stitution and by undertakingthe preparation of a Uni-

agricultural products produced within the country or form PersonalTax Law for the country. In this context

production of petrochemicalsor liquefied natural gas, the retention of the differences in the treatment of
the tax-free period shall be five years. taxpayers according to their territoryof residence that

were introducedin 1966 appearsvery difficult to justify
on eithersystematicor policygrounds.The application

CONCLUSION of Act No. 65 of 1966 to the whole country is therefore
recommended.

While it would be out of place in an article of this
nature to discuss in detail possible modificationsto the
law as it now stands, it may be opportune to draw
attention to one major point in need of reform. The
law on the taxation of dividends would be simpler, 74. Sec. 59B(3) CITA 1979. Introduced by Decree No. 4 of 1985.

75. Sec. 21F ITMA 1961 and Sec. 59D CITA 1979, both introduced by
fairer and more certain in its administration if the Decree No. 4 of 1985.
differencesin treatmentof taxpayersaccordingto their 76. Statement by Major-GeneralI.B. Babangida in a special supplement
territory of residence were eliminated. on Nigeria in Time Magazine,2 March 1987.
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\DA: between direct and indirect taxes which stood at
43.2:56.8 in 1950-51 worsened with every passing dec-

Decline ade, recording32.6:67.4 in 1960-61, 27.1:72.9 in 1970-
71 and 22.8:77.2 in 1980-81. In the Budget for 1987-88,

of Direct Taxes
the picture is still dismal. The relative sharesf direct
and indirect taxes have been estimated at 6,615 crore

Rs. (17.9%) and 30,302 crore Rs. (82.1%), respec-
tively, out of a total estimated tax yield of 36,917 crore

By M.M. Sury* Rs.

In connectionwith the diminished role of direct taxes,
the Seventh Five Year Plan noted:2

ABSTRACT Contrary to the expectation that with economic de-
velopment the ratio of direct to indirect taxes would

The steady decline in the share of direct taxes in Cen- increase, as a result of poor performanceof direct taxes

tral Governmenttax collections is a disquietingfeature the Governmenthas been forced to rely increasinglyon

of India's tax structure in the post-Independence indirect taxes, which rose from 11.7% of GDPatmarket

period. In spite of a variety of income and capital taxes price in 1975-76 to 14.0% in 1984-85, while direct taxes

and modernization of the economy, direct taxes are fell from 3.4% to 2.3% during the same period.
losing to indirect taxes as revenue earners. Why has It is customary to explain the limited role of direct
the proportion of direct taxes been falling What are taxes in developingcountries in terms of their peculiar
Government's protestations in this regard What is circumstanceswhich include a large agricultural sector
the present state of affairs These are some of the of a subsistence nature, small-scale industrial ac-

issues discussed in this article. tivities, a lack of monetization and accounting prac-
The Indian tax system has undergone some major tices, and low levels of income. In addition to these

structural changes since Independence. One such underlying reasons, a host of specific factors have also

change is the gradual but significant decline in the contributed to the reduced role of direct taxes.

relative importance of direct taxes in Central Govern- These include: (a) a scaling down of rates of direct
ment's tax collections. This disturbing trend has made taxes; (b) a plethora of exemptions/concessions;and
the present tax structure lop-sided and iniquitous.
Table 1 reveals that in 1950-51, direct taxes accounted ** Senior Lecturer, Faculty of Economics, AR.SD. College, Univer-

for a sizeable 43.2% of total Central tax collections: sity of Delhi, New Delhi.

174 crore Rs.1 out of 404 crore Rs. Within a span of 30 1. 1 lakh = 0.1 million, and 1 crore = 10 million. At the current (March
=

years the proportionate share dropped to almost half 1987) rate of exchange 1 pound sterling Rs. 20, and 1 U.S. dollar = Rs.
13 approximately.

at 22.8% in 1980-81. The declining trend of direct 2. Government of India, Planning Commission, The Seventh Five-Year

taxes led to a rising share of indirect taxes. The ratio Plan (1985-90), Volume 1, para. 4.60.

Table 1
Trends in the relative shares of direct and indirect taxes 1950-51 to 1987-88, selected years

(Rs. crore)
Year Total Central Direct taxes Indirecttaxes Ratio between

tax collections cols. 5 and 8
Income Corporation Total* Excise Customs Total**

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1950-51 404 132 40 174 68 157 230 43.2:56.8
1955-56 483 131 37 170 145 166 314 35.0:65.0
1960-61 888 166 111 290 414 170 599 32.6:67.4
1965-66 2,060 271 304 602 898 539 1,457 29.2:70.8
1970-71 3,206 473 371 870 1,759 524 2,337 27.1:72.9
1975-76 7,608 1,214 862 2,205 3,845 1,419 5,403 29.0:71.0
1980-81 13,179 1,506 1,310 3,004 6,500 3,409 10,175 22.8:77.2

1985-86 28,671 2,509 2,865 5,657 12,956 9,526 23,014 19.7:80.3
1986-87 (R.E) 32,671 2,764 3,330 6,274 14,347 11,500 26,397 19.2:80.8

1987-88(B.E) 36,917 2,845 3,537 6,615 16,826 12,867 30,302 17.9:82.1
* Total includes collections from estate duty, wealth tax, gift tax and some other taxes of minor revenue significance.

f
** Total includes collections from State excises, taxes on vehicles, sales tax, octroi, entertainmenttax and some minor
taxes levied in Union Territories without legislature.

Source: Government of India, Ministry of Finance, Explanatory Memorandumon the Budgetof the Central Government
(Various years)
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(c) ineffective administration. To this list may be Congress Government started in 1974, and carried
added the problem of tax evasion. A briefexplanation forward in 1976, was further reinforced after it came

of each of these factors is as follows: back to power at the Centre in 1980, and it has con-

tinued till date. After a series of reductions, the pre-
DECLININGRATES sent maximum marginal rate of personal income tax

stands at 50% and that of wealth tax at 2%. Also, the

Pursuant to the recommendationsof the Direct Taxes basic rate of income tax in the case of corporationswas

Enquiry Committee (DTEC), 1971, the Government reduced by 10 percentagepoints, from 65% to 55% in

initiated a series of rate reductions in direct taxes. the Budget for 1985-86.

Table 2 summarizes the decline in the maximum mar- Till 1985-86 the rate structure of gift-tax was quite
ginal rates of income tax and wealth tax beginningwith progressive, ranging between 5% on the value of tax-
the year 1974-75. The maximum marginal rate of per- able gifts not exceeding 20,000 Rs. and 75o on the
sonal income tax was reduced from 97.7% in 1973-74 value of taxablegifts in excessof20lakh Rs. However,
to 77% in 1974-75, and further down to 66% in 1976- in the 1986-87 budget this wide range was replaced by
77. It is noteworthy that DTEC had recommended a a 30o flat rate tax. Under the present law whetherone
maximum marginal rate of 75o. As in the case of makes a taxable gift of 20,000 Rs. or 20 lakh or even
income tax, the top marginal rate of wealth tax was 2 crore Rs., the rate of gift tax remains the same, i.e.
also lowered from 8% in 1973-74 to 2.5% in 1976-77. 30%. To cap it all, estateduty was abolishedaltogether
The downward trend in the rates of direct taxes was effective 16 March 1985.

temporarily reversed during the brief Janata Govern-
ment rule at the Centre. As is discernible from Table
2, the maximum marginal rate of income tax was in- EXEMPTIONS/CONCESSIONS

creased from 66% in 1976-77 to 69% in 1977-78, and
further up to 72% in 1979-80. The maximummarginal The second reason for the decline in the proportionof

rate of wealth tax was also jacked up from 2.5% in direct taxes is the liberal concessions accorded under

1976-77 to 3.5% in 1977-78, and to 5% in 1979-80. law to assessees of income tax, wealth tax and gift tax.
The statutory rates of income tax and other direct

However, the policy of low direct tax rates of the taxes are illusory if account is taken of the various

exemptions/deductionswhich lower significantly the
effective rates of taxation. These tax expendituresTable2 have the combined effect of eroding the tax base and

Trends in the maximummarginal ratesof impairing the progressivity of the tax system. Little
personal incometaxand wealth tax surprise if the total number of income taxpayers has

Top marginal rate Top marginal rate been stagnating at about 40 lakh for many years, rep-
of personal income of wealth tax resenting 1.5% of the country's working population.

taxincluding
surcharge e

Year (%) (%) INEFFICIENTTAX MANAGEMENT

1973-74 97.7 8.0 The third factor viz., inefficient tax administration, is
1974-75 77.0 , meagre revenueevident from the collections from
1975-76 wealth tax, gift tax and estate duty. As is clear from
1976-77 66.0 2.5 Table 3, these three paper taxes have never been of
1977-78 69.0 3.5 much significance in terms of revenue ield. Their
1978-79 combinedshare in the total taxes declined from 1.36%
1979-80 72.0 5.0 in 1960-61 to 0.79% in 1970-71, and further down to
1980-81 66.0 , gift0.68% in 1980-81. The contributionof wealth tax,
1981-82 .... tax and left over of estate duty put together accounts
1982-83

67'.5
, for a mere 141 crore Rs. (0.38%) in a total tax collec-

1983-84 , crore yeartion of 36,917 Rs. budgeted for the 1987-88.
1984-85 61.9 Table 3 reveals also that the combined share of the
1985-86 50.0 2.0 three taxes in direct tax collections plummeted from
1986-87 .... 4. 17% in 1960-61 t02.93% in 1970-71, and isestimated
1987-88 .... at 2.13% in the Budget for 1987-88. Though non-en-

Notes: 1. The maximum marginal rate of personal tities from revenue standpoint, these decorative taxes

income tax is applicable to income over 1 give wrong signals of tax burden on the well-to-do
lakh Rs. classes.
2. The maximum marginal rate of wealth tax
isapplicabletonet wealth above 15 lakh Rs. TAX EVASION

Source: Government of India, Budget papers,
speeches of Finance Ministers (various Finally, large scale tax evasion has contributed to the
years) poor performance of direct taxes. 'The underlying
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philosophy of soft rates has been to promote tax com- The ridiculously low yields from wealth tax and gift tax

pliance to control black money. In many cases tax are partly due to a plethora of exemptions/deductions
rates were reduced under the pressureof lobby groups and partly due to wide-spreadevasion.
in the name of better compliance. One oft-repeated
argument of these groups has been that high tax rates
increase premiumon tax evasionwhich, in turn, gener- GOVERNMENT'SVIEWAND BUDGETARY
ates black money. TRENDS

However, statistical evidence is lacking to support the
contention that reduced rates have checked the growth The direct tax trends caused a flutter in the Govern-

of concealment of incomes. On the contrary, recent ment circles and a feeling of concern was expressed in

estimates of black money are staggering and possibly official documents.The Long Term Fiscal Policywhile

suggestgrowth of black incomeswith decreasingdirect seeking to correct the imbalance maintained:6

1 tax rates. The National Instituteof Public Finance and An important objective of fiscal policy must be to re-

Policy in a recent report on black economy in India verse the decline in the share of direct taxes over the

has concluded:3 long term.

Thus, where the ratio of tax-evaded income to GDP To be more specific, it projected the share of direct
was estimated to range from 3.7% to 5.7% in 1975-76, taxes to increase from 1.5% of GDP to 2.1% over the
the corresponding range in 1980-81 is between 4.2 and Seventh Plan period. The contribution of indirect
8.6%. taxes was projected to grow from 6.3% to 7.3% of

With GDP at current prices and factor cost being GDP over the same period. With the help of these

1,14,271 crore Rs. in 1980-81, the range of tax-evaded projectionsthe ratios betweendirect and indirect taxes

income amounted to between 4,799 crore Rs. to 9,827 have been computed in Table 4. These ratios have

crore Rs. in that year. Applyingan averageincome tax been compared with actual performance during the

incidence of 35%, the income tax evasion in 1980-81 first 3 years of the Plan on the basis of the data made

ranged between 1,679 crore Rs. and 3,439 crore Rs. It available in the Budget for 1987-88. A disturbingvar-

may be recalled that income tax collections in 1980-81 iation is noted between official projections and budg-
totalled 1,506 crore Rs. (Table 1). etary trends. For the year 1985-86, the ratio between

direct and indirect taxes (net of States' share) was

Surely, India has come a long way since the days of projected at 19.2:80.8 but the actual figures for the
Nicholas Kaldor who estimated, in 1956, income tax
loss through tax evasion at 200 to 300 crore Rs. for the 3. Government of India, Minstry of Finance, Aspects of the Black

year 1953-54.4 Fifteen years later the amount roughly Economy in India, March 1985. p. 161.

doubled when the DTEC (1971) established the in- 4. Nicholas Kaldor, Indian Tax Reform- Report ola Survey (Govern-
come on which tax was evaded for 1968-69 at 14,000 ment of India, Ministry of Finance, 1956), p. 105.

Rs. crore and the amount of tax evasion at 470 Rs. 5. Government of India, Ministry of Finance, Final Report of Direct
Taxes Enquiry Committee, December 1971, pp. 7-8.

crore for the same year.
5 Evasion is not restrictedonly 6. Governmentof India, Ministry of Finance, Long Term Fiscal Policy,

to income tax, but extends to other direct taxes also. (December 1985), para. 4.4.

Table 3
Relative significanceof wealth tax, gift tax and estate duty in Central tax collections: selected years

(Rs. crore)
Year Ttal Central Central Direct Collectionsfrom Col. 7 aspercentof

tax collections tax collections
Wealth Gift tax Estate* Total Col. 2 Col. 3

tax duty 4+5+6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1960-61 888 290 8.1 0.9 3.1 12.1 1.36 4.17
1965-66 2,060 602 12.1 2.3 6.6 21.0 1.02 3.48
1970-71 3,206 870 15.3 2.4 7.8 25.5 0.79 2.93
1975-76 7,608 2,205 53.7 5.1 11.6 70.4 0.92 3.19
1980-81 13,179 3,004 67.4 6.5 16.3 90.2 0.68 3.00
1985-86 28,671 5,657 153.0 2.0 23.0 188.0 0.65 3.32

1986-87(R.E) 32,671 6,274 125.0 11.0 13.0 149.0 0.46 2.37

1987-88(B.E) 36,917 6,615 120.0 11.0 10.0 141.0 0.38 2.13
* Estate duty was abolished w.e.f. 16 March 1985. Revised estimates for 1986-87 and Budget estimates for 1987-88
represent likely collections on estates passing on deaths occurring before the abolition.

Source: Government of India, Ministry of Finance, ExplanatoryMemorandumon the Budgetof the Central Government
(Various years)
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same year show it at 17.9:82.1.Similarly, the projected developing country has serious equity implications.
ratio between the two categories of taxes is 20.7:79.3 Indirect taxes, levied on a wide spectrum of goods and
for the years 1986-87 and 1987-88whereas it has turned services including necessities, do not allow considera-
out to be 16.8:83.2 for the year 1986-87 (revised esti- tions for the personal circumstances of the taxpayers
mates) and 15.5:84.5 for 1987-88 (Budget estimates). as do direct taxes. The distribution of indirect tax

These deviations of budgetary trends cast a serious burden is often, though not always, regressive and
reflection on Government'sprotestations. even the poorest of the poor are made to contribute to

the public exchequer. The decline in the relative sig-
nificance of direct taxes needs to be arrested and re-

CONCLUSION versed as envisaged in the Long Term Fiscal Policy. It
calls for restructuringof direct tax laws and theireffec-

The subdued and declining role of direct taxes in a tive implementation.

Table 4

Projections and budgetary trends of Centre's direct and indirect tax revenues

Year Ratio Ratio

ProjectionsofCentre'staxrevenue between between
net of States' share (as percentof col.3 and BudgetarytrendsofCentre'stax col. 7 and

GDP at 1984-85prices) col. 4 revenuenetof States' share (Rs. crore) col. 8

Total Direct Indirect Total Direct Indirect

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1985-86 7.8 1.5 6.3 19.2:80.8 21,180 3,791 17,389
- 7.9:82.1

1986-87 8.2 1.7 6.5 20.7:79.3 24,207* 4,074 20,133 16.8:83.2

1987-88 8.7 1.8 6.9 20.7:79.3 27,711* 4,291 23,420 5.5:84.5
1988-89 9.2 2.0 7.2 21.7:78.3 ....

1989-90 9.4 2.1 7.3 22.3:77.7 ....

* Revised estimates
** Budget estimates

Source. For columns 2,3 and 4, Long Term Fiscal Policy(December1985), p 13, Table 4 (excepted), for columns 6,7
and 8, Governmentof India, Budget Papers, 1987-88.
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INDIA:

IncomeTax Incentives- Harnessing
CorporateSkills forRuralDevelopment
By H.K. Sondhi

that unlike the tax holiday or exemption related to the
The National Institute of Public Finance and Policy New source of income, these were linked to the use or

Delhi, has completed a study of the Rural Development Al- application of income in the desired directions, irre-
lowance-- India's income tax incentive to directly involve the spective of whether these happened to be within the
corporate sector in rural uplift. It is of interest to both the field of business activity of the taxpayer concerned.
developing and developed countries. This article gives a

The agriculturaldevelopmentallowance(Section35C)synopsis of the study permitted manufacturers (companies and coopera-
tives) using productsofagriculture,animal husbandry,

Since nearly 3/4's of India's population lives and works dairy or poultry farming as raw materials to claim a

deduction (a weighted deduction of 120% for some
in rural areas, the majorityof it at low levels of income years) from their taxable income for expenditures in-
and consumption, development of these areas is a curred by them in providinggoods, services and other
cornerstone of the country's planning strategy. Mas- facilities to cultivators,growers and producers to raise
sive outlays on irrigation, rural electrification, com- their productivity. While the Rural DevelopmentAl-
munications and creation of financial infrastructure
for the growth of agriculture and rural industrieshave

lowance (Section 35CC) provided for deduction of

been the principal instrumentsof this strategy. The tax expenditures incurred by companies and cooperative
societies in undertaking approved rural development

system has also been used in various ways to lend
support to this strategy. For instance, protection and programmes on their own, Section 35CCA allowed

developmentof handloomshas been a major element any taxpayer carrying on a business or profession to
claim a deduction in respect of funding of approvedof the textile policy, and products of cottage and vil- of rural development training of

lage industries have, in general, been free of excise programmes or per-
sonnel for their implementationthrough approved as-

duties. On the direct taxes side, income of various sociations and institutions. In addition, by Section
Government and non-profit agencies engaged in the 80GGA inserted in the Act in 1979, donations for the
development of village industries is exempt from tax. above by taxpayersnot carrying business
In addition to the tax holiday for the newly established purposes on a

industrial undertakings and hotels, irrespective of
or profession also became entitled to tax relief.

their location (Section 80J/80I of the Income-TaxAct, While all these provisions subserved the objective of
1961 hereafter referred to as the Act), a scheme of rural development, a feeling grew that there was con-

partial exemption of the profits of new industrial un- siderable overlap among them. Also, doubts were felt

dertakings established in backward.areashas been in about their efficacy vis--vis their cost in terms of

operation since 1974 (Section 80HH). An alternative revenue forgone, and the attendant complications in
concession for newly established industrial undertak- tax law. Hence, in line with the policy of simplifying
ings in rural areas is also on the status from 1977 tax laws and removingineffectualor wasteful incentive

(Section 80HHA). The introductionof tax credit cer- provisions, the Agricultural DevelopmentAllowance
tificates for the shiftingof industrialundertakingsfrom (Section 35C), the Rural Development Allowance
urban areas (Section 280ZA) is also in a way a measure (Section 35CC) and the deduction for funding of pro-
for industrializationof rural areas. Apart from these, grammes through approved associations and institu-
a few provisions of a distinctive character were intro- tions (Section 35CCA) have since been withdrawn.
duced in the 1960s and 1970s which were designed to Only contributionsor donationsmade by taxpayers to

promote the development of rural areas through the the National Fund for Rural Development, set up in

application of modern technology in agriculture and 1984, are deductible in computing taxable income.
the spread of social services. These were the Agricul-
tural Development Allowance (Section 35C), the

In order to evaluatethe costs and benefitsof incentives

Rural Development Allowance (Section 35CC) and
the deduction for funding of rural development pro- Mr. Sondhi is a tax advocate. As a senior consultant to the

grammes through approved associations and institu. National Institute of Public Finance and Policy, New Delhi, he

tions (Section 35CCA) inserted in the Act in 1968, was associated with this study. Formerly, he was Commis-

1977 and 1978, respectively. sioner of Income Tax/Directorof Inspection, Income Tax De-

partment, Governmentof India.
The distinguishingfeature of the latter provisions was
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of this nature, the present study was commissionedby chayat (village council) or other local authority.
the Central Board of Direct Taxes of India in respect On its failure to do so, it was not entitled to a

of one of the incentives for rural development: the deduction in respect of the expenditure incurred
Rural Development Allowance provided under Sec- thereon and could only get depreciation on the
tion 35CC of the Act. cost of the asset, as if it was a business asset;

a claim for deduction under Section 35CC was

admissible only if the taxpayer furnished a state-

ESSENTIALFEATURES ment of expenditure in a prescribed form duly
signed and verified by a qualified accountant. This

Section 35CC was inserted in the Act with effect from statement was to be filed along with the return of
1 September 1977 and was taken off the statute on 17 income for the assessmentyear in respect of which
March 1985. The essential features of this incentive the deduction was claimed.

provision were:

only companies and cooperative societies could-

avail of the incentive. The interested company or COOPERATIVESECTOR

cooperative society had to draw up specific pro-
gramme(s) of rural development for one or more A cooperative's capacity to spare funds and human

rural areas;
resources for a project which is not an essential part of

to secure a deduction of the expenditure incurred very-
its day to day operations is limited. Cooperatives

on a rural developmentprogramme in the compu- making substantialprofits enjoy many tax concessions

tation of total income, the programme had to be and their contribution to income tax revenues is rela-

approvedby the prscribedauthoritybefore incur- tively srnall. It was therefore no surprise that the re-

ring any expenditure thereon. From l September sponse of the cooperative sector to this incentive was

1977 till 31 May 1979 the prescribed authority was found to be negligible. The study was therefore con-

a Central InterministerialCommitteewith the Sec- fined to the corporate sector.

retary, Union Department of Agriculture as its
chairman. To expedite clearance of schemes of
rural development, the work relating to approval

EXTENTOF CORPORATERESPONSE

of programmeswas decentralizedfrom 1 June 1979 The numberof companiesborne the registersof the
and entrusted to State level committeesconsisting

on

Indian Income Tax Departmenton 31 March 1983 was
of the Commissioner of Income Tax exercising 48,597. Only the relatively of them
jurisdiction over the State or Union Territory in more prosperous

could be expected to take on the burden of rural de-
which the programmewas to be carried out, as the velopment. The study determined the total numberof
chairman, and the concernedsecretaryof the State

companies which got their approvedgovernmentor_Union Territory as a member; under Section 35CC 155. This
programmes

works 5.3% of
programmes of rural development was defined at out to

-

(the number of companies with income above
as including any programme for promoting the 2,928

0.5 million Rs.) Even allowing for the fact that a largesocial and economicwelfareof, or the uplift of, the number out of 2,928 companies would be enterprisespublic in any rural area. The Central Interministe- with operations entirely restricted to urban areas with
rial Committee drew up an illustrative list of 15 little nterest in villages, it is evident that the corporatecategories of programmes that would be consi- sector's to the incentive lukewarm.
dered by it for approval (AppendixI). This illustra- response was

tive list was also followed by the State-level com- Moreover, not all the companies which had pro-

mittees. Following the amendment of Section grammes approved undertook their implementation.
35CC by the Finance Act, 1983, w.e.f. 1 April 1983 There was a drop out rate of about 20%. Further,
the prescribed authority could approve only those about t/3 of the companies which availed of the incen-

tive lost interest in it after implementing a relatively
programmes which fell within the classes or modest the cost of which did not exceed
categoriesof programmesspecified by the Central 0.2 million

programme
Rs.. In other words, the little initial

Government (Appendix II);
en-

while accordingapproval to a programme,the pre-
thusiasm for the incentive soon tapered off. The poor

-

scribed authority laid down the period during response to the scheme is furtherevidencedby the fact

which it had to be implemented. Ordinarily, the that the total expenditure incurred in the approved
implementation period was from the date of ap- programmeswhich were actuallyexecutedis estimated

proval by the prescribed authority till the close of at 90 million Rs. and the tax revenue forgone on its
account at 50 million Rs., forming only about 0.35%

the accounting year of the taxpayer commencing of the income tax collected from the corporate sector
next after that date. Before approving an exten-

during the relevant period.sion, the prescribed authority could monitor the
programme to satsfy tself that it was beng im- Available information showed that over 86% of the

plemented properly; total amount of deductions claimed under Section
if the programmeinvolvedconstructionor acquisi- 35CC was by 60 companies which belonged to the-

tion of any building, machinery or plant or furni- larger companies established in India. Inadequacy or

ture, the taxpayerhad to divest itselfof the owner- absenceof profits in a particularyear was no constraint
shp of the asset in favour of the village pan- on their capacity to run such programmes since the
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size of the outlay was relativelysmall. As much as 38% setting up rural industries; and, animal husbandry.
of the entireinvestmentunderSection 35CC was made Twenty-five percent of the total financial outlay on

by companies belonging to one of the Large Industrial approvedprogrammeswent for creation of fixed assets
Houses. like buildings, plant and machinery (including mobile

medical vans), furniture, etc. Buildings accounted for
It was also significant that several of the companes 74% of the expenditure fixed assets. It also not
which availed of this incentive had been running rural

on was

welfare programmeseven earlier. Whether, and if so, surprising that the choice of the programme and its
location was generally guided by corporate en-

to what extent, the incentive spurred them to put in
lightened business interest sentimental affinity of

further efforts in this direction is difficult to say. How-
or

1 ever, the fact that the outlay for which deductions persons in control of the sponsoring company to cer-

tain areas. A well known pilgrim centre attracted a
were claimed was no more than 90 million Rs. indi-
cates that the element of additionality in the outlay

sizeable outlay (3.3 million Rs.) from companies be-

could not have been significant and at least some of longing to a particular large industrial house.

the activities which were supported by the outlay
would, in all probability,have been undertakenby the UNDERLYINGPURPOSEOF THE INCENTIVE
companies concerned in any case. ANDHOWACHIEVED

Ordinarily, industries which consume agricultural
products or other local raw materials or human inputs In 1976, well before the enactment of Section 35CC,
could be expected to show a higherdegree of initiative the Union Minister of Agriculture and Irrigation em-

than others. However, the empirical support is weak phasized the need for industry to help develop appro-

for such a conclusion. The major contributions to ac- priate technology and transfer of necessary skills for

tivitiessupportedby 35CCcame from the textile indus- the benefit of small farmers. However, this concept

try (37%), chemical and chemical products industry was not strictly followed in defining the programme
(28.9%), cement industry (11.6o) and paper industry of rural development for purposes of Section 35CC

(5.6o). on its enactment in 1977. The definition was made
much wider to include any programme for promoting
the social and economic welfare of, or uplift of, the

REGIONALSPREAD public in any rural area. Thus, the definition rested on

two concepts; welfare (relief of distress) and uplift
Section 35CC programmes were implemented in vil- (eradication of poverty). The illustrative list of pro-
lages spread over 13 States. However, the implemen- grammes for rural development to be considered for
tation was not evenly distributed. About 60% of the approval by the prescribed authority (Appendix I)
programmes involving 70% of the total expenditure included many categories of programmes with more

were centered in the five States of Gujarat, welfare than uplift content, e.g., establishment
Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh and and running of dispensaries,maternity, child and fam-
Karnataka. Among the States which received scant ily welfare centres; nutrition programmes for school
attention, the prominentones were Assam,West Ben- children; construction and maintenance of village
gal, Bihar and Tamil Nadu. streets, pavements and drainage; construction and

maintenance of drinking water projects, such as

PROGRAMMECONTENT ground wells and tubewells, etc.; cleaningof wells and

ponds; and, assistance to weakersections in construct-

The approved programmes covered a wide spectrum ing houses and sites provided by Government and

of activities and included schemes relating to self- village councils, etc. Thus, a large portion of funds

employment generation, provision of medical and made availableunder Section 35CC went towardswel-

educational facilities, infrastructuresuch as roads and fare programmes involving little transfer of skills.

dranage, drinking water projects, rural electrifica- On it becoming clear that there was going to be no

tion, housing, minor irrigation; supply of seeds, the large-scale direct involvementof the corporate sector

distribution of fertilisers and pesticides to small and in rural development, it was emphasized that it was

marginal farmers; supply of farm equipment and not so much the financial expenditure of the com-

facilities for its repair and maintenance; and animal panies which was important, but efforts had to be

husbandry and technical assistance in developingcot- made to have managerial inputs and expertise of the
tage ndustries. Many of the approved programmes companies in management of rural developmentpro-
were of a mixed nature touching different aspects of jects. Speaking in November 1980, Dr. M.S.
rural welfareand development.This indicateda gener- Swaminathan, Member of the India Government
al desire on the part of the sponsors to benefit the Planning Commission, said:
selected area in a comprehensivemanner in tune with On overall approach,what call rural developmentthe approach of the Government administered Inte-

an we

has three major aspects: the minimum needs pro-
grated Rural Development Programme (IRDP). the rural infrastructural and the
Among the single-category programmes, the more

gramme,
generation

programme
Business housesemployment programme.

popularwere the projectsfor: settingup ofeducational and industrial houses can also play a role in the
and vocational centres; rural electrification;setting up minimum needs programme like drinkingwater supply,
of dispensariesand medical centres, etc.; assistance in rural health care and sanitation, elementary education
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and a wide variety of other ancillary programmes put taxpayers) to obtain full deduction in the computation
under the minimum needs programme. They can also of its taxable business profits, of the sum paid by it to
play a part in terms of infrastructure in certan cases. an associationor institution approved for the purpose
But, I think business houses should concentrateon this of Section 35CCA and undertaking approved rural
single purpose... how do we really increase the family development programmes. Section 35CCA became
income n rural areas If one can have that as a single
major target instead of getting diversified, if one can operative from 1 June 1978. As could be expected,
have a single focus and thrust instead of chasing too Section 35CCA became popular at the expense of.

many butterflies at the same time, one can also measure Section 35CC. In fact, a number of companies after
what impact that contribution has made. Putting an getting their programmes approved under Section
occasional drinking water well here or there is impor- 35CC, preferred to drop them and to make payments
tant. These are generally classified as philanthropicac- covered by Section 35CCA. It is, therefore, not sur-

tivities. The most important and the most meaningful prising that as early as in November 1980, the Chief
contribution one could make is to increase the family Commissionerof Income-tax, Bombay, reported that
income in rural areas so that the stigma that 48% of our while 12 applicationswith proposed financialoutlay of
people are below the poverty line could be removed as 14.6 million Rs. had been approved under Section
quickly as possible. 35CC, the number of applications approved under

However, the above approach did not lead to a re- Section 35CCA was 66 involving an outlay of 47.5

drawing of the illustrative list of categories of pro- million Rs.

grammes that could be approved for the purposes of The administrationof Section 35CC does not to
Section 35CC. Section 35CC was amended in 1983 to

seem

provide that the prescribed authority could approve
have posed any serious problem so far as the tax au-

thorities were concerned. Litigations over interpreta-
programmes only out of the classes or categories of tion of the statutory provisionand audit objections for
programmes of rural development as might be

administrative lapses few. The claims for deduc-
specified by the Central Government in this behalf. were

However, the notification which specified such tion made by companieswere generally allowed with-

categories or classes of programmes (Appendix II)
out much interferenceby the assessing officers. How-

also included categories which Dr. Swaminathan ever, the approval of schemes involved considerable

would have considered as predominantly philan- delay. The administrative procedures were time con-

thropic or social in nature: construction and mainte- suming. In several instances, neither the companies
nance ofdrinkingwater projects;hospitalsand dispen-

nor the revenueauthoritiesappear to have appreciated
saries and family planningcentresand rural link roads,

all the implicationsof the statutoryprovisionand com-

village streets, pavements, drainage and sanitary lat- plied with them fully.
rines etc. Thus, the classes and categories of pro- Another deficiency of the measure was absence of an

grammes which came to be approved under Section effective mechanism for monitoring the implementa-
35CC included many programmes which were essen- tion of the approved schemes. While the prescribed
tially of a welfare nature and only a fraction of the authoritiesmade welcomeefforts to see that the asses-

very limited response to this incentive was used for its sees' claims for tax relief under Section 35CC did not
real purpose: the deployment of corporate skills of suffer on legalisticor technical grounds, in none of the
management and expertise for raising village family cases gone into in the course of the study was any
incomes. independentmonitoringor evaluation report found to

have been available to the assessing officer to show

REASONSFORPOORINITIALINTERESTAND whether the programme had been duly implemented
DECLININGRESPONSE according to the approved plan. Thus once a plan was

approved, there was no effective check to ensure that

Non-implementationby a significant number of com- the outlay incurred served to provide the benefits to

panies of programmes which they had had approved the extent contemplated under the approved pro-

by the prescribed authority indicates the inability or gramme.
unwillingnesson the part of many companies to tackle
the managerialand other problems involved in execut- The experience of the operation of Section 35CC as

ing a rural development programme on their own.
revealed by the present study underlines the need for

This explains the lukewarm interest in this incentive circumspection in providing incentives for achieving
socio-economic objectives through the tax system.

on the part of the corporate sector, the virtual

monopolyof the implementedprogrammesby the big- First of all, it is unrealistic to expect that taxpayerscan

ger companiesand the preponderant role of the large be enthused to undertake philanthropic activities to-

industrial houses. Only they have the requisite ad- tally unrelated to their business merely because of

ministrative infrastructure to undertake obligations some tax relief. Secondly, tax benefits tend to be ap-

not immediately connected with the income-earning propriated largely by big resourceful taxpayers. Also,
these tend to support activities which some taxpayer

process. might have engaged in, anyway. Thirdly, the costs of
Second, the Finance Act, 1978, inserted a new provi- a tax expenditure are unlikely to be commensurate
sion in the Act, Section 35CCA, to enable taxpayers with the benefits unless an effective mechanism for
to contribute to rural development. This provision monitoring is also devised. Lastly, tax incentives do
allowed a company (along with other categories of not seem to be the right vehicle for motivating private
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agenciesengaged in business activity to take up philan- 6. (a) Construction, and (b) maintenance of rural link

thropic work on their own. The decline of Section roads, village streets, pavements, and drainage.
35CC with the introduction of Section 35CCA shows 7. Rural electrification, i.e. provision of street lighting in

that donations to agenciesspeciallyset up to undertake village and electrificationof Harijan/tribunalhomes.

philanthropic or rural welfare programmes are more 8. Assistanceto the weakersectionsin constructinghouses

popular than the idea of taking up such programmes
on sites provided in rural areas by Government,village

directly. However,whetherencouragingcontributions panchayats, etc.
9. Minor irrigation schemes, including the boring of

for rural welfare indirectly through a tax incentive as tubewells and installationof pumping sets for the bene-
embodied in Section 35CCA was an efficient method fit of groups of small/marginal farmers.

1
for promoting rural development is another matter 10. Supply of improved varieties of seeds and provision of
not gone into. Evaluation of Section 35CCA was facilities for seed testing to groups of small/marginal
beyond the purview of this study. farmers and assistance to such farmers for establishing

seed farms.
It would be inappropriate to view the financial outlay 11. Supply of fertilisers and insecticides to groups of small/
made by an industry in implementationofprogrammes marginal farmers and giving guidance and training to

approved under Section 35CC (more than half thereof such farmers in the use of fertilisers, insecticides,etc.

met by the Government as tax forgone) in isolation. 12. Supply of plant protection equipment, sprayers, farm

There were other tax incentives for the industry to machinery, implements, etc., to the village panchayat
provide funds for rural development as such: Section for the use of groups of small/marginal farmers.

35CCA (payments to approved associations and in- 13. Animal husbandry-assisting farmers in cattle improve-
stitutionsfor carryingout approved rural development ment through establishmentof veterinary dispensaries,
programmes);Section 80GGA(2)(b)(deduction in re-

artificial insemination centres, dairy products proces-

spect of donations for rural development); and, Sec- sing, and marketing.
tion 80GGA(2)(d) (contributions to National Rural

14. Assistancetogroupsof small/marginalfarmers, landless
labourers, etc., in poultry farming, horticulture, pis-

Development Fund). A large number of charitable ciculture, etc.
funds and institutions participate in the work of im- 15. Establishmentof workshops for servicing and repair of

provement and advancement of poor rural people, farm machineryand trainingof artisans, mechanics,etc.

donations which entitle the donor to tax relief under
Section 80G of the Act. For an idea as to the total
contributions made by the industry for rural develop-
ment, outlays spurred by all these incentives have to
be taken into account. The proper perspectiveto view APPENDIX 11

Section 35CC would be to see it as a new instrument Classesand categoriesof programmesof rural development
devised to involve industry directly in the cause of specifiedby the CentrallGovernmentfor purposesof approvalby
rural development. For varous reasons, it failed to prescribedauthorityunderSection35CC
arouse much enthusiasm.

1. Construction and maintenanceof rural link roads, vil-

lage streets, pavements,drainageand sanitary latrines.
APPENDIXI 2. Construction and maintenance of drinking water pro-

jects including installation of pump-sets, digging of
Illustrativelist of categoriesof programmesfor rural development wells, tubewells, and laying of pipes for supplyof drink-
to be consideredfor approvalby the prescribedauthorityfor ing water.

purposesof Section35CC 3. Construction and maintenance of hospitals, dispen-
saries, and family planning centres.

1. Assistance n the setting up of rural industries in 4. Development of community pastures or community
selected areas by the rural poor to provide them self- forests on community land, that is to say, land belonging
employment. to Government or Gram Panchayat.

2. (a) Establishment, and (b) running of dispensaries, 5. Construction of minor irrigation tanks, installation of
maternity and child welfare centres and family welfare pump-sets, as also digging and commissioningof irriga-
centres. tion tubewells for community use.

3. Nutrition programmes for school children. 6. Establishment of veterinary dispensaries and artificial
4. (a) Establishment, and (b) running of educational and insemination centres.

vocational training centres. 7. Establishment and running of educational and voca-

5. (a) Construction, and (b) maintenance of drinking tional training centres.

water projects, such as wells, tubewells, etc., and clean- 8. Establishment and running of new and renewable

ing of wells and ponds. sources of energy systems.
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JointVentures etweenEastan West
By Prof. Dr. DennisCampbell

1. THE EAST-WESTTRADE CLIMATE 1974 in a new trade act that made more difficult com-

mercial interchange between American enterprises
Although joint ventures between Eastern European and Soviet partners.
and Western enterprises will be the focus of my re-

marks, it is important first to discuss the nature of How effective were the American restrictions Very
East-West trade in general terms and in the context of effective as to American enterprises.
the various forms which such transactions may take.

In 1983, the Soviet Union had approximatelyUSS 30

While, in the case of joint ventures, I limit my com- billion in hard currency imports. The United States
ments to the Eastern European countries - Poland, share of that volume was less than 10%, less than
the German DemocraticRepublic, Bulgaria, Czecho- USS 3 bllion - and 83% of that American share was

slovakia, Hungary, Romania and Poland and their grain exports.
relationships with the West -, my examination of the

general climate of East-Westcommerceand trade will Just as the first 20-year period of restrictions served

encompass the Sovet Union as well. primarily to create opportunities for Japanese and
Western Europeanenterprises to develop and expand

In assessing the East-Westtrade climate, we must bear their own East-oriented trade in the absence of their
in mind that, for all that the partners may wish to Americancompetitors,so did the last roundofAmeri-

pursue commercial interchange, and for all the can limitations bring new opportunities for Eastern
economic advantage that such interchange may bring trade to the Japanese and Western Europe.
them, the realization of such commerce will be tem-

pered in each case by two major factors: By 1983, Western European partners accounted for
80% of the Soviet Union's trade with the West, with

(1) the political environment obtaining at that mo- the Federal Republic of Germany being the Soviet

ment between East and West; and Union's major Western trading partner.
(2) the ability of the partners to reconcile their re- While geographicproximity and historical linkage are

quirements for hard-currencycapital. major factors in this aspect of East-West trade, the

voluntarywithdrawalof the Americansfrom this arena
The United States and Soviet Union provide a useful between 1949-1969 and again in the late 1970s cannot
example of the political factor and its mpact on the be discounted.
trade relationship.

My point is only that East-West commercial relation-

In the 1930s, more than 40 majorAmericancompanies ships are fragile and that profit and commercialadvan-

were involved in projects within the Soviet Union and tage, the usual governing ingredients in any business

more than 1,500 Americans were employed in the venture, often must take second billing to political
Soviet Unin. In 1937, the United States accorded priorities and thus it is that potential trading partners
most faveed nation status to the Soviet Union, creat- - both East and West- often must approach a transac-

ing a trading relationshipwithout any restrictiors. tion with more caution than one would expect from a

mere analysis of the economicand commercial factors

But in 1949, the U.S. Congress passed the export apparent on the face of the matter.

control act which restricted the trade of 2,799 com- The second tempering factor in East-West trade is
modities. The Soviet Union lost its most favored na- Most of the non-market nations
tion status with the United States, and in 1951 the currency. economy

have currencies either closely controlled by the gov-
United States cancelled its trade agreement with the ernment and denied participation as an international
Soviet Union. trading currency or - if such use is allowed- Western

consider the soft and not
By 1969 the political pendulumwas swinging the other partners may currency

viable in commercial negotiations.
way. The United States revised its export control list,
removing 2,599 items and leaving only 200 restricted. Let us look more closely at the economicand historical

backgroundofjointventuresbetweenEast andWest.

Within a few years, the United States and the Soviet
Union had concluded 10 agreements greatly expand-
ing the opportunitiesfor trade between the two coun- II. JOINTVENTURES:ECONOMIC
tries. BACKGROUND

But the American restrictivemood re-asserteditself in Between 1945 and 1967, there was no possibility for a
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Western investor to establish an enterprisewith 100% pany with Western capital participation was estab-
foreign interest or a joint venture with mixed capital lished at the end of 1986. The joint venture Tessek
in an Eastern European country. produces biotechnological equipment. The parent

companiesare Tesla of Czechoslovakia,with 51% par-It is easy to suggest that the cold war - the political ticipation,and Senetekof Denmark,with 49% partici-factor again - was the reason for this lack of opportun- pation.ity. However, it was not the only reason.
The number of socialist havinggreat countries a nor-

The other reason results from the nature of economic mative code and the relatively rapid developmentand
management structures in socialist countries during improvementof this legislationsuggests the advantagethat period. After 1945 and the widespreadnationali- of joint ventures for the socialist states as an economic
zation of economic resources in Eastern Europe - form in East-West trade. Summarizing briefly these
Yugoslavia being the exception - a strong, centrally- advantages, the following can be mentioned:
planned economic order was established.

(a) In all socialist countries there is a shortage of cap-
During this period, the socialiststatesheld a monopoly ital which has caused a significant cut-back in the
in the development and establishment of new field of investments. In the last two decades, many
economic units, new enterprises, and the nature and states tried to balance this shortage by raising cre-
direction of investment and production available to dits on the Western capitai-marketwhich in turn
existing enterprises. has led to increasing indebtedness for these coun-

At the same time, the socialist states attempted to
tries. The investment of foreign capital in joint
ventures is a much more favorable source for thedevelop among each other - through Comecon - a

self-reliant, inward-looking trade regime that did not
Eastern economy because the profitability of the
business is the risk of the foreign partner.look to Western markets or investors.

(b) All the Eastern countries need modern technol-
By the 1960s, Hungary and Yugoslavia in particular ogy. These economies are interested in importing
began to look toward the West for technology, while intellectualproperty from the West to improve the
at the same time Western enterprises sensed that the marketabilityof theirproductsbecause these prod-
East offered importantpotentialmarkets for its goods. ucts must be sold in the world market to enable the
At the outset, in fact, the main form of the commercial Eastern countries to pay their debts. To buy
relations was the export and import of goods; later licenses and know-how is less favorable than to
other forms of economic co-operation developed; receive modern technologyin the form ofcontribu-
long-term co-operation contracts, licensing, franchis- tions to the assets of joint ventures.
ing, leasing contracts and coproduction agreements, (c) Foreign investors usually offer good business con-
for example. nections and distribution networks on the world
The flow of capital increased as a more sophisticated market which help the export of the products of

commercialrelationshipwas acceptedand encouraged
the joint venture in Western countries.

first in Yugoslavia in 1967, then in Hungary (1970-72) (d) In many cases, the foreign investor, having a well-
known name and good reputation, contributes itsand Romaniain 1971-72. The first Polish legislationon

foreign capital in small enterprises appeared in 1976. trade mark to the joint venture, a further advan-

Bulgaria, in 1980, published its foreign investment tage for the Eastern partner.
legislation. Some of these codes were modified in the
late 1970s and the early 1980s and perhaps the most III. NEWDEVELOPMENTSIN JOINTVENTURE
significant reforms took place in Hungary in 1982 and LEGISLATION
in Yugoslavia in 1984. The most important develop-
ments of the last two years were the Polish legislation As was mentionedabove, in some countries legislation
in 1986 and the publication of the Soviet law on joint on joint ventureswas modified in the 1970s and 1980s.
ventures with foreign participation. Without exception, these modifications brought a

Referring to these codes and other legislation, it is more liberal atmosphere in joint venture laws, ex-

important to emphasize that the absence of legislation tended the possibilities for foreign investors, created

on Joint ventures in other countries (the German increased advantages for foreign investors, and

Democratic Republic and Czechoslovakia) does not simplified the licensing proceduresof joint ventures.

necessarily mean that in these countries there is no Significantly, the general economic situation of the
opportunityfor establishingenterpriseswith joint cap- Eastern European countries did not improve, but
ital. It means only that, if a foreign and a domestic rather deterioratedduring this period. A new element
company think to establish a joint venture in East also appeared during this period: the increasingly
Germany or Czechoslovakia, all questions of the in- strong competition for foreign capital. Compared to
vestment must be decided individually, ncluding any 1967 and 1972, when the first three joint venturecodes
licensingprocedures.This so-calledsystem ofconces- were published, an increasing number of countries
sion is so complicated that, despite the theoretical created their own foreign investment codes through
possibility of foreign investment there is little joint which to pursue joint ventures: in addition to the Euro-
venture activity with mixed capital in these countries. pean socialist countries came China, Cuba, Ethiopia
For example, in Czechoslovakia the first mixed com- and the countries of the developing world. This com-
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petition stimulated several socialist countries to re- 2. The ratio of foreign participation
codify their laws on joint ventures to make their
economicand legal systemsmore attractive for foreign Initially, all legislation (Hungarian, Yugoslavian,
investors. Romanian) limited the foreign participationto 49% of

the joint venture capital. Yugoslavia abolished this
The benefits offered by a recipient country, of course, limitation in 1978.
can vary significantly. In general, the most attractive
factors are a cheap labor force, relatively inexpensive The Bulgarian law now allows foreign najority, as

production,and the potentialconsumerdemandin the well. The Hungarian regulationsclaim that the foreign
national market. participation in general cannot exceed the 49%. This

general restriction means that in particular cases -

I wish now to summarize the most important changes such as in banking- the Ministerof Finance is entitled

and developments, on the basis of types of changes to license the greater share of foreign capital. In Hun-

rather than on the basis of country to country, because gary, for example, in the Central European Interna-

this will give a more effectiveview of the trends in joint tional Bank the Hungarian share is only 34%; but

venture legislation.
other examples can be mentioned from the field of

production, too: such as Adidas in Budapest.
The same regulation s in force in Poland, where the

1. Sphere of activity Minister of Foreign Trade may, acting in agreement
with the Mnister concerned, depart from the general

The first step in the reform of socialist joint venture rule of 51% Polish majorityprovided that state secu-

laws involved the extension of joint venture activity to rity consderationsdo not constitute an obstacle (Ar-
the production sphere. The first codes usually offered ticle 8, Paragraph 2).
opportunity for common investments only in the field The third approach is found in the Romanian and
of commercial activity and services. The Hungarian Soviet solutions, where the 51% domestic majority is

legislation (Decree 28 of 1972 of the Minister of Fi- a general rule without any normative exemption.
nance, amended in 1977, 1978 and 1982) was modified
in 1977, allowing joint ventures for production. The
reason behind this new regulation can be found in 3. Companiesownedandoperatedexclusivelyby

simple economics: production is much more attractive foreigners
for foreign capital because the benefits of exporting
captal can be much more effective, and there are This form is not typical in socialist countries. The

more opportunities for receiving modern technology purpose of joint venture legislation is to combine the

licenses and know-how. The codes published in the capital of the domesticenterpriseswith foreigncapital.
1980s (Bulgarian, Yugoslavian, Soviet, Chinese) all However, again, the lack of normative regulations
provide the same opportunity. For example, Decree does not mean that, in an individualconcessionproce-

535 on Economic Cooperation between Bulgarian dure, one could not get a license for operating a com-

Juridical Persons and Foreign Juridical and Physical pany with exclusive foreign ownership. I might men-

Persons (published in March 1980) declares in Article tion, again, with Hungary as an example, there do

2 that Economic co-operation between Bulgarian exist exclusivelyforeign-ownedcompaniesestablished

juridical persons and foreign juridical and physical before World War II which were not nationalized in

persons is carried out in production, scientific techni- 1947-48 and which are still operated by their foreign
cal, engineering, development, marketing and other owners, SKF and IBM. We also find in Poland a

kinds of activity in the area of industry, agriculture, theoretical possibility of ownership in special
construction, commerce, transport, services and economiczones. But the legal criteria is fairly narrow:

tourism. The relevant Polish regulation gives a less this form is open for small-scalebusinessesonly, carry-

detailed and rather general rule: The companiesmay ing out their activity in hotel, restaurant and other

be established with the aim of conducting economic consumption-related fields. Participants in this form

activities consisting of the manufacture of goods and can be Polish citizens with foreign domicile or other

of rendering services and their sale at home and nationals with other Polish relationships. Neverthe-

abroad (Chapter 1, Article 2, Paragraph 2, of the less, the number of this kind of small investment was

Joint Venture Law of 1986). Nor are there restrictions more than 600 in 1985.

in the new Soviet Code of 1987 concerning the ac-

tivities of joint ventures. 4. The liberalizationand simplificationof

licensingprocedures
After ten years of practice in Hungary, the picture
shows that foreign investors from very different The licensing procedures of the first codes can be
branches of industry and services have decided to join characterized as long and complicated, having a con-
their money with Hungarian companies. The Central cessive rather than a normative character.
European International Bank, City Bank and the
Bank of Budapest, havng been established in the last It is the Yugoslavian reform whch provides the most

few years in Budapest, are good examples of joint efficient and most normative procedure. Article 45 of

ventures directly involved in finance. the Law on Investment of Resources of Foreign Per-
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sons in Domestic Organizations of Associated Labor guarantees given by State national banks against
prescribes that the federal administrative agency nationalizationor other damages deriving from inter-
overseeing activities in the areas of energy and indus- vening State administrativeaction. All legislation has
try must rule on the application requesting the ap- some rule on guarantees, offering different forms to
proval of the investment contract within 60 days from this end. Roughly, there are three typical forms of
receiptof the application.Before renderingits ruling, guarantees- besides the different insurancecontracts
the federal agency obtains an opinion from the appro- available also in Western countries. The first, which
priate federal administrative agencies and other rele- we find in the codes of the 1970s, is that the national
vant authorities and organizations. Authorities and bank extends a bank-guaranteeon the request of the
organizations must submit a reasoned opinion within foreign party to make good alllossesderiving from the
30 days; if they fail to do so in the prescribed time State administrative actions (Article 11, Paragraph 2,
limit, their opinion will be deemed as favorable. of the Hungarian Law on Joint Ventures). The same

solution is available in Bulgaria. The BulgarianAn appeal can be submitted against the ruling of the Foreign Trade Bank may guarantee the claim for com-federal administrative agency, which rule shows the
pensation of the foreign partner for pecuniary dam-strong normative character of the Yugoslavian law.

actsThe registrationof the joint ventures is made ex officio ages resulting from of Bulgarian State authorities
within 15 days from the date of the ruling on the (Article 17 of the Bulgarian code). The Polish code

makes a similar provision in its Article 24, Paragraphrequest for the approval of the investmentcontract. 6.
The Hungarian modification has not brought such The second type of guarantee is a basic law specifyingdramaticand significantchanges in the licensingproce- that foreign property enjoys a special protectiondure, but it has a great importance in that, instead of against State actions. The Yugoslav Constitution saysthe three licenses previously required, a much easier in its Article 27: the rights of foreign persons to re-and shorter procedure is followed. No license is re-

sources invested in an organizationof associated laborquired either for the preparatory or the real negotia- in the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia maytions. When the parties have agreed upon the estab-
not be restrictedby statute or anotherenactmentafterlishing of the joint venture, the Hungarianparty must the contract from which this right-systemhas becomereport it to the Ministry of Finance. This report must valid.contain all relevant questions of the negotiations and

the planned joint venture. The negotiationscan go on The Soviet Law on Joint Ventures (1987) asserts
without interruption, the Ministry making its remarks explicitly that the assets of joint ventures cannot be
if there are any within 30 days. All documentsand seized or confiscated by administrativemeasures.

- -

contractsby the partiesmustbe submittedfor approval
to the Ministerof Finance, who will make his decision The third means in the field of guarantees are the
after having got the opinion of the Intergovernmental bilateral investment protection treaties on the gov-Commission. After the approval, the joint venture ernmental level. Many treatiesof this kind were made
must be registered in the court of register (Articles 3, in the 1980s by Romania with France, Italy, Austria
4,5 of the Executive Order of 1979 of the Ministerof and West Germany, for example. Hungary, too, has
Finance). made significant efforts in this field in the last years,
In Poland, the requiredpermit is grantedat the request

with agreements with the Netherlands, Belgium,
of the Polish partners by the Ministers of Foreign Luxembourg, West Germany, the United Kingdom
Trade acting in agreementwith the MinisterofFinance and Italy. These treaties assure fair and equitable
and other authorities competent by virtue of separate

treatmentof the foreignpartner. They promise that no

legal provisions. The decision concerning the granting Contracting State will take any measures depriving
of a permit is issued within 3 months (Articles 5 and 9 directly or indirectly investorsof the other contracting
of the above-mentionedPolish law). party of their investments unless the measures are

taken in the public interest. The treaties usually stipu-In comparison to these simple, quick and normative late for arbitral tribunals if disputes cannot be settled
licensing systems, the new Soviet law creates a rather peacefully.
complicated procedure: the joint venture contract
must be submitted to the relevant ministry of the re-

public in question; this ministry submits the contract 6. Tax allowances
to the council of ministersof the republic, which, hav-
ing received the opinion of the Soviet State's Planning It is a general phenomenon- with only a few excep-
Committee and Ministry of Finance and other minis- tions - that, since the 1980s, joint ventures in socialst

and developing countries enjoy a more favorable taxtries and authoritiesinterestedin the question, submits
the case to the Council of Ministers of the Soviet system than exclusivelydomestic companies. This is a

Union, which is the relevant forum to approve the new trend compared to the 1970s. The advantagescan

joint venture agreement.
be briefly characterizedas follows:

(a) Joint ventures pay income tax, the rate of which is
fixed in percentage of net income. This rate ranges5. Guarantees
between 20 and 50%, which is in most cases lower than

By guarantees in joint venture law, I mean the legal the income taxes imposed on domestic enterprises.
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Reinvested income usually enjoys substantial tax pre- the application of statutory rules relating to foreign
ferences or tax exemptions. trade.
Some examples:
(i) the general income tax in Bulgaria is 30%: for

The followingHungarianrules are worthmentioning.
reinvested capital it is 20% (Article 36); Since joint ventures in such zones are exempt from the

(ii) In Hungary, the general rate of tax is 40%, but the Hungarian foreign-exchangelaw, they can keep their
reinvested capital - as in Poland - is exempt from accounts in convertible currency wherever they want,
taxation (Article 30 of the Polish Code; Article 10 they carry out their transactions in foreign currency,
of HungarianDecreeNo. 47 of 1984 of the Council may draw loans both from inland and from abroad,
of Ministers on Companies' Taxation). and may freely dispose of their assets deposited in

(b) Allowancesare, in many cases, accompaniedwith Hungary in freely convertiblecurrencies.

some years of tax relief. For example, in the Soviet law They can purchase the forint amount needed for their
and in the Polish code, companies in the first two years operation from the Hungarian banking institution
are exempted from paying tax. In Bulgaria, the Minis- against convertiblecurrency.
ter of Finance and the Minister of Foreign Trade may Joint ventures in customs-free territories entitled
exempt from tax or may reduce the rate for a period

are

of one year, but no longer than three years, from the by law to carry out foreign trade activity.

beginning of business activity. In Hungary, the tax Their export and import businesses are exempt from

reliefperiod is administered to channel foreign capital customs duties with the exception that, if they sell

to those branchesof industry to which the Government products in Hungary, the buyer has to pay customs as

attaches highest priority. From the general 40% tax if the products were produced abroad.

rate, there are certain exemptions.Joint ventures car-

rying out production or operating hotel businesses,
These joint ventures are not subject to Hungarian

provided that the investedjoint capital exceeds in each regulation of enterprise income, enterprise wages,

case 25 million forints and that the foreign participa- price, or investments.

tion exceeds 30%, pay 20% tax in the first 5 years and Despite all the advantages the regulations contain,
30% from the 6th year. From these joint ventures, only three customs-free associations have been estab-
those which carry on activity of importance for the lished in Hungary thus far. A small numbercompared
Hungarian economy are tax-exempted in the first 5 to the more than 70 joint ventures and another 100 in

years and pay 20% income tax from the 6th year (Ar- the licensing process.
ticle 10 of the order on taxation). These preferred
fields of activity include electronics,productionof ve- CONCLUSION
hicle component parts, agricultural and food-proces-
sing machinery and equipment, developmentof pack- This brief survey should suggest that there has been

aging techniques, production of pharmaceuticals, movement in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union to

material-and energy-saving techniques, technological make the climate for Western joint venturers and in-

developmentand tourism. vestors more attractive and more enticing.
It is a given fact that there is a market for Western

7. Duty-free territories goods among Eastern consumers, that there are ad-

vantages in coproduction, advantages of cost, advan-

The regulation and practice of special economic and tages of distribution, advantages in the ability of the

customs-free zones are highly developed in the Eastern partner to reach third markets not directly

People's Republic of China, but Eastern Europe is available to the Western investor.

behind the times in this field. Only Hungary has Given these incentives, one may hopefully - perhaps
created a set of rules on customs-free territories in optimistically - conclude that an increasing rate of

1982 (Joint-Decree 62 of 1982 of the Ministers of Fi- joint investments will themselvescontribute to an im-

nance and Foreign Trade). The benefits of the legal proved and more stable political environmentand that

status of joint ventures in customs-freeterritories are good businessmen, East and West, male and female,
unquestionable.Such enterprisesqualify as foreigners will continue to find ways to solve the problems of

as to customs regulations, foreign-exchangerules and hard and soft currencies.
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Direct Taxes in East and West
By Dr. Herwig E. Haase

I. INTRODUCTION

This First East-West Tax Conference is being held at a tme of striking
changes. To begin with, in both East and West increasing emphasis is
being placed on the need to develop new economic concepts that bring
economic theory more into line with reality and also promote better
understanding between managers and economsts. One kind of research

*

that deserves mention is the coordinated search for a new link between
.:9.

logical deductions on the one hand and potentially misleading empirical
assumptions and propositions on the other hand. Thus, according to
ProfessorDaniel Bell of Harvard University,an economictheoryintended
to promote understanding must meet the following requirement in
particular:
And, finally, economic theory must return to time (in the logical sense)
and history (as empirical reality) in order to examine the complex new
social contracts that have resulted from the expanded scope of economic
and social activity and the new areas they cover. '9IJ' p

Bell's statement is amazingly similar to a comment made by L. Albakin,
the top-rankingprofessorof political economy at the Central Committee's
Academyfor Social Sciencesof the CommunistParty of the Soviet Union,
who declares: Dr. Herwig E. Haase graduated from
Economicthinkingcan only be consideredmodern if it is strictlyscientific the Free University of Berlin in 1969
and takes realities, the altered economic conditions, into account.,' with a degree in Economics (Diplom--

Volkswirt). In 1976 he received the de-
In the second place, attempts are being made to revitalize East-West gree of Dr. rer. pol. from the Free Uni-
economic relations by increasing the number of joint ventures, which versity of Berlin where he has con-

means that inter-systemaryfinancial relations are growing in significance. tinued his studies and is now Senior
Economics Researcher. He is aEven though counter-purchasingand barter transactions- n otherwords, member of the Gesellschaft fr

direct goods for goods exchanges - are becoming more common,3 the Wirtschafts- und Sozialwissenschaf-
changes being made in Eastern European economies4 nevertheless seem ten (Verein fr Sozialpolitik), the
to be directed towards overcoming stagnation. A policy of opening up Deutsche Gesellschaftfr Osteuropa-
markets is being recommended ever more frequently as a reaction to kunde e.V., and the Gesellschaft fr

increasingGovernmentintervention,so that the era ofexperimentation'.5 Deutschlandforschunge.V.

called for by Eucken seems to be only in its initial stages.
Finally, many systems of taxation are undergoingradical changes that aim
at distributing taxes more equitably by reducing the tax burden as well as

by extending taxation of income. Not only the American tax revolution,
but also the introduction of a general income and value-added tax in
Hungary represent striking milestones in the international development
of taxes.

Contents
Even though the market for tax reforms apparently has its limits and
Buchanan6 n particular has pointed out that the scope for change is I INTRODUCTION
restricted due to the quasi-constitutional nature of the tax system, II. THEORETICALASPECTSOFTAXATION
changes in taxation, including some that are revolutionary, have been 1. Points of tax impact
announced or introduced in almost all countries. Last but not least, it 2. Functions

should be noted that, in connection with discussion about the Laffer 3. Directtaxes
Ill. EMPIRICALANALYSISOFTHETAXATIONCurve, reductions in tax rates - such as the reduction for shipping com-

SYSTEMSpanies in Ireland from 50% to 10% - have apparently become the rule, 1. Tax-GDPratioswhile increases - such as the increase of direct taxes in Nicaragua7- are 2. Income taxes
now an exception. 3. Social securityand propertytaxes

4. Inter-systemarydoubletaxatlon
However, tax law is still too complicatedin the Western industrial nations.

IV. DEVELOPMENTALTENDENCIESConsidering the 5,000 tax laws and over 90,000 individual regulations that
apply in the Federal Republic of Germany, it is not surprising that even

BIBLIOGRAPHY

at the German Tax Consultants' Conference it was stated that no tax APPENDIX

consultantcan be acquaintedwith the whole of German tax law, let alone * These numbersare references to the bibliogra-
master it. (Tipke)8 1 phy.
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Thus it is clear that this papercan only discuss selected impact, as can be illustrated by using a greatly
aspects of taxation in East and West. It will begin by simplified sketch depicting the circular flow of income

presenting some theoretical generalizations about and expenditure (cf. Figure 1)t4. Private households

points of tax impact, the effects of taxation, and tax use their income to finance consumption and - to a

structures. The empirical analysis that follows will be considerablysmaller extent - for savings formation at

based above all on data derived for the most part from credit institutions. Consumption expenditures flow

OECD publications and publications of the Interna- into the market for consumergoods and thus become
tional Bureau of Fiscal Documentation. This paper receipts for the enterprises that produce consumer

will concludewith some commentsabout tax questons goods. These firms then use the receipts to finance the

in connection with East-West economic transactions. depreciation of their fixed assets and to finance pro-
Such issues have not received much attention in re- duction costs, as well as to pay for production factors.
search on public finance, even though a great deal has Wages and profits or bonuses flow to the private
been published in this field as a whole.9 One reason households as income, which completes the circular
little has been written about such tax issues may be flow.
that there has been almost no exchange of experience The points of impact for the most important taxes can
between economists and managers in the past. Be- be designated as follows: The general income tax that
cause there are so many special regulations, tax treat- dominates in most Western countries which is sub--

ment in individual cases usually continues to be a well- stantially different from the wage tax of socialistcoun-

guarded business secret. Furthermore, in the past tax tries (la) is levied at Point 1. Firms pay their profit-

questions have tended to be of secondary importance taxes at Point 2, at Point 3 payroll and social security
for East-West economic relations. Thus far it really s

taxes are paid, and Point 5 is the point of impact for a
true that taxation requirementshave never kept a con-

tract from being concluded. In this respect legal
tax on the net productionvalue (e.g. Romania). If net

worth taxes are included - also those on capital and
analyses have been more common than economicones labour these taxes on income and earningsconstitute-

when research is done concerning tax issues in East- the direct taxes to be discussed here, while the turn-
West economic relations.

over and excise taxes levied at Point 4 represent the
indirect taxes. 15

II. THEORETICALASPECTS OF TAXATION

1. Points of tax impact

The concept of the revenue-expenditure process
Figure 1

(Musgrave c) is stronglynfluencedby the understand-
Points of tax impact in circular flow

ing of the economic system on which this process is
based. Modern economies can be viewed as mixed Households
economies in which at least three economic actors

participate: the State and its organs, private house- 01
holds, and enterprises (in contrast to Governmentad- Y C S

ministrative units, the enterprises operate according 14\
Business r,

to the principle of economic accountability). If we Saving

ignore borrowing as a source of funds, in a money
economy private households finance their expendi-
tures by means of income, the enterprises by sales Factor Mkts. Banking

revenues, and the Government by means of tax re-
system

ceipts and a negligible amount of income from fees
and contributions. 3) O2 L

payo Profit
In this respect both market-orientedsystems and cen- Market for

trally planned economies have a common feature, consumer/capital
namely that they impose compulsory levies without /5 goods

providing any direct services to private individuals or Depreciation

enterprisesin return. From an economicpoint of view,
such levies constitute taxes, no matter what they are 4
called in the respective system. Thus Article II of the Firms 4

CMEA Multilateral treaty of 19 May 1978 for the
avoidance of double taxation with respect to income
and capital of legal entities refers to taxes, duties
and other obligatory payments of a fiscal nature 2. Functions

(hereinafter referred to as taxes).'1
There is a large body of Western literature concerningThus the varying designationsstill in existence'2 really the basic conceptsof the theory of public finance, such

must be viewed as a formality with little economic
substance (Musgravet3).

as the equivalence or efficiency principle, criteria for
and objectivesof taxation.J6 One significantdifference

The situation is similar with regard to the points of tax between Western and socialist theories of public fi-
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nance lies in the intensity of public discussion about
tax issues. As far as the assessmentof actual taxation Figure 2

practices is concerned, even though there is rarely The income effect of a general tax

public discussion of them in socialist countries, it
seems possible to infer much of what transpiredon the

Asocialist side. The complexityof taxation in the West
as opposed to the simplicity of taxation in Eastern
Europe representsyet anothercontrast. Finally, there B 1

is a third difference: efforts to achieve more equitable \ 1

taxation, for example by avoiding excess tax burdens T
and establishingan optimal tax structure,17 cannot be
identified in Eastern Europe.
Besides providing funds, taxes in East and West per-
form similar functions as far as allocation (including
stimulation and control), distribution and stabiliza- E4
tion re concerned. In this connection the objectives
are: making social goods available (but not producing E3them), influencing income distribution (which is said
to be more equitable in Eastern societies, though this -

point is sometimes disputed)8,and promoting full
employment, growth, and price stability,j9 However,

E
& U4

it should be noted that such functionsare subsidiary in E U 3
centrally planned economies and intended to support U2
a system of managementand planningbased primarily D

on balancing, quotas and norms.2o

0 .
'

The effects of taxation can be illustrated by using a Units of good X A' A

highly simplified textbook example (cf. Figure 2). As-
suming that a private householdwants to buy only two -

commodities and that its preferences are known, a

general tax on income or on consumption reduces the Figure 3

consumption of both products. The point of equili- Excess burden and tax structure

ium dropts from E4 to E3, where the lower utility
function (U3) touches the Budget line after tax collec- A
tion (A'B'). Otherwise only an income effect oc-

curs. B

If, on the other hand, the same tax yield is to be
achievedby imposinga selectiveexcise tax on only one

commodity, an avoidable excess burden is created to
the followingextent: now the new point ofequilibrium B'E created by the meeting of the income and the sub-
stltution effect is located on a lower utility curve (U2)
(cf. Figure 3). It should be pointed out that this theory E4includes very few findings which are adequately sup- E2
ported by evidence and therefore universally valid. F
Tax collection certainly does represent a burden, but E3
on the other hand an additionalburdendoesnot neces-

sarily have to result because, for example, the con-

sumer takes gross price ratios and the producer takes E1net price ratios into accountwhen makingdecisions.21 G U U 43
This theoreticalmodel of taxation effects is interesting U2
despite the lack of concrete evidence thus far. For one U 1
thing, as Jonas22 has pointed out, such a model makes O A'it possible to show the combined effects of taxation in D A A

systems where fixed prices are set by centralizedauth- .

orities. Assuming that State planners intend to make
only a certain amountof taxed (industrial)goods (OD) that disposable income (OB) is reduced to the new

available, the point of equilibrium at E2 indicates the level of real income (OF) by the total amount of taxes

presence of a considerable inflationary gap. This gap levied (BF). This could be achieved by levying an

can be closed either by raising prices drastically or by income tax (BB'), along with a special consumption
introducing income taxes in addition to consumption tax producing the tax revenues shown at B'F. The tax

(excise) taxes. Taking the latter approach could mean rates necessary to achieve these results can also be
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calculatedusing a given amountof goods, given prices, 4210 Individual

and the utility index desired. 4220 Corporate
4300 Estate, inheritanceand gifttaxes Separate flow:

Finally, it is possible to generalize on the basis of this

example, as well as on the basis of how point supply is
capital transfers
not a tax

known to function at the microeconomic level, that 4310 Estate and inheritancetaxes

basing total tax revenues on a single tax is not advisa- 4320 Gift taxes

ble. Even though current consumption tax rates have 4400 Taxeson financialand capital transactions Other ndirect

not noticeably reduced surplus demand in Eastern taxes

European economies, drastically increasing these tax 4500 Othernon-recurrenttaxes in property Separate flow:

rates would endanger collection of the desired tax capital transfers

revenues. This is one of the more important reasons
4510 On net wealth

why all mixed economic systems are characterizedby
4520 Other non-recurrent

4600 Other recurrenttaxes on property
a mixed tax system, including a wide range of direct
and indirect taxes. 5000 Taxes on goods and servces Indrecttaxes

5200 Taxes on use of goods, or on permission to Various

However, in the final analysis taxes are always a bur- use goodsor performactivities

den - in both socialist and capitalist systems. 5210 Recurrenttaxes

5211 Paid by households in respect Other directtaxes
of motorvehicles

3. Direct taxes 5212 Paid by others in respectof Otherdirecttaxes
motorvehicles

In fiscal theory the definition of differences between 5213 Other recurrenttaxes Otherdirecttaxes

direct and indirect taxes is quite controversil, is not (if paid by

customary in many centrally planned economies, and households)

is treated inconsistently in both national and interna- Otherindirect

tional statistics. This is surprising, because data about taxes (if paid by

indirect taxes are of some significance for national others)

accounting when national income is calculatedon the 5220 Non-recurrenttaxes Separateflow

basis of gross national product (GNP). There are dis-
5300 Unallocableas between5210 and 5220

crepances between the OECD classification em- 6000 Other taxes Various

ployed here and the UN classification, particularly
with regard to data about social security and payroll Direct taxes on ncome n SNA are those levied by public authorities at regular

taxes (cf. Figure 4).
ntervals, except social security contrbutions, on ncome from employment, prop-

erty, entrepreneurship,capital gains or any other source of income. Direct taxes not

elsewherecoveredare levies by public authoritiesat regularntervalsonthefinancial

Figure 4
assets and the net, and total, worth of enterprises, private non-profitnstitutionsand
households and on the possession,or use, of goods by individualsand households

Comparisonof the OECD classfication of taxes with the Excluded are non-recurrentlevies in respectof these tems. Indirect taxes are those

system of national accounts (SNA) assessed on producers in respectof the production,sale, purchaseor use o goods

OECD classification and services, which they charge to the expenses of production. Other criteria for

dividing taxes nto direct and indirecthave been proposedbut, apart from the clear

cases of income taxes and consumpton taxes, there s no general agreement on

SNA* the appropriateclassificationof particular taxes. In view of this multiplicityof criteria
and the difficulties n their application, the distinction between direct and indirect

1000 Taxeson income, profitsand capital gains Directtaxes taxes has not been used here.

1100 Taxeson income, profts and capitai gains - n income

of individuals
Source: OECD Revenue Statistics of OECD Member Countries 1965-1985, Paris

1986, at 49 ff.
1110 Onincomeandprofits - not elsewhere

classjfied

1200 Corporatetaxes on income, profits and

capitalgains For our purposes, direct taxes are defined as alllevies
1210 Onincomeandprofits paid by enterprises and individuals on their income,
1220 Oncapitalgains profits and property. In other words, only taxes

1300 Unallocableas between 1100and 1200
on

application of income are excluded. This conference
2000 Socal securitycontributions Separate flow paper will deal only with those taxes that are (or can

2100 Employees be) regulated by international double taxation treat-
2200 Emplloyers ies. However, this is not equivalent to stating that
2300 Self-employedor non-employed income taxes are better than consumption taxes. The
2400 Unalocabeasbetween2100, 2200and 2300 income tax has nevertheless been established as the

3000 Taxes on payroll and workforce Other indirect most important direct tax levied in most countries, a
taxes fact that has been explained as follows by one of its

4000 Taxes on property
most prominent proponents, Richard Goode:

4100 Recurrenttaxeson mmovableproperty Other indirect Income is better than consumption as a measure of
taxes ability to pay, and the reductonof income inequality is

4110 Households meaningful political objective of taxation thana more
4120 Other the lessening of consumption inequality.23

4200 Recurrenttaxes on net wealth Other direct
taxes As for the rest, it should be pointed out that general
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taxation can still produce differing tax burdens. For for the industrial nations of Eastern Europe. Since
example, this probably applies to agricultural income national statistics are based on differing concepts- as
and profits in all industrial nations, and also to tax is evident in the internationalstatistics (U.N., IBFD)concessionsmade on the basis of regions or branches. - many simplificationsand estimates are necessary to
For example, in Japan salaried workers have to pay make such data comparable.Because of this situation,
taxes on at least 90% of their earnings, small business it would be advisable to set up a multinationalresearch
men about 60%, and farmers only about 40% of their project in order to put comparativepublic finance on
income. In Germany the net transfer of direct taxes a solid statistical basis.
(includingsocial security contributionsand payments) Since none of the East European countries except forat the average gross income level of 4-5000 DM per Hungary publishes data about domestic productmonth covers only 11% of the income of business

(GPD), it is begin
gross

by estimating theirmen, but 15% of civil servants, and 35% of workers necessary to

and employees.24In this connection the distributionof respectiveGDPs on the basis of World Bank data (see
taxes in Eastern Europeancountries accordingto type

Table 1). Such an expanded data base is required
because there are individuals and enterprises not in-of entity does not seem so unique that it deserves

special mention. The tax incidence favours farmers in cluded in net material product (NMP) statistics who
also pay taxes. This applies to banks in Easternboth systems, while there are tax incentives to be self-
Europe, for example. Tax rates for bank profitsemployedin the West and to be dependentin the East. are

highest in Bulgaria, while taxes on bank profits in the
G.D.R. have displayed the greatest elasticity of tax

III. EMPIRICALANALYSISOF THE TAXATION revenue during the past years. If such an expanded
SYSTEMS data base (which, furthermore,has to be calculatedin

market prices) is not utilized, we arrive at a tax-GDP
1. Tax-GDPratios ratio amounting to more than 100% of NMP, as can

be seen for the G.D.R. In economic terms, this means
The OECD25 publishes comparative studies of de- that not only has all income been distributed via the
velopmentsand changes in the taxation systemsof the public budget - which has naturally not occurred in
Western industrial countries on a regular basis. With reality - but also that more was distributed than was
only a few exceptions,26comparablestudies are lacking originally produced.

TABLE 1

NET MATERIAL PRODUCT, GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT, AND REVENUES IN EASTERN EUROPE
(BILLIONS OF NATIONAL CURRENCYOR PERCENTAGE)

Indicator Bulgaria C.S.S.R. G.D.R. Poland Romania Hungary U.S.S.R.
lev crown mark zloty ley forint ruble

Net materialproduct (NMP)
1980 20.5 486.3 187.1 2,236.1 508.7 582.9 462.2
1985 25.0 560.0 233.6 9,156.7 760.8 842.3 577.7

1980 = 1 00 115 409 148 945 125
(120) (109) (124) (96) (124) (107) (119)

Grossdomesticproduct(GDP)
19802 28.1 569.6 219 2,495.2 619.9 721.0 589.5
19853 31 683 341 11,170 916 1,034 705

1980 = 100 109 120 156 447 148 143 120
1980: NE.'80(=100) 137 117 117 112 122 124 128

Revenues(rev.)
1980 13.3 306.3 160.7 1,220.2 298.0 447.5 302.7
1985 18.0 359.7 235.5 4,043.5 300.1 593.5 390.6

1980 = 100 135 117 147 331 101 133 129

Revenuesas percentageof
NMP(=100)1980 65 63 86 55 59 77 65

1985 72 64 101 44 40 70 68
GDP(=100)1980 47 54 73 49 48 62 51

1985 59 53 69 36 33 57 55

Notes: 1. ( ) comparable prices.
2. World Bank.
3. Estimated using the average GDP:NMP coefficient of 1.22 (1980) for the 1985 NMP data.

GDRfigures include a price-increase rate of 20%. Hungary official figures.
Sources: Statistical yearbooks of the individual countries.

1986 Statisticalyearbookof the Membercountriesof the Council for Mutual EconomicAssistance,at 39,54 f. (in Russian)
World Bank Staff Working Papers (Nos. 771-777), Washington 1985.
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TABLE 2

1985 TAX REVENUES IN EASTERN EUROPE

(BILLIONS OF NATIONAL CURRENCY OR PERCENTAGE ( ))

Revenues1 Bulgaria C.S.S.R. G.D.R. Poland Romania Hungary U.S.S.R.

National Budget 18.0 359.7 235.5 4,043.4 300.1 593.5 390.6
(100) (100) (100) (100) (100)

Turnovertax n.a. 82.1 46.0 1,307.5 93.7 92.2 97.7

(22.8) (19.5) (32.3) (31.2) (15.5) (25.0)

Income tax 47.4 17.2 70.4 4.3 22.0 33.9
(13.2) (7.3) (1 7) (1.4) (3.7) (8.7)

Social security 5.1 17.3 381.2 40.0 135.3 25.4

(1.4) (7.4) (9.4) (13.3) (22.8) (6.5)

Corporatetaxes 54.9 1,058.7
(23.3) (26.2)

Taxeson property 180.5 28.8 234.9 113.3 286.7 119.5

(50.2) (12.1) (5.8) (37.8) (48.3) (30.6)

Payroll tax 26.6 525.8 45.0

(11 3) (13.0) (15.0)

Other revenues 44.6 44.7 464.9 3.8 57.3 114.1

(12.4) (19.0) (11.6) (1.3) (9.7) (29.2)

Taxyield
(90% of the national Budget)2 16 323 2063 3,639 300 534 351

Direct taxes 12 241 160 2,331 207 442 253

(in % of tax revenue) (75) (75) (78) (64) (69) (83) (72)

Tax rateofGDP 52 47 60 33 33 52 50

Direct taxes
in % of GDP 39 35 47 21 3 43 36

Remarks: 1. Estimated using the U.N. scheme as far as the national tax statistics do not allow more detailed breakdown.

For example, the income taxes of the GDR contain the tax revenue of private and co-operativecraftsmen and trading,
additionally to wage taxes.

2. Without Romania.
3. Estimated in considerationof ascertained double counting to an amount of 6.6 billion marks.

Sources: Statistical yearbooksof the countriesconcerned. United Nations(ed.:Statistical Yearbook1983/84, New York 1986, at 259.

See Table 1 (GDP)

TABLE 3

TAX REVENUE PER CAPITA IN US$

Bulgaria C.S.S.R. G.D.R. Poland Romania Hungary U.S.S.R.

Gross domesticproduct

Alton 1980 4,489 7,645 8,089 4,638 5,244 4,931 --

Worlld Bank (2,651) 4,500 6,800 2,199 4,432 4,373 5,316

Alton 1985 6,590 8,993 10,723 7,718 6,638 5,580 --

World Bank'80x

Alton growth rates (2,740) 4,780 7,470 2,175 4,740 4,625 5,580

Tax revenue per capita 1985 1,425 2,250 4,480 720 1,565 2,405 2,790

Directtax revenue per capita 1985 1,070 1,675 3,510 460 1,090 1,990 2,010

Sources: Alton, Thad P. et al. Economic Growth n Eastern Europe, Occasional Papers (OP 65 and OP 90). New York 1981 (at 24)
and 1986 (at 23). See Table 2 (direct taxes in % of GDP)
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TABLE 4

TAX LEVEL AND TAX STRUCTURE 1985

Country GDP per Taxes Tax structure (%)
capita
USS % USS Income Profit Social Payroll Property Goods

Sweden (S) 11,410 50.46 5,760 38 4 26 5 2 25
Denmark (DK) 10,575 48.02 5,079 50 5 4 0.5 4 35
Belgium (B) 7,880 46.73 3,682 35 6 32 -- 2 25
Norway (N) 13,215 46.41 6,133 24 17 21 -- 2 36
Netherlands(NL) 8,530 45.54 3,886 21 6 44 -- 3 25
France (F) 8,920 45.49 4,057 13 4 44 2 4 29
Austria (A) 8,550 41.95 3,581 23 3 32 6 3 33
Luxembourg(L) 10,755 41.43 4,456 28 16 26 0.6 6 24
Italy(I) 6,145 41.17 2,530 26 10 34 -- 3 26
Ireland (IRL) 4,985 39.48 1,968 31 3 15 3 4 45
Great Britain (GB) 7,495 38.51 2,886 27 11 18 1 12 30
Germany(D) 10,030 37.73 3,783 28 5 36 -- 3 27
Finland (SF) 10,500 36.00 3,783 46 4 9 0.3 3 38
Greece(GR) 3,380 35.23 1,190 14 3 35 2 3 43
Canada (CDN) 13,635 33.72 4,598 34 9 13 -- 10 33
Switzerland(CH) 14,000 32.18 4,505 36 6 32 -- 8 19
Portugal (P) 1,905 31.97 609 24 24 26 2 2 44
Australia (AUS) 11,840 31.21 3,697 45 9 -- 6 8 32
NewZealand (NZ) 7,150 31.04 2,222 56 9 -- -- 7 27
U.S.A. (USA) 15,025 28.99 4,356 35 7 29 -- 10 18
Spain(E) 4,190 28.39 1,190 23 5 41 -- 4 26
Japan (J) 10,610 27.38 2,906 24 21 30 -- 9 15
Turkey (TR) 1,020 14,43 147 44 11 6 -- 6 34

OECD2 9,020 37.11 3,348 32 8 24 1 5 30

G.D.R. (DDR) 7,470 60 4,480 8 27 8 13 14 22
Bulgaria(BG) 2,740 52 1,425 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Hungary(H) 4,625 52 2,405 4 (54) 25 (n.a.)3 (n.a.) 17
U.S.S.R. (SU) 5,580 50 2,790 10 (34) 7 -- (n.a.) 28
C.S.S.R. (CS) 4,780 47 2,250 15 (56) 2 (n.a.) (n.a.) 25
Poland (PL) 2,175 33 720 2 29 10 14 6 36
Romania(R) 4,740 30 1,425 1 (38) 13 15 (n.a.) 31

CMEA 4,590 48 2,214 7 40 11 7 3 27

Remarks: 1. Estimated using the tax rate as basis.
2. OECD: 1984.
3 (n.a.): not available, but contained in other (figures)

Sources: OECD (ed.): Revenue Statistics of OECD Countries 1965-1985, Paris 1986.
See Table 2 (tax yield and tax structure of CMEA) and 3 (GDP and taxes per capita).

In addition to this, estimating actual tax revenues is lated on the basis of their structural shares, if GDP is

very difficult (cf. Table 2). In general, it can be as- calculated as being too small or too great on the basis
sumed that double counting occurs frequently in of dollar exchange rates this affects calculationsof tax
socialist Budgets.27 For lack of more accurate data, it revenues at the same time (cf. Table 3). However, the
was assumedhere that approximately90% of Govern- (unsolved) exchange rate problem is one of the
ment revenues come from taxes. Table 2 shows that bottlenecks involved in doing business with the East
direct taxes dominate in the socialist countries as well, and transferring income and profit to the West.
and that by no means does the tax ratio differ for
systemic reasons. However, at least it can be said that Excluding turnover taxes, corporate and social securi-
the tax-GDP ratio for the economy as a whole appa- ty taxes represent the two main types of taxes (cf.
-rently is just as poor an indicatorof Governmentinflu- Table 4). These are supplemented by the income tax
ence on the economyas is the relationshipbetween the which dominates in most Western countries, and in
individual tax types for characterizing a specific centrally planned economies by taxes on capital and
economic system. payroll, which were first introduced in the 1960s and

1970s.
Finally, it should be pointed out that converting na-

tional currencies into U.S. dollars is quite problema- Ifwe compare tax rates and their relation to the respec-
tic.28 Since the respective tax-GDP ratios were calcu- tive level of national wealth in Figure 5, it is possible
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Figure 5
Tax rates and GDP per capita 1985
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to develop three general theses: First, the relatively wage taxation or maintaining it without taking wage

more prosperous countries have the relatively lowest reforms into account all the way to introduction of a

tax rates at the same time. Second, tax rates in the East universal income tax that includes income from the

European countries are clearly higher, which is not second economy. The East European countries have

surprising in view of their stronger influence on the the lowest wage tax rates and the highest income tax

financingof investmentsand social goods. Third, how- rates. It is interesting to note that in Bulgaria, for

ever, it becomes evident that tax rates are not only example, more than 50% of average earned income is

higher on the average,but that per capita tax rates are tax-exempt, while tax relief is provided in Czechoslo-

considerably higher in Eastern Europe at the same vakia primarilyby meansoffamily taxationprovisions.
level of GDP. In this respect as well, Eastern Europe- Finally, it appears that - also in Western countries -

an taxation deviates from the general trend.29 lower wage tax rates do not necessarily indicate a

lower tax burden, though they probably do indicate
the existence of lower income level (cf. Table 5).

2. Income taxes
Even though many firms in Western countries are

In centrally planned economies the tax burden on the subject to the general income tax (9 out of 10 in the

income of private individualsvaries dependingon the Federal Republic of Germany), the corporation tax is

source of income. This aspectof taxationvaries greatly considered to be the actual corporation income tax

in the CMEA countries, ranging from elimnation of (cf. Table 6). As income taxes levied on enterprises,
1987 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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TABLE 5 taxes on the profits and capital gains of enterprisesare

closely linked to the modern income tax universally
PERSONAL INCOME TAXES 1986 levied in Western countries. The changes being made

in these taxes during the 1980s aim at reducing tax
Country Tax rates Average Basic Highest rate rates and simplifying definitions of the tax base, in

1985: relief at good part because considerable differences exist be-Lowest Highest ncomeof tween normative and actual tax burdens. Profit taxes
% % % USS UsS have remained relatively stable in East European

Australia 30 60 21 9 countries, although it should be noted that changes
Austria 21 62 10.2 1,550 95,785 have been discussed in the Soviet Union and instituted
Belgium 0.3 76.3 24.8 2,200 88,070 in Hungary. Realistic comparisons of the tax burden
Canada 8.88 50.3 19.4 2,850 45,435 in the different economic systems must not only take
Denmark 40.4 65.6 40.0 2,827 22,607 into account the varying utilizationand significanceof
Finland 6 51 30.5 profits, but also the many possibilities for taking de-
France 5 65 7.4 2,209 34,115 ductions (cf. Table 7). A similar situation seems to
Germany 22 56 18.1 2,034 58,310 exist with regard to the taxationof income from capitalGreece 12 63 3.2 744 34,685 investment. In this connection it is surprising to noteIreland 35 58 26.7 2,735 10,250

that in some cases Western countries have higher spe-Italy 26.256 68.156 (17.4) 524 392,,825
Japan 15.0 88 8.8 1,743 480,717 cial tax rates than do Eastern European nations (cf.
Luxembourg 12 57 16.7 2,853 30,755 Table 8).
Netherlands 16 72 11.0 2,927 91,045
NewZealand 20 66 27.9 TABLE 6
Norway 25 62 22.7 7,154 35,634
Spain 8 66 12.2 1,505 86,439 CORPORATE INCOMETAX RATES 1986
Sweden 34 80 35.6 1,094 49,219
Switzerland 5.86 42.44 11.2 5,506 228,668 Country Tax rates
Turkey 30 60 (25..6)
United Kingdom 29 60 22.3 3,550 62,631 Germany 56 (36) (1990: 50)
U.S.A. 13.6 58.8 22.8 1,090 88,270 Austria 55 (27.5)

Japan 52.263 (39.061) (1987: 37.5)%ofaverage Sweden 52
working income U.S.A. 51.4(1987:34)

Bulgaria A2 8 (24) 81 (96) 7 256
Norway 50.8
Canada 50

--

B 0.08 (15.08) 14 (29) (24) 53 149 Denmark 50
C.S.S.R A 5 (7) 65 (85) -- 0 133 Ireland 50

B 5 (7.5) 20 (30) (22) 07 83 Greece 49
G.D.R. A 1.3 90 -- -- -- (4085) portugal 47.2

B 0.144 20 (19) 17 123 Italy 46.368 (36)
Hungary A 2 75 -- (20)% (1282) Belgium 45 (1987: 43)B..... France 45
Poland A 20 85 -- 0 (200) Netherlands 42

B..... Luxembourg 40
Rmania A 6 (8) 75 (81.25) -- 0.9 295 United Kingdom 35
(private) B 3.2 (5.2) 45 (59.25) -- 32 --

Spain 35
U.S.S.R. A 7.4 (13.4) 81 (87) --- 0 307 Switzerland 33.6

B 0.35 (6.35) 13 (19) (19) 37 53
Bulgara2 85
C.S,S.R.3 85 (75)

Remarks: 1. Single taxpayer, including local taxes. G.D.R.4 70 (95)
2. A: Income tax. Hungary5 55

B: Wage tax (including the tax on childless per- Poland6 60
sons, (i.e. for Bulgaria: 5,10 ot 15%) Romania7 n.a.

Average: Normative tax rate of a childless person U.S.S.R.8 58
with average income. Notes: 1. Distributed.

Sources: OECD (ed.) Personal Income Tax System Under 2. 8 proportionaltax rates from 20 to 80%. Municipal tax:

Changing Economic Conditions, Paris 1986 (updated 3 or 5, Average profit tax: 58%.
by: Bundesministerium der Finanzen (ed.): Die 3. 50 to 85%, usually 750.
wichtigstenSteuern im internationalenVergleich, Bonn 4. Estimated, 95%: Private firms.
1986) 5. 40% (foreign trade enterprises: 45%) + 15% munic-
OECD (ed.): The Tax/Benefit Position of Production pal tax.
Workers 1981-1985, Paris 1986 InternationalBureauof 6. Income tax. Stabilization tax up to 40% of profits after
Fiscal Documentation (ed.) Taxation in European income tax.
Socialist Countries, Amsterdam 1986. 7. Net production value tax (Profits and Wages)
Statistical Yearbook of CMEA Countries, Moscow 8. Average tax rate 1984.
1986. Sources: See Table 5 (OECD and IBFD).
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3. Social security and property taxes troduction of further fund levies (on land and
natural resources) is being discussed.

The dramatic increasen revenues from social security
taxes in most Western countries is evidence that na- Otherwise the difference between property tax rates

tional social insurance programmes have expanded
n the two systems is by no means what might be

considerably. The trend toward the welfare State in expected (cf. Table 10). Rather, they are higher in

both capitalist and socialist countries is illustrated by some Western countries although, because of the dif-

this development, with the socialist countries using ferences in determining the tax base, this does not

primarilygeneral revenues to cover their social expen- necessarilymean the effective tax burden is higher.
ditures. The tax ratios in Poland and Hungary are

neverthelessstrikingly high (cf. Table 9). 4. Inter-systemarydouble taxation

The same applies to the payroll tax. If we disregard
the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia, where this In centrally planned economies, international agree-

newest type of main tax has not (yet) been introduced, ments on double taxation are increasing in signifi-

it can be seen that the exorbitantly high payroll tax cance, even though ther effectiveness is sharply li-

rate in the G.D.R. aims at motivating enterprises to mited by the foreign trade monopoly characteristicof

employ manpowermore sparingly. An analysis of the this type of economic system. Along with economic

intended effects could be illustrated in a manner nterests, this explains why joint ventures as well as

analogous to Figure 3, with enterpriseemploymentof other economic activities receive more favourable tax

the productionfactorscapital and labour in connection treatment than public or private enterprises in East

with changes in factor price relations being explained European countres (cf. Table 11). Such favourable

on the basis of production theory. However, in this tax treatment is granted either through specific tax

case success is by no means certain. For example, the regulations (in the Soviet Union), through tax laws

reason given for eliminating taxes on capital during regulating the private sector (in the G.D.R.), and/or

the 1970s was that, due to soft Budget constraints,- by including taxationprovisions in the respectivejoint

enterprises had by no means economized on capital venture contracts.

investment in the manner intended. In addition, a Usually the taxation of profits is regulated as follows:

more efficient combinationof production factors rep- during the initial phase considerableexemptionsfrom

resents an alternative to employing further direct and

indirect regulatory instruments. Despite this, the in-
TABLE 8

TABLE 7 SPECIAL TAX RATES ON FOREIGNERS'CAPITAL INCOME 1986

NORMATIVE AND AVERAGE TAXATION OF PROFITS IN WESTERN
COUNTRIES Country Dividends Interest

Austria 20 --

Average Normative Belgium 25 25

Country (1983) (1984) (1986)
Canada 25 25
Denmark 25 --

Germany 43 69.7 70.8 France 25 25

NewZealand 42 --
-- Germany 25 --

Japan 36 60.3 65.3 Greece 45 56.35

Austria 31 62.0 73.5 Ireland -- 35

Finland 21 -- -- Italy 32.4 21.6/25

United Kingdom 20 45.0 35.0 Japan 20 20

U.S.A. 19 53.9 55.8 Luxembourg 15 --

Canada 17 -- -- Netherlands 25 --

Belgium 17 -- -- Norway 30 --

Netherlands 16 48.0 42.0 Portugal 13.8 13.8

Spain 16 -- -- Spain 18 18

Ireland 4 -- -- Sweden 30 --

France -- 64.0 62.9 Switzerland 35 35

Sweden -- 52.4 58.0 United Kingdom -- 29

Switzerland -- 39.0 37.6 U.S.A. 30 --

Italy --
-- 46.4

* Corporate taxation, including general deductionsfor deprecia-
Royalties

tion and investments. Bulgaria -- --

C.S.S.R. 25 25 30
Sources: Fischer, Lutz:Die Steuerbelastungder deutschen Un- G.D.R. 15 15 25

ternehmen im internationalen Vergleich, in: Wirt- Hungary 2O--
--

schaftsdenst (Hamburg), 1985, Heft 1, at 33-41. Poland 30 3O--

Leibritz, Willi:Die Unternehmensbesteuerungim inter- Romania 10 15 20
nationalen Vergleich, Munich 1986, at 12. U.S.S.R. 5 5--

Fuest, Winfried, and Rolf Kroker: lrrtmerjn der aktuel-
len Steuerdiskussion,Cologne 1987, at 26. Source: See Table 5.
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TABLE 9 tax liability (tax holidays) are granted. Reserved
profits, i.e. profits channeled into the respective re-

TAXES ON PAYROLLAND SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS serve funds, are tax exempt, reinvestedprofits receiveIN EASTERN EUROPE favourable tax treatment, and transferred profits are

subject to a surtax. Any social security taxes are levied
Tax rates only on indigenous workers. On the whole, the tax

Country Payroll* Social security problems in the commercial domiciles of the Western
seem be more complicated than in theBulgaria 1 30 partners to

countries where the mixed enterprises operate. ButC.S.S.R. -- 202
interest in such projects, 31 al-there is still obviousG.D.R. 70 12.5 (10)3

Hungary 10-504 40 though it should be noted that the competitivenessof
Poland 205 43 the taxation systems - and therefore tax law regula-
Romania6 14.5-17.5 15 tions as weil - are probably of only marginal signifi-
U.S.S.R. -- 9-4.47 cance. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to know
* In western countries there are only payroll taxes in France the extent to which the taxation experienceof Eastern
(18%), Luxembourg, Austria and Sweden (2%) firms in the West has inluenced tax legislation in the

East.
Notes: 1. Since 1984 the enterprise may have to pay a penalty

rate for salary increases and/or for each new employee It is possible to draw the following conclusions based
(i.e. 50 leva per month) out of their after-tax profits. on the comparison of tax burdens in Germany pre-
2. There s a lower rate of 10.% for some organizations, sented in the last table (cf. Table 12): in the first place,
i.e. computer centres. the West German tax burden - which other compari-3. Employees share, up to 60 marks per month. sons also assume is heavy32- turns out to be relatively4. Since 1985 the enterprises are subject to a wage- light compared to the confiscatory tax burden in thelevel, - increaseor regulatedwagesystem-, surplusand East (and here it be clearly why the examplepayroll tax (10%) can seen

chosen is only fictitious and not real). In the second5. Since 1982 the enterprsesmay have to pay a progres-
sive tax on salary increases into the State fund for activa- place, a Western firm operating in the East has a tax
tion of the workers out of their after-tax profits. burden comparable to that borne by Eastern Europe-
6. The payroll is part of the net production value tax. an State enterprises, which probably should be nter-
7. The rates for coal industry respectivefarm sales work- preted as simply an offer for tax negotiationswhen a
ers. contract is concluded. Finally, the comparison of in-

Source: InternationalBureauof FiscalDocumentation(ed ):Tax- come taxation shows that an employee in the West
ation in EuropeanSocialistCountries,Amsterdam1986. G.D.R.papyays(whose payis triple the average monthly pay in the

higher social insurance contributions,
which are felt to be a more acceptable kind of tax. By
contrast, the tax burden in Eastern Europe is alsoTABLE 10
clearly heavier for a Westernerworking there.33 How-

PROPERTYTAX RATES 1986 (in %) ever, these observations based on simple calculations
are more of theoretical interest than of practical rele-

Country Private Firms vance.

Austria 1 1
Denmark 2.2 -- IV. DEVELOPMENTALTENDENCIES
France 0.5/1/1.5 --

Germany 0.5 0.6 The developmentof direct taxation in the East and in
Luxembourg 0.5 0.5 the West shows that in many Western countries tax
Netherlands 0.8 -- reduction and tax simplificationprogrammesare used
Norway 1.2-2.3 0.5

as prioritymeasures to fight tax evasionand the second
Spain 0.2-2.0 --

This is certainly major towards im-aSweden 1.5/2/2.5/3 -- economy.34 step
35

Switzerland 0.1-0.7 0.4 proving the competitivenessof Western economies.
Bulgaria 0.2/0.3 0.2 However, such changes are not always beneficial for

(1965-1970:3; 1971/72: 6)1 enterprises, as the American example shows.
C.S.S.R. (housetax) (1972-1982)1 The fiscal promotion of private economy and interna-G.D.R. 0.5-2.5 6

tional activity can be found in centrally plannedHungary (house taxes) 1985: 3
economies weil, while taxes with allocative(1964-1978:5)1 as new

Poland Urban 3 aims are being introduced for public enterprises. But
propertytax (abolished:5) there nevertheless seems to be a continued common

Romania (landtax) (1975: abolished)1 interest in tax reforms. For systemicreasons, however,
U.S.S.R. 0.5/1 61 a harmonization of the tax systems of the European
1 Tax on fixed assets, payable out of profit. Community's(EC)36 MemberStates seems to be much

more urgent than for those of the Council for Mutual
Source: See Table 6. Economic Assistance (CMEA).

Finally it should be said that the development of an
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international, comparative theory of public finance is 5. Eucken, Walter: Grundstze der Wirtschaftspolitik,
not only necessary, but is also possible at the same Tbingen-Zrich1960, 3rd. ed., at 57.

time. This paper's presentation of theoretical funda- 6. Brennan, Geoffrey, and James M. Buchanan: The

mentals, concepts, and statistical evidence in standar- Power to Tax, Cambridge 1980.
dized form represents a small step in this direction. Of 7. Tax News Service, Vol. 21, No. 2, at 17.
central importance, however, is the continued ex- 8. Tipke, Klaus: Steuervereinfachunggegen Staatsver-
change of experiencebetween those involvedwith the drossenheit, in: Deutscher Steuerberaterverband
theory and practice of taxation in East and West, an (pub.), Minutesof the 1987 GermanTax Consultants'

exchange to which this first East-WestTax Conference Conference,Bonn 1987.
has made a significant contribution. 9. Kuiper, Willem G.: The Structure and Developments

of Socialist Tax Law from a Western Point of View,
Bulletinfor International Fiscal Documentation,Vol.

TABLE 11 39 (1985), No. 11, at 483-488.

TAXATION OF FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVESAND JOINT VENTURES Mentz, Dieter: Das internationale Steuerrecht der

IN EASTERN EUROPE 1986 europischen RGW-Lnder, Cologne-Berlin-Bonn-
Munich 1984.

Jointventures Spiller, Hans (Leiter eines Autorenkoilektivs) Inter-
nationales Finanz- und Whrungsrecht, Finanz- und

Country Representatives Bilateral Whrungsbeziehungenzu nicht-sozialistischenLnd-
Taxrates No. taxtreaties ern, Berlin (East) 1984.

Bulgaria 45 (1986) 201(1980) 10 6 Newcity, Michael A.: Taxation in the Soviet Union,
C.S.S.R. 602(1981) 50 (1986) 2 18 New York-Westport-London1986.
G.D.R. (60)3 -- -- -- 5 Haase, Herwig E.: Public Finance in the German
Hungary 404(1984) 20/30/40(1986)4 70 21 Democratic Republic, East Central Europe, Vol. 11
Poland 65 (1984) 505(1982) (1) 24 (1984), Nos. 1-2, at 65-77.
Romania 60 (1954) 30 (1972) -- 31 The Theory of Public Finance,10. Musgrave, Richard A.:
U.S.S.R. 40 (1978) 306(1987) -- 13 York 1959, 62.New at

Notes: 1. Additional tax on transferred profits: 10%, first three 11. Nagy, Tibor: Tax Law Regulationsof the Council for
years tax-free. Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA), in : J. van

2. 20% for small taxable profits. Minimum tax: 30% of the Hoorn and T. Nagy (ManagingEditors), Taxation in
employees' gross salaries. European Socialist Countries, Amsterdan 1986, Ap-

3. Lump-sum taxation. pendix II.
4. Other taxes, especialy on social insurance (40%); 12. Cf. Haase, HerwigE.: ReviewofTaxationn European

Hungarian employees only. Socialist Countries, in: Finanzarchiv NF, Vol. 40
5. Reduced by 0.4% for every 1% of gross revenue derived from

(1982), 549-551.
export. Tax holidays for two years.

at

6. Additional tax on transferred profits: 20% Tax holidays for 13. Musgrave, Richard A.: FiscalSystems,NewHaven and

two years. London 1969, at 47.

Sources: InternationalBureauof FiscalDocumentaton(ed.):Taxation in 14. Cf. Musgrave, Richard A., and Peggy B. Musgrave:
Public Finance in Theory and Practice, New York et

European Socialist Countries, Amsterdam 1986.
al. 1984,4th ed., at 221.

Tax News Service, Volume 20 (1986).-

Haase, Herwig E.: Hauptsteuern im sozialistischen
Wirtschaftssystem,Berlin (West) 1980, at 23 f.

15. Cf. Andel, Norbert: Finanzwissenschaft, Tbingen
BIBLIOGRAPHY 1983, at 39.

16. Neumark, Fritz (ed. assisted by Norbert Andel and
1. Bell, Daniel: Modelleund Realitt im wirtschaftlichen Heinz Haller): Handbuch der Finanzwissenschaft,

Denken, in: Daniel Bell und Irving Kristol (eds.): Vol. II, Tbingen 1980.
Die Krise in derWirtschaftstheorie,Berlin-Heidelberg- Roskamp, Karl W., and Francesco Forte (eds.): Re-
New York-Tokyo 1984, at 100 f. forms of Tax Systems, Detroit 1981.

Cf. Wiles, Peter: Epilogue: the Role of Theory, in: Peacock, Alan, and Francesco Forte (eds.): The Politi-
Peter Wiles and Guy Routh: Economics in Disarray, cal Economy of Taxation, Oxford 1981.
Oxford 1984, at 293-325. 17. Krause-Junk, Gerold, and Johann H. Oehsen: Be-v.

2. Albakin, L.: Developed Socialism and the New De- steuerung, optimale, in: Willi Albers et al. (eds.):
mands on Economic Thinking, Kommunist, 1984, Handwrterbuchder Wirtschaftswissenschaft,Vol. 9,
No. 18, at 61-71 (in Russian). Stuttgart et al. 1982 at 706-723.

3. Cf. Gabrisch, Hubert: Gegengeschfte im Ost-West- Pohmer, Dieter (ed.): Zur optimalen Besteuerung
Handel, Osteuropa-Wirtschaft,Vol. 31 (1986), No. (Schriften des Vereinsfr Socialpolitik,NF 128), Ber-
3, at 171-187. lin (West) 1983.

Wienert, Helgard, and John Slater: East-WestTechnol- Recktenwald, Horst Claus: Kritischeszur Theorie der

ogy Transfer. The Trade and Economic Aspects, optimalen Besteuerung , Hamburger Jahrbuch fr
OECD Paris 1986. Wirtschafts- und Gesellschaftspolitik,Vol. 31 (1986),

4. Cf. Thalheim, Karl C.: Stagnation or Change in Com- at 155-175.

munist Economies, London 1986. 18. Morrisson, Christian: Income Distribution in East
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TABLE 12

CALCULATING EXAMPLE OF TAXATION IN GERMANY

A: TAXATION OF PROFITS

Assumption: profitsbefore tax 100 million M/DM
working assets 500 million M/DM
rate of assessment(professionaltax) : 400%

Westernfirms Eastem firm(private)
Profits 100.00 Profits 100,00

tradingcapital tax (0.2%) 4.00 - trading capital tax (0.2%) 4.00
-

businessprofitstax (5%) 1600 - busnessprofits tax (5%) 20.00
-

ncome liable to pay = income liable topay=

corporationtax 80.00 corporationtax 76,00

taxor property (0.6%outof75%) 2.25 - taxon property (2.5%outof90%) 11.25
-

corporationtax (56%) 44.80 - corporationtax (95%) 72.20
-

usableownedcapital 32 95 usableowned capital 7 45= = -

(if fullyaccumulated)

Taxation 67.05% Taxation 107.45%

Eastem firm(State-owned) Westernfirm in theEast

(gross)profits 100.00 Profits 100 00
capitaltax (6%) 30.00 - busness profits tax (5%) 20.00

-

(productionfunds levy)

(net) profits 70 00 = income labletopay=

corporationtax 80.00

tax on profts (70%) 49.00 - tax on property(2.5%outof90%) 11.25
-

(net profitpayment) - corporationtax (60%) 48.00

usable profits 21 00 = usableownedcapital 20.75=

Taxation 79.00% Taxation 79.25%

B: TAXATION OF INCOMES

Assumption: 3,000 M/DM per month
married wage earner, 2 children

West East West East

table effective (OECD) table effective in East effective in West effective

gross income 100 100 100 100 100 100
income tax 12.3 10.9 19.0 12.0 20 10.9-

social insurance 17.0 17.0 10.0 10.0 -- --

-

+ children'sallowance 4.8 4.8 1.3 1.3 -- --

net income 75.5 76.9 72.3 79.3 80 89.1=

*

1,500 M: tax rate 5%= 75M=

1,500 M: tax rate = 19% = 285 M

Sources: The calculating example is based upon the tax legislation and on:

Tben, Thomas Die Besteuerung des deutsch-deutschenWirtschaftsverkehrs,Baden-Baden 1985, at 365 ff.;
OECD (ed.): The Tax Benefit Position of Production Workers, Paris 1986, at 75.

European and Western Countries, Journalof Com- Finance. Economicsof the Public Sector, Homeword
parative Economics,Vol.8 (1984), at 121-138. and Georgetown 1973, 5th ed., at 18.

19. Cf. Musgrave, Richard A., and Peggy B. Musgrave: Rosen, Harvey S.: Public Finance, Homeword 1985, at
Public Finance .... at 6 (see note 14). 276.

20. Cf. Haase, Herwig E.: Die Funktionen der f- 22. Jonas, Paul: Taxationof Multinationals in Communist
fentlichen Finanzwirtschaft in der DDR, in: Gernot Countries,New York-London 1978, at 6.
Gutmann (ed.): Basisbereiche der Wirtschaftspolitik 23. Goode, Richard: The Superiorityof the Income Tax,
in der DDR. Geld-, Finanz- und Preispolitik, Asperg in: Pechman, Joseph A. (ed.): WhatShouldbe Taxed:
1983, at 71-90. Income or Expenditure,Washington 1980, at 72.

21. Cf. Musgrave, Richard A.: The Theory of Public Fi- 24. Cf.Yoshida,Kazuo: Who'11 Pay, LookJapan, Vol. 34,
nance, at 140 ff. (see note 10). No. 374 (May 1987), at 7.

Due, John F., and Ann F. Friedlaender: Government Bedau, Klaus-Dietrich: Das Einkommen sozialer
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25. OECD (pub.): Revenue Statistics of OECD Member United Nations Statistical Commission and Economic
Countries 1965-1985, Paris 1986. Commission for Europe (pub.): International Com-
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Economic Conditions, Paris 1986. New York 1985.
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-I--I',,E- -q_AX DS: For individuals a great number of particular cir-
cumstanceshave been taken into account in determin-

TaxationofEastern
ing residency: habitual abode, place where family
lives, place where children go to school, church mem-

bership, participation in social life, and many other

European-Source criteria. For companies, importantcircumstancesare:

location of the head office, lace where the board

Income meets; location of the genera meeting of sharehold-
ers; place where accounts are kept, etc. Furthermore,
a company is legally considered to be a Dutch resident

By D. Hund* if it is established according to Dutch law.

Company

INTRODUCTION Company includes a corporation (N.V. or

B.V.), or the foreign equivalent,but not a partner-
First, I would like to give you some general informa- ship. The individual partners are separately taxed for

tion on the Dutch tax system. Secondly I will make their share in the partnership.Whethera foreignentity
some remarks on the Netherlandstax treaty network. qualifies as a corporation for Dutch tax purposes is

Then I will discuss the specific fiscal relationsbetween determinedby comparison.
the Netherlands and Eastern European countries as

laid down in a numberof tax treaties and, finally, I will Avoidanceof double taxation
look into the role the Netherlandscan play as a depar-
ture point, or an intermediaryforbusinesstransactions Unlike many countries, the basic instrumentemployed
between third countries and Eastern European coun- by the Netherlands for preventing international dou-
tries, as well as the function the Cyprusconnectioncan ble taxation is exemption. This method is used under
have for Netherlands enterprises, doing business in tax treaties, irrespective of the level of foreign taxes,
Eastern Europe. and even if the foreign country concernedgrants tem-

porary or more permanent tax relief. If there is no tax

treatywith the countryconcerned, the unilateralregu-
I. BASICS OF DUTCH TAXATION lations for the avoidance of double taxation apply,

which require that the foreign incomebe subject to tax

Concept of taxable income in the country concerned to qualify for Dutch double
taxation relief.

A resident taxpayer of the Netherlands,whetherhe is Whether tax has actually been levied is not relevant.
an individualor a company, is taxed on his world-wide For corporations, because of the flat corporation tax

income, wherever it arises. No distinction is made as rate of 42%, exemption really means full exenption.
to the source of the income, be it domesticor abroad. For individual taxpayers, the foreign-sourceincome is
Nor is there any differential treatment between the taken into account in determining the applicable tax

foreign countries where the income might arise. To rate on the other income (exemption with progres-
conclude: Eastern European-source income is not sion).
taxed differently from other income.

The exemption method applies mainly to profits de-
rived from a foreign permanentestablishmentor fixed

Tax rates base, income from an employment exercised abroad,
and income from immovable property situated

Individual income is progressively taxed. Tax rates go abroad. What constitutes a permanent establishment
up to 72%, for taxable income amounting to more is not defined under Dutch law. Only the Unilateral
than approximately 240,000 Dil.; the corporate tax regulationsgive some indication, and refer to a build-
rate is 42%. The Netherlandsuses the classical system. ing site constituting a permanent establishment after
The effective tax burden will be lower because of the twelve months. Case law has accepted to a large extent
WIR, a credit against tax of 12.5% of qualified the OECD Model Article 5 definition of permanent
investments. Furthermore there is no capital tax on establishment. Tax treates usually contan a pretty
companies, nor local income taxes. elaborate, Article 5, OECD-patterneddefinition.

Residence

Under Dutch law, residency is based upon the cir- * Senior Vice-President Taxes, Douwe Egberts Roya Factories,

cumstances. This basic rule applies both to individuals Utrecht, the Netherlands.

and to companies. What the relevant circumstances
1. Editor's note: An N.V. is comparable to the French socit

anonyme or the German Aktiengesellschaft.A B.V. is comparable
are is not defined in dornestic legislation, so the con- to the French socit responsabilit limite or the German

cept has been developed under case law. Gesellschaftmit beschrnkterHaftung.
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However, for foreign portfolio dividends, interest and corporation who owns 25% or more of the share cap-
royalties, the exemption method does not apply. ital of the dividend paying company.
Whether double taxation is actually prevented de-
pends in the first place on whether a tax treaty is

Non-residenttaxpayersapplicable and if not, secondly, whether the country
where the dividends, interest or royalties arise is a Non-resident taxpayers are taxed in the Netherlandsdeveloping country or not. Under tax treaties, the

only on income from limited number of sources inNetherlands allows the foreign withholding taxes as a the Netherlands. The most important in this contextcredit against the applicable Dutch taxes (ordinary are: employmentexercised in the Netherlands,incomecredit). Outside tax treaty relationship,a credit is only from immovablepropertysituated in the Netherlands,available according to the Unilateral regulations for and profits from a permanentestablishmentwithin theportfolio dividends, interest and royalties arising in
developingcountries. For non-treaty, non -develop-

Netherlands.The conceptofpermanentestablishment

ing countries, the only relief available is credit against
s not defined in domestic law, but, as already men-

tioned, the _OECD definition is followed to a largeincome.
extent.

No Eastern European countries are labelled develop-
ing countries under the Unilateral regulations. As we The NetherlandsAntilles and Aruba
will see later, however, with almost all of them the
Netherlandshas a tax treaty in force or underconstruc- A special feature in discussing Dutch internationaltion. taxation are the Netherlands Antilles and Aruba,

Caribbean islands forming part of the Kingdom of the
Participationdividends Netherlands, with responsibility for their own fiscal

affairs. The Netherlands tax law does not apply to the
Under domestic law, going for both treaty and non- Antilles and Aruba nor do the Dutch tax treaties. The
treaty countries, participationdividends are exempt Antilles has entered a few tax treaties themselvesand
from tax in the hands of the parent corporation, pro- are connected for tax purposes with the Netherlands
vided that the foreign subsidiary from which the divi- via the Tax Regulation for the Kingdom, virtually
dends are derivedhas been subject to tax on its profits; comparable with a tax treaty.
whether tax has actually been levied is not relevant.
This exemption applies also to gains derived from the
disposal of a participation. Losses sustained by a sub- Taxable basis

sidiary company are not deductible in the hands of the For doingbusinesswith EasternEurope,we can distin-parent. However, if the subsidiary is liquidated, the
guish between loose relations the handloss suffered on that occassion is. Parliament is now very on one -

-

considering to limit the scope of this deduction. just selling some goods very close relations on the
other hand- a fulllocal subsidiary, if local law permits

A qualifyingparticipationexists if a Dutch parent cor- it - and all the shades in between such as selling know
poration owns 5% or more of the nominal paid-in how, providing services, lending money, or more ac-

capital of a foreign subsidiary company. On request, tively: doing business through a representative,usingthe NetherlandsUnderMinisterfor Financecan deter- a local state trade organization, the home state's trade
mine that even smaller participations qualify for the representative, an independent agent, an employee
participation exemption. Furthermore, the participa- on the spot, or a joint venture. For Dutch tax purposestion must not be maintained as an investment. as indicated above the OECD permanent establish-
The condition that the parent must own 5% or more

ment concept is generallyused as a guideline in deter-
of the nominalpaid-incapital of the subsidiary,implies mining whether a Dutch resident has a p.e. abroad. If

there s a tax treaty, the relevant treaty provision ap-that the subsidiary company has to be a company plies. In determining the profits to be attributed to awhose capital is wholly or partly divided into shares.
Participation in partnerships and the like are thus not p.e. abroad,Netherlandsaccountingprinciplesapply.
eligible for the participation exemption. The result can be that the profits of a p.e. calculated

according to local rules deviate from the outcome

Source taxation using Dutch standards. Nevertheless, for the amount
to be exempt, the Dutch calculation is decisive. This

Although a number of tax treaties give the Nether- can be very attractive if, as is not uncommon in Eastern
lands the right to levy a tax on outgoing interest and Europe, profits of a p.e. are determined as a fixed

of or value, or even as aroyalties, except in a limited number of specific cases percentage turnover contract
fixed percentageof salariespaid by the p.e., or if therethe Netherlandscannot exercise its taxation right, be-
s compulsory, tax-deductible, contribution tocause domestic law does not provide for it. There is a a re-

tax at source of 25% only on dividends. This percen-
serve fund, assumingof course, that the outcomedoes

tage is usually limited under tax treaties, to 15% for not exceed the amountaccordingto Dutch standards.

portfolio dividends and 5% or, in a number of cases, Furthermore,for being exempt from Netherlandstax,
0%, for intercompany dividends. Intercompanydivi- the level of foreign taxes is not of interest at all. Out-
dends in this context are dividends paid to a parent side treaty relations, it only matterswhether the profit
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has been subject to tax. Under tax treaties, even that even lower percentages than 1/8, if major sums of

question is not asked. This means that exemptionalso money are involved. For intra-group loans in excess of

goes if, according to local law, profits of a p.e. are 2 billion guilders the rate declines to l/16%.

temporarily exempt from tax, for instance in order to Two final remarks on this finance company ruling.
attract foreign investment. First, if there is tax at incoming interest,a source on

this tax is not taken into account in determiningDutch

Rulings tax liability. Second, if a treaty partner inquires after
the character of the Dutch finance company, the rele-

Unlke a number of countries, the Netherlands tax vant information can be furnished under the treaty.
administrationcan be approached in advance in order
to acquire its opinion on the fiscal aspectsof a planned

The royalties company ruling basically requires the

transaction. Initially, individual tax inspectors were
same as the finance company ruling. A reasonable

approached, but, as it appeared that tax inspector X interest here is deemed to exist if royalties received

was cheaper than his colleague, Y, the phenomenon annually are at least 150,000 Dil. Furthermore, it is

of inspector shopping occurred. To put an end to mandatory that the company is not running any cur-

this, a delegate is sent from every corporate tax inspec- rency risk or debtor's risk. If these conditionsare met,

torate to the ruling commission, headed by the Fi- the taxable amount of a Dutch based intermediary

nance Ministry, and it is there that they agree upon patentholdingcompanycan be fixed at 7% of royalties

certain standard rulings. Only recently, a number of actually received for royalties up to 2 million Dfl. If

these standard rulings were made public. Among royalties received exceed this amount, the next two

those standard rulings are rulings which give a com-
million is determined at 6%; 4-6 million is 5%; 6-8

pany certainty as to the applicabilityof the participa-
million is 4%; 8-10 million is 3%; and the excess is

ton exemption,rulings that providefor the determina-
determined at 2%. For film royalties and lump-sum

tion of the profits (so-calledspread) to be attributed payments there is a fixed percentageof 6%.

to Dutch based intergroup finance companies or li- For example: a Dutch based patent holding company
cence companies, and FSC rulings. Until recently, obtains a ruling according to this so-called sliding
these rulings had not been published and were only scale, and receives 11 million Dfl. gross royalty, less

known to a rather limited number of experts. Re- withholding tax of 1 million Dfl., remains 10 million

cently, however, the ruling practice was discussed in Dfl. Taxable amount:

parliament and on that occasion the contents and text =

of major standard rulingswere made public. Although
7% of first 2 million 140,000.-Dfl.

=

this is not the right moment to go into detail on the 6% of next 2 million 120,000.- Dfl.
=

subject, it is interesting to have a somewhat closer
5% of next 2 million 100,000.- Dfl.

=

look at two of them, because they might also be of 4% of next 2 million 80,000.-Dfl.
=

mportancewhen structuringsome Eastern European
3% of last 2 million 60,000.- Dfl.

500,000.-Dfl.
operations: the finance company ruling and the li-

42%, 210,000.-Dil.
cence company ruling.

tax or

We see here that if there is any source taxation, it is
The basics of the structures discussed here are that deducted from the amount to be taken into account.

there must be a corporation,which in itself is real, but As for exchange of information: the same applies as

with specific activities that in itself are so limited that for the finance conpany ruling. There is no Dutch
the amountofprofits to be attributedto those activities taxation on outgoing royalties.
can also be very limited.

For Dutch based finance companies the reward, to be II. TAX TREATIES
considered at arm's length for intra-group borrow-

ings, is fixed at 1/8% of the amountsborrowedannually
(the spread)and /4% for third party loans (reaching General remarks

1/8% for loans above a billion guilders and 1/16% for
loans over 3 billion guilders). Conditions are that the The Netherlandspossesses an extensive tax treaty net-

work. Tax treatiesare operatingwith almostall OECD
finance company does not bear any currency risk or

membercountriesand with about 10 developing
debtors' risk and that there is a reasonable interest

coun-

involved in obtaining a ruling. A reasonable interest is tries. What is more interesting in this context is that a

deemed to exist if the amounts borrowed and lent out large numberof Eastern European countries have tax

treaties that are in force or nearing completion.
are at least 10 million Dfl. If we assume a loan amount

of 50 million Dil., the taxable basis is 1/8%, or 62,000 The eldest tax treaty with an Eastern Europeancoun-

Dfl., and tax amounts to 42% of 62,500 Dfl. or 26,250 try is at the same time the eldest Dutch tax treaty still

Dil. Taking into account the fact that by establishing in operation- that with Hungary of 1938.
a Dutch corporation, one has access to the Nether-
lands tax treaty network,while the Netherlandsdo not

A treaty that operated fairly satisfactorily,although it

levy a tax on outgoing interest, this is not a bad deal. needs modernization.

It can even be better, because, although not officially A year ago, a new treaty was signed, but it has not yet
published, it appears to be possible to fix the profit at entered into force.
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The second treaty is that with Czechoslovakiaof 1974. - Soviet Union (1986);
Other treaties are with Poland and Romania, both of - Hungary (1986).
1979, and one with Yugoslavia of 1982. Meanwhile, Please note again that the latter two have not yet
negotiations started with the Soviet Union that were entered into force.
concludedwith the signatureof a treaty in 1986, which
has not yet entered into force, and which was pub- Czechoslovakia(1974)
lished a few weeks ago. Of the two remainingEastern
European countries, negotiations are scheduled with I mentioned already that no Netherlands tax treatyBulgaria in the course of this year. So far as I am bears more resemblance to the 1963 OECD Draft
aware, no plans exist to start discussionswith the Ger- Conventionthan this one. This implies, ofcourse, that
man DemocraticRepublic. deviations from the OECD Model are scarce and not

The remarkable thing about the Dutch treaties with far going. At the time the treaty was negotiated,
Eastern European countries is that they bear a great

Czechoslovakia did not have a tax on outgoing divi-
resemblance to the OECD Model Conventions, al- dends. Nevertheless, the treaty provides for a tax at

though it is evident that no one is a member of the source of 10% for portfolio-dividends,5 points lower
OECD. The more astonishing thing is that no Dutch than the usual 15% rate. The intercompany rate is

treaty resembles the 1963 OECD Model more than zero, thus effectively reducing the dividend tax on

the Czechoslovakiantreaty, and no other Dutch treaty proceeds from joint ventures introduced by Czecho-
slovakia since the treaty was signed. Combined withcomes nearer to the 1977 OECDModel than the Polish

treaty, the 1986 Hungarian treaty maybe excluded. the Netherlands participation exemption, this means
no additional tax burden after the joint venture level.

Whether this demonstrates the multi-purposecharac- For interest, the domestic rate is 25%, the treaty rate
ter of the OECD Model treaties, or illustrates the is zero; for royalties, the domestic rate is 30%, the
eagerness of the contracting parties to enter into a treaty rate is 5%. These Czechoslovakian taxes are
treaty relationship without too much discussion, the creditable against Dutch tax thereon. Unique for a
fact is that in almost all bilateral relationsbetween the Dutch tax treaty, but not uncommonfor Czechoslova-
Netherlands and Eastern European countries tax kia, is that a building site or construction or assemblytreatiesprovide a secure and solid basis for the growing project, normally constituting a permanent establish-
commercial relations between the countries con- ment if lasting more than 12 months, is explicitlycerned. excluded from the permanent establishmentconcept.
Inevitably,however, the treaties reflect to some extent However, whether this always is an advantage for the
the specific economic background of the treaty building enterprises concerned is questionable. If a

Dutch building enterprise has building activities inpartners. Just as the Netherlands tries to insert some
Czechoslovakiataking than 12 months, it wouldexceptions,originatingfrom its domestic law, in its tax more

treaties, each of its treaty partnershas its own specific usually be considered to have a permanent establish-

preferences. We can notice, however, that several of ment abroad, its profits being exempt in the Nether-
lands. Assuming that the Dutch and Czechoslovakianthe treaties have some deviations in common. Devia-

tions that can also be found in other treaties with tax bases are the same, it depends on the actual tax
Eastern European countries, such as construction or

rates - Dutch corporate rate being 42% - whether this
buildingactivities taking a longerperiodof time before constitutes an advantage or disadvantage.
being considered a permanent establishment,or even
- as In Czechoslovakia- not deemed to constitute a Romania (1979)
permanent establishment at all. Another fairly com-
mon feature is the special treatment of road transpor- Although the treaty was signed in 1979, thus after the
tation, following the international air and shipping publication of the 1977 OECD Model, it must have
transport rule, meaning taxation in the home State been negotiated before 1977 because it follows to a
(State of effective management), rather than the gen- large extent the wording of the 1963 OECD Draft
eral profits rule taxation connected to presence of a Convention.
permanent establishment.

Source taxation is limited to 10% for intercompany
dividends, 15% for other dividends and 10% on in-

Individualtax treaties terest and royalties. As in the Polish treaty, (opera-
tional) leasingpaymentsare excluded from the royaltyI would like to discuss the individual tax treaties the concept. A fairly common feature in Dutch tax

Netherlands has concluded with Eastern European treaties, if a rather substantial tax at source on royal-countries. The order in which the treaties will be dealt ties has been agreed upon. Interest paid to a bank or
with is that of signature, because that will enable us to to the Government, or on loans guaranteed by the
detect historical developments in the treaties, if any. Government, is exempt from tax. Furthermore, the
The order will be: treaty contains a unique provision for Dutch tax

Czechoslovakia(1974); treaties, a tax at source on commission payments of
-

Romania (1979); 5% with a net-election, coming from the Romanian
-

Poland (1979); domestic 15% rate. This is a one-way affair, as the
-

Yugoslavia (1982); Netherlands law does not provide for taxation
-

source
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on commissionpayments. The Netherlandsallows or- Yugoslavia (1982)
dinary credit for Romanian source taxes.

This treaty too is to a large extent OECD-patterned.The notion of permanent establishment deviates in Still, it deviates more from the OECD Model than the
certain respects from the usual one. Unlike other East- Polish, Hungarian and Czechoslovakian treaties,
ern European treaties, however, the building site pro- which is peculiar, because, as the only Eastern Euro-
vision does not deviate: just a 12-month period. A pean country, Yugoslaviahas the status of observer to
difference is that a representativemaintaining a stock the OECD. The most striking deviation again re-
of goods and regularly filling orders therefromis to be lates to the building site: 18 months before it consti-
considered a p.e., a provision that can also be found tutes a permanentestablishment. No extension of the
in the 1980 UN Model Convention. Furthermore, scope of the internationaltrafficprovisionsoutside sea
there are two somewhat unusual exceptions from the and air transport. Source taxation is rather lirnited:
p.e. concept: selling goods exhibited at a trade fair or 5% on intercompany dividends, 15% on other divi-
expositionsubsequent thereto does not result in a p.e. dends. However, since Yugoslavia does not levy a
A provision without much meaning because normally dividend tax, and since the treaty explicitlystates that
an exposition as such will not be considered to create the proceeds of a participation in a joint venture are
a p.e., and if there is already an existing p.e., and the not considered dividends, source taxation is a one-

profits can be attributed thereto, this provision does sided affair.
not prevent you from so acting. Furthermore, press,
radio and TV offices, meant to gather infornation,are Furthernore: no source taxation on interest, at least
not to be consideredpermanent establishments. for the time being. If one of the States introducessuch

a tax, they will renegotiate. Source taxation on royal-
ties is limited to 10%. A provision relating to the

One could compare these types of activities with a possible extension of the treaty to the Netherlands
purchasing office, which is not a p.e. either. Again, Antilles or Aruba is missing.the international traffic rules - sole taxation right in
effective managementState - apply also to road trans-

port, and even rail transport. For independent per- Soviet Union (1986)
sonal services, a fixed base is deemed to exist if the
person involved is present in the State where the ac- The Soviet Union treaty reflects the specific Soviet
tivities are performed for more than 1983 days. Once approach to solving international double taxation. In
again reference is made to the 1980 UN Model Con- other words: the treaty deviates on a great many occa-
vention. Here too it is questionablewhether the Neth- sions from the OECD Model and differs from the
erlands, if the source State, is able to exercise its taxa- other Dutch treatieswith EasternEuropeancountries.
tion right. Nevertheless, if we look upon the treaty as to sub-

stance, it isn't as bad as it looks at first glance. The
OECD pattern has been maintained and part of the

Poland (1979) deviations is just wording. Furthermore there is no

article on royalties, but an article on payments for
Although this treaty was signed almost at the same

copyrightsand licences. Some noteworthydeviations
time as the Romanian treaty, unlike that treaty the
Polish treaty already follows the 1977 OECD Model,

as to substance: no exchange of information (just
notification of important changes in domestic tax

and, as remarked earlier, to such extent that no other
laws); and, no treaty basis for an extension of the

Dutch treaty exhibits such minor deviations from the
model until the Hungary treatyof 1986 was published. treaty to the NetherlandsAntilles or Aruba. The p.e.

concept is basically in line with the OECD Model.
Selling goods after an exposition or trade fair, like in

A few deviations in the treaty are also to be found in the Romanian treaty, does not constitute a p.e.
other Eastern European treaties: building site con- Neither does the performance of planning, develop-
Stituting a permanent establishment after a longer ment and scientific research activities, engineering,
period than 12 months- in this case 18 months; trans- testing, technical services or supervisory or consul-
port profit article relating also to rail and road trans- tancy activities. The building site term is the usual
port. Unique, however, in any Dutch treaty, is the twelve months. For longer periods there is a com-

rather extensive definition of what are to be consi- promise: the competent authority of the State where
dered transport profits. the activities are exercised may, upon request, con-

sider a building site taking more than 12 monthsnot a

Remuneration of employees engaged theSource taxation is limited - allowed only on portfolio p.e. on

dividends (the usual 15%) and industrial royalties building site is, in so far as the building site does not

(10%). However, to the extent that the recipient of constitute a p.e., only taxable in the state of residence.

the royalties proves that he is not able to credit the Usually, in cases like this, 183 days presence sets the

source tax against his home tax liability, the source
limit.

Statt withd aws. For Dutch tax treaties, this too is a Furthermore, if a fixed place is maintained only to

unique provision. The treaty contains no specific pro- facilitate the conclusion of specified contracts (loans,
visions relating to joint ventures. delivery of goods, technical services), it is not consi-
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dered a permanentestablishment. As it appears to be (A provision not uncommon in Eastern European
impossible to do without such a fixed place within the treaties). There is limited exchange of information-

Soviet Union, in order to conclude the relevant con- just for treaty implementation, not for carrying out

tracts, this is an important addition. domestic law.

Profits from an enterprise as well as incomefrom inde-
pendent personal services are treated on the same III. THE CYPRUS CONNECTION
footing. Again: a deviating approach not resulting in
substantiallydifferent taxation. The rules, usually re- Finally, before concluding I would like to spend a few
served for shipping and air transport, apply as well to momentson whatcan be called the Cyprusconnection,
other means of transport, like road and rail transport specifically where Cyprus can be used as an inter-
as mentioned before a rather common provision in mediary for Dutch enterprises doing business with
relation to Eastern European countries. Source taxa- EasternEurope, or for third countrycompanies,using
tion is rather limited, only on dividends is there an the Netherlands as a stepping stone. Let us first look
overall withholding tax rate of 15%. at the Netherlands treaty position versus Eastern

Except for distributionsfrom joint ventures, the Soviet Europe, as compared to that of Cyprus. First consider
Union does not have a separate tax on distributions. dividends; specifically intercompanydividends. It ap-
There is no source taxation on interest and royalties. pears that there is no better treatment under Cyprus

tax treaties with Eastern European countries than
under Dutch treaties. Even in those cases where the

Hungary (1986) Netherlandshave no treaty and Cyprus has - Bulgaria
and German DemocraticRepublic- it does not make

This treaty will soon replace the oldest operational sense to interpose a Cyprus company, as the Cyprus
Dutch treaty, that of 1938. Like the Polish treaty, it treaty rate with Bulgaria- 10% - equals the Bulgarian
bears a great resemblance to the 1977 OECD Model domestic rate, and the German Democratic Republic
and only shows some minor deviations. The p.e. con- does not levy a tax such as a dividendwithholding tax.
cept is rather normal, the building site term being 12 If we add the Cyprus tax on intercompanydividends
months. Added thereto, however, is the fact that a of 1/o of the domestic rate, coming down to 4.25%,
construction, installation or assembly project in con- given the fact that intercompany dividends are tax-
nection with the delivery of machinery or equipment, exempt in the Netherlands, this even leads to a disad-
does not constitute a p.e. and a provision stating that vantage.
a fixed place of business includes also a fixed place of
industrialactivities,which for many people nay seem Next item: interest. Under Dutch tax treaties, the
rather superfluous. Whether profits are to be taxed in withholding taxes are not higher than under Cyprus
Hungary or in the Netherlands does not make much tax treaties. However, for interest coming from the

difference. Assumingthe tax basis, the Hungariancor- German Democratic Republic (a treaty country for

porate tax rate is 40%, the Dutch one 42%. There are Cyprus, but not for the Netherlands), interposing a

no additional transport provisions, just the ordinary Cyprus company could make sense in order to avoid

shipping and air traffic (no roads or railroads). Source the domestic withholding tax of 15%. As Bulgaria
taxation is rather limited: 5% for intercompanydivi- does not have a source tax on interest there is no

dends; 15% in other cases; and no source taxation on advantage in interposing Cyprus.
interest and royalties. A somewhat peculiar provision For royalties there are more opportunities. For in-
is to be found in the protocol. Part I: If one of the stance, for Bulgarian royalties, source tax goes as high
States intends to levy a tax on profit distributionsmade as 81% (net basis). The treaty between Bulgaria and
by a joint venture in the form of a partnership with Cyprus contains a 5% rate for patent royalties (gross
foreign participation, then the competent authorities basis), and 0 for the rest.
shall consult each other to reach agreement whether
this tax can be levied under the provisions of this For royalties from the German DemocraticRepublic,
Convention. The answer to the question whether a in the absence of a tax treaty, the rate in relation to

tax on distributions from a partnership can be levied the Netherlandsis 25%. Cyprushas brought that down
under the Conventionseems to be negative.The treaty in its treaty to 0. In relation to Hungary or the Soviet
allows only dividend tax on distributionsofa company. Union, it makes no difference. For Czechoslovakiait

Whether the treaty allows source taxation depends matters whether it is a patent royalty - no difference,
upon the question whether Hungarian law treats a both 5% - or not. In the latter case, Cyprus has a 0

partnership as a body corporate for tax purposes. rate, the Netherlands 5%. For Romania, the Nether-
Dutch law does not. If Hungarian law does not either, lands has a 10% rate overall - Cyprus has a 5% for
the treaty has to be changed in order to permit this patent royalties and 0 for the rest, so there appear to

branch profits tax. be some benefits in structuringvia Cyprus.
And if it is still true that Hungarian law at present
allows only joint ventures in the form of a company, IV. CONCLUSION
this only adds to the confusion this provision creates.
A few final comments: exemption in the performance In conclusion, what will be the most optimal structure
State for State-supportedartists, musiciansor athletes. for a Dutch enterprise to enter the Eastern European
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market, and where can the Netherlands be useful as dends, taking into account the tax system of the home
an instrument for third country residents planning State.
Eastern European business operations For interest and royalties, the Netherlands is the pre-
For business operations in Eastern Europe, the Neth- ferred place to channel through if two conditions are

erlands, because of its exemptionsystem, forms a per- met: First, the source State should levy no, or a very
fect platform: p.e. profits are exempt, dividends from low, tax. We saw that in the case of Eastern European
a Eastern European subsidiary company (joint ven- countries this condition is met for interest in almost
ture) are exempt as well. So from the Dutch side, every case, whether under domestic law or as a result
except for the currency impact, it does not make much of the relevant treaty. For royalties there are also very
difference whether you use a p.e. or a sub, as long as few cases of withholding tax. Second, as the interest
you make a profit. However, if the Eastern European and royalties received will result in taxable profits in
operation is expected to generate losses for a while, if the Netherlands - at 42% - the Netherlands should
local law permits, establishinga p.e. of a Dutch corpo- only be used as an intermediaryand the intermediary
ration seems the most attractive, specifically as we should obtain an advance finance or patent holding
take into account that no Eastern European country ruling from the Dutch tax inspector.
has loss carry-overprovisionsas such. These losses can Where the interest or royalties are going to or from
then be brought directly to the charge of Dutch head-
quarters which, of course, must generate profits in the Netherlands is irrelevant from a Dutch point of

order to offset the losses. However, if the p.e. itself view, because there is no source taxation on interest

later starts making a profit, those profits are only tax-
and royalties. Another possibility is to use Cyprus as

exempt in so far as they exceed losses of the previous
an intermediary, for instance in order to collect royal-
tes or interest which otherwise would have generated8 years. Dutch taxes and repatriate the amounts received as

The moment a loss turns into a profit, incorporating participation dividends to the Netherlands, or on-

seems advisable, as later dividendsthen fall within the wards. If, however, it is obvious that the whole struc-

scope of the participation exemption. Two strings are ture was created only to avoid Dutch taxes one could
attached: first, on the transformation from p.e. to be confrontedwith the Dutch abuse of law doctrine, a

subsidiary there is a possibility of recognitionof good- subject beyond the scope of my contribution,but cer-

will which will be considered a p.e. profit to be offset tainly worthy of note.

against previous losses, thus, to that extent, not

exempt. Secondly, there was a bill introducedin parli-
In summation, the Netherlands has an extensive tax

ament stating that the participationexemption should treaty network. It is completing tax treaties with East-

apply only after dividends have made up for previous
ern European countries, treaties with competitive

p.e. losses. However, whether this will be approved is source taxation provisions and with other provisions
beneficial to internationalbusiness. Furthermore,bas-

questionable. ically the Netherlands exempts foreign profits as well
This same structure could, of course, also be used by as intercompanydividends from Dutch taxation and it
foreign enterprises considering entering the Eastern does not have source taxation on outgoing interestand

European market. In order to make compensationof royalties, while tax treaties with other countries pro-
foreign p.e. losses possible, it is advisable to generate vide for a substantially decreased dividend tax and
some profits in the Netherlands. When in a later stage rulings are issued by the tax administration.This con-

profits are to be repatriated from the Netherlands, it glomerate makes the Netherlands a near to perfect
has to be done under a tax treaty with a 0 or at least basis for a great number of different transactionswith
close to 0 withholding tax rate on participation divi- Eastern European countries.

ANNEX

Source taxation in Eastern European countries/Netherlands

Intercomp.div. Portfollodiv. Interest Royalties
Domestic Treaty Domestic Treaty Domestic Treaty Domestic Treaty
rate rate rate rate rate rate rate rate

Bulgaria 109 _1 10 1 0 1 -818 1

German Dem. Rep. -
1

_
1 15 1 25 1

Hungary(1938) 20 3 20 3 0 3 -758 0
Hungary (1986)2 20 5 20 15 0 0 -758 0 Domestic rates Netherlands:
Poland 30 0 30 15 30 0 30 10 dividends25%
Romania 309 10 30 15 15 104 257 10s interest 0%
Soviet Union2 209 15 20 15 0 0 -818 0 royalties 0%
Czechoslovakia 259 0 25 10 25 0 306 5

Yugoslavia -- 5 -- 15 0 0 35 10

1. not applicable (no treaty) 5. 5% for commission payments
2. not yet n force 6. copyright royalties 25%
3. no treaty limitation 7. copyright royalties 20%
4. no tax on interest paid to a bank or other financial institution or on nterest on 8. net-basis
loan provided or guaranteed by Government 9. only on joint ventures
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AUSTR A:

TaxationofEasternEuropean
SourceIncome

Summaryof a speechheldat the FirstEast-WestTax Conference
in Salzburgon 15 April1987

By Dr. WernerAlbeseder

I. INTRODUCTION The personal income tax is levied at progressive rates

ranging from 21 to 62%.
Thanks to its geographic location and its neutrality,
Austria is well qualified to serve as starting point for The income of corporations (joint stock companiesor

business operations in the COMECON countries of limited liability companies) is subject to corporate in-

Eastern Europe and Yugoslavia. The common history
come tax. The rates of corporate income tax are also

of Austria with some Eastern European countries, progressiveand are ranging from 30 to 55%. On distri-

especially with Hungary, is no encumbrance for buted income the rate is reduced by half. To enjoy the
reduced rate, a formal shareholders' resolution auth-economicactivities in the EasternEuropeancountries.

In some cases, common history may even be a helpful orizing such distribution is required. Accordingly,so-

called hidden dividends do not qualify for a preferredconnecting link.
tax treatment. The reduced rate, however, concerns

Many multinational enterprises maintain subsidiaries the distributed portion of the profit only. If the entire
or branch offices in Austria with the sole purpose of profit after tax is distributed, it has to be taken into
acting in the COMECONcountriesofEasternEurope consideration that the corporate income tax on the
and Yugoslavia. It is rather easy for Austrian citizens dividends (which is payable from the company'sprofit)
to travel in those countries, not only because of short is itself subject to the full corporate income tax rate as

distance (56 km only from Vienna to the Czech and 59 undistributedprofits. Because of the so-calledshadow
km to the Hungarian border), but also because of the effect (Schatteneffekt) the corporate income tax bur-
fact that Austrian citizens do not need a visa to travel den in the case of full distributionsdoes not amount to
to Hungary and Yugoslavia (in the last case this is true 27.5% (one half of 55%) in the highest bracket, but to
also for citizens of other European countries). 37.93%. In order to avoid the shadow effect the dis-

A short example may underscore the importance of tributionhas to be at least as high as the taxable income

Austria in doing business in Eastern European coun-
of the company. To achieve this goal, an increase of

tries: currently, approximately 70 joint ventures are
the distributed amount is necessary; such an increase
is possible by means of using reserves by making useestablished in Hungary, 20 of them with the participa- of the participationexemption by tax-free profitstion of an Austrian company.

or or

dividendsfrom abroad under a double taxation treaty.
The participation exemption applies in cases where a

2. AUSTRIANTAX LAW corporateentity with unlimited tax liability (i.e. which
is resident in Austria) has held - since the beginning

Individuais are subject to personal income tax and of the fiscal (not calendar) year preceding the date of
legal entities to corporate ncome tax. Partnerships tax assessment- cortinued ownership of at least 25%
and business forms which do not qualify as a separate of the share capital of a stock corporation or limited
legal entity are not subject to corporate income tax; liabilitycompanyalso subject to unlimited tax liability.
however, in Austria the partnership is not a taxable As of 1 January 1973 the participation exemption was

entity under the personal income tax law either. It is extended to Austrian corporate entities holding such
the individual partner who is subject to personal in- investments in foreign companies. The holding com-

come tax based on the share of his income from the pany must also be an entity with unlimited tax liability
partnership.
The concept of calculating income and profit, devel- Dr. Werner Albeseder is a fully chartered accountant in the
oped for purposes of personal income taxation, also Vienna office of Sd-Ost Treuhand AG, a member of Arthur
applies to corporate income taxation. Generally said, Young International. He received his Doctor of Laws and

profits are computed in the same way for personal Magisterof economics diplomas from the Universityof Vien-
income tax and corporate income tax purposes. In- na in 1974 and 1977, respectively. Dr. Albeseder qualified
come is always computed for an income period. For as a Steuerberater (tax adviser) in 1978.
individuals the period is the calendar year.
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in Austria owning at least 25% of the share capital of 3. TAXTREATIESWITHEASTERNEUROPEAN
the foreign corporation which is comparable to a COUNTRIES
domestic corporation (so-called international partici-
pation exemption). Thus, dividends paid by a foreign Austria has concluded tax treaties with Bulgaria,
subsidiary to its resident parent company are not tax- Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania and the
able in the hands of the recipient. U.S.S.R. The treaties cover all taxes on income and

property. In addition, a treaty covering estate taxes
For 1 January 1989 a significant amendment of the exists with Hungary. For details see Appendix.
corporate income tax system has to be expected. The
highest normal corporate income tax rate will be re- There are definitions of a permanentestablishmentin
duced from 55% to 35-38%. The special rate (in case each of the treaties. Building sites and construction
of profit distribution) will presumably be completely projects are usually considered as permanent estab-
abolished. In the case of a holding situation the divi- lishmentsonly if they exist for a certain period of time.
dends earned by the holding company will be tax-free Usually the time limit is, as under Austrian national
at any rate, not only in the case that the participation law, 12 months. Divergences exist in the following
exceeds 25%. Austrian conventions:

Poland, Hungary, U.S.S.R. : 24 months

Additionally partnerships and corporations are sub- Romania: building sites : 18 months

ject to a trade tax. For purposes of trade tax the constructionprojects : 12 months

partnership is an independent taxpayer. The trade tax Dividendspaid by a corporationestablished in Hunga-amounts to about 14.5% of the partnership's income.
It is deductible when computing the taxable income ry or the U.S.S.R. are not subject to any withholding

tax in the source countryunder the treaties. Dividends
and for corporate income tax purposes. coming from Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland

to tax,Individuals are subject to a net wealth tax of 1% per
are subject a 10% withholding dividends from
Romania may be taxed at source with 15%.

year. However, corporations, as separate legal en-

tities, are also subject to a net wealth tax amounting Interest paid from an Eastern European company is
to 1% and to a substitute inheritance wealth tax of taxable in Austria: generally there is no withholding
0.5%. The participationexemption also applies to the tax in the source country with the exceptionof Roma-
wealth tax of the corporation, which means that the nia (10% withholding tax).
value of the participation is not subject to this tax;
however, related debts are not deductible. Generally, royalties are exclusively taxed in Austria;

only Czechoslovakia (5%) and Romania (10%) levy
Under domestic law, dividends are subject to a with- withholding taxes.

holding tax of 20%, if the participation exemption
does not apply. For dividends in the hands of the The method used to avoid double taxation is generally
individual shareholder the personal income tax is the exemption with progression method. All treaties
levied at half the rate which normally would apply to concluded with Eastern European countries contain a

every single taxpayer. This rule also applies to divi- non-discriminationclause and provide tax authorities
dends in the hands of a partnership. with the right to exchange information as needed to

apply the treaties. Mutual agreement procedures are

When an Austrian company acquires a participation also provided for in all the treaties. However, there
in a foreign subsidiary of more than 25% it is allowed are no agreements about legal aid in collecting taxes
to take a 10% depreciation in the first year irrespective betweenthe EasternEuropeancountriesand Austria.
of the actual value of the shares. In some cases this
rule also applies if a Joan is given to a foreign sub-
sidiary. 4. CYPRUSOFFSHORECOMPANYAS

INTERMEDIATE(HOLDING)COMPANY
The alienationof a participationby a company is gen-
erally subject to normal taxation. There is no special In cases where the Austrian internationalparticipation
capital gains tax in Austria. If an individual or a part- exemption would not apply because the foreign oper-
ner in a partnership sells shares, the personal income ation is not comparable to a domestic corporation, it
tax is imposed at half the rate only (see dividends). may be recommended to interpose a Cyprus offshore
Additionally, an amount of up to 100,000 AS of the company. The same may apply if the participation is
alienation gain remains tax-free. less than 25%. However, it has to be said that it is not

a common practice in Austria to interpose holding
Especially,when doing businesswith Eastern Europe- companies in tax havens or low tax countries. One of
an countries, it is often necessary to pay commission the reasons is that a participationin a foreign company
fees. Such expenses are recognized as tax-deductible is subject to approval by the Austrian National Bank
even if the recipient is not mentioned by name pro- (see below); an approval for a subsidiary in a country
vided that there is a direct connection with the order in which there are (and will be) no permanent
from abroad and that it may be assumed that the economicconnectionsof the potentialAustrianparent
recipient is not taxable in Austria. company would be hard to obtain.
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5. AUSTRIANEXCHANGECONTROL double taxation treaties concluded with several East-
REGULATIONS ern European countries make Austria an interesting

starting point for various economic activities with
There are still some foreign exchange control regula- Eastern Europe.
tions left in the Austrian law.

The acquisitionof a participationin a foreigncompany
is allowed only under the condition that all persons APPENDIX

participating in the foreign company have their
domicile in a multilateral member state (i.e. coun- Conventionfortheavoidanceof doubletaxationconcluded

tries which are members of IMF or OECD). The par-
betweenAustriaand Eastern Europeancountries

ticipation of the foreign company must lead to a per- State Federal law gazette in Scopeof taxes
manent economic relationship between the Austrian whichtheconventionhas covered
and the foreign partner. The acquisition of foreign been published in Austria
participation just for the purpose of an investment
without personal economic interests (with the excep- Bulgaria 425/1984 all taxes on income

tion of certain foreign stocks and bonds) is prohibited. and property

In the cases of multilateral member states the ap-
Czechoslovakia 346/1979 ail taxeson income

proval is generally given if the conditions are fulfilled; and property
for participation in other countries special permission Hungary 52/1976 all taxeson income

is required. and property
51/1976 estate taxes

Poland 384/1975 all taxes on income

6. SUMMARY and property
Romania 6/1979 alltaxeson income

Austria is certainly not a low tax country. However, and property
the geographical location, the political status of neut- U.S.S.R. 411/1982 all taxes on income

rality, some provisions in the Austrian tax law and the and property

FJROPEANOECD

InternationalTaxAvoidance TAXA'TIONand Evasion

The OECD has just issued a report entitled lnterna-
tional Tax Avoidanceand Evasion (112 pages) which
examines the ways used to avoid or evade taxes in an

internationalcontext. It also describes the counteract- ArticlesbytheBureau'steamofinternationaltaxspecialists,
ing measures taken by governments. and its networkof localtaxexperts.

Among the issues discussed are the ways in which tax
avoidance and evasion may be carried out by syphon-
ing profits to tax havens, by setting up base companies Developmentsand trends in Europeantax law

in tax havens and by using conduit companies in other
countries to disguise income flows. The problems of News in brief; court rulings; case notes

detectingsuch operationsare increasedby the practice EEC tax developmentsof bank secrecy which may make it more difficult for
tax officials to verify income flows and this issue is also
discussed in the report.
The report is the first in a new series entitled Issues Furtherdetailsandfreesamplesfrom:
in International Taxation which will bring together [i INTERNATIONALBUREAUOF FISCAL
reports prepared by the Committee on Fiscal Affairs / DOCUMENTATION
on double taxation, transfer pricing and tax com- m Sarphatistraat124- P.O. Box 20237-
pliance. IHHiill/.'- 1000 HEAmsterdam-theNetherlands

Tel.: 020-267726 Telex: 13217 intax nl
Cables: Forintax Telefax:020-228658
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GERVAN 3-VOCRA-C R-UB_ C:

TheStructureofObligatoryPaymentsto the

NationalBudgetandtheManagementof the

SocialistEconomy
By Erhardt Knauthe and Hans Spiller*

SUMMARY
Dr. Erhardt Knauthe is Professor of Public Finance of the

The State finance system exerts an inluence on the HumboldtUniversity,Berlin (GermanDemocraticRepublic)
management decisions of socialist economie units by Dr. Hans Spiller s Professorof Financial and Economic Law
means of variable obligatorypayments to the national at the Martin Luther University, Halle (German Democratic

budget, by means of credit relationsand interest struc- Republic)
tures and also by means of obligatory insurance pay-
ments. Obligatory payments to the national budget material (stimulation function),provided support for the developmentof an intensive resources

expansionof the productionpotential,one of the aims
- controlling the formation and use of the gross so-

pursued in this case being restriction of the consump-
cial product, the disposal of the national income
and material developments based on financialtion of scarce resources. Labour, land and also mate-

rial and energy consumptionare of particularnational flows (control function).
economic significance in this context. A resource tax The State financialsystem is in consequencea versatile
system has been developed in the German Democratie management tool which is able, by means of its inhe-
Republic during the past 15 years with the aim of rently interrelated constituents (the national budget
restricting the consumption of these resources, which together with the budgets of local bodies, the State
has modified the revenue structure of the national banking and credit system, the financial system of
budget. The volume of revenue derived from this socialist enterprises and the system of compulsory in-
source has risen from 17.8% in 1980 to 24.95% in surance with additional voluntary insurance), to exert
1984. The profits of nationalizedenterprisesand com- a wide-ranging influence on the development of
binations of enterprises have also been modified by economic processes.
the institution of these taxes, opening up new pos- The compulsorytransfers to the State (i.e. compulsorysibilities for more effective production. paymentsby nationalizedindustries, taxeson coopera-

tives, private handicraftenterprises,private industrial

REVENUESTRUCTUREOF THE NATIONAL enterprises and individualcitizens, together with con-

tributions and fees) are incorporated in this overall
BUDGETANDMANAGEMENTOF THE
SOCIALISTECONOMY concept. They are able to produce a specialized and

differentiatedeffect in increasing the efficiencyofpro-
The State financial system is an integral componentof duction and on the primarydistributionand redistribu-

the planned State-controlledeconomy in all fields and tion between economic units and regional redistribu-

at all levels. Socialist ownership of the means of pro-
tons, to ensure an all-rounddevelopmentof territorial

duction, the national budget as the main source of regions, so that the inluence extends not only to the

funds and the supporting State banking and insurance feld of production, but also to the circulation and

systems have permitted a differentiated deployment consumption of goods.
of financial resources in a manner which ensures the The most important compulsory payments to the na-

implementation of the economic and social policy of tional budget by State-owned enterprises and combi-
the State. nations of State-ownedenterprises are:

The comprehensivefunctions of the State finance sys- (a) Product-relatedtaxes (turnover taxes)tem consist mainly of:
financing the national economic growth process

This tax variant has the effect of centralizing a part of
-

and the formationand distributionof the necessary
net income (mainly from finished products) in cases

monetary resources for the performance of the
tasksset out in State plans (distributionfunction), ' This paper was presented at the 42nd Congress of the International
encouraging social, collective and personal in- Institute of Public Finance held in Athens, Greece, from 24-29 August

-

terests in order to achieve greater efficiency in all 1986. It was translated into English from its original form by Mr. Byatt of
economic processes, including the effective use of Her Majesty's Treasury, United Kingdom.
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where, as a result of pricing decisions at the national conditions and world factors necessitate a sparing use

level, industrial sales prices for particular goods and of resources.

services have been fixed above the calculatedprices of
enterprises. That means prices consist of three parts: 1. Limited resources
cost, profit and turnover tax.

The following annual increases in sales, manpower(b) The productionresources tax (levy on assets) and materal resources (in the production sectors)The aim of this tax is to ensure an effective utilization have been recorded in the national economy duringof invested capital and working resources in the na- the past 10 years':tional sector and in the construction industry.
Industrialsales about 5%

(c) The net proft tax Labour less than 1%
By determining the proportion of the net profits of Material less than 3%
State-owned enterprises and combinations of State- Capital resources about 6%
owned enterprises to be paid to the national budget, Workingresources about2%
the State is able to administer this proportion of the The supply of labour is restricted as a result of demo-
net profits centrally in the budget in order to finance graphic developments.tasks of national importance. The level of the net

profit tax is determined separately in each case for The available manpower resources will decrease in
State-owned enterprises and combinations of State- absolute terms for a few years after 1990. Since man-

owned enterprises, reflecting national minimum re- Power resources are at present fully employedand this

quirements for the efficiencyof the industrial produc- situation will continue for the next few years, the sav-

tion process. ing of manpower resources must be encouraged. An
annual increase in the productivity of work will be

(d) The manpower tax necessary in order to achieve the requiredand planned
This tax, which has been designated the contribution growth in production. This will be done by the use of
to social funds, is intended to ensure a more effective modern technology. The lower material consumption
use and, in the final instance, a saving of labour. in relation to the growth in productioncorresponds to

the requirements of product development and the

(e) Employercontributions to social insurance greater refinement of raw materials, equipment and
These contributionsare allocated to a particular fund semi-finished products, with a consequent simultane-
which, together with employees' social insurancecon- ous saving in imports and investmentsin the raw mate-

tributions and substantial additions from the national rial sector.

budget, are used to finance social insurance benefits. The reductionin specificenergyconsumptionhas been

(f) Miscellaneousfees and charges particularly effective. Basic resources have increased

Various fees and charges, aimed at the direct saving of
more rapidly than production. The aim during the
next five-year plan is to achieve a better balance bymaterial resources and the improvement of environ- increasing the effectivenessof investmentsand further

mental conditions also exist. These will be dealt with extending the utilization of existing basic resources.
in greater detail in subsequent sections.

Further economicdevelopmentin the Gerrnan Demo- The increase in working resources (meaning stocks of

cratic Republic is based on the increasing intensifica- materials, semi-finished and finished products) has

tion of the economy by a wide range of economic and clearly lagged behind the increase in production,
legal measures. Industrial activity during the past 15 which already displays a more effective stock system
years has enabled a planned and stable growth of the and an acceleratedproductioncycle. The development
national income of an annual 4-5% to be achieved. of these elements of the production process n the

Provisionhas been madefor this level to be maintained directionof a more intensive type of expandedproduc-
or further increased in national plans up to the year

tion potential will have to be implementedby a wide

1990, the aim being a further rise in the standard of variety of decisions and measures at alllevels (enter-
living by the joint influence of economic and social prises and combinationsof enterprises, territorial ad-

policy. This can only be achieved by an intensive ex-
ministrative bodies, supported by central decisionson

pansion of the production potential in the national national economicpolicy). A key question in this con-

economy, accompaniedby a small rise, if any, or even nection is the contnuous renewal of the production
a partial reduction in the use of labour, materials, range to meet demand and the internationalstandard

sources of energy.and production funds. This is all the of product development and technology. The experi-
more necessary snce some resources are only availa- ence of socialist planned economieshas confirmedthe

ble on a restricted basis and both national economic value of supporting these processes not only by the
necessary decisions on production and development
structure in the national economy, but also by
economic regulations. Greaterdelegation of responsi-

I. Calculated in accordance with the Statistisches Jahrbuch der DDR bility to enterprises2 and to sectoral and territorial
[Statistical Year Book of the GDR], Staatsverlag Berlin, 1985.

administrativebodies have created the2. The term enterprise will be used throughout the paper to mean necessary con-

State-owned enterprises and combinationsof State-owned enterprises. ditions for combining centralized and decentralized
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decisions. Economicscales of assessment are required process includes elements at the enterprise and State
in this case as decision-makingcriteria. level, so that a step-wise appropriaton of the im-

proved productoccurs. The centralizationof resources

means
2. The role of money, financingandcredit in by of the State financing system in the national

promotingan intensificationof the national budget includes, of course, elements other than the
resource taxes, but the effect of those taxes is to cen-

economy tralize a sufficiently important part of the improved
to

Money, financing and credit are used not only to fi- product influence the decision-makingbehaviourof
at same to a measure

nance the productionprocess, but at the same time for enterprises and the time permit
of stimulation and control of those enterprises.

purposes of economic stimulation and control. The
active and relatively independent role of financial re- A system of resource taxes has been built up in the
sources in the socialist planned economy is being German DemocraticRepublicover a period of almost

exploited at thepresent time to an increasing extent 20 years, all the time closely integrated in the
and on a plannedbasis to promote the growth and to mechanism of economic accounting. The question of

improve the structure and proportions of the rapidly the extent to which resource taxes can be regarded as

expanding production process n the national taxes as defined in a socialist economy will not be

economy. At the same time, the active role of financial considered further in the context of this study3. At all
resources has to be linked with their economic ac- events the amounts paid have to be earned in the

countingsystem and in particularwith the profitability enterprisesand they form an importantelement in the

princple and the aspect of material expediency. revenue of the national budget.
Economic accounting systems in enterprises must be The stimulatory function of these resource taxes is to
perfected so as to achieve a greaterdegree of harmony be found in the fact that an effective resource utiliza-
between social, collective and individual interests. tion will result in a reduction in the taxes, either in

absolute terms or in relation to output (turnover), or

3. The active influenceoftaxationonthe in complete exemption from resource taxes. In this
utilizationof resources case the net profits will be correspondinglyhigher and

the opportunities for building up capital funds within
One aspect of the active influence of financing on the the enterprise greater.
production process is to be found in the effect of re- Some of the more important resource taxes are re-
source taxes. The furtherdevelopmentof the category viewedbelow (in principle in chronologicalsequence):of expandedproduction is linked to a large extent with
the relatively small-scale use of the most important Land utilization fee (adopted in 1968, a new version
resources. The structureof financeand credit relations was issued in 1981 with greater differentiation from
and the prices of particulargoods used during produc- various points of view). The land utilization fee con-

tion are therefore intended to stimulate the manufac- sists of a single payment in respect of areas of land or

ture of more refined products. forest in permanent use. The rate varies according to
the previous use of the land up to a total of 400,000In the subject under examination the assessment of marks per hectare. In the case of the temporaryuse of

the utilizationof money categories is concentratedon such areas of land, a proportional fee is payable perthe resource taxes which, taken as a whole, have given month or per year. The land utilization fee is payablerise to substantial changes in the structure of the na- by the new user of the land. Enterprises are requiredtional budget. First of all, we shall consider these taxes
to show the land utilization fee as a part of the invest-

as constituent elements in the economic accounting
systems of enterprises.

ment costs without the possibilityof depreciation.This
results in a non-recurring expenditure in the profit
account on investments and a larger basis for the cur-

4. Generalviewof theprincipalresourcetaxes rent calculation of the production fund tax.
and their fieldofapplication The aim of the land utilization fee is to bring out 1

For purposes of this review, resources will be under- alternative investmentsolutions which restrict the use

stood to mean:
of land and to stimulate by economic means variants

manpower (labour resources); which counter the trend toward a reduction in the area
-

land; of land under agricultural cultivation. Investments
-

production funds (fixed assets and working capi- which require only very small additionalareas of land,
-

tal);
if any, are cost-savng for the enterprise.

raw material and energy inputs; Production resources tax, respectively in trade: com--

water; mercial resources tax (adopted in 1971). This tax is-

air; and payable annually at a fixed rate (in general 6%), in-

transport capacity. relation to productive funds. The latter included in the-

The concept underlying resource taxes is that the utili- initial version the basic resources at their mean value,
zation of resources in the form of labour and materials 3. Reference may be made to the paper by the authors in the Reform
should give rise to an improved product which passes of Tax Systems- Proceedingsof the 35th Congress of the IIPF. Taormina
into the ownershipof society. The social appropriation 1979, Wayne State University Press, Detroit, 1981), at 438.
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the land utilization fee shown as an asset and the weighted by means of multipliers. The effect of these

planned mean stocks of working resources. Various payments is comparable to a negative tax.

exemptions are given, for example, in respect of basic Indirect encouragement to reduce the consumptionof
resources in the cultural-social sector. materials, equipment and beraw energy sources can

In 1982 the principle was extended to incomplete in- given by the imposition of product-related taxes,
vestments and in 1984 the standard rate was increased which operate on the principle of a turnover tax. The
to 12% in respect of: prices for raw materials, equipment and energy

incompleteinvestmentsfrom the date ofscheduled sources can be calculated in relation to the consump--

commissioninguntil the date ofactual commission- tion figures, the prices being periodicallyadjusted up-
ing (i.e. in the case of delayed completion, no levy wards or downwardsin accordancewith the consump-
iS paid between the date of early commissioning tion. In the case of some materials the product-related
and the date of scheduled commissioning); tax can be levied on the manufactureror supplier, so

certain specified basic resources (items of equip- that it is then passed on as a cost component to the-

ment), which are temporarily utilized at below user of the material.
90% of their capacity, in accordance with a pre- Price ratios, established at the national economic
determined differential guide scale; level, can then exert an economic influence on mate-
excess stocks of working capital (exceeding the-

rial consumption, material substitution again the
standard schedules for stocks).

or

relationship between the consumption of imported
In 1986 the basis of calculation of the production tax materials or items of domesticsupply. Experiencehas
on basic resources was changed from gross to net val- shown that a sound materialeconomycan yield results
ues (gross values less depreciation). This was accom- of advantage to the national economy, since each
panied by a differentiated increase in the previously quantitative unit used becomes more cost-effective.
fixed rate of 6%, since the net value as a basis of The waste water levy (adopted in 1982) is payable if a
calculation is lower (the 6% rate remains in force for
material working capital).

fixed pollution level is exceeded. In addition, a water
utilizationfeehas been introduced in order to regulate

The aim of the production fund tax is to ensure effec- the uptake of waters from lakes and rivers, the user

tive utilization of the invested basic resources and the being required to calculate the price himself on the
working resources. The differentiated rates are in- basis of a predeterminedprice scale. If a greater than
tended in this case to produce various specific effects authorized quantity of water is used, a higher price is
such as: charged as a penalty. All these payments are made to

a planned utilization of capacity, the water industry administration.-

completion of investment programmeson time or Transfer of a proportionof the profit to the national
-

early, budget if the plan is exceeded (up to
a preference for the modernization of existing maximum amount for each additionally employed

-
manpower a

basic resources (fixed assets) rather than new in- worker) (adopted in 1982).vestments4,
economic stock management (stocks of materials Tax on manpower (adopted in 1984). This tax, which-

and finished products), iS known as the contribution to social funds,
a rational production technology,necessitatingre- amounts to 70% of the total wages and is payable by-

latively small stocks of unfinished products. enterprises to the national budget. It may be included
in calculations as part of the production costs.

Dust and waste gas levies to reduce air pollution
(adopted in 1973). The financial penalties for exceed- The aim of this tax is to foster a greater appreciation
ing a standard pollutant level (emission limit values) of the live work-force in the productioncosts. It is also

are payable to the Regional Council [Bezirk], which intended to compensate for part of the resources re-

passes the amounts received to the particular munici- quired by the State for financingits social policy. These

pal and rural authorities which have to deal with the amounts have to be earned in the enterprises, but no

pollution. The level of payment is determined by the specifically earmarked funds are established in the

regional hygiene inspection service at the request of national budget. At the same time, if workplaces are

the local council, on the basis of widely differing tables eliminated as a result of automation, this reduces pro-
duction costs with a favourable effect on the obtaina-and tariff scales.
ble rise in profit.

Regulations to encouragereducedmaterialand energy
consumption (adopted in 1976, 1980 and 1982). In 5. The increasein the resourcetax fractionin the
these years numerousstringent regulationswere intro- nationalincome
duced. In the first place there was financial recognition
of material savings by workers who were able to im- The most inportant of the sources of revenue de-
prove on the materialand energycomsumptionnorms. scribed above are the items of income paid directly to
These were single payments, representing a propor-
tion of the materialcosts. If the raw materials,working 4. Where modernization is undertaken in place of complete new invest-
materials and sources of energy were of importance in ments, the net values of these basic resources and in consequence the

the national economy, the financial recognition was production funds levy to be paid will be lower.
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the national budget, i.e. the production resources tax costs and have alreadyguaranteed the requiredprofit.
and the manpower tax. The ground utilization fee and The production resources tax amounts to 6% of the
the water utilization fee are also allocated expressly to net value for basic resourcesand circulatingresources.
the national budget. The product-relatedtax incorpo- In the example in question 6% of 70 million marks
rated in part in material prices (turnover tax) forms amounts to 4.2 million marks. The production re-

only the smaller element in the budget income from sources tax has to be paid from the profit, leaving the
total receipts of turnover tax, since the latter is im- net profit which must be large enough to cover the
posed mainly on finished products. The remaining re- planned aims of expanded production. The net profit
source taxes are contained in the payments in respect is used for the formation of a fund to stimulate the
of profits or are redistributedat communal levels (for activitiesof employees in the enterprise, for the repay-
example, in the form of dust and waste gas levies). The ment of investment credits, for financing planned in-
revenue structure of the national budget has been vestments, for redistribution within the combination
given in Annex 1 for the years 1980, 1983 and 1984, of State-owned enterprises and for proportional pay-
which reveal the following main trends. The resource ments to the national budget (payment on net profit).
tax function in the payments made by enterprises to The net profit is a critical element in economic ac-
the national budget has risen from 20.5% (1980) to counting and provides the main criterion of the effec-
32.1% (1984). tive operation of the enterprise. The level of the

The overall fraction of resource tax payments in the employeestimulus fund will depend on the netprofit.
national revenue has risen from 17.8% (1980) to 25% The return on investment (turnover) has therefore to

(1984). cover:

production costs;-

No further increase is required. The question which - the manpower tax (contribution to social funds),
has to be considered is whether or not the present which is contained in the costs;
restructuring of the tax system has achieved the in- - the productionresources tax (containedin the pro-
tended aim of a more effective utilization of human fit);
and material resources. The criterion on which this - the net profit; and
assessment has to be based is whether growth condi- - the product-related tax (turnover tax), where it is
tions have been achieved which correspond to the levied.
required intensive expansion of reproduction. The
profit and net profit factors have a special part to play During the first few months of 1986 enterprises in the

ln these growth relationships, since it reflects in the German Democratic Republic published their esti-
mated production figures and obligationsfor the Five-most concentrated form the effective utilization of
Year Plan 1986-1990, in which they endeavoured tohuman and material resources. It is therefore one of

the most important characteristiccriteria determining achieve appropriate additional production ratios. The

the level of additional funds which can be used to
measure of their dynamic approach is of course re-

reward workers in enterprisesand to coverproduction flected, depending in each case on the given condi-

requirements. tions, in different growth rates.

Presentation2
6. The influenceof resourcetaxeson decision-

makingprocessesin enterprises Resource taxes are to some extent imposed as a penal-
ty. They are intended to promote com-liance of the

The principalconnectionsbetween resource taxes and operational production process with sc'ieduled plan-
the decision-making process will first of all be illus- ning. If the chronologicalutilization of specific impor-
trated in three presentationsof the subject, particular tant basic resources is lower than the standardnumber
referencebeingmade to quantitativeconnections.The of hours, a 12% increase in the production resources

economic criteria of an assumed enterprise X have tax is imposed in respect of this equipment. If we

been given at Annex 2, as an illustration of the effects postulate that in enterpriseX basic resources having a

of resource taxes and of the different decision-making net value of 20 million marks are not fully utilized in

behaviourof the enterprises. accordancewith the time standard, the enterprisewill
be liable to pay an additional 6% = 1.2 million marks

Presentation 1 with a correspondingreduction in the net profit. Simi-
lar examplescan be given of failure to completecapitalResource taxes provide a criterion for assessing the
nvestmentprogrammesin time or exceeding the plan-effective utilization of manpower and production re- ned stocks of working resources. Where these exces-

sources. Against the backgroundof a planned industri- sive stocks are financed by credits, the effect of the
al activity of enterprises to meet demand, these inten- interest factor has to be taken into account as well. In
sification factors have to be used so as to achieve a the German DemocraticRepublic interest is regardedgreater output (profit), thus guaranteeing the operat- as a cost component which may only reach the level
ing and national economic reproductionprocess. permitted in the plan. Additional interest charged and
The manpower tax (contribution to social funds) increased penal interest rates have to be covered from
amounts to 70% of the total wages. In the demonstra- the operating results. The basic interest rate, payable
tion example (Annex 2), the figure given under this to State banks in respect of credits granted to enter-
head is 3.8 million marks, which are contained in the prises, amounts to 5/o p.a. Interest rebates of up to
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1.8% may be granted if the agreed performance and If automation solutions are adopted with a simultane-
efficiency targets of the enterprise are exceeded or if ous saving of workplaces, the effect on the manpower
additional tasks of national economic importance are tax will help to promote efficiencyboth for the enter-
taken on. prise and the national economy. The aim pursued by

the national economyis the performanceof expandedFailure to achieve agreed performance and efficiency production taskswith the smallerworkforce,targets or temporary deviation from planned figures sameor a

can result in additional interest being imposed up to a
so as to conform to demographic development. Al-

total rate of 8%. A enal interest rate of up to 12% though automation means that the remaining work-

may be imposed in tlae event of contravention of the force will in general acquire higher qualificationsand

credit agreement.The dust and waste gas levies, waste
earn more, the total wage bill for the sector wll fall,

water levy and standing levies for immobilizing trans-
so that there is a corresponding saving on the man-

port resources (railway wagons and containers), as power tax. Thispermitsadditionalprofit from automa-
tion or on the other hand enables the very much higherreferred to above, are also intended to have a penal depreciation rates capital equipment to be borne.

effect. If more than the planned number of workers
on

are employed, a proportion of the profit earned by
theseworkerswill be diverted to the nationalbudget. Experience attained so far in this field may be sum-

marized as follows:

Presentation 3 1. The effect of an inadequate utilization of the

Taxes are intended to exert an influence on decisions capacity of basic resources is particularly clearly
regarding the use of national economc resources n marked, since, with a large proportionof less than

the direction of achieving an intensive expansion in fully utilized basic resources, the production re-

production. The variants selected shall be advantage- sources tax will rise. The reasons for this may be

ous both to the national economy and also to the delay in changing over to new products, resulting
enterprise. One example of this is the need to calcu- in arrearsof production;or it may be that with new

late, when planning capital investments, whether an capital investment the bringing into operation and

additional surface requirement is cost-effective. If, full utilization of equipment requires too long a

however, reconstructionon the previoussurfaceof the period. Enterprises are now making more inten-

factory is impossible, the ground utilizationcharge has sive efforts to master these processes.
to be invested, thus giving rise to a one time increase
in the outlay and after commissioningof the plant a 2. Stocks are now beingheld on a less generousscale.

permanent increase in the production resources tax.
Where the expanded production is still cost-effective 3. Decisions in regard to modernization or replace-under these conditions, this will mean that the national

ment of basic resources are mainly governed by
economy and the enterprise have a common interest. technological factors. It is not at present possibleSince the production resources tax is linked with the

to detect any particularinfluenceof the production
net value of the basic resources, the modernizationof

tax these decisions.
the latter by general repair and overhaul is a more

resources on

favourablesolution than new capital investment,since
in the case of general repairs the current market value 4. The manpower tax is encouragingthe comprehen-
of the existingbasic resources,as shown in the balance, sive automation of production processes and the
is not increased. If, however, the enterprisedecides in use of computerized data processing systems for
favour of new capital investment, the current value of the preparationand controlof productionprocess-
the basic resources will initially approximate the pro- es. The manpower tax is an important item in cost

curement price. The production resources tax is ac- calculations. Enterprises are deliberately looking
cordingly higher, since the basis of calculation - the for technological solutions which will permit in-

net value - is initially higher. In order to achieve an creased production, in general with the same or an

increase in the net profit, the investments must be absolute reduction in the labour force. This will
cost-effective to a more than average degree, so that take full account of the requirements of the na-

a higher efficiency target has to be set for the invest- tional economyand of demographicdevelopments
ment. in the German Democratic Republic.
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ANNEX 1

STRUCTUREOF BUDGET RECEIPTS OF THE GDR1

1980 1983 1984

1000 marks % 1000 marks % 1000 marks %

Total budget 160,652 100 192,409 100 213,534 100

Among them

receipts from enterprises and banks
1. Turnovertax 39,338 24.5 39,283 20.4 50,242 23.5
2. Levy on assets 18,233 11.3 22,910 11.9 25,089 11.7

3. Levy on net profit 40,094 25 55,680 28.9 40,411 18.9
4. Levyon labour =- -- 20,093 9.4

5. Taxesofagriculture 1,417 0.8 1,424 0.7 5,102 2.4

6. Taxesof craftsmanco-op 3,074 1.9 4,018 2 3,756 1.7

7. Taxesof private sector 3,029 1.8 3,795 1.9 4,004 1.8

8. Transferpaymentsof banks 6,051 3.7 7,307 3.8 7,624 3.5
9. Levyon land 300 0.18 177 0.09 207 0.1

10. Paymentsfor wateruse 173 0.1 398 0.2 543 0.25

11. Social insurancecontribution 8,641 5.3 9,350 4.8 9,563 4.5

120,350 74.58 144,342 74.69 166,634 77.75

As levies imposed on resources employed are considered the positions under 2,4,8,9,10.
The share of levies on resources on total payments of enterprises is

20.5 21.3 32.1%.
The share of levies on resources on total budget is

17.8 16.1 24.95%.

1. As reported in the budgetary account for the years 1980, 1983 and 1984, approved by the Volkskammer [People's Chamber] of the German
Democratic Republic.
Payments to the natona budget by State banks originate mainly in credt transactionswth enterprises. These represent the net profit of the banks
asthe differencebetweenthe interest rates chargedorallocatedcredits and the interest rates paid on assets in the bank accountsof enterprises.

ANNEX 2 time basis throughout the year. The enterprise is there-
fore liable for an additional 6% production resources

ECONOMICCHARACTERISTICSOF ENTERPRISEX tax (= 0.6 million marks). This would reduce the net

(in million marks) profit from 2.8 to 2.2 million marks.

Production of goods (turnover) 100 3. The decision has to be taken in the enterprise as to

Costs 93 whether the performancecapacityof the basic resources

Profit 1 is to be maintained and increased by modernization or

Production resources 110 by replacement capital investment. Provided that both

including Basic resources, gross 80 varantsare feasible, the resultswill differ in the amount

Basic resources, net 40 of production resources tax for which the enterprise is
Material circulating resources 30 liable. With modernization

,

the production resources

tax will remain unchanged,whereasreplacementcapital
Production resources tax (simplified) investment will result in an increase in the net value of

6% (of 70 million) 4.2 million the basic resources (for example, with a capital invest-
Net profit 2.8

ment figure of 5 million marks and an annual deprecia-
Workforce 455 persons tion of 10% [= 0.5 million marks], the mean value
Total wage bill 5.4 during the first year's utilization would be (5 + 4.5) 2
Manpower tax (70%) 3.8 4.75). The additionalproductionresources tax would=

amount to 0.28 million marks, so that the net profit
would fall from 2.8 to 2.25 million marks. The manage-

Examples ment of the enterprise will then have to decide whether
1. The enterprise s experiencng difficulties in the sales this reduction in the net profit will be outweighed by

field. Failure to sell goods has resulted in the stocks of other factors, reduced waste during production, the

circulating resourcesbeing 10 million marks higher than higher quality level obtainablewith the new equipment
planned. This would result in an additional production or an increase in profit due to a higher production
resources tax, amounting to 12% (= 1.2 million marks) volume.

plus 8% penal interest in view of the credit situation (= 4. An automation project will enable saving of 20 work-
0.8 million marks). This would reduce the net profit of a

the enterprise in this example from 2.8 to 0.8 million places to be made on the basis of a cost per worker of

marks. forexample21,600marks (consistingof his wages, man-

power tax and employer's social insurance contribu-
2. In this enterprise basic equipment valued at 10 million tion); this would amount to an annual saving of 0.43

marks is being utilized below standard capacity on a million marks, thus raising the net profit from 2.8 to
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3.23 million marks. This saving has to be set against the yielding an increase in the net profit of only 0.13 million
capital investmentcost in the cost-benefit calculations. marks) so that more economc variants have to be
Assuming an investment cost of 0.1 million marks per looked at (further changes in the cost situation have
workplace, the total capital investment costs would been disregarded). If the capital investment includes
amount to 2 million marks, thus increasing the produc- equipment from a rationalization programme within
tion resources tax by about 0.1 million marks as a result the enterprises, this will involve an entitlement to a
of the new capital investment. Account has also to be 2-year exemption from production resources tax, with
taken of the depreciation factor (amounting at 10% to a consequent favourable effect on the cost-benefit cal-
0.2 million marks). The net profit would accordingly culation.
fall by 0.1 + 0.2 = 0.3 million marks. It is evident that
the investmentof 0.1 millionmarksper workplacesaved
is barely profitable (the increased profit due to the These examples make it clear how resource taxes enable
saving of 20 workplaces is 0.43 million marks, while the operational decision-makingcriteria within the enterprise
reduction in the net profit due to the increase in the to be brought into line with the national economic aim of
basic resources of the enterprises is 0.3 million marks, an intensificationof the reproduction process.

OEC D:

INTERNATIONALSYMPOSIUM ON TAX REFORM IN
DEVELOPEDCOUNTRIES

The main industrializedcountries are either consider- - favourable tax treatmentfor savings and its impact
ing or have already implemented important tax re- on the level and distributionofhouseholdsavings;
forms. An exchangeof views on their differentexperi- - desirabilityor not of adjusting the income tax base
ences took place at a symposiumorganized by France and system for inflation;
in association with the OECD on 12 and 13 January - the economic double taxation of dividends and its
1987. The meeting brought together 140 ministers, impact on investmentdecisionsand on the interna-
politicians, academics, tax officials and members of tional allocation of capital.
the business and trade union communities from 25
countries. The proceedings of the symposium have Many participantsagreed on the need to cut tax rates,

which during recent years have substantiallyincreased
now been published by the OECD. in most industrialized countries. It was recognized,
The dscussions focussed primarily on personal and however, that the need to finance Budget deficits may
corporate income taxes and covered the following is- limit the scope for any reduction in taxation.
sues:

The approach favoured to finance this cut in tax rates

choosing between tax incentives and lower tax was to widen as far as possible the tax base by eliminat--

rates; ing certain tax exemptions and allowances.
taxation of the lower paid;-
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ROVA\ A: joint ventures in Romania. Participationof Romanian
enterprises in co-operative ventures is approved by

Taxationof
the competent bodies.

The international legal framework of economic and

JointVenturesand
technical-scientificco-operation is constituted by bi-
and multilateral treaties to which Romania is a con-

tracting party or to which it had acceded and which

Non-residents also contain mutual facilities which the contracting
parties grant to each other. Thus, for example, begin-
ning with 1976, Romania has concluded and ratified

By loan Condor 20 bilateral treaties for the protectionof foreign invest-
ments with the followingcountries: Austria, Belgium,
Cameroon, China (People's Republic), Denmark,
Egypt, France, Germany (Fed. Rep.), Italy, Malaysia,
Morocco, the Netherlands, Pakistan, Senegal, Sri

I. THE GENERALLEGALFRAMEWORKOF Lanka, Sudan, the United Kingdom, United States
FOREIGNECONOMICANDFINANCIAL and Yugoslavia.
RELATIONS Joint ventures are a modern form of co-operation,

used in several fields (production, commercialization
A. Generalaspects of goods, finance and banking, insurance) because of

their high economicefficiency. Therefore, the general
Exchange of goods, services and capital as well as provisions of Law 1/1971 relating to joint ventures

internationaleconomicco-operationhave grown at an have been developed through State Council Decrees.

unprecedented rate. In our time, the promotion and Decree 424/1972 for the establishment, organizationwidening of international co-operation have become and functioningofjointventuresin the SocialistRepub-
an objectivenecessityfor the progressofeach country, lic of Romania (published in the Official Gazette, No.
the developmentof human civilization in general, and 121 of 4 November 1972) establishes, in essence, the
an essential prerequisite of a climate of trust among following:peoples. Therefore, Romania also considers the the agreement on a partnershipand the articles of-

broadeningof commercialexchangesand of economic incorporation are to be approved by the State
co-operation in production with other States and the Council;active participation in the international division of two types of companies may be established with- -

labour as inseparable elements in the process of her shares and with limited liability;
own development. the Romanian partner must have a minimum of-

51% of the capital.
B. Foreign investment The Decree does not containdetailed rules concerning

the organization and functioning of joint ventures,
International economic co-operation occupies an im- limiting itself to specify that these aspects will be regu-
portant place in the foreign economicpolicy and in the lated by the agreementon partnershipand the articles
strategy of building a modern economy in Romania. which are approved by the State Council when estab-
The main fields of activity covered by international lishing the company, thus becoming the proper law
co-operation agreements are: co-operation in produc- of the co-partners.tion (industrial co-operation); scientific and technical
co-operation;co-operation in marketingand commer- On the basis of the above-mentioned provisions, a

cialization; banking co-operation; co-operation in number of joint ventures were created in Romania.

granting of credits; and co-operation in productive The legal framework of the international economic
services. Each of the fields of international co-opera- co-operation schematically analyzed ensures a blend-
tion presents its specific traits as to the concrete forms ng between the characteristics of our socialist
of maifestation. and the interests of foreign investors.economy
Law 1/971 which contains the general principles and
establishes the framework of foreign economic ex- General fiscal aspects
changes devotes a chapter (V) to international
economicco-operation,in which it is provided that the Romanian tax legislation concerningnatural or juridi-concrete forms of this activity may be varied depend- cal persons operates under the principle of non-dis-
ing upon the interests of the national economy, the
object of co-operationand the destinationof products
(Art. 56). Likewise, it is provided that Romanian
economic organizations may co-operate with foreign 1. Rucreanu, I. and Tnsescu, V., Legal forms ofjoint ventures with

firms or economic organizations in building common foreignparticipation in S.R. R., Studii*i cercetri juridice,No. 2/1973, pp
239-255; Gr. Florescu, Joint ventures in Romania. A new form of interna-

economic objects in Romania and abroad. The same tional co-operation, Bucharest, 1977, pp. 41-42 (Both works are in Roma-
law also establishes the legal framework for creating nian).
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crimination, providing (as in the case of Decree 153/ the tax due to the RomanianState is paid. The reman-

1954 on the population's income tax), that taxes be ing profits are distributed among the co-partners in

paid on incomes and property without any distinction proportion to their share of the equity capital and for
between Romanians and aliens. further developmentof the joint venture (Decree 425/

1972).The expansion and diversification of economic and
financial relations of Romania with other states, the

deepening of the division of international labour, and B. The taxable base

the desire to facilitate co-operation with foreign
partners created the premises for establishing an The taxable base is equal to the annual profits prior to

adequate fiscal system setting forth specific fiscal obli- any distributions to the co-partners.
gations. To this end the following legislation was The taxable profits are calculated as the difference
enacted: Decree 15/1971, concerning the authoriza- between the total amount of income received less the
tion and establishmentof offices of foreign trade com- total expenses incurred to achieve such income, in
panies and economic organizations (which also com- accordance with applicable legal provisions and with
prise their taxation system), Decree425/1972concern- the joint venture contract and statutes.
ing the profits tax imposed on joint ventures estab-
lished in Romaniaand Decree276/1973governingcer- In determining the amount of taxable profits, the re-
tain incomes derived within the Socialist Republic of serve fund is deductedby adding in up to a maximum
Romania by natural and juridical non-resident per- of 5% of the profits for each year until the total reserve

sons. fund is equal to 25% of the invested capital.
In addition to the above-mentioned unilateral mea-

sures, since 1973 actions have been taken to promote C. Rates of taxation
the conclusion of agreements aimed at the avoidance
of double taxation of income of goods with a view to Profits of joint ventures on the territory of Romania

removing fiscal difficulties which could hamper the are subject to an income tax which is levied at a rate

normal development of economic international rela- of 30% on the annual taxable profits.
tions and ensuring the common economic interest of

co-partners and the promotion of international ex- D. Exemptions
changes, under the conditions of the continuous
growth of international Romanian exchanges. In this An exemption from the tax on joint venture profits
context, it should be noted that Art. 6 of Decree 276/ be granted by the Council of Ministers. Such
1973 provides that where an agreement for the avoid- may

ance of double taxation exists between Romania and exemptionwill normallyapply until the end of the year
in which the joint venture first begins to generateanother country or where other international agree- taxable income. In cases where the point at which the

ments exist to which Romania is a party the provisions Jont venture first begins to generate taxable income
of such agreements regarding income tax shall be ap- falls in the second half-termof the year, the tax exemp-
plied. tion may also be granted for the first half-term of the
In this direction, Romania has concluded and ratified following year.
25 bilateral fiscal international conventions2 and two

multilateral conventions3. This legal framework, as E. Reductions
established by domestic laws and international agree-
ments, is directed towardsassisting the future develop- Tax reduction of 50% may be granted during the 2
ment and expansion of the international exchange of calendar years following the year in which the jointmaterial and spiritual values and, it is hoped, will
result in mutual advantagesfor all countriesparticipat-

venture first begins to generate taxable income.

ing in this exchange. In order to stimulate the use of profits in Romania in
cases where the joint venture profit is wholly or par-
tially either re-invested into the same venture, or

II. TAXATIONOF JOINT VENTURES wholly or partially invested in another joint venture

having Romanian participation, provided that such
A. Destinationand distributionof profit investment or re-investment s maintained for a

From the profits obtained by the joint ventures with minimum term of 5 years, the tax attributable to the

headquartersn Romania, a reserve fund is set up and invested profit will be reduced by 20%. In case of
non-observanceof this condition, this 20% reduction
will be cancelled, the normal tax rate reinstated and a

2. The conventionsconcludedwith: Austria. Belgium,Canada. Cyprus. 0.05% increase for each day of delay will be applied
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany (Fed. Rep.), Italy. Jordan, Japan. from the due date of the respective tax.
Malaysia, Morocco, the Netherlands,Norway, Pakistan, Spain, Sri Lanka,
Sudan, Sweden, Turkey, the United Kingdom, the United States, Yugosla-
via and Zambia. F. The calculation and payment of the tax
3. These two conventions are concluded by: Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia.
German DemocraticRepublic, Hungary, Mongolia, Poland, Romaniaand
the U.S.S.R. The tax for the current year is provisionallycalculated
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by a joint venture withn 5 days after the compilation Taxable profits
of its balance sheet for the previous years; the tax is Tax due if 50,000 is reinvested:
calculated on the profits provided for in the pro- t/2 of 30% of 235,000 ... 35,250
gramme of activity. At the same time with the estab- 4/5 of 15%
lishment of the provisionally calculated tax, the final out of 50,000 ... 6,000 (41,250) DM
tax on the previous year is established. The provision- After tax profits 243,750 DM

ally calculated tax liability for the current year is paid Available for distribution to the
into the State budget in equal quarterly instalments enterprise: 49% out of

1 payable at the end of each term. The tax differences [243,750 - (50,000-6,000)] 7,878 DM
established for the previous year are paid within 10 Tax on net profits transferred abroad:
days from the date the fiscal bodies communication 10% out of 98,086 (9,788) DM
was received. The amountspaid in excess are transfer- Net profits transferred abroad 88,090 DM
red into the account for the current year or are re- Netprofits of 1983 500,000 DM
turned upon request. Taxable profits (the limit on the

amount of the reserve fund has been
G. Example of calculation of the tax4 reached in previous years) 500,000 DM

Tax due if 250,000 is reinvested:
Below is an example calculation of the tax on profits 30% of 250,000 75,000 DM
of joint ventures established in Romania which illus- 24% of 250,000 60,000 DM
trates the way in which the provisions of Decree No. (135,000) DM
425/1972 are applied. After profits 365,000 DM

A joint venture was established in Romania between Available for distribution to the enterprise:
a Romanian partner and a foreign partner with a 49% of

Romanian share of 51% and a foreign participationof (365,000 - (250,000-60,000)) 85,750 DM

49%. Tax on transfer abroad:

The equity capital amounted to 100,000 DM. 10% of 85,750 (8,575) DM

Net profits of 1980 10,000 DM Net profits transferred abroad 77,175 DM

5% reserve fund deduction (500) DM
Taxable profits 9,500 DM H. Appeals
Tax due (assuming full first-year exemption)
After tax profits 9,500 DM Pursuant to Decree 425/1972, joint ventures may file
Available for distribution to the enterprise: an appeal, in first instance, directly with the financial
49% of 9,500 4,655 DM body which has established the differencesin tax pro-
Tax on profits transferable abroad: 10% fits.
of 4,655 (assuming distribution of all
available profits) (466) DM If found unsatisfactoryby the joint'venture, the deci-

Net profits transferred abroad 4,189 DM sion of the financial body may be further appealed to

Net profits of 1981 200,000 DM the Ministryof Finance, where it will be consideredby
5% reserve fund deduction (10,000) DM a Committeeconsistingof delegates from the Ministry
Taxable profits 190,000 DM of Finance, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Tax due: 15% of 190,000 (assuming

and presided over by a Supreme Court Judge. This

second-yearone-half reduction) 28,500 DM second appeal represents an innovation for the Roma-

After tax profits 161,500 DM nian socialist fiscal procedure, justified by the specific
traits of the tax on profits of joint ventures with head-

Available for distribution to the

enterprise: 49% of 161,500 79,135 DM quarters in Romania. This is a body for resolving ap-

Tax on profits transferred abroad peals with a complex composition organized both by
10% of 79,135 (7,914) DM the participation of the fiscal hierarchical body (the
Net profits transferred abroad 71,221 DM delegate from the Ministry of Finance) and by the

Net profits of 1982 300,000 DM inclusion of Supreme Court judge and a delegate from

5% reserve fund deduction (15,000) DM a public organizationspecialized in the field of foreign
trade.

Nevertheless the reserve fund cannot

exceed 25% of the invested capital;
in our example, the limit of I. Sanctions
25% of 100,000, i.e. 25,000
Because the reserves created in 1980 and Any tax evasion will give rise to a sanction in the form
1981 are 500 and 10,000, the reserve of a fine equal to 25% of the undeclared tax. Any
which can be created in 1982 is
25,000 - 10,500 4. This exchange is reproduced from Condor, 1., Guides to European(500 and 10,000) - 14,500 (14,500) DM

-

285,500 DM
Taxation Vol. V., Taxation in European Socialist Countries, Chapter
Romania, at 103.
5. See Condor, 1., Nicolescu, Gh., Taxes and dues in Ronania: Fiscal

procedure, Editura tiinific i enciclopedic, Bucharest, 1983, at 128 (in
Romanian).
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delay in paymentwll give rse to an ncrease of 0.05% idents are in principle subject to taxation under the
for each day of delay, but only up to a maximum same conditions as for Romanian residents. Subject to
amount of double tax due. this rule, for example, are incomes accruing to non-

residents in the form of wages or in connection with
J. Repatriationof profits literary, artistic and scientific activities (Decree 153/

1954). The tax due may not exceed60% in case of legal
After satisfaction of joint venture's tax liability the entities and 45% in case of natural persons. Thus, for
amountof profitsdistributedto co-partnersare subject example, the taxation of incomes accruing in the form
to an additional tax of 10%, if they are transferred of wages and in other forms of remuneration of
abroad. employees and persons co-operating with joint ven-

tures, is applied pursuant to legal provisions in force
in Romania, i.e. in accordance with the general rules

K. Registrationdue applicable to each fiscal liability (Art. 13(2) of Decree
425/1972).

Joint ventures are registered at the Ministry for
Foreign Trade and the Ministryof Financeon the basis However, effective 1 January 1974, a distinct tax was

of the joint venture Contract and Statutes, approved established with respect to certain incomes derived

in accordance with the terms of the law. The registra- within the Socialist Republicof Romania by non-resi-

tion tax is 5,000 lei, paid in the foreign currency pro-
dent natural persons and legal entities (in accordance

vided for in the Contract. with Decree276/1973)6.Any incomesother than those
subject to separate taxation remain subject to tax pur-
suant to the legal rules on the taxationof the respective

L. Fiscal incentives for foreign investment incomes, i.e. Decree 153/1954.

From the legal rules and the example it appears that
C. Specialruleswithrespectto certainthe Romanian tax regime applied to joint ventures non-

establishedin Romaniaplaces upon them a normal tax residentincomes

burden, being a stimulatingelement for foreign inves-
tors in participating in such ventures. Certain incomes derived in Romania by non-resident

natural and legal persons in connection with opera-
It should be noted, at the same time, that foreign tions and activities involving Romanian organizations
capital invested in Romania for operations admitted are subject to a tax at a proportional rate which is
by Romanian legislation is not subject to a separate provided by Decree 276/1973. The tax is levied against
tax, so that the foreign co-partnerfirms have a particu- ncomes generated in Romania as weil as incomes
larly important incentive. generated abroad, but derived from a source situated

within Romania. The income categoriessubject to this
special tax treatment are the following:

III. TAXATION OF NON-RESIDENTS
(a) 15% in connectionwith commercial loans, as well

as commissions in connection with commercial
A. Definitionof non-residents transactions;
The continuous development of economic, technical- (b) 15% in case of income from:

scientific and cultural relations with other countries (aa)the rendering of certain technical or profes-
sional services including technical assistance,has required the appropriate regulationof the income instructionand trainingofpersonnel,quantita-obtained in Romania by non-residents. tive and qualitative product control, profes-

Non-residents are regarded as natural persons who sional appraisals, scientific or technical con-

live outside the territory of Romania or who spend a sulting services, medical examinations, and a

period of time less than a total of 120 days per year number of other services;
within the territoryof Romania, as well as local entities (bb)shipping and air transport. The tax is levied
not having their permanentresidence within Romania only on the income of persons having their
(Art. 1(1) of Decree 276/1973). This legal definitionof headquartersor residence in States which levy
non-residents ensures a precise determination of the a tax on comparable income derived from
taxable person. those States by Romanian transport enter-

prises.
General rules applied to non-residents Income derived from within Romania by persons with

headquartersor residence in States which levy against
Under Romanian fiscal legislation the taxation of in- Romanian transport enterprises a rate less than 15%
comes and property is conducted without regard to are subject to tax at this lower level;
whether the taxable person is a Romanian resident or (c) 20% for payments made in connection with the
an alien, applying the principle of non-discrimination
which operates as an essential characteristicof Roma-
nian fiscal policy. Thus, under Romaniar law, the

6 Decree for regulating the taxation of incomes obtained by non-resi-
dent natural and juridical persons, published in the Official Gazette No.

incomes obtained from Romanian sources by non-res- 70 of 16 May 1973. amended by Decree 125/1977.
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assignmentor use of patents, inventions, licences, legal prerequisites concerning the establishment, or-

trade marks, know-how and other similar rights; ganization and operationof the commercial represen-
(d) 25% for payments made in the areas of entertain- tation or the joint venture have been satisfied, the

ment and the performingarts, other than payments door is open for the application of the appropriate
classifiable as a form of remuneration. taxation regime, the provisions of which emphasize

the necessity of facilitating internationaleconomic re-The rates of 15%, 20% and 25% are levied on pay- lations and the importance of the establishment ofments by non-residentnatural persons or legal entities
foreign commercial representations and foreignon the taxable income which would result by the de- par-

duction from incomes of expenses effected for their ticipation in joint ventures within Romania.

acquisition.
The actual collection of the tax is accomplishedby the
Romanianparty paying the income to the non-resident B. Generalrules appliedto commercial

upon each transaction. The collected amount consti- representations
tutes a final tax and is payable up until the 15th day of

Representations of foreign commercial forms andthe month following that in which payment for the economic organizations can function in Romania ontransaction was effected.
the basis of an authorizationgiven in accordancewith

Tax exemptionsor reductions for certain categoriesof Decree 15/1971 amended by Decrees 396/1973 and
incomes, or on a case-by-case basis, may be approved 243/1977.
by a Council of Ministers' decision. It should be noted

The taxation of representationsis effected pursuant tothat in the case of countries with which Romania has
concluded conventions regardingavoidanceof double general rules governing the taxation of population in-

taxation the proposed facility is generally not benefi- come (Decree 153/1954 with the subsequent amend-

cial to the foreign partner, but to the treasury of his ments) applying the tax rates established for incomes
derived from activitiesperformedon the person's own

country of residence.
account. The tax rates cannot exceed 60% of the tax-

The above described fiscal regime providedby Decree able income.9
276/1973 operates in conjunction with a number of

The amount of taxable income will vary dependingcorrespondingprovisions of Law concerning the taxa-
tion of the population'sincome. Thus a legal basis was upon the manner in which the commercialrepresenta-
created for the resolution of problems of a procedural

tion derives its income.

nature connected with: the establishment of the tax In the case of representationswhose income is gener-
liability, the application of the periods of statutory ated via the payment of commission fees, either from
limitations, the liabilities and applicable sanctions, the firms they represent or from the parties for whom
etc., in accordancewith Decree 153/1954. they perform services, taxable income is determined

In cases where there exist conventions for the avoid- by deductingoperatingexpenses (includingremunera-

ance of double taxation7 or other international agree-
tions, contributions to social insurances, rent, telex
and telephonecosts, materialsand supplies, etc.) from

ments to which Romania is a party, the provisions of the total income.such conventionsor agreementsrelating to the income
tax will apply. Thus, for example, in the case of the However, if the taxable income so determined falls
Federal Republic of Germany the convention for the below the standard income level prescribed by the
avoidance of double taxation concluded with this MinistryofFinancewith respect to foreigncommercial
country in 1974 will apply.8 representations (each level being based upon the

number of individuals employed by the representa-
tion), then the tax liabilitywill be calculatedin accord-

IV. TAXATIONOF FOREIGNCOMMERCIAL ance with the standardized amounts, as follows:
REPRESENTATIONS

Categoryof the foreign Annual incomestandard
commercialrepresentations (in lei)

A. The taxableforeignenterprisein general Type A- those having 1 or2 employees 100,000
Type B-thosehaving3 to 5 employees 250,000

In an effort to encourage the expansion and diversifi- Type C-thosehaving6 to 8 employees 400,000
cation of economic and financial relations with other Type D-thosehavingover8employees 800,000

countries, Romanian law provides that foreign indi-
viduals and legal entities may achieve the status of
residents with respect to the taxation of income de-
rived from the carrying out of certain activities within
the territory of the Socialist Republic of Romania. 7. Condor, I.,On the Avoidance of International Double Taxation, in

Under the applicable Romanian legal provisions, Revista romn de drept, 1979, No. 6, pp. 10-88 (in Romanian)
foreign persons are permitted to attain such resident 8. Weber, E., berblick ber das deutsch-rumnische Doppelbe-
status either by conductingactivitiesvia a commercial steuerungsabkommen, IWB, No 12,26 June 1975.

9 See Condor, I., Nicolescu, Gh., op. cit., p. 59 et seq.; Condor, I.,
representationor a foreign economic organization,or Guides to European Taxation, Vol. V, Taxation in European Socialist

by acting as a co-partner in a joint venture. Once the Countries, Chapter Romania, at 85-86.
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C. The method of calculationand payment F. Statutory limitation

During the first year of the representation'sactivities Taxes and dues which are not determined in time are

within Romania, the tax is provisionally established. owed by non-resident natural persons and legal en-

In January of the following year, a definitive tax is tities two years previous to the year in which this
imposed either on the actual income derived during situationis established (Art. 32 ofDecree 153/1954).
the preceding year, or where necessary, on a fixed The right to demand levy under distrain of taxes andincome. a

dues falls under a statutory limitation of 5 years for
fiscal debts of non-resident natural and juridical per-

D. Local taxes and uses sons (Art. 45(1) of Decree 221/1960, republished in
1969).

Non-residentsmust pay local taxes and dues provided
by Law 25/1981 and Decree 425/1981, such as the tax G. Tax on wages

on buildings, means of transportation, delivery of

building permits in the areas of constructions, etc., to Separately from the income tax and the local taxes and

the extent to which it is not otherwise provided by dues owed by representations, non-resident persons
internationalconventionsor agreements to which Ro- working for these entities owe, for remunerations re-

mania is a party or as a result of reciprocity. ceived in this capacity, tax on wages as provided by
Decree 153/1954, with subsequent amendments.

E. Sanctions CONCLUSION

Non-payment at the due date of taxes and dues gives Romanian legislationprovides a reasonablefiscal bur-
rise to increased rates for delay calculated on the den for joint venturesconstitutedwithin Romania and
amounts which were not timely paid; the increased for non-residentnatural and juridicalpersonswhich is
rate is 2% for each month of delay or fraction of a likely to stimulate international economic and finan-
month. cial relations.
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H. Siebens: und die Behandlung von Einknften aus auslndischerQuelle. Der
Artikel schliesstab mit einer Untersuchungzu Fragen der indirektenBelgique: Quelques-unsdes aspectsparticuliers Steuern und dem formellen Steuerrecht.des bnficeset pertesde source trangreen

matire d'impositiondu revenu des socits ................. 391
H. Siebens:L'auteurcommenteun certain nombre de problmes importants dus

la relation existant entre une socit belge et son tablissement Belgien: BetrachtungspeziellerAspektederstable situ l'tranger. Un ensemble de problmes porte sur la Behandlungder Gewinneund Verlusteauslndischendtermination du revenu mondial de la socit belge, tel que le Ursprungsbei der Krperschaftsteuer 391......................traitementdes pertes de source trangre. Un second ensemblede Der Verfasser untersucht eine Reihe von wichtigen Problemen improblmes est d la qualification de l'tablissementstable en tant Zusammenhangmit dem Verhltnis belgische Gesellschaft-ausln-.que contribuable distinct. D'une faon tout fait inattendue, beau- dische Betriebsttte. Eine Problemgruppe betrifft die Bestimmungcoup de ces problmes n'ont pas encoret rsolus, les autorits der weltweiten Einknfte einer belgischen Gesellschaft,wie z.B. diefiscales belges ne se sont mme pas encore prononces pour cer- Behandlung von Verlusten auslndischen Ursprungs. Eine zweitetains d'entre eux.
Problemgruppeentsteht durch die Qualifizierungeiner Betriebsttte
als selbstndigeSteuerpflichtige.Es drfte berraschen,dass viele

J.Malherbe: dieser Probeme noch nicht gelst sind und dass in manchen Fllen
die belgischenSteuerbehrdenbislang noch keine Meinung zu denBelgique: Simulation, fraus legiset entsprechendenSachverhaltenverlauten liessen.raisonsprofessionnelles ................................. 396

Le concept lgal de simulation peut-tre utilis par les autorits J. Malherbe:fiscales belges pour critiquer certaines transactons dont le premier
motif est d'viter 'imposition. Les concepts de fraus legis et de Belgien: Scheingeschfte,fraus legisund
vritables raisons professionnellesont, au contraire,t rarement, si der Geschftszweck .................................... 396
ce n'est jamais, invoqus par les juridictions pour empcher un Das Rechtsinstitutdes Scheingeschftskann von den belgischencontribuable de rduire sa charge fiscale. L'auteur pense qu'en Steuerbehrdendafrgenutztwerden, bestimmteTransaktionenan-introduisant de tels concepts on ouvre la porte aux erreurs et zugreifen, deren hauptschlicherZweck in der Steuervermeidungl'arbitraire, crant ainsi une forme d'inscurit pour les contribua- besteht. Im Gegensatzdazu werden die fraus legis und der Begriffbles. des (tatschlichen)Geschftszweckeskaum, wenn berhaupt, von

den belgischen Gerichten angewandt, wenn es darum geht, einen
Luc Hinnekens: SteuerpflichtigenvonderMinimierungder Steuerbelastungabzuhal-

ten. Der Verfasser vertritt die Auffassung, dass die Einfhrung eines
Belgique: Aspects internationauxde l'imposition solchen Instruments die Tr fr Irrtmer und Willkrlichkeiten ffne

und dass sie Unsicherheitenfr die Steuerpflichtigenschaffen wr-sur la rmunrationdu cadre suprieur ..................... 400
Les dernires annes, ia pression fiscale en Belgique a augment de.
de telle'faon qu' l'heure actuelle la Belgique fait partie des pays
ayant des impts les plus levs. Toutefois, l'auteur dmontrecom- Luc Hinnekens:
ment le cadre suprieur rsidant en Belgique pourrait rduire le
montant de l'impt sous les mesures beigesunilatraleset les dispo- Belgien: InternationaleAspekteder Besteuerung
sitions des conventions fiscales. Dans certains cas la route de von Vergtungenan leitende Mitarbeiter .................... 400
Chypre est une bonne solution, tandis que pour les ingnieurs et Die Steuerbelastungn Belgien stieg in den letzten Jahren in einem
les techniciens posts dans des pays non-europens et qui n'ont solchen Masse an, dass Belgien zwischenzeitlichzu den Lndern
pas conclu des conventions fiscales avec Belgique des dgrve- mit den hchsten Steuern gehrt. Der Verfasserzeigt allerdingsauf,
ments spciaux sont offerts par une lettre circulaire administrative. dass leitende Mitarbeiter, die in Belgien ansssig sind, ihre
Le cadre suprieurtranger temporairementpost en Belgiquepeut Steuerlastwesentlich verringern knnen, und zwar durch die einsei-
profiter aussi des mesures diminuant le montantde l'impt sous des tlgen Massnahmen zur Vermeidung der Doppelbesteuerungin Bel-
instructions promulguespar le fisc belge. gien, bzw. durch die belgischenDoppelbesteuerungsabkommen.In

bestimmten Fllen kann auch die Einkommenszahlungvia Zyperneine gute Lsung darstellen, whrend fr belgische Ingenieure undJ. Autenne:
Techniker, die in aussereuropischenLndern ttig sind, mit denen

Avantages fiscauxoffertsen Belgiqueaux kein Doppelbesteuerungsabkommenbesteht, eine Verwaltungsan-
weisung eine gnstige steuerliche Behandlung bewerkstelligt.activitsde recherchescientifique .................... 407
AuslndischeleitendeMitarbeiter, die zeitweilig in Belgien stationiertLa Belgique a conscience de l'importance de a recherche pour le

dveloppementde son conomie, c'est pourquoi elle a introduit des sind, knnen ebenfalls von Richtliniender belgischen Steuerverwal-
avantages fiscaux particuliers qui viennent s'ajouter l'aide qu'elle tung profitieren, die eine fr sie vorteilhafte Besteuerung ermgli-offraitdj par l'intermdiairede ses agences nationaleset rgiona- chen.
les. L'auteur dcrit les avantages fiscaux les prus importants en
tenant compte du fait qu'un contribuable peut choisir d'exercer son J. Autenne:
activit de recherche soit dans une organisationdej existante, soit Steuerliche Frderungsmassnahmenfrdans une socit nouvellementcre.

wissenschaftlicheForschungsaktivittenin Belgien 407............

Belgien ist sich der Wichtigkeit der Forschung fr die EntwicklungJacoba Helfrich-Laubrock: seiner Wirtschaft wohl bewusst und fhrte aus diesem Grund spezi-
fische Steueranreize ein, die zustzlich zu den bereits durch dieChambrede Commerce Internationale-Analyse nationalen und regionalen Krperschaftengewhrten Hilfen gege-du Projetde Conventionde l'Assistance ben werden. Der Verfasserbeschreibtdie wichtigstendieserFrder-AdministratveMutuelle dans le Domaine massnahmen, wobei er darauf hinweist, dass der SteuerpflichtigeFiscal adoptpar l'OCDEet le Conseil d'Europe .............. 410 whlen kann zwischen der Durchfhrungvon ForschungsaktivittenL'auteur signale la critique svre de la Chambre de Commerce in einem bestehendenUnternehmenund einerneugegrndetenGe-Internationaledu ProjetdeConventiondel'AssistanceAdministrative sellschaft.Mutuelle dans le Domaine Fiscal rcemment adopt par l'OCDE et

le Conseil d'Europe. Elle termine en concluant qu'on n'a pas besoin Jacoba Helfrich-Laubrock:d'une telle convention tendue et elle indique que le commerce et
les investissements internationauxsouffriront invitablementde son Die InternationaleHandelskammerCC): Kritische
application. Anmerkungenzum multilateralenEuroparat/OECD-

Konventionsentwurfzur steuerlichenRechts-
und Amtshilfe .........................................410Nouvellesde l'IFA ...................................... 413
Die Verfassern erlutert die nachhaltige Kritik der Internationalen
Handelskammer zum multilateralen Europarat/OECD-Konventions-Dr. NorbertSeeger: entwurf zur steuerlichen Rechts- und Amtshilfe, der krzlich von der
OECD und Europarat wurde. Sie kommt demUechtenstein:Rformefiscale ............................ 414 vom angenommen zu

Le Liechtensteina un systmed'imptgnral sur le capital compl- Schluss,dassfreinderartweitreichendesAbkommeneine Notwen-
t par un petit impt sur le revenu. Aprs un recensement de la digkeit nicht besteht, ferner weist sie darauf hin, dass Handel und
population, iI a t dcid rcemment que l'impt sur le revenu Investitionen im internationalen Rahmen unter der Anwendung die-
devrait avoir plus de poids dans ses effets. Les rsultats de ce ses Abkommenszweifellos leiden werden.
changement d'attitude sont comments par le Dr. Seeger dans cet
article. IFAAMitteilungen ......................................413
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avoir des consquencesfiscales. L'auteur analyse les problmeset nisse dieserAnderung, die in der Verschiebungder Gewichtedoku-
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Brussels Congress
1987

IFA returns to the Continent for the first time since the Venice Congress
. '

in 1983. Like Venice, Brussels is small by IFA standards. And, also like 11
Venice, it is steeped in history, art and culture, and is renowned for its *

food. But Brussels promises to be a more convenient venue, with metro

service to its new, state-of-the-art, conference center (although I hope
there are no IFA members who believe that Venice would be improved
by a metro). Incidently, this is the fourth time an IFA Congress has been
in Belgium - which ties the record for Congresses in one country.

Brussels is a complete change of pace from New York, which is in a class RICHARD M. HAMMER

by itself in hustle, bustle, and diversity. The Monday night reception in
Brussels at the Museum ofFine Arts follows very successful receptionsof President of IFA
the two previous Congressesat the British Museum and the Metropolitan
Museum of Art. The former, with cocktails by the Rosetta stone, was

unique and somethingto remember;while the latter was on a particularly
breathtakingscale through the taste and generosityof Met board member
and IFA member Tatiana Copeland.
The Brussels excursions promise a treasure trove of art and architecture Mr. Hammer graduated from Harvard
from medieval times to the present. Many will regret not being able to go Graduate School of Business Administra-

on all of them (although, as always, a few will prefer golf to culture). ton n 1953 and joined Price Waterhouse
in 1956. Within 10 years he was made part-

The technical subjects for discussion at the BrusselsCongress are timely. ner and was appointed National Director

Subject I, the fiscal residence of companies, closely follows recent of Internatjonal Tax Services in 1979. In

legislative initiativesin the UnitedStates, Australia, the UnitedKingdom, 1982 he was nominated Chairman, PWWF

and New Zealand that takes the benefit out of using dual-resident com- International Tax Services Panel. In addi-

panies for cross-borderinvestmentby multinationalgroups. The industrial tion to his daily activitiesas partnerof Prce

Wterhouse, Mr. Hammer heads or has
countries' criteria for corporate residence vary widely, involving such as headed a great numberof tax committees.

(1) place of management and control, (2) place of incorporation, (3) He is, among other things, currentlyChair-

location of ownership and (4) combinationsof these criteria. A long-term man of the Tax Committee of the U.S.

goal should be standard criteria that are sensible, objective, and easily Council for International Business, of the

understood.
Tax Committee of the U.S. Business and

IndustryAdvisoryCommitteeto OECD and

Place of management and control, the standard used in the U.K. and he is Vice Chairman of the Fiscal Commit-

many other Common Law countries, made sense in.the day of sailing tee of the Business IndustryAdvisoryCom-

shps, but with jet travel corporate residence (i.e., where the board of
mittee to OECD. Mr. Hammer has in the

past presided over the Tax Society of New

directors meets) can easily be manipulated. For several years the U.K. York University, the U.S.A. Branch of the

Governmenthas seemedon the verge of a statutorydefinitionofcorporate InternationalFiscal Associationand the In-

residency, so change is in the wind. ternational Tax Association. He is a

memberof the Investment Policy Advisory
And the United States, which ostensibly ties corporate residence to place Committee of the U.S. Trade Representa-

of incorporation, has in fact substituted many elements of a substance tive, of the Steering Committeeof the Spe-

and/or ownershipand control test. For example, Subpart F generallydoes cial Committee for U.S. Exports, of the In-

not apply where a subsidiary is engaged in business in its country of
ternational Taxation Committee of the
World Trade Institute, of the AdvisoryCom-

incorporation; the treaty shopping provisionsof Artcle 16 of the U.S. mittee of the Southwestern Legal Founda-

model income tax treaty do not apply if the corporationhas local substance tion, of the AICPA (he is a past Chairman

and/or local ownership; the new FSC legislation requires that the foreign of its InternationalTax Committeeand of its

sales corporation have a degree of local (foreign) managementand con-
Task Force on International Tax Policy),
and of the New York State Societyof CPAs

trol; and the relatively new anti-stapled stock provisions were amended (he is a past Chairman of its International

(retroactively) to provide that they do not apply if the U.S. and foreign Taxation Committee).
corporationsare foreign owned.
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These and other de facto modificationsof the U.S.'s the 1981 Congress in Berlin. Unfortunately, compe-
corporate residency rules acount for much of the tent authority, as implementedby most countries, has
mind-numbingcomplexity of its tax laws. not yet fulfilled its almost unlimited upside potential

as a medium for mitigatingdouble taxation. IFA mustSubject II, tax treatmentof the liquidationof corpo- continue to make it high priority that competent au-rations, also considers an area in need of rationaliza- thority procedures become timely and affordable andtion. In the United States, for example, a parent com- reach fair results. Certainly the opposite, in all re-
pany gets no tax loss on the liquidationof a subsidiary spects, is closer to the current norm.unless the subsidiary is totally worthless. Thus the
deduction of, say, a $ 100,000,000 can be at stake Seminar C continues the practice of looking at the tax
where the issue is whether a piece of real estate is systems of the countriesof the host branch. The semi-
worth (1) $ 100,000 or (2) $ 110,000. Hardly a tax nar considers (1) Belgian coordinationcenters and (2)
poliy that makes sense. Luxembourg(a) investmentfunds and the EEC Direc-

tive on UCITS and (b) reinsurance. These topics areSeminar A considers taxation and human rights . timely because of the worldwide trend of smaller de-
The topic essentially is limited to the rights of tax- veloped countries to offer very attractive incentives to
payers during tax examinationsby the authorities,but multinationalsto locatehigh-valuenon-pollutivefunc-
I hope that there is time for commentson other areas tions such as area headquarters, R&D facilities, fund
that fall within the scope of the title. Human rights is management, cash management, and captive insur-
a high visibility subject in view of the tax treaties that ance operations. Both Belgiumand Luxemborghave
have been terminated with South Africa. Also, ves- developedattractiveniches for themselvesin this com-
tiges of sexism remain in some tax systens, and the petition.
United States even attacks the institutionof marriage
by taxing a married couple more harshly than it would On behalfof the GeneralCouncil, the ExecutiveCom-
two single people making the same income. mittee, the Secretary-General,the Treasury-General,

the Permanent Scientific Committee, and myself, I
SeminarB is titled effectivenessofcurrentcompetent want to express heartfelt gratitude to the Belgian
authority proceduresfor relief of internationaldouble Branch and, in particular, the organizing committee
taxation: future developments.This considersdouble for orchestratingwhat promises to be an exciting and
taxation relief from a different perspective than did great Congress.

ConferenceDiary
AUGUST 1987 las House, Queen's Square, Corby, Northants NNI7

IPL, United Kingdom.Public Finance and the Performance of Enterprises;
43rd Congress and Semicentennial of the IIPF. Paris, VAT and Charities. London, 17 September (English):
24-28 August (English/French;working groups mainly European Study Conerences Ltd., the Registrar, Doug-
English): las House, Queen's Square, Corby, Northants NNI7
InternationalInstituteofPublic Finance, SecrtariatGn- IPL, United Kingdom.
ral, Universit Paris HH - Panthon, 12, place du Panth
on, F 75231 Paris Cdex05, France. Change or Residence: Individuals; Monte Carlo Work-

shop. Monte Carlo, 17-18 September (English):
International Tax Planning Association, Att. Elizabeth

SEPTEMBER1987 Walters, 1.T.P.A. Membershipand Conference Liaison

The Fiscal Residence of Companies; Tax Problems of Ofice, 33AWarwickSquare, LondonSWIV 2AQ, Unit-

the LiquidationofCompanies;Taxsand HumanRights
ed Kingdom.

(Seminar). Brussels, 6-11 September (English, French, Fourth Annual: Structuring Partnership Agreements.
German, Spanish): Los Angeles. 17-18 September (English):
International Fiscal Association, General Secretariat, Prentice Hall Law& Business, 855 Valley Road, Clifton,
P.O. Box 1738,3000 DR Rotterdam, Netherlands. NJ 07013, U.S.A.

National Tax Developments,Taxes and High Tech Op- U.S. Corporate Taxation: advanced subjects (a one-

erations, Taxes and International Venture Operations, week intensive course). Lsigny,21-26 September(Eng-
the Issue of InternationalSecurities. London, 14-18 Sep- lish):
tember (English): The AmericanTax Institute in Europe, 14, rue Jean Mer-
International Bar Association, Section on business law, moz, 75008 Paris, France.
2HarewopdPlace, HanoverSquare, LondonWlR9HB,
United Kingdom. Symposium on the Taxation of Directorship in Europe.

London, 28 September 1987 (English):
Tax Warranties and Indemnities on Company Acquisi- Bureau of EuropeanTaxation and Trade, Att.: Ms. Au-
tions. London, 15 September (English): drey Evelyn Bone, 606 Bryer Court, Barbican , City of
European Study Conferences Ltd., the Registrar, Doug- London, EC2Y 8DE, United Kingdom.
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TaxationinBelgium
RecentMeasuresandFutureProspects
By Mark Eyskens, Ministerof Finance

MACRO-ECONOMICCONTEXT

As Belgium is a typical case of a small, open economy, our economic
conditions have always been strongly dpendent upon the international ,

environment.

In the second half of the seventies Belgium learned the harsh lesson of

moving out of line with the economiesofour main tradingpartners. Since
the beginning of the eighties all our policy efforts have been directed
towards restoring economic convergence, ln particular with other coun-

tries within the European Community, as we depend for nearly 70% of
, Ih A 1

our export on other EC countries.

Since a multidimensionalpackage of adjustment measures has been for- ,
M

mulated at the depth of the recession in Belgiumnearly five years ago, the ,

economic situation has been gradually improving, without, however,
being able to solve all economic problems at once.

Although Belgium is moving in the right direction, there are still many
structural rigidities that should be overcome. The economic recovery
should be further sustained by setting policies on a two-track course:

continuing our macro-economic adjustment policies together with
medum term structural adjustments.
Within this medium term strategy, fiscal policies have a major role to play.
In the short run our budgetary problems may be mainly a question of
deficit reduction. In a medium term context, however, they are as much
a question of the structure of Governmentexpendituresand Government

receipts, and therefore a problem of structural adjustment.
The growingburden of nterest paymentson public debt and the financing Dr. Mark Eyskens (age 54) received

of large scale economic and social transfers n Belgium, has resulted in a
his Baccalaureate in Philosophy,

further increase in the already high tax pressure. Between 1965 and 1985 Doctorate in Economics and Docto-

Belgium, together with Denmark, has known the most extensive increase
rate in Laws from the Catholic Univer-

sity of Louvain. He also received a

in taxes of all OECD countries. In 1985 we ranked fourth on the list of Master of Arts in Economics from

high tax OECD MemberStates, only precededby Sweden, Denmarkand Columbia University, New York.

Norway. The total tax burden, including payroll taxes, amounts to nearly
47% of GNP.

After completing his studies he be-
came active in Government. Dr. Eys-

At the micro-economic level the high (confiscatory) marginal tax rates kens was a member of the Trilateral

have resulted in excessively large differentials between wage costs and Commission (Europe-U.S.A.-Japan)
take-home pay. It has made our efforts to improve the competitiveness from 1973-1977. Since 1977 he has

and the profitabilityof our business firms all the more difficult. Also the been a member of Parliament repre-

psychological disincentive effects and the high tax burden on labor are
senting the district of Louvain. He

counter-productivein remedying the unemploymentproblem.
was an editor for the monthly
magazne Knack from 1972-1976.

Apart from the structural rigidities induced by fiscal distortions at the Dr. Eyskens has held various min-

domestic level, fiscal reforms n Belgium may become a necessity just to isterial positions including: Minister

maintain our competitivenessin the world economy. It is needless to say of Finance, Minister of Economic Af-

that tax reforms in the United States appear to have mportant spill-over fairs and First Minister. Since

effects in the rest of the world. November 1985 he has been the
Minister of Finance for the Martens

Besides the United States, several other countries are also preparing or Government.
have promulgated new tax laws that provide for substantial tax cuts.

Mid-Februaryof this year, six major countries, in view of stabilizing the
Beside his Government obligations,

exchange rates (Louvre Agreement), have subscribed to the policy to
Dr. Eyskens continues to write for
various publicationsand is a Profes-

continue their efforts for fundamental tax reforms in order to mprove sor for Applied Economic Sciences
,

incentives, increase the efficiency of economies, and enhance the pros- at the CatholicUniversityof Louvain.

pects of higher growth.
1987 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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These competitive tax cuts abroad are a new challenge do not automatically involve more total tax receiptsfor smaller countries and are an extra incentive to go for the Government. High tax rates reduce the tax
ahead with our own tax reform without any further base by creating incentives for tax evasion, tax avoid-
delays. ance and other such opportunities. Especially in such

a small, open economy as Belgium, there is the real
danger that tax inspiredbehavioris beginningto domi-

RECENT TAX MEASURES nate economic justified behavior. In this respect, a
reform aiming at simplifying our unduly complicated

Of course, in the meantime the Government has al- tax system, broadening the tax base and reducing tax

ready taken action in reducing the corporate tax rate rates, provides better prospects.
from 45% to 43% and in workingout some special tax To work out concrete proposals, I have installed a
schemes in the areas of investment, industrial adjust- Royal Commission for reforming and simplifying the
ment and employment (such as the T-zones legisla- tax system.
tion). After studying the Belgian tax system for more than a
The CoordinationCenter legislation, known as Royal year, the Commissionpresented its recommendations
Decree No. 187, which permits multinationalgroups to the Belgian Government last February. The Com-
to carry out a large variety of financial and manage- mission proposes that the Government reduce the
ment services on a very low tax basis, has proven to be number of income tax rates from 14 to 4: 30%, 40%,
a tremendous success. Well over 150 international 50%, and a top marginal rate of 60% for taxable in-
companieshave applied for permission to set up coor- come above 1,500,000 Bfrs. The Commission recom-
dination centers and more than 140 of these applica- mends that the total income tax a citizen pays never
tions have already been approved. exceed 50o0 of his income.

Further, tax deductionsfor investmentsby companies In order to end the discrimination of married people
have recently been increased: in particular tax deduc- under the present system, the Commission proposes
tions for research and development. To promote risk to tax married persons separately without any limita-
capital investments in advanced technology, a new tion, instead of globalizing the family income as soon
scheme of Venture Capital Funds has been set up. as it reaches a certain level. For families with only one

income, this income should be divided between theThe Government developed special tax schemes to
two partners on a 70/30 basis and each part should befacilitate managementbuy-out operations. To pro- taxed in its own bracket. Also two-income familiesvide more incentives for employees and indirectly re- might opt for this system.structuring labor costs, the Government has worked

out several schemes for employee profit sharing. Al- Further, the Commission recommends a rise in basic
ready quite well known are the stock options and tax allowances to 150,000 Bfrs. for single people and
the permanentMonory. 225,000 Bfrs. for married people. Child allowances

should be raised, according to the Commission's re-Finally, the Governnent introduced savings pensions port, to 45,000 Bfrs. for each of the first two childrenschemes, or as we prefer to call it Third age saving. and 112,500 Bfrs. for each additional child.This measure is a tremendous success and has caused
over 800,000 taxpayersto invest almost 17 billion Bfrs. The Commission proposes to globalize all income,
in special accounts or insurance funds, allowing each irrespectiveof its source. However,for dividendspaid,
participant to deduct up to 20,000 Bfrs. from its taxa- a 100% tax credit, equal to the corporate tax paid,
ble income. would be allowed. There would be one important ex-

ception. Interest on capital which is not at risk would
However, all these more specific tax measures that are not be globalized, but taxed at a flat rate of 25%.
geared to the more immediate needs, do not obviate
the need for a more widespread tax reform. The report of the Commissionprovidesfor a maximum

deduction of 50,000 Bfrs. for each taxpayer for all
kinds of saving and investment schemes, as there are

life-insurance, interest on mortgage loans, pensionTAX REFORM savings, etc.

I want to emphasize that as a major instrument of For companies, I wish to highlight the following pro-
structural adjustment, fiscal reform should be put into posals:

There should be unlimited carry-forward ofa proper medium term framework and may not be
- an

carried out in an improvisatoryad hoc way. The com- losses, but no carry-back.
pelling need to further reduce the Budget deficit in the

- The full tax credit for dividends should also apply
near future does not leave us much room to man-

for dividend payments between related com-

oeuvre. It is obvious that room for tax cuts should be panies.
createdwithout raising the deficit. The policyof reduc-

- The existing systems for coordination centers, T-
ing bracket creep on personal taxation, that was intro- zones, reconversion and innovation companies
duced in 1985, was a step in that direction. should be harmonized, and

The increased tax deductions for investments by-

Moreover,experiencehas taught us that high tax rates companies should be maintained.

1987 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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The Commission insists that its proposals to cut in- This operationshouldbe framedwithina moregeneral
come taxes should be compensated for by raising ex- effort at the European Community level to remove

cise duties on tobacco, alcohol, and petroleum prod- fiscal and financial barriers, which should be done by
ucts. It also proposes to abolish certain corporate tax harmonizing value added and excise taxes, and by
deductions, the most important being the deduction eliminatingdistortionscaused by differencesin corpo-
for extra-legal insurances. Pensions,unemployment rate and capital revenue taxes.

and other similar paymentswould also be taxed differ- Due to the Budget deficit there is not much at
ently.

room

this time for an overall tax cut in Belgium. A real
reduction of the tax pressure,however, should be pos-
sible in the near future. In view of the international

FUTURE PROSPECTS evolution and as a small country, with a very large
The Commission's detailed report has been analyzed open economy sector, Belgium should not wait any

and studied and will be an important tool in drafting longer. Our complicatedtax system must be simplified
the legislative proposals which I hope to introduce in and its competitivenessimproved without further de-

Parliament in October or November of this year. The lays.
reform should be enacted before the ehd of 1988.

1987 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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BELG UV:

CoordinationCenters*
By Jean-PierreLagae

Contents IV. Taxconcessions
A. Corporate incometaxandI. General nonresidentincometax

A. Introductorycomments 1. Forfeitary tax base 1

B. Maincharacteristics 2. Minimum tax base
C. Legislation B. Withholdingtaxon interest,

1
Il. Oualifyingactivitiesof coordination dividendsandroyalties

centers 1. Exemptionfromwithholding
tax for interest,dividendsandA. Intra-murosactivities

B. Type of activities royaltiespaid or distributedby
the coordinationcenter1. Administrativeand other 2. Fictitiouswithholdingtax

-support serviceactivities
applicableto interestand2. Financialactivities
dividendspaid or distributed(a) Intra-grouplending bythe coordinationcenter 4

Ib/ Leasing
Reinvocing 3. Exemptionfromwithholding

(d) Factoring taxon interest received bythe
centeroncash deposits(e) Other financial services C. Real propertywithholdingtax ProfessorJean-PierreLagae is an attorney3. Insuranceand reinsurance D. RegistrationdutiesC. Activitiesdifferentfromactivities with the firm of De Bandt, van Hecke &

performedbygroupmembers V. Other concessions Lagae, Brussels, Belgium. Since 1972 heD. Activitiesexcludedfor coordination A. Work permits and professional has taught at the Catholic University ofcenters cards
Il1. Conditionsofeligibility B. Exchangecontrols Louvain. After receiving his Doctorof Laws

A. Formconditions VI. Recognitionby Royal Decree- diploma in 1956 from the University of
B. Substanceconditions Procedure Ghent, Professor Lagae studied for his

Masterof Laws (1958) and Doctorof Jurid-1 . Internationalgroup Vil. Tax planningconsiderations
(a) Notionofgroup A. Fictitiouswithholdingtax ical Science (1962)at Harvard LawSchool.(b) Sizeofthegroup B. Taxationon notional incomeand In 1986 he became a member o the High(c) Internationalcharacter exemption fromwithholdingtax Council for Finance (Hoge Raad voor(d) Exclusions

2. Activitiesof the center Vlll. Conclusionsand final comments Financin). He is a noted author who has
3. Employmentrequirement been published-in several languages and

in many periodicals.
I. GENERAL

A. Introductorycomments

The Belgian coordinationcenter legislation, i.e. Royal Decree No. 187 of
30 December 19821, may be considered as a new and to some extent
unique legislation which apparently meets the requirementsof the large
multinationalcompanies. Indeed, some 150 multinationalcompanieshave
decided to take advantage of this legislation,2
The main appeal of the coordinationcenter legislation is that it allows the
carryingon of not only administrativeand other supportservices,but also, * This article preparedwith the assistanceand most importantly, of a broad range of financial activities in an almost was

of Mr. Paul Tulcinsky, avocat, De Bandt, vantax-free environmentand outside the scope of the exchange control regu- Hecke & Lagae, Brussels.
lations. 1. The coordination centers which are being

discussed in this article are the ones which qualifyThe coordinationcenter legislationwas conceived as a tax incentive legis- as such under Royal Decree No. 187 of 30 D-
lation. The coordination centers are taxed on a notional income and not cember 1982. It does not deal with the coordina-
on their real income. This notional income is fixed at a percentageof some tion centers qualifying for other preferential re-

of their expenses (i.e. expensesnot includingpersonnelcosts and financial gimes under the double taxation treaties or ad-

charges). In addition, interest and royaltiespaid and dividendsdistributed
ministrative regulations or rulings.
For a complete list of statutory provisions gov-by coordinationcenters are not subject to Belgian withholding tax. Coor- erning the Royal Decree No. 187 coordination

dination centers can receive and pay or distribute income without paying centers, see I., C. This article analyzes the legis-
almost any Belgian income tax. ation which is applicableto all qualifyingcoordi-

nation centers as from the assessment year 1988
Another important attraction of the coordination center legislation, at on.

least for the multinationalcompanieswhich plan to invest or to carry on
2. A copy of the published list of the multina-

R & D activities in Belgium, is the benefit of fictitious withholding tax,
tionals who have been authorized to set up a

Royal Decree No. 187 coordinationcenter is re-which has the same effect as an interest subsidy. produced as exhibit l to this article.
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B. Main characteristics (ii) The creation of new jobs
To grasp the coordination center legislation and to One of the main concerns of the Belgian Government
better understand its uniqueness, it might be helpful is the high rate of unemployment.The justificationfor
to state the reasons for introducing this tax incentive this tax incentive measure was the creation of new

legislation in 1982. jobs5. The preferential tax treatment is only granted if

The Royal Decree No. 187 on coordinationcenters is the coordination center has at least ten employees
one of several important tax incentivemeasureswhich after a two-yearstart-up period. This employmentre-

were enacted in 1982 to promote investment and quirement is taken very seriously and interpretedvery

employmentin Belgium. It was intended to encourage strictly. A brass plate company cannot qualify as a

the establishment of headquarter or coordination of- Royal Decree No. 187 coordination center.

fices for large multinational companies. Brussels has
traditionally been a forum for setting up headquarter (iii) Cost reduction

offices. However, in the late seventies and early Coordinationcenters are as a rule set up to reduce the

eighties Brussels experienced a loss in much of its cost of some activities of the group, essentially by
attractiveness. The number of headquarter offices avoidingduplications.They are cost reductioncenters

being formedin Brusselstended to remainunchanged, and not profit centers.
if not to diminish. One of the reasons was that Bel-
gium's tax regime was no longer adquate. The drafters of the Royal Decree No. 187 were well

aware of the fact that in view of the preferential tax
The main concernsof the draftersof the Royal Decree treatmentgranted to coordinationcenters, certain en-

No. 187 were the following: terprises might be tempted to transfer or shift profits
from the operating companies to the coordination

(i) Enlargethe conceptof tax-exemptcoordination center6. Therefore the preferentialtax treatmentis not
centercontained in the doubletaxationtreaties granted to the profits which are being transferred or

Art. 5, para. 4, e) of the 1977 OECD Draft Double shifted to the coordination center7. Such profits are

Taxation Treaty provides that the maintenanceof a subject to the regular company tax.

fixed place of business solely for the purpose of carry-
ing on, for the enterprise, any other activity of a pre- C. Legislation
paratory or auxiliary characterwill not be deemed to

be a permanent establishment. By application of this
Royal Decree No. 187 of 30 December 19828 is the

provision headquarteroffices were not deemed to be

permanentestablishmentsprovided they were formed original legislationcontainingthe basic rules regarding
as branches of foreign companies with residence in a

coordinationcenters (conditionsof eligibility, exemp-

treaty country and provided their activities were of a
tion from company tax, social law benefits). It has

preparatoryor auxiliary nature and exclusivelyfor the been amended by the Laws of 27 December 19849 and

nonresidententerprise itself.
4 August 198610 and implementedby Royal Decree of
3 November 198611.

The coordinationcenter decree has enlarged the trad-
itional concept of headquarter offices by broadening

Article 29 of the Law of 11 April 198312 (as amended

the category of activities which may be carried on by by the Laws of 28 December 198313, 27 December
198414 and 4 August 198615) has provided for some

the coordinationcenterand by providingthat activities additional tax benefits to the coordination centers,
may be carried on for the benefit of the members of

including the exemption from withholding tax for in-
the group and not only for the enterprise itselP.

terest, dividends and royalties paid or distributed by
A Royal Decree No. 187 coordination center may the coordinationcenter and the benefitof the fictitious

carry on activties such as financing, insurance and withholding tax.

reinsurance activities which normally are not consi-
dered as being preparatory or auxiliary activities. A

The enumeration of the statutory provisions reveals
that the coordination center legislation has been

coordination center may, however, not carry on any
real commercial activity. A new category of activities
has been created which lies between the traditional
preparatory and auxiliary activities and the commer- 3. Royal Decree No. 187, 30 December 1982, Report to the King,
cial activities. A coordinationcenter may carry on the Official State Gazette, 1983, at 502.

traditional preparatoryand auxiliary activities as well 4. Art. 1, Royal Decree No. 187.

as this new category of activities.
5. Royal Decree No. 187, Report to the King, Official State Gazette,
1983, at 503.

A coordination center may engage in such activities 6. Ibidem.

for the members of the group to which it belongs,
7. Art. 5, para. 1, Royal Decree No. 187.
8. Official State Gazette of 13 January 1983.

while under the double taxation treaties a center Is 9. Officia State Gazette of 29 December 1984.

only allowed to carry on activities for the enterpriseof 10. Officia State Gazette of 20 August 1986.

which it is a part. It should be noted in this respect that 11. Officia State Gazette of 20 November 1986.

a Royal Decree No. 187 coordination center may be 12. Officia State Gazette of 16 April 1983.
13. Officia State Gazette of 30 December 1983.

set up not only as a branch of a nonresidentcompanY 14. See note 9.
but also as a local Belgian subsidiary.4 15. See note 10.
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amended several times since the enactment of Royal activities in two primarydirections: (i) supportservicesDecree No. 187. Some of the amendmentshave been activities and (ii) financing activities. Some specificadopted under the pressure of the EC Commission problems arise as to insurance and reinsurance ac-
whichwas of the opinion that the company tax exemp- tivities.
tion granted to coordination centers was contrary to
Arts. 92-93 of the EEC Treaty16. Other amendments
have restricted the scope of applicationof the fictitious 1. Administrativeand othersupportservicesactivities
withholdingtax in order to eliminatesomepossibilities
of abuse. Finally, a third categoryof amendmentswas This category includes a broad range of support ser-

intended to improve the system and to eliminatesome vices rendered directly to the group members to which
deficiencies as evidenced by the application of the they are normally charged on a cost-plus basis.
original legislation during the first few years. The centralizationof such supportservicespermits the
The Central IncomeTax Administrationhas until now avoidance of unnecessary duplication as well as in-
not issued guidelineswith regard to coordinationcen- creased efficiency.
tersl7. The VAT, Registration and Domain Adminis- Activities which fall within this category include thetration has done so as far as the exemption from regis- following:tration tax on capital contributions is concernedrs.

Advertising;-

Collection and disseminationof information;-

II. QUALIFYINGACTIVITIESOF - Relations with national and international auth-
COORDINATIONCENTERS orities;

Centralization of accounting, administration and-

The activities a Royal Decree No. 187 coordination data processing; the center could function as the
center may carry on include a large range of adminis- group's EDP center for data processing, storage
trative and other support activities as well as financing and transmission to and from group members;
activities. Such activities may only be carried on for Advice and assistance on tax and legal matters;

-

the benefit of members of the group. All activities having a preparatory or auxiliary-

character for the companiesof the group.
A. Intra-murosactivities

Financial activities
The coordination center may only render services to
other members of the group (intra-muros' require- The centralization of financial operations and the
ment)19. It is, however,not required that the coordina- hedging of risks resulting from fluctuations in foreign
tion center should render services to all members of exchange has specificallybeen provided for in Art. 1
the group. of Royal Decree No. 187. This categoryof activities is

one of the main features of the coordination centerAs mentionedabove, the so-calledgroup requirement legislation and has been the primary focus of interestis an essential feature of the coordinationcenter legis- for multinationalsas it enables financingoperationstolation. It broadens the headquarters concept con- be carried out in a favorable tax climate.tained in the double taxation treaties which require
that the coordinationcenterperformsservicesonly for To carry on these financing activities, coordination
the headoffice and branches of the company of which centers may use their own equity or funds borrowed
it is a part. from financial institutionsor affiliated companies.
The group requirement only relates to services per- Coordinationcenters may raise funds by issuing notes
formed by the center. It does not mean that the center and bonds under the following conditions2J:
is prohibited from having any contractswith third par- (1) Notes and bonds with an up to one-year maturityties. It may, for instance, assist group members in the date. No restrictions are provided for.negotiation of sales contracts or in the collection of (2) Bonds and notes with an over one-year maturityclaims. For the purpose of its own activities, the center date.
may be suppliedby unrelatedcompanies. A coordina-
tion center is equally authorized to borrow funds from The issuance of such bonds and notes is in principle
third parties.

B. Type of activities
16. Notice of the EC Commission. Official Journal, C. 104 of 2 May 1986.

Royal Decree No. 187 enumerates the activities that at 3.

can be engaged in by a coordinationcenter. As men-
17. This article has been drafted in April 1987.

tioned earlier, these activities are much broader than 18. AdministrativeCircular No. 6 of 12 April 1985.
19. The concept of group is defined hereafter.those which are listed under the so-called tax-free 20. Art. 5, para. 4, e), of the OECD Draft Double Taxation Treatycoordinationbranches20. 21. Such restrictions are applicable from assessment year 1987 onwards,
i.e. income year 1986 for coordination centers which keep their accountsMost of the coordination centers have focused their on a calendar year basis.
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forbidden. It can be authorized, however, by Royal (e) Otherfnancialservices
Decree22 provided: placing of excess liquidity of group members with-

financial institutions;
(1) the bonds and notes are offered outside Belgium; monitoringof bank accounts;-

(2) they are issued in a currencyother than the Belgian collection of claims and payment in the name and-

franc; for the account of the group members; etc.
(3) assurances are given that the bonds and notes will

not be acquired directly or indirectly by Belgian
resident taxpayers other than Belgian companies.

3. Insurance and reinsurance

Insurance and reinsuranceare explicitly listed as qual-
Becausean exemptionfrom withholdingtax is granted ifying activities. The carrying on of such activities by
to interest paid by coordination centers to their lend- a coordinationcenter raises some questions.
ers, bonds issued by coordination centers would have

companiescarrying theiractivitiesin Bel-
a competitiveadvantageover bonds issued by the Bel- Insurance on

ium are subject to the control of a public agencygian State and other public authorities which are not

exempt from withholding tax. Hence, the above re-
ffice de Contrle des Assurances). One of the re-

strictions have been imposed in order to protect the quirements in order to be approved as an insurance

competitiveposition of State bonds within the Belgian company is that the company should only be active in

capital market.
the field of insuranceand rensurance.A coordinaton
center which carries on insuranceactivities should not

The main techniquesused to achievethe centralization carry on any other activity.
of financial operations and hedging of exchange risks
are the following.

As to reinsurance, it is at this moment still not certain
whether coordination centers may carry on reinsur-

(a) Intra-grouplending ance activities. A straightforward application of the
intra-muros requirementwould require that coordi-

Coordinationcentersmay lend funds to affiliatedcom- nation centers practising reinsurancewould only rein-
panies on a short or long-term basis. sure risks insuredwith affiliatedcompanies.However,

(b) Leasing
since the Law of 4 August 1986, insurancecompanies
may not create or form coordinationcenters.24Hence,

A Belgian coordinationcenter may lease movableand the contracting of reinsurance with other insurance
immovable property to affiliated companies. This companieswould be excluded as insurancecompanies
propertycan be purchasedby the center from a nonaf- are prohibited from being affiliated with the group to

filiated company. It cannot, however, be leased by the which a center may render services.
center and subleased to an affiliated company.23 Another interpretation would be to accept that the
A coordination center can even carry out sale and ' intra-muros requirement is met when the coordina-
lease back operationswith an affiliated company sub- tion center reinsures risks of group members insured
ject to the following restrictions: by a nonaffiliatedinsurancecompany. It is still uncer-

(1) the goods sold and leased back should be new;
tain whether this second interpretation will be ac-

(2) the seller of the goods should not realize any capi- cepted.
tal gain on the sale to the coordinationcenter.

C. Activitiesdifferentfromactivitiesperformed
(c) Reinvoicing bygroupmembers

Reinvoicing to some group members of products and
services invoiced to the center by other group mem- The authorities take the position that the activities

bers is one of the techniquesused mainly to reduce or engaged in by the center should be auxiliary to the

centralize foreign exchange risks. Reinvoicing sup- activities of the members of the group.25 With respect
poses that no commercial gain, other than a small to certain activities, especially leasing, they prohibit
margin justified by the financing costs or foreign ex- the center from carrying out services for other group

change risks, is realized by the coordinationcenter in members involved in the same activities.

the operation.
(d) Factoring 22. At the time this article was written, no Royal Decree ofauthorization

has been issued.
Coordination centers may purchase from affiliated According to officialsof the Ministryof Finance, it seems that coordination

companies accounts receivable due from related and centers would not need to receive a special Royal Decree for each issuance

unrelated customers. of bonds. A given Royal Decree would be valid for all public offerings
within a certain period of time.

The main objectives of factoring operations are the 23. Administrative ruling of the Ministry of Finance of 25 November

financing of sales and the elimination of foreign ex- 1986.

change exposure of the affiliated companies. This can 24. Art. 7, Royal Decree No. 187, as introduced by Art. 42, Law of 4

be achieved by causing the coordination center to August 1986.
This would be applicable to coordinationcenters approvedafter30 August

make immediatepayment in the currencyof the selling 1986, the date of entry into force of the above law.

affiliated company transferring its receivables. 25. Administrativerulingof theMinistryofFinanceof27 February 1987.
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D. Activitiesexcludedfor coordinationcenters with a consolidated capital (net worth) of at least 1
billion Bfrs. Capital includes the following: stated cap-Coordination centers may not act as holding com- ital, capital surplus,earnedsurplus,premiums,accum-

panies. They may not hold any shares of anothercom- ulated profits and losses.
pany or enterprise26.

The consolidated of the should be inturnover groupAll activitiesnot explicitly listed as qualifyingactivities excess of 10 billion Bfrs.
are also excluded. This is especially the case for com-
mercialactivities. The authoritiescould refuse the rec- Intercompany capital shareholding and turnover

ognition as a coordinationcenter to a center of which should be excluded from the consolidatedamounts33.
the activities resemble too closely purely commercial It is not necessary that all membersof the groupwhich
activitiesor for which the combinationof certain auth- are taken into account for the calculation of the con-
orized activities could be considered as too commer- solidatedcapital and turnoverbe usersof the coordina-
cial27. tion center's services.

III. CONDITIONSOF ELIGIBILITY (c) Internationalcharacterof the group
Article 3, lO, (a), of Royal Decree No. 18734specifiesThe conditions necessary for the coordinationcenter
that coordination center should be part fto be recognized as qualifying under Royal Decree a a group

No. 187 can be grouped within two major categories. with internationalcharacteristicsas providedby Royal
Decree. Royal Decree of 3 November 1986 lists such
characteristics35:

A. Form conditions
(i) The group should have at least one subsidiary in

four different foreign countries. Such a conditionA coordinationcentercan take the form of a company should be met at the latest of 1 January of theincorporated in Belgium or can be established as a as

branch of a foreign company28. second year preceding the year during which the
application for recognition as a coordination

The choice will not have any adverse consequences center was introduced.
with regard to the benefits attached to the recognition
as a coordination center29. Most groups have given Foreign branchesof a companyare not considered
preference to a separate Belgian company.

as fulfilling this requirement36.
It is no longer required to set up a new company or to (ii) The consolidated capital of the group outside of

open a new branch. An existing corporationor branch Belgium should amount to 500 million Bfrs. or

may be used, provided the activities they carry on
20% of the consolidated capital of the entre

thereafter are limited to qualifying activities. group, whichever is less.

No specificprovisionhas been includedas to the share- (iii)The group should realize, outside Belgium, a con-

holdersof the coordinationcenter incorporatedin Bel- solidated turnoverof 5 billion Bfrs. of 20% of the

gium. It should, however, be pointed out that a coor- total consolidated turnover of the group,
dinationcentercannot be createdby financialor insur- whichever is less.
ance institutions30, 31

It can be expected that this last condition will be dif-
ficult to enforce, given the difficulty in determining
the place where turnover has been realized.B. Substance conditions

1. International group

The coordination center must be part of an interna- 26. Art. 3, 5o, Royal Decree No. 187, as introduced by Art. 41, 2o, Lawtional group which presents certain characteristics of 4 August 1986.

(group requirements). 27. Cf. Conferenceof Minister Eyskens at Paribas, 6 March 1985, at 9.
28. Art. 1, Royal Decree No. 187.

(a) Notionof group A Belgian companyshould constitutea separate legal entty under Belgian
company law. A joint venture is thereforeexcluded, since it does not have

For purposes of Royal Decree No. 187, a group is legal personality under Belgian company law.

defined to include all companies affiliated with each
29. A different taxation method has been in force for assessment years
1984 to 1987 for centers set up as Belgian branches of foreign companiesother through direct or indirect ownership and placed before 8 January 1985.

thereby under a single control32. 30. See infra.
31. The provision of Royal Decree No. 187, which required that theThe control test will be deemed satisfied whenever center be recognizedwithin a three-yearperiod after the enactment of the

one company holds directly or indirectly at least 20% Royal Decree, has been abolished by Art. 39, para. 1, 6o, Law of 27
of the capital of another company or 20% of the votes December 1984.

32. Art. 2, Royal Decree No. 187.attached to the shares of the other company. 33. AdministrativerulingofMinisterof EconomicAffairsof27 July 1985.
34. As introduced by Art. 41, 1, Law of 4 August 1986.

(b) Size of the group 35. Official State Gazette of 20 November 1986.
36. Under previous legislation it was sufficient for a group to have oneThe coordination center must be created by a group subsidiary or one branch outside Belgium.
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(d) Exclusions IV. TAX CONCESSIONS

Banks, insurance companies, and other financial in- During a ten-year period the coordination center can
stitutions are not permitted to establish a coordination take advantage of several tax concessions43.
center37.

Preparatoryworks indicate that groups which include A. Corporateincome tax andnonresidentincome
banks, insurance companies and other financial in- tax
stitutions, in addition to other companies,are not pro-
hibited from forming a coordinationcenter, provided
such banks, insurance companies and other financial

1. Forfeitarytax base44

institutionsare excluded from the group of companies Coordinationcenters are not taxed on the income they
for which a coordination center can provide its ser- actually realize but on a forfeitary tax base. This base
vices38. This means that the group should in its applica- is determined as a percentage of certain operating
tion exclude all institutions of the above-mentloned costs borne by the coordination center. However, all

type. personnel costs and financing charges are explicitly
excluded from the calculation of the forfeitary tax

It should be pointed out that such an exclusion would base.
not prevent coordinationcenterswhich have been rec-

ognized before 30 August 1986 from performing ser- The percentage to be applied to the costs to determine
vices on behalfof related institutionsof this type. the forfeitary tax base is not fixed by law. It will to a

very large extent depend on the mark-up applied by
the center itself in charging its services to the group

2. Activities of the center members. This makes it possible for the center to
determine itself, to some extent at least, its taxable

A coordination center may only carry on qualifying income.
activities39 for which it obtained an authorization and
which are listed in the Royal Decree of recognition. It Tax will be levied at the normal corporate income tax

should carry them on only for the benefit of the group rate of 43% for centers incorporated in Belgium and
members. at the nonresident corporate income tax rate of 48%

for coordinationcenters set up as Belgian branchesof
A coordination center is not obliged to actually carry a nonresident company4546
on all activities for which it has obtained an authoriza-
tion. Example 1:

A coordinationcenter adopts the policy to charge out

3. Employmentrequirement the services it renders at cost-plus 5%. It has a total

The coordination center must employ in Belgium the cost of 100,000,000 Bfrs. of which financiai and per-
sonnel costs amount to 85%.

equivalent of at least 10 full-time employees before
the end of the second year following the beginning of

37. Art. 7, Royal Decree No. 187, introduced by Art. 42, Law of 4as

its activities (for new centers) or the beginning of the August 1986; applicable to all centers recognized after 30 August 1986.

agreementperiod (for existingcenters). No hiring be- 38. Preparatoryworks ofthe Law of 4 August 1986; ParliamentaryDocu-

fore this date should be taken into consideration.This ments, Senate (1985-1986); No. 310/1, at 17.

minimal level of employment should be maintained 39. See II above.

throughout the exemption period.
40. Administrativeruling of the Ministeryof Employmentand Labourof
8 September 1986; contra, Administrativeruling of the Ministerof Social

No conditions are imposed with regard to either the Affairs of 30 March 1987.
41. Administrativeruling of the Ministryof Employmentand Labour of

nationality of the employees or to their subjection to 2 April 1985.

Belgian social security40. 42. Administrativeruling of the Ministryof Employment and Labour of
March 1987 (undated).It seems, however, that the employees should be Bel- 43. The ten-yearperiod starts on the first day of the tax year duringwhich

gian residents41 even though they may be workingout- a request for recognition has been filed and expires on the last day of the

side of the country; foreign frontier workers should, tax year ending during the tenth calendar year following the year during
however, be taken into considerationfor employment which the request was filed.

requirementpurposes42.
44. This system of taxation is applicable to all coordination centers from
assessmentyear 1988 onwards. In the original version of Royal Decree No.

Transferees from an existing Belgian company or 187, coordination centers set up as Belgian companies were fully tax-

branch to the center may be counted towards the 10 exempt. Coordination centers set up as Belgian branches of foreign com-

panies were only tax-exemptwith respect to retained earnings in Belgium;
employee requirement on condition that such trans- nonresident income tax was assessed on 50% of the profits transferredout

ferees are compensatedby an additional hiring either of Belgium. The original system of exemption has been abolished for the

in the transferringcompanyor branch or in the coordi- centers recognized as of 8 January 1985, by Art. 39, para. 1, 6o, Law of 27

nation center to satisfy the requirement of a net in- December 1984. It has been abolished for the centers recognized before
that date by Art. 51, para. 1, 2o, Law of 4 August 1986.

crease of 10 additional full-time jobs. 45. Arts. 24 and 33, Law of 4 August 1986 applicable as of assessment

The assignmentof employeesof a group member out- year 1988.
46. Reduced company tax rates are not applicable to Royal Decree No.

side Belgium to the coordinationcenter has, however, 187 coordinationcenters. The 48% nonresidentcorporate income tax rate

not been excluded. is subject to reduction under double taxation treaties.
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The forfeitary tax base is calculated as follows: B. Withholdingtax on interest,dividendsand

Costs Percentage Tax base royalties

Financialand personnel 1. Exemptionfrom withholdingtax for interest,dividends
costs 85,000,000 0 0 and royaltiespaid or distributedbythecoordination
Othercosts 15,000,000 5% 750,000 center
Company tax: 750,000 x 43% = 322,500 Bfrs.

Interest and dividends paid or distributed either to
resident or to nonresident taxpayers are exempt from

2. Minimum tax base Belgian withholding tax. The exemption is also
to use per-The taxable income of the center as defined above can

granted royalties paid for the of intangible
sonal property.in no event be lower than the sum of nondeductible

expenses, directors' fees and abnormal and gratui- 2. Fictitiouswithholdingtax applicableto interestand
tous advantages granted to the center. dividendspaid ordistributedbythecoordinationcenter
The first two items - nondeductibleexpenses and di- Recipientsofdividendsand interestpaid distributedor
rectors' fees - should not be the object of concern for by coordinationcenter receive the benefitof fictiti-a a
large multinationals since they can rather easily be

ous withholding tax or deemed withholding tax equalavoided to a very large extent if the rules provided for to 25/75ths of the dividend or interest received which
by the law are properly complied with. is treated as taxable income as well as tax credit. The
The abnormaland gratuitousadvantageson the con- excess of the fictitious withholding tax over the reci-
trary should be a matter of concern. As mentioned, pient's tax liability is refundable48.
one of the basic ideas of the coordinationcenter legis- The mechanism of the fictitious withholding tax is
lation was to allow multinationalcompanies to reduce illustrated in Examples 3,4 and 5.
costs by centralizing their management and financial
activitiesin an almost tax-freeenvironment.However,
there was a risk of abuse that profitswouldbe transfer- Example 3:

red or shifted from the group members to the center. interest received from coordination center 100

It is in order to prevent such artificial transfers of fictitious withholding tax 33.3

profits that the rule of abnormal and gratuitous ad- taxable income 133.3

vantages has been adopted. Such advantages to the company tax (at 43%) before application
extent they exceed the forfeitary tax base will be tax- of credit 57.3

able at the normal tax rate. credit for fictitious withholding tax 33.3
tax payable 24

The abnormal and gratuitous advantages include
the profits which result from transactionswhich do not Example 4:
meet the arm's length test. This might be the case

when the center charges at a cost-plus rate which is The facts are the same as in Example 3, except that the lendor

deemed to be excessive. (bank) lending to the coordination center has itself borrowed
funds and paid financial charges.

It should be pointed out that the tax administration
centerrefuses to issue an advance ruling as to the arm's length

interest received from coordination 100
fictitious withholding tax 33.3characterof a percentage47.The local tax inspectorwill taxable interest 133.3

decide on the percentagewhen he reviews arid audits financial charges (90)the annual income tax return of the coordination taxable income 43.3
center.

company tax (at 43%) before application
of credit 18.6
credit for fictitious withholding tax (33.3)

Example 2: tax refund (14.7)
The coordination center cited in the preceding example uses a Examples 3 and 4 illustrate the substantial tax saving
cost-plus 20% formula (instead of cost-plus 5%), while the tax grantedby the mechanismof the fictitiouswithholding
administration is of the opinion that the maximum arm's length tax. In Example 3 the effective rate of 24% compares
percentage for this kind of services is 8%. very favourably with a rate of 43% which would nor-

The abnormaland gratuitousadvantagegranted to the center is mally be imposed on interest income.
20%-8% = 12%. Example 4 illustrateshow the mechanismof the fictiti-
Abnormal and gratuitous advantage: ous withholding tax can reduce the tax burden of the

bank to zero and result in a tax refund.100,000,000 x 12% = 12,000,000 Bfrs.

Since this abnormal and gratuitous advantage of 12,000,000
Bfrs. exceeds the amount of the forfeitary tax base of 750,000
Bfrs., it is the former one which will be used. 47. It seems, however, that a percentage of 8% would be considered as

normal.
Company tax: 12,000,000 x 43% = 5,160,000 Bfrs. 48. Art. 29, 2, (b), Law of 11 April 1983, as amended.
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Most banks and financial institutions are willing to placing of excess cash with Belgian banks instead of
share the tax saving with the coordination center with foreign banks in countrieswhich impose no with-
through a reduction in the effective rate of interest on holding tax on such interest.
the loan. As a consequence of this reduction, the fic-

Since the coordination center will rule qualifyas a astitious withholding tax has the same result as an in-
professional investor within the meaning of Art.

terest subsidy. It has for a large part contributedto the a

success of the coordination center legislation. 87, 4, of the Royal Decree implementingthe Income
Tax Code, most other Belgian-source interest pay-
mentsmade to it will be exemptfromwithholdingtax.

Example 5:

The Belgian corporate shareholderwho receives dividends distri- C. Real propertywithholdingtaxbuted by a coordinationcenter will normallybenefit from the 95%
intercorporate dividend deduction; only 5% of the dividend is
actually taxable. The effect of the credit for the fictitiouswithhold- Real property used by the coordination center for its
ing tax, when combinedwith the intercompanydividendexclusion, own activities is exempt from real property withhold-
results in a very substantial tax saving ing tax53.
dividends distributed by the coordination center 1,000 Such exemption is not granted to real propertyfictitious withholding tax 333.3 an

taxable income before exclusion for leased to group members.

intercompanydividends 1,333.3
intercompanydividend exclusion (.266) D. Registrationduties
taxable dividend 67.3

company tax at 43% 28.9 Coordinationcenters exempt from the 0.5% regis-credit for fictitious withholding tax (333.3) are

on toexcess credit - tax refund (304.4) tration tax contributions the capital of Belgian
corporations54.This exemptionis importantfor coordi-

The granting of the fictitious withholding tax which nation centers which often require a very large capitalaffords the recipients substantial tax reductions is sub- to carry out their role of group finance center. Several
ject to the following conditions49. Funds borrowed bY coordination centers have ,a capital exceedingthe center which give rise to the interest payment USS 100,000,000.
should be used either by the coordinationcenter or by
a group member in: Provided the Royal Decree of approval has already

been enacted at the time the coordination center is
(1) investments in new fixed tangible assets used in formed or increases its capital, the exemption will

Belgium and not leased or rented to nongrouP come into play immediately. Oherwise, the local tax
members or to group membersestablishedoutside collector may require the payment of the registration
Belgium; or tax which is then reimbursedlateron, uponproduction(2) financing of research and development expendi- of the Royal Decree of approval.
tures in the fields of energy preservation and the
creation of new products and advanced technol-
ogy, provided the expendituresare incurredin Bel- V. OTHER CONCESSIONS
gium and depreciated over three years.

As to the fictitious withholding tax with respect to
A. Work permits and professionalcards

dividends, it is limited to dividends not exceeding
7.5% of the statutory capital5owhich is investedunder Foreign employeesand researchershired by the center
conditions similar to those mentioned above with re- are exempt from the requirement of obtaining a pro-
gard to interest payment. fessional card or a work permit. At the same time the

The amountof the capital deemedused for the qualify- employer is dispensed from the obligation to be auth-
55

ing investments is computed on the basis of the net
orized to hire foreign employees or researchers .

book value of the investments, i.e. their historical
value less depreciation, at the end of the taxable
period. 49. Only resident taxpayers and nonresident taxpayers subject to reg-
It is evident that the same investmentcannot be taken ularisation' on their income in Belgium (i.e. foreign companies with a

into consideration for both tax credits, i.e. interest as Belgian permanent establishment)can de facto take advantage of the tax
credit.

well as dividends. 50. The 7.5% rate may be modified by the Government on the basis of
the fluctuations of the interest rates on the capital market.

3. Exemptionfrom withholdingtax on interestreceived by 51. Fictitious withholding tax with respect to royalties has been repealed
the centeroncash deposits by Art. 43. Law of 4 August 1986, applicable to royalties paid after 1

January 1986.

Under Art. 97, para. 5, of the Royal Decree imple- 52. Royal Decree of 20 December 1984. Official State Gazette of 29

menting the Income Tax Code53 interest received by
December 1987.
53. Art. 29, 1. Law of 11 April 1983.

the centeron cash deposits is exemptedfrom withhold- 54. Art. 29, 3o. Law of 11 April 1983.
ing tax. This measure is deemed to encourage the 55. Art. 6, Royal Decree No. 187.
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B. Exchange controls same effect as a subsidy. It is granted to the extent the
borrowed funds or the contributed capital is used to

By separate application to the Belgian-Luxembourg finance the acquisition of tangible fixed assets to be
Exchange Institute (Institut Belgo-Luxembourgeois used in Belgium or R&D activities carried on in
du Change), it is possible for a coordinationcenter to Belgium. Therefore multinational groups which planobtain nonresident status for Belgian exchange-con- investments or R&D activities in Belgium should as
trol purposes, and therefore to make or receive pay- a rule take the benefit of the fictitiouswithholding tax
ments to or from nonresidents free from Belgian ex- into consideration. Since the effect of the fictitious
change-control supervision, provided that at least withholding tax is similar to an interest subsidy,roughly 80% of the center's financial transactions are foreign tax considerationswill as a rule not play a role.
carriedon with the non-Belgianmembersof the group. The question whether the fictitious withholding tax

may be combined with other Belgian Governmentas-

VI. RECOGNITIONBYROYALDECREE- sistance granted to investors should, however, be
PROCEDURE taken into account.

Coordination centers can only benefit from the tax B. Taxationon notionalincomeandexemptionconcessions if they have been recognized by Royal fromwithholdingtax
Decree signed by the King and the competent Minis-
ters56 Whether the taxation on notional income and the
No specific form requirement is imposed for the filing exemption from withholding tax are relevant or even

of an application request with the competent au- determining tax planning factors will to a large extent
thorities. depend on the tax legislation of the country of the

parent company of the multinational group or of the
The request should include all information necessary company holding the shares in the coordination
to allow the authorities to check whether all essential center.
conditions are met (descriptionof the group; consoli-
dated capital and turnover; description of the pur- In view of the large variety of factual situationsand of

ported activities; legal form of the center; method of national legislations,no general answercan be formu-
remunerationof the center57). lated. Only some general considerations can be ex-

pressed.
The application should be signed by persons auth-
orized to represent the coordinationcenter. As a gen-

For Belgium-based multinational companies, perma-
eral rule, directors of a group company, often the nent tax savings are possible especially by taking ad-

Belgian affiliate, if any, sign the request. vantage of the taxation of the coordination center on

notional incomecombinedwith the intercorporatediv-
The application should be forwarded to the Ministry idend exemption.of Finance. Usually, the request is simultaneouslysent
to the Ministryof EconomicAffairssince it is in charge For foreign-based multinational companies, the ans-

of the preparation of the file. The file is examined by wer will to a large extent depend on whether that
a jointministerialcommitteeincludingrepresentatives country applies the exemptionor the foreign tax credit
of all competent Ministers. method as far as the taxation of foreign income is

concerned. Permanent tax savings are almost certain,The Royal Decree of approval lists the activities for if the exemptionmethodis applied. If, on the contrary,which the coordinationcenter has received authoriza- the foreign tax credit method is applied, the tax reduc-
tion. Some of the approvals explicitly exclude com- tions granted by the Belgian coordinationcenter legis-panies from the group for which the coordination lation could be wiped out by the mechanism of the
center can perform its activities. foreign tax credit. However, the coordination center

might still be useful in such a situation: the tax reduc-
tion or exemption granted to a coordination center

VII. TAXPLANNINGCONSIDERATIONS might lower the overall burden of the foreign taxes
and therefore reduce or eliminate the excess foreignThe question which is often raised is to what extent tax credit; the tax reduction or exemption may allow

can a multinationalgroup take advantage of the Bel- the accumulation of foreign income without payinggian coordinationcenter legislationor what are the tax Belgian and foreign taxes leaving a higher .amount
planning considerations which should be taken into available for reinvestment, unless the U.S. subpart F
account. or similar provisions apply. However, as mentioned,
It is not possible to answer this question in view of the each particularcase should be examined on its merits.

large variety of possible factual situations. Two gener-
In almost all cases some permanent tax saving can be

al comments may be made. achieved.

A. Fictitiouswithholdingtax 56. Minister of Finance, Minister of Economic Affairs, Minister of
Employment and Labour, Ministerof Middle Classes.
57. Cf. Communicationof Ministers of Finance and Economic Affairs,The benefit of the fictitious withholding tax has the undated.
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When a coordination center is set up by a foreign- Exhibit 1:

based multinationalgroup, it must be decidedwhether List of coordination centers
the shares in the coordination center should be held

Nameof coordinationcenter Nameofgroupby a Belgian company or by a foreign company. The
decision will depend on whether or not the benefit of 1. A.G. Philips PetroleumInternational PhilipsPetroleum

the fictitious withholding tax is granted to the divi-
2. FalconbridgeInternationalLimited Falconbridge
3. N.V. Levi StraussFinanciaiServices Levi Strauss

dends distributed by the coordination center. If such 4. S.A. DowCorningCoordinationCenter Dow Corning
benefit is not granted, it is preferable to have the 5. CadoSystemsInternationalCorporation ContinentalTelecom

shares held directly by a foreign company, since the 6. N.V. Blue Bell International BlueBell

dividends distributed by a coordination center are
7. S.A. Travex BaxterTravenol

Laboratories
exempt from Belgian withholding tax while dividends 8. S.A. SolvayCoordinationInternationale Solvay
distributedby anotherBelgiancompanyare subject to des CrditsCommerciaux

such withholding tax (normal rate 25%, but reduced 9. N.V. GeneralMotorsCoordinationCenter GeneralMotors

by double taxation treaties to 15% and in some cases 10. N.V. SafincoCoordinationCenter Vandemoortele

even to 10 or 5%). If the benefit of the fictitious 11. N.V. I.B.M. Europe InternationalServices I.B.M.

withholding tax is granted, it could be preferable to Company
12. N.V. Janssen International Johnson& Johnson

have the shares held by a Belgian company, since the 13. N.V. EsteLauderCoordinationCenter EsteLauder

benefit of the fictitiouswithholdingtax can exceed the 14. N.V. TeepakEurope Teepak
burden of the withholdingtax due by the Belgiancom- 15. BeaulieuManagement Beaulieu

pany upon redistribution of the dividends it receives 16. Soft DrinksServicesCompany Coca-Cola
17. S.A. H.J. Heinz CentralEurope Heinz

from the coordinationcenter. 18. S.A. AmericanExpressOverseasCredit AmericanExpress
Corporation

19. S.A. TandyEurope Tandy
VIII. CONCLUSIONANDFINALCOMMENTS 20. Cigna International Cigna

21. S.A. Cigna InternationalServices Cigna
22. S.A. C.H. DexterEurope Dexter

The list ofcoordinationcentersqualifyingunderRoyal 23. N.V. NLWorldServices NL Industries

Decree No. 187 proves that the coordination center 24. S.A. Auxiliairede Coordinationet de La Redoute

legislation has attracted a large number of major mul- Gestion Internationale
25. S.A. EuropeanOwensCorningFiberglas Owens Corningtinationalcompanies. It may be consideredas meeting 26. N.V. RaychemFinanceManagementCenter Raychem

the requirementsof the multinationalcompanies look- 27. C.D. Medicai InternationalLimited Dow Chemical

ing for a forum to set up centers to carry on administra- 28. S.A. HamptonServices GeneralFoods

tive and other support activities and/or financial ac- 29. S.A. BemisCoordinationCenter Bemis

tivities for the members of the group.
30. S.A. Cordis International Cordis
31. S.A. ComputervisionCoordinationCenter Computervision

The administrative support functions are as a rule 32. Mobil Polymers InternationalLimited Mobil

broadly interpretedto tae satisfactionof the interested 33. S.A. C& K Services Crompton& Knowles
34. N.V. Avery Internationaal Avery

group. As to the financing activities, the experienceof Cordinatiecentrum
some multinational groups has demonstrated that the 35. S.A. 3 Suisses InternationalCoordination 3 Suisses

Royal Decree No. 187 coordination center provides Center

an adequate legal and tax framework to introduceand 36. N.V. GTECordinatie-en Financierings- GTE

realize coordinated treasury and exposure manage-
centrum

37. N.V. K.N.P. Interservice KoninklijkeNeder-
ment via a centralized entity at a moment that the landsePapierfabrieken
European financial markets are being liberalized. 38. S.A. MlnlyckeEurope Mlnlycke
Such a centercan grant full-timeprofessionalattention 39. N.V. B. P. Capital B.P.

to said managementwhich has become necessary as a
40. N.V. BelgianDairy CoordinationCenter Comelco
41. S.A. GlaverbelServices Glaverbel

consequence of the fact that financial instrumentsare 42. S.A. Fin U.C.B. U.C.B.

becoming more sophisticated and that changes in fi- 43. N.V. Federal ExpressEuropeanServices FederalExpress
nancial techniques are occurring more rapidly. 44. N.V. BekaertCoordinationCenter Bekaert

45. N.V. Bunge Cordinatiecentrum Bunge
The coordinationcenter legislationhas attractedmany 46. N.V. ChicopeeCoordinationCenter Johnson & Johnson

multinational companies, notwithstanding its many 47. N.V. Amycor Amylum
modifications since 1982. It should be emphasized, 48. Mac Dermott International Inc. MacDermott

Belgium Branch
however, that all those modifications have not 49. S.A. GIB CoordinationCenter G.B.-Inno-B.M.
amended the basic features of the system: quasi- 50. BerkeleyAdministrationInc. ClaremontPacific

exemption from company tax for the profits realized 51. S.A. SiemensCoordinationCenter Siemens

by the coordination center and exemption from with- 52. N.V. Utexcor UCO

holding tax for the interest and royalties paid and for 53. N.V. Sabena InterserviceCenter Sabena
54. S.A. Centrede CoordinationGnrale SocitGnralede

the dividends distributed by the coordination center. -CordinatiecentrumGeneraalN.V. Belgique
It is expected that the coordinationcenter legislation, 55. S.A. LadbrokeInternational LadbrokeP.L.C.

which has become permanent, has reached a stage of 56. S.A. Petrofina InternationalGroup Petrofina

stability and that it will not be subjected to major 57. S.A. Olin Europe Olin Corporation

changes in the foreseeable future.
58. S.A. Socit internationalede Services Dollfus-Mieg& Cie
59. S.A. DamartSystem I.C.C. Damart (Despature)
60. S.A. Bel Services Bel
61. N.V. HaseldonckxLogistics B.A.T.
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Name ofcoordinationcenter Nameof group Nameof coordinationcenter Nameofgroup
62. S.A. B.S.N. Services B.S.N. 125. S.A. U.G.B. International Usines GustaveBol
63. S.A. UnifertGroup Fertitrust 126. S.A.PB Corporate Papeteriesde Belgique
64. S.A. WestinghouseEelectric Europe- Westinghouse 127. S.A. Alfina Alfa-Lavai

CoordinationCenter 128. S.A. Systech Papeteriesde Belgique
65. N.V. Nitto Finance and ManagementCenter Nitto 129. S.A. Mo-Do Mo-Do
66. S.A. RaffinerieTirlemontoise- Raffinerie 130. S.A. Hachette Hachette

TienseSuikerraffinaderijServices Tiremontoise 131. S.A. Les CablesdeLyon Cablesde Lyon
(R.T.-T.S.Services) 132. S.A. Fabriquede Fer de Charleroi Fabriquede Fer

67. N.V. AmarCordinatiecentrum Amar (Sheraton) de Charleroi
68. N.V. Shell CoordinationCenter KoninklijkeShell 133. S.A. Smith Kline et French Laboratories Smith Kline
69. S.A. SwedishMatchInternational SwedishMatch 134. S.A. Les EtablissementsDelhaizeFrres DelhazeFrreset
70. S.A. F.N. CoordinationCenter F.N. et Cie Le Lion Ce Le Lion
71. S.A. DiamantBoard International Sibeka 135. S.A. Centre de coordinationNestl Nestl

CoordinationCenter 136. S.A. BurroughsCoordinationCenter Burroughs
72. S.A. RenaultBelgique International Renault 137. S.A. Accor Accor
73. Henkel CoordinationCenter Henkel 138. S.A.AT&T AmericanTelephone
74. S.A. Centrede CoordinationPRB P.R.B. and TelegraphCo.
75. S.A. Vieille-Montagne-Services& Finance Vieille Montagne 139. S.A. Acecor A.C.E.C.
76. S.A. Gernel Mestdagh 140. S.A. D'IeterenServices D'Ieteren
77. N.V. Eurocenter Carnaud 141. S.A. EconocomCentrede Coordination Econocom
78. S.A. Jasubeco Jacobs Suchard
79. S.A. lBLWorldwideCoordinationCenter IBLplc
80. C.P.C. Europe Limited C.P.C.
81. S.A. CaterpillarCoordinationCenter Caterpillar
82. S.A. PMC-Europe Plastic Management Exhibit 2:
83. S.A. PhilipsCoordinatonCenter Philips Bibliography
84. N.V. Dow ChemicalManagement Dow
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PlanningforCoordination 1
Centers

AfterU.S. TaxReform
..kb

By CharlesSibilleandMichael D. Fryt*

Charles Sibille is a SeniorTax AttorneywithINTRODUCTION Exxon Chemical International Inc. in Brus-
sels, Belgium. He has a Law Degree from

With the stroke of his pen, President Reagan signed into law on 22 the University of Louvain, Belgium. Mr.

October 1986 the Tax Reform Act of 1986,I the most comprehensive tax
Sibille is a member of the Belgian Branch
of the International Fiscal Association. He

legislationin the United States since 1954. This legislationwas so extensive was formerly a member of the research
the Internal RevenueCode of 1954 was redesignatedthe Internal Revenue staff of the International Bureau of Fiscal

Code of 1986.2 Documentation before occupying various
positions in the Tax Department of Exxon
Chemical International Inc.

The Act had a long gestation period. Almost two years passed between
the time the first Treasury Report on Tax Simplificationand Reform was

released on 27 November 1984 and the date the Act was signed into law
by President Reagan. This in itself was evidence of the major changes
forthcoming. It is probably not fair o say that most of the Act's significant
changes to the prior law were unexpected,since many U.S. and non-U.S.
tax lawyers and accountantswere following its two-yeardevelopment.On
the other hand, it is probably fair to say that most tax lawyers, individuals,
and business managers were happy to see the legislative formation of the
Act finally come to an end. If nothing else, the conclusion of this process
permitted U.S. taxpayers and their advisors to once again carry out their
tax planning activities in a relatively stable U.S. legislative environment. iOne of the major groups of taxpayers which will see its tax planning '.

significantly affected by the Act are U.S.-based multinational corpora-
tions. These taxpayers must be fully apprised of not only those provisions
in the new IRC affecting the tax burden on U.S.-source income, but also Michael D. Fryt is a Senor Tax Attorneythose provisions affecting the tax burden on foreign-source income. Two with Exxon Chemical International Inc in

major changes brought about by the Act which will influence the foreign Brussels, Belgium. He has a Business De-

tax planning of U.S.-based multinationals will be the reduction of the gree from the University of Colorado, Col-
orado Springs and a Juris Doctor from the

corporate tax rate and the modifications to the IRC foreign tax credit University of Colorado, Boulder He is a

provisions. member of the State Bar of Texas and the
American Bar Association. Mr. Fryt has

U.S.-basedmultinationalcorporationsearning income in a country other worked for various units of Exxon Corpora-
ton n the U.S., Australia and Belgium.than the U.S. are generally taxed on that income in the other country. The

U.S. also taxes the same income, but, to avoid double taxation, allows the
multinational to claim a credit for the taxes it paid in the other country.
Within certain limits, this credit (known as the foreign tax credit) can be * The authors express their appreciation to
used by the multinational as a dollar-for-dollaroffset against its U.S. tax J.O. Luby, Jr. and P.E. Sullivan fortheirsupport
liability. To the extent the taxpayerpays more taxes on an item of income in publishing this article. This article does not

necessarily represent the position of Exxon
in a foreign country than its U.S. tax liability on the same income, the Chemical International or its affiliated com-

taxpayer will have excess foreign tax credits. If the taxpayer pays less panies on any issue discussed herein.
I. P.L. 99-514, hereinafter the Act.

foreign tax than its U.S. liability on an item of income, the taxpayer will 2. Unless otherwise noted, all U.S. Internal

be subject to a residual U.S. tax, that being the difference between the Revenue Code Section references in this .article
are to the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, cited

U.S. and foreign tax liabilities. hereinafter as the IRC.
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Given that the Act reduced the maximumU.S. corpo- the original legislation continue to exist. In effect,
rate tax rate from 46% to 34%,3 and that the corporate these tenets permit companies to take advantage of

tax rates of most other countries are higher, it is likely the favorable CC tax legislation only under certain

many U.S.-based multinationalswill now be placed in conditions. Broadly speaking, there are two primary
an excess foreign tax credit position. This means that, conditionswhich must be satisfied. First, the entity in
all other things being equal, there will be a greater which a CC is housed must constitute a qualifying
emphasis by U.S. multinationalson the reduction of entity under the CC legislation. Second, the entity is

their non-U.S. corporate income tax burden. To the permitted to engage in only certain qualifying ac-

extent a U.S. multinational can reduce its non-U.S. tivities. Failure to satisfy either one of these condi-
tax burden without giving rise to residualU.S. tax (i.e. tions will result in a taxpayernot being allowed to take

if the reduction on non-U.S, tax only decreases excess advantageof the Belgian tax concessionsof CCs. Fol-

foreign tax credits), the multinational will derive a lowing is a brief discussionofwhatentitieswill qualify,
100% after-tax benefit from its effort. what activities will qualify, and what tax concessions

are available if all conditions are satisfied.
Of course, there are limits to what multinationalscan

do to reduce their non-U.S, tax burden. For example,
wholesale restructuringof foreign operationsmay not 1. Qualifyingentities
be possibleforbusinessreasons,or, if the restructuring
were to trigger significant

64

up-front costs such as A coordination center may be established either as a

goodwill transfer taxes or capital registration fees in Belgian incorporated company or as a branch of a

the host country. From a U.S. tax standpoint, a multi- company not a resident in Belgium.9However, a Bel-

national must be aware of what a change in its foreign gian CC must belong to a multinational group of

operationswill do to its U.S. tax liability. Forexample, companies. To qualify as a multinational group, the

the Act created new separate baskets of foreign- following requirementsmust be satisfied:o

source income.4Income falling into each basketcarries the aggregate share capital (i.e. capital and re-
with it foreign tax credits for any foreign taxes paid by

-

of the consolidated outside of Bel-
the multinational on that income. Reorganization of serves) group

must at or
its corporate structure in such a way as to shift a mul- gium be worth least 500 million Bfrs.

tinational's income from the overall basket of IRC represent at least 20% of the total net assets of the

Sec. 904(d)(1)(I) to a different basket in IRC Sec. group;

904(d)(1) may produce no, or only minimal, savings
for the company if it has no excess foreign tax credits
in the separate basket.5

This article identifiesand explainsone opportunityfor 3. The 34% rate is effective for taxable years beginning on or after 1

U.S.-based multinationals to reduce their non-U.S. July 1987. For taxable years including 1 July 1987, the effective tax rate is

tax burdens without falling afoul of U.S. tax problems a blended (old and new) rate, determinedunder IRC Sec. 15. For calendar

such as the separatebasketsof income. Thatopportun- year taxpayers, the 1987 blended rate wll be 40%.

ity is the Belgian Coordination Center (hereinafter 4. IRC Sec. 904(d) provides for nine baskets of foreign-source income,
an

cited as CC). While also discussing the Belgian tax including overall basket. The pre-Actseparatecategoriesof income

applicable to certain foreign oil and gas income have also been retained in

aspects of CCs, this article's primary focus is on the IRC Sec. 907.

U.S. tax repercussionsof establishing a CC, partcu- 5. This concept is explained in detail later in this article.

larly in light of the Act. A comprehensiveanalysis of 6. Royal Decree 187, 30 December 1982, Moniteur BeigelBelgisch

the Belgian tax law, as it applies to CCs, is contained Staatsblad (hereinafter Official Gazette) of 13 January 1983.

in the precedingarticle by Prof. J.P. Lagae, Belgium:
7. Report to the King, Royal Decree 187, 30 December 1982.
8. See Law of 11 April 1983 Official Gazette, 16 April 1983; Royal

Coordinationcenters. Decree 20 December 1984 Offical Gazette, 29 December 1984; Law of 27

December1984 Official Gazette,29 December1984; Law of 4 August 1986
Official Gazette, 20 August 1986; Royal Decree 3 November1986 Official
Gazette, 20 November 1986. The two most importantchanges made to the

GENERALDESCRIPTIONOF A BELGIANCC original legislation are as follows. First, while initially CCs were fully
exempted from Belgian corporate income tax, they now, as further

CCs were introduced in Belgium in December 1982.6 explained in this article, must pay such tax based on a cost-plus formula.

Second, certain limitationswere introduced on the tax credit applicable to

The stated purpose of the Belgian Government's ac- interest payments or dividend remittances by CCs, also further explained
tion was to provide broad incentives for multinational in this article.

companes to establish their regional headquarters in 9. lt is interesting to note that a large majority of the multinationals

Belgium.7The incentivesprovidedwere, by and large,
which have already established CCs have opted for the form of a Belgian

in the form of special tax concessions which permit
incorporated entity. The reasons may be that (a) no dividend withholding
tax is imposedon profit remittancesby a CC to its Belgianor foreign parent

CCs to operate in Belgium at an effective taX COSt company and (b) in the case of dividends distributed by a CC to Belgian
generally lower than that which would otherwise be parent company, the parent companyis entitled to a fictitiouswithholding

paid under the normal Belgian corporate income tax credit when certain conditions are met. In comparison, these benefits

tax law.
are lost if the CC is establishedas a branch of a nonresidentcompany. The

withholding tax implicationsof CCs will be discussed in greater detail later

Since the initial release of Royal Decree 187, there in this article.

have been several changes to the CC legislation.8
10. Royal Decree 187, 30 December 1982, Official Gazette, 13 January
1983; Royal Decree 3 November 1986, Official Gazette, 20 November

Changes notwithstanding, the fundamental tenets of 1986.
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the group must demonstrate that it had one af- CCs are not allowed to conduct trading activities.
-

filiated company located in at least four different (However, since a CC is authorized to perform pre-countries on 1 January of the second year preced- paratory and auxiliary activities, it may provide ser-
ing the year in which the request for recognitionas vices auxiliary to the sales of other members of the
a CC is filed; group, such as market survey, inventory control and
the group must generateoutside of Belgium either centralizationof distribution activities.) CCs are also

-

(a) a turnover (revenue) of at least five billion not allowed to own shares in other companies.15 Fi-
Bfrs. or (b) at least 20% of the group's total nally, the activities performed by CCs must have an
worldwide turnover; and internationalcharacter, i.e. the activities must benefit
the group must be comprisedof two or more com- multinational group companies located within and

-

panies (current legislationsets a minimumoffour), without Belgium. For example, a CC which would
the capital or voting rights of which are owned predominantly engage in activities for the benefit of
20% or more, directly or indirectly, by a parent other Belgian affiliated companies would most likely
company.

11
not qualify for the favorable tax status even if such

Even assuming the multinationalgroup requirements activities fall within the ones listed above.
are satisfied, a CC will only qualify for the favorable
Belgian tax status if it is demonstrated, by the end of 3. Tax concessions
the second year followingstart-up, that a minimumof
10 employees are working full-time for the CC.12 Before examining the various tax concessionsgranted

to CCs, it is important to note that such concessions
are limited to a ten-year period. However, the law of

2. Qualifyingactivities 27 December 1984 allows CCs to apply for a renewal
of their tax status at the end of each ten-year period.

The types of activities that a CC may conduct under This in effect means that CCs could enjoy the favora-
Royal Decree 187 fall into two broad categories: finan- ble tax status for a successive number of ten-yearcial services and business support services, as outlined periods, provided, of course, they continue to satisfybelow. It is important to note that a CC may provide the conditions of eligibility over each period.
these permitted services only to companieswithin the

The most important tax concession offered to CCCC's multinationalgroup. a
relates to the peculiarityof its tax regime. Rather than

(a) Financial services paying corporate income tax on the profits it gener-
ates, a qualifyingCC pays a notionalBelgian income

The following services are included in this category: tax, i.e. a 43% corporatencome tax based on a certain
percentage of the CC's total operating expenditures,reinvoicingof intercompanysales; excluding financing and personnel costs.16However,

-

leasing of fixed or movable assets to other mem- the taxable basis be less than the sum of the
-

cannotbers of the group,
13

CC's deductible items (e.g. incomenon-tax corporatefactoring of intercompany trade receivables or social benefits etc.), directors' fees and
-

taxes, costs,third party receivables acquired from affiliated
any abnormal or gratuitous benefits received by thecompanies; CC from affiliated companies.hedging of foreign exchange risk; and-

financing in general, i.e. lending funds to other A second tax concession is granted in the form of a-

nembers of the group either by using the CC's withholding tax exemption on paymentsby the CC of
own equity capital or through intercornpany loans dividends and interest, regardless of whether the reci-
or outside borrowings. pient of such incomeis a relatedor unrelatedcompany

or is a resident or nonresident of Belgium. Further-
(b) Business support services more, Belgian residentcompaniesor Belgianbranches

The fllowing services fall within this category:
centralizing and coordinating of accounting, ad--

ministrative and purchasingactivities; 11. While Royal Decree 187 would permit less than 50% owned sub-
sidiaries to qualify as CCs, there may be significant U.S. disincentives forcollecting and disseminating information such as

tax

-

doing such. See the discussion in this article of major U.S. provisions,market surveys; infra.

advertising and other sales promotion activities; 12. See Lagae, J.P., Belgium: CoordinationCenters above.
-

insuring and reinsuring risks of members of the 13. We understand that the Belgian tax administration has stated that-

sale-leaseback transactionscanonly be made if they pertain to new assets.group; 14. For further discussion on activities qualifying as preparatory or au-interfacing with national or international govern- see on

-

xiliary, Belgian Tax Administration Commentaries Double Taxa-
ment authorities; tion Treaties, Article 5/321 through 5/328.
conducting research and development;and 15. Law of4 August 1986, Art. 41(5), Official Gazette,20 August 1986.

-

conductingother activities of a preparatoryor au- 16. The Belgian tax administrationhas not promulgated guidelines as to-

xiliary nature such as counseling in legal or tax
the level at which the percentage would be established. It is likely, how-
ever, that the percentage would be required to bear some relationship tomatters, and supervising regional or corporate the level of mark-up that the CC itself uses for charging its services to its

strategies.14 affiliated companies.
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of foreign companies that receive dividend or interest which is wholly-owned by the U.S. company, or a

paymentsfrom a CC are entitled to claim a Belgian tax second or third-tier subsidiarywhich is wholly-owned
credit (so-calledfictitiouswithholdingtax credit) equal by another wholly-ownedsubsidiaryof the U.S. com-

to one third of the amount of dividends or interest pany. Less than wholly-owned subsidiaries may also

actually received.17 However, this credit is subject to be satisfactory, but the reader should be cognizant of
certain limitations. The fictitious withholding tax the new separate income basket for dividends from

(hereinafterFWHT)applicable to interest is limited each noncontrolled Section 902 corporation.22 A
to interest paid on loans used to fund investments in noncontrolled Section 902 corporation exists if the
new tangible assets located in Belgium or to finance U.S. parentcompanyowns, directlyor indirectly,50%
research and development activities.18 In the case of or less of both the subsidiary's voting stock and the

dividends, the applicableFWHT credit is restricted to total value of the subsidiary's stock.23
an amount of dividends equal to a maximum 7.5% of
that portionof the CC's paid up capital used to finance

1. SubpartF provisionsofIRCSecs. 951-964
investment in Belgium ln new tangible property or

research and development activities.19 One of the tax advantages for a U.S. company estab-
Other important concessions offered to CCs include lishing a subsidiary, instead of a branch, in a foreign
the following: country has been the ability to defer U.S. taxes on the

assets used by the CC in its business are exempt foreign subsidiary's income. In general, income of a
-

branch in foreign is subjectU.S. company's a countryfrom Belgian real estate tax (prcompte im-
mobilier/onroerendevoorheffing), 0 to immediate U.S. taxation, while income of a foreign

not by the U.S. until distributed to
capital contributionsmade to CCs are not subject subsidiary is taxed

-

U.S. The exceptions this
to the 0.5% Belgian capital issuance tax;

the parent company. to gen-
eral rule are contained in IRC Secs. 951-964, com-

foreign employees assigned to a CC are exempt monly known the SubpartF provisions. Subpart
-

as
from the obligation to obtain a work permit or a

professionalcard; and F, enacted in 1962 during PresidentKennedy'sadmin-

a waiver of the Belgian-Luxembourg exchange-

control regulationsmay be obtainedwhen the CC's
transactionsare predominantly(i.e. 75% or 80%)
made with companies resident outside Belgium

17. Law of 4 August 1986, Art. 43, Official Gazette, 20 August 1986.
18. The tax incentive derived from the FWHT on interest can be illus-

and Luxembourg. trated by the following example. The first column shows a case where a

CC pays $ 1,000 of interest to a Belgian resdent company to finance new

tangible assets. The secondcolumnshowsthe normal Belgian tax treatment

MAJORU.S.TAXPROVISIONSAPPLICABLETO
of interest received by a Belgian company:
Interest receved $1,000 $1,000

ESTABLISHINGA COORDINATIONCENTER Gross-upfor FWHT 333 --

Taxableincome 1,333 1,000

In general, the major U.S. tax provisions which U.S. Corporate incometax at 43% (573) (430)

companies should be aware of when establishinga CC FWHTcredit 333 --

Net tax payable $ 240 . $ 430
are as follows: 19. The FWHT credit applicable to a CC dividend is illustrated in the

1. Subpart F provisions of IRC Secs. 951-964. following example. The first column assumes that a CC with a share capital

2. Separate baskets of income rules of IRC Sec.
of $ 2,000 distributesa dividendof$100 toa Belgian corporatesharehold-
er. One hundred percent of the CC's capital is used to finance new invest-

904(d). ments in tangible assets in Belgium. The second cojumn shows the Belgian
3. Passive foreign investment company provisions of tax treatment of an ordinary dividend distribution by a Belgian company

IRC Secs. 1291-1297. to its Belgian parent company.

4. IRC Sec. 482 (Allocation of income and deduc- Ordinary
CC Dividend Dividend

tions among taxpayers). Dividendamount $100 $100

5. Income tax creditability tests of IRC Sec. 901. Withholdingtax -- (25)
Net amount received 100 75

In addition to the above-mentionedprovisions,which Gross-up -Ordinarywithholdingtax -- 25

are all discussed in detail below, U.S. multinationals -FWHT 33.3 --

should also be aware of the foreign tax credit require- 133.3 100

ments of IRC Sec. 902 when establishing a CC. In 95% dividendexclusion (126.7) (95)
Taxable 6.6 5

general, under IRC Sec. 902 a U.S. parent company Corporate income tax 43% (2.8) (2.1)
must own at least a 10% direct interest in a Belgian Withholdingtaxcredit -- 25

CC, or at least a 5% indirect interest (throughanother FWHT credit* 33.3 --

foreign subsidiarywhich owns at least 10% of the CC), Nettaxcredit** 30.5 22.9

to be able to credit foreign taxes paid by the CC.
Net dividend + WHT/FWHTcredit $130.5 $ 97.9

The full credit of $ 33.3 can be claimed since itdoes notexceed33.3% of 7.5%

Furthermore, the Belgian CC should not be any lower of the CC's paid-up capital.
than a third-tier foreign subsidiary since any foreign ** Thisnettaxcreditcanbeoffsetagainstresidual Belgiancorporate incometax.

taxes paid by a fourth, or lower, tier foreign subsidiary 20. This exemption is not granted when the CC leases its assets to another

are not creditable for U.S. tax purposes.21 IRC Sec. affiliated company.
21. IRC Sec. 902(b).

902 will not present any problems if the U.S. corpora- 22. IRC Sec. 904(d)(1)(E).
tion establishes a first-tier Belgian CC subsidiary 23. IRC Secs. 904(d)(2)(E), 904(d)(4)(A), and 957(a).
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istration,24 is intended to subject certain kinds of po- being tax deductible in France by the French affiliate.
tential tax haven income of controlled foreign cor- This deduction reduces the French taxes (at the 48%
porations to immediateU.S. tax, whetheror not distri- rate). On the other hand, the interest earned by the
buted as a dividend to a U.S. parent. Under IRC Sec. CC is subjected to an aggregate foreign and U.S. tax
952(a), Subpart F income is defined to include the of only 15%.27
following kinds of income derived by a controlled
foreign corporation: The U.S. multinationalmust recognize, however, that

it has just created Subpart F income. This is because
(a) certain income from the insurance of property or the interest income received by the CC from the

risks outside the insurer's country of incorpora- French affiliate is foreign personal holding companytion; income under IRC Sec. 954(c). The same country(b) foreign personal holding company income; exception of IRC Sec. 954(c)(3) does not apply be-

/c) foreign base company sales income; cause the interest income is received by the CC from
d) foreign base company services income; an affiliatewhich (a) is not created or organizedunder

/e) foreign base company shipping income; and Belgian law and (b) does not have a substantial part of
f) foreign base company oil-related income. its trade or business assets located in Belgium.

While not listed as an item of Subpart F income per On the other hand, recognizingSubpartF income may
se, an increase of a controlled foreign corporation's not be of any concern to the U.S. multinational. This
earnings invested in U.S. property is also subject to would be the case if the multinational assumes 100%
immediate U.S. taxation.25 annual dividend payout from its foreign affiliates (in

effect making a consciousdecision not to utilize the taxFor the most part, depending on its activities, U.S. deferral tool of dividends) and, or, more importantly,multinationals establishing a CC will be most con- if the multinationalhas excess foreign tax creditsavail-cerned with items (a), (b), and (d) above. Item (c) able to offset any residual U.S. tax on dividends orshould not be a concern primarily because it comprises Subpart F income from its affiliates. In the case ofincome from sales activities which a CC is not permit- excess credits, it is not important if the multinationalted to engage in under Belgian Royal Decree 187. A receives income now, in the form of taxable Subpartsimilar rationale applies in the case of items (e) and F income, or later, in the form of dividends, if excess(f), both of which primarilyconcern incomewhich the credits are available to shield either form of incomeCC is not likely to earn. (Note that CCs engaged in from residual U.S. tax. What is important is that thecentralizationof distributionservicescould potentially multinational be able to use its excess credits againstgenerate foreign base companyshipping income.)The the residual U.S. tax imposed on the income earnedprovisions regarding increased earnings invested in
by the Belgian CC. This would not be the case if theU.S. property could be a concern if the CC makes CC income is recharacterizedunder IRC Sec. 904(d)loans to a U.S. affiliate or owns property in the U.S. from overall basket income, where the multinational

Establishing a CC could convert what was previously has excess credits, to another basket of income (e.g.
non-Subpart F income of the multinational's group the passive basket), where the multinationalhas no

into immediatelytaxableSubpartF income. For exam- excess credits.

ple, assume a U.S. company owns a manufacturing
affiliate in France. The affiliate wishes to invest $100 2. Separatebasketsof incomeunder Sec. 904(d)in a new plant in France to produce widgets. When
sold, the widgetswill contributean additional $ 200 of The IRC Subpart F provisionswere, to a large extent,before-tax income to the French affiliate over the life unaffectedby the Act. On the other hand, the separateof the plant. This additional income to the French baskets of IRC Sec. 904(d) represent a notable expan-affiliate will not be Subpart F income, regardless of sion, by the Act, of foreign tax credit limitations im-where the French affiliate sells the widgets. This is posed on taxpayers. IRC Sec. 904(d) requires thatbecause the widgets are manufacturedby the French
affiliate in France, the country of the affiliate's incor-
poration. However, since the aggregateFrench corpo-
rate tax rate of 48%26 is higher than the U.S. tax rate 24. P.L. 87-834,76 Stat. 960.

25. IRC Secs. 951(a)(1)(B) and 956.of 34%, any income received by the French affiliate 26. This assumes (1) a 100% current dividend payout by the Frenchfrom its widget operations, and remitted to the U.S. affiliate to its U.S. parent and (2) that all the French affiliate's income is
parentcompany,generatesexcess foreign tax credits. subject to tax only in France (and residually in the U.S.). The aggregate

French corporate tax rate of 48% is comprisedof a basic corporate tax rate

Assuming the U.S. parent company is, and is expected of 45% plus a dividend withholding tax of 5% imposed on dividends
to remain, in an excess foreign tax credit position, the remitTtehdistoassuUm.eSs.a

tchoemCpCanyd.irectly27. is owned by a U.S. parentcompanywithadditional French tax credits will be of no value. Con-
excess foreign tax credits. In this case, the interest is subject to a 15%sequently, the U.S. parent company wants to reduce French withholdingtax. (Belgium-FranceTax Treaty, Article 16.) The CC

the French tax on the French affiliate earnings. This is not subject to Belgian tax on the interest since its Belgian tax is based
can be accomplishedby setting up a Belgian CC which on total expenses. If the CC is owned directly by a U.S. parent, any
will loan $ 100 to the French affiliate, enabling the dividends from the CC to the parent will not be subject to a Begian

dividend withholdingtax. Assumingthe U.S. parent has excess foreign taxFrench affiliate to purchase its new plant. The CC will credits which can be used to offset the residual U.S. tax on the CC divi-
charge arm's length interest on the loan, such interest dends, no U.S. tax will be payable.
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U.S. taxpayerscategorize their foreign-sourceincome High withholding tax interest (Basket 2 above) is bas-
into nine separate baskets. The foregn tax credit limi- ically any interest receved by a member of the multi-
tation formula of IRC Sec. 904(a) must be applied national group, such interesthavingbeen subjected to

separately to foreign taxes paid on each basket of a withholding tax (or other tax determinedon a gross
income. The effect is that, in general, U.S. taxpayers income basis) of at least 5%.30
will not be permitted to cross-credit foreign taxes paid
on income in one basket against residual U.S. tax on

Financial services income (Basket 3 above) basically
income in a differentbasket. Consequently,a taxpayer

includes income which is not passive income or high
may find itself in a position where it has excess foreign withholding tax interest and which is derived from the

tax credits on overallbasket income, but has a shortfall active conduct of a banking, financing or similar busi-

of credits on income in another basket, resulting in ness, or derived from certain investmentsby insurance

residual U.S. tax being payable on income in the latter companies.3' Financial services income also includes
certain income which is of a kind which would be IRC

basket. Sec. 953(a) insurance income without regard to the
The nine baskets of income established by IRC Sec. same country exception of IRC Sec. 953(a)(1)(A).
904(d) are as follows: Finally, as mentioned earlier, overall income (Basket

Ii/passive
ncome; 9 above) includes income which does not fall into any

high withholding tax nterest; of the other baskets of IRC Sec. 904(d).32
financial services income;

) shipping income;
There are two very important exceptions to the IRC
Sec. 904(d) separatebasket rules. These are the high-

5) dividends from each noncontrolled Section 902
corporation;

tax kick-out and look-thru rules.33 The high-tax

(6) certain dividends from a Domestic International kick-out rule provides that incomewhich would other-

Sales Corporation (DISC) or a former DISC; wise be passive basket income will not be so charac-

(7) taxable income attributable to IRC Sec. 923(b) terized if the direct and indirect foreign income taxes

foreign trade income; paid or accrued with respect to such income exceeds

(8) certaindistributionsfrom a ForeignSalesCorpora-
the result obtainedby multiplyingthe highest U.S. tax

tion (FSC); and
rate against that income.34 This rule is conceptually

(9) all other (overall) income. very similar to the Subpart F high foreign tax rule
under IRC Sec. 954(b)(4). In general, if the aggregate

Although U.S. multinationalsmust be cognizantof all effective foreign tax rate applicable to an item of a U.S.
the ncome baskets, the ones which should be given company's foreign-source passive income is higher
the most attentionwhen consideringthe establishment than 34%, the high-tax kick-out rule will result in the
of a Belgian CC are baskets 1, 2, 3 and 9 above. income being characterized as overall basket income.
Passive income is defined in IRC Sec.

904(d)(2)(A)(i) as any income which is of a kind The purpose of the high-tax kick-out rule is to prevent
which would be foreign personal holding company

the manipulationof the characterof incomethe effect

income (as defined in Sec. 954(c)). Foreign personal
of which is to avoid the purposes of the separate limi-

holding company (hereinafter FPHC) income in- tations [of IRC Sec. 904(d)].35 The U.S. Treasury
cludes dividends, interest, royalties, rents, annuities, Department has been authorized to issue regulations
gains from sale of property which produce the forego- implementing the Congressional intent.36 In general,
ing types of income (e.g. gains on the sale of a sub- the effect of the high-tax kick-out rule will be to force

sidiary's stock), gains on certain commodities and U.S. companieswith passive basket income to have a

foreign currency transactions, and certain interest- shortfall of foreign tax credits in that basket.37 This is

equivalent income.28Certain dividends, interest, rents
because the passivebasket includesonly incomewhich

and royaltieswill not be FPHC, and thereforepassive, is not includable in another basket (IRC Sec.

income if received from a related person under certain
circumstances.29

As a general rule, a U.S. company can assume that it 28. IRC Sec. 954(c)(1)
wll have passive income if it has FPHC Subpart F 29. IRC Sec. 954(c)(3)
income. However, it is possible for a U.S. taxpayer to 30. IRC Sec. 904(d)(2)(B).

have passive income even without such income being
31. IRC Sec. 904(d)(2)(C).
32. IRC Sec. 904(d)(1)(l)

treated as FPHC Subpart F income. For example, 33. There are other exceptions, such as the Subpart F de minimis excep-
dividends received by a U.S. company from a control- tion as applied under IRC Sec. 954(b)(3)(A). However. these other excep-

led foreign corporation are, by definition, not FPHC tions are not as important for purposes of this article as the two exceptions

Subpart F income, but may nonetheless be treated as
identified above. For example, the reduction of the Subpart F de minimis
test to a lesser of 5% of gross income or $ 1 million may effectively

passive FPHC income because of the which is of a elimnate the applicabilityof the de minimis exception for many multina-
kind which would be language of IRC Sec. tionals.

904(d)(2)(A)(i). Conversely, income which is FPHC 34. IRC Sec. 904(d)(2)(F).

Subpart F income may not constitute passive income 35. H.R. Rep. No. 841,99th Cong., 2d Sess. 11-567 (1986)

because of the look-thru (as spelled in the Act) rules
36. Id.
37. There may be some cases where this does not always occur; for

of IRC Sec. 904(d)(3) or because the income falls into example, should losses in another basket be used to offset income in the

another basket of income. passive basket.
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904(d)(2)(A)(iii)(I)),and income which is subject to Recall the example discussed earlier concerning the
an effective foreign tax rate of less than 34%. As such, interest paid by a French manufacturing affiliate to a
it will generally be the case that any passive basket Belgian CC. It was concluded earlier that the interest
income received or accrued by the U.S. company payment from the French affiliate to the CC consti-
(whether in the form of dividends or deemed paid tuted immediately taxable Subpart F income to the
Subpart F income) will be subject to residual U.S. tax U.S. parent company. It was also concluded this
without full foreign tax credit offset. This makes it should not matter to the U.S. parent if it had excess
important, wherever possible, for a U.S. company to foreign tax credits available to offset any residualU.S.
avoid structuring its operations in a form which will tax on the income. (In this case the income was onlychange otherwiseoverall basket income to passivebas- subject to an aggregate foreign tax of 15% and would
ket income. therefore be subject to residual U.S. tax.) Based on

the explanation above, it must now be determined ifThe second important exception to the IRC Sec. the interest income will constitute overall basket in-904(d) basket rules is the provision for look-thru in the
come to the U.S. parent (in which case excess foreigncase of controlled foreign corporations.38 As a very tax credits are assumedavailable)or incomein anotherbroad statement, income which is taxable to a U.S. basket (in which case excess credits are assumed notcompany will be overall basket income if none of the
to be available). We will focus on the passive, highU.S. company's subsidiaries have income falling withholding tax and overall baskets.within a separate basket. That is, the character (bas-

ket) of income taxable to the U.S. company will be Under IRC Sec. 904(d), it must first be ascertained
determined by looking through the U.S. company to whether the incomeis income in any basket other than
the payor affiliate, and determining the character of the passive basket,44 Since the interest payment from
such income in the hands of the payor affiliate. the French affiliate is subject to a 15% French with-

holding tax, the interest is initially classified as highThe look-thru rules will apply to any income received withholding tax interest under IRC Sec. 904(d)(2)(B).by a U.S. shareholder (as defined in IRC Sec. However, if the French affiliate has earned no high904(d)(4)(B)) from a controlled foreign corporation withholding tax interest of its own, the interestpaid to(as defined in IRC Sec. 904(d)(4)(A)) in the form of the CC will also not constitute high withholding taxSubpart F income, interest, rents, royalties, or divi- interest under the look-thru rules of IRC Sec.dends.39 By virtue of IRC Sec. 904(d) defining U.S. 904(d)(3).shareholder and controlled foreign corporation via
IRC Secs. 951 and 957, the stock attribution rules of Even if the interest income to the Belgian CC is not
IRC Sec. 318 are applicable,n( In addition, except for high withholding tax interest, it may constitutepassive
a minimal ownership interest provision included in basket income. It was concluded earlier that the in-
the Act's Congressional Committee Reports,41 the terest income will be FPHC income to the CC. As
look-thru rules will apparently be applied through such, the income also appears to be passive basket
as many affiliated corporations as are in a chain of
income flow to a U.S. parent company.42

38. IRC Sec. 904(d)(3).For example, assumea U.S. multinationalparentcom- 39. IRC Sec. 904(d)(3). Any Subpart F income which is subject to the
pany receives a dividend from a wholly-owned first- Subpart F 5% or $ 1 million de minimis rules of IRC Sec. 954(b)(3)(A)or
tier foreigncorporation(hereinafterFirstFC) which the high foreign tax credit rule of IRC Sec. 954(b)(4) will not be subject to
is attributable to interest income received by the First the look-thru rules and will automaticallybe classifiedas income in Baskets
FC from a related company (hereinafter Second 6-9 identified earlier, normally Basket 9 (overall income). IRC Sec.

FC). The interest received by the First FC from the 904(d)(3)(E)
40. IRC Sec. 904(d)(4) refers to IRC Secs. 951 and 957. IRC Secs. 951(b)Second FC is in turn attributable to interest income and 957(a) both referto IRC Sec. 958(b), which in turncites IRC Sec. 318.

received by the Second FC from another related 41. Under the minimal ownership interest provision, the look-thru

foreign company (hereinafter Third FC). In this rules will generally not be applied to payments from foreign entities in
which a U.S. person owns a 50% or smaller interest. H.P. Rep. No. 841,case, the character of the income in the U.S. parent's 99th Cong., 2d Sess. II-573 (1986).hands must be determined by looking all the way 42. There is some question about just how far the ook-thru rules will be

through to the characterof income in the Third FC. If applied. For example, technically, the look-thru provisions of IRC Sec.
the Third FC has earned income which is passive in- 904(d)(3) do not apply to items of income received by one foreign corpora-
come (e.g. interest income from an unrelated party), tion from a second foreign company. However, the House/SenateConfer-

the interestpaid by the Third FC to the SecondFC will
ence Committee Report on the Act states, by way of an example, that the
look-thru rules will apply to payments between two related controlledalso be treated as passive income to the extentattribut- foreign corporations to the extent necessary to preserve the integrity of

able to the Third FC's passive income. (In the case of the separate limitations . . . H.R. Rep. No. 841, 99th Cong., 2d Sess.
interestpaymentsbetweenaffiliates, all interestis first II-581 (1986). See also Joint Committeeon Taxation,99th Cong., 2d Sess.,
attributed to passive income of the payor, per the General Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, at 901 (1987). The

U.S. Treasury Secretary has been directed to issue regulations on thenterestnetting discussion in the House/SenateCon- application of the look-thru rules. Id.
ference Committee Report43.) Conversely, if none of 43. Id. at I1-578.
the related companies have any passive, high with- 44. IRC Sec. 904(d)(2)(A)(iii)(I).It is interesting to note that IRC Sec.

holding tax, financial services, shipping, or noncon- 904(d)(2)(A)(iii)(I)requires the taxpayer to determine first if the income
is overall income before passive income. while IRC Sec. 9(14(d)(I)(l)trolled IRC Sec. 902 dividend, income, the U.S. pa- effectively requires the taxpayer to determine first if the income is passiverent will also not have any such income. income before overall income.
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income under IRC Sec. 904(d)(2)(A)(i).The high-tax panies). Provisions similar to Sec. 482 exist in the tax
kick-out exception of IRC Sec. 904(d)(2)(F) will not laws of virtually all countries.

apply because the aggregate effective foreign tax rate IRC Sec. 482 is highlightedhere for two reasons. First,
on the CC's interest income is only 15%. However, while a Belgian CC can prove to be a useful tool for
again if the French affiliate has earned no passive U.S. multinationals, the extremely broad powers of
income of its own, the look-thru rules of IRC Sec. the U.S. Treasury Secretary, and authorities in other
904(d)(3) will serve to treat the interest income re- countries, must be kept in mind when establishing the
ceived by the CC (and taxable to the U.S. parent
company, whetherin the form ofa dividendor Subpart payments (in the form of rentals, service charges, in-

F income) as overall basket income. Under these cir- surance premiums,etc.) that affiliateswill make to the
CC. These payments must meet the tests of Treas.

cumstances, the net result is that the U.S. parent com-
Reg. Sec. 1.482, and the comparable tests established

pany will receive income which is only subject to an
by other countries. These tests commonlyreferred

effective aggregate foreign and U.S. tax rate of 15%
are

(after application of excess overall basket foreign tax
to as arm's-length tests. Second, a new intangible

credits). property requirement, commonly referred to as the
Super Royalty Provision, was added to IRC Sec.
482 by the Act.

3. Passiveforeigninvestmentcompany As mentioned in the General description of BelgianprovisionsofIRC Sec. 1291-1297 CCs section of this article, CCs are permitted to en-

New IRC Secs. 1291-1297 added by the Act could gage in research and developmentactivities. If the CC
does engage in such activities, and shares its findingscause some consternation among U.S. multinationals with other affiliates (e.g. through a technology licens-

seeking to establish a CC. These provisions deal with
ing agreement), it must be cognizantof the new Superthe treatment of certain passive foreign investment

companies (hereinafter PFIC). In general, to the Royalty Provision. The Super Royalty Provision re-

extent a distribution from such a company exceeds quires taxpayers to receive income commensurate
with the income attributable to the intangible which

125% of the average annual amount distributed over is transferred(e.g. licensed) to an affiliate.48While the
the prior 3 years, a tax plus interest will be payable by Treasury Department has yet to issue regulationsthe distributee. (There are certain exceptionsoutlined

on

in IRC Secs. 1291-1297 which may be applicable.)
this matter, it is possible taxpayerswill be required to
estimate the income an intangible will produce (over

A PFIC is defined in IRC Sec. 1297 as a foreign corpo- the entire life of the intangible), and make periodic
ration where either (a) 75% or more of such corpora- adjustments if the initial income projections are inac-
tion's gross income s passive income, or (b) 50% or curate.49

more of the value of such corporation'sassets are held
for the production of passive income. Passive income
is defined as having the meaningassignedto such term

5. IncometaxcreditabilitytestsofSec. 901

by IRC Sec. 904(d)(2)(A), without regard to the ex-

ceptions in clause (iii) thereof.45 In addition, a literal As mentioned earlier in the general description of

interpretation of IRC Sec. 1296(b) indicates that the CC's portion of this article, CCs and their corporate
look-thrurules of IRC Sec. 904(d)(3)will not apply,

shareholders are subject to different tax rules in Bel-

except in the case of vertical payments from certain gium than most corporations. For example, the CC is

subsidiaries of the PFIC. Thus, unless otherwise subject to a Belgian notional tax which is based on a

exempted from the PFIC rules, a foreign company
certan percentageof the CC's expenses, insteadof the

(including a CC) could be required to report, and pay general Belgian corporate income tax, which is based

tax and interest on, PFIC income even through the on the net income of the corporation. In addition,

company would not have any passive basket income subject to the conditions described earlier, Belgian
under IRC Sec. 904(d). corporate recipients of dividends and interest from a

CC are entitled to claim a fictitious withholding tax

Overriding all of the above, the PFIC provisions
should generallynot be ofmajorconcern to controlled
foreign corporations that are subject to the Subpart F 45. IRC Sec. 1296(b)(1).
rules discussed earlier in this article.46 Nonetheless, 46. IRCSec. 951(f) and H.R. Rep. No. 99-841 99th Cong., 2d Sess. II-640

there are some uncertainties in this areas, and U.S. (1986)
multinationals should follow future developments to 47. 86 Taxes Internationalat 5 (December 1986), where it is stated that

determine if the PFIC rules could in any way apply
the PFIC provisions have the potentil to affect everyone and that

taxpayerswill not be able to comply with the law until better guidance is

upon the establishmentof a CC.47 provided. See also H.R. 2636, 100th Cong., 1st Sess., Sec. 112(n) (1987).
H.R. 2636 (the Technical CorrectionsBill of 1987) was unenacted at the
time this article was required to be submitted for printing. However, if

4. IRC Sec. 482 enacted as proposed in the House Ways and Means Committee, it would
eliminate some technical deficiencies in the Act, but nonetheless leave

IRC Sec. 482 in general provides the U.S. Treasury open the possibility that CCs subject to the Subpart F rules could also be

Secretary with the authority to reallocate income, de- subject to the PFIC interest penalty provisions in certain circumstances.
48. IRC Sec. 482.

ductions, credits or allowancesbetween membersof a 49. 5 March 1987 IRS/Treasury Department Public Hearing, as sun-

U.S. group of companies (either foreign or U.S. com- marized in Tax Notes, 9 March 1987 at 945.
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credit against their normal Belgian corporate income to the latter tax, it is difficult to prove that the tax paidtax. In the case of Belgiancorporateshareholders,the by the CC is creditable under IRC Sec. 901. This is
fictitious withholding tax on dividends from a CC will primarilybecause the CC's Belgian tax is not imposedoften generate a reductionof the shareholder'scorpo- on the basis of the CC's gross income as reduced byrate income taxes. (See example in footnote 19, the CC's significant costs and expenses (including re-
supra.) covery of capital expenditures). These are the so-call-

ed gross receipts and net income tests of Treas.The favorable Belgian tax regime under which CCs
operate gives rise to an issue of whether, or to what Reg. Sec. 1.901-2(b)(3) and (4).
extent, a CC's Belgian income taxes are creditable for Alternatively, as long as the notional tax paid by the
U.S. tax purposes under IRC Secs. 901 and 903. A CC is compulsorilyrequiredby Belgian law (thus cual-
comprehensivediscussion of IRC Secs. 901 and 903 is ifying

.

tax, underTreas. Reg. Sec. 1.901-2(a)(2)),as a
well beyond the scope of this article, given the com- t can be argued that the notional tax is a tax in lieu
plexities of the issues involved.5o However, the issues of an income tax under IRC Sec. 903. This argument
are importantenoughto meritsomegeneraldiscussion should prevail since, under Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.903-1,
herein, with the caveat that any definitive conclusions the basis of the in lieu of tax is irrelevant as long as
should be reached by each U.S. taxpayer based on its it can be demonstrated that the CC is not subject to
own particular facts and circumstances. the general Belgian income tax. This is clearly the case

with Belgian CCs.For a U.S. parent company to claim a foreign tax
credit for Belgian taxes paid by a CC, the parent must Even after proving that the CC's Belgian tax is an in
demonstrate that the tax is a creditable tax under ei- lieu of tax under IRC Sec. 903, the process is not yetther IRC Sec. 901 or 903. To qualify as a creditable tax totally completedif the CC is indeed found to be a dual
for U.S. purposes, the notional Belgian tax paid by a capacity taxpayer, as discussed above. It must now be
CC must constitute a tax within the meaning of demonstrated what portion of the CC's Belgian in-
Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.901-2(a)(2), and its predominant come tax is not related to the CC's (or anotherparty's)character must be that of an income tax in the U.S. receipt of a specificeconomicbenefit from the Belgian
sense under Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.901-2(a)(3).More- Government. This burden of proof must be satisfied
over, if a Belgian CC constitutes a dual capacty tax- under either the facts and circumstancesmethod or

payer under Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.901-2(a)(2)(ii), and the safe harbor formula found in Treas. Reg. Sec.
the application

.

of Belgium's the CC 1.901-2A(c)(2)and (3).corporate tax to
is different,eitherby the termsof the tax or in practice,
from the normal Belgian corporate tax, the CC's U.S. Applicationof the facts and circumstancesmethod, as

parent must prove that both the general Belgian tax
the name implies, will require that the CC's U.S. pa-

and the tax applied to the CC are creditable for U.S. rent use all relevant facts and circumstances to estab-

purposes.51 lish the amount of the CC's Belgian tax which is not
paid in exchange for a specific economic benefit. The

A CC could be found to be a dual capacity taxpayer safe harbor formula on the other hand, allows the
only if the CC or a party connected (via ownership or taxpayer to prove, via the formula provided in Treas.
transactions) to the CC received a specific economic Reg. Sec. 1.901-2A(e), that the CC paid no more
benefit from the Belgian Government under Treas. Belgian corporate income tax than it would have had
Reg. Sec. 1.901-2(a)(2)(ii)(B). The existence of a it been subject to the general Belgian corporate in-
specificeconomicbenefit in the case of a CC is difficult come tax. In general, it is expected that applicationof
to establish,52meaning it is unlikely a CC will be found the safe harbor formula should result in the entire
to be a dual capacity taxpayer. In such case, it must amount of Belgian corporate income taxes paid by a

only be proven that the CC's Belgian taxes are either
creditable IRC Sec. 901 taxes or creditable IRC Sec.
903 taxes in lieu of an income tax. As discussed in the
next paragraph, while it is unlikely a CC's notional 50. The IRC Secs. 901 and 903 TreasuryRegulations,as printed in the

Belgian tax would qualify as an IRC Sec. 901 tax, it Commerce Clearing House Compilation of Income Tax Regulations, are

should qualify as an IRC Sec. 903 tax. themselves 46 pages in length.
51. The IRS has not ruled on the creditability of the Belgian income tax

To address both sides of the issue, however, let us paid by CCs, or on the creditability of the general Belgian corporate
assume for the sake of argument that a CC is found to

income tax. It is of some interest that the IRS made a presumption in
Private Letter Ruling 8524009 that the general Belgian corporate tax wasbe a dual capacity taxpayer. In this case, it must be a creditable income tax under IRC Sec. 901. However, the presumptiondetermined whether the Belgian tax the CC pays is was made only in arguendo for the purposes of addressing the creditability

different, either by its terms or in practice, from the of a different Belgian tax (a prepaymentof real estate tax). Furthermore,
general Belgian corporate income tax. Suffice it to say private letter rulings cannot be cited as precedent. IRC Sec. 6110(j)(3).
that the Belgian CC tax would most likely be consi-

52. There are a number of reasons for this difficulty. For example, a CC
or connected party does not receive, from the Belgian Governmentprop-dered a separate tax, under Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.901- erty; a service; a fee or other payment; a right to use, acquire or extract

2A(a)(1).Ifso, it must then be proven that both the resources, patents or other property that ... the Belgian Government

general Belgian corporate income tax and the tax paid owns or controls;.., or a reduction or discharge of a contractual obliga-
tion as required under Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.901-2(a)(2)(ii)(B) Actually, aby the CC are creditable taxes under IRC Secs. 901 CC is merely a particular form of entity through which a company has theand 903. There should be no problem in proving the right or privilege to conduct its business. This does not constitutea specificcreditabilityof the generalcorporate tax. With respect economic benefit. Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.901-2(a)(ii)(B)
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CC being creditable for U.S. purposes. However, this proaches,with two prongs to each approach.A Bel-

may not always be the case, particularly if the Belgian gian and U.S. analysis of each prong is performed,
CC's expenses equal or exceed its revenues. Theoret- resulting in eight separate segments to this example.
ically, this should not occur if the Belgian CC's profit In outline form, the example will be presented as fol-
element charged on services rendered to other af- lows:
filiates is fairly consistent with the profit percentage
applied by the CC to its expenses in determining the A. Approach A - CC uses its equity capital (as contri-
CC's notional Belgian income tax. Nonetheless, this is buted by Belco) to finance activities of other af-
an issue which U.S. multinationals should consider filiates
when establishing a Belgian CC. 1. Prong 1 CC lends money to Belco or another-

Belgian affiliate

EXAMPLE
a. Belgian analysis
b. U.S. analysis

2. Prong 2 - CC lends money to a non-Belgian,To summarizethe legal and technicalprinciplesdiscus- non-U.S. affiliate
sed above, this section presents one exampleof how a Belgian analysisBelgian CC might be establishedand operated. Struc-

a.

b. U.S. analysistured and operated in the manner set forth in this

example, a CC would be entitled to the Belgian tax B. Approach B CC uses debt financing from other-

concessions described earlier in this article while still

avoiding potential U.S. tax pitfalls, such as the sepa-
affiliates to fnance the CC's activities (e.g. cen-

tralized group accountingservices or research and
rate baskets of income. development)
This example assumes a CC is incorporated in Bel- 1. Prong 1 CC obtains financing from Belco or

gium.53The CC is a wholly-ownedsubsidiaryof Belco,
-

a Belgian-incorporatedcompany with ordinary busi- another Belgian affiliate

ness operations in Belgium. Belco is in turn wholly-
a. Belgian analysis

owned by a U.S. parent company (USCo). Unless
b. U.S. analysis

otherwise specified, t s assumed the CC obtains its 2. Prong2-CCobtains financingfrom a non-Bel-

funds necessary to carry on its activities via capital gian, non-U.S. affiliate

contributionsfrom Belco.
a. Belgian analysis
b. U.S. analysis

It is assumed the CC engages in its activities primarily
with its Belgian parent company or any other corpo- Approach A, Prong 1 - Belgian analysis
rate member of the group which is incorporated and Interestpaid by Belco to the CC must satisfy an arm's-
resident in Belgium. This assumption is made to de- length test under Belgian law. The Belgian Income
monstrate the optimal Belgian tax benefit (i.e. FWHT Tax Code (hereinafterITC) provides for a safe har-
on interest or dividends) resulting from the use of a bor rate whereby interest not exceeding the interest
CC. However, as mentionedin the general description
of CCs portion of this article, it must be remembered

rate of the Belgian National Bank increased by three

that certain activities, n particular those where a CC percentage points is considered to be arm's-length.54
is carryingout activitiespredominantlywith its Belgian

The portion of any interestpaid to the CC that did not

parent companyor anotherBelgian residentcompany,
meet the arm's-length requirement would not be de-
ductible by the Belgian payor.will not sufficeby themselvesto makesuch a CC qualify

for favorable Belgian tax status. Assuming the interest paid to the CC is on an arm's-

Three final assumptions are made for the sake of length basis, the income to the CC would not increase
the CC's taxable basis since the Belgian notional tax is

simplicity. First, all affiliatesof the CC are assumed to assessed on the basis of the CC's overall expenditures,be 100% direct or indirect subsidiaries of USCo, with excludingpersonneland financingcosts. Finally,when
none of the affiliates being lower than a third-tier the CC distributes its interest income to Belco in the
foreign subsidiary. Second, it is assumed all of the form of a dividend, Belco will be entitled to a FWHT
affiliates earn only overall basket income (under IRC credit equal to 33.3% of the dividend (subject to the
Sec. 904(d)(1)(I)). Third, no foreign exchange gains limitations set forth earlier in this article).
are assumed to arise on the repayment of loans be-
tween an affiliate and the CC. (Taxpayersconsidering -

the establishmentof a CC should, however, be cogniz- Approach A, Prong 1 U.S. analysis
ant of the potential generation of passive basket Regardless of whether a CC is loaning money to

(foreign exchange) income in certain loan repayment
circumstancesunder IRC Secs. 988 and 954.)

53. The formation of the CC would be accomplished free of U.S. forma-

CC financing activities tion tax under IRC Sec. 351. whereby the CC's sole ownerwould contribute

capital to the CC n exchange for all the CC's stock. Similarly, under
a can or

There are a rnultitude of financing activities in which
Belgian law, CC be established free of Belgian income capital
issuance tax. Art. 29, Law of 11 April 1983. Official Gazette, 16April 1983.

a CC could engage. This example focuses on two ap- 54. Art. 50(1) ITC.
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anotherBelgian affiliateor a non-Belgianaffiliate, the IRC Sec. 904(d)(3) will except the income from the
loan must be on arm's-length terms under IRC Sec. passive basket, as explained above.
482. The arm's-length rate must be equal to the rate

Finally, when Belco dividendsits income to USCo, thewhich would be charged in independent transactions income cannot, by definition, be treated FPHC,with or between unrelated parties under similar cir- as

cumstances.55 Subpart F income to USCo because USCo itself is not
a controlled foreign corporation. In addition, under
the same rationaleused above, the dividend income toInterest paid to the CC by a Belgian affiliate will be USCo should constitute overall basket income underdeductibleby the affiliate for U.S. earningsand profits IRC Sec. 904(d)(1)(I). However, note that absent thepurposes. The interest income to the CC would not
look-thru rules, the dividendincome to USCocouldconsttute Subpart F income since the income is not

FPHC income (the only SubpartF category into which be treated as passive basket income. Under a literal

the income could fall) by virtue of the same country interpretation of IRC Secs. 904(d)(2)(A)(i) and

exception of IRC Sec. 954(c)(3)(A)(i).56 954(c), the dividend received by USCo is ncome
which is of a kind which would be foreign personal

The CC's interest income should constitute overall holding company income ... (Emphasis added.)
basket income under IRC Sec. 904(d)(1)(I). This This is a somewhatunusual resultbecause the dividend
means that when remitted to USCo in the form of a income to USCo cannot actually be FPHC income
dividend, the CC's interest income can be shielded since USCo is not a controlled foreign corporation. In
from residual U.S. tax by excess overall basket foreign this case USCo cannot utilize the same country excep-
tax credits of USCo. The interest income to the CC tion rule of IRC Sec. 954(c)(3)(A)(i) to exclude its
will not constitute high withholding tax interest under dividend from being treated as income which would
IRC Sec. 904(d)(2)(B), because (a) no Belgian with- be foreign personal holding company income be-
holding tax is imposedon dividendpaymentsfrom the cause, literally interpreted, the language of IRC Sec.
Belgian debtor affiliate to the CC, and (b) in any case, 954(c)(3)(A)(i)appliesonly to dividendrecipientsthat
the look-thru rules of IRC Sec. 904(d)(3) would treat are controlled foreign corporations.
the income as non-high withholding tax income if the
Belgianaffiliatehad earnedno such incomeof its own. Approach A, Prong 2 - Belgian analysis
The interest will not constitute passive basket income Generally, tax would be withheld at the source upon
under IRC Sec. 904(d)(2)(A) because the interest is interest payments made to a Belgian CC by a foreign
not FPHC income, as discussed above. In addition, affiliatedcompany. In most treaties concludedby Bel-
the look-thru rules would except the incomefrom pas- gium with Europeancountriesthe withholdingtax rate
sive basket treatmentif the Belgiandebtoraffiliatehas is either 10% or 15%.57 The Belgian CC would not be
no such income of its own. entitled to claim a credit for the foreign tax withheld

The CC's interest income should not constitute finan- against its own Belgian tax liability.
cial services income because the CC is not engaged in Assuming the arm's-length interest requirements are
the kinds of activities (banking, etc.) encompassed in met, the paying company would be able to claim a
IRC Sec. 904(d)(2)(C). Again, even if the CC's loan deduction for the interest paid for purposes of deter-
to the Belgian affiliate were considered a financial mining its own taxable income. No Belgian FWHT
services activity, the look-thru rules of IRC Sec. credit would be available on subsequentdividend dis-
904(d)(3) would treat the interest as non-financialser- tribution by the CC of its interest income since the
vices income to the extent the Belgian debtor affiliate condition for eligjbility, that is, the use of the loaned
was not engaged in such activities. The CC's interest funds for acquisitionof new tangible business assets in
income will not fall into any of the other separate Belgium, would not be satisfied.
income baskets of IRC Sec. 904(d), meaning that by
default, it is treated as overall basket income. Approach A, Prong 2 - U.S. analysis
Once the- CC receives its interest income, it remits From a U.S. standpoint, the treatment of interest re-
such income, in the form of dividends, to Belco, its ceived by the CC from non-Belgian, non-U.S, af-
Belgianparentcompany.Thesedividendswill not con- filiates will be slightly different from the treatment
stitute SubpartF income to Belco, assuminga substan- accorded to interest on loans to Belgian affiliates (Ap-
tial part ofthe CC's assets are used in Belgium,thereby proach A, Prong 1 above). The one main difference
giving rise to the same country exception of IRC Sec.
954(c)(3). In addition, Belco's dividend income from
the CC should constitute overall basket income. For
reasons similar to those expressedabove, the dividend 55. Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.482-2(a)(2).

56. This example assumes the Belgian debtor affiliate has assets, andincome will not be categorized as financial services operates, only in Belgium, thus satisfying I'art II of the same countryincome. As a dividend, the income cannot, by itself, exception of IRC Sec. 954(c)(3)(A)(i).
constitute high withholding tax interest unless the 57. Note that the Belgium/Netherlands treaty provides that no tax is
look-thrurules treat it as such. Basedon our analysis withheld in the case of interest paid to a Belgian company which does not

above, this will not happen. Finally, the dividend will own directly at least 25% of the shares of the Dutch paying company.
Treaties with Luxembourgand Germanyalso provide for a zero withhold-

not be passive basket income because (a) it is not ing tax rate on interest paid to a Belgian company which does not own
FPHC income to Belco, and (b) the look-thru rules of directly or indirectly at least 25% of the shares of the paying company.
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should be that the interest income will constitute interest received by the Belgian lender would be fully
FPHC income to the CC, immediately taxable to taxable while dividends receivedby the Belgianparent
USCo. This should not be of any concern to USCo as would be 95% exempted from tax. (One must bear in

long as the income is categorized as overall basket mind, however, that the FWHT credit is limited to

incomeand USCo has excess foreign tax credits in that dividends equal to a maximum7.5% of the CC's paid-
basket. up equity.)
Unlike interest on loans to Belgian affiliates, interest

-

received by the CC on loans to non-Belgian affiliates Approach B, Prong 1 U.S. analysis

will be FPHC income because the same countryexcep- The loan by Belco (or anotherBelgian affiliate) to the
tion of IRC Sec. 954(c)(3) will not apply. (The CC CC must, as discussed under Approach A, meet the
receives interest from a related person which is not arm's-length requirements of IRC Sec. 482. In addi-

incorporatedunder the same country laws as the CC, tion, whereBelco makes a loan to the CC, the taxpayer
and the debtor affiliate does not have a substantial must be cognizant of the so-calleddebt-equityrules of

part of its assets used in a trade or business in Bel- IRC Sec. 385. To the extent the CC is considered to

gium.) be thinly capitalized, the IRS could recharacterize
Belco's loan to the CC as an injectionof equitycapital,

Despite being Subpart F income, the interest received instead of loan.58This article however, that
by the CC should nonethelessconstituteoverallbasket

a assumes,

income. The interest is not financial services income
a loan by Belco to the CC will be treated as such under
IRC Sec. 385.

for the same reasons discussed earlier in ApproachA,
Prong 1. The interest could constitute high withhold- Interest paid by the CC on a loan from Belco or

ing tax interest if (as is likely) the debtor affiliate's another Belgian affiliate will not constitute FPHC in-

home country imposes a withholdingtax of at least 5% come to the lender, because of the same country ex-

on payment of the interest to the CC. Alternatively, ception of IRC Sec. 954(c)(3)(A)(i). In addition,
the interestcould be treated as passive incomebecause under the same type of rationale explained in Ap-
it is FPHC income to the CC, thus satisfying IRC Sec. proach A, Prong 1 above, the interest income to the

904(d)(2)(A)(i). Nonetheless, since the look-thru lending affiliate should constitute overall basket in-

rules of IRC Sec. 904(d)(3) apply to incomeotherwise come to the lender. Also applying the same rationale
treated as passive or high withholdingtax income, the used in ApproachA, Prong 1, the income,when remit-

CC's interest income will not be categorized as either ted by the lender to the ultimateU.S. parentcompany,

type of income, assuming the debtor affiliate itself will fall into the parent'soverall incomebasket. Again,
earns no such income. the U.S. parent company will be able to utilize the

overall basket excess foreign tax credits to shield the
Once it is concluded that interest in the CC's hands is
overall basket income, the same rationaleexplained in income from residual U.S. tax.

Approach A, Prong 1 will result in dividends ulti-

mately flowing to USCo as also being overall basket Approach B, Prong 2 - Belgian analysis

income. The Belgian tax consequences to the CC would be
similar to those explained in Approach B, Prong 1

Approach B, Prong 1 - Belgian analysis above. As in ApproachB, Prong 1, there is no Belgian
tax deductionfor the CC's interestpayments,since the

The interestpaid by the CC to its affiliate lenderwould CC's notional tax is based on the CC's expenses,
have no effect on the CC's overall Belgian tax liability excludingpersonnel and financing charges. However,
since the notional tax is based on the CC's expenses, in this case, there would be no FWHT benefit to the

excluding personnel and financng charges. The in- lending affiliate, regardless of whether the borrowed
terest income to the lending affiliate would be fully funds were invested in new Belgan property or used

subject to Belgian corporate ncome tax. However, a to perform research and development activities, be-
FWHT credit would be granted to the recipient if the cause the lending affiliate is a nonresidentof Belgium.
funds borrowed by the CC were used to acquire new The interest income to the lending affiliate would be

tangible assets in Belgium or perform research and fully taxablen the affiliate'shome country. However,
development activities. If the funds loaned to the CC unlike interest payments from a normal (non-CC)
were used for any other purpose, the lending affiliate Belgian company to a nonresident of Belgium, there
would receiveno FWHTcredit in Belgium. (For exam- would be no interest withholding tax imposed by Bel-

ple, the CC's use of funds borrowedfrom Belco to pay gium on the CC's interestpayments. (Ths tax break
salaries of CC employees providing accounting ser-

vices to other affiliateswould not give rise to a FWHT [continued on p. 390]

benefit.)
58. The application of IRC Sec. 385 can be a difficult task since no one

Directionally, if a CC is to make investments in new factor controls the determination of whether financing to a related com-

Belgian property or perform research and develop- pany is debt or equity. The difficulty is increased because IRC Sec. 385 1

ment activities, it would probablybe more tax efficient itself provides only nebulous guidelines, and authorizes the Treasury Sec-

to do so via capitalcontributionsfrom a Belgianparent retary to issue more detailed regulations. The IRS, after having proposed
on matter in 1983. However, there

company than via interaffiliate loans. This is because,
regulations the in 1980, withdrew them
is case law on the subject, such as Post Corp. v. U.S. 640F.2d 1295 (1981

while the FWHT credit would arise in either case, Ct.Cl.), which lists 16 factors which should be considered.
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TheProposedBelgianTaxReform*

Aspectsof InternationalTaxation
By L.A. Denys

INTRODUCTION

On 11 February 1987 the Royal Commission for the Harmonizationand-
Simplification of Taxation submitted its first Report to the Minister of
Finance, who had created the Commission on 21 January 1986, shortly I
after the new Government had taken office. The Minister of Finance
prolongedthe Commission'smandateand ordered the MinistryofFinance -ll
to prepare legislative work in order to implement the recommendations
of the Commission in 1988.

At the time this article was written, some basic policy decisions on the
reform had to be taken by Governmentand Parliament,and the drafts for
a comprehensivenew Tax Code were still being elaborated.Thereforemy
contribution to this special issue on Belgium is limited to some comments
on those basic options of the Commissionwhich may affect international
tax issues.

CURRENTBELGIANTAXSYSTEM

For a better understandingof the proposal a brief outline of the Belgian
tax system is required.
The current Belgan tax system was introduced in 1962,2 shifting from a

schedular system to a global system. Several partial reforms have been The author is presently a tax consul-
introduced since.3 tant with Tiberghien & Co., Brussels,
At presentBelgiumhas a ratherobtuse personal income tax on world-wide Belgium. After completing his post-
income with a progressive rate structure, ranging from 25% to 72% (from graduate studies in European Integra-

tion at the Universityof Amsterdam,he
4,000,000 Bfrs. onward).4 In some cases a rate exceeding 90% applies. worked in the officeof the International
There are special proportional rates for certain types of income such as : Bureau of Fiscal Documentation from
16.5% for capital payments in lieu of pensions; 25% (final withholding 1975-1977. Professor Denys teaches
tax) on interest, dvidends and royalties (with a surcharge of 20% up to International Tax now at the Fiscale
47% if that income is not reinvested in qualifying investments); 33% on Hogeschool, Brussels, is correspon-
incomeother than professionalor business income, etc. Incomeofmarried dent for European taxation, a sister

couples is aggregated. publication of the Bulletin for Interna-
tional Fiscal Documentation; is Presi-

Double taxation of corporatedividends received by individual sharehold- dent-elect of the National Federation
ers is reduced by a tax credit that equals half of the corporate income tax. of Tax Consultants of Belgium, and is
Shareholdersmay, however, opt for the imposition of a final withholding a member of the IFA.

tax of 25%. Corporate shareholders may claim a dividend exemption of
95% (or 90% if they are portfolioholding companies)of the dividends
received; this also applies to foreign source dividends.

* The author wishes to express his gratitude
Internationaldouble taxation is unilaterally reduced through a deduction to Prof. Vanistendael, member of the Royal
of foreign tax and a partial reduction of taxes (a fixed tax credit of 15% Commissionfor the Harmonizationand Simplifi-

cation of Taxation to whom he is very obliged for
for capital income, for individuals: a reduction to half the normal rate of his willingness to revise the text and to formulate
income tax for earned income and business income; for companies a his verv useful suggestions. Of course the author

reduction to a quarter of the normal rate applies). Most tax treaties,
himsel remains fully and solely responsible for
the contents of his text.

however, provide for the exemption methodand for the reduction of 1. For a recent survey of the tax system, see

withholding taxes linked to the credit method. Tiberghien, A., Belgian Income Taxes, Kluwer,
summer 1987.

As is the case in most Western countries, the tax system has become 2. See: Survey of Belgian Income Taxes, A

extremely complex due to a very substantial number of regulations on
Study of the New Tax Reforms, 4 European
Taxation (1964), 19 at 175-202.

deductions, exemptions, tax reductions, etc., which in itself already jus- 3. Meanwhile, the Royal Commissiondecided

tified the creation of the Royal Commission for the Harmonization and to elaborate on specific international issues in an

Simplificationof Taxation.
annex to its Report.
4. Approximately100,000 U.S. dollar.
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BASIC OBJECTIVESAND PRINCIPLESOF THE sive rates, so that contributive capacity is taken into
TAXREFORM account. As such, the Commissionapparentlyopposes

the trend of recent years that exhibited a shift from
The Commissionpostulates the following basic objec- global toward schedular taxation.
tives and principles: On the other hand, the Commission did consider the

introductionof a taxationsystembased on expenditure,1. Budgetaryneutrality of which some characteristics are already present in
The overall tax burden should not increase, although the actual tax system (such as the Monory-deductions,
an increase of indirect taxes and/or corporate taxes the deductionfor risk capital in innovationcompanies,
may seem necessary in order to reform the personal the exempt dividends, exempt under Royal Decree
income tax regime adequately. 15/150, retirement accounts, deductibility of pension
Especially the abolition of the aggregated taxation of premiums, reinvestment exemption for capital gains,

final withholding tax on dividends, interest and royal-married couples and to a lesser extent the reductionof
the high marginal rates may be very costly. ties, exemption for the surchargeson capital income if

reinvested within two years, final withholding tax on

rental income of newly built apartments, etc.).2. Simplicityand transparency
The Commission, however, did not advocate this op-A conditio sine qua non for the success of any tax
tion because it requires a watertightcontrolof all flows

reform is to impart to the taxpayers the feeling that the of capital and finances which, in its turn, requires
new tax system will be simple and comprehensiblein

an

its structure and application.
internationalapproach.5

Heavy criticismhas been formulatedin businesscircles 6. Harmonization
and by the liberal coalition government partners on Harmonizationwith view to:
the fact that the social security contributions (as

a

parafiscal levies) have not been included in the reform. - avoidingdouble taxation and proliferationof taxes

The Royal Commission for the Reform of the Social originatingfrom the different levels of the political
Security rejected such proposals in its Report of 29 scene (European, national, regional, provincial
August 1985. and municipal levels);
Criticism has also been formulated on the fact that a

- avoiding double taxation on the corporate and on

substantially differentiated progressive rate structure
the shareholders' level;

tax
continues to exist and that a drastic abolitionof deduc-

- avoidingarbitraryapplicationof legislationdue

tions and exemptions has not been proposed. Some
to the variety of procedures;

tax experts criticize the fact that the Commission did
- avoiding European fragmentation.

not take the opportunity to reduce - for a substantial
numberof households- the obligationto file an annual
tax return, with subsequentcontrols and assessments.

OUTLINEOF THE TAXREFORMPROPOSALOF

The Commission argues however that this increases THE ROYALCOMMISSIONAND SOME

the democratic control on the public expenditure.
INTERNATIONALCONSEQUENCES

Others criticize the complications resulting from the
introduction of the credit mechanism imputation sys-

The reportof the Commissionfocuseson the following
tem for corporate tax and income tax. All this gives proposals:
the impression that the Commissionwas too reluctant
in pursuing the basic objective of simplicityand trans- I. Personalincometax

parency.
Introductoryremark

3. Rule of law and stability An important change proposed by the Commission
The confidence in the tax system requires guarantees was the abolition of withholding taxes on Belgian-
on the procedural level and a special parliamentary source interest, dividends and royalties received by
majority for the change of basic tax regulations. non-resident individuals. The Commission did not

propose any other substantial changes in the taxation
4. Principle of neutrality in taxation of non-resident individuals so that they will continue

The Commission reaffirms this basic principle and to be taxed on other Belgian-sourceincome according
claims its applicationvis--vis marital status, source of to the existing system, which largely correspondswith

income, economicdecisions, internationaloperations,
the regime of residents.

finance techniques, consumptionand savings, etc.

5. Justice

Another basic principle is the equal treatment of tax-

payers horizontally - neither privileges nor exemp- 5. Vanistendael,F. (Memberof The Royal Commission) in Editorialof

tions- as well as vertically- global taxation at progres- Algemeen Fiscaal Tijdschrift (A.F.T.), April 1987, at 91.
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Structure and rates Income received in lieu of earned income (e.g. official

The number of rates in the rate table will be reduced pensions, pre-pensions, unemploymentbenefits) will

from 14 to 4, i.e. 30, 40, 50 and 60%, with an overall no longer qualify for favourable treatment. Some

average limitation of 50%, and the abolition of all types of welfare payment, however, will continue to

surcharges.The familysituationwill lead to the follow- be exempt (child allowances, study allowances).
ing exemptions: unmarried- 150,000 Bfrs.; couples - With respect to business income the reduced rates
225,000 Bfrs.; first two children - 45,000 Bfrs. each; (16.5% or 21.5% for corporations)on long term capi-
each child thereafter- 112,500Bfrs.; disabledchildren tal gains (i.e. for assets held for longer than 5 years)

double; other dependent persons 45,000 Bfrs. from business activities would also apply to intangible- -

assets and land. The exemption for reinvested capitalThe Commissiondid not propose to take into account gains would be extended so as to limit taxationonly to
foreign source income to compute the tax rate applica- cases where the gains are not reinvestedin the business
ble to Belgian income of non-residents. activities.

Aggregated taxation of married couples should be Capital gains that recoup depreciationwould be taxed
abolished. For households with one earned income, at the full rate if realized within the first ten years.
30% of the income will be taxed separately at the Losses should be carried forward indefinitely. Carry-
bottom of the progressiverates. Incomefrom property back will only be introduced when a decision on the
will be taxed according to the marriage settlement or pertinent European Directive has been taken. How-
on a 50/50 split. I assume that equal treatmentwill be ever, the EuropeanCommissionhas alreadyproposed
granted to non-residents, especially when they enjoy a three-year carry-back (see Draft EEC Directive on

treaty protection. Losses of 6 September 1984, as amended on 25 June
1985). The Commissionhas not recommendedfunda-

Special rates will still apply: mental changes on the heavilycriticized limitationson
16.5%, e.g. on capital compensationof a definite provisions for bad debts.

-

tax exemptloss of income, long term capital gains taxable as
business income, capitalpaymentson the cessation Private pension payments (and premiums for pension
of business activities; schemes) to employees are no longer deductible (see
25% final withholding tax on interest and on no ex-- infra: private pensions will longer be taxable,
deemed interest of insurance contracts (including cept on a deemed interest of 4.5% or if a capital sum

private pensions), and on capital in lieu of pen- iS paid, on the excess of the paid-in capital adjusted to

slons; inflation; the capital part will, however, have been

average rate of last year's normal income (e.g. subject the businessor The Com-- to corporatetax rate.

golden handshakes, late payments,etc.). If no ref- mission does not recommend to introduce specific
erence is available (e.g. in case of immigration),a measures to take into account inf[ation (e.g. book-
30% rate will apply. keeping on replacement value) other than an adjust-

ment of the investment deduction lower rate on long
In addition, the system of convertingcapital payments term capital gains and an adaptation of the existing,
(in lieu of annual compensations)into fictitiousannual but outdated, inflation correction.
taxable amounts in order to avoid excessive effects of
the progression will be maintained (e.g. for capital The advancedpaymentofestimated tax (accompanied
compensationof a partial loss of income). by severe surcharges if later payment is made) will be

replaced by a provisional assessment. In the first year
On the other hand, the Commissionproposes to tax at of activities in Belgiumprobablyno provisionalassess-

normal progressive rates: ment will take place.
periodic payments for the cessation of business-

activities; and Income from capital
periodic payments for the compensation of the Income from real estate would no longer be taxed on

-

reduction of business income. a deemed income on the national level, but only on

the basis of real rental income (yet excludingdeprecia-
Earned income tions, since capital gains are not taxed). Interest is

deductible as a separate item (see infra). Losses (e.g.As far as corporate directorsare concerned, the Com-
from repairs etc.) carried forward. As result ofmission proposes to introduce a less artificial distinc- are a

the abolition of the deemed income of the owner'stion between the remuneration for their activities and
their share in company profits, for which it proposes occupiedhouse, interest relating theretowill no longer

be deductible; this would also apply to foreign real,to allow the full tax credit as for dividends. This may
to some extent be of particularinterest to non-resident estate which is not rented. It is not clearwhat the rules

directorswho will thus benefit from a more favourable may be in case of part-time rental.

tax regime than non-resident shareholders who are As the progressive global taxation is to be restored,
not entitled to the dividend tax credit. Complications withholding taxes on dividends would no longer be
may arise abroad if Belgium qualifies this income as a final. For interest (including payments from pension
dividend (Treaty Art. 10 or 16 of the OECD Model schemes) and royaltiesthe 25% withholdingtax would
Convention). - for pragmatic reasons - remain final. This manifest
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discriminationbetween risk capital and loan financing refunded). The reductionof the income tax rate to half
has already raised wide criticism. (for individuals) or a quarter (for companies) of the
Non-residents would enjoy full exemption of these normal rate should thus be abolished. However, since

withholding taxes. non-treaty countries are not the major commercial
Dividend income received by residents will qualify for partners of Belgium, the Commission considered it
full tax credit for corporation tax. It is not yet clear to not important to eliminatedouble taxation in an exact
what extent foreign shareholders could claim the tax manner. Therefore the Commissionproposes the fol-
credit. lowing simplification to the general rule:

A capitalgains tax on privateshareswill be introduced Full exemption for all income from real estate, earned
to compensatelower corporate tax on reservedprofits and business incomeand incomeother than the income
of small corporations. The capital gains tax on land from (movable) capital, if the income originates from
33% or 16.5%) and on substantial participations a non-treatycountry with a taxationcomparableto the

16.5%) will be abolished. In respect of tax deferred Belgian tax (including a tax burden on the corporate
ncome from capital (zerobonds,etc.) no changeshave and shareholders' level that equals the Belgian tax

been proposed. burden). If taxation is not comparable,we assume that
the general rule (exact credit) will apply. This exemp-Interestrelatingto property investmentswill be deduc- tion will not apply to income treaty countries, even if

tible from all property income (but may not create double taxation is not fully avoided.
losses which could otherwise be carried forward). As
indicated, this will no longer apply for owner occupied Although incomefrommovablecapitalwill be treated

dwellings. in conjunction with the corporate tax system, foreign
source interest, royalties, etc. taxed abroad will be

Similarly, as interest receivedwill be subject to a 25% subject to Belgian income tax, against which fixed
final withholding tax, interest related to gross real

a

credit (possibly at the rate of 15%) will be available,
property income will no longer be deductible from but only on the net taxable amount (less interest or
such income, nor for the computationof the tax basis royalties paid). It is not yet clear how this would be
of the withholding tax. applied to foreign source dividends. From the Report

of the Royal Commission it seems as if all foreign
Deductions source movablecapital incomewould be taxableat the

All savingsor investmentdeductions (includingprivate 25%o final tax rate, as is the case now. If so, it is

employment pension schemes, stock options, invest- unlikely that a tax credit for foreign withholding taxes

ments in innovation companies, and the newly intro- will be available. If dividends from foreign sources are

duced retirement accounts) will be replaced by one to be taxed at the full progressive rate (like domestic

limited lump-sum deduction of 50,000 Bfrs. for the dividends) in Belgium, the tax credit will be limited to

spouse. Private pensions will only be taxed as income effectively paid withholding tax (not the underlying
from investment (i.e. 25% on a deemed interest of corporate tax).
4.5% or on the excess of the paid-in capital (adjusted Foreign source income originating from treaty coun-
to inflation) and the so-called profit sharings. This tries will either be taxed at normal rates, or exempt
may make Belgium a tax haven for retired people. with progression, or taxed with credit imputation, as

It is obvious that such drastic measuresmay encourage the treatiesdetermine. It is notyet clearwhat ruleswill

international companies to organize the position of apply to dividends from treaty countries (e.g. under

their international management personnel in such a the provisions of the French-Belgian tax treaty the

way that pensionpremiumsare deductiblefrom profits recipient of French source dividendsmay opt between

realized outside Belgiun and/or from income earned applying the fixed 15% credit and the tax credit which

and taxed abroad (and lightly taxed in Belgium at the iS normally only available with respect to Belgian
moment of distribution). Belgian business circles source dividends).
highly criticize this proposal.
Alimony will be fully deductible and correspondingly II. Corporatetaxation

taxable (instead of 80%). Capital payments in lieu of
alimony will be converted into fictitious annual pay- The Commission has not studied corporate taxation

ments. Non-residentbeneficiarieswill be subject to a with a view of proposing a tax reform. As regards the

withholding tax, but tax treaties normally provide for structure it basically refers to the proposal formulated

taxation in the home country. by a WorkingGroupof the High Council for Taxation,
an advisoryboard to the Ministerof Finance, of which
the prominent persons from the universities, the busi-

Foreign source income
ness world and the Ministry of Finance are members.

Foreign source income from Non-TreatyCountrieswill The Working Group's proposal substantiallydeviates
only enjoy a credit for the tax actually paid abroad by from a Draft EEC Directive on Company Taxation
the taxpayer himself, and only proportional to the and WithholdingTaxes on Dividendsof 23 July 1975.
income taxed in Belgium. The Commission also re- This draft, subject to some adjustmentsas to the aver-

commends that only after the definitive assessment age European rates, seems to gain a certain revival
has taken place abroad, may the credit be granted (or now that the German-Dutchwithholding tax dispute
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loses a great deal of interest due to the proposed Ger- change of information,etc.), it would further the con-
man tax reform.6 The aspects of personal income tax centration of shares in foreign holding companies that

i reform relating to business income as indicated above enjoy the exemption method on dividends received.
obviously concern corporations as well. The Ministerof Finance, in answer to a Parliamentary

Question of January 1986, rejected the idea of intro-
Structure and rates ducing a kind of subpart F legislation because of its
The introduction of a full tax credit for shareholders complexity and its limited application. There are in-

deed already too few international corporations that
- ,,. will entail the levy of a compensatory tax on distribu-

their home; have Belgium as country.tionswhichwere not fully taxed at the corporate level
\i' (e.g. in the case of the reducedcapitalgains tax invest- Corporate tax rates should be fixed in such a way that,

deductions, the reduced for small corpora- added the withholding the total burdenment rate to tax, tax
tions). This tax will compensate the Treasury for any approximates the marginal personal income tax rate.
imputationcredit granted to shareholderswho benefit If the corporate tax is maintained at 43% and the
from a tax credit with respect to income distributedby withholding tax at a level of 25%, the total burden
a company which has not been subject to the full rate would be a maximum of 57.25% (marginal personal
of Belgian corporate income tax. income tax rate is 60%).
This compensatory levy will not apply to profits The Commission proposes to maintain the reduced
realized in foreign (treaty) countries (i.e. permanent rates (or even a tax deferral if they are reinvested) on

establishments), nor to dividends that are deductible long term capital gains, with a claw-back of deprecia-
(e.g. on the basis of the 1982 Royal Decree 15-150, the tion at the full rate in the first 10 years (see supra:
Innovation Companies). business income).
In order to further investment of risk capital in small It seems appropriate to question why the Commission
corporations,it is proposed to continuethe application did not consider to extend the dividend exemption or

of reduced corporate tax rates on retained profits. full dividend tax credit to the capitalgainson participa-
However, in order to avoid indirecttax exemptrealiza- tions (as, e.g. in the Netherlands and Luxembourg-

tion of these retainedprofits a new capital gains tax on for other than holding companies). Would this not be
the sale of private shareholdings is suggested. It is not in line with the aim of avoiding double taxation (i.e.
clear whether this capital gains tax will entail an on corporateprofits and indirectlyon the same profits
exemptionof the compensatorytax on the distribution through the gains on the share holding) The new

of those retained profits, and if the same would apply compensatory capital gains tax for individuals is also
to corporate shareholders which realize capital gains an extensionof the corporation tax.
on shares partly representingexempt retain profits.

Tax incentives
The Commission is studying the possibility of not ap-
plying the compensatory levy to dividends distributed The Commission holds the opinion that the actual

.

to foreign shareholders frorn profits taxed abroad, in- regulations for depreciation (straight-line, declining
cluding foreign source dividends. This idea is to be balance or accelerated)combinedwith the investment
understood in conjunction with the aim of abolishing deduction are satisfactory;yet it recommendsto intro-
withholding taxes on outgoing dividends, interest and duce - for bad economicsituations such as high infla-
royalties (see supra: Income from capital). The Com- tion - additional accelerated depreciation.
mission also criticized the system of non-deductible
profit sharing of directors and proposes a full tax cre- Dividend exernption
dit. As indicated above, the exemption of 95% or 90%
Although the Commission advocates the abolition of (for intercorporatedividends) could be replaced by a

the discrimination between loan financing and equity tax credit mechanism of which very little is known at

financing and therefore proposes a full tax credit, it this moment.

re-introduces the discrimination by limiting the final In general, such a credit mechanism may have the
tax on incomefromnon-riskcapitalto a 25o withhold- advantage that the Belgian holding company that fi-
ng tax. Added to the proposed abolition of withhold- nances the capital of its subsidiary by loans may re-
lng tax for non-residents, this may seriously affect the cover the taxespaid by the subsidiarythrough a deduc-finance structure of Belgian subsidiaries of foreign tion of interest from the dividends received.
companies, since no debt-equity ratios are proposed. It is clear whether the credit would applynot yet to
Dividends received by corporate shareholders would foreign source dividends and especially whether onlyalso carry the tax credit. It is not yet decided whether withholding taxes or also underlying corporate tax
this full credit mechanismwould also apply to foreign would be creditable. If so, Belgium would follow the
source dividends. Most treaties refer to the existing system known in some other countries. This proposalinternationalexemption method. would certainly complicate the tax legislation
Unless the credit method is accompaniedby far-reach-
ing complicated rules (underlying foreign tax, rewrit- 6. This dispute concerns the exemption of dividends paid by a German
ten foreign profits according to Belgian rules, ex- subsidiary to its Dutch parent corporation from German withholding tax.
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(simplified especially for a matter relatively similar in Foreign companies
1973). If the reform - as for personal income taxation special attentionis given the of foreigndistinguished between dividends from treaty coun-

No to tax status
-

companieswith establishmentsin Belgium.tries for which an exemptionwould continue to apply, implicit abolition
permanent

of the taxation of lump-sumAn
and from other sources, an even more complicatedtax minimum tax bases for foreign companies results from
legislation would be the result, and thus also an in-
creasing interest for treaty shopping. Yet, many

the proposed changes in tax procedure. The Commis-

treaties provide for non-discriminationbetween divi- sion, however, intends to elaborate on this subject.
dends from domestic sources and from treaty coun-

Companies with special tax status
tries.

The existence of so-called T-zone companies, Re-
However, it seems to me that the open economy of a conversion conpanies, Innovationcompanies and
small country like Belgium is betteroffwith an exemp- Coordination centers, which receive privileged tax
tion method for foreign dividends, especially within
the EEC, where the Commissionproposed the exemp-

treatment, does not fit into the general objectives of

tion method as the European solution for avoiding
the tax reform. Yet, the Commission limits its com-

double taxation (see Drafts mentioned above).
ments to the recommendation of a harmonizationof
the tax exemptions.

Foreign source income
Non-profit organizations

The current fixed tax credit of 15% of capital income
(interest, royalties, dividends from non-permanent Individual and corporate taxpayersmay deduct within

certain limits gifts to recognized non-profit organiza-participations) on the gross amount - irrespective of
tions. The Commissionproposes to replace the actual

the funding costs- seems to be too costly and requires
a change to limit the credit to tax actually paid abroad system of final withholding taxes on property income

and to the net taxable income. This measure may
and exemption for business income for organizations

seriously affect the international profits of Belgian which engage in specific activities. All revenue of the

banks and financial institutions and may require the recognized organizations would become subject to

re-negotiationof tax treaties. As indicatedabove (div- corporate tax except to the extent the revenue is used

idend exemption), it is yet unclearwhether this would for the non-economc actvities, nor if the revenue is

also apply to foreign dividends from permanentpar-
raisedon somespecificactivities (occasionalactions).

ticipations.7 It is obvious that substantialproblemsliarise if such

system (where exemption applies on the basis of the
Group consolidation use of the revenue) was to apply to non-residentnon-

The Commission does not formulate proposals, but profit organizationswhich actually have large real es-

defers the matter until a regulation in the field of tate investments in Belgium.
accountancy has been introduced. In doing so, the The Commission also proposes an alternative reform
Commission disregards the 7th EEC Company Law which is limited to an adjustmentof the actual regime:
Directiveon th ConsolidatedAccountantsof 13 June - Real estate would continue to be taxed by local
1983, which is to be implementedbeforeJanuary 1988. authorities on the basis of the deemed rental in-

come. The domestic tax law would determine the
Liquidation of companies criteria for exemptionsfor cultural, philosophical,
The actual tax deferral in the course of liquidationwill scientific, religious, etc., reasons.

be replaced by the normal corporate tax regime. The - Rental income would be taxed on the basis of real

distribution tax rate (17.5% to 30%) will be aligned to net income (excluding amortizations) unless the

the withholding tax rate of 25%. In most treaties, tenant is a private individual and no written lease

Belgium reserved the right not to reduce the liquida- contract is available, in which case deemed income
tion distribution tax. is taxable.

The tax rate could be increased from 20% to 25%-

International mergers (on a possibly broader taxable basis!).
In this area, too, the Royal Commission defers a re- Also this new regime would substantially increase the
form - until a solution is found - to the European tax burden on real estate investmentsof non-resident,
level. The European Commissio proposed a Draft non-profit organizations.
EEC Directive on Mergers and Acquisitions on 15
January 1969. This draft, as already mentioned,seems

The Commissionproposes to extend the scope of ap-

to appear before the footlights as the German tax plication of the lump-sum taxation of approximately
200% on income paid to unidentified persons, to all

reform pursues and the Draft EEC Directive on Pa-
such payments by public authority (this actuallyrent-Subsidiary Relations of January 1969 no longer any

runs up against the Dutch-German disputes on the applies to all corporations and non-profit organiza-
withholdingtaxes on dividends(see also the third EEC tions).
Company Law Directive concerning the division of
public limited liability companies of 17 December

7. Permanent participation generally means that the recipient com-

has held the shares during the entire financial in which the

1982).
pany year
dividend is received.
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Undoubtedly,the latter measure added to the propos- - Introduction of tax reductions when books are
al to subject all non-profitorganizationsto the control kept by an approvedbookkeepingand administra-
of the corporate tax inspector increases in an over- tion centre.

whelmingway the controllingauthorityof the Minister - Redefinitionof the investigatingpowersof the Tax
of Finance in areas which are closely related to the Administration.
fundamental rights of individuals. - Introduction of the general principle of law that

protects privacy in tax matters and the general
III. Indirecttaxation principle that requires good administration from

the Tax Authorities.
Abolitionof taxation on the basis of comparisons,-

The Working Group of the High Council for Taxation
including the minimum tax on foreign companies(to which the Commissionrefers) noted the shift of the with a permanentestablishmentin Belgium.proportionof indirect taxes into the total budget from Unificationof the time limits for taxation (in gen-1970 (54%) to 1985 (38.8%). In addition, it noted that

-

eral 18 months; in case of insufficiencies in taxvis--vis the other European countries Belgium (and
the Netherlands)have the lowest percentage.Further- returns: 3 years, in case of fraud: 6 years).

A rather revolutionary proposal consists in the-

more the Belgian VAT represents a relatively higher establishment of one single Directorate for Tax
percentage of total indirect tax revenue than other

Disputes, which acts as an independent Court ofEuropean countries.
original jurisdiction (Compare the Board of Tax

Taking into account the general orientation of the Appeals or Tax Court in the U.S.A.) for all tax

European Communities in this area the Working procedures. This directorate would act indepen-
Group recommendsthe following reforms: dently.

A simplificationby reducing the number of VAT The rules concerning the claimability, statutes of-
-

rates to three, and by a reduction of the number limitation interest, prosecutionsand the rights and
of rates in other indirect taxes. privileges of The Treasury.
The seven rates, varying from 1% to 33%, would - Penalties and sanctions in tax matters should be
be replaced by 6%, 20% and 25%. (The Commis- aligned to the general penal law, including the
sion also suggests to maintain the zero and 1% possibility to propose transactions.
rates to a limited extent.) - The Commission is of the opinion that tax secrecy
In general these proposals fit into the European is to be extended to tax consultants.
endeavours to realize the internal market in 1992, Some of the proposals of the Royal Commissionand can thus be welcomed from the international ap-

point of view. Belgian business circles, however, pear to prompt substantialcriticism from the Tax Ad-
ministrations.As such, this probablyindicates that thefear that the competitiveposition of Belgium will Commissionhas hit the heart of the matter.be harmed.

An increase of indirect taxes, and especiallyexcise Although many other European countries have intro--

duties, in order to bring them on the averageEuro- duced special rules regarding the international ex-

pean level, for alcohol, tobacco and mineral oils. change of information and other internationalproce-
Other excise duties on coffee, sugar and non-al- dures, the Commissionhas not considered reforms in
coholic drinks should be abolished. this area.

Neither did the Commission formulate an opinion on
IV. Reformoftheprocedures the Draft EEC Directive on Adjustment of Profit

Transfersof 29 November1976 nor on the Draft Euro-
The Commission proposes to create one code of tax pean Convention on Mutual Administrative Assist-
procedures applicable to all procedures, with the ex- ance in Tax Matters.
ception of the local taxes, for which a recent harmoni- Both proposals hardly contain proceduralzation has been introduced. Apart from the harmoni-

safeguards in which the of legitimate
any

interestszation, the proposals try to simplify the proceduresby of is involved.
respect

referring to the general principles of tax procedure, taxpayers
and by referring to the Code of Judicial Procedures,
which is the code that applies to all court proceedings CONCLUDINGOBSERVATIONS
in Belgium.
In brief, the Commissionproposes the following:

The hope or the fear of many people in Belgium that

The introduction of a preliminary ruling proce-
the U.S. Tax Reform 1986 drastic change- may cause a

in Belgium's Tax System appears to be an illusion, ordure.
The principle that all taxes should be levied on the a at

- only nightmare, least if the politicians follow the
recommendationsof the Royal Commission.basis of a tax return.

All taxes should be levied through an explicit as- The less spectacularchanges- at least in the view of
sessment. the general public- such as those in the field of corpo-
Introduction of three types of tax controls: sum- rate and shareholders' taxation or in the field of tax
mary control, bookkeepingcontrol and thorough procedures, may have a far-reaching impact on the
verifications. Belgian tax scene.
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As usual, hardly any attention has been given to the It is hoped that the legislature will take up its respon-
internationalissues of taxation; this may seem surpris- sibility and use this opportunity, after some years of

ing for a small country like Belgium, with an open experimentingwith international sophisticated initia-

economy and the possibility of playing a key role in tives, to set up a stable and friendly international tax

central Europe. climate.

The abolition of withholding taxes for non-residents,
however, testifies to growing consciousnessof the im-

portance of a free European Capital Market.

[continued from p. 382]

may be of little importanceif the CC is paying interest One possible tax efficiencymeasure that meritsconsid-
to an affiliate resident in a country which normally eration is the BelgianCoordinationCenter. Structured
would allow a tax creditfor Belgianwithholdingtaxes, properly, a Belgian subsidiarycan utilize the CC legis-
such as France.)59 laton to reduce the effective foreign tax rate of a

multinational group of companies. A key considera-
Approach B, Prong 2 - U.S. analysis tion in structuring a CC will be the new separate in-

The U.S. analysis of the interest paid by the CC on
come basket limitations of IRC Sec. 904. Generally

these loans is very similar to the analysis of interest speaking, however, a CC can be established in such a

paid by non-Belgian, non-U.S, affiliates to the CC way as to avoid recharacterizingoverall basket income

under Approach A, Prong 2 above. However, in this (where excess foreign tax credits will likely be avail-

case, it is the non-Belgian,non-U.S. affiliate(the lend- able to offset any residual U.S. income tax) as income

er) which generatesSubpartF income (rather than the in a separate basket such as the passive basket (where
CC). Nonetheless, again the interest received by the excess foreign tax credits will likely not be available).
non-Belgian affiliate should be categorized as overall The creation of a CC may give rise to additional im-

basket income all the way up to USCo. mediately taxable, Subpart F income to the U.S. mul-
tinational. However, this should be of no concern if

In one sense, the application of IRC Sec. 904(d) is the income remains in the overall income basket and
somewhat simpler in this case than in Approach A, the multinationalhas excess foreign tax credits in that

Prong 2. Unlike interestpaid by non-Belgianaffiliates basket.
to the CC, there is no interestwithholdingtax imposed
on nterest pad by the CC to a non-Belgian affiliate. As a final caveat, while the establishmentof a CC may

As such, the high withholdingtax interest rules of IRC prove attractive to many multinational corporations,
Sec. 904(d)(2)(C) automatically exclude the interest caution should be exercised with respect to certain

from this one separate basket.
areas of the new U.S. law. There are as yet some

unansweredquestionsabout the applicationof the Act
to Belgian CCs, such as the breadth of the new PFIC

CONCLUSION provisions of IRC Sees. 1291-1297. Clarification of
some of these uncertainties should be forthcoming in

The U.S. Tax Reform Act of 1986 will have a signifi- the near future. At the time this article was submitted
cant impact on the tax planningof U.S.-basedmultina- for final printing, the U.S. Congress was considering
tional corporations. One important aspect of the Act passage of the Technical CorrectionsBill of 1987, and
will be the reduction in the highest marginal U.S. the Treasury Department had indicated an intention
corporate tax rate from 46% to 34%. This reduction to release proposed regulations on some of the Act's

may result in many U.S.-basedmultinationalsgenerat- more importantprovisions by the end of 1987.

ing excess, perhaps useless, foreign tax credits. To the
extent possible, U.S. multinationals will be placing
greateremphasison makingtheirnon-U.S. operations
more tax efficient, thus reducing their effective non-

U.S. tax rate. 59. Art. 16(3) of the France-Belgium Income Tax Treaty.
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3E_GUV:

SomeSpecialAspectsofForeignSourceProfits

andLossesin CorporateIncomeTaxation
By H. Siebens

The tax treatment discussed in this article relates to profits and losses
realized in a permanentestablishmentin a countryother than the country
of residence.

Belgian corporate income tax legislationcontains special rules relating to
the treatmentof foreign source incomeor loss to be included in the income .

:'

of a company. The general principle is that foreign losses immediately
reduce profits from any other source. Foreign sourceprofits, on the other 44. ,

hand, are either completely exempt if realized in a country with which ..''
Belgium has concluded a treaty to avoid double taxation, or are taxed at .

10.75% (1/4 ofthe normal rate of43%) ifrealizedin a non-treatycountry.
For treaty countries, the treaty rules will govern the jurisdictional rules
under which the source country may tax income generated in that country
and the exemption in the residence country is granted regardless of the
fact whether the income is subject to tax in the source countryor not.1 The
reduced rate of 10.75%, for incomegeneratedin a non-treatycountrywill,
on the other hand, only be applicable if evidence can be submitted that
those profits were earned and taxed in the source country.2

DETERMINATIONOF FOREIGN SOURCE EARNINGS

Foreign source earnings are, as well for accounting as for tax purposes,
taken into account for the determinationof total earnings of a company.
The determination of taxable income is based on the balance sheet and
profits and loss account establishedin accordancewith Belgian legislation

ProfessorSiebens is a partnerwith the

and approved by the General Assembly of Shareholders. Any possible
firm of Siebens & Van Keulen, Brus-
sels, a member of Binder Dijker Otte.

differences between Belgian legislation and the legislation of the source He is Vice-President of the Belgian-
state are disregarded. Certain expenses will, for the determination of Luxembourg Branch of IFA and
taxable income (including foreign profits), not be treated as deductible teaches post-graduate studies at the

expenses. University of Antwerp

Examples are commission fees paid to beneficiarieswhose names are not

revealed, certain excess depreciationon cars, and any other non-deducti-
ble expenses under Belgian legislation. Foreign taxes, unlike Belgian
corporate income tax, are deductible.

As is the case in most other countries, Belgiumwill not necessarilyaccept
the determinationof foreign earnings as they were established for foreign
income tax purposes, but will apply Belgian rules for the determination
of taxable profits.
The result may be that the profit computationunder the Belgian rules may
show a foreign source profit, while under the source country legislation a

loss is incurred and vice-versa.

ALLOCATIONOF PROFITSACCORDINGTO SOURCE

Profits which have been determinedfor each establishmentin accordance 1. Source country in this article rneans the
with the above rules, are divided up into 3 categories of sources. country from which the income is derived. Resi-

Belgian source profits; dence country is the country where the recipient-

treaty country profits;
of the income is established.
2. The Supreme Court in the Sidro case on

-

non-treatycountry profits. 15 September 1970 defined the terms earned-

and taxed. The principle of formal taxability is
As a first step, the law3 requires the setting off of profits and losses from hereafter always retained. See Afschrift, Th.

the same source. This means that all profits and losses from the treatY
JournaldeDroit FiscalMarch-April 1980, at 65.
3. Royal Decree (4March 1965) implementing

countries must be aggregated. the Income Tax Code, Art. 66.
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The same aggregation and setting off has to be done lated in accordance with the different rules of each
for profits and losses from non-treaty countries. The respective country correspondwith each other. Prob-
law,4 moreover, for the determinationof the final re- lems occur if differing results are obtained in the re-

sult imposes the following order for setting off profits spective countries.
and losses:

Year 1: Profitin Belgium 200
1. Losses sustained in a treaty country are first im- Loss in non-treatycountry (100)

puted on profits exempt from tax by virtue of a tax World-wideincome 100
treaty. If these profits are insufficient to absorb
these losses the latter are imputedon profits taxed Tax due: - in Belgium 100 x 43% = 43

at a reduced rate (i.e. foreign source profits de- - in non-treaty country O

rived from a non-treatycountry) and if there is any
-- Total tax due 43

balance of loss they are finally imputedon Belgian Year2: ProfitinBelgium 200
source profits; Profit in non-treatycountry 200

2. Lossessustained in a non-treatycountry (for which Loss carry-over (100)
profits are taxed at reduced rates) are first imputed 100
on profits from other non-treatycountries, then on World-wideincome 400*
profits exempt by virtue of a treaty and finally on

Belgian source profits; * The loss has already been deducted in Belgium and the foreign profit,
3. Losses sustained in Belgium are first imputed on according to Belgian rules, is 200. The foreign profit set off in the source

Belgian source profits, then on profits derived in a country because of the loss carry-over is therefore taxable in Belgium,

non-treaty country (which are taxed at a reduced albeit at 10.75%.

rate), and finally on profits exempt by virtue of a Taxdue:-- in Belgium 200 x 43% = 86

treaty. 200 x 10.75% = 21.5

This order is not based on any scientific or economic 107.5

principle, but is purely an arbitrary technique pre-
- in the treaty country 100 x 43% = 43

scribed by the law which can lead to illogical results.
-- Total tax due 150.5

The compulsoryimputationrules, amongother things, Assume for instance that in 1986 earnings of a Dutch
have as a result that foreign source profits, whether permanentestablishmentof a Belgian companycalcu-
derived from a treaty or a non-treaty country are set lated in accordancewith Dutch tax law show a profit,off against Belgian losses whereby any loss carry-over but that a loss is incurred when those profits are com-

may be lost. Foreign losses, on the other hand, reduce puted in accordance with Belgian rules (for instance
immediatelyBelgian profits even if the source country because of the application of the Belgian provisionsdoes not permit a loss carry-over. regarding accelerated depreciation). Assume further

that in 1987 a profit is obtained in the Netherlands as
DOUBLE DEDUCTIONOF LOSSES weil as in Belgium.
Belgian internal law permits the double deduction Art. 24(2)(e)6of the Belgian-Dutchincome tax treaty
of foreign losses, i.e. a deducton from foreign source will in that case not be applicable because no double

profit and simultaneouslyfrom Belgian source profits. deductionof losses will have occurredsince the Dutch
If the source country permits the deduction of losses, permanent establishment will, for Dutch income tax

it may be possible for foreign losses to reduce foreign purposes, have obtained a profit in both years.
source income by virtue of the foreign legislation and A special feature of this provision to avoid the double
at the same time they may reduce Belgian source in- deduction of losses is that Belgium will take into ac-
come by virtue of Belgian legislation. count the rules on the deduction of losses of the other
This double deduction of losses will, however, not treaty partner. Extremely complex problems thereby
be complete in case of a non-treaty country loss, result with countries such as the Netherlands which
because profits of later years realized in those coun- permit a 3-year carry-back of losses.7
tries will be taxed at 10.75%. See example in the right
hand column. 4. Id.

Belgian double tax treaties,5however, contain a provi- 5. Except the treaty with Yugoslavia.

sion to eliminate this double deduction of losses by
6. Art. 24(2)(e) of the Belgian-Dutch tax treaty provides (unofficial
translation published in SupplementaryService to European Taxation):

including a provisionto the effect that Belgiumwill not (e) Where. in accordance with the Belgian law, losses sustained by a

exempt from Belgian income tax any foreign source permanent establishmentin the Netherlandsof an enterprise resi-

income derived through a permanent establishment dent in Belgium are effectively deducted from the profits of this

located in the treaty country to the extent that in enterprisefor purposesof the taxation in Belgium, then the exemp-
tion provided for in subparagraph (a) shall not apply to profits

preceding years losses have been incurred through realized in other tax periods which can be allocated to the perma-
that permanentestablishmentwhich have (i) been de- nent establishmentto the extent that those profits are not taxed in

ducted from Belgian source income and (ii) which the Netherlandson account of a carry-over of those losses.

have been carried forward and been deducted for pur-
7. AdministrativeCircular8/3/82,Ci R9 Div.17361,Bulletinder Belas-

poses of income tax in the treaty country. This provi- tingen (BdB) 1982, No. 606, at 946 with supplements in BdB 1982, No.

612, at 2827 and BdB 1983, No. 622, at 2773. See also Defoort, J. in
sion operatesefficientlyif loss and futureprofitscalcu- Fiscoloog Internationaal38 of 15 January 1987 at 7.
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Problems will also occur if the taxable profits are not J. DefoortJ3 on the other hand reviews the profit and
the same in both countries. Assume for instance that loss imputation rules in light of the OECD Model
the earningsof a French permanentestablishmentcal- Treaty and comes to the following conclusion:
culated in accordance with French rules reveal a loss Belgian profits of a later accountng year which nor-of 80, while Belgian rules only show a loss of 60. mally would be set off with the loss carry-overare con-
Belgium will in such a case permit the immediate de- sequently being taxed because the foreign profits neu-
duction from Belgian profits of the French loss of 60. tralise the loss carry-over.This latter is clearly in conflict
Assume further that profits of the French permanent with Art. 23A (para. 1) of the OECD Model which,
establishment in the subsequent year equal 80. Bel- after stating that the country of residence must exempt
gium will in such case in accordance with Art. foreign-source income, provides in what way this in-

19(A)(para. 3) of the Belgian-French tax treaty not come may still be taken into account. Art. 23A (para.
give an exemption because this 60 reduced Belgian 1), 2nd sentence, of the Model provides in this respect

that those foreignprofitsmay only be taken into accountprofits in a prior year. The exemption of the excess of in order to determine the rate of tax on non-exempt20 will on the other hand have to be granted not- income.
withstanding that this 20 has not been subject to tax

Prof. Claeys-Boaert,finally,14 calls the result of thebecause of the loss carry-over in France.
setting off rules anomalousas the losses of the Bel-
gian head office are never deducted from taxable pro-
fits insofar as they are set off by foreign profits. All

SETTINGOFF OF FOREIGNPROFITSWITH those commentsdate, however, from before the recent
BELGIANLOSSESINATREATYSITUATION Supreme Court Case of 29 June 1984, referred to

above.
This problem has already been touched upon. Profits The Court concluded in that case that the treaty rules
of a treaty country are immediately set off against were not violated and used the following reasoning to
Belgian losses whereby the loss deduction and loss support this position:
carry-over is lost to the extent of this setting off. Taking into account that Art. 7 of the treaty between
This problem has resulted in many controversies as a Belgium and the Netherlands provides that: profits of

an enterprise of one of the States are only taxable inresult of a Supreme Court decision of 29 June 1984.8 that State unless the enterprise carries on business inContrary to the Court of Appeals of Antwerp which the other State through a permanent establishment
on 6 June 19839 squashed the abovementioned ad- situated therein. If the enterprise carries on business asministrative position, the Supreme Court ruled that aforesaid, the profits of the enterprise may be taxed in
this position was not in contradiction with the law or the other State, but only so much of them as is attribut-
the treaty rules. able to the permanent establishment;
Briefly summarized the problem was as follows: Taking further into account that Art. 24(2)(para. 1) of

that treaty provides that: Profits and income (...)A Belgian company realized a loss for tax purposes in which may be taxed in the Netherlands in accordance
its Belgian operations,but made a profit in its perma- with the foregoing articles, are exempt from tax in Bel-
nent establishmentin the Netherlands. gium. This exemption does not prevent Belgium from

taking into account the thus exempted profits and in-
The loss imputation ruleslo had as an effect that the come for the determinationof the rate of tax.
profit of the Dutch permanent establishmentwas set And while Art. 24(2)(para. e) of the treaty prevents theoff against the Belgian loss and only the excess was double deductionof losses sustainedin the Netherlands;treated as a loss that could be carried forward. From all these provisionscan be deducted that the trea-
The loss carry-overwas consequentlylost to the extent ty does not govern the taxable base, but only provides
of the Dutch profits. The Court of Appeals concluded that certain income is exempted from tax. It therefore
that the above setting off eliminated the exemptionof has to be deciced that the treaty does not prevent Bel-
the Dutch profits provided in Arts. 7 and 24(2)(1) of gium from taking into consideration,for the determina-

tion of the taxable base, profits derived in the Nether-the Belgian-Dutch tax treaty. Moreover, the Court lands and taking those profitsconsequentlyinto accountstressed that if an internal rule was in conflict with a in the amount with which the Belgian losses have to be
treaty rule, the treaty rule had to prevail. This position reduced (...).
was not completely new, since the Supreme Court in
a comparableproblem in 1970 under the old Belgian- 8. Supreme Court, decision of 29 June 1984, Algemeen Fiscaal
French treaty also tried to mitigate this so-calleddou- Tijdschrift (AFT) Nov. 1984, at 194; id. Court of Appeals Mons, decision
ble taxation.11 of 15 May 1986, Fiscale Jurisprudentie/JurisprudenceFiscale (FJF) No.

86/191.
Mr. H.R. Depret12 has come to the following conclu- 9. Court of Appeals of Antwerp, decision of 6 June 1983, AFTOctober
sion in relation to this problem: 1983, at 209.

10. See note 3.

Setting off losses sustained by a Belgian company with 11. Decision of the Supreme Court of 10 November 1970, Journal

profits realized in a permanent establishment abroad Pratique du Droit Fiscal 1971, at 16.
12. Depret, H.R. in Rexions offertes Paul Sibille (Rexions) atand exempt by virtue of a tax treaty is not in conformity 427 and 439.with treaty law if no other measure is taken to eliminate 13. Defoort, J., Fiskofoon No. 43, February 1984, at 12.

or reduce the internationaldouble taxation that results 14. Claeys-Boaert, I., Tijdschrift voor Notarissen- 1980, No. 7/8 No.from this practice. 22.
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Important in this motivation is the statement that the economicargument that over a numberof years
treaties regulate the exemptionof certain profits but there is economicdouble taxation because of the limi-
do not govern the determinationof the taxable base. tation on the deductibilityof losses. Such anapproach
This importantargumentapparentlywas missed by L. would only be acceptableif an unlimitedcarry-overof
Hinnekens in his rather sharp comment on the case.15 all losses was permitted. The time limitation on the
His interpretation that the express mentioning in the deductibilityof the losses thwarts every economicap-
ExemptionArticle of the progression principle and proach.
the provsion on prevention of double deducton of
losses are to be read as exceptions to the rule of com-

plete exemption is not convincing. LEGALAND FISCALDEFINITIONOF THE TERM

These two provisions precisely strengthen the princi-
PERMANENTESTABLISHMENT

ple that the exemption clause in the treaties has to be
read in its limited significance.The progressionprinci-

A Belgian permanentestablishmentof a non-resident

ple and the prevention of double deduction of losses company, as is the case in most other countries, is

are provisions which do not influence the exemption,
treated as a separate taxpayer. Transactionsbetween

but govern solely the determination of the taxable the head office and the establishment therefore have

base.
to be conducted at arm's length. The qualification of

separate taxpayer is, however, not followed in the

Surprising,however, is the fact that in the argumenta- reverse case where the head office is in Belgium and
tion of both the Court and some commentatorscauses the establishmentabroad. The taxable result is in that
and results are mixed. case computed on a world-widebasis and elimination

A simpleexampleof the problemshows the following:
or reduction of double taxation is achieved with ac-

counting techniques.
Year 1:loss in Belgium 100 This double qualification inevitably leads to various

profit P.E. in the Netherlands 80 complications, of which some deserve special atten-
loss carry-over 20 tion.

Year2: profit in Belgium 20O

profit in the Netherlands P.M. INTEREST
deduct: loss carry-over (20)
Taxable 180 Neithera positivenor a negative interestmay be taken

into account as remuneration of capital when profits
The exemption of the Dutch profits in year 1 is per- of a foreign permanent establishmentare computed.
fectly respected since Belgium does not tax the Dutch The same interest deduction is also refused in the

profits (no tax is levied at all). In year 2 it appears that reverse case notwithstandingthat this is an exception
of the Belgian loss of year 1 only 20 is set off due to to the qualificationof the separate taxpayerand arm's
the loss carry-over. It is consequently not the Dutch length principles. Moreover,problems will occur with

profits that are influenced, but the Belgian loss carry- the qualificationof domesticor foreign source income
over. The problen therefore exclusivelyrelates to the of a financial nature and, more particularly, whether
internal Belgian legislation on the deduction of losses financial income from investments in the permanent
which is not affected by the treaty (the treaty onlY establishment are always to be treated as foreign
governs the exemption and not the taxable base). source. If the permanentestablishmentpostponespay-

Computation of taxable profit in Belgium is still gov- ment of goods and services suppliedby the head office

erned by a legislativeapproachwhich is only hesitantly and invests the excess cash, the problem arises to

abandoned.16Especiallythe fact that taxes are assessed whom they belong and which State may tax them.

annually (i.e. the annuality of taxation principle) Belgium could defend in a treaty situation that the

plays an importantrole herein. The rules on deduction investment of excess cash is not an activity of the

of losses will therefore, as long as computation of branch so that the country in which the permanent
taxable profit is dominatedby the profits realized in a establishment is situated may not tax this income.

particularperiod (i.e. the annualityof taxationprin- Double taxation will, on the other hand, occur in a

ciple), have to be construed restrictively. Taking into non-treaty situation if both countries want to tax this

account losses of prior years will consequentlyonly be income.

possible if an explicitprovisionof the law permits this.

Such provision which will form an exception to the

general rule of annuality of taxation will, moreover, 15. Hinnekens, L., AFTNovember 1984, at 194.

have to be construed restrictively. If this restrictive 16. See supra, Bours, E. in Rexionsat 217 and Siebens, H. in Rflexions

interpretation is mixed with technical rules relating to at 861.

the imputation and exemption, illogical results will
17. Dividends whch are exempt from tax because of the affiliation
privilege also reduce loss carry-overs, and the computation of the special

appear which may also occur in a non-treaty situa- tax on secret commission fees and the effect hereon of available loss

tion.7 carry-overs led to such unreasonableresults that an AdministrativeCircu-
lar had to remedy the stuation (Ci. D 191318.113 BdB 594 Nos. II/306 and

This problem may therefore not be approached with 307 at 655,688).
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DIVISION OF PROFITS AND LOSSES EARNINGSPROBLEM

The country where the permanent establishment is Does the head office have to follow the earnings split-located will normally treat the establishment as a ting as discussed above Profits of an enterprise are

separate taxpayer and accept internal supplies to equal to the difference between sales and cost price.
the establishment at an arm's length price. Normal If the sale is concluded by the permanent establish-
price means the comparison of the same quantitative ment, the question arises whether total profit should
relationship in the same market level. Earnings result- not be imputed to the establishmenton the basis of the
ing from supplies to the permanentestablishmentwill one legal entity philosophy which does not permit
consequentlybe composed of two factors: that a profit is recognized on transactions between

For the head office: profit on the sales price to the head office and permanent establishment.-

permanentestablishment.
As it is not for the determinationof the profits of theFor the permanent establishment: profit equal to
head office that the cost price for the establishment is

-

the differencebetween the sales and the cost price. to be determined arm's length basis, problemson an
The question, however, arises as to whether this result are encountered by the head office. Economically,
will also be accepted for the head office, especially earnings could be determined on the basis of value
since there is a timing and an earnings problem added by the head office and permanentestablishment
for the head office. respectively. However, the question arises even then

if this approach can be reconciled with the legal and
tax concept of profit.

TIMING PROBLEM

No profit is legally nor economically realized by the CONCLUSION
enterprise when goods are transferred to the perma-
nent establishment. Profits are only made after the From the above discussion of some of the aspects of
sale by the permanent establishment. However, the the relationship between head office and permanent
fact that, for the computation of the profit of the establishment it is clear that there are two important
permanentestablishment, the normal price must be problem areas.

accepted will have as an effect that a non-realized The first of problems is the determination ofproft will have to be booked, which in turn will have source

world-wide income based on Belgian law if the headto be eliminated upon consolidation insofar as the
office is situated in Belgium. The second is thegoods have not been sold by the establishmentat that source

time. qualificationof the permanentestablishmentas a sepa-
rate taxpayer.

The problem is slightly more complex in the reverse
The problems resulting herefrom have not only notsituation. The permanent establishment supplies been resolved taxwise, but also give rise to variousgoods to the head office at normalprices (i.e. including legal and economic problems for which Belgium hasa profit mark-up). As long as the head office has not

given adequatesolution.The administrationsold these goods no profits are realized. The perma-
not an tax
has not even taken a position on the problem of ex-nent establishment will, however, be taxed on this
change differences on the closing account betweennon-realized profit although this profit cannot be
head office and permanent establishmentabroad.traced in the accountsofthe enterprise. It would there-

fore, from a practical standpoint, be more logical to International harmonization is therefore even more
book the profit as realized from a tax standpoint, but needed in these areas than in any other.
at the same time to book a liability for non-realized
profits. Belgian rules provide that non-realizedprofits
on stocks in trade expressedin the accounts, are taxed
as stock in trade.18 The exemption provided in the
treaties can then also be claimed so that the operation
is tax neutral. However, this solution is not so attrac-
tive for profits from a non-treaty country which will
pay tax in advance at the rate of 10.75%. 18. Income Tax Code, Art. 34(1)
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3E_GUV:

Simulation,Fraus Legis and
BusinessPurposeunder

Belgian Tax Law
By Jacques Malherbe

1. GENERALOVERVIEW

hWhen is the Belgian tax administrationentitled to disregard or requalify
the transactionsof the taxpayer
A distinction must be drawn between simulation and fraus legs, which
can be compared with the business purpose under common law.

Simulation
JACQUESMALHERBE

Avocat, Brussels
The tax administrationmay claim that a transaction is a simulation, i.e. Lecturerat the Universities
that the parties have disguised the true nature of the transaction under of Louvainand Paris Xll
other appearances, which have no basis in reality or in the actual or

effective intent. The tax will be levied according to the real facts.
Howard M. Liebman and Dennis J.

The tax administrationdoes not have, as thrd parties generallydo follow- Olmstead, Esq., kindly reviewed the

ing Article 1321 of the Civil Code, the choiceof relyingon the simulated manuscriptand will find here the ex-

or on the real transaction.' pression of our appreciation.

Fraus legis
On the other hand, an assertion of fraus legis will be made when parties 1. Louveaux, C.L., La preuveen matired'im-

adopt a sincere, although tortuous route and devise their transactions in pts directs, 1970 at 32. In France the administra-

a way which has no commercial purpose, but rather has the objective of tion has the same choice as any third party.

minimizing or avoiding taxation. 2. International Tax Avoidance, Vol. A, 1979,
Part. VII Concepts of international tax avod-

Tests of abuse of forms or of substance over form2 have been intro_ ance: general, by Wisselink, M.A., at 199-214;

duced by statute in severalcountries (e.g. France,3Germany,4the Nether- Ward, D.A.L., Avery Jones, J.F., Depret, H-

R., et al., The business purpose test and abuse

lands5) or developed by the case law, e.g. in the United States6 and more of rights, BritishTax Review, 1985 at 68.

recently in the United Kingdom.7 Such general provisions or judicial 3. Art. L. 64 of the Livre des procdures fis-
trends do not exist in Belgium.8 cales, formerlyArt. 1649quinquiesB of the Code

Gnraldes Impts.
The Belgian Supreme Court has held that taxpayershave the right to elect 4. 42 Abgabenordnung1977.

the least taxed route even if their transactionsare not commerciallythe 5. Art. 31 Algemene wet inzake rijksbelas-

most normal, provided that they accept all legal consequences of their tingen (richtige heffing).
6. Helverng, Gregory V., 293 VS 465 (193 S)

transactions and therefore do not enter into a simulation. In the actual embodying the business purpose doctrine
case under consideration, a company had contributed its factory and which pervades the entire Code (World Tax

business to a subsidiary, to which it granted at the same time a sizable Series, Taxation in the United States, Harvard

loan. Under the law then in force, the interest paid by the subsidiarywas Law School (1963) at 82).

deductible and subject only to a formal withholdingtax of 11%, whereas,
7. W.T. Ramsay Ltd. v. I.R.C.; Eilbeck v.

had the same amount been earned by one company and paid out as a
Rawling (1981) 2 W.L.R. 449; (1981) S.T.C. 174

(H.L.); (1982) A.C. 300; I.R.C.v. Burmah Oil

dividend, it would have been subject to a 30% withholding tax plus an Ltd. (1982) S.T.C.,30(H.L.);Furnissv.Dawson

additional national crisis tax. (1983) B.T.C. 330; (1984) S.T.C. 153.
8. International Tax Avoidance, Vo\. A, op

The tax administration contended that the loan was to be treated as a cit. at 213, Vol. B, Country Reports, 1978, Bel-

contribution to capital and the interest as dividends.The Courtof Appeals gium, by Wisselink, M.A., at 83.

upheld the administration'sposition,statingat the same time that the loan 9 Brussels, 25 March 1959, Recueil Gnral

was a sham although it was not subject to any different secret agreement
(Rec. Gn.), 1960, No. 20287,459,Revue Fiscale
(Rev. Fisc.). 1960 at 213.

thereby contradicting the legal definition of simulation and that it 10. The word reversal is used for lack of a-
-

was concluded in fraud of the law, mainly in order to reduce taxable better translation of casser and verbreken.

profits.9
The Supreme Court sets the appeal judgment
aside for violation of the law or lack of adequate

The Supreme Court reversedo the Lower Court decisions not only on the motivationand remandsthe case to anothercourt

groundofcontradictionin motivesbut also for violationof the legalnotion of appeal.

of simulation and disregard of the faith and credit due to transactions
11. Cass. (decision of the Supreme Court), 6
June 1961, Brepols, Pasinomie (Pas.), I, 1082,

which are duly evidenced.t Rec. Gn., 1961, No. 20419, obs. C.S.
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In a subsequent decision, when the Court of Appeals None of these theories, however, could apply in tax
had again disqualified a loan, but failed to expressly matters because Belgian tax law does not in its present
requalify it as a contribution to capital, the Supreme state pursue any higher goal than to assess tax accord-
Court reversed for violation of the rule of evidence ing to the wording of the law, whereas, for example,
laying the burden of proof on the plaintiff.j2 In order the laws of divorce, competence or inheritance, the
to Justify a holding of simulation, the Court must laws of corporations or insolvency aim at organizingascertain the nature of the real transaction laying be- society along certain definite lines. Perhaps,some day,hind the supposedly simulated one. a preamblemay appear to the Belgian tax code stating
The same obligation does not rest on the Court when that it seeks to achieve a redistributionof wealth, and

the stimulation of growth or full-employment. Untilit holds that a transaction - in casu a management
contract- is or was totally fictitious and merely sets it then, the addition of such general precepts to tax sta-

aside, reinstating the correspondingpayments to pro-
tutes may not be considered as having any legal im-

fits.13 pact. Thereafter, however, an official goal will substi-
tute the economicfreedomof individualsand corpora-When royalties were paid to a Luxembourg patent tions.

holding company whose interventionwas deemed fic-
titious and the royaltieswere thus consideredas being However, some specificprovisionsof the tax law deny
due to and having been received by an individual, the a tax effect to certain non-simulated transactions, but

Supreme Court found that simulation was validly they are few in number. Art. 250 of the Income Tax

implied by the holding on fictitiousness,while restat- Code, for example, disregards a transfer of property
to a tax haven company for income tax purposesonly,ing the right of the taxpayerto otherwiseact- sincerely

to minimize taxes.14 except transaction is legiti-- when it is shown that the
mate or has been made in return for consideration

Following the clear statement of the Supreme Court, generating taxable income to the transferor.21it is generally admitted that the tax administrationwill
only have the right to disregard a transaction if it is Arts. 24 and 46 of the Income Tax Code, on the other
simulated, i.e. if the apparent transaction differs hand, though providingfor the disallowanceof abnor-
from the real one, not if, albeit sincere, it is contrived mal payments to foreign affiliates or tax-haven be-
and constructedin such a fashion as to avoid or reduce neficlaries are not in the nature of techniques to pre-
taxation.15 vent the attainmentof a tax-free result by complicated
Against the general opinion, Mr. Scailteur, a former
Director General of the Belgian Administration of
Registration taxes, has for many years advocated the 12. Cass., 5 September 1961, Gurdal, Pas., 1962,1 at 29, obs. W.G., Rec.

applicability of the doctrine of fraus legis (abuse of Gn., 1962, No. 20481 at 138, Rev. Fisc., 1961 at 563.

one' rights) in the tax field.16 13. Cass., 14 April 1964, Pas., I, 875, Rec. Gn., 1964, No. 20875 at 342.
14. Cass., 19 October 1965, Pas., 1966, I, 231.

Belgian Courts have obviously been influenced by 15. Delahaye, A., Le choix de la voie la moins impose (1977) at 131;
traditional French legal thinking, holding that the Coppens, P., et Bailleux, A., Droit fiscal 1985 at 579; Krings, E. Les

theory of fraus legis cannot be applied in the tax
lacunes en droit fiscal, in Perelman, Le problme des lacunes en droit at
473 (La thorie de la fraude la loi. consiste autoriser l'administra-

field, because tax law does not nor should compel tion et le juge dpasser les limites de la loi); de Longueville, J.. Simula-

anyone to place himself in a taxable situation,17 tion et voie juridique la moins onreuse, Liber Amicorum, Jean Van
Houtte, T.I. at 315, Rec. Gn., 1975, No. 21937 at 268; Gothot, La fraude

ProfessorRenauldconsideredthat, in viewof the tech- fiscale, suppl, to Rev. Fisc., 1962, No. 1-2; Beirens, J., De wetsontduiking
nical nature of the tax laws, they could not be used for in het fiscaal recht vergelijkendbenaderd, RechtskundigWeekblad(R.W.)
an unfair or immoral purpose. 1974-1975 at 855.

16. Scailteur, C., La fraude lgale, Rec. Gn. (1955), No. 19535 at 289;
More recently, the very use of the concept of fraus La fraude la loi en droit fiscal, Rec. Gn. (1959) No. 20079 at 177; Une

legis has been criticized by, for instance, Professor conception conomique de la fiscalit dans l'application des lois d'impts,
Van Ommeslaghe, who considers that the concept

Revue Gnrale de Fiscalit (R.G.F.) (1977) at 163; Fraude et habile
at

should have no place in the domestic field where the application de la loi finale, Rec. Gn. (1977) No. 221174 353.
17. Vidal, J., Thorie gnrale de la fraude en droit franais (1957) at

prohibitionof abuseof law fulfils the samepurpose.19 96-97,204-207; Perreau, E.H.., Des attnuationspar actes juridiques aux

Professor Vander Elst disputes the application of
lois imprativeset prohibitives, Revue trimestriellede droitcivil (Rev. trim.
dr. civil) (1923) at 291, contra: Lerouge, M., Thorie de la fraude en droit

fraus legis even in private internationallaw, because fiscal at 115; in Belgium, Matthijs.J., Wetsontduiking,R. W. (1955-56) col.

it endangers the freedom of transactions and of per- 109.

sons. It will be sufficient to prove that the foreign 18. Renauld, M. J-G., Considrationssur la thorie de la fraude la loi
tudie spcialement dans ses applications par la jurisprudence belge,element called upon to apply in a foreign law is simu- Annales de droit et sciences politiques (Ann. dr. sc. pol.), 1954-1955at 223 -

lated to bring the situation back within the scope of and 229, footnote 9.
the proper law.20 19. Abus de droit, fraude aux droits des tiers et fraude la loi, obs. sub

Cass., 10 September 1971, Revue Critique de Jurisprudence belgeThis interesting discussion, however, is outside the (R.C.J.B.), (1976) at 337.

scope of this article, except if Professor Van Ommes- 20. Vander Elst,J., Arbitrabilit des litiges et fraude la loi en droit

laghe's opinion is accepted, that, but for the elimina- international priv, obs. sub Cass.,28 June 1979, R. C.J. B. (1981) at 357

tion of fraus legis altogether, it should also apply in and ref. cited.
21. The tax administration qualifies Art. 250 as a statutory presumptionthe tax field. Abuse of one's right can only be assumed of simulation (Circular of 8 May 1974, Bulletin des Contributions (B.C.),

when private interests are preJudiced. 1974,1309).
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means.22 They merely extend the definition of profit
(Art. 24) or confirm normal rules governing the deter-

22. Comp. Van Ommeslaghe, P., op. cit. at 348; Examen de jurispru-

mination of profits and the relationship between de-
dence (1974-1982) Les obligations, R.C.J.B., 1987 at 131.
23. Royal Decree (R.D.) No. 55 of 16 July 1982, R.D. No. 124 of 30

ductionsand the productionof income (Art. 46). How- December 1982, Law of 28 December 1983, Art. 60; P. Glineur, La

ever, with respect to the determinationof the resulting cotisation spciale et la cotisation complmentaire de scurit sociale,

taxable profit, the taxpayermay show that the transac-
Obstacles et stimulants fiscaux et sociaux l'investissementet l'emploi,

tion is genuine.
Universit Catholique de Louvain (1985) vol. 2, XVIII, 40.
24. See discussion in Delahaye, op. cit. at 93-96 and 140-162; La simula-

In this respect it may be observedthat the Government tion, B.C., (1925-1975) at 19, Dumon, F., Les impts directs, l'Etat de
droit et la constitution,Journal de Droit Fiscal (J.D.F.), 1984 at 27-28.

itself has recently set a bad example by disguisingnew In other numerous instances, the contention of simulation was rejected.
tax levies under the name of social security contribu- E.g. after several rebuttals, the administrationofficially gave up the asser-

tions,23 the only reason being that its programmecalled tion that non taxable emphyteotic leases were in fact disgused ordinary
for a standstill on tax increases. leases (Circular of 6 April 1979, B.C., 1979, 729). At the same time, the

incomefrom emphyteoticleaseswas made taxable (Law of 19 July 1979)
Certain judicialdecisionshave unfortunatelyobscured 25. Mons, 2 March 1977, B.C., (1978) at 89; Mons, 10 May 1978, B.C.,

the issue by qualifyingas simulatedtransactionswhich (1980) at 235; Lige, 19 May 1982, Fiscale Jurisprudentie/Jurisprudence
Fiscale (F.J.F.) 82/110, at 190, B.C., 1985, at 1540.

were real, but primarily tax-motivated. 26. Pres. Civ. Brussels, 28 March 1985, Annales de la facult de droit,

The most striking instances of the application of the d'conomieet de sciences sociales de Lige (Ann. dr. Lige), (1986) at 517,
obs. Parent, La jurisprudence fiscale et les socits fictives depuis la loi du

theory of smulation in Belgian tax cases are the 6 mars 1973. See, on the former situation, Bours, E Les socitsfictives
following:24

,

et l'imptsur le revenu, En hommage Victor Gothot, (1962) at 11; Baltus,

disregard of corporate form and allocation of pro-
M., La taxation des grants non-associs des socits de personnes
responsabilit limite,J.P.D.F., (1964) at 293; Malherbeand Wagemans,

fits to an individual:25 since the law of 6 March Examen de jurisprudence fiscale, 1970-1973, Droit fscal des socits,

1973, the nullityof a companymust be pronounced R.P.S. (1974) at 283-285.

by a judgnent and takes effect ex nunc. Failing 27. Cass., 9 March 1965, Ets. Rose-Marie Darquenne, Pas., I at 716,

such a decision, a tax assessmentmay not be based Rev. Fisc. (1965) at 366, obs.
28. Faider, Ch., Either a partner or a lnder be emerging tax issues in

on the simulated nature of the company only.26 real estate finance. The Tax Lawyer, Vol. 36, (1983) at 191; See on the

Generally, however, it will be proven that an indi- uncertainty in the definition of loans versus equity contributions, Transfer
vidual has in fact been the beneficiaryof the corpo- pricing and multinationalenterprises, Report of the OECD Commitee on

rate profits. Fiscal Affairs (1979) at 86; Comp. 385 I.R.C. giving the U.S. Treasury

contribution to capital disguised as a loan.27 Bel- authority to prescribe by regulations whether an interest in a corporation
-

is be treated stock indebtedness.to as or

gian Courts have not yet been confronted, how- 29. Ghent, 20 June 1986, B.C. (1987) at 632.

ever, with many of the new loan instruments in- 30. Lige, 14 March 1944, Rec. Gn. (1944) No. 18482 at 119, obs.

cluding equity features.28 Donnay, R.C.J.B. (1948) at 187, obs. Van Houtte.

contribution to capital and loans by a Swiss holding 31. Brussels, 24 December 1910, Pas. (1911) II, at 223; Civ. Louvain, 11
-

February 1911, Pas., III, at 323; contra: Antwerp, 8 November 1907, Pas.
to a Belgian family companywere treated as fictiti- (1910) Ill, at 149, recourse rejectedby Cass., 30 June 1910, Pas., I, at 380.

ous, with the correspondingamountsbeing added 32. Civ. Antwerp, 31 July 1902, Rec. Gn., 1902, No. 13681, at 433,
to reserved profits.- This rather striking decision confirmed by Brussels, 1 December 1905, Rec. Gn., (1905) No. 14143 at

should, if one applies the holding of the Supreme 529; Brussels, 1 March 1939, J.P.D.F., (1940) at 50, obs. Gothot; Civ.
at

Court in Gurdal, supra, be subject to reversal as
Audenarde, 24 October 1961, Rec. Gn., 1962, No. 20463 87, obs.

Cuvelier, No. 29462 at 81, confirmed by Ghent, 26 March 1965, R. P.S.
the Court should not itself requalify the transac- (1965) at 161, obs. Depret; de Longueville, J L'apport d'un immeuble,

tion. une socit suivi de la vente par l'apporteur des actions reues en con-

disguise of an exchange of developed land as an trepartie justifie-t-il le fisc tenir cet apport pour fictif et exiger le
-

exchange of land and an exchange of buildings, in payement du droit d'enregistrement frappant les ventes immobilires,
Rev. fisc (1968) at 361; Pari. quest. No. 7 of 13 October 1983, Sen. Peeters,

order to enjoy the reduced rate of registration tax BulletinQuestionset rponses (Bull. Quest. et rp.), Sen., sess. 1983-1984,

applying to exchanges of land itself.3 208, B. C. (1984) at 724.

in contrast, the Court found no simulationwhere 33. Ghent, 26 June 1962, B.C. (1963) at 859; Lige, 5 June 1970, Laiterie
-

a company purchased property in order to ex- de la Wiltz. J.P.D.F., (1971) at 182, obs. Baltus, R.P.S. (1972) at 200, obs.

change it for another piece of property, instead of Malherbe, Le traitement fiscal du changement de tous les associs d'une

socit, 181-198, B.C. (1971) at 1501; comm. Verbeke, La cession des

letting the seller of the first property purchase the actions d'une socit, R.G.F. (1973) at 195; Bollen, G., Consquences
second one: the registration tax on two saleswould fiscales de la cession par des personnesphysiquesd'une importantepartici-
have been higher than the tax on one sale and one pation dans une socit, R.G.F. (1973) at 75, B.C., at 488, and 1501;

exchange.31 recourse rejected by Cass., 28 January 1971, R.P.S., (1972) at 199,
J.P.D.F. (1971) at 144. The adminstraton has lmited the applcaton of

contribution of a building to a company, followed to cases company
-

this theory where the modifies fundamentallyits activity
by the sale of shares, in order to avoid the registra- or where the assignorgives up an activitywhich is essential to the company:
tion tax on the sale of buildings.32 the sale of shares is seen as disguisinga sale of the immaterial assets of the

sale of all the shares of a company in lieu of the company (Circular of 6 December 1972, B. C. (1973), at 171). Simulation
-

sale by the company of its assets followed by the has not been asserted in the event of sale of shares since 1976, when the
on a a company was

distribution of a dividend33 or of liquidation pro-
capital gain realized the sale of 25% holding in made

taxable in certain cases (Comp. pari. quest. No. 123 of 24 September1979,
ceeds.34 Sen. Coppieters, Bull. Quest. et rp., Sen., sess. 1979-1980 at 89, B. C.

purchase by a companyof all the shares of a dissol- (1979) at 2150)-

ved company, its predecessor in business, in lieu 34. Ghent, 11 December 1962, Moulins de Wetteren, Rec. Gn. (1967)

of the distribution of the proceeds of the liquida-
No. 21031 at 188, appeal rejected by Cass., 26 April 1966, J. P. D. F. (1966)
at 343, obs. Baltus, Rec. Gn., (1967) No. 21031 at 1911 obs. A.C., B.C.,

tion of the dissolved company: the liquidation tax (1967), at 1029.
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was levied as if the proceeds had been distributed The decision of the Court of Antwerphas been widely
to the shareholders, whereas a transfer is tanta- criticized because, as we have seen, Belgian tax law
mount to a tax-free quasi-merger.35 does not admit the theory of fraus legis or of a

capital reductionimmediatelyfollowedby a capital business purpose.
increase in the amount of the reserved profits,
replacing the distributionof a dividend.36 According to those critics, the Court could find that

the corporate taxpayerwas dead only if it was dissol-replacement of a dismissal payment by the pur- ved according to corporate law and it could not addchase of worthless shares to the wife of the dismis- a
condition of economic reality to the statute,43

sed manager.37
By contrast, in France, it is on the basis of this specific
provision disallowingabuse of law and applying fraus

2. APPLICATIONTO TAX-MOTIVATED legis in the tax field that loss carry-overs were disal-
MERGERSANDLOSS CARRY-OVERS lowed in similar mergers.44

A particularly remarkable development took place in However, this type of decision cannot be sanctioned
the well-known field of tax-motivatedmergers. by the Supreme Court because the latter considers it

as a factual determination,due care must be exercized
In the early years of the application of income taxes, not to fall within the scope of this case law on which
the courts allowed an absorbing company to deduct the tax administrationrelies extensively.the losses of the absorbed company provided that the A recent judgmenthas followed the INES reasoningabsorbing company carried on the same business in similar circumstances.45(exploitation)as the absorbed company.38
The SupremeCourt reversed this rule and set forth the Some recent decisions shed some light on cir-

requirement that the losses, in order to be deductible, cumstances under which a company should not be
must have been borne by the same taxpayer as the considered as having changed its tax identity.
taxpayer who claims the deduction.39 This led to the A small company held valuable transportation per-
practiceofreversemergers,wherebythe loss company mits. Otherwise it was de facto bankrupt. Its shares
absorbs the profitable one. The deductibility in such [continued on p. 409]situations was never questioned until the Court of
Appeals of Antwerp was faced with a situation in 35. Ghent, 31 January 1975, Maison d'art Dangotte, R.P.S., (19781 atwhich the absorbing company had: 201, R.G.F. (1977) at 179, B.C. (1978) at 97, appeal rejected by Cass., 3

suffered losses amountingto four times its capital; June 1976, R.P.S., 209, obs. Dermine, R.G.F., 1977, 186, B.C., 1978, 107;
-

suffered a fire destroying its installations; Cougnon, Absorption de socit ou liquidation frauduleuse, Rflexions-

dismissed all of its personnel; sur les arrts Maison d'art Dangotte, R.G.F. (1977) at 244.-

transferred its registered office to the office of the
36. Brussels, 5 December 1972, unpublished, appeal rejected by Cass.,-

20 December 1973, J.P.D.F. (1973) 343; Brussels, 23 October 1984,at
absorbed company; and F.J.F., 85/44 at 82, obs.

changed its corporate name to adopt the name of 37. Brussels, 26 October 1982, F.J.F., 821153 at 258, obs. J.C.S., J.D.F.
-

the absorbed company. (1983) at 311.
38. Brussels, 27 November 1925, Pas. (1926) 11, at 147; 31) April 1926,

The Courtupheld the decisionof the DirectorofTaxes Pas. (1927), II, at 49.

not to allow the deduction of prior losses on the 39. Cass., 8 June 1936, Charbonnagesdu Hasard, Pas., I, at 282.

grounds that the absorbingentity shouldbe considered 40. Antwerp, 2 March 1978, INES, J.D.F. (1979) at 344, obs. Malherbe,
Ph., R.P.S. (1979) at 312, B.C. (1981) at 5(1. Comp. the reasoning of the

as being a dead company. As a result, the relation u.s. supreme Court n Libson Shops, 353 U.S. 882 (19571; see Sturtevant,
between business losses and gains did not even arise P.J., Le sort de la dduction des pertes des annes antrieuresdes socits

any longerand the corporate taxpayerafter the merger aprs fusion, en droit fiscal belge et en droit fiscal amricain,J. D. F. (1985)
was not to be deemed as continuingthe businessof the at 191.

41. Cass.,7 December 1979, Pas. (198(I) I, at 446, J.D.F., (19811) at 154,absorbing company but rather that of the absorbed B.C. (1981) at 56, R.G.F. (19801 at 260, tude Tournicourt, R., Dduction
company. des pertes professionnellesaprs absorption- Considrations propos de

l'arrt INES, R.G.F. (1980) at 254, R.C.J.B., at 184, obs. Dassesse, M.,The conclusionof the Court was that the taxpayerwhO Le report des pertes fiscalement rcuprables en cas d'absorption ou de
earned the profits was not the same as that which had fusion de socits: tat actuei de la question et incidence sur celle-ci de la
borne the losses and was hence not entitled to carry troisime directive concernant les fusions des socits anonymes:
those losses forward (INES decision).40 42. Kirkpatrick,J., Examen de jurisprudence, 1968-1982, Les impts sur

les revenus et les socits, R.C.J.B. (1984) at 702; Dassesse, op. cit., at

The Supreme Court upheld the decision, but on a 402 contra: Scailteur, C., Le choix de la voie la moins impose, Rflexions

limited basis: it found that the Court of Appealscould propos d'un arrt de cassation rcent, in Rflexionsoffertes PaulSibille,
at 808.

validly hold, as it did, in view of the fact that the 43. Kirkpatrick,J loc. cit., and Les procdsde rcuprationdes pertes,

corporate taxpayer was no longer the same person fiscales, in L'entreprise en difficult, d. Jeune Barreau Bruxelles, at 253
after the merger and that the losses were no longer and 268; Malherbe, Ph. and J., Examen de jurisprudence, Droit fscal des

deductible according to Art. 114 of the Income Tax socits, 1974-1981, R.P.S. (1983) at 146; Vanistendael, F., De werkelijk-1

Code in view of the facts concerningthe carry-forward
heid in het belastingrecht,LiberAmicorumFrdricDumon, at 1066-1071.
44. Cozian, M., Les grands principesde la fiscalit des entreprises (1983)of previous losses,4l at 33; Gastineau, P., Le rgime fiscal des fusions de socits et oprations
assimiles (1980) at 668.This judgment of the Supreme Court cannot be seen 45. Brussels, 6th chamber, 31 March 1987, P. C. B.. unpublished at the

as a true application of the theory of fraus legis.42 time of writing.
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3E_GUM:

InternationalAspectsofTaxation
ofExecutiveRemuneration
By Luc Hinnekens

Belgium is anything but a tax friendly country. It is probably the highest r
tax jurisdiction in the world according to the 1987 Report of the Royal
Commissionfor Tax Harmonizationand Simplification.Personal tax rates

go up to 67.1%, further increased by surcharges.' A general manager
earning a gross salary of, say, 4 million Bfrs. will take home only 37% of
that amount: 1

Gross salary 4,000,000 Bfrs.

Social security withholding (482,800)
Standard business deduction (125,000)
Taxable income 3,392,000
Personal income tax 1,821,868
Surcharges (8% municipal and 20% ONEM) 224,169
Total tax 2,046,057
Net salary 1,471,943

The gap between gross and the net remunerationhas been compared in
the case of a general managerof a medium sized company or of a division
in a large one. In Belgium he may typically earn a net income (37% of

gross remuneration) that is 13% lower than that of his colleague in the
Netherlands (42.3%), about 50% lower than that of his colleague in

Germany (56.5%) and 200% lower than his equivalent in the United
States (74.4%).2 If tax and social security burden are taken into account,
the ratio of the net remuneration to the employer cost at the general

Luc Hinnekens is an attorney with the
firm of Crousse, De Keyserand Hinne-

management level is fixed at 1 to 4.2 in Belgium (as compared to 1 to 1.8 kens, the Brussels correspondent of-
in Switzerland and France). fice of Baker and McKenzie. He re-

The competitive handicap of low net salary and high cost to the employer ceived his Doctor of Laws diploma

has caused the BelgianTax Administrationto provide for special tax relief from the Catholic University of Lou-
vain. In 1959 hecompletedhisstudies

for internationalemployment. It also increasingly induces Belgian execu- for an LL.M. at Harvard Law School.
tives to look for tax solace in arrangementsof split payroll in accordance Presently, he is Professorof Compara-
with a tax treaty or by turning to a more hospitable tax jurisdiction for tive Tax Law at the University of

living and/or working. Antwerp (UIA).

TAX EMIGRATION

Recent studies point to increasing migration of Belgian top executives, 1. A first surcharge is levied at a rate up to

caused by the disproportionategap between employercost and employee 10% for municipalities and 1% for agglomera-
net income. The author of the Wall Street Journal article entitled The tions (e.g. 8 plus 1 equals 9% in Brussels) of the

Dismal Pictire of Belgian Taxes concluded: No wonder that brilliant
income tax of residents and at the rate of 6% of
the tax on non-residents. A second surcharge

and ambitious Belgians flee the country as soon as they get a chance to relates to a contribution to the Office National

work under less oppressive fiscal systems.
9'3 de l'Emploi/Rijksdienst voor Arbeidsvoor-

ziening (ONEM-RVA) and is levied at the rate

The moving of tax residence or domicile to another country implies the of 10% if the taxable income of resident tax-

true, complete and permanent relinquishment of the personal and payers exceeds 5,243,000 Bfrs. For taxpayers
with a lower taxable income the rate is fixed at

economicattachmentsto Belgium that are coveredby the statutoryexpres- 25% of the amount exceeding 3,146,000 Bfrs.

sion domicileor seat of wealth (Art. 3, Code des Impts sur les revenus,
The ONEM contribution is prepaid and deducted
so that its effective rate is fixed at 1/tth and the

hereafter C.I.R.). The first term of this expression has been interpreted transitional rate at qsth.

to refer to the habitual abode of the taxpayer and of his family and to the 2. Inter-Europesevergeljkingbruto-salars,
en

centre of his vital (social, cultural, occupational, etc.) interests. The sec-
netto-salaris, koopkracht, salarisprogressie
kost voor de werkgever voor vier niveau's van

ond term refers to the seat of his wealth, i.e. the place from where he kaderfunctiesin zes Europese landen en de Ver-

administers his properties, if such properties are located in several coun- enigde Staten, The Hay Consulting Group,

tries. Since the 1965 landmarkdecision of the SupremeCourt in the Derks April 1986, Instituutvan de Onderneming,Brus-
sel; The Brain Drain. A Belgian problem,

case, the two terms of the statutory expression is interpreted not to refer Weekly Bulletin, Kredietbank, No. 10, 6 March

to two different aspects of the single concept of tax domicile, but rather 1987.
3. Belin, P., The Dismal Picture of Belgian 1

to two sufficient and alternative criteria. Taxes, Wall Street Journal, 18 April 1986 at 8.
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The non-resident status of the taxpayer thus requires spective countries involved in the employmentoffers
the location abroad of both his tax domicileand of the a suitable basis for splitting the remunerationbetween
seat of his wealth.4 its domesticand foreign sources. But the text does not

dictate a proportionateallocationof the remunerationThis ambivalent decision has given rise to dual resi-
dence conflicts. They are usually resolved by the pre-

in all circumstances as it may also reflect different
functional responsibilities, cost of living or hardshipference criteria set forth in the extensive network of

Belgian treaties (Art. 4 2 of the OECD Model levels, etc.

Treaties). If the individual thus retains his tax resi- The second condition for the unilateral relief relates
dence in the co-contractingState (e.g. because his seat to the foreign taxation of the remuneration. It is satis-
of wealth is located in Belgium but his permanent fied if the remunerationis subject to foreign tax, irre-
home is in the other State), he remains subject to the spective of whether it is effectively taxed or exemptedpersonal income tax (personenbelasting, impt des abroad (Exemption vaut imposition). But the Ad-
personnes physiques), as distinct from the non-resi- ministration further rules that the remuneration must
dent tax (niet-verblijfhoudersbelasting, impts des be subject to tax in the very country in which it is
non-rsidents). earned (Com. IR 88/21). This specific source require-
Unlike some other countries, Belgium has enacted no

ment is a restrictive interpretation of the broader
anti-avoidance (income or inheritance) tax legislation statutory expression taxed abroad.

providing for continued personal tax liability, depar- The tax relief offered by Art. 88, 2o, C.I.R. only al-
ture taxes, etc. for emigrating taxpayers. leviates the double taxation. But the net outcome of
The relinquishment of the personal attachments im- the remaining double taxation may still be tax attrac-

plied in the tax residence are often too much of a
tive. Some Belgian employers have cleverly applied

personal sacrifice to the Belgian executive or to his this rule for the benefit of their engineers, technicians,
family. The exercise of his employmentin whole or in etc. on construction sites or other jobs in African or

part abroad will usually not constitute a break in his Arab countriesby routing their payroll via an offshore
tax residence. But it may still offer significant oppor- employment company with nominal tax rates such as

tunities for tax effective compensationpackages. The Cyprus. Assuming a 4% foreign tax withholding and
multinationalnatureofhis serviceand ofhis employer, a 70/30 split between Belgian and foreign salary, our

the open borders within the EEC and the short dis- managerwill thus realize a tax saving in the amount of
tances from and to the home country may lend them- 278,000 Bfrs., computed as follows:
selves nicely to foreign or split payroll arrangements. Gross salary 4,000,000Bfrs.

Social securitywithholding (482,800)
Foreign tax (48,000)THEUNILATERALTAXATIONOF RESIDENT Standard businessdeduction (125,000)EMPLOYEESABROAD
Taxable income 3,344,000

A Belgian resident is liable for the personal income tax Personal incometax 1,788,808
with respect to his world-wideincome (Art. 5, C.I.R.). Less 50% of portion relating to

He thus faces double taxation of his foreign source foreign taxable income (259,650)
asearnings. The Tax Code offers unilateral relief by re-

computed follows

ducing to one half the personal tax relating to such
- Foreignsalary 1,200,000
-

foreign income (Art. 88, 2o, C.I.R.). The two-fold
Social securitydeduction (144,840)
Foreign tax ( 48,000)-

condition is that the remuneration is earned and taxed
- Standarddeduction ( 36,289)abroad. - Taxallocable

It is a reasonable interpretation of the first condition thereto 1,788,000 x 970,871
that it means that the employmentshould be exercised 3,344,000

abroad; although Art. 88, 2 does not say so and al- Personal incometax 1,529,098

thoughsuch interpretationis differentfrom the criteri- Surcharges 191,165
on retained in the same Tax Code for the other pur- Total Belgian tax 1,720,,263
pose of determining whether the remuneration of a

non-resident is earned (and therefore taxable) in Bel-
gium (Art. 140 2, 4, C.I.R.).
It was suggested by some authors on the strength of 4. Cass., 7 September 1965, Derks, Recueil Gnral No. 20972, 360;
some Dutch case law that the statutory term abroad Cass., 28 October 1982, FiscaleJurisprudentie/JurisprudenceFiscale (FJF)
is equivocaland that it might not cover the compensa- 83/189; Hinnekens, L., L'habitant du Royaume dans le droit fiscal con-

tion earned by residents on board of foreign ships or temporain, Revue Gnrale Fiscale, 81.8-9, 163; Hinnekens, L., La

aircraft operated in international traffic. But our Ad- qualit de (non-)rsident: une dterminationcomplexe, Revue Gnrale

ministration consistently follows the rule that ship
Fiscale, 85.8-9, at 155.
5. Fiskoloog Internationaal, 84.06.043 referring to a 22 February 1983

standsfor territoryalso in mattersofsalary taxaton. decision of the Court of The Hague; Com. I.R. 88/20; Hinnekens, L., De
en opThe interpretation in terms of exercise of activity

territorialiteit van de Belgische belastingen in het algemeen de
inkomsten in het bijzonder, Samsoms Fiscale Monografien,CED-Sam-

suggests that the criterion of the presence in the re- som, 1985, at 51.
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THE ABOS-CIRCULAR cumstancesunderwhich theiremploymentis exercised
(on board of ships, aircraft, in the border area, etc.).

Our Administration has further improved on those We will only consider the case of current remunera-

rules by setting up a special tax system available to tion, derived by a regular employee from his perfor-
Belgian engineers, technicians,etc., assigned to a non- mance of private service in ordinary circumstances.-

European non-tax treaty country (the ABOS or The applicable rule is found in the equivalent of Art.
AGCD-Circular).6Aside from the possibilityofclaim- 15 of the OECD Model Treaties. It provides that:
ing non-resident status if the duration of their assign- (1) The remuneration is taxable only in the State of
ment is at least 18 months, they may claim an extra the residence of the employee; (first part of first
standard deduction of 30% up to 450,000 Bfrs., the sentence of Art. 15(1)).
exclusion of their allowances for housing, schooling, (2) Unless (exception) the employmentis exercisedin
medical care, cost of living differentials, etc. Setting the other contractingState (source or work State):
aside even the latter exclusion and the rule that a in such case it may be taxed in such other State
portion (normally 30%) of the remuneration may be (second sentence of Art. 15(1)). Belgium as the
deemed taxed abroad for purposes of the 50% tax residence State grants an exemption, subject to
reduction,our managerwould thus realize a tax saving the so-called progression reservation (Art. 23B).
in the amount of 958,000 Bfrs. if his 4,000,000 Bfrs. The latter reservation is not significant for top
salary is earned and taxed at, say, 4% in a non-Europe- salaries as the maximum marginal rate of the per-
an non-treaty country: sonal income tax is reached at 4,080,000 Bfrs.

Gross salary 4,000,000 Bfrs. (71.6%) and gradually drops thereafter (to 67.1%

Social security withholding (482,800) as of 14,516,178 Bfrs.)
Foreign tax (160,000) (3) Unless (exception to exception) the employment
Standard business deduction (125,000) in such other State is exercised under the three

Extra ABOS deduction (450,000) conditionsof Art. 15(2): in such case the sole right
Taxable income 3,265,000 of the State of residence (Belgium) is reinstated.

Personal income tax 1,734,100 While the normal jurisdiction is that of the State of
50% tax reduction (867,050) residence (first and third rule), the increasing interest
Surcharges 148,186 of the employee,if he is a Belgian resident, goes to the
Total tax 1,015,236 maximum application of the source country tax rule.

The extra deduction is even raised to 50% with no This is so because the nominal tax rates and even the

ceiling in the optional colonial regime, available to deductions tend to be more favourable in other tax

Belgian employees working in Zaire, Rwanda or jurisdictions and because the ncome split causes a

Burundi.7 significant cut in the tax progression if tax rates are

at rate
The ABOS and the colonial special tax regimes con- applied starting again the bottom of the scale

in the source country or countries.
tinue to be applied by the Administration, not-

withstandingthe fact that the Courtof AppealofLige If in ur example the salary of the general manager is

concluded n 1982 that the ABOS-extra deducton split 70/30 over his service respectively in Belgium and

finds no basis in the tax statute. And the possibilityof in Germany, his tax saving is 384,000 Bfrs., computed
finding an alternative legal basis for the extra-deduc- as follows:
tion by treating them in the same manner as in the Gross salary 4,000,000Bfrs.
redraft of the Circular for expatriates (i.e. as business

expensespertaining to the employerrather than to the
Social securitywithholding (482,800)

employee) is not available as the reimbursement of German tax on 1,200,000Bfrs.
=

such employer expenses are already now excluded in (Assume 1 DM 20 Bfrs.) (332,535)

the ABOS-Circular.8
Standard businessdeduction (125,000)
Taxabe income 3,059,665
Personal incometax 1,592,419

THE TREATYTAXATIONOF BELGIAN Less tax allocable to foreign
RESIDENTSABROAD taxable income (361,333)

computedas follows

The aforementioned rules of Belgian tax law and ad- [Example continued on next page]

ministrative practice do not apply where a tax treaty
applies. The latter situation is not uncommon as Bel-

gium concluded more than 40 tax treaties covering 6. Ci. RH 241/256.219of 8 February 1979 as amended;Com. I.R. 51/22

most of its trade partner States. and 88/24.
7. Com. I.R. 51/23 and 139/4.

The allocation of the power to tax remunerationsbe- 8. Court of Appeals, Lige, 20 January and 30 June 1982, Wangneur,
tween the country of residence and that of exercise of Algemeen Fiscaal Tijdschrift, 1984-5, at 126-127 with note L. Hinnekens;

the employmentdependson the nature of the employ- Fiskoloog Internationaal,15 June 1984, at 4.

ment (directors, artists and athletes, students,etc.), of 9. A more complete case study is found in Hinnekens, L., Het fiscaal
statuut van Belgen tewerkgesteld in het buitenland en van butenlanders

the employer (Governmentor private), of the income tewerkgesteld n Belgi, Actuele Problemen van het Arbeidsrecht 2,

(pension or current salary) and of the special cir- Kluwer rechtswetenschappen,Antwerpen, 1987, at 135-172.
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Foreign salary 1,200,000 Some treaties expressly stipulate that weekends, legal
-

Social securitydeduction (144,840) holidays and normal holidays are added the days
-

to
German tax (332,535)-

According the BelgianStandarddeduction (28,362) spent in the source country. to
-

Administration,the rule applies clarificationTaxable income 694,263 same as a
-

Taxallocable to all other treaties. Its further explanation that such-

694,263 days need not be deducted where the applicablethereto 1,592,419 x refers in the other State (whereas3,059,665 treaty to presence
Personal income tax 1,,231,086 they must be included where the treaty refers to

Surcharges 98,487 exercise of activities in the other State) may proba-
Total Belgian tax 1,329,573 bly be ignored as sloppy language (Com. Conv. 15/15).

The regulations offer no guidance with respect to in-
The tax saving is even more significant if a lower tax complete days or days of business travelling in third
jurisdiction is involved and if an even lesser portion of countriesor of travelling to and from home. According
the remuneration is allocated to Belgium. It thus to the French interpretation of the French-Belgian
amounts to 451,341 Bfrs. and 597,413 Bfrs., respec- treaty, such days are likewise included, assuming the
tively in case of a 70/30 and 30/70 income split between temporaryemploymentin the other State is aot ended
Belgium and France. by such interruptions.
UnderArt. 15, our managermust fulfil two conditions: (b) The remuneration is paid by, or on behalf of, an
the burden of proof being on him with respect to the employer who is not a resident of the other State
first one and on the Belgian Administrationwith re- (Art. 15(2)(b)); i.e. who is a resident of the State
spect to the second one. of residence of the employee or of any third coun-

Firstly, the employmentmust in realitybe exercisedin try.
the other contractingState. We have no knowledgeof But some treatiesdo not allow for the latterpossibility:
any case law or administrative regulations or rulings the employer must reside in the State of residence of 1
offering specific guidelines as to the allocation the employee (France, Singapore, Thailand) or must I
method. A split accordingto the time that can reason- at least maintain a permanent establishment therein
ably be expected to be spent on business in the one (United States). Such formulation confers expanded
and the other country is generally deemed safe vis-- powers of taxation to the source country.
vis the two (or more) Administrationsconcerned. But The French and Dutch texts of most treaties use theother serious criteria such as different functional re-

expression paid by or in the name of (payes par un
sponsibilities may justify a non-proportionatealloca-

employeurou au nom d'un employeur/betaalddoor oftion of the total remunerationin the employmentcon-
werkgever). They should be read to

tract(s).
namens een mean

paid by or on behalf of/pour le compte de, i.e.
THE 183-DAY TREATY RULE for the account of, in accordance with the official

A second restriction is found in the application of the English and French texts of the OECD Model 1977

(third) domicile jurisdictional rule, set forth in the
and probably also with the meaning that the remune-

treaty provision corresponding to Article 15(2) of the
ration must be borne by (sa rmunrationest suppor-
te par) in the sense in which such expression is usedOECD Model Treaties. Although this rule is in- in the formulation of this condition in the treaty withtended to facilitate the international movement of France.

qualified personnel,10the tax effectivecompensation
packages and payroll arrangements between Belgian The Administrationapplies the test of the charge back
residents and their employers are usually designed to of the payroll cost to support its source State claim to
prevent its application. This is accomplished by not tax the salary paid by a foreign employer who tem-

fulfilling at least one of its(three conditions, reading as porarilysends his employee to an employerin Belgium
follows: and who charges back the payroll cost to the latter

(a) Te employee is present in the source State for a employer (Com. Conv. 15/16). But in recent tax com-

period or periods not exceeding in the aggregate plaint procedures it has ruled that it remains also em-

183 days in the fiscal year concerned (Art. powered to tax the salary in the reverse situation of an

15(2)(a)). employee whose normal Belgian employer continues
to make the payment, irrespectiveof the fact that the

Other treaties refer to the calenderyear concerned . cost thereof is charged back to the foreign employer
The two expressions coincide in Belgium and in most to whom he is being assigned. The Administration
contracting States. A special Circular of 4 July 1986 appears to rely on its broad interpretationof the paral-
deals with the complication of the U.K. fiscal year lel expression in the domestic legislation (Art. 140 2,
(from 6 April to 5 April of the year thereafter). A 4 C.I.R.: charge de) and/or on the textual argu-
Belgian resident employed in the U.K. from, say, 1 ment that the treaty expression paid by, or on behalf
November 1986 through 30 September 1987 is taxable
only in Belgium in 1986, but also in 1987. Only some
treaties (Sri Lanka, Indonesia and Malaysia) excep-

10. Art. 15 Comm. Report of the OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs,

tionally refer to any uninterrupted period of 12
1977, at 131.
11. Commentaires Convention du 10 mars 1964 modifie, Doc. Part.

months. Imp. Dir., Francis Lefebvre, at 303.
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of, an employer (and specifically the meaning of the a treaty expression requiring a common interpretation
word or) supports the conclusion that this condition should in principle have the same interpretativevalue
for residence State jurisdiction is also fulfilled by the as that of a Belgian Court decision. Belgian authors
sole fact that the remuneration is being paid by an have also given attention to the 13 October 1962 deci-

employerwho is not a residentof the sourcecountry. sion of the Mnchen Finanzgerichtand even more to
the 21 August 1985 decision of the Bundesfinanzhof.15

This double catch interpretation (each term of the While their interpretative value is less in Belgium as

expression being treated as a separate and sufficient they involve treaties to which Belgium is not a con-

criterion) is not very plausible in a provision that is tracting party, they offer a more explicit clarification
designed to avoid double taxation. Such provisioncan and interesting explanation of the same expression
be better interpreted by analogy with the third condi- borrowed from the common OECD Model Treaties.
tion (not borne by a permanentestablishment)as it The remuneration is exempt in the country of resi-
serves the same purpose of conferring the right of dence (Germany) if it is paid by a German enployer
personal taxation to the State of the enterprise whose to a German resident detached during 147 days with a
taxable profits are effectively reduced by the payroll Spanish affiliate company, because it must be deemed
cost being charged back.12 A better applicationof the paid on behalf of the Spanish employer when it de-
treaty rule in situations where employees are, accord- creases the profit taxable in Spain pursuant to a corres-

ing to civil law, employed by two employers, is to ponding charge back by the German company of the
retain solely the employer who is ultimately liable for payrollcost and when the Spanishcompanyeffectively
the payroll cost. The condition according to the ambi- acts as an employer vis--vis the detached employee.
valent expressionpaid by or on behalfof should thus
read: if the remuneration is paid by an employer who The Dutch and German decisions appear to be con-

s a non-resident when he also bears the cost thereof tradictorywith respect to the clarificationwhether the
rlf-it is-paid-fo-tbeaccountof such employer in charge back of the payroll cost must be specificor may
situationswhere the paymntand the ultimate liability also be accomplishedby means of its inclusioninto the
do not coincide. pricing of the goods or services sold to the Belgian or

But as long as the Courts have not overruled the in- Spanishcompany. While we know of no Belgianruling
terpretation of the Belgian Administration (and of

or case law on this issue, we note that only the require-
ments ofan employer and remunerationpaid by or

those foreign administrations that espouse a similar on behalfof are essential for the condition accordingdouble catch interpretation), a safe haven practice is to its treaty wording. The method of the charge back,
to avoid the risk of the second situation by a payroll like the terms of the employment contract, are only
arrangementin which the salary is both paid and borne relevant for purposes of proving the satisfaction of
directly by the employer in the foreign country in those requirements.which the Belgian employee is temporarilydetached.

not a
The case law is surprisingly rare for an issue that has (c) The remuneration is borne by permanent

establishmentor a fixed base which the emploverbecome very common in the international employ- has in the other (source)State. (Article 15(2)(c)).
ment and payroll practice. The Court of Appeals of
Mons reviewed on 8 March 1984 the case of artists The text of this Gondition as well as its interpretation
residing in France and participating in an event or- by the Belgian Tax Administration is less equivocal
ganized in Belgium by a Belgian non-profit organiza- than that of the second condition.
tion. Their remunerationwas held to be taxable solely
in France as only the French company acted as their The clarification that the remuneration may not be

employerand the Belgian non-profitorganizationsub- borne directly or as such is added to the text in

mitted no evidence that it had borne the remunera- several treaties and is assumed to apply likewise in the

tion.13 In the treaty with France, artists with employ- other treaties. It is applied in the AdministrativeReg-
ment status are covered by the general provision con- ulations to the effect that the remuneration is not so

cerning dependent personal services, but the wording borne when the salaries pertain to the general and

of this condition in the general provision of this treaty administrative personnel of the non-resident enter-

is special (rmunrationsupporte par). prise and as such are included in the general and ad-
ministrativecost or the price of the goods and services

A similar conclusion was reached under the general allocable to the permanent establishment (Com.
wording of the treaty between Belgium and the Neth- Conv. 15/7, in fine).
erlands by the Amsterdam Court on 19 April 1983 in
a case involvinga Dutch residentemployedby a Dutch

company in the Netherlandsand by a relatedcompany 12. Hinnekens, L., De 183-dagenregeling, Tijdschrift voor Fiscaal
in Belgium. The remunerationpaid by the Dutch com- Recht, No. 70, 1987, at 131-144; Fiskoloog Internationaal, 85.02.093,

pany with respect to the activity in Belgium (less than 85.05.117 and 86.10.229.

183 days) is subject to Dutch taxation if no evidence is 13. Court of Appeals, Mons, 8 March 1984, FJFNo. 85/3.

submitted to the effect that it has been charged back
14. Hof van Amsterdam, April 1983; Viersen. A.D.J., Door of na-

voor

to the Belgian employer.14
mens, Maandblad Belastingbeschouwingen (MBB) No. 12, De-

cember 1984, at 1393; Kooi, J., Wederom door of namens, MBB, No.
at

While our Courts do not readily lend an ear to foreign
11, November 1985, 283.
15. Bundesfinanzhof,21 August 1985, Bundessteuerblatt, 1986, Teil II,

case law, the reading by the other contractingState of at 4.
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THE TREATYTAXATIONOF NON-RESIDENT dent executives is taxable in Belgium under domestic
EMPLOYEESIN BELGIUM source rules.

toOur discussion can be shorter when we turn to the According Art. 140 2, 4, C.I.R.,16 the salary is
earned in Belgium if it is borne (ten laste van/ chargereverse situation of the non-resident employee work- de) by a Belgian resident or Belgian establishmentofing temporarily in Belgium. The situation is usually a foreign company. The connectingfactor is thereforegoverned by a treaty and specifically by the provision not the place of the exercise of the employment (lexcorresponding to the aforementionedArt. 15 of the loci laboris); although the remunerationso earned andOECD Model Treaties. It should obviously be inter- taxable n principle becomes exempt pursuant topreted by the Belgian Administrationaccording to the another rule in so far as it relates to services rendered

same criteria that it applies to support the right of abroad (Art. 141, 2, C.I.R.).Belgium as State of residence to tax the salary of
Belgian employees working abroad. Taxation abhors a vacuum. But the choice of statutory

criterion implies the risk of a gap between the (second)In particular we pointed out the inconsistency of the treaty rule of source State jurisdiction and this domes-
administrativeinterpretationofthe (second)condition tic tax rule, whenever the foreign employer continues
of Art. 15(2)(b) to the effect of supporting the Belgian to pay the salary of its executive detached in Belgiumright to tax salaries paid by a Belgian employer to a without charging back the cost thereof to its Belgianresident employee temporarily detached to a foreign affiliate or branch (coordination center, etc.). The
employer, even if the latter bears the cost thereof. By Administrationmay try to close the gap by proving the
applying the sole test of the employer bearing the resident status of the employeeor by finding perma-payroll cost, we conclude that Belgium as the source nent establishmentof the foreign enterprise.country has no power to tax the salary of the foreign
employees assigned to Belgium for less than 183 days A controversy relates to the correct interpretation of

per year. Foreign employees usually reside in a lower the test of Art. 140 2, 4 (remunerationborne by)
tax jurisdiction than Belgium and may therefore have parallel to the conditionsof Article 15(2)(b) and (c) of
a greater interest in satisfying the conditions of the the treaties (remunerationpaid by, or on behalfof

183-day rule than Belgian residents being assigned or borne by) determining domicile versus source

abroad. State taxation according to tax treaty. It has thus been
argued that the remuneration paid to a non-resident

With respect to the other condition that the remunera- employeeworking in Belgium is not taxable if it is paidtion may not be borne by a permanent establishment by a Belgian employer, but borne by a foreignin Belgium (Art. 15(2)(c)) lest it become subject to employer, e.g. in the case of detachment to Belgium.Belgian tax, the treaty definition of permanentestab- In principle an expressionof domestic tax law is inter-
lishment excludes all situations in which the foreign preted independent from the (international)meaningemployermaintainsa Belgian establishmentthat satis- of a treaty expression. The use of the words is not
fies the establishment test of Art. 140 3 of the Tax completely.identicalat least in the French text of the
Code, but not that of the treaty. This may be the case treaty provson (supporte par) and in the domestic
because it constitutes a negative case of permanent rule ( charge de). Specifically, the term remunera-
establishmentaccording to Article 5(4) OECD Model tion borne by ( charge de) in Art. 140 2, 4 of the
1977 (certain coordination and other preparatoryand Tax Code appears to be broad enough to include the
auxiliary activities) or because it does not satisfy the salary paid by a Belgian employer, irrespective of
minimum duration in Article 5(3) in regard to con- whether its cost is charged out to a foreign employerstruction sites. and irrespectiveof the more restrictivemeaningof the
The criterion who bears the payroll cost for the treaty expression. This double catch interpretation
application of Art. 15(2)(b) and (c) offers some flexi- (either.paidor otherwise borne by) of the domestic

bility to the parties to the employmentcontract(s) for connecting criterion s likely to give rise to double

avoiding Belgian taxation by leaving the final liability taxation but that concern is no legal impediment in
with the foreign employer or head office. But the non-treaty situations.
Administrationrelies on the arm's length dealing rule
of Arts. 7 and 9 of the OECD Model Treaties to THE TAX CIRCULARFOR EXPATRIATES
reinstate the Belgian right to tax whenever the ac- The application of the tax rules for non-residents to
counts are rewritten because the services of the de- foreign nationals temporarilyassigned to foreign con-tached employee were rendered for the benefit of the trolled companies or branches in Belgium is the sub-
Belgian company or permanent establishment (Com. ject matter of the Circular of 8 August 1983.17Conv., 15/17).

16. Art. 140 2,4 provides, among others, that salaries paid to non-res-
UNILATERALTAXATIONOF FOREIGN ident ndividuais to the account of individuals, companiesor other entities
EMPLOYEESINBELGIUM resident in Belgium or of establishments in Belgium of non-resident indi-

viduals, companies or entities are subject to Belgium income tax.

As a tax treaty can itself create no tax liability or in 17. Com. I.R. 139/6 through /9 and 142/2 through /5. 1. A discussion of
the Circular is found in Vanheeswijck, L., 'De belasting van buitenlandsesituationsnot covered by any treaty, it is important to kaderleden in Belgi, Fiscale praktijkstudie4, Kluwer rechtswetenschap-first determine whether the remunerationof non-resi- pen, Antwerpen, 1987.
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Its tax benefits relate mainly to the non-residentstatus CONCLUSION
of such executives, the exemption of their remunera-

tion with respect to the days spent abroad, and the We started our review of the Belgian income tax impli-
exclusion of their allowances relating to home leave, cations of international employment and compensa-
tax equalization, cost of living and housing differen- tion packages by pointing out the disproportionate
tials, etc. up to a maximum amount of 1,200,000Bfrs. burden of Belgianpersonal taxation. The 1987 Report
for coordination and research centres and of 450,000 of the Royal Commissionfor Tax Harmonizationand
Bfrs. for other companies (plus school fees and moving Simplificationoutlined the guidelines for a tax reform
expenses). including the recommendationthat the numberof the

rates taxIf the general manager in our previousexamplewould marginal of the personal income should be

be a foreign national temporarilyworking in Belgium
reduced to four and the maximum effective tax to
50%. The Minister of Finance has promised a Taxfor a Belgian subsidiary or branch of a foreign enter- Reform Bill, it is uncertain to what extent it will be

prise, travelling abroad to the extent of 50% of his borrowed from the recommendations of the Royalworking time and earning a gross salary of 4,000,000 Commission.Bfrs. (including the reimbursement of cost of living
differential, tax equalization,etc. up to 450,000Bfrs.), In the meantime the exercise of the employment in
his personal tax liabilitywould amount to only 624,207 one or more other countries and an appropriate
Bfrs., computed as follows: payroll arrangement may offer to Belgian executives

Gross salary 4,000,000 Bfrs. working abroad significant tax relief under the condi-
tions set forth in the domestic tax legislation or in the

Social security withholding (482,800) applicable treaty provision. Belgian executives work-
Expenses for account of the employer (450,000) ing in non-European non-treaty countries as well as

3,067,200 foreign executives temporarily detached in Belgium
Exempt foreign income (50%) 1,533,600 are also eligible for the personal tax benefitspromised
Standard business expense deduction (106,680) by Circulars. But while there can be no doubt about

the economic justification of such administrative re-
Taxable income 1,426,920 gimes, there is some concern that the Courts may
Non-resident tax (including 6% surcharge) 624,207 deem them to be praeteror contra legem and there-

The 1983 Circular is a redraft of the earlier Circular fore violative of the requirement in Art. 112 2 of the
which had been criticized by the Courts. In some cases Constitution that no tax relief may be granted other
the non-residentstatus had been disallowed,although than by law.20
such disallowance related less to the definition in the
Circular than to its application in extreme cases. 18

More often the Courts of Appeals and the Supreme
Court had raised ex officio the lack of legal basis for

18. Court of Appeals, Antwerp, 5 March 1984, Van Braak, Algemeenthe extra deduction (30% up to 450,000Bfrs.) granted Fiscaal Tijdschrift, No. 4, 1984; Hinnekens, L., Hoe wettelijk en essen-

by the old Circular on the score of the eXtra eXpenSeS tieel is de hoedanigheid van niet-verblijfhouder in de Circulaire voor

typically incurredby expatriateemployees.19The extra buitenlandsekaderleden,LiberAmicorumA. Tiberghien,Ced-Samsom/

deduction of such expenses has therefore been re- Kluwer, 1984, at 217.

placed in the new Circular by their exclusion from the 19. Mainly Cass., 19 November 1981, De Monts, FJF, 82/12; and Cass.,
21 May 1981, FJF, 82/159.

taxable income of the executive as the reimbursement 20. Hinnekens, L., La valeur juridique de la Circulaire fiscale: Quo
of expenses pertaining to the employer. vadimus, Revue Gnrale Fiscale, 84.11. at 194.
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BELGIUV:

Tax IncentivesforScientific
ResearchActivities

By J. Autenne

Being aware of the importance of research for Belgium's industrial and
service activities, Belgium has enacted specific tax incentives, in addition
to the grants already offered by the national and regional authorities. a,- /
These measures are formulated to make sure that the work of our highly qlj fsr

qualified scientists could be transformed into marketable products or

services.

The purpose of this paper is to give a briefsurvey of some of those specific
tax incentives, taking into account that an investor will have to choose
betweenputting researchactivitieswithin an existing legal entity or setting
up a new company.

Jacques Autenne received his Doc-
torate in Law in 1967 from the
Catholic University of Louvain. He

Accelerated depreciationof R&D assets in 4 years has served as Secretary for the Bel-
gian-Luxembourgsection of IFA and

Rateof interest Investment Depreciation presently acts as Director of the De-
taken into account deduction 1 st year 2ndyear 3rd year partmentforEconomicand Fiscal Af-
for presentvalue fairs of the Federation of Chemical
computation Industries of Belgium as well as

8% 25% 50 25 25 being a lecturer at the Catholic Uni-
Presentvalue 23.15 21.43=119.58 versity of Louvain.

A. RESEARCHACTIVITIESWITHINAN the conditions specified in the Royal Decree of 23
EXISTINGCOMPANY December 19821 must be fulfilled.

I. Investmentdeduction Proof of the existence of a research unit must be con-

For investments in scientific research or the develop- tained in specific accounts giving the detailed costs of
ment of new productsand emergingtechnologies, tax- the R & D activities.

payers may claim, above the normal depreciation, an

investment deduction from their taxable profits II. Accelerateddepreciation
amounting to 25% of its cost.

The deduction applies only to investments that are
As shown in the table above, companies may elect to

depreciablein at least 3 years. The Belgian legislation, depreciate their assets partially or wholly on the basis
with respect to the annual accounts, leaves the tax-

of the decliningbalancemethodat a rate which is twice

payer to choosebetweena deductionof the full R & D that of the straight-line method on the remaining
costs in the year they occur or to have them considered value.

as an asset and depreciated in less than 5 years. With regard to plant and machineryused for scientific
If we take into consideration that to benefit from the research, the tax authorities will allow them to be
investmentdeduction it is necessary to treat R&Das depreciated using the straight-line method over a 3-
an asset in the annual accounts, the net financial ad- year period (331/3% per year) even if the useful lifetime

vantage resultingfrom this incentive as is shown on the of the asset is longer.
table above is not 25% of its cost, but 19.58 x 43%
(Belgian corporation tax rate) = 8.42%. III. Deduction for additionalresearchers
The deduction applies to the value of the R & D costs

(salaries of researchers and research material) as well Taxpayers may deduct from their taxable profit
as the acquisition cost of patents, know-how, and li- 100,000 Bfrs. any year they employ an additional re-

cencesfor so far they are not yet exploitedin Belgium. searcher.

Unless the R & D takes place in a researchunit of the
company, in order to have the benefit of the deduction 1. Official Gazette of 31 December 1982.
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This deduction can be added to the deduction of The Coordination Center which qualifies has to be
150,000 Bfrs. for any additional worker employed in approvedby RoyalDecreein order to benefitfrom the
companies of less than 50 workers or of 120,000 Bfrs. tax incentives.
in companies of less than 100 workers.

3. Innovationcompanies
B. SCIENTIFICRESEARCHWITHINANEW A new company created between 1984-1993 can beCOMPANY

recognized by the Minister of Finance as an
.
nnova-

tion company when its business activity exclusivelyNext to the three measures set forth above, the crea- consists of supplying services or manufacturingprod-tion of a new company to lodge researchactivities and
ucts using high technologythe marketing of its results or of the new products or processes.

services this research could generate, gives a right to This process must be used by no other Belgian corpo-
the following tax incentives. ration at the time of application for recognition.

The company may be established anywhere in Bel-
1. T-zones2 gium. However, as this measure is especially intended

for smaller enterprises it will not be authorized to

Any new company having all its establishmentsin one employ more than 99 employees during the period it
of the 7 Belgian T-zones s exempted from corporate benefits from the specific tax incentives.
taxation during 10 years provided this company is in-

The main tax incentives,next to financialgrants,corporated under Belgian law; performing research are:

activities regarding highly technological products; or
- exemption for 10 successive financial years from

belongs to one of the following sectors: corporation tax for its distributedprofit to the ex-

tent of 13% of the paid-in capital; however, during
advanced data processing; the first 3 years this exemption applies as well to-

software technology; the retained profit as to the distributedprofit; the-

micro electronics; last moment when this 10-year exempton period-

office technology; may start is, at the election of the company, the-

robotics; third year of its existence;-

telecommunication;or the investment deductions of 25% for R&D ac-- -

bio-engineering. tivities, 20% for energy saving investments, and-

11% for all other type of investment which fulfillDividends and interest paid out by these companies the legal requirements are increased to, respec-are also granted a fictitious withholding tax credit of
25/75 within certain limits. tively, 30%, 25% and 16%;

capital gains realized by share corporations in in--

However, on request of the EEC authorities, the fi- novation companies are exempted from income
nancial grants from the nationalor regionalauthorities tax provided these shares were subscribed to by
are not allowed to exceed the tax incentivesattributed the seller;
to those companies established in T-zones. - private persons who subscribed shares in innova-

tion companies can deduct half of its price from
their taxable income unless these persons are2. CoordinationCenters
employed by the innovation company in which

The profits of a Coordination Center are taxed on a
case they can deduct the entire subscription price

lump-sum basis (cost plus basis after deduction of the (the deduction is spread out in both cases over a

salaries and financing costs). 5-year period).

Moreover, dividends and interest paid out by Coordi-
nation Centers are granted a fictitiouswithholding tax 4. Reconversioncompanies
credit of 25/75 within certain limits.

There are two types of reconversion companies,
Scientific research as well as the collection and supply those which enter into a reconversioncontract with
of informationare typical activities that can be lodged a public investment company and those new com-

in a Coordination Center (next to centralization of panies locating all their activities in a reconversion
financial transactions, insurance and re-insurance, zone.

centralization of accounting, administrative or infor-
These companies must contribute to the moderniza-mation technology services, . . .). tion of the industrial activity of the reconversion

A Coordination Center can only be formed by an zones. Zones recognizedby the EEC as having a right
international group of companies with a consolidated to regional grants qualify.
capital of at least 1 billion Bfrs. and a consolidated
turnoverof at least 10 billion Bfrs. Furthermore, it has
to be staffed by at least two full-timeemployeeswithin
2 years from the date on which the center's activities 2. T-zones are tax or duty-free employment zones which have as a

start. primary purpose the providingof employmentopportunities in Belgium.
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The second type of reconversioncompaniesbenefit combined with the financial grants needs a thorough
from an exemptionof corporate tax for the distributed analysis of the company's business plan.
profits of the companyup to an amount of 13% of the
paid-in capital in so far as it is invested in new and
tangible assets. REFERENCES

Like the innovation companies, this exemption European Tax Conference from the Ecolestretches over a period of 10 years starting, at the
-

election of the company, the first, second or third year Suprieure des Sciences Fiscales- Brussels 25,26
after incorporation. April 1986 - Economic measures and tax incen-

tives encouraginginvestment- Belgian Report by
J. Autenne and J. de Lame.
Incitation la recherche scientifique in LiberCONCLUSION

-

AmicorumAlbert Tiberghienby J. Autenne and J.
de Lame.The purpose of this paper was not to give a detailed Incitants fiscaux aux entreprises informatiques-

analysis of the Belgian tax incentives in the field of
research, but to briefly summarize them. implantesen Belgiquein Droitde l'Informatique

by J. de Lame.
It is clear that an optimalization of these incentives

[continued from p. 399]

were sold and a companycontrolledby the purchasing The Court of Appeals allowed the deductions, tinding
group contributed to the company the valuable trans- that the transactions, although tax-motivated, were

portation branch of its activity. The Court held that not simulated.48
the recapitalizedcompany was not dead and that as it

The Supreme Court considered that no laws had beencould be revitalized by a contributionof management violated when the judge in appeal had found that theand capital and it did not lose its identity by the re-

capitalization. purchaseswere real and that the ships were used in the
business activity of the purchaser.49Interestingly,the

On the contrary it was found to have safeguarded its Court did not even rule on the violation of an alleged
transportationpermits and maintained its activity for tax principle of economic reality.
the benefit of its new shareholders.46

In other cases, the administrationdisputedthe tax-free CONCLUSION
status of mergers which had in its opinion no business
justification.The Courtsconsistentlyheld that, except Modern social organizationhas shown an extreme re-
n the case ofsimulation,the conditionsprovidedby straint towards judges by elaborating a detailed set of
law for the tax-exempt merger status were met and statutory rules to be applied by them in the exercice of
that the law did not call for the additional condition their,function. Reasonings whereby judges substitute
that the mergerbe commerciallyjustified. These deci- their vision of economic reality to the legal situation
sions are obviouslydifficult to reconcilewith the hold- created by parties, in the absence of simulation,
ing of the Court in INES.47 open the door to errors and arbitrariness and create

insecurity. If it is to be provided that transactionsmust
conform to certain economicpatterns to be acceptable

3. SALEAND LEASE-BACK taxwise - only statute can do so.

More recently, the Supreme Court found for the tax-

payer in a classic sale and lease-backsituation. A ship-
ping companyhad transferredtwo ships to a subsidiary 46. Brussels, 3 April 1984, J.D.F., (1985) at 269, Algeneen Fiscaal

which immediatelyrented them to the operatingship- Tijdschrift (A F. T.), (1984) at 160.
47. Ghent, second decision in the Firestonematter,J. D.F., (1981) at 269,

ping parent. The long-term capital gain of th seller B.C. (1981) at 2428; Ghent, 11 January 1985. J. D. F. at 273. Annales de
was taxable at a reduced rate, whereas the purchaser Droit de Lige, 1986, 479, obs. Malherbe, Les fusions de socits im-
could resume depreciation of the otherwise fully-de- mobilires.

preciated assets and deduct it against income taxable 48. Antwerp, 4 December 1984, F.J.F. 85/66 at 121, obs. A law of 4

at.the normal rate of tax, enjoyingmoreover a special August 1986 has specificallymadesale and lease-back inoperativetaxwise.
49. Cass., 27 February 1987, unpublshed at the time of writing, conn.

deduction for having made an additional investment. in Courrerfscal, 1987 at 148.
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THE INTERNATIONALCHAMBEROF COMMERCE(ICC)

CriticalReviewof theOECD/CouncilofEurope
Multilateral(Draft)ConventiononMutual

AdministrativeAssistanceinTaxMatters

By JacobaHelfrich-Laubrock

INTRODUCTION

The InternationalChamberof Commerce (ICC) is widely regarded as one .

1
of the staunchest defendersof trade liberalism and the principlesof a free
market economy. Catering to the wishes of its world-wide membership, 1
the Chamber raises its voice whenever it feels that international policy-
making infringeson a free and liberal frameworkfor internationalbusiness
activities. Among the multifold issues the ICC deals with, tax questions L - ,

have always taken an important place. Covering a broad range of topics,
the ICC Tax Commission under the presidency of Mr. Wolfgang Ritter,

'

Chief Legal Counsel of BASF AG, actively contributes to the shaping of
the international tax environment.

.,

On the occasion of the Bulletin's Congress issue of 1986, the ICC received
the opportunity of giving an account of the various taxation issues it

pursues. Among the projects described, the ICC's strong criticism of the
OECD/Council of Europe's draft convention on mutual administrative

\fassistancen tax matters occupied a prominentplace. Much attention has
been given to the draft and its handling in b.oth organisations within this

past year. The ICC, therefore, is pleased to follow its last year's discussion
of the topic with a more detailed description of its critical views.

UNNECESSARYSECRECY Jacoba Helfrich-Laubrock is an

executive with the German National

Throughout the more recent past, the International Chamber of Com- Committee of the ICC. She coordi-
nates the views of German business

merce has followed with increasing indignation the drafting of a new on tax, environment, insurance and
multilateralconventionon mutual administrativeassistance in tax matters energy mattersto assist the respective
within the organisation and framework of the OECD and the Council of ICC commissionswith their work. Be-

Europe. Work on the draft, having started some 8 years ago, went un- fore joining the ICC, Ms. Helfrich-

noticed by international business at first, since no consultation of the
Laubrock was a member of the Ger-
man Foreign Service. After two years

taxpayers concerned took place, nor was any informationon the ongoing with the Foreign Ministry at Bonn, she

projectgiven. It was by informalchannelsrather than by officialcommuni- spent close to four years with the Ger-
cation that the ICC obtained a copy of the draft in 1985, enabling this man Embassy at Washington, D.C. In

organisation of world industry to set forth its own views on the proposed the rank of second secretary, she
served as a staff aide to the ambas-

convention. sador and as attache for press and
public rlations. Born in 1950, Ms. Hel-

This utmost secrecy accompanyingthe workon the draft provokedfervent frich-Laubrock graduated from the
criticism by the ICC. Undoubtedly, the neglect in consulting business on University of Mannheim with a Mas-

the envisaged scheme for a closer coordination of international tax auth- ter's Degree in Economics and re-

orities resulted in much broadercriticismof the proposed treaty provisions
ceived the Certificatde Hautes Etudes
Europennes from the Collge

than would have been the case if business views had been taken into at d'Europe at Bruges, Belgium.
least some account at an early stage of the drafting work.
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NO NEEDFORA NEW CONVENTION The ICC anticipates international trade and invest-
ment to suffer. It, therefore, calls upon the countries

Besides being angered about the secrecy of the pre- concerned to reflect on the economic reasoning of
paratory work on the convention, the ICC rejects the their scheme.
convention as being wholly superfluous. As the Presi-
dent of the ICC Tax Commission, Mr. Wolfgang Rit-
ter, once stated in an interview: We need this like we LOBBYINGEFFORTSAGAINSTTHE DRAFT
need a hole in the head. In the opinion of the ICC,
sufficient international anti-tax evasion legislation is In its opposition to the draft convention, the ICC,
already in force. A European agreement, permitting among others, joined forces with the Business and
close cooperation between the courts and fiscal auth- Industry Advisory Committee to the OECD (BIAC)
orities of differentcountries in combattingtax evasion which lobbied against the draft within the OECD,
has been in force since 1959. EC guidelines for fiscal whereas the International Chamber of Commerce
cooperation drawn up in 1977 have also fund their primarily focussed its efforts on the Councilof Europe
way into law in Member States. Along with a well-es- as well as on nationalgovernmentswhich are members
tablished network of bilateral and special fiscal agree- of the two organisations.
ments, these measures now provide for efficient joint There had been a particular lobbying blitz within thetax control.

Federal Republic of Germany, resulting in repeatedWhile the ICC does not object to reasonable fiscal requests of the German Federal Government to delay
cooperation, it clearly recognizes the danger that a a vote on the conventionwithin the CouncilofEurope.
multilateral convention granting such vast support to The German Federal Governmentsought thus to gain
mutual internationaltax controlwill very likely under- time for betterconsultationof German industryon the
mine the importance of bilateral tax treaties. No new draft. When a vote on the text of the conventionfinally
bilateralagreementsfor the avoidanceof international was taken in April 1987, the ICC and German industry
double taxation would be sought, and it is to be feared proved to have been successful in setting forth their
that any such existingagreementmight be terminated. objections: contrary to previous statements, the Ger-
In the end, the world-widenetworkof bilateral double man Governmentvoted against the text. It was joinedtaxation treaties, whichwas attained in tough and time by the Governmentsof Switzerland,Luxembourgand
consuming negotiations over decades, is likely to Liechtenstein. Three members of the Council of
shrink or even wholly disappear. Europe cast a vote of abstention,whereas 11 countries

voted in favour of it.This basic criticism of the draft convention in mind,
the ICC prepared a detailed statementsetting forth its Thereby, the draft text of the conventionwas adopted
objections to a fair number of the treaty's provisions. with the deficiencies the ICC is criticizing. However,
(The ICC statement is reproduced below.) the final decision on the entering-into-force of the

convention will not be taken before the end of JuneForemost, criticism is aimed at the fact that the draft
convention does not protect and sufficiently maintain 1987. With only one negative vote, the convention

would be vetoed alltogether.the secrecy of the taxpayer's affairs; instead, fiscal
authorities gain excessive rights to information. No The printer's deadline for submission of this article is
rule of reason is laid down for what is tolerable for the too early to incorporate the results of this important
taxpayer. Legal safeguards such as preliminary hear- vote into this account. There is no doubt, however,
ngs, the prohibition of house searches, or effective that the ICC will not cease in its efforts to bring about
business secrecy are virtually lacking. a positive result.

If entering into force, the envisaged multilateral con-

vention will do serious harm to business operations.

ICC statementontheOECD/CouncilofEuropedraft
MultilateralConventionon MutualAdministrativeAssistancein TaxMatters

(ICCDoc. No. 180/261 Rev.)

1. The Commission on Taxation of the Interna- 2. It should be made clear that the International
tional Chamber of Commerce has already given its Chamber of Commerce is opposed to tax evasion and
initial reactions to the publicationof the draft Conven- approvesof governmentalattempts to prevent fraudu-
tion in a letter dated 4 June 1985 from the ICC to the lent actions. The ICC regrets that no distinction has
Council of Europe. been made between the terms tax avoidance and
The Commissionhas now received copies of the draft tax evasion. The ICC is of the opinion that the
Convention and welcomes the opportunity to com- taxpayer has the right to minimize his tax burden by
ment on the published document. all legitimate means, and this should be recognized.
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The ICC underlines the need to maintain a balance whether the exchange of information provi-
between the fiscal authorities and taxpayers so that sions in the Convention would withstand any
business relationscan be left intact. It is worth repeat- objective cost/benefit analysis. The provisions
ing that if businesses are prevented from developing for spontaneous exchange in particular could
the fiscs themselveswill suffer. be expected to result in due course in an enor-

3. It is necessary to make a number of comments
mous multidirectional paper flow, much of
which there is no reason to suppose will be of

about the extent and nature of the draft Convention
in the light of the ICC's general objectives which in- relevanceor will in consequencebe productive
clude the stimulationof world business by way of free of greater Government revenues. What may

movement of capital, goods and persons. ICC does be regarded as pertinent and necessary infor-
mation in one country will not be so regardednot believe that these free movements have resulted in another. The result would be to impose onin an increase of tax evasion.
business and industry,withoutproperjustifica-

3.1 There exists already an eloborate network of tion, a considerableadministrativecost in dea-
tax treaties between OECD countries. In addi- ling with questions prompted by the informa-
tion, in Europe the EEC Directive No. 77/799 tion flow.
of 19 December 1977 provides for Mutual Ad-

3.6 There is basic principle of self-help whichministrative Assistance between members of a

the Community. We question the need there- should be encouraged in the Convention. As-
sistance should not be sought or given until thefore for any new Convention. In ourview it has

not been demonstratedthat the existing instru- State seeking information has exhausted all

ments are inadequate.
the possibilitieswithin its own control.

With this further Convention, taxpayers will 3.7 There should be an inalienableright to double
become subject to yet a further set of rules of taxation relief if or where the taxation results
quasi laws, and confusion is bound to be in- are adjusted in the light of information trans-
creased when different sets of laws are applied ferred from one to another. As States might
to the same basic sets of transactions. use the present Convention to increase their

3.2 An important aspect for business is certainty
tax revenues, conflicts of interest will arise be-

in the results of the transactions which are
tween the various fiscs. Correspondingadjust-

being undertaken. The Convention and the ments are necessary so that taxpayers do not
suffer double taxation.information flows which will result when it is

implemented will generate additional uncer-
We not that in the present case the Conven-

tainty over a considerableperiod of time since tion makes only an allusion in its preamble to

the taxation results of transactionsmay not be appropriate protection against discrimination

clear for many years. This is particularly likely
and double taxation. The provisions of the

if no distinction is made between what consti- Convention, however, omit this question to-

tutes avoidance and what constitutes evasion. tally. This reinforces the case for a mutual

agreement procedure which obliges the States
3.3 We consider it important that there should be involved to reach a solution effectively pre-

no discrimination against multinationalenter- venting double taxation.
prises. There appears to be an underlying as-

3.8 Apart from the safeguardagainst double taxa-
sumption that such organisations are by their
nature given to tax evasion. We do not believe tion mentionedabove, it is essential to have an

this to be so and this ought to be recognisedby
arbitration procedure above the level of the
individual States and their competent auth-

tax authorities.
orities to determine the situation where there

3.4 The draft Convention extends obligationsand are disputes which cannot be settled to the
rights below the Federal or Central Govern- satisfaction of both the States and the tax-
ment level. We have strong reservationsabout payers involved.
this further development. Information re- If rnformation must be transferred, under the
ceived by a (Federal) Governmentshould cer- rules of this Convention, with the consequent
tainly not be passed on to its political subdivi- derogation of sovereignty, then the argument
sions for the purpose of taxation not in accord- frequently advanced by States that the setting
ance with general internationaltaxation stand- up of an Arbitration Court is a derogation of
ards, e.g. (mandatory) unitary taxation with their sovereignty, and therefore cannot be ac-

world-wide reporting. cepted, no longer appears valid.

3.5 The draft Conventionhas no definedstandards 3.9 The rights of the taxpayers need to be pro-
for the information to be exchanged. ICC em- tected to a far greater extent than is indicated
phasizes the risk of unwarranted fishing expe- in the document.
ditions of irrelevant information. Therefore it It is essential that a taxpayerbe notified of any
is absolutely necessary that the requesting request for information and that he should be
State should clearly establish the relevance of able to challenge the propriety of that request
the informationrequested. We seriouslydoubt in the context of the local system of the re-
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quested or requesting country. Under the law as the taxpayer or where, in any event, severe
of some countries, it is already the situation competition from members of the recipient
and, in the absence of such a provision in the country is met in the market place should be
Convention,it is difficult to see how such coun- regarded as being at risk for this purpose. In
tries could participate. the ICC's view the transmissionof information

3.10 We consider that the businessman's require- must be limited to the fiscal administration
ment for confidentiality with regard to trade only and should onlybeused for tax purposes.
secrets, know-how, etc. must be protected. It 3.11 While from the point of view of fiscs, it may be
would be unacceptable for such secrets to be thought that the interchange of information
at risk. Where the standards of confidentiality will reduce tax evasion and avoidance, it
in the requesting State are inferior to those in should be recognised that the knowledge that
the requested State, informationwould not be information about transactions may be trans-
provided. ferred to various Governmentsmeans that tax-
The information transfer to the fiscs of Gov- payers will be inhibited from entering into
ernments which may themselves have transactions and that as a result international
nationalisedindustriestradingin the same area commercewill suffer.

I

(*) news
SWISS BRANCH in Zrich), P. Spori (Director ATAG,torney
1986 Report AllgemeineTreuhandAG) and D. Metzger (Director

of the Federal Tax Service) were appointed as new
members of the Board.The number of individual member increased from 314

to 327 and corporate membership from 77 to 78. Following the organizationalpart of the meeting, tax

In 1986 the Swiss Branch of IFA met on 7 February, problemsconnectedwith loan financingof enterprises
13 June and 6 November. Apart from organizational

were discussed. Dr. R. Kgler (directorof the Associ-
ation of Swiss enterprises in the Federal Republic of

matters, recent national and international tax prob- Germany) gave a talk on the developments in Ger-lems were discussed. Dr. C. Sockar, Head of the Legal Service andmany.
Deputy Head of the Division for Stamp Duties and

Meeting of 7 February WithholdingTax of the Federal Tax Service, lectured
on withholding tax problems connected with loan

The subject discussed was the principles underlying a financing. Dr. K. Beer, Deputy Director of the Can-
Swiss tax treaty policy. Mr. R. Lenz (attorney n tonal Tax Service, discussed the problems concerning
Geneva) gave an introduction to the history of tax disguised equity capital and direct taxation.
treaty policy and Mr. D. Lthi (Vice-Directorof the
Federal Tax Service) lectured on the present situation

Meetingof 6 Novemberand expected developments. A panel discussion
chaired by Mr. M.B. Ludwig (President of the Swiss After a brief discussion of the 1986 New York IFABranch) followed the lectures.

Congress, the subjects of the 1987 Brussels Congress
were presented by the Reporters, i.e. Dr. S. Zimmer-

Meeting of 13 June mann (attorney in Zrich) who dealt with Subject I
(the fiscal residence of companies) and Dr. H.U.

During the meeting of 13 June, Professor Dr. J.M. Freimllerand Dr. N. Burki who were responsiblefor
Rivier was elected President of the Swiss Branch and the analysis of subject II (tax problems of the liquida-
Dr. A. Buckhardt Vice-President. Dr. M. Desax (at- tion of companies).
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Tax Reform in Liechtenstein
By Dr. Norbert Seeger*

-. '

I. INTRODUCTION

Originally, Liechtenstcin had a systcm of tax on capital. Income tax had

only a supplementary function. This system was introduced when most

income was dcrved from agriculture but, as will be shown in this article,
this system helped to develop the economy.
Liechtenstein is, however, now a prosperouscountry with a high national
income. It was able, by industrialization,to overcome the great disadvan-

tages of being a mountainous country completely bare of raw materials.
Liechtenstein is now a country with a highlyspccializedand very successful

export industry and has also become an international service centre.

Unemployment is unknown.
For quite some time now it has therefore been considered that a tax system
based on the taxation of income would be fairer since it is no longer
necessary to assume that most income is derived from capital. However,
the present tax law does not have such great imperfections as one might
expect would result from the application of a strict capital tax system to a

modern economy. In general, all income will indeed be taxable, even if
only indirectly,as n the case of incomederived from capital. Nevertheless,
it cannot be denied that, in spite of relatively high tax rates on capital
assets, income derived from capital has so far, to some extent, been

privileged income.
In 1975 the Liechtenstein Government therefore took the first steps to-

wards a changeover to the general income tax system. A first draft was

produced in 1983, intended to lead to consultation with all interested
Dr. Seeger received his Licentiate of
Economics from the St. Gallen

parties. School of Economics n 1978. In

Such consultationsorganized by the Government have, however, shown 1980 he was graduatedfrom the Uni-

that the capital tax system is not generally considered to be particularly versity of Berne with his Licentiate of

inequitable as it suits taxpayers of all income groups. To have a house of Laws and in 1986 he was conferred

his own and also some savings is still the chief material aim of the average his Doctor of Laws.

Liechtensteiner. Given the present high standard of earnings, this aim is Since 1984 he has been a practicing
reached by the great majority of Liechtensteiners. This being so, those attorney with the firm of Alfred Bhler

consultations tended to concentrate on the question of providing greater
in Vaduz, Liechtenstein.

equality of opportunityfor marriedcouplesand youngentrepreneurs.The
most noteworthy result of those consultationswas probably to suggest the
introductionof a separate rate of tax for married couples and for parents CONTENTS

living with their children in the same household. I. INTRODUCTION
The 1985 draft, which incorporates many of the proposals made during
consultations, resulted in a balanced compromise between all the main Il. HISTORY

interests. This article is based on that draft. The first section deals with III. THE STATE AND COMMUNAL
the history and the primary objectives of the proposed legislation. The TAXES ACT OF 30 JANUARY 1961

second section will discuss the taxation of individualsunder the new draft. IV. PRIMARY OBJECTIVES OF THE
It focuses on the changeover to the income tax system and on the separate TAX REFORM
tax rates applicable to married couples and to single parents living in the
same household with their children. The final section deals with corpora-

V. THE 1985 DRAFT OF THE NEW

tion taxes in relation to which one of the main questions at ssue s the TAX ACT

double tax burden,on corporation profits.
1. Taxation of individuals
2. Taxation of juristic entities

As the democratic constitution of Liechtensteinprovides for the holding 3. Tax on capital gains from the
of referendaand any major law reformmust be approvedby a referendum, sale of land
it follows that such consultation is fundamental. At present, the Govern- 4. Estate duty, inheritance and

ment is still reviewing the last draft. According to the agenda, a bill will gift tax

be submitted to the LiechtensteinParliamentin the near future. Liechtens- 5. Motor vehicle tax

tein is in the privileged position of continually being able to balance its

Budget and to produce annual surpluses. Liechtenstein will therefore
* I would like to thank my colleague, Mr.

remain a country with relatively low taxation. Major tax privileges, in- W.D. Conolly, M.A., Cantab, Solicitor, for as-

tended to promote free enterprise, will continue in force. sistance with the English translation.
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II. HISTORY totally reformingthe LiechtensteinTax Law. The focal
point of the study was to be a survey of problems

The LiechtensteinTax Authoritiesfirst imposed taxes resulting from a proposed introduction of a general
in the 18th and 19th centuries. At first, these taxes income tax system. The Institute presented its first
were mainly on land, but later also on personal prop- outlines of a new tax law in the autumn of 1975 and
erty. The principal source of tax revenue, however, produced various alternativesfor the statutory regula-
consisted of indirect taxes. Apart from the taxes on tion of the different standard ways of charging tax.
land, from 1865 to 1922, there were imposed income After a review of the proposals the Governmentasked
taxes and taxes on buildings, trade, capital assets and the Institute to submit a detailed report on the basic
earnings. problems and to formulate its first draft outlining its

Following an Act passed on 11 January 1923. propositions for the new Tax Act. In the autumn of

Liechtenstein adopted the system of a general capital 1976 there was available to the Government a com-

tax with a supplementaryincome tax. Ideally, the cap- prehensive basic draft which formed the subject of
further discussion in the Government. A preliminaryital tax system with its low tax rates was to protect

capital and to promote the creationand earningof new
decision had to be taken on the introduction of taxa-

capital. This liberal policy was a bold response to the tion at source of income arising from capital assets

financialcollapse following the First World War which other than land. The Government,after consideration
of the advantages and disadvantages decided, how-also affected neutral Liechtenstein because the cur-

rency of Liechtenstein was then that of Austria. Due ever, to drop the proposal for taxation at source.

to the low tax rates a number of foreign individuals In November 1983 the Government presented a
and companies established themselves in Liechtens- green paper concerning the draft of a new Tax Act
tein, and several young Liechtensteinersset up small whichwas to serve as a guide for consultationinvolving
industrieswhich grew. all groups. This draft is based on the systemof general

income tax. The proposed new rules fix on the income
of the person. The total income arising to a natural

III. THE STATEAND COMMUNALTAXESACT person during one year, irrespective of source, is ac-

OF 30 JANUARY1961 cordingly subjected to income tax. Not only income
earned from employmentand social or other benefits

The 1961 Tax Act, like the 1923 Tax Act, was based such as pensions and annuities is liable to this income
on the system of general assets tax with supplementary tax, but also income earned from capital assets, which
income tax. Individualsare subject to assets as well as is a substantialextensionof the basis of assessment. In
supplementary income tax, which in certain cases is compensation for this, the tax on capital loses its im-
replaced by a pension tax. For corporate entities, the portance. It would, therefore, merely become a

present tax law imposes a corporation tax. According supplementary tax. However, the change-over to this
to the nature of the business of a company either system of general income tax does not mean that all
capital and income tax or reduced rates of corporation receipts arising from capital would be subject to in-
tax are applicable. Land tax on gains from the disposal come tax in the future. Irregular products of capital
of land is supplementarysince capital gains, in princi- such as inheritances, bequests and profits from the
ple, are not taxableunder the capital tax system. Apart sale of land should remain taxable by virtue of a special
from these main taxes the present Tax Act also pro- tax to be assessed separately in order to avoid peak tax
vides for inheritance taxes, gifts tax, alcohol tax and years due to progressive rates and to take reasonable
motor vehicle tax. account of special family relationships, the length of

The Tax Act, which came into force in 1961, has since time a property is owned and other aspects of taxation

been amended several times in the light of changing principles.
economicsituations. The amount of permitted deduc- The corporation tax for corporate entities having a

tions from assessable income was periodically in- permanent establishment in Liechtenstein will take
creased. Progressive tax rates were reduced to meet accountofthe new rules about distributionof profits.
inflation. In 1967, taxation of company dividends at

Such distributionwill be taxable income in the hands
source was introduced.The special corporation tax for as

holding and domiciliary companies was increased in of inland shareholders. For this reason the abolitionof

addition to tax rates for inland trading companies. As coupon tax for residentsof Liechtensteinis justified as

from 1972 the income of migrant workers was made is also the reduction in the maximum rates of corpora-
tion tax.taxable and remains so.

IV. PRIMARYOBJECTIVESOF THE TAX V. THE 1985 DRAFT OF THE NEW TAX ACT
REFORM

The 1983 draft, which was the basis for consultation,
In 1975 the LiechtensteinGovernmentcommissioned was criticized for creating and upholding inequitable
the Institute for Fiscal Policy and Fiscal Legislation of solutions. The Governmenthad to admit that a change
the St. Gallen School of Economics,St. Gallen, Switz- of system alone could not guaranteeequitable taxation
erland, to undertake a study on the basic problems of and in its last draft, which was released in 1985, far-
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reaching remedies were introduced. Under the 1985 capital which is liable to capital tax is exempt from any
draft married couples will be taxed at lower rates and, direct taxation. In contrast to this, the draft contains
to counter the double tax burden on corporation pro- the principle according to which any income from cap-
fits, the corporation tax rate was lowered. Thus, the ital, whether from movable or immovable assets, is

prospects for the proposed legislation to find approval liable to income tax. This is the necessaryconsequence
n a national referendum have improved. of the change-overto the systemof generalincometax

with capital tax having a supplementaryfunction. Ac-
The 1985 draft, as does the present law, distinguishes cording to the draft all income arising from capital is
between State Taxes on the one hand and Communal taxable. The following is considered to be income de-
Taxes on the other. rived from movable property:
The following State Taxes would be imposed: (a) Any interest including bank interest.
(a) An income and assets tax on natural persons and (b) Dividends and other shares of profits, surpluses

on certain property, which is to be treated as if it arising from liquidations and all other transfers of
were a natural person. rights having money value whether emanating

(b) A profits and capital tax on juristic persons and from participationor beneficial interests.
other similar undertakings. The tax privileged (c) Rent arising from tenancy agreements, leasing,
holding and domiciliary companies are exempt licencesor any otherexploitationof movableprop-
from this general corporation tax. However, in the erty and other gainfully exploitable rights.
place of this tax will be imposedon domiciliaryand (d) Income arising from intellectual property, e.g.
holdingcompaniestax on capital and, if the capital choses in action, patents, designs, copyrights,
of such a company is divided into shares, a coupon trade marks.
tax. A tax on premium earnings will be imposed
on foreign insurance companies. Income from immovableproperty in particularmeans

(c) A tax on gains from the sale of land. income from rent, i.e. from tenancies, whether short

(d) Inheritance taxes and gifts tax. or long-term, and also from any exploitation of land

(e) Motor vehicle tax. carried out by the landowner or his contractual
partners.

The communal taxes consist of a supplement in favour
of the communes which is added to their share of the As a matter of social policy, pensionsand other similar
taxes, raised or received by the State, and also consist recurring paymentsshould only be included in taxable
of the taxes on householdsand dogs which communes income to a limited extent.

may impose in their own right. Other receipts such redundancy payments, gainsas

from lotteries and similar activities are also taxable,1. Taxation of individuals unless subject to some foreign tax. Moreover, mainte-
The most substantial item of reform in the draft is the nance payments and benefits received from private
introduction of a general income tax for natural per- and family foundations are taxable.
sons. All income, whether recurring or otherwise, n-

cluding income received in kind, is liable to income
The following income is - among other things - not

tax, in particular the following incomes: subject to income tax:

(a) Income from business undertakings situated
Incomefromemployment(officesandpensions) abroad but owned by residents of Liechtenstein.

Income arising from a contract of employment, (b) Non-recurring capital transfers such as inheri-

whether in the private or the public sector, and includ- tances, bequests and gifts.
ing any emoluments and additional benefits whether ,c) Capital receipts from life, accident and other cap-

in cash or in kind (payments for special services, per-
ital insurances.

quisites, loyalty bonuses, employees' shares, commis- (d) Damages and compensation payments made in

sons, gratuities, tips and all other payments in cash or consequence of personal injuries and illness, pay-

in kind received for work or services), and also includ- ments for maintenance and support of the needy,
ng extra-allowancesfor attendance at business meet-

educationpurposesas well as other incomeexempt

ngs.
from taxation as a matter of public policy.

(e) Income from foreign land.

Incomefromentrepreneurialactivities(trade, Under the new income tax system net income from
professionorvocation both movable assets and land would be taxable.

Income from self-employment, a profession and any Upon the change-overto the system of generalincome
other self-employed activity; including capital gains tax the present methodof tax computationwill become

arising from any sale, exploitationor increased valua- obsolete.
tion as shown on the accounts of movable business
assets and on the transfer to private ownership of According to the present law the assessment of tax

business assets taking into account the depreciations liability is thus effected that the amountsof capital tax

allowed. Sales subject to land sales tax are excluded.
and supplementaryincome tax are added togetherand
increased by a supplement to the progressive scale.

According to the present law any income arising from The extent of tax rate progression is thus determined
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by the sum of capital tax and supplementary income - The purchasing or production costs of raw mate-
tax. According to the proposed new regulations, in- rials, productsand semi-manufacturedproducts at
come tax and capital tax are computed separately so their market value if the latter is lower than the
as to avoid unequal treatment of like amounts of in- production or purchasingcosts.
come by dropping the distinction between income - The contemporarymarket value of claims arising
from capital and other income. The new draft also from recurring services and equitable rights.
provides for progressive tax rates for income tax. - Life insurance policies.

Intellectual property, e.g. choses in action, pa-Under the new draft two different scales of tax rates
-

will be introduced. Scale A for single persons and tents, designs, copyrights and trade marks.

Scale B for married couples and single parents living The rate ofcapital tax will be a uniform0,3% including
in the same household with their children. The rates an extra percentageof 200% for local authorities.The
for married couples will, up to an income of 60,000 following tax deductions from net assessed capital
Sfrs., be at least 30% lower than the rates for single would be permitted:
persons. This proposal is indeed a very generous solu- (a) 100,000 Sfrs. for married couples as well as for
tion of the long criticized unequal treatment of the single parents living in one household with their
income of married couples. children.

Comparative table of tax rates: (b) 50,000 Sfrs. for all other taxpayers.
Net income Tax liability ScaleA Scale B 2. Taxation of juristic entities
P.a. presentrates Proposed Proposed As in the present law the draft provides for two diffe-in Sfrs ofnetincome percentage percentage rent categories of taxable juristic entities:

forsingle forcouples (a) As a general rule a juristic entity is subject to
persons capital and income tax.

20,000 6.51.% 4.35% 2.88% (b) Certain legal persons, namely holding and
30,000 8.40% 6.00% 4.20% domiciliarycompaniesas well as foreign insurance
40,000 9.45% 7.35% 5.14% companies, will have to pay a special corporation
50,000 10.50% 8.40% 5.88% tax instead of income and capital taxes. Coupon
60,000 11.35% 9.30% 6.59% tax (withholding tax) will remain in force for all
70,000 12.39% 10.20% 7.47% holding and domiciliary companies, the capital of
80,000 13.02% 10.95% 8.24% which is subdivided into shares.
90,000 13.65% 11.70% 9.04% The distinction between the two categories of com-

100,000 14.28% 12.30% 9.70% panies will, in contrast to the present law, be removed110,000 14.91% 12.90% 10.38%
120,000 15.33% 13.50% 11.07%

as follows: all juristic persons in which Liechtenstein
residents have shares or which have certain inland

130,000 15.96% 14.10% 11.80% business connections are subject to ordinary income140,000 16.59% 14.70% 12.53% and capital tax. Thus, the privilege granted to holding150,000 17.01% 15.15% 13.09% and domiciliary companies will be limited to com-
160,000 17.43% 15.75% 13.87% panies with exclusive foreign shareholding and which170,000 17.85% 16.20% 14.46% have no inland business links. In particular, this re-180,000 17.85% 16.65% 15.05% strictive measureshould contribute to the reductionof
190,000 17.85% 17.10% 15.68% avoidanceofordinarytaxationby resident individuals.
200,000 17.85% 17.55% 16.30%
210,000 17.85% 18.00% 18.00% The draft is also proposing a new name for holding
220,000 17.85% 18.00% 18.00% and domiciliary companies. The new denomination

According to the general income tax system, the capi- is based on the activity of privilegedcompanies,which
tal tax will only have a supplementary function since within Liechtenstein is of an administrative nature

income arising from capital will be treated as taxable only. Therefore, the draft calls companieswhich trans-

income. The reduced importanceof capital tax is em- act business along commercial lines administration

phasized in the draft by the exemption from tax of companies and companies which transact no com-

various types of property by the fact that relatively mercial business and are merely holding assets, asset

high deductions may be made, that the total amount administrationcompanies.
of assets will no longer influence the progression of All companies of which the central managementand
income tax rates and that the capital tax rate has now control is in Liechtenstein are generally subject to
been made proportional instead of progressive. The income and capital tax. This provision not only in-
principle of the taxation of net assets corresponds in cludes companiesexisting under the laws of Liechten-
general to the present law. Analogous to the redefin- stein, but also foreign companies, which have either
ing of taxable income, it has in principle been laid their registered office or actual management in
down that all inland assets are subject to capital tax, Liechtenstein. This principle, however, in line with
namely: the present law, is considerablyrestrictedsince admin-

The market value of land and water power. istration and asset administrationcompanies(formerly-

The market value of securities and book debts at called holding and domiciliarycompanies) will not be-

the end of the fiscal year respectively. subject to the general income and capital tax.
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Income and capital tax liability will therefore be ex- cally adopts the classical system with all its known
tended to all juristic entities with a registeredoffice or disadvantages, which it only tries to moderate with

management in Liechtenstein if they have business particular relief measures.

connections with Liechtenstein, and this will be the
case if the juristic entity:

The proportional rates will not only further re-invest-

is controlled by residents of Liechtenstein;
but may also distort efficient allocation of capi-

-

ment,
tal and, more importantlyperhaps,create a preferencehas close businessconnectionswith Liechtenstein; for loan capital equity capital, because interest,

-

acts as a money lender in Liechtenstein;
over

-

owns land in Liechtenstein; and unlike dividends, is deductible for tax purposes. The
-

has shares in a Liechtensteincompany.
a tax-

-
exemption of participationsmerely avoids triple
ation of the same company profit.

The entire net profit of a juristic entity including cap-
ital gains and hidden distributionsof profits to natural Given the weight of these argumentsand the relatively
persons connected with the company are chargeable. inefficient corrective measures proposed, it iS to be

Investment capital by members of share capital com- expected that in parliamentarydiscussion the problem
panies and associations, including share premiums, of this double tax burden will lead to an introduction

transfers of the registered office to another country,
of dividend reliefs or some other form of alleviation.

not affectingbusinessresults,capitalgains arisingfrom Capital tax on corporationshas been designed as a tax
inheritances, bequests or gifts as well as profits from supplementary to the general income tax. The net
measures taken to avoid the insolvency of a company, equityof a company-being a juristicentity-ischarge-
are exempt from income tax. Following the principle able. Furthermore, capital allowances exempt from
of realization, capital allowancesfor depreciationsare income tax are also exempted from capital tax. The
also exempt from tax provided that they consist of rate of capital tax will be reduced from .2% to .1%
replacements of assets, changes of corporate form or which emphasizes the supplementarycharacterof this
mergers. tax and represents an approximationto the method of

It is proposed that income tax on juristic entities will taxing, holding and domiciliarycompanies.
be levied at proportional rates, namely as a general The provisionsconcerningadministrationand assetad-
rule at 10% of net taxable income. The tax rate is, as ministration companies are, in principle, not affected
under the present law, based on the ratio between the by the tax reform.
taxable profit and the equitycapital of a company.The
tax rate is half of this ratio. However, there would be However, in order to avoid fraud, provisionsgranting
a minimum rate of 6% and a maximum rate of 12%. the tax privilegewere restrictedso that only companies
Under the present Act the minimum rate of 7.5% and controlled entirely by non-residents or where only
the maximum rate is 15%, with the rate being in- non-residents are beneficiaries, are entitled to the

creasedproportionallyif 1% or more of the distributed privilege. As stated above, no tax privilege is granted
profits exceed 8% of the taxable capital. In the draft if there are business connections with Liechtenstein.

this proportional rate of increase is dropped. Should such connections exist the company will be
subjected to the ordinary income and capital taxes.

Under the present law payments of shareholders in a

share capital company (dividends, shares of profits, The capital tax rate for administration and asset ad-

surpluses on liquidation) constitute income arising ministration companies will be reduced from .1% to

from capital not subject to income tax and are there- .05% of the net assets with a minimum tax of 1,000
fore (apart from the 4% coupon tax) not taxable. Sfrs. For foundationsthe present reductionshave been

reduced and extended to asset administration com-
The rates for corporate income tax have been lowered panies: capital tax rate is reduced to .05% of the net
in the draft to alleviate the effect of the well-known
double taxation of distributed profits, a side-effect of

assets up to 2 million Sfrs. and to .025% for net assets
of over 2 million Sfrs.

the introductionof the income tax system. The present
system, where, in principle, incomefrom capital is not Apart from capital tax the draft also provides for the

taxable, avoids this problem. As a further relief, the 4% coupon tax to remain in force with regard to ad-

draft dropped the 4% coupon tax, which is a sort of ministration and asset administration companies. It

withholding tax on distributions. The rates, which are taxes the distributionsofprofits to holdersofparticipa-
proportional in relation to the profitabilityof the com- tions in companies of which the capital is divided into

pany, are meant to favour re-investment,and to follow shares.
also the principle of taxation according to ability-to-
pay. A further relief is provided by the exemption 3. Tax on capital gains from the sale of land

from corporation tax of distributions received from In line with the present provisions, capital gains from
Liechtenstein companies. According to international the sale of land will also be submitted to special
practice this exemption is, in the case of foreign

a

income tax under the new regulations. The draft does
shareholdings and participations, only granted if they not distinguish between land which is part of private
are substantial, i.e. 20% of the issued capital or a

assets and land which is part of company assets, but
taxable value of at least 2 million Sfrs. taxes all capital gains from the sale of land which are

This double taxation of distributed profits met with so regarded by the law of property. The followingalso

great criticism during consultations. The draft basi- count as dispositions:
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(a) any transaction affecting the enjoyment of owner- intestacy or donations mortis causae as well as other
ship of such land as a transfer of ownership; assets of the deceasedarising from a contract in favour

(b) the acquisition of privately owned land by juristic of a third party (life insurance, annuities, etc.); the
entities of the formation of inheritance tax is levied the heirs.

'

as a consequence a on

juristic entity or of an increase in the capital Gift tax is imposed on any gift inter vivos made withinthereof to the extent that the book value exceeds Liechtenstein.the costs of such formation or increase in capital;
and The heirs are liable to pay the estate duties. Their

(c) the imposition of birdens on land as a matter of liability includes taxes on bequests and other capital
private right or by reason of restriction on rights related transfers. The donee has to pay the gift tax.
of ownership created by public authorities to the The donor as well as the donee are liable jointly and
extent that they permanentlyrestrict the exclusive severally.
enjoyment of the rights of disposition and if such The estate duties are as follows:restrictions have been the subject of compensa- 1% on the first 200,000 Sfrs.tion.

2% on the next 400,000 Sfrs.
Income from letting, leasing or other exploitation of 3% on the next 600,000 Sfrs.
land is not subject to this tax, but rather to income tax. 4% on the next 800,000 Sfrs.

5% on the residue of the estate exceeding 2 millionThe taxable gain is the excess of the net sales proceeds Sfrs.
over the cost of acquisition together with all expendi-
ture on the land or on the buildings thereon which This estate duty is assessed at half of the above rates
increases value. Acquisition of any investments in should the estate be transferred to a surviving spouse,
property are added to the purchasing price. Gains children or parents.
from the sale of land are assessed at income tax rates. Gift tax and estate devolution tax (inheritance tax) are
To counter speculation in land, a higher tax rate is levied at the following rates:
applicable if the property was only held for a short V2% for gifts and inheritancesto children, including
time. adopted children, grandchildren and parents

as well as spouses;
4. Estate duty, inheritance and gift tax 2% for inheritances and gifts to grandparents and
Inheritance and gift taxes are the so-called capital siblings;
transfer taxes; they tax the transfer of assets from the 5% for inheritancesand gifts to step-children,chil-
estate of the donor to the heirs or donees. The value dren of in-laws. nieces and nephews;
of the transferredassets is subject to taxation.The rate 9% for inheritancesand gifts to aunts and uncles;
is determined by family relationships. 12% for inheritances and gifts to other next of kin

and in-laws twice removed; and
Taxes are levied on: 18% for inheritancesand gifts to all other persons.The estate in so far as it comes under the jurisdiction
of the Liechtensteincourts; this excludes land situated 5. Motor vehicle tax

in other countries and other propertyheld abroad, but A tax is imposed on all motor vehicles circulating on
includes any property left by an individual residing public roads. Each car owner is liable to rnotorvehicle
abroad which necessitates taxation in Liechtenstein; tax.
the estate tax is levied on the residuary estate.

Vehicles with catalisators and where themotor cars
Inheritance tax is imposed on capital transfers due to exhaust does not exceed certain limits are exemptfrom
inheritance arising in Liechtensteinby virtue of wills, motor vehicle tax up to 31 December 1989.
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Tax Treatmentof Payments
under ForeignCollaboration

Agreements
By Har Govind

INTRODUCTION FOREIGNINVESTMENT

Business activities of foreign companies in India give India considers foreign investment in principle as a

rse to three important categories of problems. The vehicle for the transfer of technology to the country.
first type relates to the taxation of foreign companies Foreign investment, not accompanied by foreign
themselves. The second category covers questions technology, is normally not allowed. The two excep-
arsing our of tax evasion or avoidanceby multination- tions are investors from Oil Exporting Developing
als. The third and last group of issues pertain to ques- (OED) countries and non-residents of Indian origin.
tions of admissibility,for tax purposes, in the hands of These two categoriesof investorsare allowed to invest
Indian companies, of payments made by them under up to specified limits and undercertain stipulatedcon-

foreign collaboration agreements. Problems of the ditions, even though there is no transferof technology
first two kinds have already been dealt with by this along with the investment. The normal ceiling for

author in earlier studies published in this journal.1 foreign investment is 40% of the total equity capital.
This article discusses questions of deductions for tax

A higher percentage of foreign equity can be consi-

purposes of payments made by Indian participants to
dered f the venture is largely export-oriented. For

foreign companies under collaboration agreements. wholly export-oriented units foreign equity of even

100% may be allowed. The foreign share capital
should be contributed in cash without being linked to

TECHNOLOGYPOLICY imports of machinery and equipment or payment for

The basic objective of the technology policy as ex- know-how, trade marks or brand names.

pounded at page 22 of the 1985-86 Report of theDe-

partment of Industrial Development is the develop- GROWTH OF COLLABORATIONS
ment of indigenous technology and efficient absorp- The figures of foreign collaborationapprovals in main
tion and adaptationof imported technologyconsistent industrial areas in 1985 as compared to 1983 may be
with national priorities and resources. The main aims

seen from the following table:
of the technology policy may be summed up as: (1)
attainment of technological competence and self-re- Table I

liance; (ii) provision of maximumgainful employment Industry No. ofapprovals
_to all strata of society; (ii) maximum development 1985 1983

with minimum capital outlay; (iv) identification of 1. Electricalequipment 205 129
obsolescence of technology in use and (v) develop- 2 Industrial machinery 152 115
ment of technologies which are internationally com- 3 Chemicals(otherthan 69 62

petitive, particulary in the field of export potential. fertilizers)
The Indian Government has listed certain industries 4. Metallurgical industries 53 20

in which no foreign financialor technicalcollaboration 5. Industral instruments 52 37

is permitted. However, importof technologyis permit- 6. Machinetools 32 44

ted under certain special circumstanceslike: 7. Ceramics 27 21

(i) if the technology is too closely-held and is not 8. Other industries 434 245

available for use by entrepreneurson competitive Total 1,024 673

terms;
(ii) if the technology is required for updating existing 1. For general background material, reference may be made to the

technology to meet higher domestic requirements following two articles:

or to become competitive in export market; or
1. Inda: Taxatonof Foregn Companes: 38 Buletinfor International

(iii)for manufacture of items with substantial export
Fiscal Documentation12 (1984) at 536;

2. India: Measuresagainst Tax Evasion by Multinationals:39 Bulletin

potential backed by buy-back guarantees. for InternationalFiscal Documentation10 (1986) at 302.
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The above statisticsshows that during the period 1983- ment The leading authority for determinationof this
85 the approvals of foreign collaboration agreements question which is holding the field since 1926 is Vis-
has registered an increase of more than 52%, which is count Cave's celebrated dictum in British Insulated
quite high. The share of various countries in agree- and Helsby Cables Ltd. v. Atherton 10TC 155: (1926)
ments approved in 1985 in terms ofvalue is as per table AC 205.
below: He observed:

Table Il When an expenditure is made, not only for once

Country Quantumof investment and for all but with a view to bringinginto existence
(100,000 Rs.) an asset or an advantage for the enduring benefit

USA 3,993 of the trade, there is very good reason for treating
Japan 1,568 such an expenditureas properlyattributablenot to

Germany (Fed. Rep.) 1,181 reenue but to capital.
Italy 695 Each payment under a foreign collaboration agree-
Norway 650 ment is therefore examinedwith the touchstoneof the
United Kingdom 371 enduring benefit test. If the payment brings into
Belgium 268 existence an asset or advantage of enduring benefit it
Canada 247 is capital in nature and is not deductible as a revenue
France 236 expenditure.The outcomeof the enduringbenefit test
Others 3,378 often dependson the draftingof the agreement in each

Total: 12 587 individual case.

The figures in the above two tables show that collab-
oration agreements between India and foreign coun- LANGUAGE OF AGREEMENT

tries, particularly with Western Europe and North
Americaare steadilygrowingboth in termsofnumbers The draftingof clauses of an agreementsetting out the
and value. terms and conditions of collaboration is very impor-

tant. It should be done with great care and expert
advice. Sometimes the collaboration agreements are

SCRUTINYOF AGREEMENTS not properly worded. Generally, a foreign col-
laborator does not part with the technical know-how

Under foreign collaboration agreements Indian par- absolutely. He merely grants a licence to use it. Still,
ties have to make paymentsfor import ofsophisticated in some cases, the clauses of the agreements give an

technology. These payments take many forms like impression that there is an outright sale of know-how.
royalties, technical services fees, dividends, interest, a The case of Triveni Engineering Works offers a good
percentageof turnover or profits and mixed permuta- illustrative example.
tions and combinations of these forms. These pay- An Indian Triveni EngineeringWorks Ltd.,ments involve remittance of money out of India and company,
affect the country's foreign exchange resources. India was set up to manufacture steam turbines. It did not

is facing an adverse trade balance of more than 50,000 possess the technical know-how or the expertise for

Rs. since 1980-81. The latest figures published by the this purpose. The technology was obtained from

Reserve Bank of India place the adverse balance of BrotherhoodsLtd. of the United Kingdom in the form
of drawings, designs and know-how. Clause 2 of thetrade at the end of 1985-86 around 80,000 million Rs.,

which is an all-time record. Amongst others, the ad- agreement mentioned that Brotherhoods would sell

verse trade balance is naturally one of the factors for outright to Triveni the technical know-howin respect
of steam turbines. According to clause 3, technicalthe Indian Government's selective and cautious ap- information,designs and drawingswhich providedproach in the matter of approval of foreign collabora- are

tion agreements. Against this general background, the to Triveni would be its absoluteproperty. In view of

Income-tax Department also applies a closer scrutiny these words in the agreement and the fact that the

to claims of admissibilityof payments made by Indian expenditure was of an initial nature inasmuch as the

parties in their tax returns. The agreements involve Indian company had obtained the know-how for start-

various types of subtle ingenuities in drafting and var- ing its business, the Income-taxOfficerhad disallowed
the deduction of the payment as capital expenditure.ied forms or modes of payments. This has led to differ-

ences in perception between taxpayers and tax auth- When the case came up before the Delhi High Court,
the rulingof the High Lourt in the Triveni Engineeringorities and has thrown up a mass of case law evolved
Works Ltd. CIT (1982)136 Income-tax Reportsby Courts. v.

(ITR) 340 (Delhi) was in favour of the company. The
High Court examined the agreement carefully and

PAYMENT: REVENUE OR CAPITAL noted the following facts:
The agreement was for a period of 10 years. It-

The dispute regarding the deductibility of either the could be terminated forthwith in certain cir-
whole or part ofpaymentundera foreigncollaboration cumstances.

agreement ultimately boils down to the question - The agreement was limited to territoriesof India.
whether it is a capital expenditureor revenuedisburse- Triveni had exclusive right of use.
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Although the data, drawings, documents and dies after the date of the agreement, to other persons.-

supplied to Triveniwas said to be its absoluteprop- - The assessee was expresslyprohibitedfrom divulg-
erty, the copyright in the above remained vested ing confidential information to third parties with-
in Brotherhoods,the assesseehavingonly a licence out the consent of the Swiss company.
to use the property during the duration of the - For the right to receive scientific and technical
agreement. assistance the assessee had agreed to make con-

The assesseehad to observecompleteconfidential- tributionsof 5%, 3% and 2%, respectively,of the-

ity. It could not disclose any informationregarding net sale price of the products sold by the assessee

the know-how without written consent. towards (a) technical consultancy and technical
The assessee could not assign the agreementwith- service rendered and research work done; (b) cost-

out written permission. of raw material used for experimental work; and
The assessee had to inform Brotherhoods of any (c) royalties on trade marks used by the assessee.-

improvements developed by it. Brotherhoods These stipulatedpaymentswere recurrent, depen-
could use these under certain conditions. dent upon sales and only for the period of the
Payment for use of know-how to design and man- agreement.-

ufacture steam turbines was made in a lump sum. On the basis of the above facts, the Supreme Court
The business of the assessee was new. However, held that it could not be said that the Swissthe informationand know-how to be impartedwas company

to be spread over the period of the agreement.
had parted with the technical knowledgeabsolutely in 1
favour of the assessee. The facts clearly established

After examining the clauses of the agreement in their that the secret processes were not sold by the Swiss
totality the High Court held for the assessee. It said company to the assessee. Accordingly, the Supreme
that althoughon a cursory reading the agreementgave Court decided that the contributionmade by the asses-

the impressionthat technicalknow-howwas sold abso- see to the Swiss company was allowable in full under
lutely, a careful and closer study of the agreement as Section 10(2)(xv) of the 1922 Act, corresponding to
a whole made it clear that despite the use of the words Section 37 of the Income-taxAct, 1961.
agree to sell outright to Triveni'' the agreement, in
substance, was more in the nature of a licensingagree-
ment. The High Court held that the technical know- USE OF KNOW-HOWWITHOUTTIMELIMIT
how fees were deductible as revenue expenditure in
computing the taxable incomeofTriveni. This specific It will be seen from the cases discussed above and
case underscoresthe importanceof drafting language. below that restrictions placed by the collaborator re-

If the agreementwere drafted more happily consider- garding (i) the divulgence of confidential information
able litigation cost and time would have been saved. to third parties; (ii) the assignment of agreements to

third parties; (iii) the territorialoperation; and (iv) the
time-limit on use of know-howtend to strengthen the

SUPREMECOURTON COLLABORATION
case that there is no full or partialsale of the know-how
and the payment made for it must be deductible as

AGREEMENTS
revenue expenditure. At present agreements for use

of know-how without any time-limit do not appear to
The Supreme Court of India has enunciatedthe princi- be in vogue. In fact such agreementsare not popular.ples for interpretationof collaboration agreements in With the present pace of scientific and technologicalthe case of CIT v. Ciba of India Ltd. (1968) 69 ITR

development, technological know-how becomes rap-692 (SC). According to this decision it must be
idly obsolete. There is one reportedcase which merits

examined whether the agreement merely gives the
a brief mention.

right to the assessee to draw upon the technical know-
ledge of the collaborator for a limited period for the A registered firm carrying on the business of manufac-
purpose of carrying on its business of manufactureby ture and sale of saccharine entered into an agreement
making the technical knowledge available Or does with the West German concern Heyden. Under the
the collaboratorpart with an asset of its business as a agreement Heyden was to supply know-how and data
result of which the assessee acquiresan asset or advan- for construction and operation of a plant to manufac-

tage of enduring nature for the benefit of its business ture saccharineby the flow sheet process. The assessee

The SupremeCourt analysed the agreementand noted had to pay 10,000 DM immediately and a royalty of
the following important facts: 2.5% on the sale of the manufacturedproduct subject

The object of the agreementbetweenCiba of India to a ceiling of 35,000 DM. The Income-tax Officer-

Ltd., an Indian subsidiary of Ciba Ltd. of Basle, disallowed the assessee's claim that the payment con-

Switzerland, was to obtain the benefit of technical stituted a royalty which was deductible as a business
assistance from the Swiss company for running the expenditure. The High Court also held that the asses-

business of the Indian company. see acquired ownershipof the know-how and data for
The licence was for a period of 5 years. It could be use by it in future without any time-limit. It was not-

terminated in certain circumstances even before merely entitled to use it as long as it paid the royalty.
the expiry of that period. The assessee obtained an advantage of enduring na-

The licence was granted to the assessee subject to ture. The payment was of a capital nature and was not-

rights actually granted or which might be granted admissible as business expenditure: RamkumarPhar-
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maceutical Work v. CIT (1979) 119 ITR 33 (Al- remained in its possession and would be available to it
lahabad). after the expiry period. The only bar on it would be

that it would not be able to use any trade mark or trade
name of the foreign collaborator. According to the

PAYMENTBY NEW ENTERPRISES Department, these facts rendered the expenditure as

one on capital account. The Bombay High Court
The Bombay High Court's decision in the case of CIT categorically rejected these arguments. It observed
v. Tata Engineeringand LocomotiveCo. Ltd., (Telco) that technical know-how made available by a party to

(1980) 123 ITR 533 (Bombay) is a landmark decision such an agreementdoes not stand on the same footing
in the realm of allowabilityof payments under collab- as protected rights under a registered patent. There is
oration agreements in general and by a new enterprise no property right in know-howwhich can be transfer-
in particular. It covers some very important issues. red as in the case of patent. A party supplying the
Telco had entered into two agreements. Under the know-how can hardly take back all the information
first agreement entered into with Daimler Benz of supplied, after the other party to the agreement has
West Germany, Daimler Benz was to provide draw- fully equipped itself and made itself familiar with the
ings, designs and full technical information required technical information and know-how supplied. The
for manufacture of automative products. Daimler High Court finally concluded that the fact that produc-
Benz was also to provide training facilities for Indian tion could still be continued after the termination of
personnel in its plants in Germany. Telco could also the agreement was entirely immaterial for deciding
use the trade name of Daimler Benz. The agreement whether such know-how can be treated as a capital
was for 15 years but one of the parties could terminate asset.
the agreementby six months'notice in case ofa serious
breach of its terms and conditions. After the agree-
ment came to an end, Telcowas authorizedto continue PAYMENTBASEDON PRODUCTION
to manufacturebut it could not use the trade name of
Mercedes Benz. Under the second agreement Hen- In the Telco case Revenue mounted another attack in

ricot, a Belgian firm, agreed to give technical advice, respect of allowability of payments made to Henricot
information and assistance to Telco steel foundry and on the ground that they were fixed with reference to a

to provide training facilities to Telco personnel at its percentage of profits. This plea was not accepted by
plants in Belgium. The agreement provided for pay-

the High Court and the payment was not treated as

ment of royalty and percentageofprofits for the provi- capital expenditure.Earlier, in the Ciba case (1968) 69
sion of know-how. ITR 690 (SC) decided by the Supreme Court, a stipu-

lated payment, dependent upon the sales, was also
The question that arose in this case was regarding the treated as admissible.
deductionof know-how fees paid under the collabora-
tion agreements. An explicit ruling on this subject is available in the

case of Praga Tools Ltd. v. CIT (1980) 123 ITR 773
The Income-tax Department's case was that the pay- (Andra Pradesh). The assessee was carrying on the
ments made to DaimlerBenz were on capital account business of manufacture of precision and machine
on several specific grounds. The first was that the tools, machinery and forgings. It entered into two
expenditurerelated to the initial setting up of business similar foreign collaboration agreements with a U.K.
of manufactureof DaimlerBenz trucks, i.e. the advice company for the manufacture of certain machines.
and technical assistance given by Daimler Benz were The assessee agreed to pay initially£ 1,000. The agree-in respect of setting up of such new business. A similar ment was for a period of 10 years. It could be renewed
plea was also raised by the Income-taxDepartmentin for a further period of 5 years by mutual consent.
the case of Triveni Engineering Work Ltd. v. CIT During the period of time to which the agreement
(1982) 136 ITR 340 (Delhi) mentioned earlier in applied the assessee had to pay royalties of 5% on the
anothercontext. In that case too, the Delhi High Court Indian selling price of the production of the machine,
did not consider it relevant whether the fees were paid subject to Indian taxes. The assessee claimed that the
before the manufacturecommencedor whether it was royalty payment made on the production of goods
paid to enable the Indian companyto start its manufac- constituted revenue expenditure and was deductible
turing businessfor the first time. The expenditurewas in determining the taxable income. The Income Tax
held to be allowable. Officer did not accept the assessee's claim. When the

question came up before a Full Bench of the Andhra
PradeshHigh Court, it held that the expenditureincur-

USE OF KNOW-HOWAFTEREXPIRYOF red had a direct nexus or relation to the carrying on or
AGREEMENT conduct of the business of the assessee. Such expendi-

ture must be treated as integral part of the profit mak-
' Another ground which was pressed by the Revenue in ing process. The very object of the payment of a roy-

the Telco case was that upon the expiry or termination alty based upon the production and sale of the prod-
of the agreement, which was for 15 years, the Indian ucts manufactured by the assessee was to obtain a

company would have the right to continue in the field manufacturing licence and technical know-how, in-
of manufacture.The technicalinformationand experi- cluding drawings, designs, specifications and other
ence gained by it in terms of the expired agreement technical information to enable the assessee to man-
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ufacture and seil the products covered by the agree- ufacture the same products in India nor to grant the
ment. The royalty payment was of a revenue nature right to any other person in India. The High Court
and was deductible on principles of business expe- held that disallowanceof 25% of technicalaid fees and
diency. royalty as capital expenditurewas justified on the facts

of this case. The assessee, in addition to the acquisition
of technical knowledge, obtained an exclusive right to

LUMP-SUMPAYMENT manufactureand sell its articles without any objection
from any one including the foreign collaborator. Roy-

There are a good number of cases on this subject. It alty was also paid for the acquisition of the exclusive
will be sufficient to note one of the more recent cases privilege of manufacturingand selling its products.
namely CIT v. Bajaj Electricals Ltd., decided by the
Bombay High Court (1984) 148 ITR (Bombay). The
Indian company entered nto a licence and technical REVENUEV. COURTS
assistance agreement with Westing House Electrical
InternationalCompanyof U.S.A. The agreementwas The case law noted in the precedingparagraphsis only
for a period of 10 years. The licence granted was an illustrative. It is not exhaustive and there are many
exclusive licence to manufacture in India certain more cases on this topic. However, starting from the

specified apparatus and material. The technical and earliest and coming to the latest decision, one broad
manufacturing information was to consist of mainly uniform pattern which clearly emerges is that Courts
drawings, process specifications, material specifica- are more or less unanimousin their thinking that tech-
tions, purchasing specifications and test data. At the nical know-how fees for manufacturing process
time of signing of the agreement a lump-sum fee of supplied by way of drawings, designs, information or

$ 25,000 was payable for the drawings and specifica- otherwise are deductible as revenue expenditure. The
tions and other necessary information prior to the different arguments advanced by Revenue for getting
starting of manufacture. them treated as capital outlay have not been accepted
This amount was not allowed by the Income Tax Of- by the Courts.

ficer. According to him it was an initial paymentmade
pror to manufacture and related to capital assets like
drawings and specifications.When the matter reached TAX REFORM

the Bombay High Court it held that the lump-sum It will be from the foregoingdiscussion that there
payment was admissible as revenue expenditure. It seen

was not in relation to any capital asset because there was a constant tug-of-war between the taxpayers and

were no property rights in the technical know-howand tax authorities on questions of allowance of payments
under foreign collaboration agreements. Th conse-

the assessee did not derive any benefit of enduring quential litigationwas expensive and time consuming.nature. Governmenthas belatedly recognized the need to cur-

The Court further held that it was irrelevant to con- tail this wasteful exercise and a new Section 35 AB has
sider whether the payment was made prior to the start been introducedin the Income-taxAct by the Finance
of manufacture and whether it was in a lump-sum or Act 1985. Any payment of a lump-sum consideration
recurrent payment. Another case reported earlier is paid by an Indian assessee for acquiring technical
the Bombay High Court's decision in the case Kirlos- know-howfor his business is now allowed in six annual
kar Co. Ltd. v. CIT (1982) 136 ITR 716 (Bom). This instalments commencing from the year in which the
decision was also in the assessee's favour. payment is made and five succeedingyears. To encour-

age acquisitionof technologyfrom indigenoussources,
that is, know-how developed in a recognized laborat-

EXCLUSIVERIGHTTO MANUFACTUREAND ory, universityor institution in India, the deduction is
SALE allowed in three equal instalments instead of six laid

down for foreign sources.

The latest reportedcase ofCITv. SouthernSwitchgear
Ltd. (1984) 148 ITR (Madras) 272 would suffice to The Government's approach at tax reform is some-

give a broad current position of this subject. Where a what limited and does not provide the requisite relief.

payment is made under a collaboration agreement to Government has adopted the amortization approach
mpart technical know-how as well as an exclusive in the new Section35 AB by assumingthat expenditure
licence to manufacture, the payment will have to be incurred on acquisitionof technical know-how is capi-
apportionedbetween the two and the portion relating tal expenditure and is not normally admissible in com-

to acquisition of exclusive right to manufacturewill be puting business income. Sec. 35 AB, therefore, allows
inadmissible as capital expenditure. The facts in this amortizationover the stipulatednumber of years. The
case were as follows: the assessee company entered assumption that payment for technical know-how is
into a foreign collaboration agreement. The agree- capital in nature is not based on sound premises. In
ment provided for the supply of technical aid and recent years the Courts have predominantlytaken the
information for the manufactureand sale of products. view that such expenditure is of revenue nature. The
Technical assistance also envisagedestablishmentof a reasoning of the Courts has evolved on the following
factory. The foreign company undertook not to man- lines:
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Technical know-how cannot be considered as an the views expressed by the Courts. It should replace-

enduring asset. This thinking is based on the well- Section 35AB by a new section, making provisions to
known fact that technical know-how in the fast allow 100% of the payments made under approved
developing scientific and technological arena be- foreign collaboration agreements in the year of pay-
comes outdated or obsolete within a very short ment itself. This should not be difficult in view of the
period. Research, development and innovations situation explained in the beginning of this Article.
are constantly progressingyear after year. India needs selective foreign technology for its
Some Courts have adopted a new line of thought. economic growth. The agreements entered into by-

Accordingto them, technicalknow-howis not only foreign companies with Indian participants have to
an asset which is not enduring, but also it cannot conform to the Government's prevailing technology
be treated as a cpital asset. Technologicalknow- policy. They come into operation only after Govern-
how is not comparable to some of the popularly ment's approval. Such approvals are increasing both
known examples of intellectual property such as in numbers and in terms of value. Payments made

protectedrights under a registeredpatent. In their under such economically desirable and administra-
view, there are no property rights in technical tively approved agreements should be allowed in full
know-how as distinguished from copyrights, pa- in the year of payment itself. The amendment should
tent rights and trade marks, in which the ownerhas also be made applicable with retrospective effect so

property rights. that accumulated appeals are disposed of quickly
an to

The Courts are continuously following the above ap-
bringing end the existing languishing litigation.

proach in cases which are pending before them and Foreign companies negotiating collaboration agree-
which are submitted to them. Two latest instances, ments with their Indian counterparts will be well ad-
where the Courts have allowed the taxpayersclaims of vised to take into considerationthe existing tax travails
deductionswholly in one year are: of the latter. They should fully cooperate with the
1. Addl. CIT v. Buckau Wolf New Engineering Indianpartnersat the time offinalizingthe agreement.

Works Ltd. (1984) 150 ITR 180 (Bombay); They should assist the Indian participants by incor-
2. CIT v. Bharat Earth Movers Ltd., (1985) 155 ITR porating appropriate language and terms in the agree-

321 (Karnataka). ment so that the Indian parties do not face problems
under the present tax laws. This approach is for mutual
interest. The tax effect of an agreement is always one

NEEDFORPRAGMATICAPPROACH of the important factors in the mind of a participant
which has to make the payment. The helpful approach

The introduction of the new Section 35AB will not of making it smooth for the local participant to meet

bring an end to litigation. Taxpayers will continue to requirementsof its home tax laws will usher in finaliza-
claim the expenditureon payments under foreign col- tion of a greater number of collaboration agreements
laboration agreementsas wholly allowable in one year with expedition. The interest of foreign companies is
under Section 37(1) of the I.T. Act. If disallowed by more predominant because a good number of Indian
the Income-tax Officer, they will go in appeal where companes entering into agreements are either sub-
they will get it in most of the cases. It is, therefore, sidiaries or group members of the collaborating
necessary for the Government to take cognizance of foreign companies.

1
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Taxes and Computers
By Lars-Erik Wenehed

Administrativecomputersystems are widely used to monitor information
which is entered by the user, such as airline reservation programs.
The most common administrativecomputersystem is the accountingsys-
tem which compiles, calculates and processes different accounting and
bookkeeping items.

A new type of administrativecomputersystem is the tax system, which is
split into three categories, namely, programs for: preparing tax return

declarations; for calculation of national taxes; and, for calculation of
- -einternational taxes. Moreover, these programs, or at least the first two

categories,can be divided into programsfor private individualsand corpo-
rate legal bodies.

International tax computer systems may be programs which calculate the
national tax levied on foreign earnings, such as the extensive system in
operation in the U.S.A. for converting foreign earnings into earnings for Mr. Wenehed is an attorney and is
U.S. tax calculations. Managing Director of COMPTAX

A.B. since 1983. Prior to this he was
Another type of internationaltax system comprises those programswhich legal advisor to TETRA PAK Interna-
simulate payment transactionsbetween countries in order to arrive at the tional A.B.
best route for payment and the best method of payment.

Using this type of program, it is possible to find the In computer program assisted calculations, payment
optimum channel for transferring earnings from the flows through high taxation countries are often
country where the earnings were generated to the suggested, which may seem surprising. However, the
country where such earnings are to be used in, for reason for this is that high taxation countries have
instance, investment. This has not hithertobeen possi- established an extensive network of double tax
ble becauseof the astronomicalnumberofcalculations treaties. These treaties, combinedwith the legislation
required. By way of example, it might be mentioned of the countries involved, often grant total tax relief
that for finding the best route from one country to on foreign earnings, such as dividends, or make avail-
another within a multinational established in twenty able large-scalecredit for foreign taxes paid. When the
countries, no less than 2,500,000,000,000,000calcula- amount in question is retransferred, this often takes
tions are required, and 6,000 items of information are the form of a deductible expense which reduces the
needed. level of taxation in the country of destination. This

reduction will, in such an instance, be considerableSince it is impossible to execute this number of calcu- because of the high rates of tax in that country.lations in traditional tax planning, attempts are gener-
ally made to find a solution which results in low taxa- Calculationscarried out using the COMPTAXsystem
tion in the country where the earnings are generated for finding the optimum route for transferringroyalties
and low taxation in the country to which the earnings from Korea (KR) to the United Kingdom (GB), when
are subsequently transferred. The solution to this the multinational is established in Australia (AU),
problem is often the use of tax havens, which may Austria (AT), Belgium (BE), Denmark (DK), Fed-
entail that when the funds are ultimately to be used eral Republic of Germany (DE), Hong Kong (HK),
and are transferred to their final destination, they are the Netherlands (NL), Norway (NO), Sweden (SE)
subject to punitive rates of tax. Furthermore, it is and the U.S.A. (US) give the following result:
becoming increasingly common that the fiscal auth-
orities in many countries see through and disregard
such moves as payment via tax havens.
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Roy Div United Kingdom. The differenceof 268 consistsof tax

savings in the countries en route. The corresponding
Korea Norway Germany -, figure if a royalty payment is made direct to the United

Kingdom is 115. The calculations are made without
100 160 137 any restrictionswhatever, and can perhaps seem to be

unrealistic. Naturally, there must be ulteriorcommer-

Int Div Int cial reasons for the transactions.These are pre-requis-
ites for the calculation, like other conditions and re-

strictions valid for the user.
Hong Austra

United
-- _* ._- --

Kong Kingdom Another possibility with this type of software is to
build an optimum ownership structure, which is illus-

311 255 566 368 trated by the following example. Note that the same

countries as in the preceding example are included,
and the parent company is quartered in the United
Kingdom:

The calculation above is made as follows:

The starting figure is 100 (after tax) in Korea. It is AU-DK-NO-NL-GB

assumedthat a royaltywill be paid, which is deductible US-

as cost. The System then calculatesthe pre-tax amount HK-AT-SE-
which is 178, with a company tax of 43.7%. This is the
amount of royalty paid from Korea. From this amount BE-

is deducted a withholdingtax of 10% or 18, so that the DE-

company in Norway will receive 160.
KR-

The royalty is taxed in Norway with a company tax of
50.8%. From this tax a credit for withholding tax paid See Exhibit II.
is given. Consequently the tax in Norway will be 73 It is possible to effect this type of tax planningand the after tax result is 87.

manu-

ally, for which reason this mode of approach in tax
The System assumes that the after tax result in the planning contexts is quite novel, but it will certainly
countriesbetween the first countryand the last country gain in acceptance at the same rate as computers
is the same after the transaction as before. Con- spread to corporate international tax departments.
sequently the amount paid out of Norway is 87 after
tax.

EXHIBIT I
The payment is effected in the form of a dividend and
as the company tax on dividends is 23% (compared COMPTAX
with 50.8% as normal tax) the after tax amount of 87
is recalculatedto a pre-tax amount. This amount is 177

CALCULATIONPRINT

from which is deducted 23% tax so that a dividend of For Hypothetical
137 can be distributed.

The dividend is paid to Germany and is not taxed in KR REP. OF KOREA

1 that country. The after tax result has increased with
137. The interest paid from Germany shall con- IN OUT

sequently correspond to 137 after tax. Interest is de- Net received Net receved

ductible as a cost and 311 corresponds to 137 after tax Knd of income Kind of payment ROY Patent

with a company tax of 56%. This operation assumes
Profit after tax 1 Profit after tax

of course that there is a taxable income in Germanyof Loss carried forward Companytax 43.7%

at least 311.
Taxable Comp. taxaftercredit
Creditof tax Amountavaiablefor

This amount is received in Hong Kong and taxed with WHT previouscountry: paymentafter tax 100

18%. The result after tax is 255 and this amount is paid Matchingcredit Deductibleascost 100.0%

as a non-deductibledividend. Comp. tax pr. country : Tax savngs/ACT/WHT : 78

Companytax Gross paymentout 178

The dividendsare received in Austria tax-free and the Comp. tax after credit : WHT 10.0% (18)
interest paid to the U.K. is 566, which corresponds to Receivedaftertax : Paymentout 160

255 after tax. The company tax in Austria is 55%. NOTE REP OF KOREA
Please bear in mind that for this scheme to operate the No comment

f taxable income in Austria must be at least 566.
NO NORWAY

Interest received in the U.K. from Austria is taxed
with 35% and the end result is 368. See Exhibit I. IN OUT

Net received : 160 Net received 160

Out of 100 net after tax, which is the initial figure in Kind of income : ROY Patent Kind of payment DIV

Korea, there will be obtained 368 net after tax in the Profitaftertax : Yes Profit aftertax Yes

X
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Loss carried forward : No Companytax 23 0% GB UNITED KINGDOM
Taxable . 100.0% 160 Comp. tax aftercredit (23)

IN OUTCredtof tax : 1 Amountavalablefor
Net received 566 Net receivedWHTpreviouscountry: 10 0% paymentafter tax 136
Kind of income INT KindofpaymentMatchingcredit 0,0% Deductibleascost 00%
Profitafter tax Yes Profit after taxComp. tax pr country Tax savngs/ACT/WHT 1
Loss carried forward No CompanytaxCompanytax 50.8% Gross paymentout : 137
Taxable 100.0% 566 Comp. taxaftercreditComp, taxaftercredit : (73) WHT 00% (0)
Creditof tax 1 AmountavailableforReceivedafter lax 87 Paymentout 137
WHTpreviouscountry 0.0% paymentafter tax

NOTE: NORWAY Matchingcredit Deductibleascost
No comment Comp. tax pr. country Tax savings/ACT/WHT :

Companytax 35.0% Gross paymentout
DE GERMANY Comp. tax aftercredit (198) WHT

Receivedafter tax 368 PaymentoutIN OUT

Net received 137 Netreceived 137 NOTE: UNITED KINGDOM
Kindof ncome DIV Kindof payment INT See Notes Menu 5.4.,

Profit after tax Yes Profit after tax Yes EXHIBIT 11
Losscarriedorward No Companytax 56.0%

Taxable 0.0% Comp. tax aftercredit COMPTAX 1Credtof tax 0 Amountavailablefor

WHT prevouscountry. paymentafter tax 137
RESULTS

Matchingcredt Deductibleascost 100.0%
Possible combinations

Comp tax pr. country : Tax savings/ACT/WHT 174

Companytax : 56 0% (0) Grosspaymentout 311

Comp. tax aftercredit : WHT 00% (0) 1. KR---R--- NO---D-- DE---I--- HK--eD--- AT---1--- GB
Recevedafter tax : 137 Paymentout : 311

100 160 137 311 255 566 368
NOTE, GERMANY 2. KR---R--- NO---D--- DE---l--- HK---D--- AT---R---GB

No comment ' 100 160 137 311 255 510 368
3. KR---R-t- NO---D--- NL---R--- HK---D--- AT---R---GB

HK HONG KONG 100 160 137 236 236 472 341
4. KR---R--- NO---D--- NL---R--- HK---D--- AT---I---GB

IN OUT
100 160 137 236 236 524 341

Net received 311 Net receved 311
5 KR---R--- NO---D--- DE---R--- HK---D--- AT---R--- GB

Kind of ncome INT Kind of payment DIV
100 160 137 233 233 466 337

Profit after tax Yes Profitafter tax Yes 6. KR---R--- NO---D--- DE---R--- HK---D--- AT---l--- GB
Loss carried forward No Companytax 180%

100 160 137 233 233 518 337
Taxable 100.0% 311 Comp taxaftercredit (56) 7. KR---R--- NO---D--- DK---R--- HK---D--- AT---R---GB
Credtoftax 1 Amountavailablefor

100 160 116 233 233 465 336
WHT previouscountry: 0.0% paymentafter tax 255 8. KR---R--- NO---D--- DK---R--- HK---D--- AT---I---GB
Matchngcredit : 0.0% Deductibleas cost 00%

100 160 116 233 ' 233 517 336
Comp. tax pr. country : Tax savings/ACT/WHT : 0 9. KR---R--- HK---D--- AT---I--- NO---D--- DE---I---GB
Companytax : 18.0% (0) Gross paymentout 255 100 130 130 288 222 504 328
Comp. taxaftercredit : (56) WHT 0.0% (0) 10. KR---R--- HK---D--- AT---I--- NO---D--- DE---R--- GB
Recevedafter tax 255 Paymentout 255 100 130 130 288 222 504 328
NOTE: HONG KONG 11. KR---R--- HK---D--- AT---R--- NO---D--- . DE---R---GB

No comment 100 130 130 259 222 504 328
12. KR---R--- HK---D--- AT---R--- NO---D--- DE---I---GB

ATAUSTRIA 100 130 130 259 222 504 i 28
13. KR---R--- DK---R--- HK---D--- AT---I--- BE---I--- GB

IN OUT
100 160 178 178 395 424 324

Net received 255 Net received 255 14. KR---R--- NO---D--- DE---I--- HK---D--- AUd-I--- iB
Kindofncome : DIV Kndof payment INT

100 160 137 311 255 450 325
Profitaftertax : Yes Profit aftertax Yes 15. KR---R--- NO---R--- HK---D--- AT---I--- BE---R---GB
Loss carried forward : No Companytax 55.0%

100 160 178 178 395 499 324
Taxable : 0,0% Comp tax aftercredit

16. KR---R--- NO---R--- HK---D--- AT---I--- BE---I---GB
Creditof tax : 0 Amountavailablefor

100 160 178 178 395 424 324
WHTpreviouscountry: paymentafter tax 255 17. KR---R--- NO---D--- DE---I--- HK---D--- AU--oR---GB
Matchingcredt Deductibeas cost 100.0%

100 160 137 311 255 450 325
Comp.taxpr.country Tax savings/ACT/WHT : 311

18. KR---R--- DK---R--- HK---D--- AT---I--- BE---R---GB
Companytax 55.0% (0) Grosspaymentout 566

100 160 178 178 395 499 324
Comp. taxaftercredit WHT : 0.0% (0) 19. KR---R--- SE---R--- NL---R--- HK---D--- AT---R--- GB
Receivedafter tax 255 Paymentout : 566

100 160 215 215 215 429 310
NOTE: AUSTRIA 20. KR---R--- SE---I--- NO---R--- HK---D--- AT---I---GB

See Notes Menu 5:4 100 160 215 215 215 477 319
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(B. 13.340) (B. 56.962) CHACKO, B.J.

The non-resident Indian's guide on taxation and
investment.

Hong Kong (states the Law ason 15 May 1986) 7th Edition.

ASIA & THE PACIFIC Bombay, Current Law Publishers, 1986.595pp
PAUL, Patrick B.; HIEN, Leonard van. Monographexplaininginvestmentand taxation

HandbookofHongKongtaxstatutes. bynon-residentIndiansin India.

Asia Profits tax, salaries tax, property tax, interest (B. 56.966)
tax, estateduty, stampduty. Also includes Board

SCHROEDER,Larry.
of ReviewDecisions. KAMPANI, S.P.; GURBAXANI,C.N.

Modvat (ModifiedValue AddedTax) under
Rural developmentsgrants to local governments Singapore,Butterworth& Co (Asia) Pte Ltd.,

Central ExciseLaw.
in Asia. 1986.930pp.,£78.
Syracuse,MetropolitanStudies Program, Compilationof the consolidatedannotated text (Includingallied provisions)

Maxwell GraduateSchool, SyracuseUniversity,
of the most importantHong Kongtaxlegislation Allahabad,Law PublishingHouse, 1986.424pp
in force on 1 September 1986. The handbook Monographexplainingthe Modified Value

400 MaxwellHall, Syracuse,N.Y. 13244-1090.
also includesall Inland Revenue Department AddedTax (MODVAT)introducedfrom 1

1987. 136pp Interpretationand PracticeNotes providing March 1986.
(B.56.949)

a

ready referencebook. (B. 56.967)
(B. 56.972)

INCOMETAX JOURNAL.
Australia 1986 Part 1, January-June,Volume 43,1986.

India Edtor Suresh Lakhota. 530 pp.
TAX FACTS AND FIGURES 1986-87. Boundoiumeof all issues of the IncomeTax

Sydney, Coopers& Lybrand, 1987.40pp CHATURVERDI,K.; PITHISARIA,S.M. Journal,January-June1986 containingtaxcases.

Summaryof the taxes and incentivesto business Chaturvedi& Pithisaria's IncomeTax Law. (B. 56.946)
in Australia. Thirdedition, Vol. 6. The Income Tax Act, 1961
(B. 56.948) Secs. 280A to 298, Schs. and Rules. Indonesia

Calcutta,Eastern Law House, 1986.85(1pp
THE AUSTRALIANTAX CHANGES Annotatedtext of the IncomeTax Act 1961, SOEMITRO, Rochmat.

WorkinginPapua New Guinea. Secs. 280A to 298. Schedulesand Rules are Asasdandasarperpajakan.
Port Moresby,Coopers& Lybrand, 1986. 28 pp. appendedto volume6oftheseries. 2 Volumes.

(B.56.943) (B. 56.968) Bandung,Eresco, 1986.188 + 175 pp.
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Two textbooksdealingwith the basicprincipleof PRODJODIKORO,Wirjono. Annotatedtext of Law of4 August 1986
taxationin general, with reference to the present Tindak-tindakpidana tertentudi Indonesia concerningtax provisionsincluding
and former tax lawsofIndonesia. Secondeedition. recommendationsbytheState Council and

(B. 56.957) Bandung,Eresco, 1986.257pp officialdocumentsof Parliamentarrangedper
MonographentitledCertaincriminalacts in articleofthelaw.

SOEMITRO, Rochmat. Indonesia. (B. 107.455)
Pajak penghasilan1984. (B.56.953)
Bandung,Eresco, 1986. THILMANY,Jean.
219 pp Israel Le traitementfiscal des prestationsde source
Introductionexplainingthe1984 IncomeTax belge accordesaux victimesd'une incapacit
Law. SHERIDAN,Yoel. permanente.
(B. 56.960) Practicalguide to industrial investmentin Israel. Brussels,EtablissementsEmile Bruylant, 1986.

Tel Aviv, Kesselman& Kesselman,39 195 pp.SOEMITRO, Rochmat.
MontefioreSt. 1984.49 Monograph the tax treatmentof the

Pajak pertambahannilai 1984. pp. on

Bandung, Eresco, 1987. (B. 56.926) remunerationpaid from Belgiansourcesgranted
to permanentlyhandicappedpersons.164 pp.

Introductionexplainingthe1984value added (B. 107.416)
tax. Japan

WEYTS, Luc.
Textof relevantstatutes is appended.
(B.56.961) FUJINO, Shozaburo. Notarieelfiscaal recht.

Money, employment,and interest. Deel 2: De aangiftevan nalatenschap.
GOVERNMENTPOLICY ON Towardsa reconstructionof Keynesian Antwerp,KluwerRechtswetenschappen,1986.

Deregularizationof 15th January 1987. economics. 442 pp.,3650Bfr.

In: Warta Cafi EconomicBulletin,Special Tokyo, KinokuniyaCompanyLtd., 1987. MonographVolume2 ofseries on notarypublic
edition. January 1987. EconomicResearchSeries, No. 23. The Institute law dealingwith the filingofreturns for estatesof

Jakarta,C.A.F.l. (CommerciaiAdvisory of EconomicResearch,HitotsubashiUniversity a deceased.

Foundationin Indonesia), 1987. 60 pp. Kunitachi,Tokyo 186. 220 pp. (B. 107.501)
Compilationof the regulationswith respect to (B.56.971)
simplificationon import, exemption from or ORSHOVEN, Paul van.

reductionof import duties. Behoorlijkerechtsbedelingbijgeschillenover

(B. 56.939) Papua New Guinea directe rijksbelastingen.
Antwerp,Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen,1987.

SOEMITRO, Rochmat. McGAVIN, P.A.; GILL, R.A. 588 pp.,4832Bfr.

Pajak bumi dan bangunan. Professionaland skills earningsinPapua New Monographon due processof law in case of

Bandung, Eresco, 1986. 237 pp. Guinea: 1986 marketsectorsurveydata. litigationaboutdirect national tax laws analyzed.
Introductionexplaining.theLand and Building Port Moresby, Instituteof National Affairs, (B. 107.500)
Tax Law. Text of relevantstatutes is appended. 1987.
(B.56.955) INA WorkingPaper, No. 9.35 pp.

(B. 56.950) Benelux
SOEMITRO, Rochmat.
Hukum pajak internasionalIndonesia. THE AUSTRALIANTAX CHANGES KEESOM, P.H.M.
Perkembangandan pengaruhnya. Working in Papua New Guinea. Het nieuweBeneluxrechtinzakedienstmerken.
Bandung,Eresco, 1986. 418 pp. Port Moresby, Coopers& Lybrand, 1986. 28 pp. Tijdelijkeregeling1987 voorbehoudvan

Reprintof 1977 edition of textbookentitled (B.56.943) merkenrechten.
InternationalTax Law Indonesia, its Deventer,Kluwer, 1986.
deyelopmentand influencedescribingthe Fiscaleen juridischedocumentatievoor

developmentof international tax law and its internationaalzakendoen,No. I6. 175 pp.
connectionwith tax law of Indonesiaas well as EUROPE Monographdealingwith the new Beneluxlaw
concludeddouble taxation treatieswith emphasis concerningtrade marks.
on the tax treaty with the Netherlands. (B. 107.483)
(B. 56.959)

Belgium
SOEMITRO, Rochmat. Channel Islands
Pajak dan pembangunan. PANORAMADE LA REFORMEFISCALE
2nd Edition. Brussels, MinistryofFinance, 1987. 70 pp.
Bandung, Eresco, 1982. 284 pp. Panoramaof the Royal Commissionfor the BOULDING,John.

Secondeditionof monographdealingwith the standardizationand simplificationof the Belgian Tolley's taxation in the Channel Islandsand Isle

relationshipbetween taxationand development tax system.
ofMan 1986.

with emphasis to the Indonesiansituation. (B. 107.399) A guide to tax legislation in Guernsey,Jersey
(B.56.958) and the Isle of Man, revisedtoinclude the laws at

LES GRANDESLIGNES DU RAPPORT 31 March 1986 and the Manx 1986/87Budget
PRODJODIKORO,Wirjono. du CommissionRoyale de simplificationet provisions.
Asas-asashukumpidana di Indonesia. d'harmonisationde la fiscalit. Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd.,
Second edition. Brussels, Ministryof Finance, 1987.8pp. 1986.206pp.,£ 11.50.

Bandung, Eresco, 1986. 18()pp. Summaryofthe Royal Commissionforthe (B. 107.137)
Monographexplainingthe criminal law in standardizationand simplificationof the Belgian
Indonesia. tax system. ,,

(B. 56.956) (B. 107.398) Denmark

GAUTAMA, S. WET VAN 4 AUGUSTUS 1986 HOUDENDE REGLERNEOM BESKATNINGAF
Hukum perdata internasional Indonesia. fiscale bepalingen. Udenlanskindkomst i Danmarkog forophhraf
Jilik kedua (Bagianpertama). Cetakan ke-4. Artikelsgewijzecordinatievan wettekst,advies skattepligtentil Danmark.

Bandung,Eresco, 1986. 386 pp. van de Raad van State, Parlementaire Copenhagen,MinistryofFinance, Informations-
ThirdeditionofBookTwo (first part) dealing documentenenhandelingen. Samengestelddoor kontoret, Slotsholmgade12,3. SAL, DK 1216
with general rules of InternationalCivil lawof Kris Gheysen. Copenhagen. 1985.
Indonesia(principles,domicileand nationality) Antwerp, Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen,1986. CommitteeReportNo. 1060, December1986.

(B.56.954) 407 pp. 280 pp
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The rulesof taxing foreign incomein Denmark France field of the taxeson profitsthrough thc help of a

and the rules concerningtheterminationof tax computersystem.Firstofall, theauthordefines
liability in Denmark. RETRAITES. tax evasionas part of economiccrime. He then
(B. 107.450) Obligations,opportunitset choixde describesthe scientific and the legal basis for his

l'entreprise. analysis,which is followedby a description of the

Europe Aspectsfinanciers.sociaux, fiscaux, comptables different typesof tax crime and the specific
et d'audit. investigationsystemSTIX.

DAHL, Peter. Parjs, EditionsFrancisLefebvre, 1987.268pp., (B. 107.628)

Steuerberatungspraxisund
249 Ffrs.

Steuerberatungslehrein Europa. Monographon pension schemesprovidedby an ENDRES, Dieter.

Berufsrechtund Ausbildungdes Steuerberaters enterpriseto its employeescoveringfinancial, Direktinvestitionenin Entwicklungslndern.

-dargestelltam Beispielder Lnder social, tax, accountingand auditingaspects. BesteuerungundGestaltungder

Deutschland,Belgien,Frankreich, (B. 107.586) Auslandsttigkeit.
Munich,VerlagC.H. Beck, 1986. 533 pp., 138

Luxembourg,sterreich,Schweiz. HECKLY, Christophe DM.
BergischGladbach,VerlagJosefEul, Rationalitconomiqueet dcisionsfiscales. This book describesin detail the legal framework
Hungenberg1,5060BergischGladbach. 1986.

Paris, LibrairieGnrale de Droit de for direct investmentin developingcountries. It
Reihe: Steuer, Wirtschaftund Recht, Band 27.

et
an tax consequences

265 pp., 46 DM. Jurisprudence,1987. 380 pp., 303 Ffrs. contains analysisof the of
on

Comparativestudyon the tax consultants Backgroundinformation the rationalebehind direct investmentin both host and home

educationand the professionallawin Austria,
tax systemswith emphasison French taxes. countries,as well as the first German translation

Belgium,Germany(Fed. Rep.), France, (B. 107.498) of the U.N. Model Conventionfortaxtreaties
betweendevelopedand developingcountries.

Luxembourgand Switzerland. MEMENTOPRATIQUEFRANCIS LEFEBVRE Apart from generalissuesrelatingto the choice
(B. 107.530) Social 1987. Securitsociale, droit du travail of the rightsde, investmentstudiesare added on

jour au 15 mars 1987. the ASEANcountries.

European Communities Paris, EditionsFrancis Lefebvre,1987.1245pp. (B. 107.355)
Annualguide for 1987 containingexplanationof
French labourandsociallegislationeffectiveas BETRIEBLICHEKOOPERATIONMIT

INVENTORYOF TAXES. of 15 March 1987; supplementsare issued den Entwicklungslndern.
Leviedby the Stateand the local authorities regularly Mglichkeitenund Grenzen des Mittelstandes.

(Lnder,dpartements,regions,districts, (B. 107.497) Herausgegebenvon WolfgangKnig,Joachim
provinces,communes)in the MemberStates of .

Peters, WolfgangUllrich.
the EuropeanCommunities. 1986Edition. Tbingen,J.C.B. Mohr(PaulSiebeck), 1987.
Luxembourg,Office for OfficialPublicationsof Germany (Fed. Rep.) 264 pp.,64DM.
the EuropeanCommunities,1986. 610 pp. The book comprisescontributionsfrom different

Summarydescribingallthe taxesleviedin each FUEST, Winfried;KROKER, Rolf. authorson these subjects:conceptsand
MemberState of the EuropeanCommunities. Irrtmerin der aktuellenSteuerdiskussion. preconditionsforentrepreneurialcooperation
(B. 107.548) Cologne,DeutscherInstituts-VerlagGmbH., with developingcountries,possibilitiesforsmall

Gustav-HeinemannUfer 84-88, Postfach510670, and medium-sizedGermanenterprises,direct
REFUND OF FOREIGNVAT 5000Cologne51.1987. investmentabroad, transferoftechnology,trade

(incurredwithin the EuropeanCommunity). BeitrgezurWirtschafts-und Sozialpolitik and internationalprocessing, the programmefor
London,BinderDijkerOtte& Co., 1987. 81 pp InstitutderdeutschenWirtschaft,No. 149.54pp. thepromotionof entrepreneurialcooperation,
Comparisonoftheschemewherebyan Brochureprovidingadescriptionon the and evaluationof the currentsituationand future
entrepreneurregisteredforVATin one member developmentof the tax policy of the80les. The prospectiveof entrepreneurialcooperationin
countryof the EuropeanCommunityis allowed main focus is devoted to an analysisof how developingcountries.
to recoverVAT incurredby him in other member enterprisesare currently taxed and a criticismof (B. 107.629)
countries. the envisagedGerman tax reform.

(B. 107.473) (B.107.627)
Greece

TAX COORDINATIONIN THE HANDBUCH DES AUSSENSTEUERRECHTS

Europeancommunity. 1987. PETRACACOS,Demetrius K.;
Editedby SijbrenCnossen. Munich,VerlagC.H.Beck, 1987.

PSYLLAS,MargaritaP.
Deventer,KluwerLaw and TaxationPublishers, Schriftendes DeutschenWissenschaftlichen Businessoperationsin Greece.
1987. Steuerinstitutsder Steuerberaterund Washington,Tax Management, lnc.
Sereson InternationalTaxation,No. 7. 377 pp., Steuerbevollmchtgten.777pp., 75 DM.

Foreign Income Portfolios,No. 194-4th. 17()pp.
220Dfl. In this book, alllegal materials(laws, executory Revisededition ofPortfolio Greece. Detailedon

Papersof the conferenceheld on 22-24 August orders, regulations,decrees,court decisions, descriptionof taxation, forms ofbusiness
1985 atthe ErasmusUniversityofRotterdam. etc.), related to internatonaltax n stuatons

organizationand labour law in Greece.
The topicof the conferencewas the tax seen from a Germanpointofview, are collected. (B. 107.454)
coordinationin the EuropeanCommunity. Also included legal material of international

Amongthepapersofoverseasand European organzations(e.g EuropeanCommunties)in
specialistswere the following:Coordinationof as far as they may have an impacton international
value added taxes by Sijbren Cnossenand Carl operatingGermanenterprises. Hungary
S. Shoup; Alcoholand tobacco taxes: criteria (B. 107.626)
forharmonizationby John Kay and Michael JOINT VENTURES IN HUNGARY.

Keen; Motorvehicle tax harmonizationby PAUFLER, Alexander. Editedby TamsSugr.
RogerS. Smith; Pricediscriminationand tax Die Steuerhinterziehung Budapest,HungarianChamberofCommerce,
differencesin the Europeanmotor industry by EinebetriebswirtschaftlicheSystematikder 1986.85 pp.

AndyMurfin; Interjurisdictionalcoordination Methodenim Bereichder Gewinnsteuernund Explanationestablishingajoint venture in

of taxeson capitalincomeby PeggyB. ein EDV-Systemzur Aufdeckungund Hungary. Text of relevantstatutes are appended.
Musgrave;Corporatepersonal tax integration Bekmpfungder Steuerhinterziehung. (B. 107.513)
by RichardM. Bird; Taxationand the cost of Stuttgart,C.E. Poeschel Verlag, Postfach529,
capital: a comparisonofsix EC countriesby 7000Stuttgart l . 1983.324pp., 82 DM.
Julian S. Alworth;The Europeanmonetary This book systematicallyanalyzes the methods, Ireland

system and fiscal policiesby VitoTanzi and as developedby the scienceofbusiness
TeresaTer-Minassian. administration,which can be employedin INVESTMENTIN IRELAND.

(B. 107.443) discoveringand combatingtax evasion in the Dublin, StokesKennedyCrowley, 1 Stokes
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Place, St. Stephen'sGreen, Dublin2.1987.87 Deventer,Fed., 1987. Fed FiscaleBrochures, IB KAVELAARS,Peter.
Pp 2.3.93 pp.,35Dfl. Premieheffingvolks- en

Guidefor foreign companiesand foreigners Second revised edition of monographexplaining werknemersverzekerngen.
consideringinvestmentsor doing business in the extraordinaryexpensedeductionsin Deventer,Kluwer, 1987.
Ireland. Taxationaspectsare dealt with. computingtheindividualincome tax. KluwerBelastingwijzers,No. 25. 200 pp., 24.90
(B. 107.596) (B. 107.467) Dil.

Monographdealingin detail with the social
SIXTY-THIRDANNUAL REPORTOF DIJCK, J.E.A.M. van. securitycontributionspayableby employerand
the RevenueCommissioners. Vervangingvan inkomsten (artikelen27,31,32 employee.
Yearended31st December, 1985, en 59a van de Wet op de inkomstenbelasting) (B. 107.446)
Dublin, StationeryOffice, 1986. 278 pp. £ 6.65. Derdeeditie.

(B. 107.489) Deventer,Fed, 1987. SUBSIDIEGIDSVOOR BEDRIJVEN
Fed Fiscale Brochures, IB 5.6. 141 pp in Nederland. 1987-88.
Third editionofmonographdescribingthe Amsterdam,Coopers& Lybrand, 1987. 51 pp.

Isle of Man taxationofgftedorinheritedincome and Guidedescribingthe subsidiesgranted to

replacementincomeunder the ndividual businessesin the Netherlands.
BOULDING,John. income tax law. (B. 107.539)
Tolley's taxation in the Channel Islandsand Isle (B. 107.468)
of Man 1986. SUBSIDIEGIDSVOOR BEDRIJVEN
A guide to tax legislation in Guernsey,Jersey KORTELAND,C.G.J.; in Nederland. 1986-87.
and the Isle of Man, revised to include the laws at SPECKEN,W.H.A. Amsterdam,Coopers& Lybrand, 1986. 51 pp
31 March 1986and the Manx 1986/87 Budget Elseviersalmanakvoorde vermogensbelasting Guide describingthesubsdiesgranted to

provisions. 1987. businessesin the Netherlands.
Croydon,Tolley PublishingCompany Ltd., Handleidingvoor de aangifte (B. 107.515)
1986.206pp.,£ 11.50. vermogensbelastng1987en voorde aangifte
(B. 107.137) successieen schenking1987. KOERS, J.; KAMERLING, R.N.J.

Amsterdam,Annoventura,1987. 200 pp., 33.50 Opsporingen vervolgingvanbelastingdelicten.
Dfl. Een praktischebenadering.

Netherlands Monographon filing 1987 net wealth tax return Arnhem,GoudaQuint, 1987. 1OOpp.,42.50Dil.
and the 1987 death duty and gift tax return. Monographdescribinginvestigationand

LOON, P.M.F., van; BIKKER, A.C.; (B. 107.449) sanctionsoftax fraud.
VLIET,J. van. (B. 107.532)
Elseviersalmanakvoorde ALMEKINDERS,A.; KATTENBUSCH,W.F.F.
vennootschapsbelasting1987. PAGTER, It. de. ILSINK, J.W.; SCHUURMAN,J.

Handleidingvoorde aangifte Douanememo. Schematischoverzichtvan de Nederlandse
vennootschapsbelasting1986.17th Edition. Deventer,Kluwer, 1987. 212 pp.,32Dil. belastingen.
Amsterdam,Annoventura, 1987. 240 pp., 39.50 Annualedition providingrelevantsummarieson

21st Edition,January 1987.
Dfl. Deventer,Kluwer, 1987. 44 ppcustomsduties provisions.Annual 17th editionof guide containing (B. 107.514) Systematicsummaryof the Netherlandstaxes

informationforfilingthe1986 corporate income effectiveasof 1 January 1987.
tax return. (B. 107.519)BIJL, D.B.; NORDEN, G.D. van.
(B. 107.528) KluwerBTW-gids1987.

Handleidingvoorondernemersvoorde aangifte
INTEGRATIEVAN DE PREMIEHEFFING

FISCAAL MEMO 2. volksverzekeringenin de loon- en

Deventer, Kluwer, 1987. 123 pp
omzetbelasting inkomstenbelasting(2)Deventer,Kluwer, 1987. 310 pp.,34.90Dfl.

Part 2 of Fiscaal Memocontains, in particular, Value added tax guide 1987 providing Besprekingvan het preadviesvan prof. dr.
short informationon form regulations in Dutch informationforentrepreneursfilingtheirvalue

L.G.M. Stevens.
tax law as a complementto Part I of the same added tax returns. Deventer,Kluwer, 1987.
series. Geschriftenvan de Verenigingvoor

(B. 107.470)(B. 107.474) Belastingwetenschap,No. 171. 41 pp.
Discussionof the recommendationsby L.G.M.

DENIE, A.H.R.M.
BELASTINGWETTEN1987. Stevenson the integrationof the impositionof

De overheid in de omzetbelasting18edruk. Meteen inleidingvan prof. Ch.P.A. Dventer. Kluwer, 1987.
nationalsocial securitiescontributionsand wage

Geppaart. Fiscale Monografien,No. 43.403pp.
and individual income tax.

Deventer, Kluwer, 1987.
on or not (B. 107.552)

KluwersWetboekenenWetten,No.3.687 pp.,
Monographdealing whether the
Governmentis subject to value added tax.

37.50 Dfl. BTW

Compilationofconsolidatedtextof tax laws and (B. 107.471) EuroforumStudiedag,vrijdag24October1986,
related by-laws levied in the Netherlands, Okura Hotel, Amsterdam.
effectiveforthe year 1987. TextsofpendingBills FISCUS EN ONROERENDGOED. Eindhoven,Euroforum,Postbus845,5600AV
are appended. Bouwstenenvooroptimaalfiscaal handelen. Eindhoven. 1986. 80 pp
(B. 107.466) Euroforumcursus (Deel 1) Seminarworkingpaper held on 24 October1986

Eindhoven,Euroforum,Postbus845,5600AV at Amsterdan,convenedby Euroforum.
NETHERLANDSAND NETHERLANDS Eindhoven. 1987.55 pp. Prof. Reugebrinkdescribesthe conceptof
Antilles Partoneof a practicalcourse with emphasison entrepreneursinrelation to the fiscal unityas
intermediarycompanies. the tax treatmentof real estate (value added tax, defined in the Sixth EC Councl Directiveon

Amsterdam,Coopers& Lybrand, 1987. 48 pp transfertax). VAT.

(B. 107.516) (B.107.447) Othersubjectsby variousspeakersdealtwith
are: the role of the entrepreneurinthe VAT;

EXPATRIATETAX GUIDE TO THE FISCUS EN ONROERENDGOED. importand export; immovablepropertyand
Netherlands. 1986-87. Bouwstenenvooroptimaalfiscaal handelen. VATetc.
Amsterdam,Coopers& Lybrand, 1986.40pp. Euroforumcursus (Deel 2). (B. 107.448)
(B. 107.517) Eindhoven,Euroforum,Postbus845,5600AV

Eindhoven. 1987. 125 pp. SUBSIDIEMEMO1987.
BAAN. D. de Workingpapersfora tax courseon the value EditorsA.C.M. van KeepandP.A.J.M. Sneis.
Buitengewonelasten. added tax and transfer tax leviedon real estates. Deventer,Kluwer, 1987. 102 pp., I8.75 Dfl.
2nd revisededition. (B. 107.447) Pocketedition containingin briefinformationon
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the DutchGovernmentsubsidiesand financiai concernsonthe participationof transnational warranties, remediesin chain sales, retentionof
aids granted to businessoperationsin the corporations. title etc.

Netherlands. Geneva,ECE/UNCTCJoint Unit on (B. 107.553)
(B. 107.564) TransnationalCorporations,1984.

ECE/UNCTCJointUnited PublicationSeries TANZI, Vito; BLEJER, Mario I.;
No. 2.25 pp. TEIJEIRO,Mario O.

Norway (B. 107.550) Inflationand the measurementof fiscal deficits.

Washington, InternationalMonetaryFund,

JARY, Jacob.
INTERNATIONALTAX SUMMARIES 1987. 1987.

Norskskattelovsamlingfor inntektsret1986,
A guide forplanninganddecisions. IMFWorkingPaperWP/87/17.31 pp
EditorJon D. Jacobs. (B. 56.952)forskuddet1987. New York, Coopers& Lybrand, 1987. 975 pp.Skien, JacobJary,Universitetsforlaget,1986.

850pp
Annual revisededitionofsummariesof the taxes KE-YOUNGCHU.
levied in 97 countrieswhere membersand Externalshocksand the processof fiscal

The tax laws ofNorwayfor the year of income
associatedfirmsof Coopers& Lybrandhave adjustmentn small developinga open economy.1986 and for the preliminaryassessmentfor the
offices. The informationis updated of 1 Washington, InternationalMonetaryFund,

year 1987.
as

(B. 107.452) August 1986 unless otherwiseindicated. 1987.

(B. 107.461) IMFWorkingPaperWP/87/11.23pp.
(B.56.951)

Sweden WADE, John Alexander.
The role of the value added tax in international KASHIWAGI,Yusuke.
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XXI CIAT GENERALASSEMBLY

The XXI General Assembly of the Inter-American proach to training and the computerbased staff train- 1Center of Tax Administrators (CIAT) was held in ng program used by the U.S. Internal Revenue Ser-
Ottawa on 4-8 May 1987, with participation of 125 vice. The meetingwas developed throughplenary ses-
delegates representing 44 countries and 11 interna- sions, panelsand workinggroupsand conclusionsweretional organizations. compiled in a report presented by the General Rap-

porteur, Dr. SheldonCohen, formerCommissionerof
The meetingwas sponsoredby RevenueCanada, Tax- the U.S. InternalRevenueService. During the Assem-
ation, and the main themes considered were Tax- bly's administrativesession, CIATmembersapproved
payer Assistance, Information and Education and the 1987-1988 activities plan and budget and elected
Staff Development in the Tax Administration. the new ExecutiveCouncil, under the chairmanshipof

the Deputy Minister of Revenue Canada, Taxation,Both themes gave delegates the opportunityof discus- Dr. Harry Rogers. The next'CIAT meetings will be
sing practical aspects aimed at improvingtreasury-tax- held: in Madrid, in October 1987, under the sponsor-
payer relationships. These included the problem reso- ship of the Secretariatof Finance of Spain to consider
lution program being carried out by the U.S. Internal Organizationand Functionsof a ModernTax Admin-
Revenue Service; the public enquiries information istration; and in May 1988, in Brazil, to deal with the
bank in Revenue Canada, Taxation; experiences in topic of Management, Policy and Cooperative Ap-tax educationand staff training in severalLatin Ameri- proaches among Tax Administrations to Discourage
can and European countries; and, the systems ap- Tax Avoidance and Evasion.

e
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CurrentTrendsin
IncomeTaxationin Z..

,

*,

EasternEurope .

-.

By Prof Dr Tbor Nagy
t

r

INTRODUCTION *

Income taxation has recently moved to the fore in the area of economic

policy as both socialst and capitalist countries begin to formulate major A£irt
tax reforms. In this atmosphere, tax policy is connected with socio-policy
too. However, in order to understand the present situation the past must

be understood. The underpinningsof our present ncome tax system date

back almost 200 years when taxaton was recognizedas a means of earning
revenue from each person according to capability and a manner in which

Professor Dr. Tibor Nagy born inwas
income could be redistributed.The policy underlyingour tax systems has Budapest in 1924. He obtained a doc-
been refined through the method of legal comparison. The researcher torate in politics at the University of
must utilize the differentparametersand experiences,and the interaction Budapest in 1946 and a doctorate in

of nationallaws.The result of proper integrationof the world'sexperience law a year later. In 1949, he became
'

militates toward a uniform income tax concept dominating the economic ministerial secretary n the Supreme
Economic Council, and in the year

policy of the industrial countries. after, deputy chief of the financial de-

Bernhard Grossfeld has examined the fate of income taxation in his partm_ent- in the Ministry of Education.

excellent work, wherein he recognizes the extent to which Adam Smith's
In 1961, he was awarded the scientific
degree candidate by the Hungarian

theses of the 18th century on income taxation were adopted. The early Academy of Sciences and, in the
introduction of an income tax in England and Prussia has been followed s'ame-_year, was appointed associate

to the point of world-wide acceptance. professor in the Faculty of Law and
Political Sciencesat Budapest Univer-

The international economic challenge, the effort to modernize, the un- sity, where, in 1969, he became pro-
favourable economic climate, have all stimulated socialist countris t fessor and head of the Departmentof

rapidly reorganize their national economies and to introduce reforms of Financial Law. In 1983, Professor

the economicmechanism.The linked economic mechanismsbeing prices, Nagy became a visiting professor at
Hamburg University

wages, the budget and, of course, taxes.
Professor Nagy studied public finance

Income taxation is acquiring a new role in the Eastern Europeancountries and financial law with research fellow-
as well as in international relations. This report, which is not intended as ships n the U.S.S.R. (1957), the Ger-

a rival or substitute for the work of Grossfeld, will identify some of the man Democratic Republic (1959) and

trends and plans concerning income taxation in order to inform and
Poland (1960) During 1968-1969, he
was a Ford Fellow at Harvard and Col-

support an initiative for a more extensive scientific exploration of the umbia Universities He is the author of

subject. books and articles on financial law,
international financial (tax) law, finan-

Soviet model as the socialist model cial systems and law of the socialist

A new age started for income tax in the Eastern Hemisphere when the economic integration and the history
of Hungarian State finances. Since

Soviet Union introduced a new income tax combined with property tax in 1961, he has published 40 works in
1922 serving the purpose of the new economic policy3. The property tax Hungarianand 43 n other languages.
character ceased in 1924. This tax had primarily applied the principle of Professor Nagy is a member of the
class discrimination. The taxpayers were put into four categories: Institut International de Finances Pu-

employed workers, self-employed persons, those receiving income from bliques and the World Association for

enterprises, pensioners' and other income classified as unearned or non- International Relations

labor income. Juridical persons, e.g. jont stock companies, were also
included. It is remarkable that at the beginning the socio-political aims
dominated, i.e. not the economic political aims. After some years the
character of tax had been changed: it became the tax of earners of wages
and salaries. Furthermore, persons who had a license for a handicraft 1. Grossfeld, Bernhard, Die Einkom-

1 service (mostly in the villages) also paid tax. This taxation system was nensteuer, GeschichtlicheGrundlageund rechts-

vergleichenderAnsatz. Tbingen, (1981)
unusually simple from the aspect of tax technique- its revenue was only 2. Smith, Adam, The WealthofNations, Book

3-5% of the budget because the state revenues originated primarily from V. (1778).
3. Holzman, Franklin D., Soviet Taxation,

the turnover tax of the socialist sector. Cambridge, (1955), at 181.

1
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The agricultural tax has supplemented the state's rev- at least until the middle of the 60's.
enue. This burdened agricultural incomes, from the The addition of the Soviet socialist model has resulted
viewpoint of public finance. The agricultural tax was in the formation of a hybrid dual system during the
a property tax, but it could be taken as a yield tax The.taxesof the old remain and
because, regardless of the real income, an estimated post-waryears. system

the tax administrationprocedurehas not been changed
average income was considered as the tax base. Pay- substantiallyalthoughsome changes did occur to serve
ment was based directly on the amount of cultivable the economicgoals of the State (e.g. low tax rates for
land in use by the farmerwithout regard to the manner

employees, and allowances and exemptions for the
in which the land was used or of the extentof livestock members joining cooperatives).holdings-4 Different rates of tax were applied by re-

gions dependingon the fertility of land, availabilityof The Soviet socialist model has brought with it the
markets, irrigation, etc. This system is virtually un- differentiated tax system: taxation of individuals by
changed with corrections having only been made in the combined application of income taxes, turnover
the tax rates.5 taxes, property taxes, fees considered to be taxes from

the viewpoint of public finance, etc.
Today there is a doubleschedularincome tax system

at least in name. Soviet tax policy further separates A global view of the COMECONMemberStates' tax-

the taxation of urban and rural incomes and these systems will reveal many similarities with several in-
taxes are complementedby other supplementarytaxes terestingspecific legal and politicaldifferencesappear-
which burden personal income; bachelorsand persons ing in the modern detailed regulations'. These
with a small family; fees on farm produce markets, similarities are not the result of a harmonizationplan,
etc.6 neither in the sphere of company taxation nor in the

The adaptation of this socialist model was required sphere of individual taxation. However, the Financial
Committee of COMECON has requested that

under the socialist economicpolicies of the European Member States inform each other of changes in
countries in the 50's. These policies suggested the sep-

any
their tax laws. This is a reasonable request in light of

aration of the agriculturalsector from the non-agricul- the multilateralagreementfor the avoidanceof double
tural sector for tax purposes - that was one of the taxation. The frequentmention of COMECON
characteristic features. But this separation deprived

a cus-

tom union indicates that some planned harmonization
the Budget of revenue from one of its major sources will be needed in the future.
by improperly distributing the burden to unrealistic
income in the agriculturesector. (The Hungarianprac- Anotherarea for harmonizationoccurswithin the indi-
tice differed from this, e.g. in 1949 the general income vidual state. The federal system provides for a conflict
tax was introducedwhich burdened every income, in- between the central taxing authority and the member

cluding agricultural income, but it was not advantage- states. In the Soviet Union and Czechoslovkia the
ous for agriculture, reduced the stakes, and gave a central taxing authority imposes all taxes, therefore
possibility for the tax authority to use unjustified high the tax system is uniform. Yugoslavia has granted the
taxation based on estimation. The peasantry was not right to tax to each of the 6 Member States. In order
accustomed to keeping books of account, nor could to support the national economicplans some harmoni-
the tax autority calculate their income correctly. zation must occur. As a result, the Agreement on

However, from 1956 the income tax on agriculture is Harmonizing the Tax System with the purpose of
once again an independent tax, with rules which are providing unity and stability in the market through
based largely on the same principles as in the Soviet harmonization of the separate tax systems was signed
system.) in 1984. A constitutionalchange is expectedwhich will

We have to remember that this socialist Soviet in- place the taxing power in the hands of the central

come taxation model was endangered by the government.
Khrushchev initiative, which was enacted in 1960.7 A comparative overview of the various tax systems
The Soviet Government planned in that year the will be used in this article to elucidate the characteris-
gradual eliminationof income tax8. An argumentwas tics of income taxation rather than individual surveys
that income tax produced only a small portion of the of each country. The most important point to re-

revenue for the budget, furthermorethere was a sense member within the framework of the COMECON
that income tax worked contrary to the social policy of
increasing living standards. However, in practice it
became obvious that this personal regulator tax is 4. Holzman, at 189.

needed in order to apportion incomes and to maintain 5. Nagy, Tibor, USSR: the 1984 Budget Act and the Tax System.
Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Docunentation(1984),at311-315and4511.

fiscal control. This law was repealed in 1962.9 6. The history and all legal problems of Soviet taxation are discussed in
detail by: Janus, Hans, Steuerrecht und internationales Steuerrecht der

Sowjetunion, Frankfurt am Main (1987)
The income tax system of COMECONcountries 7. Pravda, 8 May 1960.

8. Wessely, Antal, A lakossg egyes adinakfokozatos megszntetsea

The major influence on COMECONMember States' Szovjetuniban, Pnzgys Szmvitel (1961), at 256-258.

tax legislation has come from the Soviet socialist 9. Kolms, Heinz, Finanzwissenschaft,Band III, Berlin (1976), at 28-30.

model. This is understandable because the Eastern
10. See Guides to European Taxation, Vol. V: Taxation in European
Socialist Countries, International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.

European countrieshave experiencedsimilar trends- Amsterdam (1981). Completed with 10 Supplements.
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countries is that there is not just one income tax, but Taxationof aliens
there are several income tax schedules (the agricul-
tural tax is one of the schedules).The various taxes are Aliens are taxed depending upon their status as:

not combined, i.e. there is no aggregated taxation. (a) permanent resident or (b) temporary resident
This allows the stimulation of various practices under employed by a foreign firm or Jont venture. An alien
the different categories. The Soviet Union, having a is a foreign physical person, as defined in the Decree

complex income tax system, has 4 tax rate categories of 12 May 1978 of the Soviet Union, who is a citizen
and Romania has 6. Hungary applies the general of a foreign state, irrespectiveof residence or custom-

income tax schedule (2-65%) to all income which is ary place of abode.
not covered by the pension fee and for which there is In the Minister of Finance other auth-
no special exemption. many cases or

orized person has the discretion to grant tax allow-
Due to the high priority of state owned property in ances and/or exemptions to alens employed by a

socialist countries, the vast majority of employees foreign enterprise or a joint venture. Czechoslovakia
work for state or cooperative institutions. Income tax grants such tax advantages to employees of joint ven-

revenue comes from the salaries of workers and tures. Poland exempts income of aliens related to di-

employees and other wage-lke income (bonuses, al- rect economicactivities. The GDRhas no special rules

lowances, etc.). Hungary, Romania and Poland are for foreigners.
exceptions because wages of employees are exempted Naturally, foreign investors prefer to invest where tax
(caveat: Poland taxes wages above a certain amount). conditions are most favorable and this is taken into
When income tax is imposed it tends to be lower than consideration.
in Western countries, e.g. the Soviet Union has a

maximum 13%, GDR and Czechoslovakia20%.
Soviet income tax reform concepts

There is a separate tax on handicraft activities per-
formed privately by individuals. The existence of this Reform of the economic mechanisms is a constant
tax has legalized handicraft activities that are in addi- subject of discussion in Soviet literature. A decision/ tion to wage-earning employment. This tax provides was made at the XXVIIthCongressof the Soviet Com-
an incentive for private initiative through the legaliza- munist Party to graduallyintroducereform in different
tion while also supplying a means for administrative spheres of the national economy.control.

The enterprise (company) laws have been a primaryAs a further incentive for innovation of a technical
area of focus for reform. The basic plan is to reduce

nature, almost every country has favorable schemes state intervention. The shortage of goods has strained
for investment and depreciation allowances - as ap- the frameworkof the resulting in the
pear in the West. These incentives are known to shift economy appear-

ance of a second and a third economy.the income tax and turnover tax burden to the cos-

tumer, specifically, those persons requiring the ser- In response to these shortcomings the governmenthas
vices. decided to support the profit motive. Enterprises will

tax to turnover tax
Other standard means of supplementing income tax pay a on profits in addition the and

will have only a few obligatory planning targets. The
revenue are: the bachelor and persons with small previous system of subsidizingan enterpriseout of the
families tax (Romania, Bulgaria, the Soviet Union-it general budget when costs exceed the sales price is to
existed in Hungary, but has since been repealed), and be replaced. Prices will more closely reflect the actual
the tax on men who do not perform military service

(Bulgaria and Hungary).
cost under the profit motive system.
The original dream of a socialistsystem wherein goods
are free of charge and no salaries or wages exist has

The pension fee
not been realized. This original aversion to wages and
salaries has been a major reason why wages and

As in most countries of the world, social insurance salaries have remained relatively low. The new

economicpolicy will provide relief in this area.
contributions are required of either or both the

employee and the employer in European socialist The new law of 1 May 1987 legalizing individual and
countries. joint small enterprisesprovides the basis for growth in

In Hungary, where wages are not burdened by an productionunder the profit motive system. The recog-

income tax, a pension fee is charged. This is a tax on
nition by the government that state industries have

gross wages. The pension fee is a tax at a progressive
been unable to provide services and goods requested

rate between 3-15%, without an exemption or a tax by the population has resulted in a decision to allow
individual initiative to satisfy such demands.12A recent

allowance, on all wages. For each identical income, publicationby the governmentindicates that there are
only one tax will apply (e.g. general income tax, pen-
sion fee or agricultural tax). This excludes the risk of
double or multiple taxation. (Double and multiple 11. Nagy, Tibor, Hungarian Social Insurance Contributions as State

taxation will be dealt with further in the subchapter
Taxes, Legal Developmentand Comparative Law, Ed. Zoltn Pteri,

at

dealing with the tax reform.)
Budapest (1986), 299-330.
12. Figyel, 1 January 1987.
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29 activities permitted to the individual for which the cated tax laws covering wages, salaries, exchange
individualwill be subject to Soviet income tax at a rate rates, credit and investment policies, foreign trade
of 13%. This rate s subject to change depending operations and enterprise assets. These tax laws are

upon the amount of income received from a specific tempered by the need for elasticity in the regulations
activity and the importance of that activity to the which will facilitate adaptation to each new Five-Year
economic plans as determined by the State. Plan.19 One of the first reforms to flow out of the

actions of 1968 has beerfthedecision to tax enterprisesThe importanceof this reform should not be underesti- and co-operative organizations the same. Many new
mated. Studies indicate that nearly 2 million people taxes have been introduced as well (25 kinds of taxes
are involved in such private work without permsson, on legal entities exist in the agrarian and non-agrarianproducing 14-16 billion rubles of profit per year.4The sectors).office for Soviet economicpolicy forecasts that nearly
4 million people will request a private services work Twenty years after the first great reform, in 1988, a

permit. The reward being the possibility of doubling new series of reforms will become effective. The two
the average monthly income of wages earned from major areas of change will be in the enterprise tax and
state owned enterprises. the personal income tax sectors.2(The introductionof

VAT will result in the discontinuanceof several enter-
Further reform is contemplatedin the area of personal prise taxes. The VAT will alter the relation between
income tax - it is to be replaced by a family income production prices and prices (the details ofconsumer
tax 15 wherein the per capita income in the familywould the HungarianVAT plan are discussed in Dr. Lukcs'
be the tax base with incomes under a certain amount article).exempted.16This family income tax will better reflect
the social-political plans of the State than the recent Historically, enterprises have paid various taxes re-

individual income tax system, because it allows the lated to wages leaving the employee to pay only a

30% tax allowance only in the case of families with pension fee on wages. Income deri.ved from other
more than 4 dependentpersons while grantingan indi- sources wa taxed separately. From 1986 the various
vidual tax-free minimum of 70 rubles per month. sources of income will be aggregated and taxed as one

sum. Certain significant items will not be aggregated,The ineffectivenessof the regulation of 1953 concern- income from the sale of real estate, income from
ing the taxation of household plots has fueled debates inventions

e.g.
and income from abroad.

for reform. 17 There is a need to encouragethe produc-
tion of foodstuffson these plots and to limit the illegal The tax on wages of the enterprise (10%) will be

profiteering. Producersnear main highwaysand major abolished. It was calculatedon wages, but it proved to
cities are earning more money from their private plot be a burden on the interest base.
of land than from their activities for the state agricul- The social security tax (40% on enterprises, 33% on
tural enterprises. However, plots of land located agricultural enterprises) will eventuallybe reduced. It
further from these centers of commerceare being used is the intention of the reform plan to tax the final
less productivelyand with decreasedinterest. The plan of the economic the enterpriseto promote producton involves the development of a stages process: pay

cadastre for the plots and link taxation to the type of
turnover tax (VAT) and the populationpays personal
income tax on all income.21 The personal income of the

producer and the market where the produce is sold workerwill be increased because of the elimi-
(e.g. flowers and fruits will be taxed at higher rates and average

nation of various taxes at the enterprise level.sales to state agriculture and wholesale organizations
will be taxed at lower rates). The progressive fee on
farm markets will be increased to provide a more even 13. Npszabadsg, 211 November 1986.

distributionof the tax burden. 18 14. Esti Hirlap, 6 April 1987.
15. Heti Vilggazdasg,21 March1987.

Of interest is the lack of discussion concerning the tax 16. Les Nouvelles de Moscou, I March 1987.
on bachelors and persons with a small family which is 17. Economitseski Nauki, No. 5. of 1986, and Heti Vi/ggazdas(g, 13

a social-political law used to support facilities for chil- August 1986.
18. Janus, Hans, Die Kolchosmarktgebhr in der Sowjetunion, Die

dren. wichtigsten Gesetzgebungsaktein den Lndern Ost-Sdeuropasund itt den

In summation, the tax reforms plans far exceed the
ostasiatischenVolksdemokratien, Monatsheftefr OsteuropischesRecht,
Hamburg (1981), at 371-372.

scope of the reforms of 1930 or 1953 and will have a 19. Nagy, Tibor, Tax Law Functionsn the Enterprise Sphere in Hunga-
tremendous impact on private enterprise, family in- ry, The Legal Structure of the Enterprise, Ed., F. Md], Budapest (1985),
come and agricultural income. 295.

20. Vilggazdasg, 1 March 1987.
21. The reform plans .re based on the HSWP's resolution. During its

Hungarian tax concepts session of 19 and 2(1 November 1986, the Central Committeeof the Hunga-
rian Socialist Workers Party has adopted a resolution calling for the
preparation of a comprehensive reform of State enterprise and personalIn one dramatic movement on 1 January 1968 the income taxation, to be effective as of 1 January 1988. The new system of 1

Hungarian government introduced a new system of State enterprise taxation should be considerably siplified, but it should
economic management and control. Under the new also take into account the independenceof State enterprise as well as the

system objective market factors (e.g. money, price, required centralizationof income. The new personal income tax should
be based on the principle of a just, general and proportionate sharing ofprofit margins, etc.) play a more prominent role. taxation, but it should not result in a decrease of net wages and salaries

These factors are manipulated by means of compli- (ste Tax News Service (1987), at 26).
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The arguments for and against the introduction of a costs and expenditures must be acknowledged in the

personal income tax continue to rage and a great deal new regulation.
of literature is being produced. The final politicaldeci- Associationsof citizens, e.g. economicworkingassoci-
sion shall be made soon and the draft of the bill will ations, which are not legal entities, play an importantbe discussed by Parliament in September. In recent role in the Hungarian economy. These private under-
years unequal effectsand differentiationsbetweenvar- takings may employ a labor force and apprentices -

ious social strata has resulted in the enrichment of this is the main difference when compared with the
some taxpayers and the impoverishment of others.22
Public opinion polls indicate that the Hungarian

new Soviet system. The income of these associations
are subject to company tax; the dividendsof members

people want reform to be a more egalitarian distribu-
are burdened by general income tax and in the future

tion of income.23 In response to this demand the per- dividends will be subject to personal income tax.
sonal income tax is being introduced. This new tax
should alleviate many of the problems that have been As taxes are better coordinated, the company tax will

developing, however, it will not answer them all. become a new tax on undertakings.
There are almost 1 million taxpayers deriving income

The personal income tax is designed to have a uniform from agricultural activities in Hungary. Presently, the
progressive tax burden on all income sources and this, tax on household and auxiliaryplots represents tax on
it is hoped, will eliminate- at least in part - differences the proceedsof the land, and the agriculturalmachines
in consumption resulting from the diversified regula- and horses used on household plots. This 4 schedule
tion of income sources. This indicates the supplemen- tax should be reformed. An exemption for income
tary effect of this tax to regulate outgoing purchasing used to provide the agriculturalneedsof the household
power. The personal income tax will also result in a

may be granted. Agriculturalproduction intended for
, more fair distribution of the tax burden to individuals the market should be subject to a special tax. In the

with greater ability to pay through its progressive beginning this could be a separate schedule in the
rates.24

personal income tax and later it can become a part of
Statisticsare, of course, imprecse,but studies indicate the tax on undertakings .

that anywhere from 30-60% of the population has The general income tax system remains applicable to
income from a source other than their primary job, the end of 1987 (See Guides to European Taxation,
social insurance allowance, pension, etc.25 A second Taxation in European Socialist Countries, Chapterand even a third economy have appeared wherein Hungary, Sec. 8.5.2., for a complete discussion of the
income from illegal undertakings, tips and other in- topic). Beginning in 1988 the new personal income tax
come evade taxation.26 It is this income the personal covering some 4 million taxpayers will be instituted.
income tax will attempt to reach. The experience of the West will be helpful in Hunga-
The Soviet Union's so-called family income tax has ry's attempt to include income from the third
not been supported in Hungary. It will be discussed economy. This will mean the applicationof the West's
further before it is included or excluded from future techniques for objective tax assessmenton all income,
reform proposals. The Hungarian system will not use detection of tax avoidance and continuous up-dating
family status, e.g. married having dependents, as a of property values. The computer registration system
gauge for tax benefits, but family allowances will be already in use will be a good starting point.
raised generally. The public has already been informed of these reform
The retentionof the pension fee on incomefrom wages plans, but even greater efforts must be made in order
or salaries as a revenue source for social insurance for the new system to be understood and accepted.
should be supported. However, for purposesof apply- Some problems still need to be considered. From an

ing the personal income, the base salary or wage from economic standpoint: will the personal income tax on
the main job of the taxpayer should be subject to a essentially the same net wages discourage workers It
uniform tax rate. All other income should be accumu-

lated and taxed separately. It appears that after 1987
the flat rate pension fee and the flat rate social insur- 22. Ferge, Zsuzsa, Gondolatoka szenlyi jvedelemadrl(Reflections

on the personal income tax), Gazdasg (1986), No.4, at 81-94.
ance contribution will function parallel with each 23. Musgraveexplained that in the socialist system the strongwage differ-
other. A tax-free minimum should also be determined ences need an effective income taxation. (Kolms, op.cit. Vol. I. at 23),
above which all income shall be subject to tax ranging Musgrave, R.A., Fiscal System, New Haven (1969) and Finanztheorie,

from 20-60%.27 Tbingen (1969).
24. Falusn, Szikra Katalin, Az els s msodik gazdasg kztti br,

Exemptionof income from tax will be lmited to social illetvejvedelemsdiszparits(The wage and income disparities between the

insurance benefits, allowances,scholarshipsand other first and the second economies) Kzgazdasgi Szemle, (1986), No. 3.
25. Rk. Gyrgy, A szemlyi jvedelemadbevezetsnek lehetsfeis

specified social, cultural or political activities. korltai (Chances for and limits to the introduction of a personal income

tax), Gazdasg (1986), No. 4, and Heti Vilggazdasg,6 December 1986.

Differentsourcesof income (e.g. inventions,royalties, 26. Falusn, Szikra Katalin, A magas szemlyi jvedelmekrl (On the

artists' honoraria) shall be assessed differently. A dif- high' personal incomes) Kzgazdasgi Szemle (1979), No. 10. Fldes,

ferent tax base will be developed so that the net of Gbor, A lthatatlan jvedehnek adztatsnak gazdasgi s jogi

income is taxed consistent with the public finance na-
osszefggsei (The economic and legal aspects of the taxation of invisible

incomes), Trsadalmi Szemle (1986), No. 8-9.
ture of income taxation. In order for this to succeed, 27. Heti Vilggazdasg, 6 December 1986.
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will result in increased labor costs. How can the ad- Joint ventures operating in priority sectors are fully
ministrativecosts of the new system be recoveredwith- tax exempt for 5 years and pay a tax of 20% thereafter.
out unduly burdening the workers There is consider- Lists of important activities are published by the Na-
ation of rigid regulation of wages, however, this may tional Planning Office, the Ministry of Finance, and
result in stimulating the shadow economy. the Ministry of Foreign Trade. One other point of

interest is the full tax exemption of dividends toFrom a social standpoint, many tax specialists feel that
this new law will increase, rather than decrease, n- partners.
equalities and raise tensions while providing greater Foreign employeesare treatedadvantageouslyas well.
opportunities for corruption due to the complexity. Wages of employees are governed by the Memoran-
The tax cannot be expected to provide democratiza- dum of Association and the contracts of employment,
tion and it may turn people against the state. as stipulated by the statutory rules. The foreign
Encompassing these socio-political decisions is the employees receive higher wages than the Hungarian
question of who should pay for common social bur- employees as a result of the exchange ratio for hard

dens, the individual or the enterprise It is arguable
currencies. The foreign employee receives a wage

that these costs should be borne by enterprises.28 comparable to their home country's wages, calculated
in forints, ofwhich 50% may be repatriated. For social
insurance purposes, foreign employees shall be re-

TaxationofHungarianjointventuresand garded as employeesof an alien employeron the terri-
employees of the Hungarian State.tory
With the 1968 reform came many new legal forms for Foreign employees will qualify as individuals
foregn participation as well. Licenses are bought and domiciled permanently abroad with a residence in
sold, and know-how agreements are negotiated. Sev- Hungary for the purpose of carrying out work for the
eral hundred cooperation agreements exist between Association. No social insurance contribution is paidHungarian and foreign companies, and over one for foreign employees. However, special contracts
hundred companies are operatingabroadwith Hunga- be concluded to provide health insurance.
rian participation. These economic associations with may

foreign participation represent an advantageous form Foreign employees of alien enterprises and joint ven-

of economic cooperation based on mutual interest. tures are subject to general income tax on 72% of their
In other words 28% of their is

In 1972 the Hungarian government officially wel- wages. wage exempt.
Moreover, travelling costs incurred for business pur-comed joint ventures. Joint ventures have been per- poses and apartmentrental fees are not included in the

mitted to become established in customs-free zones tax base. Deductions are granted for up to 10,000since 1982.29 The terms under which joint ventures forints per month if total income minus travel expensesoperate have been simplified several times in recent does not exceed 500,000 forintsper year; 20,000 forints
years. It is now possible to form a joint venture in one month if total income minus travel is
step (license, approval, incorporation, registration). per expenses

more than 500,000 forints and less than 1,000,000 for-
As of October 1986 69 joint ventures were active in nts per year; and 30,000 forints per month if total
Hungary.3o Joint ventures are considered beneficial income minus travel expenses is more than ,000,000whether they are service oriented or manufacturingif forints per year.they aid in the developmentof technicalskills, increase
the economic product, enlarge the market system or The Hungarian statutory rules apply to the customs-
increase exports. Generally, a foreign partner's share free zones for wages and labor contracts unless the

may not exceed 49% but the Ministerof Finance may Memorandum of Association and the labor contract

grant exceptions. state otherwise. In customs-free zones Hungarian
employees may be paid supplementary wages over

A comparisonof joint venture requirementsin Hunga- and above the salary fixed for their job category. Such
ry with those of other COMECONcountrieswill bring supplementary wages are exempt from social insur-
to light several differences. Among these differences ance contribution and pension fee, but are liable for
are percentage of ownership, ease of formation and the general income tax.
activities permitted. The Hungarian joint venture may
take almost any form (e.g. limited partnership,public While foreign employees will become subject to the
limited company). personal income tax in 1988, they will still enjoy the

tax base allowances of pre-1988. The Minister of Fi-
Joint ventures, after the deduction of the social insur- nance should be authorized to regulate these tax rela-
ance contribution, are subject to only the corporate tions with special reference to the agreements for the
tax of 40% of taxable profit. (Production companies avoidance of double taxation and the mutual interests
and companies operating jointly erected hotels pay a of the partners.corporation tax of 20% in the first 5 years and 30%
thereafter - provided the capital exceeds 25 million 28. Ferge, op.cit., at 94.
forints and the foreign share is 30% or greater. If the 29. Nagy. Tibor. Taxationof joint ventures in customs-freeterritories,

joint venture reinvests 50% of the profit, but not less European 7'axation (1984), No. 9.

than 5 million forints, 50% of the paid-in tax is re-
Bn, Chrysta, ErweiterteMglichkeitenfr auslndische Investitionen in

Ungarische Gemischte Gesellschaften in Zollfrei-Zonen, Recht der inter
funded; if the reinvestment is 100% or at least 10 nationalenWirtschaft, Heidelberg (1986), No. 6.
million forints, then 75% of paid-in tax is refunded.) 30. Daily News (Budapest), 9 October 1986.
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APPENDIX

The Hungarian tax system (1987)

I. Taxation of citizens Il. Taxation of legal entities

Subjectmatter Tax The main taxpaying entities can be grouped according to the

A. Wages Pensionfee general economic and financial policies into the following
categories:

B. Income 1. General incometax
2. Taxon householdplotsand Group Typeofentity

auxiliary farms
A. State enterprises

C. Property .. 1. Housetax Groupsof enterprises
2. Taxon buldingsnotfordwelling Economicassociations

purposes B. Agriculturalenterprises,state farms,
3. Taxon plots agriculturalcooperatives
4. Motorvehicletax C. Foreigncompanies

D. Companieswith a foreign holdingD. Turnover 1. Turnovertax
E. Economicassociationwith a foreign2. Cultural charge

3. Wineturnovertax participation
F. OtherHungarian legal entities

E. State monopolies 1. Alcohol tax Small undertakingswhich are not legal
(Regies) 2. Tobaccotax entities

State banks
F. Animal keeping 1. Horse taxincludedintaxB.2

2. Dog tax
G. Special banking institutions

The folowing table indicates the obligatory, payments which
G. Male citizens National defensecontribution

these legal entities are requ)red to make to the State budget
H. Local 1. Settlementdevelopment

contribution
2. Holiday resortcharge

Taxpayercategories Subjecttaxpayergroups
A B C D E F G t-

1. Social nsurancefee XXXXXXXX
2. Consumptionturnovertax XXXXX
3. Consumptiontax XXXXX X
4. Importturnovertax X-X X X X
5. Extra enterprisetax X X
6. Profits tax X X X
7. Salarytax X X X
8. Propertytax X
9. Accumulationtax X X X

10. Town andvillagecontribution X X X
11. Productiontax X X X X
12. Tradetax X X
13. Differenceproductionturnovertax X X X X
14. Chargeon real estate X
15. Chargeonacquisitionof plots X
16. Central technicaldevelopmentcontribution X X
17. Land tax X X
18. Incometax-agriculturalsector X
19. Wagetax-agricuturalsector X
20. Profitssharing tax X
21. Salarytax-agriculturalsector X
22. Taxonsmallconsumerserviceenterprisesand

cooperatives x
23. Culturalcharge X X
24. Companytax X
25. Motorvehicletax XXXX
26. Chargeontrucks X X X X
27. Chargeonomnibuses X X. X X
28. Corporationtax XXX
29. Special corporationtax X X
30. Wage tax X X
31. Taxonbuildingsnotusedfordwelling purposes X X X
32. Housetax X
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h U \ GA RY:

The Introductionof VAT in 1988*
By JzsefLukcs

This conflict surfaced even more openly as a result of
Jzsef Lukcs was born in Beekeescsaba, Hungary. He ob- the process designed to reinforce corporate indepen-
tained a degree in economics at the University of Budapest dence, which began in 1984-85.
in 1966. In 1968, he became Ministerial Secretary of the
Economic Department, and Chief of Section for the Depart- The greater independence of corporate management
ment of Prices and TurnoverTaxes n the Minstry of Fnance from the central-controlling agencies (i.e. corporate
in 1976. In the period between 1979-1985, he was Deputy managers are elected by corporate councils under an
Director of the International Department in the Ministry of application system, instead of being nominated by the
Domestic Trade. Since 1985 he has been Director of the central agencies) and the break-up of the large 1
Department of Indirect Taxes (formerly that of Prices and

monopolistic organizations (which, in most of the
Turnover Taxes) in the Ministry of Finance.

cases, were intermediate steps to central control in-
stead of being the products of economic rationality)
led to a more open and more forceful expression of
diverse interests. The bankruptcy law passed last year

Recently, the need for substantialchange in the condi- was the first serious step towards changing the re-

tions under which the Hungaran economy operates lationship between economicunits by passing some of
has been increasing.This is to a large extent caused by the, or the entire, risk involved in an unsuccessful
unfavourable processes in the workings of this operaton of a busness unt to ts partners which was

economy. It is clear that the economic environment hitherto borne solely by the Government. The year
for enterprisesand the regulationsaffecting them have 1987 heralded a new round of changes in the process
to be changed in such a manner that the driving force which brought good results, but was laden with fiascos
behind their development is the making of profit. The as well, as it was in 1987 that the functions of the
same driving force should also determine the distribu- central bank were separated organizatonally from
tion of goods and services over the various sectors of commercial banking functions and the conditions for
the economy. In other words, the profit motive should monetary control in the economy were established by
become a recognized goal, second only to regulated founding approximately 20 commercial banks, of
market effects decided upon by the Government. which 5 are of national importance. Presently, we do

not have an efficient and thoroughlyngrained monet-
In order to achieve this goal, several conditions are to
be met, including a reduction in the redistributiverole ary system.
of the State Budget in addition to reinforcing the im- The mere emergence of the conditions of monetaryportance of markets; greaterpriority to monetarycon- control and the changes in the conditionsof corporatetrol instead of the tax policy in controllingpurchasing nterest call for a review of the relationship between
power; and, a type of State interventionwhich is diffe- the fiscal sphere and a certain optimization of the
rent from what Hungary has today. profit mechanism affecting the economy. At the same

Since 1968, Hungary's economy has been managed by time, as our experiences have also shown, fiscal con-

indirect instruments instead of centrally imposedcom- trol resulted in growing distortion of the economic
mands. But, despte all the changes and refinements practices and the forms used. It was the realizaton of
in the system, the major instruments still are taxation these distortions which eventually triggered the pro-
and fiscal policy. This implies that certain tasks such cess outlined above. As a result of the measureswithin
as the control of purchasing power are carried out the pricing and taxation system aimed at improving
through taxation policy and budgetary redistribution our external balance of paymentsand protectingnter-
measures which make it impossible for Government nal price levels, withdrawals from corporate profits
control to be stable and predictable. The economic rose to such levels and led to such differentiationsthat
decisions of enterprises failed to be determined by they endangered incentives to efficient business ac-

commercial risk; to a considerable extent it was the tivities.
volume of wages and the Government's control over

investments at the corporate level which were domin- Increased tax burdens imposed on profitable sectors,
ant. Eventually, a conflict developed between the on the one hand, and the granting of subsidies and
Government,resorting to excessive centralizationand exemptions to ailing sectors, on the other hand, re-

ever increasing redistribution of goods and services,
and the various sectors of the economy which were

* Seefor of the Hungarian taxation Guidesaffected differently in this process of centralization
-

a survey system to European
Taxation: Vol. V, Taxation in European Socialist COuntries, publishedby

and redistribution. the International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.
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sulted in distortions in producer prices and the unjus- ments: the radical change of the enterprise taxes and
tifiable expansionof the redistributingrole of the State the introduction of the value added tax and the per-
Budget. But boosting the performanceof the economy sonal income tax.
is unimaginablewithout reinforcing the profit motive In the new corporate tax system, the dominant ele-of enterprises and a more direct influence of market
forces. In addition to certain other factors (including

ment is going to be a profit tax at a flat 40% rate in

institutional conditions, flexible forms of capital real- general, instead of the current lat rate profit tax com-

location and monetary control aimed at achieving posed of a 15% municipaltax and a 40% profit tax (the
tax

equilibrium), the development of market forces re- profit may be lowerthan 40% in a numberof cases.

quires thoroughchanges in the price structure, its wage Withdrawalsfrom profits, proportionateto assets, will
content and taxation. be abolished.

In a nutshell, these are the causes which lead to the As regards the accumulation tax on new investments
realization that a tax reform was needed. (which is a substitutefor the lack of monetarypurchas-

ng power control), its role still needs further analysis.
The objectiveof the price and tax reform is to diminish In order to reinforceprofit-orientationand to increase
the tax burden on the businesssector, to make it more the enterprises' freedomin decision making, the elimi-
uniform, and to simplify taxation and budgetary re- nation of the accumulation tax would be justified.
lationships. While reducing the portion of corporate However, this can happen only if the monetary con-

incomes to be contributed to the State Budget and trols are found to replace fiscal instruments in control-
standardizing taxes on profits, the turnover taxes and ling accumulatedpurchasingpower.
the taxes to be paid directlyby the individual taxpayers
will increase without any substantial changes in the Wage tax, payable from after-tax profits, designed to

control wage increases at the corporate level, is alsoreal value of the net incomes of these taxpayers and
enterprises at the macro level. By eliminatingpart of going to be reduced considerably. Currently, wages
the taxes payable from corporate income, the level of can be increased only if profits allow for paying the

producer prices may fall, with some other portion of taxes. It is justified, however, that the current role of

taxes being transformed into wage cost. This s going the wage tax is reduced since it exerts a strong influ-

to be ensured by introducing value added tax (VAT) ence on profits, subsidiesand other taxes. Its complete
and personal income tax (PIT), parallel with modify- elimination is subject to the results of the work done

ing the taxation of the business sector and the system
with a view to the complete transformationof income

of producer prices. regulation.

As regards the real value of incomes earmarked for In the personal income tax system, all Hungarian citi-

consumption and investment and the new ratios of zens will have to pay tax on their aggregated income

producerand consumerprices, it would be an identical (over a certain thresholdof exemption) irrespectiveof
the source of their incomes. At present, incomes aresolution to the one chosen if VAT and PIT would be

introduced and the differentiated taxation of produc- taxed separately and with varying rates depending on

the source, if they are taxable at all. By introducingation would be standardized in an environment of up-
ward movingprices. The solution chosen, i.e.: income global personal income tax, there will be a clear dis-

readjustment and changes in the taxation system with tinction between the taxpayers' total income and their

falling producer price levels and a limited rise in con-
effective disposable income. The progressive tax sys-

sumer prices, is supported in part by technical argu-
tem with its rate bracketswill facilitatemore equitable,

ments (because not all the parameters of the current general and proportionate sharing of the tax burden

system have to be changed) and by a natural anti-in- by imposing a relatively higher tax on taxpayers with

flationary effect. (With a single strong inflationary higher incomes. When introducing this new personal
kick, the combined effects of changes in price ratios ncome tax, the sum of the taxes payableby employees
and personal income tax would be frowned at even by receiving wages and salaries will have to be incorpo-
those strata of society where the real value of incomes rated into their receipts so that their net earnings will

took a clearly positive turn.) remain the same at the start. This assumesappropriate
increases in gross wages (i.e. wages will be redefined

As a result of the above measures, the current system in gross terms). In line with a certainmethodology,the
of taxation, incorporating many kinds of taxes and Governmentwill allow for enterprises to do this up to

highly differentiated tax rates, will be replaced by a a specified limit without any tax consequenceswhat-
simple system, made up of some elementsonly. In the soever, but no corresponding gross wage adjustment
new system, taxes on profits will fall perceivably and is guaranteed for individuals. Consequently, the rede-
producerand consumerprice ratios will be adjusted in finition of wages in gross terms is not obligatory for
line with actual ratios of expenses. It is to be specifi- the companies either on an individual basi or for all
cally emphasized that the standardization of the tax of their employees; it will be subject to bargaining
system will mean a more even tax burden not only for between the companies and the trade unions.
the socialist entities of the economy, including State-
owned enterprisesand co-operatives. It will affect var- As the tax reform and the modification of the tax

ious kinds of private entrepreneurs as well. system in itselfdoes not allowfor expandingthe invest-
ment opportunities of the economy, the reduction in

So, the planned tax reform will comprise three ele- taxes, payable from profits, shouldbe accompaniedby
1987 Internationa Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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a reduction in profits in producer prices and a fall in frastructure whereas agriculture is affected to the ex-

the actual producer price level. tent of the balance of secondary industrial cost reduc-
tions and incremental burdens arising from the new

The problem in the Hungarian economy is not the
corporate tax system. Most of the price level reduction

insufficiency of the propensity to save, due to high s concentrated in the processing industry. That way,taxes imposed on producers. On the contrary, exces- Hungary's producer price ratios will get much closer
sive demand is the characteristicfactor. This excessive to the price relations of convertible foreign trade. The
demand is limited in all areas by applying generally eliminationof producer taxes will result in differences
high tax rates and imposing special taxes on invest- of output, producer prices reflecting real cost rela-
ments where the necessary resources are generated tons, and tax burdens which are still high comparedthrough prices. Where the prices do not guarantee to the level of development. This taxation techniquesufficient resources (in the raw material, energy, pro- is not contrary to internationalpractices, and it makes
ductive infrastructureand agriculturalsectors, n gen- comparative advantages more easily measurable,eral), the Governmentuses tax exemptions, subsidies thereby providing a better yardstick to be used in
and taxes together to control the generation of such foreign trade relations, sales and development deci-
resources. The excessive demand arises from the dis- sions both by the economic policymakers and by cor-
parity between resources generated and resources

available, and the reallocation of resources by the porate management.
Governmentwhich are devoid of any entrepreneurial The planned modification of the pricing and taxation
risk. While maintaining the constraints of a balanced system constitutesan integralpart of the processaimed

supply and demand, the price and tax reform is de- at developingthe price and monetaryrelations. In ths

signed to change the allocation of initial incomes, so sense, it will contribute towards greater efficiency in
that net incomes, supplementedby the various oppor- management and a faster development of the more

tunities offered by the lending sector and capital real- profitable sectors. Tax reform in itself is insufficientto
location, would give rise to saving with a structureand dynamize the economyand to improvetheequilibrium
extent appropriate for a balanced developmentof the as it is a one-time change. The tax reform is expected
economy. To put it differently, no excess resources primarily to result in a more realistic evaluation of
can be generatedas the result of taxes, deductions, tax resources and a regulation which is neutral from the

exemptions and subsidies, whereas the ratio by which point of view of competition, thereby creating more

initial incomes are distributed between the Govern- favourable conditions for decision making at various
ment and society is bound to change in the initial levels. Nevertheless, tax reform cannot be used as a

stage. This is going to be ensured via the fall in pro- substitute to the further developmentof the economic
ducer prices going hand in hand with tax deductions. mechanism, the predominance of the monetary

sphere, the development of the institutional and or-
Producer prices for energy and raw materials are ganizational system, and last but least, the reinforce-
adapted to world market prices so that their levels are ment of market mechanisms. If these fail to
independent from tax payments. As regards prices of materialize, the tax rform will not be able to exert a
finishedproducts, representinglarge volumes,agricul- positive influenceon the economicprocesses. Without
tural purchase prices, transport tariffs and water appropriately limiting market conditions, the intro-
tariffs, they are centrally planned, the justified prce duction of the set of conditions carries the intrinsic
reductions can be enforced and price increases can be danger of being eroded, giving way to earlier condi-
kept under control. As to the commoditiesin the free tions, as has been shown by previous experiences.price category, where corporateprice calculationsare Therefore, the roles of economic management agen-influenced by indirect means, such as the processing cies, their management functions, the relationshipbe-
industry, the construction industry, services and the tween management and the managed, and the re-
free market commodities, the pricing authorities will lationship among enterprises should change together
ensure appropriate reductions in producerprice levels with the introductionof the new set of conditions.
by specifying the pricing regulations required for
changing over to the new tax system and by providing The preconditions for modifying interests and con-

guidelines for the calculation and control of the new tracts have, in part, been established. The reform of
producer prices. the banking system, the new bankruptcy procedure,
Perhaps, this will be the most difficult thing to achieve the continuousexpansionof the forms ofcapitalmobil-

as we will have to re-interpret direct taxes as against ty and the measures linked to the tax reform are

other countries where value added tax had already closely related, and all point in the same direction.

been introducedand commodity taxes had to be trans-
formed into other types of taxes. In Hungary, there is

As the instruments of economic management are be-

no directly measurable rate of price reduction at the coming more ad more diverse and interests, other

level of enterprises. than those in effect today, are also reckoned with,
basic sets of financalnstruments,i.e. the fiscal sphere

The reduction in producer price levels, facilitated by including tax policy, can be relieved from its excessive
the eliminationof taxes, in essence does not affect the burdens, primarily from purchasing power control,
raw material and the energy sectors, due to the current and be stabilized. In the new structure of the tax sys-
inequalities of taxation and the adaptation to world tem, the parameters of VAT and PIT cannot be
markt prices. They do not affect the productive in- changed arbitrarily. The simplificationof the taxation
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system of enterprises and the reduction in the role of input sales are generally not subject to t.ax, except for
enterprise taxes under which income for the State sales to small-scaleproducers (generally in the private
Budget is collected have the consequencethat the new sectors, retailers and catering), but taxes are levied on

taxation system is inappropriateto control purchasing typical consumergoods if used as inputs for production
power and to provide individual tax exemptions. The purposes. However, no turnover tax is payable on
basic functionsofthe new system are to ensureneutral- retail margins, although they may be rather high,
ity from the point of view of competition, which im- which implies that turnover tax is not always and fully
plies efforts to avoid distortions in differences of pro- proportionate to consumer prices. Consequently, the
fitability through variouscontrol regulationsand taxes system has some tax accumulating effects and is not

imposed, and to guarantee the necessary revenues for neutral from the point of view of competition.
the Budget. The current, almost exclusively fiscal. The presentsystem,with its four rates (0%, 11%, 23%measures to control purchasingpower and to allocate and 30%) has evolved from differentiatedsystem ofaincome should be taken over, to an increasing extent, several hundreds of rates; nevertheless it is still fre-by the wage control instrumentsof the monetary pol- quent that products in the same product group are
icy. classified into different categories as a result of the
Considering the various elements of the tax and price rigidity of established consumer price proportions
reform, the introductionofVATcarriesspecial impor- (e.g. clothing for children is zero-ratedwith a subsidy
tance. The changes related to the introduction of this for certain items, while clothing for adults is in the
type of tax are alreadyofa tax and price reform nature. 23% category).
In current Hungarian practice, income is realized Although the basis of the above the present taxonthrough the pricesofvariousproductgroupsin a highly system would need adjustments, the real need todifferentiatedway. This is due, in part to the different re-

form the turnover tax system has arisen for anothertaxation conditionsof the processingphase (including reason. The primary objective of introducingVAT is
commerce as well) and the differences in taxing con-

strmption (i.e. taxes and subsidies). The positive and
to realize a hitherto larger portion of net revenue

negative preferences of the planners and production through turnover and a smaller portion through pro-
duction.and turnover coincide in general, although there may

be cases where a product group which is highly taxed Naturally, the changes to be introduced will haye to
in production enjoys subsidies at the sale of these correct current mistakes as well. A furtherobjective is
goods (e.g. sale of clothing for children). to eliminate even today's minimal commodity tax ac-

cumulations and to reduce the direct effects of taxes
As a result of the limited number of tax rates, the on supply and demand resulting in differentiations
introduction of VAT will reduce the differences in atamong substitutes, least in the major productincomes arising from the sale of gods of the various groups. Tax paymentobligationsshould becomemore

product groups. The price and tax deflections,alien to straightforward, taxes should be uniform without dis-
the system, will not cause an unbearableburdenif only criminating between small and large organizations,limited to a very narrow range. Therefore, taxation State-ownedcompanies,cooperativesand privateven-
related differences in incomes realized through pro- tures. There is still another fact which must not be
duction prices will be evened out because either the disregarded as it may also cause problems. In the cur-
differentiatedtax contained in producerprices (includ- rent tax system, the supplier is responsible for the
ing commercialprice margins as well) is cut to accom- collectionof tax (if it is selling to buyers obliged to paymodate VAT or the consumer price level rises with taxes), whereas the purchaser is interested to evade
resulting rises in consumer prices. taxes. .

In Hungary, VATwould replaceabolishedproduction Some of the objectives to be attained can be achieved
taxes as well as the Hungarian turnover tax. This im- simply and automaticallyby the VAT system; with a

plies that the average rate of consumers' turnover tax small number of VAT rates, supply and demand and
will be 12-14% after the tax reform, instead of the the structure of production and consumption can be

(approximately) 4% rate realized on retail turnover influenced rationally.
on average (which is the balance of taxes and sub-

The envisaged legal regulationsof VAT do not call forsidies). detailed discussion. Basically, the Hungarian system
Hungary's turnover tax system at present is a con- will be in line with international practice. Neverthe-
sumption-type tax system. Thus, it affects goods and less, I would like Yo set out someofitsbasic features:
serviceswhich are consumed, at least in theory. In the

As planned, the HungarianVAT system will have
present system, wholesale trade is selected as the tax

-

point which is relatively close to consumption in the 0, 10 and 20% rates (which are not yet final).
marketing chain to impose tax. Certain commodities,

Basic foodstuffs, such as bread, mea, etc., basic

typical consumer goods, are, however, made subject buildingmaterialsand products for strictly agricul-
to tx payment irrespective of the point of sale and tural use (such as fertilizers,seed grain, feed, etc.)

and the range ofcommoditiesand servicesthat willutilization. This type of taxation harbours certain typ- continue to be subsidized (such householdical inconsequencesas well. as

energy, public transport, both urban and long-dis-
Although the tax point is really close to consumption, tance, and medicines) will be zero-rated.
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Of course, this implies that the current wide-rang- From the viewpoint of VAT and the tax reform as a

ing system of consumer price subsidies will be li- whole, the economic environment in general, and two
mited when the new system is introduced and the of its specific components in particular are essential,
remaining subsidies will be lowered by mag- to which the new tax system will be geared.
nitudes. The introduction of the new taxation and pricing sys-
Services, in general, will be in the 10% category. tem is not expected to trigger changes in convertible-

The rest of the commodities will be in the 20% exchange rates. Considering, however, that the level-

of domesticproducerprices should fall, this will resultcategory. in a relativedevaluationsince effective importsare not
As a counterweight against the remaining con- going to become any cheaper, and the import of con-
sumer price subsidies, a consumption tax will be sumer goods is already expensive. If exchange rates
levied on certain consumer goods and luxury remain unchanged, and as the prices of energy, and
items, including spirits, tobacco, coffee, cars, furs, raw materials, domestic production as well as the
jewellery, etc. The taxes levied on these items are prices of imports from non-convertible sources are
so diverse today that to classify them under a com- geared to world market prices (i.e. these prices will
mon VAT rate would necessitate considerable not go down), the range of products involved will
movement in consumerprices, meaning undesira- become relatively more expensive. Thus, it is obvious
ble price reductions primarily in the case of spirits that as a result of changes in taxes and prices, produc-and coffee in the first place. Therefore, a decision

ers engaged in less energy, material and import-inten-has been made that in addition to the generalVAT sive productionwill find themselves in a more favour-
rate, special taxation should be maintained here. able position, while the status of goods with higherRelative price changes, arising as a result of the finish will improve in exports.
new tax system will be dampenedby the subsidies
and the consumption tax, at least to some extent. Hungary's non-convertible foreign trade is governed

by agreements between Governments. Due to differ-
In the Hungarian VAT system, few exemptions ences n price ratios, financial bridges are required

-

will be granted, they will concern mostly Budget- both in imports and exports to supplement exchangecontributed services where no revenue is earned rates to achieve equilibrium in corporate relations in
and the service rendered is provided practically line with the obligationsassumedby the Government.
free of charge (public education, health care). Although the role of the financial bridges may be
The thresholdfor tax exemptionwill be about half reduced somewhat, they will continue to remain with
of what has been recommended by the EEC (at US.

5,000-6,000 ECU). At present it is especially difficult to comment on the
The Hungarian system will also use simplified magnitude of tasks involved in purchasingpower con--

schemes for craftsmen, small businessesand retail- trol arising as a result of the changes in the taxation
ers with low turnover. Due to the lack of appropri- system and the results of the day-to-day management
ate equipment, an approximating procedure will of the economy in 1988. Although these effects are

be used to calculate the total tax payable by retail difficult to isolate, it seems that most of the problems
outlets, selling goods under different tax rates. to be tackled are linked to the downward movement

of prices on capital goods, the drop in inventoryvalues
Small farmers will be involved in the system ob- through taxes collectedearlier, along with outstandingligatorily only over a specified level of turnover. debt and the management of deposits. As regards in-

Monthly tax returns will have to be submitted vestments, efforts will be made to avoid the distribu--

(quarterly or annual ones, if turnover is low) to tion of a VAT deduction over a period of several
settle the balance of input and output taxes with years, or the taxation of capital goods at gradually
the tax authorities. decreasing rates, but should general consumerfriction

be noted, the former, rather unappealing solutions
Tax to be levied on convertible and non-converti- cannot

-

be avoided, in all probability.ble imports will have a rate identical to that appli-
cable to domestic turnover. The tax base in case of
convertible imports will be the customs value plus
customs duty; the tax base of non-convertible im- CONCLUSION

ports will be the customs value only, as there is no

customs duty payable there. The tax reform that will be introduced in Hungary,
to as

All exports will be zero-rated. Input taxes on ex-
although it would be convenient regard it such,

-

beyond the of domestic issue. Not onlyports will be deductible from taxes on domestic goes scope a

for the reason that these changes will have some kind
sales orcan be claimedback from the tax authority. of impact on foreign trade relations through external

The information furnished so far by way of illustration economic contacts. Also, Hungary is the member of

may clarify the major features of the HungarianVAT several internationalorganizationsand is signatory to
and may prove that it does not differ substantially agreements on the basis of which it cannot, and will
from the solutions employed in 43 other countries of not, effect measures which are contradictory to ac-

the world. cepted internationalpractice.
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Furthermore, this goes beyond the scope of a domestic characteristic per se and requires special treatment.
issue as there are approximately 60 joint ventures These are significantin number,and thereforechanges
operating in Hungary today, with about 30 in the pro- expected in this field require thorough review as their
cess of licensing and commencing activities. They in- business activities were launched in a different
clude ventures involved in banking, production, trade economicenvironment.
and tourism. Hungarian law makes the foundation of
joint venturespossible since 1972 (generally,with49% Let us look at a simplified example:
foreign participation,but the Ministerof Finance may A domesticenterpriseand a joint venture both sup-
approve foreign majority also). Since 1982, businesses ply to the same market. Their major financial
with foreign participation may be set up in duty-free parameters (revenues from sales, costs, cost struc-
zones. ture and profit) are the same.

The currently operating enterprises, with foreign in- The changes to be expected are the following:
terests, joint ventures as well as newly established - as a result of falling price levels, revenues from
ones have decided on investment in Hungary and on sales and material costs will fall alike;
cooperation with Hungarian partners on the basis of - as a result of the personal income tax, theirwage
the existing economicenvironment.The changes to be costs are bound to rise;
effected by the tax reform in operating and market - their profits will contract to the same extent,
conditions which are important to interested parties although-

are not irrelevant for such ventures. The same applies - with domestic companies the rise in wage
to the pattern of change in the willingness to co-oper- costs and the contraction of profits will be
ate with Hungarian enterprises. compensated by the elimination taxes,

The hitherto stable internal political situation, as well therefore, the net profits of companies, and

as liberal profit and revenue transfer options, favour- the real values thereof will remain un-

able tax conditions and relatively low wages allotted changed;
to qualified labour were the reasons which made in-

- with joint ventures, the rise in wage costs

vestment in Hungary attractive to foreign venturers.
and the contraction in profits will affect net

Hungarian enterprises opted for joint ventures with resources as joint ventureshave been paying
foreign firms primarily to acquire capital and to ex- only a fraction of the taxes to be affected by
pand market possibilities to receive tax treatment that the proposed changes;
is more favourable than applicable to domestic activ-

- at the moment of change, the fall in price level

ity.
will result in a devaluationof inventoriesdue to
eliminated taxes. At the micro-level,the relative

The tax reform and its impacts will elicit a different control and settlement affects corporate prop-
awareness in the potential foreign and domestic erty, while at the macro-level it is a matter of

partners as regards the establishmentand operationof controllingpurchasingpower earmarked for in-

Jont ventures. The foreign venturer should consider vestment,but the reduction in price level should
that, as a result of tax reform, labour will generally , go hand in hand by withdrawing appropriate
become more expensive and should the company sell volumes of money from the economy.
on the domesticmarket, its taxes will be payable from
a decreasing profit margin of decreased prices, as the The solution to be applied in the case of joint ventures

majority of taxes not levied on a joint enterprise will should not cause reductions in their properties (and
be abolished. The enterprise should consider that the there are guarantees to that effect). Although the
convertible currency imports needed for its operation image of the Hungarian tax reform will, by and large,
will become relatively more expensive in comparison rely on foreigners' experience gathered through joint
to its accessible domesticprice levels and, at the same ventures, their regulation is neverthelessone of the

time, its procurements in Hungary will become notches in the system which still needs some refine-

cheaper and its exports will clearly become more pro- ment. This was more or less to be expected since
fitable. without a more precise knowledgeof the general terms

The tax advantage enjoyed by Hungarian investors in and conditions it is not possible to appraise the inter-

the joint venture formation will be deleted or will be relationship between the changes in price level and
a tax on Jont ventures.

substantially decreased as compared to domestic in- profits with view to the burden
The opportunity to cut taxes must not be excluded

vestors, capital involvementwill become stronger, as from the analysis, although in the range of preferablewill the motivation to strengthen market positions. activities that already enjoy considerable tax conces-
Changes in conditions,such as more expensivelabour, sions today, naturally there constraints in the way
exports, imports and domestic sales and procure-

are

of moderating tax burdens. Similarly, in the light of
ments, are features for a Hungarian entrepreneur in-

the changing interestsof Hungariancompanies factors
dependent of the joint venture formation.

affecting the foundation of joint ventures are to be
The issue of currently existing business associationsis re-considered, too.
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U.S.S.r.:
Tax Aspectsof Joint Ventures

By L.W. Mamet, MinistryofFinanceofthe U.S.S.R.

INTRODUCTION
It has been an agreement with the coordinatingcommittee that my article
covers two themes. Therefore, along with the analysis of the provisionsof
Soviet legislation concerning principles of taxation of joint companies
(which is the announcedand key topic) the article also embraces a survey
of the U.S.S.R. laws in relation to foreign companies and individuals.

Taking into consideration the fact that from 1978-1982 many special pub-
lications for those interested in tax matters appeared which gave a

thorough and detailed analysis of the main points of Soviet tax laws
concerningforeign legal persons and individuals, I presume that the basic
principles of these laws are well known to the reader.* Western press has
also contributed to the process of disseminating information to business
circles and the public, althoughon has to acknowledgethat now and then
it gave a false colouring to the situation, with some of the journaliststrying Mrs. Mamet Lioudmila Wladimirovna
to present the Decree of 12 May 1978, adopted by the Presidium of the was born in Moscow. She graduated
Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. under the headline On the Income Tax from the Moscow Institute of Finance

Imposed on Foreign Legal Persons and Individuals as a barrier, an with a Master of Science (Economy)
obstacle in the way of developingwide-rangeeconomicrelationswith the She s the Deputy Director of the De-
U.S.S.R. partment of Taxes and Levies, Admin-

istration of State Revenues of the
There were also publicationsof a much more moderate tone which stated Ministry of Finance of the U.S.S.R.
that the Decree filled a gap in the Soviet tax laws and that it wasn't at all
something unheard of. On balance the promulgation of the Decree was

properly understoodby businessmen,attention was drawn to the fact that
with all countries of the world becoming more and more active in taxing
foreign companies' income, the U.S.S.R. should not deprive itself of the
rights which belong to the country by virtue of its law and in accordance
with international practice.
We have been quite attentive to those publications. A business-like and
thorough analysis of the Decree proved to be very useful and helped to

envisage the consequencesof the adopted legislative acts and to estimate
whether they were in line with international standards or not.

THE ROLE OF INCOME TAXES

It is difficult to overestimate the role of income taxes levied on foreign
legal persons and individuals in Budget revenue for the U.S.S.R. On the
other hand, one cannot but mention the growing significance, both
economic and political, of tax policy of the Soviet State towards these
categories of taxpayers.
At present the following taxes may be imposed on foreign legal persons
and individuals: the income tax on foreign legal persons; the income tax
on population; the tax on the owners of buildings; the land tax; the tax on

the owners of transport vehicles; the agricultural tax (applied only to

individuals).
Of the taxes enumeratedonly income taxes and the tax on the owners of
transport vehicles are of practical significance as far as foreign companies
and aliens are concerned. Other taxes are levied when certain require-
ments are met whereas in the case of foreigners they are usually not.

The 9 years that passed since the Decree was promulgated showed that * See, for instance, Guides to EuropeanTax-

practice is rich with a variety of situations which couldn't have been ation: Volitme V, Taxation itt European Socialist

envisaged in the most detailed guidelines. Therefore we are constantly
Countries, Chapter U.S.S.R., published by the
International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation,

being driven to improve our tax laws. Amsterdam.
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It is not our intention, however, to make taxation are within the scope of Soviet tax authorities.They are

treatment of foreign legal persons and individuals usually very much surprised when they are requested
more burdensome, nor are we going to adopt any to furnish the Ministry of Finance with information
special sanctions for breaking tax laws. The primary about their activities in the U.S.S.R.
aim is to make the law more explicit and to release it It is common practice that any fixed place of businessfrom the wording which might be misleading. with a certain degree of permanency, e.g. not of a

purely temporary nature, through which business is
What does a businessmanhave to knowat the start of his wholly or partly carried on can be treated as a perma-
activity in the U.S.S.R. in ordernottobe involved in a nent establishment for the purposes of taxation. The
conflictwith the Ministryof Finance activity need not by all means be of a productive

character. It need not be permanent in the sense that
Under the Soviet legislation there is an obligation for operations cannot be interrupted, but it has to be
any foreign company deriving income from its activity carried on on a regular basis.
in the territoryof the country to submit a tax return to
the Ministry of Finance before 1 February of the year We usually do not have any serious conflicts at this

following the year under report. Due to a number of Point with taxpayersbecause this interpretationof the

reasons foreign companies are allowed to submit a permanent establishment concept coincides with the

detailed survey about their activities in the U.S.S.R. commentaryon Article 5 of the OECD Model Double

prior to filling in a tax return. It is the task of the tax Taxation Convention of 1977.
authorities to define the status of a foreign company It is common knowledge that any bilateral agreement
on the basis of this information. The decision of the is a product of a compromise reached by two parties
Ministry of Finance is issued to the company which is in the course of negotiations,with due attention given
either notified that it is exempt from taxes in the to specific features of the relationship between the
U.S.S.R. by virtue of internal law or in accordance countries. One cannot feel the logic of a tax treaty
with the provisions of a relevant agreement, or re- without knowing and understanding these features.
quired to submit additional information necessary for The Soviet side is always eager to reach a well-ba-
tax assessment. lanced and mutually beneficial tax treaty (although
As a rule it is the most time consumingpart of the work the understanding of these concepts may differ from

connected with taxation of foreign companies. It is at that of our partner's) and we seldom refer to any of

this stage that a commonapproach is workedoutwhich our own tax treaties as a model. It is our understanding
will be followed for at least several years. Due to the that every particular agreement mirrors both the in-

fact that tax treaties to which the U.S.S.R. is a party terests of the partners, their willingness (or unwilling-
envisage different taxation treatment for residents of ness) to defend their interests abroad and the extent

different countries, it is quite common that residents to which mutual economic relations are developed.
of different countries (which fall within one category The tax status of foreign legal persons and individuals
of taxpayers) may find themselves in an unequal posi- is to a dramaticextent influencedby the tax treaties of
tion as far as their tax status in the U.S.S.R. is con- the U.S.S.R. Let me cite several examples. Those who
cerned. It would have taken too much time to present negotiated with the Soviet side are well aware of the
a detailed analysis or investigation of the reasons for fact that the Soviet delegation usually expresses its
this situation. Still, a better understanding of one of readiness to agree to significant tax reliefs as far as
the factors affecting the contents of the U.S.S.R. tax construction sites are concerned. The reason is that it
treaties could be provided by reference to an auth- goal companies from developedoritative opinion of Price Waterhouse. I quote:

s our to attract
to are no

Paradoxically, the main purpose of the Decree was capitalist countries the U.S.S.R. and, there
reasons to conceal it, to gain certain tax reliefs as far

not to raise money, but to provide a lever to gain tax
exemption for Soviet business activity abroad. It

as other income is concerned. Therefore the existence
of different favourable terms ranging from 12 to 36

seems Mr. Miles, the author of the article published in months to a large extent is accounted for by our
February 1982, was a bit puzzled, but right he was in partners' position.assuming that the idea behind the Decree was to try to

exempt income of Soviet organizations and citizens This has a great influenceon the characterof relation-
abroad. Raising income in the form of taxes on foreign ship between a taxpayer and tax authorities. If, for
business has always been a derivative. instance, an Italian companygets a turn-keyproject

with theanticipatedduration of 21/2 years, it has onlyIn accordancewith internationalpractice and the pro- to inform the Ministry of Finance of the U.S.S.R.
visions of our tax treaties the taxation of income from about the characterof the contract; the latter reserves
business activities in the U.S.S.R. is stipulated by the the right to check the actual date of the end of works
existence of a permanent establishment in the which might exceed the initially set date. Later the
U.S.S.R. and by the fact of deriving income through companyhas to submit to the MinistryofFinance a tax
this permanent establishment. No attention is drawn return with the statement of income gained and ex-
to the fact of whether a company.is accredited in the borne only in the period of exemptionU.S.S.R. or not. Many businessmenworking in Mos- penses case

case
cow are under a misapprehensionassuming that only (which in the of Italy is 36 months) is exceeded.

those who get registeredoffices are liable to taxes and A similar contract signed by a West German company
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would entail its obligations to declare its proceeds and payment notice with a tax which is 40% of the taxable

expenditures on an annual basis. On the other hand, income (which is 15% of the expenditures related to

income of a West German company limiting itself to profit-makingactivities).
supervision functions (with all the construction and One could find both advantages and disadvantages in
assembly works done by the customer's people) shall this scheme, but, generally, we regard it as most help-not be liable to taxation in the U.S.S.R. by virtue of a ful especiallyin cases where a taxpayer is unable to fill
specal clause in the relevant tax treaty. The Ministry n a tax return in due order and to present adequateof Finance, however, reserves the right to examine information.
whether the actual activity of the companyfalls within
the scope of the corresponding paragraph of the tax As far as individuals are concerned, the total amount

treaty. of their income is taxable, includingwages, remunera-

tion, bonuses, allowances for living abroad, cost-of-
The definition of a tax status of individuals is not an living allowances,etc. The taxpayer is obliged to show
easy task. In the absence of an agreement any his gross income, e.g. before any expenses are de-
foreigner deriving income from activity in the ducted. Any additional payments made by the
U.S.S.R. is liable to tax therein. While negotiatingtax employer, either in cash or in kind, must be added to
treaties, the Soviet Union is ready to accept a generally the declared income.
used 183-day criterion in order to define whether an

individual is liable to tax or not. However, many Recently, several steps were undertakenby the Minis-

categories of taxpayers enjoy special taxation treat- try of Finance of the U.S.S.R. to ensure compliance
ment. A journalistfrom Great Britain, for example, is with the tax legislation. These can be described as

hardly aware of and bothered by the existence of follows:
Soviet taxes, while he, as well as his Soviet colleagues 1. Measures undertakenwith the purpose of improv-in London, is exempt from taxes in accordance with ing registration of foreign companies and their
the tax treaty with Great Britain. A journalist from employees in the U.S.S.R. This affects only non-

Norway starts to pay taxes after a stay of four years in accredited companies because accreditation,the Soviet Union; American correspondents enjoy a which is the form of registration of a company's
two-year tax exemption while journalists from West existence in the U.S.S.R., enables us to keep it
Germany are required to submit their tax return in under control. Beginning with this year, those
case their presence in our country exceeds 183 days in companieswhich are not granted a formal accredi-
a calendar year. tation will be able to conclude or to extend the

rental agreement for a certain period only after
Definition of taxable income presenting a certificate acknowledging the fact of

registration with the Ministry of Finance.
As far as the definition of taxable income of a foreign 2. The second set of measures is aimed at stopping
company deriving income from activity in the the breaking of tax laws. It was in 1983 that a
U.S.S.R. is concerned, there exist two methods: a

direct one, where a company is able to declare its provision was introduced into Soviet law which

profits relating to the U.S.S.R. operations from its
enables tax authorities to collect taxes for the
whole perioid of tax evasion, irrespective of its

own books; and an indirect one, when we have to duration. Earlier there existed limit of two
single out profits from activity in the U.S.S.R. in the

a years.

total amount of profits with the help of a special for- The law is silent on the definition of tax evasion, but
mula. in practice any case where a person has been advised

of his duty to submit a tax return at least once or issued
In determining the profits [derived through a perma-
nent establishment], expenses which are incurred for

a payment notice and failed to comply with these re-

the purposes of a permanent establishment directly quirements, is treated as tax evasion.

connected with the profit-making activities are de- On 1 July 1986 a Decree of the Presidium of the
ducted. Along with the deductionsprovided for by the U.S.S.R. Supreme Soviet entered into force which
guidelines other expenses not specified theren may provides different kinds of responsibilityfor failure to
also be deducted upon approval by the Ministry of submit a tax return in cases provided by the law, late
Finance of the U.S.S.R. presentation of a return or presenting false figures or

Depreciation has to be carried on according to Soviet any other false information (with the taxpayer know-

standards, except for cases where the difference ac- ing them to be false). Punishment for tax fraud: a

to
counted for by the use of foreign depreciation norms person may be subjected an administrativepenalty,
may be neglectedbecause of its insignificance. It is not e.g. he has to pay a fine of 50-100 rubles; repeated

violations of tax laws entail a fine from 200 to 1,000allowed to deduct any expenses for tips, gifts or taxes. rubles criminal penalty.Expenses have to be documented. or a

Late paymentof tax is fined with 0.05% of the overdueThe standard international notional method is often
used to define the so-called conventionalincome. The payment in case of foreign legal persons and with

0.2% in case of individuals for every day of delay.basis for it is the presumption that the rate of profita-
bility of a commercial activity in the U.S.S.R. should The principle of reciprocity provided by the Decree
not be less than 15%. A foreign company is issued a caused quite a stir. It presumes, on the one hand, the
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right of tax authoritiesof the U.S.S.R. to refrain from - the transition from predominantly trade relations
taxing companies and individuals from countries to profound industrialco-operationand specializa-
where Soviet organizations and citizens are not sub- tion in relations with Socialist States. Soviet amal-
jected to taxation, and the possibility of raising or gamations and enterprises are granted extensive
lowering of a tax rate when a higher or lower rate was rights to develop direct relations with the enter-

applied to Soviet organizations and citizens abroad, prises and organizations of other Comecon coun-

on the other hand. tries. They may choose partners on their own,
define the trends and concrete aims of co-opera-The Ministryof Finance is usually well informedabout tion, set up prices for supplies and services, etc.;the tax status of Soviet organizations and citizens granting a significant number of foreign trade or--

abroad. Examples could have been cited where, not- ganizationsand enterprisesdirect access to foreignwithstanding the absence of relevant provisionsgrant- markets. It means that from 1 January 1987, more
ing tax reliefs to a certain categoryof taxpayers,Soviet than 20 ministries-and Government agencies, as
tax authorities do not tax companies and individuals well as the 70 largest and most advanced amalga-from a relevant State on the basis of mutual reciproc- mations and enterpriseshave the right to carry on
ity. direct export-importoperations. They may create
The problem of altering tax rates seems to be more special funds of currency allocation for financing
complicated. We have our eyes open and understand export-importoperations and get credits from the
fairly well that one cannot automatically apply a Bank for Foreign Trade of the U.S.S.R. for cur-

strange tax rate and leave aside a lot of other factors rency transactions. Nobody has the right to with-
contributing to the determination of a taxpayer's draw the balance of currency remaining after an

liabilities. Nor do we have the intentionof turning our enterprise has satisfied its needs. The economic
tax system into chaos. responsibilitiesof these entities for the final results

of their activities including the non-compliance
The adverse effects of this idea can be eliminated by with delivery plans, have also become a part of
implementing this principle in respect of withholding their life: any damage done by the entity has to be
taxes imposed on gross income. The Ministry of Fi- compensatedout of its own currency resources;
nance, which has had success in altering the tax rate in - the creationof joint ventureswith the participation
respect of income from author's rights and interna- of Soviet organizations and firms from capitalist
tional traffic, regards this principleas a guaranteefrom and developing countries, as well as the creation
an unjustified rise of tax rates in respect of Soviet of joint ventures, internationalamalgamationsand

1 entities and citizens abroad. Of course, we are always organizations with the participation of organiza-
ready to react positively where tax rates applied to tions, firms and managementagencies from within
certain categories of income are lowered by our coun- the Comecon.
terparts. The Soviet Union is the sixth country within the Com-

econ groupwhich has promulgatedlegislationallowing
RECENTTRENDSIN INTERNATIONAL foreign investment in its national economy. The first

five are Hungary, Romania,Czechoslovakia,BulgariaECONOMICRELATIONS
and Poland. During a long period in the history of our

The reconstructionwhich goes on in the Soviet society country the opinion was widespread that the concept
could not but encompass the sphere of external that the means of production are the property of the

whole nation, combinedwith the system of centralizedeconomic relations of the U.S.S.R. At present a wide
planning, and did not allow for the idea of investingrange of measures are being undertaken with the pur- foreign capital into the socialist in form.

pose of attachingmore flexibility to this sphere and to economy any
achieve higher efficiency. These steps are an integral However, a new situation has put forward new ideas,
part of efforts to improve the economic mechanism as which, in their turn, gave birth to new instrumentsfor

a whole and to bring the national economy up to the the implementationof these ideas.

highest internationalstandards. The analysis of the external economic relations of the
U.S.S.R. showed that the Soviet Union does not oc-The remoldingof the system of internationaleconomic the position in the international whichrelations of the U.S.S.R. was set into gear by two cupy economy
it should have occupied judging from its industrial,decrees of the Council of Ministersof 19 August 1986. material, scientific, technical and humanwhich outlined the main trends of intensifying resources.

Therefore the creation of joint ventures in theeconomic co-operation of the U.S.S.R. with other U.S.S.R. has in view:countries.
to achieve certain objectives which contribute to-

These trends include: the development of the national economy; to ac-

the organizational restructuring of the system of celerate the introduction of certain modern-

management of external economic relations; the technologies; to raise the technical quality level of
creation of the State Committee on External the production and services;
EconomicRelationsof the Council of Ministersof - to promote and develop scientific research ac-

the U.S.S.R. with the functions of a central coor- tivities;
dinating agency; - to satisfy the domestic demand for certain types of
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manufactured products, raw materials and points to which it is rather difficult to bring our views
foodstuffs; in accord with the views of Western businessmen. We
to attract advanced foreign equipment and do not pretend to know all the answers, but we are-

technology, as well as additional material and fi- determined to seek them in a positive way.
nancial resources; Every undertaking, especially that which involves
to learn from modern methods of enterprise man--

changes in the of thinking, inevitably faces lot
agement; and way a

of difficulties; we hope that they will be overcome
to expand the national export sector and to reduce-

provided there is mutual desire for readiness
superfluous imports. success,

to reach compromises,flexibility and reciprocalgood-
will.

JOINT VENTURES At the same time one cannot except that the Soviet
State, while using new forms of economic co-opera-

Obviously, it is necessary to make several preliminary tion, will go from one extreme to the other. One can-

remarks before the survey of legislation, in the first not bring into question the principleofState monopoly
instance, tax legislation in respect of joint ventures. for foreign trade and currency operations and the ob-

on
First, the Soviet Union is a newcomer to the ranks of ligation imposed foreign partners to adhere to

Soviet laws and regulations. On the other hand, both
those socialist countries which are attracting foreign the Soviet State and Governmentagencieswill strictlycapital in the form of joint ventures. It is quite natural observe the principlesof securingmutual benefits and
that the experienceof the Comecon countries and the
People's Republic of China have been taken into ac- guaranteethe nterestsand rightsof foreignpartners.
count by Soviet experts. The law says that a joint venture acquires the rights of

a legal person since the momentof its registrationwith
At present there are more than 700 joint ventures the Ministryof Finance of the U.S.S.R. State-owned,functioning within the Comecon group, about 2,000 co-operative, public and other organizations and en-
joint ventures operate in China and almost 200 in tities are prohibited from concludingany contracts or
Yugoslavia. The total value of foreign capital invested

negotiating any deals with a joint venture prior to itsin Comecon countries' mixed companies does not ex-
registration. The State Bank of the U.S.S.R. and the

ceed USS 200 million, which constitutesonly 0.1% of Bank for Foreign Trade of the U.S.S.R. will openthe total value of fixed assets. Therefore one should
not overestimate the role of joint ventures in the

accountsand start operationsonly after a joint venture
s registered following the proper procedure.socialist economy; it is also clear that the latter does

not depend on foreign investment. The registration of a joint venture takes place upon
At the same time, arriving at a decision to create joint presentation of a written application of its partners

and copies of the following documents certified at a
ventures in its territory, the Soviet Union looks for-

notary's office:
ward to the prospectivesof this new form of economic
co-operation.

- an extract from the resolution of the Council of
Ministers of the U.S.S.R. on the establishmentof

Second, we are far from dreaming that the promulga- a joint venture;
tion of the relevant legislationwill bring about a mush- - founding documents (e.g. the agreement on the
room growth of joint ventures. We understand that establishmentof a joint venture and its charter).
our potential partners need time to give due consider- A joint venture is also obliged to submit, upon requestation consideringtheir resourcesand the opportunities of the Ministryof Financeof the U.S.S.R.,otherdocu-
suggestedby the Soviet Union; they also have to weigh ments certifying the reliability of information to be
all the possible consequencesof their participation in inserted into the register.this form of business with Soviet enterprises. Some
stick to the wait-and-seepolicy. The Administrationof State Revenuesof the Ministry

of Finance of the U.S.S.R. informs a financial author-
We are also aware that not all the provisions of the
new legislation are perfect; therefore, one cannot ity in the territory of which a joint venture is located

about its registration. Later on this financial authorityexclude the possibility of changing some details as will be responsible for control the settlement of
time passes and we gain some experience.

over

payments of a joint venture to the State Budget.
Apparently not all of the numerous problems con- The law does not specify which level of financial auth-nected with the activities of joint venturesare worked
out in a sufficiently detailed manner. One should not ority will be in charge of these functions; it is evident

that at first, before sufficient experience is gained,be too pessimisticabout this and treat all these factors each will be settled separately, the Ministry of
as an insurmountableobstacle in the way of joint ven-

case

Finance of the U.S.S.R. taking into account a varietytures. We feel that Western businessmenare sceptical of factors, not the least of them the qualifications of
about some provisionsofour legislation. Some of them the personnel.do not like the idea of putting 51% of the authorized
capital into the hands of Soviet partners; other are The registrationof a joint venture is effected by means

opposed to the necessity of observingSoviet laws con- of inserting necessary information into a special regis-
cerning labour relations. There are also many other ter. The fact of the registration is confirmed by a
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certificate which enables it to publish information ity and effectivenessand would enable a joint venture

about its establishment. Informationincluded into the to operate within the framework of the Soviet
register and published in compliance therewith is con- economyand carry on activitieson the basis of full cost
sidered to be known to third parties; no disputes in accounting, self-support and self-financing had to be
connection with this are liable to considerationby the created.
Ministry of Finance of the U.S.S.R. The rate of tax which is imposed on taxable income of
Liquidation of a joint venture (which event may take the joint venture is 30%. It is worth mentioning that

place according to mutual agreement of the partners, the rate of tax was a subject for serious debate. Ac-
in the cases and in the mannerstipulatedby the found- count was taken of the available information about
ing documentsand also by a decision of the Council of effective tax rates in Western countries and of the
Ministers of the U.S.S.R. if the activities thereof run legislation of socialist States.
counter to the objectivesand principlesset up in these
documents) has also to be registeredwith the Ministry No tax expert would disagree with the statement that
of Finance. the tax rate as such does not of itself give a correct

The law allows joint ventures to create affiliates. Af- impression about tax burden. It is the regulationsgov-

filiates which have the status of legal persons are also erning the definition of taxable income which usually
liable to registration under the same procedure. dramatically influence the amount of tax. In the

U.S.S.R. taxable income is defined as the difference
Registration is effected free of charge. between the balance value of profits and allocations to

The matters of taxation of joint ventures with the a reserve fund as well as to other funds earmarked for

participation of companies from capitalist States are
the development of the production, science and

governed by two legislative acts: the Decree of the technology.
Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. of 13 January 1987 Obviously, it is necessary to say a few words about
On Questions Concerning the Establishmenton the funds. In conformitywith the Decrees it is obligatory
Territoryof the U.S.S.R. and OperationofJoint Ven- for a joint venture to set up a reserve fund and other
tures, International Amalgamations and Organiza- funds necessaryfor its operationand the social welfare
tions with the Participationof Soviet and Foreign Or- of its personnel. In contrast with some other socialist
ganizations, Firms and ManagementBodies and the countries, the U.S.S.R. gives the partners of a joint
Decree of the Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R. of venture the right to decide which part of the book
13 January 1987 On the Establishmenton the Territo- profits will be allocated to the reserve fund used to

ry of the U.S.S.R. and Operation of Joint Ventures cover unforeseen expenses and losses. It is our under-
with the Participation of Soviet Organizations and standing that partners to a joint venturewill determine
Firms from Capitalist and Developing Countries. the share of profits destined to enlarge the reserve

With these titles being too long for common use, they fund taking into account that it is economically un-

will be referred to as the Decree. reasonable to accumulate too much in this account.

Due to the fact that taxes, being a category of public
The only limitation as far as the reserve fund is con-

finance, may be imposed only by the State, the taxes
cerned is the requirement that its size should not ex-

on the profits of a joint venture and on the part of ceed 25% of the authorized capital.
profits of a foreign partner transferred abroad are The fund earmarked for the developmentof the pro-imposed by the Decree of the Supreme Soviet which duction, science and technology is also a very impor-is the legislativebody. The Decree,which is very short, tant factor in defining taxable income. In conformitydelegates to the Government the powers to define with Soviet law all enterprises (including joint ven-
concrete rates of taxes and the rules of operation of tures) which operate on the basis of full cost account-
joint ventures. This has been done to make the system
more flexible. ng, self-financing and self-support may use this fund

to cover the expenses for:
Special rules for settling up with the State Budget had - the re-equipment, reconstruction and expansion
to be developed. This is mainly explained by the fact of the production;
that it is impossible to apply the existing system of - the masteringof new and modernizedproduction,
relationship between Soviet enterprises and the introducingup-to-date technologicalprocesses;
Budget because of its complexityand diversity. Those - carrying on scientific research and project works,
who are interestedin the developmentof the economic purchasing licences, machines and equipment;
mechanism in the U.S.S.R. might have read that in - compensating for increased expenditures arising
recent years an experiment has been carried on in in the process of introducingnew production;
many sectors of the national economy with the aim of - paying off long-term and other bank credits, as

putting the interests of a separate enterprise, on the well as interest;
one hand, and of the society, on the other, under one - other expenses the financing of which is envisaged
roof. Under the experiment going on in the country, by Soviet laws.
a unilateral scheme for the system of payments to the One can see from this list that the purposes for which
State Budgetwhich could be applied to differententer- this fund is destined are wide-ranging. In generalprises has not yet been singled out.

terms, the fund is set up to secure normal operating
A new mechanismwhich would combineboth simplic- conditions of a joint venture.
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A joint venture may also set up other funds which, profits attributable to an investor resident in the other
however, do not constitute allowable deductions for State and transferredabroad. The only exceptionsare

tax purposesand may be createdafter the StateBudget tax treaties with the U.S.A., Finland and Switzerland
gets its share. (the latter is not yet in force) where an Article on

There is no loss reliefas such, as losses are first charge-
dividends is absent.

able against the untaxed reserve fund. The Ministry of Finance of the U.S.S.R. has intro-
duced a certificationsystem which requires, as a condi-In order to secure favourableeconomicconditions for

the joint ventures in the U.S.S.R., the Council of tion to securing treatybenefitsfor the U.S.S.R.-source

Ministers decreed that they will enjoy several tax re- nvestment, that a person claiming the benefits obtain

liefs. A start-up relief is available in so far that there a certificate of eligibility for treaty benefits from the

is an unconditional tax exemption for the initial two competentauthorityof the appropriatetreatypartner.

years of a joint venture's operations. Furthermore, The system requires that the full withholding of the
20% tax is effected followed by a refund to the personthe Ministry of Finance is granted the authority to

reduce or waive taxation for separate taxpayers. The claiming the treatybenefits.The form of the certificate

guidelines of the Ministry of Finance of the U.S.S.R. is to be obtained from the Soviet partner of the joint
todo not contain a list of factors up.on which a joint

venture. The certificate of eligibilityhas be submit-

venture may depend for valid reasons to apply for tax
ted to the Ministry of Finance of the U.S.S.R. within

relief. Obviously the most convincing argument for one year from the moment of transfer. Any appeals
the Soviet tax authoritieswouldbe reference to serious presented later than one year shall not be considered

financial difficultiesof an enterprise. by the Ministry.
Joint ventures also enjoy a number of importantIt is foreseen that at the moment of submitting all the

documents pertaining to tax calculations to a relevant exemptions from customs duties. These extend to

financial authority a joint venture seeking for a tax equipment, materials and other property imported
relief has to present an application stating the reasons

into the U.S.S.R. by foreignpartners in a jointventure

for its appeal. The financial authority has to check as their contribution to the authorized fund. Sales by
whether an appeal is justified or not and present its the joint venture are not liable to the turnover tax.

findings to the Ministry of Finance of the U.S.S.R. As far as accounting principles are concerned, joint
which makes a decision within a month. ventureshave to use standardSoviet regulationsissued

A certain vagueness in the conditions of granting tax by the Ministry of Finance of the U.S.S.R. These are

relief by the Ministry of Finance of the U.S.S.R. may
based on an accrual concept. Depreciation of fixed

1

give rise to apprehension.One may feel that the Minis- assets is on the basis of standardized tables with

try has powers too broad, enabling it to execute or to straight-line rates. The Decree provides, however,
favour a taxpayer quite arbitrarily and that a joint

that the foundingdocumentsmay lay down other prin-
venture would not know the cases under which ts ciples of depreciation.
appeal might be satisfied. The standpointof the Soviet The assessment of the tax on profits shall be effected
tax authorities is the following. An ability of any by a joint venture which is responsible for the correct-
economic unit to operate on the basis of full cost ac- ness of tax calculations, submitting of tax returns in
counting and self-supportmeans that it has a sufficient due time. The advance tax payments for the current
rate of profitability and, consequently, has to pay a year shall be determined on the basis of the financial
tax. Grantinga tax reliefis aimed at rendering tempor- plan of the joint venture.

ary financial assistance to an enterprise in distress. The assessment of the final tax amount on the profitsHowever, one cannot exclude the possibility that an

appeal of an enterprise will be satisfied when, for actuallymade shall be effected not later than 15 March

instance, the activities of a joint venture contribute to
of the year following the year under report.

the expansion of the export sector of the economy. The amount of tax on profits for the current year shall

The Ministry of Finance of the U.S.S.R. is ready to
be transferred to the Budget by equal quarterly instal-

take into account all the circumstances and reasons
ments. Late paymentswill be overcharged at the rate
of 0.05% for every day of delay. The recovery ofwhich force a joint venture to seek a tax relief and will

give thorough consideration to each case. We are also delayed payments will be enforced in accordancewith

ready to use the right granted to the Ministry of Fi- the provisionsof Soviet law applicable to foreign legal
nance by the Government, and our present attitude is persons, e.g. through a court procedure.
one of goodwill rather than the reverse. The final settlementof the tax has to be done not later

The share of annual profits of a joint venture attribut- than 1 April of the year following the year under

able to a foreign investor is subject to a tax at the rate report. The over-payment is either credited to the

of 20% when transferred abroad. To the extent that account of the taxpayer or refunded within 5 days
the profits remain in the U.S.S.R., the rate is reduced upon the appeal of the joint venture.

to zero. Since the Soviet Union has a wide network of A joint venture has the right to appeal against actions
tax treaties this may prove to be ofconsiderableadvan- of financial authorities which have the right to verify
tage to a foreign investor. Under the majority of tax tax calculations. An appeal has to be lodged with the
treaties of the U.S.S.R. the tax rate is reduced on financial authority which checks tax assessment; each
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case has to be decided within one month of the date ing future joint ventures. In our opinion, foreign inves-
the appeal is lodged. The appeal has to be lodged tors may benefit from the use of this new form of
within one month of the date of receipt by a joint economic co-operation with our country. There was
venture of a notification from the financial authority no intention to create a law which would hamper the
about the results of its findings; otherwise the appeals establishmentof joint ventures. On the other hand, it
are not considered and the decision of the financial would have been unwise to expect that our country's
authority is deemed to be final. There is also the right tax climate would be that of a tax haven.
to appeal against the ruling of the local financial auth-
ority before a superior financial authority within one

On 12 May 1987, the first joint venture has been regis-
tered with the MinistryofFinanceof the U.S.S.R. Themonth of the date of the ruling. participantsare the Soviet organizationLittara (Vil-

Foreigners who will be employed by the joint venture nius) and the HungarianenterpriseVolanpack.The
are subject to income tax at the rates applicable to name of the joint venture is Littara-Volanpack,reg-
Soviet citizens, unless otherwiseprovided in a tax trea- istration number one. We expect other foreign partic-
ty. ipants to follow suit.

CONCLUSION

These are the main provisionsofthe Soviet laws affect-
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Taxationof East European-Source
Joint Venture Income
By Howard M. Liebman

As is quite well-known, the United States has a highly detailed set of tax

legislation, with many complex provisions as well as even more complex
regulations and interpretative rulings, relating to the taxation of interna-
tional transactions. The purpose of this article is merely to summarize
some of the key issues and constraintswhich presently exist - with particu-
lar attention to the recently-enacted provisions of the U.S. Tax Reform
Act of 1986 - as regards investments by U.S. companies in Eastern
Europe.

I. U.S. TAX CONSEQUENCESOF ESTABLISHINGAJOINT
VENTURE 4*t .i'

A. In general

The capitalization of a company, whether U.S. or foreign, purely by
means of a capttal contribution of cash in exchange for shares will be
tax-free to both the transferor and the transferee under U.S. tax law. If,
in the alternative, the company is capitalized wholly or in part by the
contribution of property, a different regime may be applied. Pursuant
to I.R.C. Section 351(a), no gain will be recognized to the transferor of Howard M. Liebman is a resident part-
property transferred to a corporation by one or more persons solely in ner in the Brussels office of Oppen-
exchange for stock or securities in such corporation if, immediatelyafter heimer Wolff & Donnelly. He s a mem-

the exchange, such person or persons are in control of the transferee. ber of the Distrct of Columbia Bar and
Control is defined in terms of the ownershipof at least 80% of the total holds A.B. and M.A. degrees from Col-

combined voting power of all classes of stock entitled to vote and at least gate University and a J.D. from Har-

80% of the total number of shares of all other classes of stock of the vard Law School. Mr. Liebman has
served as a Consultant to the Interna-corporation.2 tional Tax Staff of the U.S. Treasury

It is thus feasible for contributionsof property to any Eastern European Department. He is presently a Con-

joint venture to qualify for this tax-free treatment, at least pursuant to the tributing Editor and the EEC corre-

laws currently extant permitting joint ventures in Eastern Europe. This is spondent for Tax Planning Interna-
tional Review, the Belgian correspon-because the control group is defined as those persons who jointly contri- dent for Tax Management Interna-bute property and/or cash to the corporation as part of the same overall tonal Forum, a Contributing Editor of

transaction. On the other hand, such treatment may not be available in Strategy in IntemationalTaxation,and
the case of a de-nationalizationof an existing State-owned entity. a memberof the Committeeof Foreign

Activities of U.S. Taxpayers of the
American Bar Association Section onB. Transfers of intangibles Taxation.

An issue which most often arises in the context of the establishmentof a

joint venture entails the tax consequencesof transferring to it intangible
property,and particularlypatents, copyrights, trademarksand know-how.
Such intangible property has historically been of particular interest to
Eastern European joint venture partners which are eager to obtain the 1. See U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986

latest technology to assist in boosting exports and foreign currency reve- (I.R.C.) 1032(a) (tax-free receipt of cash
contribution by corporation).nues.3 In this context, the question arises as to whether or not such 2. l.R.c. 368(d)(1)

intangibles qualify as property for purposes of the tax-free capital con- 3. Cf. Pattison & Klingenberg, Soviet An-

tribution provisions of U.S. law. nouncement Should Stir Interest of U.S. Corpo-
ration, Legal Tines, 1 March 1987, at 12, 13.
4. See Rev. Rul. 71-564. 1972-2 C.B. 179;A variety of factors will usually be considered in determining such a Rev Rul. 64-56,1964-1 (Pt. 1) C.B. 133; Rev.

characterization,but the primary factor has tended to be whether or not Proc. 69-19,1969-2C.B. 301.
the intangiblesare secret and as a result a value may be deemed to have 5. See generally Heyde, Transfers of Tech-

nology: The Appropriateness of Capital Gainattached to them.4 Absolute secrecy is not necessary, however.5 Treatment, 64 Taxes 3,4 (January 1986).
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Obviously in order to qualify as a transfer of property under specified circumstances5: geographic limita-
without tax consequences to the transferor, the trans- tions6, a retained right to sue for infringement7, limi-
action must be characterized as a sale or exchange tations of use to a particular industry or product18,
rather than a license. In the past, this distinction also exclusivity subject to existing non-exclusive licenses9,
was important for determining whether or not any or a grant-backof a license to sell in a certain territory
taxable income recognized on the transfer would be or a reservation of such a right where required by
subject to ordinary income tax rates in the case of applicableantitrust laws20, dependingupon the precise
royalty income from a license or capital gains tax upon facts and circumstances.
the sale of a bundle of intangible rights. This distinc- There is a major caveat with regard to the above dis-
tion is no longer of direct relevance in view of the cussion, however, as I.R.C. Section 351 does not au-
eliminationof the special capital gains tax rates follow- tomatically apply n an internationalcontext. Instead,
ing the U.S. Tax Reform Act of 1986.6 it is overridden to a large extent by anotherprovision,
Nonetheless it will still prove important to determine namely I.R.C. Section 367, which states as a general
the proper characterizationas the same standards also rule that transfers of property by a U.S. person to a

provide guidance as to whether or not an intangible foreign corporation will not qualify for tax-free treat-

will qualify as property for I.R.C. Section 351 pur- ment under, inter alia, I.R.C. Section 351.

poses. Finally, the source of any taxable income to be As a result, an outbound transfer of (particularly)recognized on the transaction will potentiallyvary de- appreciated investment-typeassets as well as ordinary
pending upon whether the transaction is deemed to be income-generatingassets to a foreign corporation, in-
a sale of property or a license of intangibles.7 cluding a joint venture, will result in a toll charge
Of course the formalitiesof the transactionwill present (or ordinary income tax assessment)being imposedon

a starting point for any such analysis, but the mere the inherent gain in the property so transferred.21

labelling of the transaction as a sale or exchange There are a number of exceptions, including one for

may not be accorded any legal effect under U.S. tax propertywhichwll be used in the conductofan active

law if certain substantive attributes do not also attach trade or businessoutsideof the United States.22How-

thereto.8 Basically, in order to constitute a sale of ever, certain tainted assets will be subject to tax on

intangibles, there must ordinarily be a transfer of all an outbound transfer even if they will be used in an

substantial rights thereto or at least exclusive rights active trade or business, specifically:
in a defined geographic area. The grant must be ex- (i) inventory and stock-in-trade;

1 clusive until the secret or proprietaryinformationcon-

tained therein becomes public knowledge and is no

longer protected under local law.9 6. H.R. 3838, Pub. L. No. 99-514,99th Cong., 2d Sess. (22 October

Although exclusivity is difficult to enforce in the case 1986).
of unpatentedor non-copyrightableintangibles, it will 7. See generally Swenson, Modifications to the Source of Income and

Deductions Rules, ir The Tax Reform Act of 1986: Detailed Analysis
usually prove sufficient if the transferorcontractually (BNA),986T.M. (Vol. 2) at 61:1 (1987)
binds itselfnot to sell the same rights to otherpersons. 8. Cf. Freling, Sales of Intangible Business Assets, 14 Tul. 7'ax Inst.

The clearest case of a sale or exchange of a pure 209,238 (1965)

intangible (such as know-how) is a grant of an ex-
9. Rev. Rul. 71-564, supra note 4.
10. See E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Co. v. U.S., 288 F.2d 904 (Ct. Cl.

clusive and perpetual right to make, use and sell same 1961); Rev. Rul. 64-56, supra note 4.
within a defined territory.o The transfer should also I l. see Stalker Corp. v. U.S., 209 F. Supp. 30 (E.D. Mich. 1962). Cf.

include the right to prevent the unauthorized use of Rev. Proc. 69-19, supra note 4, at 2.01 (emphasis on importance of

the intangibles, particularly if it is not protectedunder substantial protection against unauthorizeddisclosure under law of trans-

the local laws in the country of use. feror), amplified by Rev. Proc. 74-36, 1974-2 C.B. 491 (noting that Reve-
nue Procedure 69-19 is also applicable to rulings on transfers of computer
software under l.R.C. Section 351).

In particular, it should be noted that any restrictions 12. See Fawick v. Comm'r, 436 F.2d 655 (6th Cir. 1971); Taylor-Winfield
on the rights to use the intangible may be viewed as Corp., 57 T.C. 205 (1971), aff'd 467 F.2d 483 (6th Cir. 1973); PPG Indus-

destroying its characterizationas property. A trans- tries, Inc., 55 T.C. 928 (1970); Arthur M. Young, 29 T.C. 850 (1958), aff'd

fer of a limited duration with the ability to terminate 269 F.2d 89 (2nd Cir. 1959)
13. See CondNast Publications, Inc. v. U.S., 575 F.2d 400 (2nd Cir.

the rights conferred at will or with certain field-of- 1978).
use restrictions would probably not qualify. 12 The 14. Cf. Treas. Regs. 1.1235-2(b)(2)(i).
primary elementwith regard to the insertionof restric- 15. Carl G. Dreymann, 11 T.C. 153 (1948), acq. & nonacq., 1950-2 C.B.

tions on the scope of a transfer of any intangibls is 2,5. Cf. Treas. Regs. 1.1235-2(b)(2)(ii)
whethersuch restrictionsresult in any substantial,con-

16. See Vincent A. Marco, 25T.C. 544 (1955), gov't's appeal dismissed

by stipulation (26 July 1956), acq., 1958-2 C.B. 6.
tinuing interest in or control over the intangible or in 17. Watson v. U.S., 222 F.2d 689 (10th Cir. 1955).
the conduct of the transferee's business on the part of 18. Cond Nast Publications, Inc., supra note 13; Carruthersv. U.S.,219
the transferor or whether the restrictions are merely F.2d 21 (9th Cir. 1955); First Nat'lBankofPrincetonv. U.S., 136 F.Supp.

ancillary to the protectionof the transferor'sown con-
818 (D.N.J. 1955), gov't's appeal dism'd (1956).

tractual position:3
19. Bell Intercontinental Corp. v. U.S., 381 F.2d 1004 (Ct. Cl. 1967);
Rollmanv. U.S.,244F.2d 634 (4th Cir. 1957).

Thus retention of bare legal title to secure perfor- 20. Cf. E.1. DuPont de Nemours & Co.'v. U.S., 432F.2d 1052 (3rd Cir.
note

mance should not prove a problem.14 Nor will condi- 1970); PPG Industries, supra 12.
21. I.R.C. 367(a)(1)

tions subsequentallowing for a terminationof a grant 22. I.R.C. 367(a)(3)(A).
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(ii) accounts receivable; count receivable may be created on the books of the

(iii)installmentcontracts; U.S. transferor and no interest need be accrued on

(iv)non-marketing intangibles to be used in a U.S. such accounts. On the other hand, no bad-debtdeduc-
trade or businessor the sale abroadof U.S.-manu- tion will be allowed for any failure to pay the receiv-
factured gods; able, and if it is not paid on the last day of the third

(v) stocks and securities and other assets producing taxable year following the year to which the account

passive income; relates, the amountwllbe deemedpaid on that date.36

(vi) foreign currency or foreign-currencydenominated
Finally, it should be noted that U.S. TreasuryRegula-property; and tions have also been pronulgated under I.R.C. Sec-(vi)propertyleased or licensedby the transferorunless
tion 6038B, requiring extensive reporting with regardthe transferee was the lessee.23

to outboundtransfersofU.S. property.The infor-
A special rule which was inserted in these provisions mation required to be filed must be attached to a U.S.
with regard to the transfer of intangibles abroad as a Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Form 926 and at-

part of the U.S. Tax Reform Act of 1984,24 is now tested to under penalties of perjury by the U.S. trans-
contained in I.R.C. Section 367(d). The latter provi- feror.37 In the case of a transferof intangibles,detailed
sion treats the proceeds from the use of intangibles information must be provided concerning the identity
transferred in what would otherwise qualify as an of the U.S. transferor, the intangible property which
I.R.C. Section 351 transaction as periodic, deemed is transferred and the consideration received, an esti-
royalties to the transferor, in an amount based on the mate of the fair marketvalue of the intangible, and the
use and productivityof the transferred intangible as if like.38
it had been licensed.25 For these purposes, intangible Technically, notice is due for transfer of
property is generally defined as any knowledge, right, a even a a

document or any other item referred to in I.R.C. Sec- corporate name to a foreign subsidiary, even though
tion 936(h)(3)(B).26

such a transfer is exempt from either a deemed royalty
or toll-charge under I.R.C. Section 367(d).39 The

It should be noted, however, that the right to use a IRS' position has been criticized, but [n]evertheless,
corporate name in a foreign country will be treated as it would be prudent to file [the notice] for all foreign
foreigngoodwillor goingconcernvalue and hence subsidiaries formed on or after January 1, 1985 since
will not constitute property for these purposes.27 the penalty for failure to file is 25% of the value of te
Nor will copyrights and/or similar property held by name.4o As one commentatorhas noted,
someone who personally created them.28

Pursuant to this deemed license/royaltyapproach, the 23. I.R.C. 367(a)(3)(B). See also Rev. Proc. 68-23,1968-1 C.B. 21. at

U.S. transferor will be treated as receiving annual 3.(12.

payments contingent on the productivityor use of the 24. H.R. 4170, Pub. L. No. 98-369,98th Cong., 2d Sess., at 131 (18 July
transferred property over its useful life.29 If, for some 1984). See generally Billings, Putnam & Nixon, Foreign Transfers of

reason, I.R.C. Section 367(d) is inapplicable, the in- Intangible Property Rights, 65 Taxes 186 (March 1987).
25. I.R.C. 367(d)(2)(A)(i). See also Addendum on page 466.

tangibles covered by these rules may be treated as 26. Temp. Treas. Regs. 1.367(a)-lT(d)(5)(i) The referenced definition
tainted assets and subjected to an immediate toll specifically includes copyrights, trademarks, trade names and brand

charge on any inherent gain in the property being names. I.R.C. 936(h)(3)(B)(ii)& (iii).
transferred.30 27. Temp. Treas. Regs. l.367(a)-lT(d)(5)(iii). See also Rev. Rul. 79-

288,1979-2 C.B. 139.

These rules do not aoply to an actual sale or license of 28. Temp. Treas. Regs. l.367(d)-lT(b).

intangibleproperty.' Of course, the major concern in 29. Temp. Treas. Regs. 1.367(d)-lT(a).Thisisanelusive concept' and
can result in the deemed royalty actually exceedingwhat would have been

this case is what level of royaltyor what sales price will the toll charge had the intangiblebeen treated as a tainted asset under

prove satisfactory, both for U.S. and foreign tax pur- the general provisions of I.R.C. Section 367(a). Terr & Safranek, Trans-

poses.32 If the sale or license is a sham, the rules of fers of Property Outside the United States - 367 & 1491, in 77ie 7ax

I.R.C. Section 367(d) will still apply - rather than the Reform Act of 1984 (BNA), 984 T.M., at A-551, A-567 (1984)
30. 1.R.C. 367(a)(3)(B);Temp. Treas. Regs. 1.367(d)-lT(b).See Rev.

normal transfer-pricing rules of I.R.C. Section 482 -

Proc. 68-23, supra note 17. Some of the technical instances in which the
in order to determine the tax liability to the U.S. tainted assets provision will override the royalty imputation treatment

transferor.33 are discussed in Mogenson & Sparagna, Outbound Transfers - An

Analysis of the New Regulations Under Section 367, 15 7ax Management
Nonetheless, it can be envisioned that the principles lnt'l J. 271, 279-281 (8 August 1986).
of I.R.C. Section482 will have some application,since 31. See Temp. Treas. Regs. 1.367(d)-1T(g)(4)
the intent is that the transferor be deemed to have 32. See generally Aud, Wright & Henry, Post-Section367(d) Strategies
received income derived from an appropriate arm's for Transferring Intangibles Overseas, 14 Tax Management Int'l J. 411.

416-418 (13 December 1985).
length charge for the use of the property, that being 33. Temp. Treas. Regs. 1.367(d)-lT(c)(4)(ii).
most often determined under the case law and regula- 34. Temp. Treas. Regs. 1.367(d)-lT(c)(1) The formal inapplicabilityof

tions underlying I.R.C. Section 482.34 The reallocated [. R.C. Section 482 will affect the source of the deemed income for foreign
income will be treated as ordinary taxable income and tax credit purposes. See Mogenson & Sparagna, supra note 30, at 285.

35. Temp. Treas. Regs 1.367(d)-lT(c)(3)deemed to be from U.S. rather than foreign sources. 36. Temp. Treas. Regs 1 367(d)-lT(g)(1)

Ordinarily it is expected that the useful life of intan- 37. Temp. Treas. Regs. l.6038B-IT(b)(1)

gible propertywill not exceed 20 years.35 If the royaltY
38. Temp. Treas. Regs. I.6038B-IT(d).
39. See note 27 supra. 1

s not actually paid by the foreign transferee, an ac- 40. Taxes Int'l No. 82, at 82 (Aug. 1986).
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There is simply no substitution for a very thorough and exchange controls - in the Eastern European
analysis and review of these rules to make sure they are countries involved. In particular, if the super-roy-
fully satisfied in timely fashion to avoid any gain being alty concept is indeed broadly construed, it will not
recognized or penalty. No provision is made for sub- be easy to set the necessary royalty rate ahead of time
stitutinga ruling from the IRS foranyof the information with any certainty. It may therefore be envisioned that
required to be furnished. Nor do the information re- substantial tax disputes will arise with a potential forquirements of these regulations take the place of any double taxation.5oother information to be furnished, ....

The U.S. Tax Reform Act of 1986 amended these In the absence of regulations in this area, the only
provisionsfurtherand createsyet an additional,potn- potentially-practicalsolution from a U.. tax point of

tially-troublesome concept. Specifically, the latest view, short of negotiating a super-royaltyprovision
provisions would seek to impose a tax liability on a

with the Eastern Europeanjoint venture partner, is to

so-called super-royalty accruing from the outbound arrange a cost-sharing arrangement, under which the

transfer of intangiblesby deemingall eventual income cost of research and development will be shared be-

commensuratewith their use as being paid or pay-
tween the two joint venture partners via the joint

able to the transferor.42The basis for this amendment venture with the result that any technologydeveloped
was the concernof the U.S. Congress that arm's length and/or intangible created will then be considered

rates based on industry norms or transfers of other jointly owned. Consequently, the joint venture would

(less valuable) intangibles to unrelated parties may
have the right to use the intangible property created

not be reliable benchmarksfor establishingthe apro-
without the payment of any further compensation.5

priate transfer price for such intangible property.3 Any such arrangementswill of course require substan-
tial cooperation and understanding on the part of the

In order to more closely relate the amount of income Eastern European joint venture partner and the

recognized by the transferor to the amount of income ministerial representatives/negotiatorsof the country
which the use of the intangibles subsequently yields, in question. Fron a purely commercial point of view,
Congress has modified the provisionswhich impose an such a solution may not prove feasible in many cases,
arm's length standard on such transfers.44 Thus, to the however.
extent there are major fluctuations in the income pro- For the sake of completeness, it should be noted that
duced by an intangible over its life, the transferorwill tax
be recuired to adjut its annual recognition of in-

a 35% excise is imposed on the unrecognizedgain
resulting from transfersof property to a foreign corpo-come.Zf ration as paid-in surplusor a capital contributionor on

Recent U.S. TreasuryDepartmentindicationsare that transfers to, for example, a foreign partnership.52This
the final rules which will be promulgated, following tax is levied on the difference between the fair market
the termination of the regulations project currently value and the adjusted basis of the assets being contri-
under way, may soften the impact and limit the scope buted. This excise tax is not applicable, however, if
of the super-royalty to hot property transfers to I.R.C. Section 367 applies.53 Hence it is primarily of
tax havens.46 This is based on the original policy intent interest in the case of capital contributions to foreign
to limit the abilityof U.S. drug rnanufacturersto trans- partnershipsor other corporate entities.
fer potentially-valuable patents and know-how to
Puerto Rican subsidiaries and thereby generate the 41. Friedman, New Temporary and Proposed Regulations under Sec-
eventual revenue from the manufacture and sale of tions 367(a), (d) and 6038B, 27 Tax Management Mein. 251, 268 (29
those products in a tax-advantageouspossessionscor- September 1986).

poration 42. See Summary of the Conference Agreement, reprinted in U.S. Tax.

oflnt'l Operatins (P-H) Suppl. 61 (2 September 1986).
Nonetheless, the IRS has argued in the recent G.D. 43. H.R. Rep. No. 99-426,99th Cong., 1st Sess., at 424-425 (1985) (the ,

..House Report).Searle case47 that the revenue to be earned by the 44. Sec l.R.C. 367(d)(2)(A)& 482.

foreign manufacturer should not be any greater than 45. House Report, supra note 43, at 425-426.
that which a contract manufacturer would derive. 46. See e.g. Daily Tax Rep. (BNA) No. 31, at G-1 (18 February 1987)
The recently-issuedBluebook, which arguably evi- (comments of Mr. S. Shay, International Tax Counsel, U.S. Treasury
dences Congress' legislative intent, indicatesthat Con- Department).

47. G.D. Searle & Co., 88 T.C. -, No. 16 (4 February 1987)
gress did not, however, intend to mandate the use of 48. General Explanationof the Tax Reform Act of 1986, prepared by the
the 'contract manufacturer' or 'cost-plus' methods of Staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation, dated 7 May 1987, 74 Stand.

allocating income or any other particular method ....
Fed. Tax Rep. (CCH) No. 19, at 1016 (8 May 1987). But see Aud & Wright.

[instead] all the facts and circumstances ought to be An Analysis of the Super-Royalty Provisions of the Tax Reform Act of

considered ... .48 Since intangibles for these purposes
1986, 16 Tax Management lnt'l J. 17,21 (9 January 1987) (indicating that
a contract manufacturer approach was likely to be adopted in some for

are so broadly defined,4' it will now be extremely dif- in practice)
ficult for a U.S. joint venture partner to transferintan- 49. General Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, supra note 48,

gibles to an Eastern European joint venture without at 1012.

either accepting a tax risk or negotiating up-front for 50. See generally Granwell & Hirsh, The Tax Reform Act of 1986: The
or-

the intangible to be remunerated on the basis of a
Super Royalty A Step Forward Backward 2 Strategy lnt'l Tax. 375

(1986).
potentially high royalty. 51. See H.R. Rep. No. 99-841.99th Cong., 2nd Sess., II-638 (1986) (the

so-called Conference Report).This will of course generate substantial problems with 52. I.R.C. 1491.
regard to repatriation issues - investment approvals 53. See I.R.C. 1492(2)
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II. U.S. TAX CONSEQUENCESOF OPERATIONS any distribution is actually made.6()

A. CharacterizationoftheentityforU.S. tax The three primary types of income which may be

purposes tainted as so-called Subpart F income are foreign
base company sales income, foreign base companyIn determiningthe U.S. tax consequencesof operating services incomeand foreignpersonalholdingcompany

an Eastern Europeanjoint venture, it is first important income.61 Foreign personal holding company income
to understand certain basic principles, among them consists mainly of passive income such as rents,
the characterization of foreign entities for U.S. tax royalties, interest and dividends.62 Foreign base com-

purposes, particularly as between a corporation and a sales and services income defined,
partnership. This is actually a rather complex area of pany are respec-

the law. In brief, the characteristics of a corporation tively, as income derived from sales between or ser-

vices performed for related persons, where both the
are set forth in the U.S. TreasuryRegulationspromul- production and intended disposition of the property
gated under I.R.C. Section 7701(a)(2) and (3). They sold or purchased (or the services performed in the
are:

(i) associates;
case of services income) take place outsideof the con-
trolled foreign corporation's country of incorpora-

(ii) an objective to carry on business; tion.63

(iii)continuityof life;
(iv)centralizationof management; A related person may be either an individual,
(v) limited liability; and partnership, trust or estate which controls the control-

(vi) free transferabilityof interests.54 led foreign corporation; a corporation which controls

It is important to note that the classification under
or is controlled by the controlled foreign corporation;
or a corporation which is controlled by the same per-

foreign law may be different than that under U.S. son(s) which control(s) the controlledforeign corpora-law.55 tion.64 There are a variety of exceptions as well as a de
Since local law is likely to provide the attributes of minimis rule which may be applicable in certain in-
centralizationof managementand limited liability re- stances.65

gardless of the form the joint venture adopts,56flexibil-
ity in attempting to structure the investment as either

54. Treas. Regs. 301.7701-2(a)(1). See generally Liebman, United
a separate entity for U.S. tax purposes or a fiscal States Tax Treatment of Liechtenstein Anstalts: A Comment, 19 lnt'l

transparencyakin to a partnership rests with limiting Law. 921,922 (Summer 1985), and Addendum,20 lnt'l Law. 1123-1125

the free transferabilityof shareholderinterest and the (Summer 1986).
continuity of life should one of the partners drop out 55. See 80-25 Tax ManagementMem. 10 (15 December 1980).
of the joint venture.

56. See generally, e.g., Szasz, Legal Aspects of East-West Joint Ven-
tures: Legal Framework of the Economic and Foreign Trade System of

Generally speaking, it is most likely that foreigr par_ Hungaryand other CMEA Countries,981/4 Marketing Hungary5, 10-11;

ties will subscribe to shares in a local company as part
Scriven, Joint Ventures in Poland: A Socialist Approach to Foreign
Investment Legislation, 14 J. World Trade L. 424, 429-433 (September-

of the joint venturearrangements.57Nonetheless,local October 1986)
law may still permit sufficient lexibility to provide a 57. See e.g. 26 European Taxation113 (April 1986)(regardingtheprinci-
choice in the structuringof the venture for purposes of Ple that a Czech joint venture should take the form of a corporate entity);
U.S. tax consequences.58 Marciniuk, Poland: New Legislation for Joint Ventures, 26 European

Taxation 264, 265 (August 1986) (same). Cf. 27 European Taxation 59

In view of the ratherstrict repatriationrules which will (February 1987) (Soviet joint ventures will be juridical entities); Barnes,

apply, however, it is unlikely that U.S. companieswill Tsarist Law to be Used for Joint Venture with Finnish Company, Fin'l

Times, 10 January 1987. See generally Liebman, CommentsontheEffects
seek to structure their investments in the form of a of Workers Self-Management on Yugoslav Joint Ventures, 10 Md. J.

partnership for U.S. tax purposes. Corporate vehicles Int'IL.& Trade 89 (Spring 1986); Zoubek, Joint Ventures in East

will allow them to take advantage of a tax deferral Europe, 9 J. World Trade L. 427,431,433-434,438(July-August 1975).
until the income is actually repatriated. Otherwise 58. For example, even a limited liability company analogous to a GmbH

could be structured as a partnership for U.S. tax purposes. See e.g. Rev.
there may be a U.S. tax on income from a partnership Rul. 77-214, 1977-1 C.B. 408. This would allow a Polsh joint venture to

which is not actually received due to exchange con- be so structured as weil as Bulgarian, Czech and Hungarian ventures, for

trols, mandatory reserve requirementsor the like. example. Indeed, in certain Eastern Europeancountries, the venture need
not even be incorporated as a matter of domestic legislation.

B. Specialtopics in a corporatejointventure 59. I.R.C. 951-964.

context 60. See generally Ortolani, Jr., Operating Through a Foreign Joint

Venture, in U.S. Tax. ofhzt'lOperations (P-H) para. 9529, at para. 9529.3
1. An importantexceptionto deferral (16 July 1986).

61. I.R.C. 952 & 954.
Even if a joint venture is structured in the form of a 62. I.R.C. 553(a) & 954(c)(2)-(4).
corporation under corporate law and U.S. tax princi- 63. 1.R.C. 954(d) & (e)

ples, it is possible that the proportionate share of the 64. I.R.C. 954(d)(3)

Joint venture's income attributable to the U.S. share- 65. For example, there is an exception for foreign corporations not used
to reduced taxesin I.R.C. Section 954(b)(4) Jf the U.S. shareholderscan

holders may be attributed and deemed taxed to it that the foreign income subjected effective of foreign
pursuant to Subpart F of the I.R.C.59 In effect, certain

prove was to an rate

tax equal to at least 90% of the maximum U.S. corporate tax rate, The de

ncome which is derived by controlled foreign corpo- minimis rule bas been amended by allowing the lesser of 5% of a control-

rations is treated as having been constructivelydistri- led foreign corporaton's gross income or one million U.S. dollars to

buted to the U.S. shareholders (as specifically de-
constitute Subpart F ncome before its U.S. shareholders wll be sub-

jected to a tax on deemed income. 1.R.C. 954(b). See generally Generai
fined hereafter) thereof regardless of whether or not Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, supra note 48, at 990-991.
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The U.S. Tax Reform Act of 1986 has amended the European Governmentstake this into account, many
statutory test of control for purposesof determining U.S. companies will find it is prohibitively expensive
if a controlled foreign corporationexists. The test is (on an after-taxbasis) to establish joint venturesin this
now whether more than 50% of the voting power or region of the world.
value of the shares of stock is held by U.S. sharehold-
ers.66 Thus, it is certainly far from inconceivablethat C. Miscellaneous issues
an Eastern European joint venture may constitute a

controlled foreign corporation for U.S. tax pur- 1 Intercompanypricing rules
poses. This is especiallyso in those jurisdictionswhich,
at least-in theory, allow more than 50% equity owner- It is beyond the scope of this article to detail the U.S.

ship in the handsof the foreignjoint venturepartner. provisions governing transfer-pricingbetween related
entities. It is important to note, however, that the

Even prior to the 1986 amendments, the so-called definition of related parties for this purpose need not
tri-test of actual control had been applied by the entail any element of formal control.75 Nor need there
IRS and upheld by the courts.67 Under this test, the be any tax avoidance present in order to invoke the
key element i the ability to exercise more than 50% transfer-pricingprovisions.76of the voting power, such as by an ability to control
the Board of Directorsor day-to-daymanagement,via Detailed regulations cover the sales of tangible prod-
implied agreements, by reason of the control over ucts, intercompany loans, intercompany services and

technology,and the like.68Hence although it will prob- the licensingof intangibles. In general, it may be noted

ably not be a problem in practice, attention should be that the IRS seeks to insure that pricing between re-

paid to both the elements of control in the hands of lated entities takes place on an arm's length basis. In
the U.S. joint venture partner as well as the types of the case of sales of goods between a U.S. shareholder
income which the joint venture will earn to determine and an Eastern European joint venture, the IRS will
whether Subpart F income may be triggered.69 generally seek to use one of the followingmethods for

testing the group's pricing policies:
/ 2. U.S. foreign tax credits (i) the comparable uncontrolledprice method;

(ii) the resale price method - being an uncontrolled
Again, following the U.S. Tax Reform Act of 1986, resale price less a mark-up equal to the percentagethe primary goal for most U.S. multinationalcorpora- of gross profit on uncontrolled transactions;
tions will be to maintain an overall effective foreign (iii)the cost-plusmethod, namely the productcost plus
tax rate as low as possible and preferably down to the acceptable profit margin;1 maximum U.S. corporate income tax rate of 34% fol-

an gross or

other reasonable method. 7

lowing the 1987 transition year. On either direct (iv)any
foreign-source income such as dividends, interest or

royalties received from a foreign company (including
a joint venture) or on indirect income such as the 66. In turn, being a United States person who owns, directlyor indirectly,
underlying mainstream corporate income from which or is considered to own constructively,10% or more of the total combined

dividends are paid or the deemed receipt of income voting power of all classes of [voting] stock. I.R.C. 951(b) & 958(b)
67. See Treas. Regs. 1.957-1(b)(2)underSubpart F or other deemingprovisions, the U.S. 68. See e.g Koehring v. U.S., 583 F.2d 313 (7th Cir. 1978); CCA, Inc.,

allows a direct and indirect foreign tax credit.7oCredits 64 T.C. 137 (1975), nonacq 1982-1 C.B. 1. See generally Liebman,,

are limited, however, to taxes paid on foreign-source EliminatingCurrent US Taxation, 6 Tax Planning Int'l 69 (April 1979);
' income via a foreign tax credit limitation formula.71 Liebman, The Tax Treatment of Joint Venture Income Under Subpart

F: Some Issues and Alternatives, 32 Bus. Law. 341 (January 1977);
As it is, many U.S. multinationalshad already found Liebman, Taxation of Foreign Source Income: Implications of CCA,

themselves in an excess foreign tax credit position Inc.,17 Harv. lnt'l L. J. 335 (Spring 1976)

prior to 1986 in that their foreign effective tax rates
69. This is a complex area of the law and there are a variety of other
definitions, thresholds and the like as well as other potential U.S. tax

were higher than their U.S. tax liability. This will regimes (such as the foreign personal holding company tax, the accumu-

1 normally be the case with Eastern European joint lated earnings tax and passive foreign investment company provisions)
ventures as well since the tax rates in most socialist which might possibly apply. A discussion of these provisions lies outside

countries, especially taking into account any withhold- of the scope of this article. See generally Klein & Kaufman, Passive

ing taxes, are usually above the U.S. corporate tax
Foreign Investment Companies, 16 Tax Management lnt'lJ. 223 (12 June

1987)
rate.72 The recent changes in U.S. tax law render this 70. I.R.C. 901 & 902.

area even more complicated and difficult to plan for 71. I.R.C. 904.

since they create a series of new separate basketsfor 72. See, e.g., 27 Eur. Tax. 161 (May 1987) (following a tax holiday
a

calculating the limitationformula. 3 Although a three- period, joint ventureswill be taxed at 30% in the Soviet Union; with 20%

tax on foreign transfers, absent tax treaty relief, this yields a

year carryback and a five-year carryforward period
withholding
44o effective tax rate); 26 Eur. Tax. 186 (June 1986) (the basic rate of

are permitted74, carryovers will prOVe useless if the Hungarian tax is 40% with tax relief available for certain operations; see

U.S. company's overall foreign tax liability is not re- also [January 1987] lnt'l Tax Rep. 12). See also Soviet JV Law: More

duced further during the carryforwardperiod so as to Questions than Answers, 16 Bus. Eastern Ear. 41 (9 February 1987).
73. See generally McCawley, Foreign Tax Credt Qualification and

absorb its excess credits.
-

Computation,5 Tax ManagementWeekly Rep 1300 (27 October 1986).

Basically the U.S. Congress' intent is to render it more
74. See I.R.C. 904(c)
75. Treas. Regs 1 482-1(a)(3)advantageous on an after-tax basis to manufacture in 76 See, e.g. Eli Lilly & Co. v. U.S., 372 F.2d 990 (Ct. Cl. 1967).

the U.S. than to manufactureabroad. Unless Eastern 77. Treas. Regs. 1.482-2(e)(1)(ii)
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In the event that the IRS seeks to reallocate income to tax treaties with Eastern Europe are not yet so suffi-
a U.S. party while the latter is precluded from receiv- ciently sophisticated as to set out detailed anti-treaty
ing such income due to foreign exchange controls, abuse provisions. And, in general, the socialist coun-

there are certain provisions that may be invoked to tries have a good record of abiding by tax treaty provi-
provide temporaryreliefuntil the blocked funds can sions in accordance with their strict literal meaning,85
be repatriated under local law.78

2. Individual tax issues ADDENDUM

One should also take into account the taxation of any Technically, the deemed royalty provisions of I.R.C. Sec-
U.S. expatriates to be sent to the joint venture on tion 367(d) may be avoided by effecting an election to treat

temporaryassignment. There is currentlyan exclusion the transfer of an intangible to a foreign entity as a deemed
for USS 70,000 of income of such expatriate em- sale. This can be accomplished (pursuant to the Temporary
ployees if they meet certain conditions. 9 Applicable Treasury Regulationspromulgated under this provision) in
tax treaty rules may also play a role in planning for only certain circumstances,which include the transferof an

expatriate compensation. intangible in connection with the formation of a foreign
joint venture.

3. Liquidationsand reorganizations This particular exception is only available, however, if cr-
tain stringent requirements are met, including:In addition, it should be noted that any subsequent (il The transfer of the intangible within three months of

reorganizations or liquidations of the joint venture the formation of the joint venture and as a part of its
will be subject to special U.S. provisions.To the extent original capitalization;
that the joint venture is indeed a controlled foreign (ii) Ownership by the U.S. transferor of between 40 and

corporationunder Subpart F as discussed above, any 60% of the voting power and value of the joint venture's
sale or exchange of the shares of stock in that joint share capital;
venture by the U.S. shareholder will be subject to (iii) Ownershipby unrelatedforeign persons of at least 40%
tax at ordinary income tax rates as if a dividend were

of the voting power and value of the joint venture's

received o As a result, the earnings and profits of share capital;
the joint venture must be calculated in accordance (iV) The fair market value of the intangibles transferred

must constitute at least 50% of the total property trans-
with U.S. principlesm to determine to what extent a ferred by the U.S. transferor to the foreign joint ven-
dividenddistributionmay be taxed, with the remaining ture; and
distribution being treated as either return of capital or tv) The transfer of intangibles must be used for the active
a capital gain. Although there is no longer a difference conduct of foreign business and not in connection with
between capital gains and ordinary income tax rates, the manufactureor sale of the products in or for the use

there may nonethelessbe a difference in terms of both or consumption in the United States.
the source of income for foreign tax credit purposes as These conditions may be difficult to meet from a pure busi-
well as the ability to carry along an indirect foreign tax ness point of view, and in any event, the passage of the
credit, depending upon how the transaction is struc- super-royalty concept in the U.S. Tax Reform Act of
tured and then characterizedunder U.S. tax law. 1986 may now render the applicability of this exception

void. See Roth, Tax Consequencesof Technology Trans-
4. Tax treaties fers to ForeignJont Ventures-,4 ComputerLaw.1,8(May

1987).
Finally, attention should always be paid to the impact 1

of any relevantdouble taxation conventions,both with
regard to withholding tax rates on interest, dividends
and royalties as well as with regard to other provisions
relating to individualemployees,permanentestablish- 78. See generally Liebman, Allocations of Foreign Blocked Income
ment clauses, non-discriminationprovisions, and the Under United States Tax Law, 34 Bulletin for International Fiscal
like.82 It was most recently announced that the United Docunentation251 (June 1980)
States has resumed negotiations to sign a tax treaty

79. I.R.C. 911(bl(Il(Al.
with the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, for

8(). See I.R.C. 1248.
81. See I.R.C. 316.

'

example.83 It would also appear that the Eastern Euro- 82. See generally Bronwell & Johnson, Tax Conventions with Poland,

pean States in generalcontinue to be active in negotiat- Romania and the U.S.S.R.,8 L. & Pol. lnt'l Bus. 763 (1976).
ing such tax treaties and their provisions may often 83. See Daily Tax Rep. (BNA) No. 69, at G-2 (13 April 1987)

prove favorable for foreign joint venture partners,84
84. See e.g. Miraillet, New Swiss/U.S.S.R. Pact with Variations on

OECD Model [May 1987] lnt'l Tax Rep. 9; Bake, Czechoslovakia:

It may even be possible to engage somewhat in treaty Conventionson the Avoidance of DoubleTaxation, 41 Bulleti for Inter-

shopping to find the most favorable treaty provisions
national Fiscal Documentation181 (April 1987)

as
when determininghow (and through which countries)

85. Cf. Debatin, The Role of Tax Treaties Instrument of Economic

Cooperation Between Capitalistand '+Socialist Countries, 39 Bulletin
to structure an investment in a socialist country. The for I,ternationalFscal Documentaon393 (August/September 1985)
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O_AK D

TaxAspectsofJointVentureswithWestern
CompaniesTakingintoAccountTaxTreaties
ConcludedwithOtherCountries
By Prof. Dr. Jan Gtuchowski

1. INTRODUCTION*

In the Polish tax system, as weil as n the tax systems of all socialist '
countries, the essential distinctive feature iS the division of the taxes ts,
between taxes on revenue in the socialized economy, the private sector
and the population. The individual characteristics of these three taxes '.
reflect the principles upon which the socialist State is based as well as the
directions of the State's fiscal policies.

!

The Law on the taxation of the socialized scctor of the national economy
was passed by thc Seym (Parliament)on 26 February 1982. The Law is of
a comprehensivenature and constitutes a codificationof the Polish finan- *cial law which concerns the subjects of the socialized economy. The list of
taxable persons is very broad and includes: State enterprises and their

'

-

organizationsand associations; internationalor mixed enterprises; foreign
legal entities operating in Poland on the basis of specific intcrnational
agreements; banks (with the exception of the Polish National Bank);
institutions of higher education and research institutes; cooperativesand
their associations;companiesof various legal natures; and political, social
and professionalorganizations.
The basic taxes levied from the above-mentionedsubjects in a socialized Jan G/uchowski graduated frorn
economy are: turnover tax, wage bill tax, real estate tax and income tax. Gdarsk University, Faculty of Econ-
The law provides for the possibilityto raise additional taxes, reserving the omics in 1962. From 1962-1965 he
right to do so to the Council of Ministers. The taxable entities in the held an appointmentas an assistant in
socializedsector are registeredwith the competent taxation office and are the Faculty of Law at Copernicus Uni-

obliged to calculate and pay all taxes within the prescribed time without versity where he receved his Ph.D. in

a special summons. Law n 1965. In 1966, Professor Gfu-
chowski became an Assistant Profes-

The p;ivate sector of the economy is divided for taxation purposes into sor at Copernicus University and in
two parts: private farms and all other remaining private firms. Private 1977 he was granted a full professor-
farmers pay a land tax and, additionally, an equalization tax and must ship. He has been Dean of the Faculty
contribute to the so-called local fund. of Law (1976-1978) and s now Vice-

President of Copernicus University
All other private firms pay income tax. Taxes on the means of production Professor Guchowski has been a vis-
(for example real estate tax) are of minor importance. Income is taxed in iting professor at the University of
the classical way. At the first stage is the turnover tax which is a form of Michigan (1971-72), Moscow Finan-

preliminary tax. At the second stage is the proper income tax which is cial University (1975), and the Fried-

levied wherrthe taxpayermakes a profit, in other words, when the income rich Ebert Stiftung, Bonn (1985-1986)
exceeds the costs including the already paid turnover tax. The turnover He has published many artices in-

tax is a flat rate tax and the income tax s a progressive one. cluding Federal Taxation System of
the U.S.A. (1975); Intemational Legal

Very small private firms are not taxed in accordance with the general and FinancialRelationsofthe Socialist

principles (turnover tax plus income tax), but are subject to a simplified Countries(1984); and InternationalFi-

system whereby there is no need to maintainbooks of account for taxation nancial Law (1987).
purposes. These simplified forms of taxation include: a contractual lump-
sum tax; a cooperative lump-sum tax; a taxation card; and the licence fee.
Under this system the State has the advantage of eliminating the cost of
tax assessment,while the taxpayerhas the opportunity to increaseincome
without increasing tax liability.
The population pays a tax on wages and salaries - if employed in the
private sectoror if receivingsalaries from two employers- an equalization * See for a survey of the Polish taxation sys-

tax, an income tax, and a tax on inheritancesand donations. Furthermore, tem Guides to European Taxation: Volume V,
Taxation in European Socialist Countries, pub-there are local taxes, namely, a real estate tax, a tax on premises ad a lished by the International Bureau of Fiscal

tax on pet dogs. Documentation.
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2. THE 1982 LAW - a private limited company; or

a public limited company.-

The Act of 6 July 1982 (Principles of Conducting an The 1982 Act does not require a majorityparticipationEconomic Activity in Small Industry in the Territory of Polish capital. According to Art. 14, however, in
of the Polish People'sRepublicby ForeignJuristicand justified by economic social interest, the
Physical Persons)codifiedmost of the rules governing

cases an or

such activities. The Act was amended in the Income grantingauthoritymay requirean interest in the enter-
prise with foreign participation of certain Polish

Tax Act of 28 July 1983. economic units to exceed 50%. The private limited
The 1982 Act regulates the economicactivity by small company form appears to be best-suited to the needs
industrial concerns conducted in Poland by foreign of foreign investors in small industry. It is easier to be
investors individually or jointly with Polish partners. established and its organization is much more simple
Art. 1, 2 provides that investors may conduct than that of a public limited company.
economic activity in their own name and on their own The property of a foreign enterprise is composed of
account or may enter into a partnership or form a foreign investmentcontributionswhich may consist in
company with Polish partners. In the latter case, legal fixed and liquid assets, acquired with convertiblecur-
regulationsdo not require the Polish partner to be the rencies or for zlotys received through documentedex-
majority shareholder. change operations. Patents, licences and other similar

According to Art. 1, 1 foreign investorsor economic rights may also constitute an investmentcontribution.
units may be: juristic and natural persons having their The share of a Polish citizen domiciled in Poland may
residence or seat of business abroad as well as foreign be comprised of his own fixed and liquid assets as well
nationals granted a charter of residence in Poland. as licences or patents. He may also obtain a permit
The Act distinguishes two categories of enterprises: under the foreign currency regulations to enable him

foreign enterprises belonging exclusively to foreign to contribute a share paid for in foreign currency
investors and enterpriseswith foreignparticipation, owned by him.
i.e. companies in which foreigners participate in The financial system of foreign enterprises was estab-
Polish economicunits (Art. 5, 3). The Act enumer- lished by the Decree of the Minister of Finance of 12
ates the Polish economic units which may be November 1983 concerningForeign CurrencyPermits
partners with foreign investors. They are: small State for Foreign Enterprises and Enterpriseswith Foreign tindustrial enterprises, social organizationsauthorized Participation.It determinesthe scope of foreign inves-
by specific regulations to carry on economic activity, tors' rights to possess and to dispose of foreign cur-
cooperatives, producers' associations and domestic and Polish zlotys. The internal of foreignpartnerships carrying on activities under provisions rency system

a
concerning the production of handicrafts or other enterprises revolves around number of different

funds which are utilized to meet both international
goodsjointlywithforeigneconomicunits (Art. 5,1). and external expenditures.Under the applicable fiscal
In order to conduct economic activities in Poland, the regulations the foreign enterprises are to maintain

foreigner must have a special permit which is granted bank accounts in both zlotys and foreign currencies.
by the local administrative authorities. Exports and Foreign investors may annually transfer abroad a partimports require an additional permit granted by the of their profit in the amount of: (a) 10% of the value
Minister of Foreign Trade. Art. 9 of the Act enumer- of their investment contribution in convertible cur-
ates the information required on an application for and (b) 50% of the surplus of income in conver-
such a permit. An application for a permit for estab- rency

tible currency from exportationover expendituresfor
lishing an enterprise with foreign participation must importation, after fulfilling the obligation to sell the
be submitted jointly by all the partners. A further remaining 50% of this income to a Polish foreign cur-
requirement is the depositing of the equivalent of bank. This is provided that the total amount
800,000 to 4,000,000zloties in foreign currencywith a

rency
transferred abroad on these grounds does not exceed

Polish bank (i.e. about USS 4,000 to 20,000) depend- 50% of the income earned during the previous ac-
ing on the size of the envisagedenterprise.This deposit counting year after the deduction of the income tax.
serves as a security for any legal claims that the Polish
economic units may have as a result of the non-per- Foregn investors conducting economic activities in
formance of the foreign investors. Polandare subject to Polish turnoverand income tax.

The deposit is released when the enterprise becomes Turnover tax charges result from the provisionsof the

operative. The permit is granted for a twenty-year Turnover Tax Act of 16 December 1971 (unified text

period. It may be granted for a longer period where of 29 July 1983). Income tax derives from the provi-
the periodof depreciationof the investmentis longer. sions of the Income Tax Act of 16 December 1.972

text of July 1983). The Income Tax Amend-
Polish law permits foreign investors, as well as their (unified
Polish partners, to choose the legal form of their enter-

ment Act of 28 July 1983 repealed the specific rules

prise. They may elect one of the three forms of com-

mercial companies provided for in the 1934 Commer-
cial Code: 1. See: Jerzy Rajski, Le nouveau rgime juridiquedes petits investisse-

ments trangersen Pologne,Journalde Droitdes Affaires Internationales,
a registered partnership; No. 2, (1985).-
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concerning taxation which were contained in Arts. point of view of foreign partners any sharingof depre-
26-28 of the ForeignSmall Investment1982 Act. Turn- ciation with the State Budget would be an additional
over tax rates are proportional and vary depending form of taxation of investment. Such funds are usually
upon the type of economic activity. First, they are not taxed in Western countries.
fixed by the Regulation of the Minister of Finance of
29 July 1983 on the Turnover Tax Rates on Turnover Distribution of a company profit is made in three

Resulting from the Economic Activity Conducted in stages. First, it is necessary to pay income tax (this will

the Territory of the Polish People's Republic by be discussed later). A second requirement is payment
Natural and Juristic Persons Having their Domicile, nto a reserve fund. This is a fund to cover possible
Residence or Seat Abroad and by Foreigners Having future losses. It is an obligatorypayment at the rate of

a Resident's Card in Poland. The general tax rate is 10% of profit. If the level of the fund is 4% or more

of the total costs of the company for the year, no10% in respect of turnover from commercial and ser-

vice activities. However, special tax rates have been further payment to this fund is required. The third

established in relation to a number of economic ac- stage of distribution of profit is payment to the

tivities, ranging from 1% (e.g. baker's products) to partners, in proportion to their share in the capital of

85% (e.g. the sale of raw coffee grain). the company. Sec. 5 of Art. 19 allows partners, with
the agreementof the Ministerof Finance, to agree on

Income tax rates are progressive and range from 20% other rules of profit participation.
to 85% of the profits. The Regulation of the Council
of Ministers of 29 July 1983 provides for lower income Foreign partners may use their profit to increase the

tax rates and even exemption in certain cases. capital fund of the company (Art. 23, Sec. 1). In doing
so, it is necessary to take into account the limits formu-

The foreign investormay sell its enterpriseor his share lated in Arts. 5 and 8.
in the enterprise after obtainng a currency permit. Art. 8 states that Polish partners must be ofThe sale contract has to be concluded in the form of owners

notarial document and the purchasermust have a per-
51% of the shares in a companywith foreign participa-

mit for operating such enterprise. The amount re-
tion. If the Minister of Foreign Trade, in cooperation

ceived from the sale is to be paid in convertible cur-
with any other involved Minister, determines that it
will not be against the security of the State, he mayrency to the Polish bank. The seller which fulfils these
authorize variation from this rule.conditions as well as its tax obligations may transfer a

the sales proceeds abroad. It is worth mentioning that regulations do not say
anything about Polish partners using their profits to
ncrease the company's capital fund. This means that
the only condition required would be consent of the

3. THE 1986 ACT
remaining partners.

Poland has two different classes of business enter- Each year a company must present a balance sheet
prises: State enterprises and companies with foreign showing the year's profit or loss. This must be ap-
participation.Taxation of both is regulatedby law. To proved by the Minister of Finance or an institution
cover various necessary differences in both taxation such as the Chamber of Treasury authorized by the
and general regulation of these two classes of com- Ministerof Finance (Art. 20, Sec. 2). The legal regula-
panies there were two choices: (1) create a taxation tions concerning profit and loss statements of com-

t system for foreign participatingcompaniesor (2) mod- panies with foreign participationare the same as those
ify the existing system. The second choice, that of applicable to State enterprises.
modification, was chosen. This avoided having to en- When a company receives foreign currency from ex-
large and complicate the Polish taxation system and sales, the Act of 1986 an obligation for ittaxation law. It was accomplished by the Act of 23 port creates

sell a portion of this foreign currency the Polish
April 1986. Basic rules are contained in Chapter IV,

to to
State Bank. When the MinisterofTrade, n agreementArts. 19-26. with the Minister of Finance, grants permission to

Arts. 19 to 23 define ways of forming a company and create a company a quota of obligatorysales of foreign
dividing the profits. They also include the principle of currency receipts is set for the company. This is set
how profit distributedin foreigncurrencymay be used. separately for each company and ranges from 15 to
Arts. 24 to 26 include guidance regulationsconcerning 25% of foreign currency income received.
bank credit, settlement of accounts, and foreign cur- If economically justified, as by need for buying im-
rency. ported raw materials or goods, the percentage re-

The gross profit of the company is greatly affected by quired may be lowered to allow the companysufficient
and dependent on the rates of depreciationof invest- foreign currency for its needs (Art. 21, Secs. 1 and 2).
ment. Sec. 19 sets the rate which is the same for both After the obligatory sale of foreign currency to the
State and foreign companies. There is one difference: State, the company may dispose of the remainder
a State enterprise must transfer part of this deprecia- (Art. 21, Sec. 3). This portion may be shared among

1 tion to the State Budget. Foreign participation com- partners in proportion to their participation in the
panies may retain all of it. capital fund (Art. 22, Sec. 3).
This is a proper and justifiable difference. From the When the foreign partners receive a distribution of
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foreign currency, they may transfer all of it abroad Two other exemptions are included in Art. 30. First,
without permission. companies are not taxed in their first two years of

Polish partners are partially limited in their disposal. activity. Second, sums used for investment are not
taxed.The Ministerof ForeignTrade has the power to decide

what sum may be used freely by them. The rest of their Other tax reductions are connected with investments
foreign currency is to be sold to the State Bank (Art. in environmentalprotection, insurance for labour and
22, Sec. 3). reduction in imports (see: Decree, Council of Minis-

A further issue in the distribution of foreign currency
ters, 27 December 1983, Tax Reductions in Income

to pay profit is the type of foreign currency to be used. Tax).
Art. 22, Sec. 4 specifies that it is to be the same cur- It's worth mentioningtwo last problems. The turnover

rency type as was received. It is my opinion that if tax does nt burden goods and services which are sold
income is received in several different currencies any abroad by Statecompaniesas well as by foreignpartici-
profit distributionwill be paid proportionallyin those pation companies(Art. 18, Decreeof 1983). The other
different currencies. issue concerns payroll tax. People consider that com-

Some remaining points concerning general financial panies with foreign participation should be free to

regulations of a companywith foreign participationas
decide and implement the level of salaries of their

covered in the Act of 1986 are: employees.

1. The companyhas a right to open accounts in Polish Two other obligatorypayments interrelatedwith taxa-

or foreign banks; the latter only after receiving tion of corhpanies (Act of 23 December 1985) are the

permission from the Polish State Bank. Fund to Service Foreign Debt and the Fund to

2. It is possible to obtain commercial credit. Develop Science and Technology. Both foreign par-

3. The Polish State Bank in which the company has ticipation companies and State enterprises must pay
its account guarantees the obligationsof the com-

2% of the value of buildings and machineriesper year
to the first fund. Payment to the second fund is re-

pany. quired only in the case of Polish partners owning over4. Foreign currencymay be used in Poland to pay for
50% of capital stock. The amount of the payment is

goods and services. defined annually in the central social-economicplan.
Taxation of State enterprises and those companies
with foreign participation is covered by the Act of
1982. Under this Act both types of company pay in-
come tax, turnover tax, property tax, payroll tax, and 4. TAX TREATIES

excess payroll tax. Differences in taxation of the two

types concern only income tax. From the point of view of their contents the bilateral
agreements on the prevention of double taxation

The taxable base for a company is the verified income signed by Poland can be divided into three categories:
received during the year (Art. 30, Sec. 1). This may (a) agreementsaimed at preventingdouble taxationof
be adjusted for so-called excessive costs and losses; as ncome derived from shipping and air transport; (b)
for instance, unduly large adrninistrativecosts. These agreements aimed at preventing double taxation of

adjustments play a positive role in the economy of incomes;and (c) agreementsaimed at preventingdou-

State enterprises, but would certainly be questioned ble taxation of income and assets. The contents of the

and found unattractiveby foreign investors. agreements depend on the problems they deal with.
The shortest are those dealing with the prevention of

Rates of income tax are quite naturally a very impor- double taxation of income derived from shipping and
tant and decisive factor for foreign investors. The rate air transport. Poland concludedsuch agreementswith
level has to be set to protect the fiscal interest of the the People's Republic of China, Switzerland, Greece

State, while at the same time not creating barriers to and Italy.
foreign investment. It is an importantcompetitive fac- Agreements on the prevention of double taxation of
tor since companieswith foreign participationand op- ncome were concluded with Japan, Malaysia, Pakis-
portunities to invest in them exist in many socialist tan, Thailand and the U.S.A.
countries.

Finally, agreementson the preventionof double taxa-
The income tax rate for foreign participation com- tion of income and assets were signed with Austria,
panies is set by Art. 30, Sec. 2, at 50% of the income Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Norway, Spain,base. This is 15o lower than that for State companies Yugoslavia, the Netherlands, the Federal Republicof
(65%), but higher than in other Eastern European Germany, Sri Lanka, Sweden and the United King-countries. dom.
A very important variation of this tax rate is included As a rule, the bilateral agreements signed by Poland
in Sec. 2, which concerns export income. For each 1% contain the following basic provisions.of incomederived from exports, the tax rate is lowered
by 0.4o. In the extreme case that all income of a Income from real estate, including income from the

company was derived from exports, this provision exploitation of farms and forests, is taxable in the
would reduce the tax rate to 10%. country where the real estate is located. The term
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real estate is interpreted according to the law of the signed by Poland contain exceptions from that rule,
country of location. provided that the tax cannot exceed 10% of gross

income.
Income from enterprisescan be taxed only in the coun-

try of location, unless they operate in another country The agreementson the prevention of double taxation
through their branches. In that case, income derived single out the professions,which include, in particular,
from the operationof that branch is taxable also in the scientific, literary, artistic and educational activity.
State where it operates. An enterprisemaintainingan However, the term professions also includes physi-
office in another State with a representative auth- cians, lawyers, technicians, engineers, architects and
orized to conclude agreements and contracts on its dentists. The income of these people is taxable only in
behalf, is deemed to have a branchoffice in that State. their State of residence, but if such a person exercises

an activity in another State and disposes in that State
Dividendsare taxable in both States, with the proviso of proper facilities, then his or her incornecan be taxed
that the tax levied in the State where the companY in that State.
paying the dividends is located cannot exceed a per-
centage fixed in the agreement. Interest on loans can Wages and salaries can be taxed in the State of resi-
be taxed in both States concluding an agreement on dence of the taxpayer. However, if the person works
the prevention of double taxation. on the territory of another State ahd derives income

from that work, he or she can be taxed in that State.
Licence fees and income from copyrights, patents, Income of members of excecutive and supervisory
sale of know-how, trade marks, motion picture dis- councils of companies are taxable in the State of resi-
tribution rights and use of recordings by radio and dence of the company. The agreements provide for a

television can be taxed only in the State of residence general tax exemption for students and professors en-

of the person deriving such income. Hence, no taxes gaged in research and lecturing. Other not mentioned
can be levied on such income in a State where that ncome is taxable in the State of permanent residence
income originates. However, some 0 the agreements of the person deriving such income.

. land and the U.K., including the use of foreign base

h) and offshore companies, the implicationsof corporate

news residence rules and the U.K. controlled foreign com-

pany provisions, the growing problem of the impact of
ant-treaty abuse provisionson the use of double taxa-
tion treaties, and all of the circumstances where the
two countries consider that hidden distributions of

profits have occurred. Therewas also a comprehensive
JOINTMEETINGOF BRITISHAND SWISS discussion on the exchange of informationand mutual
BRANCHES assistance between governments in relation to the ad-

ministration of tax law and the extra-territorialappli-
In Bulletin 1987/4, p. 180, mention was made of the cation of laws.
meeting of the British and Swiss IFA Branches on 21
and 22 May 1987 in Lucerne (Switzerland). Both the The meeting was attended by over 100 tax specialists
individual subjects treatedand the names of the lectur- from the two countries and was particularly notable

for the lively and in-depth discussions of the topicsers were listed in this Bulletin.
considered. The opinion prevailed that such meetings

The meeting discussed a number of the most crucial should be scheduled on more frequent occasions in
aspects of cross border transactions between Switzer- future.
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YUGOS_AVA:

RelevantAspectsin TaxLawsandTreaties

ConcerningtheTaxingofForeignPersons
By MiodragArsi

I. CONDITIONSFORANDMANNEROF FOREIGNPERSONS
INVESTINGINDOMESTICORGANIZATIONSOF ASSOCIATED
LABOURAIMEDAT JOINTBUSINESS

Yugoslavia, like other countries, is interested m investments in domestic
organizationsof associated labourj for the purpose of ensuring a broader f
and longer-term inclusion in the internationaldivision of labour, procuring
modern technologies, increasing exports and the supply of thc domestic
market, reducing mports and furthering the work and businessof domes-
tic organizations.

r*-
According to the Law on Investment of Resources of Foreign Persons in
Domestic Organizations of Associated Labour (Official Gazette of the
SFRY, No. 5/85) such investments are possible provided the followiig

%
*,

conditions have been met:

that a foreign person invests resources in a domestic organization of A-

associated labourwith a view toward realizingjoint businessobjectives
and interests (joint business);
that resources have been invested with joint risk and that their return-

depends on joint business results; Mr. Miodrag Arsi, graduate of the
that a foreign person decides on the issues relevant for joint business School of Laws, working in the Federal-

in agreement with a domestic organizationof associated labour; and Secretariat of Finance as a Head of

that a foreignperson is entitled to his share in incomerealized through the Tax Treaty Department Member-

joint business in the framework of which he exercises the right to the of the International Law Associationof

return on the value of invested resources and to compensation on Yugoslavia. Published a number of ar-

account of doing business with these resources.
ticles dealing with the tax system of

Yugoslavia and double taxation.

Mutual relations between contracting parties arising from joint business
are regulated by a contract on the investmentof resources which must be
concluded in writing and approved by a federal administrativebody com-

petent for energy and industry affairs.

The investment contract particularly regulates:
the objective of investmentof the resources, purposes, conditionsand-

mode of utilization;
the total amountof needed resources to be invested in light of the joint-

business, the breakdown of this amount into resources invested by a

domestic organization of associated labour and those invested by a

foreign person;
the manner to determine the part of income in whose formation a-

foreign person particpateswhichwill belong to the domesticorganiza-
tion;
the bases and principles for determining the foreign person's share in-

the income of a domestic organization;
the mode of, conditions and terms for the payment on account of a

I. The associated labour is used to de-
-

foreign person's share in income of a domestic organization of as-
term

note all institutional forms of labour associations

sociated labour; through which workers, organized on a self-man-

the mode of, terms and condition for the return of value of the re- agement non-
-

basis, perform economic and
economic activities with socially-owned re-

sources invested; sources, as well as to denote all other forms for

the mutual obligatonsof contractngparties in case of losses incurred pooling of labour and resources by working-

through joint business as well as other obligations on account of risk people. See Guides to European Taxation: Vol.

sharing;
V Taxation in European Socialist Countries,
Chapter Yugoslavia, 6.1.1.
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the composition and competences of a joint busi- The Agreement on Tax System Harmonizationenvis--

ness board and mode of its election; and ages that the republics and autonomousprovinces, in
the manner for settlement of mutual disputes. taxing the profit arising from investments of foreign-

persons, will introduce a tax on the profit of foreign
The share of a foreign person in income realized persons earned on account of resources invested in a

through joint business is proportionateto the contribu- domestic organizationof associated labour.
tion made in realizing this income on account of in-

By the provisions of both Agreements the republicsvested resources. and provinces agreed and/or committed themselves to

A domestic organization obtains the income earned regulate basic elements of this tax as follows:

through joint business after material and depreciation Taxpayer. The taxpayer, on account of the profit of a

costs have been taken from gross income realized foreign person realized through investing resources in

through joint business with a foreign person. a domestic organization of associated labour, is a

foreign person who on the territory of Yugoslavia
The obligations and outlays regulated by law and set- earns profit through joint business.
tled from income of a domestic organization (related Tax base. The tax base forms part of the remainder
with realization of income) are covered from the in-

a

of net income earned through joint business which
come realized through joint business with a foreign belongs to foreign (profit) proportionate toa person
person. the resources invested or other criteria set forth by the
Part of the net income arising from joint businesswith contractingparties.
a foreign person is used to finance personal incomes Tax rate. The tax rate is proportionaland equals 10%.and collectiveconsumptionofworkers.The remainder
is allocated to: The republics of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Mon-
(1) the domestic organization; and tenegro, Serbia, Slovenia and the autonomous pro-
(2) the foreign person (profit) proportionate to the vince of Vojvodina accepted this rate in their respec-

resources invested or other criteria set forth by tive laws on taxing foreign persons. The following
contractingparties. republics and the autonomous province of Kosovo

have not as yet accepted the rate. Their actual rates of
Part of the remainderof net income arising from joint taxing foreign persons are:
business and belonging to a foreign person accounts
for his share in income on accountof compensationfor Croatia 35%
the business activities performed with invested re- Macedonia 14%
sources in the year for which net income from joint Kosovo 20%
business is determined. It should be noted that in Croatia the tax on resources

A foreign person is entitled to transfer abroad re- invested in catering and tourism is paid in the first 5
sources earned through joint business on account of years at the rate of 5% and in the following years at
income sharing, in keeping with the Law on Foreign the rate of 20%. In Kosovo, the tax rate drops from
Exchange Operations and Foreign Credit Relations. 20% to 10% if a foreign person invests resources in a

domestic organization of associated labour in an
A foreign person may use resources which he is enti-

economically less developed region of the province.tled to transfer abroad to increase his participation in
the resources of the joint business or may conclude a Tax facilities (exemptions). If a foreign person rein-
contractprovidingfor the investmentofsuch resources vests or deposits a part of the profit earned on account
in another organization of associated labour, or he of resources invested in a domestic organization of
may use such resources in Yugoslavia in some other associated labour with a bank, he is fully exempted
way, in accordancewith the law. from tax paymentson account of the part of the profit

reinvested or deposited.
The republics and provinces have also committed
themselves to prescribe that international corpora-II. RELEVANTASPECTSFORTAXINGFOREIGN tions with investments in capital in a domestic organi-INVESTORSIN THEYUGOSLAVTAXLAWS zation of associated labour in Yugoslaviaand interna-
tional organizations exempted from tax payments on

In accordance with the Constitution of Yugoslavia, the grounds of international treaties will be exemptdirect taxes paid by domesticand foreign juridical and from paying tax on the profit earned on the territory
physical persons are regulated by the respective laws of Yugoslavia for the resources invested as a part of
of the republics and autonomous provinces. With a these corporations' share in income realized throughview of eliminatingsignificant differences and/or har-

Jont business, proportionateto the share of resources
monizing the tax system and tax policy bases, on 28 held by these corporations in the organization of as-
December 1984 the republics and autonomous pro- sociated labour to total capital (potential).vinces concluded:

the Agreement on Tax System Harmonization; Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Slovenia and-

and Vojvodina have, by their respective laws on taxing
the Agreement on Tax Bases Policy. foreign persons, accepted the solution envisaged by-
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the aforesaid Agreements and have decreed that a profit earned in the preceding year. The domestic or-

foreign person which reinvests in a domesticorganiza- ganization and the foreign person are joint guarantors
tion or places deposits with a bank of a part of the for the non-paid or not timely paid tax on profit of the

profit earned, is exempted from the profit tax in pro- foreign person and in such cases they are subject to

portion to the part ofprofit investedand/ordeposited. additional tax payment of 0.1% daily of the non-paid
However, this step has not yet been undertakenby the

tax amount.

republics and the province of Kosovo listed in Table The Social Accounting Service has been entrusted to

I, so that tax facilities for reinvestedor depositedpro- supervisecalculation and paymentsof the tax on profit
fits, as envisaged by their laws on taxing foreign per- of a foreign person. A foreign person enjoys legal
sons, are as shown in that table. protection against rulings passed by the Social Ac-

Table I counting Service in connection with the levy and col-
lection of tax for 60 days from the day such ruling is

Republic Reinvestedordeposited % offaciityfor received.
or profit (%) reinvested or deposited The right to levy and collect the tax on profit of a
provnce profit

foreign person expires with the 5-year period's expira-
Croatia at least 20 10 tion, beginningon the date the tax collectionwas due.

for each % above20 0.5 At the same time, the right of a foreign person to
Macedonia at least 25 20

from 25-50 40 request that the profit tax incorrectly levied or exces-

above 50 60 sively paid be refunded, expires with the expiration of
Serbia at least 25 15 the 5-year period from the date when such requesthad

from 25-50 30 to be presented.
above 50 50

Kosovo at least 30 30
from 30-50 50 III. RELEVANTASPECTSFOR TAXING
above 50 70 FOREIGNINVESTORSIN DOUBLETAX

TREATIES
The above republics and the autonomous province of
Kosovo are soon expected to bring their tax rates and In addition to unilateral favourable measures relating
tax facility provisions into accord with the solutions to profit taxation on account of resources invested in
envisaged in the above Agreements with a view of domesticorganizationsof associated labour envisaged
fully ensuringa uniform tax treatmentofprofit earned in the republican and provincial laws on taxing foreign
by foreign persons in Yugoslavia, irrespective of the

persons, it is a great interest of Yugoslavia to interna-
republic or autonomous province where investments tionally ensure, by concludingbilateral treaties, avoid-
are made. ance of double taxation of such profits with a view

The republican and provincial laws envisage that, if a toward encouraging foreign investors to invest in Yu-

foreign person transfers with compensation its rights goslavia.
and duties from the contract on investments of re- To date, Yugoslavia has concluded treaties for the
sources for joint business to a domestic organization avoidance of double taxation in connection with in-
in which he invested a part of profit earned (rein- come and property taxes for this purpose with the
vested) or to anotherorganization,prior to the expira- countries mentioned in Table II.
tion of a 5-year period from the date the profit was

invested, the foreign person shalllose the entitlement Table Il

to the tax facility. In such a case the tax shall be Country Object Implementation
subsequently levied up to the full amount. Should a started n:

foreign person proceed in the above explained way
after the expiration of the 5-year period, but not

France ncome 1976

sooner than 10 years from the date of investment, he Belgium incomeand property 1982
Sweden incomeand property 1982

shall lose entitlement to 50% of the tax facility. Denmark incomeand property 1983
the Netherlands incomeand property 1983
the United Kingdom ncome 1983

Tax levy and collection Czechoslovakia income and property 1984

Italy incomeand property 1986

A domesticorganizationof associated labour in which Norway ncome and property 1986

foreign resources were invested for joint business is Poland income and property 1986

liable to separately show in its annual balance sheet Cyprus income and property 1986

the income earned through that business as well as
Sri Lanka incomeand property 1987

data relevant for determining the profit of a foreign Moreover, treaties for the avoidance of double taxa-
person. It is also liable to calculateand pay, on account

tion of income earned in international and air
of a foreign person, tax on profit within specific terms.

sea

Generally, a domesticorganization is obliged to make transportation were also concluded with the People's
monthly advance payments of the tax on profit of a Republic of China, Greece and Switzerland.

foreign person which equals 1/12 of the tax paid on the In addition, the ratification procedure of the treaties
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with the countrieslisted below is currentlyunderway: This solution is directly linked with the specific provi-
Hungary Romania sions of Art. 7 of the treaty with a view of emphasizing
Finland Federal Republicof Germany specific characteristicsof the Yugoslav economic sys-
The signing of treaties is soon expected to take place

tem in which no possibility for the realization of divi-
dends exists.with Canada and Egypt, since negotiations have al-

ready been carried out.
Art. 23 (double taxation avoidance method)

Also, negotiations between Yugoslavia and 30 coun- The issue of the double taxation avoidance method intries for the avoidance of double taxation are in diffe- the treaties for the avoidance of double taxation with
rent stages. It is thus expected that the number of

Yugoslavia, accepted by Contracting States for resi-concluded treaties shall soon substantially increase. dents who earn profit in Yugoslavia on account of
The treaties concluded so far or those in the process investing resources in domestic organizations of as-

of negotiation at the level of delegations (the texts of sociated labour, is one of the most important issues for
treaties are either signed or initialled) incorporate in Yugoslavia whose inadequate solution cannot lead to
Articles referred to below, respective tax treatment conclusionof the treaty. The underlying reason is that
management provisions for foreign persons' profit only by way of applying an appropriatemethod to the
earned on account of resources invested in domestic stimulative effects of the Yugoslav tax facilities, ap-
organizationsof associated labour: proved in the case when a resident of the other Con-

tracting State reinvests or makes a bank deposit of his
Art. 2 (treaty applied taxes) profit (a part of profit) earned through joint business,
Paragraph 3 of this Article explicitly stipulates that in it can be ensured and preservedwith a view of attract-

the case of Yugoslavia the treaty applies to the tax on ing foreign investments to Yugoslavia. Such a positive
profit of a foreign person on account of resources effect of the treaties is precisely one of the basic mo-

invested in a domestic organization of associated tives for their conclusion, particularlywith the capital
labour, as its nature is of an income tax type. exporting countries.

Art. 7 (income arising from doing business) With the exemption method application, Yugoslavia
has ensured in the treaties signed with the countries

This Article stipulates in treaties signed with all coun- listed below that the profit earned by their residents in
tries, with exceptionof France (the first general agree- Yugoslaviaon accountof investing in domesticorgani-
ment on avoiding double taxation is concluded with zations for the purpose of joint business be exempted

{ this country), contains a provision envisaging that from the taxable base in those countries:
profit earned in Yugoslaviaby a resident of a respec-
tive country on account of resources invested in a France Poland

domestic organization of associated labour may be Belgium Egypt
taxed in Yugoslavia or the provision regulating that Czechoslovakia Federal Republic of Germany
the provisions of Art. 7 of the treaty shall be applied the Netherlands Romania

on profit earned in Yugoslavia by a resident of the
respective country on account of his participation in With the application of the tax spared credit method

joint business with a Yugoslav enterprise. Yugoslaviahas provided in its treaties signed with the
countries quoted below that these countries allow for

The above provisions are aimed at ensuring: deduction from their residents' taxable amounts not
that a foreign person's Yugoslav-sourceprofit on only the tax profit amount they actually paid in Yugo--

account of investmentsmade in a domesticorgani- slavia, but also the tax amount not paid on account of
zation be treated, in view of specific featuresof the tax facilities granted when a part or entire amount of
Yugoslav economic system, as income realized profit earned through joint business is reinvested or

through businessactivitiesof an enterprise in keep- deposited with a bank:
ing with Art. 7 of the treaty and not as a dividend
(in line with Art. 10 of the treaty), Sweden Cyprus
that Yugoslavia is vested with the right to tax such Denmark Sri Lanka

-

profits of a foreign resident, irrespectiveof the fact the United Kingdom Canada

whether he has a permanent establishmenton the Norway Hungary
territory of Yugoslavia to which the profit would Italy Finland

be attributed.
The treaties signed with Sweden, Denmark and Nor-

Art. 10 (dividends) way envisage that the tax spared credit method be

applied in the first 10 years, starting from the date the
The treaties signed by Yugoslavia after 1983 define in application of the treaties starts, and the need that

paragraph 3 of this Article the term dividend in a competent organs of the Contracting State carry out
manner which clearly indicates that it does not take consultations with a view of taking the decision to
account of the profit earned in Yugoslavia by a resi- extend this period. The treaty signed between Yugo-
dent of the country- party to the treaty - on account slavia and Finland stipulates that the said period last 5
of resources invested in a domestic organization of years with a possibility of its extension subject to con-

associated labour. sultations between competent authorities.
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The treatiessigned with the UnitedKingdomand Can- IV. CONCLUSION
ada stipulate that tax spared credit cannot be allowed
after the expiration of the 10-year period, from the In view of the above and particularly in light of the
date when the tax facility was granted for the first time experience and the interest of Yugoslavia in stimulat-
to their resident on account of reinvestingor deposit- ing foreign investments sofar, it may be realistically
ing the profit. However, the treatysignedwith Canada expected that further mesures will be undertaken to

envisages the possibility that competent authorities create even more favourable conditions for foreign
may agree on an extension of this period. At the same investments. This will be done through appropriate
time the treaties determine a condition for application amendments in the Law on Investment of Resources
of the tax spared credit according to which the compe- of Foreign Persons in Domestic Organizationsof As-
tent Yugoslavauthoritymust confirm that the purpose sociatedLabourand in the provisionson taxing foreign
of the tax facility accounts for encouragement of the persons as well as through conclusion of the treaties
development in Yugoslavia. on the avoidanceof double taxationwith the countries

whose residents are interested in investing in Yugosla-
via.
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East-WestTax Treaties

414ByWillem G. Kuiper

I. INTRODUCTION 1

The preceding articles in this issue on East-West tax matters have shown
that the conductingof business operations in Eastern Europe by non-res-

ident entrepreneurs,other than direct trading without any local business
establishment, generally leads to liability for income or profits taxes in
those countries. This, of course, may result in international double taxa-

tion of such profits. The same holds true for the income tax liability of
foreignpersonnel temporarilysent to perform specificactivities in Eastern

Europe. The existence of international double taxation, or at least the 1
possibility thereof, has given rise to the conclusiofiof tax treaties between i-iL,socialist and non-socialistcountries, a developmentwhich started in 1972

/

with the conclusion of a comprehensive double taxation treaty between ,

the edneuramlberpoufbtlaicx oftreGateiersmbaentyweenand Poland. iENuorotep,eancountritehsaatndhowever, in
1972 a Eastern
Western countries, which were concludedbefore World War II, were still
in force (e.g. the treaties concludd by Hungary with Italy, Sweden and
the Netherlands). There are, at present, nearly 100 of such tax treaties Willem G. Kuiper (1949) graduated in

between the East and the West in force, and several others are being tax law from the State University of

negotiated. Leyden, the Netherlands in 1974, after
which he took up employmentwith the
International Bureau of Fiscal Docu-

II. COMPARISONWITH THE OECD MODEL mentation in Amsterdam. He acted as

a coordinating editor of a loose-leaf
In an earlier article, published in 19752, it had already been pointed out service on Taxation in European
that most of the 15 treaties which were in force at that time (with the Socialist Countries published in

exception of the treaties concluded by Hungary before World War II and 1981. He presently is the Editor-in-
,

the treaty concludedbetween the U.S.S.R. and the United States) gener-
Chief of EuropeanTaxation,one of the

ally followed the pattern of the 1963 OECD Draft Double Taxation
IBFD's monthly tax periodicals,as well
as coordinatorofscientific production.Convention. However, in most of these treaties, there were a few provi- Mr. Kuiperistheauthor of one bookon

sions which were significantlydifferent from the OECD Draft. In particu- taxation in Eastern Europe, several
lar, these major differences can be divided into the following categories: chapters on loose-leaf publications

(1) treatment of building sites and construction projects as permanent
and many articles on internationa tax-

establishments;
ation published both in the Nether-
lands and abroad.

/!}2) withholding taxes on dividends, interest and royalties;
3) the tax treatment of capital gains; and
4) the tax treatment of employment income.

As far as building sites and construction projects were concerned Art.
5(2)(g) of the 1963 OECD Draft provided (as does the 1977 OECD
Model) that these were considered permanent establishments if they
existed for a period of more than 12 months. Of the treaties in force in
1975, only one treaty (i.e. the one between Romania and the United
States) contained a provision which is identical to the OECD Draft.

The other post-war treaties generally provide that building sites and con-

struction projects are considered permanent establishments after 18, 24

1 or 36 months, while in two treaties such building sites and construction
projects are never considered permanent establishments.

According to Art. 10 of the 1963 OECD Draft, dividends may be taxed
n both States, but the tax rate in the State of source should not exceed
5% (in the case of substantial holdings) or 15% in other cases. In the
East-West treaties in force in 1975, such a split-rate system was only
followed in 4 treaties; most post-war treaties between East and West, 1. Treaty of 18 December 1972, published in

however, contained a single maximum withholding tax rate of 10%. The the German Official Gazette, Part 1l, 1975. at

treaty between the United States and the U.S.S.R. does not contain a
645.
2. See W.G. Kuiper, East-Westtax treaties,

provision on dividends. 15 European Taxation (June 1975) at 185-199.
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However, given the limited significance of capital in- more in particular in the treaties based on the pattern
vestment by Western companies in Eastern European of the 1977 OECD Model Convention, it can be ob-

enterprises in the early seventies, the importance of served that there is a trend towards an even closer
the dividend-article in tax treaties was only that of a resemblance with the OECD Model. This is particu-
one-way street, i.e. dividends paid from the West to larly true for the provisions concerning building sites
Eastern Europe. This, of course, has changed consid- and constructionprojects (where the 12-month term is

erably in more recent years, taking into account the more frequently followed) and the withholding tax on

increased interest of Western companies for invest- royaltieswhich, in contrast with the earliest East-West
ment in EasternEuropein the formofjointventures. tax treaties, is no longer levied in the State of source

in the majority of cases (the treaties concluded by
Art. 11 of the 1963 OECD Draft states that interest Romana beng the most important exception).
can be taxed in the State in which it arises, but the rate Withholding taxes on interest are, as was the case
of the tax may not exceed 10%. Only the three treaties under the earliest East-West tax treaties, not levied in
in force in 1975 concluded by Romania provided for the State of source, again with the Romanian treaties
such a 10% withholding tax, while under the other

as the most important exception. Hungary has re-

post-war treaties no such withholding tax may be placed its pre-World War II treaties with the Nether-
levied. Given the high indebtednessof Eastern Euro- lands, Sweden and Switzerland6by new treaties which
pean countries, this reduction is, of course, not with- closely follow the OECD pattern. Moreover, where
out importance. treatiesconcludedby the Soviet-Unionwere originally
However, it should also be noted that some Eastern based mainly on the principleof reciprocalexemptions
European countries do not impose a withholding tax (e.g. the treaties with the United States and FinlandT),
at all (e.g. Hungary and the U.S.S.R.). there is now a trend towards greater resemblance to

the OECD Model in the tax treaties concluded by the
Art. 12 of the 1963 OECD Draft permits the taxation U.S.S.R., particularly in the tax treaties concluded
of royalties in the State of the recipientwith no provi- after 1980 (although the terminologyand the order of
sion for a withholding tax in the State in which the the articles still significantly differ from the OECD
royalties arose. In this respect, only 4 post-war East- Model), One important exception in this respect is
West treaties follow the OECD Draft, but the others that the treaties concludedby the U.S.S.R. (as well as

provide for a 5% or 10% withholding tax in the State the few treaties concluded by Bulgaria, and a limited
of source. In the light of the predominant flow of number of other East-West treaties, e.g. the treaty
technology from the West to the East, this must be between Germany and Romania) do not contain a

considered a significant reduction of the tax burden in provision concerning associated enterprises. In light
Eastern Europe. of the increasing interest for capital investment in the

Notwithstanding any other differences between the form of joint ventures, this may become more impor-
1963 OECD Draft and the East-West tax treaties, one

tant for mattersof transferpricingbecause it is possible
other detail concerning the taxation of employment

that such joint ventures will be considered related

income in some treaties should be noted. In some enterprises (when taking into consideration that, for

East-West tax treaties the 183-day term in Art. example, under some domestic legislation, as well as

15(2)(b) of the OECD Draft has been substituted by under the 1979 OECD Reports on Transfer Pricing
12 months (Austria-Poland) or even 18 months and MultinationalEnterprises, an interest of less than

(France-Romania)3, while the treaties concluded by 50% could be sufficient to designate the companies
the Federal Republic of Germany with Poland and concerned as related enterprises).
Romania provide that, in the case of personnel Finally, it should be noted that the tax treaties con-

employed at a building site or constructionproject in cluded by Yugoslaviacontain a provision with respect
the other ContractingState, the 183-day term is substi- to the tax treatment of profit distributions by joint
tuted by the term after which such building sites or venturesestablished in Yugoslaviawhich substantially
constructionprojects are consideredpermanentestab- differsfrom the OECDModel (see Sec. III.Cbelow).
lishments according to these treaties, i.e. 12 months.4

It should be noted, however, that, when foreign
employees temporarily working in Eastern European 3. Art. 15(2)(c) of the tax treaty between Austria and Poland of 2

countries are subject to income tax in these countries October 1974; Art. 15(2)(a) of the tax treaty between France and Romania

by virtue of treaty provisions, the income tax rates are of 27 September 1974.

usually extremely low (with the exception of Hunga-
4. Point 4 of the Final Protocol to the tax treaty Germany-Poland.point
5 of the Final Protocol to the tax treaty Germany-Romania.

ry).5 The advantage thereof, however, may wholly or 5. See W.G. Kuiper, The structure and developments of socialist tax

partiallydisappearas a result ofprovisionsin domestic law from a Western point of view, in 39 Bulletinfor International Fiscal
law or tax treaties concerning the avoidanceof double Documentation484 et seq (November 1985).
taxation (i.e. where world-wide income is taxed and a

6. The new tax treaties were concluded on 9 April 1981 (Switzerland),
12 October 1981 (Sweden) and 5 June 1986 (the Netherlands).credit for foreign tax is given or when foreign-source 7. For a discussion of these tax treaties, see Guides to EuropeanTaxa-

income is exempt, but the tax rates are determinedby tion, Vol. V, Taxation in EuropeanSocialist Countries, Chapter U.S.S.R.,
world-wide income (exemption-withprogression)). Sec. 13.3. The English text of the treaty between the U.S.A. and the

U.S.S.R. was printed in SupplementaryService to EuropeanTaxation,Sec.
In East-West tax treaties concluded after 1975, and c.
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III. THE ROLE OF EAST-WESTTAX TREATIES the West is treated as a resident taxpayerand sub-
ject to corporate income tax in the West on its

A. In general world-wide income; it is entitled to all allowances,
deductions and exemptions, as well as to double

The role of East-West tax treatiescan only be analyzed taxation relief (including for income derived from
when taking into account a number of other aspects, a foreign permanent establishment), in the same

including the followingS: way as other corporate taxpayers resident in that
country.(1) the overall differencebetween the socio-economic 0 a corporateEast-West joint venture establishedin

systems (including the tax systems)ofWesternand an Eastern European country (and, therefore, for
Eastern European countries; and tax purposes, resident in that country) is consi-

(2) Eastern European legislation with regard to trade dered as a foreign taxpayer, but nonetheless, and
with Westerncountriesand investmentby Western although it is subject to corporate income tax on

companies on the territory of socialist countries its world-wide income, it is entitled to other allow-
against the backgroundof the economicand finan-

ances, deductions and exemptions than those to
cial situation in Eastern European countries. which resident taxpayers are entitled to in that

The structural starting points for an understandingof Eastern Europeancountry, and without an explicit
socialist tax systems are the possible taxpayer tax treaty provision that the joint venture is, at

categories and the taxes to which they are subject. As least for treaty purposes, considered as a resident
far as categories of taxpayers are concerned, the fol- taxpayer (and the majority of East-West tax

lowing may be distinguished at present: treaties do not contain such a special provision), it
O State and cooperative enterprises; is doubtful whether such a joint venture is entitled

0000 domestic enterprises in the private sector; to double taxation relief (including relief for in-
O individual citizens; and come derived from a foreign permanentestablish-

O foreigners. ment) in the country in which it is established.

The latter category usually includes: joint ventures, The above disparity may be mitigated by the some-

domestic representativeoffices of foreign companies, times rather far-reaching tax incentives granted to

foreign conpaniesdoing business in socialist countries joint ventures in Eastern European countries.
in other forrns or obtaining Eastern European-source However, the disparities in treatment are magnified
income, as well as foreign individuals temporarilyres- when the tax treatment of the Western investor (par-ident in these countries or obtaining Eastern Europe- ticularly the Western partner in an East-West Jont
an-source income otherwise. The reason for having venture) is compared with that of an investor from a
such a special categoryof taxpayers is not found in any CMEA country who is entitled to double taxation
rule of tax law, but in Eastern European foreign ex- reliefunderone ofthe two multilateraldouble taxation
change legislation (which usually draws a distinction treaties between CMEA countries. In this respect, it
between exchange nationals and exchange for- should be noted that, prior to the conclusion of these
eigners9). It should be noted, however, that each of treaties, the establishment of intra-CMEA joint ven-
the above categories of taxpayers are subject to diffe- tures was already possible, particularlyon the basis of
rent tax regimes with different taxes, taxable bases a CMEA Model Statute adopted in 1976 or on the
and tax rates. Moreover, as far as East-West joint basis of bilateral agreements.t) The tax treatment of
ventures are concerned, this classification as foreign such joint ventures is already laid down in the articles
taxpayers leads, upon distribution, to the result that, of association, i.e. they are subject to tax on their
unless the profits are reinvested, a part of the profits profits in the State in which they have their seat. The
is remitted abroad to the foreign partner, while multilateralCMEA treaty for the avoidanceof double
another part is remitted to the domestic partner who taxation of legal entities confirms this practice; how-
usually falls within anothergroup of taxpayers, i.e. the ever, it also adds an element to the tax treatment of
group of State and cooperative taxpayers. such joint ventures (i.e. an element which was not

applied in previous practice) in so far as the distribu-
B. Differenttax treatmentofintra-CMEAand tion of profits is concerned. This situation results in

East-Westjointventures the following differences (as far as taxation is con-

cerned) between intra-CMEAjoint venturesand East-

Having thus found that Eastern European and West- West joint ventures:

ern tax systems differ substantially,both as far as indi- (1) the tax treatmentof intra-CMEAjoint ventures is,vidual taxpayers and legal entities are concerned, it is at least in first instance, based on contract law, i.e.
perhaps surprising that most East-West tax treaties the agreement of association, and not on any pro-follow the OECD Model so closely and that they do
not contain provisions concerning the personal scope
which takes accountof this special situation.For exam- 8. See Kuiper, note 5, supra, at 483.

ple, as far as East-West joint ventures are concerned, 9. For a more detailed discussion of these terms, see e.g Guies to

the absence of such a special provision could, at least European Taxation, Vol. V, Taxation in European Socialist Countries.

intheory, lead to the followingdisparityintreatment:
Chapter Czechoslovakia, Sec. 11.1.
10. See Guides to European Taxation, Vol. V, Taxation in European

O a corporate East-West joint venture establishedin Socialist Countries, Chapter CMEA, Sec. 3.5.
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vision of domestic tax law or any principleof inter- to give. Nevertheless, one could imagine that this
national public law; question is also answered in the affirmatiye, when

(2) intra-CMEA joint ventures are taxed as domestic B-nationals in State A are treated as resident tax-

enterprises in the country in which they are estab- payers, such as is the case under the multilateral
lished, while East-West joint ventures are treated CMEA tax treaty.
as foreign taxpayers; In the light of the growing importance of East-West

(3) the distribution of profits is treated, for tax pur- Jont ventures, the interest in this question may gainposes, in a different manner, both as far as the increased importance2 in the near future. Much will
withholding tax on profit distributions in the

on a tax
source country (i.e. no withholding tax under the depend flexible interpretation of treaties,
CMEA treaty) and ,the tax treatment in the home particularly by Eastern European countries. This

countryof the foreign investor (i.e. no tax liability might help to solve the problems indicated, at least in

in the home country under the CMEA treaty), part. This is particularly true when bearing in mind
con-

depending on whether it is based on either the that, with only few exceptions (e.g. the treaties
cluded by West Germany with Poland and Romania),multilateralCMEA tax treaty or on bilateral East-
most East-West tax treaties contain a non-discrimina-

West tax treaties. tion clause which, in essence, resembles the provision
Taking intoaccount the above differences, the ques- in the OECD Model.13 If so, the importance of the
tion arises as to whether this situation leads to a con- application of East-West tax treaties in practice will
flict with the non-discriminationprovisionunder East- also increase.
West tax treaties. The importance of this question C. Desirabilityofchangesin East-Westtax
particularlyarises not only with respect to the right to treaties
impose a withholding tax on dividends and any other It would carry too far to argue, as has been done14,form of profit distribution but also with respect to the that, based on the existing socio-economicdifferences
question whether the home country of the foreign between socialist and non-socialist countries, tax
investor is or is not entitled to subject such profit treaties based on the OECD Model would be less
distributions to tax by virtue of the treaty. The impact appropriate for East-West tax treaties. Slight modifi-
of these questions may be illustrated by the following cations to the OECD Model, e.g. by incorporatingexample: proper definitions of the terms resident, person,
Assume that nationalsof State A are granted favoura- companyand/or legal entity may also offer a solu-
ble treatment not by the domestic law of State A, but tion, provided that such definitions sufficiently cover

by a treaty concluded between State A and State B all classes of taxpayers covered by the treaties and
which also accordsthese privilegesto nationalsof State provided that such different or additional definitions
B. If State A has also concluded a treaty with State C are consequentlytaken into account in other treaties.
which contains a non-discriminationclause, the ques- But there is more. In spite of the intensification of
tion arises whether C-nationals should be entitled to East-West trade, particularly in recent years in the
the benefits available to A and B-nationals under the form of joint ventures, other forms of East-Westbusi-
treaty between A and B.

ness operationsshould not be overlooked,particularly
This may be illustrated by the chart below. from the point of view of the overall socio-economic

situation and the legislation approving specific forms
tax treaty A-B of doing business in Eastern European countries. In

Country A ( ) Country B this respect, special attention should be given to loan

i-1 transactions and the transfer of technology without a

treaty benefits available to residents
of country B in country A 11. See points 9 and 10 of the Commentary to Art. 24 of the OECDI

Model Convention.I
tax 12. This questionwill be less important in the case of Hungaryand Poland

treaty l (for joint venture under the 1986 law only), given the absence of any

A-C I withholding taxes on profit distributionspaid abroad.
I 13. Note, however, that the provisions concerning stateless persons and
I the deductibilityclause as contained in Art. 24(5) of the OECD Model
no treaty benefits available to residents Convention do not appear in most East-West tax treaties. The latter

L- - -,of country C in country A, but provision reads as follows:
I non-discriminationclause Except where the provisions of paragraph 1 of Article 9, paragraph 6

I of Article 11, or paragraph4 of Article 12, apply, interest, royaltiesand

Counry C
other disbursementspaid by an enterprise of a ContractingState shall,
for the purpose of determining the taxable profits of such enterprise,
be deductible under the same conditions as if they had been paid to a

Based on the Commentaryto the OECD Model1, the resident of the first-mentionedState. Similarly, any debts of an enter-

question could perhaps be answered in the affirmative prise of a ContractingState to a resident of the ContractingState shall,
for the purpose of determining the taxable capital of such enterprise,as far as the tax burden on A and C-nationals is con- be deductible under the same conditions as if they had been contracted

cerned. to a resident of the first-mentionedState.
14. See H. Debatin,The roleoftax treaties as an instrumentof economic

However, as far as the relationship between B and cooperation between capitalist and socialistcountries, in 39 Bulletin
C-nationals is concerned, the answer is more difficult for InternationalFiscal Documentation393 (August/September1985).
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specific form of direct foreign investment (e.g. in the East-West tax treaties under which Western countries
form of a subsidiary or a permanent establishment), are prepared to grant tax sparing credits in respect of
particularlywhen bearing in mind the increasingneed Eastern European taxes on investmentincome, except
of socalist countries for convertible currencies and for the treaties concluded by Yugoslavia with Den-
modern technology. Under many tax treaties in force, mark, Italy, Norway, Sweden and the United King-
socialist countrieshave alreadyshowntheirwillingness dom6.
to considerablyreduce or to waive their normallyhigh Under those treaties, there is sort of tax sparngsomewithholding tax rates on royalties and, to a lesser ex- credit for exemptions of reductions of Yugoslav in-
tent, on interest paid abroad. If Western borrowers

come tax n respect of the foreign partner's share inand licensors are assured that the granting of licences the profits of Yugoslav joint venture. However,a
or loan capital to entities in socialist countrieswill not under the treaty with Norway, this is limited tobe hampered by taxation at source (which regularly is a

maximumperiod of 10 years and under the treatywithimposed on the gross income paid), this will facilitate Italy to a maximumpercentageof 25.17 Thus, Westernthe realization of such East-West business transac-
tions. I agree with Debatinl5 that the concern from the countries, in theirposition as State of residence,gener-

tax and royal-point of view of a State that, due to the waiver of ally fully inflowing dividends, interest
ties. An important exception to this approach is thetaxation at source, too much would be paid in terms granting, either unilaterally (such as in. the Nether-of royalties and interest is, for socialist countries, lands and Austria) or on the basis of a treatyprovisionhardly relevant as they subject nearly all licence and of the affiliation privilege, according to which divi-loan contracts with foreigners to Government ap- dends from substantial holdings in other companiesproval. A few more words about dividends and other

fully largely exempt from corporate income taxforms of profit distributions. In fact, this concept, at-
are or

in the home country of the foreign investor. To thetuned to the free market system, is essentially alien to

planned economies. Nevertheless, socialist countries
extent that such an internationalaffiliationprivilege is
not granted unilaterally (e.g. in the United Kingdom),have acquiesced in the idea that, as mentioned above, treaty provisions could offer such relief. This is thetheir State enterprises may obtain capital investment for exampleunder the U.K.-Hungariantax trea-from Western investors to whom an adequate share in case,

the profits is to be allocated. The classificationof such ty'8, but a credit for underlying taxes is not granted
under treaty provisions in some other cases (e.g. theincome for tax purposes is, however, in many respects U.K.-Romaniantax treaty).not fully clarified, because the participation of West-

ern companies in qualifyingventures in socialist coun- Lastly, let me say a few words about Yugoslavia, and
tries often take the form of a package deal. Regu- particularly about a special provision contained in the
larly, the actual capital participation is coupled with tax treaties concluded by this country concerningpro-
the provison of loan capital (to the extent that this is fit distributionsby joint ventures. With the exception
allowed under socialist legislation) and particularly of the treaties concluded by Yugoslavia with France
the furnishing of technical assistance. However, from and the United Kingdom, all other Yugoslav tax
a tax point of view, the question arises as to how, in treaties provide that the foreign partner's share in the
such a situation, the income is to be dissected into its net income of a Yugoslav joint venture shall be taxed
various components. Take as an example an invest- in accordance with Article 7 of the various treaties
ment contract under which capital as well as equip- (concerning the taxation of business profits), thus
ment is furnishedand, in addition,patents are licensed granting the taxing rights to Yugoslavia. From the
and technical assistance is supplied. Which slice of point of view of Yugoslavia, this is not surprising,
income is to be allocated to each of these elements It because joint ventures in Yugoslavia are of a non-

is true that this is certainly not a problem which is corporate type.
unique to East-West relations; rather, it is the overrid- Nevertheless,the existenceof such a specificprovisioning goal of a well functioning system of international looks a bit strange in treaties with countries which
cooperation in more general terms. Up to now, how- adhere to the exemption method as a manner of dou-
ever, the momentumof the upswingineconomiccoop- ble taxation relief for the taxation of business profitseration between East and West has prevented this which, by virtue of the treaty, be taxed in the
problem from coming out into the open, but sooneror where there is

may
establishment.later it will require clarification. For the time being, country a permanent

And particularly, the only Yugoslav treaty with a
however, it appears that this point should be brought country which does not apply the exemption methodto the table when negotiating such investment con- under its tax treaties (i.e. the United Kingdom) con-
tracts. tains such an explicit provision to the contrary (while
D. Tax treatment in Western countries the treaty with France does not contain an explicit

provision at all).Finally, under the aspect of internationalentrepreneu-
rial cooperation, it is also of crucial importance what
tax reliefs Western countriesgrant their companiesfor 15. See note 14, supra at 398

investment and other forms of doing business in 16. See the various articles in the relevant tax treaties concerning the

socialist States. In this respect, it is noteworthy that,
elimination of double taxation.
17. See Art. 23(4) of the tax treaty between Italy and Yugoslaviaand Art.

unlike under tax treaties between developed and de- 23(2)(c) of the treaty between Norway and Yugoslavia.
veloping countries there are, to my knowledge, no 18. Art. 23 (l)(b) of the tax treaty United Kingdom-Hungary.
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IV. SOME TAX PLANNING TECHNIQUES be an advantageouslocation to channel Eastern Euro-

When summarizing the above, one can say that there pean-source interest through intermediary financing
is not only a large variety of domestic tax law prov- companies based in the Netherlands.

sions which the foreign investor in socialist countries With respect to the channellingof Eastern European-
has to take into account in order to reduce the tax source income, it appears, however, that Cyprus may
burden on his Eastern European-source investment also play a special role. Before going into more detail
income, but also an increasing number of tax treaties on this matter, some otherprovisions in East-West tax
all of which, though in principle based on the OECD treaties which may be advantageous to Western
Model, have their own peculiarities. Moreover, in businessmen operating in Eastern Europe should be
spite of the increasing number of tax treaties between mentioned, including the following:
East and West, there are still a number of important O for building sites and construction projects the
gaps in the East-West treaty network. This holds
true not in the last place with respect to the German treaties concluded by Czechoslovakiawith France

Democratic Republic and Bulgaria. Both these coun-
and the Netherlands provide that these will never

tries have concluded tax treaties with very few coun-
be regarded as a permanent establishment in the

tries, and certainly not with the major Western coun-
other country.19 Given the fact that profits from

tries. But there are other gaps as weil. For example, such building sites and construction projects are

up to now, Czechoslovakia has not concluded tax taxed at a rate of 50%20, companies based in

treaties with the United States, the United Kingdom France and the Netherlands are somewhat better

or Switzerland. In addition, there are no tax treaties of in this respect;
between Yugoslavia and Japan, West Germany and 0 for Western companieswhich are frequently trad-

Austria, as well as between the U.S.S.R. and Den- ing with (but not investing in) Eastern Europe, it

mark. Moreover, the reduction of Eastern European is not unusual to have an agency in Eastern

withholding taxes on dividends, interest and royalties Europe, and this is explicitly allowed under the

is not considerable in some cases (particularly under legislation of all Eastern European countries.

most tax treaties concluded by Romania). This, of These agencies normally fall under the treaty pro-

course, makes it necessary to find one's way in the vision concerningdependentagentsand are, there-

East-West treatynetwork, in order to reduce the East- fore, considered permanent establishments in the

ern European tax burden on business and investment Eastern European country concerned. An impor-
income as much as possible. This is particularly true tant exception to this rule is contained in the Aus-

for royalties from Eastern European sources which trian-Bulgarian tax treaty which does not contain

are normally subject to Eastern European taxes at such a provision. To conclude, a few words about

high rates (although this does not apply, or only to a
the role which Cyprus plays, or at least may play,

lesser extent, under the tax treatiesconcludedby Hun- in East-West business operations.21 According to

gary and the U.S.S.R.). the treaties concluded by Cyprus with 7 Eastern

European countries (the only exception being Po-
The tax treaties concluded by Austria with Bulgaria, land), the rates of the withholding taxes have been
Poland and the U.S.S.R., as well as the treaties be- reduced considerably.
tween Germany and Poland and those concluded by
Sweden and France with Yugoslaviaprovide for a 0% Although there are more important East-West tax

wthholding tax on royalties. Depending on the tax treaties under which withholding taxes have been re-

treatment in the Western country, these treaties may
duced to the same low level, Cyprus may still play an

be a useful instrument to channel royalties from East mportantrole when taking into account the following:
to West. O there are still important gaps in the East-West

A similar trend can be observed with respect to divi- treaty network;
O Cyprushas concluded tax treatieswith the G.D.R.

dends and other profit distribution (particularlyprofit and Bulgaria, both of which have concluded onlyrepatriations of joint ventures). In this respect, the
treaties concluded by the U.S.S.R. with Austria and

a very limited number of tax treaties;
O tax treaties concluded by Cyprus with Eastern

the United Kingdom appear to be useful instruments European countriesdo, in not containsome cases,to minimize the withholding tax on dividends. The provision that the recipientofEasternEuropean-
same applies to the Austrian-Bulgarianand the Neth-

a

erlands-Czechoslovakiantax treaties. However,when
source income must also be the beneficial owner

bearing in mind that both Austria and the Netherlands
of such income; and

apply, under certain conditions, the affiliation
O the domestic tax legislation with regard to off-

shore companies which may serve as a conduit to
privilege for dividends from abroad, it appears that channel Eastern European-source investment in-
the Netherlands and Austria are in a much better
position to channel Eastern European-source divi-

come.

dends. I trust that the term Dutch sandwich con-
struction (i.e. the relationshipbetween a Netherlands 19. Art. 5(3)(f) of the tax treaties concluded by Czechoslovakia with

Antilles company which owns a Dutch company, the France and the Netherlands.

latter owning on its turn one or more companies in
20. See Guides to European Taxation, Vol. V, Taxation n European
Socialist Countries, Chapter Czechoslovakia,Secs. 12.2 and 12.4.

other countries) is well-known to you in this respect. 21. For more details, see W.G. Kuiper, Cyprus: Turntable between
For the same and other reasons, the Netherlandsmay East and West, in 24 European Taxation 175 et seq (June 1984)
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As regards the latter, it should be noted that, for anti-avoidance legislation in Western countries may
purposes of corporate income tax in Cyprus, a distinc- also be applied in such cases. This is also true for
tion should be made, as usual, between resident and purposes of the tax treaties between Cyprus and the
non-resident companies, and a further distinction be- United Kingdom and West Germany. For example,
tween companies that derive income from sources the U.K.-Cyprus tax treaty excludes certain legal en-
within Cyprusand those that derive incomeexclusively tities in Cyprus from the benefits of the treaty relating
from sources outside Cyprus. Companies in the latter to dividends, interest and royalties. However, as far as

category are known as off-shorecompanies. Similarly, dividends are concerned, the new provision only af-
it is also possible to set up an offshore branch in Cyp- fects dividendspaid by a companyresident in the U.K.
rus. to a resident in Cyprus. Moreover, the treaty does not

Where normal resident and non-residentcompanies affect foreign-sourceinterest and royalties receivedby
in Cyprus are subject to corporate income tax at a rate an offshore company in Cyprus from a country other
of 42.56, such offshore companiesonly pay one-tenth than the U.K., as long as the income is accumulated
of this rate, i.e. 4.25%. Shareholdersreceiving a divi- in Cyprus.
dend from an offshorecompanyout of their profits are However, it is beyond the scope of this article to dis-
not subject to any tax in addition to the tax paid or cuss all relevant anti-avoidance legislation in Western
payable by the company. countries (particularly the provisions concerningcon-

Accordingto Cypriot tax law, incomefrom investment trolled foreign corporations).Nevertheless,it appears
is deemed to emanate from sources outside Cyprus, if that, in spite of varous risks, Cyprus may be, and in
the capital is used for activities outside Cyprus, and, fact has proven to be, an advantageous location to
for this purpose, the place of investment and the par- channel Eastern European investment income.
ties to the particular agreement are immaterial. This
provision enables one Cypriot offshore company to be V. CONCLUSION
a shareholder or to finance another Cypriot offshore

company. If the former, i.e. the holding company, This article only covers a few aspects of East-West tax
receives dividends from the latter which have been treaties. This was inevitable, given the broadness of
taxed at a rate of 4.25%, there will be no further tax the subject. Nevertheless, I have tried to give an im-
liability in Cyprus when the holding company distri- pression of the most important issues in practice. Pro-
buted its own profits to its shareholders. In this way, fessional advice, however, will always remain neces-

Cypriot offshore companies may be a useful instru- sary, whatever form is chosen for doing business with
ment to minimize the tax burden on Eastern Europe- Eastern Europe. Furthermore,given the increased in-
an-source investment income. As far as dividends are terest in investment in Eastern Europe and the new

concerned, the withholding taxes levied in Eastern legislation concerning such investment, the role of
European countries are creditable against corporate East-West tax treatieswill gain importance in the near
income tax du in Cyprus. Since the rate of this tax is future. It can only be hoped that the application of
4.25%, the t .al effectivetax burdenon such dividends these treaties by the Eastern Europeanauthoritieswill
is the tax ' led at the source in the Eastern European be clarified in the near future. Such a clarification
country. Or, where such withholding tax is nil (e.g. should also focus on the issues raised in this paper,
under the treaty between the U.S.S.R. and Cyprus such as the possible application of the non-discrimina-
wherein there is no provision on beneficial owner- tion provision under East-West tax treaties, insofar as

ship), the tax burden is minimized to 4.25% only. the tax treatmentof East-West joint ventures (as com-

Thus, an intermediate offshore company in Cyprus pared with that of intra-CMEAjoint ventures) is con-

may also benefit from the lower treaty rates, even in cerned. The introductionof special, harmonized legis-
the case of redistribution to its shareholders abroad. lation on the tax treatment of such intra-CMEA joint
Similar advantages may be obtained with respect to

ventures (instead of the incorporationpf a tax provi-
interest and royalties, although, in the case of interest,

sion in the agreement by which such intra-CMEAare

the advantages are less important, because most East- established) appears to be a prerequisite therefor. Al-

ern European countries do not levy a withholding tax ternatively, slight modifications in East-West tax

thereon according to domestic tax legislation. treaties could also contribute to a solution in this re-

spect.
However, in the case of royalties, which are usually
subject to high withholding taxes in Eastern Europe,

On the other hand, it has been pointed out that, as

the use ola conduitin Cyprusmay be extremelyuseful, long as the issues raised have not been clarified, it is

and it has proven to be so in practice. important for Western businessmen to know the most
tax-favourable way for doing business with Eastern

However, before using the Cyprus-route,a warning Europe. In this respect, it should be noted that, in
should be made. First of all, the Western company spite of the increasing density of the East-West tax
should be sure that the use of this device is acceptable treaty network, there are still important gaps, but
to Eastern European authorities, as in some cases, perhaps the tax treaties concluded by Cyprus with
domestic regulations in Eastern European countries most Eastern European countries may create a new

(e.g. exchange controls such as those in the relation- perspective,particularlywhen taking into account the
ship between East and West Germany) prevent this. tax-friendly climate for foreign investors in Cyprus
Moreover, one should be aware of the fact that any itself.
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significancein everyday legal and commercial Source book containingthetexts of all Austrian
transactions.Supplement1987 to the basic work TAXMANN'SINCOMETAX RULES WITH taxlaws effectveasper 1 January 1987.
is appended. referencerand also CertificateProceedings New, updated editions will be publishedonce or

(B. 56.982) Rules; SettlementCommissionProcedureRules; twice peryear.
AppellateTribunal Rules; Surtax Rules; (B. 1(17.487)

AUSTRALIA'SFOREIGN INVESTMENT InvestmentDepositAccountScheme. 22nd
policy. Edition. WEILER, Franz.
A guide for investors. Edited by U.K. Bhargavaand B.P. Bhargava. SteuerfreiAbzugsfhigBegnstigt
Canberra,AustralianGovernmentPublishing Delhi, Taxmann PublicationsPrivate Ltd., 1987. HandbuchderSteuervorteile.6. neubearbeitete
Service, 1987. 57 pp 565 pp. Auflage.
(B. 56.981) Consolidatedtextof the IncomeTax Rules 1962, Vienna, IndustrieverlagPeter Linde, 1987.312

as amendedup to Aprii 1987 and accompanying pp.,295AS.

byrules. Sixth editionof monographon the individual
China (People'sRep.) (B. 56.974) income tax and wage tax with emphasison

exemption,deductionsandreliefprovisions
LEE FOOK HONG INDEX OF INCOMETAX JOURNAL (1986) arranged in alphabeticorder.
A guide to investmentand taxation in China. (Part II) (July-December).Volume43. (B. 107.559)
Singapore,Federal PublicationsLtd., 2 Jurong EditorSuresh Lakhotia.
Port Road, Singapore2261.1987. 160 pp. Calcutta, IncomeTax Journal, 1986.44()pp. KODEX DES STERREICHISCHENRECHTS;
Summaryofinvestmentand taxationof foreign Bound volumecomprisingthetax journalsof Wirtschaftsgesetze.Stand 15.4.1987.
investorsin China described.Texts of relevant IncomeTax Journal appearedforJuly to 4. Auflage Bearbeitetvon Fred Brande.
laws are appended. December1986. Vienna, IndustrieverlagPeter Linde, 1987. 628
(B.56.975) (B.56.980) pp.,250AS.
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Source bookcontainingthetextofAustrian Researchpaper by various German scholars in DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR
economic laws up to date as per 15 April 1987. the English language focussingon aspectsof Krperschaftsteuerfr1986.
(B. 107.637) public finance arising in Germanyand other 37. Auflage. Bearbeitetvon Hans Joachim

countriesin Central Europe. Includedare, for Schadund Horst EversbergKODEX DES STERREICHISCHEN instanceby Carl-LudwigHoltfrerich:The Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH., 1987. 755 ppRechts, Sozialversicherung. modernizationof the tax system in the First Annual guide containingthetext of the
Stand 1.2.1987. 7. Auflage. Bearbeitetvon WorldWarand the great inflation, 1914-1923; Corporate IncomeTax Law, the RegulatoryFranz Marhold. Tax policies, tax assessmentand inflation: Ordinance to the Corporate IncomeTax Law,
Vienna, lndustrieverlagPeter Linde, 1987.545 towardsa sociologyof public finances in the caselawand otherrelevantmaterial forthe 1986
pp.,250AS. German inflation, 1914-1923by Peter-Christian tax assessmentyear.
Updatededitonof a book containingthe texts of Witt. (B. 107.510)
Austriansocial security law, up to date as per 1 (B. 107.660)
February 1987. DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR
(B. 107.555) Gewerbesteuerfr 1986.Cyprus 36. Auflage Bearbeitetvon Hans Joachim

Schad und Horst Eversberg.Belgium CYPRUS. THE WAY FOR Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH.,1987. 362 ppbusinessmenand investors. Annual guide containingthetext of the BusinessRAPPORTSUR L'IMPOT DES SOCIETES. Limassol,Coopers& Lybrand; Ioannou Tax Law, the RegulatoryOrdinance to the
Rapportdpospar le Groupede Travail Zampclas&Co., 1987.222pp BusinessTax Law, law and otherrelevantcaseRformede la fiscalitet de la parafiscalit Compilationof various brochureson investment, material forthe 1986 assessmentConseil SuprieurdesFinances. offshorebusiness,shipping,offshorecaptive

year.
(B. 107.507)Verslagoverdevennootschapsbelasting insurance, double tax treaties, taxationon

Verslagneergelegddoor de Werkgroep income and othertaxes. FROTSCHER,Gerrit; MAAS, Ernst.Hervormingvan de fiscaliteiten van de (B. 107.640) Kommentar Krperschaftsteuergesetz.parafiscaliteit.
zum

Leitfadenzur KrperschaftsteuererklrungHoge Raad van Financin.
1986.

Brussels, Ministry of Finance, 1987.121 pp EuropeanCommunities
Report and recommendationspreparedby the Freiburgim Breisgau, Rudolf Haufe Verlag,

1987. 210 ppWork Groupon the possible reform of the INTERNATIONAALVERDRAG

corporate income tax in Belgium. betreffendehet geharmoniseerdesysteem inzake Updatededition of a loose-leafpublication
(B. 1()7.667) de omschrijvingende coderingvan goederen. providinganextensivecommentaryonthe1977

Met transpositienaaren van de nomenclatuur GermanCorporate lncomeTax Law, for

RAPPORTDE LA COMMISSIONROYALE van de InternationaleDouaneraad. purposesoffiling the 1986corporate income tax

d'harmonisationet de simplificationde la SamengestelddoorW.F.F. Kattenbusch. return.

fiscalit. Deventer, Kluwer; Alphena.d.Rijn, Samsom, (B. 107.641)
Verslagvan de KoninklijkeCommissie tot 1987.610pp. 79.50 Dft.

harmoniseringen vereenvoudigingvan de Introduction to the EuropeanCommunitiesof ROSE, Gerd.

fiscaliteit. the adoptedharmonizedsystem of nomenclature Die Ertragsteuern.
Betriebund Steuer. Grundlagenzur

Brussels,Ministryof Finance, 1987.268pp., on customsduties asfrom 1 January 1988 to

Report and recommendationspreparedby the replace the present CustomsCooperation BetriebswirtschaftlichenSteuerlehre.

Royal Committeeon harmonizationand Council Nomenclature(CCCN). Appendedis Wiesbaden,VerlagDr. Th. GablerGmbH.,

simplificationof the individual income tax in the InternationalTreatyon the Harmonised 1986.242pp., 48 DM.

Belgium. System re descriptionand numbersof goods and 9th Editionof a study book dealingwith the

(B. 107.665) comparisonbetweenCCCN and the Harmonised individual income tax, corporateincome tax and

System. the business income tax.

MAECKELBERGH,W.; CARL1ER, P. (B.107.614) (B. 107.533)
Betaaltdefiscusookuw woning T1PKE, Klaus.Onmisbarefiscale raadgevingenvoor elke Germany(Fed. Rep.) Steuerrecht. Ein systematscherGrundriss.(toekomstige)eigenaar. 11. vlligberarbeiteteAufage.Groot-Bijgaarden,De Standaard,Gossetlaan PAQU, Karl-Heinz. Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, 1987. 761 pp.30, 1720 Groot-Bijgaarden.1987.175 pp.,625 Philanthropieund Steuerpolitik. llth Edition of acomprehensivedescriptionofBfr. EinekonomischeAnalyse der Frderung the tax law of the Federal RepublicofGermany.Guideon the way to acquire your own house and privaterWohltfitigkeit. The concepts systematicallypresented inareitstaxconsequences,with calculationexamples. Tbingen,J.C.B. Mohr(PaulSiebeck), 1986. theory and applied in practice.as
(B. 107.620) Kieler Studien, InstitutfrWeltwirtschaftan der (B 107.557)

UniversittKiel, No. 203.417ppPERSONALCOMPUTER. This book containsa theoreticalanalysis and DIE VERANLAGUNG 1986/87.Brussels, Ced Samsom, 1987.
empirical investigationof philanthropic lnvestitionszulage,Berlinfrderung,Loose-leafpublicationproviding informationon
expenditures.Also, acomparison is made Zonenrandfrderung.what to know before buyinga personal between the German and the U.S. tax treatment Bearbeitet GeorgSchmitz und Karl-Heinzvon

computer. ofphilanthropicexpendituresof taxpayers,as Boveleth.The materialwill be updatedby supplements. well as suggestions for improvementof the Dsseldorf,1DWVerlagGmbH.,1987. 514pp.,(B. 107.610) Germansystem. 25 DM.
(B. 107.503) Manual for the assessmentyear 1986/87with

respect tocorporate income tax, individualCentralEurope GROSS, Gerhard; SCHRUFF, Lothar; income tax and value added tax in connection
WYSOCKI,Klaus von. with theprovisionsinthe InvestmentPremiun

WEALTH AND TAXATION IN CENTRAL Der Konzernabschlussnach neuem Recht. Law, West Berlin IncentiveLaw, the
Europe. Aufstellung-Prfung-Offenlegung DevelopmentArea Incentive Law, their
This historyand sociologyof public finance. 2., berarbeiteteAuflage. regulationsand case law.
Edited by Peter ChristianWitt. Dsseldorf, IDWVerlagGmbH., 1987. 532 pp (B. 107.572),

LeamingtonSpa, Berg PublishersLtd., 24 88 DM.
BinswoodAvenue, LeamingtonSpa, Commentaryon the new legal provisions in KREILE, Reinhold.
WarwickshireCV325SQ, England. 1987. Germanyconcerningthe drawingup of the Das Doppelbesteuerungsabkommenzwischen
German HistoricalPerspectives,Volume II. 162 annual accountby groupsof companies. der BundesrepublikDeutschlandund der
pp.,£ 15. (B. 107.574) VolksrepublikChina. Kommentar.
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Munich,J. SchweitzerVerlag, Geibelstrasse8, Annual guide forpurposesof filing the turnover Netherlands
D-8000 Munich 80.1986. ChinesischesRecht, tax return forthe 1986 assessmentyear. Relevant

Band 2.200 pp., 136 DM. textofstatutes is appended. DUTCH INTERMEDIATECOMPANIES.
Monographon the comprehensiveincome tax (B. 107.509) Taxationof holding, finance and royalty
treaty between the People'sRepublicof China companies.
and the GermanFederal Republic. Germanand UMSATZSTEUERGESETZ87. The Hague, Ernst & Whinney, 1987.23 pp.
English versionsof the Chineseincome taxes Umsatzsteuergesetzmit Umsatzsteuer- (B. 107.593)
coveredby the treaty are included. Durchfhrungsverordnungund Umsatzsteuer-

(B. 107.488) Richtlinien 1985. WOELDERS,AIL
6., berarbeiteteAuflage Stand 1. Januar 1987. Bedrijfs-onroerend-goeden fiscus.

SCHREIBER,Ulrich. Munich, C.H. Beck Verlag, 1987. 558 pp., 11.80 Deventer, Kluwer, 1987.

Rechtsformabhngige DM. Kluwer, Bedrjfswjzers,No. 1 2.85 pp., 30 Dil.

UnternehmensbesteuerungEine Kritik des Special editioncontainingthe text of the German Monographwith emphasison taxationofreai
Verhltnissesvon Einkommen-und VATLaw and relatedstatutes, up to date as per propertyof a businessenterprise.
Krperschaftsteueraufder Grundlageeines 1 January 1987. (B. 107.662)
Modellsfr mehrperiodische (B. 107.453)
Steuerbelastungsvergleiche. STEVENS, L.G.M.

Cologne, Peter DeubnerVerlag, 1987. SCHULZE-OSTERLOH,Joachim. Elementairbelastingrechtvoor economenen

Steuerwissenschaft,Band 24. 320pp., 119 DM. Rechtsnachfolgeim Steuerrecht. bedrijfsjuristen.
Study (formerthesis) on the relationship Cologne,VerlagDr. OttoSchmidt, 197. 8th Edition. Deventer,Kluwer, 1987. 346 pp.,
between individual income tax and corporate Verffentlichungender Deutschen 59.50 Dfl.
income tax with respect to the income taxationof SteuerjuristischenGesellschafte.V., Band 10. Eighth revisededitionof textbookconsidering
the profitof a companyand its distributed 258 pp.,48DM. Netherlandstax law foreconomistand legal
dividendsas viewed duringa periodof time on Book containingthepaperspresentedon the practitionerpurposes.
the incidenceof tax burden. conferenceof German tax lawyers which was (B. 107.647)
(B. 107.394) held on 25 and 26 September1986. The general

topicwas legal successionunder tax law DUTCH INCOME AND SOCIAL

TRAXEL, Wolfgang. (B. 107.638) securitytaxes.
Die Freibetrgedes Einkommensteuergesetzes. The Hague, Ernst& Whinney, 1987.16pp.
Eine systematischeUntersuchungunter BILANZ-UND KONZERNRECHT. (B. 107.597)
Gerechtigkeitsaspekten. Festschriftzum65. Geburtstagvon Dr. Dr. h.c.

Frankfurtam Main, Peter Lang Verlag, 1986. ReinhardGoerdeler. HUND, Dick; LUIJCKX, Ben Lucas;

EuropischeHochschulschriften,Reihe II, Herausgegebenvon Hans Havermann. TIMMERMANS,Ad.

Rechtswissenschaft,Band 567.311 pp Dsseldorf, IDW VerlagGmbH., 1987. 760pp , Wonen en werken in hetbuitenland.

lnterestingstudy of the many tax-free amounts 168DM. Tweedeherzienedruk.

and fixed or limited deductionsthat appearin the Jubileebookon ReinhardGoerdeler's65th Deventer,Kluwer,1987.
German Income Tax Law. Relationsare made birthdaycontainingvarious topics by various Kluwer Belastingwijzers,No. 10. 166 pp., 24.90

with respect to the purposeand originof these authorscompiledunder the title: Balancesheet Dil.

amounts. andcompanylaw. Second revised edition of monographon

(B. 107.556) (B. 107.659) individual income tax and social security
contributionsofexpatriatesworkingin the

DIE LOHNSTEUERFUR 1987. MINZ, Rainer. Netherlandsand Dutch residents temporarily
3. Auflage. Stand: 18. Februar 1987. ComputergesttzteJahresabschlussprfung. workingabroad.
Bearbeitetvon RichardReinhart. Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH., 1987. 327 pp., (B. 107.616)
Dsseldorf, IDWVerlagGmbH.,1987.1165pp. 78DM.
Annual guide forpurposesof fulfillingwage tax Monographdescribingcomputerassistedannual BIJL, D.B.
obligations. Relevant texts of statutesare audit techniques. Omzetbelasting onroerendgoed.
appended. (B. 107.570)

en

(B. 107.511)
Derdedruk.
Deventer,Fed, 1987.
Fed Fiscale Brochures,OB 2. 148 pp., 42 Dfl.

DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR
Einkommensteuerfr 1986. Monographon value added tax with respect to

38. Auflage Bearbeitetvon RaimundWiechen, Greece real property.

GeorgSchmitzund Karl-HeinzBoveleth. (B. 107.632)

Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH, 1987.1455pp.
ECONOMICREVIEW, MAY 1987.

Annual guide for purposesof filng the indvidual Athens, Coopers& Lybrand,AbacusHouse, 9, SNOODIJK, A.A.
income tax return for the 1986 assessmentyear. SemitelouStreet, GR 115 28 Athens. 1987. 30 Douaneplanning.
Relevant text of statutes is appended. Pp Deventer,Kluwer, 1987.

(B. 107.512) Appreciationof the latest trends in the general Fiscaleen juridischedocumentatievoor
economicenvironmentin Greece. internationaalzakendoen,No. 17. 120 pp., 35

DIE BESTEUERUNGDER (B. 107.591) Dfl.
Bodenschtzebei der Einkommensteuer, Monographdesigned to explain to businessmen
Gewerbesteuer,Grunderwerbsteuer, customsregulationswith respect to the
Umsatzsteuerund Einheitsbewertung. importationof goods.
Bearbeitetvon WolfgangTess. Ireland (B. 107.634)
Dsseldorf, IDW VerlagGmbH.,1986.672pp.,
78 DM. 1987 BUDGETMEMORANDUM.
Monographon the taxationof natural resources Dublin,Ernst& Whinney, 1987. 19 pp

KRUIMEL,J.P..

(individual incometax, trade tax, land The 1987 Budget tax changesdescribed. Theorie en praktijkvan de gemeentelijke
acquisition tax, value added tax) (B. 107.523) onroerend-goedbelastingen.
(B. 107.301) 2e Geheel herzienedruk.

BUDGET 1987. Deventer,Fed,1987.

DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR FinanciaiStatementof the Ministerfor Finance, Fed FiscaleStudieserie,No. 20.223pp., 65 Dil.

Umsatzsteuerfr 1986. 31 March 1987. Second revisededition of monographon theory

Umsatzsteuergesetz.29. Auflage. Dublin,StationeryOffice, 1987. 200 pp.
and practicewith respect to the municipalreal

Bearbeitetvon RembertSchwarze. Revisedpresentationof 1987 Budget booklet. propertytaxes.
Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH., 1987.1271 pp. (B. 107.561) (B. 107.619)
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MONSMA, J.A. the increaseof revenue in the modern tax

Regelgevinginzakegemeentelijkebelastingen, INTERNATIONAL administration.
op diverse fronten voorverbeteringvatbaar. CIATTechnicalConference,June 2-6,1986,
In: Regelmaat,Kwartaalbladvoor Atlanta,Georgia
wetgevingsvraagstukken,April 1987. Pp. 55-62. MULTINATIONALSAND TRANSFER Panama. Inter-AmericanCenterofTax
Local taxeson immovableproperty; concepts. pricing Administrators,1987 165 pp
tB. 107.644) Editedby Alan M. Rugman and LorraineEden. Proceedingsand reportsof the CIATTechnical

Beckenham,Croom Helm Ltd. Publishers, Conferenceof1986.
ROMYN, M. ProvidentHouse Burretl Row, Bekenham, (B. 18.451)
Overzichtvan het internationaalbelastingrecht KentBR3 1 AT. 1985. 336 pp.,£ 25.
in Nederland. The proceedingsof a conferenceon Argentina
From: ScheltemaHolkemaVermeulen, MultinationalsandTransferPricing,held at
Koningsplein20, 1017 BB Amsterdam. 1986. DalhouseUniversity,Halifax,Nova Scotia, IMPUSTOSNACIONALES'87.
121 pp., 36 Dfl. Caada,i October1983, are the basisofthis Leyes-Decretos reglamentarios-Disposiciones
Summaryof the internationaltax law of the publication. complementarias.
Netherlands. tB. 107.613) BuenosAires, EditorialCangalloS.A.C.I.,Av.
tB. 107.631) Belgran609,1092Cap. Fed. 1987. 680 ppTHEEUROP'AYEARBOOK 1987. 1987Taxes. Containing laws and implementing

A worldsurvy.Vlume I, regulations'andprovisionsupdatedat June 1987

Norway Part one: ifiternationalorganizations;Part two.: concerningtaxesonincome,capital,
fgianistn-Jordan.- transactins,foreign investmentsand transferof
London, Europa PblicationsLtd., 1987. 1616 technolog .

PRAKTISK INTERNASJONALSKATTERETT
-

Oslo, TANO,A.S., Kristian Augustsgt7A, 0164 pp.,.£ 145. (B. 18.4.52)
.

Oslo 1.1986. 235 pp
(B. 107.624)

Practical international tax law of Norway. WBBER, Carolyn;WlLDAVSKY, Aaron.
Brazil

Compilationof Iectures (revised)given at a A.historyof taxation and expenditure in the.

seminararrangedby the Nrwegian branchof
westernworld. TRADEMARKSAND PATENTS.

IFA on 18 and 19 November1985. NwYork, Simon & Schuster, Simon & Schuster Schedule1987.

tB. 107.587) Building, RockefellerCnter, 1230 Avenue of So Paulo, PinheiroNeto, 1987. 9 pp

the Americas; New Yrk, N.Y. 100211. 1986.734 (B. 18.450)

pp
'

UnitedKingdom tB. 107.635) NORTH AMERICA
.

1 THE OFFSHORE FUND YEAR BOOK 1986.
WHILLANS'S.TAX TABLES 1987-88. Edited by Jessica Stone. Canada
14th Edition. Editedby Sheila Parrington. London, FinancialTimes Business Information,'London, Butterworths,1987. 47 pp. 1986.576Pp., £32. ,i.' TAX REFORM '87.
tB.107.664) Source book of data of more than 400 funds CanadaTax ServiceSTIKEMAN.Special

(address, telephoneand telex, the manager, the release, June 18,1987.
HARDMAN.J. Philip fund type and the investnentpolicy and its tax Don Mills, Richardde Boo Publishers,1987.455
Hardmanon tax in business 1986-87. liability) PpA practical guide for the executiveand tB. 107.618) Tax reform proposals introducedby the Minister
professionaladviser. of Finance, the hon. Michael H. Wilson, in the
London, Gee & Co. Ltd., 7 SwallowPlace, SUMMARY PROCEEDINGSOF THE Houseof CommonsonJune 18,1987, with an
London Wl R 8AB. 1987.219pp. forty-firstannual meetingofthe Board of overviewby Stikeman, Elliott.
tB. 107.663) Governors,September30-October3,1986. tB. 107.621)

Washington, InternationalMonetaryFund,
PACKER, Bill. 1986.350pp U.S.A.
101 Ways of saving tax. 6th Edition. tB. 107.630)
SundayTelegraph. GUIDE TO UNITED STATES
London,TocheRoss& Co.,1987. 142 pp., investmentin Israel.
£1.95. OECD Taxation and investmentincentives.
A concise surveyon numerousways how one can Tel Aviv, Kesselman& Kesselman,P.O.B. 452,
save money in all kinds of taxes described. Tel Aviv 61003.1987.63pp
tB. 107.505)

OECD ECONOMICOUTLOOK.
OutlineofIsraelitaxationand U.S. taxationof

No. 41,June 1987.
investment in Israel considered.

GUIDE TO THE FINANCE ACT 1987. Paris, Organisation for EconomicCo-operation tB.56.969)and Development,1987. 169 ppLondon,Arthur Andersen, 1987.24pp
tB. 107.642) tB. 107.648) TAXATIONOF US CITIZENS WORKING

in Ireland.
THE RELATIONSHIPBETWEENTAXATIONTHE FINANCE ACT 1987. Dublin, KPMG Stokes KennedyCrowley, 1
and financiai reporting.Annotatedcopy. StokesPlace, Dublin 2, Ireland. 1987.61 pp.Income tax accounting. Report by the WorkingLondon, Butterworths, 1987. 135 pp Guide to US citizenswho may be coming tolive

tB. 107.63) Groupon AccountingStandards. and work in Ireland.
Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation tB. 107.595)and Development,1987.BUDGETCOMMENTARY 17 MARCH 1987.

London, Binder DijkerOtte & Co., 1987.65 pp AccountingStandardsHarmonization,No. 3.68
INDEX TO FEDERALTAX ARTICLES.

tB. 107.643) Pp CompiledbyGersham Goldstein.
tB. 107.649) Spring 1987 cumulativesupplement.Prepared

MORISON, Hugh. by Isa Lang and Michael Lang.
The regenerationof local economies. Boston, Warren,Gorham,Lamont, 1987.635
Oxford, Oxford UniversityPress, Walton Street, Pp
Oxford OX26DP. 1987. 212 pp.,£19.50. LATIN AMERICA Source book of federal tax articles appearedin
Study on the creationof employmentwith periodicalspublished in the U.S.A. froni about

particularemphasison Scotland. 1983 to January 1987.
tB. 107.588) APPLICATIONOF AUTOMATIONFOR tB. 107.661)
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Loose-LeafServices
Receivedbetween1 June and31 August1987

Africa CANADATAXSERVICE FISCALITEPRATIQUE-DROIT
D'ENREGISTREMENTSETDETIMBRE

releases642-654
FIDAFRICA Richard de Boo Ltd., Don Mills. release34

releases6-8 Editions Francis Lefebvre. Paris.

Fidafrica. Paris. CANADA'STAXTREATIES
FISCALITEPRATIQUE-IMPOTS

release 25
FISCALITEAFRICAINE INDIRECTS

ButterworthsPty., Ltd., Scarborough.
releases9-14 release35

EditionsFiduciaire France FOREIGNINVESTMENTINCANADA- Editions Francis Lefebvre, Paris.

Afrique, Paris. REPORTBULLETIN
FISCALITEPRATIQUE-TAXESSURLE

releases22-25 CHIFFRED'AFFAIRES
Prentice-HallofCanada Ltd., Scarborough.Australia release 34

INCOMETAXATIONINCANADA- EditionsFrancis Lefebvre,Paris.
AUSTRALIAINCOMETAX- REPORTBULLETIN
LAW AND PRACTICE JURISCLASSEUR-CHIFFRED'AFFAIRES

releases528-541
Legislation -COMMENTAIRES-

Prentice-Hall Inc., Scarborough.releases33,34,38 release 6133
RulingsandGuidelines EditionsTechniques. Paris.-

INCOMETAXREFERENCES/
releases 18,19 REFERENCESA LA LOI DE L'IMPOTSUR

ButterworthsLtd., North Ryde. LE REVENU JURISCLASSEUR-DROITFISCAL-
FISCALITE1MMOBILIERE

releases 13,14

Belgium Richard de Boo, Ltd., Don Mills. release56

EditionsTechniques,Paris.

DOORLOPENDEDOCUMENTATIE
INZAKEB.T.W./LEDOSSIER EEC
PERMANENTDELAT.V.A.

HANDBOEKVOORDEEUROPESE
releases 187,188 GEMEENSCHAPPEN GermanFederal Republic
EditionsService, Brussels.

Verdragstekstenen aanverwantestukken ABCFHRERSOZIALVERSICHERUNG-

FISCALEDOCUMENTATIE releases 260-262
release52

VANDEWINCKELE Kluwer, Deventer.
VerlagSchffer& Co.,GmbH.. Stuttgart.

Tome I, release 81, 81 bis
Tome II, release49 DEUTSCHESTEUERPRAXIS-
Tome IX, release 192 Denmark NACHSCHLAGWERKPRAKTISCHER
Tome X, release 69 STEUERFALLE
TomeXII, release49 SKATTEBESTEMMELSER:

release 116
CED-Samsom,Brussels.

- Dobbeltbeskattningsoverenskomster Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.
release32

FUNDAMENTELEBELGISCHE
- Moms FORMULARBUCHDER STEUER-UND

WETGEVING release66 WIRTSCHAFTSPRAXIS
release28 - Skattenyt-Kronologisk release27
Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen,Deurne. releases 11-17

Skattebestemmelser-Systematisk Erich SchmidtVerlag, Bielefeld.
-

GUIDE FISCALPERMANENT releases 179,180
A..S. SkattekartoteketInformationskontor, HANDBUCHDER

releases507-511 BAUHERRENGEME[NSCHAFTENUND
Copenhagen.EditionsService,Brussels. GESCHLOSSENENIMMOBILIENFONDS

1Dornfeld - Klumpe - Quast - Richter-Schmider-
GUIDEPRATIQUEDEFISCALITE

France Sffing
Tome I, release 81,81 bis release 25
Tome II, release 61

DICTIONNAIREPERMANENT-DROIT
Peter DeubnerVerlag, Cologne. 1

CED-Samsom,Brussels. DESAFFAIRES
HANDBUCHDER

L'INDICATEURFISCAL releases206-210 EINFHRNEBENABGABEN
EditionsLgislativesetAdministratives,Paris.

release46 release2

CED-Samsom,Brussels. Von der LinnepeVerlagsgesellschaftKG,DICTIONNAIREPERMANENT-FISCAL
Hagen.

releases283-289
Canada Editions LgislativesetAdministratives,Paris. HANDWRTERBUCHDES

WIRTSCHAFTS-UND
CANADIANCURRENTTAX FISCALITEPRAT1QUE-IMPOTSDIRECTS STEUERSTRAFRECHTS

releases5.6,8 release 51 release 2
ButterworthsPty. Ltd., Scarborough. EditionsFrancis Lefebvre, Paris. Peter DeubnerVerlag, Cologne.
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KOMMENTARZUM BELASTINGWETGEVING OMZETBELASTING(BTW) IN BEROEP
GEWERBESTEUERGESETZ ENBEDRIJF

Atgemenewet inzake rijksbelastingen-

Lenski-Sternberg release 51 release98
release 56 - Loonbelasting GoudaQuint/D. Brouwer. Arnhem.
VerlagDr. Otto Schmidt KG, Cologne. release 111

Omzetbelasting1968(BTW/1978) RECHTSPERSONEN-

KOMMENTARZUM releases45,46 release72ABGABENORDNUNGUND - Vermogensbelasting1964
FINANZGERICHTSORDNUNG release27 Kluwer, Deventer.

Hbschmann- Hepp - Spitaler
- Inkomstenbelasting1964 DE SOCIALEVERZEKERINGSWETTEN
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CA\IADA:

ProposalsforTaxReform
By Allan R. Lanthier

Every reform, lowever necessary, will by weak tninds be carried
to an excess, that itselfwill need reforming.

I. INTRODUCTION

On 18 June 1.987, sixteen years to the day that major tax reform legislation
was last tabled in the House of Commons, federal Finance Miniter
Michael Wilson released the Conservative Government's proposals for
tax reform in the form of a White Paper. As part of the tax reform

Allan R. Lanthier is a partner with Ar- package, Mr. Wilson also tabled a separate Notice of Ways and Means

thur Young, Clarkson Gordon, Mont- Motion dealing with income tax proposals that are generally effective
real. He is a member of the taxation immediately. Many of the tax reform proposals had been referred to in
advisory committee of Arthur Young earlier discussion papers issued by the Department of Finance and in
International, and of the Joint Commit- statements ffom Government officials, and the only major surprise was

tee on Taxation of the Canadian Bar the somewhat limited scope of the Government's final product.
AssociationandtheCanadian Institute
of Chartered Accountants He has Tax reform will proceed in two stages. The first stage involves personal
been aconsultantto the Canadian fed- and corporate income tax measures, most of which will become effective
eral government on taxation matters, in 1988. The House of Commons Standing Committee on Finance and
has lectured at McGill University and Economic Affairs has begun hearings 0n these proposals, and draft legis-
ConcordiaUniversity, Montreal, and is lation is expected by the end of the year. The second stage will be the
a frequent speaker and author on tax- implementation of a new multi-stage sales tax to replace the current
ation matters. federal sales tax. The reform of the sales tax system has been put forward

'
in the form of three options, with no scheduled effective date, and it is
expected that the earliest possible implementation date would be 1990.
The existing 3% surtax applicable to both personal and corporate income

Contents tax will continue to apply until sales tax reform is implemented.
I. INTRODUCTION Overall, the tax reform proposals are expected to be essentially revenue

I. HISTORY OF CANADIAN TAX neutral over the next four fiscal years, with corporate and consumption
REFORM tax revenues increasing as a share of total revenues and personal income

lII. OBJECTIVESOF THE CURRENT tax declining.2 While corporations will bear a heavier tax burden after

REFORM reform, ths increased burden will not be shared equally between different

IV. DETAILED ANALYSIS industry sectors. In general, tax reform will penalize capital-intensive
industries as a result of changes to the capital cost allowance and invest-

A. Personal tax changes
B. Corporate tax changes

ment tax credit systems, while providingbenefits to the more labour-inten-
sive service sector which has been the major creatorof new jobs in CanadaC. Capital gains and investment

income over the last five years. Hardest hit in the corporate area are financial
D Business and property income institutions and insurance and real estate companies, who will see their
E. Pieferred share financing average effective tax rate on financiai statement income rise from 14.5%
F. Tax avoidance to 21.3% based on Government estimates, an increase of almost 47%.
G. Administration and compliance
H. Commodity tax After incorporating the impact of tax reform, Mr. Wilson forecasts that

the annual Canadian federal deficit will decline over the next five years,V. CONCLUDINGCOMMENTS
1 from $29.3 billion in the current year to $23.5 billion by 1991/1992. While

these projected reductionsare encouraging,they do not achieve the Minis-
ter's previously indicated targets for improvement in this area, and in
addition are based on economic forecastswhich may prove to be somewhat

1. Saniuel Taylor Coleridge, Biographia optimistic.
Literaria, Chapter 1.
2. Personal income taxes are proJected to de- As indicated above, the proposals which Mr. Wilson has put forward are
cline by $10.3 billion over thc ncxt four fiscal less dramatic than had been expected and are clearly less significant than
years, while corporate incone tax and consunip- those introduced in the last Canadian reform sixteen There haston taxes are forecast to increase by $3.8 billion years ago.
and $4.8 billion respectivcly.Other revenuemea- been some base-broadening and reduction of personal and corporate
sures having a one-time impact (acceleration of income tax rates; however, the existing income tax system has fundamen-
source deductions and tax paynents) will generr
ate a further $2.7 billion of revenue. tally been left in place.
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The highlights of the Canadian tax reform proposals:,
o The base for personal and corporate income tax would be broadenedby eliminatingor reducingvarious

tax preferencesand incentives, and income tax rates would be reduced. This combinationof a broader
base and lower rates is the cornerstone of the tax reform proposals.

o There are numerousbase-broadeningproposals. These include an increase in the proportionof capital
gains whch must be included n a taxpayer's income from 50% at present to 75% by 1990, a reduction
of capital cost allowance rates applicable to various classes of depreciable assets, and various specific
measures affecting certain industry sectors, notably financial institutionsand insurance and real estate

companies.
o The top federal income tax rate applicable to individualswould drop from 34% at present to 29% in

1988. Assuming no change in present provincial tax rates, and including the 3% federal surtax, the
maximum federal-provincial personal tax rate would be approximately 46% in 1988, down from

approximately54% at present. 1

o The general federal corporate tax rate would be reduced from 36% to 28%, generally effective 1 July
1988. Again using existing provincial tax rates and including the 3% federal surtax, the combined

federal-provincialcorporate tax rate would be approximately43% after tax reform, compared with

approximately50% at present.2 Lower rates would continue to apply to income from manufacturing
and to small business income.

o The general investment tax credit applicable to acquisitions of qualifying depreciable assets would
continue to be phased out by 1989, while the investment tax credit for research and development
expenditures would remain unchanged. For taxation years ending after 1987, investment tax credits
would generally be available to offset only 50% of federal tax payable.

o An advance corporation tax of 25% (or 40% in certain circumstances)would be introducedin respect
of dividends on most preferred shares issued after 18 June 1987.

o A broad new anti-avoidancemeasure would be introduced which would contain bona fide business

purpose and step transaction tests. Certain existing anti-avoidance rules which are considered to

be ineffective would be repealed or revised.

o A number of changes would be introduced affecting admnstrationand compliance, certain of which
would be directed against international transactions.

o Three alternativeproposals for a multi-stagesales tax have been put forward for review and discussion.
In the interim, a number of specific measures have been proposed, generally effective as of 1 January
1988, to raise additional revenue from the existing federal sales tax system.

o There would be no change at this time to the existing and generally favourable foreign affiliate rules
related to international income.3

1. The actual combined federal-provincialpersonal tax rate generally depends on an individual's province of residence. A table showing the

top marginal rates for 1987 and 1988 on a province-by-provincebasis is included below under Sec. IV.A. (Personal tax changes)
2. The actual combined federal-provincialcorporate tax rate is determinedwith reference to the province in which the business is carried on,

using a two-factor formula (wages and revenue). The combined rate after tax reform will range from approximately35% to 46%, dependingon

the province in question.
3. However, officials from the Departmentof Finance have indicated that changes in the international area continue to be under consideration
and could be proposed at some future time.
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While the White Paper does not represent an overly III. OBJECTIVESOF THE CURRENT REFORM

ambitiouseffort, the lack of any major upheaval in the
Canadian tax system should in and of itself be of some It had been difficult to argue with the aims of 1971 tax

comfort to Canadian taxpayers and to foreign inves- reform - that the burden of taxation should be fairly
tors. distributed; that the tax system should not seriously

interfere with economicgrowth and productivity; that
After commentingbriefly on the history of tax reform a reasonablystable system should be put in place which
in Canada and on the objectivesof the current reform, would not undergo repeated change after
the balance of this article reviews and comments on

year year.

the more importantaspects of Mr. Wilson's tax reform Unfortunately, the ensuing years produced neither a

proposals. The reader should note that enabling legis- simple nor a stable tax system. Successive Govern-
lation is not yet available for review, and that there ments introduceda maze of tax preferencesand incen-
could be changes to certain of the proposals as a result tives to encourage specific economic activities or to

of public comment and debate. support certain regions or industries, and would then

legislate countervailing measures to ensure that tax-

payers did not make excessive use of these incentives.
II. HISTORY OF CANADIANTAX REFORM The years since 1972 saw more than 50 acts to amend

the Income Tax Act, mini-reformsin 1974 and 1977
Tax reform is not a new experience for Canadians. and an aborted reform in 1981, and numerous other
The last major tax reform proposals had been tabled changes in consumption, energy and provincial taxes.

on 18 June 1971, following a 10-year study and debate If anything, the rate and complexity of change had

, on the Canadian tax system. accelerated in recent months as beleagueredtaxpayers
and their advisors faced a dizzying series of proposalsThe 1971 reform had commenced with the appoint- issued by the Department of Finance in the form of

ment of a Royal Commission on Taxation in 1962
under the chairmanship of the Late Kenneth Carter. press releases,ostensibly to block various loopholesor

The mandate of the Carter Commission was to under- perceived abuses by taxpayers. The requirement to

reestablish some semblance of stability and order be-
take the widest possible inquiry into the Canadian tax came clear.
system and, after holding hearings across the country
and receiving more than 300 briefs, its 2700-page re- There was other impetus for change. Personal income

port was released in 1967. The report recommended taxes had risen sharply over the years as a share of
the establishmentof a comprehensiveincome tax base total federal tax revenues while consumption taxes

which would have included gifts, bequests, and capital and corporate income taxes had declined, and the

gains realized or deemed to be realized, a complete Governmentfelt that a betterbalance should be estab-

integration of the personal and corporate income tax lished. Also, the numerous tax preferencesand incen-

systems n the form of gross-ups and credts on div- tves which had been ntroduced since 1972 had made
dends paid by Canadiancorporationsto Canadian-res- the tax system a less predictable source of revenue.

ident individuals,and the eliminationof the exemption The federal sales tax system was felt to be antiquated
system on dividends received by Canadian corpora- and seriously flawed. Finally and perhaps most impor-
tions from foregn affiliates.3 In summary, the Carter tant, the United States had introduced a comprehen-
Commission had recommended a virtual transforma- sive tax reform in 19866 and it was generally felt that
tion of the Canadian tax system. Canada's international competitiveness would suffer

if Canada did not bring its personal and corporate
The Carter report ran into immediate and concerted

opposition, and the Governmentfinally respondedby
issuing a White Paper on tax reform in 1969 in which

many of the Commission'srecommendationswere di- 3. The Carter Commission recomended the substitutionof the exemp-

luted or abandoned. Following public debate and re_ tio system by an accrual systen, whereby Canadian taxpayers having

view of the White Paper by two parliamentarycommit- foreign direct investments would be taxable each year on remitted or

unremitted foreign income at a rate sufficient to bring the combinedCana-

tees, proposed tax reform legislation was tabled in dian and foreign tax burden to at least 30%.

1971 and an amended Income Tax Act wasintroduced 4. SC 197(I-71-72, c.63, as amended, herein referred to as the Income

effective 1 January 1972.4 Notwithstandinga retrench- Tax Act

ment from many of the recommendationsof the Carter 5. Prior to 1972, dividends received by a Canadian corporation from a

Commission, the amended Income Tax Act included
non-resident corporation were exempt from tax in Canada, provided the

Canadian shareholder held more than 25% of the issued voting shares.
substantive and far-reachingchanges to the Canadian Under the present Icoe Tax Act, exenption applies to dividends re-

income tax system, such as the inclusion of one half of ceived from foreignaffiliates as defined (generally, a non-residentcorpo-

capital gains in the personal and corporate income tax ration in which the Canadian shareholder owns at least 10% of any class

base, integration of personal and corporate income of shares either directly or indirectly), but is limited to dividends paid out

of active business income of foreign affiliates in prescribed countries.
tax in respect of dividends received from Canadian Prescribed countries for this purpose are those listed in Regulation

private corporations as prescribed, changes to the 5907(11) to the Income Tax Act, and generally include countries with

exemption system for foreign dividends paid out of which Canada has concluded an international tax convention or has com-

active business income5, and the introduction of ac-
menced negotiations to conclude a convention.

crual taxation for passive income earned by foreign
6. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 was signed into law by President Ronald

Reagan on 22 October 1986, and contained fundamental revisions to the

affiliates of Canadian resident taxpayers. U.S. tax system which were generally effective as of 1 January 1987.
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income tax rates closer in line with those of its major A second feature of personal income tax reform will
trading partner. be the conversion of personal exemptions and a

number of special deductions into tax credits. Under
Notwithstanding the above, it is understood that, in the existing system, the value of a personal exemption
the weeks leading up to release of the White Paper, or deduction depends on a taxpayer's marginal tax
Mr. Wilson had been under pressure from some mem- rate, and is therefore greater for individuals in higher
bers of his governingConservativeparty to back away income brackets. Under the White Paper, tax credits
from a wholesale tax reform, particularly with the would be a uniform amount for all taxpayers. Also,
party running a poor third in public opinion polls and the exemptionfor dependantswho are over age 18 and
already facingmajorcontentious issues, includingcon- not infirm will be eliminated, as will be the standard
stitutional accord with the Canadian provinces and $ 500 employment expense deduction.
free trade initiatives. While Mr. Wilson ultimately de-
cided to proceed, the tax reform proposals are as pre- Finally, the increased contribution limits to various

viously noted less ambitious than had originally been retirementplans which had been proposed in October
expected. One result of this more modest approach is 1986 will be retained, but will be phased in more slowly
that efforts at simplification- one of the stated aims than had been previouslyannounced. Implementation
of tax reform - have essentially been abandoned. of the new system will be delayed until 1989, and

maximum retirementcontributionswill not be allowed
until 1995. Deferralof the implementationdate will be

IV. DETAILED ANALYSIS good news for employers, who are faced with in-
creased reporting responsibilities under the new sys-
tem. Employers will now have more time to make the

A. Personal tax changes
necessary changes to accounting and payroll systems.

The major thrust of personal tax reform is the reduc-
tion of personal income tax rates. Effective 1 January B. Corporate tax changes
1988, the existing 10 federal tax brackets will be re-

duced to 3 and tax rates will be lowered. The new In Mr. Wilson's Budget of February 1986, he outlined
structure of federal tax rates will be 17% on the first a major restructuringof the corporate income tax sys-
$ 27,500 of taxable income, 26% on the next $ 27,500 tem to provide for a gradual reductionof corporate tax
and 29% on any taxable income in excess of $ 55,000. rates. Those proposals have now been abandoned in
The present 3% federal surtax will remain in place favour of the following corporate rate changes which

pending the implementationof sales tax reform. Com- are tied to a broadeningof the corporate tax base:

mencing in 1989, the tax brackets will be indexed to
o The basic federal rate will be reduced from 36%

any annual increase in the consumer price index in
to 28%, generally effective 1 July 1988.7

excess of 3%. Despite these proposed reductions in
o The federal rate on manufacturing income will be

marginal tax rates, individuals resident in Canada will reduced from 30% to 23% by 1 July 1991.
continue to bear a significantlyhigher tax burden than The federal of 15% for active business in-
that borne by individualsresident in the United States.

o rates
come eligible for the small businessdeduction,and
10% for small business manufacturingand proces-The top personal marginal rates for each province, sing income, will both be changed to a single rate

before and after the changes proposed in the White of 12%. effective 1 July 1988.
Paper, are shown in Table 1, using existing provincial
income tax rates. The above rates are basic federal rates, and must be

increased by the applicable provincial rate as well as

Table 1 the 3% federal surtax. The maximum combined fed-
Top personal marginal rates eral-provincial corporate rate which will apply effec-

Top marginal rate* tive 1 July 1988 to non-manufacturing income will
Province 1987 1988 range from approximately35% to 46%, dependingon

the province in which the business is carried on. These
Ontario 52.53% 44.81% rates will generally continue to be higher than the
Quebec 56.57% 52.25%
British Columbia 52.53% 44.81% applicableUnited States corporate tax rates. The com-

Alberta 53.09% 45.43% parative Canadian and United States corporate tax 1

Saskatchewan 55.74% 47.79% rates for the next two years can be summarized in
Manitoba 58.05% 49.53% Table 2.
Newfoundland 55.42% 47.27%
NorthwestTerritories 49.64% 42.34%
Yukon 50.32% 42.92%

7. For investment income including taxable capital gains of a Canadian-
New Brunswick 54.74% 46.69% controlled private corporation (CCPC) as defined, the reduction of the
Nova Scotia 54.23% 46.26% basic rate from 36% to 28% will be advanced to 1 January 1988. This
Prince Edward Island 53.72% 45.82% change is to accotmolatc the personal tax changcs that are to t,econc

effective l January 1988. Together with the refundable tax mechanisn forIncludes all surtaxes and other provincial taxes on income in effect
or proposed as of 18 June 1987, including the 3% federal surtax.

such corporations, this ensurescontinued integrationof investment income
between a CCPC and its shareholders.
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Table 2 regime. First, the exemption will be limited to
Canadian and U.S. corporate tax rates $ 100,000 for most assets. However, a $ 500,000

1 July 1987 1 July 1988 exemption will be available starting in 1988 for gains
to to arising on the disposition of most shares of small busi-

30June 1988 30June 1989 ness corporations as defined. The lifetime exemption
for gains from qualifyingfarm propertywill also gener-Cdn. U.S. Cdn. U.S. ally remain at $ 500,000. Finally, net taxable capital

General business 50.05% 40.6% 42.84% 40.6% gains otherwise eligible for the lifetime capital gains
Manufacturng 42.84 40.6 40.78 40.6 exemption will be reduced by the amount of a tax-
Small business (Note3) payer's cumulative net investment losses (CNILs) in-

General 28.42 28.9 26.36 28.9 curred after 1987. CNILs will include deductions
-

Manufacturing 22.24 28.9 26.36 28.9-

claimed by individuals in of certain shelterrespect tax
Notes arrangements, as well as interest expense and other
1. Canadian rates are co-rbined federal and provincial taxesassuming net investment losses.
a 14% provincial rate. Federa surtax of 3% is incuded
2. U.S. rates are combined federal and state taxes assuming a 10%
state tax rate. Dividend income
3. The U.S. small business rate is based on $ 100,000 of net income.
U.S. federal corporate rates are graduated, with 15% charged on the first As a consequenceof the reduction in corporate income
$ 50,000 of taxable income, 25% on the next $ 25,000 of taxable income, tax rates, and to preserve the concept of integrationof
and 34% thereafter. The benefit of the lower marginal tax rates is recover- personal and corporate tax in the Canadiantax system,
ed through a corporate surtax of 5% on taxable income between the dividend gross-up and credit applicable to indi-
$ 100,000 and $ 335,000. viduals who receive Canadian dividends will be re-

duced from 331/3% in 1987 to 25% in 1988. Not-
withstanding the reduced dividend tax credit, the ef-

C. Capital gains and investment income fective rate on dividendincomewill generallybe lower
after tax reform, having regard to reductionsin general

Capital gains personal tax rates.

Under the present Income Tax Act, both individuals In the past, the rate of individual tax applicable to
and corporations are required to include one half of capital gains has been significantly lower than that
capital gains net of capital losses in income. The White applicable to Canadian dividend income, and this re-

Paper proposes that the amount required to be in- sulted in the introduction of rules in the Income Tax
cluded in income be increased to 662/3% in 1988 and Act directed against surplusstrippingby individuals.
75% in 1990.8 The question of whether a particular One consequence of the increase in the effective rate

receipt constitutescapital or income is generally deter- of tax applicable to capital gains and of the reduction
mined based on the relevant facts, and not on any in that applicable to Canadian dividends, is that the
specific rules in the Income Tax Act; the White Paper existing preference for capital gains will be removed,
does not propose any change in this regard, and dis- except where such gains can be sheltered from tax

putes between taxpayers and Revenue Canada will through the lifetime capital gains exemption or the
therefore continue to arise in many situations. application of net capital loss carry-overs.

A second change affecting capital gains involves a Other proposalsspecial exemption which was introduced for individu-
als in 1985. The exemption had a cumulative lifetime Other proposals related to investment income include
limit of $ 500,000 which was to be phased in over six the following:
years; for most individuals, the maximum exemption o The general $1,000 interest and dividend deduc-of $ 500,000 was to be reached in 1990. While the tion available to individualswill be eliminatedafterlifetime capital gains exemption is to be retained, the 1987.
White Paper proposes a number of changes to this

o New limitationswill apply to capital cost allowance
deductions on certified Canadian films acquired

8. For individuals, 662/3% would become taxable effective 1 January after 1987, and on multi-unit residential buildings
1988 and 75% effective 1 January 1990. For coporations, the taxable acquired after 17 June 1987. Existing owners of
portion would increase to 66=/3% for taxation years commencing after 30 multi-unit residential buildings may continue to
June 1988 and 75% for taxation years commencing after 31 December
1989. For taxation years that straddle 1 July 1988 or 1 January 1990, the create or increase a rental loss through capital cost
taxable proportion would be prorated based on the number of days in the allowance claims, but only for taxation years end-
year that fall on either side ofof the effectivedate. For coiipanies that qualify ing before 1991.
as Canadian-controlledprivate corporations as defined, the 1 July 1988
effective date would be advanced to 1 January 1988 to correspond with
both the personal and corporate tax rate reductions applicable to such D. Business and property income
corporations effective on that date. Corresponding changes will also be
made in respect of intangible, capital assets such as goodwill and quota
rights. The 50'o ratio which applies at present to the purchase and sale of Capital cost allowance
such assets will be increased to 75%, effective for fiscal periods commenc- Various base-broadening measures have been pro-ing after 30 June 1988 for corporations and after 1987 for individuals and

partnerships. In addition, the rate at which the qualifying portion of such posed in respect of business and property income, the
expenditures may be written off for tax purposes will be reduced. most significantof which relate to changes in the rates
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at which assets are depreciated for income tax pur- and any related investment tax credits may first be

poses (the capital cost allowance system). Certain of claimed. Under this rule, no deductionsor credits will
these rate changes will be phased in over a number of generally be available until the earlier of the year in

years and are subject to various transitionalrules. The which an asset is put in use and the year in which the
most significant proposal - both in terms of Govern- constructionof an asset by or on behalfof the taxpayer
ment policy and of revenue raising potential- involves is completed.
changes to the capital cost allowance rates for manu-

facturing and processingequipment. At present, most Investment tax credits

manufacturing and processing equipment is depreci- The general investment tax credit applying to most
able on a straight-line basis over three years, 25%-

assets will continue to be phased out by 1989, while
50%-25%. Under the White Paper, the rate would be the investment tax credit for research and develop-changed to 25%, declining balance, subject to the

general rule wherebyonly one halfof the normalwrite-
ment expenditures remains unchanged. Other invest-

off is allowed in the first year (the half-year rule).
ment tax credits will be reduced in line with reductions
in corporate tax rates. Investment tax credit rates

The major proposed changes to capital cost allowance under the White Paper may be summarizedas in Table
rates are summarized in Table 3. In addition to these 4.

changes, it is proposed that the existing half-year rule
be extended to special manufacturing tools presently Table 4

eligible for full write-off in the year of acquisition. Investment tax credit

1987 1988 1989

Table 3 Qualifyingbuildingsand

Proposed changes to capital and allowances equipment
Current Proposed

- general 5% 3% 0%

rate rate
- designatedareas 7% 3% 0%

Depreciablemanufacturing
Most manufacturingmachinery 50% straight 25% declining and processingpropertyn
and equipment line balance2 prescribedareas 40% 40% 30%
Certain manufacturingmachinery Researchand development (*) (*) (*)and equipmentotherwise included
n Class 10(ndustral lfttrucks, Atlantic region 20% 20% 15%
portable rental tools, certain
data processingequipmentand 50% straight 30% declnng Cape Breton 60% 60% 45%

systemssoftware) line balance3 High-costexploration 25% 25% 25%
Resourceextractonassets 30% declining 25% declning

balance (plus balance (plus
* Unchanged from current rates of 20%, 30% and 35%, depending

immediate immediate on location and size of firm.
write-offup to write-off up to
incomefrom incomefrom

A number of other changes have been proposed to the
new mine) new mine)

rules related to investment tax credits. Most impor-Drillshipsand offshore 30% declining 25%declining
platforms balance balance tant, the amount of such credits that can be applied in

Earth-movingequipment 50% declning 30%declnng any year will generally be limited to 50% of federal

balance balance3 taxes otherwise payable, effective for taxation years

Buildings 5% declining 4% declnng ending after 1987.9
balance balance

Other proposalsSatellites 40% decining 30% declining
balance balance There are a number of other proposals affecting busi-

Outdooradvertisingsigns 35% declning 20% declining ness and property income. These include the follow-
balance balance ing:

Certified Canadian films 100% 30% declining o While existing tax incentives for qualifying scien-balance (plus
immediate tific research and experimental development will
write-off up to largely be maintained, buildings acquired after
filmincome) 1987 and used for research and development will

Public utility property 6% declining 4% declining generally no longer be eligible for either im-
balance balance mediate deduction or for investment tax credits.

Notes
1. All rates expressed before takng account of half-year rule. o New rules will reduce the deductibilityof expenses
2. To be phased n as follows (wth proration for non-calendar fscal years). of owning and running automobiles. In particular,1988-40%; 1989-35%; 1990-30%; thereafter, 25%
3. To be phased in as folows (with proraton for non-calentar fiscal years). for most passenger automobiles purchased or

1988-40% 1989-35%; thereafter, 30%

In addition to the above, a new put in use rule will 9. In the case of individuais, unincorporatedbusinesses and Canadian-
controlled private corporations eligible for the small business deduction,

apply to property acquired after 1989 for purposes of this limit will be somewhat increased to the aggregate of $24,000 and 50%

determining the year in which capital cost allowance of federal tax in excess of $24,000.
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leased after 17 June 1987, capitalcost for deprecia- financed by way of debt. However,where such corpo-
tion purposes will be limited to $ 20,000 (with a rations have used this form of financing, the granting
corresponding limit for leased vehicles). of tax relief to the shareholder (through either the

dividend tax credit or the intercorporatedividend de-
o Deductionsfor most business mals and entertain-

ment expenses incurred after 1987 will be limited duction available to individuals and corporations re-

to 80% of their actual cost. spectively) results in a perceived loss of current tax
revenue to the Government.To counteract this loss of

o Constructionperiod soft costs and vacant land car- revenue, it is proposed that, with respect to dividends
rying costs incurred by land development com- paid after 1987 on most preferred shares (taxable
panies will be required to be capitalizedafter 1987, preferred shares) issued after 18 June 1987, a special
subject to a five-yearphase-in period. In addition, tax be paid by the payor company.
vacant land carrying costs incurred by other tax-

payers will be required to be capitalizedwhere the A corporation paying a dividend on a taxable prefer-
land is held in, but not used in, the course of a

red share will have the choice of paying ether a 25%

business (for example, carrying costs related to or 40% tax on the amount of dividends paid. If the

vacant land held by a manufacturerfor future ex- payor pays tax at the 25% rate, an additional 10%.tax

pansion). may be payable by the recipient shareholder, if the
'

recipient is either a specified financial institution or a

o Expenses incurred after 1987 to issue shares, trust public corporaton as defined. On the other hand, if
units and partnership interests will be required to the payor corporation elects to pay the 40% tax, no

be amortized over five years, and expenses incur- further tax will be payable by the recipient under any
red to borrow funds will be amortized over the circumstances.
greater of five years and the term of the debt.

An offset mechanismwill be providedunderwhich the
o A numberof changeswill be made to the tax treat- payor corporation will be entitled to a deduction in

ment of financial institutionsand insurance corpo- computing taxable income equal to 5/2 of the tax pay-
rationswhich ;vill significantlyincrease the tax bur- able. For corporations which currently pay tax, this
den in those industries. These proposals include should result in a tax reduction approximately equal
changes to the calculation of insurance and loan to the special tax on the taxable preferred share divi-
loss provisionsand reserves, and the impositionof dends. However, for non-taxpayingcorporations, this
a special tax of 15% on investment income of life reduction in taxable incomewill provideno immediate
insurance companies. In addition, changes will be tax relief. Preferred share financing will therefore be
made to the calculation of the amount of invest- far less attractive for these companies than it has been
ment income of a Canadian-residentmultinational in recent years.
life insurance corporation or of a non-resident in-
surance corporation that is brought into the Cana- The special tax will generally not apply to dividendsof

dian tax base. up to $ 500,000on taxablepreferredshares paid annu-

ally by a corporation or by an associated group of
o Under existing rules, taxpayers are generally enti- corporations, to dividends paid to a related share-

tled to an immediatedeductionfor the full amount holder or to a shareholderthat owns 25% or more (by
of any Canadianexplorationexpensesand, in addi- votes and value) of all issued sharesofthe payorcorpo-
tion, bonus deductions are allowed in the form of ration, or to dividendspaid by certain prescribed cor-

miningexplorationdepletionand earneddepletion porations (basically financial intermediaries).
deductions amounting to 331/3% of the amount of
qualifying expenditures. The. White Paper pro-

There are a numberof other proposedchanges related

poses that the earningof depletionentitlementsbe to preferred shares. Dividends received after 1987 by
phased out by 30 June 1989; in addition, grants specified financial institutions as defined on preferred
under the Canadian Exploration and Develop- shares may be subject to a special 10% tax, even if the

ment IncentiveProgram for oil and gas exploration shares were issued before 19 June 1987. In addition,
are to be phased out over approximatelythe same preferred shares issued after 18 June 1987 may consti-

time period. The Governmenthas indicated that it tute short-term preferred shares, with consequentde-

will consider appropriatenon-tax assistance to en-
nial of the intercorporate dividend deduction, if they

courage major oil and gas projects and tertiary are retractable or are required to be redeemed within

recovery projects. Other changes to the taxation five years of their issue date (rather than 18 months,
of the natural resource industries include an exten- as at present).
sion of the limited partnership at-risk rules to These new preferred shares rules will rival the most
resource expenditures. complex provisions found in the Income Tax Act, and

their introduction belies the fact,that simplification
E. Preferred share financing

was one of the stated aims of tax reform. In addition,
there appear to be a number of technical problems

Preferred shares have been an attractive form of
financing for Canadian corporations which pay little 10. So as to exclude larger corporations from any exenption, this

or no tax. Such corporationswould not have been able
$500,000 exemption will be reduced by the amount, if any, by which

dividends paid in the irnnediately preceding calendar year exceed $1
to make immediate use of interest deductionshad they million.
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with the proposais as presently drafted - for example, the Department of Finance that the proposal would
the transfer of mainstream tax to advance corpora- not become effective at least until draft legislation is
tion tax may adversely affect the foreign tax credit introduced later this year.
position of corporationswhich are in taxable positions

and further changes to the proposed rules can there- The proposed rule has potentially wide application to
-

fore be expected. ordinary business transactions that nay be structured
in different ways with correspondingly different in-
come tax implications to the various parties involved,

F. Tax avoidance and the rule will certainly be the subject of considera-
ble debate and discussion. Uncertainty in the applica-

In the 1984 Stubart decision, '1 the Supreme Court of tion of the provision would make it necessary for tax-
Canada concluded that the lack of a bona fide business payers and their advisors to be exceedingly cautious in
purpose was not sufficient basis, in and of itself, to carryingout business transactions,and to seek binding
disregard a transaction for Canadian tax purposes. advance rulings from Revenue Canada in many situa-
Rather, the Court indicated that a transaction might tions.
be defeatedwhere it fell outside the object and spirit
of the tax statute taken as a whole, and that business In the 1984 Stubart decision referred to above, the

purpose may be relevant in considering the possible Supreme Court of Canada set out a well-reasonedset

applicationof specific anti-avoidanceprovisions in the of interpretative guidelines. The author would ques-
tion whether these guidelines, together with certainIncome Tax Act.
modifications to existing anti-avoidanceprovisionsal-

The Government evidently believed that, having re- ready in the Income Tax Act, should not have been
gard in part to the Stubart decision, the existing provi- sufficient ammunition for Revenue Canada, and
sions of the IncomeTax Act were not adequate to deal whether the proposed anti-avoidance rule set out in
with a numberof tax avoidance arrangements,and the the White Paper is not a somewhat unwarranted re-

White Paper has proposed the introductionof a broad sponse to the Stubart decision. In any event, it is to be
new anti-avoidancemeasure which will contain bona hoped that the full implications of the White Paper
fide business purpose and step transaction tests. proposal will be explored in the consultationsthe Gov-

ernment holds on tax reform and that, before a rule of
The new rule would provide that an avoidancetransac- this type is implemented, there be a clear understand-
tion, as defined, be ignored for tax purposes, and that ing by RevenueCanada and taxpayersas to its applica-
a taxpayer's tax position be determined as if the trans- tion, so that it does not interfere with normal business
action had not occurred. An avoidance transaction activity.
would be defined to include any transaction that re-

sults in a significant reduction, avoidance, deferral or

refund of tax, unless that transaction may reasonably G. Administrationand compliance
be considered to have been carried out primarily for
bona fide businesspurposes.An avoidancetransacton The White Paper proposes a number of changes in-
would also include any transaction (a step transac- volving administration and compliance, most of which

tion) which is part of a series of transactions that involve additional reporting requirements and in-

results in a significant reduction, avoidance, deferral creased penalties. These changes will include report-
or refund of tax, even though the specific step by itself ing requirementson the part of investmentdealers and

may not result in a significant reduction of tax. Unless financial institutions with respect to sales by their
the particular step can reasonably be considered to clients of shares, commodities or other investments,

ihtamveabeceonncsatirtruietedoauttapxraimvoairdilayncefor tbruasnisnaecstsiopnu,rpwohsiecsh,
and an acceleration in remittance by larger corpora-
tions of employee source deductions. Also, certain

would be ignored in determiningthe income tax impli- provisions in the Income Tax Act will be revised so as

cations of the transaction. to increase the penalties charged for violations, con-

vert certain fines previously payable on summarycon-
If a transaction is found to be an avoidance transac- viction to automatic penalties, and impose higher
tion, Revenue Canada would have the power to deter- penalties on second-time offenders.
mine the tax consequenceson a basis that he considers
reasonable in the circumstances. In the event that the In addition to the above, there are three proposals
Minister exercises his power under the provision, tax- specifically related to international transactions. First,
payers would have the right to appeal to the Courts, it s proposed that Revenue Canada be authorized to

based both on the Minister'sdeterminationof the lack require the production of foreign-based information
of business purpose and on his determination of the relevant to the Canadian tax treatment of a transac-

tax consequencesarising therefrom. tion. This rule will be similar to the fortnal document
request found in Section 982 of the Internal Revenue

The White Paper indicates that, if this rule is enacted, Code of the United States and Section 2lA of the New
certain other tax avoidance provisions already in the Zealand Inland Revenue Department Act, 1974. It s
Income Tax Act are to be reviewed with the intention anticipatedthat a taxpayerwill be entitled to challenge
of eithereliminatingthem or making them more effec-
tive. No implementationdate has been set for this new 11. Stubart InvestmentsLmitedvs. the Qteen:84DTC 6305: (1984) CTC
proposal, and it is understood from discussions with 294.
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such a request before the Courts if it has reasonable imports, the Government has been gradually shifting
I.2 the level of taxation from the manufacturer's level tocause.

the wholesale level for a variety of goods.A second initiative with respect to international trans-
actions is the proposed introductionof an information To address the deficienciesof the existing federal sales
form which would be required to be filed by corpora- tax system, the Government proposes to replace it
tions carryingon business in Canada, providingdetails with a broadly based multi-stage sales tax system ex-

of cross-border transactions with related parties. The tending to the retail level.
form would be similartoU.S. prescribed form 5472. j3

The final administrative change related to interna- Multi-stage sales tax

tional transactions involves the statutory limit for issu- A multi-stage sales tax would be applied on value
ing reassessments. The general statutory limit in this added, levied on and collected from all businesses as

regard is 3 years from the date that an original notice goods move through various production and distribu-
of assessment (or notification that no tax is payable) is tion chains to the consumer in Canada. Under this
issued for a given taxation year. The White Paper type of system, businesseswould pay tax on their sales
proposes that this limit be extended in the case of and claim a credit for any tax paid on theirpurchase.

' reassessments of cross-border transactions, but does
In his White Paper, the Minister outlined three possi-not indicate what the extension period might be.
ble methodsof implementingthe multi-stagesales tax:

H. Commoditytax
o a nationalsalestax, replacing both the current fed-

eral sales tax and existing provincial retail sales

As part of the tax reform package, details concerning taxes;

plans to reform the existing federal sales tax system
o a federal-onlygoods and services tax; and
o a federal-only value-addedtax.

were released. In the Government's view, a multi-
stage sales tax applied at a uniform rate on a broad The Minister's preference would be a national sales
base, together with refundable sales tax credits, 14 tax, and preliminarydiscussions have taken place with
would be more neutral and fair than the current federal the various provincial governments. If such a national
sales tax system and could be accommodated with a system could be agreed to, the rate applicable in a

1 reduced cost of compliance and administration. province would be the sum of a uniform federal rate
and the particular rate set independently by the pro-

Current federal sales tax system vincial government. Because of this, it is likely that the
.national sales tax rate would vary from province to

Federal sales tax is currently applied to the manufac- province.turer's sale price of goods produced or manufactured
in Canada and to the duty paid value of goods im- With a federal goods and services tax, a uniform fed-

ported into Canada. With limited exceptions, federal eral tax would be levied on virtually all goods and
sales tax does not apply to services. The general rate services in Canada. Provincial retail sales taxes would
of tax is 12%, while a reduced rate of 8% applies to continue as independent levies. Because the base
certain construction materials and equipment for would be comprehensive,separate tax calculationson

buildings. A 15% rate applies to liquor, beer and to- each invoice would not be required. A business could
bacco products. The current systeni provides exemp- calculate its tax liability for a period from its books of
tion from tax for a variety of goods such as food, account. It is contemplated that such a system would

clothing, footwear and prescription drugs. not exempt many products or sectors of the economy.
This, it is intended that a goods and services tax would

The system is perceived to the flawed because of its be accompaniedby a substantiallyenrichedrefundable
narrow base, differing effective tax rates depending sales tax credit for lower and middle-incomeCanadi-
upon the distribution channels through which goods ans.
flow, its adverse impact on investment and exports,

1 and its bias in favour of imports. It is estimated that The third choice - a federal value-added tax - would
about 50% of the total federal sales tax collected is involve the explicit invoicing of tax. Because the tax
derived from business inputs. This can result in double would be invoiced, it could be more selectively ap-
taxation or cascading since the inputs are frequently plied. Tax payable on sales would be reduced by tax

used for the productionof goods which are themselves incurred on taxable purchases to determine the busi-

subject to tax. Further, exported goods, which are ness' liability for tax. The extent to which the refund-
intended to be free of tax, are saddledwith this indirect
tax content.

12. Note however that, under Section 982 of the U.S. Internal Revenue
Perhaps the most serious flaw in the existing system is Code, the fact that disclosure of informationwould contravene foreign law
that it favours imports over domestically manufac- and result in civil or criminal penalties does not constitute reasonable
tured goods. Imports are taxed at the border on their cause

duty paid value, i.e. prior to incurring marketing, sel- 13. Form 5472 (lnforn.tion Return of a Foreign Owncd Corporation)
is required under Section 6038A of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code.ling and distribution costs in Canada. In most cases, 14. To addres in part thc regressive impact of greater reliancea on

these costs are included in a domestic manufacturer's consumption based taxes, the White Paper proposes increases in refunda-
tax base. In ata effort to remove this bias towards ble credits in the personal income tax system.
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able sales tax credit would be enhancedwould depend wholesale level, fora number of products, and the
on the breadth of the base. introductionof rules affecting the applicationof tax to

The Minister has not indicated the intended rate of marketing companies related to the manufacturer.

federal tax under any of the systems, although an 8%
rate is used for illustrativepurposes. Determinationof

V. CONCLUDINGCOMMENTSthat rate wll depend on the system chosen, on the
extent of exemptionsand special rules and on revenue

requirements. On the latter point, Mr. Wilson has As noted above, the Canadian tax reform proposals
indicated that revenue from the new system should be are less pervasive than had been expected, and clearly
sufficiently greater than that of the present, so as to represent a compromise on the part of the Finance

permit elimination of the personal and corporate in- Minister. While there has been some base-broadening
come tax surtaxes, to provide further income tax re-

and reduction of personal and corporate income tax

ductions to middle-income Canadians, and to fund rates, the existing income tax system has generally not
been disturbed, and there has been no real attempt tofurthr enriched refundable sales tax credits to lower
redress the excessive complexity contained in the In-and middle-incomeCanadians.
come Tax Act. Measures which might have contri-
buted significantly to simplicity and fairness (such asInterim sales tax measures
the taxation of the full amount of capital gains at the

The White Paper documents make no mention of the same rate as ordinary income, and the repeal of the
specific implementationdate for sales tax reform. It is lifetime capital gains exemption for individuals) have
likely that, once a firm decision has been made as to not been proposed. Neither have there been any
the option chosen, at least one full year will be needed dramatic new initiatives to encourage Canadian busi-
for implemention. It therefore appears that sales tax ness activity in general or foreign investment in par-
reform will not be in place until at least 1990. Pending ticular. ' At the same time, stage two of tax reform -

the introduction of sales tax reform, the Government the reworking of the sales tax system - does promise
has announced a number of measures in the context of to be more far-reaching.
the existing sales tax system which, together with the What does certain is that the Canadian tax
corporate tax changes, are intended to provide the appear
additional revenues required to proceed with personal

reform process is far from over, and the Canadian
will continue face frequent and substan- 1

income tax reform. Over the next four fiscal years, taxpayers to
tive change on an ongoing basis. As so often seems tothese sales tax changes are forecast to generate addi-

tional revenue of $4.8 billion. Over 80% of these addi- be the case, the more things change, the more they
remain the same.tional revenuesare to come from a new 10% tax which

will be imposed commencing 1 January 1988 on virtu-
ally all telecommunicationservices with the exception
of the basic line charge for local residentialtelephones. 15. For example, a welcome measure might have been a general repeal
Other changes, also effective in 1988, will involve rate of Canadian withholdig tax on interest payments for portfolio debt held

increases, or shifts from the manufacturerlevel to the by non-related foreign investors.
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--E K ETH E RLA\ DS A \ T ES:

TheNewShipRegistrationTaxAct

By G.C.A. Smeets

INTRODUCTION Thus, there are now two ships' registers in the Nether-
lands Antilles:

In its meeting of 3 September 1987 the Parliament of (1) The Register of Netherlands Antilles Ships6 is a

the Netherlands Antilles' ratified a new law: the public register for the recording of ownership of
Landsverordening op de Scheepsregistratiebelast- ships, ships' mortgagesand the like. In this register
ing.2 With my apologies for this tongue-twister,I will all NetherlandsAntillesships are registered. To be
refer to it simply as the Act eligible for listing in the Registerof Taxable Ships,
The Act makes it possible for Netherlands Antilles a ship must first be listed in the Registerof Nether-

shipping companies to pay a fixed annual tax per ship lands Antilles Ships, and to be listed in that regis-
registered in the NetherlandsAntilles, in lieu of taxes ter, the ship must be of NetherlandsAntilles own-

on profit. With this Act, the NetherlandsAntilles are ership7 or, rather, Dutch nationality. In this con-

making a determinedeffort to attract a larger share of nection it should be noted that there does not exist

the world's shipping tonnage to its registers. a Netherlands Antilles nationality. Being part of
the Kingdomof the Netherlands,citizensand ships

Before the Act, NetherlandsAntlles law already con- of the NetherlandsAntilles have Dutch nationality
tained, in Art. 9A of the Profit Tax Ordinance 1940 and the ships fly the Dutch flag.
(Landsverordeningop de Winstbelasting),special pro- (2) The Register of Taxable Ships, established by Ar-
visions for the taxation of companies operating ship- ticle 7 of the Act, is maintainedsolely for purposes
ping or air services. Art. 9A provides for a low tax rate of tax administration, listing in which is at the

1 of effectively7.7% to 9.6% of the taxableprofits, after option of the owner of the ship.
application of generous provisions for investment al-
lowances, creation of and allocation to reserves, accel-
erated depreciation and loss carry-forward.3 THE TONNAGE TAX

Although Art. 9A has proven to be attractive to many
shipowners, it is felt that most shipowners prefer a Art. 2 of the Act establishes the ship's registration tax

simple system of taxation that adds the tax as a fixed (we will refer to it as the tonnage tax) as an annual

amount to their cost of operations.4 And, looking at tax on the gross tonnage of taxable ships (ships listed

Art. 9A through the eyes of the Government, the state

of affairs in international shipping is presently such
that revenues from a tax based on profits made in I. The Netherlands Antilles are aa self-governingpart of the Kingdom of

shipping are likely to be, to put it mildly, disappoint- the Netherlandsand consist of tle islands Curacao, Sint Maarten, Bonaire,

ing. For both shipowners and Government a tax on
Saba and Sint Eustatius. The island Aruba, formerly a part of the Nether-
lands Antilles, became on 1 January 1986 in its own right a self-governing

tonnage rather than on profit should be more attrac- part of the Kingdom,so that now the Kingdom of the Netherlandsconsists

tive. of three main political suhdivisions: lite Netherl,nds. the Nctherhids
Antilles and Aruba. The Act applies only to the NetherlandsAtilles and

The Act therefore introduces an annual tonnage tax, not to Aruba.

levied on the ships listed in a new Register of Taxable 2. Freely translated as: Land's Ordinance on the Ship's Registration
Ships, which is (with one exception) at the option of Tax.

the ship's owner. Should the owneropt for the tonnage
3. See ny article in the Bulletin jor Internatioal Documentation. Vol.

tax, he will be exempt from the profit tax, and vice
XXVI, Augus 1972, which is still up to date, except that the guarantee
referred to on page 312 has been extended to 1996, and that the period

versa. during which investmentscan be made qualifying for the investmentallow-

ance, has been extended to the year 1996.
In the following discussion of the Act, we will simply 4. In addition, Art. 9A penalizes the owner who sells his ship within ten

follow the sequence of its Articles and discuss the years after claiming the investment allowance (see page 315 of my article

issues as they may arise in that sequence. referred to in note 3).
5. 'Ships are defined in Art. 2 of the 1933 Curaao Decree concerning
Sea Letters (reading: this Decree considers as Oceangoingvessels.llships,

DEFINITIONS including coasting ships, which are used for navigation on sea or which are

Art. 1 of the Act gives certain definitionsfor the appli- designed therefor, with the exception of (a) warships; (b) shps of sailng
clubs or of yachtclubs, recognized as such by the Governor; (c) salvage

cation of the Act, the most important of which are: vessels; and (d) vessels measuring less than twenty cubic meters

A registered ship is a ship5 listed in the Register of gross. ).
6. Established by Art. 378 of the Code of Commerce.

NetherlandsAntilles Ships. 7. The Netherlands Antilles Government is presently studying the pos-

A taxableship is a ship listed in the Registerof Taxable sibility of registration of foreign owned vessels in bare boat charter to

Netherlands Antilles companies. Tlis would make 'du.l registration
Ships. possible.
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in the Register of Taxable Ships), and Art. 3 estab- Ships are also registered in the Register of Taxable
lishes the amount and calculation of the tax. Ships, and that the business of the company is exclu-

The amountof the tax is 40 NetherlandsAntilles cents sively or almost exclusively the shipping business. 17

per gross register ton8 or about USS 0.229per ton with
a minimum of 1,000 NAf or about USS 556 per ship. Charterers
For calculating the tax, the tonnage is rounded off
upward in thousands of tons,ic1 and the tax itself is The exemption from profit tax, or rather, the provision
rounded off upward in hundreds of guilders. that the Profit Tax Ordinance 1940 does not apply, is

Compared with some other countries that tax their also valid for NetherlandsAntilles companiescharter-

shipping on the basis of tonnage, the NetherlandsAn- ings taxable ships. V9 As with the owners of taxable

tilles tonnage tax is somewhat higher!2 and is further ships, the conditions are that the business of the com-

is exclusively almost exclusively the shippingcalculated on the gross tonnage rather than net ton- pany or

nage. On the other hand, there is no first registration
business and that all ships registered in the Register of
NetherlandsAntilles Ships and owned or used by thetax or fee. To the contrary, at first registration the 2(),2 1

annual tax for the first year is prorated to the number company, are taxable ships.
of months remaining in the year, including the month
of registration, This discrepancy is intentional and Exclusive shipping business
means to offer a true alternative to other countries: in
many cases it may be attractive to accept a somewhat The use in the law of the words exclusively or ai-
higher annual tax in return for a substantial reduction most exclusively make it clear that the company is not
in first time registration fees. subject to the Profit Tax Ordinanceif it should operate
When a ship is deregistered (from the Register of a different business as a minor side-line to its shipping

areTaxable Ships) the tax for the current year (which s
business. The profits of such side-line equally

from the profit since the exemption frompaid in the beginning of the year, see below), is not exempt tax
toreduced or returned to the taxpayer. J4 the Profit Tax Ordinance applies the company as

such, and not to its shipping business. Perhaps super-
An interestingprovision in Art. 3 is a guaranteeagainst fluously, we should mention that having another busi-
possible increases of the tax. By decree the amount of ness incidental, or in furtheranceof the shippingbusi-
the tax per ton and the minimum per ship can be ness (e.g. a tour operation in connection with the
changed, however, any increase of the tax does not cruise ship business) and subject to the principal ship-
affect ships already listed in the Register of Taxable ping business of the company, does not violate the
Ships. 15 A decree, which is issued by the Governorand exclusive condition. Equally, investment of surplus
the Council of Ministers, is a more flexible instrument funds does not violate that condition.
than an ordinance, which involves the Governor, the
Council of Ministers and Parliament. Thus, if after
gaining more experience with the tax or when cir- Definitionofshppingbusiness

cumstances change the tax should be considered too
as anyhigh or too low, it can easily be changed to a more Shipping business is in the Act broadly defined

appropriate amount, without adversely affectingships
lawful use of ships or vessels, whether self-propelled

22 Exceptions made for regular servicesalready registered,t In theory it would still be possible
or not. are ex-

to change the amount of the tax by ordinance, but in clusivelybetween the harboursof the NetherlandsAn-

view of the existing, more flexible instrument of a tilles; irregularservices between harboursof the Neth-

decree and the protection clearly ntended by Art. 3,
erlands Antilles (except when on an occasional basis);

that would be very unlikely. and fishing or other use of vessels within the Antilles
territorialwaters (exceptwhen on an occasionalbasis).

Exemption 8. Paragraph 1 of Art. 3.
9. The Netherlands Antilles guilder, abbreviated NAf, is pegged to the

The Profit Tax Ordinance 1940 subjects the profits of U.S. dollar at 1.80 NAf to the dollar. The guilder is divided into oe

humdrcd cents.
a variety of Netherlands Antilles corporations to the 10. Paragraph 2 of Art. 3

profit tax. Art. 4 of the Act provides that, under cer- 11. Paragraph 4 of Art. 3.
tain conditions, shipping companiesare not subject to 12. Paragraph 3 of Art. 3.

the profit tax. This is farther reaching than just an 13. E.g. Panama with $ 0.10 per net register ton.

exemption. Indeed, the shipping company is not only
14 Paragr.ph 5 of Art. 3.
15 Paragraph 6 of Art. 3.

exempted from the profit tax, but is also not required 16 A decrease of the tax. of course, will benefit ships already listed.
to fulfil the formalities of the Profit Tax Ordinance, 17. Paragraph 1 of Art. 4.

such as filing annual tax returns. 18. Or using taxable ships under any other title.
19. Paragraph 3 of Art. 4.
20. The requirement is that all Netherlands Antilles ships owned or used

Conditions by the Company are taxable ships. The companyniay thus operate a mixed
fleet of Netherlands Antilles and foreign vessels.
21. Nor is the charterer liable for the tonnage tax. For that tax the owner

The conditionsare that all ships registered in the name is liable
of the company in the Registerof NetherlandsAntilles 22. Paragraph 2 of Art. 4.
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SWITCHINGBETWEENTONNAGETAXAND tax law to be applied and used by the tax authorities
ART. 9A who simply like to be assured by the Inspector of

Shipping that they are not opening the gates to the
The mere fact of the continued registration of ships in Netherlands Antilles for undesirable ships.27
the Netherlands Antilles sufficiently demonstrates
that the owners of these ships are satisfied for their
particular purposes with the existing facilities of Art.

Pleasure craft

9A. For the Netherlands Antilles, there would be no

good reason to deny the existing facilities, not for the
An exception to the voluntary character of listing in

existing owners, nor for future owners who might pre-
the Registerof Taxable Ships, is the provision that the

fer the facilities existing right now. Inspector of Taxes is authorized to list pleasure craft
that are not used in a business.2 In the past, several

For this reason, it was decided to make it optional to yachts have been registered in the NetherlandsAntil-
the owner of a vessel to choose between the profit tax les, attracted by the fact that inspection and registra-
system of Art. 9A and the system of the tonnage tax. tion costs are low, that there are no annual registration
With this philosophy, a shipowner should also be al-

fees and that, not being commerciallyused, there are

lowed to change regimes. Within certain limits, how-
no taxable profits and, hence, no taxes at all. Such

ever, otherwise a companywhen makingprofits would yachts can be listed by the Inspectorof Taxes and thus

change from profit tax to tonnage tax, and when mak-
made taxable ships.29

ing losses, change back to the profit tax. While for the
shipowner this might be the best of two worlds, the
Governments' lack of enthusiasm for this possibility

PROCEDURES

needs no further explanation. Assuming the ship is already registered as a Nether-
Therefore, Art. 5 of the Act stipulates that a company lands Antilles ship1}, the procedure for listing in the

changing from the profit tax to tonnage tax should first Register of Taxable Ships is straightforward. A re-

value its ships at true value, and the investment allow- quest is filed with the Inspector of Taxes, together
ances23 to its profit and loss account as well as the with statementsby the Shipping Inspector, concerning
reserves made under Art. 9A of the Profit Tax Ordi- the size of the ship, and by the Ships' Registrar con-

nance, and then pay the profit tax on the resulting cerning the owner of the ship.31 Easy to use forms,
profits, if any. combining the request and the two statements on one

sheet of paper, have been determinedby the Director
This still allows a company in a loss situation to change of Taxes. 32

from tonnage tax to profit tax. A result considered
acceptablebecause first, the Governmentsympathizes The procedures for reporting changes, including
with companies making losses24, and second, once change of owner, and deletion ofthe listingare equally
under the Profit Tax Ordinance, the company cannot straightforward.
change back to the tonnage tax without first surrender-

Upon receipt of the and properly completeding the advantages obtained under Art. 9A of the proper

Profit Tax Ordinance. form, the listing, change or deletion, is immediately
effected. When the ship is sold to anotherNetherlands

23. To the extent the allowance has been claimed within ten years ofthe
VOLUNTARYLISTINGIN REGISTEROF change-over.
TAXABLESHIPS-EXEMPTION 24. We avoided the words fullysynipathizes.TothedraftAct presented

to it by the private sector, the Governmeit added the provision that a

In order to qualify for listing in the RegisterofTaxable change-over froi tonnage tax to profit tax s not allowed in the first five
of listing, unless the ship is sold lost.

Ships, the ship should be a registered ship within the years or

25 Paragraph 1 of Art. 6.

meaning of the law, that is, be a ship registered in the 26. Paragraph 3 of Art. 6.

Register of Netherlands Antilles Ships. A qualifying 27. While tile draft of Ille Act was circulated within the private sector for

ship is listed in the Register of Taxable Ships at the its comments, the '

15-year old provision was challenged from some sides.
I trust that the defence given here is satisfactory

request of the owner, that is the corporation in whose 28. Paragraph 2 of Art. O.
name the ship is registered in the Register of Nether- 29. This provision was also challenged from some sides of the private
lands Antilles Ships. 25 sector. However. yachts will because of their snaller size seldom if ever

he subject to more than the 1,(100 NAf minimum tax, and in my opinion
that should be a reasonablecompensation for the advantagesof low inspec-

Ships older than 15 years tion costs and the luxury of the Netherlands flag on the stern. In addition,
the yachts are not automatically listed, and the Inspector can use his

An additional requirement for ships older than 15 authority to ake exceptions in cases where listing is not justified.
3(). The procedure for registration as a Netherlands Antilles ship is not

years is a certificate by the NetherlandsAntilles Ship- within the scope of this article. A brief outline: required are a bill of sale,
ping Inspector that the vessel complies with safety a certificate of measurement according to the Aisle Convention, and a

regulations and other requirements as above stan- declaration by the Judge in First Instance that the ship satisfies nationality
dard.-'6 In general, the requirements for registration requirenents. On the basis of these documents, the ship is registered.

31. Art. 7.
as a Netherlands Antilles vessel are such, that this 32. Art. 12 authorizes the Director of Taxes to prescribe forms for first

provision is not really needed. The Act, however, is a listing, reporting changes and deletion of listing.
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Antilles corporation, both former and new owner are CONCLUDINGREMARKS
authorized to report the change of ownership.33

One exceptionhas already been noted: deletion of the TO the draft of the Act, presented to the Government

listing is not possible within the first five years of by the private sector, the Governmentadded a curious

listing, unless the ship is sold or lost. 34 provision. This is that as penalty for non-payment,the
Inspector is authorized to delete the listing of the ship
in the Register of Taxable Ships. In that case, the
vessel is deemed never to have been listed!43The resultLIABILITYFOR AND PAYMENT OF THE TAX
could be that not only the owning company but also

The taxable year, as alreadyevident from the prorated the charterers and former owners retroactively be-

tax for the first year, is the calendar year.
35 come subject to the profit tax. This undesirable result

was obviously not foreseen and the strict interpreta-
The owner, as recorded in the Register of Taxable tion given here is patently impossible to hold. There
Ships per the first day of the taxable year, is liable for can be no doubt that formerownersand chartererswill
the tax, even should he at that date no longer actually be unaffected by the default of the present owner.
own the ship. 36 Even so, in my opinion, the provision should be de-

The owner of the ship is required to file a return with leted from the Act. The other securities that the Gov-

the Receiver of Taxes within the first two months of ernment has for payment of the tax are already abun-

the taxable year.37 In the first year, the return must be dantly sufficient. And it puzzles me, if the Govern-

filed within 15 days after listing. 38 The tax must be paid ment cannot collect the tonnage tax, how it envisions

while filing the return.39 The Tax Inspector nor the to collect the vastly more complex profit tax.

Receiver of Taxes is required to send an assessment
for the tax, it is the taxpayer's responsibilityto file and
pay on time.

Together with the owner, the managing directors,
managing partners and other representatives in the
Netherlands Antilles, if any, are severally liable for
the tax, in addition to the ship's husband, if any.4oThis
is not as unreasonableas it may appear:41 the tax is for 33 Paragraph 3 of Art. 11.

a predetermined amount, payable in advance, and, 34. Art. 1(.
35. Art. 13.

should the owner fail to pay within the two months 36. Art. 1 I. For the first year the corporation requesting listing is liable

period, the persons made severally liable are in a posi- for the tax.

ton to resign before that period has lapsed. 37. Paragraph 1.a of Art. 15.
38. Paragraph l.b of Art. 15.

When the ship is sold, both former and new owners 39. Paragraph 1 of Art. 14.

are severally liable for the tax for the current year and 40. Paragraph 3 of Art. 16.

the immediatelypast year.42 Inquiry at the Registerof 41. From several sides in the private sector objections were made to this

Taxable Ships about any outstanding taxes should provision.
42. Paragraph 3 of Art. 11.

therefore become part of the normal search for title. 43 Paragraph 2 of Art. 15.

1
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U\ITED KINGDOV: facility. It would, therefore,cover such matters as loan
interest, patent royalties, management fees and ser-

HiddenDistributions vice charges. Head office costs of the parent allocated
to a subsidiaryare regarded as within the scope as are

ofProfit
costs allocated by any other subsidiary within the

group.
As a general rule the Section does not apply unlessone

By K.E. Etheriington party to the transaction is resident outside of the U.K.
for tax purposes and does not affect the operation of
the provisions of the Capital Allowances Act 1968.

Most countries, understandably, need legislation to SALESOF ASSETSSUBJECTTO CAPITAL
prevent the hidden transferof profit to other countries ALLOWANCES
where tax rates are lower. The United Kingdom is no

exception. Ths paper examnes legislation concerned S.78 and Schedule 7 of the Capital Allowances Act
with inter-companypricing. It then goes on to look at 1968 deal with sales of property which have been the
the problem of thin capitalization and the relationship subject of a claim to capital allowances. If the sale is
of U.K. law in the area of both thin capitalization and between associated persons, or the sole or main bene-
inter-companypricing to double taxation agreements fit which might have been expected to arise, apart

f generally. Finally, the special position of permanent from these provisions, would have been the obtaining
establishments s briefly examined. The emphasis of an allowance or deduction or the reduction of a
under U.K. law is on the adjustmentof transferprices charge, then an open market price will be substituted.
and the principal piece of legislation is S.485 Income This price will be adjusted where the property has
and CorporationTaxes Act (ICTA) 1970. appreciated in value to ensure that only the capital

allowances given to the seller are recaptured.
S.485 ICTA 1970 Similar provisions are to be found in the Finance Act

1971 which brought in the system of first year allow-

S.485 deals with transactions between associated per- ances. This system of first year allowanceswas phased
sons where either the buyer, being a body of persons, out over a period beginning on 13 March 1984 and
is controlled by the seller, the seller being a body of ending on 1 April 1986 but the provisions in respect of

persons, is controlled by the buyer, or some other sales may still be relevant.

person controls both the buyer and the seller. Body of These provisions apply to sales between associated
persons includes a partnership, but I shall assume for

persons whether or not they are resident in the U.K.
the purpose of this paper that we are talking about a Although where there would have been no tax benefit
company. S.534 1CTA 1970 defines control for the and the buyer and seller are U.K. resident they can

purposes of S.485 as the power of a person to secure elect to transfer at the v,tlue appropriate to the capital
that the affairs of a company are carried out in accord- expenditure which has yet to be allowed for capital
ance wth that person's wishes. This could be brought allowance purposes.
about either by the holding of shares or the possession
of voting power or by virtue of powers conferred by
the articles of association or other document regulat- CAPITALGAINS (CapitalGains TaxAct 1979)
ing that or any other company.

The transactions covered by the Section include the Capital gains tax (in the case of a companycorporation
sale or purchase of any property where the price is tax on chargeable gains) is charged on the disposal of

different to that which might have been expected if the all forms of property whether or not situated in the

parties had been independentpersons dealingat arm's U.K., includitg options debts and incorporeal prop-
length. Although the Section heading refers to sales erty, currency other than sterling, and property
etc. at undervalue or overvalue, in the case of a seller created by the person disposing of it or otherwise

it applies only where the price charged is lower than
the arm's length price and in the case of a purchaser
only where the price charged is higher than the arm's an

length price. The Section is not, therefore, of assist-
Mr. Etherington, after graduating in Economics, became

Inspector of Taxes. In 1970 he moved to industry and was

ance in adjustingpriceswhere a foreign fisc determines Group Taxation Manager, Glaxo Holdings Ltd. until 1976,
that you are overcharging a foreign associate or pur- when he joined B.A.T. He took over his,present position as

chasing too cheaply from him, i.e. where your U.K. Head of Group Taxation in 1983 after being Tax Manager for

taxable profits are inflated. British-AmericanTobacco Ltd. He is a member of the Con-
federation of British Industry Tax Committee, The Interna-

As well as applying to transactionsin goods the Section tional Chamber of Commerce (U.K.) Tax Committee and the

applies to transactions in relation to the letting and Tax Committeeofthe AmericanChamoerofCommerce (U.K.
hiring of property, grants and transfers of rights, in- Branch).
terests or licences, or the giving of any kind of business
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coming to be owned without being acquired (S.19(1)). on his own estimate of what that liabilty should be.
As far as companies are concerned tax is only charged The taxpayercan then appeal to a body of independent
on disposals of chargeable assets by them if they are Commissioners, in the first instance, where the onus

resident for U.K. tax purposes. would be upon him to disprove the assessment. An

S.62 deals with transactions between connected per-
assessmentcan be made at any time within six years of

sons and provides that such a transactionshall be dealt the end of the chargeable period to which the assess-

with as a bargain not made at arm's length. This has ment relates, and a further assessment can be made

the effect of bringing the transaction within S.29A for the same period if the Inspector discovers sub-

which provides that the disposal and acquisition shall sequently that profits had not been assessed or that

be deemed to be for a consideration equal to market reliefs given were excessive. An appeal can be pursued
value. Market value is defined in S.150 and is the price beyond the independent Commissioners to the High
which the asset might reasonablyhave been expected Court, Court of Appeal and ultimately to the House

of Lords, which is the highest Court of the land.
to fetch on a sale in the open market.

Companies are connected if the same person has con-
The Revenuehave thus sufficientpowers to give effect

trol of both, or a person controls one company and he to the legislation on transfer pricing and the taxpayer
has the opportunity to pursue his case through theand persons connected with him have control of the
legal system where he thinks adjustment is unjus-other. They are also connected if a group of two or any
tified. By the very nature of the transfer pricing prob-more persons control each company, and the groups lem there is after all legal definition of arm'sconsist of the same persons, or could be regarded as

- no an

consisting of the same persons by substituting for any length price, nor could there be - most disputes will
be settled by agreementwith the Revenue. A practiceperson a person with whom he is connected. Con-

nected persons include, inter alia, husbands, wives note has been published on the transfer pricing of
multinational enterprises by the Inland Revenueand relatives. Control has a different meaning to that
which sets out how they approach this This isused for S.485 ICTA 1970 purposes and is set out in area.

S.302 ICTA 1970. It includes not only the ability to reproduced at the end of this note.

exercisecontrolbut also the ability to acquirecontrol. THINCAPITALIZATIONAND INTEREST

ENFORCEMENT PAYMENTS
1

As I said earlier, the principal piece of legislation in There is no general rule which applies to thin capitali-
the area of transfer pricing is S.485 ICTA 1970. The zations. There are, however, statutory provisions
Section provides powers for the Board of Inland Rev- which effectively apply this concept where interest is

enue to make a direction that the provisions of the paid by a U.K. resident subsidiary to its non-resident
Section shall have effect. They are empowered to parent.
make any adjustments that are necessary by way of S.233(2)(d)(iv) ICTA 1970 provides that payment of
assessment or repayment of tax or otherwise. Nor- nterest on securities issued by a resident company to
mally directions are not made but instead agreement a non-resident parent owning 75o or more of the
is reached followingnegotiationswith the local Inspec- ordinary share capital of the subsidiary, whether di-
tor of Taxes. Where substantialamounts of money or rectly or indirectly, shall be treated as a distribution.
important matters of principle are involved, negotia- The sane consequencefollows if the interest is paid to
tionswill be dealtwith by a specialHead Office Section a non-resident fellow 75% subsidiary. Security is de-
dealing with inter-companypricing. Again it will nor- fined widely in S.237 ICTA 1970 and would cover

mally be the case that agreement with the taxpayer is interest payments generally. The effect of this legisla-
reached and no direction is made. tion is to deny reliefforthe interestpaid by the resident

If necessary the U.K. Revenue has substantialpowers subsidiary and to require advance corporation tax to

to obtain information. Section 17 of the Finance Act be accounted for in respect of the payment.
1975 relates specifically to transfer pricing matters A remedy for this situation is generally found in the
underS.485 ICTA 1970. It enablesthe Boardof Inland appropriate double taxation treaty. The non-discrimi-
Revenue to obtain information relevant both to the nation article will usually provide that, with the impor-
taxpaying company's own transfer prices and also to tant exception mentioned below, interest paid by a
the transfer pricing of other companies. These other resident of one Contracting State to a resident of the
companies need not be associated with the company other shall be deductibleunder the same conditionsas

being investigated. If the transactionwhich is the sub- would apply if the payment of interest had been made
ject of investigation is between a 51% overseas sub- to a resident of the same Contracting State. Normal
sidiaryof a U.K. parent and that U.K. parent or a 51% U.K. legislation under Ss.248 & 249 and S.130(m)
U.K. subsidiary of that parent, the Board can ask for ICTA 1970 together with S.485 ICTA 1970 would
inspectionof books, accounts,documentsand records. allow the deduction of a reasonable commercial rate
The Section also empowers the Board to authorize an of interest paid to a non-resident.
Inspectorof Taxes to examineany relevantdocuments
on the taxpayer's premises. Where by reason of a special relationshipbetween the

payer and the recipient of the interest, the amount of
Without the special powers relating to S.485 ICTA the interest, having regard to the debt-claimfor which
1970 the Inspectorcan assess the liability to tax based it is paid, exceeds the amount which would have been
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agreed between the parties in the absence of such a correspondingadjustment. However, an agreement
special relationshipthe interestarticledoes not usually between the two contractingparties does not necessar-

apply to the interest excess. In such cases the protec- ily provide a solution since the U.K. Revenuecan only
tion in the non-discriminationarticle will not apply to make a corresponding adjustment if this is possible
any part of the payment. The U.K. Revenue contend under U.K. domestic law. It is, therefore, necessary
that such a provision requires them to consider to appeal against U.K. tax assessments within the
whether a third party lender would have made a loan necessary time limits for making such appeals. It is not
of that amount to the borrower as well as considering possible to re-open an assessment which has become
the appropriatenessof the rates of interest thus bring- final although if the adjustment requires a claim to

ing in matters not found in domestic legislation. The relief from double taxation this can be made within six
Revenue appear to have become much tighter on the years from the time when the adjustment is made
question of thin capitalization. Queries have been (S.512 ICTA 1970).
raised where the debt/equity ratio of the resident sub-
sidiary was as low as 1:1. It should be noted that there is no guarantee that the

U.K. will agree with the adjustmentmade by the other
contracting party and until some procedure such as

OTHERTRANSFERPRICINGADJUSTMENTS- independent arbitration is made mandatory, the posi-WHETHERTHEYARE DISTRIBUTIONS tion is unsatisfactory.
Similar provisions in double tax agreementsare gener- PROFITSOF PERMANENTESTABLISHMENTSally applied to royalties, and commercial or financial
arrangements where the payer and recipient are as- There is, strictly, no inter-company pricing problem,sociated. In such cases an argument could be made since all transactions are within the same enterprise.that any transferpricing adjustmentshould be treated However, the U.K. follows the Business Profits Arti-
as a distribution for U.K. tax purposes. However, I cle of the OECI) Model Convention which providesunderstand that the U.K. Revenue are usually satis- that there shall be attributed to the permanent estab-
fied with an adjustment to the arm's length price. The lishrnent the profits which it might be expected to
same would not be true where capital assets were nake if it were a distinct and separate enterprise en-
transferredat an undervalue. In this case the Revenue gaged in the same or similar activities under the same

1 could be expected to contend that the undervaluewas or similarconditionsand dealingwholly independently
a distribution. S.233(2)(b) and (d) ICTA 1970 treats with the enterpriseof which it is a permanentestablish-

J as a distribution any distribution out of the assets of ment. The U.K. approach is therefore similar to that
the company. The distribution must be in respect of outlined in the rest of this paper, although the treat-
shares in or securities of the company and there maY ment of interest provides special difficulties. Where
be circumstances on the transfer of a capital asset the company uses its own funds to finance its U.K.
where it could be argued that this legislation does not branch, there will be no tax relief for any interest
apply. payments. Even where the non-residentcompanybor-

rows to finance its U.K. branch, it may have difficulty
EXCHANGEOF INFORMATIONAND MUTUAL in obtaining relief for the interest paid. Interest paid
AGREEMENTPROCEDURES on an advance from a bank carrying on a bona fide

' banking business in the U.K. will be allowable as a
Treaties entered into by the U.K. all provide for the trading deduction in computing the profits of the
exchange of informationon the lines of Art. 26 of the branch's trades (S.251(3) ICTA 1970) as will short
OECD Model Double Taxation Convention. This en- interest generally, i.e. interest on a loan for less than
ables information to be exchanged between the rele- 365 days.
vant tax authorities to enforce the adjustmentof trans-
fer pricing. The Articles provide that information is to On the other hand, yearly interest, in the absence of
be used for tax purposes only and exclude the ex- a double taxation treaty, would never be deductible

change of information which would disclose business because of the requirement in S.248(4) ICTA 1970
secrets. that the payer should be a company resident in the

U.K. However, it is understood that the Inland Reve-
Some doubt has been expressed as to whether U.K. nue will allow relief where there is a double taxation
legislation in S.497 ICTA 1970, whichenablesarrange- treaty containing a Non-DiscriminationArticle and a
ments to be made with other countries to afford relief U.K. resident company would have been entitled to
from double taxation and prevent evasion of tax, per- relief in similar circumstances.
mits the exchange of information. A provision intro-
duced in the 1987 Finance Bill will rerrove this doubt Specific legislation relating to permanent establish-

(Clause 162).1 ments is to be found in S.80 Taxes Management Act
1970 which provides for profits to be assessed on a

Art. 9(2) of the OECD Model Convention which is percentageof the turnoverof the permanentestablish-
incorporated into treaties entered into by the U.K. ment where it appears to the Inspector that the true
provides for consultationbetween the contractingpar- amount of the profits cannot be readily ascertained.
ties with a view to preventing the double taxation
which would arise where one country made a transfer
pricing adjustmentand the other countrydid not make 1. Incorporated in Finance Act, Sec. 70.
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APPENDIX

THE TRANSFERPRICINGOF MULTINATIONALENTERPRISES

NOTESBY THE U.K. INLANDREVENUE1

1. Introduction 7. Scope of U.K. transferpricing law

These notes are primarilydesigned for the guidanceof over- Section 485 applies to sales of goods and other property let-
seas companieswhich have, or may be thinkingofsettingup, tings or hiring of property, grants and transfers of rights, in-
subsidiaries in the U.K.; but the law and practice described terests and licences and the giving of business facilities of

apply to U.K. resident companiesgenerally. whateverkind. Loan interest, patent royalties,management
fees, and payments for services are thus within its scope as

well as payments for goods. Contributionsby a subsidiaryto- 1
2. General -the arm's length principle wards costs incurred by the parent company are similarly

within its scope.
Priceschargedintransactionsbetweenconnectedcompanies
in a multinationalgroup (transferprices) may be designed to 8. Tax returns- assessrnentof profits- onus
meet the convenienceof the group as a whole. They will not of proof- rights of appeal
necessarilyproduce a figure of profit or loss which can be ac-

cepted for tax purposes.The U.K. law therefore,n common The U.K. system of taxing profits rectuires the taxpayer to
with that of many other countries, provides that these prices make a return of his profits each year to the appropriate In-
may be adjusted in arrivingat the taxableprofit or allowable spector of Taxes. It is normal for his return to be accom-
loss of a U.K. taxpayer. The price to which they may be ad- paniedby accounts and computationsin some detailinorder
justed is the arm's length price. This is the price which to substantiate the return. But the Inspector, if no return is
mighthave been expected if the partiesto the transactionhad made or if he is dissatisfied with a return which has been
been independentpersons dealing at arm's length, i.e. deal- made, is howeverempoweredto assess the liability to tax on
ing with each other in a normal commercial manner unaf- the basis of his own estimate of the profits. The taxpayerhas
fected by any special relationshipbetween them. a right of appeal to independent Commissioners (and from

the Commissioners,on a point of law, to the High Court and

3. Circumstancesin which adjustmentsmay be beyond) but it is for him in the first instance to disprove the l

made to transferprices
correctness of the assessment in such an appeal and not for
the Inspector to prove that it is correct.

The relevantlaw is largelycontainedin Section485 of the In-
come and CorporationTaxes Act (ICTA) 1970. This pro- 9. Adjustmentby agreement
vides the Inland Revenuewith power, for example, to adjust
a transfer price to the arm's length price in transactionsbe- If, however, the Inspector takes the view that it may be
tween a resident and a non-resident body of persons when necessaryto assess the profitson the basisofhisown estimate
one controls the other or both are under common control. he will normallyseek, in any case where substantialamounts

are at stake, to come to an agreementon the matterwith the
taxpayer either by correspondence or, very probably in a

4. Body of persons case where the adjustment of transfer prices is in point, by
discussion round the table as well.

A body of persons includes a partnershipas well as a com-

pany. 10. Requests for information

5. Residenceofacompany If it seems to the Inspector that it may be necessary to adjust
a company'stransferprices for tax purposeshe will normally,

The general rule is that a company is resident where the cen- therefore, in the first place, ask the U.K. companyfor the in-
tral controland managementof its tradeor businessis carried formation necessary to decide whether adjustments should
on. The applicationof the rule is a questionof fact. be made and what sort of adjustments. There is no standard

list of questions - each case will need to be looked at in the
light of its own special features. But the Inspectorwill gener-6. Control of a company ally be interested in such matters as who owns or controls the
company, what the nature of the trade is, how any group of

Control of a company has to be distinguishedfrom the con- which the company is a member is organised, what are the
trol and management of its trade or business. For the pur- functions of particular companies in the group, what the re-

poses of Section 485 it is defined in particular to mean, as in sults of the U.K. companies have been, how far they have
Section 534 of ICTA 1970, the power of a person to secure come up to expectationsand so on. The need for answers to
that the affairs of the company are conducted in accordance more detailed questions may emerge as the discussionspro-with his wishes, inter alia, by holding shares or possessing ceed.
votingpower in relation to that company (or any other com-

pany) or by virtue of ny powers conferredby the articles of
association or other document regulating that or any other 1. British Crown copyright. Reproducedwith the permissionof the Con-
company. troller of Her Britannic Majesty's Stationery Office.
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11. Powers to require information 16. Methodsof and considerationstaken into
account in arriving at arm's length prices

The Inland Revenue have power in certain circumstancesto

require the productionof informationfor tax purposes and, In ascertainingan arm's length price the Inland Revenuewill
in particularunder Section 17 of the Finance Act 1975, they often look for evidence of prices in similar transactionsbe-
may require a companyto produce informationwhich is rele- tween partieswho are in fact operatingat arm's length. They
vant to the adjustmentof transfer prices (not necessarily its may however find it more useful in some circumstances to
own transferprices)underSection485 of ICTA 1970. Powers start with the re-saleprice of the goods or servicesetc. and ar-

provided under Section 17 also include in certain cir- rive at the relevant arm's length purchaseprice by deducting
cumstances the power to require the productionof informa- an appropriate mark up. They may find it more convenient
tion (including books and accounts) from a U.K. resident on the other hand to start with the cost of the goods or ser-

company, which is relevant to transactionswith a 51% sub- vices and arrive at the arm's length price by addingan appro-
sidiary resident outside the U.K., including books and ac- priate mark up. But they will in practice use any method
countsof the subsidiary.This also applies where the transac- which seems likely to produce a satisfactoryresult. Theywill
tions are betweenU.K. residentand non-residentcompanies be guided in their search for an arm's length price by the con-

both ofwhichare 51% subsidiariesoftheU.K. residentcom- siderationsset out in the O.E.C.D.Reporton Multinationals
pany. (The U.K. parent company may however appeal and Transfer Pricing. (This Report examines the considera-
against the requirementto an independentbody ofCommis- tions which need to be taken into account in arrivingat arm's
sioners.) In addition, in certain circumstancesthe Boardmay length prices in general and also in particularin the contextof
require books and accounts and other documentsor records sales of goods, the provision of intra group services, the
which are relevant to a transfer pricing adjustment under transfer of technologyand rights to use trademarkswithin a

Section 485 to be produced for examinationby an Inspector group and the provisionof intra group loans.)
of Taxes on the taxpayer'spremises.

17. Settlementof problems
12. Confidentiality

The Inland Revenue recognise, as does the O.E.C.D. Re-
Officers of the Inland Revenue are governed by very strict port, that the evidence needed to establish an arm's length
rules about the confidentiality of information received by price may be hard to come by and difficult to interpret and
them in the course of their duties. They are prohibited from they recognise also that decisions on pricing in the arm's
disclosing such information except for tax purposes and, length situationwould have had to be taken in the lightof the
within that limitation, in very limited circumstancesstrictly facts which could have been known at the time whenthe deci-
defined by law. sion was made. It is with considerationslike this in mind that

they are concerned to settle transfer pricing adjustments as

13. Exchangeof informationwith other countries far as possible by discussion and agreement with the com-

panies concerned. They would hope as a result also to estab-

Disclosure is permitted (under strict safeguards) to other lish a reasonable basis of understandingwith the companies
countries' tax authorities under agreements for the reliefof for the future (possibly on the basis of a review after a

double taxaton and under the Directive concerningmutual numberof years).
assistance between tax authorities of the member States of
the EuropeanCommunities. (The Inland Revenue may also 18. Consultationwith othercountries
receive informationfrom other countriesunder these instru-
ments.) The Inland Revenue recognise that transfer pricing adjust-

ments may have a consequencenot only for U.K. tax but also

14. Inland Revenue Organisation for foreign tax. They are able, under the terms of some se-

venty agreements for the relief of double taxation and the

The Inland Revenue maintains a networkof local tax offices prevention of fiscal evasion, to exchange informationwith

spread over the wholeof the U.K. and normallythe affairs of the tax authoritiesof theirpartnercountrieson transferpric-
a taxpayer will be mainly dealt with by a local Inspector of ng matters among others and they often do this for the pur-
Taxes. But transfer pricing problems involving substantial Pose of ensuring that tax is adequately charged in the U.K.

amounts of money or mportantmatters of principle may be On the other hand, they are also able to consult and do con-

dealt with instead by a section of the central head office in sult with partner countries with a view to preventing unre-

London. (The affairs of oil companies including matters of lievable double taxation arising from (among other causes)
transfer pricing are dealt with by a centralisedOil Taxation the adjustmentof transferprices. A taxpayerwho fears that

Office in London.) unrelievabledouble taxation may result in his own case from
some action of the tax authoritiesof a treatypartnermay ask
the U.K. Inland Revenue to enter into such consultations

15. Objectivesand method of approach in and they will do so whenever the need arises. All that such a

adjusting transferprices for tax purposes taxpayer need do is to write a letter putting his request, and
giving the relevant details, to the International Tax Policy

The objectivesof both central and local offices are however Divisionofthe InlandRevenue in SomersetHouse,London.
the same. The principal objective is to ensure that the U.K. For such consultation to be effective however it will usually
taxpayeris payingthe properU.K. tax on its profitsunderthe be necessaryfor the request to be made in good time so as not

law. The Inland Revenue recognise, however, that answer- to be frustrated by the expiry of legal time limits for tax ad-

ing the many detailed questions which may be necessary for justmentseither in the U.K. or in the other country.
the achievement of this objective may impose an onerous

burden on the senior staffof companiesor their advisers and
they aim to keep these questions to a minimum by concen-

trating on the main pricing issues involved. [continued on p. 516]
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SR _A\ -A:

W-p. .#*. RecentChangesin theTaxLaw
By R.G L. de Slva

The Inland RevenueAct No. 28 of 1979 is the principal The base date for computation of capital gains has
law which imposes income, wealth and gift taxation in been changed from 1 April 1957 to l April 1977.
Sri Lanka. This Act replaced the Inland Revenue Act
No. 4 of 1963. The 1979 Act has been amendedseveral

Transferofcaptalassets on conversionofan
times in the recent past and these amendments have
introducedsignificantchanges in the tax system of the unincorporatedbusiness into a company

country. This article attempts to give an overview of
these changes, in particular the changes introduced Capital gains arising on or after l April 1987 from the

conseguent to the Budget proposals made for 1987 by
conversion of a business run as a sole proprietorship

the Minister of Finance and Planning.
or as a partnership into a limited liability company are

exempt from income tax provided that 80% of the
shares of the new limited liability company is held by
the former propretor or partners. Earlier the exemp-I. CAPITAL GAINS tion from tax on capital gains arising on conversion of

Change of ownershipof property
a business run as a sole proprietorshipor partnership
into a limited liability company was available only if
such a company was a quoted public company.

Income taxation on capital gains was first introduced
in Sri Lanka in 1959/60 with the implementationof tax

reforms recommendedby Professor Nicholas Kaldor. Sale of shares in quoted public companies
The recent amendment to the law provides for the

complete exemption from income tax of capital gains Capital gains arising from sale of shares in a quoted
arising on the sale of any property on or after 12 public company which were exempt from tax earlier

November1986 by a person who has owned such prop- have been made liable to tax as from 12 November

erty for over 25 years from the date of acquiston by 1986.
him. This exemption seeks to exclude from taxation
the capital gains that may accrue due to inflation over

II. DEPRECIATIONALLOWANCES
the years.
The profit arising from the sale of propertywithin two Depreciationon all plant machinery and fixtures used

years of its acquisition is now treated as normal income in a busness is allowed at 33V3% per annumwith effect
and not as capital gains and consequentlysuch income from 1 April 1987. Vehicles and office equipmentcan

is fully liable to tax at the rates applicable to the tax- be depreciated at 25% per annum. In the case of

payer. industrial or commercialbuildings the rate of deprecia-
The maximum rates of tax on capital gains effective

tion is 10% per annum.

from 12 November 1986 are as follows: Further when a capital asset is disposed of and re-

Period betweenacquisitionandsaleof placed within a year by a new capital asset by using the
full proceeds of the disposal, the gain arising from the

property Maximum rate oftax
2to 5years 25% disposal (which often happens due to inflation) will

5 to 15 years 17.5% not be added asincomeas was done earlier. The depre-
15 to 20 years 12.5% ciation allowance in respect of the new capital asset
20 to 25 years 5% will be granted on the difference between the cost of
Over 25 years 0 the new asset and the proceeds of disposal of the old

asset (i.e. net cost of the new asset).
Mr. R.G.L. de Silva is a Bachelorof Laws and anAttorney-at-
law of the SupremeCourt of Sri Lanka. He is currentlya Legal III. INCENTIVESFOR EXPORTS
Practitioner and an International Tax Counsel after having
been a Senior Official in Sri Lanka's Inland RevenueService.

Presently, he is the Honorary Secretary of the International Under the earlier law only the persons who finally
Fiscal Association (Sri Lanka Branch) exported goods and commodities (other than tradi-

tional exports, such as tea, rubber, coconut, etc.) were
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entitled to a 5-year tax holiday. In terms of the VII. HUSBANDAND WIFE
amendedprovisionsthistaxholidayhas been extended
with effect from 1 April 1987 to personswho manufac- Since 1979 incomes of husbandand wife are not aggre-
ture and supply goods and commodities to exporters gated and husbandand wife are treated as two separate
for export if such supplies are covered by domestic individuals for tax purposes. However, the income of
letters of credit issued by a bank on a back-to-back a child (under 18 years of age) of a resident individual
basis against an international letter of credit for the is aggregatedwith the income of his father. Where the
remittance to Sri Lanka of the foreign exchange value marriage of his parents fails, the income of the child is
of the exports. aggregated with the income of the parent who main-

tains him.Under the earlier law the 5-year tax holiday enjoyed
by a company engaged in exports commenced from
the year in which the company made its first export.
The new law provides for the commencementof the VIII. RATESOF INCOMETAXFOR INDIVIDUALS
tax holiday from the year in which the company first
makes a profit from exports and not from the year in Resident individuals and non-resident individuais are1 which the company makes the first export. taxed at the same progressive rates. A resident indi-

vidual is, however, entitled to a tax-free allowance of

Half-tax holiday on export profits 27,000 Rs. for a year of assessment.From l April 1986
the tax bands have been reduced from 11 to 5 and the

Previously a company which enjoyed the tax exemp-
maximum rate reduced from 55% to 50%. The current

tion of export profits was entitled to a reduction of progressive rates of tax applicable to an individual are

50% of the ncome tax payable on export profits for a
as follows:

further period of 10 years commencingfrom the date On the first 21,000 Rs. of the taxable income 10%
of expiration of the tax exemption provided the net

On the next 24,000 Rs. of the taxable income 20%

foreign exchange earnings from exports each year
On the next 24,000 Rs. of the taxable income 30%
On the next 24,000 Rs. of the taxable income 40%would not be less than 75% of the f.o.b, value of such
On the balance of taxable income 50%exports. Under the new law the 10-year half-tax holi-

day period mentioned above has been reduced to 5
years. Further the threshold of 75% for foreign ex-

change earnings during a year has also been reduced IX. COMPANYTAX RATES
1

to 50%.
Rates at which companies are taxed are as follows:

Resident companyIV. EXEMPTIONOF THE NRFC INTEREST
On the taxable income of a quoted public

The present 10-year exemption from income tax on company 40%
interest from deposits in non-residentforeigncurrency

On the taxable income of a private limited

accounts (NRFC accounts) in banks in Sri Lanka has liability company 50%
On dividendsdistributedby a residentcompany 20%been extended for all time without a time limit. De-

posits in NRFC accounts are also exempt from wealth
Non-residenttax. company
On the taxable income 50%

A non-residentcompany is also liable to tax on remit-
V. TAX EXEMPTIONSUNDER OTHER LAWS tances of profits abroad at 331b% of remittances or

111/9% of its taxable income, whichever is lower.
Apart from the tax exemptions and tax holidays
granted under the Inland Revenue Act, the Greater A non-resident company is not liable to tax on divi-

dendsdistributedas in the case of a residentcompany.Colombo Economic Commission Law, No. 4 of 1978
also provides for granting of the exemptions and tax
holidays to certain enterpriseswhich have entered into
agreements with the Greater Colombo Economic X. WITHHOLDINGTAX ON INTEREST
Commission established under the said Law No. 4 of
1979. As from 1 April 1986 every bank and financial institu-

tion is required to deduct from the interest payable by
it a withholding tax of 20% of the i,nterest. For the

VI. QUALIFYINGPAYMENTS purposes of the withholding tax the definition of in-
terest has been extended from 1 Aprl 1987 to cover

Medical expenses for indoor treatmentin a hospital or amounts paid as discounts in respect of bonds (other
a clinic incurredby an individual in any year commenc- than Government securities) issued by a bank or a

ing from 1 April 1987 have been included in the catego- financial institution. (See Bulletinfor InternationalFis-
ry of qualifying payments which are deductible in cal Documentation, Volume 7 (1986), at 310, for a

arriving at taxable income. detailed article on withholding tax.)
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XI. DEDUCTIONSOF INCOMETAXFROM XIII. APPEALS

INTEREST,ETC., PAYABLETO PERSONS
OUTSIDESRI LANKA Under the new law any appeal made after 1 April 1987

to the Commissioner General of Inland Revenue

Section 81 of the Inland Revenue Act, No. 28 of 1979 against an assessmentshall be agreed to or determined

requires that any person in Sri Lanka who pays or within two years from the date of receiptof the appeal,
credits to any person or partnershipoutside Sri Lanka unless the agreement or the determination of the ap-

any sum as interest, rent, ground rent, royalty or an- peal depends on furnishing of documents or taking of

nuity in respect of property in Sri Lanka or income any action by a person other than the appellant or the

arising in Sri Lanka shall deduct income tax at 331/3% Inland Revenue. Where such appeal is not so agreed
from the sum so payable, notwithstandingany agree- to or determined the appeal is deemed to have been
ment to the contrary. The new law provides for deduc- allowed and tax charged accordingly. This provision,
tion of tax at 33q3% or the lower rate (generally 10%) however, will not apply to appeals made to the Board

specified in respect of such income in double taxation of Review or to the Court of Appeal.
treaties entered into by Sri Lanka. The amendment to the law also provides for the ap-

pointment of a panel of adjudicators to hear appeals

XII. EXPATRIATEEMPLOYEES lodged with the CommssionerGeneral of Inland Rev-
enue. Any such adjudicator when authorized by the

Liability to income tax under Sri Lankan law is based
CommissionerGeneral will exercise the powers of the
CommissionerGeneral in regard to the hearing of an

on residence and not on citizenship. A resident person appeal be specified n such authorization.
is liable to tax on income wherever arising (global

as may

income) and a non-residentperson is liable to tax only
on income arising n or derived from Sri Lanka. An XIV. PENALTYFORFAILURETO FURNISH
indivdual is consdered resident or non-resident RETURN
on the basis of his presence in or absence from Sri
Lanka. A foreign citizen who arrives in Sri Lanka and
resides in Sri Lanka for a period (or periods in the

The CommissionerGeneral of Inland Revenue is em-

as sum

aggregate) exceeding six months during the year com- powered to impose penalty a not exceeding

mencing from the date of his arrival will be deemed to 5,000 Rs. for failure to furnish returns on income,
wealth and gifts. This limit has now been increased to

be a resident in Sri Lanka throughout that year if he 50,000 Rs.
is in Sri Lanka at the end of that year. If not, he will
be deemed resident up to the date of hs last depar-
ture in that year. However, in terms of Section 67(7) XV. ESTATE DUTY AND GIFT TAX
of the Inland Revenue Act, where a foreign citizen is

employed in Sr Lanka, he is deemed to be a non-res- Estate duty the estate of dying after 13
ident for tax purposes for three years calculated from

on a person
November 1985 and gift tax on gifts made after 13

the date on which he commences employment in Sri November 1985 have been abolished.
Lanka and consequently liable to income tax only on

income arising in Sri Lanka during the said period of
three years. Further, he will not be subject to tax at

progressive rates, but will be taxed at a flat rate of
25%.

[continued from p. 513]

19. Timelimitsforclaimsforcredit 20. Status of these notes

So far as concernsclaimingreliefforforeign tax againstU.K. These notes are for guidance only. They express the Inland

tax the normal rule is that a claim in respect of any income, Revenue's view of the law but they have no legal force and

must be made not later than six years from the end of the they do not affect any rights of appeal on points concerninga

chargeable period for which the income is chargeable to taxpayer's lability. Simlarly any description in these notes

U.K. tax. Howeverwhere such credit has been rendered in- of Inland Revenue approaches to the problem of transfer

sufficientby reason of an adjustment to the other country's pricing or practices in dealingwith this problem are not to be

tax the time limit for a claim to additionalcredit is six years taken as limitingthe Departmentto such approachesor prac-
from the time when the adjustment was made- Section 512 tices in any particularcase.

ICTA 1970.
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Prof. Dr. J.H. Christiaanse
1

IN GENERAL Following the New York Congress the U.S. Branch of
IFA made a generous donation to the treasuryof Cen-

The SecretaryGeneral, Prof. Dr. Jan H. Christiaanse, tral IFA of $ 16,000.paid homage to the outgoing General Treasurer, Mr.
P. den Boer, whose judicial administration of IFA's
funds has made that association a financially healthy NEW YORK CONGRESS 1986

organization. Prof. Christiaanse welcomed Mr. J.

Westerburgen as IFA's new General Treasurer. Mr. The 40th IFA Congress was held in New York at the

Westerburgen has a distinguished background as a
Marriott Marquis Hotel. It was again a very large

former official of the Dutch tax department who has Congress attended by 2,200 persons. IFA is indebted

in particular been very active within the OECD. to the Presidentof the Congress,Mr. Sandy Goldberg,
and the ladies of the Organizing Committee, in par-

The results of the questionnairesent to IFA members ticularMrs. Arlene Roberts and Mrs. ShirleyMunyan,
in 1985 have been analyzed by a research bureau of who organized a smoothly run congress. As was the
the Erasmus Universityof Rotterdam. Generally lFA case with the London Congress, the Opening Cere-
members are satisfied with the scientific and social mony took place on Sunday evening. For this purpose
features of the congresses, although new members the United Nationshad offered the Hall ofthe General
sometimes found the programmesless attractive. The Assemblywhere Mr. James A. Baker III, Secretary of
congress costs were generally considered to be high, the U.S. Treasury, and Mr. Olin, Under Secretary of
also in comparison to other congresses. A reduction in the United Nations, were present.
the amount of simultaneous translations would not
meet with too many objections. Some doubts existed Because of illness the Secretary General was not able

as to whether the inquiry was truly representative. A to attend the Congress. His function was taken over

fair part of the regular congressparticipantsgave their by Mr. R. Lenz (Switzerland).
opinion, but Asia and the Spanish speaking countries Mr. R.A. Schroder (U.S.A.) chaired the working ses-
were not as well represented as was hoped for. The sion on Subject I: The transferofassets into andoutof
results of the inquiry have been submitted to the Per- a taxing jurisdiction, Prof. Dr. A.J. Rdler (Germany)
manent Scientific Committee and to a committee acted as Discussion Leader, Mr. Y. Kergall (France)
selected from members of the Executive Committee was the General Reporter and Mrs. B. Zak (U.S.A.)
who have previously organized congresses. They will the Secretary. Panelists were Messrs. D. Rosenbloom
draw conclusionsfor possible improvementof the situ- (U.S.A.), G. Coulombe (Canada), R. von Siebenthal

1 ation. (Switzerland),M. Pires (Portugal)and G. Sass (EEC).
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Mr. F.J. Walsh (U.S.A.) chaired the working session The PSC has been discussing (in coordinationwith the
on Subject II: Currency fluctuationsand international Executive Committee) the institution of regional con-

double taxation, Mr. J.W.B. Westerburgen (Nether- gresses. Leading IFA members in India and the Far

lands) was the Discussion Leader and Mrs. M. Burge East feel removed from the regular IFA Congresses,
(U.S.A.) and Mr. P. Farber (U.S.A.) the co-General not only because of the distance, but also in that the

Reporters and Mr. S. Nauheim (U.S.A.) the Sec- subjects which are discussed are not always relevant to

retary. Panelists were Mrs. Jill Pagan (U.K.), Dr. S. their domestic problems. Regional congresses may,
Doria (Brazil), Mr. S. Kobayashi (Japan) and Mr. therefore, solve this problem.
D.C. Orrock (Australia).
Seminar A on Taxation of domestic shareholders on

undistributedincomeofforeigncorporateaffiliates;ob- EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

jectives, techniques and consequenceswas chaired by
Prof. B.J. Arnold (Canada). Panelistswere Messrs H. The ExecutiveCommitteemet in May 1987 in Brussels

Becker (Germany), M. Cayley (U.K.), D. Hund also at the invitaton of the Belgian-Luxembourg
(Netherlands), R.C. Pugh (U.S.A.) and D. Lemaire Branch. Mr. C.A. Poissant, First Vice President, had

(France). to retire because of statutory requirements. Two new 1
members were elected: Mr. D.C. Orrock (Australia)

Seminar B on International tax treatmentof common andMr. D.A. Ward (Canada). It was announcedthat
law trusts was chaired by Prof. H.P. Dale (U.S.A.). in honour of the 50th anniversary of IFA in 1988 two
The Secretary was Mr. J. de Carlo, Jr. (U.S.A.). special books will be issued to the membership to
Panelists were: Messrs. P. Gillioz (Switzerland), J. commemorate this occasion, i.e. a jubilee book de-
Killius (Germany), F. Tripet (France), D.T. Traut- scribing the first fifty years of IFA and (in cooperation
man (U.S.A.) and J.C. King (Australia). with the International Bureau of Fiscal Documenta-

Seminar C on Issues in state and local taxation in the tion) a book containing all of IFA's Resolutions

United States was chaired by Mr. P.T. Kaplan adopted in previous years together with a glossary in \

(U.S.A.). Panelists were Messrs. G. Carlson four languagesof the tax language used in the Resolu-

(U.S.A.), R.W.G. Chu (U.S.A.), J. Lees (Canada) tions. The ExecutiveCommitteereviewedthese publi-
and R. Leegstra (U.S.A.). cations and checked their progress.

Seminar D was on Taxation of income from invest-
ments in the United States real property by foreign Membershipfees

persons after the Foreign Investment in Real Property
Tax Act of 1980 (FIRPTA) and 1984 withholding As a direct result of the decline of the U.S. dollar a

amendments. The English group was chaired by Mr. slight increase was proposed. If this proposal is ap-
M. Langer (U.S.A.) with Messrs. M. Abrutyn proved the 1988 membership fees will be:

(U.S.A.), C. Estes (U.S.A.) and A. Fogarasi USS 40 for individual members of national IFA
(U.S.A.) as panelists. The seminar in the French lan- branches;
guage was conducted by Mr. L. Silverstein (U.S.A.) USS 45 for direct individual members of IFA;and Ms. C. Halphen (U.S.A.). The German speaking USS 100 for corporate members, both direct and of
group was addressed by Messrs. L. Levin (U.S.A.), national branches.
H. Conston (U.S.A.) and R.H. Sharpenberg
(U.S.A.).

National branches and membership
PERMANENTSCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE

During the New York Congress no new national
The PSC met in Brussels at the invitation of the Bel- branches were recognized but it was hoped that in

gian-Luxembourg Branch. Two new members have 1987 a Pakistan Branch would be established. Mr. A.
been appointed, i.e. Mr. O.P. Vaish (India) and Mr. Elvinger (Luxembourg)once again chaired the Nomi-
D. Tillinghast (U.S.A.). The PSC reviewed the pro- nations Committee, assisted by Mr. D.F.A. Davidson
ceedings of the New York Congress. Key factors for (U.K.), Mr. T. Miyatake (Japan) and Mr. J. Sainz
its successwere the thoroughpreparationof the Panels Alarcon (Mexico). A number of branches have been
and the briefingofthe panelists, the close coordination very active throughout the year by holding meetings
between the organizingBranch and seminar panelists, (including bilateral internationalmeetings), tax work-
and the close coordination between the organizing shops and seminars. To the extent news has been re-

Branch and Central IFA regarding the scientific infor- ceived by Central IFA of these meetings, the informa-
mation to be prepared and to be distributed to the tion has been passed on to the InternationalBureauof
participants. Some participants believe that panelists Fiscal Documenmtion for inclusion in the IFA News
sometimes took up too much time by repeating what Column in the Bulletin for International Fiscal
had been published in the Cahiers. The PSC will try to Documentation. The Secretary General renewed his
improve this situation by briefing the persons in- appeal to all persons involved in such meetings, to
volved. The procedurefor the adoptionof Resolutions send their branch news to Central IFA. In this manner

implemented after the London Congress has been member branches will be informed of each other ac- 1found to work well. tivities through the Bulletin.
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InternationalBureauofFiscalDocumentation Rio de Janeiro Congress 1989

The ties with the IBFD continue to be strong. Mr. The subjects for this Congress will be:
H.M.A.L. Hamaekers, the IBFD's Chief Executive,
succeeded Prof. J. van Hoorn Jr. in 1985 and has held Subject hI: The disregard of the legal entity. General

this position for more than a year. During the General Reporter: Dr. CondorcetPereira de Rezende (Brazil).
Assembly of the New York Congress in 1986 IFA Subject II: Administrativeandcompliancecosts. Gen-
recognized Prof. Van Hoorn's commitment towards eral Reporter: Prof. C. Sandford (U.K.).
the work of IFA and the IBFD by presentinghim with
a silver medal and conferring upon him the Honorary
Membershipof IFA. MITCHELLB. CARROLLPRIZE

The Secretary General was nominated as Member of
The Mitchell B. Carroll Prize, presented tothe IBFD'sBoard of Trusteesand attended its Annual persons
under 35 years of age who have submitted a paperMeeting in May 1987.
devoted to international fiscal law, comparative tax
law or national law having an important relation with
fiscal law n foreign countries, was awarded in 1987 to

BRUSSELS CONGRESS 1987 Dr. Bertram Fischer (Germany) for his work: Die
Gewinnermittlungfr die Krperschaftsteuerder US-

At the time this report was written, the preparations Einzelstaaten nach dem Konzept der unitary business
1 for the Brussels Congresswere finalized. The Opening taxation (Determinationof profits for corporate tax in

Ceremony will be held on Sunday evening 6 Sep- the individual states of the U.S.A., using the concept
tember 1987 at the Heyzel Congress Venue. It is ex- of unitary business taxation). The Jury decided to

pected that Prince Albert of Belgium will attend. award Honourable Mentions to Mr. Bernd Siefert

The officers for the 1987 Brussels Congress will be: for his book: Die Besteuerungbei der Entsendungvon

General Reporter for Subject I (Thefiscalresidenceof Arbeitskraften n das Ausland (Taxation when

companies) Prof. Dr. J.M. Rivier (Switzerland); and employeesare sent to work abroad) and to Mr. Dieter

for Subject II (Tax problems of liquidations of com-
Endres for his book: Die Besteuerungvon Direktinves-

panies) Prof. Dr. G. van Frayenhoven (Belgium).
titionen in Entwickelungslndern (Taxation of direct

Chairmen of Seminars A (Taxation and Human
nvestment in developingcountries).

Rights), B (Effectiveness of current competent auth-
ority proceduresfor reliefof nternationaldouble taxa-

tion), and C (Belgiun and Luxembourg -future de-
velopments) will be Messrs. M. Baltus (Belgium), L. Resolutions
Hinnekens (Belgium)and A. Elvinger (Luxembourg),
respectively. XLI IFA Congress,DiscussionLeaders will be Prof. H. Ault (U.S.A.) for
Subject I and Prof. N. Mattsson (Sweden) for Subject Brussels 1987II. Chairmen of the Resolutions Committees will be
Prof. Avv. P. Adonnino for Subject I and Mr. A.
Gauthier (Canada) for Subject II. The various panels SUBJECT I:
will be assisted by distinguished IFA members.

The Fiscal Residence of Companies

Resolution (original version)
FUTURE CONGRESSES

The XLI IFA Congress:
AmsterdamCongress 1988 (50thAnniversaryof

RECALLING its Resolution of the XLth Congress,IFA) New York, 1986 of Subject I, Transfer of assets nto
and out of a taxing jurisdiction,

The subjects for the Amsterdam Congresswere deter- TAKING NOTE of the twenty-nneNational Reportsmined as follows:
and the General Report as published in Cahiers Vol-

Subject I: Recognitionofforeignenterprisesas taxable ume LXXIIa, and
entities. General Reporter: Prof. Dr. C. van Raad
(Netherlands). TAKING FURTHER NOTE of the discussions held

during the Congresson September7th, 1987, in which
Subject II: Tax treatmentof computersoftware. Gen- itwas generally recognised that:
eral Re orters: Messrs. J. Jones and R. Mattson
(U.S.A.). l. the continuous expansion of international busi-

ness, makes it increasingly important to determinethe
Seminar A: Data processing in taxation. Chairman: fiscal residence of companiesso as not to create obsta-
Dr. H. Sebiger (Germany). cles to such internationalexpansion;
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2. there is a need for clearand well-definedrules with 4. in the present state of corporateand tax legislation
respect to this complex and difficult issue; it appears difficult to expect that countries should de-

3. there are two different basic approaches to the part from their national definition of corporate resi-

determinationof fiscal residence of companies: dence, but nevertheless international double taxation

(a) there is the so-called formal approach which, for resulting from the application of such national defini-

example, considers the place of incorporation or
tions should be avoided;

the statutory seat, RECOMMENDSTHAT:
(b) there is the so-called substantiveapproach,which,

for example, considers central management and 1. double taxation agreementseliminate (i) instances
control, day-to-day management, main business of double taxation and (ii) ineligibilityfor treaty bene-

activity, or residence of the controlling sharehold- fits resulting from the application of domestic defini-
ers; tions of residence by providing a hierarchy of tests

4. there is also diversity in the manner in which the resolving cases of dual residence and by applying
constituent aspects and rules of these approaches are

mutual agreement procedures to issues remainingun-

interpreted or applied;
resolved thereunder;

5. furthermore, the significance of fiscal residence 2. limitations of treaty benefits in cases of treaty
varies according to whether a country taxes a resident shopping should be restricted to cases of abuse fully

company on a world-widebasis or on the territoriality and clearly identified in the double taxation agree-

basis, being less important in the latter case;
ment.

6. the conflict arising from the above-mentioneddif-
ferences can result in inadvertent multiple residence SUBJECT II:
of companiesor deliberatemultiple residence of com- The Problemsof the Liquidationof
panies; Corporations
7. there are circumstanceswhere the transferof fiscal
residence or the migration of companies (where this
entails the transfer of fiscal residence) may lead to

Resolution (original version)
incidences of premature or double taxation, for the

The XLI IFA Congress:
company or its shareholders;
8. the matter of residence is further complicated by TAKING NOTE of twenty-six National Reports and

the departure from domestic notions of residence in the General Report as published in Cahiers de droit

certain double taxation agreements; fiscal international-VolumeLXXIIb,deuximesujet,
and

9. the basic issues of residence may also be compli-
cated when countries in dealing with treaty shopping TAKING FURTHER NOTE of the discussions held

(which may entail abusive or undue utilisationof dou- during the Congress on 8th September 1987, where

ble taxation agreementsbetween two countriesby per- the subject was analysed by considering the following
sons of third countries) seek to limit, in their domestic questions:
legislation or bilateral double taxation agreements, 1. Are there any reasons to tax the incomeof a corpo-
the applicabilityof treaty benefits by: ration differently during the period of liquidation
(a) modifying the definition of residence for treaty

2. Should distributions to shareholders, in excess of
purposes, or

(b) prescribing restrictive rules concerning the cir- the capital invested, be treated as capital gains, divi-

cumstances in which a resident of one of the Con- dends or a combinationof both

tracting States may claim the benefits of the reliev- 3. How should losses, incurred eitherby the corpora-
ing provisions of a double taxation agreenent, in tion or by the shareholders, be treated
respect of taxation imposed by the other Contract-
ing State; 4. Could international double taxation result from

liquidation and, if affirmative, how could such double
CONSIDERINGTHAT: taxation be eliminated
1. durng the discussions different preferences were

expressedwith respect to the basic approaches; I. CONSIDERINGTHAT:

2. such lack of consensus resulted from: 1. the general consensusof the assembly was that the

(a) differing backgrounds, historical developments usual rules of taxation should continue to apply during
and experienceofthe various countries, and the period of lquidation recognizing, however, that

(b) the fact that each approach has advantages and particular features of domestic tax systems and the

disadvantages; need to revalue the assets of the corporations may

3. the theoreticalmerits of the substantive approach require special rules;
were stressed by some speakers whereas the prac- 2. it is desirable that the taxation rules be neutral, in
ticalities of the formal approach were underlined by that they should not be a factor in deciding whether or

others; not to liquidate;
1987 InternationalBureauof Fiscal Documentation
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RECOMMENDSTHAT: RECOMMENDSTHAT:

the usual rules of taxationcontinue to apply during the the capital invested by the shareholders, adjusted to

period of liquidation with as few exceptions as possi- take inflation into account, be recovered free of any
ble. taxation.

IV. CONSIDERING:
II. CONSIDERINGTHAT: 1. that the States that tax the distributions to share-
1. certain States tax distributions without allowing holders in excess of the capital invested treat them as

the deduction of losses incurred by shareholders; capital gains, dividends or a combinationof both;
2. the general consensus of the assembly was that 2. the diversity of opinions expressed by the assem-

gains should not be taxed without correspondingrelief bly;
for losses of a similar nature; 3. that such different treatmentmay result in interna-

tional double taxation;
RECOMMENDSTHAT:

4. the importanceof this matter having regard to the
losses incurred by shareholdersas a result of the liqui- increasing free movement of capital;dation of a corporation, including losses arising from

1 liabilities assumed by shareholders,should qualify for 5. the desirability to eliminate double taxation;
corresponding tax relief provided that distributions 6. the general considerationgiven to model conven-

f are taxable without discrimination for individual tions;
shareholders.

RECOMMENDSTHAT:

1. States specifically consider and solve the double
III. CONSIDERINGTHAT: taxation that could result from corporate liquidations,
1. the unanimous view was that the capital invested when negotiating tax conventions;
by shareholdersshould be recovered free of tax; 2. internationalorganisationsdraftingmodel conven-

2. the general consensus was that such capital be ad- tions study the provisions that could be inserted in
justed to take inflation into account; such model conventions to prevent double taxation.

FRENCH BRANCH

Board meeting 1988 Amsterdam Congress of IFA submitted by
Messrs. Andrieux and Le Gall on the recognition of

On 18 June 1987 the Board of the French Branch of foreign enterprises as taxable entities and by Mr.Yan
IFA met under the Presidencyof Mr. Delorme. Points de Kergos on the tax treatment of computer software
of discussion were the acceptance of candidates for were very much appreciated.
membership and the Annual Congress to be held in
September in Brussels, where Mr. Baconnier, Direc- Preparations are being made for a seminar on 2 De-

cember 1987 on hedging operations on the financial
tor General of Taxes, would participate in the seminar
on the Human Rights Convention. As a response to

market. There will be a panel to be chaired by Mr.

the proposed increase of the membership fees (as a
Grard de la Martinire, Finance Inspector and Pres-

result of the drop in the value of the U.S. dollar) some
ident of the Chambre de Compensations des Instru-

board members suggested to quote the membership
ments Financiers in Paris. Members of the panel will
be: Messrs. Jean Lemirre, Finance Inspectorand Di-

fees henceforth in Dutch florins since most expenses
are incurred in that currency. Speaking for the French rector of the Service de Lgislation Fiscale; Xavier de

Branch of IFA the President proposed to hold in 1994 Sarrau, Legal and Tax Counsellor; Michel Taly, Sec-

or 1995 an IFA Congress in Cannes. This suggestion retary General of the Banque Lazard Instruments

met with the approval of the persons present. Financiers; and Pascal Coudin. No seminars will be
held outside Paris in 1977 but the President of the
French Branch is discussing the possibility of organiz-

Branch meeting ing a local seminar in either Toulouse or Montpellier
in 1988.

On 11 June 1987 a Branch meetingwas held which was The next meeting has been set for 27 October 1987 at
.1 attended by about 100 members. The reports for the the ANSA building in Paris (18.00 hrs.).
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XIIIthSymposiumof such a distribution should be adjusted to each one of
those levels or spheresof jurisdiction in order to insure

theLatinAmerican
an efficient and balanced functioningof the state as a

whole, not only so as to adequately satisfy the needs
of the public, but also to establish a fair contribution

TaxLaw Institute* by the affected persons;

the superposition of the same or even different levels
or spheres of jurisdiction on identical facts or transac-
tions should be rejected in as much as they are contrary

The XIIIth Symposiumof the Latin AmericanTax to the principal of the capacity to pay tax and the
Law Institute was successfullyconducted on 14-17 plenary developmentof economic activities;
September 1987 in Palma de Mallorca, Spain. The the different levels spheres of jurisdiction shouldor
InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentationwas coordinate the exercise of their respective tax related
representedat the Symposiumby Mr. Miguel Gar- in horizontal and vertical in
ca Caballero who has translated the resolutions. competences a manner

order to rationalize at the maximum the exercise of
The English translation of the resolutions printed such competences,protect the of taxation and
in this issue is an unofficial translation. The official

sources

text is in Spanish.
not exceed a reasonable level of total tax burden;
the distributionof tax related competencesshould not
obstruct the realization of a national economic and

SUBJECTI (JURIDICAL) social policy.
Allocationof tax relatedcompetencebetween
differentgovernmentallevels SUBJECTII (ECONOMICS):

Distributionofpublicexpendituresbetweenthe
The XIIIth Symposium: differentgovernmentallevels
IN CONSIDERATIONOF:

The XIIIth Symposium:
the national reports submitted by E. Builit (Argenti-
na), D. de Campo (Brazil); L. Cruz (Colombia); IN CONSIDERATIONOF:

E. Gonzalez (Spain); F. Rodriques (Portugal); and the national reports of Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador,
A. Mazz (Uruguay); Spain and Uruguay and the technical communications

the general report of J. Ramallo, and the remarks submitted on the subject;
made during the working sessions; the discussions and the debates of the delegates pre-

sent;
CONSIDERINGTHAT:

in substance the recommendationsadopted in the first CONSII)ERINGTftAT

symposium on Subject III held at Montevideoand the the supply of public goods and services by local auth-
third symposium on Subject IV of Sao Paulo are orities permits, in principle, greater access to the tax-
ratified; payer, and better understanding of the taxpayer, and

there are three fundamental competenceswhich exist a better adaptation of public expenditures to the

in the public revenue sector: namely, the competence peculiarities of each collective in considerationof the

to issue provisions, the competence to administer pertinent political mechanisms;
those provisions, and the competence to dispose of or when (he public goods or services concerned are
utilize the revenues; and all these may be performed clearly indivisible and effect the nation as a whole or
either fully by a single entity or shared by several have important external effects in relation to the vari-
entities; ous regions, the competence is preferablycentralized;
the principal of legality, which is at the core of tax law, the greater the degree of autonomy and decentraliza-
cannot disregard its origin in the principal of consent tion the greater the risk of consolidation and increase
by the citizens to be subject to the burdens of societY in differences in production, income, and wealth be-
and, consequently, laws produced by representative
assemblies which are constitutionallyrecognized can-

not be denied legitimacy as sources of positive law in * The Latin American Institute of Tax Law (ILADT) is a Spanish-Por-
their respective branches; tuguese speaking regional tax organization. Member countries are the

Spanish and Portuguese speaking countries in Latin America and Spain
RECOMMENDSTHAT: and Portugal; each of these countries has its own Institute/Associationof

Tax/Finance Law studies which are branches agglutinating national tax

the distribution of tax competences between dfferent experts of recognized prestige. The ILADT holds its Jornadas (sym-
levels or spheres of jurisdiction in a country corre- posiums) once every two years in September immediately before or after

spond to the constitutional power to issue provisions
the annual IFA Congress and, where feasible, not far from the place where

with the possibility of being implemented by ordinary
the IFA Congress takes place. The Resolutions adopted in ILADT's Jor-
nadas are often taken into consideration by the authorities of most Latin

legislation where constitutionallyprovided; American countries.
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tween the different regions of the country which, con- of the Inland Revenue Ordinance and which states
sequently, requires compensatorymechanisms; that salaries tax is charged on every person in respect
the fact that a local authority may assume the respon-

of his income arising in or derived from Hong Kong
sibility for the expenditure, but not the unpopular from any office or employmentof profit. For this pur-
responsibility to finance the expenditure, does not pose income arising or derived from Hong Kong from
stimulate the exploration of its own taxable basis and any employment includes all income derived from ser-

excludes the need to evaluatecosts and benefitsessen-
vices rendered in Hong Kong and in determining

tial in any economic decision; whether or not all the services are rendered outside of
Hong Kong no account is taken of services rendered

the existence of theoretical difficulties to specify the in Hong Kong during visits not exceeding a total of 60
service corresponding to each level impedes a strict days in an assessment year. It was the question what
allocation between the leveis; is meant by visits which exercised the High Court of

Hong Kong in the case of Commissioner of Inland
RECOMMENDSTHAT: Revenue vs So Chak Kwong, Jack which was heard
1. the allocation of responsibilities in the supply of before Mr. Justice Mortimer on 15 October 1986.

public goods and services between the different levels The appeal had arisen from a decision of the Board of
of governmentshould be as flexible as possible, taking Review which had found in favour of the taxpayer's
into consideration the nature of such goods and ser- contention that although his visits to Hong Kong ex-

vices; ceeded 60 days he spent less than 60 days in Hong
2. any competence in respect to expenditures should Kong on business during the relevant year of assess-f

be accompanied by a sufficient parallel power to col- ment, the balance being spent on holiday in Hong
lect taxes, reducing intergovernmental transfers; Kong.
3. notwithstanding, reallocation measures should be The facts in the case were briefly that Mr. So was

established to help the regions attain levels of public employedby a Hong Kongcompanyand was seconded
welfare and services comparable to the other regons to a subsidiary overseas to explore and develop mar-

of the country. kets in Europe, the Middle East and North America.
Although he was providedwith accommodationby his
overseas employer his family remained in Hong Kong
for not only was his wife employed in Hong Kong, but
his children were at school in Hong Kong. Mr. So was

required to visit Hong Kong from time to time for
1-ONG KONG: business consultationswith the Chairman of the Hong

Kong company who was also the Chairman of the

The overseas subsidiary. The Hong Kong parent provided
the majority of the support services for the overseas

So ChakKwongCase companyand indeed Mr. So's remunerationwas borne
by the parent. The overseas subsidiary bore the costs
of Mr. So's accommodationand related costs which by

By I.W: Harris agreement with the overseas Revenue authority were

reimbursedon a cost plus basis.

At first glance the Hong Kong Inland Revenue Ordi- Mr. So returned to Hong Kong during the year in
nance may appear to be very simple because even after
some 40 years of operation and in what is now a very I.W. Harris was born n England and educated there, but
major trading and financial centre the legislation still moved to Southern Rhodesiawith hs parents and started his
does not extend beyond 150 pages in the official ver- career n the Tax Departmentof the Governmentof the Fed-
sion. However, perhaps because of its simplicity eration of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. When the Federation
coupledwith both the sophisticationof the Hong Kong broke up in 1963 hethen moved to Malawi as ChiefAssessor,
economy and the productivity of the Inland Revenue and was argely responsble for settng up a PAYE system
Ordinance (collection costs were only 1.54% in 1985/ there In 1966 he moved to the Hong Kong Inland Revenue

86) it is perhaps not surprising that a number of dis- Department servng in varous areas including having re-

putes do occur between the taxpayer and the fisc. sponsibility for the implementationof whathassince become
a sophisticated computer system. In 1976, after 21 years

One such instanceof a disputewhich may be of interest Government service he moved to the Hong Kong Bank as

to international businessmen and which indeed may Assistant Group Tax Advser taking over as Group Tax Ad-
have repercussionselsewhere was decided recently by viser n 1979, which position nvoves al aspects of the Hong
the Hong Kong High Court. The internationalinterest Kong Bank Group's taxation n over 40 countrieswhere there

arises because Hong Kong's own legislation is based are branches and subsidiaries. He is Secretary of the Hong
on the model Colonial Ordinance which also provides Kong Branch of the Internationa Fiscal Association, and

Chairman of the Taxation Committee of the Hong Kong Gen-the basis of legislation found in many other countries eral Chamber of Commerce. He speaks frequently at tax
throughout the world. The particular piece of legisla- conferences in Hong Kong, Singapore and elsewhere, and
tion which is the subject of this article is the general also contributes to tax journals around the world.
charging section for salaries tax contained in Section 8
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queston on 10 separate occasons and often timed rather than the words services rendered . In his
these visits in conjunction with the public holidays in judgement, Mr. Justice Mortimer said that the only
Hong Kong. As a result, out of the total of 108 days reasonable construction was that the legislation was

spent in Hong Kong during the year only 28 were intended to cover visits of any kind provided that ser-

actually spent on business, the balance being spent on vices were performed during the visits. Mr. Justice
leisure. Mortimer confirmed therefore that the 60 days
The relevant part of the Inland Revenue Ordinance clearly qualified the word visits and therefore al-

that was at issue was Section 8(lB) which reads:
lowed the Revenue's appeal.

In determiningwhetheror not all services are rendered It would appear therefore that the views of the Reve-
outside the Colony for the purposes of subsection (lA) nue have received judicial approval in that a person
no account shall be taken of services rendered in the cannot visit the family in Hong Kongwithout adding
Colony during visits not exceeding a total of 60 days in the total days used for determining tax liability. This
the basis period for the year of assessment. stand had presumably been confirmed in a Board of

Counsel for the taxpayer conceded that the taxpayer's Review case which has been published as Case DY/

incomecame from a Hong Kong employmentbecause 821.
the remunerationcame from a Hong Kong entity, but
contended,however, that all the serviceswere render- A more recentdispute that has addressedthe attention
ed outside of Hong Kong and for this purpose, visits of the Courts has been the question of a taxpayerwith
to Hong Kong on business for periods totalling less a foreign employmentwho renders services outside of
than 60 days in the year did not render the taxpayer Hong Kong. Mr. Justice Macdougallhandeddown his
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In-depth introduction to transfer pricing, with country surveys including:
introduction to corporate taxation;-

arm's length prnciple, and concepts of associatedenterprises and control in law;-

methods of arm's length pricing;-

methods of price adjustmentsand correspondingadjustments;-

specific transactions (sale and use of tangibleproperty, transferof intangbleproperty, services, loans, cost-shar-
-

ing and cost-funding agreements;
specific sections (banking, pharmaceuticals,etc.);-

transfer pricing rules in the tax treaties;-

compliance and litigation aspects (authority to make adjustments, advance rulings, special audit techniques,-

exchange of information, mutual exchange agreement procedures, etc.);
texts of relevant documentsand provisions in laws, regulationsand treaties (in English) includingOECD Reports-
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Countries to be covered:
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FIRST SOUTH ASIA REGIONAL CONFERENCE

Under the auspices of the

INTERNATIONALFISCAL ASSOCIATION

New Delhi, India, 18-20 February 1988

PROGRAMME

TOPICS:

1. Direct tax structure with particular reference to provisions relating to foreign entities

doing business in/with the host country.

2. Situation regarding double tax treaties.

The National Branches of IFA existing in India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka will be well

represented. There will also be representativesfrom Bangladeshand Nepal.

Participation is expected from the Far East (Singapore, Hong Kong, Korea and Japan), as

well as from Europe and the U.S.A. This varied participationwill provide for an interna-

tional exchange of views.

The conference is open to finance directors, tax managers of companies, senior members
of accountingand law firms, fiscal economists and tax administrators.

FEE: USS 80.00 for delegates
USS 20.00 for accompanyingpersons

Included in the fee are documentation,luncheons, receptions, and a cultural programme.
The accompanyingpersons' fee includes a social programme. Block bookings are being
made in hotels at a discount rate. Hotel rates range from USS 35 to USS 120. Local

participants offer accommodation in their homes to foreign.delegates who are accom-

panied by their spouses. Requests must be made in advance. Several attractive pre and

post conference tours are offered. Applications for attendance should be made to the
INDIABRANCHOF IFA including a bankdraftin USS covering the fees. If hotel accommo-

dation is required an express request should be made.

Please register before'20January 1988 with:

Mr. O.P. Vaish Telex: . 031-65651 OPV IN
Chairman Cable: 'ARGUMENT'
India Branchof IFA Phones: 382940, 283283 .

Flat No. 7,10 Hailey Road
New Delhi 110001

J

'
!

India E
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TheArgentineWealthTaxand
ItsTransborderEffects
or TaxForeigners-TheyHaveNo Vote
By H.A. Sherman

I. OVERVIEW

In 1985, the Governmentof Argentina amended its wealth tax legislation. .,

The consequence was an imposition of wealth tax on individual foreign
shareholders having a direct or an indirect interest in an Argentine com- 1

pany. Such an indirect interest could include, for example, a foreign .:'
.'

individualowning shares in a foreign multinationalcorporationwhich has
an Argentine affiliate.

.*jSome countries restrct the imposition of wealth tax to residents of the '

particularcountry,whereasothers also subjectnon-residentsto wealth tax
on assets situated in the pertinent country. Even in those jurisdictions
where the wealth tax is based on assets within that jurisdiction, tax is

imposedon the ownerof the assets concerned,neveron indirectowners.

This new legislation is a clear case of the extraterritorialapplicationof tax
law by Argentina. It is dangerousbecause it creates an unfortunateprece-
dent which may be followed by other developing countries. There are

similaritiesbetween this new wealth tax and the unitary basis of taxation, Arnold Sherman, F.C.A., C.A. (Canada),
an

imposed by certain U.S. states on subsidiaries of non-U.S. parent com-
A.T.I.l., is international tax consultant,
based in Calgary, Canada. He is Editorial

panies doing business in those states. Consultant to the Bureau. He has more

It would obviously not be possible for the Argentine tax authorities to than 25 years' experience in the interna-
tional tax field and has worked on prob-

exact the tax from non-resident individuals. Consequently, the new lems in over 60 countries during that
Wealth Tax Law makes every Argentinecompanywith foreign sharehold- period.
ers liable to pay the tax on behalf of the ultimate foreign shareholders. Mr. Sherman is a frequent speaker at tax
The Argentine company which has paid the tax is given the theoretical conferences and semnars, he has written

right to collect the tax from the individual foreigners on whom it is many articles for professional journals and

imposed. is the joint author of Migration- Canada,
published in 1985 by Kluwer.

The effect of this new Wealth Tax Law is a piercing of the corporateveil.
The law looks through foreign corporationsto their shareholders,making H.A. Sherman
these foreign corporationsfiscally transparent.

OPERATIONOFTHEARGENTINEWEALTHTAXSYSTEM

Resident corporationsare subject to tax on assets located Resident individualshareholdersare subject to tax on the

in Argentina at the rate of 1.5%. value of their shares but they may credit the tax paid at

Resident individualsare subject to tax on assets (including the corporate level against their tax liability (result: only
shares) located in Argentina at rates ranging from 0%- where their individual liability exceeds 1.5% they must

2%. pay excess tax; note there is no refund for overpayment
Non-residentcorporationsare subject to tax on the value of tax).
of their permanent establishment located in Argentina at Non-residentcorporateshareholdersarenotsubject to tax

the rate of 1.5%. on shareholdings in Argentine corporations; the Argen-
Non-resident individuais are subject to tax on assets 10- tine corporations,however, must pay 2% tax on behalf of

cated in Argentina (including shares issued by Argentine their non-resident individual shareholders, subject to a

corporations) at a flat rate of 2%. credit for the 1.5% tax paid by the domestic corporation
With respect to shares the following applies: so that the effective tax is 0.5%.

Residentcorporateshareholdersowning shares in another Non-resident individual shareholders are subject to 2%

domesticcorporationare exempt from tax on the value of tax on the value of shares issued by Argentine corpora-

the shares concerned, but their individual shareholders tons.

may credit 1.5% net worth tax against their net wealth tax

liability (see below).
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II. BACKGROUNDOF THE NEWARGENTINE IV. IMPACT OF THE NEW WEALTH TAX
WEALTHTAXLEGISLATION

The wealth tax paid by the responsibleArgentinecom-

Law 21,282, promulgated on 2 April 1976, provided pany is not deductiblefrom Argentine taxable income,
for a net wealth tax on Argentine residents. This law, as the tax is paid on account of non-residents from
however, exceptedsharesand similarcapitalparticipa- whom it is theoretically recoverable. Wealth tax so

tions. The maximum tax rate was 1.5%. paid may be considered by the Argentine tax auth-

Law 23,297, primarily a revenue-raisingmeasure, was
orities to be a distributionofprofits to the non-resident

promulgated on 28 October 1985. It made a number and consequentlysubject to Argentine dividendwith-

of changes to the former law, effective on 31 De- holding tax at 17.5%.

cember 1985. The changes included: An estimateof the gross cost of this tax to an Argentine
not attempt to

o Imposing a flat 2% rate of wealth tax on non-res- company (which does recover it) is as

follows:
dents, subject to a credit of up to 1.5% (see below).

o Eliminating the exemption for shares, capital par- Wealth tax paid 100.0

ticpations, etc. Dividend withholding tax at 17.5% on the
o An irrebuttable presumption that the taxable as- gross payment (121.2) 21.2

sets of non-residents are owned by individuals or 121.2

estates, even when ownership is through a foreign Income tax at 33% on 180.9 59.7

corporation or other entity. In other words, this Equivalentpre-tax cost to Argentine company 180.9
provson pierces the (foreign) corporate veil.

o Making local Argentine subsidiarieswith non-res- This increases the effectivegross cost of the wealth tax

ident shareholders liable to pay the tax, but with from 2% to 3.6%.

the right to recoversuch tax from the foreignshare- As the regulations to the new wealth tax law have not
holders on whom it is theoreticallyimposed. Non- yet been promulgated, it is not clear that the above
payment of tax would make the Argentine com- calculation is necessarily acceptable to the Argentine
pany subject to interestand penalties,even though tax authorities. Another basis of calculation has been
the companys effectivelyonly treatedas the agent suggested, but the gross cost would not be changed
of the indirect (individual) foreign shareholders. significantly.

A translationof the relevantportionof Art. 14 of Law It is unlikely that an Argentine subsidiaryof a foreign
23,297 will be found in Appendix A. company would seek to recover the tax from the indi-

It is understood that an opinion has been obtained vidual shareholdersof its parent. Even if it did so and

from Argentine counsel to the effect that this new law was successful, those individual shareholders, under

iS constitutional; any attempt to overthrow it on con- almost all tax systems,would not be able to claim a tax

stitutional grounds would be unlikely to succeed. One credit against their domestic tax liability. The tax

key factor in this opinion is that the law applies to wouldbe consideredto be a capital tax imposedon the

Argentine residents as well as to non-residents. local (Argentine) company or, at best, on the corpo-
rate shareholder of the Argentine company. Few, if
any, taxing jurisdictions permit the piercing of the
corporate veil which would be necessary in order that

III. BASIS OF TAXATION the tax be creditable.

Nevertheless, from the economicviewpoint, the indi-
The tax is levied on net wealth located in Argentinaat vidual foreignshareholderwill bear the tax, evenwhen
31 December in each year. There are limited exemp- t s not passed on, since it will reduce amounts availa-
tions, including federal, provincialand municipalgov- ble to the shareholders in the form of future dividends
ernment bonds. or capital gains.
Rules are prescribed for the valuation of property
subject to the net wealth tax. These rules are applied
to the assets owned by Argentinecompanies to deter-
mine the total value of the company which is subject V. TAX TREATYCONSIDERATIONS

to the net wealth tax. For example, immovableprop-
erty is valued at cost, adjustedby inflation indices and A. The model treaties
reduced by depreciation. A similar basis is applied to

,
some other assets such as cars, boats, airplanes and There are two model tax treaties which are relevant:
yachts. Shares and other securities are valued at their
quoted prices. 1. The OECDModelDoubleTaxationTreaty (1977)
As already noted, the tax is applied at progressive Article 22 of the OECD Model is reproduced in Ap-
rates from 0 to 2% for residents, but at a flat rate of pendix B. Subsection (4) protects the non-Argentine
2% for non-residents. However, the Argentine com- shareholder from wealth tax.

pany responsible for paying the tax can treat the net Even though Argentina is not an OECD member,
worth tax which it pays on its own account as an ad- some of its tax treaties include a provision which is
vance payment, to be credited against the 2% tax. similar to Article 22(4) of the 1977 Model Treaty.
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2. The U.N. Model Double Tax Treaty (1980) Sweden (effective as of 1 January 1963)
Article 22 reproduces in brackets Article 22 of the Article I does not list the Argentine net wealth tax as
OECD Model, with the following comment: being covered by the treaty. Article XV (reproduced

The Group decided to leave to bilateral negotiations in AppendixB) refers to the future impositionof taxes
the question of the taxation of the capital represented on capital and setsout the provisionswhichshall apply.
by immovable property and movable property and of As can be seen, these provisions are ambiguous. The
all other elementsof capital of a residentof a Contract- term capitalof a residentof the territoryof one of the
ing State. Should the negotiating parties decide to in- Contracting Governments could be construed as re-
clude in the Convention an article on the taxation of lating to capital owned by a Swedish resident, or to the
capital, they will have to determine whether to use the capital of the Argentine subsidiary. Consequently, itswordingof paragraph4 as shown or wording that leaves effect is indeterminate.
taxation to the State in which the capital is located.

U.S.A. (net yet ratified)
B. ActualArgentine treaty provisions Article 22 is reproduced in Appendix B. This Article
The following is a summary of relevant treaty provi- may be interpretedby reference to the technicalexpla-
sions ln Argentina's tax treaties: nation of the treaty prepared by the United States

authorities. Relevant parts of the explanationof Arti-
Austria (entered into force 17 January 1983) cle 22 read as follows:

Article 22(4) and (5), reproduced in AppendixB, im- This Article sets forth rules governing the right to tax

poses wealth tax on residentsof Austriaowningshares various capital assets.... Corporate shares and rights
or other participations in Argentine companies. may be taxed where the company is resident. These

rules do not confer an exclusive taxing right on the State

Bolivia (entered into force 4 June 1979) mentioned, but assign the primary taxing right to that
State.

Article 18 (Net wealth tax) reads: Based on that explanation, it would appear that U.S.
Net wealth situated within the territory of one of the residents will not be protected from the Argentine
Contracting States shall be taxable only by that State. wealth tax by the treaty (when ratified).

This will permit Argentina to tax Bolivian residents.
C. Future tax treaties

Brazil (entered into force 7 December 1982)
The Argentinewealth tax is not coveredby this treaty Havingjust imposedthis new wealth tax on foreigners,
(see ArticleII- taxescovered,not reproducedhere). Argentina will almost certainly resist any suggestion

from its future treatypartners that it shouldsurrender,
Canada (no treaty) by treaty, its right to impose the wealth tax.

A draft tax treaty has been initialled, but has not yet
been published. It is understoodthat this draftwill not

protect the Canadian resident from Argentine wealth VI. PROBLEMAREAS
tax.

A number of problemshave already been identified in
Chile (entered into force 19 December 1985) the discussion above:
Article 19 (Net wealth tax), substantially identical to o Argentina has created unfortunate precedents by
Article 18 of the treaty with Bolivia (see above), will the extraterritorialapplicationof its tax law and by
permit Argentina to tax Chilean residents. improperly piercing the corporate veil of foreign

corporations.
France (entered into force 1 March 1981) o The net wealth tax burden on the individual
Article 23, reproduced in Appendix B, does not ap- foreign shareholders at present is comparatively
pear to prevent the taxation of French residents. modest after allowing for the credit taken by the

Argentine corporation. Further increases in the

Germany (entered into force 25 November 1979) tax rate are likely as a revenue-raising measure.
Such increases, borne by non-residents or byArticle 22(4)(a) (reproducedin AppendixB) does not foreign-owned Argentine corporations, would be

prevent a German resident from being subject to this one of the more politically acceptable methods of
tax, at least as regards an investment in shares. How- collecting tax revenue in Argentina.
ever, subsection (6), also reproduced in Appendix B, o The impact of tax treaties, discussedabove, wouldwill permit the German resident to reduce the value of tend to exempt some individual shareholders ofhis investment by related debt. the foreign parent company resident in certain

countries. Whetherit wouldbe possible in practiceItaly (entered into force 15 December 1983) to adjust the tax imposed on the Argentine sub-
Article 23 (not reproduced) is substantially identical sidiary by reference to the residence of sharehold-
to OECD Model Article 22 and would therefore pro- ers of the foreign parent is moot. It wouldcertainly
tect the ItalianshareholderfromArgentinewealth tax. result in severe collection complexities.
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o In almost all cases, the Argentine wealth tax paid If the matter is allowed to rest, other developingcoun-

could not be credited against the tax liability in the tries will no doubt follow the Argentineexample,once

foreign shareholder'scountry of residence. they realize that it will produce a significant source of
revenue at the expense of uncomplainingforeigners.

VII. NON-TAXSOLUTIONS

Certain countriesmay have domestic legislationwhich APPENDIXA
will permit that action be taken to help their residents
to avoid liability to Argentine wealth tax. ARGENTINELAW23,297PROMULGATED

For example, Canada has the Foreign Extraterritorial 28 OCTOBER1985

MeasuresAct. Section5 can be used ifanothercountry (as it is incorporatedin the consolidatedtext ofTax

takes measures affecting international trade or com- Law20,628byDecree450 (OfficialGazetteof 1

merce which are likely adversely to affect significant September1986))
Canadian interests involving business carried on in Article 14*

Canada, or which infringe on Canadian sovereignty. Individuals and estates located abroad who own assets
One possible remedy would be for the Attorney Gen- within the country, directly or indirectly, through the own-

eral of Canada to prohibit the Canadian parent from ership of the share capital of cornpanies, etc. are subject to

complyingwith Law 23,297. this Article. Those subject to the provisions of this Article

There are two obvious difficulties in attempting to include the above-mentionedtaxpayers who are the direct

take advantage of this legislation. The first is to per-
or indirect owners of debt-claims, including those guaran-

suade the Attorney General that the problem is of teed by rights over assets situated in Argentina.
such magnitude that use of this provision is justified. For the purposesof the precedingparagraph, there is a legal
The second is that such a prohibition is unlikely to presumption, without the right ot rebuttal, that the assets

prevent the Argentine authorities from collecting tax
mentioned in the previous paragraph - including participa-

from the local subsidiary.
tion in the capital of companies... located...in the

country - whose shareholders are companies... located
abroad, belongndirectlyto individualsor estates domiciled
abroad.

VIII. CONCLUSION
For the above purposes, individuals, estates, corporations,

The new Argentine legislation appears to have gener-
etc. who have the possession, use, enjoyment, availability,

ated little or no internationalinterest. This may be the custody, etc. of assets in Argentina subject to the tax which
or

first article published on the subject in a professional belonged to individuals corporations, etc. abroad must

tax journal outside Argentina. It is believedthat many
pay, as responsible substitutes, a final payment at 31 De-
cemberofeach year at the rateof2o of the respectivevalue

of the companies adversely affected have concluded of the assets, established in accordance with this law.
that they have no alternative but to pay the tax de-

* Author's translation of relevant portions of Article 14. See
manded. They treat it as yet one more cost of doing

next page
for the (complete) Spanish text.

business in Argentina. This is an unfortunate ap-
proach. A co-ordinated attack on this new law by
those adversely affected, and by their Governments,
might force the Argentine Government to reconsider
the consequencesof what they have done. APPENDIX B
A foreign company planning to invest in Argentina
and, indeed, encouraged to do so by the Argentine OECDMODELDOUBLETAXATIONTREATYON

authorities, may reconsider in the light of this unfair INCOMEANDON CAPITAL (1977)
new wealth tax. It is surprisingthat a countryso depen-
dent on foreign investmentwould impose extraterrto- Article22

rial taxation. One may even wonder about the impact Capital
of this wealth tax legislation on international aid pro- 1. Capital representedby immovableproperty referred to

grammes once donating Governmentsrealize that the in Article 6, owned by a resident of a ContractingState

country which they are helping is, in return, imposing and situated in the other Contracting State, may be

extraterritorialtaxation on their nationals. taxed in that other State.

The action of the Argentine Government in imposing 2. Capital represented by movable property forming part
of the business property of a permanent establishment

this new tax runs counter to international tax norms which an enterprise of a Contracting State has in the
and is to be deplored. Those multinational corpora- otherContractingStateor by movablepropertypertain-
tions which are aware of the problem and yet have ing to a fixed base available to a resident of a Contract-
taken no steps to draw the problem to the attention of ing State in the other ContractingState for the purpose
their Governmentsmust bear part of the responsibility of performing independent personal services, may be

for the continued imposition of this wealth tax. It taxed in that other State.
would not be unreasonable for Argentina to assume 3. Capital represented by ships and aircraft operated in

that, since foreign multinationals and their Govern- international traffic and by boats engaged in inland
ments have not complained, it is acceptable to them. waterwaystransport, and by movable propertypertain-
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ing to the operation of such ships, aircraft and boats,
Art. 14.-- Las personas de existencia visible domiciliadasen el shall be taxable only in the Contracting State in which
exteriorylas sucesionesindivisasradicadasenelextranjero,que the place of effective management of the enterprise is
resultentitularesdirectosdebienesenelpasoquelosposeande situated.
manera indirecta a travsde participacionesen el capitalsocial o
equivalentede sociedades,empresas;establecimientosestables, 4. All other elements of capitalof a residentof a Contract-
patrimonios de afectacino explotacionesdomiciliados9, en su ing State shall be taxable only in that State.
caso, radicados o ubicados en el exterior, quedan sujetos a las
disposiciones del presente artculo. Sin perjuicio de ello, en el
caso de crditos, slo quedarn sujetos a sus disposiciones los ARGENTINA-AUSTRIATAX TREATY
contribuyentes mencionados que resulten titulares directos o

indirectos de crditos, incluso los garantizados con derechos Article 22
reales sobre bienes situados en el pas, contra personasfsicas Capital
domiciliadas en el pas o sucesiones indivisas radicadas en el 4. Capital represented by shares shall be taxable only in
mismo. the State of which the company issuing the shares is a
A los efectos previstos en el prrafo anterior, se presume de resident. Capital represented by bonds and debentures
derecho, sin admitir prueba en contrario, que los bienes en l

shall be taxable only in the State of which the debtormencionados -incluidas las participaciones en el capital de

empresas, sociedades, establecimientos estables y explotacio- thereof is a resident.
nes constituidos,domiciliados,ubicadoso radicadosen el pas- 5. Capital represented by other participations in com-
cuyos titulares sean sociedades, empresas, establecimientos panies shall be taxable only in the State under the law
estables,patrimoniosde afectacino explotacionesdomiciliados of which the company was established.
o, en su caso, radicadoso ubicaosen el exterior, pertenecende
manera indirectaa personasfsicasdomiciliadasenel exterioroa
sucesiones indivisas all radicadas.

ARGENTINA-FRANCETAX TREATY
A los fines indicados precedentemente, los contribuyentesdel
impuestosobre los capitales, las sucesiones indivisas radicadas Article 23
en el pas y toda otrapersonade existenciavisible o ideal domici- Capital
liada en el pas que tenga el condominio, posesin, uso, goce, 1. Capital representedby immovableproperty referred todisposicin, depsito, tenencia,custodia,administracino guar-
da de bienessujetosalimpuestoquepertenenzcanapersonasde in Article 6, owned by a residentof a State and situated
existenciavisible o ideal, establecimientosestables, patrimonios in the other State, may be taxed in that other State.
de afectacin,empresaso explotacionesunipersonaleso a suce- 2. Capital represented by movable property forming partsiones indivisasdomiciliadoso, en su caso, radicadoso ubicados of the business property of a permanent establishment
en el extranjero, debern ingresar, como responsablessustitu-

which an enterprise of a State has in the other State ortoS, y con carcterde pago nico y dfinitivo,por los respectivos
patrimoniosal 31 dediciembredecadaao,eldosporciento(2%) by movablepropertypertaining to a fixed base available
del valor respectivo de los bienes, determinadode acuerdo con to a residentof a State in the other State for the purpose
las normas de la presente ley. En el caso en que el patrimonio of performing independent personal services, may be
gravado se hallareconstituidopor bienesa losque se refieren los taxed in that other State.
incisos c) y d) del artculo 6g, corresponderel cmputo, como

3. Capital represented by ships and aircraft operated in
pago a cuenta del gravamen,del importe que resulte por aplica-
cin de lo dispuesto en el tercer prrafo del anculo 13, con la international traffic and movable property directly per-
salvedad de lo dispuesto en el cuarto prrafo del mismo. taining to such activities shall be taxable only in the
La obligacin de actuar como responsable sustituto tambin State in which the place of effective managementof the
correspondera los entes sociales, por las participacionesen su enterprise is situated.
capital que pertenezcan, de manera directa o indirecta, a los 4. All other elements of capital shall be taxable accordingsujetos pasivosdel gravamenmencionadosenelprrafoprimero to the legislation of each State.de este artculo. La actuacin del ente como responsable susti-
tuto excluye la pi-evista respecto de los responsablessustitutos
mencionados en el prrafo precedente, sin perjuicio de la que
corresponda a estos ltimos como agentes de informacin, de ARGENTINA-GERMANYTAX TREATY
acuerdo con las normas que al respecto dicte la Direccin.

Article 22
Tambin sern reponsablesdel ingresodel impuesto,conforme
al rgimen de este artculo, las personas de existencia visible Capital
domiciliadasen el pas y las sucesiones indivisas radicadasen el 4. The following elements of capital of a resident of a

mismo, con respecto a los crditos, incluso los garantizadoscon ContractingState shall be taxable in the other Contract-
derechos reales sobre bienes situados en el pas, que contra las ing State:
mismas posean directa o indirectamente al 31 de diciembrede

(a) shares of resident in that otherContract-cada ao. las personas de existencia visible domiciliadasen el a company
exterior y las sucesiones indivisas all radicadas. Los responsa- ing State;
bles obligadosal ingresodelgravamen tendrnderechoa reinte- 6. Where, in accordancewith the above provisions of this
grarse el importe abonado, incluso reteniendo y/o ejecutando Article a ContractingState has the right to tax an ele-
directamente los bienes que dieron origen a aqul. ment of capital, debts effectively connected with that
No corresponderefectuarel ingresoestablecidoen esteartculo element of capital may for the purposesof determiningSi: the taxable base be allowed as a deduction provided
1) EI titular inmediato de los bienes o de los crditos fuera una that the tax is levied on the net worth of such element
personade existencia idealdederechopblicoextranjeroo inter- of capital.nacional;
2) EI titular inmediato de los bienes o de los crditos fuera una

persona de existencia ideal exenta por las leyes nacionaleso por
convenios internacionales aplicables, en la medida y por las ARGENTINA-SWEDENTAX TREATY
limitacionesestablecidasal efecto; o Article XV
3) EI ingreso a realizar fuera inferior a dos australes (* 2.-).

Where taxes on capital are imposed by one or other or both
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of the Contracting Governments the following provisions other Contracting State, may be taxed in that other
shall apply: State.

(a) Capital represented by real property shall be taxable 2. Capital represented by movable property forming part
only in the territory of the Contracting Government in of the business property of a permanentestablishment
which such property is situated. which an enterprise of a Contracting State has in the

(b) Subject to the provisionsof paragraph(a) above, capital
other Contracting State, or by movable property per-

representedby assets formingpart of the businessprop- taining to a fixed base available to a resident of a Con-

erty employed in a permanent establishmentof an en- tracting State in the other Contracting State for the ,

terprse, shall be taxable only in the territory of the purpose of performing independent personal services,

ContractingGovernmentin which the permanentestab- may be taxed in that other State.

lishment is situated. 3. Capital representedby ships and aircraft operated by a

(c) Ships and aircraft operated in international traffic and resident of a Contracting State in international trans-

assets, other than real property, pertaining to the oper- port and movable property pertaining to the operation
ation of such ships and aircraft, shall be taxable only in of such ships and aircraft shall be taxable only in that

the territory of the Contracting Government of which State.

the enterprise is a resident. 4. Capital represented by ships or aircraft (other than

(d) All other elementsof capital of a residentof the territo- those referred to in paragraph 3) and motor vehicles

ry of one of the Contracting Governmentsshall be tax- may be taxed in the State in which the ships, aircraft or

able only in that territory.
motor vehicles are documented or registered.

5. Capital represented by shares or othercorporate rights
may be taxed in the Contracting State of which the

ARGENTINA-U.S.A.TAX TREATY company is a resident.

6. Capital represented by tangible personal (movable)
Article 22 property other than property referred to in the preced-
Taxation of capital ing paragraphsmay be taxed in the ContractingState in

1. Capital representedby immovableproperty referred to
which the property is located.

in Article 6 (Income from immovableproperty),owned 7. All otherelementsof capitalof a residentof a Contract-

by a resident of a Contracting State and situated in the ing State shall be taxable only in that State.

Albert-Hensel-Prize

The Albert-Hensel-Prizewas instituted to commemorateAlbert Hen-

sel (1895-1933) one of Germany's most importantpioneers of tax law

theory. The prize is awarded to young authors who have written an

outstanding- as yet unpublished- work (e.g. a doctoral thesis) in the

field of tax law relating to legal, economic or financial aspects. The

prize consists of 5,000 DM and the right to have the manuscriptpub-
lished in the series Steuerwissenschaftby Dr. PeterDeubnerVerlag
in Cologne (Federal Republic of Germany).
On 22 September1987 the 1987 Albert-Hensel-Prizewasbestowedby
Professor Dr. Franz Klein, President of the Supreme Tax Court of the

Federal Republic of Germany, on Dr. MichaelEngelschalk for his doc-

toral thesis entitled Die Besteuerung von Steuerauslndern auf

Brutobasis (The taxationof non-residentson gross income).

Dr. Peter Deubner Verlag has decided to award the Albert-Hensel-

Prize also in 1988. Candidates must contact the Editorial Board of

Steuerwissenschaftbefore 31 May 1988 and address any correspon-

dence to Prof. Dr. Heinz Msbauer,Postbox41 02 68, 5000 Cologne41,
Federal Republic of Germany.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Morocco is located in the northwest corner of the Maghreb and has two l

seacoasts, one on the Atlantic and the other on the Mediterranean. The
country has a surface area of 710,850 square kilometres,and a population
of 20.4 million according to the 1982 census (expected to rise to 35 million
by 2000). The official language of Morocco is Arabic; French is also very Jean-Marc Tirard is the partner in

widely spoken. charge of Ernst and Whinney's tax
practice in France. His area of respon-Moroccois a constitutionalmonarchy.The king is the incumbentchairman sibility covers not only France but also

of the Islamic Conference,of the Al Qods committee,and the Committee French-speakingAfrica. He is the cor-
of Seven responsible for explaining the Fez Peace Plan of 1982 to the respondent of the Bulletin for Interna-
Middle East. tional Fiscal Documentation for the

The currency unit is the dirhan (DH), officially only negotiable in Maghreb (Tunisia, Algeria and
Morocco). Mr. Tirard is professor of

Morocco. international and comparative tax law

The Moroccan economy, although still dominated by agriculture and atthe Universityof Dijon. He frequently
mining, is undergoingrapid industrialization.Moroccooffers considerable acts as speaker at seminars on inter-

national tax topics. Articles by Mr.incentives to local and foreign investors. It has signed a number of agree- Tirard on tax matters are regularlyments guaranteeing investrnents. Tax, customs and financial incentives published by leading tax journals. His
are contained in codes designed to encourage investment. most recent works include Taxation

Currently, the main codes include the Industrial Investment Code of companies in the EEC and an

(January 1983), the Tourism InvestmentCode (June 1983), the Maritime
Overview of the tax reforms in the

Investment Code (October 1984), the Export Activity Code (August
world

1973), the Real Estate Investnent Code (August 1985), and the Mining The author would like to thank his as-

Investment Code (December 1986). sistant, Franois Beglin, for his aid in
the preparationof this article.

Mrocco is attemptingto encourageexports of its productsand has signed
a large numberof trade agreements. It Joined the GATTon 17 June 1987,
and will apply the tariffs set by this organization. The wave of tax reforms
around the world has reached Morocco, and the Government has been
working on an overhaul of the tax system for slightly more than a year.
The system now resembles the French system through the introductionof
VAT, corporate tax and, soon, general individual income tax.

The first step in this sweepingreform was the introductionofVATin April A completely revised and updated de-
1986, which was not accomplishedwithout controversyand heated discus- scription of Morocco's tax system has
sion. The main innovationof the law relating to VAT lies in the fact that been published in French and in Eng-it is applicable to importers and, above all, wholesalers, who had prev- lish in the IBFD's loose-leaf services
ously been exempt from the old tax on products and services (TPS). Systmes Fiscaux Africains/AfricanFurthermore, the law has clearly and significantlysimplified the tax rates Tax Systems.in comparison to the product and services tax; there are now only five
categories, as opposed to eleven in the past. Generally speaking, the For further details please contact Mr.
number and amount of VAT rates in Morocco are relatively high in Robin King, publication manager, or

relation to some EEC countries; this results from the particularlyuneven Mrs. Butzelaar, editor. c/o Interna-
income structure. tional Bureau of Fiscal Documenta-

tion, Postbox 20237, 1000 HE Amster-
Just over a year after its inception, VAT does not seem to have caused dam (telex: 13217 INTAXNL; telefax:
any inflation, but its application to wholesalersand retailers poses a great 020 22 86 58).-

many problems.
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The second step of the reform was the introductionof B. Legal aspects: MorocconizationLaw

corporate tax on 21 January 1987; it replaces the tax

on professional income. Corporate tax law explains The subsidiaries of foreign companies established in

and clarifies certain conditions relating to tax on pro- Morocco benefit from the same rights available to

fessional income for determinationof taxable income, Moroccan corporations. If the subsidiary of a foreign
and applies a single tax rate (45%). Taxes are thus corporation has its registered offices in Morocco it is

lowered for those companies whose professional in- considered as a Moroccancompany.
come was exceeding 250,000 DH. Our study will One restrictiononly exists and this is the Morocconiza-
examine this tax with all the prudence required when tion Law (Dahir) of 2 March 1973. According to this
confrontedby new tax regulations. law certain activities, essentiallyrelating to non-indus-
The third and final step of the tax reform will be the trial activities (as prescribed in a listing in the Decree

introductionof general income tax, scheduled for de- of 8 March 1973), can only be carried out by Moroccan

bate during the fall session of Parliament. Its main individuals or companies. In the case of a stock com-

consequence will be the amalgamation of income tax pany at least half the company'scapital has to be held

on agriculture,wages, propertyand investmentcapital by Moroccan nationals and the majority of its direc-

into one tax with a single scheduleofprogressiverates. tors, the president of the board, and the managing
director (administrateurdlgu) have to be Moroc-

Implementation of this major tax reform will raise

problems with regard to the so-called underground
can nationals.

economy. The traditional economycomprisesa signif- It should be noted that the Moroccan administration
icant invisible sector that is not taxed. applies this law with great rigour.
In contrast, the reform has been well accepted by In the sector of activities not affected by this law the

major companies, since it clarifies the tax regulations companiescan be wholly foreign owned.
and increases the rights of the taxpayer in case of a tax Moreover, in case of an international bid, even in a
audit. sector of activity falling under the Morocconization
This article will mention the conditions under which Law, this law does not apply.
an activity may be set up in Moroccoand subsequently
examine the different taxes to be paid by a company
before giving a brief outlook on the taxation of indi- III. THE TAX SYSTEM
viduals.

A. Taxationof profits

II. CONDITIONSFORSETTINGUP IN MOROCCO This section will consider the tax regime applicable to

foreign companies that carry out industrial and com-

A. Exchangecontrolregulationsand mercial activities in Morocco, and to those which
authorizationrequirements merely make profits without actually being located

there.
In principle one can invest freely in industrial and
commercialactivities, however, each investormust, in

practice, obtain the agreement of the Moroccan Ex-
Taxationof industrialand commercialactivities

change Control Office. The tax system applicable differs greatly depending
This written agreement issued by the local authorities upon whether the foreign company is established

provides for two fundamental guarantees: firstly, the under an investment code or simply under common

ability to transfer the dividends relating to the activ- law.

ity's profits, and, secondly, in the event of a capital
transfer or liquidation, to repatriate the capital in- a. Investmentcodes
vested and the consequent capital gains. (a) The 1983 Industrial Investment Code (Dahir No.
It should also be noted that certain investments can 1.82.220 of 17 January 1983) contains various mea-

benefit from either a partial or total exemption from sures to encourage investment in Morocco:

corporate tax and also full exemption from customs
new industrialcompaniesthat locate in certainpro-duties on equipment imported for the purpose of es-

-

tablishing the activity. These exemptions can only be
vinces generally distant from harbours, are either

obtained upon application from the proper auth- completelyexemptedfrom, or given a 50% reduc-
tion in, corporate tax for the first 10 years of oper-orities. ation;

The agreement is easily obtained from the Moroccan - industrial service companies are exempted from

Exchange Control Office within a delay of one month this tax for their first 10 years of operation, no

when it is requsted for setting up an industrial sub- matter where they are located;
sidiary. However, agreementfor establishinga branch - industrial or industrial service companies may
or for purely commercial investment is more difficult make a tax-free reserve for some of their invest-
to obtain. ments.
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(b) Dahir No. 1.73.408 of 13 August 1973 introduced incurred or committed for the needs of the company
measures to encourage industrial or craft export com- in order to earn a taxable income.
panies that can be added to thosecontainedin the 1983 Deductible expenses include:Industrial Investment Code.

personnelexpenses (including employer contribu--

A few sectors of activity, however, cannot benefit tions to social security and pension funds)
from this favourable treatment. - depreciation
Export companies benefit, within the limits of export Only the straight-line method of depreciation is

used in Morocco. Under some exceptional cir-turnover, from a total exemption from the corporate
tax. This scheme normally expires on 31 December cumstances, exceptional depreciation may occa-

1987, but should be renewed. This exemption was sionally be reported. The law requires deprecia-
tion to be reported annually. Setting-up expensesextendedin a few cases to coverexportsby commercial

companies,provided that their annual export turnover
can be deducted from the earningsof the first fiscal

exceeds 10 million DH. year for which a profit is declared, or depreciated
over a period of 5 years.

The investmentcodes contain many other advantages - provisions
that will be discussed later. Provisionscan be deductedfrom earningsif certain

basic conditions are met:
the provisionsare established to meet losses or-

b. General law systems tax deductible expenditures,
(i) Taxationof real income - the lossesor expendituresare clearlyspecified,

the losses or expenditures are likely to be in--

Most companies are subject to corporate tax since curred,publicationof the Dahirof 31 December1986. Tax on the probabilityof lossesor expendituresresults-

professional income continues to be appliedprimarily from events in progress,to partnerships, joint ventures and limited partner- the provisions are entered in the accounts for-

ships between individuals. However, these legal en- the fiscal year.tities may elect for corporate tax. Until individual in- In practice, the Tax Administration applies these
come tax is introduced, it will still be applicable to conditions very strictly.individuals exercising an industrial or commercial ac- taxes-

tivity. Taxes can be deducted from the taxable income
Other than changing the tax rate, the introduction of subject to corporate tax, with the exception of

corporate tax has not changed the method used to corporatetax itselfand the contributionto national
determine tax; its application is primarily intended to solidarity.
clarify existing provisions concerning tax on profes- - financialexpenditures
sional income, which were sometimes confusing, and Financial expenditures, including interest paid to
to modify methods for collecting taxes and the proce- partnersfor money loaned by them to the company
dures applicable in the event of a tax audit. for operating needs, are deductible provided that

the capital stock is fully paid up. However, the
Thus, if the solutionspreviouslyused for tax on profes- total amount of the sums bearing interest cannot
sional income are applicableto corporatetax, a certain exceeds the amount of the capital stock, and the
number of new measures, often more favourable to rate of deductibleinterestcannotexceed the primecompanies, were enforced. Nevertheless it is worth- rate of the Bank of Morocco for the rediscountof
while mentioning that late payment penalties have private instruments plus 2 points (10.5%).been increased.

Morocco applies taxes territorially. Thus, subject to At the end of the fiscal year the stocks shall be
the application of international agreements, foreign evaluated at cost or at the quoted market price if this

companies must pay corporate tax in Morocco when price is less than cost.

they exercise an activity there through an establish- Capital gains earned on the sale of assets are in princi-ment (a constructionor assembly site is considered to ple taxable as ordinary income. Capital losses are de-
be an establishment) or a dependent representative, ductible from income.
or when they carry out a complete commercial cycle
in Morocco. It shouldbe noted that operationsmay be However, capital gains may benefit from discounts on

taxed even if they are only occasional. options (25 or 50% depending upon the duration of
the holding) or even a total exemption in the event of ''Corporate tax is mandatorily determined in accord- reinvestment of the revenues from the assignment

ance with the real net income determined by regular within a period of 3 years.accounting. The corporate tax law explains and
clarifies the concept of taxable income defined by the Dividends and other shareholding revenues from dis-
law on taxation of professional income. Taxable in- tributionof income by companiessubject to corporate
come is the net income - including windfalls- earned tax benefit from an abatement of 85%.
during the mandatory12-monthperiod coveredby the
most recent balance sheet. This net income consistsof Net losses reported at the end of the fiscal year can be
the gross income surplus over costs and expenditures carried over onto the revenuesof the 4 following fiscal
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years instead of the 5 years allowed under the system (ii) Lump-sumtaxationof turnover

for tax on professional income. Foreigncompanies that have successfullybid work,on

This limitationdoes not cover the portionof the deficit constructionor assembly contracts may choose to pay
corresponding to regularly practiced depreciation. a lump-sum tax of 13.2% on the total amount of the
These tax losses may be carried over without any time contract. It provides exemption from corporate tax,
limitation. the tax on share or stock revenue. This option can be

Tax is payable at a rate of 45%. To this45% is added
exercised separately for each contract.

a contribution to national solidarity (to finance the In case of a turnkey contract, the taxable base in-
war effort) equal to 10% of the corporate tax itself. cludes the cost of incorporatedmaterials and installed
Thus, the actual total corporate tax is 49.5%. equipment,whether they are suppliedby the company

that won the contract or on its own behalf, invoiced
Half the tax must be paid when the annual declaration
is filed (i.e. within 3 months of the year-end), and the separately, or cleared by the owner. Although this

balance is due within the following 2 months. simplification seems to be of interest, the tax rate is
sufficiently high to endure only companies with the

In any case there is a minimum corporate tax to be very large margins will find it of interest.

paid. It is based on the turnover and cannot exceed
100,000 DH. It is deductible from corporate tax of the
relevant tax year.

Chart: Moroccan tax on passive investment income

ROYALTIES
Copyrightofliterary,
artisticorscientific

States Dividends Interest works Others

Belgium 15% 15% 5% 10%

Canada 15% 15% 5% 10%

France 10*_ 12*_ 5% 10%_13-

Germany 1*_ -15% 10% 10% 10%

Italy -2._ -15% 10% 5% 1 0%_3*-

Luxembourg
not ratified -T- -15% 10% 10% 10%

Netherlands -2*- -25% _3._ -25% 10% 10%

Norway 15% 10% 10% 10%

Romania
not ratified 15% 10% 10% 10%

Spain _4._ -15% 10% 5% 10%

Sweden -7*_ -9*- -9.- -9.-

Tunisia _8'_ 11-_ -9.- 9.-

United Kingdom
not ratified _5_ -25% 10% 10% 10%

U.S.A. 6._ -15% 15% 10% 10%

r

1* 5% if the recipient is a company holding directly at least 25% of the capital
25.75% if the receivingcompanyis resident in Moroccoand holdsat least 25% of the capital of the companypaying thedividends

2* 10% if holding is at least 25% of the capital
3* 10% if it is paid by a resident of a State to a company of another State
4* 10% if the recipient is a company holdingt least 25% of the capital of the company paying the dividend
5* 10% if the holding is at least 10% of the capital
6* 10% if the beneficiary owns 10% of the company distributing the dividend and if certain other conditions are met (duration of

ownership type of income being distributed)
7* Usually taxable only n the State of which the recipent is a resdent
8* May be taxable in the State of which the company paying the dividends is a resident
9* Taxable only in the State of the recipient
10* Taxed in Moroco at ordinary rate for dividends-- no withholding tax in France
11* Taxable in the State where such interest is paid with exemption or tax credit in the other country
12* Taxed in Morocco at ordinary rate for interest- withholding tax in France limited 10%
13* Royalties derived from real estate, working of mines or natural ressources are taxable only in the State where they are located
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(iii) Taxationof distributedincome of time and are not automaticallyrenewed, especially
if it seems that the Moroccan partner no longer re-In Morocco, a tax on share or capital income and quires foreign contributions.assimilated income exists. It is applicable to:

dividends and all other income from shares of any tax
-

(ii) Applicationof international treaties
type, founder's shares, etc.;
all revenue equivalent to profit-sharing; Morocco has negotiated and signed a relatively large-

earnings in Morocco from branches of companies number of tax treaties. Tax treaties currently in force-

whose head offices are located abroad, when these have been signed with Finland, Sweden, Tunisia, the
earnings are effectively transferred abroad to the Federal Republicof Germany,France, Belgium, Can-
companes. ada, Norway, the United States, Italy, Spain and the

Netherlands. Treaties have been signed, but notThe tax rate is 25% and is withheld at the source by ratified with Romania, Libya and the United King-the party paying the tax. dom; still others have been ratified, but are not yet in
In addition, any transfer of dividends or distribution force (Luxembourgand Denmark).
of profits is subject to prior authorization by the The Chart above lists the applicable rates given in theForeign Exchange Office, which in all cases makes treaties.authorization conditional upon prior payment of the
sum withheld at source.

B. Other taxes
For the application of international agreements and
their effect on the tax rate see the above chart. 1. Trading tax

Accordingly,profit distribution is treated in the same The trading tax is an old tax based on production
way regardless of whether the foreign company oper- facilities that is applicable to both individual persons
ates in Morocco through a branch or whether a sub- and companieswho exercise an industrial,commercial
sidiary has been created. or professional activity in Morocco. It is deductible

from corporate tax. This tax comprises a proportional
c. Taxationof profitsgenerated in Moroccoby companies tax varying from 5 to 30% of the gross rental value of

not located in Morocco the professional premises and a variable tax of 10 to
20% applied to certain professions.We will first examine the tax system applicable to the

company's income (royalties, interest, fees, etc.) However, this tax cannot be less than the minimum
under domestic law before examining application of levels set by the law.
international tax treaties.

The investment codes provide for temporary tax

(i) Applicationof domestic law exemptionsfor new companies that are located in cer-

tain areas of Morocco and for real estate and property
Articles 3.11 and 3.12 of the Dahir of 31 December developers.
1986 introducing corporate tax specify that foreign The burden of this tax is significantonly in case ofverycompanies receiving certain revenues as defined by
law are subject to corporate tax through withholding

substantial investments.

at the source at a reduced rate of 10%. The revenues
covered are:

2. Tax on interest

royalties for the use or right to use copyright on This tax is levied on interest receivedby any individual-

literary, artistic or scientific works; or legal entity resident in Morocco. It is based on the
royalties for the transfer of patent operating li- interest's gross amount. The applicable rate is 15% or-

cences, drawings and models, drawings formulae 20% depending on whether the beneficiary gives his
and secret processes, trade marks; name or not. This tax is deductible from either corpo-
fees for technical assistance or temporary assign- rate tax or the complementarycontributionin the case-

ment of personnel; of an individual.
rental rights and similar income from equipment-

of any kind; 3. Value added tax (VAT)
interest on loans; VAT has recently been introduced in Morocco and

-

commissionsand fees.-

came into force in April 1986 after numerous simula-
It is important to note that any contract with a Moroc- tions to determine the best tax rates. 1

can partner comprising transfer of funds abroad must
first be approved by the Foreign Exchange Office,

This reform was based on the following principles:
creation of unified taxation, extension of VAT towhich is very strict in this regard. wholesalers and import traders, limiting the number

The only contracts likely to obtain this type of authori- of tax rates, widening and modifying the deduction
zation are those involvinghigh technologyor the sup- scheme, increase in the taxpayerwarranties in case of
ply of highly qualified personnel not available on a tax audit, and introductionofsignificantadjustments
Moroccan markets. relating to tax basis, exemptions and penalties.
In addition, authorizationsare granted for a set period If it is too early to draw a conclusionon this reform, it
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has neverthelessto be stated that it createdno inflation In order to check the VAT due, the taxpayers must

as it replaced dfferent indirect taxes which were not keep accounts.
deductible previously. However, the tax yield from
the VAT is lower than the one from the previous tax

The application of VAT in Morocco, with its very
traditional economy, part of which does not pay tax,

on products and services.
poses major problems. Applying VAT to wholesalers

The underlying principle of this tax is based on the seems particularly difficult. Quite often most of their
French VAT system. All industrial, wholesale, craft activity takes place without invoicing and does not

and professionalactivities carried out in Morocco and involve tax.
all import and delivery transactions are subject to

As result, Moroccan VAT has undergoneVAT.
a some

changes in relation to the French system: exemptions
Agricultural, retail, non-industrial and non-commer- take into account the structureof the economy. Unlike
cial activitiesand civilacts are not subject to VAT. the French VATsystem, the common law VATsystem
Also exempt from VAT are operations involving es-

considers that a single event, receipt of payment, gives
sential commodities, the activties of small manufac- rse to applicationof VAT.

turers and suppliersof services whose annual turnover Finally, as a simplification,the quarterlyVATdeclara-
is less than or equal to 120,000 DH (approximately tion is a widespread practice in Morocco. This tax

87,000 Ffrs.) and transactions by wholesalers whose system is automatic for taxpayerswhose taxable turn-

turnover for the previous year is less than 3,000,000 over is less than 1,000,000DH (approximately725,000
DH (approximately2,176,000Ffrs.). Ffrs.).
Export companies in Morocco do not have to pay 4. Registration duties
VAT on products to be exported or placed under the

suspensive customs system, i.e. remaining within The creation of companies or the increase of their
customs bonds. In addition, these companies can re- share capital results in the applicatonof a duty equal
quest authorizationto receive the goods and raw mate- to 1.5% of the capital for ordinary contributions, in-

rials requiredfor their operationswithoutpayingVAT creased by a surtax in the event of contribution in
on them. kind. A notarial tax that decreases in relation to the

VAT is due when the goods or services sold are paid
amount of capital (1 to 0.2%) and a 1% stamp duty

for. However, the companies liable for tax may opt to
are also due by limited liability companies.

pay the VAT on invoices. However, companies benefiting from the clauses of

VAT can be recovered the same month as it is paid for the 1983 Industrial Investment Code are only subject

assets, and the followingmonth for services and goods
to a 0.5% fee and may be exempt from the surtaxes.

other than assets. The VAT to be paid is the difference Transferof shares, in case of a written agreement, are

between the VAT due and the refundable VAT. subject to a 2.5% stamp duty based on the value of

In principle,VAT credits are not reimbursableexcept
these shares.

in case of a liquidation or if these credits stem from Building acquisitions are generally subject to a 7% to

VAT exemptionson exports. In order not to penalize 15% registration duty.
new companies, the equipment and tools that they
purchase are not subject to VAT if they benefit from 5. Urban tax and municipal administrativetax
investment incentive measures.

The urban tax and the municipal administrative tax
Five VAT rates are applicable in Morocco:

the super-low rate (7%), primarily applicable to
are based on the rental value of the building con-

-

structed, the undeveloped and production
widely consumed products and operations involv- facilities for industrial and commercial

property
located in

ing the transportationof people and goods;
use

urban areas. The urban tax is.13.5% for companies
the reduced rates (12 and 14%); the 12% rate is to corporatetax,

-

subject and the municipaladministra-
applicable to food eaten on the spot, hotel and tive tax varies from 1 to 10%. New facilitiesfor profes-
tourist accommodation rentals, banking, credit sional use are exempt from the urban tax for 3 to 5
and exchange operations. It also applies to certain and 15 under the terms of the Real Estate
operations such as telephone telex services, insur- years years

InvestmentCode. These two taxes also apply to rental
ance brokerage and the fees received by profes-
sionals for whom VATis not recoverable;the 14%

ncome received by individuals.

rate is applicable to real estate work; C. Individualincome tax
the normal 19% rate is applicable to all taxable-

transactionsfor which another rate is not expressly The goal of the tax reform which is expected to be

provided for under the law; examined before the end of 1987 is to simplify the tax

the 30% luxury goods rate; system the tax burden on a more equitable
-

and spread
special rates.-

basis.

Taxing of those who are liable for VAT takes the form The debate in the Moroccan Parliamentwill probably
of a monthly declaration or a quarterly declaration. focus on the tax rates to be implemented. Even if

The tax is paid when the form is presented or sent. [continuedon page 553]
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An Update
on Taxation
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V'Jp
By Howard M. Lebman and Carol A. Kunze #/.J

-

Howard M. Liebman, A.B., A.M., Carol A. Kunze, B.A., University
The U.S. Congress finally took a giant leap toward tax Colgate University; J.D., Har- of Michigan; J.D., LL.M. (Taxa-
reform in the U.S. possessions by repealing the re- vard Law School; Partner, Op- tion), Georgetown University

quirement that the possessionsimpose a so-calledmir- penheimer Wolff & Donnelly, Law Center, Associate, Op-

ror-imageofthe U.S. InternalRevenueCode (I.R.C.)
Brussels, Belgium; formerly a penheimer Wolff & Donnelly,
Consultant, International Tax Brussels, Belgium.

of 1954, as amended, as their local system of taxation. Staff, U.S. TreasuryDepartment
The mirror-image system is so named because the
I.R.C. is to be applied as the local income tax code by
substituting the name of the possession for the name

United States where appropriate, and by treating The Senate Reporton the TRA (actuallythe Reportof the SenateCommit-
the U.S. as a foreign country. This article will focus on tee on Finance to Accompany H.R. 3838) notes that the decision to retain

the current system of taxation in the Commonwealth the mirror-image system in the Virgin Islands was made in conjunction
of the NorthernMariana Islands (the CNMI)and its with extended discussions with representativesof the latter jurisdiction.

relationshipwith the I.R.C. of 1986. S. Rep. No. 313, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. 479 (1986) (the Senate Report).
The TRA does, however, include reform provisionsamending the applica-

The CNMI entered into a Cmmonwealth with the tion of the I.R.C. in the U.S. Virgin Islands. See generally Turner,

U.S. in 1976 upon the signing into law of the Covenant Foreign Taxation Highlights of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, 21 hlt'l
Law. 487,508-510(Spring 1987); Taxes Int'l,No.77,at14 (March 1986)

to Establish a Commonwealth of the Northern The proposed U.S. Technical Corrections Act of 1987 would clarify that
Mariana Islands (Covenant).2 Sec. 601(c) of the Co- the new branch-level tax will not apply to a possessionscorporation (nor
venant imposed the mirror-image system on the via the mirror-imagesystem will any possessions branch tax be applied to

CNMI.3 For some time, the CNMI resisted the impo-
U.S. corporationsmaintaininga branch in a territoryqualifyingasa posses-

sition of the mirror-image system. The CNMI reled sion) as from 1 January 1987. See Joint Committee on Taxation Staff
Description (JCS-15-87) of Technical Corrections Act of 1987 (HR 2636,

on the power to rebate any taxes collected under the S 1350), released 15 June 1987, reprinted in Daily Tax Rep (BNA) No.

mirror-image system4 and its power to impose addi- 115. Special Supp., at S-71-S-72 (17 June 1987)
tional taxes so as to effectivelynullify the requirement 2. Pub. L. No. 94-241,90 Stat. 263 (1976). For a fuller description of

to impose the mirror-image system, declaring that all
the initial signing and subsequent ratification of the Covenant, see Lieb-

man, Income Tax Incentives for Investment in the Northern Mariana
such taxes had been rebated and substituting its own Islands, 2 Hawaii L. Rev. 389 n. 1 (1980-1981) (hereinaftercited as Tax

system of taxation. incentives). Certain other territories in the Pacific- the Federal States of
Mcronesa, the Republicof the Marshall Islands and Palau-are governed

However, Congress interpreted the term rebate so by separate agreements, each of which treat the respective island group as

as to not permit the abatementof taxes.6 Hence, the a possession for U.S. tax purposes. H.J. Res. 187, signed 14 Jan. 1986,

mirror-image system was required to be implemented noted in 73 Stand. Fed. Tax Rep. (CCH) - Taxes on Parade No. 6, at 3 (22
and the taxes collected before they could then be re-

Jan. 1986). The people of Palau only recently approved the terms of their

bated. The CNMI also attempted to delay the im-
particularCompactof Free Association, USA Today, 24 Aug. 1987, at 6A,
cots. 3-4.

plementation of the mirror-image system within its 3. Under the mirror-image system as applied to the CNMI, all taxes

territory.7 collected by the CNMI may be retained by it locally, with the exception of
taxes attributable to U.S.-source income earned by an individual who

Perpetual delay, however, was not ultimately accept- ordinarily would file a return and pay taxes only to the CNMI, and who

able and in December 1984 the CNMI enacted legisla- has an adjustedgross ncomeof USS 50,000or morewhich includesat least

tion implementing the mirror-imagesystem just prior USS 5,000 of U.S.-source income. Tax Incentives, supra note 2, at 392.
4. The power of the CNMI to rebate collections of the local territorial

1 to the final 1 January 1985 deadline.8 In so doing, ncome tax received by it' is limited to taxes on CNMI-source income.

however, the CNMI still managed to retain its own Covenant, supra note 2, at art. VI, 602.
5. Id.
6. For a fuller discussion of the successivedelays in the implementation
and the interpretationof the term rebate, see Tax lncetives, supra note

1. The repeal was enacted as Sec. 1271 of the U.S. Tax Reform Act of 2, at 392 n. 13, 400 n. 73 and 403 n. 90.

1986, Pub. L. No. 99-514, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. (22 October 1986), 100 7. See Taxes Int'lNo. 36, at 40 (Oct. 1982).
Stat. 2085 (TRA). The repeal, originally proposed in Chapter 15.05 of 8. CNMI Pub. L. No. 4-24 (1984), enacting CNMI House of Represen-
President Reagan'sTax Proposals to the Congress for Fairness, Growth, tatives Bill No. 177 (To implement the U.S. Internal Revenue Code in
and Simplicity, dated May 1985, at 423-431, applies to Guam, American mirror form as the Northern Marianas Territorial Income Tax, to repeal
Samoa and the Northern Mariana Islands, but not to the U.S. Virgin and re-enact Chapter7 to Division 1 ofTitle4 ofthe CommonwealthCode.
Islands. TRA 1271(a). and for other purposes).
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system of taxation. The mirror of the I.R.C. was im- scheme which is introducedby the CNMI must not be

posed, but up to 95% of the tax was rebated.9 less than the inflation-adjustedamountof tax revenues

raised during the last fiscal year during which the mir-
At the same time, the then-existing income tax code ror-image system was in force 19, and that no tax law
was maintained as a parellel system.1 A non-refund- discriminate against U.S. resident
able credit was allowed for any tax paid under the may any person or

of another possession.2The CNMI risks the re-impo-latter system against the tax due under the mirror- sition of the mirror-image system if it fails to complyimage system.11 Hence, the greater of the local tax or with either of these two requirementswithin 90 daysthe mirror-image tax was to be paid. ofthe receiptofnotificationofany failure to comply. 1

The enactment of legislation to implement the mirror- For U.S. tax purposes, an individualwho is a bona fide
image system did not signal the end of the CNMI's CNMI resident will, with some exceptions, be consi-
fight to be allowed to maintainits own tax codewithout dered to be a U.S. resident. However, the gross in-
reference to the I.R.C. 12, a fight that ended success-

fully with the aforesaid recent repeal of the mirror-
come of such individual for U.S. tax purposeswill not
include income derived from sources within the

image requirement.The resistanceof the CNMI is not CNMI, or which is effectively connected with the
surprising in view of the chequered history of the mir- conduct of a trade or business by such individual
ror-image system. The Senate Report on the TRA13, within the CNMI.22 Any tax paid to the U.S. by a
for example, mentionsseveral reasonswhy the mirror- CNMI resident will be coveredover, i.e. paid to the
image system as applied to the possessions is inappro- Treasury of the CNMI.23 Thus, the CNMI will ulti-
priate. mately receivethe taxes due on the world-wideincome
In the first instance, the I.R.C. is a complex body of
law designed to impose tax on a highly-developed
economy. The I.R.C. is therefore much too cumber- 9. 4 CommonwealthCode (C.C.) 1708(a). Specifically,95% of the first

USS 7,500,000 of tax is subject to rebate, 50% thereafter up to
some to be imposed in its entirety on small island USS 20,000,000 and 25% of any tax paid in excess of the latter amount.
economies. The use of the I.R.C. also limits the pos- 10. See 4 C.C. 1101-1106& 1201.

session's ability to use the tax lawst pursue their own 11. 4 C.C. 1709. See also Short Explanationof the Northern Marianas

economic developmentpolicies.14 Income Tax Act of 1984, transmittedby the Tax Task Force to the Honor-
able V. Sablan, Speaker, CNMI House of Representatives,under cover of

The Senate Report further notes that the bulk of the CNMI Standing CommitteeRep. No. 4-49, re: House Bill No. 177, dated

tax base in the possessions consists of individualswho 19 November 1984 (the Short Explanation).
12. Indeed, the invitation to prospective witnesses to present comments

fall within the lower tax brackets. Reducing the tax on the legislation emphasized the opposition of the CNMI to the mirror-
rates in these brackets, as the TRA does, can seriously image system:
reduce the amount of funds which will be generated It is hoped the 95% rebate will signify to the United States Government

by the mirror-imageapplication of the I.R.C. in each that the Commonwealthbelieves the mirror image I.R.C. to be a severe

such territory. Additionally, revisions to the I.R.C.
detriment to the economic development and welfare of the CNMI

people
designed to be revenue-neutralmay not in fact impact Letter from Rep. J. Guerrero, Chairmanof the Tax Task Force, to Invited

neutrally in the possessions because of their substan- Witnesses, re: Northern Marianas Income Tax Act of 1984, dated 6

tively different economies. Finally, the possessionsdo November 1984.

not have the resources available to administer and 13. Senate Report, supra note 1, at 477-479.
14. See Short Explanation, supra note 11, at 4 (concerning the separateenforce such a complex system, a problem greatly discussion of certain exceptional tax benefits contained in the I.R.C.

exacerbatedby the frequent revisions to the I.R.C. 15 which are not beneficial to the CNMI)
15. Relief from filing requirementsand tax liabilitywas accordedfor 1985

The CNMI is now fully authorized to impose its own under 4 C.C.Sec. 1707 to allow taxpayers to educate themselves and the
tax code 16 on (i) income from within or effectively local administrationto gearup. Short Explanation,supranote 11, at 4.

connected with a trade or business in the CNMI; and 16. According to TRA Sec. 1271(a):
(ii) all income f CNMI residents from whatever . . nothing in the laws of the United States shall prevent Guam, Ameri-

can Samoa, or the Northern Mariana Islands from enacting tax laws
source.17 However,in order to avail itSelfOf this oppor- (which shall apply in lieu of the mirror systen) with respect to in-
tunity, the CNMI must enter into an agreement with come....

the U.S. with respect to: The CNMI is not forced to relinquish the mirror-image system. Indeed,

(i) the elimination of double taxation involving taxa- the TRA indicates explicitly that the CNMI may elect to retain the mirror-

tion by such possessionand taxation by the United image system. TRA 1271(f)(3).

States;
17. TRA 1271(a)(1) & (2).
18. TRA 1271(b)

(ii) the establishmentof rules under which the evasion 19. TRA 1271 (c)
or avoidance of United States income tax shall not 20. TRA 1271(d).
be permitted or facilitated by such possessions; 21. TRA 1271(e)(1). The U.S. Secretary of the Treasury, having deter-

mined after consultationwith the O.S. Secretary of the Interior that there
(iii)the exchange of informationbetween such posses- s non-compliance,must so notify the Governorof the possession in ques-sions and the United States for purposes of tax tion. If compliance has not occurred within 90 days, the mirror-image

administration;and system shall be reinstated with effect from taxable years beginning after

(iv)the resolutionof other problems arising in connec- the date of notification, unless Congress enacts a law to the contrary. Id.

tion with the administrationof the tax laws of such The O.S. Secretary of the Treasury has discretion to waive the same-reve-

nue-level requirementfor such time as is deemed appropriateif the failure
possession or the United States. 18

comply therewith is for good and does jeopardize the fiscalto cause not

Two additional conditions imposed in this regard are
integrity of the possession. TRA 1271(e)(2).
22 I.R C 931(a)

that the amount of revenue raised by any new tax 23. I.R.C. 7654(a)
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of its individual residents, but the U.S. will be respon- - losses from fire, theft and similar casualties (to the
sible for administeringand collecting the tax payable extent not covered by insurance)
on all non-CNMI-sourceincome. - bad debt reserves;

CNMI corporationswill not be treated as foreign cor-
- other direct expenses (e.g. legal, advertising and

porations for the purposeof the U.S. 30% withholding auditing fees);
tax on dividends, interest, and other fixed or deter-

- losses from the sale of property; and

minable annual or periodic income if (i) less than
- depreciation.32

25% of the value of the CNMI corporation's stock is Offshore banking corporationsare exempt from both
owned by foreign persons; (ii) at least 65% of the the standard tax on financial institutionsand the gener-
corporation's gross income has been effectively con- al gross revenue tax.33
nected with the conduct of a trade or business in the
CNMI or the U.S. for the prior 3-yearperiod; and (iii

Income derivedfrom exports is exempt from any gross
34 receipts from the sale ofdiesel fuel

no substantialpart of the corporation'sincome is used revenue tax as are

(directly or indirectly) to satisfy obligationsof persons
for use primarily outside of the CNMI territorialwat-
ers.35 Foreign Sales Corporations (FSCs),who are not resident in the CNMI or the U.S.24 A as defined

CNMI corporation or resident individual will not be in I.R.C. Sec. 922, are dealt with elsewhere in the
CommonwealthCode and hence are exempt from the

considered a U.S. person for the purposes of certain
U.S. reporting requirements under Subpart F with gross revenues tax.36 In general, FSCs are not subject
regard to CNMI corporations if at least 80% of the to taxation by the CNMI providingcertain procedural
company's income for the previous 3-year period s requirementsare met. 37

derived from within the CNMI and at least 50% of the

gross income during that period is generated from an THE OLDMAN REPORT

active trade or business carried on in the CNMI.25

As is the case with all U.S. possessions, the CNMI is
Now that the CNMI has been liberated from the mir- in the difficult position of attemptingto generatesuffi-
ror-image system, it is engaged in reviewing its own

tax code with a view to enacting amendments
thereto.26 The remainder of this article will detail the 24. TRA 1273(b)(1).The statutory withholdingtax provisionsof I.R.C.

existing tax system and review the recommendations Sec. 1442 have been conformed. TRA 1273(b)(2)
offered by the Oldman Report. 25. TRA 1273(a)

26. Indeed, the current review is essentially a continuation of the focus

by the CNMI on its taxing statutes that was begun a number of years ago.
THE CNMI TAX CODE See O. Oldman, Tax and Revenue Reform for the Commonwealthof the

The income tax code of the CNMI is fairly simple.
NorthernMariana Islands: Consultant'sRevisedReportto the CNMIAdvis-

Commission Revenue and Taxation (1982) (hereinaftercited the
Individuals are subject to tax on tle gross amount of ory on as

Oldman Report).
their wages or salaries. The first USS 1,000 is not sub- 27. 4 C.C. Sec. 1201(a) provides that:

ject to tax. Thereafter tax rates of between 2% and f thegrossannualwagesndsalaries Thetaxonthegrossannualwagesand

9% are imposed, with the top rate being applicable to
ofanemployeeorotherindividualare: salariesis:

income in excess of USS 50,000.27 (a) $ O to $ 1,000 no tax

(b) $ 2,001 toS 5,000 2% of amountover$0
to

Every business is subject to tax on its gross revenue at (c) $ 5,001 $ 7,000 3% id.

(d) $ 7,001 to$15,000 4% id.

rates from between 1.5% and 5%.28 Businesseswhich (e) $15,o01 to$22,000 5% d.

are engaged in agricultural production and fisheries (f) $22,001 to$30,000 6% id.
to

are subject to a tax of 1% of gross revenues in excess
(g) $30,001 $40.000 7% id.

(h) $40,00I to $50,000 80 id.

ofUSS 20,000 in lieu ofthe rates set out hereinabove.29 (i) $50,001 andover 9% id

Businesses which derive revenues from manufactur- 28. 4 C.C. Sec. 1301 provides that:

ing, ocean shipping and wholesaling are taxed in the If thegrossannualgrossrevenueearned Thetaxonthetotalannualgross
is between: revenueearned is:

same manner as ordinary businesses, except that the (a) $ 0 to S 5,000 no tas

maximum rate is 2%.30 Revenue earned by such a (b) $ 5,001to$ 50,000 1.5% ofamountover$0

company which does not fall within these three (c) $ 50,001 to $100,000 2.0% id.

categories is subject to tax at the generally-applicable
(d) $100,O01to$250,000 2.5% id.

(e) $250,001 to $5(X).000 3.(1% id.

rates. (f) $500,001 to $750,000 3.5% id.

(g) $750,001 and over 5.0% id.

In lieu of the general tax rates, banks and other finan- See also CNMI Pub. L. No. 3-11, at 302. It appears from the statutory

/ cial institutionsare subject to tax at the greater of 5% schedule that the flat rates apply to the entire amount of income earned

of their net income or 2% of their gross revenue.3 during the taxable period if that amount falls within a specific bracket.

29. 4 C.C.1302.

In determininggross income, the followingdeductions 30. 4 C.C.1303.

are allowed:
31. 4 C.C. 1304.
32. 4 C.C. 1304(b).

salaries; 33. 4 C.C. 1304(d).-

interest; 34. 4 C.C. 1305(a).-

rent;-

35. 4 C.C. 1305(b).

ordinary operating expenses (supplies, utility ser-
36. 4 C.C. 1305(c).

-

vices, insurance premiums, and the like);
37. See 4 C.C. 1902(c); Short Explanation, supra note 11, at 5. An
annual licence fee of USS 500 is imposed on FSCs, however. 4 C.C. 1903.

loan losses; Any employees of the FSC will be subject to all applicable CNMI taxes.
-
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cient revenues to support the necessarygovernmental income at one rate for individualsand possiblyanother
infrastructureso as to rovide adequate services to its rate for corporations.The primaryadvantagesof a low
population (such as eucation and public services) as flat rate of taxation on a broadly-based definition of
well as funding the basic needs of running the Govern- income have been previouslydiscussed. A further ad-
ment administration itself, all from an inadequate vantage is that such a system is simpler to interpretand
number of taxpayers. Historically, the U.S. posses- easier to administer.
sions have relied on grants from the U.S. Federal The complexity of the I.R.C. has been greatlyGovernmentto supplementlocally-generatedrevenue

com-

in order to meet their budgetary needs. The flow of pounded by the tendency to use the tax system to
further social or economic goals. For instance, provi-funds from such grants is, however, subject to ever- sions designed to encouragecapital investmentsuch as

changing political currents. the investment tax credit and accelerated rates of de-

Consequently, it is not only important for the CNMI preciation gave rise to a myriad of regulations neces-

to establish an effective and efficiently administered sary to interpret and apply such statutory provisions.
set of tax laws generating locally as much (or taking Once this process is begun, the tax base begins to

other factors into consideration, an optimal level of) erode for reasons unrelated to determining a reason-

revenue as is possible, but it is equally important that able definition of net income.

the tax system be seen as effective and efficient in Not only does such a tax system give rise to hidden
order to (a) inspire confidence in its own taxpayers in subsidies41 and added conplexity, but rates must then
the fairness of the system; and (b) bolster its position be raised to maintain the sarne revenue levels for a
vis--vis applicationsfor furtherU.S. grants that it has given amount of gross income. The more recent trend
truly exhausted local sources of income.38 To this end, from the non-fiscal of taxing statute (inaway use a
the CNMI commissionedthe Oldman Report on tax order to avoid the problerns inherent in any system not
and revenue reform in 1981 as a step in reviewing its enbodyingpure fiscal rneasures) is partly reflected in
current system of taxation and with a view toward the TRA which broadensthe tax base and flattens and
generating recommendationsfor the future. lowers the applicable tax rates. It would be to the

CNMI's benefit to avoid this inevitable tendency to-
In brief, the Oldman Report recommends a net in- ward complexity from the beginning by providing few
come tax system on the grounds that such is widely deductions and low tax rates.
regarded as the fairest form f tax.39 A broad base
tax allows for the imposition of more modest rates The Oldman Report continues by detailing various
which, in turn, have less of a distorting impact on suggestions with regard to the specific rate structure

employment and investment incentives. Most but not which might be imposed in the CNMI as well as the
all U.S. States impose a net income tax on individual inter-relationshipbetween taxes on income and excise
residents as well as the local-source income of non- taxes as well as miscellaneousrevenue measures, such
residents, generally in those situationswhere the non- as property taxes and licence fees. These are too com-

resident has some type of presence in the State, for plex and detailed for purposes of this discussion. In
instance a branch or office. addition, his Reportdiscussescertain issues relating to

tax administration.
Some U.S. states which do not impose a net income
tax have anothersourceof tax basedon a localindustry One issue which is particularly interesting relates to

peculiar to the state. For example, in Florida, where ProfessorOldman'sdiscussionof social, economicand
tourism is very strong, a tax is imposed on the rental political developments.42 One of the authors of the
of hotel space. Texas, which has rich oil and natural presentarticlehad alreadydiscussedthe disadvantages
gas deposits, taxes heaviest industries which exploit of the CNMI becoming an enclave economy and
that state's natural resources.

Even presuming the CNMI was in a position to 38. As the Oldman Report points out, the Reagan Administration has

capitalize on the exploitation of its own reSOUrCeS Or been engaged in seeking to shift more of the burden for providingservices

toursm, the wisdomof following the lead of a minority from the Federal Government to the states. Oldman Report, supra note

rather than a majority of U.S. states is viewed as 26, at 9. This trend may not augur well for U.S. possessions.

questionable by Professor Oldman. As noted above,
39. Id. at 6.
40. Even before the TRA, the CarterAdministrationhad favouredscrap-

unlike residents of any particular U.S. state, CNMI ping the mirror-imagesystem, but had instead sought to replace it by the

residents will not be subject to Federal taxation on full impositionofthe I.R.C. administeredlocally in the possessionsdirectly
their income. Consequently,if the CNMI wishes to be by the U.S. Internal Revenue Service. The Oldman Report notes that this

in the most favourable position for requesting assist- idea presumes that the Federal services to be supplied in these territories
would be the same as those supplied in the U.S. states. Id. at 8.

ance (such as financing or Federal services as well as Obviously, the establishrnentof a local tax code which is designed specifi-
grants-in-aid), it must establish a system which re- cally for the CNMI and which is locally administered is based on the view

quires each income-generatingperson to contribute a that public services in the CNMI will primarilybe provided for and funded

reasonable amount to the financing of local adminis- locally. This leaves open the question ofwhat fundingand services the U.S.
Federal Government will provide.tration and services. For these additional reasons, the 41. The U.S. finally tackled the hidden subsidy issue by the annual com-

imposition of a net income tax on individualsis viewed pilation of a tax expenditure budget which calculates and reports on the
as advsable.40 amount of revenues foregone through the various tax incentivesprovided

in the I.R.C.
The Oldman Report recommends a flat tax on net 42. Oldman Report, supra note 26. at 36-37.
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had recommended that the local government eschew ease, raise sufficient tax revenues to support the
any tendency toward becoming a tax haven.43 This economy while encouraging investment and allow for
aspect is not discussed in the Oldman Report, but the such other incentives as may prove necessary and ad-
recent developmentssurroundingthe tax status of Mr. visable to encourage planned and stable growth and
W. Millard - who had expatriated to the CNMI al- development.45

legedly to (in part) avoid tax on the sale of his shares
of stock in Computerland- only further highlights the
disadvantages in this day and age of establishing a

tax-haven identity.44 43. Tax incentives, supra note 2, at 414-422.
44. See, e.g., Wells, Pacific Glitches: A Computer Tycoon and Saipan
Discover they are Incompatible,Wall St. J.,29 June 1987, at 1, 11.

CONCLUSIONS 45. It is interesting to note that the U.S. Internal Revenue Service re-

cently issued a Revenue Ruling indicating that the Commonwealthof the
Northern Mariana lslands would qualify as a geographic area in which

The enactment of TRA marks a significant step for- expenses incurred by persons attending conventions, seminars or similar
ward in terms of the development of a manageable meetings there can be claimedas businessexpensedeductionsunder I.R.C.

system of taxation for the CNMI as well as for other Sec. 274(h). Rev. Rul. 87-95, 1987-38 IRB -- (dated 21 September 1987),
U.S. possessions. The CNMI must now rise to the reprinted in Daily Tax Rep. (BNA) No. 181, at H-1 (21 September 1987).

It is not necessarily clear, however, whether the CNMI can indeed effec-
challenge of developing its own coherent tax statutes, tively attract such convention-orientedand tourist business in view of its
whichwill provide for fairness as well as administrative location.

Icontinuedfrom page 547]

voted before year-end it will be very difficult to imple- The additional contribution on the income of natural
ment it before 1989 (1988 taxable income). persons is a progressive tax (by brackets from 0 to

In this section we shall focus on the taxation of ex- 45%) determined in accordance with the net overall
income of each taxpayer, i.e. after certain deductions

patriates in Morocco.
including a 25% deduction. The national solidarity

Expatriates in Morocco do not benefit from any contribution is also a progressive tax calculated per
favourable treatmentand, given their level of remune- working day. The taxablebase is that used to calculate
ration, are rather heavily taxed. deductions from wages and salaries after certain ad-

Salaried employees resident in Morocco are subject to justmentswhich reduce this taxable base.

tax, excluding any tax agreements, on their entire in- The general income tax systemcurrentlybeing discuss-
come. Non-residentsare taxed on the income earned ed will replace for employees these three types of tax
from Moroccansources. The tax agreementssigned by with a single tax applicable to all income received by
Morocco rely on the definition of residence given in natural persons and should not increase the tax bur-
the OECD Model Agreement and allocate the taxing den.
of wages and salaries to the country where the activity For non-employeesmost taxes that they presentlypayis exercised, subject to application of the temprary (IBP (impt les bnfices professionnels), urban
assignmentclause.

sur

tax on rental income, investment reserve) will be re-

Thus, a salaried employee assigned to Morocco will placed by the general individual income tax (IGR or

have the additionalcontributionfor income earned by impt gnral sur le revenu).
natural persons and the contribution to national soli- This reform will probably increase their tax burden
daritydeductedfrom his wages and salary. This deduc-

due to the fact that certain numberof deductionswill
tion is progressive (by brackets from 0 to 60%) and is a

applied to net income, i.e. after deduction of pension
no longer be allowed.

and social security contributions, a 10% deduction for The Moroccan Government'sgoal regarding these tax

professional expenses (20,000 DH ceiling) and family reforms is ambitious. Neverthelesswe can assume that
related deductions (1,200 DH per child, 2,400 DH for it will be reached and will contribute in an efficient
a non-workingspouse). way to the economic developmentof this country.
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V E--1\AV:

Changesin theTaxSystem*

--

By Prof. Dr. Tibor Nagy

On the basis of the resolutionsof the Fifth Congress of the Viet-Namese '

Communist Party,' the Viet-Namese Government has modified its tax '

system with the aim of developing the national economy, to strengthen its
socialist sector and to improve the conditionsfor production.2 The present i-.***--tax system consists of the following kind of taxes.

I. STATE ENTERPRISESTAXATION

A. The turnovertax which is included in the selling price. In fact it is the
Professor Dr. Tibor Ngy was born in

Budapest in 1924. He obtained a doc-
differencebetweenthe productionprice and the sellingprice as established torate in politics at the University of
by the Governmentand it must be paid over by the State trade enterprises Budapest in 1946 and a doctorate in

and trade organs to the State Treasury. (This is similar to the traditional law a year later. In 1949, he became

Soviet tax system.)3 ministerial secretary in the Supreme
Economic Council, and in the year
after, deputy chief of the financial de-

B. Fifty percent of the profits of production financed by State means is partment in the Ministry of Education.
placed at the disposal of the State enterprises, while the other 50% will In 1961, hewas awarded the scientific

be paid over to the local or State Treasury. degree candidate by the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences and, in the

Seventy to eighty percent of the profits of production financed by own same year, was appointed associate
means remains at the disposal of the enterprisesand the remainderwill be professor in the Faculty of Law and

paid into the State Treasury. Political Sciencesat Budapest Univer-
sity, where, in 1969, he became pro-
fessor and head of the Departmentof

C. The amounts paid into so-called enterprise funds (such as the produc- Financial Law. In 1983, Professor
tion developmentfund, socio-culturalfund, wage fund and interest fund4) Nagy became a visiting professor at

are not taxed. But if the otal of the interest fund exceeds with 30% the Hamburg University
wage fund (i.e. the annual total of salaries paid) a tax with progressive ProfessorNagy studiedpublic finance
rates is to be paid to the State Treasury (this tax is tantamount to a tax on and financial law with research fellow-

payroll imposed on the enterprise). ships in the U.S.S.R. (1957), the Ger-
man Democratic Republic (1959) and
Poland (1960). During 1968-1969, he
was a Ford Fellow at Harvard and Col-

II. TAXATIONOF THE COOPERATIVEAND PRIVATE SECTOR umbia Universities. He is the author of
books and articles on financial law,

In the cooperativeand private sector the agricultural tax and the trade and international financial (tax) law, finan-

industrial taxes are the most importantobligatory payments regulated by cial systems and law of the socialist
economic integration and the historythe Decreesof the State Councilof 19835 which are also in force in 1986/87. of Hungarian State finances. Since
1961, he has published 40 works in

Hungarianand 43 in otherlanguages.
Professor Nagy is a membr of the

* A short su,nnary o the tax system on thc basis of 1n article entitled 'Thc fi;nci;ll and credit Institut International de Finances Pu-
system of the Viet-Nanese Socialist Republic by Chu Tan Thu'c, former Minister of Finance, was bliques and the World Association for
published in PnzgyiSzemle (Financial Journal) No. 11 (1986) (Budapest) at 868-873. Thissummary International Relations.
was prepared and further completed by Prof. Dr. T. Nagy, Budapest (Hungary).
1. March 1982.
2. Reforn of the tax system should serve to decrease inflation which hcis aa monthly rate of 70-80'%
and the deficit of the 1987 Budget (presently at 12 billion dong = USS 1511 million). The intlation rate

for 1986 was 400%. The U.S.S.R. has promised to give Viet-Nam a subsidy of between USS ll.7-13.2
billion for 1986-1990.The total foreign debt of Viet-Nam is USS 8.1 billion (see: Vilggazdasg(World
Economy) No. 18 April 1987,9 May 1987, 23 June 1987, and 19 August 1987).
3. Sec GlideS to EttropetTaxation: Vohuttc V, 7txation itt Ettrol)ettn Socialist Cottttlries, Chapter
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. in particular Sec. 6.
4. The term fund denotes amounts which are budgeted for certain purposes.
5. The State Council is, since 1980, as the collective Presidency, the highest organ of the National

Assembly and constitutes the Presidium of the Viet-Namese Republic.
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A. The agricultural tax is imposed on (a) agricultural Viet-Nam) the economic system is still very differen-

cooperatives, independent production groups (these tiated so that in this part of the country it is very
are similar to the cooperatives), social and other in- important to implement an appropriate tax policy.
sttutions, mlitary unts, as well as members of Note that in this part of the country 5 types of

cooperatives, workers and employees possessing economic spheres have been established.
house hold plots (i.e. small plots of land adjacent to
their homes) or who are growing agricultural products

Taxes are sources of revenue for the central State

on their farms and (b) individual private farmers and Treasury but the locals treasuries receive a share from

such kinds of agricultural production groups whose
the total yield of the:

members are not members of cooperatives.
- turnover tax;

agricultural tax;-

The group of taxpayers described under (a) receives - trade and industrial taxes; and

privileged tax treatment in that they pay only the reg- - profits of the local State enterprises.
ular basic rates of agricultural tax. Taxpayers falling
under category (b) are subject to an additional surtax

The rates of sharing are differentiated and are fixed

whose rate is established annually as a function of the for 2 years. Grants-in-aid complete the tax sharing
size of the cultivatedarea. State farms and agricultural

revenues of the local budgets. If the local revenues

machine stations are not subject to these taxes, since exceed the planned total, 30-50% of the excess re-

they must deliver all their products to the State and mains in the local treasury and the difference must be

pay any revenue they receive to the State Treasury. paid over to the State Treasury.
According to the decisions of the Plenum of the Viet- The Sixth Congress of the Viet-Namese Communist
Namese Communist Party of April 1987, the future Party which was held in September 1986 adopted a

fiscal policy should guarantee the farmers a 40% profit resolution stating that there was an urgent need to

upon selling their agricultural products to State trade change the price, tax, credit and wage legislation to

agencies by introducingnew agricultural taxes and by stimulate the economicactivities of enterprises,work-

having the State pay higher purchasingprices. ers, craftsmen and farmers. These changes may possi-
bly become law in the 1987-88 financial year.9

B. By virtue of the Decree of 1983 promulgated by On the basis of the Party Resolutons,the Cty Council
the State Council on the assessment of the trade and
industrial taxes, the following taxes are to be paid:7

of Hanoi issued a decree on the taxation of enterprises
of the private sector carried on by households or

(a) Tax on receipts, paid by smallholders on any in- families and comprising small industrial businesses as

come of their activities. Tax rates are: well as handicraft industry. These private enterprises
3,4 or 5% in the productionsector, are tax-exempt if their proprietors:-

5,7 or 9% in the service sector, have ther main employment elsewhere; or-

-

6, 8 or 10% in the municipalfood sector. receive an old age benefit which they supplement-
-

The effective tax rates are a function of the kind by the income from the enterprise; or

and volume of the transactions. - run the business exclusivelywith membersof their

(b) Profits tax is paid by private organizations and pri- family which means that in this case they may not

vate persons (at progressive rates). However, employ other persons; or
-

cooperatives pay tax at lower rates ranging from
start a new enterprise on or after 1 January 1987

5-20%. (this exemption is given for one year only). For

In some sectors in addition to the profits tax a enterprises which have been created before 1

supplementary tax is imposed (e.g. on coopera-
January 1987 they may request a tax exemptionor

tives renderingservices to productionunits includ-
tax deferral.

ing transportationservices if their profits exceed a As of December 1986 members of cooperatives may
sum fixed by Decree). relinquish their membership provided that they can

On certain economic activities a 10% surtax is show that they have valid reasons to do so. Such per-
levied with the aim to discourage these activities. sons may start private economic actvities but they
Incomes derived from the illegal increase of prices may not benefit from any tax exemptions or allow-
or speculation gains are subject to tax at steeply ances.

progressive rates, the maximum rate going up to
100%.

(c) A one-time trade tax is levied on organizationsand

private persons on their receipts of any OCCaSional 6. Vihggazdas6gNo. 75 of 1987 (18 April 1987).

trade activity. 7. The aim of the State Council by imposing these taxes is to increase

the production in the private sector and to mobilize the savings in this

(d) Patent tax: which is a tax on industrial royalties sector. Taxes are thus used tocontrol the commercialand industrial activity

to be paid by all tax subjects. in the private sector and to acceleratethe socialist reorganizationof private
trade.

The aim of the Viet-Namese fiscal policy is to decrease 8. On the basis of the new Constitution adopted in December 1986

the importanceof taxes and to strengthen the State-sec- Viet-Nam is divided into 36 provinces and one special area directly under

tor. But there is a special situation: in the Southern the control of the Central Government, and subdivided into districts,

towns and villages.
part of the country (i.e. formerly designated as South 9 Nemzetkzi Szemh (Internationa1 Review), No. I of 1987 .t 6.
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Producers selling their products on the market are Joint ventures will be exempt from tax in the first two

subject to turnover tax and trade tax. years of business and be eligible for a 50% reduction

The above provisions,however, have only force of law in the following two years (under current law the

in the Hanoi area. For instance, producersselling their exemptionperiod is stated in the jointventurecontract

products in the market outside Hanoi are subject to
and varies depending on the activity, theqocation and

the trade tax and the tax on receipts.
the capital invested). When they become taxable, joint
ventures will be subject to a tax on turnoverwith rates
between 20% and 25%.

III. NEW JOINT VENTURE LAW In addition, a profits tax will be imposed at an average
rate of 25%. Transferof profits into the home-country

It has been reported that a new joint venture law will of a joint venture partner will be allowed only if they
be approvedby the Viet-NameseGovernmentin 1987. receive hard currency from their activities. The tax
The foreign partner of such a joint venture will be rate will be 20% when exporting in large amounts into
required to have a minimum share capital of 25%. hard currency States; involved in activities which are

Under the 1977 Regulationson foreign investments in labour intensive; using new technology; utilizing
Viet-Nam, which are currently in force, this percen- natural resources of Viet-Nam; or receiving hard cur-

tage is 30%. There will be no 49% maximum limit as rency for service activities. Reinvestedprofits will be
under the 1977 Regulations, meaning that fully subject to a lower rate of 10%. Currently income tax

foreign-ownedcompanies may operate in Viet-Nam. rates depend on the kind of business operation: 30%

The duration of a joint venture will be 20 years (now for export production; 40% for large capital invest-

10 to 15 years), but the venture can be extended in ments and high technology investment; 50% for

some cases. Foreigners may be permitted to act as
others. Furthermore, it is proposed that 5% of the

directors of such joint ventures. profits must be transferred to a reserve fund.12

Should the Viet-Namese Government decide to
nationalize a joint venture in a case where exceptional
national interestsare at stake, an appropriatecompen- 10. Vilggazdasg (19 August 1987).
sation wll be given (this is also the case under present 11. Ibid.

law). 12. Tax News Service (1987) at 93-94.
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-A LAI\ D:

Taxationof Joint Ventures
By Montri Hongskrailers

Author's note:

If an enterprises carred on jontly between an ndvdual and
another ndvdual, or between an ordinary partnershp and
another ordinary partnershp, or between an associaton or

foundation and another association or foundation, it is not a

Joint Venture. It is merely an ordinary partnership. As such,
income tax must be paid by the individual person or by the

ordinary partnerships if profits are made. After the distribu-
tion of profits, an individual who receives such profits is

exempt from paying additional income tax.

Mr. Montri Hongskrailers presently heads his own interna-
tional law firm with a departmentspecialized n international
tax matters. Previously, he was associatedwith Coopersand
Lybrand, Bangkok, Thailand. He is correspondent for the

GENERALMEANING OF A JOINT VENTURE Bulletin for Thailand and is a regular contributor.

A Joint Venture is a business undertaking by two or

more parties in which profits, losses and control are

shared. A Canadian law dictionary states that though LEGALIDENTITYOF A JOINTVENTURE

the term is consideredsynonymouswith a partnership,
a Joint Venture may connote an enterprise of a more A Joint Venture is not a legal entity, but it is a tax

limited scope and duration, though there is the same entity as if it were a juristic company or partnership.
sort of mutual liability. It is therefore subject to corporate income tax and

other taxes, as provided by the Revenue Code.
From the above definition, we may gather that the
characteristicsof a Joint Venture are: Although it is not a legal entity, the partners of a Joint

a business undertakingby two or more parties; are as
-

Venture viewed branches of their head office,
profits, losses and control are shared among the regarding the project for which the Joint Venture is

-

parties; formed. If a Joint Venture partner is a juristic com-

an enterprise of a limited scope and duration; pany or partnership registered under foreign law and
-

mutual responsibility is shared among partners or-
does business in compliance with the Alien Business

participants. Law (NEC Announcement No. 281), that partner
must apply for and obtain an Alien Business Permit.

These characteristics also serve as the Revenue De-

partment's guideline for interpretationof a Joint Ven- RESTRAINTSUPONA NON-JURISTICPERSON
ture; this will be discussed later. UNDERTHE CIVILAND COMMERCIALCODE

A Joint Venture cannot make a contract or buy and
A JOINTVENTUREDEFINED (BY THE REVENUE sell under its own name.
CODE)

A Joint Venture cannot be a plaintiff or a defendant
The term Joint Venture is defined by the Revenue in Court. Therefore, when it is a matter of money
Code as a business or profit seekingenterprisecarried lending or buying/sellingas well as paying wages, such
on jointly by: must be done by one of the individual partners (or

a company and another company, a company and both) on behalf of the Joint Venture. The account-

a juristic partnership, a juristic partnership and should be clearlyseparatefrom the individualaccounts

another juristic partnership; of the Joint Venture partners. Otherwise, it may be
a company and an individual, a non-juristic body mixed up with the Joint Venture partners' accounts-

of persons, an ordinary partnership or another which may cause trouble in the tax managementof the

juristic person; Joint Venture as well as in their individual accounts.

a juristic partnership and an individual, a non--

juristic body of persons, an ordinary partnership INTERPRETATIONSOF A JOINTVENTUREBY
or another juristic person; THE REVENUE
a company and a juristic partnership, an indi--

vidual, a non-juristicbody of persons, an ordinary Before the inclusionof the term Joint Venture in the

partnershipor another juristic person. Revenue Code on 31 December 1978 (2521), the Rev-
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enue Departmentcollected tax from a joint operation Legal identityof a Joint Venture), if a Joint Venture
by having the Joint Venture compute profits from its partner is a juristic companyor partnership registered
work. When the profit figures were obtained and after under foreign law and does business which is under
paying tax thereon, the Joint Venture distributed the control by the alien business law in the categorywhich
said profits to its partners in proportion to each part- may be permissible to be carried on in Thailand, that
ner's investment, the partners then paid tax from their partner must apply for and obtain an Alien Business
share of profits in accordance with their status, e.g. if Permit from the Director General of the Commercial
a joint operation partner was a company, the corpo- Registration Department of the Ministry of Com-
rate income tax would be imposed, and if it was an merce.

individual, a personal income tax was applicable.
After 31 December 1978 (2521), the Revenue Code

THE COMPUTATIONOF JOINTVENTURE
was changed and the term Joint Venture was added

TAXES
as part of a juristic company or partnership. This
change recognized the tax status of a Joint Venture as

Accountingperiods: In computing income tax, Jointa
that of a company. This was in order to avoid any Venture must set its accountingperiod similar to that
argument as to whether a Joint Venture should be of any juristicperson, underSection65 of the Revenuetaxed as an individual or as a company or whether a Code. An accountingperiod must be 12 months (withJoint Venture was not a taxable entity. some exceptions)from the date the businessoperation
When the Joint Venturewas recognizedby the Rev- commences.

enue Department, it originally held the interpretation Conditions for computing net profits and tax rates: In
that, if two or more Joint Venturepartnersundertook

computing the net profits of Joint Venture, the
any work for any employer under the same contract,

a con-

ditions of Sections 65 bis and 65 ter of the Revenueit constituteda Joint Venture. It did not seem to matter Code are to be applied. The rate of tax is 35% of the
whether each partner undertook such work with a

profit, the for other juristic entities.
view to share the profit or loss, or if contractually the net same as

partners were responsible separately and payment to Paying tax twice yearly: In addition, a Joint Venture
each was made separately in accordancetherewith. must pay tax twice yearly. This is similar to other

A new Revenue Department interpretationwas made juristic persons. The Joint Venture must prepare an

estimate of net profits or net losses arising from or inaround February 1983 (2526). It was to the effect that,
to be a Joint Venture, the intention of the partners of consequenceof the business carried on or to be carried

the Joint Venture must be to seek joint profits by such on during an accountingperiod. A tax return must be
filed and paid within 2 months, from the last day of the

a venture. The mere joint signing of the same contract
and working together with separate responsibilities period of 6 months, counting from the first day of the

were not the criteriaconstitutingsuch a Joint Venture. accountingperiod.
The Revenue Department also made a broader in- Filing of the audited balance sheet and profit/loss ac-

terpretationof a Joint Venture: that it should carry on count: As a juristic company or partnership, a Joint
a temporarywork or project as partnersmaking a joint Venture has to file a balance sheet and a profit and
investment with the aim at sharing profits and losses loss accountunder Section 68 bis of the Revenue Code
among them. However, as the law does not specifically and the said statements must be audited by an auditor
mention the word temporary,this criterionwas later in compliance with Section 69 of the Revenue Code.
dropped. Withholding taxes: If the payer of income to a Joint
A recent rumour, however, has it that the Revenue Venture is a governmentagency, the said agency must

Department is going to honour the old interpretation withhold tax at source at the rate of 1% under Section
of a Joint Venture again. That is, if collaboratorssign 69bis of the Revenue Code. However, if the work
the same contract, it wouldconstitutea Joint Venture. done by the Joint Venture is hire-of-work under

category 4 of the Business Tax Schedule of the Reve-
nue Code and the employer is a government agency,
the said agency must withhold tax at source at the rate

REGISTRATIONREQUIREMENT of 3.3%.

Corporate and business tax numbers: As a Joint Ven-
ture is considered a juristic company or partnership EXCHANGE GAIN AND LOSS
under the Revenue Code, a Joint Venture is subject
to corporate income tax. Therefore, a Joint Venture Unrealized profit: If the Joint Venture partners are
has to obtain a taxpayer's ID card and number. Also. juristic companies or partnerships registered under
if a Joint Venturecarries on a businesswhich is subject foreign law, they normally keep accounts in foreignto business tax, it must apply for a business tax number
within 30 days from the date the operation started and currency at their head offices abroad. When said ac-

counts are re-prepared in Thailand, there may be a
pay monthly business tax thereon within 15 days of the

problem of exchange gain. As with any company this
following month.

can cause a Joint Venture to suffer payment of addi-
Alien Business Permit: As mentioned above (see tional taxes on this unrealized gain.
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Conversion problem: Another problem on currency pose of acquiring profits or for the purpose of busi-

matters is in the exchange of currency. If the transac- ness, (are not allowable).
tions occur frequently, there will be a lot ofconversion (14)Any expensesnot exclusivelyexpendedfor the pur-

work to be done on th part of accountants. pose of business in Thailand, (are not allowable).
Invoicing method: The expenses incurred in the

books of account of the head office for the Joint Ven-
JOINT VENTURE EXPENSES ture can also be invoiced to the Joint Venture'sbooks

of account. However, if invoiced by the head office,
The Joint Ventureexpensesin its booksof accountcan and charged as Royalty Expenses, the head office
be structured by 3 methods, as follows: invoices may be subject to withholding tax at the rate

Expenses passedon method:The expenses incurred of 25%.
in the books of account of a Joint Venture partnercan If the Joint Venture has no records to prove its ex-
be broken down into two categories: directexpenses' the generallyallowed, follows:
and indirect expenses. It is no problem for the head penses, expensesare as

(1) In the case of carrying on a business of contract
office to charge the direct expenses to its branch; the of work, expenses are allowed at the rate of 70%

1 branch then passes those expenses on to the books of of gross income before deduction of any expenses
account of the Joint Venture. incurred in the accountingperiod; this is similar to

However, it may be more difficult for the Joint Ven- the rate of standard deductions allowed in Section

ture to charge the indirect expenses in the same way 7 of Royal Decree (11) B.E. 2503 (1960).
n as that of the direct expenses. According to the new (2) In the case of carryingon a businessofpurchasing

rules, stated in the RevenueDepartment'sOrder, No. and selling goods, expenses shall be allowed at

13/1986, as amended by Order No. 14/1986, dated 30 the rate of 80% of the gross income before deduc-

June 1986, the general administrative expenses of an tion of any expenses incurred in the accounting
overseas head office and its branches which were ex- period; this is similar to the rate of standarddeduc-

pended partially by its Thai branch are allocatedbased tions allowed in Section 8 (25) of the Royal Decree

on the following rules and methods: (11) B.E. 2502 (1959).

(1) The head office expensescharged to a Thai branch
are to be allocated upon the generally accepted GENERALVIEWOF A JOINTVENTUREAND
principles of fairness,, consistency and in accord- THE TAXATIONOF ITS PARTNERS'INCOME
ance with the same method as those applied to
other branches. The computation is to be as fol- Prior to 1980, the tax on a Joint Venture and its
lows: partners was collected in 3 steps as follows:

Project Income x Head Office Expense = Ac- (1) collected from the Joint Venture itself (40% (old
ceptableExpenseWorldwideHead Office Income rate) of the net profit);

(2) if said Joint Venturepartnerwas a listed company,
The acceptable expenses so calculated represent a there was no tax. If not, half of the share of profit
fair sharewhichhas been expendedfor the purpose was subject to another (40%) tax (old rate.
of business in Thailand under Section 65 ter (14) (3) collected from the share of profit remitted out of
of Thai Revenue Code. Thailand. In the case where a Joint Venture part-
The allocated amount of the acceptable expenses ner was a juristic company or partnership, and if:
must not have been deducted as expenses by the (a) said partner carried on a business in Thailand,
head office or by any branch for the computation a share of profits was subject to corporate tax
of net profits. and if the remaningshare of profits was remit-

(2) The total administrative and management ex- ted abroad, the remittance tax of 25% (old
penses of the head office have already been de- rate) of the remitted profit was imposed;
ducted through the office rental, charges of elec- (b) said partner did not carry on a business in
tricity and water supply, costs of office supplies, Thailand, the share of profits was income
utensils, depreciationof office equipmentand fur- under Section 40(4)(b) of the Revenue Code;
niture. the remitted share of profits was subject to a

The expenses, thus, do not include any research remittance tax at the rate of 25% (old rate) of
and developmentexpenses. the amount remitted.

(3) The allocation is for a project of a Joint Venture
in Thailand. At present, the taxes on a Jont Venture and its

partners, are collected in 2 steps, as follows:
The statements of (1) through (3) must be signed by (1) The Joint Venture has to pay corporate income tax
the head office's auditor. at the rate of 35% of net profits.
However, there is a chance that the Revenue Depart- (2) The Joint Venture partners have to pay tax as

ment may not allow the indirectexpenses to be booked follows:
in the Joint Venture's account, if, in its opinion, it is

contrary to Section 65 ter (13) and (14) of the Revenue
Code, which states: 1. Income derived from the project for which the Joint Venture was

(13)Any expensesnot exclusivelyexpendedfor the pur- created.
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(a) If the partners are: Question: How to dissolve a Joint Venture
(i) juristic companies and partnerships or- Answer: The Revenue Code has no provision to

ganized under Thai law, deal with this matter. Therefore, Section
(ii) juristic companies and partnerships or- 72 of the Revenue Code should be applied

ganized under foreign law and carrying on to this situation. This Section provides for
business in Thailand, the dissolution of a juristic company or

no income tax is due on that part of assessable partnership. The liquidator and the man-

income that consists of dividends or profit ager of said entity must notify the assess-

shares derived from a Joint Venture carrying ment officer within 15 days from the date
on business in Thailand under Section 5 bis of when the registration of dissolution is re-

Royal Decree 10/1957 (2500). cordedby the appropriateauthority. If said
(b) However, if the juristic company or partner- persons fail to comply therewith, the as-

ship organized under foreign law has received sessment officer may require the juristic
a share of profits remitted from Thailand, a companyor partnership to pay, in addition

profit remittance tax of 20% of the amount to the tax payable, a surchargeequal to the
received will be applied. amount of the tax. Such surcharge is re-

as tax.
SOME QUESTIONSCONCERNINGA JOINT garded

If there is a tax to be paid, the liquidator
VENTURE'STAX and the manager are jointly responsible to

Question: Can a Joint Venturers first year's loss be ensure that the tax is paid.
allocated to a Joint Venture's partner and Question: If two foreign companies, having jointly
be treated as an expense of a Joint Ven- invested money, accept work for a princi-
ture's partner in that year pal in Thailand, are the said companies

Answer: By comparing it to a company the shares considered to be doing business in Thai-
of which are held by another company, we land
can see that when that company makes a For example, CompanyA and CompanyB
loss, said loss cannot be allocated to its are registered under foreign law and do
shareholdersto be treated as theirexpense. busness in a foreign country and neither
A loss can only be set in the books of ac- has any branch in Thailand. They invest in
count of that company and be carried for- Thailand in the form of a Joint Venture to
ward to be deducted from its profit in the bid for constructionwork with a Thai gov-
subsequentyear. This concept applies also ernment agency. Company A invests 60%
to a Joint Venture. Because a Joint Ven- and Company B invests 40%, are Com-
ture is a company, a loss incurred in the pany A and Company B deemed to be
first year has to be carried forward to be doing business in Thailand
deducted from the profit in the subsequent Answer: The Revenue Department considers that
year, in accordancewith Section 65 ter (12) neither Company A nor Company B is
of the Revenue Code. However, when a doing business in Thailand. The profit of a

Joint Venture has finished its project or Joint Venture shall be subject to corporate
has been dissolved, a loss by the Joint Ven- income tax at the rate of 35% of the net
ture can be allocated to each partnerof the profit. The profit remitted from a Joint
Joint Venture proportionately. Venture to Company A and Company B

Question: How is the investment in a Joint Venture will be subject to withholding tax of 20%
treatedon the books of accountof the Joint of the profit remitted under Section 70 of
Venture partners the Revenue Code. In case an individual is

Answer: This case is similar to the case where a a Joint Venturepartner, the profit received
company buys shares of another company. from the Joint Venture will be subject to
This investmentis consideredas a company withholding tax at the rate of personal in-
asset, but it is not a depreciable asset. come tax. However, a tax credit under Sec-
Therefore, the investment in a Joint Ven- tion 47 bis of the Revenue Code of 30% on

ture is not depreciable on the books of the dividends or share of profits received
account of a partner in a Joint Venture. by said individual is also applied.
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SRAEL: The tax benefits were given by a special law aimed at

encouraging industry as well as a special law for the

The 1987TaxReform
encouragementof capital investment.

THE 1987 TAX REFORM

By Prof. Arye Lapidoth
Having outlined the tax rates structure under the law

The 1987 Tax Reform mainly aims at reducing the prior to the 1987 Tax Reform, the main featuresof the
income tax rates of both individualsand corporations.' Reform may now be fairly briefly considered.

The new corporation tax rates apply as of 1 January
1987; those relating to individuais apply as of 1 April Individualincome tax rates
1987.2

The maximum marginal tax rate has been reduced
from 60% to 48%. It applies to yearly income exceed-

BEFORE 1987 ing 40,968 N.S. (about USS 25,605). Earned income
(as well as modest income from housing rentals) en-

Prior to the Reform, the maximum marginal rate of joyed lower tax rates before 1987 and will continue to

income tax imposed on individuals was 60%. As far as do so after 1987.

corporations were concerned (i.e. companies and
other body corporates), the effective rate of tax Earned income
imposedon undistributedprofitswas 61%. That figure
was arrived at as follows: The corporation paid 40% Yearlyincomeof 1 N.S.-11,244N.S. - 20%

corporationtax on its undistributedprofits. In addi- (about USS 1 USS 7,027)-

tion, it paid 35% income tax. In computingthe amount Year y incomeof11,245 N.S. - 18,528 N.S. - 30%0

of income subject to income tax, the amount of corpo- (about USS 7,027 - USS 11,580)
ration tax was deductible. Hence, if the corporation Yearly incomeof 18,529 - 26,400 N.S. - 35/0

had a profit of 100, it paid 40 corporation tax as weil (about USS11,580 USS 16,500)-

as 35% income tax on 60 (100 - 40), i.e. 21. The Yearly income of 26,401 N.S. - 40,968 N.S.. - 45%0

effective aggregate rate of corporationand income tax (about USS 16,500 - USS 25,605)
on undistributedprofits was thus 61% (40 + 21). Yearly income exceeding 40,968 N.S. - 48%

(about USS 25,605)
Where the profits were distributed, the effective rate
of tax imposed on the divdend, the corporation and
the shareholdersreceiving the dividend, could amount Any other income

to 67%. Yearlyincomeof 1 N.S. - 26,400 N.S. - 35%
1 USS 16,500)In order to understandhow that figure was reached we

(about USS -

-

have to bear in mind that the dividend was subject to Yearly income of 26,401 N.S. 40,968 N.S. - 45%

a maximum marginal income tax rate of 45%. The (about USS 16,500 - USS 25,605)
dividend (paid by an Israeli corporation) is also deduc- Yearly income exceeding 40,968 N.S. - 48%

tible in computation of the amount of income subject (about USS 25,605)
to income tax.

Suppose a corporation having a profit of 100 decided Housing rental income

to distribute all its profits as dividends. Suppose also Income from any housing rentals (not necessarilyresi-
that the shareholders receiving the dividend had to dential) is treated like earned income, provided that

pay 45% income tax on the dividend. The corporation the taxpayer's total amountof income from all sources

would first pay 40 corporation tax. The remaining 60 does not exceed 18,528 N.S. (about USS 11,580). If
would be distributed as dividends and taxable in the the taxpayer's total yearly income exceeds 18,528
hands of the shareholdersin the amount of 27 (45% of N.S., the amount of his rental income (subject) to the

60).
The effective aggregate amount of tax paid on the
distributed profits would thus be 67% (40 + 27). (No I. Income Tax Ordinance Anendment Law (72), 5757-1987. Sefer-
income tax would be paid by the corporation because HaCIukkim 1212,9 April 1987, at 89.

new
both corporation tax (40) and the paid dividends (60)

The law has been surveyed by the Revenue Administrationin Income
Tax (Legislation) Circular 3/87,27 April 1987.

would be deducted in computing the income subject 2. Tax year 1987 begins on 1 January 1987 and ends on 31 December
to income tax payable by the corporation (100 - (40 1987. Consequently, for the tax year 1987 the new individual tax rates

+ 60) = 0).) apply to a period of 9 months, beginning on 1 April 1987, whereas the old
rates of tax apply to the 3-month periods beginningon 1 January 1987. In

It should be pointed out that the rates of tax whch order to prevent any problem which may arise, it has been laid down that

have been stated and explained above applied only to 3/4 of the total taxable income for tax year 1987 should be related to the

regularcorporations.On the otherhand, industrial
9-month period begiiningon 1 April 1987 tind be taxed ii accordance with
the new tax rates and one forth of the income should be related to the

corporations and corporations having an approved period of 3 months ending on 31 March 1987, and hence be governed by
enterprise, enjoyed special statutory tax benefits. the old tax rates.
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more favourable marginal rates of 20% (up to 11,244 Reform). The figure 55% has been arrived at as fol-

N.S.) and 30% on the additional 7,284 N.S.), will be lows: Corporation tax payable on 100 undistributed
gradually reduced. The amount thus reduced equals profits = 40. Income tax payable by the individual
the amount of total income exceeding 18,528 N.S. It shareholders receiving 60 dividend at 25%, i.e. 15.
follows that where the taxpayer's total income exceeds The total tax payable would thus be 40 + 15 = 55. No

37,056 N.S., all his income will be taxed as regular income tax would be paid by the corporationsince, for

ncome, i.e. he will begin by paying 35% tax (up to the purpose of computing the amount of income sub-

26,400 N.S., etc.). There is no similar proviso applying ject to income tax, both the corporation tax (amount-
to earned income. ng to 40) and the dividend distributed (amounting to

-

It should be noted that as of 1 January 1987 the tax 60) are deductible (100 (60 + 40) = 0).
year basis is no longer the fiscal year, beginningon Corporationshavingan approvedenterprise
1 April and ending 31 March of the next year, but the underthe Lawfor the EncouragementofCapital
calendaryear, i.e. the tax year, begins on 1 January Investment
and ends on 31 Decemberof the same year. The tran- Along with the reduction of the tax rates imposed on
sition from the fiscal year to the calendar year regular corporations, the tax rates on corporations
requiredcertain adjustments.Since the new individual having an approved enterprise have also been re-
tax rates apply as of 1 April 1987 further adjustments duced. Corporations having an approved enter-
have been required.3 prise, which had been approved before 30 July 1978

shall pay 35% tax (instead of 40%); those approvedProvisional surtax of 10% after 30 July 1978 shall pay 25% (instead of 30%).
One should also note that the maximummarginal rate
of 48% will apply only as of 1 January 1988. For the The tax rates applicable to a Foreign Investors Cor-
tax year 1987 (endingon 31 December1987) individual poration have not been changed. They have re-

taxpayerswill have to pay a surtax; they will have to mained 20% (if the foreign investment constitutes

pay 48% + 10%, i.e. 52.8% on any amount of income 49% to 73%); 15% (if the foreign investmentamounts

exceeding 66,000 N.S. (about USS 41,625) for the 9 to 73% - 89%); and 10% (if the foreign investment is
months beginning on 1 April 1987 (i.e. a monthly 90% or more). The tax rates on dividends derived
income of 7,400 N.S., which is about USS 4,625). from the profits of an approved enterprise have also

remained unaltered. A dividend from an enterprise
Because of their transitionalnature the statutory pro- approved after 30 June 1978 will remain subject to a
visions prescribingthe necessaryadjustmentshave not tax rate of 15%.
been dealt with in this note in more detail.

It should be noted that the 1987 Tax Reform has also
Dividend income reduced the tax rates imposed on individualsand Kib-

Before proceeding to deal with the new structure of buzim who own an approved enterprise, as well as

corporate taxation, one should mention that the rate corporations and individuals who own an approved
of income tax payable on dividends, receivedeitherby agricultural enterprise.
a non-resident corporation or an individual, has been Industrialcorporations
fixed at a reduced rate of 25%. Prior to 1987 dividends Industrial corporations enjoyed special privileges
were subject to a maximum tax rate of 45%. before 1987. Now that the tax burden regularon cor-

Corporate tax rates porations has been reduced, there remained no need

As already mentioned, the rate of income tax payable for the specal treatment granted to industrial corpo-

by the shareholder (who is either an individual or a rations. Hence, subject to certain transitional reliefs,
non-residentcorporation) is 25%. such corporationsare treated by the 1987 Reform like

regular corporations, and pay the same rate of tax.
As far as the corporation itself is concerned, the fol- Certain tax benefits, however, have been retained,
lowing changes should be noted: The rate of corpora- e.g. in the area of amalgamations, the right to deduct
tion tax has not been changed; it has remained 406. expenses incurred in the issuingofshares, depreciation
The rate of income tax, however, has been reduced; as allowance for patents and know-how, etc.
of the tax year 1987 (beginning on 1 January 1987) it
will be 8t/3% (instead of 35%). Capital gains tax

Consequently, the effective tax rate payable by the Before 1987, inflationarycapital gain (i.e. the nom-

corporation on its undistributed profits will be 45% inal capital gain derived from the sale of a capital asset

(instead of 61% before the 1987 Tax Reform). Sup- because of the inflation, measured on the basis of the

pose the undistributed profits amounted to 100. The cost-of-living index) was subject to 10% capital gains
corporation tax would be 40. Income tax would be tax. That has not been changed by the 1987 Reform.

paid at the rate of 8q3% on 60 (100 - 40), i.e. 5. The The amountof capital gain exceedingthe inflationary
total effective tax would therefore be 40 + 5 = 45. gain was treated as real income, and charged to tax

If the corporation decides to distribute all its profits to under the regular tax rates applied to revenue in-

its individual shareholders, the aggregate rate of tax come, subject to a tax rate ceiling of 50% on the total

paid both by the corporation and the shareholders amount of both the nflationaryand the real cap-

would be 55% (instead of 67% before the 1987 Tax 3. Set footnote 2. supra.
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ital gain. The principleof taxing the real capital gain right direction. Any marginal tax rate that exceeds
like regular income has not been changed by the 1987 50% has an undesirable psychological effect on the
Reform. The rate of tax payable by a corporation on taxpayer, who cannot understandwhy he has to pay to
a real capital gain has, however, been adjusted. It the Revenue, on any additional amount of income,
has been reduced from 61% (before 1987) to 45%, more than he may retain for himself.
thus adjusting it to the new reduced rate of tax payable
by a corporationsince 1987. An individual will pay on

It is submitted, however, that snce Israeli taxpayers
a real capital gain the regular marginal rate payable have to pay (among other taxes, such as purchase tax)
by him on his regular income. The top rate of capital 15% value added tax, under a fairly comprehensive
gains tax paid by an individual would therefore be value added tax law, the reduction of the income tax

48%. The statutory provision fixing the 50% ceiling rates by the 1987 Tax Reform was not enough. In any
has been rendered unnecessary and hence has been case, it is clear that the higher tax brackets should

repealed. apply to much higher incomes, thus relieving the mid-
dle income taxpayers from their still too heavy bur-

Anotherchange was made in the area of enforcement. den of tax.
Before 1987, a taxpayer realizing a capital gain had to

pay to the Revenue, in advance, 40% of the gain, on
The new tax rates structure also calls for anothercom-

account of the tax that would eventually be due from ment relating to the distribution of dividends. Until
the Tax Reform of 1975, closely-held corporations inhim. As of 1987 he will have to pay 30%. As before, Israel used to accumulate their profits, rather thanthe payment on account should be made within 30

days of the sale of the capital asset.
distribute them, because the corporate tax was much
lower than the top marginal tax rate of the individual.

Miscellaneous Since 1975, for the first time, the corporation has paid
61% tax, whereas the individual taxpayerhas reached

The 1987 Tax Reform also deals with matters other the top rate of only 60%.
than the tax rates. They have not been discussed in this
survey because they seem to be of less interest to the The scheme which used to be practiced before 1975
reader. Some of them are of a technical nature, e.g. was fairly simple. Individual taxpayers (or partner-
adjustmentsof the rules of deduction at source (with- ships) conducted their business or profession in the
holding) to the new scale of tax rates and adjustment legal form of a closely-held corporation. They got re-

of the machinery of indexation to the lower rate of muneration, as directors, for an amount that reached
inflation now prevailing in Israel. the individual marginal tax rate equivalent to the cor-

The remaining profits were retained
Certain matters which are part of the Reform were

porate tax rate.

dealt with by additionalspecific legislation. Worthy of by the corporation and were subject to the corporate
tax rate, which was much lower than the top individual

particular mentioning is the taxation of certain pay- marginal rate. Thus, taxpayers managed to, in effect,
ments of personal allowances, which taxpayers re- lower their top marginal tax rate.
ceive in lieu of personal tax reliefs for maintenanceof
minor children. The tax on the personal allowances Under the 1987 Tax Reform, the tax rate paid by the
has been imposed by a special law enacted for this corporation is again less than the maximum individual

purpose. The law will be in effect only for the period tax rate. This change may serve as a disincentive to
of one year (from 1 April 1987 to 31 March 1988). The distribute dividends and give rise to the old practice of
tax will be imposed only on taxpayerswhose marginal incorporatng in order to avoid tax by not distributing
tax rate is 45% or more. Taxpayers who receive per- dividends.
sonal allowances for 4 children or more shall be Admittedly, the Income Tax Ordinance does contain
exempted from the tax.

a series of provisons empowering the Commissioner
Finally, it may be of some interest to note that the of Income Tax to counteract attempts to avoid tax by
provisional legislation relating to adjustment for infla- refraining from distributing dividends (Secs. 70-81).
tion has been made permanent. IncomeTax Law (Ad- Experience, however, has shown that the implementa-
justments for Inflation) (Provisional Law) 5756-1986 tion of those provisions have proved to be most prob-
had been enacted provisionally for tax years 1985, lematic.
1986, 1987. On 31 March 1987 the Knesset (Israeli One should also admit that the difference between the
Parliament) passed an amendment to the provisional
law, laying down that it would remain permanently, corporate tax and the individual top marginal rate,

under the 1987 Reform, is much less than it used to be
also after tax year 1987. However, the Minister of before 1975. Therefore, it seems that there will now be
Finance has been empowered to rule that the law less incentive to incorporate, receive remuneration
should not apply to a certain year. Such a rulingshould reaching the 45% marginalrate, and retain the remain-
be made not later than three months before the begin- ing profits within the corporation.ning of the tax year; it is also subject to the approval
of the Finance Committee of the Knesset.4

4. For more details on the Israeli legislation of adjusting the tax base to

CONCLUSIONS the inflation, see A. Lapidoth, The Israeli experience of an inflation

adjusted tax base -With special reference to the Income Tax Law (Adjust-
There can be no doubt that the reduction of the tax ment for Inflation) Provisional Measures, 5755 (1985), 40 Bulletin for
rates by the Israeli Tax Reform of 1987 is a step in the InternationalFiscal Documentation3 (1986) at 125.
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Amsterdam and the NetherlandsBranch wll host thisI

(
important event which will take place from 11-16 Sep-

news tember 1988. During the 1987 Brussels Congress a

pamphlet was distributed which gave an outline of the:

scientific and social programme. The two subjects
which will be discussed are:

Subject I: Recognitionof foreignenterprisesas taxable
entities; and

IFA AND GOLF Subject II: Tax treatment of computer software.

The annual golf tournamentfor the IFA Cup was held On 14 September 1988 two simultaneousseminarswill
at the Royal Belgian Golf Club at Tervuren during the be organized:
1987 Congress. This was a most beautiful, and a most SeminarA: Data processing in taxation; and

exclusive, club and thanks are due to Professor Sibille Seminar B: Tax consequences regarding pension pro-
for arranging the event. The weatherwas good and the visions for the internationallytransferredemployee.
sixty competitors had a most enjoyable day including On 16 September 1988 there will also be two simul-
breakfast and a first class luncheon. taneous seminars:
The standard of golf was good and competition was Seminar C: Recent issues in tax conventions; and
keen. There were two courses, one reserved for Seminar D: Draft EC Directiveson parent-subsidiary,
players with handicaps below twenty. The best score on mergers and on arbitration.
on the long course was Bruce Waugh from Canada During the Congress a special exhibitionon computer
with 39 points. Tom Brouwer from the Netherlands

use and applications in the tax field will be organized.
got 40 points on the easier short course and so it was The Netherlands Ministry of Finance will show the
decided that there should be sudden death play off workings of an automatized tax office.
between the two after lunch. This was watched by all
and after great excitementTom Brouwer emerged as The social programme will include the opening cere-

the winner of the Cup for 1987. mony to be held in the 15th century New Church on

the Dam Square, a performance by the Concertge-
Various other prizes were won including Mrs. bouw Orchestraand a reception hosted by the Interna-
Brouwer as the best accompanyingperson (39 points) tional Bureau of Fiscal Documentation in the
and Maarten Ellis with the best score for a non-handi- Maritime Museum, a lecture on the work and life of
cap player (47 points!). Best gross score of the day Van Gogh and a DutchSoire in the auction hall for

' went to P. Sundgren from Sweden. flowers in Aalsmeer. The excursions which will be

Overall it was a good day especiallyfor the Dutch who offered include a trip to the Delta Works, the Open-
will have the honour of defending the Cup as well as Air Museum near Arnhem, the old fishermen villages
organizing the competition in the Netherlands next of Volendam and Marken, the new reclaimed land of

year. the former Zuyder Zee, and Delft, the town of Ver-
meer. Also a golf tournamentwill be organized.

NETHERLANDSBRANCH Congress reports

On 4 October 1987 the Netherlands Branch of IFA The greatest part of the meeting was dedicated to the

held its annual meeting in Amsterdam. (lively) discussion of the draft reports which will be
submitted during the Amsterdam Congress. The re-

port on the first subject: Recognitionofforeignenter-

Officers prises as taxable entities was submitted by Mr. A.

Boekhoudt, Tax Inspector in Amsterdam, and the
Prof. J. van Hoorn Jr. retired as HonoraryTreasurer, report on the second subject: Tax treatmentofcompu-
a post which he has held for over 40 years. Mr. J.F. ter software, by Dr. H. Kogels, Fiscal Adviser of

Spierdijk, Honorary Secretary, paid homage to him Philips InternationalB.V.
for his importantcontribution to IFA's work during so

many years. Apart from administering the Nether-
lands Branch's funds, Prof. van Hoorn served IFA as

General Reporter and Chairman of Seminarsduring a

numberof its AnnualCongressesand played an impor-
tant role in the Permanent Scientific Committee. SWISS BRANCH
Mr. A. Overboschwas appointedas Prof. van Hoorn's
successor. On 29 October 1987 the Swiss Branch held a special

meetingin Neuchatel to discuss the followingsubJects:
AmsterdamCongress of IFA in 1988 (1) The results of the Annual Congress held in Sep-

tember 1987 in Brussels. Dr. S. Zimmerman and
In 1988 IFA will celebrate its 50th Anniversary in Dr. N. Burki commentedbriefly on Subject I (The
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fiscal residence of companies) and Subject II (Tax (Subject II: Data processing in taxation).
treatmentof the liquidationof companies) respec- (3) Mrs. G. Laffely talk the incentives
tively. gave a on tax

to further the ownership of dwelling-houses.
(2) The subjects of the 1988 Congress which will be

held in Amsterdam.These were commentedupon (4) Dr. iur. F. Bertossa, LL.M., informed the audi-

by Dr. R. Oesch (SubjectI: Recognitionof foreign ence on the progress made by Swiss-Lex which is

enterprises as taxable entities) and by Mr. E. Hess setting up a data bank for Swiss law.
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